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Dosplus shifts into overdrive for business.
THE NEW DOSPLUS 4.0 HARD
DRIVE SYSTEM MEANS BUSINESS

JMAKEA SWIFT SHIFT The DOSPLUS 4.0 Hard Drive
System turns your TRS-80 into a powerhouse for business

applications. Shifting up to a hard drive isjust like moving
up from tape to floppy. It makes good business sense. You
get the power, the dependability, the speed and capacity

of a hard drive to power the software you need to keep
your business in top gear.

MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS The power potential

of the TRS-80 driven by DOSPLUS 4.0 Hard Drive System
lets you mind your own business just like the big
companies do. You can control accounts receivable,

accounts payable, inventory, payroll, invoicing and a

whole lot more accurately and with confidence because
DOSPLUS 4.0 is the only current operating system
designed from conception for hard disk operation.

DOSPLUS 4,0 T.C.B. (Takes Care of Business) What good is

a DOS if you have to spend so much time getting it to
perform properly that your business suffers? The
DOSPLUS Hard Drive System takes care of the computer
while you take care of your business. It's a smooth, swift

and silent business partner with the potential to handle up
to 40 megabytes of capacity in 4, 10 meg units." So now
you can shift your TRS-80 into over drive with DOSPLUS.

THE DOSPLUS 4.0 FEATURES
• Single volume addressing/Double sided floppies seen

as one drive—Any single file can expand to limit of
hard drive (up to 10 meg.)

• Hard disk— disk editing utilities • Incredible I/O speed
• Runs any combination of densities or tracks

• Also operates 8" drives with special hardware

—

comes with expanded users guide and complete DOS
technical section on \lO calls and DCB organization

• "PLUS" ALL OF THE SENSATIONALNEW DOSPLUS
3.4 FEATURES

THE DOSPLUS 4.0 HARD DRIVE SYSTEM
• Smooth, silent, swift • Error-free disk I/O

• *Add on up to 4, 1 meg units for a total of 40
megabytes!

• Plugs on the 50 pin data bus.—no loss of floppy drives

• Completely self-contained^ust plug it in and go
•

1 meg units available Soon.

NOTE: Specify 40 or 80 track when ordering DOS diskette.

After initial bootup, user can create any DOS desired.

STAITTING FROM
TAKE YOUR^^OOC

MICRO TO THE MAX.^ #^3 COMPLETE
Lifetime warranty on original media.
For more information Reader service card 384

DOtfPtUS ?!'r:r^"rJ::\ZL:,T'^' outswe ot Fia. call toll free
1-800-327-B724 ext. 204

//?/cr<r?-Srsre'/ns
soFTware-mc

FOR VISA/UASTERCHAROecaD. CWDERS
TOU FUEE UMES WILL ACCEPT OHDERS OHLYI

>p«iiiiting -n ih. T.nOi Lioi Fm Applicaoons afK) retfiiKal infO'mHbwi
9840 Funilon SIraat Call (30S| 963-3390 or drupus a can3

1309) 0e3-33»O Hollywood, FL 33033 D„aiore ,nqumos invred ^3W



Far,SoGood
Your Model III Is a fine computer.

So why settle for less than
a fine disk storage system?

A fast, reliable disk storage system — no other
device is so vital to the satisfactory performance of

your computer. At Percom we build quality, high-
performance disk drive systems. From gold-plated

connector contacts to goldcad metal chassis
structures. From proven design through 100%
reliability testing. Percom disk systems are the

standard by wrhich others are judged— the industry's

"gold standard," in a sense. And since Percom is the
largest independent manufacturer of disk systems

for microcomputers, you get Percom quality

at very competitive prices. Add-on drives for

TRS-80* computers start as low as $399.
Complete first-drive systems for the Model III

start at only $599. Put a quality Percom mini-disk

: storage system in your Model III, And save..

For Your Model
Percom TFD drives for your TRS-80* fylodel III computer are available in

40- and 80-track versions with single or dual heads. Single-head 40 track
drives store 180 Kbytes; dual-head 40-track drives store 360 Kbytes
Eighty-track drives store slightly over twice these amounts. Of course
these are formatted capacities. The Percom fvlodel III controller handles
up to four drives so it's possible to access almost three million bytes of

on-line program and data files. You get Percom's OS-BO/III Basic
language DOS with each first-drive system, and your first drive may be
either internal (add-in) or external (add-on). Percom TFD drives work with
Model III TRSDOS and other Model III disk-operating systems. First-drive

systems are pre-assembled. Installation is accomplished with simple tools.

#1 For Your Model I, Too
Percom TFD add-on drives for the TRS-BO* Model I computer are
available with the same features and the same quality control measures
as TFD Model III drives. As for Model III drives, ail Percom Model I drives
are double-density rated. Install Percom's popular DOUBLER II in your
Model I Expansion Interface and upgrade your Model I to provide the
same storage capacity as the Model III.

Watch for Announcement of Percom's Low-Cost
Hard Disk System for the Model IN!

To order, or for the name of your authorized Percom retailer,

call toll free 1-800-527-1222.

The Drive People
You get more out of
Percom disk systems.

Expect it!PERCOIVI DATA COIt/IRANY. INC.
1 1220 PagemiJI Road • Dallas, Texas 75243

(214) 340-7081

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

'TRS-80 is a trademark o( Tandy Radio Shack Corporation which has no relationship to

Percom Data Company, Inc.

PERCOM. DOUBLER II and OS-80/II! are trademarks of Percom Data Company, Inc.

asTi'.i'Si

Yes... I'd like to know more about
the best for my TRS-80 computer.

Send me free literature about
quality Percom products.

n MODEL I D MODEL III

Send lo

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC Dept. 8-M
1 1220 Pagemill Road, Dallas, TX, 75243

NAME

I

STREET

I
PHONE NUMBER
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Computer Creationists 80

by Jay Rose
When film makers want special sounds, they

call on sound and video studios iike Jay

Rose's. And Jay and other studio technicians

look to their micros for help in creating special

effects more real than real.

Spiromania 88

by Jake Commander
What do you get when you cross a changing

angle with a changing radius? According to

Commander 80, computerized psychedelia and

some sights to dazzle the eye.

Celluloid CPUs 98

by Michael Nadeau
The use of micros for special effects in motion pictures has been widely publi-

cized, but there are other uses for micros in Tinseltown.

Programmable
Sound Generator 106

by Matt Robins

If you have a Model I with disk drives, a synthe-

sizer with nine simultaneous voices can be

yours for $125.

A Little Byte Music 128

by Steve Levine

Are you in the mood to learn how computers

got in the GROOVE?
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326 Financial WizanI

Money Merlin for your Model II. Charles R. Perelman

EDUCATION
316 Dynamic Item Scheduling

Learning by hunches. L. Benjamin Wyckoff
'332 Time to IVIake 'em Sweat

Relax while your 80 does your testing. Robert L Hawkes

GAME
*292 Space Chase

Highballing in the void. Charles E. Gillen

GENERAL
'142 Programming Pitch

Your 80 and stereo can make beautiful music together.

Merton L. Davis

164 Fret No Morel

Guitar chords on your 80. Edward Louis
*234 Micro Melodies

Teach your 80 to sing. Kenneth Lee Gibbs
258 Out of Thin Error

Not Fair, Odd Disease, Runs Good, et ai.

Richard S. Adcock
*264 Two Strokes a Side

Handicapping your golf game. Michael Avery
272 Kryha Cipher Machine

From Union NJ, with love. C. A. Deavours
280 Model III Biorhythms

Unto each rhythm there is a sine wave. Linda Anderson

'298 Fore! Scorekeeper

An 80 keeps track of your quest for 80. Rodger Wells

318 Computerized Engraving

With a Model Ill-pantograph hookup. Allan S. Joffe

320 Confessions of a Microholic

Can't get enough of that silicon wine. Mike Keller

324 Damping Cassette Output
Garbage-in may really be garbage-out. Ian R. Sinclair

GRAPHICS
104 Northern Lights

How a designer's nightmare became a sculptor's

dream. Bert Latamore
'242 A Different Perspective

The shadow of your CRT. F. Gilbert Nielsen
'282 Super Banner

Say it in sign language. Ron Balewskl

HARDWARE
306 Programmable Baud Rate

Avoid the homebrewed look. Hugh Cottle

HOME/HOBBY
*23S Home Budgeteer— Reprise

Play It again, Pablo. Manuel Pablo
*252 Computer Racing Form

Your 80 as tipster. Ronald H. Bobo

PERSONALITY
176 Divine Dementia

Some call it fate, others Kitsz-met. Michael Nadeau

REVIEW
140 The Philly Phiasco

Looking for Arthur. David Gunn
184 C.ltoh8510

All the ingenuity under the rising sun. Mike Keller

206 LNW-BO
Build your own. Richard L. Brocaw

208 Telewriter

Cadillac for the Color Computer. Scott L. Norman
216 Snappware Eases Random Access

Eliminate LSET, RSET. MKS$ and CVI. Rick Lederman
218 ACCEL2 and Microsoft's Basic Compiler

Parlez-vous machine language? Dennis Wilkens
224 The Memory Box

Add RAM to your I. Jack Decker

Technological Destiny— Part II

Data hierarchy, computer history and misconceptions.

Gary Dilllio

228

TECHNIQUE
302 I Program Therefore ISAM

The number-name dichotomy conquered.

Richard S. Adcock
'322 Gabby the Space Cowbum

When the string breaks on your Chatty Cathy. .

.

Richard Ramella

260 Model II Primer

Read this before you run. Jesse W. Baker

6 Remarks Wayne Green
10 Proof Notes
12 Input

36 Reviews

62 80 Accountant Michael Tannenbaum
68 Soft Bits Roger Fuller

73 Commander 80 Jake Commander
74 Kitchen Table Software David Busch
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400 Calendar
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REMARKS
by Wayne Green

"We Americans have been fed the pap

that right wins out in the long run,

despite rather vivid proof that the whole idea is hokum."

Why Big Wins

There seems to be some surprise

when a new field starts out with a wide

range of small firms and eventually ends

up with just a few large companies. Those

of you who are up on history and oldies

still doddering around will remember hun-

dreds of car makes in the early days of

automobiles.

What happened was simple. It turns out

winen you increase production, mathemat-

ical principles inexorably apply. The cost

of most items decreases 10 to 20 percent

every time production doubles. Thus, the

more successful a product turns out to be,

the lower its manufacturing cost. This

success breeds more as the manufacturer

is able to reduce prices, gradually forcing

other less successful businesses out. We
finally end up with one gigantic firm (like

General Motors).

What makes one firm more successful

than the others, allowing it to kill off the

competition? I wish I could smugly con-

vince you that it is generally the excel-

lence of product design. I'm sure that's

what any red-blooded American wants to

believe. Baloney.

Right here in the microcomputer field

we have seen a typical beginning of a new

huge industry. Survivors are few, and in no

case has technical excellence won the

day. Get mad if you will, but the technol-

ogy of the winners has been almost irrele-

vent. Oh, it's been good enough, but for

every winning computer system the old

timers in the field can cite a half dozen

better designed products.

Yes, I know that goes against the grain.

We Americans have been fed the pap that

right wins out in the long run, despite rath-

er vivid proof that the whole idea is

hokum. Have you read about the Mafia

lately? Just about every member is a mil-

lionaire several times over.

In the micro field I've watched dozens of

firms grow and then topple. The reasons

for their failure are abundantly evident,

and their technical prowess (or lack of it)

has never been a controlling factor. Most

people who've gotten into the micro hard-

ware manufacturing business are pretty

sharp technically; their downfalls are

related to their lack of background in

business.

An arrogant disdain for software sup-

port killed one of the largest firms in the

business. Others have gone on to be mere

memories on the wings of wasted adver-

tising dollars and ego monuments at com-

puter shows. Would Processor Tech be

around today if they avoided exhibiting at

NCC and other shows? Cash needed to in-

crease production was blown on monu-

mental show exhibits, peopled with nice

chaps who now work for other firms.

The key to business success is knowing

what you are doing. The successful entre-

preneur knows marketing, advertising,

personnel management, salesmanship,

financing and business law, and is willing

to work 100 hours a week to make it click.

It is seldom that such a person ends up

anywhere but at the top of the pile.

Big firms are abJe to bypass the early

low cash startup days by spending a lot of

money up front to get into massive pro-

duction, massive advertising, massive

marketing. But as the field grows, even

large firms can't afford to butt heads.

While the pioneer firms in a new field can

get started for a few thousand dollars (as

we saw with microcomputers just about

five years ago) today we are witnessing

some giants losing $10M on sales of $20M

as they misjudge the market. Is it still

possible to get in on the ground floor with

a few thousand dollars investment? In

computers, no. It's getting difficult to

make it even with a few million.

The doors are still open for the small en-

trepreneur turning out peripheral prod-

ucts. It's a bit late to make printers, but

the field is wide open for other gadgets.

It is difficult for software publishers to

get started today. Two years ago one

could get started for a few thousand

dollars; now we see firms dumping mil-

lions, with only red ink to show. Very small

software firms still can eke out a living,

but the time is about over when we will see

small firms emerging as big ones. Some
giants can still come with a few million

dollars and buy into the field. In another

year or two they will need $100M— to buy

in. Another year or so after that and not

even large firms will think it worthwhile.

Each new system marketed is a gold

mine for small firms to support. Even the

largest firms are unable to provide even a

smalt percentage of the needed support.

Witness the growing market for Radio

Shack support products advertised in 80

Micro. Though Radio Shack has tried to

keep news of these products from their

customers, the word has leaked out and

the volume of business seems to be grow-

ing for these support firms faster than

Radio Shack sales.

The new IBM system is another oppor-

tunity for present firms to grow more rap-

idly and for new firms to get started. Yes,

it is still possible to put a few thousand

dollars down on the table and walk away

with millions.

I recently tried to remember as many

names of microcomputer systems as I

could. Then I cheated by thumbing

through some magazine ads. I had no

problem coming up with 76 different firms.

If I started counting the individual

systems it would go way over 100. Firms

are still appearing every month with new

computers, but we are seeing as many
failures each month as successes. I think

we have reached the turning point.

As Radio Shack, Apple, and a few other

manufacturers sell larger numbers of sys-

tems, their manufacturing costs will go

down, allowing them to either cut prices

or provide better systems for the same

price. This will gradually force the other

firms out of business and we will end up

with two or three giants.

I was recently a consultant for a firm

interested in marketing a computer prod-

uct to sell for about $600 at the start. With

the expected growth in sales, the retail

price would be reduced to around $150

over a couple of years. Any new firm com-

ing in to compete would have to match the

production quantities of this first firm to

match costs or take a loss until it could

catch up in sales. When sales escalate

rapidly, there isn't much of a chance for a

new firm, even a large one, to get started

in competition.

Look at the shakeout in the mini-

compLter field in the few short years it's

been around—and that product isn't

mass-produced on the scale of micros.B
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Systems av'STTaBIe for Altos, 'Apple,™ Atari/*^ Heath,™ North Star,™ S-100, TRS-80,
'

(Models 1, 11, 111, Color), Zenith.

iiAST

CMD Performance

Windsor, O (203)688-3862

Digital Data Communications, Inc.

Richmond, Me (207)737-4447

MIDWEST
Cottage Software

Wichita. Ks (316)683-4811

Web Products, Inc. Software Division

CaroiStream.il (312)653-5229

MfVkM

Meta Technologies
1-800-321-3552

Insync Systems Corp.

Alvin.Tx (713)331-2024

Central Kansas Computers

Herrington. Ks (913)258-2575

Dataflow Systems

Indianapolis, In (317)888-3640

WEST
Everett Computer Center

Everett. Wa (206)259-0024

Connection 80

Vancouver, Wa (206)573-0319

H & S Microsystems

Bumaby, BC Canada (604) 430-4145

^mm
Dealer Inquiries - 1-800-621-3102. (312) 987-1024 COMPUTER CORPORATION ^37

^ arkof App'eCi;i:!i!."j;i! "iu

irademarK of Radra Shack a TanCy Cwipa^^v
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INTELLIGENT
PRINTER

INTERFACE
Free Vuur ( omputcr from the

Mundane lask of IVinting

5^(9 REMARKS

Imagine being able to use your

computer seconds after beginning an

extensive printout.

Visualize your printout with page

breaks, page numbering and titles,

margins of your choice, indented

carryover lines, on any size paper!

Appreciate the time and money you
will b,ave by not wailing for your

printer.

SooperSpooler, a buffered printer

mterlace, maintains control over your

prmfer while you go on uiing your

computer for more productive

activities. Eliminate waiting while your
printer pecks through a long

document. SooperSpooler accepts

information from your computer at up
to 3000 characters per second and
feeds it to your printer as fast as it can

handle it without using any of your

p computer's memory or time!

SooperSpooler features include:

• 16K Memory (62K optional)

• Buffer Status Readout
• Space Compression
• Pagination

• Single Sheets

• Headers and Page Numbering
• Indenlalion on Carryover Lines

• Self Test Routine

• Features also Software Controllable
• Plugs into Model I, 11, 111 systems

• 16K Paraiiel I/O Unit -$349.00!

• Sena! 1/0 Option $95.00

• 4(iK Memory Option $159,00

TW

SooperSpooler by Compulink—

Itie missing link that gives your

microcomputer mainframe printing.

COMPULINK
CORPORATION

1840 Industrial Circle

I .jngmont, CO 80501 (303)651-2014

Send for brochure

Dealer kiquiries welcutne

fall for information: 800-525-6705
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Budding Apples

Experts in the field agree that Ap-

ple sales have passed Radio Shack
by in the last year. I suspect this is due
to two main causes: better support from

satellite firms and better advertising

strategy.

The average Radio Shack computer
customer, unaware of SO M/cro, is also un-

aware of 99 percent of the support for the

TRS-80 systems. All he can see is the few

peripherals and programs on display at

the local Radio Shack store. This liurts

sales. Apple was able to come from about

Va of Radio Shack sales to beat them with-

in little more than a year.

If this pattern continues, Apple will be

able to undercut Radio Shack on prices,

accelerating the disaster. Apple also has

an advantage in their overseas sales.

A recent report on microcomputer sales

in Italy is unfortunately rather typical.

Commodore started out the best-seller

there a couple years ago, but by the end of

this year Apple is expected to pass them-

by, with TRS-80 sales projected to be

about 16 percent of Apple sales. I've seen

a similar pattern in nnany of the countries

I've visited in the last few years.

Can Tandy turn the tabiGS on this deba-

cle and regain their leadership in the U.S.?

Yes, they can, but I'm not convinced they

will. Tradition may run too deep for the

needed changes.

It's too soon to see how Apple will re-

spond to IBM's invasion of the micro field.

Will IBM be as hospitable to supporting

firms as Apple or as hostile as Radio

Shack? I suspect Apple's real strength is

in the combined push of the parent firm

and ail the small firms making Apple prod-

ucts. This has defeated Tandy in sales.

Remember, when entrepreneurs start

new firms, or when medium-sized firms

cook up new products, they understand

that a larger customer base means an

easier sale. Thus the emergence of Apple

in front will reinforce its strength by

encouraging development and production

of even more supporting products. Free-

lance programmers write programs for the

largest selling system; they make more
money that way. This, too, will work

against Tandy.

One other factor; The difficulty of

reaching the Radio Shack customer to sell

supporting products is made agonizing by

Radio Shack's desire to be the on/y suppli-

er for their customers. 80 Micro is a good
means of selling to this market, but it

probably reaches only half of the Radio

Shack customers. It is far easier to reach

the Apple customer with advertising.

Radio Shack products have to be sold

through largely hostile computer stores or

else by mail order. Apple equipment and

programs can be sold through extremely

friendly Apple dealers.

We know IBM is going to be around.

Their entry has been successful just on

the power of their reputation. Their sys-

tem is well designed and their marketing

fine. If IBM continues to do things right, it

could come out on top-

Apple, despite the Apple III debacle last

year, is a strong company. Their market-

ing program is hard to beat, and their ads

are eye-catching and visible.

With the largest customer base in this

country. Radio Shack is by no means out

of the picture. They must do some serious

customer research and Improve their im-

age. Why not come to grips with the

TRS-80 support industry and encourage it

instead of fighting it?

If we could get 80 Micro into the

company-owned stores (which is most of

them) it would enhance equipment sales.

We are selling through a growing number
of independent Radio Shack stores and
the owners are most enthusiastic about

the results. The factory-owned stores

need a few hundred more programs,

something Radio Shacl< has so far not

been able to provide. I don't think even a

100,000 square foot plant filled with pro-

grammers can do the job of 10,000 free-

lance programmers.B

Coco

That's what a lot of the readers called

the Color Computer in their letters of an-

guish over my editorial on the lack of sup-

port for this system.

A letter from Jon Shirley assures us

that Coco will continue to be produced for

the next year at least. That's most reas-

suring, for I did not invent the rumors of it

being dropped. Radio Shack's lack of can-

didness discourages the press from even

asking them about plans. They are often

secretive to the point of emulating the CIA

on matters of new products or dropping

old ones, so only by bringing rumors into

the open can answers be gotten.

On the bright side, many readers agree

with the staff here at 80 Micro that Coco is

a vastly underrated system. Indeed, it ap-

pears even the folk at Tandy are not really

aware of the power of the system. Many
readers have promised articles and others

have already started sending in programs.

Perhaps I primed the pump. I assure you

that any lack of support for Coco reflects

the lack of input, not our lack of en-

thusiasm.

Reader Service for facing page jv13-
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CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-321 -3552 TO ORDER
IN OHIO, call (216) 289-7500 (COLLECT) j
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EPSON
MX-80, MX-80FT, MX-100

PRINTERS
NEW LOWER PRICES!

CABLES, INTERFACES, ETC.

TRS-80 KEYBOARD INTER-
FACE & CABLE $69.95

APPLE INTERFACE
& CABLE S99.95

IEEE-488 (PET) INTERFACE
&CABLE $79.95

SERIAL (RS-232)
INTERFACE $74.95

GRAFTRAX OPTION
(MX-80 &MX-80/FT) ..$34.95

EXTRA-LONG 10 ft. RIBBON

CABLE $2485
CONNECTS EPSON PRINTER
& TRS-80 MICROCOMPUTER

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL!

complete

DISK DRIVES
Includes Case, Power Supply
and External Drive Connector

from $28995

WE ALSO SELL THE
INCOMPARABLE

ADD-ON DISK DRIVES

FULL ONE-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
(Parts and Labor, write for complete details)

TRAXX Add-On Disk Drives are Individually Tested, Burned
In, Ready to Plug In and Run, and Include Technical
Documentation and a Static-Free Dust Cover.

CALL FOR PRICE

PARAGON
magnetics'

DISKETTES

MTC's
premium Single-Sided, Soft-Sectored
DOUBLE-DENSITY, S'/^-inch diskettes with
reinforcing HUB-RINGS. Individually 100%
ERROR-FREE certified. Invest in GOLD!

PARAGON MAGNETICSGOLD S23.95

ScoticK
Soft-Sectored Diskettes
5-1/4" 1S/SDen(744-0) $28.95
5-1/4" 1S/DDen(744D-0) $31.95

5-1/4"2S/DDen(745-0) $39.95
8" 1S/SDen(740-0) $29.95
8" IS/DDen (741-0) $37.95
8" 2S;DDen (743-0) $49.95

Hard-Sectored Diskettes
5-1/4" 1S/SDen10-sector(744-10) S28.95
5-1/4" IS/DDen 10-sector(744D-10) S32.95
5-1/4"2S/DDen10-sector(745-10) $39.95

5-1/4"1S/SDen16-sector(744-16) $28.95

5-1/4"1S/DDen16-sector(744D-16) $32.95
5-1/4" 2S/DDen16-sector(745-16) $39.95
8" 1S/SD6n32-sector(740-32) $33.95
8" 1S/DDen32-sector(741-32) $39.95
8" 2S/DDen32-sector(743-32) $49.95

Supplies
5-1/4"Headcleaningkit $29.95
8" Headcleaningkit $29.95

Authorized Distributor ^HUl
Information Processing Products ^3IVI

VERBATIM
Soft-Sectored Diskettes
5-1/4" 1S/DDen(MD525-01) $26.95

5-1/4"2S/DDen(rWD550-01) $39.95

5-1/4"2S/4Den(MD557-01) $51.50
8" 1S/DDen(FD34-8000) $43.95

Hard-Sectored Diskettes
5-1/4" IS/DDen 10-sector (MD525-10) . $26.95

5-1/4"2S/DDen10-sector{MD550-10) , $39.95
5-1/4"2S/4Den10-sector(PWD557.10) $51.50

'RINGS' & THINGS
HUB RING KIT for 5W disks $10,95
HUB RING KIT tor 8" disks $12,95
REFILLS (60 Hub Rings) $ 5,95

CLEANING KIT for 5'//' drives $24,95

5'/*-inch diskette case $3.50

8-inch diskette case $3,95

5%-inch File Box for

SOdiskettes $24.95

8-inch File Box for

SOdiskettes $29.95

TRS 80 IS a irademark ol the

Wadio Shack Diviiion ot Tandy
Coriwration DATALIFE \s a

trademark of VERBATIM PLAIN
JANE, PARAGON MAGNETICS

are trademarks of MTC

© 1982by Meta Tschnoiogies
Cofporstion

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY

24 Mr. Bulletin Board
(216)289-8689
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WE ACCEPT
• VISA
• MASTER CHARGE
• CHECKS
• MONEY ORDERS
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•Add S3 00 tor shipping

& handling

•13 00 EXTRA tor COD.

•Ohio residents add 6.5%
sales tax.
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Proof Notes
the editors look at the issues

Although some may be hesitant to

accept the computer's contribution to

the hallowed and sometimes dusty halls of

art history, these electronic gadgets are

making a contribution. It should come as no
surprise, as there has always been a faction

in the artistic community who have been
anxious to utilize the latest technological

advancement, and the computer has be-

come the latest toy.

This issue reflects the applications and
attitudes of various members of the artistic

community towards computers. Sculptor

Rob Fisher is an example of one artist who
prefers chrome and computer-aided design

(CAD/CAM) to clay and a palette knife, while

commercial producer Jay Rose highlights

how microcomputers, including the Model I,

have freed him from much time-consuming
drudgery leaving more time to be more cre-

ative. Film-makers are using micros to syn-

chronize complicated special effects and to

be taught by a Model 11?)

Computers are affecting the arts indirect-

ly as well. Many non-profit organizations

now rely on computerized fund develop-

ment and management systems, greatly in-

creasing their funding. And many writers

now use word processors.

Our conception of art will always mean
different things in different times and
places. Like the times, it is always chang-

ing, as are the media and tools which are

used to create it. In the hands of an artist

the microcomputer simply becomes such a

tool. This machine, which ordinarily is used
to process little bits and bytes of informa-

tion in the most efficient manner, is now be-

ing used to create spectacular graphics or

music. Jake Commander has a few words to

say about this:

"But is it really art? Oh please, can I

be the last person to ask that hackneyed
question?

"Does storywriting lose any of

its artistic value because it was
written using a word processor?"

keep track of a film's almost unmanageable
budget. And our own Jake Commander has,

with the Color Computer, created some tru-

ly beautiful and unexpected graphics rem-

iniscent of stained glass windows and or-

iental rugs.

Musical applications of the TRS-80 are

featured, including a hardware tutorial

which tells you, for $150 in parts, how you
can create your own synthesizer. You can
even teach yourself to play the guitar with

the Model I, an interesting twist of a com-
puter application. (Will our next Bob Dylan

"Of course it's art. At least if you want it

to be. Art is created from the minds of art-

ists and becomes real when tools are used
to produce an aesthetically interesting end
result. Notice I say the word interesting as

opposed to pleasing. Beauty, as it is often

said, is in the eye of the beholder. However,

just because you don't like it doesn't stop it

being art.

"Notice also that the tools used vary

according to the art form and the individual

Continued on page 66

Dennis Kitsz has had a second attack of California sun blindness. He left for the
west leaving us with only the tail-end of his "Applications" column. We considered
publishing it as is, but decided not to let him off the hook that easily. Send your com-
plaints to Dennis in Roxbury, VT. If Dennis survives CA without joining some sunny,
trendy cult, he will be back with "Applications" and some far-fetched tale next
month.

The left bracket, [, replaces the up arrow used by Radio Shack to indicate exponentiation on our printouts. When
entering programs publistied in 80 Microcompuling, you should make ttiis change,

80 formats its program listings to run 64-characters wide, the way they look on your video screen. This accounts
for the occasionai wrap-around you will notice in our program iistings. Don't let it throw you, particulariy when
entering assembly iistings.

10 • 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 Reader Service for facing page ^-13-
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L TOLL FREE 1-800-321-3552 TO ORD

MTCAIDS-
TM

MODELS I & III . . .$69.95 MODEL II . . .$99.95
Introducing the latest addition to MTC's family of data management systems, AIDS-III. NO
PROGRAMMING, easy to use. COMPLETE PACKAGE including demonstration application
documentation and MAPS-III (see below).

• Up to 20 USER-DEFINED FIELDS of either numeric- or character-type.
• CHARACTER-type fields may be any length (totai: up to 254 characters).
• NUMERIC-type fields feature automatic formatting, rounding, decimal alignment and

validation.

• Full feature EDITING when adding or changing records:
- ENTER FIELD (can't type-m more cfiaracters than specified).
- BACKSPACE (delete last cfiaracter typed). RIGHT-JUSTIFY FIELD contents
- DELETE FIELD contents. - SKIP FIELD (to next or previous field).

- RESTORE FIELD contents. SKIP RECORD (to next or previous record).

• SORTING of records is MACHINE CODE assisted.

200 RECORDS (40 characters) in about 5 SECONDS.
- ANY COMBINATION of fields (including numerics) with each field in ascending or
descending order.

• SELECTION of records for Loading, Updating, Deleting, Printing and Saving is

MACHINE CODE assisted.

- Specify up to 4 CRITERIA, each using one of 6 RELATIONAL COMPARISONS.
- LOAD or SAVE selected records using MULTIPLE FILES.
- Example: Select records representing those people who live in the state of Cof

orado, but not in the city of Denver, whose last names begtn with "F
and whose incomes exceed S9000.00.

- Example: Select records representing those sales made to XYZ COMPANY that
exceed $25.00, between the dates 03/15 and 04/10.

MAPS-III (MTCAIDS PRINT SUBSYSTEM), included at no charge, has the following features
• Full AIDS-III SELECTION capabilities.
• Prints user-specified fields DOWN THE PAGE.
• Prints user-specified fields in titled, columnar REPORT FORMAT, automatically
generating column headings, paging and (optionally) indentation.

• Can create a single report from MULTIPLE FILES.
• Prints user-defined formats for CUSTOM LABELS, custom forms, etc.

BELOW ARE TESTIMONIALS from owners of AIDS systems. These are absolutely authentic
statements and are typical of the comments we receive.

"This program will do more for my business than all the other programs I

have, combined."
David Wareham, Vice President (EDP), National Hospital and Health Care Services Inc.

"We have 32 different Data Base Management packages for the TRS-80. AIDS-lfl is easily

the best. It also makes it easier for us to step up to our Model II since the package is

available tor both computers."
, , „ ,. ,„,„„.. ^
Jack Bilinski, President, 80 Microcomputer Services

"Your AIDS program is tar and away the finest information management system that I've

ever seen. I am currently using it to maintain a clear picture of the demographic data on all

the kids in our residential treatment program and it is working for me superbly."
Frank Boehm, Director, Front Door Residential Treatment Program

AIDS OWNERS!
WE HAVE WHAT
YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING IV. . .

MTC CALCS-IV™, that is.

• More Computations
• Save Report Formats on Disit

• Faster, and more!

IVITC CALCS-iVTiw $39.95

ForModelsl&lll $39.95

For Model II $59.95

MTC AIDS MERGE-in™
Tliis subsystem will combine up to 14 AID5-

created data files into a single, large file. An op-

tional purge capability removes duplicate entries

wfiile performing the merge operation (can even

be used to eliminate duplicates in a single file).

Machine-code assisted for high-speed perfor-

mance, MERGE-IIITM properly fiandles files sorted

by any combination of fields, including numerics,

witfi each field in ascending or descending order.

MTC AIDS MERGE-III™ S19.95

For Models I & III $19.95

For Model II $29.95

7WI

MTCCALCS-lir
Models 1& 111 .$24.95

Modem $39.95

MTC's most popular AIDS subsystem. Use
,

for report generation involving basic M
manipulation of numeric data. Features are: 'm

• Columnar Headings '^1

• Optional Indentation |l]

• User -specified Columnar Totals iM

• Columnar values computed using con-

stants and/or column values

• Balance forward calcutatrans

• Use tor accounting, inventory, financa)

and other numeric-based systems. »n

EPSON PRINTERS

DISK DRIVES

BOOKS
and more!!

THE COMPLETE
MTC AIDS-

PACKAGE

SAVE $$$$
includes MTC AIDS-III™

CALCS-III™ and MERGE-III™

A comprehensive system

at a competitive price!

MODELI&III $99.95

MODELII S149.95

Add $25 for CALCS-IVTM

TRS'80 is a trademark oi the

Radio Shack Division of Tandy
Corporation. DATALIFE Is a

trademark of VERBATIM. PLAIN
JANE, AIDS-I. AIDS-III, CALCS-III.

CALCS-IV, MERGE-III are
trademarks ol MTC.
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"Unlocked software is good for

business, our business, your business

and the customer's business/'

Off Track on Pirates

In the old days sailing ships had prob-

lems with pirates. Two great nations used

opposite solutions to reduce the piracy.

Spain increased the cannon and armor on
its ships. This Increased the weight, cost

and slowed down the vessels making
them less desirable as a shipping vehicle.

England did the opposite, it lightly armed
its small, Inexpensive ships, making them
faster. They were better at their intended

purpose—to trade and deliver cargo

quickly. History has shown us that Eng-

land won, not because they avoided pi-

rates better than Spain, but because they

did not let pirates get in the way of good
business. In this case, efficient shipping.

This bit of historical fact has great im-

port in the software piracy problem of to-

day. Many companies are spending too

much time and money worrying about pi-

"Reformed pirates

(privateers) make
ttie best dealers."

rates. They reduce, if not ruin their prod-

ucts' usability with locked disks, unlist-

able programs, secret source code, hid-

den locks, codes in ROM chips, full page

ads devoted to pirates (e.g. Atari), and so

on. These devices have made many pro-

grams Inefficient, costly to produce and

support. The buyer is taxed greatly for he

cannot make modifications or backup

copies. Often he Is inconvenienced by

added expenses for backups or future

modifications. This hurts sales and

angers good customers.

There Is a better way as exemplified by

our company, Andent inc. We produce Ap-

ple II software for health professionals

(medical/dental systems, appointments,

hypnosis, and so on). We have been in

business since 1978, which makes us one

of the oldest software houses for micro-

computers. We are making a profit . . . and

always have. We pay our bills and pro-

grammers on time. Ail our software is

unlocked and can be copied for back-up

purposes. We support all sales offering

free replacement of damaged disks. The
user can list and modify ail our soft-

ware. There is internal as well as written

documentation.

We do business this way because it

pays, it pays us, and it pays our customers

for buying our software. Because our soft-

ware is unlocked, there Is little to no prob-

lem with: backups (our customers make
their own); updates (we mail out a letter

with changes); phone calls (documenta-

tion and listings tell you how to make
modifications); changes in operating sys-

tems; hard disk compatibility; slot com-

patibility; printer slot and special

character problems; disk recalls; equip-

ment incompatibility; and low cost of pro-

gramming and debugging.

The business community, our cus-

tomers, like this. They are buying a pro-

gram, not a software lease. They have Im-

mediate support since changes and prob-

lems can be made over the phone or by

letter. They can backup immediately and

for as many times as needed. They like our

low prices. Unlocked software is good for

business, our business, your business

and the customer's business.

But what about pirates? Large scale pi-

rates, those enterprising souls who copy

our programs and sell them world-wide,

are discovered and given an option to

become our dealers and pay us a royalty

on distributed software (or meet us in

court). As in the old sailing days, reformed

pirates (privateers) make the best dealers

and we do not mind sharing the wealth.

For those who do not want to cooperate,

we go back In history for the remedy. The

English and Spanish both learned that a

few executions were good for the morale

of the troops. Small time pirates (give it to

your friends) can be controlled by low pro-

gram cost, registration, continuing up-

dates and documentation. It just does not

pay to get our programs second hand.

Andent Inc. believes a sale of software

is just that—the sale of programs, list-

ings, source code, backup capability ... a

complete sale. Our customers do not buy

a disguised lease—they buy and own our

products. We do this because locking pro-

grams is very expensive, time-consuming

and hurts sales.

It is time the Industry realizes our prime

business Is producing and distributing a

product, not fighting pirates.

E.J. Neiburger, President

Andent Inc.

Waukegan, IL

Is the TRS-80
the only choice?

Earl Savage's Education 80 column (80

Microcomputing, January 1982) raised my
temper enough to cause me to sit at my
keyboard and pound out a reply.

Micros indeed have a major role in

education and that role will unquestion-

ably grow in the next few years. But so has

the minicomputer. The real strength lies in

the combination of both systems. A
school that bases its teaching on micros

alone will soon have some real problems.

Any meaningful education application re-

quires mass storage for programs and

data flies. The total micro shop will have

an impossible job In cataloging, copying

and other file maintenance chores to say

nothing of the costs of buying media for

every system. What about the mainte-

nance of all those tape recorders or disks?

How can you ensure students will work on

the right lesson and get their results

recorded on the right file?

A minicomputer acting as a file server

for a network of microcomputer terminals

offers the best of both worlds. The student

has a micro for simple programs, and he

can use the host for more advanced work.

Software development is much easier on

a mini with sophisticated editors, file

systems, and author languages.

In the January column, Mr. Savage

reviews the options to prove the TRS-80 is

the only acceptable choice but he makes
an interesting contradiction. He
dismisses the Model I, II, and Hi's lack of

color by noting "... color circuitry which

produces a pretty display but adds ab-

solutely nothing of value to 99 percent of

12 * 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 Reader Service tor facing page '13-
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CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-321 -3552 TO ORDER >' n^^i^S
marketing
services

1001
THINGS TO

PERSONAL COMPUTER

By MARK SAWUSCH

MICRO SYSTEMS SOFTWARE'S
DOSPLUS 3.4

333 pages $10.95 Fast. Smooth. Easy. Maximum features and powerful options:

333 pages, written in simple terms, of

"whatto-do" and "how-to-do-it". Suitable

not only for microcomputers, but for pro-

grammable calculators as well. Includes

program listings, formulas, a glossary of

computer terms and more! Definitely a

MUST BUY!

"TRS-80- DISK AND
OTHER MYSTERIES"

by Harvard C. Pennington
132 pages written in PLAIN ENGLISH packed
with HOW TO information with details, examples
and in-depth explanations. Recover lost tiles and
directories, remove tile protection, make BASIC
programs unlistable How to use SUPERZAP,
recover from DOS errors and MORE!

»Multi-key, multi-array BASIC sort

'Controlled screen entry

(INPUT @)
•TOTAL device routing supported

in DOS and BASIC
•Last DOS command is repeatable

•Tape-to-Disk/Dlsk-to-Tape utility

•More reliable, much improved

BACKUP
•Can read 40-track disks in

80-track drives

•200+ page user's guide (Includes

technical reference section}•DISKDUMP utility and more!

Specify WIODELIorMODELIIl $149.95

APPARAT S INCLUDES

NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0 ^^^tcoufcard™

TRs 80TM DISK $19 95 Enhanced version of NEWDOS/80 featuring:

"OTHER MYSTERIES"
VOLUME II

by James Farvour

•microsoft™ basic decoded & OTHER
MYSTERIES for the TRS-8OTM" is a primer for

the internal workings of cassette and disk

BASIC. More than 300 pages of explanations,

examples and comments about the Level 11

ROM.

MICROSOFTTM BASIC DECODED $24.95

"OTHER MYSTERIES"
VOLUME III

by Dennis Kitsz

More than 300 pages of practical hardware and
software modifications and projects. Discover

the mysteries of "THE CUSTOM TRS-80™"!

THE CUSTOM TRS-80TM $28.95

"OTHER MYSTERIES"
VOLUME IV

BASIC FASTER
AND BETTER

Time-tested and proven techniques and
routines that can be used in hundreds of ways
to make your programs smaller, faster and

better.

BASIC FASTER & BETTER $24.95

BFBLIBsubroutines diskette . . $19.95

BFBDEM demonstration diskette $19.95

•Model I double density support
• Directory size is tripled

• Dynamic merge of BASIC
programs

• Peripheral handling routing

•Enhanced DISASSEMBLER
• Includes SUPERZAP and more!

Specify MODELIorMODELIII $149.00

Enhanced Model I/Model III

compatability

'Selective clearing of variables

• Page by page listings of BASIC
programs

Command chaining

Michael Shrayer's

ELECTRIC PENCIL
VERSION II

for

Model I and Model III

An expanded version of tfie critically ac-

claimed original word processing system!

Includes all features of Version I plus many
new extensions. Runs under most disk

operating systems, has improved video

text fiandling, loads any ASCII file for

editing (including BASIC files), single sfieet

mode for printing on letterhead and more!

Simple to use, features 2-key commands.
An incredible package at an incredible

price!

Let your TRS-80™ Test Itself With

THE FLOPPY DOCTORS
MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC

by David Stambaugh
A complete checkup tor your IVIODEL I or

MODEL III. THE FLOPPY DOCTOR-Version 3

completely checks every sector of single or

double density 35-, 40-, 77-. or 80-track disk

drives. Tests motor speed, head positioning,

controller functions, status bits and provides
complete error logging. THE MEMORY
DIAGNOSTIC checks for proper write/read,

refresh, executability and exclusivity of all ad-

dress locations. Includes both diagnostics and
complete instruction manual,

SYSTEIVI DIAGNOSTICS
For MODEL

SPECIFY MODEL I OR III

Disk Version $79.95

Tape Version $69.95

CALL FOR AVAILABILITY
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its educational and business uses." Then,
with the emphasis of a boxed headline

notes "the reai worid is full of sounds so
why should programs be silent?" Well, the

real world is also full of color so why
should programs be monochrome? When
was the last time you saw a textbook, par-

ticularly one for elementary grades,

without color? Color can add significantly

to educational programs by providing

more attractive displays and highlighting

certain statements or portions of

graphics.

Ron Ginger

Framingham, MA

Finances Rule

Mr. Ginger raises several interesting

points. In some respects, education does
(or should) operate like a business but in

many ways it is completely different.

Public educational agencies operate (if

one may use that word loosely) like a

business that is perpetually on the verge

of bankruptcy. Educators cannot raise the

margin of profit slightly to bring in a few

communicated, would be to have eight or

ten micros and dozens of programs rather

than one micro, one mini and perhaps one
program for the mini. (The use of "would
be" is deliberate because most of us are

struggling to get a half-dozen micros.) My
computer prices may be somewhat off—

I

stopped pricing them a few years ago
when the capacity of the micros became
great enough to do the job— but you get

the idea. (Have you priced a mini program
lately? How many teachers or students do

you suppose are able to program a mini?)

I believe Mr. G/ngrer underestimates the

power of a micro in the hands of a com-
petent programmer. Is he aware that pro-

grams may be merged? That variables

may be passed from program to program?
That programs can be chained? These
and other techniques can be used, if

necessary, to overcome the shortcomings

he sees in the micro. Why, one little Model
III disk can hold enough programs and
data to keep him busy for months!

Just a couple of l<ey punches and my
Model III has a very sophisticated editor;

the file system will do far more than I have

had need for in educational or business

programming to date; authoring programs

"Educators cannot raise the

margin of profit slightly to

bring in a few more dollars."

more dollars and they cannot purchase
raw materials more cheaply. They con-

tinually fight for operational necessi-

ties, // you doubt this, ask any teacher,

administrator, board member or even
custodian.

In education, you develop a means to

get the most for every dollar spent— not

just in fairness to the taxpayer but

because the ratio of dollars to needs is so
low. After a few years, you forget that the

whole world does not operate the same
way. Therefore, I beg to be forgiven for not

stating that which is obvious to those of

us in the field.

Mr. Ginger may be surprised to learn

that I would like nothing better than a net-

work consisting of a minicomputer and
two or three (or more) dozen microcom-

puters. That kind of setup simply is not in

the cards for 99.9 percent of the public

schools in this country. Choices must
be made.

My choice, and the choice of the great

majority of educators with whom I have

as well as other authoring languages are

just a punch away. If the Model HI does
not have enough power or storage space,

there is the Model 11, and, of course, the

Model 16 (Is that a micro or a mini?). The
long and short of it is that you learn to

make do with what you have and the

Model III will do plenty.

With regard to color and sound, Mr.

Ginger again misses the point. You can
add sound to a TRS-80 for $10 or less, so
why not use it— even school budgets can
produce an occasional $10. Color, on the

other hand, costs a bundle. There is the

additional cost of the micro itself (or a

trade-off in more limited features), and the

extra cost of a color monitor is significant.

My personal feeling is that the additional

cost is not justifiable unless color is an in-

trinsic part of the topic at hand.

I would like to take this opportunity to

welcome the reader to the real world of

educational finances. Now, would you like

to increase their taxes so that their

schools will not have to make such

choices. . .but didn't I hear that the citi-

zens of Massachusetts recently decided

to do just the opposite?

Earl R. Savage
Colonial Beach, VA

Video Screen Dump

I noticed in the February 1982 In-

put/Output column that R.S. from Madi-

son, Wl was interested in printing his

chess board to send through the mail. I do
not play chess so subsequently I know
nothing of the software program he is us-

ing. However, I have developed a small

program (see Program Listing 1) that may

10000 FOR 1=15360 TO 16383 STEP 64
10010 FOR 11=0 TO 63
10020 LPRINT CHRS[PEEK[I+I1) )

;

10030 NEXT 11
10040 LPRINT " "

10050 NEXT I

10060 RETURN

Program Listing 1

solve his problem if the chess game soft-

ware is in Basic. The code prints an exact

duplicate of the video screen when called

as a subroutine from the Basic program. It

prints all alphanumerics and graphics.

If you want to place a left margin in-

dentation, add a line between 10000 and
10010 to LPRINT STRING$(SP%, 32);.

SP% determines the indentation and can

be changed by the operator.

i have used this little subroutine many
times and have had no problem with it.

R.S.'s only problem will be to find the lo-

cation in the chess software to call the

subroutine.

Gerald E. Ives

East Syracuse, NY

Burn the Brat

I would like to take my TRS-80 down to

the middle of Portland and burn it, but I

don't have the money to replace it.

I did not purchase my Model III from
Radio Shack, and it has TEAC drives in-

stead of the Radio Shack standard. Also,

it is hooked up to a reconditioned IBM
Selectric typewriter. All of this was fine

with me, until my troubles began.
First was the autocratic printer control,

f could not get the brat to follow the Scrip-

sit format commands. For four months I

went around in circles between the dealer,

the man who adapted the Seiectnc, and
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Radio Shack. No one knew anything.

Finally, one of the Radio Shack people

carelessly dropped a remark about forms,

and that slim clue led me to the DOSPLUS
Forms command, and now I can print. The

TRSDOS Forms command is insufficient

to do the job.

The modem I purchased works fine, but

after I bought it, I discovered that I could

not use it without a program. Then I

discovered I could not talk to the brat in its

own language without an editor/assem-

bler, and only Radio Shack knows whatall.

I was beginning to feel that I had bought a

car that would steer only to the right.

And that blessed Scripsit. It works well,

as far as it goes. But, it will not cooperate

with either of two Dvorak keyboard pro-

grams. The end-of-file marker is not the

same as that used by the operating

system programs, so I have been unable

to use its editing facilities on other pro-

grams, such as Fortran, or Basic. And the

silly Scrimp reboots every time I need to

read the directory, which means resetting

the forms each time.

"/ Will not

tolerate Radio

Shack's attitude.

Thinking I could improve things, I

foolishly went and bought the Model III

update for Scripsit and I can't use the

thing at all. New programs will run for me,

if I first convert them — that is, copy them

onto my command disk. Scripsit is pro-

tected so well that 1 cannot access it, can-

not run the disk in drive 0, cannot back it

up, and can use it at all, only in drive

1. I'm not a juggler. Then, improving

on its previous efforts, the Scrimp even

saved a Basic program on top of a Fortran

program.

The problems in themselves I can toler-

ate. The information curtain I cannot. And

Radio Shact<'s attitude I will not.

Since solving the printing problem, I

have discovered (Thank you, 80 Micro-

computing) that it is well known. I feel that

both the man who adapted the Selectric

and Radio Shack should have been able

and willing to give me the answer right

away. Since Radio Shack sells its prod-

ucts to beginners, the need for special

programs should be made clear before

purchase. Most importantly, and the point

of this diatribe. Radio Shack should im-

prove its manners. My last visit to Radio

Shack, an attempt to get the Scrimp onto

a DOSPLUS disk, met not only with

refusal, but with demands of "Where did

you get this?", "Do you have your

receipt?"; with remarks about my
DOSPLUS disk and attempts to uncover

other nefarious schemes by peeling off

my label to see what was under it; by

checking the Scrimp disk to see if I was ly-

ing and had backed it up. The final affront

was to suggest that I bring in my brat and

have its drives operated on.

Well, Radio Shack, you don't need to

worry about my TEAC drives any more.

Not only will the brat never come within

scalpel distance, but neither will I, for any

reason. For information I will go to the

magazines and the users groups, and

those who pry into inner workings and put

nasty little patches on things; for repairs,

to a member of the users group; and for

wares of whatever kind, to anywhere but

Radio Shack.

Dorothy R. Mooney
Tigard, OR

Radio Shack Replies

Wayne Green actively pushes sales of

various non-Radio Shack items. Fine, but

the customer must know what he or she is

doing and be prepared accordingly. The

term is caveat emptor.

Let's look at what Ms. Mooney has and

what her problems are (as best that I can

sort out from her letter).

She has a TRS-80 Model III, purchased

from a non-Radio Shack source; non-

Radio Shack disk drives; IBM Selectric

typewriter for a printer; non-TRSDOS
operating system; and a modem (model

unspecified and unimportant).

She has experienced the following

problems: Format commands from Scrip-

sit are not handled properly; utilization of

a modem requires some software; pro-

gramming in machine language requires

an editor/assembler; Scripsit will not work

with either of two Dvorak keyboard pro-

grams she has; and Scripsit will not run in

drive 0, cannot be backed up or accessed

in any way and will only run in drive 1.

I suspect the need for machine lan-

guage programming stemmed from the in-

ability of Scripsit to send proper com-

mands to the IBM Selectric. There have

been a number of articles in several

magazines about Selectrics and that

could be considered "general knowledge"

but we do not have the capability to test

every possible device that will connect to

one of our computers. We have said it over

• See List of Advertisers on page 354
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...everything from Apple II to

Zork II at the lowest possible

prices.

But low prices are only one
feature of our new catalog. More
importantly

, we think you'll find

it to be a very well-organized,

well-written reference tool.

When you receive our catalog,

you get with it our commitment
to help you keep it up to date.

Unlike most catalogs that are

obsolete the moment they're

printed, ours was specifically

designed to accomodate the

rapid-fire changes in microcom-
puter hardware and software. Its

loose-leaf binder format makes it

a snap to add the new pages
we'll send out on a regular basis.

Our catalog was developed on
exactly the same principles as
our business — to offer you the
lowest possible prices combined
with the highest quality of

sen/ice.

MALIBU 300 DUAL MODE 3G95 00

NEC SPINWRITER 3510 S. RO 1995.00

NEC SPINWRITER 3530 P RO 1995.00

NEC SPINWRilER 7710 S. RO 2595.00

NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P RO
.
2595.00

NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM 2295.00

OKIDATA MICflOLINE 30 3S9 00
0KI0ATAMICH0LINE82A 549 00

OKI0ATAMICR0L1NE83A 799.00

OKIDATA MICflOLINE 84 1199,00

16K RAM SPECIAL 13.95
Sel ol 8 NEC 4116 ns wiin insUuctions Guaranleed one lull yeai

MODEL I, III SOFTWARE
LAZV WRITER MOO I 169 00
LAZV WRITER MOD III 169 00

MICROPROOF SPELLING CHECK 84 95

PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT MODI. Ill 99.00

PROSOFT MAILING LABELS MOO 1. Ill 29.95

PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT/LABEIS MOD I. lit 115.00

SPECIAL DELIVERY MOO I. Ill 1 19.00

X-TRA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOD I. Ill 179 00

TflAKCESSMODI 24.

OMNITERM SMART TERMINAL MOD 1.

1

MAXI-MANAGERMODI.II

DOS PIUS 3 4 MODI
DOS PLUS 3.4 MOO III

DOS PLUS 4 MOD I

DOS PLUS 4 MOD III .^^V^^^^^ 1]

LA2VWRITERM0DI
LAZY WRITER MO^il|^K ^m ^^^^'^0
MICROPROOF SR^^HhECI^^L ^H ^^^4 95

^PROSOEmmi^^HlD I. 11^^^^^^ 99.00

hROi^l^B^^S MOD i^^^Vr
^lEW^^^KLS MOO I.

,
DELIvg

EECIAL I^KVRD I. Ill

[
24 95

'TERMINAL M0D^|^^^^^Bp9.9S
ilAFnUTTRMC

JS 3 4 MODI
DOS PLUS 3 4 MOO]
DOS PLUS 4 quoaH^K '^^ ^^^^^^ '^'^

PLUSJ^^^^^^L ^L^B^^
LOOS 5 I^^TI^^^^^^^^^^ 119.00

24.95

^N^^^^^ ^^ 165.1

TRS-80 MOD I HARDWARE
PERCDM DATA SEPARATOR 27.00

PERCOM DOUBLER 11 159.00

TANDON 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE 429.00

TANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE 289.00

LNW DOUBLER WITH DOSPLUS 3,4 159.00

LNW DOUBLER 5/8 WITH DOS PLUS 209.00

ISOLATORS
ISO-1 3-SOCKET 53,95

ISO-2 6-SOCKET 53.95

MODEMS
NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC 145 00

NOVATION O-CAT DIRECT CONNECT 165.00

NOVATION AUTO-CAT AUTO ANSWER 219.00

UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONNECT 175.00

UDS 103 JLP AUTO ANSWER 209.00

D.C HAYES STACK Smart Modem .:...,.. .249,00

LEXICONLX-n 109,00

TRS-80 MOD I HARDWARI
ERCOM DATA SEPARATOR
PERCOM DOUBLER II

lANDON 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE ^^^^^M -^^

ANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE .^^^^H^K ?99

IW DOUBLER WITH DDSPLUS^^^^^^^^, 153

DOUBLER 5/8 Wl]

80 299.00

COMPIl^ 319.00

ORTR^M^^ 369.00

599,00

310,00

R)"" •
. 110.00

'AR)"" • 199,00

195.00

245.00

239.00

ARE

1DS-445

lDS-460

IDS-560G

IDS PRISM

IDS PRISM 1

MALIBU 200 Di

NEC SPINWRITE

NEC SPINWRITER 3530 P. RO

NEC SPINWRITER 7710 S

NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P,

NEC SPINWRITER 3500
OKIDATA MICflOLINE 80

OKIDATA MICR0LINE82A
OKIDATA MICR0L1NE83A

OKIDATA MICflOLINE 84

16K RAM SPECIAL
Sel ol 8 NEC 4116 ns wilh inslruclions.

PRINTERS
ANADEXDP9500 ^^^K79S 00

ANADEX DP 9501 1295 00

C-ITOH F- 10 40 CPS PARALLEL T595.00

C-ITOH 45 CPS PARALLEL 1770.00

C-ITOH 40 CPS SERIAL 1870,00

EPSON MX-80 SCALL

EPSON MX-80 F/T SCALL

EPSON MX-100 GRAPHIC SCALL

EPSON GflAFTflAX 90.00

IDS-445G PAPER TIGER 779,00

IDS-460G PAPER TIGER 945,00

IDS-560G PAPER TIGEfl 1 195 00

IDS PflISM 80 W/0 COLOR 1099,00

IDS PRISM 132 W/COLOfl 1799,00

iPJ^TJWrS 21,95

lea. cenilieO Double Density 40 Tracks, wiiti

ITg Box ol 10. Guaranteed one lull year.

VERBATIM
MD 525-01. 10. 16 26.50

MD 550-01. 10, 16 44.50

MD 557-01. 10, 16 , ; .'. 54 95

FO 32 or 34-9000 , 36,00

FD32ot 34-8000 , ......' 45.60

FD 34-4001 48.60

DYSAN
5V..SS/DD, BOXOFIO 45,00

DISKETTE STORAGE
S<U- PLASTIC LIBflARY CASE 2.50
8" RUSTIC LIBRARY CASE 3,50

PLASTIC STORAGE BINDER WITH INSERTS .

.

9,95

PROTECTOR 5'A" .... .23.95

PROTECTOfl 8" 29,95

239,00

229.00

82.00

599.00

175.00

115.00

349.00

SOFTWARE FOR MOD II

SOFT
CROSOFT BASIC-80 299.00

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER 319.00

MICROSOFT FORTRAN-80 369.00

COBOL 80 599,00

MICRO PRO
WORDSTAR"" 310.00

MAILMERGE (REOUIRES WOflDSTAR)'- *
1 10.00

SPELLSTAR (REQUIRES WORDSTAR)'" " 199.00

5UPERS0RT'"' • 195.00

DATASTAR'* • 2«,00
CALCSTAR"" • 239,00

OTHER CP/M® SOFTWARE
SPELLGUAHD 239.00

SUPERCAIC 229,00

COMMX TERMINAL SOFTWARE 82,00

dBASE II 599,00

P&TCP/M* MOD 11 TRS-80 175.00

C BASIC 2 115.00

PASCAL Z 349.00

PASCAL MT+ 439.00

PASCAL/M 205,00

SYSTEMS PLUS -
G/L, A/R. A/P. P/R 1799.00

CONDOR I 579.00

CONDORII 849,00

FAN FOLD PAPER (ptIcm f.o.b. s.p.)

9ftx11 ieibWHITE3.000c1 ... . 29,00

14 7/8x11 181b WHITE 3.000 CI 39,00
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SUPPLIES
AVERY TABULABLES
1 00D3V) X 15/16 8 49

14 95

5,000 3V, X 15/16 19 95

TWO NEW 'OTHER MYSTERIES'
BOOKS
THE CUSTOM THS-BO

MICROSOFt SASfC FASTER AND BETTER

24 95

24 95

CORVUS
TRS-80 MODI, II, III

Coniioliet, Case/P S , ODeraling Sysiem. AiT

5 MEGABYTES
10 MEGABYTES
20 MEGABYTES
MIRfiOR BACK'UP

3245.00

4645.00

5545.00

725,00

SPECIALS
SPECIAL NO. 1

TRS-BO DISK ANU OTHER MYSTERIES. BOX OF VERBATIM
DISKS, PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 44,50

SPECIAL NO. 3
HEWDOS/80 2 0. BOX OF VERBATIM DISKS, PLASTIC LIBRARY
CASE 149 00

SPECIAL NO. 4
MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER. SOX OF VERBATIM DISKS.

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 179 00

Now you can use your Epson printer

without wasting computer time.

Alpha Byte is proud to

introduce the IVIicrobufferr

SPECIAL NO. 5
MICROSOFT BASIC DECODED AND OTHER MYSTERIES. BOX OF

VERBATIM DISKS. PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 49 95

DOUBLE DENSITY SPECIAL
PERCOM OOUBLER II, NEWOOS/BO, BOX Of VERBATIM DISKS.

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 279.00

COMMUNICATION SPECIAL MOD
NOVATION MODEM. OMNITERM TERMINAL SOFTWARE
ACOUSTIC SPECIAL (CAT)

DIRECT CONNECT SPECIAL (D-CATI

SERIAL CABLE

&III

219 00

239.00

. 25,00

Improve efficiency by adding a
Microbuffer to your Epson printer.

Your computer is capable of

sending data much faster than

your Epson is capable of printing

it. Because of this you and your
computer spend a lot of time just

waiting for the Epson to finish

printing one iine before the next

can be sent.

You can recover this wasted
time by installing the Microbuffer

buffered Centronics-compatible
parallel interface, from Practical

Peripherals, Inc. It will allow you to

print and process simultaneously

by storing computer output in an

external RAM buffer until the

printer is ready for it. You regain

control of the computer and may
continue processing while the

Epson is still printing.

patible parallel interface features a
16,394 byte buffer for data storage

and is compatible with standard

Epson cables. The MBP-16K sup-

ports all Epson printer commands
and GRAFTRAX-80.

MBS-8K RS-232C SERIAL
INTERFACE - 8,192 BYTE
BUFFERING 159.00

The MBS-8K is an RS-232 serial in-

terface with an 8,192 byte buffer.

The MBS-8K supports seven baud
rates (300 to 19,200), hardware and
X-On/X-Off handshaking, and user-

selectable UART settings. The MBS-
8K supports all Epson printer com-
mands including GRAFTRAX-80.

DISK LIBRARY SPECIAL
RACET OISKCAT CATALOGING PROGRAM, FLIP SORT (50 DISK

CAPACITY), 50 STICK-OM DISK LABELS , . . 59,95

Both the Microbuffer MBP-16K and
MBS-8K are easy to install, they

simply plug into the existing aux-

MBP-16K PARALLEL iliary interface connector inside

INTERFACE 16,394 BYTE the Epson MX-80, MX-80 F/T, and
BUFFER 159.00 MX-100 printers. No special user

TRS-80 GAMES jhg MBP-16K Centronics-corn- software is required for control.
All games are dis>^ versions. Cassette veisions may not be

available,

TEMPLE DF APSHAI 34.95

HELLFIRE WARRIOR 34.95

STAR WARRIOR 34.95

RESCUE AT RIGEL 24.95 ^m ^ ^
CRUSH. CRUMBLE 4 CHOMP 24.95 ^B .., „. , -„ j „
INVADERS FROM SPACE 17.95 M^ HH^^H^^^^ ^^ guarantee everyttiing for 30 days. If

PIN8ALL 17.95 ^V ^& H ^^^^A^^^B^^^H anything is wrong, return the item and we'll make
STARTREK35 17.95 ^^^A ^^| H^^H it right. And. ot coufse, we'll pay the Shipping

^^^^^H^^^^^l ^^^^1 charges
sj*njiGHT£R 24.95 ^^^^B^^R^^B H^^l We accopt Visa and Master Card on all ofders;

ADvSENo'l's'&e 3495 ^^3^ BBI^^ ^'^^ ^^'^^ '°^ Standard UPS shipping and

ADVENTURE NO 7 8 &9 .!!.!!!...!! 34.95 ^H^K^L ^FH^^^^h^V^H handling on orders under 50 lbs, delivered incon-

ouEL-N-DROiDS 17.95 H^^BVV H ^PHHi^K*^! tinental U.S. Call tor shipping charges over 50
STARFLEET ORION 21.95 ^^^^B ^V ^U^^^P^H^H '^S- Foreign, FPO and APO orders, add 15% tor

INVASION ORION 21.95 Wt^B^ ^M ^M^^^ ^MmM shipping, Calilorniana add 6% sales tax.

sARGONii :;:;::::::::::::::::::3l:9l ^^^ilDIDI ITCD ^""^^^^ '° ^^^"^^ '''"^°"'

"

BLACKJACK MASTER 27.95 m. ^L. -nlKUW^ U. M I ^^^B
ROBOT ATTACK 17.95 ^KiK^^1^^ .JL^Stf^
l[!^\^Sr' "il DRillll If 1^ 31245 LA BAYA DRIVE,

^"

TUESDAY MORNING ouarterback::::::::::::::::::26:95 i w^^^^^J^^ I ^^ westlake village, ca 91362
LUNAR LANDER 18.95

THE MEAN CHECKER MACHINE 21 .95 ^h _ ^ JC _— X" _ 11
GAMMON CHALLENGER 18.95 |^\ ^Ifln^MT ^1* Tm' mfl^l^nnOT1^1^ ^£ftll"
SPACEROCKS 16.95 |\/ VJIVlCT ^ \M l\Ji II |l\il I I KliU^ Ib^OHb

SPACE INTRUDERS % ^^^ H^^V# ^L^T^L^P ^^^^IL^^M^^^M^^^
SILVER FLASH mJ^^BH^^F.^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^1^^
KE^oS^ :::::::::::::::::: E2r95 To use our 24-hour modem order line, call: (213) 883-8976.

'See Lisl ol Advertisers on page 354

CP/M is a reglslared trademark ol Digital Ressarch, 'Reg. irademark ot Micro Pro interflallonai Corp.
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5^(9 INPUT

"IVe do not support

any non-TRSDOS
operating system/'

and over again— if a product is sold to

work with a TRS-SO by someone other

than Radio Shack and it does not work,

you are going to have to go to that com-
pany to ask for help. That does not just ap-

ply to hardware either, but also to the

operating system (DOS) and other com-
puter programs that will run on TRS-80
computers.

I am sorry that Ms. Mooney did not

realize that she would need a communi-
cations program to utilize a modem. All

she had to do was ask one of our repre-

sentatives what was needed to make it

work and if they did not know, they would
have found out for her. Also, as a regular

reader of your magazine, all she had to do
was take a look at Frank Derfler's excel-

lent article "Datacom Decisions" (August

1981) as well as numerous other articles

describing computer communications.
There isn't much that can be said about

Scripsit not functioning with a Dvorak key-

board. Scripsit has its own keyboard
driver and it was not designed to be used
with a Dvorak style keyboard.

The problem with Scripsit not working
in Drive 0, well, I can only guess. That

guess is she booted-up under some
operating system other than TRSDOS
which is furnished on the Scripsit disk.

When she removed her system disk and
substituted the Scripsit disk, the required

functions of her operating system were

removed and it therefore failed to func-

tion. We know and state clearly that a

"System disk must be in drive at all

times." Our instructions for Scripsit are
for the user to place the Scripsit disk in

drive and boot-up from It, then enter

Scripsit. After Scripsit has loaded and is

running, remove the Scripsit disk and in-

sert a System disk that you want your

documents stored on. We advise that they

never write to their Scripsit program disk.

Our people are familiar with, or at least

can call Fort Worth to get help with, our

products. We do not support nor are we
familiar with any non-TRSDOS operating

system and conseguently, we cannot be
of any help with questions regarding

them. I apologize if Ms. Mooney was
treated rudely in one of our stores. There

is no excuse for that sort of behavior.

Not mentioned by Ms. Mooney, but

worth commenting on, is her use of TEAC
drives. As far as we know, TEAC disk

drives use cam-type mechanisms which
are not able to run as fast as the required
band type drives used in a Model III. If

these type drives are used with TRSDOS
(which expects to see a faster drive) then
multiple problems will result.

Bottom line?? We service and support
what we sell. Yes, if you "bargain hunt"
you can possibly find It cheaper but, if It is

a TRS-80 that contains non-Radio Shack
components— well, caveat emptor.

Bill Walters

Consumer Information Manager
Tandy/Radio Shack

Fort Worth, TX

Ribbon Fix

For Okidata Microline 80 printer owners
wtiose printers occasionally eat ribbons,

here is a quick soiution to the probiem.

Take off the gray and ciear plastic cover

over the print head. If the shafts on which
the ribbons spin are a iot taller than the

spools, you have a modified machine and
the ribbon should vifork perfectly. If it does
not work properly or if you have the short

shafts, you may watch your ribbon get

eaten by the gears winding the spools.

When the spool gets to the end, the rivet

is supposed to slide the reverse bar

across and start the spools winding in the

opposite direction. The pin in the large

gear which turns the spool from under-

neath is too smali. When puiled hard the

spool sometimes jumps off the pin and
lets out about five inches of ribbon to

dangle down into the hungry gears. The
solution to the probiem is to anchor the

spools down to the gears so that no mat-

ter how hard the ribbon pulls on the spool,

the spool will not jump off the pin turn-

ing it.

If you have the tall shafts, the fix is

easy. Find two fahrenstock clips and drill

them out to a size slightly smaller than the

spool shafts. After the ribbon spools are

in place, slide the clips down the shafts

until each rests tight against the spool.

When you change ribbons (which people

PRESENT HOLE

WASHER OVER
NYLOM GEAR

do not do nearly often enough) remove the

clips with a pair of pliers.

If you have short shafts, you cannot just

replace them. They are hot-pressed in

place and come as part of an expensive

complete drive unit available only from

Japan. Instead, remove the spools of rib-

bon. Remove the clip holding the washer
on. Remove the washer and drill a hole in

the washer directly opposite the offset

hole (see Fig. 1 .) Make your hole the same

*I0 MACHINE SCREW

RIBBON SPOOL

DRILL HERE

—-WHITE GEAR

—CENTER SHAFT

WITH SPOOL IW PLACE, DRILL GEAR WITH A HOLE
SMALLER THAN THE MACHINE SCREW

Figure 2

size and the same distance from the

center as the offset hole. Reinstall the

washers and clips. Place the spools back
tightly on the shafts. Using the bolt cut-

ters on your wire crimpers, cut two #10

machine screws to 11/16". Drill through

the spool hole, through the hole in the

washer and into the nylon gear the spool

sits on. Thread the screw down through

the spool until the head is snug against

the spool (see Fig. 2). Now when the rivet

pulls on the switching mechanism, the

spool cannot pop off the shaft.

C. Howard Johnson, Director

Maine Computer Network
Mount Desert, ME

Figure 1

Legaiized Rip-off?

Does your GM dealer refuse to work on
your GM vehicle until he replaces the

Sears tires you put on it?

I recently purchased a Radio Shack
TRS-80 Model ill computer with 16K of

memory and planned to add 32K of mem-
ory and two disk drives. A few months
after purchase (more than 90 days) the

system would not start up properly so I

took the machine to Radio Shack for re-

pair. It came back from the "experts" with

exactly the same probiem. They took it

back to the shop again and fixed it by

replacing the 16K of memory and left out

the center screw in the back which holds

the chassis to the housing. I paid for the

labor and the new parts ($68.34) and asked
for the original memory chips which they

removed. Radio Shack's answer was they

were "not available."
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Does removal and replacement of cus-

tomer-owned property without customer

consent constitute ttieft or just a legalized

rip-off?

Is there any evidence in the industry

that Radio Shack's memory chips {Motor-

ola in my case) are as good or better than

semiconductor industry standards?

"Are Radio Shack's

memory chips as good
as or better than

semiconductor

industry standards?"

When I decided to add two disl< drives I

purchased 32K of NEC memory chips P/N

4116 and put it into the memory board

socltets. Four times I ran a memory verifi-

cation program which checked each

memory location 256 times without error.

Then I took the machine to Radio Shack

for installation of the disk drives. The clerk

told me that the repair center (which ap-

pears to be a subcontractor to Radio

Shack) would remove my memory and re-

place them with Radio Shack memory (at

a cost of $200 versus the $38 I had paid)

before installing the disk drives. I did not

go for this rip-off (under the guise of com-

pany policy) so I took the machine home
and removed the added memory before

taking it to another outlet to have the disk

drives added.

Only a few computer shops do this type

of work so it appears the Radio Shack

customers will be forced to put up with

this customer-be-damned attitude until

more independent service centers are es-

tablished.

Meanwhile I wonder if the above policy

does not constitute a restraint of trade.

Are other Radio Shack customers experi-

encing this same type of difficulty? Are

there others who would be interested in

pursuing a class action suit?

Richard L. Bates

Camillus, NY

Radio Shack Replies

Richard L. Bates' ietter voices two

basic complaints:

We did ryot return to him the chips

which were replaced in his TRS-80. Based
on the price he paid, and labor, we prob-

ably replaced only two or three chips, not

'

the whole set. We will always return parts,

if requested ahead of time. He probably

did not ask until the chips had been

thrown away, and truly were "not

available."

Our repair center was wrong to indicate

that they could not install Radio Shack
disk drives in a Model III because it con-

tained another vendor's memory chips.

Our policy on non-Radio Shack RAMs is

that we will:

• Replace defective chips as required

when we service a computer. Defectives

are returned If requested when the com-

puter is brought in for service.

• If requested, we will call the cus-

tomer with an estimate before doing the

work. If he chooses to do it himself, we will

stop, return the computer, and charge him

a checkout fee.

Any repair service, for any product, can

be expected to remove and replace defec-

tive parts. It is part of the repair process

and hardly a rip-off. As to our chips, we

test and screen them quite thoroughly, re-

gardless of vendor, and we believe them

to be of top quality. But any chips, theirs

or ours, can go out.

If Mr. Bates has trouble with a Radio

Shack Repair Center, and will furnish me
with all the details, I will be happy to do all

I can to ensure his satisfaction.

Ed Juge, Director

Computer Merchandising

Tandy/Radio Shack

Fort Worth, TX

Dissatisfied Customer

I am an enthusiastic owner of a TRS-80

computer. As such I am always on the

look-out for new programs and products.

Recently I ordered three programs and

a joystick from Big Five Software, a com-

pany which advertises in 80 M/cracomjOuf-

ing. Two weeks after I sent the order, t

received a form letter stating that two of

the programs were no longer available

Coniinued on page 24

AUTHORIZED TRS 80® DEALER #R491

26- 1062
Model III 16K RAM
Model III, BASIC 26 - 4002

Model II, 64K

TRS-80" Color Computer With
Extended Color BASIC

$839.00
WE ACCEPT CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR PHONE ORDERS WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD. SHIPPING

COSTS WILL BE ADDED TO CHARGE ORDERS. DISK DRIVES, PRINTERS, PERIPHERALS, AND SOFT-

WARE-YOU NAME IT, WE'VE GOT IT. WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST.

C& S ELECTRONICS, LTD. 32 EAST MAIN ST. MILAN, MICH. 48160

^138 (313)439-1508 (313)439-1400

C & S ELECTRONICS MART IS AN AUTHORIZED TRS 80' SALES CENTER STORE #R491

80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 19i'See List of Advertisers on page 354



IS THE ALPHA JOYSTICK
SUCH A SUCCESS ?

Because of games like these.

THE LATEST BLAST
FROM BIG FIVE...

DEFENSE
COMMAND

SCARFMAN

SUPER NOVA

DEFENSE
COMMAND
Big Five has done it again! Now tlie most popular

arcade game of all time has a fascinating new twist.

The Invaders are back! You are alone, valiantly

defending the all important nuclear fuel cannister

stockpile from a convoy of thieving aliens who

repeatedly break off and attack in precision forma-

tions. An alien passes your guard, swiftly snatching

up a cannister and flying straight off. Quick! you

have one last chance to blast him out of the sky.

Great action and sound!

BEST
^SELLER.SCARFMAN

THE LATEST ARCADE CRAZE now runs on your

TRS-80.

It's eat or be eaten. You control Scarfman around

the maze, gobbing up everything in your path. You

attempt to eat it all before the monsters devour you.

Difficulty Increases as game progresses. Excellent

high speed machine language action game. From

The Cornsoft Group. With sound.

CAUTION: Played with the Alpha Joystick, Scarfman

may become addictive.

Asletoids lloal ominously aroiird (lie

screen You musl destroy the asteroids

more iriey destroy yoiji (Big asteroids

Dreak into iitlle ones.) Your ship will

respond to tfirusl, rotate, liyperspace

and fire. Watcti out tor that saucer with

m iasefi As reviewed in May 1981 Byte

Magazine.

LUNAR LANDER
As a vast oanorania moonscape scroiis

Dy select one ol many landing sights.

Ttie mote perilous the spot. Ihe more

points scored —if you can land safely.

Vou control LEM mam engines and side

itirusters Absolutely the best use of

TRS-80 graphics we liave ever seeni

From Adventure International With

sound

HACK FORCt"
As your ship appears on the Ootlom of

the maze, eight alien ships appear on (tie

top, all traveling directly at you! You

move toward ttiern and fire missiles Bu(

the more aliens you destroy, (tie faster

the remaming ones become If you get

loo good you must endure the "Flag-

ship" .With sound effects I

COSMIC FIGHTER
Your ship comes out of hyperspace

under a convoy of aliens You destroy

every one. Bui anollier set appears

These seem more intelligent. You

eliminaie them. too. Your fuel supply is

diminishing. You must deslroy (wo more

sets before you can dock. The space

station IS now on your scanner . With

sound

I

METEOR MISSION W
As you look flown on your view,

aslronauts cry out for rescue. You must

maneuver through the asteroids &

meteors (Can you get back to the space

station?) Fire lasers to destroy Ihe

asteroids, but watch out. tfiere could be

an alien FLAGSHIP lurking includes

sound effects!

TALKING ROBOT ATTACK
INCREDIBLE! This amazing game actually TALKS

wilhout a speech synthesizer, through Ihe cassette

AUXplug,

You are armed with |ust a hand held laser In a

remote section of the space station you encounter

armed robots, some march towards you, some wait

around corners Watch out, the walls are electrified

Zap as many robots as you dare before escaping

into a new section where more robots await you.

The struggle continues. With Joystick action and

VOICE OUTPUT, this game will amaze you.

VOICE OUTPUT!

M^ALPHA Products

GAME PRICES
16K Level2, Mod 1 + twiod 3 Cassette: $15.95
32KLevel2, Mod 1 + Mod 3 Diskette; S19.95
All games on this page are "Alptia Joystick
Compatible." They may be played with or

wittiout joystick (using arrow keys)

Toll Free
Order Line

(800)
221'0916

79-04 Jamaica Ave., Woodhaven. NY 11421 (212)296 5916

ADO 12.00 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING
we ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD, CHECKS, M.O.

COD. ADD $3.00 EXTRA.
NY RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX.

OVERSEAS. FPO, APO; ADD 10%.
DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

IC
y



ASeMLetVMl:
When you buy

an Alpha Joystick

and games together,

deduct up to $14.00

from your order.

-«*«U3j^jgg^^

THE
ALPHA
JOYSTICK

MODEL 1 OR 3

ONLY
$39.95

MODEL I OR 111, SPECIFY WHEN ORDER-
ING PRICE INCLUDES ATARIJOYSTICK +

ALPHA INTERFACE + INSTRUCTIONS +

DEMO PROGRAM LISTING

Joystick + 1 game : Deduct $ 6.00

Joystick + 2 games: Deduct $12.00

Joystick + 3 games: Deduct $14.00

The Alpha Joystick gives you

real arcade action. Game pro-

ducers know that it makes
great games better. That's why
each month more games from

more producers are "Alpha

Joystick Compatible."

There has never been a

better time to get your Alpha

Joystick. With so many
excellent action games to

choose from it's time to step

up to joystick power.

You will find the Alpha Joy-

stick simple to use. Just plug it

in. No modification, wiring or

batteries are required, and it's

fully compatible with any other

TRS-80 accessories. The
instructions are clear and com-

plete, we even show you how
easy it is to experiment in

BASIC (A = INP(O) reads stick)

and to convert BASIC pro-

grams for joystick control.

MODEL I • Plugs into any Level

II keyboard (40 pin card edge in

the back) or expansion inter-

face (left side, next to printer

port). Our latest design has a

"mode" switch for compatibil-

ity with the many different

producers of joystick com-
patible games.

MODEL III — Works with any

Model III BASICsystem.lt
plugs into the 50 pin I/O bus

(largest edge connector under-

neath, centered toward the

rear). It will work with "Joystick

Compatible" Model 111 games
from any producer.

"If you purchase Alpha's Joy-

stick you get the exquisite

pleasure of enjoying (action

games) to the limit of arcade-

style realism."

- 80 Microcomputing
80 Reviews, Jan '82

.MlALPHA Products
79-04 Jamaica Ave.. Woodhaven. NY 11421 ^m (212)296-5916

14 DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE: If you are not

delighted, return it within 14

days for a prompt and
courteous refund.

Toll Free
Order Line

ORDERS ONLY. HOURS. 9 AM 5:30 PM, EST.

FOR INFO CALL: (212)296-5916

800'221-0916
ADD $2 00 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING.

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD. CHECKS. M.O.

COD ADD $3,00 EXTRA.
NY RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX.

OVERSEAS, FPO, APO: ADD 10%.

DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

'MuiliiCad)
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Shading Patterns

We have a Model II and a Radio

Shack Plotter/Printer which we use to

plot maps digitized from a Summa-
graphics "Bit Pad One." When mailing

certain l^inds of maps, such as

choroplethics, we would like to be

able to fill in the polygons with

various shading patterns. The pro-

gramming for this is beyond our level

of experience. Are there any readers

with any programming capability to

help us with this problem? We would

also like to hear from other Plot-

ter/Printer users to exchange ideas

and experiences in general in this

relatively undeveloped area.

Steve Maynard
Geography Extension Program

#5 Stewart Hall

University of Missouri

Columbia, MO 65211

Line-feed for VisiCalc

I have a Model I and VisiCalc, which
does not have all the pluses that the

Model II and III versions have. It is a
fantastic program, but I would like to

be able to create a program line-feed,

without having to wait for the print-

head to travel across a blank line. Has
anyone accomplished this?

Paul E. Shafer

AhsahfiB, ID 83520

Move those feet!

I read with interest Bettye Hollins'

article "Two Transfers Please" (80

Microcomputing, February 1982). I also

have Micromusic, but I use it infre-

quently due to inability to successfully

toad it to disk as well as the limited

tape I/O for music text. I am writing to

see if any of your readers have similar

success with two other products:

Raaka-Tu and Dancin Demon.
Although t have NEWD0S2.1, 1 have

not been able to create a copy of

Raaka-Tu on disk that will run—the

transfer works but the output is

useless.

I would like to modify Dancin Demon
to support disk I/O of music and
routines and I would like to add editor

enhancements to allow insertion or

deletion of characters in the middle of

the music or dance routine. If any of

your readers have developed or know
of such enhancements I would be in-

terested in hearing from them.

Robert Alston

2385 Placid Way
Ann Arbor. Ml 48105

Printer Patch

I have a TRS-80 Model I with one disk

drive and 32K, modified by Radio

Shack for lowercase use. I have been

using a Selectric typewriter modified

by Computer Devices of California.

This system works well as a word pro-

cessor using the Electric Pencil with

the Penmod patch.

f have tried to use the Radio Shack
Scripsit, but am unable to get a proper

typewriter carriage return. Does any-

one know of a patch that would enable

me to use my setup with Scripsit?

Milton Tuerk, M.D.

250 Hospital Road
Patchogue, LI., NY 11772

Type Font Wanted

We need a daisy-wheel printer print

wheel with an Oratortype font. A Bulle-

tin type font would be an acceptable

substitute.

We put the roster of our conference

attendees on the TRS-80 Model II and
need some way to print the badges in a

large size type that is readable.

Any suggestions on where we might

purchase this would be appreciated.

Harriett Heineman
Retail Advertising Conference

67 East Oak St.

Chicago, IL 60611

Digitai Group Printer

interface

I am a beginning programmer. I have

been trying unsuccessfully to inter-

face a Digital Group printer, model

DMTP-6, to my TRS-80 Model I Level II.

I have 48K, one disk drive and use

TRSDOS 2.3 and TRSDOS 2.SB operat-

ing systems. I need to know the wiring

connections from printer to TRS-80.

Will this printer work without addi-

tional software?

Jim McLeod
10371 Ainsworth Crescent

Richmond, British Columbia

Canada V7A 3V5

GorS?
While my Epson MX-70 is an ex-

cellent printer on the whole, the lower-

case g looks almost identical to the

lowercase s, and my clients (I am a

translator) are highly dissatisfied.

Does anyone have any ideas for up-

grading this printer (possibly by
switching to a different ROM and a

new printing head) that will either give

me descenders or else a small g that is

the same shape as the capital one, but

simply smaller?

Dr S. Himelstein

Maalot Dafna 45/5

Jerusalem

Israel

Super IVIodet i

I own a TRS-80 Model I. I would like

to use several of the Model Ill's fea-

tures on my Model I. How do I program
repeating keys, screen print, and shift-

lock (for output to my tine printer}?

How can I CLOAD from cassette 2?

How can I patch Debug so it will work

with the Expansion Interface?

Al Kiss

29 Hawkedon Circle

Rexdale, Ontario

Canada
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NONA/ MODEL I AIMD MODEL III

!

Now Model III users can take advantage of the ALPHA I/O system too. Our new
MOD III/I BUS CONVERTER allows most port based Model I accessories (such as

our ANALOG-80, INTERFACER 2 and INTERFACER-80) to connect to the Model III

bus. MOD III/I BUS CONVERTER, complete with all connectors, only *39.95.

^xf\

«k-_Cl

i'

2 Printers:

rSWlTCH

3ve 2 prmie's on Ime at all limes and select printer 1 or

neans of a conveniently located switcti End the prot)lfim

islantly plugging and unplLggmg printer caOles PRINT-

;:H is a compact rrodule that pljgs onto tfie parellel printer

if yojF TRS-ao and provides an edge connector tor eacti

ir two printers II works with any two types ot printers:

alrix, daisy wheel, plotters, TRS-80 converted selectrics.

issemDled, tested, ready lo use with connector and in-

ions For Model lor III (please specifyl. ONLY .$53 00

^x^iijjj-^ tiu

Yl\TO\ \

TRS-ao

new
AtOG-80 A WORLD OF NEW APPLICATIONS POSSIBLE.

GITAL r^iJLT I.METERS PLUGGED INTO VOUfi TaS-80'"
jufe Tempeiature. Voltage. Current. Light, Pressure etc

easy to use (or example, let's read input channel M 10

4 'Seiecls input *4 and also siaris the conversion 20
NPIO) 'Puts the result m variaCile "A" Voila'

Specilicalions Input range 0-SV to 0-5OOV Each channel
can De set to a different scale

Resolution JOmVlonSV ranget Accuracy 3 Oils ( 5%). Port

Address- lumper seleclatile Plugs into keyooard Bus or E/t

I screen printer poril AssemOledand lested 90 day warranty

romplele with pnwi'r cuDply connector manual $139

^SPECIAL THIS MONTH'

it-'i

%Q95
DRIVE EXTENDER CABLE, FflEE YOUH MINI-DRIVES.

I J the di ^y ham ness once and for all Fits all mini-

., reroom. Aerocomp. Shitgart, Micropolis. MTI, Vista.

;c, Siernens. BASF. East to install; just remove the drive

r. plug in the EXTENDER CABLE and replace the cover.

Jow you can change and move your drives wiilioul dis-

mhly Keep the cover on and Ihe dust out High reliability

plated contacts computer grade 34 conductor cable,

id and guaranteed

iet one for each drive ONLY $8,95

O^ 40 Ph. a

©i^ 34 Pin. 42

'-^ CABLES

©S 34P.n.54- p \p {p ^
O |£D 34 Ph. an. r^

® ^1 34 Ph, 4n. ^
®m 40 Ph, 2 or 4 ft

P-
SUPEfllOR QUALITY REPLACEMENT & EXTENSION CABLES

Highest quality catile and high ^O'ce gold plated contacts

ensure the utmost in connection reliaPiiity

O KEY80ARD TO FXPANSION INTERFACE S?1

.

© DISK DRIVE CABLE FOR 1 OR 2 DRIVES
. . S32

« DISK DRIVF CABLE FOR 3 OR 4 DRIVES
. . S45

O DISK DRIVE CABLE EXTENDER I?2
© PRINTER CABLE EXTENDER

. . $24
® 40 PIN BUS EXTENDER - 2 ft.

. . $22 4 ft. . $24

Custom cable configurations are also available Call us

''"^^ZX

TIMEDATE8D HEflL-TIMECLOCK/CALENOARfWOOULE
Keeps quail/ .iccuratc tiriie for 3 years on i replaceable

AAA batteries (nol included) Gives MO/DATE/YR DAY of

WEEK HR MIN SEC and AM/PM Features lf>JTELLIGENT

CALENDAR and even provides tor Leap Year This compact
module simply plugs inio rear of Keyboard or side of

Expansion Interlace Iniay tie slipped mside E/l) Includes

cassette software for setting clock anO patching lo any DOS
(including NEWOOS 80 2 01 Optional Y" conneclor allows

lor lurlher expansion For Model I Futly assembled anrl

tested Complete with instructions mti la^-epp (iNI

S9[) 00 Y option c;ridSi.' 'VJ

power relays undei
your

INTEflFACEH-80: the most power'ul Sense/Conlrol module,

• 8 industrial grade relays single pole double throw isolated

contacts 2 Amp. @ (25 Volts TTL latched outputs are also

.iccessible to drive external solid stale relays

.8 convenient LEDsoonsianlly display the relay states

Simple " OUT" commands (in tasic) control Itie 8 relays.

,8 optically-isolaied inputs for easy direct intertacing to

enternai switches, photocells (keypads sensors etc

Simple "INP" commands read Ihe status of the 8 inputs

Selectable port address. Clean, compact enclosed design

AssemCled. tesfed. 90 days warranty Price includes power
supply cable, conneclor, superb user's manual $159.

:5 xr xf^X2
• *

YOU ASKED FOR IT: EXPSNDABUS" XI, X2, X3 AND
COWNECT ALL YOUR TRS-80 DEVICES SIMUt rAWEOUf
on the 40 pin TRS-80 bus Any device that normally pli

into Ihe keyboard edge connector will also plug into

EXPAfJDABUS' The X4" is shown with protec
covers (included). The TRS-80 keyboard contains Ihe I

drivers (74LS367) lor up to 20 devices, more than you
ever need. Using the E/l. itplugseither between KB and
or in the Screen Printer port. Professional quality g
plated contacts Computer grade 40 conductor ribbon cat

X2 ,$29, X3 ,$44 X4 $59
Custom configurations are also available call us

X5 S « '"l

GREEIM SCREEN

\A/ARNIIMC3
IBM and all the 'biggies ait using green screen inomi

Us advantages are now widely advertised We feel that

TRS-80 user should enpy the benefits it provide;

WARNING: all Green Screens are nol created equal F

what welound-

•Several are |ust a flat piece of standard colored Lucit

green tint was nol made for ihis purpose and is |udc

many to be too dark. Increasing the brightness conii

result ma fuzzy display

•Some are simply a piece of thin plastic film taped

cardboard frame The color is satisfactory bul Ihe wobh
gives It a poor appearance

•One "optical filler" is in tact plain acrylic sheeimg

•False claim. A few pretend to "reduce glare '

In lad

flat and shiny surfaces (both lilm and Lucife type! AD'

own reflections to the screen

•A (ew laughs One ad claims to "reduce screen com
Sorry gentleman but it's just the opposite One of the

Screen's major benedfs is,to increase the contrast b(

Ihe text and the background

•Drawbacks: Most are using adhesive strips to lastei

screen to the monilor This method makes ii awkw
remove lor necessary periodical cleaning Ail (except

are flat Light pens will not work reliably because of 1

gap between the screen and the lube.

Many companies have been manufacturing video fiifi

years We are not the first (someltiink they are). Put w
done our homework and we think we manufacture th

Green Screen, Here is why
•It fits right onto the picture tube like a skin because ii

only CURVED screen MOLDED exactly to the piciun

curvature It is Cut precisely io cover the exposed area

picture tube The fit is such thai the sialic eiecln

sufficient to keep it in place! We also include some in

reusable tape lor a more secure tastening

•The filter material that we use is jusl right, not too di

too light. The result is a really eye pleasing display

We are so sure that you will never take your Green sen

that we otter an unconditional money-Oack guaraniy

Green Screen for !4 days II loi any reason you a

delighted with i1, return it for a prompt relund

A lasi word We think that companies, like ours, w
selling mainly by mail should •list their street address"

phone number (for questions and orders )«accept C0[

every one likes 10 send checks to a PO boiwjfii

convenience ot charging their purchase lo ma|or credit i

How come we are Ihe only green screen people doing if

Order your ALPHA GREEN SCREEN loday S12 50

.-•feS

»i

ALPHA Prochicts
Arc S2 51) PER OftQER FOR SHIPPING AND HAN
ALL ORDERS SHIPPEO FtHST CLASS MAIL
WE ACCEPT VISA MASTFRCHAflfiE CHECKS
COD ADDS? 00 EXTRA
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE I
H y RESIDENIS ADD SALES lAX M

M" •*' '^-^
.WOODHAVEN N.Y. 11421 S info and order: (212) 296«5916

-Kj*^:
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Conlinued from page 19

because of agreements Big Five Software

has with Atari. They credited my account

for the full amount of my check. They

cashed my check, but they did not send

that part ot the order that they were able

to fill, namely, the third program and the

joystick.

Robert Bauman
Laurel Springs, NJ

Big Five Software Replies

Atari has been cradling down on com-

panies with games that play like some of

their games (see "Atari targets software

pirates," 80 News, March 1982). Atari

threatened us with lawsuits for our

"Galaxy Invasion" and "Robot Attack."

While our attorneys are deciding who Is

right, we have stopped producing and sell-

ing those two games to comply with

Atari's demands.
We offer a quantity discount for multi-

ple items ordered, f/r. Bauman ordered

four items (two were Robot and Galaxy),

which entitles him to a 15 percent dis-

count. Since we could only sell him two

items (which would reduce his quantity

discount), we gave him the choice to ac-

cept only two Items at a lower discount, or

cancel his order completely. Mr. Bauman
completely misunderstood, saying we
"didn't bother" to send the other two

items.

Bill Hogue, President

Big Five Software

Van Nuys, CA

Cutting Room Goblins

There is a gremlin in the 60 M/cro paste-

up room. Several paragraphs of my article

"In Praise of Outlines" were turned

around. On page 205, the paragraph fol-

lowing the bold heading Define the Task

should appear just before the bold head-

ing Outline the Procedure on page 206.

The paragraph that should have appeared

on page 205 reads as follows:

"This program will count to 10 by fives,

giving the square roots of the numbers as

we go along." There, we have defined the

task. We know exactly what we are going

2030 BS = "":INPUT"NAHE: ";!!$

2050 BS="" INPUT-ADD: ";BS
2070 BS="" INPUT'CITY: ";RS
2090 BS-"" INPUT'STATE: ";BS
2110 BS="":INPUT"SIP: ":BS

Program Listing 2

to do. On this small sample you might

think that you do not have to define this

simple task. But what about longer pro-

grams such as a mailing list? What things

do you want your mailing list to do? Do
you want to be able to add or delete

names? Do you want to be able to make
changes or sort alphabetically by names
or towns or by zip codes? In this example

the need for definition is obvious,

I have also made some changes to the

program since it was published. On line 40

and 5000 the For. . .Next loops should

read FOR A = 1 TO F + 3 STEP4. Alter the

following lines as shown in Program

Listing 2. With these changes you should

be able to learn in 15 minutes what it took

me 2'/2 years to figure out.

The program I presented was not

intended as an applications program, but

as a sample of programming method. The

full-fledged mall list program is available

through Futureview Software, PO Box

1295, Joplln, MO 64802.

Dennis Drew

I Joplin, MO

Newscript Update

The March 1982 issue of 80 Microcom-

puting carried a review of our Newscript

word processor. That review contained

several statements that were flat-out

false, misleading to your readers, and

potentially very damaging to our sales. I

appreciate your willingness to allow me
this opportunity to respond to those er-

rors, as follows:

• "There is no way to look up what you

want to do." This is stated in a paragraph

that insinuates our manual is like the

Radio Shack Level II Manual. Now, our

manual has a table of contents, an index,

a section called "How To . .
.", two

chapters of commands in alphabetical se-

quence, and hundreds of cross-references

throughout the text. If that isn't sufficient

to let someone look up what he wants to

do, what is? All other reviews have raved

about our documentation and said it is the

best ever written for a microcomputer. Ac-

tually, even this 80 review said that

"Newscript has a fantastic documenta-

tion... with a table of contents and

index." And then it goes right on to say

there's no way to look up what you want to

do. Though obviously contradictory, many
of your readers will remember only that

derogatory statement.

• "The greatest page number is

999. . ."The upper limit is 32767 (although

I admit I never tried a number above 9999),

and while even 999 is more than most peo-

Continued on page 3D

Pcrcom Disk Storage

Quality Pcrcom products are available from
the following authorized Percom retailers

If a retailer is not listed for your area, call

Percom toll free at 1-800-527-1222 for the

address of a nearby retailer, or to order directly

from Percom

ARKANSAS
MICHIK'OMPUTfRSVsrfMS IW H-.tSonng, tM\]hZi^2m

ARIZONA
^"^^'"'""^ T,nso^ (h()a}32:i-9,19l

CALIFORNIA
AiPHAB',n?sTOR[-,s Cai^b^^s (2i:i) 8a:i «,W4
Rr.RKU KV MICRO CGMPUTI-.RS B,.rkcl,-u (4 1 =,) K4H 7 1 :;2

COMPUTF.R INhORMATION EXCHANfiF
.Saul i.isRei,. ;71417F>7 484<>

(OMPUTER.SFRVKF.ChNTFR Hdlvwood l2i:ilH5l 1414
DESMAR Fl FCTRONICS Sarw Clara 1408) 9HK 2308
HOEiRYWORI [) Nfiohndyt. (2n)HW>92(X)

DISTRICT or COLUMBIA
TMF ['R{X,F«MSTnRF. W^shiin<jto,i (2(12) .H7 4(,')l

FLORIDA
FNTRON.INC La,9o (Hi:i) 586 r>i)l2

MICROSVSTFMS SOFTWARE INC

GEORtilA
COMMFRCIALDAtAPRODUClS Allanta

1404| 325-7800
HAWAII

COMFllllRCi NTIH )l<)nolij|j mOM14«8 2l7l

IDAHO
OFt lOF MAGiC COMFUTF.HS H,Mi^ [2081 37h -iblA

IDAHO MICROCOMPUTER Buhl (208) 543-6292

IIIINOIS
(lAtfCIASrASSOCIATLS (|.ir.,g<i (.U21 782 'i7r>(l

KANSAS
BF-,SCOFI.ECTRONICS Shiawree I9l,'i) 268 763,'!

CARDENS INC Hulchinson (.Tib) b6<)-826l

DATASF-RVICES, INC. Wichita (3161838-9021

KENTUCKY
( ( )M[->I ) I FR MACilC Louiiuill." (,'>02) 8*?,! 't.i:i4

MASSACHUSETTS
OMNITf K T,.wk,bii>v (t.l7)8f>l 4580

MARYLAND
tJAMASCUSC B n.imasiu^ (,i(H) 2,53 2101

MICHIGAN
ALTERNATFSOIIRCF

I ar^my lil7)4«7 3,i,'i8

MINNESOTA
THU Om R(X>M i,j.>nPMin.' K.I 2) 934 1H2(.

MISSOURI
l-tMBF-RGFR CO Vienna (3]4| 422 3353

NEBRASKA
COIUMBUSTV Columbus (402) 5(>4-r.53l

CURTRONICK hncoln ,'«i2) 423 7771

NEW JERSEY
CHANNEL ! RADIO SHACK Mpdloid (b09) 654 7454

DA& D SALES Bloomlield (201 ) 751-8444

NEVADA
PCS COMPUTER l,-isV..y,„ (702) M71I 4i:i8

NEW YORK
H&ECOMPUTRONICS Spnny Valley (914)425-15,35

MICRO 80 SYSTEMS Brooklvn (2121748-3236

PROGRAMS UNI. IMITED Jencho (8001 645-6038

STONY C[.OVE N,.wV.>rl(CiP.' (212)391 8337

DATASCAN COMPUTF.R SYSTEMS INC
SM^„ {516169a-62a5

NORTH CAROLINA
HOI-LIDAY MFG Greer,bor.-. (919) 274 t346

OHIO
PFl DMANENTfRPRlsrs Akr,,n (216)724 5583

MPS Wadswonh 1216)336-2771
PENNSYLVANIA

COMPUTER ANALYSTS N..^^ BngliKm (412)846 9,323

SUNRISE Fl ECTRONICS Chdmt>tTsbuiy (717) 264 8214

TFNNESSEE
COMPl )TI R WORI [) INC Nashville (615) 244 6014

TEXA.S

PERCOM COMPUTER CENTER Richa,d,or (2141690-0207

COMPUTER TO GO AusOn (5121472-8926

HREEZEQSD INC 15allas (2141 484 ?97b
TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS Arlingion (817)274-5625

UTAH
MICRO MNFMOMCS Suri-,'l (801)82,5-9317

WASHINGTON
COMPUTER SERVICES KiTir..'w« I* (.Ml"!!,582 9759

NORTHWEST C:OMPUTER SERVICE
Bellviie (206) 454-4979

WEST VIRGINIA
BURCO DISTRIBUTORS Hunhnymn (3(M) 453-6387

WISCONSIN
tiVTESHOPMII WAUKEt Gieenlield (414)281 7(K)4

FINAMORES Marshheld [7151,384 '>61l)

FOREIGN DEALERS

AUSTRALIA
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS PO Box ,321 North Ryde NSW2I13

CANADA
ALPHAONE Edmonion (4(33)454 8409
VALERIOTE AND ASSOC Guelph Ontano 14161 624-4899

DVR ELECTRONICS Sunev B C (604) 576 1045

COTS MICROSYSTEMS. LTU Onawa (613)741-7937

MICRO COMP ENTERPRISES. INC Pitl-eiiiiti (416)3:i9-4561

MICROMART Monr^dl (514)7319486

MEXICO
CIBERMATIC S A Mexico ('KI5) 592 WS.i

COMPUTADORAS Y ASFSORAMIhNTO
R„>Panwo 14 M^<ico5DF

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
R,\n\0 SHACK Sanio Domingo (809) 565 9121
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Percom's DOUBLERII tolerates wide variations in media, drives
GARLAND, TEXAS — May 22, 1981 —
Harold Mauch, president of Percom Data
Company, announced here today that an im-

proved version of the Company's innovative

EXDUBLER® adapter, a double-density plug-in

module for TRS-80' Model I computers, is

now available.

Reflecting design refinements based on both
theoretical analyses and field testing, the
DOUBLER 11®, so named, permits even great-

er tolerance in variations among media and
drives than the previous design.

Like the original DOUBLER, the DOU-
BLER II plugs into the drive controller IC
socket of a TRS-80 Model I Expansion Inter-

face and permits a user to run either single- or

double-density diskettes on a Model I.

With a DOUBLER II installed, over four

times more formatted data — as much as 364
Kbytes — can be stoted on one side of a five-

inch diskette than can be stored using a stan-

dard Tandy Model I drive system.

Moreover, a DOUBLER II equips a Model 1

with the hatdware required to run Model III

diskettes.

{Ed. Note: See "OS-SO®: Bridging the TRS-
80' software compatibility gap" elsewhere on
this page.)

The critical clock-data separation circuitry

of the DOUBLER II is a proprietary design
called a ROM-programmed digital phas.e-lock

loop data separator.
-~—

According to Mauch, this design is more
tolerant of differences from diskette to diskette

and drive to drive, and also provides immunity
to performance degradation caused by circuit

component aging.

Percom DOUBLER II

Mauch said "A DOUBLER II will operate

just as reliably two years after it is installed as it

will two days after installation."

The digital phase-lock loop also eliminates

the need for trimmer adjustments typical of
analog phase-lock loop circuits.

"You plug in a Percom DOUBLER II and
then forget it," he said.

The DOUBLER II also features a refined

Write Precompensation circuit that more
effectively minimizes the phenomena of bit-

and peak-shifting, a reliability-impairing char-

acteristic of magnetic data recording.

The DOUBLER II, which is fully software

compatible with the previous EKDUBLER, is

supplied with DBLDOS"^, a TRSDOS*-
compatible disk operating system.

The DOUBLER 11 sells for $2t^5, inclijd-

ing the DBLDOS diskette.

ig syst^.
.sfor$2>SlC5, includ-

Circuit misapplication causes diskette read, format problems.

High resolution key to reliable data separation
GARLAND, TEXAS — The Percom
SEPARATOR® does very well for the Radio
Shack TRS-80" Model I computer what the

Tandy disk controller does poorly at best: reli-

ably separates clock and data signals during

disk-read operations.

Unreliable data-clock separation causes for-

mat verification failures and repeated read

retries.

CRC ERROR-TRACK LOCKED OUT
The problem is most severe on high-number

(high-density) inner file tracks.

As reported earlier, the clock-data separa-

tion problem was traced by Percom to misap-

plication of the interna! separator of the 1 77

1

drive controller IC used in the Model 1.

The Percom Separator substitutes a high-

resolution digital data separator circuit, one
which operates at 16 megahertz, for the low-

resolution one-megahertz circuit of the Tandy
design.

Separator circuits that operate at lower
ftequencies — for example, two- or four-

megahertz—- were found by Percom to provide

only marginally improved performance over
the original Tandy circuit.

The Percom solution is a simple adapter that

plugs into the drive conttoller of the Expansion
Interface (EI).

Not a kit — some vendors supply an un-
tested separator kit of resistors, ICs and other
paraphernalia that may be installed by mod-
ifying the computer — the Percom
SEPARATOR is a fully assembled, fully tested

plug-in module.

Installation involves merely plugging the

SEPARATOR into the Model I El disk con-
troller chip socket, and plugging the conttoller

chip into a socket on the SEPARATOR,
The SEPARATOR, which sells for only

$29.95, may be purchased from authorized Per-

com retailers or ordered directly from the fac-

tory. The factory toll-free otder number is

1-800-527-1222.

Ed. note: Opening the TRS-80 Expansion In-

terface may void the Tandy limited 90-day
warranty. ^2

The Percom DOUBLER II is available from
authorized Percom retailers, or may be ordered

direct from the factory. The factory toll-free

order number is 1-800-527-1222.

Ed. note: Opening the TRS-80 Expansion In-

terface may void the Tandy limited 90-day
warranty.

All that glitters is not gold

OS-80' ' Bridging the TRS-80*
software compatibility gap

Compatibility between TRS-80* Model I diskettes

and the new Model III is about as genuine as a gold-

plated lead Krugerrand.

True, Mode! I TRSDOS* diskeltes can be read on

a Model III. But first they must be converted and re-

recorded for Model III operation.

And you cannot write to a Model 1 TRSDOS* dis-

kette. Not with a Model ill. You cannot add a file.

Delete a file. Or in any way modify a Model I

TRSDOS diskette with a Model 111 computer.
Furthermore, your convened TRSDOS diskettes

cannot be converted hack for Model I operation.

TRSDOS is a one-way street. And there's no re-

treating. A point to consider before switching the

company's payroll lo your new Model III.

Real software compatibility should allow the di-

rect, immediate inierchangeability of Model 1 and

Model III diskettes. No read-only limitations, no
conversion/re-recording steps and no ctiance to be

left high and dry with Model III diskettes that can't

be run on a Model I.

What's the answer? The answer is Percom's OS-
80^"'' family of TRS-80 disk operating systems.

OS-80 programs allow direct, immediate inter-

changeability of Model 1 and Model III diskettes.

You can run Mode! I single-density diskettes on a

Model III; install Percom's plug-in DOUBLER^-S
adapter in your Model I, and you can run double-

density Model 111 diskettes on a Model 1.

There's no conversion, no re-recording.

Slip an OS-80 diskette out of your Model I and in-

sert it directly in a Model III,

And vice-versa.

Just have the correct OS-80 disk operating sys-

tem — OS-80. OS-80D or OS-80/III — in each com-
puter.

Moreover, with OS-80 systems, you can add, de-

lete, and update files. You can read and write disket-

tes regardless of the system of origin.

OS-80 is the original Percom TRS-80 DOS for

BASIC programmers.
Even OS-80 utilities are written in BASIC.
OS-80 is the Percom system about which a user

wrote, in Creative Computing magazine, ".
. . the best

$30.00 you will ever spend. "t

Rcquirmg only seven Kbytes of memory, OS-80
disk operating systems reside completely in RAM,
There's no need to dedicate a drive exclusively for a

system diskette.

And, unlike TRSDOS, you can work at the track

sector level, defining and controlling data formats —
in BASIC — to create simple or complex data struc-

tures that execute more quickly than TRSDOS files.

The Percom OS-80 DOS supports single-density

operation of the Model I computer — price is

$29,95; the OS-80D supports double-density opera-

tion of Model I computers equipped with a DOUB-
LER or DOUBLER II; and, OS-80/III — for the

Model III of course — supports both single- and

double-density operation, OS-80D and OS-80/lll

each sell for $49.95. „

PRICES ANDSPEClFiCATIONSSUBJECTTOCHANGEWlTHOUTNOTlCE. PRICES DONOTINCLUDEHANDLINGANDSHIPPING.

PERCOM DATA COMPANY. INC. 11220 Pagcmill Road Dallas, Texas 75243 (214) 340-7081
®Trademarkof Percom Data Company, Inc.

^See List ol Advertisers on page 354

TRS-80 and TRStXiS are crademarks ofTandy Corporation whicliha elanonship to Percom Data Company. 'tCreativc Compuiing Magaiine, June, 1980, page 26.
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Day of the Week Bugs

Since my article "If this is Tuesday,

It must be. .
." appeared in the Janu-

ary 1982 Issue of 60 Microcomputing, I

fiave received many requests for clari-

fication of the Program Listing. Two
lines are printed incorrectly in the

listing on page 308. Line 130 should

read: 130 H = INT (5*YM) and line 170

should read 170W = W - INT(W/7)*7.

Walter J. Atkins, Jr., Ph.D.

QTRS4410A
USAF Academy, CO 80840

Array I/O Bugs

The program listings accompanying
my article "Array I/O" {80 Microcom-

puting, January 1982) contain several

errors.

Line 460 of Program Listing 1 should

read

460 CALL01F8H ;CASSETTE0FF

Line 860 should read

860 EXIT CALL01F8H ;CASSETTE OFF

Delete lines 470 and 870.

Norman Neff

Trenton State College

Hiliwood Lakes

P.O. Box 940

Trenton, NJ 08625

Lost in Limbo

I assembled Mark. Paxton's first util-

ity, ("Lost In Basic"), from the January

1982 Issue of 80 Microcomputing. It ex-

ecuted In Level 11, and In Disk Basic if I

entered the subject program from the

keyboard or from cassette. When I ran

the utility against a program loaded

from disk. Find went off into limbo. The
following patch corrects this problem,

allowing the utility to function cor-

rectly regardless of the program source.

Change line 1140 to read 1140CONT2
DEC HL Add line 1145 PUSH HL

You can further refine the two
returns to Basic. The jumps to 1A19H,

as published, pushes the stack pointer

one address per execution of Find.

With a large program In memory,

repealed execution of Find results in

an Out of Memory error. To correct this

potential problem, change the jumps
at lines 1130 and 2310 to JP 06CCH.

Michael R. Reed
2020 Victor Ave.

Lansing, Ml 48910

How Many Colonies?

While playing "Space Empires" {80

Microcomputing, August 1981) my six-

year-old son decided that since he did

not have the required 90 megacredlts

to build a colony he would build only

0.1. The program responded with

"Number of Colonies Built: 1".

In examining the program I found

that line 940 accepts your input of the

number of colonies to build as B. Line

945 compares B with and goes to line

1060 If they are equal. Line 964 com-

pares B with El to see If there is a col-

ony to be built.

Line 950 generates B1 and line 960

determines if you have enough credits.

The problem arises because there is no

comparison to check If you have paid

the full 90 megacredlts per colony.

You can correct this by either checking

the number of colonies (B) being re-

quested or the amount of credits used.

Add line 942 B = INT(B), this checks the

number of colonies and also ensures

the entire 90 megacredlts are used In-

stead of only a fraction.

Lawrence A. Crumb
3003 Marathon Drive

San Diego, CA 92123

Program Listing 2 was missing from Richard W. Castor's article "The

Phiiatelist's Friend" in the December 1981 issue. Here it is:

90 CLEAR 2500:DEFSTRS,Y,D:DEFINTQ,R,C,P,L,E
95 DIHS1(120,13) ,L1(20) ,P$(20)
100 CLS: PRINT TAB(17}"**** PHILATELIC INVENTORY ****"!PRINT TAB
(-24)"**** EDITOR *••*
101 GOTO1220
102 'CS="UNITED STATES" :Q"1:Y1="1880":Y2="1940";Y3«"1978":S1=" 50
0'':S2="900":R=3:T=336:D="700":S1(1,13)="14"
103 'S1(1,0)="550":FOR N=l TO 4:LET SI (1,N) =RIGHT$ (STRS(N) ,1) jNE
XT N
104 S1(2,0)="750":FORN=1TO9;LETS1{2,N)=RIGHT${STRS(N) ,1) sNEXTN:
FORN=10TO12 ; LETSl ( 2 ,N) =RIGHTS ( STR$ (N) , 2) ; NEXTN
105 CLSsPRINT TAB(25)"**** MENU ****":PRINT
110 PRINT"TYPE (1) TO SEE AN EXISTING LISTING"
115 PRINT TAB(5}"(2) TO CORRECT/UPDATE EXISTING LISTING"
120 PRINT TAB(5)"(3) TO ADD TO INVENTORY"
125 PRINT TAB(5)"(4} FOR ANNUAL VALUE UPDATING"
130 PRINT TAB(5)"(5) TO SAVE UPDATED FILE"
135 PRINT TAB{5)"(6) TO END PROGRAM"
140 INPUT E;IFE>6GOTO105ELSEONEGOTO200, 1000, 420, 600, 1120, 1205
200 CLS:PRINT"SCOTT CATALOG NUMBER DESIRED" ;TAB(32) ;: INPUT BS
205 FOR Rl=l TO R
210 IFSl(Rl,0)=BSTHEN220
215 NEXT Rl:PRINT''SCOTT CATALOG NUMBER-" ;BS; "-NOT IN FILE"iGOTO
265
220 PRINT"USED SINGLES" ;TAB( 25) SI (Rl,l) fTAB( 32) "CATALOG VALUE";T
AB(50)S1(R1,2)
225 PRINT"MINT SINGLES" ;TAB( 25) SI (Rl ,3) ;TAB(32) "CATALOG VALUE";T
AB(50)S1(R1,4)
230 IF VAL(BS)<VAL(D) GOTO 255
235 PRINT"HINT PLATE BLOCKS" ;TAB( 25) Sl (Rl ,5) ;TAB(32) "CATALOG VAL
UE";TAB{50)S1(R1,6)
240 PRINT"MINT SHEETS" jTAB( 25) Sl (Rl ,7) ;TAB(32) "CATALOG VALUE";TA
B(50)S1(R1,8)
245 PRINT"FIRST DAY COVERS" ;TAB( 25) SI (Rl , 9) ;TAB{32) "CATALOG VALU
E";TAB(50)S1(R1,10)

Program continues
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From Computer Plus to YOU . .

.

^^
PLUS afterPLUS a»erPLUS |

mmsffi^^

Color Computer 4K $310
W/16K Ext. Basic $459
W/32K Ext. Basic $525

RUY niPEPT ^^''^^f^i^st a few of our fine offers...DWI ft/II^C\i^l call TOLL FREE for full information.
COMPUTERS
Model II 64K
Model III 4K LEV
MODEL III 16K

MODEL III 32K
'MODEL
MODEL
•MODEL
Model

I32K

I48K

I48K

48K
2 Disc & RS232 c
Color Computer 4K
Color Computer 16K
'Color Computer 16K
Color Computer 16K

w/extended basic
Color Computer 32K
w/extended basic
Color Computer Drive

Pocket Computer 2
VIDEOTEX
•Computer Plus New Equipment,
with NEC RAM installed

PERIPHERALS
S3300 Expansion Interface OK
599 Expansion Interface 16K

839 'Expansion Interface 16K

945.50 Expansion Interface 32K
881.50 'Expansion Interface 32K
1052 16K RAM N.E.C. 200 N.S. chips
924 MODEMS

Lynx Direct Connect Ml/Mill

2059 AutoAns./Dial

310 Telephone Interface II

416.50 R.S. Modem I D.C.

352.50 R.S. Modem II D.C.

PRINTERS
459 Daisy Wheel II

Epson MX80
525 Epson MX80 FT

470 Epson MX1 00

230 Line Printer VII

310 Line Printer VIII

Line Printer V

180 Day Computer Plus Warranty.

We ftave the lowest possible
Fully Warranteed Prices AND
a full complement of Radio Shack
Software.

DEALER INQUIRIES ARE INVITED

Prices sub)9Ct to change without notice.
Not responsible for typographical errors.

TRS-SO Is registered trademark or Tandy Corp.

MicrollneSO

$249 Microline82A

355.50 Microline83A

291 .50 Microline 84 Parallel

462 P.O. Plotter Printer

334 DISK DRIVES
26 R.S. Model III IST-Drive

Tandon40TrackMI
235 R.S. 1 Drive Exp Mil

R.S. 2 Drive Exp Mil

169 R.S, 3 Drive Exp Mil

130 SOFTWARE
210 R.S. Software 10% off list

NewdosBOMIII
1695 ST80III

479 ETC.

589 Verbatum 5" Double Density 32
759 Verbatum 8" Data Life 49.95

315 Ctr-80A recorder 52
620 C.C Joysticks 22
1610

call TOLL FREE 1-800-343-8124

325
465
735

1090

199

712
299
999

1518

2040

149

149

com
245A Great Rood
Littleton, MA 01460
617-486-3193

MS
I Write for your

free catalog
^if

^See List ol Adveriisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 27



GAMES GAMES GAMESh
The computer was not meant to be ALL business!

We carry a complete stock of Adventure & Arcade
style games. Each game has been subjected to ex-

tensive testing by one of our less productive staff

members. {* denotes rated great!)

For Model I or III

•Adventures by Scott A Cass. $19.95
1-12 order by adventure number - also for

Atari & Apple Cassette Disk

Super Nova 15.95 19.95

*Galaxy Invasion 15.95 19.95

•Cosmic Fighter 15.95 19.95

•Robot Attack 15.95 19.95

•Attack Force 15.95 19.95

•Defense Command 15.95 19.95

•Alien Defense 19.95 19.95

StarTrek3.5 14.95 19.95

Sky Warrior 14.95 19.95

•Eliminator 14.95 20.95

•Armor Patrol 19.95 24.95

•Valkyrie 29.95 39.95

Planetoids 19-95 20.95

Interlude 18.95 21.95

For Kiddies
Human Adventure — 19.95

•Old McDonald 19.95 —
Frog 14.95 -
Red Riding Hood 14.95 —

Color Computer
CART CASS. DISK

•Beserk — 24.95 -
•Cave Hunter — 24.95 —
Calixto Island — 19.95 —
Black Sanctum — 19.95 —

•Star Blasters 39.95 — —
Color Meteroids — 21.95 —
Magic Cubes — 19.95 24.95

•Pac Attack — 24.95 29.95

Hangman ~ 14.95 —
Sigmon - 29.00 —
Sees — 29.00 —
Color Forth 109.95 — —
3D Drawing — 24.95 —
N4lnotaur Adventure — 19.95 —
Color Scripsit 38.95 — —

•Art Gallery 39.95 — —
•Learning Lab — 49.95 —

SPECIAL DELiVERYnai
By now you have heard of this

FANTASTIC SOFTWARE,
Now experience it!

• Maintain Your Mail List

• Print Free Format Labels
• Merge with Form Letters

• Fast Fast Fast Machine Language
• Sorts Faster Than A Speeding Bullet

• Enter Names at typist speeds
• Use with Scripsit, Lazywriter, Electric

Pencil (We sell them all!)

• Extract Selected Names
• Boldface & Underline {Even on the Daisy
Wheel III)

• Get your Form Letters Past the
Secretary's Desk!

XTRA Speciai Deiivery Includes All Of
the Above PLUS:

• Disk Sorts
• Multi Label Printer

• Key Definitions

The last maiiing list you will

ever have to buy!

NOTE TO
REGISTERED OWNERS

Registered SPECIAL DELIVERY owners can upgrade to

XTRA! by returning their ORIGINAL disk with $74.00 +
$2.00 shipping and handling.

FOR YOUR MODEL I OR III:

(requires minimum of 32K, single drive)

SPECIAL DELIVERY $125

XTRA SPECIAL DELIVERY $199
FOR YOUR MODEL II:

(requires TRSDOS version 2.0 & Scripsit 2.0)

SPECIAL DELIVERY $199

All New Electric Pencil

We are through stalling.

It's really here!

The original PENCIL set a standard for ease of use
that no other editors can match. The NEW ELECTRIC
PENCIL reaches even greater heights with many ex-

citing new features that make it the most simple to

learn text editor available for the TRS-80 Mod I or III!

Don't leave home without it.

Electric Pencil version 2 $84.95



' EDAS
This is the assembler from Misosys which is used
for all assemblies of Special Delivery. We had real

headaches until this came along. A must for any
assembly language programmer.
EDAS MOD I/MOD III $75.00

THE DISASSEMBLER
This is simply the most advanced disassembler we
have ever seen. Creates EDAS source code, Inserts
user-defined labels, disassemble disk or memory,
generates ORGS & EQUates.
THE Disassembler- Mod I, III $39.00

RETAIL INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM
Maintains Inventory, Tracks Stock Sold, Tracks
Backorders, Tracks Reorder Items, Prints Purchase
Orders, Prints Listings by Vendors, & MUCH MORE!
This is the one we use in our store.
Retail Inventory - Mod I, III $129.00

MAXI MANAGER
A real database manager has finally come to the
Model I & III.

Maxi $89.95

MORE
VISICALC MODEL I $94.95
VISICALC MODEL III $189.00
SCRIPSIT $94.95
R.S. General Ledger $94.95
LA2YWRITER I/Ill $165.00
NEWDOS80 2.0 $145.00
LDOS $125.00
ST80 III $145.00
Super Utility Plus $74.95
Quick Fix .$29.95
NEW NEW NEW . . .

ELECTRA SKETCH 29^^

^PRINTER^^'^-^i^
EPSON PRINTERS

Epson has become the standard by which other low-cost
printers are measured. Highly recommended!
MX80 $465.00
MX80 F/T $635.00
MX70 $299.00
MX100 $745.00
Printer Cable $35.00
TRS80 Bus Board/Cable $100.00
GRAPHTAX 80 $80.00
MX-80 Ribbons $14.00
Print Heads $38.00
2K Serial Card $145.00

QUME DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
Sprint 9 KSR 35cps $1995.00
Sprint 9 RO 35cps $1895.00
Sprint 9 LTD 45cps $2195.00

Tractor Feed $195.00

NEC SPINWRITERS
NEC 7730 RO Parallel $2650.00
NEC 7720 KSR $3100.00

DATA SEPARATOR
The lifesaver. If you have a MOD t with disk drives
and no data separator you have problems. Order
from us or someone else but get a data separator.
Data Separator $29.95

DOUBLER
Another breakthrough. Add double density to your MOD
I. Includes built in data separator.
Doubler $165.95

GREEN SCREENS
Not much difference between green screens but
everybody should have one. if you don't buy ours,
buy theirs.

MOD I/MOD III $17.95
MOD ll/LEEDEX 100 $22.95

IJG BOOKS
Disk Mysteries $21 .50
BASIC Faster & Better $28.95
BASIC Decoded $28.95

DISKETTES
VERBATIM DATALIFE! Re-inforced hub, double den-
sity, single sided.
Pkg. of 10 - 5V4 inch $25.00
ELEPHANT DISKS. Re-inforced hub, double density,
single sided.
Pkg.of 10-5V4 inch $24.00

MX80 PRINTER STANDS
Smoked plastic printer stand. Hope you buy one of

these — gotta bunch of these suckers in

stock $23.95

OTHER GOODIES
Flip Sort Boxes 5V4" $28.95
Flip Sort Boxes 8" $39.95
Plastic File Boxes {Holds 10 Disks) 4 Color's. . $3.50
Verbatim Head Cleaner Kit $11.50
Orchestra 90 $145.00
Orchestra 85 $125.00

Add 3% Shipping & Handling
Texas Residents add 5% Sales Tax on

all hardware items
Specify whether MOD I, II, or III when ordering.

SOFTWARE CONCEPTS
(214)458-0330
(214)458-0411
visit our new retaii store at

116 Preston Valley

Shopping Center
Dallas, Texas

Dealer inquiries invited.

TRS-80 & Scripsit are Reg. Trademarks of Tandy Corp. ^ 43



f(9 INPUT

250 PRINT-SPECIAL SITUATIONS" ;TAB( 25) £1 (Rl , 11) rTRB( 32) "CATALOG V

ALUE";TAB(50)S1(R1,12) :GOTO 260

255 GOSUB1300 : PRINT: PRINTTAB( 32) "TOTAL VALUE" ;TAB( 50) SI (Rl , 13) :G

OTG265
260 GOSUB1305:PRINTTAB(32) "TOTAL VALUE" ;TAB ( 49) SI (Rl , 13)

265 PRINT: INPUT"ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL LISTING? YES OK N0";AS

270 IF A$="YES" THEH GOTO 200 ELSE CLS:GOTO 105

420 PRINT-PRINT TAB(14)"**** FILE #";Q;"-INPUT ROUTINE ****"

425 PRINT"TO END INVENTORY, ENTER THE SCOTT CATALOG NUMBER ";S2;

" FOR END OF FILE"
430 IF VAL{S1} <VAL{D] THEN PRINT"INVENTORY WILL INCLUDE ONLY USL

D AND MINT SfECIMENS" : PRINT"FOR SCOTT CATALOG NUMBERS LESS THAN

— " ;D

431 R=R:PRINT
500 PRINT "SCOTT CATALOG NUMBER" ;TAB(32) ;: INPUT S1(R,0)

501 IFS1(R,0)=S2THENCLS:GOTO105
502 IF VAL(S1(R,0))<VAL(S1)ORVAL(S1(R,0))>VAL(S2) THEN PRINT"NOT

IN THIS INVENTORY": INPUT "HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE" ;X:GOTO 500

505 PRINT "NUMBER OF USED COPIES" ;TAB( 32) ;: INPUT S1(R,1)

510 PRINT "AT CATALOG VALUE OF" ;TAB(32) ;: INPUT S1(R,2)

515 PRINT "NUMBER OF MINT COPIES" ,-TAB (32) ;: INPUT S1(R,3)

520 PRINT "AT CATALOG VALUE OF" ;TAB(32) ;: INPUT S1(R,4)

525 IPVAL(S1(R,0))<VAL(D)THENR1=R:GOSUB1300:R=R1:PRINT"TOTAL CAT

ALOG VALUE ABOVE" ; TAB(32) Sl(R, 13) : T=T+VAI.( S1(R, 13 ) )

53 IFVAL(Sl(R,0))<VAL(D)THENR-R+l:GOTO500
535 PRINT "NUMBER OF MINT PLATE BLOCKS" ;TAB (32) ;: INPUT S1(R,5)

540 PRINT "AT CATALOG VALUE OF" ;TAB( 32) ; : INPUT Sl(R,6)

545 PRINT "NUMBER OF MINT SHEETS" ;TAB( 32) ;; INPUT S1(R,7)

550 PRINT "AT CATALOG VALUE OF" ; TAB (32) ;: INPUT Sl(R,8)

555 PRINT "NUMBER OF FIRST DAY COVERS" ;TAB{32) ;: INPUT Sl(R,9)

560 PRINT "AT CATALOG VALUE OF" ;TAB(32) ;: INPUT S1(R,10)

565 PRINT "SPECIAL SITUATIONS" ;TAB( 32) ;: INPUT SlCR.ll)

570 PRINT "AT CATALOG VALUE OF" ;TAB(32) ;: INPUT Sl(R,12)

575 Rl=R:GOSUB1305:R=Rl:PRINT"TOTAL CATALOG VALUE" ;TAB(32) SI (R,

1

3) :T-T+VAL(S1(R,13)

)

580 R=R+1
5B1 IFR>120THENPRINT"FILE FULL" :GOTO105
582 GOTO500
600 PRINT TAB(17)"**** ANNUAL VALUE UPDATE ****"

605 INPUT"PRICING IS BASED UPON CATALOG VALUES FOR YEAR— !Y3:PR

INT
610 CLS:PRINT"TYPE (2) FOR USED SINGLES" ;TAB( 32) " (4) FOR MINT SI

615 PRINT TAB(5)"(6} FOR MINT PLATE BLOCKS" ;TAB( 32) " ( 8) FOR MINT

SHEETS"
620 PRINT TAB(4)"(10) FOR FIRST DAY COVERS" ;TAB( 31) " (12) FOR SPE

CIAL SITUATIONS"
625 INPUT C:IF C=l OR C=3 OR C=5 OR C=7 OR C=9 OR C=ll THEN GOTO

610
630 IF C=2 PRINT"USED SINGLES PRICE UPDATE" :GOTO 640

631 IF C=4 PRINT"MINT SINGLES PRICE UPDATE" :GOTO 640

632 IF C=6 PRINT"MINT PLATE BLOCK PRICE UPDATE" :GOT0 665

633 IF C=8 PRINT"MINT SHEET PRICE UPDATE" :GOTO 665

634 IF C=10 PRINT"FIRST DAY COVER PRICE UPDATE":GOTO 665

635 IF C=12 PRINT"SPECIAL SITUATION PRICE UPDATE" ;GOTO 665

640 FOR Rl=l TO R

641 IFS1(R1,0)=S2THENPRINT"END OF INVENTORY" : INPUT"HIT ENTER TO

CONTINUE"; X:CLS:G0T06 55

645 PRINT"SCOTT CATALOG NUMBER" ; TAB( 25) SI [ Rl ,0) ; TAB(32) "NEW VALU

E";TAB(50) ; :INPUT Sl(Rl,C)
650 NEXT Rl

655 INPUT"ANOTHER PRICE UPDATE? YES OR NO";A$

660 IF A$="YES" THEN GOTO 610 ELSE GOTO 699

665 FOR Rl=l TO R
, , , -,

670 IF{VAL(S1(R1,0))=VAL{D)ANDS1(R1,0) >D) ORSl ( Rl , 0) -DORVAL ( SI (Rl

,0) ) >VAL(D)THENGOTO6 80

675 NEXT Rl
680 FOR R2=R1 TO R
681 IP VAL(S1(R2,0))<VAL(D) THEN R1=R2:G0T0 670

682 IFS1(R2,0)=S2THENGOTO690
685 PRINT"SCOTT CATALOG NUMBER" ;TAB ( 25) SI (B2 ,0) ; TAB( 32) "NEW VALU

E";TAB(50) ;:INPUT Sl(R2,C)

Program continues

Continued trom page 24

pie ever need, the comment leaves a nega-

tive impression with the reader.

• "There are several programs, most of

them are written in Basic. - .", and later,

to drive the stake home, "Though the pro-

gram is in Basic. .
." Now, that's really

great! There are over 4,000 Z80 machine

language instructions in Newscript, and

about 800 lines of Basic code in the two

main programs that do disk I/O and setup

of tables for the 20 distinctly different

printers we fully support. To me, that

sounds like a sophisticated machine-

language program with some Basic pro-

grams acting as front-ends. The reviewer

marvels that we never lose keystrokes

even though we are in Basic, but doesn't

seem to realize that nothing written in

Basic could be one tenth as fast as

Newscript. Unfortunately, readers have

long since been warned that nothing in

Basic is worth buying, so combined with a

manual that doesn't let them look

anything up, they are by now convinced

that Newscript is not for them. This is un-

true, of course. We use Basic to make it

easy to add tables for new printers, and to

avoid the Incompatibilities among the

operating systems. The single version of

Newscript a customer buys will run on all

the operating systems and can even be

moved between Model I and III! That's a

big reason for retaining some Basic. But

none of that is explained in this review.

• 'The program. . .does not provide

any means of hyphenating." At the time

the review was written, that was true, but

the current release of Newscript supports

both hard hyphens and ghost hyphens.

The error here is one of obsolescence and

lack of communication, and could have

been avoided by reading the letter of

response 1 sent the author last November.

Unfortunately, that letter seems to have

been ignored, and since the reviewer has

an unlisted phone number, it was impossi-

ble for me to set the record straight.

In fairness to the author of the review,

he also made many favorable comments

and on balance seemed to like Newscript

very much. Based on correspondence

with him (prior to his writing this article), I

believe he is well satisfied with Newscript

and with the support he has received from

Prosoft. Feedback and suggestions from

our customers and reviewers ha\/e been

heeded, and Newscript 7.0 contains a

number of performance, functional and

ease-of-use enhancements that were in-

spired by such people and offered to ex-

isting customers for very modest fees. I'll

be glad to make a copy of 7.0 available to

one of your reviewers so that a timely and

Cont'nued on page 32
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TRS-80 owners . . . the Mapper I and III Works
Packages are available In 64K versions for $ 599.

QMIKRON proudly presents

The ultimate CP/M package foryour TRS-^0* Model I or III

The WORKS includes:

Mapper I & CP/M 2.2, CBASIC II, MBASIC-80

and WordStar

$399
Mapper I and Mapper III

cards are designed for simple plug in instal-

lation.

CP/M 2a2 is the latest version of CP/M
from Digital Research. Our package also includes

the MAPPER I CP/M adapter and a sophisticated

set of utilities and drivers designed to optimize

the CP/M system for the TRS-80.

D List price; $239

WordStar is widely recognized as the

most advanced product on the market. It is

featured iDy many computer manufacturers, in-

cluding Xerox, for wordprocessing applications.

D List price: S495

MBASIC-*80 is the CP/M version of

Microsoft BASIC. The conversion of TRS-DOS
BASIC programs to MBASIC is easy because the

syntax is almost identical.

D List price: S349

CBASIC II is the most widefy used BASIC
for CP/M applications programs. This version of

BASIC contains all of the features necessary to

develop complex business programs.

n List price: SI 49

"See Review 80 Microcomputing, April 1982, page 370"

OMIKRON
*TRS-80'"M Radio Shack>Tandy Corporation

Products that set Precedents

1127 Hearst Street, Berkeley, CA 94702 (4 1 5J 845-80 1

3

CBASIC H™and CP/M™ Digital Research



^0 tNPUT

goDEBUg
Program continued

690 IF R2=R PRINT"END OF INVENTORY" : INPUT"HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE"
;X:CLS:GOTO 655
695 NEXT R2
699 POR Rl=l TO R
7 00 IFVAL(S1(R1,0) )<VAL(D)THENGOSUB1300
705 IF(VAL(S1(R1,0) ) =VAL (D) ANDSl (Rl ,0) >D)ORS1(R1,0) =DORVAL (El (Rl

,0) ) >VAL(D)THENGOSUB1305
706 NEXT Rl
710 T=0
715 POR Rl=l TO R
720 T=T+VAL(S1(R1,13)

)

725 NEXT Rl:IF EOS THEN GOTO 105 ELSE GOTO 1120
1000 CLS
1005 PRINT TAB(18)"**** EDIT DATA ROUTINE ****"

1010 PRINT:PRINT°COLUMN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED AS FOLLOWS"
1015 PRINT: PRINT"USED SINGLES" ;TAB{ 25) "1" ;TAB(32) "CATALOG VALUE"
;TAB(50) "2"

1020 PRINT"MINT SINGLES" ;TAB( 25) "3" ;TAB(32) "CATALOG VALUE";TAB(5

0) "4"

1025 PRINT"MINT PLATE BLOCKS" !TAB( 25) " 5" ;TAB( 32) "CATALOG VALUE";
TAB (50) "6"

1030 PRINT"MINT SHEETS" ;TAB( 25) "7" ;TAB(32) "CATALOG VALUE" ;TAB( 50

1035 PRINT"FIRST DAY COVERS" ;TAB( 25) " 9" ; TAB (32) "CATALOG VALUE";T
AB(49) "10"
1040 PRINT"SPECIAL SITUATIONS" ;TAB( 24) "11" ;TAB (32) "CATALOG VALUE
";TAB(49) "12"
1045 PRINT:PRINT"SCOTT CATALOG NUMBER AND COLUMN OF ENTRY" : INPUT

"TO BE CORRECTED"!BS,C:PRINT
1050 FOR Rl=l TO R
1055 IFSl(Rlr0) =B$GOTO1065
1060 NEXT R1:PRINT"SC0TT CATALOG NUMBER— "; BS; "~NOT IN FILE":GO
TO 1085
1065 PRINT"DATA NOW READS— ";S1(R1,C)
1070 PRINT:INPUT "ENTER CORRECT DATA— ";Sl(Rl,C)
1075 IFVAL(BS) <VAL(D)THENGOSUB1300
10 80 IF(VAL{BS)=VAL(D)ANDBS>D)ORBS=DORVAL{BS) >VAL (D) THENGOSUB13
5

1085 INPUT-HAVE ALL CORRECTIONS BEEN MADE? YES OR KO";AS
1090 IF A$="YES" THEN CLSiGOTO 1180
1095 IF A$="NO" THEN CLS:GOTO 1010
1100 T=0
1105 FOR Rl^l TO R
1106 PRINTR1;VAL(S1[R1,13)

)

1110 T=T+VAL{S1(R1,13)

)

1115 NEXT R1:IFE<4 THEN GOTO 105
1120 C=0:R1=1:P^1:K1=0:PS(P)^"";CLS:PRINT"BE PATIENT— I'M WORKIN
G"
1121 LETV=VALCS1{R1,C)

)

1122 IFRl=RTHENPRINT"FORMATTING COMPLETE" :Ll (P) =K1 ;GOTO1150
1124 L-LEN(S1(R1,C} )

:

LS=RIGHTS (STRS (L) ,1)
1126 IFS1(R1,C)=""0RLEN(S1(R1,C) ) =0ORVAL(S1 (Rl ,C) ) =0THENL$ = "1" :L

=1:S1(R1,C) ="*"

1128 S1(R1,C)-LS+S1(R1,C) :LS=""
1130 K1=K1+(L+1)
113 2 TF2 48-K1<L+1THENL1(P)=K1-(L+1) : K1=L+1 : P=P+1: PS (P)

=""

1134 P$(P)=P$(P)+S1(R1,C)
1141 IFC=4ANDV<VAL(D)THENSl(Rl,C)="":C=13:GOT01124
1142 S1(B1,C)="":C-C+1
1146 IPC=14THENR1=R1+1:C=0:GOTO1121
1148 GOT01124
1150 GOSUB1315
1156 PRINT: PRINT"NOTE LOCATION AT WHICH THIS FILE IS TO START":

I

NPUT"PLACE CASSETTE IN <RECORD> MODE. WHEN READY, PRESS <ENTER>"
• X CLS
il58 PRINT#-l,CS,QrYl,Y2,Y3,Sl,S2,R,T,D,P
1160 F0RP1=1T0P
1162 PRINTPl;Ll(Pl) ;P5(P1)
1164 PRINT#-1,L1(P1) ,PS(P1)
1166 INPUT'PRESS <ENTER> TO CONTINUE" ;X:CLS
1168 NEXTP1:CLE

Program continues

Continued from page 30

accurate description of our product can

be presented to your readers in the near

future.

Chuck Tester

Prosoft

North Hollywood, CA

Yes, we have erred. The Newscript

review we ran in March was on an older

version. We, too, believe the reviewer liked

the program, but misstated some tacts.

We offer our sincere apologies to Prosoft.

A review of Newscript 6.2 will appear in

the May issue of our sister publication.

Microcomputing. The reviewer, Bruce

Powel Douglass, has long been a critic of

poor documentation. Yet he claims the

Newscript documentation is the best he

has seen and recommends that other

companies use it as a model. He also

points out that there is little, if any, loss of

execution speed due to the portions of

Basic code in Newscript, and this is hardly

a point of concern. Douglass and our

reviewer in {<Aarch recommend the pro-

gram.—Eds.

Mod II Compiler Basic

Revisited

I wish to comment on Larry Clark's arti-

cle on Model II Compiler Basic {80 Micro-

computing, February 1982). The review is

unnecessarily harsh. Unlike Mr. Clark, I

use Compiler Basic extensively. I believe

Compiler Basic is preferable to Microsoft

Basic for the development of large pro-

grams for the Model II. Mr. Clark makes

much of memory limitations of Compiler

Basic. The limitations apply only vi^hen the

development system is used in its quasi-

interpreter mode. In this mode, source

code, object code and RSBasic are all in

memory, together vt/ith TRSDOS. There-

fore, you cannot develop large programs

with the quasi-interpreter command Run.

You can develop large programs using

the Compile command, however. Approxi-

mately 15K of source program can be held

in memory at the same time as RSBasic.

This is the limitation for using the

automatic Renumber command for all of

any one source file. However, source files

can be divided in convenient pieces and

independently renumbered in RSBasic,

and then later joined back together in one

very large source file using BEdit. The

overall limitation on object program size

that can reside in memory at run time is

Continued on page 34
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Only the Fast Survive!

BSSa IVIiddlebelt • Garden City, Ml 48135
Written by Larry Ashmun
Copyright 1982 Soft Sector Marketing, rnc.

Prices per Game: TRS-SO 16K Level II Mod I/Mod III Cassette S15.95
TRS-80 32K Level II Mod I/Mod III Diskette S19.95

10% discount for 2 items. 15% for 3 or more. Please pdd S2.50 per order for postage & handlincj,

Michigan residents add 4% sales tax. Outside USA{except Canada) please add SI 0.00 per order for

postage & handling.

[fiaa^cai^KO©)
mmmamA

SOO-5S 1-6504/(31 3] 4S5-40S0
Sound effects are playable through the cassette

AUX plug High scores are autorriatically saved

15.95 after each game on disk versions.

19.95 Call or write for our complete catalog.



so INPUT

Continued Irom page 32

34,320 bytes.

I market Estate Planning Model, an

estate tax planning decision support

system. This program has 51,982 bytes of

source code, divided into three modules

which chain back and forth. I originally

wrote this program in Microsoft Basic, but

I later converted it to Compiler Basic.

I use both languages extensively and

prefer RSBasic tor the development of

large programs.

RSBasic offers the following advan-

tages:

• Much better security of source code.

• True subroutines. All subroutines

must be complied with the main pro-

gram at the same time, but I do not

find that onerous.

• The ability to read the screen di-

rectly. Somehow this function was
omitted from Model II Microsoft

Basic, but it is included in RSBasic

and greatly simplifies using for-

matted I/O screens.

• Program chaining.

• Source program lines can be copied

from one portion of a source file to

another portion of a source file, with

automatic renumbering.

Ralph A. Beard

Canfield, OH

Piogtum continL/ed

1170 PBINT"REC0RD1NG COMPLETE. NOTE TAPE LOCATION"
1174 PRINT:INPUT"HAVE YOU RECORDED THIS FILE TWICE. (Y/N)"jAS:CL

S
1176 IFA$='Y"THENG0T0117 BELSEGOTOllSe
1178 G0T01B5
1205 INPUT'HAVE YOU RECORDED THIS FILE TWICE? YES OR NO";A$:CLS

1210 IFAS="YES"THENGOTO1215ELSEGOTO105
1215 PRINT"TO EDIT, ADD TO, OR REVIEW THIS INVENTORY, RON PROGRA
M lEVEL B":END
1220 PRINT-INSERT DESIRED FILE. PLACE CASSETE IN PLAY MODE AT PR
OPER":INPUT"LOCATI0N. WHEN READY, HIT ENTER" ;XiCLS: PRINT'DATA FI

LES LOADING"
1222 INPUT«-1,C$,Q,Y1,Y2,Y3,S1,S2,R,T,D,P
1224 GOSUB1315
1230 P0RP1=1T0P
1232 INPUT|-1,L1(P1) ,PS(P1}
1234 PRINTLl(Pl) ;P5(P1)
1236 NEXTPl
1238 CLS:PRINT"RETRIEVAL COMPLETE" : INPUT"PRESS <ENTER> TO CONTIN
UE'';X:CLS:PRINT"MATRIX RESTORATION IN PROCESS"
1240 P1=1:R1=1:C=B:K1=1
1242 S1(R1,C)=MIDS(PS(P1) ,(K1+1} ,VAL(MIDS (PS{P1) ,K1,1))} :IFC=0TH
ENV=VAL(S1(R1,C)

j

1243 'PRINTKl;Pl;RljC;Sl(Rl,C) :INPUT"PRESS <ENTER> TO CONTINUE";
X " CLS
1244 K1=K1-H+VAL(MID$(P$(P1) ,K1,1)) : iFKl=>Ll(Pl) THENPS (Pi) =""

: PI

=P1+1:K1=1
1246 IFRl=RTHEN GUT01258
1248 IFSl(Rl,C) ="*"THENS1(R1,C)="0"
1250 IFC=4 AND V<VAL(D) TaENC=13 :GOT01242
1252 C=>C-H
1264 IFC=14THENR1=R1+1:C=0;GOTO1242
1256 GOT01242
1258 PRINT"MATRIX RESTORATION COMPLETE" : PRINT: INPUT"TO SEE THE M

ENU, PRESS <ENTER>";X!CLS:GOTO105
1300 S1(R1,13)=STR$(VAL(S1(R1,1))*VAL(S1(R1,2))-1-VAL[S1(R1,3))*VA
L(S1(R1,4))):S1(R1,13)-RIGHTS(S1(R1,13) ,LEN(S1 (Rl ,13) ) -1) iRETURN

1305 Sl(Rl,13)=STR$(VAL(Sl(Rl,l))*VAL(Sl(Rlr2))+VAL(Sl(Rl,3))«VA
L(S1(R1,4))+VAL(S1(R1,5))*VAL(S1(R1,6})-^VAL(S1(R1,7))•VAL[S1(R1,
8))-t-VAL(Sl(Rl,9))*VAL(Sl{Rl,10))+VAL{Sl(Rl,ll))*VRL(Sl(Rl,12)))
1310 S1(R1,13)=RIGHTS(S1(R1,13) ,LEN (SI (Rl , 13) ) -1) : RETURN
1315 PRINT"COUNTRY "CS" FILE#"Q" CONSISTS OF "R-1" RECORDS" :PRI

NT"HAVING A TOTAL VALUE OP S"T: PRINT'FILE INCLUDES SPECIMENS ISS

UED FROM "Yl" THROUGH "Y2: PRINT"AND IS BASED UPON "Y3" CATALOG V

ALUES"
1320 PRIKT:PRINT"FILE INCLUDES SCOTT CATALOG #"S1" THROUGH #"S2:

PRINT"WITH A FULL INVENTORY #"D" AND ABOVE"
1325 PRINT"THERE ARE "P" PRINT STATEMENTS" : PRINT"THERE ARE "120-

(R-1)" ENTRIES REMAINING" iRETURN

Mod II Scripsit Inferior

The review of Model II Scripsit (80 Mi-

crocomputing, February 1982) was infor-

mative and accurate, but it failed to ade-

quately contrast that word processing

system with systems available for Models

I and ill. In my job I use Model II Scripsit

and at home I use Model I Scripsit {usu-

ally enhanced by either Superscript or

Qwerty). Model II Scripsit is generally

much inferior in speed and ease of use.

Model II Scripsit has almost none of the

features of Model I Scripsit and it is much

less "user friendly." The only feature of

Model II Scripsit that represents an ad-

vance over Model I Scripsit is the "User

Defined Keys" feature.

The Model II has been touted as a pro-

fessional level computer. Anyone who

uses word processing on a professional

level, as I do, will find that the Model II is

less professional than the Model I.

Readers who want to get into word pro-

cessing should visit a Radio Shack com-

puter center and take along a stop watch.

They should type a 600 word document

with both a Model II and a Model III com-

puter, using the respective Scripsit pro-

grams, and time the operation. Then they

should make some major changes — such

as switching paragraphs around -and
time them. When they have a satisfactory

final version, they should make a backup

copy on another disk and time that opera-

tion. 1 predict that they will find the Model

II Scripsit to be less than half as fast as

the Model III Scripsit and much clumsier

to use. Surely any review of a word pro-

cessing program ought to take such mat-

ters into account.

Philip F. Jackisch

Royal Oak, Ml

NEWDOS80 Corrections

We at Apparat wish to thank Paul

Prescott and 80 Microcomputing for an

excellent article on our NEWDOS80 Ver-

sion 2.0 released in August 1981. We
offer the following corrections: The NEW-
DOS80 Version 2.0 tor ttie Model I is sold

separate from that for the Model III and

vice versa; MINI-DOS does not support

chaining; regular DOS and DOS-CALL do;

CBF is format six of Copy and was
available in a more limited extent in Ver-

sion 1 .0; Basic has only four new overlays,

not eight; and the full-disk-copy-to-apply-

zaps service is $10.

Software Technical Support

Apparat Inc.

Denver. CO
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MSlXiiniZC the potential of your TRS^O
Encyclopedia for the TRS-80'
What's the key to getting the

most from your TRS-80? No, it

isn't the disk drives or printers or

joysticks. It's information.

Without a continual supply of

information and ideas, you
cannot realize the full potential of

the TRS-80.

Our response to the clamor for

additional information is the

Encyclopedia for the TRS-80, a

ten-volume reference work of

programs and articles carefully

selected to help you make the

most of your microcomputer. You
can consider the volumes of the

Encyclopedia to be an extension

of the documentation that came
with your TRS-80. Each book is

full of m.aterial on programming
techniques, business, hardware,
gam.es, tutorials, education,

utilities and Interfacing.

Unlike conventional

encyclopedias, the Encyclopedia

for the TRS-80 wiH never become
stale or out of date. That's

because the volumes of the

Encyclopedia are being issued

one-at-a-time, approximately six

weeks apart. This means that

each new volume will reflect the

latest developments and
discoveries, making this a living

encyclopedia for TRS-80 users.

Volum.es 1-7 available now.
Complete set available July 1982.

ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR THE TRS-80
$19.95/volume HARDCOVER
$10.95/volume SOFTCOVER

4
Encyclopedia Loader

The editors at Wayne Green
Books want to help you use the

programs in your Encyclopedia

for the TRS-80. So to help you
maximize the use of your
microcomputing time, we created

Encyclopedia Loader™.

By a special aj?rangement

with Instant Software™,W G

Books can now provide you with

selected programs contained in

each volume of the Encyclopedia

for the TRS-80 on a special series

of cassettes called Encyclopedia

Loader™. Your encyclopedia

provides the essential

documentation but now you'll be

able to load the program.s instantly.

With Encyclopedia Loader™
you'll save hours of keyboard
time and eliminate the

aggravating search for typos.

ENCYCLOPEDIA LOADER™
$14.95/cassette

Receive one volume FREE
If you order the entire 10 vol, set of the

Encyclopedia for the TRS-80, you'll

receive the 10th vol, FREE!
10 Volume deluxe hard cover
COLLECTOR'S EDITION—a S199.50 value.

$164,00 EN8100 postpaid ,

10 volume soft cover edition, a $109,50
value, $83.00 EN8080 postpaid.

ORDERING INFORMATION
TOLL FREE CALL
1-800-258-5473

OR mail a copy of this form
or card provided to:

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS
SALES DEFT.
PINE STREET

PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Yes, I want your special offer

, ,10 Vol, Haj-dcover $164.00 EN8100 _10 Vol, Softcover $83,00 EN8080 (UPS shipping included)

ENCYCLOPEDIA HARDCOVER Single volume $19 95 each*

Vol, 1 _._Vol,3 _Vol, 3 _Vol. 4 __Vol,5 , Vol, 6 Vol.7 ._,.Vol. 8

KN810J RN8)0K EN8103 EN8104 ENS105 ENSlOe BN8107 EN6i08

ENCYCLOPEDIA SOFTCOVER single volumes $10,95 each-

\ ._ ,Vol, 1 __Vol, g _Vol, 3 _Vol. 4 _Vol, 5 Vol, 6 _ .Vol, 7 _Vol, 8

EN8081 EN8082 EN8083 EN8084 ENSOSS EN8086 EN8087 EN8088

ENCYCLOPEDIA LOADER single volumes $14.95 each*

,, Vol, 1 _Vol, S _Vol, 3 _Vol, 4 _Vol, 5 __Vol, 6 Vol. 7 _Vol, 8

_Vol, 9 _Vol, 10

EN8109 EN8110

_Vol. 9 _Vol, 10

EN8089 EN8090

EN8001 EN8O02 EN8003 EN8004 EN8005 flNSOOS EN800? EN800S

Payment enclosed C MC

_Vol. 9 _Vol, 10

EN8009 EN8010

Amex
WAYNE GREEN BOOKS
A division of Wayne Green Inc

Pine street
I

Peterborough, NH 03458

TRS 80 IS a trademark of Radio Shaok

division of Tandy Corp,

The Encyclopedia for the TRS-80 is a Wayne Green publication. I

Encyclopedia Loader is manufactured by

Instant, Software, a division of Wayne Green Inc,

Card#

Signature.

Name

Address _

City

. MC Interbank#_

Expiration date_

State Zip_

"Shipping ajid Handling: SI. 50 per Item U.S. and Canada SlO.OO per item overseas airmail.

Books shipped UPS with full street address. 800S



so REVIEWS
edited by Michael E. Nadeau

".
. . this bibliography

includes only. . . the academic

approach to computer music."

A Bibliography of Computer Music

A Reference for Composers
Sandra J. Tjepkema

University of Iowa Press

Iowa City, lA 52242

Hardcover, 294 pp.

$17.50

by Dennis Bathiory Kitsz

Computer music experienced a drama-

tic resurgence and remarkable

changes at the outset of the 1980s. Those

changes make A Bibliography of Comput-

er Music, by Sandra J. Tjepkema— with

only a few entries past 1978— more a his-

torical document than an active refer-

ence. But more importantly, this biblio-

graphy includes only what might be

thought of as the academic approach to

computer music, with emphasis on Com-

puter Music Journal and the publications

of universities and such centers as

IRCAM (Institut de Recherche et Coordin-

ation Acoustique/Musique) in Paris.

Although much research is being car-

ried out at the university level, a neverthe-

less significant proportion of computer

musical activity is also occuring less for-

mally, as the creative process so often

does. By limiting her listings for the most

part to official computer, computer music,

and professional music publications,

Tjepkema has missed a wealth of impor-

tant work being done in the computer

music field. The inclusion of just one year

of the West Coast Computer Faire Pro-

ceedings (1977) is a curious demonstra-

tion of that limitation.

These dravi/backs, though important to

working composers— to whom Tjepkema

directs the work—do not diminish the

heart of the collection itself. The biblio-

graphy consists of about 1,000 entries

and cross-references covering all phases

of computer (as distinguished from

analog synthesized) music, including in-

terviews with composers, technical

reports, and even user manuals for elec-

tronic music studios. Analog synthesis is

specifically not covered by this work.

The volume includes over 20 years of

writing (1956-1979, most from 1961-1978),

with heaviest concentrations during the

late 60s (when the avant-gardists and en-

gineers first teamed up) and the second

half of the 70s (when microcomputers be-

gan to bring digital power to an economic-

ally feasible status). Only about 100 en-

tries date before 1965, and these are main-

ly of historical and artistic interest. An-

notations are clear and concise, though

the inclusion of many foreign language

entries vi/ith no annotations at all is

discomfiting. The book is cross-indexed

by person {both author and subject), but

includes a very weak subject index that

greatly limits its usefulness. The glossary

of acronyms is minimal, no reference by

year is provided, and the manufacturer

listing is inevitably dated.

Tjepkema's competence to address the

task of such a bibliography is clear, as is

her enthusiasm. Compilation of a biblio-

graphy is an arduous undertaking, requir-

ing contacts with libraries, authors and

publishers across the world. But perhaps

it is her enthusiasm that brought about

the premature publication of the work, its

coverage ending just as a remarkable in-

crease in computer music work was be-

ginning. In any case, a second volume

covering work through the mid 80s—even
in periodical form— would be very

welcome.

To return to the topic of the book's

flaws in coverage, major sources of com-

puter music information have not been in-

cluded, among them the alternative music

press (especially from New York City and

southern California), composer notes

from record jackets, and reprints from

seminars and gallery performances in

such places as New York's Soho and the

Brooklyn Academy of Music. In fact, local

(non-academic) work from across the

world is missing.

The underrepresentation of the writings

of major composers is also unfortunate.

Pulitzer Prize winners Morton Subotnik

and Charles Wuorinen are not found at all,

nor is John Cage, whose collaborations

with Lejaren Hiller {amply represented)

broke new ground in the field. Charles

Dodge and David Behrman, composers of

very accessible digitally generated music,

are limited to two entries each. The lack of

transcripts of public radio programs, rec-

ord jacket notes, and other so-called

ephemera give these leading writers

short shrift. On the other hand, long-time

academics such as Herbert Brun are ac-
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commodated with more than two pages.
Finally, the absence of a discography,

—which would partly redeem the exclu-

sion of record jacket notes, cuts off the
bibliography from its source: the music
itself. The Schwann Record and Tape
Catalog has listed electronic music
separately for several years, and Com-
posers' Recordings Inc. has a complete
catalog. Thus, the absence of a disco-

. . . the bibliography

is. . .an important

addition to the

musical scholar's

library/'

graphy as an integral part of the biblio-

graphy is both unfortunate and unneces-
sary.

In summary, A Bibliography of Comput-
er Music fills an important void in a grow-
ing field of music composition and per-

formance. Though limited in scope for

working composers, the bibliography is

nevertheless an important addition to the

musical scholar's library.

Basic Faster and Better & Other Mysteries
Lewis Rosenlelder

iJG inc.

1260 West Foothiil Bivd.

Upiand,CA 91786

Soltcover, 300 pp.

S29.95

by Richard C. IWcGarvey

easic Faster and Better and Other
Mysteries is a book worth its price. As

a long-time programmer. I am confident

with my skills, but I must admit Basic
Faster and Better has taught me a few
things. If you are a prospective buyer read

the preface by Lewis Rosenfelder. If the

preface doesn't talk you into buying the

book then you do not need it or you are not

ready for it.

The introduction answers the question
"What is faster and better?" Rosenfelder

explains how sacrificing in one area leads

to benefits in another. The programmer
must decide what results he wants and
then make the proper decisions (and sac-

rifices if necessary) to attain the best op-

erating program he can.

This point is well taken. If speed is im-

portant then write your program with

speed in mind- You may have to sacrifice

tong, gingerbread routines that make the

program look nice. On the other fiand, in

order to make a program more user ori-

ented you may have to sacrifice speed.

Rosenfelder's point is the programmer
must evaluate the needs of the program
and the prospective user. Next he must
write a program that is as easy and as fast

as possible while using a minimum of

memory. The resulting program is Basic

that is both faster and better.

You can make one part of a program
very fast but not open to much user con-

trol. You can also include fancy input rou-

tines that are slow but are easy to use in

the same program. The object of Basic

Faster and Better is to show you how to

achieve this happy medium in all of the

software you write.

Rosenfelder points out many of the er-

rors programmers make. Then he shows
you how, based on his own experience, to

beat the problems and to actually write

better Basic. He explains what trade-offs

to make and when they are appropriate.

I wish I could reproduce the table of

contents for you in this article. It is so ex-

tensive ii looks like the index to most oth-

er books. Rosenfelder covers every trick of

the trade in detail and supplies an invalu-

able library of subroutines that you can
use over and over to reduce memory us-

age, speed execution and make a program
user oriented. If you don't like typing a

library of subroutines and demos to keep

for future use, you can buy two disks with

the routines already on them and ready to

merge into your programs ($19.95 each).

Manipulation of strings, arrays, I/O rou-

tines, video displays, keyboard input, util-

ities and much more are the stock and
trade of the programmer. Although Basic
programming is the book's main concern,
Rosenfelder supplies some machine
language. Don't be alarmed, you don't

have to understand it to use it. He sup-

plies machine language for proven
routines that increase speed in sorting

and other processing tasks and are com-
plete with explanations on how to imple-

ment them into your programs.

Although any Basic programmer can
gain valuable information from this book
it is mainly geared to disk users, though
there is plenty of worthwhile information

for the non-disk programmer as well.

The book assumes that everyone has a

NEWDOS or NEWDOS80 operating sys-

tem. There may be some incompatibilities

with operating systems other than Ap-
parat systems such as in the I/O routines.

If you are in doubt, call or write IJG, and
ask them about possible problems with

your operating system.

Conclusion

The book is worth the money no matter

what level of programming ability you
possess. If you are one of those who was
disappointed in past . . . & Other Myster-

ies books, give them one more try with this

one. Go to your local computer store and
sit down with a copy. Read the beginning

and take a brief look through the book. It is

an honest and successful effort to aid the

Basic programmer. Basic Faster and Bet-

ter is the best IJG publication so far.B

Graphic Software for Microcomputers
B. J. Korites, Ph.D.

Kern Publications

190 Duck Hill Road
P.O. Box 1029

Duxbury, MA 02332

$19.95

by Terry Kepner

At first glance Graphic Software for

Microcomputers reminded me of the

TRS-80 Level I manual in color and shape,
except that it was much thicker. Since I

had recently purchased a Radio Shack
Color Computer, I was interested in learn-

ing more about graphics techniques (the

TRS-80 manual was more interested in

telling me about the commands than

teaching me the tricks needed for good
graphics programming). A quick perusal

of the book, and its relatively low cost, de-

cided the matter; I bought it.

This book is a good buy. It not only dis-

cusses the theory of operation of the sim-

ple points (drawing a line, circle, density

filling, and so on), but also covers compli-

cated graphic maneuvers (scaling, rotat-

ing, motion translating and the like). The
book even provides Basic programs that

do each of these activities.

The book was originally written for the
Apple computer, but is very easy to use
with the TRS-80 Color Computer. AM you
have to do is to change all the references

to HPLOTtoPSETor LINE, and HCOLOR
to COLOR.
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Dr. Korites knows how to leach stu-

dents and how to prepare a reference

manual. Each concept is given its own
page, which is split vertically between the

explanation and the Basic program. You
should know simple math and have at

least a nodding familiarity with the con-

cept of X-Y Cartesian coordinate sys-

tems. Dr. Korites assumes you have no

knowledge of the next level of math re-

quired which includes vector mathemat-

ics and matrix manipulation, subjects

familiar to few members of the microcom-

puter public. He Includes sufficient in-

structions in the text to enable you to un-

derstand these ideas well enough to use

the graphics techniques that he explains

in the book.

The book begins at the most basic level

possible—how to put a dot on the high

resolution screen. By the end of the

book you should be able to translate, ro-

tate and stretch a box in three dimensions

simultaneously.

The book has no absolute page num-

bering system. Each chapter is numbered

using Roman numerals, and the first page

of each chapter is labeled page 1. Only

one side of each page is actually printed;

the reverse is purposely left blank for

notes.

This book not only provides the same

theory and practice problems as most

graphics books, but also gives usable pro-

grams that demonstrate each technique

as it is introduced. It starts out at a level

perfect for the beginning graphics pro-

grammer, but is sectionalized so that the

accomplished programmer can easily go

to the area that interests him or her and

get the needed information. Dr. Korites is

to be commended for the thought and ef-

fort he has put into making this book as

understandable and readable as it is.

i strongly recommend this book to any-

one interested in learning how to do

shape manipulations on a microcomput-

er, whether they are simple or complex,

Computer Major League: The Game of

Professional Baseball

Avalon Hill Microcomputer Games
4517 Hartford Road
Baltimore, MD 21214

ruiodet I, 32K
$20 cassette

S30 disk

by John P. Mello Jr.

Walk into any place where aficiona-

dos of the Grand Game congregate

and ask what's the best major league sim-

ulation game on the market. You will get a

chorus of replies, but if you are looking for

harmony, you will find more of it on a

street corner in Philly.

There are the venerable institutions of

baseball gaming—APBA and Strat-0-

Matic— and at least a dozen newcomers,

including Time Travel Baseball, which al-

lows you to move players from one era to

another including the future.

Now into the fray enters the prestigious

game house, Avalon Hill, with not only a

board version of baseball, but one for the

microcomputer.

Let there be no misunderstanding.

Avalon Hill's computer game is not for the

arcade set. It is a text game founded on

the baseball fan's unflagging fascination

with statistics. To those unschooled in

the intricacies of the national pastime, the

game may already sound too predictable.

But it is no more predictable than the

board games and given the vagaries of the

Model (, probably less so.

When you load Major League, it takes a

few seconds to initialize. This can cause

some anxiety about whether the game is

loading properly. Palpitations could have

been averted with an initializing prompt.

After loading, the game's main menu
appears. It summarizes the commands at

your disposal in the play mode. You can

exit to the menu any time without disturb-

ing a game in progress.

You enter the home and visiting teams

and you are ready to set up your lineup. All

26 major league teams and their 25-man

rosters from 1980 are included in the

game. (Avalon Hill said it intends to mar-

ket a method to update the game to con-

form with 1981 performances by the

players.) However, repeated attempts to

load the Phillies— world champions in

1980— yielded the message "team not

found." A look at the disk directory,

though, revealed your TRS-80 will find the

team from the City of Brotherly Love if you

punch in "Philies."

By keying in V or H you can call up the

roster of the visiting or home team. By

each fielder is his number, positions he

plays, batting average, slugging percent-

age, and overall running speed. At this

point, it would be helpful to know a

player's ability to sacrifice and hit and

run, but these ratings (along with home
run, walk, on-base running, and strikeout

ratings) can't be accessed until the game
is under way.

Although the documentation notes the

game incorporates a player's fielding

ability into the fabric of play, you do not

have access to that information— defi-

nitely a drawback in the late innings

when you are hanging on to a one-run lead

and want your best defensive players in

the field.

This is also bothersome when your

team is batting. If you have a runner on

''Major League

takes the drudgery

out of

baseball simulation/'

base, you want to know how good a catch-

er's arm is. In this game, you don't find

out until you steal. Then, sometimes, it is

too late. Here, though, the offensive

player gets an idea about an outfielder's

arm. If you have the option of taking an ex-

tra base, the chances of your runner mak-

ing it are displayed as a percentage on the

screen.

For anyone that's ever fumbled with a

scorecard, Major League is a dream. To

set your lineup from the roster mode, you

enter three numbers: a player's position in

the batting order, number and position (1

for pitcher, 2 forcatcher. . .).Thenumbers

appear in three columns to the right of

your roster. When you exit to the play

mode, the names and stats of the players

in the home and visiting lineups are dis-

played in a column on the left of your CRT.

The game keeps a running scorecard

you can access anytime to see what a play-

er or pitcher has done to that point in the

contest. Pinch hitter? The computer keeps

track of him. New pitcher? Ditto. No more

squeezing names at the bottom of your
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scorecard and going batty trying to inter-

pret your hen scratchings. And behoid! Ma-

jor League aiso contains a print routine so

you can print a box score of the game.
Information, however, clutters the play-

mode screen. In the upper left, you have

the lineups; on the right, the player batting

and three rows of information on his hit-

ting and running skills; below that, a base-

ball diamond; across the bottom, innings,

outs, line score and a two-by-two matrix.

After several games, we deduced the

matrix represented the pitchers' ability

rating and fatigue factor. A little labeling

here would have been helpful even if it

does add to the screen clutter.

Three numbers at the top right of the

screen do not seem very useful. The first is

a number from 1-12 determining who con-

trols a situation— the batter or pitcher.

Which end of the range favors whom,
though, isn't explained. The second num-
ber is a random number from 1-64 deter-

mining the outcome of a play. The higher

numbers are usually outs, but there's no

hint whether this number will affect the

next play or determined the outcome of

the previous one. Third is a number from
1-80 determining if an error's been made.
Since a message appears when an error is

made, this number seems superfluous.

When your first hitter enters the

batter's box, you can make him swing
away by hitting the space bar or bunt for a

hit by pressing B. When a runner gets on

base, his name and on-base running rat-

ing is displayed by the sack. With ducks
on the pond, the batter has the additional

options of hit and run, sacrifice, and sui-

cide squeeze with a runner on third base.

Defensively, your options are limited to

moving the infield in or out and pulling

pitchers. As batters get hits or bases on

balls and runs are scored, a pitcher's

stamina is reduced. When it reaches zero,

hitters will have a field day.

During a game, the screen may clear

and the messages clutch hitting, clutch

defense or unusual play will appear. The
clutch messages appeared several times

in games played by 80 Micro staff, but on-

ly once did anything clutch happen. Most

of the time the batter just had to hit again.

According to the game's documentation,

unusual plays include an injury to a

player, ejection of a player and a rain out.

We would add another oddity—one board

players don't worry about— Model I glitch.

Despite its drawbacks, computer Major

Leaguetakes the drudgery out of baseball

simulation. Some fans may find it exciting

to roll n-sided dice and pore through cards

and charts, but as for us, we would rather

have a micro do it. After all, the cerebral

part of the game is making decisions and
reacting tofieldsituations— not acquiring

eye strain reading charts.

As for realism, what could be more real-

istic than the Brewers at Red Sox game
we played? Boston struggled through

eight innings barely able to scratch out

two runs while Milwaukee threatened in

almost every inning. Then the patented

Fenway fireworks came in the last frame

and the final:5-4 for the home team.H

electronic
maiN

^

A perfect tno—The Hayes Stack Smartmodem,
TRS-80. and the Automated Communication Exchange
softwace. Now you can have access to other compulers
over Ihe telephone line as well as. time sharing
syslems and information utilities nationwide.

The Hayes Staci< Smartmodem features auto answer
& auto dial, RS232C compatibility seven LED
indicators, an audio monitor, accepts over 30 different

commands, and is programmable in any language.

The unique A.C.E. software package allows you to

receive & transmit ASCII files from your completely
unattended TRS-80!

For a sophisticated, high pertormance. data

communication system select A.C.E. and the Hayes
Stack Smartmodem.

Smwtnodwn

Hayes Stack Smartmodem S249
A.C.E. disk software tor dSK Model I/Ill $79

.••.•«• Special—Limited time only! *••«••••.
A.C.E. Disk software $39 w/Smartmodem purcfiase

ACE COMPUTER PRODUCTS OF FLORIDA, INC,

1640 N.W. 3rd Street

Deertield Beach, FL 33441

Data (305) 427-6300/ Voice (305) 427-1257
MC.'VISA accpptRd PL rfii aaa'-l",, sales tax

Freighl inel : UPS ground—Com USA)

^

FREE
business software

directory

• Radio Shack'.s Model I, II, III

• Heath's MBASIC and HDOS
• CPM: Xerox, Alto...

• IBM Personal Computer

IDM2 is GREAT !" -publisher of 8()-i;S

' (GL) superior to either the Osbortie (SBSCi & Taranto)
or Radio Shack ... MAIL-X has a greater capacity, .

,

more flexible than (R.S.)"

-columnist of 80-microcoT:iputing

"imperceptivcly fast .. .(DBMS) is a good and reliable

workhorse" -publisher ol Interlace Age

Data base manager, integrated accounting package
(AR. AP. GL & Payroll), inventory, word proces-
sing, and mailing list. Compare and be selective !

aN» Micro Architect. Inc.

96 Dothan St., Arlington. MA 02174
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Asylum

Med Systems Software

P.O. Box 2674-T

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Models I & 111

$19.95 cassette

$22.95 disk

by Debra Marshall

80 Micro staff

Another triumphant teaser from Med
Systems Software, Asylum is all any

Deathmaze or Labyrinth fan could ask for

and more. Asylum is similar to earlier

games, and yet unique; the game board is

a maze of halls and doors, but doesn't

seem to double onto itself as did Laby-

rinth. While the halls are more straight-

forward, the situations you find yourself in

are not.

Asylum is a huge building full of locked

rooms with keys just out of reach, gre-

nades that don't explode — if you handle

them right — nearly bare rooms, crazed in-

mates, equally crazed guards, and doc-

tors you shouldn't trust. It is a maze of

riddles and mysteries. It could drive you
insane.

The graphics in Asylum differ from

those in the two earlier games. In Death-

maze and Labyrinth it was expected that

you would wander halls for hours, days or

even months without encountering more
than a closed box, an occasional door or

keyhole, or a message on a wall. Asylum
provides a visual relief, with graphic

depictions of beds, chairs, desks, doors

with bars, inmates, guards, and so on.

The Med Systems people were kind

enough to provide me with a graphics

sampler disk as well as the game disk to

review; I guess they know me well enough

to realize that I would be totally intrigued

by their game and equally incapable of

finding my way around their maze.

As a matter of fact, I couldn't even get

out of the first room without help. Either

the Med Systems people are finding more

obscure commands to use in their games

or I'm slipping. Asylum came with a list of

commands, which early Deathmaze fans

never had the advantage of, but I still

could not figure out what word would un-

hook that darn grenade without getting

myself blown up. Oh well, half the fun Is in

the frustration.

Asylum commands are more sophisti-

cated than the earlier games'; the number
of commands isn't as limited. The kinds of

things it is possible to do has expanded

greatly, and while you are not directly in-

teracting with the characters you meet in

the maze, they do affect your situation di-

rectly. The guards will haul you back to a

room and lock you in, but that isn't neces-

sarily a bad situation.

Any game player who likes thinking

games and is not totally hooked on the

graphicless adventures should (ike Asy-

lum. Even staunch defenders of adven-

tures will like Asylum; it is an adventure

with a twist. Deathmaze and Labyrinth

players should find Asylum a challenge.

But be sure to bring along a sharp im-

agination and a steady patience.H

T80-FS1

Simulator
Available for Model I or Model III. $25.00

on cassette or $33.50 on disk (with

enhancements) All versions require 16K.

See your dealer

i

If you order direct, please specify whettier you have Model I or

Model til (the media are different) and whether you want disk or

cassette. Include S1-50 and indicate UPS or first class mail. Illinois

residents add 5% sales tax. Visa and Mastercard accepted.

If you don't yet own a dislt, don't fret. You can upgrade anytime.
Cassette users may send back their cassette (but not the manual)
along with $10 (first class shipping included) and receive the disk

version.

iM^LOGIC
Communications Corp.

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign, I L 61820
(217)359-8482
Telex: 206995 ^^^!

-See Lis! ot Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 41
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Space Waste Race
Storybooks of the Future

527 41st Ave.

San Francisco, CA 94121

Models I & III

$19.95 16K cassette

$24.95 32K disk

by Mary Gasiorowski

Space Waste Race is an interactive

computerized storybook. Based upon
the idea of sending our excess garbage in-

to space to be rid of it, the program is very

interactive, and a novel idea. Each nine

lines of the story is accompanied by a

screen of graphics.

it also allows for a lot of manipulation.

The complete story can be viev*/ed without

interruption, or individual pages can be

repeated as many times as you like. You
can practice moving the moons; by press-

ing the arrows or bracket keys, the face of

the man in the moon appears to shake,

nod, or look around.

The program has good and bad points.

The graphics capability of the TRS-80 is

limited to drawing graphics with blocks

rather than the dots of the Apple and Col-

or Computer. This means that a diagonal

line on the Model I or III looks like a stair-

case, and moons are not nearly round.

The instructions suggest the program

is designed for non-readers, but the nine-

line story includes such vocabulary as

"collecting," "jealous" and "imagine." In

addition, the on-screen instructions are

beyond the young reader. Perhaps the au-

thor intended an adult to read through the

slory with the child.

After a cute title page w/ith graphics and

a musical theme, the program goes to the

menu: Storybook; Look, Nod & Shake;

Runtime; End. Storybook and Runtime

proceed to other menus. Storybook allows

you to run through the story—the whole

thing, individual pages, just the text, or

just the title page. Look, Nod & Shake lets

you play with the moons, making them
look in various directions.

The games in Runtime are: Moon Drops,

a counting game; Pall Out, a number and

letter identification game; Moon Rass, a

game for developing the spatial concepts

of over and under; Hole in the Moon, a

game teaching numerical and alphabeti-

cal order; and Moon Looks, a game for

concepts of direction. (The last three are

only on the 32K version and feature

automatic scoring.)

The games are interesting but trivial;

they could be developed more. For exam-

ple, in Moon Pass if you miss seeing the

moon pass on the screen and do not re-

spond to the question in a reasonable

amount of time, the program should loop

back and show you the problem again.

Also, Hole in the Moon takes three

numbers or letters in sequence, shows

two of them and asks for the missing one.

If a mistake is made the program should

make you type in the correct answer for

positive reinforcement.

In addition, all the games reward equal-

ly for correct and incorrect responses: the

moon nods for correct answers, and

shakes its head from side to side for incor-

rect ones. If there was more action for a

correct answer the child might be more in-

clined to find the right response.

Space Waste Race could be improved

in many ways—the games could be more
developed and better designed, a more

age-appropriate story could be chosen,

and the program could be friendlier by

asking for your name when you start.

However, the idea is an interesting one.

Space Waste Race may be the storybook

of the future; but Space Waste Race will

not replace parents reading to their

children.

Ann Rose—Our Accounts-Receivable

Clerk

Sturdlvant & Dunn Inc.

Box 277, 124 Washington St.

Conway, NH 03818

Models I & III, 48K

$150

by Frederic S. Goldstein

Ann Rose—Our Accounts-Receivable

Clerk was designed specifically for

applications where the majority of the biil-

ings are repetitive standard amounts. Gar-

bage companies, trailer courts and park-

drives. One is used for the program and

data, and the other is used exclusively for

data. You can modify the Model III version

to run with one disk. This review is based

on tests run on a Model I.

On the Model I each pair of disks can

handle up to 328 accounts. If you have

more accounts, you must use additional

sets of disks. You can use any number of

sets, however, since the program cannot

pass data from one pair of disks to the

next. You must establish separate con-

trols for each.

Peter G. Dunn, a CPA with the firm of

Sturdlvant and Dunn, developed the pro-

''(Ann Rose) is part of a

new breed of programs. .

.

ing garages which charge a fixed monthly

fee will be interested in this program.

The Model I version requires two disk

gram for his firm's internal use. It is part of

a new breed of programs developed by

users rather than commercial software

houses. As such, it has the benefit of per-

sonal business experiences in a particular

industry. Their experience and this soft-

ware, though, may not be universally

applicable.

Ann Rose is a bill and post system with

many interesting features. When you add

a new account, you must code it accord-

ing to a table that you have set up. When
you select the automatic billing feature,

these codes identify which standard rate

to charge. You can establish multiple

standard rates and apply them to different

customers as needed. You can also bill

directly in addition to the standard

amount. A code of 1 is used for accounts

that only incur direct charges.

The system uses a clever technique for

posting specific items to an account. It

assumes that all positive numbers are

charges and all negative numbers are pay-

ments. You use the correction routine to

change negative amounts from payments

into returned items or discounts, and

positive amounts from charges into ser-

vice charges. You also use the routine to

correct account number, invoice number

42 • 80 Microcomputing, May 1982
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or dollar-amount problems.

There is one report format for posting

transactions and one for recording the

journal entry. I recommend that you enter

each category of transaction— payments,

returned items, and so forth— as a

separate batch with its own entry run.

This is a balance-forward system. It is

unique in that it offers the option of saving

and printing 17 transactions along with

the balance due.

If you do not save the details, transac-

tion capacity should never be a problem

since only the net is carried forward. If you

save the transactions, when you enter the

seventeenth item for an account the sys-

tem stops what it is doing and prints a de-

tailed report for the account. The program

then purges the 17 details and resumes
posting.

In reality Ann Rose is a 17-line comput-

erized ledger card. Unfortunately, since

the system cannot key payments against

specific charges, problems could develop

if you had to reconcile a high volume ac-

count. Because the program prints only 17

transactions and the net balance due, the

amount paid could be for details previous-

ly purged.

The monthly report of customer balanc-

es requires some explanation since at

first glance it looks to be out of balance.

The detail columns provided— service

charge, 30-60 days, and over60 days— do
not necessarily total to the balance-due

column. The difference is the current

amount due, which you find on the

posting-to-accounts-receivable report.

Since the system is set up to print at 10

pitch on 8y2 by 11 -inch paper, space is at a

premium and some information was omit-

ted. Mr Dunn should have included the to-

tal balance due as a single number or

used a short name for the customer so

that the report would crossfoot.

The program provides an accounts-re-

ceivable list with the account number,

code, name, phone number and blank

spaces in the columns labeled charge and
payment. At first, it appears that it should

contain a recap of the financial figures,

but it is intended as a worksheet for the

bookkeeper.

The system calculates interest at the

rate of 1 Vi percent per month on balances

over 30 days late.

The system's major weakness is its

documentation. The manual starts out by

providing a step-by-step list of instruc-

tions for formatting new disks and back-

ing up and copying the program from the

non-system disk provided. The documen-

tation explicitly reminds the user to make
adequate back-up copies every time he

runs the system. (After terminating pro-

cessing, the system even displays a part-

ing message of "MAKE BACKUPS.")

Unfortunately, there is very little follow-

up documentation on how to run the sys-

tem. Essentially, the manual says "experi-

ment!" This is an excellent way to learn

about the system, but reading about it

first would have been better. A new and

expanded version of the documentation

should be available soon.

In addition to the incomplete documen-

tation, the system has other deficiencies.

For example, bills are printed without ac-

count numbers and there is no provision

for sales analyses or commission
analyses.

Although Ann Rose is not as widely dis-

tributed as the Radto Shack Receivable

system, the program developer and sever-

al of his clients, including a garbage com-

pany with 2,000 accounts and a utility

company with about 1,000 accounts, are

using it successfully. The developer is still

modifying the system and improvements

will evolve such as order entry processing

and some form of inventory control. This

will make the package less industry

specific.

Would I recommend this system to a

client? Yes, but only under special circum-

stances. At present Ann Rose could be

ideal for a small business with repetitive

standard billings. However, the lack of

comprehensive documentation limits its

usefulness to someone already familiar

with data processing and the industries

for which the package was designed. In

that instance you should find it easy to In-

stall and use.H

The Voyage of the Valkyrie

Leo Christopherson

Advanced Operating Systems
450 St. John Rd.

Michigan City, IN 46360

Models I & III, sound

$34.95 16K cassette

$39.95 16K disk

by Michael E. Nadeau
80 Micro staff

Graphics and sound can make or break

a computer game; both are done very

well in The Voyage of the Valkyrie.

The game itself is no innovation. You

are the pilot of the ship Valkyrie; your mis-

sion is to capture the island of Fugloy. The

island has 10 castles, each guarded by a

different number and type of bird. Your

first task is to map the island. Roughly

two hours of trial and error gives you the

map, but be prepared to die a few times in

the process.

You must shoot the birds to capture

castles. The elite Fugloy Airforce can ap-

pear anywhere on the island. These birds

shoot back; some are more powerful and

quicker than others. Each shot consumes
valuable energy points. You must also

keep an eye on your shield level. To shoot

the birds you must aim crosshairs that ap-

pear on the screen when you put on your

shields. How well you aim these cross-

hairs bears directly on your success at the

game.

There are 10 levels of play, with each

successive level putting more birds into

the fight. Once you have mastered the art

of shooting birds, however, the game only

becomes longer with each increase in dif-

ficulty level.

The graphics are undoubtedly the best

feature of Valkyrie. The birds move unpre-

dictably (at first) with their wings flapping

and shots flashing. The castles are all dif-

ferent and equally impressive. Few games
can boast TRS-80 graphics as good as

these.

When you first play Valkyrie, it is very

difficult to shoot the birds. Eventually pat-

terns emerge and the game becomes

much easier to play. I am most dissatis-

fied with this fact. Once you map the

game and develop your shooting tech-

nique the game ceases to be a challenge.

Yet the game remains entertaining

because of the graphics and an unusual

use of sound (selections from Richard

Wagner's operas). The game begins with

the March from "Tannhauser"; "The Ride

of the Valkyrie" (my favorite) ptays each

time you capture a castle. The Prelude

from Act III of "Lohengrin" signals that

you have conquered the island. There are

the usual blips and blaps as well, but they

are uninspiring.

I like this game, but I cannot recom-

mend it to anyone who wants a challenge

everytime it is played. The game is quickly

mastered and can become tedious. The

graphics and sound redeem what would

otherwise be a mediocre game.B
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^ttfit when you thouaijht it was safe to sjo back to tlie keyboard. . •

ASIXIIMn
. . . the adventure continues. The graphics wizardry of

Frank Corr and the <ieadly imagination ofWilliam Denmali-"'

have once ajfainjoined forces to produce a world of evil

ifenius. Hordes of maddened army ants will pick your

bones. Killer clowns will send you screaming. Clever

guards will tax your ingenuity. And a hundred other

confrontations with a nightmare world may leave you a

babbling idiot.

Graphics are instantaneous and three-dimensional.

The building has over 1500 locations. Full English sen-

tences may be entered, with comprehension surpassing

the legendary Asylum I.

You need not have seen Asylum I in order to master

*^S0um II. You will need cunning and stealth to survive

this newest world of insanity.

The industry greeted Asylum I with one word. Incred-

ible. For Asylum II, only one word is required . . .

AWESOME!

TRS-80 Model I/Model HI/ Tape: 8 19.95/Disk; 8^2.95

MED SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 3558, CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514

TO ORDER, CALL: 1-800-334-5470 ^83



APPLE II®

- .#25 SOFTWARE
ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN

Well match any advertised price on any Combine our price protection with the
item that we carry. And if you find a lower availability of full professional support and
price on what you bought within 30 days of our automatic update service and you have
buying it, just show us the ad and we'll the Ultimate Software Plan,
refund the difference. Its a convenient, uncomplicated, logical

It's that simple. way to get your software.

)/• (New items or new prices)

DISK WITH /manual * Speciai price of the month.
MANUAL/ ONLY CP/M users.

Specify disk systems and formats Most formats available

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE' ORGANIC SOFTWARE" Magic Spell $269/$25
Medical{PAS-3) .. S849,'S40 TextWnleilll . S111/S25 Spell Binder . . . $349/S45
Denial {PAS-3) $a49/$40 DateBook li S369/S25 Select .S495/Ina
ASYST DESIGN* Milestone $269/530 Ttie Word .$ 65/Ina
Prol Time Accounting S549/S40 -nxHCD onnniF<;"
General Subroutine S269/$40 OSBORNE" MiJm Pi=n S419/Sr,s
Application Utilities $439/S40 General Ledgei. $59/$20 Ran 80 " S269/S30
COMPLETE BUS. SYSTEMS' P^Sm^l^w/r^^!

''^^
\ tait^n Target "

::'
'

' S189/S30
•Creator Si99/I25

Payroll w/Cost
. -S 59 $20 gg^^^ $149/$na

11^^^"^' |129/|20 A1I3 + CBASIC-2
. $ 99 l?5

BSTMS, $149/$na
^299/345 Enhanced Osborne

.
5269/S60

In^-'C' Compiler"
" "sppI/sISCOMPUTER CONTROL'

PEACHTREE' fc'a CobT'" S?7i;si5

mi?.^4^;m' t Q/I?S General Ledger S399/S40 MicroSlat $224/S25
'J"'^^°'' " SI 19/S25 ^^^j Receivable $399/t40 Vedit $130/$15
COMPUTER PATHWAYS' Acct Payable $399/S40 MiniModel $449/$50
Pearlllevel l; S 99'S25 Payroll . . S399/S40 StatPak S449/$40
Pearllievei 2) S299/S40 Inventory S399/S40 Micro B-^ S229/$20
Peartdevei 3) .. 1549/450 Surveyor S399/t40 Raid $224/$35

DIGITAL RESEARCH* Property Mgt. . . . $799/140 String/SO ...
. $ 84/$20

CP/M 2 2 CPA Ghent Write-up $799/$40 String/80 {source).
.

$279/Sna

NofthStar $149/125 P5 Version Add$129 ISIS CP/M Utility S199/S50

TRS-eO Model II MagiCalC $269/$25 ' Lynx .S199/S20

(P+T) s 159/535 Other . less 10% Supervyz ... S 95/Sna

Micropohs $169/125 <:nFTWARF wnRK'j" ^ CP/M Power S rs/Sna

eVr $t?9i$3^ -Sl^^D^OsTcP/M', $ 4g/$na " ^^'^^ ^^^'=
"

^
^^'"^'

Sid $ 65/$15 SOHQGROUP'
2-Sid S 90/S15 -MalchMaker S 89/J20 INFO UNLIMITED'
Te>! i 90/$15 -Worksheet S159/S20 EasyWriter. . . . $199
DeSpool. ... % 50/$l0 Dalades $249
CB-80 . $459/$35 STRUCTURED SYSTEMS *

EasyMailer $128
CBasic-2 S 98/$20 Business Packages Other ^^^^ ^^^^

D.M.A. Call for Price

Ascom % 1 49/i 1 b SORCIM ' l^'P'^'-'^^.'^''';"
Fornnuia S539/S45 iSaic $269/$na %'^^l'''

«-^° ^''"^^
f^.

GRAHAM-DORIAN" Trans 86
.

.
. .

S115 Cohol $409
General Ledger $r29/$40 Act

.
$157 ^iZ si?q

Acct Receivable . $729/$40 tcS'
c

. .

AcctPayable
. . $729/$40 GLor AR or APorPay S 79/$25 MICROPRO'

Job Gosling . $729/$40 All 4 i269/i99 Wordstar $269
Payroll II $729/$40 Compiled each I 99/$25 MailMerge . .$ 99
Inventory 11 $729/S40 Inventory S 99/$25 Wordstar/MailMerge $349
Payroll. $493/S40 o,,BCDen=T)' SuperSort I ... 1159
Inventory $493.''$40 SUPERSOFT' Soellstar . . $129
Gash Register $493.''S40 Diagnostic I

.
. i 49/$20

Apartment Mgt S493''$40 Diagnoslic II S 34/120 PERSONAL SOFTWARE/
Mir-nnap' Disk Doctor $ 84/120 VISICORP'
^1?==^ t3fiQti>'^

Forlh(8080orZ80)
. .$149/$30 Visicalc 3.3 S22S

^BlprnrlV S29VS3S ^°^'^^'' $219/S30 Desktop/Pian 11 .$225
|±°°l^ $495$50 Fortran w/Ratfor .$289/$35 Visiterm $90beiectorv $495/$50 cCompiier $i74/$20 Visidex $225
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS" Star Edit S189/$30 Visipiot $180
MDBS .$269/i35 Other less 10% Visilrend/Visiplot. $300
I'^DBS

. .
$795/540 iiNirnRW* Visitiie . . . $225

DRS or QRS or RTL $269/510 UNll-UHN

MDBSPKG $1295/S60 o"^uu, $149/125 PEACHTREE'
Mlf-RnPRni- t^-K^^^"

$149/$25 G/L A.'R.A/P.Payor

Wp?dS°ar
. . $319/$60

^°*''
" "

,

'^"^'^^^ inventory (each) $224'$40

Guslomization Notes $429/$na WHITESMITHS -

yithpr r:nnniP<?
Mail-Merge

. $109/$25 X
'

Compiler $600/$30 .wTiTtr
WordStar/fvlail-Merge S419/$85 Pascal (inclX"; $850/$45

(usew/Visicalc) S 49

Sf HM^' , !?fni!?S "PASCAL" -Context Connector

^?ne^Sort I I 99 $40
Pascal/MT+ Pkg . .$429/$30 (use^/Visicalc) 5 99

wnlla " 1 7^ $40 Compiler .... $315 Micro Courier $219

CaS $2^9InS S" ^^9 ^'" Super-TevtII
.

$127
^^"^='^' l^ad'lna Pascal/Z $349/530 Data Factory . .$134
MICROSOFT" Pascai/UCSD 4.0 .

.
. .i670/$50 DB Master . S184

Basic-80 ... $298 Pascal/M . ...$355/520
Basic Compiler $329 rmTHDnec"
Fortran-80 .. ..$349 ^yVc,an t/s^ai^^r.

A°slT $t?^ ^S°II. . : .:sl95$50 -BuS,ness/Med/WP

I^SV ;; VuA condom.. . .
• $899/550 Call for Price

Edil-80 $ 84 "WORD PROCESSING" 8086 SOFTWARE
MuSirnp/MuMalh 5224 WordSearch $179/$50 i- CBASIC 86 $300/$na
MuLisp-80 . 5 174 SpellGuard $229/$25 i^ Pascal MT -i- 86 Pkg S730/$na
Multi Plan Call VTS/80.. . . $259/$6S -" Pascal UCSD 86 $700/$na
Manager Series . Call Magic Wand $289/$45 j^ Macro 86 S259/$na

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA • MASTERCHARGE
1-800-854-2003 ext 823 • Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext 823

Outside Continental U S -add 110 plus Air Parcel Posl Add $3 50 postage and handling per each item
• California residents add 6% sales tax- Allow 2 weeks on checks, C O D. $3.00 extra • Prices subject to change
without notice. All items subject to availability ®— Mtgs. Trademark Blue Label $3 00 addiHonai per item.

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave. Suite 309 Los Angeles, Ca. 90028 • (213) 837-5141
Infl TELEX 499-0446 DISCSOFT LSA • USA TELEX 194-634 (Attn: 499-0446) -^ Id

TWX 910-321-3597 (Attn: 499-0446)

SO REVIEWS

IBM PC SOFTWARE

Life List

Manhattan Software

P.O. Box 1063

Woodland Hills, CA 91365

Models I & III

$24.95

by Eric Maloney

Kilobaud Microcomputing staff

My Life List program teils me I saw a

Doubie-Breasled Tuna Grinder in

Antrim, NH, last weel^end. Tine weel^end

before, I ran across a Black-Biiled Boot

Stomper betiind Dr. Fred's Auto Ciinic. Ac-

cording to my notes, I blew ttie dirty little

ttiing away with my grenade launcher.

How I managed before Manhattan Soft-

ware came up with this bird list program I

will never know. My closets were full of

shoeboxes stuffed with matchbooi<

covers, napkins, bank deposit slips,

grocery store receipts— anything to

"/ blew the

dirty little

thing away. .

scrawl a note on when i unexpectedly

spied a Double-Shagged Throw Rug or

Red-Eyed Fly Hog.

Naturally, my notes got confused. Was
it a Clip-Winged Tarsucker that I flattened

with my moped? Did I really see the rare

Tie-Dyed Burger Bun while floating in my
sensory deprivation tank? And where is

that recipe for White-Crowned Sparrow

fritters?

Life List takes care of all my problems.

It lets me record the names of some 450

birds, along with the date and place

sighted and any extra notes. I can sort the

list alphabetically and get a complete

printout with the touch of a button. I can

perform a special search for any bird, us-

ing only part of its name.

Of course, the people who might

possibly be interested in this program

would probably fit into a phone booth,

with room left over for an hors d'oeuvres

table. But Charles Leedham of Manhattan

Software says this is the sort of special-

ized offbeat program that microcom-

puters were made for.

After transferring my notes to disk, I

was faced with another dilemma—what
to do with all of those shoeboxes. it finally

dawned on me, they would be perfect for

storing field specimens. At last my room-

mate has stopped complaining about

those stuffed birds under the kitchen

sink.B
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The only complete document proofreading system:

QRAMMATik' + ^^^^^
Beyond Spelling Checking

=N0 ERRORS
ForCP/M®,TRS-80®,and 8086/8088 Word Processors

The Aspen Software Company Spelling Checker

Don'l set Ik' tor a partial proofreading program. Ihcrc arc other

spelling checkers available, but only Aspen Software offers a

complete doeunietit proofreading system,

I he .'\spcii .SoliMarc Ciimpany spelling checker is Proofreader.

We've been improving Proofreader since il was first released in

early 1981 , The newesl version is fully menu driven, and so simple

lo use that you probably won't even need tbe comprehensive
user's niaiuial that's included. It has a large 38.000 word fully

expandable dictionary, and can check even your largest docu-

ments in under four minutes (even faster on most systems).

Proofreader's dictionary is almost twice as large as some, so you
vv<Hrt have to spend so much time adding new words. And
Proofreader is totally accurate. Proofreader looks up every word in

its dictionary . and does not atificiaily extend its dictionary size

«iili less accurate prefix and suffix analysis like some others.

(Beware: Most checkers with "vocabularies" of 50,000 or more
words use this method and can miss some misspelled words!)

I he emire .W.OflO word dictionary takes only 100.000 bytes
nl disk s|)ace.

Proofreader does not sJmpIv mark the errors in vour document
like some checkers, but allows you lo make corrections inter-

actively, with the full context of each unknown word displayed.

You can correct mistakes, leave unknown words alone, or add
wiirds to the dictionary. Unlike most spelling checkers, you
also have complete interactive access to the dictionary while cor-

recting, so you won't need to keep a separate dictionary to look up
words manually. Each correction is automatically double cheeked
in the dictionary, and with a single command, Proofreader can
almost always show you the correct spelling of a word. (Inter-

active correction optional on TRS-80 Model l/lll, included on all

other versions, TRS-80 versions do nor support interactive diction-

ary l(x)k up,)

Spelling checking alone is not enough! Aspen Software's

Graniniaiik goes beyond simple spelling checking. No one else

has anvthing like it. First. Grammatik will check your document

for common typos {such as doubled words: "the the"), and punc-

tuation and capitalization errors (e,g,, "STicky shift key"). It also

checks for poor writing style using a dictionary of over 500 mis-

used phrases as defined in many writer's style manuals.
Grammatik classifies each error it finds, marks the errors for

easv correction with your word processor, and provides sug-

gestions for correcting the problem. The phrase dictionary can
easily be expanded to include checking for esoteric jargon or your
own personal pet peeves. Grammatik also collects other infor-

mation that can help you judge the style of the document, and can
produce a profile of word usage,

Grammatik is receiving rave reviews from both critics and
users. Bob Louden in InfoWorld (12/7/81): "If you use a word
processor and a spelling checker, then you should investigate the

unique capabilities of this program, Grammatik is a surprisingly

fast and easy tool for analyzing writing style and punctuation,"

Eric Balkan in The Computer Consultant; "I'm impressed with

the imagination thal^wenl into this product," Many users call or

write to tell us how much they like Grammatik, Some typical

remarks: "Great!", "Thanks for making my life easier.". "I'm not

just happy. I'm ecstatic!". Grammatik has also been selected as

an officially approved Osborne Computer software package and
will sooti be appearing at Osborne dealers,

Onlv Proofreader and Grammatik can provide you with com-
plete document proofreading, and together cost less than some
spelling checkers alone. Proofreader and Grammatik have been
designed to work with almost any CP. M, TRS-80, or 8086/8088
based word processor. While they have been designed to work
together, they are available separately.

Aspen Software also has its own full featured word processor

called Writer's Companion for all these systems. One of the best

implementations of Ralfor (Rational Fortran) is available, too,

along with an automatic Ratfor pretty printer. Please call or write

for more details about these products.

-CP M 1 LTSunis rcqiiiro CP M \ i.-rsuiTi 2 or later and al least 48K
III RAM. Slandard 8" singlf density, Nimhstar, Osborne- 1,

Oiiiikron, and Apple kirmals available directly from Aspen
Soliwiirc These and most ather formats also available from

Ui^ii;d Marketing;. .Some CP' M systems wilh limited disk capacity

Mippiicd >i'i(h 2K.000 «ord. bS.OOO byte dietionarv. Proofreader-

SI24{iU, Gr;immalik $150.00, Both $250,00.

-Miiinialsoniv S«.00oaeh, 115,00 tor both.

--TRS-80 Model 1/ III versions require only one disk drive and 32K
of RAM, and are compatible v,ith all TRS-80 word processors and
operating systems. Model II version requires 64K and 1 drive,

TRS-SO Model I'lll: Proofreader - S5'^,00, Interactive correction

option - S,30.00, Grammatik - $S').00. All - S139,00, TRS-80
Model II: Proofreader - 3W.00. Grammatik - SM,00, Both -

*|79.00.

-riie H086, 8088 version will run under MS.'DOS or equivalent

linciuding the IBM Personal Computer DOS). MS'DOS formats

available include standard single density 8" and IBM PC 5,25",

CP/M-86 versions scheduled lor Summer 1982 availability.

Priwlreader- 1129.00, Grammatik- IISO.IX), Both - S25O.I)0.

IMPORTANT ORDERING INFORMATION; You MUST specify computer model, operating system, memory size, and formal and number oi

disk drives when ordering either software or manuals alone. Please include your phone number. All U.S. , Canada, and Mexico orders include

first class shipping in price. Overseas please add S5,00, We accept cash, check, money order, VISA and Master Card, Sorry, no UPS or COD
service available. Purchase orders accepted from educational institutions and nationally recognized corporations only. Cost ol manual only

orders can be credited to final purchase, NM residents add 4% sales tax,

Aspcti Software products distributed exclusively by Aspen Software Company and Digital Marketing, Dealer and OEM inquiries welcome,

Irademarks: CP M; Digital Kesearth; TRS-80: Tandy Corp.; MS-DOS: Microsoft; Proofreader, Grammatik; Aspen Software Co,

P.O. Box 339 -M Tijeras,NM 87059 {505)281-1634

See List of Adverlisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing. May 1982 • 47



so REVIEWS

ZBasic 2.0

Simutek Computer Products

P.O. Box 13687

Tucson, AZ 85732

Models I & III

$79 cassette

$89 disk

by Bruce Powel Douglass

ZBasic is back and is vastly improved.

In a previous review I said it had some
major problems, Including integer math
only, non-relocatable object programs,
and it did not support all variable names.
These and other f law/s have been corrected.

I received ZBasic 2.0 on disit with a boot
loader. It has several files for various

memory sizes and a program from Miso-

sys called CMDFILE, v^hich saves com-
piled programs as tape System files. The
program runs on Models I and III, enabling

you to write softvi/are for the Model III on
your Model !.

ZBasic is easier to use than ever. When
calling ZBasic from disk (or load from
tape), it interfaces with the keyboard
device control block. To execute the com-
piler from Basic, press the comma, period

and slash keys simultaneously. The com-
pilation speed is slightly slower than the

old version, but It Is still incredibly fast.

Compiled program speed is fast, too.

Basic took over 50 seconds to white out

the screen using a tight SET loop; ZBasic
whites it out in under one second.

ZBasic still lets you jump back and
forth between your Basic and compiled
programs, making it the only interactive

compiler available for any machine, to the

best of my knowledge. ZBasic also allows

the use of TRON/TROFF to trace the

execution of compiled programs.

The Options

After loading the compiler, ZBasic asks
if you wish to change any parameters. If

you do not, the compiler loads normally; if

you do, you may choose a variety of

options including: maximum string array

size, maximum regular string length, top

of available RAM, and base address of the

object program.

The last two options let you choose
where the variables and the program are

to be stored in memory. This corrects a
major fault in ZBasic 1.0; now you can
relocate your object programs. Two sig-

nificant results are: You can use your 48K
or 32K machine to write software for 16K
machines; and you may relocate your pro-

gram where Basic resides normally if it is

very large with large variable-space

memory requirements. The latter enables

you to write much larger programs than

possible before.

The Manual

The manual is also much improved.

Simutek has added an index (although

some page numbers are wrong) and a

command description section. It is easier

to read and contains more useful informa-

tion, such as the command syntax, dif-

• Cassette Input/output (I/O)

• Single-byte disk I/O (good for saving

graphics screens to disk)

• Enable/disable interrupts

• Read stack pointer

• 16-bit PEEK
• Improved user-defined machine-lan-

guage routine calling commands (pass

four or six registers)

These commands are called using the

"The compilation speed
is slower,

but still incredibly fast."

ferences between the Basic and ZBasic
versions of the commands, and examples
of the commands.
ZBasic 2.0 supports high-precision

mathematics. It can carry about 62 signif-

icant digits through the use of binary

coded decimal math routines. (You may
define this to be less during configure

time.) None of the transcendental math
functions are supported, but the manual
supplies routines to generate them as

needed.

The high-precision math is computed in

an interesting manner. To add two high-

precision numbers, rather than write

A = A'C, write @ A$ = A$*C$; the @ tells

the computer that the string operations

are actually high-precision math, it is dif-

ferent, but with a little practice it is no
problem. In fact, by using the appropriate

Taylor series and other approximate algo-

rithms, accuracy improves for a variety of

mathematical functions over mere double
precision in Basic. ZBasic can now be used
for some types of scientific numerical

processing, particularly those sensitive to

roundoff error such as Gauss-Jordan
elimination for unstable systems and
polynomial synthetic division.

The compiler is available with and with-

out the high-precision math routines. The
routines use about 700 bytes of memory; if

you need this space you can simply use
the version without them.

ZBasic 2.0 has several improvements
over Basic:

• Block move of memory (10,000 bytes
per second)

• Compare (i.e., find byte sequence in

memory)
• Invert memory (great for graphics)

• Tone generator (for external speaker)

• High-speed multiply and divide

unused Basic tokens. For example, block

moves are done using SIN or COS com-
mands, and the compare functions use
the CINT and CDBL commands. The
special USR calls use the TAN and MKI$,

MKS$ and MKD$ functions. These com-
mands are easy to use and well explained.

The tone generator is a nice feature. To
use it, choose the frequency (pitch), dura-

tion and a constant io generate tones

requiring an external amplifier. My only

reservation is the tone duration is not a

time duration, but a cycle duration. For

high-frequency tones, the cycles are

shorter and you musi do some extra pro-

gramming to keep the length of the tones

consistent in terms of real time. If this had
been fixed in the compiler it would be
more useful. You may use these tones as
a high-accuracy, time-delay loop as well.

ZBasic is an interactive compiler,

meaning your source, object (compiled)

and compiler programs are all coresident

in memory simultaneously. When you

activate the compiler, ZBasic compiles

your programs and gives you the options

of returning to Basic, running the com-
piled program, or saving the program to

disk or tape. If you set the configuration to

relocate your object program elsewhere,

you cannot execute it, but you can save it

to disk or tape. This means you can run

the program in your programming environ-

ment, and compile it to run in the object

environment. If you have dreams of

writing 16K machine games on your 48K
computer, ZBasic may prove invaluable.

Error Detection

When the compiler detects an error, it

returns an error message, error line

number, and returns control to Basic. This

makes it relatively easy to remove errors
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PROGRAMMING TOOLS FOR YOUR
TRS-80® MODEL I AND MODEL III

INSIDE LEVEL II

The Programmers Guide to the TRS-80 ROMS
INSIDE LEVEL M is acompreiiensive reference guide 10 the Model I and Model III ROMs
which allows the machine language o( Basic progtammer to easily utilize the sophisti-

cated routines they contain. Concisely explains set-ups, calling sequences, and variable

passage tor number conversion, arittimetic operations, and mathematical functions, as

well as keyboard, tape, and video routines. Part II presents an entirely new composite

program structure ivhicli loads under the SYSTEM command and executes in both Basic

and mactiinecodei^iltithespeed and efficiency of a compiler, in addition, the 18 chapters

include a large body of other information useful to the programmer including tape

formats, RAM iiseage, relocation of Basic programs, USR call expansion, creating

SYSTEM tapes of your own programs, interfacing of Basic variables directly with ma-

ctiine code, and special precautions tor disk systems. INSIDE LEVEL II is a clearly

organized reference manual. 80 Microcomputing calls it ' a volume of valuable informa-

tion . immensely thoughtful, literate, and cleanly designed." Byte Magazine says- 'I

recommend ttiis book to serious machine language programmers.'

Includes updates for fiflodel III, INSIDE LEVEL II S15.95

SINGLE STEP THROUGH RAM OR ROM
STEP8O allows you 10 alep through any Basic or machine language program one

instruction at a time, and see the address, hexadecimal value, Zilog mnemonic, register

contents, and step count for each instruction. The top 14 linesof the video screen are left

unaltered so that the 'target program' may perform its display functions unobstructed

STE^aO will follow program flow right into the ROMs, and is an invaluable aid in learning

how (he ROf\/ routines function. Commands include step ((race), disassemble, run in

s(ep mode at variable step rale, display or alter memory or CPU registers, [ump to

memory location, execute a CALL, set breakpoints in RAM or ROM, write SYSTEM
tapes, and relocate to any page in RAM The display may also be routed to your Ime

printer through the device control block so custom print drivers are automatically sup-

ported

Specify Model I or Model III. STEP80 $16.95

SMART TERMINAL PROGRAM
This machine language program may be used a;; a smart terminal with lime share

systemsor for high speed file transfers between two disk-based micros over modems or

direct wire it is menu dnven and extremely simple to use Functions include real-time

terminal mode, save RAM buffer on disk, transmit disk file, receive binary files, examine

and modify UART parameters, program 8 custom log-on messages, automatic le-bil

checksum verification of accurate transmission and reception, and many more user

conveniences. Supports line printers and lowercase characters Wlh this program you

will no longer need to convert machine language programs to ASCII for transmission, and

you will know immediately if the transmission was accurate. This program comes on a

formatted disk

Specify Model I or Model III. TELCOM $39.95

PROGRAM INDEX VERSION 2.0
Assemble an alptiabelized index of your entire program library from disk directones

Program names and free space are read automatically (need not be typed in) and may be

alphabetizedby disk or program Thelist may also be searched for any disk, program, or

extension, disks or programs added or deleted: and the whole list or any part sent to the

printer Printer output may be requested in three different formats including labels. The
list itself may also be stored on disk for future access and update. It also includes a

PURGE mode for quickly killing unwanted files. Directory reads and alphabetizing is

done in machine code for speed 1,000 programs may be sorted in less than 10 seconds.

60 Microcomputing called it "The best thing since sliced bread." It works with TRSDOS,
OS-80, NEWDOS, and NEWDOS/aO single or double density One drive and 32K
required.

Specify IVIodel I or Model III. INDEX $24.95

4 SPEED OPTIONS FOR YOUR TRS-80
The SK-2 clock modification allows CPU speeds to be switched between normal, an

increase of 50%, or a SO^'o reduction; selectable at any time without interrupting execu-

tion or crashing the program Instructions are also given for a 100% increase io 3. Sd MHz.

The SK-2 may be configured by the user to change speed with a toggle switch or on

software command it will automatically return to normal speed anytime a disk is active,

requires no change to the operating system, and has provisions for adding an LED to

indicate when the computer is not at normal speed. II mounts inside the keyboard unit

with only 4 necessary connections for the switch option {switch not included), and is

easily removed if the computer ever needs service The SK-2 comes fully assembled

with socketed ICs and illustrated instructions.

Model I only. SK-2 $24-95

INSTANT ASSEMBLER
NOW ON DISK!

The INSTANT ASSEMBLER IS a powerful disk or tape-based assembler and debugger

for the TRS-80 Now you can assemble directly o memory and immediately debug your

program with the built in single stepping debugger. Quickly switch from assembler to

debugger and back again without losing the source code. This feature makes INSTANT
ASSEMBLER an excellent learning tool tor assembly language programming.

INSTANT ASSEMBLER is absolutely unique among tape based assemblers in that it

produces relocatable code modules that can be linked with the separate LINKING

LOADER, which is supplied in two versions for loading programs into either high or low

RAM. This lets you build long programs with small modules. INSTANTASSEMBLER also

features immediate detection of errors as the source code is entered, a compactly coded

source format that uses 1.'3 as much memory as standard source, and many operational

features including single stroke entry of DEFB and DEFW, pinpoint control of listings,

alphabetic listing of symtMl table, separate commands for listing error lines or the symbol

table, block move function, and verification of source tapes.

INSTANT ASSEMBLER'S debugger provides single stepping with full register displays,

decimal or hex entry of addresses, forward or backward memory displays, disassembly

of object code in memory, memory display in ASCII format, and hex-lo-decimal or

decimal-io-hex conversion. The single-slepper will step one instruction at a lime or at a

last raie to any defined address

INSTANT ASSEMBLER occupies less than 8400 bytes of memory In a 16K machine this

will leave you enough memory to write assembly language programs of around 2000

bytes This and its module- linking feature make INSTANT ASSEMBLER ideal for users

with only 16K machines The instruction manual may be purchased separately for $3,

which will apply towards the purchase of the INSTANT ASSEtVlBLER In addition to disk

l.'O, the disk version includes a stand-alone version of the debugger

Specify Model I or Model III. TAPE INTASM $29.95

Specify Model I or Model 111. DISK INTASM S35.95

RESTORE, DAMAGED TAPES WITH RESQ2
Cassetterecordingsaresubieclloseveraltypesof damage. Thin spots in the oxide, dirt,

voltage fluctuations while recording, or stray magnetic fields can all contribute to lost or

added bits. RESQ2waswntten to provide a method of restonng tapes that can no longer

be loaded for these reasons. It can restore BASIC, SYSTEM, ASSEMBLER and DATA

tapes. RESQ2 compares two copies of the damaged tape to attempt a restoiation.

though restoration can often be accomplished with only one copy After the damaged

data is corrected in memory, a new tape may be recorded and yerilied which does not

contain the errors The success rale of RESQ2 will depend on the severity and quantity of

errors RESQ2 comes with a comprehensive user manual and examples of two types ol

crashed' programs to practice on.

Specify Model I or Model IM. RES02 S19.95

RAM SPOOLER AND PRINT FORMATTER
This program is a lull feature print formatting package featuring user defmeable line and

page length (with line feeds inserted between words or after punctuation), screen dump,

pnnter pause control, and baud rate selection. In addition, printing is done from a 4K

expandable buffer area so that the LPRINT or LUST command returns control to llie user

while printing is being done. Works with cassette or disk systems Ideal for Selectric or

other slow printers Allows pnnting and processing to run concurrently Output may be

directed to either the parallel port, senal port, or the video screen. 80 Microcomputing

said "1 can only give my highest recommendation of Spooler and Mumford Micro

Systems
"

Specify Model I or Model Itl. SPOOLER $16.95

DUPLICATE SYSTEM TAPES WITH CLONE
Make duplicate copies of almost arty tape including Basic, SYSTEM, data lisis, assem-

bler source, or 'custom loaders'. The file name, load address, entry point, and every byte

(in ASCII format) are displayed on the video screen Model ill version allows changing

tape speed so you can load in a tape at 500 baud and write it oul at 1500

Specify Model I or Model III. CLONE S16.95

MACHINE CODE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM
Written by Dr A.H Gray, Jr co-auttior (with J D Markel) of the classic text 'Linear

Prediction ol Speech , this complete package includes 3 versions oi the machine lan-

guage FFTASM routine assembled lor 16, 32, and 48K machines, a short sample Basic

program to access them, a 10K Basic program which includes sophisticated interactive

graphing and data manipulation, and a manual of instructions and examples. The

machine language subroutines use variables defined by a supporting Basic program to

make data entry and retrieval automatic, without PEEKs and POKEs They perform 20 to

40 limes faster than their Basic equivalent |256 points in 12 5 seconds), and handle up to

a 1024 point complex FFT The FFT is useful in analyzing stock market and comodity

trends as well as lor signal analysis.

Specify Model 1 or Model 111. FFTASM S49.9S

FFTASM on disk with source code $69.95

-^ _^ ORDERING: Complete satisfaction is guaranteed or a full refund will be made. All programs

JWUI^FOFlD except TELCOM and DISK INTASM are shipped on cassette unless $5 is included for a
^"^

,
formatted (no system) disk. Include $1,50 for postage and handling. California residents add

IVIff^RO ^°''° ^^'^^ ^''' ^^^^' "^^stGrchargc and COD orders accepted- SPECIFY MODEL IOR MODEL
1 "^i J. ^.zJW-/ III. Dealer inquiries invited.

SYSTFMS Box 400-E Summerland, California 93067 (805) 969-4557

-See L/s( ol Adveriisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 49
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quickly, and it minimizes Ihe pain of cor-

recting syntax differences.

Missing in the manual is a subroutine

map of the run-time system. If you are

familiar with Assenibly-language pro-

gramming, you can write a program using

all the available ZBasic commands (in

simple form) with a minimum of control-

passing through GOTOs and GOSUBs,
and use a disassembling monitor (such as

TASMON) to look at the calls the complied

program makes to the run-time system.

Since you already know the order of the

statements in your program, you can

determine which routines perform which
functions. You may then use these

subroutines in your machine-language

programs by placing the appropriate

values in the appropriate registers and
simply calling that routine.

Simutek also thoughtfully included a

Misosys program called CMDFILE, a util-

ity with some nice capabilities such as:

appending two or more CMD files or

System tapes into one file; offsetting a

tape or disk file so it loads into an area

other than where it was meant to execute;

appending machine-language programs

with "patched" code without reassem-

bling the program; single-drive copy of

CMD files; and creating System tapes

from non-contiguous blocks of memory.

This utility is a useful addition to the

ZBasic package. You may optionally keep

a loading log sent to the printer for a

permanent copy. The main uses in this

environment include: downloading a com-

piled program from disk to tape; and

creating merged ZBasic/machine-lan-

guage programs.

The latter option is especially useful. I

created a logo and stored the 1,024-byte

screen to disk. Since I wanted to use this

screen in my ZBasic program, I needed to

load it into memory with the program, al-

though they may not load into contiguous

blocks of RAM. This utility enabled me to

easily merge the programs together into a

unified whole.

ZBasic 2.0 is a powerful, interactive

compiler possessing capabilities beyond

those offered by any other compiler on the

market. Although it generally requires re-

writing of source programs to compile

them with ZBasic, the compiler works

incredibly quickly, as do the object

programs.

High-precision math, disk and tape

sequential files, a built-in tone generator,

special USR machine-language routines

to pass four or six registers, and other

useful functions are now available. The

manual is much improved and includes

many examples of source programs and

routines.

Best of all, no royalties need be paid for

selling compiled programs. ZBasic 2.0 has

my highest recommendation.

Gold Plug 80

E.A.P. Company
P.O. Box 14

Keller, TX 76248

$54.95

by Robert Jacobs

Ahhhh, instant relief! At last there is a

permanent cure for contact oxidation

on Model I edge connectors. Many TRS-80
users are familiar with the symptoms: un-

timely resets, spontaneous reboots, orthe

inability to get the computer started at all

without a frustrating session with a pink

eraser.

The Gold Plug 80 is a well made device

consisting of an edge-card plug with gold

plated contacts, available with either 34 or

40 contacts. The rear of the plug has ter-

minal tabs which fit exactly over the ex-

isting foil fingers on the TRS-80's connec-

tors. After installation, the original plugs

have been extended about a half inch,

meaning that the plastic door covers no
longer fit. This did not trouble me, but you

should take it into consideration. E.A.P.'s

advertising leaflet, by the way, cautions

you about the doors, which is refreshing.

They also have the excellent policy of per-

mitting you to return any plugs ordered for

f rMiM TBjwnnnnffv'd'i " r, '« '

a refund if after seeing them you are un-

willing to undertake the installation.

An excellent set of instructions accom-

pany the plugs, and they are shipped

promptly. I ordered mine by mail on a Mon-

day and received my set of plugs by first

class mail on Tuesday of the next week.

Installation

Installation requires a soldering iron (I

use a 40-watt Weller), Rosin-core solder, a

Phillips screwdriver, and your last Pink

Pearl. The keyboard and Expansion Inter-

face have to be disassembled to get at the

connectors, which are then cleaned—the

eraser's last fling. The Gold Plug 80 is fit-

ted over the existing plug with the con-

tacts centered, and then soldered to the

board. I have some soldering experience,

but it proved to be an easy, safe job. The

contact is heated, a very small amount of

solder applied, and then you go on to the

next contact. It took about an hour to do
all six plugs.

If you are a little nervous about this kind

of work, note that all the contacts on the

underside of the RS-232 output connector

are grounded— that is, they are all con-

nected. Start there; you can do no harm
and the practice will be helpful.

The Gold Plug 80 set I bought included

all six plugs. The plugs are available indi-

vidually for $9.95, or you can get a pair for

the keyboard to Expansion Interface

cable for $18.95.

As I said earlier, I did resolder every con-

nector on the machine, and I haven't had a

single unwanted reset since.B

The Gold Plug 80
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Our Users asked for it, and we made the

best TRS-80 disk assembler even better!

Now M-ZAL tias:

Recursive MACROS with full symbolic parameter
substitution

Conditional assembly with unlimited nesting

Text Editor warm-start/recovery option

Support for all popular source file formats

Load Module inspect/superzap using LINKER

and the features that made it famous:

True multi-pass assembly
Full Screen Option Menus
ENTRY/EXTERN symbols, relocation,and object

module linking

8 character labels with sorted symbol table

Built-in symbol table cross-reference

Nested 'INCLUDES (source file chaining/nesting)

Lower case support (Model 3 only)

Over 175 pages of documentation including

Z-80 Technical Manual
Full Screen Text Editing and much, much more!

M-ZAL provides a modular, structured development
environment ttiot mokes programming your TRS-80

a truly enjoyable experience. Order yours today
(Requires 32k, 2 disk system)

*1050-10 Mod 1 $149,00
*1250-10 Mod 3 S149.00

CAU Development Softwore-

The Professionals Choice:

Full Screen Text Editor for BASIC: we were the first to

give the TRS-80 this indispensable ability! A must for

every BASIC programmer:
#1010-20 Mod 1 S24,95
#1210-20 Mod 3 S29.95

T-ZAL: custom designed for the Model 3, this tape
based assembler has many of M-ZAL's most
desired features,

#1250-20 Mod 3 only $49.95

XBUG: for machine language analysis and
debugging—this tiny (2.5k] but powerful program
lets you do it all!

#1020-10 Mod 1 319,95
#1220-10 Mod 3 S1995

FILEXFER: transfer any disk file between two TRS-80s.

Use direct cable link or RS modems. Mod 1 and
Mod 3 can be mixed. RS-232 and disk reqd,

#1040-10 Mod 1 and 3 S4995

-See List ol Advertisers on page 354

'WeVe been using M-ZAL tieovily for

over two months now. and it's been
worth its weight in gold." ;

-Cnuck Ie<,ler 'f

']..we!l written software that is long ^

overdue." Bruce Douglass
80 fvlicrocomputing ^^

BASIC tdifof Review -_l

'Vuring the first 3 days of use, M-IAL
[

saved more money in programmers '

time than we had paid for the /.

product." -William Denmon t

Author of Asylum
j

MED SYSTEMS 'A

'7he editor has at least doubled my ]

productive capacity...l-faving spent a .,'

good deal of money on so called
\

'utilities' that don't work it's a delight
;J

fo find one that not only lives up to itsi

claims but surpasses the advertising." 4

-BASIC Editor user J

Our choice for the best TRS-80 DOS:

DOSPLUS 3,4 Mod 1 $149.00

DOSPLUS 3.4 Mod3 3149,00

Call or wrile tor more information.

All products require level 11,

Mail orders specify catalog #,

Send check, money order, or MC/VISA
numbers and expiration date to:

Computer Applications Unlimited

P,0, Box 214, Depf, ABM Rye, New York 10580

(914) 937 6286

N.Y. State residents add applicable sales tax,

Outside USA and Canada add S7,00 shipping,

Dealer Inquiries Invited,

ni I COMPUTER
'JJ APPLiCAnONS

UNLIMrTED

»

m
a div. ol CAU, In

.^120

TRS-80 is a TM of Tandy Corp. M-ZAL is a TM of CAU, inc.

Z-80isaTMofZilog, Inc.
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so REVIEWS COMPUTER SHACK
Mod II Games
Lance Micklus

Small Business Systems Group
6 Carlisle Rd.

Westford, MA 01886 -

$75

by Paul Grupp

The fact that you own Tandy's most
expensive business machine doesn't

mean you shouldn't be able to play com-

puter games every now and then. Many a

Model II owner has turned green with envy

watching a lowly Model III hacker zapping

Klingons and docking at the star base.

Let's face it— Mod II owners are people

too, and there is nothing like a good com-

puter game to reestablish friendship with

a dull business machine.

Small Business Systems Group has

had an excellent package of Model II

games available for some time now. Their

plan was to make some of the more popu-

lar types of games available to the Model

II user, rather than produce super games
taking advantage of the Model ll's unique

speed and memory capabilities. If you

bear this in mind, you'll find the package

very satisfying. Written by Lance Micklus.

it includes Star Trek. Checkers, Concen-

tration, Treasure Hunt, Banko and Dog
Star Adventure. The Star Trek game is a

superiorexampleof the genre, demanding
both strategic planning and tactical know-

how. It is complicated enough to be ab-

sorbing, but not so demanding that it is

boring. I started playing it at seven o'clock

one evening, and when I came back to

earth, it was five in the morning!

Dog Star Adventure also rates as a top

game. Even a jaded computer adventurer

will find those dastardly twists and shock-

ing surprises entertaining. Banko is es-

sentially a Black Jack game, with the com-

puter as a dealer playing to win.

The remaining games on the disk I can

live without. The programs are written

well, but I can't get excited about

Checkers and Concentration under any

circumstance. Others may enjoy them im-

mensely. All the programs were well docu-

mented, and contained no bugs or glitches.

The package is reasonably priced for

the number of games included, and is well

worth buying to have around the office for

those moments when business is slow.

Many who have spent hours grinding out

accounts receivable and statistical analy-

ses may never have had the experience of

playing a good computer game. To them
this Lance Micklus package can be a real

eye-opener!

New!

Greymoon 1
Greymoon is Ihe inedieval land in which Ihis

simulation ot conquest and economic develop-

ment tai^es place. As creator of Greymoon, you

can buy, sell, plant, feed, hire, build, raid, invade,

andconsull various advisers. Objectives? Gain land

become wealthy, develop your initial small village

into a cily state and increase your rank from

master to King Obstacles? Every year brings one

of over a dozen random events, which, until the

end of year, are unl<nown to you except through

hints by your advisors. Can you compete with the

many neighboring nations of Greymoon^

Even has sound routines. It will keep you interes-

ted for hours on end. Each game is

different. The game is very fast but you can play at

your own speed. All ages will like it and it takes no

special skills but a shiarp mind. This is better then

an adventure game in the fact that each game is

different and is more realistic.

TRS-80 Model
16K Tape Sir.95 Disk 18.95

TOP TEN GAMES
1. flllEN DEFENSE (Soflseclor rilarkcting) 15.85/19 95

2. SCflHFMttN (CoinsoH) .
.- H.95/18.95

3. COSIMIC COMMnND IBig Five) . .

4. DUNGEON ESCAPE (Compulef Shack) 1995/19.95

5. GAUIKY INWftSION (Big Five) 14.95/19,95

6. DtFENSE COMMAND (Biy Fi^e) .... 14.95/19,95

7. fiOBOT ATTACK i.Big Five)

8. USER DEFENSE ifvled Systemsl M.95/19.95

9. EllMINATOR (Adventure InteO

10. GFEYMOQN (Computer Shack) 14,95/19.35

Wo have a panel of expert game playe'S who will giue a.

monthly rating ofl he best games on the market. 11 will change

monthly, so keep looking eaoh month Games with a price

afie( ihem are carried by us and can be ordered Games

without prices are not stocked by Computer Shack

Other (james that we cany that are not in the top ten

SPACE CASIIE (Cornsoltl

SUPER VADERS (Soil Sector

FORTRESS (Soft Sector). .

15.95/19.95

I5.95/IS.95

SI5.95/19.95

FDR8IDDEN CITY (Fantastic) 3900 disk

VOYAGE OF VAIKYRIE 34,95/39,95

New!

Baja
Take your dune buggy and enter it in the

famous Baja Desert race. The race has straight-

aways, cur^/es, S's, and obstacles. V\/e feel that

this is the best car race game made for the TRS-

80.

The game has 10 different action packed skill

levels The program is all machine language for

fast graphics and excellent sound. 1 to 6 players,

TRS-80 Model 1 or 111

16KTape $15,95 Disk ...S18.95

dungeon lEscape

At lastn An adventure which lakes quick thinking and strategy!

Different from i'xed adveniure^

« Super grapfiics * * Interactive Sound *

* Uses latest programmmg techniques *

* Fast Paced -

Ihe i;reaior'5 ghost has senseO an intruder, and tie is deter-

mined to tiuntyoudown.(Hrsintelligence in tracking was set

tiy you) This feature makes this simulation unlike others for

you're always "on the go"

* Written by an experienced gamer in fantasy role-playing.

based on the game Dungeons & Dragons,

Objective- Your character begins on the first ot a Ihree level

dungeon, searching for magical 'stones" uvfurh permit you to

descend to the next lower level

The Advemure: There are numerous Iraps. and ovei- a doien

hostile monsters that come In various sues, shapes and degrees of

nastiness II has uarious treasures and magic items (uveapons,

elixeis. cloalis, scrolls, etc ) You can Become a lighter, a theif or a

magic-user Each time you play you get a totally different and

exciting game

This short description only begins to tell you ol the many ad-

ventures and some ot the features of this exciting game
This will be your favorite adventure gamoi

Complete documentalion included

You niui^t specify Model
I
or Model III Available or

Tape,16K $19,95 Diskette. 32K 519,95

WARZONE
A new game that pits you against the computer Trying to

isolate the computer before he stops your conquest Exciting

sound routines and great graphics This is a (ast paced game

that IS e/cellenl lor young and old. It has three skill levels

Tape $14,95 Disk $18,95

BD SPftCE HAIDERS $24.95 tape only

Programmers Wanted
We are looking for some exciting new programs to aggres-

sively market. At Computer Shack we work with our program-

mers. We can tell you what to write, guide you and help you.

We make sure you are paid for your efforts.

Have you ever sent in a program and had it accepted by a

company and received your first check 6 months to a year

later. We pay a depost to you on acceptance of your program.

We will even buy, your program, outright giving you a large

check at once, it you would rather have this then a royally

check every month.

COMPUTER SHACK
1691 Eason

Pontiac, Michigan 48054

(313)673-2224 • (313)673-8700

Modem Games
Play CHESS, CHECKERS, and OTHELLO over your

modem with your friends! Each game features full

graphics, sound, and a chat mode permitting you to

send messages and sounds. Games are for two

players and can be played on one computer or over

the modem on two computers. All three games are on

each program, cornes wftb 2 disks or 2 tapes. You

must each have a Modem Game program to play over

the modem Share the cost with a friend. The same
version of Modem Games will work on both the

Model 1 or the Model III disk or tape. Modem games
will work on only the Lynx modem or modems using a

232 board

2 Tapes or 2 Disks $29.95

MINE FIELD
This game is played with a friend over the telephone, and

features lull graphics as well as a terminal mode (or chaltmg

before the game. In Mine Field you and your friend set up a

ma;eotmineslhal you will try and get thru to win but if you hit

a mine then It's your friends turn to try Al the end of the game
thema!eyouset upwillbesentloyourfriendandhistoyouso

you may view where you went nght or wrong. To run this game

you need at least 32 k memory and rB232 w/modem (or lynx|

You get two programs and two sets of instruclions (t for you

and ' foryourtriend, sharethecost!|2 Cassettes $35 00 (can

be loaded to disk) or S43 00 for two diskettes.
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COMPUTER SHACK
MULTI DOS

Weselllhernall We retommend and use MULTI DOS
Don't (el its low price tool you It'll do everything Ihe others will

and quite a tew things Ihey can't "

MULTI DOS hias the BEST BASIC- - it's the EASIEST lo use

and lis the FASTEST system around. For more details see Cos
Electronics lull page ad m this magazine. Why pay twice as

much for a operaling system Ihat's complicaled and hard to

SPECIALS
MULTI DOS with Aerocomp Doubler S209.0O

MULTI DOS witti Supe: Directory $99.00

MULTI DOS with Super D 8 Doubler $229 00

DOS PLUS 34. 1129 00

L DOS $119.00

AEROCOMP DOUBLER .. .. $139.00

The operating syslems that are gi^en out Iree with the

douDlers lor $1 49 and $1 59 dollars are not compaiable wilh

all ot (he features of Multi Dos

Lools whal you get wilh Multido'S Basic'

A file handling utilily sold separately for SI 9.00
A graphics program sold separately (or $19.00
A Golbal editor sold separately lor $1 9,00

Boss debugger single stepper sold separately lor SI 9.00

you gel all this plus Ihe besi basic for only $79.00

We, al Computer Shack have been asked it Mulli Dos is as

good as the other Doss selling lor $ I 50 and up. I can honestly

saythal Ior90% of the people using TBS-BO'sMuIti Dos IS the

best dos you can buy at any price II you are a prolesaional

programer you would probably like Ldos and/or NewDos 80,

These operating syslems can do some things in machine

language programs Ihat Mulli Dos cannot do, but they do this

at Ihe sacrifice of simplicily. Both of these syslems were
written by professional programers (or professional pro-

gramers. They are bolh very complex systems, and they are

uery diliicuitlor most people to use Multi Dos's basic is b'^ far

the best on Ihe market.

We could make twice as much money self mg you a copy of Dos
Plus 3 4 at $149 00 but why should you spend that much for a

system Ihat won't do as much as MulU Dos will for $79.00.

We recently asked some ot our programmers what Ihey

Ihoughl of f^ultidos. Bill Dunlevy author of Dungeon Escape
and Greymoon said 'I am a programmer who values my time

greatly When I sit down lo program, I wish lo program, not dig

through manuals or have unexpected things happen MULT I

-

DOS Is an operaling syslem which provides ma'imum results

wilh minimal effort Having a global editor, a graphics mode,
and various olher aidsavailable at the touch clone orlwo keys

IS extraordinarily helpful in program production, debugging,

and efliciency. I will never give up the versaiility ottered by

MULTDOS'"

Gordon Monnier Owner of Iwo small business's and the

author of Small Business Checking and Billing programs said.

"I own NewDos 80 and Dos Plus 3.4 along wilh Mullidos. I use

Multidos exclusively on both ihe fvlodel I and the Model III. I

have (ound Mullidos to be more dependable, lasler, and

easier to use then the other two systems MulliDos isonenled

lo Ihe average user. The biggesl thing is. thai I can use it

without constant lyrefering to manual and euery prog ram that I

have will run on MulliDos wilhoul any alteration. Multi Dos is

Ihe ideal dos (or a Business Man who wants a easy to use yet

high powered operating syslem. Mulli Dos is much more user

friendlyteasier to use) then any otherdos on Ihe market. I i also

has more features for the basic programmer then any other

dos on the market

Mark Feldman author of SuperDirectory, a Machine language

directory program "I used Dos Plus until I received my copy of

tvlu It I Dos. Now I Use Multe Dos all the time Multi Dos is (aster

and more user oriented then any olher system I have seen.

The Directory is tlie key to ait of your disks and Multi Dos can

do more wilh the directory then any olher system It's copy
routine is (aster and belter then Dos Plus's. Its VFU utility is

worth the price ot the dos alone. It is the only dos that can read

or wriie to all ot the other major dos's 1 couldn't have written

my Directory program without MufU DOE'S ability to read Ihe

different Directory's. Multi Dos can do more with graphics

than any olber system It can pack graphics, list packed

graphics m a basic program, print graphics characters from

tfie keyboard and even screen dump them to the o'lnter in

either standard mode or Epson mode

Mulli Dos IS not a cheap copy of other operating system's It is a

new Dos specially wntlen for the average TRS-80 user Listed

below are some of the features that Multi Dos has ihat most of

the otherdos's don't have. This list has 34 things that would be

commonly used by most people. 20 are exclusively" Multi Dos.

Repeat's last dos command. Multiple dos command.
Hi Speed boot, nested Do file, sotlware powenip. hi

speed debug, executable debug, alphabetized direc-

tory, lorms command, totals Iree. keyboard attributes,

topmen, auto-multiple density recognation. copy only

it sullicient space. graphics driver, single Step basic.

zero arreys. delete arrays, sort routing, used variables

and their values displayed, transfer to level II. ling,

intelligent global editor, string packer, line splitter, line

merger, renumber to line 0. renumber packed strings,

lists graphics, automatic high speed, won't hang it no

printer, repeating keys, menu driven copy to file.

screen dump graphics to printer

These are the features that other dos's are spending thou-

sands of dollars and hundreds of hours trying to copy (this is a

quote from another companysaO that has 6 of the 34 features

listed above)

FAMILY TREE
Excellent family genelogy program works on both the model 1

and Ml. Written expecially for Ihe person lust gelling into

genelogy it has over 250 pages ol instructions on how to

research your family tree, how lo gel information, and how to

put it into the program. The computer o'ogratn is easy lolollow

and gives both printouts and screen listings ol your family tree

It will even give you a listing ol all your living relatives

birthdays

DiskorTape $29,00

SUPER DIRECTORY
This will be the standard which alt other Directories are

ludged It will read any normal type of diskette Mod I or III, Multi

Dos, Ldos. Dos Plus, and Trs Dos Double Density, Single

Density, 35, 40 or 80 track drives.

A machine language program thai is easy to use, but at the

same lime has all the features you will ever need. Display lo

screen or to printer Displays by program, or disk, or subject

Super fast sort Scrolling displays ect

You can even add a line to help tell what the orogram is about
Example:

SARGON/CMD 146G GREAT CHESS GAME
SARGON/CMD IS name otprogrsm read o((o( disk 145 is you
re(erence number for this disk G is added later designating

game "GREAT CHESS GAME" is added later as a descriptor

(ile

Special introductory o((er with each directory ordered betore

July 1 St we will include 4 blank Wabash double density Disks

(or a dime or you can get a ho> of ten disks for only

$19 90 Please specify Model I or in and if you have a doubler

SuperDirectory S39.90
Super Directory with 4 Wabash Disks S40.ID0

Super Directory with !0 Wabash Disks $59,80

Hayes Smart Modem
We at Computer Shack think this is Ihe best modem on Ihe

markel We include a lile transfer and communications pro-

gram at no charge with each purchase ol the Smart Modem.

Programs and modem only $259.00

Super Spooler
An intelligent prinler interface releases your computer from

the mundane task of printing. With up to 62k of internal

memory, an internal microprocessor, and many intelligent

features, the Super Spooler is the ideal addition to any

computer syslem that lies up the CPU (or printing.

Wilh Super Spooler installed, only seconds are required lo

send even a lengthy text lile to your punter. Sooper Spooler

accepts the data at up to 3000 characters per second and

stores It in it's own memory bank You can go on using your

computer (or more profitable activities while Sooper Spooler

continues to leed data on your printer.

Forexamplewilh a80cpsprinteriltake521 mm ofCPUtime
to print a 20 page report Wilh Soope' Spooler il lakes only 1 6

sec ol CPU time

The New Super Spooler $329.00

SUPERMETER
The biggest problem in loading tapes has been the volume

control. Prerecorded tapes ace produced at difle'ing volume

levels. Now finally, a device to let you set the correct volume

levels for loading any tape You will now load any tape Ihe

FIRST time SUPERMETER plugs in (no culling or soldering)

between your tape recorder and the computer and lets you set

the volume to the level that your computer wants

SUPERMETER S29.00

THE TWO YEAR DISK'S
All Wabash Disks a re certified 100% error Iree lor two years by Ih©

manufacture! If you have any protilems return them to us tor new
orie5

5 '• airglG density

Double Density 40 or 80 tr

Double Density two sides

8"Disk5

.$25 95

$32 99
.$35 99

$35 99

Small Business Programs
CHECKING ACCOUNT Mod I or 111, 4Sk disk . ,.$39,00

Eicellent check writing program for small business Prints

checks on pnnter. sorls into 32 categories for boo keeper and
IHS.

BILLING SYSTEM Mori. I or III, 48k disk $39.00
Excellent system for Ihe small business man, 11 isfasland easy
to use Prints out invoice and monthly bills. Adds interest etc.

SPECIAL BOTH PROGRAMS . . . $65.00

INVOICE PROGRAMS
Prints out invoice wilh your name al Ihe top on 8' : X 1 1 paper.

DISK ONLY
. S24.95

EP-SET-80
If you have a EPSON Printer you need EP-Set A series of

programs that help you use all the features ol the Epson

prinler. One merges with a basic program to help drive the

printer. One is a machine language subroutine to give you

keyboard access to the prinler. [example type control c to get

ihecompressedmode.ControlE to get emphised characters).

Use EP-SET to set the line spacing, character modes, strike

modes etc Throw your manual away Happiness is here with

EP-SET

Disk or Tape 18.95

COMPUTER SHACK
1691 Eason • Pontiac, Michigan 48054
{31 3) 673-2224 (31 3) 673-8700

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

MC and VISA OK please add S2 00 for Shipping in U.S A Also

lohelpussendyouthebest possible version include the type

of computer you have, your operating system if disk and if you

have a doubler in the model
1

DEALERS- . . Write (or our catalog and price list.

^ 109

,^See List ol Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 53
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Cheaptalk

Alan Saville

P.O. Box 5190

San Diego, CA 92105

$19.95

by Bruce Powel Douglass

It
occurred to me, if I can output tones as

a square wave, why not voices? I have

already written sound and music routines.

Once I figure out how to code the tones,

the rest is the same—output through the

cassette to the ubiquitous amplifier.

I made a number of false starts and

gradually the project made its way to

a back burner. An ad for a program

called Cheaptalk revived my interest in

the project.

Cheaptalk comes with three programs.

The first is a machine-language routine to

output the sounds through the cassette

port. The second program is a Basic driver

routine to read bytes in memory and dis-

play them (while pronouncing the hex

names). The verbal output is limited to the

numbers and letters in the hex number

system. The letters are output as phonet-

ics for clarity. The third program allows

you to encode speech using hardware

that Saville explains how to make. The

routine is easy to write, essentially do-

ing what ROM normally does when it

ready tapes, except here you shorten

the timing loops.

The voice is extremely raspy, but

usually InteHigible. The words zero, one

and six are easy to understand. Several

words just do not make it, however. These

include Charley (for C), three, eight, and

fox (for F). 1 worked two years as a dis-

patcher and I had to understand raspy,

hard-to-understand voices. Cheaptalk Is

difficult for me to understand.

Creating your own words requires a

hardware modification— nothing much,

just a simple A/D converter. Saville pro-

vides instructions for two methods.

Saville uses a direct A/D conversion, a

method I abandoned as requiring too

much nnemory. One requires you modify

the keyboard itself. For the other you build

an external device to connect to the ex-

pansion Interface port or to the keyboard

expansion port. Instructions also show

how to modify the tape recorder for use as

a microphone for inputting speech.

Although the package is not expensive,

I cannot recommend it. The quality of tone

is too low and the A/D encoding takes up

too much memory, using 512 bytes per

second of speech. A 10-word vocabulary

would take full 5K of storage! Cheap-

talk is a good idea, but needs to have

a better encoding technique to allow

for better resolution of voice tones and

take less memory.

Video I

Archbold Electronics

10706 Segovia Way
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

Model I

$24

by Howard L. Walker

The Video I reverse video modification

kit is a reasonable monitor enhance-

ment for the price. The kit includes two

preassembled PC boards, two resistors,

one zener diode, a double-sided adhesive

pad, hookup wire and solder. One PC
board mounts inside the keyboard hous-

ing and the other Inside the video monitor.

Assembly

After laying the keyboard face down,

i removed the six screws in the rear gov*

er. I turned the keyboard over and re-

moved the cover. I set aside the white

spacers between the keyboard and the

CPU, and placed both boards carefully on

the work mat.

I cut, stripped, tinned and soldered

eight wires, varying in length from five to

seven inches, to the indicated pads In the

kit PC board. I had to cut one PC trace on

the CPU.

I placed the CPU in the lowercase hous-

ing, installed spacers, and attached the

small PC board to the CPU with a piece of

double-sided foam tape. 1 soldered the

eight wires coming from the kit PC board

to the CPU. After setting the keyboard in

place, I replaced the cover.

Next came the video monitor. I put it

face down and removed the bottom and

rear covers. I extracted the video interface

card and examined two resistors already

in the card. Since they were the correct

value for the modification, I did not use

the two resistors in the kit. However, I re-

placed one resistor with the zener diode

from the kit. I reinserted the interface card

and turned my attention to the remaining

PC board in the kit. I cut, stripped, tinned

and soldered four five-inch wires to the kit

PC board. I laid the monitor on Its side and

removed one resistor from the main

board. I attached the four wires, and

fastened the circuit board to the under-

side of the monitor board with a piece of

adhesive pad. I finally reassembled the

monitor.

After hooking up the interconnecting

cables, I crossed my fingers and turned on

the computer. The video display came up

normally, white on grey. I typed X = INP(2)

and pressed Enter. The screen back-

ground lightened and the print became
black. I then typed X=INP(1) and pressed

Enter— the display returned to normal. I

ran the test listing in the instructions to

check for display linearity and found no

distortion. In case of distortion (or "tear-

ing" of the edge of the display), the in-

structions suggest decreasing a resistor

on the video interface card.

The instructions state, "X = INP (2) will

reverse video and X = INP (1) will display

normal video." However, other input

values cause a similar change.

The address decoder scheme Is non-ab-

solute: address bits A7 and A5-A2 2 are

not used in the decoding scheme. Any

eight-bit address with bit 7 (A6} low and bit

2 (A1) high causes a reverse video condi-

tion. Whenever bit 7 (A6) goes high, the de-

coder circuit logic remains unchanged, A
high on bit 1 (AO) and a low on bit 7 (A6) will

decode and switch to normal video.

In the reverse video mode, dot data

from Z30 in the video mixing circuit is fed

into the reverse video board, inverted, and

fed into Z41, Z41 then reinverts the dot

data (it goes high). This results in a light

background and black character dots.

One Little Problem

The kit was easy to assemble and in-

stall. The only problem I found was in the

operation section of the Instructions,

Pressing keys 7, 8 and 1 simultaneously is

supposed to produce normal video, while

keys 7, 8 and 2 should give reverse video.

This function does not operate on my unit,

I suspect it works in the Level I unit- the

instructions show a keyboard without the

satellite ROfvl board, the obvious modifi-

cation in Level 11,1
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HAPPINESS IS...NEWSCRIPT
THE WORD PROCESSOR FOR
BUSINESSMEN AND PROFESSIONALS
We offer you ongoing support by answering
your questions and providing reasonably
priced enhancements.

A FEW OF NEWSCRIPT'S STANDARD FEATURES
*Form Letters with merging ol names and addresses
*Gives superb appearance to your final documents
*Comprehensive manual with hundreds of examples
*Centering, top/bottom titles, indents, pagination
*Underlining. boldface, double-width, italics"

•Subscripts, super-scripts, proportional pitch *

•Generates Table of Contents, sorted Index
•Allows block graphics, special symbols^

•Search and replace globally or within a range
•Block move. copy, delete, insert from other file

•AUTOSAVE. WHOOPS, DIRECTORY. KILL. REPEAT

•Based on IBM's "EDGAR" and "SCRIPT" systems
•Supplied ready-to-run on "tiny" DOSPLUS
•Easily transferred to NEWDOS. NEWDOS/80. LDOS. TRSDOS
•Includes handy Quick Reference Card

NEWSCRIPT CONTROLS THESE PRINTERS:

•EPSON MX-80, MX-lOO: all 12 fonts, plus underlining
and block graphics; italics with GRAFTRAX

•Centronics 737. 739; Radio Shack L.P. IV, L.P. VIII,

Daisy Wheel II, NEC PC-8023A, TEC 8500R. C.ITOH 8510
Right-justified true proportional printing (ledding)

•Good support for: Diablo. Spinwriter. Starwriter. QUME, Microline,
Anadex, modified Selectric

TYPICAL USER AND REVIEWER COMMENTS:
the manual:

"It delinitely rates the first '10' given to any documentation reviewed in this column." (A.A. Wicks, COMPUTRONICS, October, 19811

the software: "An excellent Word Processor" (D.H.I: "Absolutely fantastic" (S.E.S.): "You have features that I cannot duplicate
on my S14.Q00 system" (J.B.)

the support: "Your phone information system and the prompt and courteous staff that you provide to help your clients. ..are worth
the cost of the system." (V.H.H.)

REQUIRED CONFIGURATION: 48K TRS-80 with one disk drive. Specify Model I or Model III.

t Some /anluroj wort only il your prinlei has Ihe mecbanicai capoiiJity NEWSCRIPT: $99.95

MAILING LABELS OPTION: 29.95

Special: NEWSCRIPT + LABELS: 1 39.95

TO ORDER, CALL NOW, TOLL-FREE:

(800) 824-7888, Operator 422
CALIF: (800) 852-7777, Open 422
ALASKA/HAWAII: (800) 824-7919

FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION CALL:
(213) 764-3131, or write to us.

14.95
30.00
1.50

''PENCIL'' to NEWSCRIPT Convertor
Manual Only ( 180 pages):
Reference Card Only:
MICROPROOF + CORRECTION FEATURE: 149.95
Full DOSPLUS 3.4 Operating System: 149.95

Order from your Software dealer, or from:

PROm
DEPT. C, BOX 839 • NO. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91603

TERMS.Wo accept VISA, MaBlercard, checks. Money Orders, C.O.D, and avita cath. W« pay ihlpping via
Burtace UPS inside U.S.A. Please add 53.00 for Blue Label. B% tax in California, and 15'/o outiide North AAmerica (air «hlpmeiil).
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Microline 82A
Okidata Corporation

111 Gaither Drive

Mt. Laurei, NJ 08054

S499-$879

by Ed Thomas

With the improved print quaiity

and reduced cost, today's iine

printers are iooking more and more attrac-

tive to both the home and small business

computerist. ! finally decided it vt/as time

to upgrade my lowly Model I, 16K TRS-80
Vi'ith this very useful peripheral—my man-
ual typewriter was just too slow with me
as the interface between Scripsit and a

printout. The only question I had was
which printer? After scanning vast

amounts of literature, I decided on the

Microline 82A,

The Okidata Microline 82A is a fantastic

little printer which I believe is superior to

anything in and around its price range, re-

alizing that each one of us have different

criteria for evaluating the value of a

printer.

Cost

I bought mine for $499 plus postage. I

have seen the list price as high as $879, so

it pays to shop around. Interfacing the

printer can be done in either serial or par-

allel. I chose to invest in a 32K Expansion
Interface and use a 36-pin cable rather

than just a printer expansion cable. The
place where I bought the printer extracted

several pins to make it compatible with

the TRS-80. This can be easily done your-

self since the manual informs you how the

pins are arranged for both serial and par-

allel interfaces.

One thing that is often forgotten is the

cost of maintaining the printer— here is

1^1

CPI
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CPI

S.3

CPI

llicroline Biifi : Print Modes & Characters (TRS-S^i Set)
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Fig. 2.

where the Microline 82A shines. First, its

print head is rated at 200 million char-

acters. Replacement costs about $143

(which compares well with Epson's dis-

posable print heads costing $30-$40, and
rated only at 50 million). Second, the print-

er uses a $38.40-per-dozen ribbon on a

spool rather than the often messy $14.95

mobius ribbon. Though the mobius ribbon

is rated at three million characters and the

Okidata ribbon is only rated at 1.5-2 mil-

lion characters, there is still an impressive

savings with the Microline 82A (see cost

chart). Having experienced no difficulty

with the printer, I do not have any informa-

tion regarding various service charges.

Features

The printer measures 14.2 inches wide

by 12.9 inches deep by 5.2 inches high. It

weighs 19.9 pounds and the case is made
of aluminum. Its nine-pin print head prints

at an impressive 120 characters per sec-

ond. To increase its speed, the printer is

both bidirectional and short-line seeking.

Pinfeed and frictionfeed are standard

but a tractorfeed option is available for

$50 (a roll-paper stand is also available).

The paper (8.5 inches wide, single sheet or

roll, or 9.5-inch wide sprocket) may be fed

from the rear, (f you use sprocket paper
you can feed the paper in from the bottom.

There is a knob to advance the paper man-

ually, a tear bar, and a wire guard to sepa-

rate the paper entering the printer from

the paper leaving the printer.

The controls on the front panel allow

you to select form length (also software

controllable), set the top of form, se-

lect/deselect (on-line with computer or un-

der local control), form feed, and line feed.

There are three lights which indicate

select/deselect, out of paper, and power
on. If you keep the line feed switch de-

pressed while turning on the power and
then release the line feed, the printer gen-

erates a self-test.

An access cover allows you to align the

paper, change the ribbon, or adjust the

distance between the print head and the

paper (handy when using four sheets in-

stead of just one). If you remove the entire

case (which is not very difficult) you can

access eight dip switches on the front
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Comparing 82A and MX-80FT
Assume 300 million characters and no service charges

82A $499

Tractor $50

Cable (59 w/o El) $29

1 new print head $143

(installed S posiagel

204 Ribbon Spool @ $38 40/doz $653

Total $1374

MX-80FT $585

(Included)

Cable (90 w/o El] $29

6 new prim heads $210

(installed & postage)

lOORibbon ® $15 $1500

Total $2324

Fig. 1. Cost Chart

panel. These switches can select either

parallel or serial interface, one of 10 char-

acter sets, an optional character set, and
other printer control codes. In addition to

the dip switches there are the short plugs,

a fuse, and a circuit breaker.

The nine-pin head generates a very

good correspondence print and can be

software controlled to print at 16.5, 10, 8.3

or 5 characters per inch. Line spacing is

under software control and can be set at

six or eight lines per inch. (Lowercase de-

scenders are lost at eight lines per inch.)

As mentioned before, it is possible to

select by the dip switches any one of 10

different character sets (ASCII, TRS-80
and various European sets). Though

TRS-80 graphic blocks are supported, dot-

graphics are not. It is not possible to over-

strike or proportionally print each char-

acter to fill in the dot matrix. Another char-

acteristic of this printer is that you can

use 10 and 5 cpi or 16.5 and 8.3 cpi on the

same line. You cannot, however, use any
other combinations on the same line. See
the print sample of the various cpi and Ipi

the Microline 82A generates (Fig. 2).

The Manual

The manual is not a self-study guide,

but rather a bare bones approach to the

basics. The pictures are helpful but there

is a great lack of examples which illus-

trate how to utilize the printer's many fea-

tures. The troubleshooting section is a

nice thought, but is rather brief and often

a statement of the obvious.

Regrets

The dip switches could have been

more accessible for easier and quicker

changing among the various character

sets, I have also found that the j is not

printed as indicated in the test pattern in-

cluded in the manual— I would have pre-

ferred to see the j dotted. The ability to

use more combinations of the various

print modes on any given tine would also

have been nice.

A more serious problem is the manual
knob for advancing the paper. I have been

using only single sheets and have found

that the knob tends to pull the paper une-

venly. One last comment is that I would

tike lo see Okidala come out with a self-

study guide (I believe Epson has done this

for their MX-80). Such a guide would be

very helpful for novices like myself who
would like to use all the features of their

printer.

I am delighted with my Microline 82A.

It is fast, loaded with features and

economical.

Novell Image 800 Printer

Novell Data Systems
1170 North Industrial Park Drive

Orem, UT 84057

$1,395

by Ronald Beauchemin

Locating the most cost-effective

and reliable printer in the 150 cps

range for your TRS-80 can be an arduous

task for the professional and novice alike.

The printer I selected was the Novell Im-

age 800 Dot-Matrix Printer. The manu-

facturer ana the printer itself are probably

THIS I INE:" li F'R'INTeCi AT 10 CPI. E.TD. WIDTH. -ZJU. DENSITY

THIS LINE !; PRINTED AT lJ.4 CPI- STD. UlLTH. STO. DENSITY

THIS LINE li PRINTED AT l.',.5 CPI. STD. WIDTH. STD. QENSITV

THIS LINE IS PRINTED AT lO CPI, STD, WIDTH. DOUBLE DENSITY

THIS LINE IS PRINTED AT 13.6 CPI.
DOUEL.E WIDTH. STD. DENSITY

THIS LINE IS PRINTED AT 16.5 CPI,
DOUBLE UIDTH. STD. DENSITY

X2 = A

Xt = A t B

THIS LINE CONTAINS SUPERSCRIPTING

THIS LINE CONTAINS SUBSCRIPTING

THIv^ LINE HA^; in fPl SINTiLF AND O Ol .1 131-&; Ul 1 O XM AND 'ilNGLE Ar,ATN

THIS LINE HAi 13.6 CPI SINGLE AND DOUBLE WIDTH AND SINOLE AGAIN

Table 1. Novell 880 Printing Sample

unknown to most microcomputer users

because the printer has been marketed

primarily to the Fortune 1,000 corpo-

rations and other medium to large-scale

data processing instaliations. I became
aware of the printer through literature I re-

ceived as a computer systems analyst for

a multi-national corporation. I requested

further information about the printer from

Novell.

After analyzing the specifications of

this printer and others. I decided on the

basis of cost and specifications that the

Novell 800 was my best choice for my
TRS-80.

The first step in my evaluation was de-

termining if the printer could be properly

interfaced to the TRS-80. I felt the printer

should be plug compatible with the

TRS-80 since it was available with a

Centronics parallel interface.

The printer was delivered from a pre-

vious evaluation in which it was attached

to an RS-232 device. I had the opportunity

to use it in both the serial and parallel

modes as I had a parallel to serial conver-

sion device which operated at 300 baud. It

worked welt in the serial mode although

this was not the configuration in which I

had intended to operate the printer.

Installation of the parallel interface
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board required no electronics ability at all.

Anyone with common sense and the abil-

ity to handle a screwdriver could easily

complete the installation in less than 20

minutes. (If a printer is ordered with the

parallel interface this procedure is not

necessary as the board is already in-

stalled.)

My first step was determining the prop-

er cable to connect to the printer. The

standard Radio Shack printer cables were

100 percent compatible. The Model I with

the Expansion Interface and the Model III

use cable number 6-1401. The Model I

without the Expansion Interface uses

cable number 26-1411 while the Model II

uses cable number 26-4401

.

With the proper cable Installed, I had to

make the following choices:

ting of one original and up to four copies

(15-pound original, 12-pound copies with

7-pound carbon).

Additional printer features simplify the

programming and day-to-day operation of

the printer.

One of these features is automatic

page advance, allowing the programmer

to print Basic programs using LLIST with-

out tiaving the listing printed across the

perforated edge of the page.

Another very helpful feature is the abili-

ty to change character width and density

via program control. This lets you change

to any one of seven print types at any

time, including changing the width within

the same lines. This is accomplished by

imbedding a control character within the

print data. The print types allowed by this

"The Standard Radio Shack
printer cables were found

to be 100 percent compatible.

• 80 or 136-column format

• Standard or optional character set

• 11 or 12-inch form length

• six or eight lines per vertical inch

• Insertion of line feed after carriage

return

• Serial or parallel interface installed

• Accept carriage return for further

processing

• 10 cpi standard density

• 13.6 cpi standard density

• 10 cpi double density

• 16.5 cpi standard density

For my particular application, I chose:

• 136-column format (15 inch wide

paper)

• Standard character set

• 11-inch page length

• eight lines per inch

• Insert line feed after carriage return

• Parallel interface

• Accept carriage return for further

processing

• No automatic advance at end of page

• 10 cpi standard density

Once the configuration (dip switch

selectable) was completed I began the ac-

tual printing test. The print quality produc-

ed by the 9 by 9 dot matrix was excellent

on forms ranging from stock, one-part,

continuous-form, to thick continuous-

form malting labels.

The print quality is maintained by an ad-

justable print head allowing reliable prin-

feature are 10 cpi, 13 cpi and 16.5 cpi in

both single and double width. In addition

is the availability of double-density prin-

ting at 10 cpi. This option reduces print

speed by half since each character is over-

printed once. The print quality obtained

from this mode is as good as the print

from a line printer using a print train.

Equally as important as the ease of pro-

gramming is the ease of operation. The

step button allows for easy alignment of

forms by advancing the paper vertically in

1/48-inch increments. In addition to the

step button, the form-feed button allows

the operator to advance the paper a page

at a time.

Once the forms are aligned and the

printing begins the operator needs only to

check on the printer periodically. For this

reason it was imperative the printer have

paper-out detection and off-line capa-

bility.

The paper-out detector prevents the

printer from printing once it runs out of

paper. It also sends a printer-busy signal

to the CPU so data is not lost.

The off-line capability is also important

as it allows the operator to halt printing to

check the alignment or progress without

losing any data. A printer-busy signal is

sent back to the CPU In this instance also.

The ability to expand the buffer to 3,300

characters works in conjunction with the

off-line indicator to some degree. The off-

line indicator and the buffer are related

since a printer-busy signal is not sent to

the CPU in the off-line mode until the buf-

fer is full.

The standard buffer for the Novell 800 is

300 characters. I requested the six 10

sockets tor the additional buffer memory
be Installed at no extra cost allowing me
to expand the buffer on my own without

voiding the manufacturer's warranty.

By installing my own buffer memory I

saved in excess of $250 on the price of the

printer. The buffer memory consists of

two 2114 static RAM chips for each IK

buffer increment to be installed. Novell

charges $100 per IK of buffer memory.

The two chips may be purchased at Radio

Shack (part # 276-2504) for $7.98 each.

Once you have purchased the chips the

installation is easy. Only three rules must

be followed:

• The chips must be installed in pairs.

• Pin 1 orientation must be observed

(match the indentation in the IC to

the cutout in the socket).

• The pairs should be installed as

follows:

First Pair— socket U25 & U30

Second Pair—socket U26 & U29

Third Pair— socket U27 & U28

This additional buffer memory Is help-

ful since the printer sends a printer-busy

signal to the CPU only after the buffer is

full. Extra memory allows the operator to

stop the printer momentarily to check

alignment and start the printer without

significantly delaying the CPU.

My final consideration in my decision to

purchase the printer concerned the tech-

nical and repair service.

Repair service may be obtained in two

forms: purchasing a service contract or

paying for each repair as needed on an

hourly basis.

The service contract is best suited to a

business desiring to have on-site ser-

vice. Since my installation is small I chose

to pay for repairs as they became neces-

sary instead of incurring the overhead of a

service contract (approximately
$25/month). In my case this option was
more viable since the service branch is on-

ly 35 miles away.

Although 1 have not made use of the

repair service. I have made use of their

technical staff. The consultation was
made via their toll-free number. The
technical staff answered my questions in

a prompt and professional manner.H

"/ saved in

excess of $250. .

.
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IfTHE SPOKEN WORD If

Man's Most Powerful Means
of Communication

Comes to Your Computer
Until recently, talking computers existed only in the
fantasy of science fiction, or at a great cost in industrial

and university laboratories. Since then, speech units
have appeared commercially in the $250 to $350 price
range, but with little sophistication and potentially low
speech quality. Voice Tech Industries has a unique new
manual for the Apple and TRS 80* personal computers.
Utilizing our methods and commercially available com-
ponents, your personal computer can actually speak.
This product is unique in several ways. Our technology
is the newest in the industry, the speech quality is su-
perb, and you can build it yourselffor under $50.00.
The Voice Tech 30 page manual is both educational

and informative. It describes how complex speech wave-
forms are produced from the human vocal cavity and
how these wave forms are electronically modeled. You
will learn how advances in LSI semiconductor technol-
ogy have enabled designers to put a digital model of the
human vocal tract, a controller, and speech data on
silicon. Complete, detailed instructions on interfacing

speech hardware to the Apple and TRS 80* computers
are given. (The manual contains a coupon through
which you can order the hardware components speci-

fied at a 50% discount). Also, professionally written
software examples are provided that illustrate the fun-
damental principles and techniques.

Because speech is truly synthesized, the vocabulary
is actually limitless. A common software interface can
be shared among many different applications. Business
reports can now be delivered verbally, educational pro-
grams can communicate via sight and sound, message
centers can audibly report, and the potential for game
applications is boundless.

Voice Tech has been in the speech synthesis field

since its inception. Because of our unique background,
we have produced a clear, concise, and interesting doc-
ument thatwe are now making available to the personal
computer market. After reading the manual, the hard-
ware can be added to your system as easily as any other
standard peripheral. Voice Tech stresses that all prod-
ucts offered carry a full money-back guarantee.

To order, just fill out the coupon below and send it

with your check or money order for $9.95 to: Voice Tech
Industries, P.O. Box 499, Fort Hamilton Station,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 112090499.

And keep your ears open. What you'll be

hearing is the voice of the future.
*Appk IS a trade mark ofApple Computer Corp.
TRS 80 is a trade mark of Tandy Corp.

. How

Make
Tfour

Computer
Talk

lAider

VOICE TECH INDUSTRIES ^390

P.O. BOX 499

FT. HAMILTON STATION

BROOKLYN, N.Y. 112090499

My computer is

Apple II or II plus

TRS 80 Model I D TRS 80 Model III

Enclosed is $ for

Name-
Address.

manuals at $9.95 ea. which includes

shipping and handling.

Keep me informed of future develop-

ments in the speech industry.

City State, Zip.

Signature



DISPLAYED VIDEO IS DRIVING DOWN
PRICES ON DISKS

MODEL I OWNERS

<

>

80 TRACK TEAC DISK DRIVE W/CASE & POWER SUPPLY'
Single or Double Density

$299.00
40 TRACK TEAC DISK DRIVE W/CASE & POWER SUPPLY

$239.00
TWO CABLE DRIVE $23.99

NEWDOS 80 $125.00 When Purchasing a Drive
Bare Drives & Cases Available Upon Request

By the time you see this ad, DISPLAYED VIDEO'S Hard Disk will be available to you.

Call for the Lowest Prices Available

*Oii(y 132 Available. When they are gone, they're gone! (Act Soon)

EPSON PRICES
We're not going to make you call for prices.

Here they are in black and white!!

MX 80 W/GRAPHTRAX $459.00 Without GRAPHTRAX $439.00
MX80FT $545.00
MXlOO $729.00

PRINTER CABLE $23.99
We Carry a Full Line of OKIDATA Printers _^^.«.^

<

Visit Our Two
NEW RETAIL LOCATIONS:

886 Ecorse Road, YpsUanti, MI 48197

(313) 426-5086/ (313) 4824424

111 Marshall Street. Litchfield, MI 49242

(517) 542-3280

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
90 Days Parts and Labor Warranty

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

<

Free Shipping in the U.S.

48 Contiguous States

Grand Opening of our Radio Shack Authorized Dealership at:

111 Marshall Street, Litchfield, Michigan 49242 P142

To Order: Call (313) 426-5086 or (313) 482-4424 or (517) 542-3280 or write DISPLAYED VIDEO.

886 Ecorse Road. Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197 ^G2

•TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation Prices subject to change without notice



DISPLAYED VIDEO IS DRIVING DOWN
PRICES ON DISKS

DISPLAYED VIDEO is now offering TRS-80* MODEL III with TANDON or TEAC disk drives, your choice, one of the
most reliable disk drive systems on the market, for incredibly low prices.

MODEL III with 48K, dual 40 track double density disk drives, complete systems with TRSDOS and one box of diskettes

PLUG IT INAND GO $1,799.00
MODEL III with 48K, dual 40/40 track double density disk drives, complete systems with Newdos 80 and one box of

PLUG IT INAND GO $2,199.00
MODEL III with 48K, dual 80 track double density disk drives, complete systems with Newdos 80 and one box of

diskettes

PLUG IT INAND GO $2,199.00
MODEL III with 48K, dual 80/80 track double density disk drives, complete systems with Newdos 80 and one box of

diskettes

PLUG IT INAND GO $2,499.00
MODEL 16 w/1 drive / w/2 drives CALL
4K Color Computer '

$314 99MODEL III Internal Drive Kit: Includes controller board, dual drive mounting bracket, dual power
supply, all hardware cables and connectors $399 00

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
90 Days Parts and Labor Warranty

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Free Shipping in the U.S.

48 Contiguous States

Visit Our Two
NEW RETAIL LOCATIONS:

886 Ecorse Road, Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(313) 426-5086/ (313) 482-4424

111 Marshall Street, Litchfield. MI 49242
(517) 542-3280

Grand Opening of our Radio Shack Authorized Dealership at:
111 Marshall Street. Litchfield. Michigan 49242 P142

To Order: Call (313) 426-5086 or (313) 482-4424 or (517) 542-3280 or write DISPLAYED VIDEO,
886 Ecorse Road, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197 ^„

*TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation Prices subject to change without notice



5!9ACCOUNTANT
by Michael Tannenbaum C.P.A.

''Most were surprised when I advocated

purchase of a hard disk storage unit/'

During the past month, i have received

several calis from would-be compu-

ter owners. Each caller wanted to install

an integrated, computerized accounting

system and requested guidance on a mini-

mum equipment configuration. Most were

surprised when I advocated purchase of a

computer with a hard disk storage unit.

While it is feasible to install a fully inte-

grated accounting system (Accounts Re-

ceivable, Payable, General Ledger and

Payroll) on a Model I or similar personal

computer, the accounting system is often

difficult to use. The large number of files

seriously restricts transaction and ac-

count data capacity. This usually requires

splitting the data onto multiple disks, re-

sulting in disk swapping to accommodate

editing and data transfer requirements.

Until recently the Model li with its eight-

inch disks was the best equipment choice

if a firm desired an integrated system.

However, even with the storage available

for this computer, complex software such

as the three-disk Tandy accounting sys-

tem still requires disk swapping. Because

floppy disks are fragile, disk swapping is

not the most desirable alternative when

implementing an accounting system.

Hard Disk Systems

The new hard disk systems offer a stor-

age alternative to the computer owner

seeking to install an integrated account-

ing system. Unfortunately, hard disks are

still quite expensive, typically costing

more than the central processing unit it-

self. Most units offered are of the sealed

Winchester type with either a 5- or 10-

megabyle capacity. Compare this to flop-

pies, which can contain only a fraction of

a megabyte on each disk.

The increased storage capacity of the

Winchester disk is made possible by care-

fully controlling the disk environment and

rotating the platter at an extremely high

speed. The high speed of the disk forms

an air cushion between the read/write

head and the disk surface. Since the head

never contacts the disk during data stor-

age and retrieval its surface should last

for an extremely long time. When you turn

a Winchester disk off, the read/write head

is moved to a safe landing area where it

can contact the disk surface without en-

dangering data. The d\s\<. suffers a head

crash when the head contacts the disk

surface in a data storage area. Head

crashes usually cause loss of all data

stored on the disk.

In properly installed floppy disk sys-

tems, the prime provision tor dealing with

disk failure is to back up programs and

data files at regular intervals. Then when

the sad event occurs, only the work most

recently performed is lost.

"l-lead crashes

usually cause loss

of all data stored

on the disk."

In hard disk systems, similar back-up

techniques are much more difficult to ac-

complish. Some hard disk systems con-

tain a removable disk cartridge element.

Unfortunately cartridges are quite expen-

sive and somewhat fragile. Another

method is to use a special removable data

tape cartridge similar to a cassette. When

you desire a back-up, you dump data onto

the tape cartridge. Although tape car-

tridges are much cheaper than disk car-

tridges, they are considerably slower and

therefore require more time when backing

up data.

Tandy has not elected to provide any

mechanical method of backing up hard

disk data. The hard disk version of

TRSDOS provides two new commands,

Save and Restore, for file back-up pur-

poses. These commands save selected

files on the Model ll's floppy disk when

you have completed processing and re-

store them to the hard disk in case of

need. When saving data, you can specify

files either with a unique file name or with

a wild card identification. Wild card speci-

fications allow you to select a broad range

of files with a single command. For exam-

ple, the specification SAVE 4 to ('/DAT)

dumps all files with a /DAT extension on

drive 0.

You need not format a data disk to save

and restore files. TRSDOS automatically

formats and numbers floppy disks used in

this process. If the files to be saved span

more than one disk, anotherdisk is called

for and labeled (internally). If you use

these disks for file restoration purposes

TRSDOS checks the internal labels.

While a total back-up is not possible,

the Save and Restore feature should be

workable in practice. One method to pro-

tect essential data might be to include

Save and Restore commands in software

developed to work in the hard disk en-

vironment. At the end of processing, con-

trol would be transferred to a file which

would direct saving essential files. Then,

if a problem occurred, the data would be

available for restoration. The commands
necessary for this purpose would also be

provided and activated when the problem

was detected.

Unfortunately, software specifically

designed for the Tandy hard disk has not

yet been made available. You can adapt

floppy disk systems for use on the hard

disk but there are problems in implemen-

tation in addition to the lack of back-up

procedures. Some problems, such as

specific designations of disk drives, can

be overcome by TRSDOS with the Floppy

Off command; however, others are more

troublesome. I found several examples of

these problems when I was evaluating the

Tandy three-disk Accounts Payable

System #26-4605.

The Accounts Payable System

The three-disk Accounts Payable sys-

tem is part of the Cobol integrated ac-

counting system. Other elements include

the General Ledger #26-4601 (evaluated in

October 1981), Accounts Receivable

#26-4604 (evaluated in July 1981) and Or-

der Entry-Sales Analysis #26-4607 and

#26-4608 (evaluated last month). In com-

bination these three systems provide al-

most complete accounting automation

for a trading-type enterprise.

Conversion of these systems from their

floppy disk form to the hard disk is not dif-

ficult, and the resulting data processing

package is enormous. There are more

than 220 programs and 48 data files.

All sub-systems use a common com-

pany file. This file contains constant data

such as the company name and address
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5^(9ACCOUNTANT

used to head reports, invoices and state-

ments. Eacii sub-system also uses a com-

mon account file to specify accounts ac-

ceptable for data entry when processing.

Unfortunately, the account file used for

the general ledger is different from the ac-

count file used for receivables and pay-

ables. As a result you can create an ac-

count in a sub-system that is not a general

ledger account. The system will detect

this discrepancy when you update the

general ledger, but in a system as sophis-

ticated as this one, this type of problem

should not occur.

If this system had been packaged for

the hard disk unit, an account assignment

problem vi/ould have never occurred. The

account file used for all applications

would have been the general ledger file

and no mismatches would have been pos-

sible. Because the system was packaged

for a floppy environment, it was probably

impossible to have the general ledger ac-

count file resident while receivable and

payable processing was in process. A spe-

cial account file to verify account assign-

ment was an accommodation to the limit-

ed storage available.

The use of an account file is not a prob-

lem for implementing accounts receivable

and order processing. Even with a relative-

ly large number of products the number of

accounts affected by the receivable appli-

cation is small. Accounts payable is an-

other story. This application is the front

end of the general ledger. You must place

any account that could be affected by a

cash payment in the valid account file.

You may have to enter the majority of gen-

eral ledger accounts in this file. With a

complicated chart of accounts, this will

be a time-consuming and potentially

error-prone procedure. I am sure this task

will be eliminated on the first true hard

disk version of the Cobol accounting sys-

tem.

If this system is implemented before

the hard disk version is available, it is de-

sirable to create the valid accounts file

from a printout of the general ledger chart

of accounts. As you might expect, correc-

tion of a mismatch detected during the

general ledger update process is incon-

venient and time consuming. You cannot

correct the improperly coded transaction

until you add an account with that coding

to the chart of accounts. If posting then

continues and the new account causes re-

port preparation problems, the offending

transaction will cause further inconven-

ience. You must then make an adjusting

journal entry to transfer the amount to the

proper account and delete the temporary

account.

In last month's discussion of the order

entry system, I covered the use of an on-

hand inventory in some detail. You had to

enter inventory purchases into the order

entry system with a file maintenance pro-

gram. In a fully integrated accounting sys-

tem, the accounts payable sub-system

should supply inventory purchase data.

This element of integration is unavailable

in the Cobol system as currently supplied.

In the future, or in a custom program, this

level of integration could be added. Such a

module would be called a "purchase order

management system" and would use as

input purchase advice data generated by

the order entry system and receipts gener-

ated by the accounts payable system.

The Accounts Payable system uses In-

stallation procedures similar to the other

sub-systems previously evaluated. As

was the case in receivables, an alphanu-

meric vendor code is allowed. The balance

of the data to be entered is not compli-

cated. There is a provision for up to three

address lines, type code, normal vendor

terms, last purchase date and a purchase

history. The operator can specify with a

status code if the discount is always to be

taken regardless of invoice dates or if the

system is to hold all payments. If you

select the option to hold payments, no

checks payable to that vendor will be

allowed. You will have to make payments

manually. With an additional code, you

could use the system to accumulate non-

purchase data. While the purpose of this

option is not explained, it appears you

could use it for statistical purposes.

The system maintains purchase

statistics on a comparative basis. This

data could be very useful in defining ven-

dor relationships. At the end of the year, a

closeout procedure clears out the current

year's data and transfers the totals ac-

cumulated to the prior year. Since both

purchases and discounts taken are main-

tained, reports of these totals should be

very valuable.

In operation, you enter data into this

system by use of vouchers. The system

allows entry of four types of vouchers:

regular vouchers, cancellation vouchers,

non-A/P check vouchers and adjustments

to previously recorded distribution

vouchers. When you select the add

voucher option, a screen which allows en-

try of part of the voucher detail is dis-

played. This data corresponds to the up-

per portion of a handwritten voucher and

indicates the system-assigned voucher

number, transaction type (detailed above)

vendor code and name, distribution date,

purchase order number and vendor's in-

voice totals. Once this information is

recorded, distribution of the invoice

amount is required. There appears to be

no limit to the number of distributions

available; however, only the last two (the

current entry and a running total of the

balance yet undistributed) are displayed.

In some organizations complex invoice

distributions are required. Retailers, for

example, may make bulk purchases of

supplies and ship the material to many

stores. It is not unusual in such a firm to

require 20, 30 or more distributions of an

invoice amount. This payable system

would be useful in such an environment; if

the system capacity (1500 vendors, 800

open items, and 5000 general ledger distri-

butions) is adequate, it should be con-

sidered suitable for installation.

You enter vouchers into a buffer. There

you can alter them with comparative ease.

However, once they are posted to the Ac-

counts Payable file, editing becomes

more complicated. Since an error such as

an improper account coding could be dif-

ficult to correct after posting, the system

provides a method of adjusting the distri-

bution of posted vouchers. This is typical

of the options available for transaction

handling and help to make this system

quite user-friendly.

After you enter transactions, edit

reports are available. They are similar

to the other systems in content and for-

mat. A description of any codes which

you might use in the detail line of the re-

port are clearly spelled out in the body of

the report.

This is a thoughtful touch which casual

users of the system's reports will appreci-

ate. If you make an incorrect or unaccept-

able response to a prompt, the system

prints a short banner message indicating

options available and their meaning. If

you attempt to leave a screen without

completing some essential piece of infor-

mation, the system inhibits exit until you

enter the missing data. Once you have

mastered all the system convetions, it is

quite easy to use.

One of the main reasons for installing

an automated accounts payable system

is to take advantage of vendor credit.

With the high interest rates, this form of

credit may be the best way for a firm to

grow. This system contains reports which

allow optimum use of this means of fi-

nancing. You can generate cash require-

ments and lost discount reports which

would be quite difficult to prepare with a

manual system. Proper use of these

reports could generate enough income to

pay for the complete computer system

over and over again.

Most firms, however, automate ac-

counts payable because check prepara-

tion has become burdensome. Check

preparation is rarely spread equally over a

month. Preparation of checks is usually

jammed into just a few days. This makes

the task tedious and noticeable in most
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Get your TRS-80™ up and running
with special system & disk drive values like these . .

.

Complete TRS-80 Model III

microcomputer system with disk drives
A.M. Electronics Model III with 48K RAM, two Tandon
40-track double-density disk drives, A.M. Electronics

controller board, DOS and manuals, complete and
ready-to-run! $1895.00

Prepaid shipping when order is pre-paid.

A,M. Electronics "Multiplier"

Tired of unreliable double density operation? With
Multiplier, you can upgrade from a single-density
without doubling your problems $99.95

Your Choice:
Teac or Tandon SVA-inch disk drives, complete!

40-tracksinglesidediskdrivewith power supply, case
and extender cables $250.00

80-tracksinglesidediskdrivewith power supply, case
and extender cables $340.00

Memory Chips

16K 200 nanosecond RAM chips . .

.

New! Teac double-head
5V4-inch 40-track disk drivel

Complete with power supply, case and extender
cables $340.00

New! Tandon "Thinline"

8-inch disk drive, complete!
For TR5-80 Model 11, complete with dual case, power
supply, and cables $695.00

New! Hard disk drives for Model III —
Ready to plug in and run!

6.5 Megabyte drive $1995.00
9 Megabyte drive $2195.00
14 Megabyte drive $2395.00

(DOS extra)

TRS-80 Model III Commented
The definitive guidebook to Model III ROM . $15.00

Shipping costs additional except where otherwise noted.

$2.00 each £h
A.M. ELECTRONICS -

Ann Arbor: 3446 Washtenaw Ave., Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 (313) 973-2312
Open M-F 10-6, Sat. 10-5. Telex: 220-821-HPC

Fowierville*-: 111 North Grand, Box 1071, Fowlerville, Ml 48836 (517) 223-7281
Attention Dealers, OEM's & Distributors: Call us for details on our attractive pricing.

"Authorized Radio Sh:ick Dealer. ™1 RS-80 trademark Tandy Corp. Prices subject to change wittiout notice.
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Continued from page W

artist. A musician can write music using

anything from a pen, to a tape recorder, to a

computer. And there's the rub; as soon as

you mention a computer, people get fidgety

and start wondering how much the comput-

er had to do with it. Does storywriting lose

any of its artistic value because it was writ-

ten using a word processor? Does a deli-

cate pattern lose any of its visual appeal be-

cause it was created on a video screen?

"I think most people would agree that the

answer to both these questions is no. But

how about when a whole story is apparently

written by a computer? Well of course it

wasn't written by a computer: It was written

by a program which ran on a computer. The

author took one extra step and created a

program as an invisible part of the creative

writing process. The more work that is put

into the program, the less work that may be

needed. This is where computers bring a

whole new dimension to the artistic world

and in my opinion may change the fabric of

many art forms.

"The computer-generated novel is in

reality written using certain aesthetic pa-

rameters that were placed in the program

(whether consciously or not) by the human
author. That author still has to decide

whether or not the end result has anything

approaching quality. All he has done is left

the process of composition until after the

composition was performed.

"Another exciting thing that computers

do is allow much faster experimentation

with a central idea. This idea has already

been used in the field of computer music.

Imagine the effort involved in taking a Beat-

les song and rewriting it in a baroque style,

or calypso, or jazz. With each effort the

composer (or recomposer) may be risking

hours of work possibly to be rewarded with

disappointment.

"A computer can easily manipulate the

data {in this case the musical score) and al-

low many separate attempts at recreation.

Using systems like the New England Digital

musical synthesis system (the Synclavier),

it becomes possible to change the instru-

ments while a piece is actually being

played. With this system, instead of the in-

terface to the computer being through a

typewriter-style Keyboard, the input is most-

ly through a piano-style keyboard. This has

the psychological effect of removing the

computer from the creativity loop, placing

into the background the uncertainty of

"who's doing what—human or computer?".
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"This versatility is not without its price.

The possibilities opened up by having a

computer handle the donkey work can be al-

most endless. Unfortunately, many artistic

people have a difficult enough time know-

ing when to stop without having thrust upon

them the temptation of improving the result

by yet another try.

"Another useful function that can be per-

formed by a computer is in providing ran-

dom elements to the creative thought pro-

cesses of the artist. Many times artists fall

victim to their own previous output and fail

to come up with new ideas simply because

they are in a rut. Computers are great at do-

ing things in too literal a manner, thereby

producing results totally unpredicted by the

artist-programmer. This phenomenon can

be exploited in all Sorts of ways to initiate a

synthetic brainstorming session between

human and computer.

"So now we finish up almost on speaking

terms with the computer. Nothing to be

afraid of was there? The computer plays its

part in the creative process but takes no

more from the artist than the artist puts in,

exactly the same as with our numerical art-

ist friends— the mathematicians; where

would they be without the computer? Few
people think of mathematicians as artists,

so nobody ever questions the roie of the

computer and whether or not it compro-

mises the aesthetic qualities of the mathe-

matical concepts or results that have

evolved in the last 20 years. The mathemati-

cal art is probably more refined as a result

of computers than it ever was.

"As micros become more of a way of fife

for everyone, I feel we are about to em-

bark on an exciting new creative period. No

doubt there will be a vogue for a while of

art for computing's sake, but when that pass-

es we will have a generation of artists that

can place the computer in the creative pro-

cess to any extreme they desire and pro-

duce "art." That period can be now if you

want it."

There will always be those who prefer the

classics to the avant-garde. After all, how
can a Botticelli be compared with a screen-

printed painting by Andy Warhol; and yet

they are both immensely popular. Although

you may not prefer computer-composed art,

it is still necessary to acknowledge it, if only

for the reason that it exists. It is a creative

endeavor between man and machine that is

certain to evolve in the future.

Janet Fiderio

Feature Editor

any size firm. Check preparation with this

system is relatively easy. You can select

vouchers to be paid by several criteria.

Once you have determined the criteria, the

system will go through the files and select

those vouchers which meet your require-

ments. You can review the vouchers se-

lected and make decisions to pay on a

voucher-by-voucher basis. The system

allows partial payment of a voucher.

After the selection process has been

completed, you can prepare a pre-check

writing report. If this report indicates that

all is well, you can write checks. The sys-

tem uses preprinted check forms de-

scribed in the documentation. You can ob-

tain the forms from a vendor recommend-

ed by Tandy or the firm's normal forms

supplier. If you select Tandy's vendor,

they provide either a one part or three part

form. Since the system does not retain

any historical data, you should keep a

printout of the actual check and remit-

tance advice. Then should research into a

vendor's payment history be required,

data will be available. For this reason, I

suggest use of the multi-part form.

The remittance advice portion of the

check form has room for up to 16

vouchers. If this number is exceeded, the

system voids the check portion of the

form and continues printing the voucher

detail on the next form. Only one check is

allowed for each vendor. If the amount

selected for payment, net of credits is

negative, a check will not be printed. The

system allows printing zero balance

checks. This allows the user to send ad-

vice to the vendor detailing how credits

were applied to open invoices.

Because printers could fail or in some
way destroy the checks printed, an option

is available to restart the printing process,

if you must void ail the checks as a result

of printer failure, you can accomplish this

with a single command. After a success-

ful batch of checks has been prepared,

the system creates a check register.

The Accounts Payable system, like the

other systems evaluated, is a good sys-

tem. It contains those procedures and re-

ports that should be in a computerized ac-

counting system. While successful in a

floppy disk environment, it will operate

very slowly. If speed is not important and

the client has a well organized and patient

computer operator, you need not hesitate

to install it. Unfortunately, these condi-

tions rarely apply in practice. As a result I

do not believe that the floppy system will

be the future of small business comput-

ing. With the hard disk, the combination of

the fvlodel It (or 16) and the Cobol account-

ing system could very well be the account-

ing machine replacement system of the

future.a
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Faster, easier, more powerful programming! STSC's
APL*PHJS780 System brings the productivity of APL to

your TRS-80'^ Model III. Here's your escape from the

restrictions and wordiness of BASIC.

With our APL*PHJS/80 System, you can develop and maintain pro-

grams in one-fourth to one-tenth the time needed with BASIC, because
one symbol in APL often does as much as an entire statement in

other languages. So you can write applications in APL that you'd

hesitate to attempt in BASIC-

A Complete Application Development System
It's our language support features that put the PLUS in APL*PLUS/80.
You get;

complete APL, upwards compatible to our mainframe APL systems
powerful output formatter

array-oriented file system

access to regular TRSDOS files and subroutines

communications as both a "smart" and a "simple" terminal

traditional APL symbols or mnemonic keywords
• utility program libraries

convenient access to many TRS-80 features

- complete documentation, including APL is Easy! { introductory tuto-

rial), APL textbook, and a set of four detailed user's guides and
reference manuals-everything to support the beginning user to the

experienced APL programmer.

APL*PLUS/80 runs under TRSDOS 1.3 or LDOS on a 48K RAM
TRS-8() Model III with two disk drives. The APL*PLUS/80 comes with

custom APL character ROM.
Join the software consultants who have already selected

APL*PLUS/80 to develop and deliver solutions. Mail in the coupon
below with your payment and we'll rush you the APL*PLUS/80
System-all you need to run APL on your TRS-80 Model 111 today.

We've prepared a free information package to answer your ques-

tions about APL, APL*PLUS/80, and their advantages to you as a

TRS-80 user, .lust send in the coupon.

We're STSC, Inc.. the largest supplier of professional quality APL software

and services in ttie United States, Our APL* PLUS systems fiave been serving tfie

business and professionai world for more tlian \2 years.

Challenge to Basic
Draw a bar graph on a cleared screen with up to 13 vertical bars 5 pixels wide
(separated by 5 pixels) using hcigfits given by keyboard input.

Using APL:

V BAHGHAPHiIiN
[13 'ENTER UP TO 13 HEIGHTS (FROM TO 48 EACH):'
[2] I-epiV-e.n UTCFF fl INPUT, CLEAR. PLOT, LOOP:
[3] LF:{ iiV[i-]) = .DSPOr(10xJ-l) + i5 ^( 0<J*I-1 )pZ,P

V

Ttiis APL program with this numeric input

32 6 4-1 25 4-8 2 19 36 US 45 12 9

draws the entire graph in under five seconds. How fast does your BASIC

program draw the graph, and how complicated is the program?

A detailed explanation of this APL solution and a comparable B.ASIC solution

are included in the information package.

stsc *-'266

Attn: APL^PLUS/'BO Distribution

STSC, Inc., 2ns Last Jefferson Street

Rockville. Maryland 20852 (301) 984-5000 (orders only)

Yes, send me the APL*PLUS/80 System.
D My check for $295 is enclosed.

C Charge my VlSAAccount " _^
D Charge my MasterCard Account *.^

Expiration date:
.

D I'd like to know more about APL*PLUS/80. Send me your free

information package.

Name

Title __„_„__________

Company

Address
.

City _ State, -Zip.

Phone (.

AFI.*PLUS is a service mark and trademark of .STSC, Inc., registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office,

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation,

0-582



SOFT BITS
a basic/assemblu column

by Roger Fuller

(began my first column (December 1981)

with the sentence "This column is dedi-

cated to those who have read the books

and still cannot write assembly or ma-

chine code programs." I repeat it here be-

cause some readers may have drawn a

false conciusion. I am not trying to teach

Assembly or machine language in lieu of

those books but in addition to them.

Lance Micklus has suggested using the

concept of parallel reading when you

want to learn something new. I choose

topics which I feel are not well represent-

ed in the writings available on Assembly
and machine coding. Therefore I will not

waste valuable space on the usual discus-

sion of op-codes.

How should you study Assembly and

machine language programming?
Lance's suggestion of reading more than

one source is excellent, Since we each

have our own peculiar ways of learning,

one author's treatment of a topic may be

just right where another's may leave you

even more contused.

A good study is a close study. You can-

not expect to learn as quickly as you read

words. When I was young I became inter-

ested in electronics. To learn about it I

checked out all the books on the subject

the small town library had. After reading

them once, I reread them word by word,

sentence by sentence, and diagram by di-

agram until I felt I understood what was
written.

To learn Assembly language that way,

simply take your resource library and use

it to decipher the sample programs in 80

Micro. This slow process pays off in a

thorough understanding. The example

programs I have given all work in or with

Basic. This allows you to use, modify

and play with the code. Modifying code is

the next step toward writing your own
programs.

Old Business

Because I write this column in Texas

and send it to New Hampshire, some-

times things gel iosl. My first column was
missing a two-line Basic program that

loads the code for the keyboard filter into

an unused spot in memory. This short

piece of Basic code makes using the filter

program easy (see thie Program Listing).

In January's column there was a

mistake in Fig. 2. The arrow was pointing

the wrong way and the caption for the ar-

row had the DE and HL registers reversed.

"/ am not trying to

teach Assembly or

machine language in lieu

of these books
but in addition to them."

February's column was missing an ex-

planation of that month's program. This

program will not require you to set

memory size if you do not list Basic lines

longer than 150 characters (about 2y2

video lines). This is because the machine
code is placed in the input buffer. You can

relocate the code by changing the POKE
statement in line 65528. It will work on

Models I and III with or without an

operating system.

This program patches the Input state-

ment so that it will not allow input past

ISOcharacters and will 'lock-out' the clear

and down arrow keys to preserve your

screen format. Many INKEY$ input

routines are available but all suffer from

excessive string space use and slow

response time. To use it, simply execute

once; subsequent uses of the input state-

ment will be patched. You can add more
code to check for numeric input, display

an underline for the input length, strip

leading or trailing spaces, or whatever.

I would like to congratulate Robert Kirk

of Kansas for being first to spot the erro-

neous LD DE,HL instruction in Fig. 1 in the

February column. My explanation in the

paragraph above that figure made it clear

that such an instruction cannot be true.

Robert has given me some constructive

criticisms on my column. Please send

your comments or suggestions to me,

Roger Fuller, 630 E. Springdale, Grand

Prairie, TX 75051.

New Business

This month I would like to discuss good

old Basic. Remember that Basic is a Z80

program. I emphasize the importance of

thinking in terms of memory when you are

programming. The following discussion

of some of Basic's quirks should re-estab-

lish it in the ranks of Assembly language

programs.

Try typing this line into the computer.

PRINT "aO";: GOTO

It runs! But why? Basic evaluates the line

number directly after the GOTO. The eval-

uation ends at the first character that is

not a space, a numerical digit, or a line

feed. Because there is no line number (or a

line number of zero), the loop executes.

Now type the following program and

run it.

PRINT 12 3 4 5 6

1 PRINT 1

2

3

4

5

6

2 PRINT 1234567

3 PRINT 123435679

Lines 1 and 2 return the number 123456.

The Basic code which scans the program

text is RST 10H. Since it evaluates a nu-

meric expression, it ignores spaces and

line feeds. The number 1234567 in line 2

was evaluated as a single precision num-

ber, but in single precision only six digits

can be printed; hence, the conversion

to exponentional notation. The number in

line 3 exceeds single precision, so it

was converted to be evaluated as double

precision.

Spaces are critical in converting Basic

reserved words to tokens for either stor-

age or execution. TAB (10) is an array vari-

able while TAB(IO) is a Tab statement. But

try to type the reserved word GOTO with

spaces between the letters. Do the spaces

stay there if the word is stored in a pro-

gram line? Try typing and entering three

spaces and an apostrophe in the com-

mand mode.

The input statement is interesting to
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'2495 PUTS YOU IN BUSINESS
Introducing the M.T.I. BUSINESS
Computer. We believe in offering you the

best in complete, low cost computmg

M.T.I. MOD lll-B/140. We have taken the
basic MODEL III, expanded the memory
to 48K and added our M.T.I. double
density, dual drive system. All M.T.I.

BUSINESS computers include 4 Mhz
speed-up for remarkable fast processing,
a RS-232 Interface, Anti-Glare screen and
cooling unit.

LOWPRICE.M.T.I.BUSINESScomputers
are priced from $2495, As an added
Incentive, we will give you an integrated

business software package FREE with the

purchase of a MOD III PLUS BUSINESS
computer. The software package has a

retail value of $1588.00.
All of this for $2495.

FREE SOFTWARE
ACCOUNTING PACKAGE

• ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
• ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
• GENERAL LEDGER
• INCLUDES AUDIO SELF-
LEARNING CASSETTE

• INVENTORY/SALES ANALYSIS
• PAYROLL
• GAMES/EDUCATION
SOFTWARE

• DOS PLUS 3.3

WORD PROCESSING
We are also offering a discount
certificate entitling the purchaser to

NEW SCRIPT by Pro Soft. With NEW
SCRIPT you have complete word
processing software.

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE.
MOD llt/240-B. Same as the MOD IM-B but

has double storage capacity and dual
headed 40 track drives.

MOD III/280-B. Has 1,5 Megabytes
storage and 2 dual headed BOtrack double
density disk drives.

MOD lll/WINCHESTER-B. Our largest

business computer system, 8,2
megabytes of storage. Includes a 7.5

megabyte WINCHESTER hard disk and
80-track dual head disk head.

OPTIONS:
* LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
' WINCHESTER CP/M 2.2

WANT MORE? For more information call

any of our authorized sales centers.

• 90 Day Warra
• One Year Exte

Warranty Ava
• Local Dealer S
• TRS -80 Comp

-.-4UyCM|C
I I^HIHII LLXUll I.

MTI AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE CENTERS
Anchorage, AK (907)333-8322 Place.ville, CA (916)622-4640 Tampa, FL (813)247-6023 West Milfo.d. NJ (201)728-8080
Hodgers, AR (501)636-9168 Po.l Hueneme, CA (805)985-2329 Norcross. GA (404)449-8982 Las Vegas, NV (702)870-4138
Mesa, AZ (602)833-8949 Redondo Beach. CA (213)370-5556 Honolulu. HI (808)521-7312 Jericho, NY . (516)333-2266
Phoenix, AZ (602) 241-1865 Riverside, CA (714) 781-6361 Buckingham, lA . (319) 478-2826 New Hochelle. NY (914) 235-4444
Sierra Visla. AZ (602)458-2479 San Diego, CA . . . (714)275-4243 Belleville, IL . . (618)277-2354 Syracuse, NY (315)474-1442
Tempe. AZ (602) 831-5376 San Jose, CA (408) 946-1265 Collinsville, IL (618) 345-5068 Troy, NY (518)273-8411
Tucson, AZ (602)323-9391 Santa Monica. CA (213)935-5785 Oak Park, IL .. . . (312)386-3323 While Plains, NY . . (914)761-9283
Anaheim, CA (714)773-0240 Vallejo, CA (707)554-4933 Shreveport, LA . . (318)865-7189 Cleveland, OH ... (216)867-3700
Bufbank. CA (213) 841-4210 Walnut, CA (714) 594-9760 Hopkinton, MA (617) 435-4772 Toledo, OH . . (419) 535-5897
Covina, CA (213) 332-4088 WestJake Vil,. CA . (213) 706-0333 Springliefd. MA (413) 373-7462 Tonkawa, OK (405) 628-2693
Golela, CA (805)967-7628 Colorado Springs, CO (303) 630-3334 Anoka. MN (612)427-5783 Tulsa, OK (918)836-9503
Inglewood, CA (213) 673-3295 Grand Junction, CO (303) 434-3616 Cameron, MO (816) 632-6528 Klamath Falls, OR (503) 884-4315
Lancaster, CA (805) 942-5747 Groton, CT . (203) 445-5166 Joplin, MO (417) 782-0880 Portland, OR . . (503) 281-7640
Monlclair CA (714) 626-4813 Wilminglon, DE . . (302) 762-0227 Great FaJIs, MT (406) 727-0901 Dallas, TX . (214) 698-9995
Northndge, CA (213) 886-9200 Hollywood, FL (305) 981-1011 Missoula, MT . . (406) 549-9715 Missouri City. TX . (713) 499-5241
Orange, CA (714) 771-0880 Mary Esther, FL (904) 243-5793 Raleigh, NC (919) 755-1175 San Angelo, TX (915) 658-3781
Pacheco, CA (415)689-2260 Panama City, FL . . (904)769-5887 Grand Forks, ND .. (701)772-7848 Cheyenne, WY .. . (307)632-9132

^^^^^^^^^^ Call or Wfite tor tree brochure:^^^^^^^ ..ii«.»«.M ,»..._. .•__ ._«.....«.. .*.>«....>.. U.S. PRICES F.O,B. SANTA ANA
1 T K MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY INC. California and may vary by areaMB flH 3304 W, MACARTHUR. SANTA ANA, CA 92704 CP/M is a registered trademark ot Digital Research, Inc. --247

W M I K f^'''*) 979-9923 • TWX 910-595-1902 MTISNA Radio Shack is a registered trademark ot Tandy. Corp.
AAAJJIb^H M.T.I, is a registered trademark of Microcomputer Technology, Inc.
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NEC PC-8023A-C Printer

$49988 DELIVERED

D 100 cps bi-diredional printing

Adjustable tractor/friction feed

Proportional spacing

D Hi-res dot-addressable graphics

n True descenders in 5 fonts

n Subscript, Superscript & underlining

Okidata Priniers

MicfiOLlNE 80 $369«

M1CROLINE 82A $479«

MiCROLiNE 83A $739^

MiCROUNE 84 (Paroilel) $1059*

MiCfiOLiNE 84 (Seriol) 51194"

Okigraph ROM—adds Hi-Res capabilities

to 82A and 83A Printers $89"

IDS Priniers

Prism 132 {Color)

Prism 80

616999

$989^

Epson Printers

MX-80 w/Grafirax. . . .

MX-80/F-T

MX-80/F-T w/Graftrax

MX-lOO

Graftrax

$474"

$369"

$619«

$719"

. S89*

Centronics Printers

Centronics 739 (Parallel) $539"

Centronics 739 {RS-232-C) $644"

2-Color Adapter $69"

C.ltoh Printers

C.lTOH Comet I $284""

C.tTOH Pro Writer w/3K buffer

(parallel and serial) S639""

C.lTOH F-10 Daisy Wheel

(40cps) $1539«"

Cobles and interfaces avoilable for the Apple,

Atari, CBM,/P£i, IBM, Osborne, and TRS-80.

Orders & Information:

CALL (603)-673-8857

Orders Only: CALL (800)-343-0726

We accept CODs—No surcharge for credit cords

No charge for UPS shipping— Stock shipments next

doy—-All equipment shipped factory fresh with the

manufacturer's worranty

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

I
HE BOTTOM

'LINE ^302

SOFT BITS

12 Johnson Street, Milford NH 03055-0423
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study. Try these lines.

INPUT

1 INPUT

2 INPUT L$

3 PRINT LS

Now run it. Press Enter for the first state-

ment and enter a zero for the second. You
have always been told that you cannot

enter a quotation mark except as a delim-

iter during an Input statement. On the

third statement enter a letter followed by a

quotation mark or marks. Basic allows the

quotation mark because it determines if

the first character is a quote. If it is not,

Basic accepts all chiaracters until it finds

a delimiter. This delimiter must be a com-
ma, a colon, or end-of-line marker.

MEM and PRE are very close cousins,

(MEM is free memory, and PRE is unused

string space.) Try the follovi/ing code.

00 IF MEM = MEM PRINT "TRUE"

1 PRINT MEM
2 PRINT FREI1982)

3 PRINT FRE|"")

Line falls through because stack space
holds the value of the first MEM. Lines 1

and 2 produce the same result because

Basic uses PRE (0) to produce the result of

MEM. Finally, line 3 has a quote as an ar-

gument; this makes Basic compute string

space instead of memory only.

Radio Shack has warned about using

the VAL function on negative numbers.

Let me point out some other danger areas.

PRINT VAL (10%")

1 PRINTVAL("10E38ST."]

2 INPUT N
3 PRINT N

Note the errors caused by the percent

sign and by special notation. E indicates

exponentiation in single precision; D indi-

cates it in double precision. Enter either E

or D for line 2. They are considered as
numbers, not strings!

The next program is a favorite of mine.

GOSUB 3 TEXAS OR BUST
1 GOSUB 3 REM EMBER THE ALAMO
2 GOSUB 3 REM ; BUSTED
3 RETURN

Strangely, Basic accepts line but pro-

duces a syntax error on line 2.

A few more:

P R I N T ^ 0: PRINT P R I N T = - 1

1 FORX# =1 TO 10: NEXT
2 F0RX(1) = 1 TO 10: NEXT
3 IF "A">"A"PRINrTRUE"ELSEPRINT"FALSE"

The first line Is an assignment statement

followed by a printing of the value (- 1 if

true or if false) of an expression. The
next two lines are not allowed in Basic,

since only integer and single precision

simple variables are allowed in a

For. . .Next loop. The last line will work

right if the first Print statement is not im-

mediately after the inequality.

Normally only 240 characters including

the line number can be entered for a line of

Basic code. This increases to 255, not

counting the line number, when you edit

the line. The shortest line allowed by Ba-

sic contains only an end-of-line marker,

the zero byte. The longest line is limited

only by your memory. I have occasionally

for security reasons used lines longer

than can be listed. This keeps sensitive

code out of the hands of ordinary people.

"this keeps sensitive

code out of the

hands of ordinarypeople.

"

The largest line number you can enter

by normal means is 65529. It is possible to

have a line number 65530 and still be able

to list it. Type and run the following one-

liner:

250 POKE PEEK(16548) + PEEK(16549) - 256 + 3, 255

Now try to edit the line. Basic cannot con-

vert the line number 65530 since it is

above the 65529 limit. You can edit the line

by listing it and then using the edit period

ability of Basic. You might try increasing

the line number size from 250 to 251, then

252, and so on until you construct a 65535
line number. Even stranger things happen
there!

65528 FOR M=l TO 32*4 STEP 4 : POKE 16477 + H/4,VAL(MID$(" 042
22 064 237 075 109 064 237 067 022 064 034 109 064 201 205 108
64 254 032 208 254 013 200 254 008 200 254 001 200 175 201", M, 4)
) : NEXT
65529 IF PEEK(16396) = 195 THEN DEFUSRl = S<H405D:M = USR1{0) : R
ETURN ELSE POKE 16526,93 : POKE 16527,64 : M = USR{0) : RETURN

Program Listing
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Color Com*,

'^'
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Are you tired of searching the latest magazine for articles about
your new Color Computer? When was the last time you saw a

great sounding program listing only to discover that it's for the

Model I and it's too complex to translate? Do you feel that you are

all alone in a sea of Z-80's? On findmg an ad for a Color Computer
program did you mail your hard earned cash only to receive a

turkey because the magazine the ad appeared in doesn't review
Color Computer Software? If you have any of these symptoms
you're suffering from Color Computer Blues!

But take heart there is a cure!

It's COLOR COMPUTER NEWS.
The monthly magazine for Color Computer owners and only Color
Computer owners. CCN contains the full range of essential

elements for relief of CO Blues. Ingredients mclude: comments to

the BOMS, games, program listings, product reviews, and general
interest articles on such goodies as games, personal finances, a

Kid's page and other subjects.
The f.f;ce for 12 monthly treatments is only $21.00 and is available

from:

\N*^^
^

REMarkable Soflware

P.O. Box 1192

Muskegon, Ml 49443 ^ 145

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

-iXv \M

.State. _2ip.

Allow 8-10 weeks for 1st issue. 80 M

S AUTO-WRITER

NEW!
!you already owm the best data
base manaqer available . . .

Your Word Processor

'Use your word processor to croBte and mBintain a

^REE-FORMAT data base. There is NO NEED TO ABBREVIATE
bacause of fiKed-length fields.

Sort your data base by any field.

Print form letters and reports, automatically selecting and
extracting information from your data base.

Use format codes to control the printing of farm letters and
reports.

Create subsets of your data base with the powerful 5ELECT-IF
Boftware.

Requires 48K, 2 disk drives, and lower caae Model I or III.

Available for most Disk Operating Systems.

NOW AT THE SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF 572.83
[Manual auailable separately for 820.OOJ

AUTD-WPiiTen . . IN A CLASS BY ITSELF
WRITE OR CALL NOW FOR A FREE BROCHURE
MIDWEST DATA SYSTEMS

a division of Walonick Associates, Inc.

5624 Girard Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55419
(612] 866-9022 -^i^s

/ douqfiflo
DOUGHFLO. The Most Useful Program a Home or

Business Manager Can Have! ^112

Designed For The Decision Maker, Doughflo is an interacting system of

programs for cash flow analysis, budget planning, and bookkeeping

In The Home, Doucthflo becomes a key tool in solving the puzzle of balancing ex-

penses vs. income. Doughflo shows you where the money goes.

Fire Your Bookkeeper! You, the new bookkeeper, will have easy access to

all expense records. Rapidly find and display any number of entries by description,

type, amount, date, or number.

Simple To Use, Doughflo is quick and efficient, carefully guiding you from data

entry to report generation.

900 Entries In Memory at one time with 48K machines. No time consuming

disk access.

Sort 900 Entries In Only 2 Seconds! Sort by check number, description,

date, or month.

User Friendly! Detailed instructions. Input screens and single keystroke com-

mands allow quick and easy data entry and computer Interaction

Amazingly Versatile! Indispensable in home or business for:

• Budget Planning • Bookkeeping
• Tax Preparation * Financial Analysis

Reports! Compare expenses and income vs budget, total expenses, percent

of total expenses, etc. Up to 24 months can be compared at once

Gain Valuable Insight. Doughflo is ready to save you time and money.

Requires 39K and one or more disk drives, specify Model I or III. 898.95 postpaid

to continental North America. For more information check reader service

number.

"A
PERFECT
CLOAD
EVERY
TIME"*

tope diqitizer ^113

I
review in Beptembar-October 1980 Elementary Electr Reprints available -

At last there is a cure for THS-80 tape cloading blues! For over

three years, Alphanetics has been selling the TRS-BO Tape Digitizer, a proven

hardware solution for your software problems. No longer need you juggle the

recorder's volume control endlessly, trying for a perfect dead of a pre-recorded

program. Just pop the tape into the cassette recorder, process the signal

through our digitizer, and you're ready to RUN a perfect load!

Just check out the Tape Digitizer's features

• Makes tape program loading virtually independent of volume

control setting.
• AllowB copying system and normal tapes without using

computer.
• Makes a perfect digital copy of any tape without using com-

puter, removing hum, noise, and cures minor dropouts.
• Cassette switch allows manual control of cassette recorder,

independent of computer control.

• "GOOD DATA" indicator easily enables setting proper

volume . . . doubles as a tape monitor.
• A.C. powered — no batteries to rsplace.

• Housed in a sturdy, attractive metal case.
• Completely compatible with Level I & II, also LOW speed (500
baud] Model III.

Feed your cassette to the Alphanetics Tape Digitizer and feed your computer the

exact digital waveform the TRS-80 gave your tape. Get rid of your tape bugs

today — 569.95 postpaid to continental North America, or return within 10

days for a full refund' _^^^^__^^^^^_^^^^^^^_____^

falphoneMos)
Box 537 Forestville, Cs. 35436
24 hr. phone [VOV] S87-723

7
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TRS 80 COmPUTER TRS 80

SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES, the LEADER in TRS-80 Color Computer software, presents the best in

machine language, fast action, high resolution arcade games.

COSMIC INVADERS

The best invaders type game avail-

able. Complete with 1 6 skill levels,

dynamite sound and 4 color hi-res

graphics. Can you dodge the
bombs long enough to blast the
alien ship and invaders? Extended
BASIC not required. 1 6K $21. 95.

GHOST GOBBLER

An exciting version of the popular
PAC-MAN game with power dots,

8 bonus shapes, super sound and
16 skill levels. Hours and hours of

challenging fun. Does not require

Extended BASIC. Joysticks. 16K
$21. 95

ROBOT BATTLE

Can you dodge the never ending
horde of robots while avoiding the
fatal touch of the Android? Realistic

voices and 1 6 skill levels provide a

tremendous arcade type challenge.

Does not require Extended BASIC,
Joysticks, 1 6K - $21.95.

nOTEEKB GFlLRXXIFinS
DD an

J-l

1

m « «

DSIDD
3 ID 2a

SPACE WAR

Maneuver your spaceship through
the defenses of the Death Star for

the killing shot while avoiding space
mines, enemy ships and the gravity

pull of the BLACK HOLE, Two
color hi res graphics - does not rL=-

quire Extended BASIC. Joysticks,
I6K $21.95.

COSMIC SaPER BOWL

An excellent simulation of the
popular handheld football games
with a cosmic flavor. You must
maneuver your player through a

field of defenders. Five action skill

levels. Does not require Extended
BASIC. 16K - 5 14.95.

GEOGRAPHY PACK

Great Geographical mind challeng-

ers. You must identify the country/
state, capital, industry, etc. tor the

U.S., Europe, Asia, Africa and
South America. Written in Extend-
ed BASIC. S9.95 each, all 5 for

S29.95.

EXTEPHDED BASIC GAMES

S 14.95SPACE TRADERS. .

Galaclif trddin<4 game

BATTLEFLEET $14.95
B.il1li;5liip sfjrrh gamp

YAHTCEE SI 2.95
Vahtzee type dice qame

LOTHAR'SLABYRIhTH .$ 9.95
Word searrh qame

LASER ATTACK . . .
. S

Defend fiUes from lasers

SUB HUNT $

Si.jh marine .illiick qame

10.95

2.95

UTILITIES
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER . .S34 95
SUPER MOMITOR 19.95

EPROM PROGRAMMER . . .. 89,95
(Proorani your o*n ROMs for rhe ROM PAC [>tirt)

MAGIC BOX 24.95
I n.id MOD l/lll Rd',11- Tdpes inlo color ( omputi^r

• LPRiNTER VII DRIVER $9,95
Send anv graphics page to LPVll Work', in 4K. I5K
or .32K machine. Does nol need fxrended BASIC artd

allow, stdling of drawings

MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES
• COLOROUT SI 2.95

Fast action breakmrl gdme

• CROID $12
Artificial inlelligenre game

SPECTRAL
ASSOCIATES
145 Harvard Ave.
Tacoma, Washington 98466
(206) 565-8483

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
CATALOG

ADD i% f-OR SHIPPING MO COD
VISA OR MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED

THE FACTS
Al last a complete description of the

"guts" of the Color Computer. Specs
on all of IC's complete schematics,

theory of operation and program-
ming examples.

SI 4.95

KEYS OF THE WIZARD
Brand new super adventure filled with

hundreds of rooms, glittering treasures isnd

srnart creatures which will follow you

throughout the adventure. Plenty of tricks,

traps and puzzles which change with each

new game. Cassette save feature built in.

Written in machine language. Extended

BASIC not required. I6K 5 19 9,5

MEMORY EXPAMSIOM

119

RAMCHARGER
• For old style

color rompulers
• Fxlend mernory
from I6K lo 32K

DYMOCHARCER
• For new style

color computers
• Extend memory
from 4K or I6K to 32K

100% compatible with Extended Basic

rio soldering or modifications needed
Fits inside computer
S79.95 • $79.95
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COMMANDER 80
by Jake Commander

"I'd like to start

by saying goodbye!"

This is the first of a series of columns

I'll be doing every monthi for 80 M/cro-

computing, covering topics ranging all the

way from software and hardware to n^y

general opinions on whatever takes my
fancy. This is an opportunity I've waited

for— to be able to sound off and air some
of my views.

I may take the opportunity to look at

pieces of TRS-80 hardware or software,

and pass along any tips I pick up as I go.

As a technical consultant to Wayne Green

Inc., I'm in a fairly unique position to ac-

quire TRS-80 inside knowledge, so now I

can share some of my acquisitions. I'll

also bring behind-the-scenes magazine

people and information into focus (al-

though I may be strapped for words to de-

scribe scenes such as the spectacle of a

whirling dervish named Dennis Kitszas he

whizzes through the office causing pieces

of hardware to cower in corners).

In short, this column will be a regular

pot-pourri of TRS-80 facts, ideas and opin-

ions. If anyone has any helpful pieces of

information, I'll be glad to pass them on as

space permits, tf I see any new pieces of

software that impress me, I'll pass along

those impressions too, but I intend to

keep the whole column on a much less for-

mal basis than our review section.

Hello and Goodbye

I'd like to start by saying goodbye:

Goodbye. I'm saying it not to you, but to

Debbie Marshall, our Managing Editor for

nearly a year now. She started as a sweet,

demure copy editor who wouldn't say boo

to a goose. After just twelve months on

the job she had forged her way to the top,

leaving the male chauvinist-dominated

staff scratching their heads in astonish-

ment. She'd said boo to all of us and sub-

sequently demonstrated she had more
than her fair share of ability in taking the

helm of 80 Micro. She's done a profes-

sional job and we're ail going to miss her.

I'm beginning to feel like the old man of

the mountains. That's three managing
editors I've had the privilege of working

with. Originally it was Jim Perry who
helped found the magazine, developing it

from its conceptual stage, then Mike

Commendul who look the magazine to a

staggering 300-plus pages, followed by

Debbie Marshall who has guided us to our

current level of success. Now for my
fourth managing editor. Soon a new era

will begin under the aegis of Eric Maloney,
who comes to us from Microcomputing
magazine. Eric is an experienced jour-

nalist and an old hand as far as microcom-

puters go, so we're in good hands. Best of

luck, Eric, old chap.

New Games

OK, just to get the ball rolling, I'll take a

look at two pieces of software recently

sent to me from Adventure International.

Both are graphic-oriented games and
should keep the TRS-80 arcade fanatics

happy for hours on end.

Armored Patrol is my favorite of the

two. In this game you're sitting inside an

armored T-36 tank peering forwards from

the narrow window. Enemy tanks and

killer robots skulk around waiting for you

to stumble across tfiem. You move your

tank by using two keys on each side of the

keyboard, one for forward movement of

that side's caterpillar track, the other for

reverse. The tank can be rotated on a dime

by placing one track in forward mode and
the other side in reverse.

While you're doing this, you'd better be

watching for those enemy tanks. They

shoot with deadly accuracy and many a

time I've been caught on the hop as a

missile comes flying towards me with a

screen-shattering crunch. Pointers on the

screen help by hinting as to the turn you

should make to find the nearest baddie.

As often as not, though, the ratfinks shoot

before you can see them and all you have

to show for your effort Is a smashed
screen and one less tank.

As If that weren't enough, sometimes

the cowards go full pelt and slink behind

houses that are dotted all across the ter-

rain. It's then up to you to maneuver
behind the obstacle and blast the enemy
with your high enery plasma missite be-

fore he gets you. Great fun.

The other game is good fun too, but it's

not my favorite because I have a penchant

for point-of-vlew type games where you sit

in a simulated hot seat.

Eliminator QWes you a split-screen side

view of a scene containing gantries sup-

porting energizers. These energizers must
be worth having, because marauding
alien hordes want them. The dastardly

aliens actually help themselves, too, and

lift off your valuable energizers without

paying a bean. It's one of the worst forms

of galactic felony I know, so naturally

enough the job of their protection falls to

the poor sucker at the keyboard.

As soon as you kick your ship into ac-

tion you regret it; the world goes scream-

ing by, full of space-meanies out to get the

betterof you. Youcan dodge, fire missiles

and change speed all in an attempt to

save your energizers. I want to know
where they take them to; presumably

there's a black market for these things

and right now there must be a glut. I've

lost so many of the darned things that

they just can't be fetching much.
Both games are written in machine

code and include sound. This is state-of-

the-art stuff and they have taken their

place In my game library. What a differ-

ence I see in the sophistication of games
In my library since a mere two years ago! I

can't wait to see what develops in the next

two years.
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News From
KITCHEN TABU SOFTWARE, INC.

by David Busch

"Accompanying the manual was 130 pages
of errata covering virtually the entire manual."

mistook the disarray of loose parts

inside my latest shipment from Kitchen

Table Inc. to be the work of the delivery

service until I read the packing slip. I was
the lucky recipient of the first TLS-8E

Home Assembly Construction Kit

(HACKIT).

Kitchen Table had selected me to field

test the new kit, no doubt due to my glow-

ing reviews of their fictitious comput-

er hardvi/are, software, firmware and
limpware.

What's unusual about HACKIT is even

the novice kit-builder can construct a

working TLS-8E Model I or, as the dis-

claimer on the box notes, one that works

as well as any other TLS-8E Model I.

Kitchen Table is familiar with my hard-

ware qualifications. It reasoned if I could

build the kit, it could besafely marketed to

the pubiic and to children in grades K
through six as a science fair project.

A summary of my electronics expertise;

I once wired a receptacle that, every time a

three-pronged plug was inserted, turned

on all the lights in my home. Until recently,

I thought a thermistor was something you

keep cigars in.

The KTI kit can be built with ordinary

household tools— screwdrivers, 25-watt

soldering iron (or propane torch), 30 MHz
dual trace oscilloscope.

Other useful gadgets to have on hand

during assembly include a signal tracer,

audio oscillator, digital multimeter, 30

MHz frequency counter, RF oscillator with

320 KHz to 220 MHz range, graphic equal-

izer and SWR meter. I don't have any of

these, but KTI provides instructions for re-

wiring your home tv, electric can opener or

stereo set to provide many of the same
functions.

Many of the more exotic devices can be

ordered from KTI completely assembled
or in their own HACKITs.

I decided to ignore the tests and cali-

brations I couldn't perform with the equip-

ment I had at hand. After all, how much
could a microfarad here or there matter in

a sophisticated computer system?
The assembly manual provided by KTI

is a well-written, 137-page volume with

illustrations and step-by-step instruc-

tions. Accompanying the manual was 130

pages of errata covering virtually the en-

tire manual. Give KTI an A-plus for thor-

oughness.

The first step in assembly is to find a

clean or dry place. Some of the kit's

complementary metal oxide semiconduc-
tor integrated circuits are very touchy.

Kitchen Table recommends wearing cop-

per bracelets on your wrists, ankles and
waist. The bracelets should have a one
megohm resistor wired to them and ca-

bles of no, 8 wire extending to the nearest

drainpipe. A two-inch thick rubber mat is

provided to place under your chair.

Carpeting is forbidden near the

construction site. All long-haired cats, silk

handkerchiefs, glass rods and rubber

balls should be cleared from the area. To
avoid static build-up from clothing, you
should do as much work as possible in the

nude, but be very careful while soldering.

Analternativetoall this would be to use
normal precautions with the exception of

lowering the room lights. As you pick up
the integrated circuits, notice if a tiny blue

spark flies from your hand to the part. If

so, and you hear a crackling sound and
smell ozone afterward, expect trouble dur-

ing the testing stage.

Kitchen Table is to be commended for

its innovative approach to kit-building.

There are almost no printed circuit boards
in this kit! Instead, much assembly is

done on perfboard with clips fitting snugly

in the holes. A tube of Superglue is sup-

plied to ensure tight, permanent con-

nections.

A spool of no. 10 wire is also provided.

I'm told this extra-thick wire makes it eas-

ier for the electricity to flow from one por-

tion of the circuit to the other, and elimin-

ates many hardware errors. Less ad-

vanced computer designers, such as

those building the CRAY-1, have resorted

to clumsy methods such as supercooling

components to improve conductivity.

These klugey methods pale in comparison
to KTI's elegant "thick wire" solution.

Bravo, KTI!

Assembly of the computer is divided in-

to 123 major components, 1024 sub-

components and 32,767 steps. Heat-

sealed plastic bags contain the com-
ponents needed for each step. Thirty-two

thousand seven hundred sixty-seven bags
are a lot. Fortunately, they're all

numbered. Unfortunately, in Sri Lankan.

To protect their patent (pending) on the

TLS-8E Model I, it was necessary to dis-

guise components. All ICs, resistors, ca-

pacitors and diodes had their identifying

numbers scratched off. And because of

the bagging scheme, there were no col-

ored bands on the parts. This made it diffi-

cult to determine which way to insert the

resistors into the boards. Does anyone
know an easy way to determine the po-

larity of a resistor?

Without identifiers, it is also difficult to

replace parts affected with infant mortat-

ity. This condition arises when parts are

released from the factory in a premature

condition. They may look healthy, but

once powered up, they fail to take that all-

important first breath and expire in a puff

of smoke.

I had to phone KTI for replacement of

three dead ICs. Two were typical infant

mortality cases; the third was swatted by

my wife, who thought it was a bionic

spider.

Delivery of the components took nearly

three weeks, despite the fact I live only 13

miles from KTI headquarters. Better quali-

ty control and more careful assembly are

needed here, although three imperfect

components out of 65,535 is com-
mendable.

Assembly of the kit took 23 weekends,

most of my vacation and the better part of

my accumulated sick leave. Some delays
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DISK DRIVES
HARD DISKS & FLOPPIES FOR YOUR HEATH, RADIO SHACK, OSI & S-100 SYSTEMS

FROM SIEMENS
NEW PRICES
EFFECTIVE 4-1-82

ATTENTION RADIO SHACK MOD I, MOD II AND MOD III USERS
Floppy Disk Services has disk drives for all yourneeds. OurS'A inch drives are tops for the Mod I. Our 8 inch

drives are perfect for the Mod II! And our Dual sided 80 track units are perfect for the Mod III! All drives are

brand new factory warranted.

5V4 DISK DRIVES (MODEL FDD-100-5b) for Heath, RS MOD I, S-100, N. Star & more

SIEMENS 5 'A" drives are single sided, single or double density drives that are designed for years of trouble

freeservice.Thesearetheflippy models which other companies charge 1 5 to 30 dollars more for. The S'A" is

the exact same one used in the HEATH systems, but check our price!. NOW $240.00

5V4" WITH CASE AND POWER
Our5V4" drives are also available in system packages. One S'A" flippy in case with

power supply tested $285.00
2 drives in dual case $585.00

80 TRACK - DOUBLE SIDED SVa" for Heath, CDR, RS MOD ///, S-100 & more

A new product from SIEMENS. This beauty is a new entry to the Floppy market. Get up to BOOK Bytes storage

on a S'A" diskette. Model #FDD-221-5 NOW$350.00 ea.

PACKAGE DEAL 80 TRACK S'A"

1 dual sided 80 track drive f/n case wffhpovversupp/yj $395. Two80trackdoublesided('/ncir/eenc/os(jrej$795.

8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES (MODEL FDD-100-8d) for Heath, OSI, S-100, RS MOD II & more

SlEMENS8"drivesaresing!esided, single or double density with simple power requirements. +24 and +5
VDC. It has automatic diskette ejection and a fail safe interlock that prevents the door from closing on a

partially inserted diskette. The track to track time is as fast as 4ms. These drives are completely compatible

with your MOD II, OSI, and many other systems NOW $340.00 ea.

8" SYSTEM PACKAGES
One or two 8" SIEMENS drives with cabinet (choice of vertical or horizontal) power supply, all power

connections, manuals and fan. A beautifully functional package built only of the best grade components.

Available fully assembled and tested for $1 00.00 more.

Single 8" drive in dual cabinet (data cables extra) $650.00

Dual drive package (data cables extra} $980.00

ATTENTION HEATH H-88, 89 OWNERS
HEATH owners, we now have the CDR controller card that allows you to use our 8''

drives on the H-88 orH-89 computers! You may mix any combination of 8" orS'A"

drives and also change your system to soft sectored formatting! Mix any combo
single sided, double sided, single density or double density. We even include the

zero origin prom. As a special offer we are giving you ALL necessary components
with this system, even the patch for C/PM!

A complete dual 8" system for the H-88 or H-89 $1 450.00
Dual syv 40 track system with conl^olte^$^ 050. Dual S'A" 80 track system with controiler $^250.

WINCHESTER TECHNOLOGY HARD DISK SYSTEMS
5 or 1 MEGABYTE Hard Disk systems for your HEATH H-88, 89, Radio Shack

Mod I, II or III, Apple, IBM, or any S-100 system! You get a 5 or 10 megabyte

formatted hard disk, power supply, cabinet, all interfacing cables, and CP/M boot

loader. Most of all its all factory preassembled and tested, burned in and ready to

run! You even get a real time clock {except HEATH). Built only of commercial

grade components JUST $2400. 5mb and $2700. 1 Omb

quantity discounts available some of the 8" packages require assembly. ..we carry parts for Siemens

PAYMENT POLICY
We accept Mastercard, Visa, personal checks S MO We reserve the riglit towail lOworkingdaystor personal checks to clear ^^^^|
your bank before we ship All shipping stand^ird UPS rates plus insurance. NJ residents must add 5% sales tax MlHHB

FLOPPY DISKSERVICES, INC

CONTROLLER ONLY

450.00

C.N. 521 2

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540
^267

PHONE INQUIRIES WELCOME 9AM to 5PM (ET)

609-771-0374

PRICES & SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

i^See Lisl ol Advertisers on page 354

MOD M, CP/M ar<? tradem.irk^ of Tandy and Digital Research respectively.
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KITCHEN TABIE SOFTWARE, INC.

were caused by my errors. While there are

only two printed circuit boards in the kit, I

soldered most of the components on the

wrong side on my first attempt. That

"flash" 1 trimmed off the IC sockets

turned out to be contacts, i brought a few

other minor problems under control with a

fire extinguisher.

Major components in the kit include a

power supply, video driver board, Z-79A

based terminal logic board, Z-79A CPU
board, cassette tape interface board, flop-

py disk controller, RF modulator circuit,

printer interface and automatic garage

door opener.

This last feature is a standard en-

hancement. Apparently KTI got a good

deal on some electronic equipment it's

trying to get rid of.

The construction manual explains what

all those components are used for. I

strongly recommend you read it. I skipped

over that part because it contained boring

discussions of memory mapping, direct

memory access and a lot of other stuff I

don't understand too well.

I built the power supply first because

the manual said I had to. It was simple

enough. It involved some filter capacitors,

diodes, power transistors and an eight-

pound heat sink. The power supply is rat-

ed at 1250 watts— large enough to heat an

average-sized room in winter. I put it to-

gether in eight hours, which includes two

hours waiting for the soldering iron to

heat up. (I had forgotten to plug it in.)

The video driver board came next. As-

sembly was much quicker, mostly be-

cause I stopped being fussy about place-

ment of the parts. Attention! The "theory"

part of the instructions contains a lot of

complicated terminology about horizontal

deflection and vertical sync. Pay atten-

tion. You may be able to apply this knowl-

edge to fixing your color tv some day.

The terminal logic board is a snap. It

comes prewired from the factory. Kitchen

Table got some Heath Z-89 boards on

closeout, discarded the primitiveZ-80 chip

and substituted the Z-79A in its place.

The CPU logic board was another mat-

ter. Next to the automatic garage door

opener, it was the most difficult com-

ponent in the HACKITto assemble, i built

the 32K model and had 16 memory chips

to insert. It took me nearly three weeks to

decide which chips to insert in which

memory sockets.

Oddly enough, when I finished assem-

bling the kit and plugged it in, it gave off a

loud crackling sound and refused to work

at all. Fortunately, KTI offers a kit repair

option. For $1450 (or $50 less than the cur-

rent price of a TLS-8E Model IV), the com-

pany will fix any botched assembly jobs. A
bargain, if you ask me.H

PRICES LOWERED AGAIN! (THOSE WITH S SIGN) R 1DBON SA LE EXACT REPLACEMENTS, LONG^FE, HEAVY INKING

Goo<nw«'*°"* RADIO SHACK-CENTRONICS-EPSON-ANADEX-BASE 2-HEWLtl 1 PACKARD-MALIBU-IBM PRINTERS

PRINTER V
MAKE, MODEL NUMBER \

(Contact us it your printef is

not listed. We can probably
RELOAD your okf cartridges.)

BBON
SIZE INSERTS

EZ-LOAD™
EXACT REPLACEMENTS made in
our own shop feature LONGr-UIFE
vid HEAVY rKNG. Oir nalroctions

:

DROP IN, NO WINDING'

RELOADS
You SEND your used

CARTRIDGES to us. We
RELOAD them for you.

$/*

NEW
CARTRIDGES

(from the various
manufacturers. Subject

to availability.* )

$/*

SILVER DOLLAR
WIND to LOAD
WHY DO WE SELL THESE?

This IS the type ribbon you gel if you
order from our fellow advertisers. Vie

sell them for less since we make tliem

ourselves, no you really like the mess

and inconvenience of unwinding and
dumping this type ribbon into a waste-
basket or out on a newspaper and/or

winding 11 into your cartridge' We
don't know why these are being sold.

Computers should simplify your life.

not make It more complex ]usl to save

a tew pennies. You are welcome 10

order these if you cannol afford our
EZ-LOAti" INSERTS, RELOADS, or

liEl\ CARTRIIH^ES. Hut BEHAHE'
You now know how 10 avoid disap-

pointmenl. One more caution' be sure

to check the length of eny ribbiHi

BEFORE yoii buy it. For instance, an
MX-fdo ribbon should be 311 yards
long, not JO as in the W.>C-SO.

ANADEX 9000 series „„.o 21/3 78/12 10/1 $9/2 or more 4- «

BASE 2 1/2.^0 18/3 66/12 9/1 S8/2 or more *

CENTRONICS 7 meg ^,,^0.
1 1/1 10/2 or more $25/2 $72/6 S140/12

HP-MALIBU 2608-2631 3H>63 20/1 S18/2 oi more * *

RADIO SHACK
DAISY WHEEL II

Carbon Film (26-1419)
U4 ,

S25/6 S48/12 $270/72 15/3 oimore S18/3 S70/12 $408/72

COLORS r':,ro
1M <

S30/6 $58/ 12 $324/72 1 3/3 or more S21/3 S82/12 $480/72

Lono-Lite Fabric (1449) i;4.?s

LP l-ll-IV 7O0 Zip-Pack
(1413) 730/737/739/779 "l6 13/3 48/12

LP lll-V (26-1414) ./.... S18/3 $66/12 9/1 $8/2 or more 25/2 75/6 150/12 12/3 44/12 252/72

LP VI-VHI (26-1418) $17/3 S62/12 9/1 $8/2 or more 22/2 66/6 132/12 11/3 40/12 228/72

LP VH (26-1424) 16/2 48/6 96/12

EPSON MX 70-80 IBM ,/,..n S18/3 $66/12 9/1 $8/2 or more 522/2 $60/6 S108/12 12/3 44/12 252/72

MX 100 1/2. ,.o $21/3 $78/12 11/1 10/2 01 more * 46/2 * 18/3 66/12 360/72

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, or COD (E2 oo ups) TO:

_^ BCCOMPCO '^^ _
C9 800 SOUTH 17 BOX 246 J£^

SUMMERSVILLE MO 65571
417 932-4196

'Jar PAV SHIPmuG ON nOFPilD OTOCR5 PLEASE lUCLLJDE 5fPLLT ADOtirSS ton UPS DEI IVF uv Nph. lips, MFIICO.

CANADA. ALASKA, HAWAII. ADD JI.OO EOncIGN "On in*, US FJND!i ONLY Nf T .10 ACCOUMIS AVAILABLE. CALL.

voiu,.e 1 MODEL II
8" GAME DISCS ""'"-" ^

Biorhylhms, Trap ligly. Bingo
Rip Cord, Yacht Sea $25.00 each Towers. Slaciiiack

Concentration S 4 More Farkle, Pony A 3 More

KUDOS: (Unsolicited comments from some ol our users.)

"1 hents egain for your excellent product and service-"

"EZ-LOAO is leriffic: I'll never wind a 'silver dollar' egain.'

isOBKIHn ABOUT OKULRING BY MAIL" Kflax. We've Deen in Bu.'imci? tor many years and can please l(ie

^mallesl and largesl account. You receive some of [lie finest ribbons available made ol our o*n exclusive

IMAGF: PLUS'" faOne and carOon film. Our nDbons fit your printer eiaclly. COMPARE, But HKl^AHK' Ke

order all our competitor's prodticls end are amazed at what we gel. Have you ever received a new fabric

ribbon you IibO to unwind and flump out on the table before you could use it' We have. Or. carbon fiLm in-

serl5 tdat had no enO-of-nbbon sensor' Or, T-mpg earlriflgps with only HALF enough ribbon at fuU relail'

Our only business is ftlBBOS manufaelunnf and distribution. We use the latest s I ate -of -1 lie-art production

equipment and are blessed with a fine, dedicated staff. We fully ffuarentee ail our prc<liicts because we make

Ihem ourselves.You must be completely satisfied, period. Our ribbons are made fresh daily and shipped with-

in 24 hours, rtnlf for our brochure end newsletter "INK SfOTS". Dealers welcome. 'X^BO President

"We received your r

"The inlimg on our 1

"1 have epprecieted

"He just went throu

originals'"

USERS:
„^,

ajjd large corporaU
Need a recommende
the PhiUipines, Itai

bbons the nest day. We couldn't believe it!

si order (I.P V INSI-.HTSl was much better
he quality, service/turn around on orders,

;h three of your (DW 111 reloads, and Ihpr

Tr^, lawyers, accountants, h«piEals, school
ns, state and federal agencies, Ksdio Shee
ion in your area' Call us. We have user

, Canada, Mexico, Sweden. England, Colum

(We couldn't either.:

len 'store- bought' " cartridges."

and clear Instructions of your products."

's no Hjuestion they are belter then the

, univcrsilies, U.S. Armed Forces, small

Dealers, end a lot of just plain 'folks',

a^l over the world, in Japan, Australia,

)ia, Kenya and many other countries.
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Professional/Scientific

WORD PROCESSING

O

o

o\

z

Since introducing QWERTY 3.0 in Septembert people

have been calling to ask if we were making
ludicrous claims. The answer is NO! QWERTY 3.0

does all we claim it does and more! No other

software of this type can match QWERTY 3.0,

2 ^
^1 = ^.

ct, J,
i ^i ^ P

2 _2

It is the best. Period. We guarantee you will

agree! If for some reason you find that this

program does not meet your needs, return the

entire package within 14 days for a prompt and
cheerful refund.

(Actual QWERTY text above)

SOME FEATURES OF QWERTY 3.0

1. Automatically prints in proportional print, with a suitable format. Transitions between
the three print st/les are easy, indudingall expanded print modes. 2. QWERTY 3.0 adds 75
new symbols, including upper and lower case Greek letters, mathematical symbols such as

integrals and summations, arrov^, brackets, and probability symbols. 3. Arv character can

be used as a subscript or superscript, even simultaneously. Carats, bars, and tildes can be
placed over any character, with precise position control. 4. Underlining, with or without

underlining of spaces, including long ratios and mathematical expressions. 5. FOOTNOTES
can be placed on arr/ page so that they remain on the desired page, even if text is inserted

later. 6. TABLE commands enable positionins of the print head an/Miere on a line.

Invaluable in printing neat mathematical layouts, tables, columnar material, etc., in

proportional print. 7. PRETTY commands allow printing of repetitons of a chosen

character When combined with TABLE, decorative borders can be produced with ease. 8.

FOLIO format produces output in two or three columns per page, in either proportional or

16.7 cpi mode. Ideal for newsletters. 9. Supplies a third output mode, in which only

SCRIPSITcommandsare obeyed. Allows printing of special QWERTY commands for future

reference 10. PAGE END indicates where pages will end, and the page number, without

printing the text. One can prepare an almost error-free document without ever using

paper 1 1 . Correction of SCRlPSIT's errors and inconveniences, extensive documentation,

and much more!

QWERTY 3.0 requires a TRS-80 Model I or Model III, at least one disk drive, a copy of

SCRIPSIT, and one of the printers specified below. When ordering, please specify which

model computer, number of drives, and printer you use. Fbr cautious buyers, we offer the

manual (over 70 pages) for $1 0. When >^u decide to buy QWERTY v/e will credit the full

manual price.

QWERTY 3.0

(for Lineprinter IV, Centronics 737, or Centronics 739) complete pactege .... S74.95
QWSy (for Radio Shack Daisy Wheel II) complete package $74.95

QWERTY 3.0 Manual (specify printer) $10.00

::^
±.^

•

MED SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 3558 CHAPEL HILL, NC 2751

4

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-334-5470 :,
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With Acorn
Programs,
Your TRS-80
Does Things
You Wouldn't
Think Possible
Our sophisticated

programs make sight

and sound seem
simultaneous— you're
never disappointed when
you select a program
from us. And, our
customer service Is

unparaileled in

excellence.

Acorn Has a
Program For
Everyone
Whether you want
games, adventure

programs, word
processing enhancement
programs, teaching

programs, utility

programs that help

serious programmers
improve their

programming and get

more out of their

computers ...

Acorn has them all.

NEW!

Your Mysterious
Adventures Begin
With Arrow of
Death, Part I.

By Brian Howarth
The first in our brand new, exciting

Mysterious Adventure Series with all the

popular features of TRS-80 Adventures

plus a new, challenging mental approach.

In Arrow of Death, Part I, a mysterious
blight has fallen on your land. It seems to

come from the Golden Baton, once good
but now a source of evil incarnate. Rain

has destroyed the crops, friends are at

each other's throats, despair and hatred

fill the hearts of the people. The King
implores you to aid his sorcerer, Zardra,

in banishing this evil from the land. You
agree, and the adventure begins. You'll

face constant danger, possibly death
— but you'll also have the opportunity to

perform heroic tasks.

All Mysterious Adventures have a "save

the game" feature. Arrow of Death, Part I

is complete in itself. . . but we think you'll

find it so challenging, you'll want to

continue with Part II. Other Mysterious

Adventures will include Time Machine and
Golden Baton— all written to give you

many hours of gaming pleasure.

16K Tape
or 32K Disk.

TRS-80 I & III

plus $2.00 shipping and handling
$19.95

Everest Explorer
By William Godwin
& Don Knowlton
Will you be one of the daring few to mai^e
it to the pinnacle oi Mount Everest?

Or will you succumb to the lack of oxygen,

the unexpected violence of the storms, the

incredibly rough terrain? You, as the leader

Qf the Everest expedition, will have to

choose the route, choose the timing, make
sure your climbers are well-rested, set up a

chain of camps and, if you reach the

summit, get your followers back down to

base camp. You'll have to manage money,
climbers, Sherpas, tents, oxygen, food and

fuel. Danger lurks at every step— can you

get to the summit and return? "Save the

game" feature on disk.

16KTape
or 32K Disk.

TRS-80 I, III,

Color Computer and Atari

plus $2.00 shipping and handling

$19.95

Lost Colony
By David Feltelberg
You are the Economic Manager of the

world's first space colony. The next

support ship from Earth isn't due for

another 15 years and you have

instructions either to make things go
better or get out of office In shame.
You must assure the survival of this

struggling space colony— it's all up to

you. You'll be presented with the human,

natural and industrial resources of the

planet. You must allocate labor, explore

new territories, decide on production

quotas, determine pay scales and taxes

for the most productivity —you're armed
with maps and charts. 10 levels of

difficulty. "Save the game" feature on disk.

16KTape
or 32K Disk.

TRS-80 I & III^OO OR
and Atari ^^^a^W^
plus $2.00 shipping

and handling

/ .L.^Wiil
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Instant
Sort/Search
Database
By Gordon Hatton
An easy-to-use fast information manager
for home, personal or small business use.
Even a novice can make full use of this

program and it's extremely "user-friendly"

in tieiping minimize operator errors. ISS
comes in 3 parts; (1) lets you create,

examine and save your custom-formatted
data base; (2) sorts and searcfies tfie data
base so you can pick out and print just tfie

information you need; (3) provides powerful
editing commands so you can modify and
update your existing data fiies. Also
includes "DEMO", a 500 record demonstra-
tion data file that lets the first time user
familiarize himself with the command set.
ISS handles both alphabetic and numerical
data in a variety of combinations.

16K Tape
or32KDisk. ^yiift AC
TRS-80I&III ^49aV9
plus $2.00 shipping and handling

Money Manager
By Andrew Bartorillo

In today's economy, we all need to
monitor our expenses more closely.

Money Manager will help you keep track
of your income and expenses and give you
an easy way to manage your budget. You
define the categories according to your
needs, including tax-deductible expenses
... a great help at tax time- You can also
reconcile your checkbook with the bank's
balance. Full lineprinter capability allows
you to print items by each category.

32K (Minimum) Disk.

TRS^O I & III <kOA AC
andAtari ^W9a99
lus $2.00 shipping and handling

Your Family Tree
By Chuck Acree
Whether you're a professional

genealogist or simply interested in your
own ancestors, YOUR FAMILY TREE lets

you avoid the linnitations of paper-based
charts. This program sets up your data
base quickly and easily— holds name,
date and place of birth, marriage and
death information for each ancestor, plus
a comment line. You can get a complete
"pedigree" from any selected family
member; or a 3 generation ancestral chart
displayed or printed showing the number
of known ancestors beyond each branch
of the tree. The program will also display
an outline map of the U.S. showing
migration across the country. Use full or
partial information to get full search
capabilities by any key field.

16KTape
or32KDisk. ^OA AC
TRS-80I&III ^>^9b90
plus $2.00 shipping and handling

Language Teacher
By Cindy & Andrew Bartorillo
Teachers, students, and those who just

want to (earn a new language— Acorn's
Language Teacher gives you your choice of
French, Italian, German or Spanish. Use
these programs at home or in the

classroom. Students like this new way of

learning and/or reviewing a previously

learned language. Teachers can free
themselves from tedious preparation of

vocabulary lists and writing quizzes.

Each Language Teacher offers hundreds of
word combinations, verb conjugations and
phrases. Choose the drill topic and foreign
language-to-Engtish or vice versa. Option
for multipleH^hoice answers plus retest on
missed items. Gives running percentage of

correct answers.

Available: French, Italian, German I & II

Spanish I & 11.

32KDJsk. 60A AC
TRS-80I&III ^^9a^O
plus $2.00 shipping and handling

Acorn ^79

Software Products, Inc.
634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E. Washington, D.C. 20003

We've Grown On You.
And, our selection of programs for your TRS-80 I & III expands with a new program monthly.

j
Shop Acorn

I
by mail!

I Mail this

Mail to: ACORN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E.

Washington, D.C. 20003

coupon today
for your

I FREE Acorn
I catalog.

ADDRESS.

CITY. STATE.

Ch



Making sights and sounds to thrill and please.

Computer Creationists'

Jay Rose
480 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02116

I

received a call at my recording studio

last December from a customer request-

ing a special sound effect:

"Jay, we need the sound of a soda

machine."

"No problem."

"Since we'll never see the machine, the

sound has to be immediately recognizable."

"I am sure we've got something."

"It is the kind that squirts the soda into a

little cup, not the kind with the cans."

"We can make that work."

"Oh yeah . . . the machine is out of cups."

This vending machine sound effect was
used in an elaborate training tape for a

multinational corporation to help sell word

processors. The effect was created from re-

cordings of a pay telephone, a can opener, a

washing machine, a fire hose, and a studio

synthesizer. And we probably could not

have produced it at all without our TRS-80.

There are about a hundred sound and

video studios in this country specializing in

special effects. A lot of these effects are

used in films (not just the "Star Wars" kind;

almost every Hollywood film uses sound ef-

fects and camera tricks to make actions

seem more real).

Most of this manipulation, however, is for

broadcast use. Radio, tv and cable need

more material than Hollywood could ever

turn out aione. The fact is, more people will

probably see a particular commercial than

will see most entertainment films in a

theater or on tv. Production budgets —

dollars per finished minute — are usually

bigger in commercials than in films.

Millions of dollars of a product's sales can

be involved.

You have seen commercials with people

walking through data networks, bluejeans

flying across a city, or pictures of a bi-

cycle coming to life. I've been involved

with a number of them, and they do help

sell products.

The Art of Commercials

Dealing with dreams — creativity — be-

comes a very competitive, high-pressure

business. Yesterday's bold new technique

is today's obvious trend, and tomorrow's

obsolete solution. Most creative production

companies stay relatively small - like most
microcomputer companies — and to keep

ahead, they invest heavily in the latest dig-

ital equipment: image squeezers, pitch

shifters, microprocessor-controlled cam-

eras, and tape recorders. Many are also us-

ing microcomputers, specifically the

TRS-80 and the Apple.

Micros are popular for two reasons: They

are affordable and they are flexible. Com-

The Synclavier

panics in this volatile field do not have to

commit more than a few thousand dollars

to determine a computer's worth. Basic is

such an easy language that production ex-

ecutives can design programs for specific

applications quickly.

Creativity is what a production company
sells. The soda machine sound effect re-

quired an unusual solution to a problem

that may never come up again: What real-

life effects suggest the sound of "'running

out of cups?" We have thousands of effects

in our library. Without our computer, finding

the ones we needed ("Do I look under wash-

ing machine or water spraying?") would

have taken far too long. There would be too

many blind alleys and the creative process

would have been slowed considerably.

People Are Multi-Processors

Psychologists have discovered most

people do their creative and logical thinking

differently: The brain acts like two separate

computers. The left side of your brain

specializes in logical functions, number

crunching and string manipulation, if you

want to think of it thai way, while the right

side works more like a random generator,

constantly coming up with new solutions

and seeing how well they match the real

world.

Psychologists have also discovered that

it is almost impossible to use one half of

your brain to its fullest capacity while also

trying to use the other half. You cannot

write a good short story while trying lo

debug a program. And despite what the IRS

says, it is very difficult to invent a de-

duction while you are adding up columns on

your 1040.

Computers, in a business like mine, free

people from worrying about filing systems,

production budgets, or script typing, I am
selling creativity, and computers let me
have more to sell.

Computers in the Studio

Oddly enough, business applications are

usually the last ones to go on line in a pro-

duction company. Very few studios use

canned ledger or billing programs since

their business needs are usually so simple.

(Besides, clients don't like to think of

creativity as being computerized.) The pro-
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"I believe Super Utility or Super
Utility Plus should be present
Qt every serious TRS-80 disk

instollotion/'

(We didn't say this; Paul Wiener did in 80 Micro-
computing, Jan. '81.

. .but we sure agree with him!)

Get Yourself q "Super" Utility from
the most powerful software vendor.

NOW AT SPECIAL PRICES:
Super Ufilify*

• Mod I, single density only
• 24K machine language
• Zap
• Purge
• Format
• Special format
• Format wirhour erase
• Disk copy
• Special disk copy
• Tope copy
• Disk repair

• Memory uriliry

• Prorecred disk

• MORE

• $29.95
(Reduced from $49.95)

'While they last!

Quick Fix*

• Mod I, single densiry only
• Zap
• Purge
• Format
• Format wirhour erase
• Copy
• DisH repair

• Recover killed files

• Memory uriliry

• TRS DOS, New DOS + (2,1) only
• MORE

• $19.95
(Reduced from $04.95)

'While they last!

Dealers! Place your orders now at this
special price!

SuperUtiltty Plus

You heard about ir! You read abour
it(80Microcompuring). Nowgerrhe
"codilloc" or o special price!

Comparible wirh Mod [ and Mod lil,

ond oil the current operaring sysrems!
Copy files from any DOS ro ony DOS,
Mod I or III. wirhour converring!

• Zop
• Purge
• Formar
• Spedal Formar
• Formor wirhour erase
• Disk copy
• Speciol disl<; copy
• Tope copy
• Disk repair

• Memory
• File Uriliry Configurable System
• MUCH MORE
• Mod I G Mod III on Same Disk

• $49.95
(Reduced from $124.95)

11500 STEMMONS EXPRESSWAY, SUITE 125
DALLAS, TEXAS 75229
PHONE (214) 484-2976
MICRONET 70130,203

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

POWERSOFT IS A DIVISION OF BREEZE/QSD, INC.

k'See List ot Advertisers on page 354

Shipping IS included in sales lo Canada & U.S

FOREIGN ORDERS ADD $10

80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 81



".
. . play an audio type. . . twice as fast

and not affect tfie frequency range

of tfie voice or the musical /cey."

duction companies that are using comput-

ers for this frequently use a service bureau,

with or without an onsite terminal. On the

other hand, if some enterprising software

house wanted to sell me a TRS-80 studio

business or talent payment program, I

would probably buy it.

Dedicated computers are used in many
studios for specialized applications, par-

ticularly signal processing. While general

purpose micros like the TRS-80 may be too

slow for this purpose, microcomputer

chips, including the TRS-80's Z80, are fre-

quently built into equipment.

Time Control

Perhaps the most important new use for

this kind of computing lies in the area of

time manipulation. Timing is critical in a

commercial: A 30-second television spot

can't be as much as a tenth of a second over

its allotted time. Playing the film or video

faster to save time causes synchronization

problems, and makes the actions look like

an old-time movie. Playing the sound track

faster makes everyone sound like Mickey

Mouse.
A dedicated computer called a time com-

pressor has become popular in the last year

or so. It allows you to play an audio tape up

to twice as fast as it was recorded, and at

the same time not affect the frequency

range of the voice or the musical key. These

devices sample the signal between thirty

and forty thousand times a second and

write the digitized value into RAM. At the

same time they read out of RAM at a faster

rate. Complicated algorithms steer the read

and write pointers around so they never run

out of memory.

Speeding up a videotape deck to make a

tape play faster causes interference to the

picture because the television set no longer

scans in synchronization with the input

signal. This isn't acceptable in a commer-

cial, and a different method is sometimes

employed to save time: computer-assisted

editing.

Television broadcasts 30 complete pic-

tures a second. Your eye blends these

frames together into smooth motion. A few

years ago The Society of Motion Picture

and Television Engineers proposed a stan-

dard method to number each of these

frames with a distinct code. The method,

cal led "SMPTE code," is similar to the audio

code a TRS-80 uses to record programs or

data on a cassette recorder. Virtually every

television station, major video house, and a

number of audio production companies use

SMPTE code to keep track of where they are

on a reel of tape.

Dedicated micros generate the code,

read the code, and act on a tape editor's in-

structions to go from one scene to another.

The programs for these computers are

usually carried in PROMs, and the com-

puters themselves can be very elaborate.

Eventide's spectrum analyzer
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The SMPTE computer in my studio uses

four 6809 CPU chips talking to each other.

Its programming is so sophisticated it

doesn't even read code to find out what

frame it's on. It guesses, based on how
much tape is on the reel, and ttien reads the

code to see how much to adjust its next

guess. This allows me to instruct the com-

puter to go from one end of a reel of a tape

to the other, find a specific sound effect,

transfer it to a master tape in precise syn-

chronization with a television screen, and

then wind back to where it started. . .all

while I take a sip of coffee.

Videotape is edited by transferring

scenes from one reel of tape to another,

rather than by being cut and spliced to-

gether the way film is. This process lends

itself beautifully to computerization. Using

SMPTE-based computers, a television pro-

ducer can trim the length of each scene, a

thirtieth of a second at a time, until a com-

mercial or program is the right length and

the action flows smoothly. Almost every

serious videotape production is now as-

sembled under computerized control.

Getting Away
from the Real World

Much of the animation, type and special

effects you see on television is created by

computer. Freeze-frames, animated graph-

ics, and other effects all take place by mov-

ing tiny elements of the scene around in an

enormously large memory, frequently using

the specialized applications of a stock mini-

computer.

Character generators, similar to the

TRS-80 but with finer resolution, are also

used in commercial production. You have

probably seen computer-generated type on

news or sports programs. These same de-

vices can now animate type, move slogans

around the screen, and even generate cus-

tom logotypes. One production company

uses an unmodified Model I to type informa-

tion about their commercials directly onto

the videotape.

Digital computers synthesize music

much better than conventional analog

ones. A Vermont firm, New England Digital,

manufactures a very fast minicomputer

connected to a piano-like keyboard. The

Synclavier can make the sound of virtually

any orchestral instrument (or the entire or-

chestra at once) by digitally analyzing an in-

put signal, storing the information on a five-

inch floppy disk, and then rebuilding the

audio waveform while the musician con-

trols pitch and dynamics from the key-

board. Sounds can also be defined or mod-

ified from the control panel to generate

Reader Seivice for facing page ^327—
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PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

Super Sale on DISK DRIVES
3$?99^ • now only $199.95 complete!

40-track, double/single density

for

RADIO SHACK — HEATH — ZENITH
& MOST OTHER COMPUTERS
(with power supply and case)

ORDER NOW • SUPPLY IS LIMITED

"FREE SHIPPING"

Diskettes (box of 10) $25.(X>

2 Drive Cable $25.00
4 Drive Cable $35.00

TOLL FREE ORDERING
1-800-343-8841

SPRING SPECIAL
Two Drives in Our New Expanding Case

$349.95!!
We welcome MC/Visa, C.O.D. and personal checks at no extra charge.

CO
LU

Warrantee — 90 day limited warrantee with automatic repair extension.

SOFTWARE SUPPORT
ONE STALKER LANE, FRAMINGHAM. MA 01 701

(617)872-9090FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S. -TRADEMARK TANDY CORPORATION
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DAISY WHEEL
Bv SMITH-CORONA

SAVE ^500°°
...and more o¥9r other popular

Daisy Wheel Printers.

• 120 WORDS PER MINUTE
• FRICTION FEED
• CHANGEABLE DAISY WHEEL
TYPE FONTS

• CENTRONICS PARALLEL or

RS232 INTERFACE

You Pay Only ^745**°

Rainbow
pap CORPORATION

OO BOX 16?* MAOOONHELD NJ 08033

S/«so.v 800-257-61 70
,n New Jersey 609-428-3900

DAISY WHEEL by SMITH-CORONA
Enclosed is my check for '745**'

n Visa n Master Card n Check

n C D [] Wire Transler(less 2%)
CfWit Cao No E«i Date

Name .._ — ^

—

-

Address

Cily _.

PTwne

_ Stale. -2ip^

" No charge tor shipping
No charge tor CrvOii Card Orders

New Jersey Resiaenis add 5% Sales Tax

Dos helper

• The features your dos doesn't

have

• Fast ram spooler

• Type ahead

• Route to disk

• Compare files

• File format conversions

• Add and drop line numbers

• Word processor to EDTASM
• Unpack Basic programs

• Append object files

• Model HI TRSDOS directory

• Neat listing of packed Basic

programs

• Designed for NewdosSO.

Works with any dos

• Only $19.95

Tatum Labs

P.O. Box 722

Hawleyville, CT 06440

(203) 426-2184

^335

"So we plunked down some money

for a one-size-fits-all

disposable computer, the TRS-80."

waveforms that don't exist in any orchestra.

The Synclavier is a little bit like the music

synthesizer programs available for the

TRS-80, only much faster and more precise.

Many commercials and made-for-tv movies

are not using live musicians at all; it is

cheaper and faster for the composer to play

all the instruments on the computer. There

are also creative advantages tor the com-

poser to be able to w\Xe a line and imme-

diately hear it played on the different

instruments. Synclavier's optional printer

can even analyze what the composer is

playing and write it out in standard musical

notation. {The Wall Street Journal reports

that the musician's union is still pondering

the situation.)

One of the nicest features of the Syn-

clavier, and one which microcomputer peo-

ple could learn from, is that it is almost to-

tally user-transparent. It looks and feels like

.

a musical instrument, rather than a com-

puter. Data entry is made by an analog-

styled pot, rather than through a keypad. In-

stead of confronting the musician with an

overwhelming array of controls, legends

light up to indicate the function of a single

large knob.

In all, it is one of the tew powerful digital

devices (other than bank automatic teller

machines) that doesn't scare off computer-

phobic users.

Doing It with an '80

Microcomputers like the TRS-80 are not

fast enough to generate high-quality sound

or video, but a lot of real-time studio ap-

plications use micros with hardware add-

ons for additional functions.

Spectrum analysis is a helpful technique

in audio recording. It is a measure of the

acoustic energy existing in each frequency

range: the volume for the low notes versus

the middle or high ones. Engineers use

spectrum analysis to verify their recorders'

accuracy. Producers use it to tailor sound

to an environment (a good mix for a disco-

theque is not going to be very good on a car

radio). Until recently, spectrum analyzers

were hard-wired LED displays that either

cost a lot of money or did not provide subtle

enough readings.

Eventide Clockworks, a New York manu-

facturer of a popular time-compressor and

other studio equipment, has also come out

with a TRS-80-based solution to spectrum

analysis. Their relatively inexpensive hard-

ware plugs into a 16K Level II machine, and

cassette software turns it into a fast and ac-

curate real-time analyzer. The overall

system is a lot bigger and harder to work

with than dedicated analyzers, but if you

already own the computer it can save a lot

of money. {The system is also available for

the Pet.)

Eventide's Richard Factor is behind a

slow but growing trend to get micros into

the studio. Many of his products have a port

for digital control, and he has written tech-

nical articles on studio/computer bus struc-

tures. While some equipment (including

Eventide's) uses the IEE-488 bus, which is

also used by Hewlett-Packard and Pet,

others (SMPTE controllers among them)

have the same RS-232 as the TRS-80 and

most minicomputers. Eventually a standard

will have to be adopted.

Information Processing Applications

Most audio and video studios using the

TRS-80, batch-process data using software

written in Basic and a number of disk drives.

Frequently, this software is written by the

owner or manager of the company: some-

one technical enough to write complex pro-

grams, but who knows the needs of their

specific productions. Almost all of the ap-

plications are in the areas of database

manipulation, scheduling, and bidding.

A Television Production Company

Viz-Wiz has a reputation for highly crea-

tive commercial production in the Boston

area. They operate a television studio and

computerized control rooms; their produc-

tion clients include Digital Equipment Cor-

poration, McDonald's and Honeywell.

The kind of people who manage a

company frequently determine how a com-

puter will be used. Viz-Wiz is owned by Peter

Fasciano (a producer/editor), and Tom

Sprague (a video engineer). Since both are

technically oriented (rather than financial

or sales), Viz-Wiz was able to start using

computers and custom software long be-

fore other companies of their size.

Fasciano put it this way: "We got into

computers when the Level I, 4K machine

first came out. My partner and I figured it

was time to become computer literate. So

we plunked down some money for a one-

size-fits-all, disposable computer, the

TRS-80. After two months we decided to

upgrade and write our own programs. We
are still using the same machine, but now it

has three disk drives, 48K RAM, and every

hardware modification we could find."

The computer at Viz-Wiz is on all day, run-

ning a massive production management

program that took two and a half years to

write. Normally when an advertising agency

wants a commercial, they have production
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companies analyze a storyboard (a "comic-
book" version of the commercial), ask ques-
tions, and prepare bids on a standardized
260-line form that includes estimates for

everything from talent and make-up to

lunch for the crew. If the client likes the bid,

the commercial is usually produced. Since
the bidding is competitive, how/ever, most
of the bids become merely an exercise for

the production company.
Fasciano used to spend most of his time

preparing bids: making creative judge-
ments on what was needed to achieve a par-

ticular effect, how much it would cost, and
how much should be set aside for contin-

gencies. It is a painstaking job; if you
estimate too high, you can lose the job-
too low, you lose your shirt.

Viz-Wiz's TRS-80 now lets the advertising

agency describe the commercial over the
phone, asks a few specific questions, and
then prepares the complete 260-line bid.

The program carries data on freelance crew
members and their rates, it schedules peo-
ple and equipment, and even includes a
constantly-updated data base of which
agencies are easier to work with so it can
make adjustments to the bid.

The program also prepares videotape
labels, production logs, an invoice, and a
complete date file for an A/R program.
According to Fasciano, it is "designed to let

a secretary sit down and play executive pro-

ducer." It also gives the real producer more
time to be creative.

Even though their TRS-80 is ".
. .spookily

reliable. We have had only two disk I/O

failures in a year," Fasciano reports that he
is finally outgrowing his Model I and wifl

probably buy a Model II soon to run his en-
tire business operation.

There are other computers at Viz-Wiz, but
they are specialized signal-handling de-
vices. One of them, a Quantef Digital Ef-

fects Generator, is made up mostly of DEC
LSI-11 equipment. It includes five separate
CPUs in the main rack and a four-bit micro
in the control box. Their editing controller is

based around an MC-6800 chip with 16
separate PROMs of instructions. Putting it

in perspective, Fasciano told me, "It is nice
having all this powerful hardware, but I

probably would have had a harder time af-

fording it without my plastic-boxed 'toy'."

An Audio Production Company

Sound production is less complicated
than video. Even though my studio is one of

the busiest commercial houses in New En-

gland and our client list includes K-Mart, Ex-

xon, and MGM, we don't need a very so-

i^See List of Advertisers of} page 354

"If you estimate too high

you can lose the job;

low, you lose your shirt."

phisticated business or bidding system.
Jay Rose /Sound operates two multi-

track recording studios, a separate editing

room, and a high-speed, high-quality dupli-

cating system. We also maintain a library of
more than 16,000 music and sound effects,

and have to keep track of thousands of

commercial masters and release copies.

Unlike most music studios, who sell

studio time to groups and base their

competitiveness on musical taste and
sound, we sell our ability to produce fin-

ished tapes. Efficiency and creativity are
more important to our clients than gold
records. There is more data organization in-

volved, and a lot more time spent keeping
track of small pieces of tape.

The management of Jay Rose / Sound is

similar to that of Viz-Wiz: It consists of

my wife (a writer/producer) and myself
(an engineer/editor). Our goals are produc-
tion oriented, rather than business. Once
we acquired a disk drive for my Model I, it

seemed natural to use the computer for pro-
duction data.

The system usually lives in my house
where I can batch-process material at night.

Since programming in Basic is so easily
self-taught,

I have been able to write almost
all of our software in a menu-driven format
that other studio employees can operate.
This way, I can bring the computer to work
when there are large data-entry or interac-

tive filing jobs.

Most of our programs are straightfor-

ward: processing text for labels, keeping
track of client commercial numbers, or
computing union-mandated talent pay-
ments. Two of our programs represent more
interesting programming concepts, and
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Some of the available cross-references in

the sound effects sorting program.

If you have
anything to do

with the TRS-80*
System you
should be
reading the

EIGHTY
SYSTEM

NEWSLETTER
every week!

Don't miss a single issue of the new Eighty
System Newsletter,,, published weekly and
mailed every Friday by First Class Mail, This
IS the only publication designed for personnel
in the TnS-80* industry, including manufac-
turers, distributors, dealers and computer
users. The Eighty System Newsletter is

compiled and edited by Ken Gordon, producer
of the National TRS-80* Show, the Eighty/

Apple Show, the NJ Microcornputer Show,
and publisher of the Amateur Radio Equip-
ment Directory. Here is valuable information
in professionally prepared format about TRS-
80- hardware, software, peripherals, trends m
the industry, and latest news. In addition,

each weekly issue contains brief digests of

articles related to the TRS-80- system
appearing in over 100 computer related and
general interest publications. This bibliography
will save you both time and money in keeping
up with articles in print on the TRS-80'
computer system The Eighty System News-
letter IS a must tor all active TRS-80- users,
plus anyone involved in any way with the
manufacturing, distributing or retailing of

TRS-80- products.

Subscribe today: Mail the coupon with

your check tor $39 for the next 52 weekly
issues (sent First Class Mail that's only
75C per week.) It tor any reason you are
not satisfied with the Eighty System
Newsletter — we will retund the undelivered
portion ot your subscription.

KENGORE CORPORATION
3001 Route 27
Franklin Park, NJ 08823
(201) 297-2526

D Enclosed is my check for
$39 for the next 52 issues
of The Eighty System
Newsletter (sent First Class
Mail).

Name ^^_^__^_^_^^^_^___
Company ^^___^_^___ .

Address
City __ State - Zip
*TRS-80 is a Registered Trademark of Tandy

Corporation/Radio Shack Division
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".
. . watch the console controls moving

up and down without human intervention while

a piece of music 'mixes' itself."

may provide some hints for other users who
write their own software.

Our mailing list doesn't work on most

mail-list programs. While we might have no

more than a few hundred separate com-

pany names and addresses, each company

might have as many as ten different em-

ployees we need to communicate with. We
devised a double-list mailing system. One

list Keeps company information (including

client details and tax status) in a random-

access file. Company account numbers are

replaced by a three-letter mnemonic
(Needham, Harper & Steers becomes NHS,

Ingalls Associates is I NG) chosen by the op-

erator. The first few sectors of the file carry

the mnemonics and direct the computer to

the right logical record for that client. The

other list is made up of individual names,

job function codes, and their company mne-

monics. Ten people in a company still re-

quire only one entry of the company name;

yet a company with only one or two names

doesn't waste disk space. If a person

changes employers, it just requires editing

the three-letter code.

Our other unusual program sorts and

cross-indexes sound effects. The way

sounds are interpreted changes with the

context: A recording of a sail flapping, with

creaking wood and seagulls, is a boat. But

the same recording, with other back-

grounds, can be a flag flying or someone

making a bed. Filing a sound by its title and

nothing else closes off a lot of creative

possibilities.

Our sound effects program files effects

by title, publisher, tape number and selec-

tion, and length. It also adds three addition-

al codes for cross-references, in any of 200

categories. The entire data base is alphabe-

tized four ways and printed into a 60-page

book, which we can update any time we

want to. Since the data is only entered once

and then stored in compressed form, the

program is very efficient, it also checks

each entry for reasornableness and queries

the operator for out-of-range conditions.

We also use Lazy Writer with a number of

Basic utilties for automatic line numbering,

alphabetization of files, and two-column

printing. Of course, we also have SMPTE
and time-compression equipment.

Other Studio Applications

There are dedicated computer uses that

do not apply to my operation. Console

automation, for example, becomes almost

a necessity when 46 tracks of rock music

are being mixed. Nobody can control a few

hundred faders, equalizers, mutes and

other functions and still remember a pro-

^m-T""^
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An editing computer in the autiior's studio. The three sets of numbers (two on tfie keyboard,

one on the screen) are SMPTE code locations. The LED graphic dispiay above the screen is

a spectrum analyzer.
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ducer's creative instructions. Perhaps the

most interesting automation system is

NECAM, made by the Neve Corporation.

NECAM uses the same SMPTE code as

audio and video productions, but each time

a control on the console is moved it writes

the time and nature of the move to disk. Dur-

ing playback, servomotors duplicate the en-

gineer's hand motions. Producers can sit

and watch the console controls moving up

and down without human intervention,

while a piece of music "mixes" itself.

One prototype computer system for the

recording studio doesn't use tape recorders

at all, Telefunken is introducing high-

quality digital recording entirely on hard

disk, with editing and mixing instructions

carried in RAM. The recording is not subject

to any of the usual distortions of an analog

tape system, so the sound quality is ex-

cellent. Unlike conventional digital re-

corders, the entire piece of music is avail-

able to the computer at once. It becomes

very easy to combine a few bars of the drum

track from the front of a song under the

vocalist from the end, or keep on repealing

a bass figure while all the other instruments

go on with their original recording.

What's in Store

An important thing to remember with any

of these dedicated minicomputer applica-

tions, from video manipulation to music

synthesis, is how quickly computers have

grown more powerful. Many of the things

minicomputers are now doing could not

have been done on the largest mainframes

ten years ago. It is entirely reasonable to ex-

pect them to be done on general-purpose

microcomputers within the decade.

The back pages of this magazine already

feature sophisticated data acquisition

modules for the TRS-80, and recent articles

have covered speech synthesis and other

real-time applications.

There are physical limits to how much

high-quality sound or video can be ma-

nipulated in a given memory. Audio re-

quires a sampling frequency on the order

of 40,000 times a second and video is many

times higher; at those rates you could just

about store the words "TRS-80' in your

machine. But memory is getting smaller

and cheaper while CPU chips are getting

bigger and faster.

In a few years you may be able to synthe-

size your cosmic vision of the world, in

sound and color and full resolution, on

your home television. . .using your pocket

computer.

Reader Service for (acing page ^3' —



THE
SWITCH
SWITCH T05'^"DOUBLE DENSITY

IXDaublerS/s
FEATURES
• 5- and 8-inch* disk drives

• Single- & double-density

• Any size and density in any mix
• Read Model I, II* and III disks

• 5- or 8-inch* system disk

• Single & double sided disk drives

• DOS+ 3.3.9 included, with Disk

BASIC.

6 month warranty

Up to 3.75 megabytes online

Easy installation - plug-in & run

Analog phase lock loop data
separation

Precision write precompensation

Regulated power supply

Guaranteed operation at 4MHz
All contacts gold plated

Solder masked & silk screened

Runs under DOS+ 3.3.9, TRSDOS
2.3, NEWDOS 2.1, NEWDOS/80
1.0, LDOS, NEWDOS/80 2.0,

and ULTRADOS

Reads 40- and 35-track disks on

80-track drives

FD1791 controller + your FD1771

Fits Model I expansion interfaces

Fits LNW expansion interfaces

Track configurations to 80-tracks

5 inch disk storage increased to:

161,280 bytes - 35-track SS/DD
322,560 bytes - 35-track DS/DD
184,320 bytes - 40-track SS/DD
368,640 bytes - 40-track DS/DD
368,640 bytes - 80-track SS/DD
737,280 bytes - 80-track DS/DD
8 inch disk storage increased to:

591,360 bytes - 77-track SS/DD
1,182,720 bytes - 77-track DS/DD

SS: single-sided DS: double-sided

SD: single-density DD: double-density

COMPLETE - The LNDoubler 5/8,

switches your Model I or LNW-80
into the most versatile computer you

can own. The LNDoubler's switch

allows you to boot from 5- or 8-inch

system disks, and it's accessible from

outside the interface. The LNDoubler

5/8 comes with a double-density disk

operating system (DOS-)- 3.3.9),

complete with BASIC and utility

programs . . . ready to run your

software NOW!

VERSATILE - Whether you want

single-sided, double-sided, single- or

double-density, 5- or 8-inch operation,

complete versatility is here today!

Any combination of 5- and 8-inch disk

storage is possible with the

LNDoubler 5/8. Each of your present

40-track, single-sided 5-inch drives

will store up to 184,320 bytes

(formatted storage) - that's an 80%
increase in storage capacity for only,

half the cost of just one disk drive.

With three 8-inch double-density,

double-sided drives your Model I will

have 3.75 Megabytes of online storage

- that's more storage than a Model II

or Model III!

ADVANCED - The LNDoubler 5/8

is the most technically advanced,

tested and reliable double-density

board you can buy. The LNDoubler

5/8 has more features, more options

and more software support than any

other product of its kind.

EASY TO INSTALL - The
LNDoubler 5/8 is easy to install.

There are no traces to cut, no wiring

to do, just a screwdriver and a few

minutes of your time is all that is

required. The instructions are fully

illustrated for all interfaces. In

minutes you will be 'up-and-running',

and enjoying your computer as never

before.

COMPARE - Compare features,

compare quality, compare value, and

make the SWITCH today!

Immediate delivery from stock - at

your dealer NOW for only

219.95
DEALERS - You too can

make The Switch.

UMTt^RESEARCH CORPORA TION
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680 (714)544-5744 (714)641-8850

'8'' drive optruliiiii requires special faille, 8" double-dtHsity requires ;t.55MHz CPU Bpeed-up irwdilk'aiiun ur LNW'.SO 4MHk computer. TRS.80 ib e irndemark ofTandy t'urpuruiion.
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Hop on board the spirograph special with Commander
at the throttle.

Spiromania

by Jake Commander
80 Microcomputing staff

XHiS^^^ do you get when you cross a con-

stantly changing angle with a con-

stantly changing radius? Don't all shout at

once. What you get is a spirograph, and you

already knew that, right? If so, go to the top

of the class and the end of the article. If you

didn't know that and you share my fascina-

tion for those immortal coils, read on.

Early Art

As soon as I ever saw a table-top spiro-

graph set, I just had to have one. Those

plastic cogs, colored pens and amazing

patterns intrigued me. I even went to the ex-

tra effort of buying one of those multi-'

colored ballpoint pens with about 20 dif-

ferent color inserts, ranging from a kind of

puerile pink to pulmonary purple— perfect

for spirographs! I specialized in creations

using different shades of the same color

and never ceased to be amazed at the possi-

ble variations. The way the patterns inter-

acted, causing moire effects to elicit

shapes within shapes, was and still is just

about my favorite spirographic effect.

On a video screen, the interplay between

pixels can be even more stunning than Ink

on ink. It seems only natural, after getting

my Color Computer, that I was drawn into

creating computerized psychedelia.

In the fwlarch 1982 issue ("The Editor's

Choice," page 78), 80 Micro published one

of my programs for creating some spiro-

graphic effects, but the program was writ-

ten in Basic and suffered from the usual

drawback of Basic programs— lack of

speed. The version in this article is a much
more streamlined version and allows many

more options. To use the program descrit)ed

here, you need Extended Color Basic

with a minimum of 16K RAM. The machine

code can be entered using one of the many
monitors available for the Color Computer

or it can be assembled using a 6809

assembler. My version of the assembly

source code was created using the soft-

ware development system SDS-80C from
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AIMD SURVIVE!

byJeffZinn

Now Available: the Futuristic

Model 1 AND Model 3 owners may now purchase
the new, exciting, and versatile "TRISSTICK The
TRISSTICK " is compatible with all of our games and
comes packaged with complete instructions for use
with your own programs. It features the famous
Atari joystick with a molded plastic interface

module that simply "plugs in" to your computer: no
modification or wiring is required.

mmiiaitW/^iRt^
P.O. Box9078-m5VanNUYS,CA 9H09 (213)782 6861

'rices per game: TRS-80 1 6K Lev2 Mod 1 /Mod3 Cassette -

TRS-80 32KLev2Mod1/Mod3 Diskette -
Joysticlt (specify Modi or Mod3|

10% discount for 2 items ordered, 1 5% for 3 or more.

=*lease add SI .75 per order for sfiipping, foreign orders add $6.00.

California residents pfease add 6% sales tax

S15 95 Ail products £^^1982 by Big Five Software.

SI 9 95 Programs are all 100% machine language for high quality graphics. Disk

S39 95 version saves high scores to disk & is compatible with TRSDOS, Sound
effects are playable through the cassette AUX plug. Please call or write for

information on all of our products. TRS-80 & TRSQOS are trademarks of

Tandy Corp, ><<^''



"By slightly altering the way in which each spirograph

is drawn at every pass through a program loop

artwork can be created that is amazing in its creation and execution.

the Micro Works—an excellent ROM-based
package for machine code programmers of

the 6809 persuasion and worthy of special

mention.

Present Genius

This program allows you to fabricate pat-

terns by drawing multiple spirographs one

on top of the other. By slightly altering the

way each spirograph Is drawn at every pass

through a program loop, artwork can be

created that is amazing in its creation and

execution. The interplay between one layer

and another can cause unpredicted new

-lOL.

Fig. 1. The Sine Function

Fig. 2. ffte Cosine Function

designs to evolve. Some aesthetic judge-

ment is required; it's all too easy to go over

the top and create a graceless hideosity

resembling an undercooked pizza.

As the photographs show, with a little ex-

perimentation it's possible to create

anything from ornate arabesques to

stained-glass replicas. The results can be

truly dazzling; so much so that when I was
working on this project I endured what

might be termed sensory overload. The vast

richness of color and shape would period-

ically dull my senses to the point that I

couldn't differentiate between pretty nice

and pretty ugly. Enough proselytizing; the

results, dear readers, I place at your feet.

UhOh Math

To attain quality truly deserving of space

in an art gallery, we should have some un-

derstanding of what we're doing. I can at-

most hear you murmuring, "Here we go

again. Here comes the nitty-gritty—more

math. Bye-bye article." Well, hold on, I'll

make it as understandable as possible. A

small amount of trigonometry is all we
need, and you may know it already. I make

no apology for any over-simplifications;

math buffs go to the back of the class and

chew on some glue for a while.

The main thing we need to understand is

the sine function. We also need the cosine

function, but it's so closely related to the

sine that if you understand one, you under-

stand both.

A diagram of the sine function is shown

in Fig. 1. You've possibly seen graphs like

this before and avoided them like the

plague: all will now be revealed. Take a look

at Fig. 2; it is the cosine function.

Second Things First

Notice how similar Fig. 2 is to the sine

graph. I've purposely shown it for 90

degrees before the zero point to emphasize

its similarity. If it looks to you like the sine

shape pushed sideways 90 degrees, then

you have it. That's exactly what it is: The

cosine of an angle is the sine of the same
angle If 90 degrees were added to it. So if

you want the cosine of a particular angle,

add 90 degrees and take the sine—that

gives the cosine of that angle.

That's dealt cosines a blow; now you can

see how you understand one if you under-

stand the other. But we haven't looked at

sines yet, so stick with it.

In the present context, when we talk

about sines we're talking about circles or

circular motion. Since circles are all around

us, from the coins in our pockets to the mo-

tion of our planet around the sun or the ro-

tary motion of machinery, it's no wonder the

sine function crops up so often. In our case,

we need it to tell us where to plot dots (or

pixels) on the video screen in order to pro-

duce motifs and designs based on the hum-

ble circle.

Let's pick a circular object, like a clock, to

help us analyze what the sine function can

tell us. To simplify matters, this clock has

only a minute hand. To reinforce the mental

90
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GREAT IME\A/ PROGRAIVIS FOR YaUR TRS-BO!!!
All programs work on both IVlod I and Mod III ayatoma

non-disktm business software
What Is NON-DISK snltware'' rf you own
a small businsss. you may not require a

15,000 com0utei system. Buf a small eom-
piiler would be a big help With the aid ol

our pacttages, your present Mod I or Mod (II

computer and a smat! printer you can have
business computer power without the un-

necessary extra expense ol disk drives. Our
NON'OISK software keeps cassette access
to a minimum by perlorming eKtensive

memory crunching. All inlormatlon is kept

Inside the computet while in use. Ihen
stored to cassette when you are through tor

the day All programs are VERY last, and
teature the unique MACH 5 TM sort routine.

Up 1o now. expensive disk drives have been
required lor elliclent business operation.

NON-DISK Is here to charige Itist'

NON DISK SALES INVENTORYtm
allows you to use your computer as en
aulomstlc llckelwnler and inventory
system. When you write up a sales ticket,

the computer figures subtotals, taxes,

totals, and at the same lime subtracts sale

qusntilies from inventory, it keeps track of

daily and weekly sates, sales lax, cherge
totals, sales totals for up to ten people at

one lime, and total cost and relgll values.

After all this work is done, it hands you a

neat, impressive sales tickel (with
duplicates) Inventory Information includes

Stock number, name, quantity, cost, and a

retail price. A full list of inventory is

auallsble at any time

Make your job easier and more accurate,

16K 305 items. 32K 635 Items. 48K 1065

items S49.95

NON-DISK SPEED WRITER tm
is the low cost typing package that Is

FULLY INTERACTIVE with our ADDRESSER
package. The SPEED WRITER allows the

following capabllilies: 1 Type as fast as you
like. SPEED WRITER will keep up. 2,ChoosB
any tine length up to 120 characters. 3-Store

information for use or alteration at a later

date, 4-Upper case AND lower case
cllaracters are standard leven on Mod I!).

S'Aulomatic center and half line tab. 6-Print

out multiple copies using your printer's

special print modes. 7,Editlng. line inser-

tion, and line deletion without correction

fluid B-Easy to understand instructions.

You can be operating this system within

15-30 minutes .no 8-hour lessons!
9-Generate addresses using the NON DISK
ADDRESSER and have addresses
automatically print on your letters SPEED
WRITER can be used for letters, reports,

documents, virtually anything you can use
a typewriter for.

SPEED WRITER doesn't offer the extensive

functions you'll find in larger word
processing pnckflges, but It doesn't have a

S100 price tag either' H makes an excellent

normal typing generntor, a useful addilion

toyourbusiness 16K. 32K S24.95

NON DISK ADDRESSER tm
allows you to enter names and addresses

into your computer and pnnt them on either

mailing labels OR envelopes (along with

your return address)' You may sort by either

name or zip code and store your list tor later

additions, or for pjse Dy SPEED WRITER.
End the drudgery of hand addressing,

18K-100 addresses, 32K 250 addresses,

48K 400 addresses S24,9S
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NON-DISK
ELECTRIC BOOKKEEPER TM

At last, General Ledger lor your cassette-

based system! Keep records lor up lo 50 ac-

counts " Including CASH, SALES, EX
PENSeS, MP. A7R . . all definable by YOU.
Transaction Information includes Date,
Debit account. Credit account. Amount,
and Reason for transaction. The ELECTRIC
BOOKKEEPER allows full editing and print-

out functions, including Transection
Listing. Balance ot Individual Accounts,
Trial Balance Sheet, Trial Income Slate-

ment. and End-of Period Processing. Above
all. the system is easy lo understand and
use. ieK 230, 32K ^40. 4BK - 1250 transac-

tions pet period S49.95

NON DISK CHECK SYSTEM TM
A truly excellent check register and
checkbook balancer. Its error checking
functions can show you an error even it

your checkbook seems to balance CHECK
SYSTEM will perform all math for you.
balance your book, reconcile your state-

ment, and keep a permanent record on
cassette tape. CHECK SYSTEM supports
two modes of operation lor business or per
sonai use. Don't spend (rusttating hours
trying to balance your checking account
NON-DISK CHECK SYSTEM will easily keep
track of all your records! Supports but does
not require a printer. 16K - 260 entries,

32K - 725 entries, 4aK 1190 entries .. S24.95

COMPUTER TYPING COURSE tm
Teachers and parents especielly will want
this package. If you've ever wished you
could touch-type, this package is Just what
you need You can (earn to type at your own
pace, getting to know linger positions, the

keyboard, special characters, numbers,
shut, and enter keys CTC consists ot

several lessons, each taking a certain pari

ol the keyboard and covering it thoroughly

before continuing on to the next lesson.

You may review any lesson as many times

as you like. As an added bonus, CTC offers

accuracy tests at the end ol each lesson,

and a "Praclice Page" that allows you lo

type anything you wish In order to build

yout speed. We feel this is the best on the

market 16K S19,95

ird*r- Iriqult^lnn If tJ-N**v lr*elud« a BCan^psd,

>r-dsra nrs Hhlppsd wltl^lr^ B dnyia. PHrinv
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NUCLEAR BEEHIVE TM
"The reactor's gone critical! Run for

cover!!!" The 'Beehive,' the world's most
, _^ powerful and dangerous super reactor, has

jt?.-^^ been sabotaged! The scientist in charge
^^\r^ has been killed, leaving you to figure out

"^.•^^^^A^ '^^ '^^^ sequence required to damp down
the reactor before 11 starts core meltdown.

THP PMAQP uii TM PflMP QVQTPM " *""" "'^''^ ^ mistake, you will not live toTHE PHASE VII tm GAME SYSTEM ^^gret It. The Beehive is humming. Time is
in 1978 the llrst easy-to-piay role-playing running out. With sweat pouring down your
game appeared on the marliBt ... PHASE face, you begin. 16K S14.9S
Vil. it was very popular because of its

unique feature ol using the realms of fan-

tasy AND science fiction, in 1980 it was in-

traduced as a computer game in 16K and
33K versions. The general response was,
"It's pretty good, but it could be better." The
programmer was crushed and holed him-

self up in a 3 X 5 closet. He has been work
ing on the program now for two more years,

introducing:

COMPUTER PHASE VII 5

The new version is incredible! Imagine
youcsell aboard a huge space station where
botti magic and science work! Armed with

your special powers you will fight terrible

creatures (watch out for the deadly killer

toadstools), while searching lor the elusive

treasures. As you play, you become more DRAGONLAIRlM
powerful and experienced. The game Ages ago a great king lived in a series ol

NEVER ends; one sequence of play leads caves. His daughter lell into a deep sleep
into the next. No two games are Ihe same. (actually, she hacked off a wizard and he
You can take on any identity you wish, and put her in suspended animation. Served her

have but one singlQ goal: TO SURVIVE. In- fight). The king died ot grief (not to mention
eludes illustrated rule book S24.95 doctor btiisi, and out ol loyalty his servants

Original PHASE VII (If purchased with COM still remain. Also remaining is a somewhat
PUTER PHASEVII) S7,95 incredible treasure.

(it purchased separately) $8.95 Oh. one little thing. Before he died, the king
FOR MASOCHISTS ONLY (solitaire module placed a smati dragon to watch over his

allows you lo play PHASE Vil by treasure. That was 500 years ago. Now
yourself) S3,95 there is a large dragon.

P7 FANZINE DRAGONLAIR is not an adventure game.
Or(eyear(mailed first class) $10.00 There are over 100 rooms with no dangers.

Well, almost none. There is one little sur
CHESS BOARD -r/ prise... 16K $14.95

There are plenty of programs around that LASER LIGHTS tm
allow you to play chess with your computer. „ , ... ^ , ^. ,<.
_ . , . r . .. ... Put on your favorite record or tape, dim trie
But what about when you want lo play , u. i u . . -. L >

. ... , - J , J u „ 'igh s. lean back m your favorite cha r, and
chess with your friend and show off your . " ' , , ,u .'

.. ., ,_ ^uci.!- '""^ °'^ y^ur computer lor one of the mostcomputer at the same time? CHESS . . ..' ,, ."^

..r%.v.n .. . .._ . interesting d sp ay programs you everBOARD allows you to use the computer as
i «ci-d i if-u-rc ,...'.,. .

"^ see. LASER LIGHTS is a unique, impress ve
an automatic board. It uses a unique mono ...,_. ... ,

, ,. ,j , ... , . compu er light organ. Your favorite music
coot fied for easy recognition of pieces, jj i

u „
, .

. .en . ,- .1 J suddenly becomes a pu sating, a most hyp-
arid supports En Passant, Casting, and .. , .,, , t,_

''^••ni

r!, ., . ^ . .. notic computer display. The patterns youPawn Advance. Now vou can boast the . . . _.
, ,. .._._.. J see are not random or preset. Thev are

most expensive chess in the neighborhood. . _. .... . i. .

,, . , j-i, i^,. nr generated comn ete y by your music. Enjoy
Useyour computer! 16K $14,95 ... , j ^ L .•. „'

'^
multiple speed and rhythm sensitivity. You

WORM HOLE Tf-/ are now within our power. 16K $12.95

Our favorite! A truly great arcade game. "V^V' ' \ • h'
You are the navigator aboard the Seeker, a Jk^v (Wl h/^ M^:^
vast deep space cruiser with hyper drive

'—^^ n.X~--.,- <-*i^^-*<-j,^ - c--^-

engines. Unfortunately, ttiese engines are MAROONED AGAIN tm
malfunctioning. You have just entered a Are you sick of adventure games that go
"wormhole." a dangerous warp in the fabric beyond all logic? Reiiel at last! This one is

ol space, Tbe sides ol the wormhole are the best we've ever seen. You have crashed
supercharged, and mean instant destruc- your ship on a hostile planet (fitlh time this

lion if you touch them. Asteroids are also week). But all is not lost . . . you've fount) an
caught in the wormhole, and you must alien ship! The crew is dead, but the ship is

avoid them as well as the hole. To make in perlect condition. You simply need to
things really peachy, the wormhole itself is find the components to get it to blast off.

shifting, causing you to warp back and forth You send an android to scout the ship, but
between several different universes, all o( it was damaged in the crash and it's liable

which contain a different hazard. As a final to do almost anything. You must get the
blow, your fuel is getting low and you need ship started and blast to safety. In

to find a fueling station! A really enjoyable MAROONED AGAIN all events are
game. 16K S19.95 logical ... and dangerous. 16K S14.95

PROORAFVIIVIERS: V^iijr- .nftjWBf-a la vBluabls, and ^m-r^ ehn baat cMolca far

mnrtmirlog! Bn,--d im rtr^ BASE and wb'II tall yovi jjhy- Or tjnrtar ynt, rid lj" a copy
of your prDHr-arr. fof- «nalv"l~ Wn >via>-'i»t ytjur pr-ogi-am CABTI Thar-a Is na naad to

wait far B ysAr- or- rr^rfm tor a markatlng daclalan. KUTunEVieW will maka you
monay. MnVW!

RUTUnEVIEVhf P. D. BOX 101 JOPLIN, <VIO. g^lBOe {11'71 78-1-6399



MODEL I/Ill
SUPER SKETCHER MODEL I/Ill

Have you ever wanted lo aOd graphics lo

BASIC pfograms as BASIC subjoutmes in

minutes rathef than hours.., or draw

schematics, charts, graphs, maps, cartoons or

logos such as ours using graphics &

alphanumerics save grapnics as pages and

ciiMiiialB them or prmf them with your EPSON
MX-80V aUPtR SKfcTCHtRs the answer. It

:^orks like a text editor with graphics Its easy

to use and f-eatures • FuM Cursor control

Help table • on screen ediiiong • Circle,

Square, Sine Wave & point to point commands
• Edit & anmidte 10 Graphics screens at one

l.me • SaveGraphics files, BASICsubroutines

& programs on disk or tape* 128x45 or 64x15

Jiiplay • Built in Epson MX-80 driver • and

much more.

SUPER SKETCHER Mod t/ll) DISK $29.95

CODES II for the ELECTRIC PENCIL
COUfcS II fur Hie Model ( and the ELECTRIC

PENCIL is an easy to use software package

ihat lets you imbed printer control codes into

your PENCIL textfiles, witn NO hardware add-

ons Shift youi printer into Double Wide,

Condensed, Elongated character fonts and

send any special control codes to your smart

printei to get it to do what you bought it for.

Codes II loads into the Electric Pencil and

includes codes for Epson MX-BO & lUO, R S,

i P IV, VII a VIII, Centronics 737/739, I^Pl B8

ieiies, Okidata Microlines and one that you

CrJi! customize.

TAPE $19.95 iRequltsi lower caM) DISK $24.95

DISK INVENTORY SYSTEM MODEL III

UiSK INVENTORY tot the lulodel ill allows you

lo keep track of your disks permanently! This

Menu Diuen indexed ulilily lets you search

thiougfi up lo 99 disks (4752 diskfiles) in 1

second and display or print them
alphabetically by name, extension or disk

number. Printer driver has built in page

numbers & spacing in atl modes and a unique

Disk Jacket labeling feature.

MODEL III DISK $29,95

AUTOMATIC MENU SYSTEM MOD III

AurOMENU for Ihe Model II I IS more than just

ari automatic menu system. Just power up and

AL,ilOMENU takes over with a complete menu

lo fcxeiiute. Load or List Programs &

r,uinmand files or enter Debug, Basic or

System with a single keystroke Ideally suited

toi office use,

MODEL III DISK $15.95

16K RAM $15.99
Pipmium IbK i^OO Ns RAM for TRS-SO Model

lil'l computers, includes ram test &
instructions, ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
(Model 1 owners add $2 tor dip shunts)

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Aii^jrt :,' fliii «te*s tar personal L^t'lfi COD uiaeisaaa

ik 00 wrianurdeKni) specify compultf lype and aOd S^ 00

tor S.H Minn, lesidentsaQOSli salKSta* VISA.MaSle' Clig

VISA/MASTER CHG. ACCEPTED

maslei charge

nasan
SDFTURRE

P O. Box 19096 - Minn«apolia. MN 55419 - 612/B27-4703

TNS 80 II r«giitar«d (ridsmarH ot Tandy Corp.

"Let's pick a circular object,

lii(e a ciocii, to help us analyze

what the sine function can tell us.

itnage, the clock is two feet high, thus giv-

ing the minute hand a length of one foot.

The diagrams in Fig. 3 should help you

grasp the idea.

First Things Next

imagine you're standing at the 12 o'clock

position looking across the face of the

clock. That's Important—we're not looking

straight at the face, as if we wanted to read

the time, we're peering along Its surface. In

the case of the first clock we'd be staring

straight down the minute hand. Now, how
much of the length of the minute hand do

you see from that 12 o'clock position? The

answer from sheer intuition Is zero. If we're

staring straight at the hand pointing at us,

all we'd see is its width; we'd see none of its

length. That's the first feel we get for the

sine function; the hand has an angle rel-

ative to our position of zero degrees and we

see the sine of Its length which for zero

degrees is zero.

Now, wait 15 minutes or if you're less pa-

tient, rotate the hand to the three o'clock

position. How much of Its length do we see

now? Once again, intuitively we realize that

If It's at an angle of 90 degrees to our posi-

tion, we'll see its whole length. Another way

of saying this is that at 90 degrees we see

Its length times one, which correlates nicely

with the sine of 90 degrees, which is one.

OK, movethe hand to the six o'clock posi-

tion; this time it's pointed away from us at

180 degrees, so we see none of its length.

As you've probably guessed, the sine of 180

degrees is zero—the same as the sine of

zero degrees, except now you see why. The

next step is to the nine o'clock position, at

which point you may think you observe the

whole length again, but what you're really

seeing is the negative value of its length.

Remember, we saw the length times one at

the three o'clock position; at the nine

o'clock or 270 degrees position it's re-

versed, again correlating with the sine of

that angle, which is minus one.

Finally, the hand returns to the top of the

clock, at 360 degrees, which is the same as

zero degrees and we've literally come full

circle and start over.

This clock imagery creates a feeling for

the sine values at the four 90-degree points

of a circle. Try to imagine the hand of the

clock turning slowly from twelve to three;

the observed length will at first rapidly in-

crease from zero and then slow down until it

reaches its full length at the 90 degree posi-

tion, after which it shortens again. The rate

of increase can be seen in the sine wave

graph in Fig. 1 , The curve starts off steeply

then flattens out at 90 degrees.

Figure 4 shows this more graphically

from the point of view of a sine and cosine.

Notice that the sine curve repeats in a

mirror-image fashion from 90 to 180 de-

grees, and then we get the negative mirror-

Image. In fact, just by using the curve from

zero to 90 degrees we have enough informa-

tion to plot the whole sine curve to 360

degrees. That's the approach I use in the

machine code, which I'll describe later on.

Sine of the Times

What use is this to us spirographers?

Lots of use: If we take any center point in

the video display we can now plot a circle

using the techniques we've learned. All we
have to do is decide on the radius of the cir-

cle and use it as if it were the tip of the

minute hand.

Remember that we'll be plotting points at

the tip of that Imaginary hand— not along

the whole hand. The best way lo grasp this

is with another example: let's choose a

radius of 10 pixels and plot a circle by set-

ting dots from zero to 360 degrees. It

doesn't matter how many dots we use, but if

they're spaced close enough together It will

appear as if they're one continuous line.

Start at zero degrees. The sine of zero de-

grees is zero, so we multiply the length of 10

pixels by zero. The result, zero, simply

means that on the left-to-right (or X} axis of

the screen, the dot is offset by zero dots

from the center. The real center of the

screen in Basic's PMODE 4 is the 128th dot,

giving us the X coordinate. To get the Y co-

ordinate, take the cosine of zero degrees,

iNGLE ^ 180°

SIN ^ O
COS^-I

iNGLE'270"
SIN = -I

cos^o

Fig. 3-The Sine Clocl<
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Slaying
Monsters
Should Be
Mostly
Fun and
Games

Be one of more than 16 million

aiter-egos that your computer can

generate. Walk into a labyrinth

filled with traps, treasures and

monsters. There you'll test your

strength, constitution, dexterity,

intelligence . . . against thou-

sands of monsters in over 200
caverns and chambers—growing

in wealth, power and experience as you progress

through the four levels of the dungeon.

Your character will do whatever you want him to do.

Do battle— in real time—with the likes of giant ants,

ghouls, zombies... Explore the various levels of the

maze and discover the great treasures within.

The Game Manufacturer's Association named The
Temple of Apshai the computer game of the year.

The Temple is the very first computer game^ever to

win the Hobby Industry award for excellence. There

can be only one reason for that: it's a great game.

So what will you think of The Temple of Apshai now?

Now that it's even better than ever. With better

graphics—animated movement—and completely

new sound effects that make your computer come
alive and make The Temple even more fun.*

The Temple has a superbly illustrated

56-page Book of Lore, and your

ocal dealer has it for the ATARI,* *

TRS-80,** APPLE,** and IBM**

computers.

If you already have The Temple of Apshai, you
can enjoy these great improvements. Just

send us your original cassette or disk

together with your check for $5.00 and
we'll send you the brand new version—
with better-than-ever graphics and sound.

**ATAR1, TRS-80, APPLE and IBM
are trademarks of Atari, inc., Tandy
Corp., Apple Computer, Inc., and iBM,
respectively.

©1981,ACITOmATEDSIMaLATIONS,
IMC, P.O. Box 4247, Mountain View,

Ca., 94040.



'To appreciate the final technicality

of the genus spirographica, imagine what would happen

if the radius were changed as the circle was drawn."

ONOLE = 36°

StN' .59

COS= 81

ANSLE=54'
sm- 81

cos- 59

Figure 4

which is one. Multiplying the radius of 10

pixels by one gives us an offset of 10 dots

from the center of the top-to-bottom (or Y)

axis of the screen. The center position in

PMODE 4 is 96, so this would give us a Y

coordinate of 106.

This immediately presents a problem; if

we plot this 12 o'clock position at 128 dots

across and 106 down, we'll be at the 6

o'clock position relative to the center. This

is because the Y axis on the Color Com-

puter (and most other graphic computers) is

upside down: increasing values on the Y

axis bring the plotted points downward in-

stead of up, as in the case of a normal

graph. To overcome this minor annoyance,

we merely have to negate our cosine results

to make the circle come out top side up. So,

in our example, instead of adding, we sub-

tract 10 from the center point of 96 which

gives us a Y coordinate of 86. At last, we set

a pixel at an X,Y coordinate pair of 128,86

and have ourselves a dot at the 12 o'clock

position.

Next, we'll step the angle by a chosen,

small amount and repeat the procedure,

multiplying the 10 pixel radius by the sine

and negative cosine values of the new
angle, then adding 128 and 96 respectively.

This gives us a new dot to the right and

slightly below the first dot; we're slowly but

surely on our way to drawing a circle. By the

time the angle has been stepped to 360 de-

grees, there will be a circle on the screen

with a radius of 10 dots. Notice that if you

add different values than 128 and 96, you

simply change the center of the final circle.
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Now, wasn't that simplicity itself?

Genus Spyrographica

To appreciate the final technicality of the

genus spyrographica, imagine what would

happen if the radius were changed as the

circle was drawn. All sorts of shapes would

present themselves, ranging from spirals to

oval shapes to stars to our final goal—the

spirograph.

In a real spirograph an inner wheel ro-

tates inside a bigger one. This makes the ra-

dius of our circle describe a circular motion

of its own within the larger circle. We can

approximate this on a computer by multi-

plying the radius at each plotted angle by

the sine of that angle, imparting a simulat-

ed circular motion to the radius. Notice that

1 say simulated; by applying the sine func-

tion to the radius, it will take on negative

values— something that's well and good for

creating effects, but not what normally hap-

pens in real life. In a real spirograph, the in-

ner wheel causes its own radius to gyrate

backwards and forwards sine-fashion from

a point inside the circumference of the out-

side wheel rather than the center.

Why bother to write all this complicated

stuff in machine code, anyway? It would be

easy enough to apply these sine/cosine

rules to a changing radius and angle in the

good old ligua franca— Basic. The answer

is not exactly surprising: speed.

If you tried my program from the March

issue, you'll have noticed how slowly the

patterns were drawn. Remember, you're

plotting a single pixel at a time and for each

pixel you need two sines and a cosine.

Then, assuming the highest resolution, the

coordinates have to be scaled to fit into a

256 by 192 frame on the screen. The Basic

interpreter is painfully slow at computing

sine functions. That's because these func-

tions work in floating point math which re-

quires many machine code instructions to

produce a result which is far too accurate

for our needs. Also, the method used to

evaluate a sine requires a number of itera-

tions of the Taylor series which converges

to approximate the function to an accuracy

of five decimal places. It's slow and com-

plicated.

For our needs, a number of zero to 255 is

sufficient for the X axis, and zero to 191 for

the Y axis. I arrive at thesevalues directly by

referring to a table in memory similar to the

trigonometry tables you may have used in

school. The machine code routine extracts

the correct value from the table according

to the given angle, in place of the normal

trigonometric values from minus one

through zero to plus one, I arrive at the num-

bers from zero through 127 to 255.

To shorten the sine table in memory, I on-

design «

Ipholo W)

1

Lobes

88

D(L

D

x

Siep

Y

Step

Ang

Offset

Scale

Offset

40

CommBtits

Pause on 2nd

loop

2 88 D 2 2 Pause 2Gih loop

3 2 L 2 18 loops

4 5 D 8 12 To completion

S 88 D 16 n 4 loops

6 8H D 16 To completion

(UR = 4:OC = 87]

7 2 L 10 10 2 loops

{UR^5-OC = 61)

8 4 L 2 2 loops

(UR-90OC = 90l

Table 1. Design Parameters



Announcing PENETRATOR - the fastest
and most exciting game ever developed for the TRS80*

¥

t-

PENETRATOR features amazingly fast firing action; accurate bomb release:
Incredibly smooth graphics and arcade type sound that you have
never before seen or heard on a TRS80!

Your mission is to penetrate the enemy defenses,
blow up their illegal neutron bomb store and return
safely to base - an almost impossible feat!

The console above shows the actual view from your TRS80.
The four stages present continually new challenges, and increasing enemy defense
means each stage is more difficult than the previous one!

Enemy radar stations constantly track your movements unless you
destroy them. You will need all your skill and cunning!

To aid you on your mission. Control Center has provided
you with a Training Simulation Chamber; where you may
practice your skills in any of the stages
before risking your life.

PENETRATOR is a game that will challenge you time after
time, hour after hour The unique customizing feature allows
you to change the conditions of the game at will.

This means that each PENETRATOR package actually contains
hundreds of different games to keep you challenged and stimulated.

Don't wait any longer - PENETRATOR is available from your - .

favorite software dealer or directly from the publishers.

PENETRATOR includes a IB page boDldet and is compatible
with the Alpha loyscick.
Available as:
• 16K TRS Model l/lll. cwo-cassette pack S24.95 " '

• 3SK TRS Model l/lll protected diskette SS4.95
Please add SI .SD per order for shipping,
foreign orders add S6.00.
California residents please add 6% sales tax.

Visa. Mastercharge accepted.
Dealer Enquiries Weicomed.

'TRS is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation

Melbourne House Software 6917 Vaijean Avenue, Van Nuys, CA 91406. 4



"Remember that to arrive at the cosine

of an angie you simply add 90 degrees

to the given angie and tal<e the sine."

ly store sine values for the angles zero to 90

degrees. The sines returned for these

angles are generated as the byte values 1 28

to 255 which allow their direct use as X axis

coordinates. For use on the Y axis, the value

is divided by 3/4 to give the values 96 to 191

as per the screen dimensions. By using the

previously mentioned mirror-image proper-

ty of the sine function, all angles from 90

degrees upwards can be derived from this

table to fill in the missing values from zero

to 127 (or 95 in the case of the Y axis).

Remember that to arrive at the cosine of an

angle you simply add 90 degrees to the

given angle and take the sine.

By way of a compliment to the writers of

the Circle command in Extended Color

Basic. I was horrified to find that their

routine drew a circle faster than mine. I was
stunned. Where had I gone wrong? In fact, I

hadn't gone wrong at all. They cheat by us-

ing 64 lines to draw their circle whereas I

plot mine at 720 half-degree Increments.

Their method is ingenious and very slightly

faster, but my circle is rounder— now we're

talking artistic perfectionlH

Ed's note: This is the first part of a two-

part series, which will conclude in next

month's issue. Look at the pretty pictures,

study the explanation of sines and cosines,

and next month you'll be all set to create

great art with Jake's program!
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Put Your Fingers On
The Pulse Of Wall Street

With Your
Radio /haeli Computer

If you invest in the market, operate your own busi-

ness or require updated information quickly to

manage your affairs, DOW JONES NEWS/
RETRIEVAL® Service provides the authoritative

business and financial information you need. . .from

Wall Street, Washington and around the world.

Now Radio Shack owners can receive this valuable

service through TRS-80® Videotex software.

Get Information For Business And
Investment Control. . .On Command.
Discover how quickly and easily your personal

computer turns into a specialized, sophisticated

library of information with access to the Dow
Jones data base. Ifs considered the world's most
reliable and comprehensive source of business

and financial data providing you with news
up-to-the-minute as well as from the pre-

vious 90 days.

Now you can review thousands of items

from The Wall Sh-eet l ournal , Barron's and
the worldwide Dow Jones News Service

without having to maintain piles of news-
paper clippings. Information about com-
panies, stocks, labor, government, interna-

tional market and monetary developments,

and so much more, is yours on command.

Quotes From Four Exchanges
Now, in just seconds, you can obtain cur-

rent prices and the volume traded for

stock quotes (15 minutes delayed) on over

6,000 companies. . .plus 50 key financial in-

dicators on 3,200 selected firms and 180 in-

dustries. You'll also have access to trading

information on mutual funds, treasury

notes and bonds.

Imagine being able to spot trends, research a com-
pany, obtain data that could affect your business,

your investments, your investment decision-making.

But you don't have to imagine anything. . .DOW
JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL provides it all right now.

Low Start-Up Cost. . .Free Password.
Stop by your nearest Radio Shack store and
nd out how easy and inexpensive it is to get

Dow Jones investment data through TRS-80
Videotex. Videotex software for Radio Shack
computers is only $29.95. What's more, you

get a Dow Jones password absolutely

free. . .along with one hour of free in-

troductory time. And there are no
start-up or minimum usage charges.

In addition, software and usage costs

will be tax deductible in many cases

(consult your tax advisor for further

information).

Customer Support. .

.

Just A Phone Call Away.
Dow Jones' professional customer

service staff is ready to provide com-
plete information about this impor-

tant home information service now. .

.

and full customer support after

you've made your purchase.

Just call toll free. .

.

800-257-5114
In New Jersey call:

(609) 452-1511.

TRS-80 and Radio Shack are registered trademarks of Tandy Corp.

DOWIQNES
DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL Is a registered trademark of Dow Jones & Company. Inc.



i FEATURE

Will micros change the way we look at film?

Celluloid CPUs

by Michael E. Nadeau
80 Microcomputing staff

The worl< of large computers in pro-

ducing special effects for movies such

as Star Wars and Close Encounters is well

known. But few know of the mark micros

are making for themselves in Tinseltown.

"There is really a lot tiappening (in the

movie business) with microcomputers,"

said Richard Shaw, an expert on computer

applications for the film industry. There are

two main areas where micros are involved

in the actual producing of a movie: graphics

generation and motion control. {Motion

control Is the way perspective is kept be-

tween camera movement and the action be-

ing filmed; i.e., a camera may pan an action

shot at a different speed than that action-
computers help coordinate this.) The types

of computers used In graphics and motion

control are usually dedicated, eight-bit, 64K
S-100-based machines, he said.

Shaw sees television benefitting most
from the use of computers in film produc-

tion. "Television allows for excellent con-

trol by computers. . . because of their high-

resolution screens," he said. Hollywood,

however, is using micros more as their ad-

vantages become apparent.

The China Syndrome

One movie that pioneered the use of mi-

cros was The China Syndrome. Since the

movie simulated an accident at a nuclear

power plant an exact reproduction of a re-

actor control room was built. The crew now
needed a way to make all the control

boards, lights and gauges behave as they

would in an actual emergency.

One person who had a hand in creating

the system that ran the movie's control

room was fVlichael Fink, an electronics con-

sultant for the film. Hardware or large com-
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puters were too expensive for the control

devices; they decided to use a micro. China

Syndrome was filmed ir^ 1978, just when the

micro industry was beginning. At this time it

was very difficult to get a micro in the time

the movie company needed it. One com-

pany, Compal, was not only able to supply a

micro within six weeks, but arrangements

were made for the movie company to use it

for one year.

The Compal 80 was an 8080A-chip-based

machine of 64K. With this computer, "We
had to simulate a nuclear reactor going

nuts," Fink said. Essentially what they did

was hook up the Compal 80 to the control

panels via the S-100 bus and use software

to control virtually all the action. The author

of that software was Richard Hollander.

Stuart Ziff, now working on the Star Wars

sequel. Revenge of the Jedi, was responsi-

ble for all hardware interfacing. Fink's re-

sponsibility was making sure that the sys-

tem got built.

This team accomplished what Fink con-

siders a first in the movie industry; the use

of a microcomputer in live action. The sys-

tem was set up so at certain cues, an ac-

tor could run specific software from the

control panel to simulate the proper action

for that sequence. For example. Jack Lem-

mon would say a line— his cue to press a

certain button. This button would start the

Reader Service for fscing page ,^47-'



NEW HIGHER PRINTING SPEED,
NEW LOWER PRINTER PRICE

High-speed printer

The Heath/Zenith 25 Printer is a heavy-duty, high-speed

dot matrix printer that gives you sharp, clear printouts. It

prints crisp, clear copy at speeds over 1 50 characters per

second with quiet smoothness.

Baud rates from 110 to 9600 are user-selectable.

Versatile printer

The 25 prints the entire 95-character ASCII set in upper

case and lower case with descenders, in a 9x9 matrix. Also,

33 block graphic characters - which are compatible with

the Heath/Zenith 89 All-ln-One Computer and the 19 Smart
\fldeo Terminal - let you create graphs and charts. All func-

tions and timing are microprocessor-controlled.

Plug-in ribbon cartridges make ribbon replacement a
no-mess snap.

The 25 works with most computers and terminals -

using an RS-232C Serial Interface or a 20 mA
current loop with handshaking control signals.

Low-priced printer

The 25 has all the features you've been looking for in a high

quality, high-speed dot matrix printer - for only $1095 in kit

form, or for only $1595 assembled and tested.

Free demonstration awaits you at

your Heathkit Electronic Center t

Pick the store nearest you from the list below. And stop in today

for a demonstration of the new Heath/Zenith 25 Printer. If you

can't get to a store, send $1.00 for the latest Zenith Data Systems

Catalog of assembled commercial computers. We'll also send you

a free copy of the latest Heathkit® catalog. Write to Heath Com-

pany, Dept. 035-894, Benton Harbor, Ml 49022.

HEATH/ZENITH

Your strong partner

"150 characters per second

Visit your Heathkit Electronic Centert
Where Heath/Zenith Products are displayed, sold and serviced.

PHOENIX, AZ
2727 W.Indian School Rd.

602-279-6247

ANAHEIM. CA
330 E. Ball Rd.
714-776-9420

CAMPBELL, CA
2350 S.Bascom Ave

4O8-377-8920

ELCERRITO.CA
6000 Polrero Ave.

415-236-8870

LA MESA. CA
8363 Center Dr.

714-461-0110

LOS ANGELES, CA
2309 S Flower St

213-749-0261

POMONA, CA
155SN. Orange Grove Ave
714-623-3543

REDWOOD CITY, CA
200iMiddietieIdRd.

415-365-6155

SACRAMENTO, CA
1860 Fulton Ave.

916-486-1575

WOODLAND HILLS, CA
22504 Ventura Blvfl

213-883-0531

DENVER, CO
5940 W aathAve
303-422-3408

AVON,CT
395 W. Main St. (Rt. 44)

203-678-0323

HIALEAH,FL
4705 W.ieih Ave
305-823-2280

PLANTATION, FL
7173 W. Broward Blvd

305-791-7300

TAMPA. FL
4019 W Hillsborough Ave
813-886-2541

ATLANTA. GA
5285floswa:iRa.
404-252-4341

CHICAGO, IL

3462-66 W.Devon Ave.

3)2-583-3920

DOWNERS GROVE, IL

224 0g(lenAve.

312-852-1304

INDIANAPOLIS. IN

2112E.62n()St.
317-257-4321

MISSION. KS
5960 Larrar Ave
913-362-4486

LOUISVILLE, KY
12401 Stielbyville RO
502-245-7811

KENNER,LA
190D Veterans Mem. Hwy
504-467-6321

BALTIMORE. MD
l7l3E.JocpaFl(l
301-861-4446

ROCKVILLE. MD
5542 Nicholson Lane

301-881-5420

PEABDDV.MA
242AnaoverSt (Rt.114)

617-531-9330

WELLESLEY, MA
165 Worcester Ave. (Rt. 9)

617-237-1510

OGTRQIT, Ml
18645 W. Eight Mile Rd.

313-535-6480

EAST DETROIT. Ml
18149 E. Eight Mile RO
313-772-0416

HOPKINS. MN
101 Shady Oak Rd
612-938-6371

ST PAUL, MN
1645 White Bear Ave
612-778-1211

BfllDGETON.MO
3794 McKelvey Rd
314-291-1850

OMAHA. NE
9207 Maple St.

402-391-2071

ASBURYPARK.NJ
1013 State Hwy 35
201-775-1231

FAIR LAWN, N

J

35-07 Broadway (Rt 4}

201-791-6935

AMHERST Nr
3476ShendanDr.
716-835-3090

JERICHO. LI. NY
15 Jericho Turnpike

516-334-8181

ROCHESTER. NV
937JetfersonRd
716-424-2560

H.WHITE PLAINS. NY
7 Reservoir RO
914-761-7690

CLEVELAND, OH
28100 ChagnnBlvfl.
216-292-7553

COLUMBUS, OH
2500 Morse Rd
614-475-7200

TOLEDO, OH
48 S Byrne Rd
419-537-1BB7

WOO OLAWN, OH
10133 Sonngli eld Pike

513-771-8850

OKLAHOMA CITY. OK
3727 N W Enpressway
405.848-7593

FHAZEH, PA
630 Lancaster Pk (RI 30|

215-647-5555

PHILADELPHIA, PA
6318 Roosevelt BlvO

216-288-0180

PITTSBURGH, PA
3482 Wm Penri Hwy
412-824.3564

WARWICK. HI

558 Greenwich Ave
401-738-5150

DALLAS. TX
2715 Ross Ave
214-826-4053

FORT WORTH, TX
6825-A Greer Oaks Rd
817-737-3822

HOUSTON. TX
1704 W LoopN
713-869-5263

tHeattikd is a registered trademark of Heath Company Heath Company and Ventectinoiogy Electronpcs Corporation

are wholly-owned suhsiOranes of Zenith Radio Corporation Heathkit Eleclranic Centers are operated by Veritechnology Electronics Corporation

SAN ANTONIO, TX
7111 Blanco RO
512341-8876

MIOVALE,UT
58 East 7200 South
801-566-4626

ALEXANDRIA. VA
6201 Richmond Hwy
703-765-5515

VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
1055lndependenceBlvd.
804-460-0997

SEATTLE, WA
505 8th Ave N
206-682-2172

TUKWILA, WA
15439 53rd Ave S
205-245.5358

VANCOUVER, WA
516 S E ChahlovDr #1
206-254-4441

MILWAUKEE, Wl
5215 W fondOu Lac

414-873-8250

CP-20e
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FOR TRS-80 MODEL I OR III

AND SOON FOR THE NEW
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER!

* MORE SPEED
10-20 times (aater than Level II BASIC.

k MORE ROOM
Very compact carnoiled tode plua VIRTUAL
MEMORY makes yojr HAM act larflai Variable
number ol block bu((ers. 31-Cbar unique nord-
namea use only 4 bytes In tiaader!

* MORE INSTRUCTIONS
Add YOUR command? to Us 79-STANDARD-bIijs
inslfuctlon set'

Far more complete than most FortFis. single &
double preciaJon, arrays, string-hanOlmg, clock.
more

* MORE EASE
Eicellenl (ull-acreen Edi
modular programming
Word searcft ulility

THE NOTEPAD letter wri
Optimized for your TRS-(
repeals, upperilower cas
ASCII, single- S doubie-v

* MORE POWER
Forth operatinQ system
Interpreter ANi5 compiler
aoao or SOae Assembler
|Z80 Assembler also avail

Iniermm 35- W BO'lrach disk drives
Model III and IBM can read, write and lun each
other's and Model I diskettes'
VIRTUAL I/O (or video and printer, disk and tape
(10-Megabyle hard disk available)

uctured S

IBM witb keyboard
e display dr

ndlh graphii

1 lor TRS-i

,
full

FORTH
THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH

FOR TRS-80
(Ttiousands of sysiems m use)

MMSFORTH Disk SyslemV2 (requires 1 disk dri™, 32K
RAM) For Radio Shack TRS-80 Model I or III I12B.95
For IBM Personal Computer (advance order) 1246.95

AND MMS GIVES IT

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
Source code provided
MMSFORTH Nev/aletter
Many demo programs aOoard
MMSFORTH User Groups
inexpensive upgrades to latest version
Programming statt can provide advice, modiflcaticns
and custom proflrams, to tit YOUR needs

MMSFORTH UTILITIES DISKETTE includes FLOATING
POINT MATH (L2 BASIC ROM routines plus Complei
numbers, Rectangular-Polar coordinate conversions,
Dearees mode, more), plua a full Forlh-style ZBO ASSEM-
BLER; plus a powerful CROSS-REFERENCER to list

Forth words By block and line. All on one dishalte
(requires MMSFORTH V2 0, 1 drive S 32K RAM) . $39,95*

FORTHCOM communications package provides RS-232
driver, dumb terminal mode, transfer ol FORTH blocks,
and host mode to operate a remote TRS-80 (requires
MMSFORTH V2 0,1 drive S32K RAM)

.
..139,95*

THE DATAHANDLER VI 2 a very sophisticated data-
base management system operable by non-pro-
grammers (requires MMSFORTH V2 0, 1 drive S 32K
RAM) $59,95*

MMSFORTH GAMES DISKETTE: real-time graphics 5
board games w/source code, includes BREAKFORTH,
CRASHFORTH, CRVPTOOUOTE, FREEWAY, OTHELLO
« TICTAOFORTH (requires MMSFORTH V2 0, 1 drive &
3SK RAM) ... $39,95"

Other MMSFORTH product! undir dtvalopmint

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE
MMSFORTH USERS MANUAL without Appendices, for
non-owners $17,50"

STARTING FORTH - best companion to our man-
ual $15,95-

THREADED INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGES - advanced
e«cellent analysis of MMSFORTM-ilka lan-
guage $18,95*

PROGRAM DESIGN 8 CONSTRUCTION - iniro to struc-
tured programming, good for Forth $13,95"

FORTH -79 STANDARD MANUAL official relerence lo
79-STANDARD word set, etc

. . $13,95"

FORTH SPECIAL ISSUE, BYTE Magazine (Aug 1980) -we
Stock this collector's Item for Forth users and beginners

$4,00"

' -ORDERING INFORMATION Software prices include
manuals and require signing of a non-transferrable
single system, ainole-user license. Describe your Hard-
ware Add $2,00 an plus $3(X) per MMSFORTH and
$1.00 per additional book. Mass orders add 5% ta<
Foreign orders add 20% UPS COD, VISA S M(C ac-
cepted, no unpaid purcliaae orders, please.

Sena SASE for free MMSFOflTH infoimalion.

Good dealefs sough!

Get MMSFORTH products from your
computer dealer or

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER -137

SERVICES (K5)

61 Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760
(617)653-6136
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"This team accomplished what Fink

considers a first in the movie industry: the

use of a microcomputer in live action/'

software, which flashed lights and made
dials "go crazy,"

Fink said the great advantage to this

system was that it gave the actors the

chance to play with the set, and the set gave
the actors cues. The system was flexible

enough that if someone wanted to change
it, it could be done in a matter of seconds,

"saving days in shooting," he said. The set

itself took only six weeks to build.

The system had 144 output ports, repre-

senting the 144 items the Compal 80 had to

control. Variable voltage analog signals

were sent to make the gauges go awry, and
relay boxes were placed behind each light.

Eight miles of cable were used on the set.

A cassette system stored each se-

quence. "We didn't need speed," Fink said.

They would load the tape in the morning,

then write what they did to the computer at

lunchtime and again in the evening. When
they later were doing inserts (as the term

implies, the inserting of sequences into

parts of the film), they could pull cassette

number 233 and use that sequence where
they needed it.

Fink said the same system could not

have been built as cheaply nor as quickly

had they used manual switches and other

hardware controls. Software control for the

types of special effects used in The China

Syndrome was new ground in the film in-

dustry at the lime. Fink said today one
could just buy a 64K TRS-80 Model II and
"literally buy the software off the shelf."

Blade Runner

Another movie, yet to be released at this

writing, used a micro with one of its props

during production. Blade Runner is a

science fiction film based on the book. Do
Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?, by

Philip K. Dick. The plot, set in the future, is

about a bounty hunter who hunts down a

band of renegade androids. The film was
produced by Filmways Pictures and had a

$15 million budget.

Again, Fink was involved in the work
done with micros in this film. He and a part-

ner, Linda Fleischer, were in charge of all

"hi-tech action props," In the film, there is a

vehicle called a Spinner. Based on a con-

ventional car chassis, the Spinner featured

a complex control panel. The original plan

was to use a Horizon North Star computer
to control the dials, digital readouts, and
gauges—much the same way the Compal
80 was used in The China Syndrome.

Four Spinners were buitt: two driving ver-

sions, one light-weight flying version, and a

process car controlled by the micropro-

cessor system. Fink and Fleischer had to

build an interactive system that would sim-

ulate the proper instrument behavior in two

circumstances: flight and driving pursuit.

The instruments included thirteen alpha-

numeric displays, seven analog displays,

and displays in both English and Japanese
characters.

"There were a tremendous amount of

things in one small vehicle," Fink said.

Unfortunately, the efforts of Fink and
Fleischer were almost for naught. "Almost

none of the system was used . . . most of it

was run by switches (in the actual filming),"

Fink said. Apparently in this application

there was a little technological overkill. But,

Fink said, "You give them more than they

ask for."

Movies, Money and Micros

The reason micros are seeing more use

in movie making is simple: They save time

and money. And micros are not used only in

the production of movies. Many directors

have discovered that by using a micro or

time-sharing on a mainframe they can keep

track of their costs as they occur— a very

important consideration in Hollywood
these days.

"Up until recently it was nearly impos-

sible to tell where the money was going un-

til after the fact," Shaw said. A director or

producer cannot apply cost controls until

he knows where they are needed. A com-
puter is very handy in this situation.

Other facets of the movie industry use

micros as well. Several talent agencies use

micros to keep track of clients. A growing

number of screenwriters, Shaw included,

use micros as word processors.

Shaw sees little resistance in the indus-

try to microcomputers. "People are smart

enough to see what is going on," he said.

"Those unfamiliar with computing were a

little afraid. . .(but) there is a tremendous

turnaround of talent. . .(and) the new peo-

ple know more about computers."

He said a lot of the people in movie

production using computers often had an

interest In physics or electronics, so com-
puters came easily to them. Also, film

makers tend to be "a little worried about ex-

penses," Shaw said.

"You don't have to know about comput-

ers to use them," Shaw said. "Movies are

the first love (of screenwriters, directors,

producers, and so on). Computers should

free you to apply your creativity. They just

get rid of the tedium."
Reader Service (or facing page ^'JSI--



FASTER THAN ANY FLOPPY
DISK DRIVE!

FOR LESS THAN $40.(

Yes ... through the power and flexibility of the .
- - ,^

LDOS Operating System, Galactic Software
brings the TRS-80 user . . . memDISK.

By using a portion of the existing RAM in your
TRS-80, memDISK will create a fully functional

disk type device. This RAM based disk may be
accessed as a normal disk drive with copy,
backup, free, dir, save, load, dump. etc. You can
even have your memDISK appear automatically
everytime you boot your system by using the
LDOS System (SYSGEN) feature. The amount of
storage available on your memDISK is user
selected from 1.5k to 28.5k. The access time of

your memDISK device Is guaranteed to be
FASTER THAN ANY FLOPPY DRIVE available,

and it's even faster than most hard drive systems. To
assure reliability, memDISK even tests the RAM area it

will use, before installing itself. Mow you can do things with

your system that were too stow or impossible before the

memDISK system became available. Best of all memDISK
involves no additional hardware of any sort, nothing to align.

adjust, clean or break. It's all software! All this for as little as

$30 (when purchased with LDOS).

The memDISK system requires a minimum of a 32k, single drive,

TRS-80 (Mod i or 111) and the LDOS Operating System.

memDISK is just $39.00 for LDOS owners or you can get Mod I or

III LDOS 5.1.1 with memDISK for a package price of just $159.00
complete. Source code is available to memDISK owner for $50.00.

.-. - 'a* --3

Also available from Galactic: HANDLi:

1. FED -The LDOS File Editor $40 + $2
2. LED - The LDOS Text Editor $ 40 + $2
3. LC - The LDOS -C" Compiler $150 + $4
4. I/O MONITOR -The LDOS Disk Error Monitor $ 25 -f $2
5. PDS- Partitioned Data Sets For LDOS $ 50 -f $2
6. MAIL/FILE -The LDOS Compatible Mailing $159 -I- $4

List System
7. EDAS- The LDOS Editor Assembler $ 79 -I- $4
8. FILTER PACKAGE - 13 useful LDOS Filters $ 60 + $3
Complete with Source

9. LDOS & memDISK -An Unbeatable Combo $159 + $5
10. AndofcourseMod lorMod IIILDOS $129 + $5

If you order any two items listed, deduct 10% as a package discount.

f

#?»^*fc, '55?^

11520 North Port Washington Road
f\equon, Wisconsin 53092
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ORAMGE MICRO
TURNED

PAGE
PRINTER

HISTORY.

WA PRICES, SELECTION
SAME-DAY SHIPPING MAKE US COMPETITIVE...

NEC 8023
Outstanding Graphics, Print

Quality & Performance

144 X 160 dols/inch • Proportional Spacing
" Lower case descenders • Nx9 dol matrix
• 8 character si^es • 5 unique alphabets
• Greek character set • Graphic symbols
• 100 CPS print speed • Bi-directional logic
seeking • Adjustable tractors • Single-sheet

friction feed • Vertical & horizontal tabbing

NEC 8023
Dot Matrix List $795 $Call

IDS Paper Tiger
560/Prism 80/132

Affordable Color, Speed

Dot Resolution Graphics • 9-wire staggered
prinihead • Lowercase decenders • Over
150 CPS • Bi-directional. logic-seekmg
• 8 character sizes • 80-132 columns
• Hi-res dot graphics • Proportional spacing
• Texl justifications

Prism 80 List $899 S700
IDS Paper Tiger 560G List $1395 S1100
Prism 132 (Color) List $1995 $1895

NEC Spinwriter
7700 & 3500

Daisy Wheel Quality Leader

High speed, letter quality • 55/33 CPS
• Typewriter quality • Bi-directional plotting

& proportional spacing • Quiet • OCR quality

print • Hi-res plotting/graphing • Quick change
ribbon • Optional cut-sheet feeder, horizontal
or bidirectional tractors • Prints up ;o 8 cop^es

NEC Spinwriter RO
Serial Parallel 77xx List $3055 S2575

35xx List $2290 SI 975

The Epson Series. High-Quality Printers at a Low Price.

Epson MX70
Super low' priced dot resolution graphics
• 5x7 dot matrix • User replacable printhead
• Top of form • 80 CPS optional friction feed
• 10" oaper width COOR
Epson [yiX70 List $450 O^vU

Epson MX80/MX80FT
9x9 dot matrx • Lower case oecenders
• 80 CPS • Bi-directionai • Logic seeking
• 40, 66, 132, columns per line • 64 special
graphic characters: TRS-80 Compatible
• Forms handling • Multipage printing

" Adjustable tractors ^P'oH
Epson MX80 List $645 pl/3ll

Epson MX80FT . , List $745 $Call

Epson MX100
Same basic ieatures as the MXBO • Plus
friction feed lor single sheets • Plus 15" wide
carriage • Dot Resolution Graphics

MX100 List $995 SCall

Full Line of Epson Accessories

Anadex 9501
High Speed, Commerical Duty

Plus Graphics

Dot graptiics • Wide carriage • 11 x9 dot
malrix • Lower case descender • Dot
resolution graphics • Bi-direoitonal, logic

seeking • Up to 200 CPS • RS 232 Serial &
Parallel • Forms control • X-On/X-Oft • Up to

6 pa coy
^^ggg

INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
Complete stock of options, cables a

GRAPPLER APPLE INTERFACE
CCS APPLE SERIAL Interface & Cable..

J

ORANGE INTERFACE for Apple II 1
Parallel Interface Board and Cable . .M

NOVATION D-CAT direct connect modeirP
COMPLETE STOCK OF EPSON ACCESSOI
CUSTOM PRINTER CABLES FOR Apple, A
TRS-80 (all models)

HAYES MICROMODEM j
PRINTER STANDS: Large ;.

*
Small .;,.""

PRINTER RIBBONS—Most Types U
f "M" .?

$150

$110
$180

$C«II
$300
. $99

$diil

Anadex 9501 .List $1650

'«,
i'.^iiti J*



RedBaron
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

OUR PEOPLE MAKE US EXPERTS.

Malibu 200
Dot Matrix & Letter Quality

in One Printer

200 CPS standard • Letter quality font

• 12 optional fonts • Bi-dJreclional logic

seeking • 19x 18 dot matrix • Expanded
ctiaracters {2x, 4x) Optionai • Dot resolution

graphics of 144 X 120 • Underlining ^f%g%g%g%
Malibu 200 List $2995 V^OUU

Okidata 82A
Hi-Res & TRS-80 Blocl< Graphics

""-^

120 CPS • Bi-directional printing • L'lgic

seeking • Double width & condense i printing

• Friction & tractor feed standard • Font
selection, cfiaracter pitch & line spacing are
orogram controllable ^f^ 11
Okidata 82A. . . List $799 >>U3II

Centronics 739
Crisp Dot-Matrix Characters

Graphics & word processing print quality
• N X 9 dot matrix • suitable for word
processing • Underlining • Proportional
spacing • Right margin lustificaiton • Serif

typeface • 80/100 CPS • 9V?" pin teed/fnction

• Optionai 2 Color Kit C^oll
Centronics 739-1 List $695 >>l#all

Centronics 739-3 .List $795 $725

Our People, Our Product: Both Are Specialized.
Because our salespeople are pritnter specialists, they know the capabilities of each

printer—and howto inatch one to your exact need. Red Baron's volume stocking

assures a low, low price on a wide array of major brands. We're sure you'll like

the product and services you get from Red Baron, and we know you'll love our

Customer Benefit Package; an exclusive at Red Baron.

Customer Benefit Package
1 . Free Expert Consultation. Before you buy. after you buy. 2. Toll-Free Ordering. There's never a toil charge when

you place your order at Red Baron. 3. Free Catalog. Get your informative catalog with printer comparison chart and

character samples todayl 4. Warranty. The manufacturers warranty applies where applicable. 5. Same-Day Shipping,

Your order is sent the same day when you call before 1 1 :00 a.m 6. Free/MasterCard & Visa. Call us toll-free and charge

your printer to your credit card. 7. We Stock What We Sell. No bait and switch, no hassle. We make every effort to

keep a large stock of our advertised products.

Televideo CRT's
Price, Performance & Reliability

91 OC List $699
920C List $995

925C List $995

950 List $1195

S600
S770
$750
$970

Here's how to order.

Phone orders are welco.Tie, same-day shipment on

orders placed before 1 1 :00 a.m Free use of Master-

Card and Visa. COOs accepted Personal checks

require 2 weeks clearance. Manufacturer's warranty

included on all equipment. Prices subject to revision

Orange Micro Retail Stores

Sherman Oaks: 13604 Ventura Blvd. (213) 501-3486

Anaheim: 3150 La Palma, H
I (714) 630-3622

Santa Clara: 3216 Scon Blvd 14081 980-1213

V/SA ^gJjjggB

CALL FOR
FREE CATALOG

TOLL FREE

RedBdron
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

1100 N TUSTIM
ANAHEIM. CA 92806

CA,AK,HI

-OOU-004-0270 (714)630-3322



FEATURE

Sculpting the Aurora Borealis.

Northern Lights

by Bert Latamore

Desktop Computing staff

(want to make things that cannot be de-

signed without a computer. I am making

an effort to understand what the computer

is uniquely capable of doing." Sculptor Rob

Fisher did not always profess such a unique

approach to his sculpting. The sheer magni-

tude of Sonne recent projects, however, per"-

suaded him to research the advantages of

computer graphics; more specifically he

harnessed CAD/CAM {Computer-Aided De-

sign/Computer-Aided Manufacturing) and

advanced vector graphics techniques cre-

ating a form of sculpture so new it hasn't

been named.
When commissioned to create a five-

story hanging construction for Playboy's

Atlantic City Casino, Fisher set out two

years ago to capture the ethereal grace of

the Aurora Borealis.

With 5,000 pieces ranging in size from

four inches to forty feet working together in

complex and constantly shifting ways.

Northern Lights was a designer's Chinese

puzzle nightmare. It was designed to be

viewed from ground level and the four upper

stories of the casino. The engineering prob-

lems alone were immense, and the creative

questions were staggering.

To design it, Fisher needed to make a

special model, one which would accurately

show the flexing of the various members

and locate the center of gravity of the piece.

It had to allow easy judgement of single

components and whole sections and in-

Photo 1. Perspective of sculpture in space
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Photo 2. Plan view schematic with axial indicators



. . sculpture is a three-dimensional event; you want
to preview it from as many. . . angles as possible."

stantly show the effects of each change on
the entire work. It also needed to represent

ttie relationship between the sculpture and
the then unbuilt building it would go into.

"As I started to contemplate constructing

the model it became unmanageable," he

commented.
No scale model would accurately dupli-

cate the final piece; the only way to design

it seemed to be to build a full size model at

enormous cost and effort, hang it some-
where and keep a crew of workmen busy for

a year or more making alterations.

"At the same time I was contemplating

this problem, I met an architectural student

who was taking a computer graphics

course," he commented. The student, from

nearby Penn State University, introduced

Fisher to a research laboratory director who
referred him to Frederick R. Stocker, a com-
puter graphics analyst with more than 10

years experience in CAD/CAM research, in-

cluding design work on the simulation used
by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration's Skylab project.

Mutually Delighted

Stocker, who has Interests in both

science and art, and Fisher, who holds an

MIT engineering degree, were mutually de-

lighted. Stocker was pleased to have a pro-

ject as creative as Northern Lights, and
Fisher was surprised at what Stocker's cus-

tomized Adage Model 30 minicomputer

could do.

"I knew we were going to see different

views of the sculpture," Fisher explained.

This is important because "sculpture is a

three-dimensional event; you want to pre-

view it from as many different angles as

possible."

The computer, in fact, allowed him to see

it from the top, side and a simulated view

from any of the halls that open onto it. In

spite of Fisher's initial fears, the computer
proved as interactive as a good word pro-

cessor.

"It was the terrific ability to make an en-

gineering decision and immediately see Its

visual effect which so astonished me."

Fisher revealed.

They started with a conceptual model
and developed specifications on each com-
ponent using a combination of computer re-

search and physical testing. As they fed it

new data, the computer constantly updated
the model, automatically monitoring engi-

neering concerns.

When they finished the initial design, the

Adage indicated it weighed 1,500 pounds
and placed its centerof gravity a foot to one

side of the central column. They spent sev-

eral months refining the design, trimming

its weight to 600 pounds and moving the

center of gravity into the central column to

avoid putting torque into the roof beam it

would hang from.

Computer Tricks

At the same time, Fisher redesigned the

veils, meticulously polishing his work. And
the Adage, which Stocker described as an

older minicomputer with capabilities not

too different from those of many of today's

micros, showed some of its tricks.

"The computer looks at data in a very

cold, objective way," Fisher explained. "It

asked questions I would never have thought

of like 'What if you flatten out the data and
present it in a graph?'

"

The graph was invaluable in locating

spots where the sculpture's curves were not

correct and needed reworking.

Working With Reality

One of Stocker's main concerns was en-

suring they were working with reality. "It's

tricky because you can show things that are

impossible to build," Stocker said.

CAD/CAM techniques are being used
successfully in bridge, automobile and air-

craft design, however, so it is possible for

Photo 3. Perspective of sculpture

casino floors

from

experienced operators to control their com-

puters.

"Ultimately," Stocker commented, "manu-

facturing engineers will do their design on

the screen and push a button to have it

made."

Although Northern Lights was not built

quite that easily, the computer did make ail

the measurements and print complete con-

stuction instructions automatically.

The project proved to be the ultimate test

of Stocker's experimental CAD/CAM pro-

grams. When he compared the finished

work to his computer model he found it ac-

curate to within two Inches.

A Profound Effect

The experience had a profound effect on
the sculptor. In fact, Fisher, whose work in-

cludes fountains, bank facades, mobiles

and a 35-foot tall hanging sculpture, started

studying Fortran and bought an ENS graph-

ics package driven by a DEC mainframe.

Fisher looked at several microcomputers

but found they only offered raster graphics.

He felt they could be used for rough initial

designs, but compared to the mainframe's

vector system they were unsuitable for de-

tailed design work of such complexity.

The New Worlc

Fisher's new work will be even more am-
bitious than the first. Like Northern Lights,

it will consist of a large number of columns
hanging in space. The shape will resemble a

prism standing on end, giving it the cross-

section of a triangle with the corners cut

off. It will be eight stories high.

Fisher plans to model a spiral galaxy

directly from astronomical photographs on

his computer screen superimposed over the

prism of columns. He will put a six-inch-

long polished brass fitting at each place

where a column intersects the design of the

galaxy. He expects to use about 1,000 of

them. This, he admitted, simplifies the

galaxy by a proportion of 200 million to one,

but it brings it into human view.

One of a Kind

Fisher believes he is the only sculptor de-

signing large-scale pieces on a computer,

although he knows of one artist who uses a

machine to check his calculations on large

standing metal constructions he designs

with traditional methods.

The computer has changed Fisher's art,

and he does not expect he will ever be the

same. "It was an entirely new approach for

me," he said. "It has changed my way of

thinking."!
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FEATURE

Music and sound effects for your games.

Programmable Sound Generator

20 CLS :PRINT-'

30 PRIHT"
40 ' Proqcam te

50 '

60 DEr^NT A-Z :DIM A%(20
tne ianguage programs
70 Kl^^e :M = e ;L=0 : U0 =
80 F=0 :REM Flag for
90 PRINT tPPINT"

Program Listing 1

** PSG3/BAS **
* PROGRAM TO GENERATE AND PLAY RANDOM SOUNDS THROUGH PSGs

Disk BASIC version, June 19B1"
quires a nine-voice or 15-voice PSG Music Board
with a hardware metronome.

:REH Reset
TO NB-1 :REM
:POKE -8192+X,D

TO MB-1 !REM RNDM machine language
3+X,D

100 OUT A,-

lie FOP X=
120 READ D
130 NEXT X
140 FOR X=
150 READ D :POKE -76
160 NEXT X
170 DATA 311, 4, 62, 7, SB, 340,223,221, 42,246
180 DATA 223,221,76,0,221,70,1,237,57,254
190 DATA 223, 221, 110, 254, 221, 102, 255, 4J ,229,209
200 DATA 221,25,221,34,250,223,41,229,209,22]
210 DATA 42,246,223,221,25,221,34,252,223,1
220 DATA 2,0,42,246,223,9,126,50,239,223
230 DATA 230,7,40,12,50,240,223,219,0,254
240 DATA 255,40,250,125,24,4,58,240,223,134
250 DATA 211,0,42,250,223,9,126 ,254, J ,40
260 DATA 38,254,3,40,34,254,5,40,30,254
270 DATA 13,40,54,211,1,254,6,42,252,223
2B0 DATA 9,126,211,2,204,209,224,3,3,42
290 DATA 254,223,41,175,237,66,32,180,201,211
300 DATA 1,95,221,42,252,223,221,9,221,126
310 DATA 1,211,2,29,123,211,1,221,126,0
320 DATA 211, 2, 205, 209, 224, 24, 216, 58, 2?9, 223
330 DATA 95,42,252,223,9,126,253,33,241,223
340 DATA 203,123,205,198,224,203,115,205,198,224
350 DATA 203,107,205,198,224,203,99,205,198,224
360 DATA 203,91,205,198,224,195,117,224,32,3
370 DATA 253,35,201,253,119,0,253,35,201,253
380 DATA 33,241,223,58,239,223,95,203,123,22
390 DATA 128,205,253,224,203,115,22.64,205,253
400 DATA 224,203,107,22,32,205,253,224,203,99
410 DATA 22,16,205,253,224,203,91,22,8,205
420 DATA 253,224,201,32,3,253,35,201,58,240
430 DATA 223,130,211,0,62,13,211,1,253,126
440 DATA 0,211,2,253,35,201
450 '

500 DATA 211,4,58,249,223,183,32,63,237,95
510 DATA 253,33,51,227,253,119,0,237,95,253
520 DATA 119,1,221,42,246,223,221,110,254,221
530 DATA 102,255,229,193,11,237,67,254,223,221
540 DATA 113,0,221,112,1,41,229,209,221,42
550 DATA 246,223,221,25,221,34,250,223,41,229
560 DATA 209,221,42,246,223,221,25,221,34,252
570 DATA 223,17,18,0,221,42,246,223,221,25
580 DATA 205,31,227,221,119,0,221,42,250,223
590 DATA 221,25,205,31,227,230,15,254,0,40
600 DATA 247,254,2,40,243,254,4,40,239,254
610 DATA 14,40,235,254,15,40,231,221,119,0
620 DATA 221,42,252,223,221,25,254,7,40,2
630 DATA 24,17,205,31,227,230,63,79,230,48
640 DATA 254,48,40,2,24,242.121,24,110,254
650 DATA 6,40,30,254,13,40,33,254,8,40

),2) ;NB=276 :Ma=309 : REM Number of bytes of mach

:REH Initialije some values
first time through

Loading -------__" :print

all PSGs
PLAYBK driver in machine language

:REH Change 48 to 56
:REH and change 48 to 56

:REH to turn off all noise chann
els
660 DATA 46,254,9,40,42,254,10,40,38,254
670 DATA 1,40,45,254,3,40,55,254,5,40

DATA 68,24,73,205,31,2 27,23 0,31,24,69
DATA 205, 31, 227, 23 0,15. 254, 8, 48, 2, 24

DATA 245, 254, 15, 40. 241. 24, 52, 205, 31, 2 27

DATA 23 0,31, 254, 3, 56, 247, 24, 41. 205. 31

DATA 227 ,183,40,25,230,15,254,14,56.38

68
69
70
71
72
730 DATA 24,242,205,31,227,183,40,11,230,3
740 DATA 254,3,56,24,24,242,205,31,227,125
750 DATA 254,14,56,248,24,3,205,31,227,221

Program Listing 1 Continues

Matt Robins

4101 Arch Drive ^6

Studio City, CA 91604

A computer-controlled synthesizer ca-

pable of nine simultaneous voices can

be yours for about $125 In parts—providing
you already have a disl<-equipped TRS-80
'Model I. You can build a stereo PSG (Pro-

grammable Sound Generator) music board

with some astounding softv\/are-controlled

features, not to mention automatic "player-

piano" capabilities, wherein the music is

synthesized anevj v^henever the computer
plays the digitally encoded score.

General Instrument designed some com-
plex LSI music chips that were aimed at the

arcade/games market, but are easy to inter-

face to any microcomputer bus. At $11-12

apiece, the AY-3-8910/8912 PSG chips can
each produce three simultaneous voices

with an eight-octave range, governed by one
of several envelopes or 16 levels of volume.

Variable noise output is also provided.

The PSG chips suffer some limitations:

they are slightly off frequency, especially in

high octaves; their digital-to-analog con-

verters produce slight clicks during ex-

tended envelope decay; only square wave
output is available. These PSG chips are

precursors of more accurate synthesizer

chips to come. Even today, each of the

above limitations can be solved in hard-

ware; for example, a square-lo-sine wave
converter is easy to build.

The limitations of PSGs are over-

shadowed by the astonishing flexibility

afforded by microprocessor control. Let us

look at some examples.

• Sound effects generation for computer

games. The PSG music board provides

stereo outputs for realistic sound effects.

• Music synthesizer: You can encode
and play repeatedly a multi-part score.

Limited percussion effects are possible.

• You can play random notes after some
software "filtering"— elimination of very

high notes, for example— to give pleasing

cacophonies of ever-changing sounds.

• You can generate semi-random notes

or chords. Software can impose musical

scales, keys and chord progressions to
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give "random symphonies" that are of

some musical value.

• The computer can compose music—
but only after a major programming and
analytical effort.

• You can refine envelope control by

storing envelopes in computer RAM. En-

velopes, Of attack-decay volume varia-

tions, allovi/ the ear to differentiate be-

tw/een various classes of instruments.

Envelopes occur on a relatively s\o\n time

scale, so the microprocessor can sen/Ice

several envelopes and perform other

tasks at the same time.

• You can easily accomplish glissando

and "note bending." Around middle C, for

example, the PSGs divide frequencies to

produce 14 intervals for a semitone!

• Polyrhythms are programmable, with

easy svi/itching between time signatures.

You can approximate triplet time. The
noise sources on the PSGs limit per-

cussion effects, but the computer-gener-

ated signals could trigger external per-

cussion devices.

The list becomes longer if we consider

what some simple hardware additions

would give:

• Metronome with programmable pulse

would give the music board the capability

of "bending" lime under software control.

A triplet metronome running in parallel

with the straight-time metronome would

give true triplets.

• You could obtain true echo effects by

employing multiple PSGs, each of which

would duplicate the sounds of the primary

PSG after some delay. The delays would

be software-programmable.

• You could implement an intelligent

synthesizer with as little as one micro-

phone and an analog-to-digital converter.

Software would analyze the loudness of a

musical performance and trigger the

PSGs to produce preset effects. A PSG
music board could thus accompany, in

real time, a musical performance. The next

step in adding intelligence might involve

counting beats, bars and phrases by soft-

ware. The PSGs could trigger special ef-

fects at the end of a chorus, for example.

If you input key changes into the com-

puter, the computer could generate and

play proper chords at preset or semi-

random spots.

I will describe the construction of a nine

voice PSG music board that is expandable

to 15 voices and in/out port mapped. The

music board incorporates a metronome

that can resolve note durations from a

whole note to 1/128th note. The music board

"Next step in adding inteiligence

migtit involve counting

beats, bars and phrases by software."

MM

%;;»^/;:.^-:;::;:^^M^«l^

Photo 1. Prototype nine-voice PSG music board, wire-wrapped on a Vector board. The dot

next to the header indicates pin 1 of the connector—equivalent to pin 2 of the TRS-80 Model
I bus.

Program Listing 1 Condnusd

Flag ^ dd

760 DATA 119,0,221,54,1,0,24,6,221,117
770 DATA 0,221,119,1,19,19,42,254,223,41
7S0 DATA 175,237,82,194,74,226,201,42,51,227
790 DATA 6,15,41,124,23,172,250,44,227,44
800 DATA 16,246,34,51,227,124,201,0,0
S20
S30 ' You may build ^ thtree-dimensional array in heit,
840 but you must specify the number of notes in A%|0,0).
850 GOTO 970 : REM Or let RNDM build an atiay of 2000 notes
860 REM FAST PLAYBACK IN MACHINE LANGUACE
870 IF P>0 THEN aa0 ELSL] F = 2 ;REM F = for first time through
880 POKt -6199, F t REM Flag trariEmitted to machine-language pqm.
890 DEl'USR0=-(J192
900 PRINT iPRINT" • ' PLAYBACK * •"
910 K-VAHPTR(A%(0,0))
920 IF K =< THEN Kl = 65536+K ELSE Kl-K
930 PRINT" Array begins at", sPRINT K, :PRINT K!
940 H=CINT(K!/256) :L=KI-M'256
950 POKE -6201, H :POKE -8202,

L

960 U0=USR0{A)
970 PRINT : PRINT " * * RANDOM ARRAY GENERATION ' '"
980 REM Number of notes generated will equal the array dinietision
990 DErUSRl=-76ee
1000 IF F-0 THEN POKE -8199,0 ELSE GOTO 1080 : REM
PSii initialization specs first time around

1010 RESTORE
1020 FOR N=l TO NB :READ A :NEXT N :REM Dummy READS
1030 FOR N=l TO MB :READ A :NEXT N
1040 FOR N-1 TO B :REH Initial values for array—piesets
1050 FOR J-0 TO 2
1060 READ A%(N,J)
1070 NEXT J,N
1080 K-VARPTR(A%(0,0))
1090 IF K =< THEN K1-65536+K ELSE Kl-K
1100 PRINT" Atray starts at", .-PRINT K, Kl iPHIMT
IIIB M=CINT(K!/256) !L=K1-H*256
1120 POKE -8201, H :POKE -8202,

L

1130 ue=USRl(A)
1140 GOTO 660 :REM Loop back to PLAYBK driver
1150 REM INITIAL SETTINGS OF PEG'S
1160 DATA 248,7,56 :REM Enable tones on all PSGs
1170 DATA 240,13,13 :REM Envelope shape/cycle = Sustain on all but Center

1180 DATA 8,13,15 :REM Envelope shape/cycle = single pulse for Center PSG
1190 DATA 240,12,80 :REM Envelope Coarse = 60, about 0.4 Hz
1200 DATA 6,12,16 :REM Envelope Coarse about 2 Hz for Center PSG
1210 DATA 248,8,16 :REM Channel A volume is envelope controlled on all PSG

1220 DATA 243,9,6 :REM Channel B is at half-volume
1230 DATA 248,10,4 :REM Channel C is at one-quarter volume
12 40 END
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operates from an external power supply

and provides low noise stereo outputs for

playback through a standard stereo sys-

tem. I include software drivers for playing

music and for generating random notes.

Interfacing PSQs

Interested readers should obtain a copy

of "AY-3-8910/8912 Programmable Sound
Generator Data Manual" from General In-

strument Corporation (Microelectronics Di-

vision, 600 West John Street, Hicksville, NY
11802). The heart of the PSG Is a 16-register

array that accepts information from the

microprocessor data bus. Figure 1 shows a

simplified diagram of the register array. Tone

generation requires specifying 12 bits of

data from a table of notes, so two registers

are needed. PSG register 6, noise period, re-

quires only five data bits. Register 7, enable,

determines whether tone or noise or both

will be output from a particular audio chan-

nel. Registers 8-10 determine audio ampli-

tudes on a 16-step scale, or put the ampli-

tudes under the control of an envelope.

Registers 1 1 and 12 set the envelope period,

while register 13 selects envelope shape

to give a choice of several envelopes.

Loading register 13, envelope shape/cycle,

also triggers the attack/decay envelope.

Register 14 or 15 Is an auxiliary input/output

port, not implemented In this application.

Before the PSG music board can accept

either register address or data for latching

to the PSGs, the microprocessor must first

send a control word to the board. The con-

trol word is stored in its own latch and

selects which combination of the three (or

five) PSGs will be enabled. The three PSGs
are arranged in a stereo spectrum: left, right

and center. The control word, using a three-

bit code, also requests a note duration from

the metronome.
Next the PSG music board accepts two

words from the microprocessor: the first

one selects, or addresses, one of the 16

PSG registers (register address in Fig. 1);

the second one stores the data in the

selected register (bidirectional buffers in

Fig. 1). Whether a word is latched as a con-

trol word, PSG register address or PSG data

is determined by input/output port assign-

ment, as shown in Fig. 2.

The control word is latched by the OUT
command. The most significant five bits

select one or more PSGs. You may use bits

D4 and D5 for easy expansion to five PSGs;

the additional PSGs could be placed at left'

center and right-center of the stereo spec-

trum. Alternatively, you can use these data

bits to trigger, or select, external devices
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The Scott Adams
Adventure Series
AN OVERVIEW

J stood at the bottom of a deep chasm. Cooi air

sliding down thesideso/ the crevasse hit waves o/ heat

rising /rom a stream o/ bubbling iava and /ormed a mist

over the sJuggish flow. Through the swirling clouds I

caught glimpses of two ledges high above me: one was
bricked, the other appeared to lead to the throne room

I had been seeking.

A bJosI of fresh air cleared the mist near my feet

and iiite c single gravestone a broken sign appeared

momentarliy. A dull gleam of gold showed ot the base

of the Sign be/ore being swallowed up by the fog again.

From the distance came the angry buzz of the killer

bees. Could I avoid their lethal slings as I hod managed
tu escape the wrath of the dragon? Reading the sign

might give me a clue to the dangers of this pit.

I approached the sign slowly.

And so it goes, hour after hour, as you guide your

microcomputer through the Adventures of Scott

Adams in an effort to amass treasures within the

worlds of his imagination.

By definition, an adventure is a dangerous or

risky undertaking; a novel, exciting, or otherwise

remarkable event or experience. On your personal

computer. Adventure is that and more.

For the user, playing Adventure is a dangerous or

risky undertaking in thai you better be prepared to

spend many addictive hours at the keyboard. If you

like challenges, surprises, humor and being

transported to other worlds, these are the games tor

you. If you dislike being forced to use your common
sense and imagination, or you frustrate easily, try

them anyway.
In beginning any Adventure, you will find yourself

in a specific location: a forest, on board a small

spaceship, outside a fun house, in the briefing room of

a nuclear plant, in a desert, etc.

By using two-word commands you move from loca-

tion to location, manipulate objects that you find in the

different places, and perform actions as if you were

really there. The object of a game is to amass treesure

for points or accomplish some other goal. Successfully

completing a game, however, is far easier to state than

achieve, In many cases you will find a treasure but be

unable to take it until you are carrying the right com-

bination of objects you find in the various locations.

How do you know which objects you need? Trial

and error, logic and imagination. Each time you try

some action, you learn a little more about the game.

Which brings us to the term "game" again. While call-

ed games. Adventures are actually puzzles because

you have to discover which way the pieces (actions,

manipulations, use of magic words, etc.) fit together in

order to gather your treasures or accomplish the mis-

sion. Like a puzzle, there are a number of ways to fit

the pieces together: players who have found and

stored all the treasures (there are 13) of Adventure #1

may have done so in different ways.

In finding how the pieces fit. you will be forced to

deal with unexpected events, apparent dead ends and

Scotfs humor, which is one of the bast parts of the

puzzles.

K you run into a barrier like not being able to

discover more rooms, don't give up. Play the game with

some friends: sometimas they'll think of things you

haven't tried.

While I pondered how to reach the throne room —
which I wos sure contained the ireosures of Croesus —
the fog grew thicker and the hours passed. I realized I

would not be able to outwit Adorns today,. .but maybe
tomorrow. I marked my present location on my tattered

map ond began the long trip to the sur/oce, As I drag-

ged myself off to bed. I thought about other possible

Adventures.
But enough /or tonight. Tomorrow — another

crack at the chosm. —by Ken Mazur
Roprinled with normission from

PERSONAL COMPUTING MAGAZINE. FEB, 1980
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Fun House • Pyramid of Doom • Ghost Town • Savage

Island-Part 1 • Savage Island-Part 2 • Golden Voyage
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astronaut, thousands of light years frol^f
earth, searching the galaxy's rim for

the fabulous treasures and ad-

vanced technologies of a

long-dead civilization. Maybe
you're the plunderer of
ancient pyramids in a

maddeningly dangerous
land of crumbling ruins.

and trackless desert
wastes.
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You wish to soar to

.other worlds, to behold
wonders newer beheld

by mortal eyes, to dream
unrestrained to the

furthest limits of your
imagination.

The ADVENTURE SERIES
by Scott Adams has been
reviewed by every major

microcomputing magazine,
receiving only the ' highest

praise for its mind-puzzling
challenge & refreshing originality.

tens of thousands of adults and
children have matched wits with

the Adventure Master. Now, it's your
turn. If you. crave the challenge and

panorama of the exotic, touched widn^
sparkling humor, then the Adventure Series is for yollBP

i^Adventure
"

; W*^ INTERNATIONAL
• 1982 '^ DIVISION or- sciir i aiiam:; inc

BOX 3435. LONGWOOD FL 32750
(305) 862-6917 (QUESTIONS)

ORDER FROM YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
or CALL TOLL FREE (800) 327-7172

(ORDERS ONLY PLEASE ~
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"/\ manual trimpot for adjusting

metronome beats is connected to Z13."

like a triplet metronome, for example. The

least significant three bits, D0-D2, are a

code for the note duration requested from

the metronome, as listed in Fig. 3.

IN is the status of the hardware metro-

nome. It can have one of two values that

must be continually tested in a vi/ait loop by

the softvi(are while the previous note is

Program Listing 2

eeiee ** **
I9B11B 1 FAST PLAYBACK FOR PROGRAMMABLE SOUND GENERATORS
eeiie ; SSNCHH0NI2ING ON WHOLE NOTE IMPLEMENTED 1

0013B I TABLE OF ENVELOPE SHAPE/CYCLES IMPLEMENTED
BBUe 1 MATT. (OBINE, 6/9/Bl
BB15B

EBae 00160 ORG 0E000U = 57344 OR -8192
DFEF 08170 CWORD EQU S-llH -CONTROL WORD STORAGE
DFFB BB1S0 CND EQU S-10H CURRENT NOTE DURATION
DFFl 00190 LENV EQU S-0FH ;ENV. SHAPE/CYCLE, LEFT
DFF2 00200 RENV EQU S-0EH 1 RIGHT
DFF3 00210 LCENV EQU S-0DH ; LEFT-CENTER
DFF4 00220 RCENV EQU S-0CH ; RIGHT-CENTER
DFF5 00230 CGKV EQU S-0BH ; CENTER
DFF6 00240 KLSB EQD S-0flH ;K-VARPTR(A(0,0) ) , POKED
DFF9 00250 FL EQU S-7 jFIRST TIME THROUGH FLAG
DFFA 00260 K2 EQU ?-6 ;=K+[N+1)*2, ADDK. OF A[0,1)

DFFC 00270 K4 EQU S-4 j-K+{N+l)'4, ADDR, OF A(0,2)
DFFE BB28B NOTES EQU S-2 J ACTUAL NUMBER OF NOTES

Program Listing 2 Continues

played. The computer spends most of its

time in thewait loop. If the value at the input

port is no longer equal to 255, then the

previous note has ended and PSG registers

can be updated to begin the next note. The

first entry in updating is the control word via

the OUT command, which resets the

metronome status to 255.

The OUT 1 command is the address latch

for selected PSGs. It is equivalent to bus

control 1 (BC1), described in the PSG Data

Manual. As implemented in the music

board, the microprocessor can address

PSG registers 0-13. OUT 2 next latches ac-

tual data into the selected register. When-

ever an OUT 1 or OUT 2 signal is received,

the music board sends the required bus

direction (BDIR) signal to the PSGs, as

described in the manual. This assures that

the data on the microprocessor bus gets

latched by the bidirectional buffers of Fig.

1. Finally, OUT 4 is a RESET signal that sets

-ATTENTION [5-80^ OWNERS-

No matter how your Model I, II, or III is used, whether it be business

or pleasure, this product can benefit you.

The FATIGUE FIGHTERtm reduces the operator fatigue

(irritated, watery eyes and headaches) caused by the harsh white

video display thereby making computer use more efficient and/or

enjoyable. The graph at the right will help explain how it works.

Superimposed on the standard eye sensitivity curve is the band pass

curve of the FATIGUE FIGHTERrM as recorded by a

spectrophotometer. A marker is also on the graph at the ideal

psychological tolerance color. As you can see, the green color of the

FATIGUE FIGHTERtm takes advantage of both eye sensitivity and

psychological tolerance to make the display less irritating.

The FATIGUE FIGHTERtm is made of tough % inch thick acrylic

sheet which adds absolutely no distortion or fuzziness to the display

and is industry proven to be an excellent material for optical filtering

(e.g. lenses for laser safety goggles). It installs easily on all three

TRS-80® models with a pressure sensitive adhesive which will not let

the filter fall off yet allows easy removal if necessary. Finally, the black

and silver border design makes it a perfect match for the computer

styling.

If you want a FATIGUE FIGHTERtm of your own but prefer not

to order by mail, check with your local computer stores to see if they

have them in stock. Otherwise follow the ordering instructions below.

^Tn flRIIFR* Send Name & Address Typed or Clearly PnnteO with Clieck or Money Order (US. FUNDS] fnr

I U Unucn.
114 95 ^3^^ including Shipcing. CansQiai Drders add Sl.OO Each. All Other Foreign Orders

Add SZ.O0 Each lor Shioping. NO CREDIT CARD DfiOERS CDQ s iU.S. ORDERS ONLVj are S2.50

THS-BD IS A AddiliOfial Per Order & are Accepted by Wail or by Calling 904-378 2494 9-5 M-F. norida

TANDY CORP. Residents Add 4% Sales Ta».

TRAOEMARK ALL MAIL ORDERS MUST BE SENT TO THE U.S. ADDRESS

SOUTHERN INNOVATIVE DESIGN
1520 NORTHEAST 1 2TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 32601 ^35

•DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
CANADIAN DEALERS ONLY— For pricing and ordering information contact:

MICRO-COMP ENTERPfllSES. 965 Brock Rd. S.. Unit 3. Pickering. Ont. LIW 2X9 Phone 416-839-4561

Psychological

Tolerance Color

MAXi-
Eye Sensitivity

Spectral Curve

Uiolel Blue Green Yellow Orange Red

110 • 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 Reader Service for facing page ^f



M,^M/^^.MM/a^
Defend Planet from t^

6 Different Types ?

of Alien Attack**

BaSO Middlebelt •Garden City, Michigan 4S1 35
aaO-5S1-e504 / (313] 4S5-40Sa

Written by Larry Ashmun, Copyright ^1981 Soft Sector Marketing, Inc.

Prices Per Game: TRS-80 16K Level II Mod I/Mod III Cassette $15.95
TRS-80 32K Level II Mod I/Mod III Diskette S19.95

Talking and sound effects are playable through the cassette AUX plug. High scores are

automatically saved after each game on disk versions.

Call or write for our complete catalog.

10% discount for 2 items. 15% for 3 or more. Please add S2.50 per order for
| ^ ,

postage & handling. Michigan residents add 4% sales tax. Outside USA Mart*cou

(except Canada] please add S10.00 per order for postage & handling, I



"iA special feature

of the music board
is its unique fiardware metronome.

A9 AB
V V

REGISTER
ADDRESS
LATCH/
DECODER

BDIR

V
BC2
V

BCI DA7-DA0 RESET
V

RESET
REGISTERS

BUS CONTROL
DECODE

BI-DIRECTIONAL BUFFERS

112

Fig. 1. Internal registers of PSGs. All register numbers in decimal.
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feacuRea
A GALAXY of features .makes the LN,W85 a
remarkable, computer. As you explore the
LNW80, you will find the most complete,
powerful, ready to run. feature-packed per-

sonal and business computer ever made into

one compact solid unit. ; ,

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION - Instrumenta-
tion quality construction sets LNWSO com-
puters apart from all the rest. Integrated into

the sleek solid steel case of the LNWSO is a
professional 74-key expanded keyboard that

Includes a twelve key Qumeric keypad.

HIG>1 RESOLUTION GRAPHICS& COLOR-
The stunning 480 X 1 92 resolution gives you
total display control - in color or black and
white. The choice of display formats is yours:
80.64, 40 and 32 columns by 24 or 1 6 lines in

-

any combination of eight colors.

PERFORMANCE- Lift-off with.a4MHz Z80A
CPU for twice the performance. The LNWSO
ytperforms all computers in its class.

MODEL I COMPATIBILITY- The LNW&O is

fully hardware and software compatible with

the Model I. Select from a universe of hardware
accessories and software - from VisiCalC to

space games, your LNW80 will launch you
into a new world of computing.

*

FULLY LOAQED - A full payload includes ^n
on-board single and double density disk

controller for 5 V-i" And 8" single or double
sided disk drives. RS2-32C communications
port, cassette and parallel printer interfaces
are standard features and ready to go. All

memory is fully installed - 48K RAM, 16K
graphics RAM and 12K ROM complete with
Microsoft BASIC.

Our down to eartH^iDhce won't send you into

orbit ^ --

LNW Research Corp.
(71 \\ 6,*i-ii«-"ii (rl.iS.x^/S^ffii

MonilOf anO Oish'driV]bs narh^cluded
TM Pe'sonai Solliware, Inr.'



"Before any sounds can be produced

you must enter certain presets."

all values of data in the PSG to zero. The ac-

tual value output by the computer via OUT 4

does not matter.

A special feature of the music board Is its

unique hardware metronome. Inclusion of a

hardware metronome simplifies the soft-

ware necessary for encoding music. The

metronome has an adjustable trimpot for

manually presetting the metronome rate. A
flashing LED gives a visual indication of

quarter notes, or metronome beats. Actual

note duration is software selected and en-

coded in the least significant three bits of

the control word, as Fig. 3 shows. For enter-

ing a musical score, you can use the metro-

nome in several ways:

• To count time in the shortest units

needed for a particular musical selection,

for example 64th notes, with the software

keeping a tally of notes.

• With certain limitations, the metronome
can count all the note durations, and you

need encode only simultaneous notes In

terms of the smallest note durations.

You can bypass the metronome altogeth-

er If the software never tests the value of IN 0,

or temporarily if software decodes 000 not as

128th notes but as Static or no advance of

the metronome—governed by last note dura-

tion. This gives simultaneous notes or

chords, wherein only the first of several

simultaneous notes Is encoded with the

(shortest necessary) note duration, and the

remaining notes have a 000 code. Bypassing

the metronome is also useful for inputting

initial PSG specs— presetting the PSGs—
at the beginning of a musical selection.

If you use the metronome to keep track of

all notes, a slight complication occurs

whenever different PSGs are selected for

the two or more simultaneous notes. Soft-

ware must keep track of the current note

duration for the first note and re-output the

control word for subsequent Static notes,

using saved current note duration (but dif-

ferent PSG select) instead of the 000 code.

In other words, the 000 code is never output

to the metronome; software always ap-

pends the current note duration code to all

simultaneous notes.

Circuit Description

Figure 4 shows the schematic of the

music board. The clock circuitry is from the

PSG Data Manual. It contains a popular col-

or burst crystal in a standard tank circuit.

The crystal's fundamental frequency is

divided by two by Z2A, a 74LS74 flip-flop.

The resultant frequency of 1.7897725 MHz
is supplied to each PSG, where it is divided

down to produce tones and noise, and to

114 • 80 Microcomputing, May 1982

Program Listing 2 Continued

002911 : = A(0,0) FROM BASIC
0030e ; OR RNDM PROGRAM
0031B

EiBee D304 0032e OUT [4) ,A ! RESET PSG'S
£002 3E07 00330 LD A,

7

! INITIALIZE CND WITH A
£004 32P0DF 00340 LD (CND) ,A 1 WHOLE NOTE
E007 DD2AF6DF 00350 LD IX,(KLSB) (ADDRESS OF A(0,0)
E00B DD4E00 00360 LD C,(IX) ! ACTUAL NUMBER OF NOTES
E00E DD4601 0037e LD B, (IX+1) J - A[0,0)
EBll ED43FEDF 0038fl LD (NOTES) ,BC J SAVE IN DATA TABLE
E015 DD6EFE 00390 LD L, [IX-2) JDEPTH OF 1ST ARRAY DIM.
E018 DD6 6FF 00403 LD H, (IX-1) ; FROM K-2 OF VARPTR
EBIB 29 00410 ADD HL,HL ) CALCULATE K2
E01C E5 00420 PUSH HL
E01D Dl 0043 POP DE
E01E DD19 004 40 ADD IX, DE ;IX STILL CONTAINS (KLSB)
E02B DD22FADF 00450 LD [K2) ,IX iSAVE IN DATA TABLE
E024 29 00460 ADD HL,HL ; CALCULATE K4
E025 E5 00470 PUSH HL
E02e Dl 00460 POP DE
E027 DD2AF6DF 00490 LD IX,(KLSB) (ADDRESS OF A[0,0)
E02B DD19 00500 ADD IX, DE
E02D DD22FCDF 00510 LD 1K4) ,IX J SAVE IN DATA TABLE
E031 01.0200 00 52

00530
LD BC,2 J INITIAL VALUE FOR LOOP

jBC-'AKBAY INDEX TIMES TWO
00540 ; IF INITIAL PRESETS ARE STATIC (000 CODE FOR THE METRONOME)
00550 ; THEN WHOLE NOTE IN [CND) IS APPENDED TO EACH CONTROL WORD

E034 2AF6DF 00560 LOOP LD HL, (KLSB) ) CALCULATE ARRAY POINTER
E037 09 00570 ADD HL.BC
E03e 7E 00580 LD A, (HL) (POINT TO A[N,0)
E03g 32EFDF 00590 LD (CWORD) ,A [ENTER INTO TABLE
E03C E607 00600 AND 7 jTEST FOR STATIC
E03E 280C 00610 JR Z, STATIC 1 000 IN BITS 0, 1 AND 2

E040 32F0DF 00620 LD (CND) ,A I SAVE CURRENT NOTE DURAT.
00630 ; THE WAIT LOOP HOLDS BACK NEW NOTE ONTILL PREVIOUS NOTE HAS EXPIRED. [

E043 DB00 00640 INLOOP IN A,(0) f HARDWARE INPUT LOOP
E045 FEFF 00650 CP 0FFH
E047 28fA 00660 JR Z, INLOOP 1 LOOP IF NOT READY
E049 7E 00670 LD A,[HL) iRELDAD A(N,0)
Ea4A 1B04 00680 JR OUTPUT
E04C 3AF0DF 00690 STATIC LD A, (CND) jLOOK UP CURRENT NOTE DUR.
E04F 86 00700 ADD A,(HI.) , APPEND IT TO STATIC
E050 D300 00710 OUTPUT OUT (0) ,A [OUTPUT CONTROL WORD

00720 ; THE HARDWARE METRONOME IS BEING REPEATEDLY LOADED WITH |

00730 ; CURRENT NOTE DURATION FOR STATIC (SIMULTANEOUS) NOTES
00740 ;

00750 ; CALCULATE UiRAY INDEX FOR PSG ADDRESS SPECIFICATIONS
E052 2AFADF 00760 LD HL, [K2) J FROM DATA TABLE
E055 89 00770 ADD HL,BC ;POINT TO A(N,1)
E056 7E 00780 LD A, IHL) ;- A(N,1)
E057 PE01 00790 CP 1 ;TEST FOR DOUBLE
E059 2626 00800 JB Z, DOUBLE ; PSG REGISTERS
E05B FE03 00810 CP 3

E05D 2822 00820 JR Z, DOUBLE
E05F FE05 00630 CP 5

E0ei 281E 00 64 JR Z, DOUBLE
00850 r TEST FOR PSG REG. 13, ENVELOPE SHAPE/CYCLE |

E063 FE0D 00860 CP 13 ;PSG REG. 137
E065 2836 00870

00880
JR Z.ESC ;FOR FURTHER PROCESSING

£067 D301 00890
00900

OUT (1).A (OUTPUT ADDRESS FOR ANY
; OTHER SINGLE PSG REG.

00910 ; TEST WHETHER JUST ADDRESSED PSG REG. 6, NOISE PERIOD, 1

00920 ! WHICH MUST TRIGGER ENVELOPE SHAPE/CYCLE AUTOMATICALLY |

E069 FE06 00930 CP 6

00940 ; CALCULATE POINTER TO ARRAY MEMBER CONTAINING PSG DATA

Program Listing 2 Conlinues

OUTO
D7 06 D5 D4 D3 02 Dl DO

Control Word. L R X X note duration

A 1 seleols, a deselects a left, right or center PGS.

X - does not matter (reserved for lelt-center and right-center PSG).

INO Status of Hardware Metronome.

Previous note still active: 1 1

Previous note has ended: 1 1

111111111110
OUT! Address Latch for selected PSGs.

PSG register 0:

through register 13: 110 1

OUT 2 Data l^tch for PSGs, Data range: 0-255, as required.

OUT 4 Reset ail PSGs. Sets ail values of data to zero.

The actual value output via OUT 4 does not matter.

Fig. 2. Input/output port assignment



advance envelopes.

Z6, Z7 and Z8 decode the address bus for

port mapping. Z3 and Z4 gate the micro-

processor IN and OUT signals to give the

port assignment listed in Fig. 2. The micro-

processor data bus is connected to each
PSG as well as to Z9, a 74LS374 Latch. Z9
stores the control word that enables PSGs
and latches a request onto the metronome.
The hardware metronome relies on Z13, a

555 timer, to provide the clock. A manual
trimpot for adjusting metronome beats is

connected toZ13. Timer output goes to two
cascaded binary counters, Z11 and Z1 2. The
eight binary outputs are applied to Z10, a

74LS151 One-of-eight Data Selector. A three

bit code latched to the address inputs of

Z10 will select one of the eight counter

lines. The selected line will appear at pin 6

of Z10, for analysis by edge detector cir-

cuitry utilizing a CMOS 4070 Exclusive-Or

gate, 25,

A change of state, that is either a positive

or negative transition, indicates the end of a
particular note. The edge detector converts

this transition to a short positive-going

pulse which is applied to Z2b, a 74LS74 flip-

flop that is armed by a n OUT command.
Once armed, additional OUT signals have
no effect, and the flip-flop output stays

positive until it receives the edge detector

pulse. Thereupon the output goes low, per-

mitting gate Z4 to out^iut a high level signal

to transistor 01 if an IN signal is received,

as during the software wait loop. The
2N3904 npn transistor 01 is wired in an
open-collector configuration; a high level

applied to its base will give a true low at

microprocessor data bit DO, whereas a low
level on its base will give a high-impedance
output that does not affect the data bus. In

response to an IN command, the data will

yield 254 if DO is at logic level low, and 255 if

DO is at high impedance.

The LED is connected to the counter line

for eighth notes. This gives a short flash

every quarter note.

The nine-voice PSG music board draws

02 D1 DO

1 1 1 Whole note

1 1 = Half note

1 1 Quarter note

1 = Eighth note

1 1 = 16th note

1 - 32nd note

1 641h note

- 128th note (or Static— no advance)

Fig. 3 Metronome codes

about 250 mA at 5 VDC. This can be con-
veniently obtained from an AC Adaptor
such as the Radio Shack Cat. No. 270-1551,

300 mA at 9 VDC, plugged into the voltage

regulating circuit shown on the schematic
of Fig. 4. If you expand the music board to

15 voices, or five PSGs, the power supply
will have to be larger because each PSG
chip draws 45-75 mA. Expanding the music
board to 15 voices is straightforward; it in-

volves connecting the unused outputs of Z9
to A8 of each PSG: D4 for right-center and
D5 for left-center PSG, and employing a five

to two stereo mixer such as that shown in

Fig. 5. Encoding of 15 voices will require

more RAM. A 48KTRS-80 will accommodate
a 5-10 minute multi-part musical score,

played at average tempo.
The parts list is given in Fig. 6. The fin-

ished nine-voice PSG music board is shown
in Photo 1, wire wrapped on a Vector board.

Metronome Limitations

If you use the metronome to count only

the shortest time intervals necessary for a

particular selection, say 64th notes, the

considerations below do not apply.
However, if you use the metronome to

count all the notes of a selection, some
limitations apply: you must break certain

sequences of notes down into proper ele-

ments to assure correct counting.

Fig. 7 is a partial timing diagram showing
how the different note-duration outputs are

available from the metronome simultane-

ously. The diagram applies to the 74LS93
binary counters used in the metronome's
construction. The metronome always
counts between transitions, either positive

or negative. For example, if you start on the

plateau of a quarter note followed by an
eighth note, time proceeds along the

"In line 13,

three simultaneous notes

can be triggered .

.

."

quarter note plateau until the first transition

is encountered; then the metronome jumps
to the output labeled eighth note and pro-

ceeds along this plateau until the next tran-

sition. Forany transition, the IN value will

not be equal to 255, so that software can
load the next series of specifications. '

Certain note sequences must be pro-

grammed in time units that the metronome
can handle without error. Fig. 8 shows two
examples. In general, if a short, syncopated
note precedes a longer note, you must
break up the longer note into shorter tied

notes. In actual programming this rarely oc-

curs; moreover, the reverse— longer note

followed by much shorter notes—gives no
problem.

You should synchronize the metronome
with the longest note possible, by output-

ting a whole note rest before the musical
selection begins. This will assure that all

note outputs are initially at a low logic level,

and that the metronome will begin counting

on the downbeat.

Testing and Programming

After performing continuity tests and in-

serting the ICs, you can obtain some
sounds from the music board. The easiest

approach is to enter from the keyboard a
series of OUT 0, OUT 1 and OUT 2 state-

ments for the control word, PSG register ad-

dress and PSG data respectively, as shown
in the example of Fig. 9. Before any sounds
can be produced, you must enter certain

presets, such as those in lines 1-3. After a

note is specified, as in lines 4 and 5, the

envelope must be triggered by addressing

PSG register 13, envelope shape/cycle.

Since line 3 selected envelope control, a

note will not be struck unless PSG register

COLOR COMPUTER USERS . . . YOUR EXCLUSIVE MONTHLY MAGAZINE

the RAINBOW
HAS A POT OF GOLD FULL OF

• Programs
• Hints and Tips

• Helpful Utiiilies

• Honest Reviews
• New User Tutorials

• Software Discouiiis

ifk or Tanay Corp

Th« RAINBOW IS devoted only to tne TRS-SO" COLOR
COMPUTER! It IS the magazine that will lielp you gel the
most out Qt your Color Computer whether you're
interested in tun and games, business applications or
education

The RAINBOW is a no: of gold lull of fabulous
information " — P M . Detroit

'I nouldnl be without the RAINBOW. Its the Oesf
—R P

. Seattle

lh« RAINBOW
5803Timber Rrdge Dr • Prospect. KV 40069

Subscribe to the RAINBOW today.
A 12-month subscription is only $16.

Canadian DoirKs please aad J2 50
All 5iiD5criptions Stan Biin currerl issue (iimitea back isiues available

lor 12 plui (250 postageend hanaiingi

^296
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"These specifications are sufficient

to encode a muiti-part score. .

."

13 is addressed. In line 13, three simultane- employed to analyze the metronome code similar to the one shown on Fig. 9, but with

ous notes can be triggered this way. or to sample IN 0, the metronome status several simplifications. The following

The simple example above makes no use port. Shortly, I will discuss a PLAYBKdriver points summarize the requirements for a

of the metronome, since no software was which will accept a three-dimensional array three-dimensional integer array A%(X,2):

3.579545MHI
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Fig. 4. PSG music board schematic



MACRO-MONITOR
...THE SHADOW

What secrets lurk deep
within the heart of your

microprocessor? Only THE
SHADOW knows. Advanced

Operating Systems shines the
light on the intricate workings

of your *TRS-80 Model lor
Model III microcomputer.
MACRO-MONITOR, THE
SHADOW, is a machine

language program by Jake
Commander which allows you
to disassemble and examine

program instructions from any
part of your computer's

memory. THE SHADOW even
enables you to single-step

through your computer's ROM.

With THE SHADOW, you can
load a machine language

program from disk or tape and

begin execution at a user-

specified breakpoint, one
instruction at a time, with a

user-defined time delay
between instructions. It will

disassemble each instruction as

it is being executed and route
it along with all current

register values to your video
screen or printer. The user may

also search through memory
for a specific character string-

(ASCII or Hex) up to 16 bytes

in length.
THE SHADOW permits machine

language programs to be
relocated within memory 'with

all internal calls and jumps
changed to execute in the new

location. The program also

provides a visual display of
tape LOADS and SAVES.

THE SHADOW is completely
user-relocatable in RAM
making it an extremely

valuable tool for all

programmers.
Now available at your local

software retailer,'or call (800)

348-8558 to order (Indiana

residents, call (219) 879-4693)
MasterCard and VISA accepted.

MODEL I TAPE $54.95
MODEL I DISK $59.95
MODEL III DISK $69.95

ADVANCED
OPERATING
SYSTEMS
450 St. John Road

Michigan City, IN 46360

TRS-80 is a registered trademark ot Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp



"Only the shortest time intervals

are encoded explicitly. .
."

• The three dimensions are assigned as

foilows: A%(N,0) = control word; A%(N,1) =

PSG register address; and A%(N,2)^ PSG
data,

• A%(0,0) contains the number of notes

to be piayed. A%(0,1) and A%(0,2) are un-

necessary although they may be used for

identification.

• The PLAYBK driver automaticaiiy per-

forms double loads to the tone-generat-

LEFT-CENTER

LEFT

CENTER

RIGHT

RIGHT-CENTER

ing PSG registers. Only the MSB reg-

isters 1, 3 or 5 need to be addressed via

A%(N,1); the corresponding A%(N,2)
should contain the entire code for the

desired note frequency.

• The driver automatically triggers PSG
register 13, envelope shape/cycle, vi/hen-

ever a note is to be output (registers 1 , 3

or 5) or vi/henever PSG register 6, noise

period, is loaded.

lO^F

^1 > LEFT

STEREO OUTPUT

O^F

-^1 > RIGHT

Fig. 5. Stereo mixer for a 15-voice PSG music board

• The driver does not execute any data

sent to PSG register 13, envelope shape/

cycle, but stores them in a lookup table.

The most current values in the table trig-

ger notes and noise automatically.

• You enter the score from left to right, in

a "parallel" fashion, similar to the way a

keyboardist would play a score.

• The first of simultaneous notes re-

quires a metronome code that reflects

the shortest of the simultaneous notes.

The other notes, including the shortest

ones, use 000 for the code. Thus only the

shortest time intervals are encoded ex-

plicitly; the longer notes m\\ sustain

automatically until reloaded.

• You can obtain tied notes by tem-

porarily outputting an appropriately dif-

ferent envelope period, and reloading the

usual envelope period aftervi^ards.

• You can obtain rests by turning off a

particular channel: temporarily load its

amplitude register with 0000, and then

reload it with the usual value afterwards.

These specifications are sufficient to en-

code a complicated multi-part score, but it

is a time consuming task for anything but

short selections.

IC Type Vcc GND
Z1 4069UB 14 7 |

Z2 74LS74 14 7

Z3 74LS32 14 7

Z4 74LS02 14 7

25 4070B 14 7

Z6 74LS04 14 7

Z7 74LS30 14 7

ZB 74LS138 14 7

Z9 74LS374 10 20

Z10 74LS151 16 8

Z11,212 74LS93 14 7

Z13 555 8 4

Z14, Z15, Z15 AY-3-891 2 3 6 i

Source Device

1 VECTOR 51X1PDP Mounting frame

1 VECTOR 3677-6DP DIP Padboard

1 APP-9241 50-24 interface cable

1 APP-929e36-05 Male header, straight, WW
1 BS 272-1310 Color burst crystal, 3.579545 MHz
1

1

2N3904 transistor

7805 voltage regulator

1 RS 271-219 50K one-turn trimpot

1 LED with mount

6 Resistors, Ik 1/4W

2 Resistors, 2.2k

1 each Resistors: 300 ohm, 330 ohm, 10k, 47k, 10M
1 each Ceramic caps: 20pF, .OOlj-F, .lnF

3 or more Decoupling caps, 0.1 or 0.22 (jF

1 each Tantalum caps: IjjF. 3.3f<F

2

1

Tantalum caps, lOfiF

Electrolytic cap, 50(iF/25V

1 RS 274-332 Audio jacks, dual

1 RS 270-1551 Power supply, 9V at 300 mA
1 Swilchcraft 722A Power supply jack (small pin)

Fig. 6. Parts list for nine-voice PSG music board

Software

Program Listing 1 shows a short Basic

calling program and two machine-language

drivers, PLAYBK and RNDM, encoded in

Data statements. The Basic program trans-

mits two variables to the USR subroutines:

a flag to prevent reinitializing certain

values, and VARPTR of A%(0,0), the first

member of the three-dimensional integer ar-

ray containing the notes. The PLAYBK
driver also needs the value of A%(0,0), the

actual number of notes, so it is defined in

line 840 of Listing 1. initializing certain

variables in line 70 prevents the array from

being dynamically relocated by the Basic

interpreter after the first loop through the

program, and may be omitted.

Program Listing 2 is an EDTASM source

file for the PLAYBK driver. It accepts the

three-dimensional array from Basic and

sends the proper sequence of PSG ad-

dresses and data to the output ports, as

well as reads the metronome status via an

input port, as specified in Fig. 2.

At top of PLAYBK is a data table with 12

entries. Five of these are envelope shape/

cycle specifications for PSG register 13.

These are output automatically after notes

or noise, because they trigger the en-

velopes. Data table entries K2, K4 and Notes

are calculated array parameters. Program

lines 350-510 perform these calculations.
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MX-80/100 OWNERS
PRINTER STANDS

End the mess ot paper from your desktop

printer. Paper is fed from under the printer

_. ^^^^^^ and allowed to stack neatly behind your

machine. Made from the highest quality

clear plexiglass, this is a handsome addj-

^^ ^^,. ^^^^^^ tion to home or office. Available in two sizes
^2^"'' .^M^^^i^^^^l Regular for printers such as MX-80,

MicrolineSO, etc. or Large for printers such

as MX-100, DataRoyal, DWII etc. Available

with extra shelf for quick and easy forms

change.

Regular (300010} 29.95

^jssH^BH^^i^ Regular w/shelf (300011) 44.95

Large (300020) 34.95

Large w/shelf (300021) 49.95

MX-80 RELOADS

Reload your own MX-80 & MX-100 Ribbon Cartridges, and save money. These endless loop Silver Dollar Ribbon packs load into your worn cartridge

easily, saving you money. Now available in Blue and Red.

Black (500000)

Red (500010) ..

Blue (500020) .

$3.95 ea.

.4.95 ea.

, ,4.95 ea.

Black (50000r

Red (500011),

Blue (500021)

.$39.50 doz.

, ,49.95 doz.

, .49.95 doz.

MX-80 RIBBON CARTRIDGE

Same as original cartridge, with the additional feature of "Mobis" loop which turns the ribbon 180" after each run through the cartridge extending rib-

bon life. As you know MX-80 cartridges cost $15.00 from most sources, but these are only $10.95 each or save even more by buying 3 at $29.95.

1 cartridge (500050) $10.95 2 pack (500051 $29.95

NEW — We now carry the DIGIAC MULTIUSER COMPUTER. Call for details on
MULTIUSER Processing!!

171 Hawkins Rood
Centereoch, New York 11720

(516) 981-6566 (Voice)

(516) 566-5636 (Dote)

MNET-70331 105

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Add $2.00 S 6 H

NYS res. odd oppr. rox ^300

^'See List ot Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 119



First in

Its Class

and

Looking

for

Work.

TRS-80 Model I, II, III

Five multiple regression procedures

(inciuding stepwise, backward eiiminatiori, all

subset, and ridge), 24 transtormations, com-

prehensive data base manager (with search

and sort), descriptive statistics, hypothesis

testing (7 tests), time series analysis (7

models), random variate generation, discrete

probability distributions, sampling distribu-

tions, nonparametrics (5 tests), and com-

piete documentation.

Complete package with manual — $125

To order, send payment plus $2.00 shipping

and handling to:

Quant Systems
P.O. Box 628

Charieston, S.C. 29402

803-571-2825

S.C. residents add 4% sales tax

Overseas orders add $7 for shipping

>'194

EPSON MX-80
COMPLETE

PRINTER PACKAGE

EPSON MX-80
GRAFTRAX-80
EXTRA MX-80 RIBBON
5000 MAILING LABELS
3200/2600 SHEETS (1 Case)

TRACTOR FEED PAPER
LISTER/CMU (Ditk ModtHA III Onlyl

APPROXIMATE VALUE ^Q39.'^

You Pay Only *569"^

Rainbow
P & P CORPORATION >^265

P Q BOX 362 • MAODONFIELD N J 08033

r/»?oVv 800-257-61 i

in New Jersey 609-428-3900

Enclosed is my check for '569.85'

plus $1 1 .90 for sfiipping and handling

MX-80 Complete Printer Package
Visa Master Caid Check
COD Wire Transter(leS3 2%)

Cieflii Card No Eip Date

Name

AOd'ess

Oily -ZiO-

• Netv Je'sey Residents add 5% Sales Tax

"The wait loop prevents the output

until the metronome status Indicates

that previous note has ended/'

Program Listing 2 Continued

E06B 2AFCDF 00950 LD HL,{K4) J FROM DATA TABLE
E06E B9 00960 ADD HL,BC ;POINT TO A(N,2)
E06F 7E 00970 LD A, [HL) ,= A(N,2]
E070 D302 00960 OUT (2) ,A ; OUTPUT PSG DATA
EB7 2 CCD1E0 00990 CALL Z, TRIGG ;FROM CP 6 INSTRUCTION

01000 ; CONTINUE PROCESSING APfiAY IF NOT AT END
E075 03 01010 COST INC EC ;ADVANCE ARRAY POINTER
E076 03 01020 INC BC ; BY TWO {INTEGER ARRAY)
E077 2AFEDF 01030 LD HL, (NOTES) (NUMBER OF NOTES
E07A 29 01040 ADD HL.HL (DOUBLE IT
E07B AF 01050 XOR A ; CLEAR CARRY
EBTC ED42 01060 SBC HL,BC ;END OF ARRAY?
E07E 20B4 01070 JR N a, LOOP
E080 C9 01080 RETURN RET .BACK TO BASIC

01090 ; A CONTAINS PEG REGISTER NUMBER 1,3, OR 5 1

E081 D301 01100 DOUBLE OUT (11 -A ;-A[N,l) OUTPUT PSG REG. NO.
E083 SF 01110 LD E,A fSAVE A IN E FOR DECREMENT.
E084 DD2AFCDF 01120 LD IX, (K4) J FROM DATA TABLE
E088 0009 01130 ADD rx,BC ;BC-ABRAY POINTER
E08A DD7E01 01140 LD A,(IX+1) ;= A(N,2) , MSB DATA
E0BD D302 01150 OUT (2),A (OUTPUT MSB DATA
E0 8F ID 01160 DEC E [POINT TO LSB REG. NO.
E090 7B 01170 LD A,E [A^PSG REG. NO. , 2 OR 4
E091 D301 01180 OUT (1).A (OUTPUT PSG REGISTER NO.
E093 DD7E00 01190 LD A, (IX) 1- A(N,2) , LSB DATA
E09e D302 01200 OUT (2) .A (OUTPUT LSB DATA
E098 CDD1E0 01210 CALL TRIGG (TRIGGER ENVELOPE
E09B 18D8 01220

01230 f

JR CONT (CONTINUE

01240 ; ROUTINE TO ENTER ENVELOPE SHAPE/CYCLE INTO TABLE
01250 1 FOR SUBSEQUENT AUTOMATIC DOTPUT WITH NOISE OR TONES

E09D 3AEFDF 01260 ESC LD A, (CHORD) (CURRENT CONTROL WORD
E0A0 5F 01270 LD E,A (INTO E
E0A1 2AFCDF 01280 LD HL,{K4) (CALCULATE A(N,2)=DATA
E0A4 09 01290 ADD HL,BC
E0A5 7E 01300 LD A,(HL) 1= A[N,2)
EflA6 FD21F1DF 01310 LD lY , LENV (POINT TO TOP OF TABLE
E0AA CB7B 0132B

01330
BIT 7,E (TEST WHETHER LEFT PSG

( WAS SELECTED
E0AC CDC6E0 01340 CALL FILL (UPDATE TABLE IF NECESS.
E0AF CB7 3 01350 BIT 6,E (RIGHT PSG SELECTED?
EHBl CDC6E0 01360 CALL FILL
E0E4 CB6B 01370 BIT 5,E (LEFT-CENTER?
E0B6 CDC6E0 013 80 CALL FILL
E0B9 CB63 01390 BIT 4,E (RIGHT-CENTER?
E0BB CDC6E0 01400 CALL FILL
E0BE CB5B 01410 BIT 3,E [CENTER PSG7
E0C0 CDC6E0 01420 CALL FILL
E0C3 C375E0 01430

01440
JP CONT (BACK TO LOOP

E0Ce 2003 01450 FILL JH NZ,SET [JP IF BIT SET
E0C8 FD23 01460 INC lY (TABLE POINTER
E0CA C9 01470 RET [TO ROUTINE
E0CB FD7700 01480 SET LD ill) ,A [UPDATE TABLE ENTRY
E0CE FD23 01490 INC lY
E0D0 C9 01500

01510
RET (TO ROUTINE

01520 ; SUBROUTINE TO TRIGGER ENVELOPES USING TABLE ENTRIES 1

01530 ; PROPER ENVELOPE SHAPE/CTCLE IS OUTPUT TO EACH PEG 1

E0D1 FD21F1DF 01540 TRIGG LD IY,LENV (POINT TO TOP OF TABLE
E0D5 3AEFDF 01550 LD A,(CWORD) (CURRENT CONTROL WORD
E0DB 5F 01560 LD E,A (INTO E
E0D9 CB7B 01570 BIT 7,E (LEFT PSG SELECTED?
E0DB 1680 015 60 LD D,e0H != 10000000
E0DD CDFDE0 015 90 CALL EXAM (EXAMINE IT
E0E0 CB73 01600 BIT 6,E (RIGHT PSG?
E0E2 1640 01610 LD D,40H (^ 01000000
E0E4 CDFDE0 01620 CALL EXAM
E0E7 CB6B 016 30 BIT 5,E (LEFT-CENTER PSG?
E0E9 1620 01540 LD D,20H (^ 00100000
E0EB CDFDE0 01650 CALL EXAM
E0EE CBfa 01660 BIT 4,E (RIGHT-CENTER PSG?
E0F0 1610 01670 LD D,10H (= 00010000
E0F2 CDFDE0 01680 CALL EXAM
E0F5 CB5B 016 90 BIT 3,E (CENTER PSG?
E0F7 1608 01700 LD D,e (- 00001000
E0F9 CDFDE0 01710 CALL EXAM
EHFC C9 01720

01730
RET (TO CALLING PROGRAM

E0FD 2003 01740 EXAM JK NZ,HIGH (IF BIT SET
E0FF FD23 01750 INC lY (ADVANCE TABLE POINTER
E101 C9 01760 RET (TO SUBROUTINE

01770 f MUST APPEND CND TO ANY CONTROL WORD FOR THE METRONOME 1

E102 3AF0DP 017 80 HIGH LD A, (CND) [FROM TABLE
E105 82 017 90

01800
ADD A,D (APPEND CND TO SINGLE

J PSG SELECT IN D
E106 D300 01B10

01620
OUT (0) .A (OUTPUT CONTROL WORD

( FOR SINGLE PSG
E108 3E0D 01830 LD A, 13 (PSG REG, 13
E10A D301 01B40 OUT (1) -A (ADDRESS IT
E10C FD7E00 01850 LD A,(iy) (GET PROPER ENV. SHAPE
E10F D302 018 60 OUT (2) ,A (OUTPUT IT AS DATA TO PSG
Elll FD23 01870 INC lY (POINT TO NEXT TABLE ENTRY
E113 C9 01880 RET (TO SUBROUTINE
0000 01890 END
00000 TOTAL EHRORS
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"The random number generator

may crash if too many values

are rejected in a repeating loop."

Current control word is stored under
CWORD. The program uses it to enable the

proper PSGs, after current note duration

(CND), also stored in the table, is appended

to the control word. The CND is the three bit

metronome code, as listed in Fig. 3, that is

automatically appended for any simultan-

eous notes that have been encoded using

letfi NOTE

EIGHTH NOTE

QUARTER NOTE

HALF NOTE

Fig. 7. Timing diagram for metronome based on 74LS93 binary counters. Only four of the

eigtit available outputs are shown.

WILL BE DECODED AS

WILL BE DECODED AS.

j^i^ USE; J'I'I'

j^i^j - j^i^rj
Fig. 8. Examples of note sequences that must be encoded in smaller time units

Program Listing 3

001BB •* RHDM •*
80110 ; ROUTINE TO GENERATE RANDOM SOUNDS WITH DIGITAL HASKINt.
00120 ; MATT. ROBINS 6/10/Bl

E20e 00130 ORG BE300I3 ;"=57856 OR -7680
DFEF 001419 CWORD EQU 0DFEFH ; CONTROL WORD STORAGE
DPF6 00150 KLEB EQU 0DFF6H jADDHESS OF fl(0,0)
DFF9 00160 FL EQU 0DFF9H tFLAG-0 FIRST TIME THROUGH
DFPfl 00170 K2 EQU 0DFFAH (ADDRESS OF A(0,1)
DFFC 00180 K4 EQU 0DFFCH ;ADRESS OF A(0,2)
DPPE 00190

00200
NOTES EQU 0DFFEH ;MAXIM0H NUMBER OF NOTES

E200 D304 00210 OUT (4) ,A jRESET PEG'S
E282 3AF9DF 00220 LD A,(FL) jTEST FLAG =

E205 E7 00230 OB A ; IF FIRST TIME THROUGH
E206 2a3F 00240 JR NZ, BYPASS .-DATA TABLE ALREADY FILLED

00250 ; ENTEE INITIAL SEED FOR RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR |

£208 ED5F 00260 LD A,R jFfiOH REFRESH REGISTER
E2eA FD2133E3 00270 LD lY.RSEED jPOINT TO RSEED
E20E FD7700 00280 LD (IY),A ;LSB
E211 ED5F 00290 LD A,R (ANOTHER NUMBER
E213 FD77ai 00300 LD (IY+1) ,A (MSB

00310 ; CALCULATE 'ARAMETERS FOR TABLE |

E216 DD2AF6DF 00320 LD IX, (KLSB) fADDREEE OF A(0,0)
E21fi DD6EFE 00330 LD L, (IX-2} (GET DEPTH OF 1ST DIMENSION
E21D DD6 6FF 00340 LD H, {IX-D ; FROM K-2 OF VARPTR
E22e E5 00350 PUSH HL
E221 CI 00360 POP BC
E222 0B 00370

00380
00390

DEC BC (CALCULATE NO. OF NOTES
; - ONE LESS THAN DEPTH
I

OF FIRST DIMENSION
E223 ED43FEDF 00400 LD (NOTES) ,BC ;SAVE IN DATA TABLE
E227 DD7100 00410 LD !IX),C (LOAD A(0,0) WITH MAX. NOTES
E22A DD7001 00420 LD (IX+l) ,B ; FOR PLAYBK ROUTINE
E22D 29 00430 ADD HL,HL (CALCULATE K2
E22E E5 00440 PUSH HL
E22F d: 00450 POP DE
E230 DD2AF6DF 00460 LD IX, (KLSB)
E234 DD19 00470 ADD IX, DE

Program Listing 3 Continues

The Captain 80 Book of

BASIC
ADVENTURES

EIGHTEEN ADVENTURES:
Atlantean Odyssey

n Dog Star

D Thunder Road
Deadly Dungeon

D Revenge of Balrog

The Fortress at Times-End
n Temple of the Sun

Lost Ship

Spider Mountain
Lost Dutchman's Gold

D Journey to the Centerof the
Earth

n King Tut's Tomb
Voyage to Atlantis

House of Seven Gables
Sorcerer's Castle

CIA Adventure

Arctic Adventure
Adventureland

All these program listings plus

an Adventure Generator not
available from any other

source!

$19.95*
Although all programs are
written for TRS-80 Model I &
IN, these programs will easily

convert to any other machine
using Microsoft^ BASIC.

Send to :

80 Northwest Publishing
3838 South Warner St.

Tacoma, WA 98409
(206)475-2219

Name
Address
City

State, Zip

Visa/MC
Exp. Date

*Please add $2.05 for

Shipping and Handling.

1^329

^See List of Aclvertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, f\i'lay 1982 • 121



"Thus, noise period registers

are treated like tone period registers.

Program Listing 3 Continued

E236 DD22FADF 00480 LD [K2) .IX fSAVE IN DATA TABLE
E23fi 29 00490 ADD HL.HL /CALCULATE K4
E23B E5 00500 PUSH HL
E23C Dl 00510 POP DE
E23D DD2fiF6DF 00520 LD IX,(KLSB)
EZ41 DD19 00530 ADD IX, DE
E243 DD22FCDF 00540 LD (K4) ,IX rSfiVE IN DATA TABLE
E247 111200 00550 BYPASS LD DE,1B J INITIAL VALUE FOR LOOP

00560 J FOR N^^g [PRESETS)
00570 1 FROM BASIC
00580 ;

Program Listing 3 Continues

What's a
SemiDisk?
The best disk emulator you'll find anywhere. It's a single

512K byte memory board. (1 Megabyte on special order) It

operates like a disk, except far faster. Your software is

compatible with no modifications.

No strings attached. No need for a special CPU, DMA, I/O,

or disk controller. No need to return your operating system

disk. No changes to your present hardware.
SemiDisk doesn't interfere with memory space, which is

left totally free for the operating system or user programs. If

you have an 8080, 8085, or Z80 CPU with CP/M 2.X on S-100,

you can use it right now. (Available soon for TRS-80 Model 2

and IBM Personal Computer.)

Unmatched Performance:
• 30 to 300 times faster than 8" floppies
• Much faster than hard disks
• Expandable to 8 Megabytes
• Only 0.6 amps (typ) supply current for 512K
(0.9 amps for 1 Megabyte)

SemiDisk is the least expensive disk emulator per byte of

storage. At $1995 for 5I2K, it's less than a third the cost of the

closest competition.

So compare price, performance, hardware requirements,

flexibility, storage density, and expandability, and you'll

select SemiDisk!

SemiDisk /•°•^°''°^R ,,„,,
-^ Beaverton, OR (503)-

Systems ^3^2 97075 642-3100

TRS-80 trademark oi Rad'o Shcck — CP M Trademark ol Digital Research

000. Program lines 580-600 test for the

presence of the 000 metronome code. If

found, lines 690-700 append the CND to the

control word and output It in line 710. Thus,

the metronome is repeatedly loaded with

the note duration given for the first of sev-

eral simultaneous notes, even though dif-

ferent PSGs receive the simultaneous

notes.

If the next note duration is not Static, code

000, the wait loop in lines 640-660 prevents

the output until the metronome status indi-

cates that previous note has ended. Once

the control word with proper CND is output,

the enabled PSGs are ready to receive the

next two specifications: PSG address and

PSG data, encoded in array members

A%(N,1) and A%(N,2) respectively.

Lines 780-840 test for addresses to PSG

registers 1, 3 or 5. These registers contain

the most significant four bits of tone period,

but the corresponding array member for

PSG data will contain the entire 12-bit value

that has to be separated into LSB-MSB and

output to the double PSG tone period

registers. A branch to Double accomplishes

the double loads. Subroutine Trigg at line

1540 triggers the tones by looking up the

most recent envelopes in the data table and

then outputting them to PSG register 13 of

the proper PSG.
Line 860 tests for an address to PSG reg-

ister 13, envelope shape/cycle. Any entries

to this register are not output immediately,

but stored in the data table by a branch to

ESC, line 1260. Finally, line 890 outputs any

remaining PSG addresses, including reg-

isters 0, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or 11. If PSG reg-

isters was output, as tested in line 930, sub-

routine Trigg is called, because a proper en-

velope shape has to be output whenever

registers, noise period, is addressed. Thus,

noise period registers are treated like tone

period registers. Line 980 outputs the ac-

tual PSG data, stored in array as A%(N,2),

to any selected PSG register except 1 , 3, 5,

6

or 13.

Lines 1010-1070 advance array pointers

and test whether all notes have been

played. If so, line 1080 returns to the Basic

calling program.

Program Listing 3 is the random note ar-

ray generating routine, or RNDM. It creates

a three-dimensional integer array. At the

top of the listing is a data table that is

shared with PLAYBK. First time through,

the routine calculates array parameters K2,

K4 and Notes. In this case. Notes is the

maximum number possible after dimen-

sioning the array in the Basic program.

Lines 260-300 enter a seed for the random
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number generator RAND by reading theZBO

refresh register R.

After the first time through, the entry

point to the RNDM program is at line 550.

The Z80 register pair DE serves as an array

index times two, since an integer array

member occupies two bytes of RAM, and is

initialized to a value that accommodates
the initial settings entered via Data state-

ments in Basic. Eight such presets were

entered into the array in Listing 1, lines

1160-1230. The RNDM routine builds the

three-dimensional array starting with the ar-

ray index N =9. In line 610 of Listing 3, a

call to RAND produces the first random
control word that is immediately entered in-

to the array as A'yo(9,0). In line 650, a call is

made to RAND to obtain a PSG register ad-

dress. After rejecting non-applicable reg-

isters, the random number becomes array

member A%(N,1) in line 770.

Logically it would follow that a third call

'Since the PSGs use a logarithmic

voiume scaie, the iow volumes

are disproportionately quiet."

to RAND would give the PSG data, array

member A%(N,2). Unfortunately, such pure-

ly random data do not sound pleasant. The

rest of the program performs "software

filtering" to limit the randomness of some

of the entries, and thereby make the output

more pleasing acoustically. You can experi-

ment with additional filtering, bearing in

mind that the random number generator

may crash If too many values are rejected in

Control word PSG Address PSG Data Action

1. 11111000 = 24a 7 111000 = 56 Enable tones on all PSGs.

2. 11111000 = 248 12 01010000 = 80 Envelope Coarse - 80, about 0.4 Hz.

3. 11111000 = 248 8 10000 = 16 Chan. A volume is envelope-controlled.

4. 10000000 = 128 1 1 C4, MSB, from Left PSG.

5. 10000000 - 128 172 (dec) C4, LSB,

6. 10000000 = 12S 13 0000 Envelope Shape/Cycle: long decay.

7. 01000000 ^ 64 1 1 E-4, MSB, from Right PSG.

8. 01000000- 64 83 (dec) E-4, LSB.

9, 01000000 = 64 13 0000 Trigger the envelope.

10, 00001000 = 8 1 ^ 1 G-4, MSB, from Center PSG.

11. 00001000 ^ 8 29 (dec) G-4, LSB.

12. 00001000 = 8 13 0000 Trigger.

13. 11111000 = 248 13 0000 Retrigger the three notes.

Fig. 9. Sequence o / OUT statements needed to play three notes and a C maj chord

VERBATIM DATA-UFE
DISKETTES

We'll send you a plastic box of 10 Verbatim Data-Life Diskettes, ABSOLGTELY FREE ... when
you purchase any one of the following three items:

APPARATS NEWDOS/80® ,2.0 $1 49.95
HAYES SMARTMODEM 279.00
ST80 ID 149.95

COPY MODEL in {Specify model I or HI). Disk has over 200 ator control. (Written by Lance Mickius.) -

RC^RffftTT/VrftTCALC® locations, expandable to 500. Send 55.00 Includes FREE Diskettes. -

a\^W%MMro^ / a \-
for sample printout and instructions. ujfv^^ ^mm ik-K%'wmmr^r%^mm'&

*20.00 VFRHATIM® HASTES SMMtTMODEM...
Works with all model III Visicalc/scripsit -k-—- , ,^!/T-M-^ - -^^ $279.00
and allows unlimited backups of master DaEA-LIFE DISKETTES Talk with other computers over regular
disks. Works even if you're already backed 5**— • $29.90 bOX Telephone lines. SMARTMODEM can auto
up twice. Simple 17 line program. n** $39 90 bOX '^'^' " ^^^° answer - repeat - allows for

TDtt on c" n,- I .^ * i_i 1 .• 1 audio monitorinq - proqrammabie - is

-™ *,««« SSl^m. . -
^ Diskettes come ,n reusable plastic stor- p^c approved direct-con nect - Full or half

AIR NAVIGATIONAL ^ge box.
^^p,^^ capability, - 300 baud - RS-232C

PROGRAM... $39.95 LAYMAN'S GUIDE TO interface - seven status LEDs. - (Incliides

For FBO'S - Charter - Business - Personal. NEWDOS/80, 2.0- $7.50 ^^^^ Diskettes) -

Plan trips anywhere in the contiquous U.S. . , j . j i rr i- u -j YISA - Mastercard - Money Orders -

Program produces pi lot-oriented, flyable.
An easy-to-understand plain-English guide

c:OD. Allow 2 weeks for personal checks,

printout of locations in memory, or that neWDOS/8o''2T°
'^

^
Kansas residents add 3.5% sales tax,

you input. Shows trip data leg-by-leg, with '
'

"

^ff^^^
mileage between points, MC, Wind correc- ST80 IIIi» $149.95 B^^^fek "^ ^"^

tion, MH & GS, fuel per leg, ETE, ETA, Smart terminal communications package. 11^^19 Jlk X.^ E: S
Total mileage, time, fuel, average GS, plus Allows file uploading/downloading. Emu- li TK,

fuel management ^,^
^ , ^

lates many different terminals. Total oper- IBlfflr^*-^"^.**.. «..WB *^.
Program requires 48K disk and printer 526 E. 4th Hutchinson, Kansas 67501

316/665-3611
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"The idea is to scramble

the initial seed number."

Program Listing 3 Conlinued

E24A DD2fiF6DF 00590 LOOP LD IX, (KLSB) [ADDRESS OF A(0,a)
E24E DD19 00600 ADD IX, DE iPOINT TO A[N,0)
E250 CD1FE3 00610 CALL RAND (GET 0-25 5
E253 DD7700 00620 LD (IX), A 1 ENTER A(N,0) INTO ARRAY
E256 DD2AFADF 00630 LD IX, (K2) (ADDRESS OF A(0,1)
E25A DD19 00640 ADD IX, DE (POINT TO A(N,1)
E25C CD1FE3 00650 LOOPl CALL RAND
E25F E60F 00660 AND 15 iHASK TO GET 0-15
E261 FE00 00670 CP (REJECT IF REG. 9, 2 OR 4

E263 2aF7 00680 JR Z , LOOPl 1 (HANDLED BY 1 , 3 AND 5)

E265 Feaz 00690 CP 2

E267 28F3 0700 JR Z, LOOPl
E269 FEB4 00710 CP 4

E26B 28EF 00720 JR E, LOOPl
E26D FE0E 00730 CP 14 (REJECT IF REG. 14 OR 15
E26F 2aEB 07 40 JR Z, LOOPl I

(NOT USED)
E271 FE0F 00750 CP 15
E273 28E7 00760 JR a, LOOPl
E275 DD7700 00770

007 80 t

LD (IX), A J ENTER A(N,1) INTO ARRAY

E278 DD2AFCDF 0790 LD IX, (R4) (ADDRESS OF A(0,2)
E27C DD19 00800 ADD IX, DE (POINT TO NEXT A(N,2)

810 ; FOE PSG REG. 7, MASK OUT TWO (OH THREE) NOISE ENABLES
E27E FE07 00620 CP 7
E260 2802 00830 JR Z,B1TS6 (NEEDS 6-BIT VALUE
E2e2 1811 00840 JR NEXT (BYPASS IF NOT - 7

E2B4 CD1FE3 00850 BITS6 CALL RAND
E2a7 E63F 00860 AND 3FH (MASK TO GET 0-63
E289 4F 00670 LD C.A (SAVE IN C

E28A E630 00880 AND 48 ,= 00110000, MASK TO TEST
E28C FE30 00890 CP 48 J FOR A "1" IN BITS 4 S 5

00900 ; A 56 INSTEAD OF 48 WOULD TURN OFF ALL NOISE CHANNELS
E2eE 2802 00910 JR Z, EQUAL (MUST EQUAL IIXXXX
E290 ieF2 00920 JR BITS6 (NOT EQUAL
E292 79 00930 EQUAL LD A,C jRESTORE A=0-63
E293 186E 00940 JR OOTJ
E295 FE06 00950 NEXT CP 6 ;PSG REG. 6 NEEEDS 5 BITS
E297 281E 00960 JR Z,BTTS5
B299 FE0D 00970 CP 13 IPSG REG. 13 NEEDS 4 BITS
E29B 2821 00980 JR E,BITS4

00990 ; FOE PSG REG. 8, 9 OR 10, MASK OUT LOWEST AMPLITUDES
E29D FE08 01000 CP 8 (A CONTAINS PSG REG. NO.
E29F 282E 01010 JR ZjAHPL
E2A1 FE09 01020 CP 9

E2A3 2B2A 01030 JR E,A»IPL
E2A5 FE0A 01040 CP 10

"

E2A7 2826 01050 JR Z,AHPL
01060 ; FOR PEG DODBLE REG. 1, 3 OR 5, ADD WEIGHTS APPROPRIATELY
01070 ; AND REJECT HIGHEST NOTES IF MSB "

E2A9 FEBl 01080 CP 1

E2AB 282D 01090 JR Z,DBLE1 (WILL GET 14-3583
E2AD FE03 01100 CP 3

E2AF 2837 01110 JR Z,DBLE2 (WILL GET 14-767
E2B1 TE@5 01120 CP 5

E2B3 2844 01130 JR Z,N0KS3 (WILL GET 14-255
E2B5 1849 01140

01150
JR OUTPUT [DEFAULT FOR REG. 11 OR 12

E2B7 CD1FE3 01160 BITS 5 CALL RAND (FOR PSG REG. 6

E2BA E61F 01170 AND IFH (0-31, 5 BITS
E2BC 1845 01180 JR OUTl

01190 I ELIMINATE SOME CLICKS BY REJECTING SHORT ENVELOPE
01200 ; SHAPE/CYCLE CODES: 0000 THROUGH 0111, AND 1111 (BINARY)

E2BE CD1FE3 01210 BITS 4 CALL RAND (FOR PSG REG. 13

E2C1 E60F 01220 AND 0FH (0-15, 4 BITS
E2C3 FE08 0123 CP 8 (ELIMINATE SOME CLICKS
E2C5 3002 01240 JR NC . RETEST (>= 1000 O.K., EXCEPT 1111
E2C7 18F5 01250 JR BITS 4 (GET ANOTHER
E2C9 FEBF 01260 RETEST CP 0FH t" 1111 BINARY?
E2CB 28F1 01270 JR Z,BITS4 (REJECT, SHORT CLICKS
E2CD 1834 01280 JR OUTl
E2CF CD1FE3 01290 AMPL CALL RAND (FOR PEG REG. 8, 9 OR 10

E2D2 E61F 01300 AND IFH (MASK TO GET 0-31
E2D4 FE03 01310 CP 3 (REJECT LOW AMPLITUDES,
E2D6 3 8?? 01320 JR CAMPL J < 3

E2D8 1829 01330 JR OUTl
E2DA CD1FE3 01340 DBLEl CALL RAND ;PSG REG. 1 IS FULL-RANGE
E2DD B7 01350 OR A iWITH H-0, TEST FOR HSB=0
E2DE 2819 01360 JR Z , NOMSB ;IF NO MSB, REJECT HIGHEST NOTES
E2E0 EeSF 01370 AND 0FH (0-15
E2E2 FE0E 01380 CP 0EH |0-DH FOR MSB
E2E4 3826 01390 JR C,0UT12
E2E6 18F2 01400 JR DBLEl
E2E8 CD1FE3 01410 DBLE2 CALL RAND ;PSG REG. 3, LIMITED
E2EB B7 01420 OR A (TEST FOR NO MSB
E2EC 280B 01430 JR Z, NOMSB
E2EE E603 01440 AND 3 (0-3

E2F0 FE03 01450 CP 3 (REJECT 3

E2F2 3818 01460 JR C,0UT12 [ACCEPT 0-2 FOR MSB
E2F4 18F2 01470

01480
JR DBLE2

E2F6 CD1FE3 01490 NEWL CALL RAND [GET NEW LSB IF NECESSARY
E2F9 7D 01500 NOMSB LD A,L [WITH H=0, TEST L
E2FA FE0E 01510 CP 14 fREJECT IF < 14

E2FC 38F8 01520 JR CNEWL
E2FE 1803 01530 JR OUTl [BYPASS NEXT

Program Listing 3 Continues

a repeating loop. This is due to the fact that

computer-generated random numbers are

pseudo-random.

The software filtering begins with line

820, wtiich tests whether PSG register 7,

enable, was chosen. If so, then two of the

three noise channels are shut off. I find it

particularly pleasing if all noise channels

are turned off, because noise tends to be

overly loud compared to tones. After the

noise channels are turned off, and a ran-

dom number of tone channels are on, the

resulting PSG data are entered into the ar-

ray as A%(N,2) by a branch in line 940.

Data for PSG register 6, noise period, are

output without filtering. However, data for

PSG register 13, identified by line 970,

undergo extensive testing to eliminate nine

of the 16 available envelope shapes. The

eliminated envelope shapes, all sharp

attack-decay combinations, produce clicks

whenever envelope period is short. You can

also force longer envelope periods when-

ever a sharp attack-decay envelope is

selected.

Starting with line 1000, a test is made for

amplitude registers, 9 or 10. Since the PSGs
use a logarithmic volume scale, the low

volumes are disproportionately quiet. Pro-

gram line 1320 rejects the lowest three

steps of volume control, including 0000,

which would turn a channel off.

Multiple levels of software filtering are

applied to the tone-generating PSG reg-

isters 1, 3 and 5, starting at program line

1080. Since the PSGs can produce frequen-

cies above 110 kHz, I have limited the range

to about 8,000 Hz, or B-8, by not permitting

codes less than 14 for tone generation.

Secondly, the coding of tones, if random,

would produce too many low-frequency

notes. Therefore, weights are applied to the

three tone period channels. Channel 1 is

"full range," channel 2 starts at about D-3,

and channel 3 covers A-4 to B-8. Random

data within these ranges are entered into

the array as A%(N,2) for the appropriate

h^SB tone-generating register. The PLAYBK
routine resolves the entry into MSB and

LSB and outputs these as a double load.

Subroutine RAND generates the random

numbers. The idea is to scramble the initial

seed number extensively and to use the

freshly-generated number as a seed for a

subsequent operation. The interested

reader might look up N. Wadsworth's

RANNUM subroutine on p. 113 of "Z80 Soft-

ware Gourmet Guide & Cookbook" (Sceibi,

1979) for an alternative random number

generator.

With the software presented, the nine-
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AMERICAN
/y^ 118 so. MILL ST

PRYOR, OK 74J61
(918) 82^-4844

SiviaIL

BusiNEss

COMPUTERS
ALL PRICES ARE CASH DISCOUNTED 3% . COD. AND CHARGE ORDERS ARE 3% MORE.

RETAIL LOCATION. 447 S. WOOD, PRYOR, OKLAHOMA 74361

DONT PAY
MORE!!

TRS-80 MODEL III

16K $825

48K ....$849

48K 1 DRIVE $1499

48K 2 DRIVE $1749

THERE'S NO
SECRET

There's no secret as to why we can sell

TRS-80 computer equipment for less. Low
overhead — that 's the reason — pure, sim-
ple and straight! As everyone knows, Radio
Shack is a huge corporation. ..with huge
expenses. We are able to buy the bare-
bones computers from Radio Shack. To
these computers, we add our own memory
chips, disk drives, cables, etc. The result Is

a computer system which is equal to. or in

many cases, superior to the one you would
get from Radio Shack in both price and per-
formance capabiMtles. There is one thing
that you don't get from Radio Shack — their
90 day warranty. What you get in its place is

the exclusive 160 days American Small
Business Computer's Warranty. So... it you
like the Radio Shack computer, but don't
like the price. .CHECK US OUT!!!

TRS-80 MODEL 11

64K MODEL II

WITH ONE DISK DRIVE

COLOR COMPUTER
16KRAIV1
NOW ONLY
$16.99

For MOD I, II, III Color Comp.

$728700

4K LEVEL 1 $318

16K LEVELI $335

16K EXT. BASIC $435

32K EXT. BASIC $520

DRIVE I $499

DRIVE2,3, 4 $250

American Small Business Com-
puters is not an authorized Radio
Shack Dealer. We do not offer a

Radio Shack 90 Day Warranty on
our computers. Instead, we offer

the American Small Business
Computers 180 Day Warranty. If

you have a problem with your
computer, return it to us for

about 48 hours. If we can' t fix it,

we' II replace it!

MODEL I, III SOFTWARE

PROFILE $69.95

PROFILE III PLUS $175.00

VISICALE $87.95

VISICALE III $175.00

SCRIPSIT $87.95

SCRIPSIT DICTIONARY $175.00

SUPER SCRIPSIT $131.00

• TM Tandy Corp.

CALL 918-821^-4844



".
. . the nine-voice or 15-voice PSG brand

win play a continuously changing

repertory of random sounds."

Progiam Listing 3 Con trnued

E300 CD1FE3 01540 OUTPUT CALL RAND ;FOK PSG REG. 11 OR 12
E303 DD7700 01550 3UT1 LD [IX) ,A [ENTER A(N,2) INTO ABBAY
E306 DD360100 01560 LD [IX+1] ,0 ; SETING MEE=0
E30fi 1B06 01570 JR RETURN
E30C DD7500 015B0 011T12 LD (IX) ,L
E30F DD7701 01590 LD (IX+1) ,A ; ENTER TWO BYTES INTO ARRAY
E312 13 01600 RETURN INC DE [ADVANCE ARRAY POINTER
E313 13 01610 INC DG ; BY TWO
E314 2flFEDF 01620 LD HL, (NOTES)
E317 29 01630 ADD HL,HL
E3le AF 01640 XOR A ; CLEAR CARRY
E319 ED52 01650 SBC HL,DE ;END OF ARRAY?
E31B C24AE2 01660 JP N 3, LOOP
E31E C9 01670

01680 ;

RET jBACK TO BASIC

01690 ; SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE A 16 -BIT RANDOM NUMBER
E31F 2A33E3 01700 RAND LD HL, (RSEED) ;GET PREVIOUS RSEED
E322 060F 01710 LD B,15
E324 29 01720 RA ADD HL.HL
E325 7C 01730 LD A,H
E326 17 01740 RLA
E327 fiC 01750 XOR H

E32B FA2CE3 01760 JP M,RB
E32B 2C 01770 INC L
E32C 10F6 ei7B0 RB DJNZ RA
E32E 2233E3 01790 LD (RSEED) ,HL
E331 7C 01800 LD A,H ;FOR CONVENIENCE, PASS
E332 C9 01810 RET I ALSO IN A
E333 01820 RSEED EQD S ISEED FOR RANDOM NUMBERS
0000 01830 END
00000 TOTAL ERRORS

voice or 15-voice PSG music board wiii play

a continuousiy clianging repertory of ran-

dom sounds. You can enter your own array

in Data statements to encode a musical

score and empioy the PLAYBK driver, but

this method of entry is iaborious. Jerry

Yamaguchi has written a machine-lan-

guage interpreter and a compiler, 2K each,

that facilitates score entry. These pro-

grams, together with instructions and five

demo tunes, can be obtained on disk for a

nominal fee by enclosing a SASE and con-

tacting him at 2737 Butler Avenue, Los An-

geles, CA 90064.

Source code listings 2 and 3 will assem-

ble wltti two 'Field overflow' errors using

Radio Stiack's Editor/Assembler. This is

due to a design flaw in the Editor/Assem-

bler and not in the source code. The object

code, however, will be written correctly.

CONVERT YOUR TRS-80 MODEL-I OR III INTO A

DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM

Now you can develop Z-80 based,
stand-alone devices such as games,
robots, instruments and peripheral

controllers, by using your TRS-80 as a

development system The DEVELOP-
MATE plugs into the expansion con-
nector of your TRS-80 and adds
PROM PROGRAMMING and IN-

CIRCUIT-EMULATION capabilities to

your system {with or without expan-
sion inlerfacej.

Complete instructions and sample
schematics are included to help you
design your own simple stand-alone
microcomputer systems THESE
SYSTEMS CAN BE AS SIMPLE AS
FOUR ICs one TTL circuit for clock

and reset, a Z-80, an EPROM, and one
peripheral interface chip

When the In-Ci rcuit-Emuiation
cable is plugged into the Z-80 socket
of your stand-alone system, the sys-

tem becomes a part of your TRS-80
You can use the full power of your
editor/assembler's debug and trace

program to check out both the hard-
ware and the software. Simple test

loops can be used to check out the

hardware, then the system program
can be run to debug the logic of your
stand-alone device

Since the program is kept in TRS-80
RAM. changes can be made guickly

and easily When your stand-alone
device works as desired, you use the

Developmates PROM PROGRAMMER
to copy the program into a PROM
With this PROM, and a Z-80 in place of

the emulation cable, your stand-alone

device will work by itself

The DEVELOPMATE is extremely

compact: Both the PROM programmer
and the In-Circuit-Emulator are in one
small plastic box only 3 2" x 5.4" A
line-plug mounted power supply is

included. The PROM programmer has
a "personality module" which defines

the voltages and connections of the

PROM so that future devices can be
accommodated However, the system
comes with a "universal" personality

module which handles 2758, 2508 (8K),

2716. 2516 (16K). 2532 (32K), as well

as the new electrically alterable 2816
and 48016 (16K EEPROMs)

The COMPLETE DEVELOPMATE
81, for Model I, with software, power
supply, emulation cable. TRS-80
cable, and "universar' personality

module $329

DEVELOPMATE 83, Model III version,

same as above S329

PM2 PERSONALITY MODULE for

2732A EPROM $15

PM3 PERSONALITY MODULE for

2764 EPROM $15

DRON
INSTRUMENTS

172 Otis Avenue, Dept M, Woodside.
CA 94062

(415) 851-1172 ^ 151

Maslei Charge anO Visa phone orders accepted
Calilornia resident? please add 6'% sales tax
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AMERICAN
/y^ 118 so. MILL ST

PRYOR, OK 74561
(918) 82^-4844

SiviaII

BusIness

COMPUTERS
ALL PRICES ARE CASH DISCOUNTED 3% . COD AND CHARGE ORDERS ARE 3% MORE.

RETAIL LOCATION 447 S WOOD, PRYOR, OKLAHOMA 74361

EPSON PRINTERS
180 DAY GUARANTEE!!!

We sell the complete EPSON line at the lowest prices!

If you don't believe it, give us a call. But, just as important, we offer

an unprecedented 180 Day Warranty! How do we do it? It's easy.

We sell the most reliable printer in the world — EPSON!

TRS-80 MODEL 1

MINI DISK DRIVES

Our Mini Disk Drives are based on the world famous

TEAC Mini Disit Unit. TheTEAC Unit features an esti- ^^ '

mated 8000 power-on-hours mean time between failure ^^ww^ ^^^^^ HP^' ^^^^^^
(that's 8 hours a day, 5 days a week, for 3.85 years I!). ^Df^ ^B ^^^^ ^K ^^
Our drives also feature a lead screw head positioner-not ^^H^^^ ^^m ^^^^^ ^H ^H
a band type positioner. This type of positioner insures ^n^B ^^m ^^m ^H ^V
accurate head positioning over the read-write media ^^U^m ^^^^^m ^^m ^^^^^^
while giving a very quiet, noise-tree read-write opera- ^W^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
tion. If you have any doubts about our drives, our one

year warranty should convince you that we know this

unit is the best drive at the best price on the American

market. This is one example where you can pay less

and get more!!

40 TRACK SINGLE SIDE $250

40 TRACK DOUBLE SIDE $340

80 TRACK SINGLE SIDE $340 COMPLETE DRIVE
80 TRACK DOUBLE SIDE $475

VERBATIM DISKETTES $29.95 WITH POWER SUPPLY
2-DRIVE CABLE $29.95

4-DRIVE CABLE $39.95

918-829-4844

WE STOCK
DISK DRIVES!



A history of digitally synthesized music.

A Little Byte Music

Steve Levine

P.O. Box 224

Ambler, PA 19002

A great deal of research done has been
in the field of digital synthesis and

computer music. General purpose digital

computers didn't play a significant part un-

til the 1960s. Bell Labs was interested in

nnusic synthesis for partly economic and
partly academic reasons, and they became
the pioneers of this new art form/technol-

ogy. The Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (MIT), Stanford University, Brooklyn

College, Columbia/Princeton, Dartmouth
and Queens College of CUNY, just to name
a few, were also active in research of com-
puter music. Many scientific disciplines

found applications for computer music, typ-

ical examples being:

• Artificial Intelligence— Automatic
scoring of "Masterworks."

• Scientific Analysis — Using the ana-

lyzed data of the earth's magnetic field as
the basis for a score.

• Digital Signal Processing — Conven-
tional analog signal theory applied to musi-

cal sound generations.

Of the memorable systems that were
built and programmed in the 60s and 70s

the three discussed below were somewhat
astounding in their design as well as the

sounds they produced.

The Groove System

An acronym for Generating Real-Time

Operations on Voltage-controlled equip-

ment, this system was developed in the late

60s at Bell Labs by Dr. Max Matthews and F.

R. Moore. It consisted of a vast array of lab-

oratory-quality sound generators and modi-
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tiers, which were electrically coupled to in-

put control devices such as joysticks, pots,

switches, music keyboards and a drawing

tablet. The computer was involved in the

processing of events in time. A composer
could write a Fortran program that would
process input and treat temporal events in

any way you could program it. The result

was algorithmic control over the synthesis

process,

The Hal Alles Digital Synthesizer

In the 70s Dr. Harold Alles of Bell Labs
designed a fully digital synthesizer based
on microprogrammed architecture doing

sine-wave additive synthesis. It incorpor-

ated an LSI-1 1 minicomputer and scores of

analog input devices, which were pro-

cessed by the LSI-11.

The device was a self-contained perform-
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72K EXPANSION INTERFACES
These Expansion Interfaces are

Brand New, with original docu-

mentation and in perfect working

condition.

Notice: These prices are good

only through June 1, 1982. After

June 1, 1982, the price will be

$399.00

- r-

$729
CAMEO

HARD DISK
DRIVES FOR

TRS-80 MODEL II

The Cameo Hard Disk offers TRS-80 Model II users 10

million bytes of on-line disk storage. Five million bytes are

stored on a standard non-removable disk platter. The second

five million bytes are stored on a removable "disk pack".

Tfiis configuration allows, for example, the accounts receiv-

able to be stored on one disk pack, accounts payable on still

another disk pack, mailing list on another, etc., etc.

The Cameo also allows up to tour computers to share the

same disk drive. This means one person working at one com-

puter can be updating accounts payable, while another per-

son working at another computer can be retrieving records

from a data base. So. ..when your business needs soar

beyond a floppy disk limitations, call AfvlERICAN SMALL
BUSINESS COMPUTERS and ash for THE CAMEO CON-
NECTION.

CALL FOR PRICING INFORMATION
k Dealers needed for all Cameo Hard Disk Product* *

^^221

TRS-80" Daisy Wheel Printer n
By Radio Shack

Yes, this is the same

Daisy Wheel sold by

Radio Shack for a couple

of hundred bucks more.

This is just one more

reason why it really pays

to shop American Small

Business Computers.

TR$-80 PRINTERS

Line Printer V $1635

Line Printer VI $1020

Line Printer VII $325

Line Printer VIII $619

$1649 95 918-829-4844



"The latest comer to the computer music world,

and probably the first practical digital synthesizer/'

ance system with two rank digitally

scanned music keyboards, a CRT display,

alptia-numeric keyboard, 72 studio quality

slide pots, several joysticks, and two eight-

incti floppy disks. The synthesizer section

contained 32 F.M. sine-wave oscillators

with .002 Hz. resolution, 32 F.M. oscillators

capable of generating harmonics up to the

127th partial, 32 second-order (two-pole) di-

gital filters, 32 four quadrant multipliers (di-

gital), two seconds of digital reverb, four

channels of 16-bit D/A converter output, two
14-bil A/D inputs, and 255 timers with 16 of

their own fifos for holding and shuffling tim-

ing events.

The sample rate of the system is 30 kHz.

The system creates music by specifying

various aspects of the piece from input con-

troller data as well as from files of algorith-

mically generated music. The device is cap-

able of real-time performance, but with a

slight degradation in throughput, as op-

posed to preparing performance control in-

formation in advance, which resulted in a

substantial savings in throughput power.

The Fairlight CMI

The latest comer to the computer music

world, and probably the first practical digi-

tal synthesizer, the CMI took a totally new
approach for control than had any other ma-

chine before it. Designed and built by a cou-

ple of Australians named Peter Vogel and
Kim Ryrey and costing a mere $35,000, this

musical instrument won the favor of many
rock stars. I had the great fortune of harbor-

ing one for about 18 months or so in ex-

change for some technical support and pa-

per presentations at various conferences.

The Fairlight produced sounds in two dis-

tinct ways; reverse FFT, and the sampling

of reai sounds for playback and manipula-

tion.

There were also many ways in which to

input control information into the instru-

ment including: a light pen for drawing arbi-

trary waves or splicing/editing waveforms,

pots or footpedals, music keyboards (up to

eight in all), and an ASCII keyboard for algo-

rithmic control from a composition lan-

guage.

The most characteristic sound possible

and which eventually became the trade-

mark was the sampled sound called "LO-

STRING." This was taken from a tape re-

cording of the London Philharmonic Or-

chestra string section all playing the same
note simultaneously! The effect was as-

tounding. By playing one note on the key-

board you could sound like the entire or-
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chestra string section all by yourself. (This

presented some interesting legal ques-

tions.)

As far as additive synthesis is concerned,

one could create individual harmonic enve-

lopes for each of 32 harmonics out of a pal-

let of 128, with scaling and temporal adjust-

ment. The effect was usually unpredictable

since there was not enough fine control to

recreate all the spontaneous harmonic en-

velopes involved in the very important at-

tack portion of the wave. Also it is quite dif-

ficult to specify this information from just a

list of line segment or Fourier spectrum

analysis datum. Nevertheless, I enjoyed the

CMI and learned a great deal from it. It had

two eight-inch floppy disks and was a gen-

eral purpose multi-tasking computer as

well.

The sequencer and composer language

together provided a very flexible environ-

ment to create musical scores and just

plain jam. I could write For... Next loops,

play the notes into the composer and the

program would score it on the screen as I

played. The composer did not retain the tim-

ing information, but that could be hand

typed on the ASCII keyboard later on. By

playing in the general pitch and then mak-

ing loops and dynamic constructs, one
could create almost impossible sequences

that would play tirelessly and perform nest-

ed permutations while you just sat back

and listened in awe!

One more thing about the composer and

sequencer: You could convert composer
files into sequencer files so they could be

used as bass lines or drum kits or repeating

chorus backgrounds for live, fully ex-

pressed and recorded sequences. The
backgrounds could be overdubbed or

merged with the new tracks as in a multi-

track tape recorder.

Another neat feature is the ability to draw

arbitrary waveforms into a graphic "page"

using the light-pen for different manipula-

tions. You can merge, mix, rotate and re-

draw waveforms and display them in two-di-

mensional or pseudo-three-dimensional

form on the CRT. We also merged human
voice samples with real musical instru-

ments forming totally new synthetic

sounds.

The Fairlight CMI made use of very good
ergodynamics (human engineering) to inter-

face the user with this vastly complex de-

vice. It has inspired many new instruments.

Fundamentals of Digital Synthesis

All digital synthesis involves sampling.

If sound is to be output from a com-

puter, it must first be converted from num-

bers to analog voltages. An analog wave-

form may be broken up into many discrete

levels and then stored as a long string

of numbers. The waveform may be created

entirely from a mathematical function or be

digitized from a real sound in the outside

world. However it is created, it must eventu-

ally be converted by a digital to analog con-

verter. In most cases, a D/A converter is es-

sentially a resistor ladder fed by a current

source with each leg of the ladder having

one of the "N" bits tied to its input. When a

number is fed to the inputs of the resistor

network, the current is summed according

to the binary weighting of the individual re-

sistors, usually the reciprocal of powers of

two. D/A converters are very important in

digital synthesis and are always a prime

consideration in determining the quality of

a digital synthesizer.

Look for the following qualities in D/A

converters: the number of bits (determines

the dynamic range = n bits x 6 dB), speed or

settling time (governs the highest frequen-

cy that can be sampled), and linearity (con-

tributes to the accuracy of the reproduced

waveform).

Synthesis is accomplished when wave-

form samples are output to the D/A convert-

er at twice the highest synthesis frequency.

The sample rate must be at least two times

the highest frequency in order to avoid alias

or foldover frequencies. This foldover is

called the Nyquist frequency.

Examples of the Nyquist theorem can be

found in western movies. When a western

wagon rolls across the screen, the wheels

seem to be revolving backward. This is due

to the rotation frequency of the wheels be-

ing faster than the frequency of the camera
shutter sample rate. The movie film (sample

converter) is not receiving enough samples

per second to accurately reproduce the rap-

idly moving (repeating wave) wheel. The re-

sult is an image whose camera frequency

is a sub-multiple of the original wagon
wheel. The formula for predicting foldover

is:

Af = Sr-F Af = alias frequency

Sr= sample tale

F= frequency lo sample

Generally, sound is synthesized by com-

puting waveform tables with several differ-

ent waveforms in their own memory areas.

The main program starts outputting sam-

ples to the D/A converter at a rate conform-

ing to the above rules. In most cases, how-

ever, the converter is limited by the cycle-
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RADIO SHACK SOFTWARE
MOD I, III

PROFILE $69.95

PROFILE III PLUS S175.00

VISICALE $87.95

VISICALE III $175.00

SCRIPSIT $87.95

SUPER SCRIPSIT $175.00

SCRIPSIT DICTIONARY $131.00

MICROSOFT
ADVENTURE $23.00

OLYMPIC DECATHALON... .$24.95

NEW DOS/80 2.0

OR
DOS PLUS 7.4

YOUR CHOICE, ONLY

$159

BIG FIVE

• Supernova

• Attack Force

• Cosmic Fighter

• Meteor Mission

• Defense Command

$18.95 - Disk

$12.95 - Cassette

DOS PLUS 3.4 and NEWDOS/80 2.0 are two of the most advanced

operating systems ever available for the TRS-BO. After spending

thousands of dollars on your computer, why limit yourself by using an

inferior operating system? OrderTodayl!

CALL
918-82^-4844
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED ^ 223

* ATTENTION SOFTWARE AUTHORS *
American Small Business Computers is one of the nation's largest suppliers and distributors of TRS-80 related soft-

ware. If you have a program which you would like to market, please contact Ms. Jeanie Phillips at American Small

Business Computers. She will test and evaluate each program received. If the program meets our high standards, an

offer of acceptance, along with our terms, will be returned with the software. All types of games, business and scien-

tific programs will be considered. Highest royalties are now being paid for Color Computer programs.



'To make real music, form a 'playlist'

(a la computer graphics 'displaylist'). . .

time of the microprocessor software. The
resulting output is deglitched by a sample
and hold circuit and then low-pass filtered

to prevent some of the higher alias frequen-

cies from being heard.

If you want to change voices or possibly

mixafewon their way out, simply pick sam-

ples from the different wavetables and 'ac-

cumulate' or sum them up just before they

are output to the D/A converter. This is limit-

ed by the sample-rale as usual. The number
of simultaneous voices possible is usually

proportional to the sample rate.

To make real music, form a 'playlist' (a la

computer graphics "displaylist') consisting

of pitch and duration specifications for the

various voices. Frequency is changed by

taking the pitch or note number and using it

as an increment into the continuous wave-

form table. The table, which is thought of as

being circular, causes it to produce a lesser

or greater cycle time.

A more scientific way to visualize this

process is plotting the entire waveform on
graph paper. Using one square as the unit

of one half the sampling rate, you can hop
through the table picking out every sample
ending with the lowest frequency of that

waveform on our new plot. If you take every

other sample (two squares at a time) and re-

plot them on a different sheet, you will see a

waveform twice the frequency of the first,

and so on. The larger the increment, the

higher the frequency. In essence, you are

going from one end of the table to the other

in fewer samples, resulting in a waveform
whose phase crosses zero more frequently

(assuming that the sample rate is fixed). Try

it on paper, or on your computer screen.

Waveforms have to come from some-
where. In the above example they usually

come from a method known as Fourier

Analysis. Named after the French mathe-

matician, this technique is widely used in

ESTATE PLANNING MODEL —^—

—

SAVE TIME AND MONEY
by using your TRS-80* Model II, 64 K computer
for professional estate analysis.

w Marital Deduction Formula Analysis Reports
analyze six Cormula bequests for both husband
and wife for both orders of death.

i^ Estate Tax Return Report computerizes estate

tax planning for decedents' estates.

T? Client-Ready Reports printed.

* State (Ohio) and Federal Taxes computed.

<^ Free Updates to reflect legislative changes
for one year.

i^ Sold and maintained by author: an attorney
and estate planning [)rofessional.

A ALREADY REVISED to comply with 1981
TAX REDUCTION ACT.

YES, please send me more information on the
Estate Planning Model.

Name

Name of Firm

Street ^ ,

City .^_^ State Zip

Mail lo: Beard Software Development Co.

59 Skyline Avenue
Canfield, Ohio 44406 'TRS-eo is a trademark of Tandy Radio Shack

^134

analysis of periodic phenomena of all types
— from visual spectra!, to vibration, to chro-

matography, to audio analysis. The latter is

responsible for much of the work done in di-

gital synthesis.

Simply, the FFT{Fast FourierTransform),

breaks a complex wave consisting of many
harmonics or partials into its component
parts. This process is accomplished by

higher mathematics and the analog to digi-

tal conversion of the source signal in ques-

tion. The computer uses an analog to digital

converter to fill up a table in memory con-

sisting of the sound waveform, say a clari-

net for instance {Computer Music Journal

Vol. 1 , #1 , James A. Moorer). A certain num-

ber of samples are taken as some multiple

of the sample rate divided by the amount
and bit size of the memory buffer available.

The algorithm extracts periodic wave pat-

terns representing the individual harmonics
and buildsatableof harmonic strengths for

as many harmonics as the algorithm is de-

signed for. This resulting information,

sometimes called "Power Spectrum," is

used to reconstruct the original source

waveform, usually with less harmonic con-

tent than is found in the original waveform.

This time-consuming process is not done in

real time.

The results of the FFT are valuable in pro-

viding compressed forms of real waveforms
and also resynthesizing or creating new in-

struments using the process in reverse.

Harmonics can be resummed and the com-

plex wave may be resynthesized by specify-

ing the harmonic number and its power

{usually some kind of amplitude envelope

for the harmonic).

A great deal of data is required for syn-

thesis. To derive the important and useful

coefficients to drive a Fourier synthesizer to

create a horn-type sound, a data base must
be built describing the horn within the limi-

tations of the synthesis hardware and per-

formance control. If you attempt to manipu-

late the dynamics of the synthesis process,

you must create waveforms which sound
sensible when manipulated.

Analog Synthesis Under Computer Control

The concept of controlling an analog syn-

thesizer originated at Bell Labs in the 1960s.

Dr. Max Matthews was responsible for de-

veloping some of the early software and

hardware.

In principle, a voltage-controlled device

such as an oscillator or filter would have

one or more of its parameters swept by a

varying voltage, whose function would be
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DISCOUNT PRINTERS
EPSON-CALL FOR PRICES

OKIDATA
MICROLINE80 $350

MICROLINE82A $469

MICROLINE83A $719

MICROLINE 84 $1015

C. ITOH
PROWRITER $499

F10-40 $1450

F10-55 $1750

DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
It is the stated goal of CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS to sell TRS-80 computers and peripherals at the

lowest prices in the WORLD. We ask that you call other dealers, check your local Radio Shack store and

mail order houses and then call us LAST (Toll Free, of course). We think that you will be pleasantly sur-

prised.

So... give us a call TODAYl

WE NOW SELL - EPSON
FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING
AND PRICE QUOTES, CALL:

1-800-551-5896

CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS
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CLEVELAND, OK. 74020

1-800-551-^896
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HE ULTIMATE IN COLORCOMPUTING
WORD PROCESSING

THE SUPER "COLOR" WRITER II

The Word Processor that re-wrote the book on Word Processing

The Super "Color" Writer is a FAST, machine code, full featured,

character (screen) oriented word processing system for the TRS-80(TM)
Color Computer and ANY printer. The video display is styled after a

professional phosphor (green characters on black background) display

for hours of use without eye fatigue (optional orange on black). The unique

pririt WINDOW frees you from 32, 51 or 64 character lines FOREVER! This

window can be moved anywhere in the text file, up, down, left or right to

display the text as it will be printed without wastmg paper. You can create

or edit Super "Color" Terminal files, ASCII files, BASIC programs or

Editor/Assembler source listings. It's simple enough for beginners with 4K
and ...for the professional writer with a 32K disk system and a lot to say,

there's plenty of room to say it!

COMPARISON CHART SUPER COLOR WRITER THE COMPETITION
System Size 4K 16K 32K 4K 16K 32k
TAPE: Text space '^'^ 8K 24K N/A 2K 18K

ROMPAK: Text space 2.5K ISK*^ 31K N/A N/A n/A

TAPE: Text space

ROMPAK: Text space

DISK: Text space

Right Jtistity

Video Wmdow ';' *- :,

N/A N/A N/A

N/A 0,5K 16.5K
NO

';' tia
,'

NOEdit any ASCII File YES NO

The figures speak for themselves and with professional features like

PROGRAMMABLE function string commands to perform up to 28
commands automatically, PROGRAMMABLE text file chaining,

PROGRAMMABLE column insert & delete, and right hand
JUSTIFICATION with punctuation precedence, the choice is clear but

there's still more!

The Super "Color" Writer takes full advantage of the new breed of "smart

printers" with Control codes 1-31. 20 Programmable control codes 0-255

for special needs and built in Epson MX-80, Centronics 737, 739 and R.S.

Line Printer IV, VII, VIII drivers.

CHECK THESE FEATURES!!
HIGH SPEED & normal operations • 32K Compatible • Window • Key beep

• HELP table* 128 character ASCII & graphics 'Memory left* Lowercase

• Full cursor control • Quick paging • Scrolling • Word wrap around • Tabs

• Repeat all functions • Repeat last command • Insert character & line •

Delete character, delete to end of line, line to cursor, line & block • Block

move, copy S delete • Global Search, Exchange & Delete • Merge or

Append files • Imbed Control Codes in text • Underline • Superscripts •

Subscripts • Headers, Footers & 2 Auxiliary footnotes on odd, even or all

pages definable position • Flush right • Non-breakable space •4 centering

modes: 5, 8,3, 10 & 16,7 (CPI)»Full page & print formatting in text* Single

sheet pause • Set Page length • Line length, Line spacing, Margins, page

numbers • Title pages • Printer baud: 110, 300, 600, 1 200, 2400 • Linefeeds

after CR • Soft & hard formfeed • Works with 8 bit printer fix • and more!

SUPER "COLOR" WRITER DISK
' The Disk version of the Super "Color" Writer works with the TRS-80C Disk

System and has all the features listed above plus many more! Use with up

to four Disk Drives, Includes an extended HELP table you can access at

any time. Call a directory, print FREE space. Kill disk files and SAVE and

LOAD text tiles you've created all from the Super "Color" Writer. Print,

merge or append any Super "Color" Terminal file, ASCII tile, BASIC
program or Editor/Assembler source listing stored on the Disk ot tape. The

Super "Color" Writer Disk version has additional formatting and print

features tor more control over your printer and PROGRAMMABLE
chaining of disk tiles tor "hands off" operation. Print an entire BOOK
without ever touching a thing!

Includes comprehensive operators manual,

TAPE $49.95 ROM PAK $74.95 DISK $99.95
Manual only, $7,00 Refundable with purchase.

Allow 2 extra weeks for personal checks C,CD. orders add
,

$2.00. When ordering specify computei type and add $2.00 i-

tor S/H, Minn, residenis add 5% sales tax. VISA/Masler Chg.
j

'*•

DEALER INQUIRES ARE INVITED.

COMMUNICATIONS
THE SUPER "COLOR" TERMINAL

Time Share, Smart Terminal, High-speed Data X'fer & Videotex

The Super "Color" Terminal turns the Color Computer into a Super-smart
terminal with all the features of VIDEOTEX(TM) plus much more.

COMMUNICATE with Dow Jones & CompuServe and with computers like

the TRS-80(TM) MODEL I, II, III, APPLE etc., via moden or RS-232 direct!

Save the data to tape or print it! Reduces ON—LINE cost to a minimumi

FEATURES
10 buffer size settings from 2-30K • Buffer full indicator • Lprints buffer

contents 'Full 128 ASCII keyboard •Compatible with Super "Color" Writer
files • UPLOAD & DOWNLOAD ASCII files. Machine Language & Basic

programs' Set RS-232 parameters "Duplex: Half/Full "Baud Rate: 110,

300, 600, 1 200, 2400, 4800 'Word Lengths: 5, 6, 7 or 8 • Parity: Odd, Even or

None • Stop Bits: 1-9 • Local linefeeds to screen • Tape save & load for

ASCII files. Machine code & Basic programs • Unique clone feature for

copying any tape.

Super "Color'' Terminal Disk
The Disk version offers all the features listed above plus Host ability in full

duplex • Lower case masking • 1 Keystroke Multiplier (MACRO) buffers

on disk to perform repetitive log-on tasks and send short messages (up to

255 bytes) • Programmable prompts for send next line " Selectable

character trapping • Set printer line length •Pagination • Linefeed with CR
option • Printer Baud: 110, 300. 600, 1200 & 2400 • Documentation.

TAPE $39.95 ROM PAK $49.95 DISK $69.95
Documentation only, $4.00 Refundable with purchase.

16K RAM KIT $15.99
PREMIUM 16K 200 Ns Ram tor TRS-80 Color Computer, Includes ram test

instructions and a ONE YEAR GUARANTEE, 32K upgrade instructions

FREE! (32K requires soldering)

ROMPAK KITS
Put your programs in a ROMPAK or execute tape based programs in a

RAMPAK at $0000, Kit includes 1 socketed P,C, board that holds up to4,

2716 EPROMs or 4, 2K Static Ram Chips for a total of 8K and a plastic

housing to fit the rom port. $24.95

2716 2K 5v EPROM $5.95 ea. 2K Static RAM $19.95 ea.

COLOR GAMES!!
FEATURING GREAT GRAPHICS & SOUND!

ADVENTURE 3-PAK Requires 16K Extended Basic. TAPE S24.95

This TRILOGY OF 3-D FANTASY GAMES takes you to the WORLD
UNDER THE CIMEEON MOON. Engage in ritual combat with Tooamoath
Narthokc Monsters and skilled warriors. Advance in rank with play
experience. Then adventure through DAZMAR'S UNDERWORLD OF
DOOM to the forbidden ruins of Castle Argaan, Search for the Eye of

Dazmar while avoiding the sorceror's intricate traps. Survivors must then

negotiate the perilous peaks of the Ugrek Mountains to the FORSAKEN
GULTCH where the wicked idol awaits restoration,

VEGAS 5-PAK Requires 16K Extended Basic TAPE $19.95

The THRILLS OF A VEGAS CASINO at home. Five action packed Vegas
games for up to four players: CASINO CRAPS ' 21 * ONE ARMED BANDIT
• UP a DOWN THE RIVER * KENO. Bank tracks players' winnings from
game to game • realistic cards • regulation tables • boards • authentic

sounds • lively graphics • official rules in each game,

COMBAT 3-PAK Requires 16K Extended Basic TAPE $24.95

Three action packed two player games featuring lifelike graphics and
sound of LASER FIRE, CANNONS and PHOTON TORPEDOES,

.

2-1-0 TANK COMBAT five terrains* the experienced arcade player can
design combat scenario, STELLAR BATTLE pilot a Flex-Wing Fighter at

incredible speeds in enemy space taking out Dorian Tye Fighters
defending the Imperial Star Fortress, GALACTIC BLOCKADE maneuver
your craft in a course that boxes your opponent but avoid cosmic debris
and hostile space probes!

[MasterCaftl
1
1 1

1 1
1 1

'I^' f-jj }

P.O. Box 19096 Minneapolis, MN 55419 612/827-4703



controlled by the computer {usually through

the use of a D/A converter). By connecting

conventional control devices, (keyboards,

pots, joysticks and so on) and using an A/D

converter to sample the input devices, a

real-time performance can be achieved.

Today most of the circuitry for imple-

menting these voltage-controlled modules

can be found on monolithic integrated cir-

cuits for a fraction of their original module

cost. A ievj manufacturers make microcom-

puter-oriented subsystems using this tech-

nique. One makes a complete system with

one generation, filtering and performance

system.

Some of the possibilities vi/ith analog con-

trol are:

• Algorithmic generation of musical

scores

• Computed timbre control

• Complex sequence generation and

storage

• Algorithmic processing of human con-

trol input

This is all possible due to the fact that an-

alog sound generation does not require pro-

cessor time to create the basic sound. A
short Basic or assembler program may be

executed within the time that a Vco D/A

must be updated. The necessary D/A con-

verter is usually not of the high-speed type

but should be at least 12 bits wide to allow

small increments in frequency. The Vco

usually has a very wide range of voltage to

frequency control. The same is true of VCFs
and VCAs as well.

Sound Generators

Although sound generators are listed in

the resource table, they are not considered

seriously for music synthesis purposes.

They range from such things as the General

Instruments AY3-8910to Texas Instruments

hybrid chips.

The basic principle of the 8910 is the use

of frequency and amplitude control regis-

ters which are written into and whose val-

ues are continually used to produce sound

without further processor intervention. The

amplitude values are used as crude scaling

(15 different levels) for square waves which

are not musically precise throughout their

entire range (Uneven Temperament). There

is also a set of noise generators on chip.

The chip is fun, but it usually finds its way
into pinball machines and arcade video

games.

The hybrid type TI-76477 and family con-

tains voltage-controlled oscillators on chip

with limited wave-shape output. There are a

-See Lisl ot Advertisers on page 354

''With significant advances in hardware

for digital synthesis abounding, we are left

the job of creating software.

"

few bits of digital input control, but only for

selected different modes and patches. For

example, you can route the oscillator to a

VGA, mix noise with oscillators, and so on
— not very flexible for creating music, just

noise or sound effects for games.

With significant advances in hardware

for digital synthesis abounding, we are left

with the job of creating software. This can

free our personal computer to monitor slow

processes such as performance input (algo-

rithmic controlled) and sequencing as well

as creation and analysis of musical data.

Many of the products available for small

computers today allow the user to write his

or her own routines or interface home-brew

hardware with the system. Some of the

products are not oriented toward the experi-

menter, but are more performance oriented.

They simply play music like a player piano

(once they have been loaded or composed
onto). These systems range from being a

novelty to an effective musical experimen-

tation and training aid.

Since the techniques above require a lot

of time to execute as well as a lot of mem-
ory and good converters, we haven't yet

seen practical instruments based on these

methods. Some of the products available,

however, come pretty close for the money. I

am surprised at the level of software so-

phistication that is reached by the personal

computer music industry. I am also im-

pressed by the untapped capabilities of

these systems.

One should not judge small-computer

music systems by their stand-alone merit

as a performing do-everything musical In-

strument. There should definitely be more

accent on the experimenter system and the

small researcher (this could be you or me) in

his or her attic or basement. We are the

ones that work out most of the problems

and do most of the experimentation. We will

ISJEW {CLASSICS SOFTWARE
239 i-'OX HILL ROAl> I)E\ VI LLE NEW JERSEY-C7y M- THLEPHONE 201^625^88^8

PASCAL 80 by Phelps Gates

"// anyone could devise a good PASCAL system for the TRS-80®it was
Phelps Gates. I am happy to report he has done just that.

"

BYTE, Dec. 1981, pg. 304

''After trying out.. .(the competition) I found myself using PASCAL 80 ex-

clusively. " Creative Computing, Nov. 1981, pg. 96

PASCAL 80 is the friendliest

PASCAL available anywhere

!

Monitor, editor, and com-
piler are in memory at the

same time, avoiding time
consuming and annoying
disk access and disk

switching. Yet, it uses

standard PASCAL syn-

tax and leaves 23K of
work space in 48K
(32K at run time).

Credit card orders: (201) 625-8838

PASCAL 80 has 14 digit ac-

curacy and requires a 48K
TRS-8D® with one disk

drive. It comes in a binder

with easy and complete
user instructions for $99.

Add $2 shipping and
handling per order and

specify Model I or

Model HI.

NEW CLASSICS SOFTWARE
239 Fox Hill Road
Denville, NJ 07834

(PASCAL I 1 does nol iniplemenl varianl records, pointer and window variables,

or funclions and procedures used as parameters.)
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'There is great amount of research being funded
by the Department of Defense, ... a heavy user of

powerful signal-processing integrated circuits."

be the ones to write about it, or feed it back

to the manufacturers.

Computers in the Arts

Ttiere are presently two festivals tinat I

l^now of to date that deal directly with com-
puter music and related technology. The
Symposium on Small Computers in the Arts

(Box 1954, Philadelphia, PA 19105) is spon-

sored by the Philadelphia Area Computer
Society and the Philadelphia Chapter of the

IEEE Computer Society. This festival com-

bines computer graphics and computer mu-

sic tuloriais as well as demonstrations of

equipment, sale of booi<s, periodicals and

hardware for both areas.

The International Computer Music Con-

ference is held at a different world-wide site

each year. This is the academic communi-

ty's gathering of minds. The conference has

a patron publication, the Computer Music

Journal (28 Carlton St., Cambridge, MA

02142), which is highly esteemed in the field

and published by the MIT press. In addition

there are always the personal computer
fairs such as theTreriton Computer Festival

and the West Coast Computer Fair.

The Future of Computer Music

The computer music industry can only

grow as fast as the demand for these virtu-

ally limitless instruments. There is a great

amount of research being funded by the De-

partment of Defense, a heavy user of power-

ful signal-processing integrated circuits.

The U.S. Navy has been funding research to

IBM and others for the development of

VHSIC (very high-speed integrated circuits).

There is a good chance that a general pur-

pose Fourier transformer capable of audio

bandwidth generation of dozens of simulta-

neous complex waveforms on a single VLS.I

(very large-scale integration) Cmos chip will

be available In the next five years. It vi/ill be

only a small example of the types of pioneer

technology that will find its vjay into alter-

native uses.

As for the near future, there is still soft-

ware to be written for the devices currently

available. The possibilities are becoming
more and more interesting.

For a list of currently available micro and
minicomputer music products compiled by

Steve Levine, send an SASE to Janet Fider-

io, 80 Microcomputing, 73 Pine St., Peter-

borough NH 03458.

Steve Levine is a computer systems engi-

neer whose experience ranges from micro

and minicomputer design and program-

ming to digital synthesis research and de-

velopment. Steve has also been co-chair-

man of the IEEE Symposium on small com-

puters in the arts for the past four years (for-

merly the Personal Computer Arts Festival).

ARCADE FAVORITES

ALL GAMES WRITTEN IN M/C CODE FOR FAST REAL TIME GRAPHICS WITH
SOUND.
SUIT TRS-80 MODEL I & III OR PMC-80.
ALL GAMES 2 PLAYERS WITH TOP 10 SCORES.
ALL GAMES LOCATED S200H OR HIGHER WITH NO LOADER TO FACILITATE EASY
PLACEMENT ON DISK.

GHOST HUNTER.
Gobble up tfie dots before a ghost gobbles you. Eat a power pill and it is

your turn to chase the ghosts.

INSECT FRENZY.
Fight off an attack from the savage centipede but keep an eye out for the

giant spider, it can appear anytime.

HOPPY.
Get your frog across the busy highway without being flattened. Then cross

jft^;!J^._^«^^y<3^ the river by means of jumping on logs and diving turties.

ALL GAMES $16.95 each.

MAKE ALL CHECKS AND MONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO: DUBOIS AND McNAMARA.

POST TO: 495 EUlS, SUITE 356

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME {415} 4413080 ^ 2m SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941021996
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Nowmyaccounting systems
run onCP/M as well asTRSDOS.
So they'llwork with your micro,
no matterwhich it uses.

I'm Irv\rin Taranto, and I originally designed my
Model II systems to work with TRSDOS, the operating
software Radio Shack supplies with the TRS-80.

I designed them extremely carefully, with features

other microcomputer accounting systems don't have.
Mine aU integrate with the general ledger, and,
where it helps, they integrate with each other.

My general ledger system gives year-to-year
comparisons, in dollars and percentages. It figures
budgets and it even has a report generator.

My accounts receivable systems can do sales
analysis by product code and figure in salesmen's
commissions. They generate mailing lists by customer
code or zip code for up to 2000 customers.
You can choose either an open item system or a
balance forward system v\?hich works on a cash or
an accrual basis.

My payroll system can handle up to 600
employees in multiple departments, with any state

tax routine (we provide them all). It can make any
miscellaneous deductions you ask it to— it even
does tips and meals.

TRSDOS and TR3-80 ate trademarks of the Tandy Corporation
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Reseatcb Corporation,

My inventory control system stores up to 5000
items. It can report by vendor, tell you when you're
oiit of stock or when you need to reorder. It can
update price or cost automatically, and integrates
fully with my invoicing system.

There's a lot more, too. Over the years, I've

had thousands of phone conversations with
my customers, working out the bugs and kinks and
adding desirable features. Everybody talks about
"user-oriented" systems, but because of all these
phone calls, it really means somethingwhen I say it.

These may well be the most thoroughly researched
small business accounting programs in the world.

They're also the best supported, at least as
far as microcomputer systems go. If you have a
problem, just call. If your problem is tough enough,
I'll get on the phone myself. There's no charge for

phone assistance, ever.

All these calls keep me upgrading my systems
constantly. If you own one, you're eligible for a
standing offer I've made all along: send me your
diskette, and I'll send you the latest upgrade for

only $25.

Now I've taken another step. More and more
owners are switching over to CP/M software these
days. It seems to be where the whole microcomputer
industry is heading.

That's fine with me, because I've just converted
aH these accounting systems, and can sell them for

the prices I've listed:

General Ledger/Cash Journal $ 299
Accounts Payable/Purchase Order 349
Open Items Accounts Receivable/Invoicing 349
Balance Forward Accounts Receivable 399
PayroD 299
with Job Costing Option 399

Inventory Control 399

For mail-order programs, these prices may seem
high. But for serious accounting programs, nothing
can touch them.

Michael Tannenbaum, the "80 Accountant"
in 80 Microcomputing, just called them "a very
impressive product at a very reasonable price."

Our TRS-80 Model I and Model III systems
aren't quite as sophisticated. But they're tremendous
buys at $99 each ($149 for general ledger}.

So call me and take your choice —CP/M or

TRSDOS. Same price, same support. My systems
are ready and waiting.

Taranto
70 & ASSOCIATES, INC.

121 Paul Drive, San Rafael CA 94903
Outside California, toll free (800) 227-2868. In California, (415) 472-2670.
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Birthofalegend

Epson.
A whole new generation of Epson MX printers

has just arrived. And while they share the family

traits that made Epson famous — like unequalled

reliability and ultra-fine printing — they've got a

lot more of what it takes to be a legend.

For instance, they've got a few extra type styles.

Sixty-six, to be exact, including italics, a handy
subscript and superscript for scientific notation,

and enough international symbols to print most

Western languages.

What's more, on the new-generation MX-80,
MX-80 F/T and MX-lOO, you get GRAFTRAX-
Plus dot addressable graphics. Standard. So now
you can have precision to rival plotters in a reli-

able Epson printer. Not to mention true back-

space, software printer reset, and programmable

form length, horizontal tab and right margin.

All in all, they've got the features that make
them destined for stardom. But the best part is

that beneath this software bonanza beats the



Ui...threelegends
heart of an Epson. So you still get a bidirectional,

logical seeking, disposable print head, crisp,

clean, correspondence quality printing, and the

kind of reliability that has made Epson the best-

selling printers in the world.

All of which should come as no surprise, espe-

cially when you look at the family tree. After all,

Epson invented digital printers almost seventeen

years ago for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics. We were

the first to make printers as reliable as the family

stereo. And we introduced the computer world
to correspondence quality printing and dispos-

able print heads. And now we've given birth to

the finest printers for small computers on the

market.

What's next? Wait and CDC^^KI
see. We're already Cf^^5^^l^
expecting.

"^^^ EPSON AMERICA, INC.

3415 Kashiwa Street- Torrance,
, CA 90505- (213) 539-9140

FEATURE
ORIGINAL
MX-80 GRAFTRAX-80*

ORIGINAL
MX-lOO

MX-80 MX-80 f/T MX-lOO
with GRAFTRAX-PIus

Bidirectional printing X X X X X X
Logical seeking function X X X X X X
Disposable print head X X X X X X
Speed: 80 CPS " ' X X X X X X
Matrix: 9x9 X X X X X X
Selectabie paper feed X X X

PAPER HANDLING FUNCTIONS
Line spacing to n/2T.6 X X X X
Programmable form length X X ' X X X X
Programmable horizontal tabs X X X X X X
Skip over perforation X X X X

PRINT MODES AND CHARACTER FONTS
96 ASCII characters X X X X X X
Italics character font X X X X
Special international symbols X X X
Normal, Emphasized, Double-Strike

and Double/Emphasized print modes X X X X X X
Subscript/Superscript print mode X X X
Underline mode X X X
lOCPI X X X X X X
5CP1 X X X X X X
17.16 CPI X X X X X X
8.58 CPI X X X X X X

DOT GRAPHICS MODE
Line drawing graphics X X X
Bit image 60 D.P.I. X X X X X
Bit image 120 D.P.I- X X X X X

CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Software printer reset X X X X
Adjustable right margin X X X X
True back space X X X X

INTERFACES

Standard — Centronics-style 8-bit parallel X X X X

X

X X
Optional — RS-232C current loop w/2K buffer X X X X X

RS-232C x-on/x-off w/2K buffer X X X X X X
IEEE-488 X

'Tandy TRS-80 block graphics only available with GRAFl'RAX 80,

HBCDEFI3HIJKLMM abcde-f ghi j kJ, mn f^BCIieFGH IJf<LMN abcdefgh:^ .7 kl
AEa:DEFGHIJ!<LMNabcde^:ghijklmn/Qi?C^?£fG/y.K7A7../>rWa^H:.t:/efo/?? y/;-^

f^BCDBFGHlJKLt^NAbcde-^ghi jklmnABCBaF&HIJKLMNabcdefghijkl

A8C0EFGHIJKLHN0F'0RSTllVtJ:Ubcd5tqhi)klff!nQPQ>-5tuyBxMCII£fg^'KU'[lf*ftiPa)JSrt/yy,^5fccLJt

/>'/7 0.!,234

»i? 01234

ut/i*^^01234567

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNCPBR3TUVW!t«bcd»*ahlj hi ncipqr»tuv»MflBC»Cf»/(IJ»IL«N0^0«SruV*;(«»ca»^S''O*'"''o*>"fl'-'t "'-'•» 1234367



FEATURE

Small Computers in the Arts symposium a disappointment.

The Philly Phiasco

by David Gunn
106 Midway
Riverton, NJ

This review is a composer's comments

on the state at the art in computer syn-

thesized music and graphics as presented

at the Philadelphia Computer in the Arts

Symposium held in November. David Gunn

is an accomplished musician and writer

whose compositions have been performed

across the country.

The IEEE's Symposium of Small Com-
puters in the Arts in Philadelphia, left

me with a feeling of discombobulation.

You see, the goal of the Institute of Elec-

trical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) was

"to increase the participant's awareness of

the uses of small computers in the arts and

to provide a forum for information ex-

J^trt-r IJ.V

What is "Art"?

change." The key word here is "arts." Ap-

parently, no one connected with the Sym-

posium had a very clear idea of what the

word meant in this day and age, so they did

what any logical non-artist would do—they

checked the dictionary . . . and found "Art: a

shortened form of Arthur."

But their reasoning persisted, Arthur

Who? There are several choices:

• Arthur, some legendary British king who
yanked a sword out of a rock. (But you don't

need a computer for this kind of work; you

need a pair of vise grips!)

• Arthur Murray, a famous dancing fellow.

(While this might not seem significant at

first, consider: renowned Bell Computer

Labs is located in Murray Hill, New Jersey.

Coincidence? You be the judge.)

• Chester Arthur, last of the 'so what?' U.S.

presidents. (Alas, no computer connection

here, either.)

This lack of information on the arts must

have left them feeling a bit ill at ease. . .but

hope springs eternal from the human who's

at home in the computer world. So, on with

the show.

First, there was the little matter of my get-

ting in without springing for the $75 en-

trance fee. With a little creative effort, I had

an official-looking press pass.

Inside, things were in aminor state of dis-

array as last minute logistical considera-

tions switched around available space.

Chris Morgan (Editor in Chief of Byte) offi-

cially opened the festivities with a keynote

address, the theme of which was "never

trust a computer you cannot lift."

The seminars were equally divided be-

tween musical applications and graphic ap-

plications—or, stuff to hear and stuff to

watch. The best of the watching stuff was

high-lech computer art from big machines
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".
. .after I had savored 90 minutes of predictable

software transcriptions of Bacfi, Bacharacfi and the Beatles
,

the rest of the symposium began to tal<e on a definite charm."
under the auspices of culturally astute in-

stitutions like NASA and Bell Labs. Nice im-

agery... but created on equipment that

takes more than pin money to run. So the

next time you lose a quarter in a pay phone,

just consider you are in some way helping

to fund Industry's equivalent of Bugs
Bunny.

The computer music applications, how-
ever, intrigued me. I wondered what ad-

vances had been made since I had dabbled
in it during my college days. Was the elec-

tronic synthesizer finally to be embraced by

audiences as well as composers due to its

increased accessibility? Were strange and
exciting new sounds now capable of being

generated by the mere flick of a switch, the

tap of a button?

Sadly, these questions remained unan-

swered. Example after example of compu-
to-music spewed forth from shiny synthos,

but nothing new, nothing remotely innova-

tive was produced—just the same old

beeps and boops you have heard before.

Three days worth of this electronic show
and tell spawned only tedium and unimagi-

native noises. How is this possible?

At first, I attributed it all to Murphy's Law:
When three and four seminars are running

simultaneously and only one could be at-

tended, the others would be necessarily

more interesting. So when, for example, I

had to decide between "Advanced Software

Music Synthesis: Delayed Playback,"
"Uses of Small Computers in Music," and
"Graphics on the Apple II and Atari Com-
puters," I assumed I had just chosen wrong-

ly, again.

But gradually the thought occurred to me
that perhaps these guys were simply in

some sort of cultural vacuum, and really en-

dorsed Chris Morgan's remark that "com-
posers should send an audience out whis-

tling—or trying to whistle—the tune." In

other words, stay with the status quo.

Four of the tutorials were conducted by
Hal Chamberlin. They consisted largely of

paraphrasing parts of his book. Musical Ap-

plications of Microprocessors, which sold

for $24.95 at the nearby computer arts

store, in case you wanted to follow along.

The culmination of his presentations was
his software rendition of J.S. Bach's 7"oc-

cata and Fugue in D Minor. . .nothing new
here— he programmed it in 1977.

But wait— he did have a new piece he

was working on; it consisted of six notes.

Well, no one ever said that composition

was easy.

Hold on, you say. You have no right to

^See List ot Adverlisers on page 354

pick on these people so much!
Perhaps you're right. After all, they did

seem to be quite serious about their Art.

(They must mean the Murray fellow.)

On second thought^if I don't, who will?

There were other demonstrations, to be
sure. One of the designers of the Synergy
digital synthesizer had to keep whacking
his prototype against a table to get it to

function properly. Another person, diddling

with a Datamax computer, demonstrated a

graphics language which allows non-pro-

grammers to make a bunch of squiggles,

calling it "advanced animation." Still

another was content to discuss his micro-

processorized pipe organ, surely a revolu-

tionary step forward in the annals of com-
puter music.

But the best was still to come, i.e., the

Fourth Annual Philadelphia Computer.
Music Concert. To put this in perspective,

after I had savored 90 minutes of predict-

able software transcriptions of Bach,
Bacharach and the Beatles, the rest of the

Symposium began to take on a definite

charm.

How can you go through ten entire tunes
without changing timbre parameters? Or
thevolume—couldn't the volume have been
varied once in a while?

Apparently not.

And that was the good part.

The bad part was labelled an "improv
session" (that's when you have not prac-

ticed together long enough to get it down
right) with three musicians (their word): a

keyboardist playing an alphaSyntauri syn-

thesizer, a drummer, and a female vocalist.

After the vocalist recited a T.S. Eliot poem
with her back to the audience, after the key-

boardist banged out the sort of "blues" one
hears mostly over supermarket sound sys-

tems, and after the drummer watched for

ten minutes for a good spot to hit his cym-
bal, I started to get this uneasy feeling

—musical indigestion.

It was all dentist's office music— inoffen-

sive melodic pablum.

No, not quite, i was offended. Minor
league rock 'n' roll has no business on a

program allegedly reflecting the forefront

of computer music. In fact, none of the stuff

belonged on the program. It was as exciting

as hearing "Bolero" being played on the

piano.

At any rate, the final day was set aside for

last minute spiels by synthesizer represent-

atives gamely trying to hawk their

machines, and a closing plenary session.

During the latter, it was announced that the

Symposium had made a profit (a financial

one, that is, as opposed to an intellectual

one). Also mentioned were two frequently

overlooked artistic applications of com-
puters which might find their way onto next

year's program: designing athletic footwear

and building model ships.

That is when I finally threw in the towel

and left.

Some weeks later, I had a chance to talk

with the folks at New England Digital

(designers of the Synclavier 11} and asked
them why they had not attended the Sym-
posium. They admitted they had been to

one a couple of years ago, and found it lack-

ing in direction and substance, and decided
it wouldn't be particularly worthwhile atten-

ding another one.

If you're interested in the cutting edge of

computer application in the arts, I agree.

But hey, if shoes and boats are your bag,

then next year's show is for youlH

NEW PROGRAMS
FOR THE TRS-80

incopROP
Income Property Analysis

for the TRS-80
INCOPROP: Bai-.Pd upun sidnddrdifed Tielhodi
of property analysis useU Ihroughout Ihe leal

estate inauslry. Generates a 3 page report contain-
ing an annual properly operating sialemeni anct a
comprehensive 10 year cash flow analysis. Con-
tains I R S. tax table lo prpiecl after-tai Income
strearn and investor's I R R

• Handles 5 dillereni melhod&olidH deorecicilion
• Handles UD lo3 loans & 3 0iltereni lyoeloaris.
• Highly inleraclFve format permits "SeriSftivily Analy^fs

"

• Orsk files created lor permanent storage of flala

Minimum system requiremenls. 32k RAI»1, 1 drive and
printer. Sold with inlormaiive 78 page user's manual cover-
ing basic aspects of Income properly investment S 50
data Aorksheels
r^odfl I & Ml on r;d&5«>i1e lur easy transfer

In dish itaooo
Mi!d«> II. onB'inthdiSKttte

. . .
11J5 00

Modpl II version drarlswe ,n tiflBASlC

rij"^nin9 under CPfM itb^OO

MAINDEX: An easy-to-use program lo aiO you in

the indening of your files on disk. Can't find Ihal
program you wrote last monlh^ Pul your computer
to work! Find any program or dala file in your sys-
tfim in seconds.

• A Mam Index of all your other disk's directories
• Atphabefizes lisl ot files and gives you narnes, grans

used, dales wntten, (racks and file descnptions
• Sorts Files by name. dish, and categories
• File descripl Ions can be searched tor hey words
• Prints dish lahelswilh disk name and file names
Uses all the advanced and e:"lremely fast file rnanipu-
lation capabilllles of Apparal, Inc 's f^EWDOS/BP

Hequires Level II. 48K, l disk drive and NEWDOS/80 on
_casseiie for easy (ranster lodisK $30 96

VISA ,.,..»„..,......, , :

MoitKCmo

SOFT
WARE

DEPT EM, PO BOX 591,NOVATO, CA 9«47
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And other factors relating to music generation.

Programming Pitc

Merton L. Davis

3A Palmetto Arms

Camden. SC 29020

Have you ever wished you could hear

how a piece of sheet music sounds but

lacked skill on a musical instrument? Or

even possessing such a skill, have you

Vi/ished to practice a duet with an exacting

partner at the tempo of your choice? With

these three requirements: a Model I, Level II

16K computer; a stereo with an auxiliary in-

put; and the ability to read music and type,

you can now do so.

This Basic program allows the user to

play the entire range of 88 keys on the piano

at a chosen tempo. Data statements in Pro-

gram Listing 1, lines 1-107, load the ma-

chine language generator that must accom-

pany the Basic driver. The music generator

accepts a note read by the Basic driver; in-

terprets it in terms of a vibration period and

sends a vibration at that frequency to your

stereo speaker.

Basic Program Description

The Basic program reads each note (or

rest) and the value of the note (from 1/64th

to whole) and the tempo you wish to play it.

The data is supplied to the machine lan-

guage program for tone generation and re-

turned to Basic for the next note. Since a

working knowledge of the Basic program is

essential, flowcharts are provided in Figs.

2a,. 2b, and 2c.

Lines 5-107 contain the data to POKE the

machine language into memory. Line 110

saves the memory and does the POKEIng. If

the checksum is correct in line 115, the pro-

gram goes to line 340 where you are

assured that the machine language is prop-

erly entered. Lines 1-15 are then deleted,

and the ready signal is given.

Lines 120 and 340 constitute the general

Basic driver. All lines beyond line 340 are

special for the piece of music you wish to

play. I like to save the program through line

340 on tape and then merge from my musi-

cal data file the music of my choice.

Line 130 zeroes two flags, G and H, and

asks for a tempo AP at which you wish to

play the number. The G flag allows reading

either the note paired with its value in line

140 or the single note alone. The H flag

allows one repeat to the beginning of the

piece. When H equals one the program

knows it is in a repeat cycle.

The tempo AP is set to a single precision

number AT at 1/5th the value of AP. The

range of AP values of 1-20 from fastest to

slowest is suggested. Any decimal value up

to 20 is permissible, subject only to the con-

fines of the value of a 2-byte integer as ex-

plained below.

Line 140 reads the music data starting at

line 1000. Depending on G, it reads either

the note string NT$ paired with B (the note

value) or NT$ alone. G is set in the program

for passages in which the note value (or

B-value) is unchanging. A table of B-va!ues

Uns Numbers

1-115

120-130

140-160

1 70-200

210

220-240

250-300

310-320

350-480

1000-1220

Function

Saves memory and loads machine language program. Lines are automatically

deleted after first RUN entry.

Sets parameters tor playing notes.

Beads music data and directs to effects other than notes.

Sets period P and duration D to play the note.

Determines bvalue that directs to non note-playing features and to special

effects.

Sets rest parameters.

Directs program to special effects or to end music-

Plays the note or rest.

Special effects for "Carmen March", This part is changed tor each particular

piece.

The music data. Change tor each piece.

Fig. 1 Basic Program Summary

is in Fig. 3, NTS is a three-character string

that identifies one of 88 notes on the piano

keypoard. The first character (A-G) defines

the note; the second (N, S, or F) indicates a

natural, sharp or flat; the third (from zero to

seven) tells the octave. The program plays

all notes from ANO to CN7.

Line 150 sets RK, an integer product of B

and AT. RK is used only to compute the dur-

ation of the rests. This computation is de-

tailed when we come to lines 220-240.

Line 155 prevents a string equal to two or

greater than three from reaching the ma-

chine language program. Line 155 is one of

three lines that should be deleted after your

music data is debugged. Deleting this line

results in a good legato effect and the best

note versus rest timing relationship. Lines

185 and 235, the other two lines to delete,

protect against entering a note in the upper

register for too long a duration and against

excessively long rest durations.

Line 160 directs the program to line 210

where all cases of NTS not being a note but

an integer from zero to nine are treated.

Line 170 finds C, the VARPTR location of

NTS, and passes it to the USR location for

determining P. P is the vibration period for

the particular note.

Line 180 calculates a single precision A

that defines the playing duration of the

note. A is directly proportional to B and AT

and indirectly to the period P. The propor-

tionality constant 1950 assures that even at

the lowest period on the keyboard, the first

term in the expression to evaluate A will

be one. 1.1 is added to assure an A-value

of no lower than two. If you ask for a long

duration note in the high upper register of

the piano keyboard, the A could become

greater than 65535 and line 185 stops the

program.

Line 190 determines the D-value, the in-

teger passed on to the machine language

The Key Box
Basic Level II

Model I

16K RAM
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It I

IHVBO [MOHMA

Itvuiiis ISalliOi'if Hits;

THE CUSTOMTRJ^Sa
«fc OTHEK AWSTO^IES

Ever wanted to do things to your

TRS--80 that Radio Shack said couldn't be

done?

How about upper/lower case, reverse

video, high- resolution graphics, a high-

speed clock, audible keystrokes, an extra

keyboard, and a real-time clock?

Still not enough?

How about using an 8 -track as a mass

storage device, making music, controlling

a synthesiser, monitoring your data bus,

and individual reverse characters? All

these hardware modifications, plus lots

more, are in The Custom TRS-80 and Other

Mysteries by Dennis Bathory Kitsz - the

latest book from !JG Computer Services.

If the

thought of using a screwdriver

gives you the shivers then you can turn

to the software section, !n this you learn

1260 West
Foothill Bl.

Upland,CA
91786 (714)

946-5805

ON SALE
NOW!

how to make

BASIC programs auto-

execute, reset the memory size, patch

into the interpreter, test memory with

machine- language, pack program lines

with machine code, and generate sound

effects.

The Custom TRS-80 and Other Mysteries is

more than 300 pages of practical infor-

mation, and tested software, for $29,95,

Order your copy now, and start turning

your TRS-80 into a five-hundred-dollar

supercomputer! Pick one up at your local

UG dealer and B. Dalton bookstores,

TliS-SO ih a 'I'l-adi: Mark t)l Ihe 'i'tmdy Ciirpnrulidn



'It may be deleted but the timing

constants suggested in this program may
no longer apply.

"

program telling it the duration of the note.

The program then goes to line 310 where the

second USR entry is set and the note is

played (line 320) with the period P passed to

the machine language.

Line 200 prints out the note and the note

value on the video monitor just before it is

played. This is especially useful during

debugging. It may be deleted but the timing

constants suggested in this program may
no longer apply. Unlike lines 155, 185, and

235, the rest timing constants were com-

puted Vi/ith line 200 present.

Line 210 directs the program to line 250 if

the value of the one-character note string is

other than zero. If it is zero, then a rest is

recognized and treated in lines 220-240.

Line 220 sets D equals one vi/hich the

machine language program recognizes as a

rest. Three constants (CK, DK, and EK) are

then set for the quadratic equation that

computes AD, the rest duration in line 230.

It was found that a B-vaiue expressing the

duration of a quarter note (for example) is

not precise in time for a quarter rest unless

AD is determined as a power function of RK
(the product of B and AT). Furthermore, be-

f START
J

<D
I
ZERO FLAGS
ENTER TEMPO
AP J

READ
NOTE
NT$

YES

READ NOTE
AND
NOTE VALUE

G>
YES

STOP

AD = CK*RK*RK-I- DK*RK + EK

. ,

NO CK = 258
DK = -1253
EK = 1668

YES CK= 5

EK = -6760

D = l

L^ VAL (NT$)

Fig. 2a
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TELEWRITER
the Color Computer Word Processor

51 column X 24 line screen display Hi Sophisticated full-screen editor

Real lower case characters ^ Powerful text formatter

Works with any printer ^ Special IVlX-80 driver

Runs in 16K or 32K ^ Disk & cassette I/O

requires absolutely no hardware modifications

TELEWRITER
Telewriter is the powerful word processor
designed specifically for the Color
Computer. It can handle almost any
serious writing job and it is extremely easy
to use. It has all the advanced features you
need to create, edit, store, format and
print any kind of text. With Telewriter you
can quickly produce perfect, finished copy
for letters, reports, term papers, articles.

technical documentation, stories, novels,
screenplays, newsletters. It is also a
flexible and efficient way to take notes or
organize ideas and plans.

51x24DISP|AY
The Color C'-'Mputer is an incredibly
powerful ap> Versatile computer, but for

text editingj'^ hds some major drawbacks.
The small 32c'naracter by 16 line screen
format shows you too little of the text and,
combined with its lack of lowercase
letters, bears little resemblance to the way
text really looks on the page. Reverse
video in place oflower case just adds
confusion.

Telewriter eliminates these shortcomings
with no hardware modifications required.

By using software alone. Telewriter
creates a new character set that has real

lower case letters, and puts 24 lines of 51
characters on the screen. That's more
on-screen characters than Apple II, Atari
orTRS-80 Model III. That's more than
double the Color Computer's standard
display.

FULL SCREEN EDITOR
The Telewritereditor is designed for

maximum ease of use. The commands are

single key (or single key plus control key),

fast, and easy to remember. There is no
need to switch between insert modes and
delete modes and cursor movement
modes. You simply type. What you type is

inserted into the text at the cursor, on the
screen. What you see on the screen is

always the current state of youitext. You

can move quickly through the text with
one key cursor movement in all 4
directions, or press the shift key
simultaneously for fast, auto-repeat. You
can jump to the top or bottom of the text,

the beginning or end of aline, move
forward or backward a page at a time, or
scroll quickly up or down. When you type
past the end of the line , the wordwrap
feature moves you cleanly to the next.

. . .one ofthe best programsfor the Color
Computer I have seen . . .

— Color Computer News. Jiin. 1982

You can copy, move or delete any size

block of text, search repeatedly for any
pattern of characters, then instantly delete

it or replace it with another. Telewriter
gives you a tab key, tells you how much
space you have left in memory, and warns
you when the buffer is full.

FORMAT FEATURES
When it comes time to print out the
finished manuscript. Telewriter lets you
specify: left, right, top, and bottom
margins; line spacing and lines per page.
These parameters can be set before
printing or they can be dynamically
modified during printing with simple
format codes in the text.

. . . truly ti stale ofthe art word processor . . .

oiilsliindinfi in every respect.

— The RAINBOW, Jiin. 1982

Telewriter will automatically number
pages (if you want) and automatically
center lines. It can chain print any number
of text files from cassette or disk without
user intervention. You can tell it to start a
new page anywhere in the text, pause at

the bottom of the page, and set the Baud
rate to any value (so you can run your
printer at top speed).

You can print all or any part of the text
buffer, abort the printing at any point, and
there is a "Typewriter" feature which
allows you to type straight to your printer.

Because Telewriter lets you output
numeric control codes directly (either

from the menu or during printing), it works
with any printer. There's even a special

driver for the Epson MX-80 that lets you
simply select any of its 1 2 fonts and do
underlining with a single underline
character.

CASSETTE AND DISK I/O

Because Telewriter makes using cassette

almost painless, you can still have a
powerful word processor without the

major additional cost of a disk. The
advanced cas.sette handler will search in

the forward direction till it finds the first

valid file, so there's no need to keep
retyping a load command when you are
lost in your tape. The Verify command
checks your cassette saves to make sure
they're good. You can save all or any part

of the text buffer to disk or cassette and
you can append pre-existing files from
either medium to what you have in the

buffer already.

AVAILABLE NOW
Telewriter turns your Color Computer into

the lowest cost hi-power word processor
in the world today. It runs in 16K or 32K
(32K recommended) and is so simple you
can be writing with it almost immediately.
It comes with 63 pages of documentation
and is fully supported by Cognitec.
Telewriter costs $49.95 including shipping
(California residents add 6% tax). To
order, specify disk or cassette and send
check or money order to:

Cognitec

704 Nob Ave.
Del Mar, Ca. 92014

Or call (714) 755-1258 weekdays 7 AM-
4PM PST. We will gladly answer your
questions.

Apple II isa trademark ol Apple Compuier, Inc
;
Alan is a trademark of Alan. lnc.,TRS-80isalradematkof Tandy Corp.: MX-80 is a trademark of Epson America, Inc. ^- 121
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MICROSETTE
DISKETTES CASSETTES

Microsette's reputation for quality and
credibility has made us the leading
supplier of low cost, short length cas-

settes. Now. we also offer S'/t-'nch sin-

gle sided, soft sector diskettes in

single or double density. We give the
same attention to quality and realiabll-

ity for our disks as we do for our cas-

settes.

LOOK AT OUR PRICES
includes boxes and shipping

CASSETTES Boxes included 1

Item 10 Pack 50 Pacj^j

C-10 $ 7.50 $ 32.50

C'20 9.00 39.00

C-60 11.00 50,00

C-90 15.00 70.00

DISKETTES 5V4-inch

MD-5 $25.00 $110,00

UPS shipment in Cont. USA incl.

We can not ship to P.O. Boxes

Length Qty. Price Total

SUBTOTAL
Calif. Cust, add Sales Tax

TOTAL

Shipping address enclosed

Check or money order enclosed D
Charge to: Visa [.."J MasterCard D
Account No.

Expiration Date __^_^

SIGNATURE ^3A2

MICROSETTE CO.

475 Ellis St., Mt. View,

CA 94043 (415)968-1604

".
. . it was found best to

bypass the overhead and return

directly to line 140 for the next note.

cause of the sheer overhead of treating

rests in the program, two sets of constants

had to be determined—one for the cases

where RK is greater than or equal to eight

(where the overhead is smali relative to the

AD value) and the second case where the

overhead is more (the region of RK values

between 4 and 8). When RK values are less

than four (a sixteenth rest played at an AP
tempo of five) it was found best to bypass

the overhead and return directly to line 140

for the next note.

The tvi/o sets of constants in line 220 were

determined experimentally by taping notes

having RK values varying from 2-64. By

playing back through one side of the stereo

and simultaneously playing a note half-

value (1-32) plus a rest half value, an AD
value could be determined for each RK. The

constants of line 220 were then calculated

by linear regression. If you wish to make

significant changes in the portion of the

program that treats rests, or that which

treats notes, you may have to redetermine

the CK, DK, and EK constants.

Line 230 determines the AD value. Integer

arithmetic is used to conserve time as much

as possible. The AD value could exceed the

value of a 2-byte integer in which case the

program is stopped in line 235. If this hap-

Program Listing 1

1 ' MUSIC~A PROGRAM FOR A 16K MODEL ] LEVEL 11 TRS- 80
2 ' BY H. L. DAVIS
3 ' 3A PALMETTO ARMS
4 ' CAMDEN , s. C. 29020
5 DATA 205,127, 10, 35, 94, 35, 36,235,221, 33
6 DATA 138,124, 1, 40, 0, L7,120, 0,126,254
7 DATA 65,202, 59,124,221, 25,254, 66,202, 59
8 DATA 124,221, 25,254, 67,202, 39,124,221, 25
9 DATA 254, 58,202, 59,124,221, 25,254, 69,202

'^

10 DATA 59, 124, 221, 25,254, 70, 202, 59,124,221 \

11 DATA 25, 35, 126,254, 78, 202, 75, 124,221, 9 1

12 DATA 254, 83, 202, 75,124, 221, 9, 1, 5, * w
13 DATA 35, 126, 254, 48,202, 129, 124, 221, 9,254
14 DATA 49, 202, 129,124,221, 9, 254, 50,202,129
15 DATA 124, 221, 9,254, 51, 202, 129, 124,221, 9

16 DATA 254, 52, 202,129,124, 221, 9, 254, 53,202
17 DATA 129, 124, 221, 9,254, 54, 202, 129,124,221
18 DATA 9, 2^1, 102, 4, 221, 110, 3, 195,154, 10

19 DATA 65, 78, 48,146, 7, 65, 78, 49,201, 3
i.

20 DATA 65, 78, 50,228, 1, 65, 78, 51,242,
21 DATA 65, 78, 52,121, 0, 65, 78, 53, 60,
22 DATA 65, 78, 54, 30, 0, 65, 78, 55, 15,
23 DATA 65, 83, 48, 37, 7, 66, 83, 49,146, 3

24 DATA 65, 83, 50,201, 1, 65, 83, 51,228,
25 DATA 65, 83, 52,114, 0r 65, 83, 53, 57,
26 DATA 65, 83, 54, 28, 0, 65, 83, 55, 14,
27 DATA 65, 70, 48,178, 7, 65, 70, 49, 2,

28 DATA 65, 70, 50, 1, 2, 65, 70, 51, 0, 1

29 DATA 65, 70, 52,128, 0» 65, 70, 53, 64,
30 DATA 65, 70, 54, 32, 0» 65, 70, 55, 16,
31 DATA 66, 78, 48,191, 6, 66, 78, 49, 95, 3

32 DATA 66, 78, 50,175, 1, 66, 78, 51,215,
33 DATA 66, 78, 52,107, 0, 66, 78, 53, 53,
34 DATA 66, 78, 54, 26, 0, 66, 78, 55, 13,
35 DATA 66, 83, 48, 94, 6, 66, 83, 49, 47, 3

36 DATA 66, 83, 50,151, 1, 66, 83, 51,203,
37 DATA 66, 83, 52,101, 0- 66, 83, 53, 50,
38 DATA 66, 83, 54, 25, 0r 66, 83, 55, 12,
39 DATA 66, 70 48, 37, 7, 66, 70, 49,146, 3

40 DATA 66, 70 50,201, 1, 66, 70, 51,228,
41 DATA 66, 70 52,114, 0, 66, 70, 53, 57,
42 DATA 66, 70 54, 28, 0, 66, 70, 55, 14,
43 DATA 67, 78 48, 94, 6, 67, 78, 49, 47, 3

44 DATA 67, 78 50,151, 1, 67, 78, 51,203,
45 DATA 67, 78 52,101, 0, 67, 78, 53, 50,
46 DATA 67, 78 54, 25, 0, 67, 78, 55, 12,
47 DATA 67, 83 48, 2, 6, 67, 83, 49, 1, 3

48 DATA 67, 83 50,128, 1, 67, 83, 51,192,
49 DATA 67, 83 52, 96, 0, 67, 83, 53, 48,

Program Listing 1 Continues
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"Line 230 determines the AD value.

Integer arithmetic conserves time as

much as possible."

Progmni Listing Continues

50 DATA 67, 83 54, 24, 0f 67, 83, 55, 30,
51 DATA 67, 70 48,191, 6, 67, 70, 49, 95, 3

52 DATA 67, 70 50,175, 1, 67, 70, 51,215,
53 DATA 67, 70 52,107, 0, 67, 70, 53, 53,
54 DATA 67, 70 54, 26, 0, 67, 70, 55, 13,
55 DAa'A 68, 78 48,172, 5, 68, 78, 49,214, 2

56 DATA 68, 78 50,107, 1, 68, 78, 51,181,
57 DATA 68, 78 52, 90, 0, 68, 78, 53, 45,
58 DATA 68, 78 54, 22, 0, 68, 78, 55, 30,
59 DATA 68, 83 48, 90, 5, 68, 83, 49,173, 2

60 DATA 68, 83 50, 86, 1, 68, 83, 51,171,
61 DATA 68, 83 52, 85, 0, 68, 83, 53, 42,
62 DATA 68, 83 54, 21, 0, 68, 83, 55, 30,
63 DATA 68, 70 48, 2, 6, 68, 70, 49, 1, 3

64 DATA 68, 70 50,128, 1, 68, 70, 51,192,
65 DATA 68, 70 52, 96, 0, 68, 70, 53, 48, ^

66 DATA 68, 70 54, 24, 0r 68, 70, 55, 30,
67 DATA 69, 78 48, 13, 5, 69, 78, 49,134, 2

68 DATA 69, 78 50, 67, 1, 69, 78, 51,161,
69 DATA 69, 78 52, 80, 0f 69, 78, 53, 40,
70 DATA 69, 78 54, 20, 0- 69, 78, 55, 30,
71 DATA 69, 83 48,197, 4, 69, 83, 49, 98, 2
72 DATA 69, 83 50, 49, 1, 69, 83, 51,152,
73 DATA 69, 83 52, 76, 0, 69, 83, 53, 38,
74 DATA 69, 83 54, 19, 0, 69, 83, 55, 30,
75 DATA 69, 70 48, 90, 5, 69, 70, 49,173, 2

76 DATA 69, 70 50, 86, 1, 69, 70, 51,171,
77 DATA 69, 70 52, 85, 0, 69, 70, 53, 42,
78 DATA 69, 70 54, 21, 0, 69, 70, 55, 30,
79 DATA 70, 78 48,197, 4, 70, 78, 49, 98, 2

80 DATA 70, 78 50, 49, 1, 70, 78, 51,152,
81 DATA 70, 78 52, 76, 0, 70, 78, 53, 38,
82 DATA 70, 78 54, 19, 0, 70, 78, 55, 30,
83 DATA 70, 83 48,128, 4, 70, 83, 49, 64, 2

84 DATA 70, 83 50, 32, 1, 70, 83, 51,144,
85 DATA 70, 83 52, 72, 0, 70, 83, 53, 36,
86 DATA 70, 83 54, 18, 0, 70, 83, 55, 30,
87 DATA 70, 70 48, 13, 5, 70, 70, 49,134, 2
88 DATA 70, 70 50, 67, 1, 70, 70, 51,161,
89 DATA 70, 70 52, 80, 0, 70, 70, 53, 40,
90 DATA 70, 70 54, 20, 0, 70, 70, 55, 30,
91 DATA 71, 78 48, 64, 4, 71, 78, 49, 32, 2

92 DATA 71, 78 50, 16, 1, 71, 78, 51,136,
93 DATA 71, 78 52, 68, 0r 71, 78, 53, 34,
94 DATA 71, 78 54, 17, 0, 71, 78, 55, 30,
95 DATA 71, 83 48, 2, 4, 71, 83, 49, 1, 2
96 DATA 71, 83 50, 0, 1, 71, 83, 51,128,
97 DATA 71, 83 52, 64, 0, 71, 83, 53, 32,
98 DATA 71, 83 54, 16, 0, 71, 83, 55, 30,
99 DATA 71, 70 48,128, 4, 71, 70, 49, 64, 2

100 DATA 71 , 7( , 50, 32, 1 , 71, 70 , 51,144,
101 DATA 71 , 7t , 52, 72, , 71, 70 , 53, 36,
102 DATA 71 , 7( , 54, 18, r 71, 70 , 55, 30,
103 DATA 205 ,12- , 10,229, 33 ,254,127 ,205, 13, 38
104 DATA 235 , 9' , 35, 86, 225 . 14, 1 , 27,122, 179
105 DATA 19 , 4t , 6, 62, 3 ,169, 79 ,211,255, 229
10( DATA 43 ,12 ,181, 32, 251 ,225, 27 ,122,179, 32
10' DATA 238 ,19- ,154, 10, 68 r

lit POKE16562,l..3:POKE16561, 253:CLEARI00:FORZ=31742 TO 32767:REA
D X:S = S+X: fOKE:Z,X:NEXT
11! IF S =69640 ]fHEN 340 ELSE PRINT"BAD CHECKSUM IN DATA": STOP 1

12t DEFiNTC- Z

13C CLS: a=0:H=0 INPUT"TEMPO 1 TO 20 1 IS FASTEST) '•;AP AT = .2*A
P: RESTORE
146 IF G -0 READ NT$,B ELSE READ NT$
15t RK = B*AT
15! IF LEN(NTS} = 2 OR LEN(NT$)>3 THEN PRINT NT?;" BAD '

: STOP
16E IF LEN(NT$) = 1 THEN 210
17t C=VAEPTR(NT ?) :POKE16527, 123:P0KE16526,254 :P=USR{C)
180 A=1950*B *AT/'P+1,1
18! IF A>65535 1^HEN CLS : PRINT"B*AT PRODUCT" ;B*AT;"IS TOO LARGE
":STOP

Program Listing 1 Continues

TEACH YOUR
CHILDREN

ALPHA— Our best seller. Enhanced with larger leltefs

and three excercises. Alphabet recognition tor pre-

sctioolers.

ALPHA II— More alphabet excercises. Find the dup
cate letters, letters before and after; put in alpha-

betical order.

SIGMA— Addition problems for grades 1-3.

SIGMA-EX— Addition problems for the younger or

slower learner.

SIGMA-e2— Addition, subtraction, multiplication and

division. Nine speed levels. Time left and total time

constantly displayed.

SPE-L- Spelling practice for grades 2-4.

Learning to Count Money—A THREE PROGRAM
SYSTEM THAT TEACHES THE IMPORTANT SKILL OF
COUNTING MONEY. SUPERIOR GRAPHICS. (SOLD

BY THE SET ONLY.)

Available on cassette only for TRS-80 Models I and III

S6.95 each, two for $12.00, four for $21.00 Learning to

Count Money—$19.95

Add $1.00 to total order lor first class sliipmeni.

-•188

M*i(t( Sy*(fm* Inc

H&r 87 Scooter L«n«

Hlckivllte. N.Y. 1 1801

GRAPHICS
Grafpac-80 is an easy to use universal

Graphics program designed to drive any

do! Addressable Crt, printer, plotter.

Grofpac-80 takes it's dota from your disk

files and is usable from: Basic, Fortran

Poscal, Fourth, Cobol, etc.

Grafpac-80 has these features:

•Circle, Elipse. Sector, Arc

• Line Relative and Absolute

• 2D and 3D Cordinate Systems

•Character Generation with 360
degrees rotation and size control.

•Over 15 additional commands
•Pie, Bar, Scatter and X, Y Plots

• Maps ot the USA and the World

•Various Pictures

Grofpac-80 is available fori TRS-80 Model 1,

2 with 48K orid disk, CP/M systems with 48K.

Versions already configured for: Epson MX-80
with GraftroK, Colcomp 565 x,y plotter,

Matrox ALT 512S1O0 Graphics boord.

TRS-80, S29.95 CP/M, S59.95

Call or write:

M.E.S.C.

Parkhurst Drive

Salisbury, MD 21801
301-742-7333 -393
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GOOD GRIEF//
THIS IS UNBELIEVABLE/

TOP-NOTCH PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE FOR THE fRS-fiO
mOlllL AT ION PRICES/

— Power enough lor the

professional programmer

— Easy lor the beginner

— Extremely useful

MENU ' Program m«nu girteralor,. Price: S24.95

• Grtit wiy Id orginiit ditkt. especiilly hird drivnl

• Like hiving 1 direciDry wilh detcripliant and b<nir>

• Ideal Mont end lot an application package
• Displays menu at piograins including descnpiiors

• Usei selects program v;ith cj'soi oi by line number
Can iiiri BASIC 0' TRSDOS compiled progians

• Up IP 200 lines in menu including commenl lines

• Submenus loinei menu tiles) can be put m menu
• TRSDOS commands can be menu iiems

• Eacbdisk or progiam package can have separate menu
• Complete editing lacilities including menu locking

• Can pass mloimaiion to selected piogiam through tile

RESEQ - Program lina ranum barer,. Price: $44.95

• Ho progrimmar should bt without Itiit utilily!

• The ideil tolution lor initrling lines into crowded codi!

• Makes sliuckjred piogrammmg in BASIC easier
,

• RenumDeib all oi pait ot Ihe lines ot a piogram

• Renumtieis up to 30 groups ot lines al onci-

• Can copy gioups ot lines leaving nugmals
• Can comhine groups and renumber them logiflliei

• Caii lelocale a group by adding or suhtiaclnig a

constant 'rom all line numbris
• Can print table sliouumg old anil new line numbers
• Can Hag \\<^ rtnumtieMble line nunibei releiences

• Can nave sep<)iaie input and ouipui tiles

• Works on lomprMsed loimal tiles

SAVE PROG BAS A unnecessary!

• Fast up Id 240 lines'mmule

CREF - Croat r«lerence generator.. Price:S34.95

• Ho mort worries ibout iccidcnial misuit ol variabltsi

• Conliini lulu res nol lound in similif utillliu eltsvihtrtl

• Complete cioss le'eicnce listing ol vanables arrays

lunciions linenumbeMeleienCfs and USR routines

• Flags dilleient types ol use il>ne numbers GOTO
GOSUB ON ERROR GOTO RESUME ERL FIElOedand
regular variables arrays use modity detme

lunciions and USR rounnes use delmei

• War^s when variable may have been used incorrectly

• References iisied by etteciive name and type

• Listing airanged alphabetically oi numerically each
iVpe ol Item m a separate section

• Disk temporary die no limil on program si/e

• Works on compressed lormai tiles

• Fast up to 180 lines'mmule usmq Line Printer III

VARLIST - Li«l lull name* o< variables used m
program.. Price: S24.95

• When boughl wilh CREF. this is the icing on ihe cake!

• Lisis lull names ol all variaOles arrays and lunciions

alptiabeticaiiy USR routines are listed separately

• Vanables having names *iih same fust ? characters

. and type aie listed together

• Helps tmd variables with same tnst 2 characieis

• Output listing 10 CRT priniei or disk Me
• No hmii on piogram si/e

• Works on compressed lormat iiies

• Fast up to MO slalemeiiis'minute on Line Printer III

Introductory offer: Purchase all four

packages for only S99.95'

Note: The above software requires 64K
memory to run

For more information: Individual user s

guides tor above packages are available

for S7,50 each creditable towards
purchase of thai package if purchased
within 90 days

Add S2 00 foi (lOhiago and handling

l<,w;i residents, add S".. la iaies tax

To order call collect |515| 236-8406

>«Mf

WSR

accepted

World Soltware Resource

Div, Sumner Enterprises

Hwy. 146 N

Grinneli. lA 50112

"... then the program is directed to line

350 for special effects of the piece."

Program Lrsfjng / Corilinued

190 IF A02768 THEN D=INT(A) ELSE D=INT{A-65536)
200 PRINTNT$;B, :GOTO310
210 L=VAL(NT$) :IP LO0 THEN 250
220 D=1:CK=5:DK=1953:EK=-6760:IF RK<4 THEN 140 ELSE IF RK<8 THEN
CK=258:DK=-1253:EK=1668
230 AD=CK*RK*RK+DK*RK+EK
235 IF AD>65535 THEN PRINT"RK VALUE" ;RK; "IS TOO LARGE':STOP
240 IF AD<32768 THEN P=AD:GOTO 320 ELSE P=AD-65536 : GOTO 320
250 IF L=l AND B<0 THEN 130 ELSE IF L=l THEN G=1:G0T0 140
260 IF L<>2 THEN 290
270 IF B>0 AND G=0 THEN 350
280 IF H=0 THEN RESTORE : H=l : GOTO 140 ELSE H=0:GOTO 140
290 IF L=3 THEN B=,2*B:G0T0 140 ELSE IF L=4 THEN B=.5*B:G0T0 140

ELSE IF L=5 THEN B=.8*B:G0T0 140 ELSE IF L=6 THEN G=0:GOTO 140

ELSE IF L=7 THEN B=l . 25*B:GOTO 140 ELSE IF L=8 THEN B=2*B:G0T0 1

40 ELSE IF L=9 THEN B=5*B:G0T0 140
300 PRINT"BAD NOTE": STOP
310 POKE16527 ,127:POKE16526,210
320 F^USR(P) :GOTO 140
340 CLS:PRINT"MUSIC GENERATOR READY FOR RUNNING" :DELETE1-115
347 'SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR CARMEN MARCH
350 ONBGOTO400
400 N=INT(2*AP) :D=i6:DR^15:READPl,P2,P3
410 F0RZ=1T0N
420 P=P1:F=USR(P) : FORZl=lTODR:NEXT
430 P=P2:F=USR(P) :FORZl=lTODR:NEXT
440 NEXTZ
450 P=P1:F=USR(P) : F0RZ1=1T0DR:NEXT
460 P=P3:F=USE(P) :F0RZ1=1T0DR:NEXT
470 P=P1:F=USR(P) : F0RZ1=1T0DR:NEXT
480 GOTO140
1000 'DATA FOR 'CARMEN MARCH' BY GEORGES BIZET
1010 DATAAN5,8,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,EN4,2,0,2,DN4,2,0,2
,EN4,2,0,2,AN5,8,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,BN5,2,0,2,CS5,2,0
, 2 , BN5 , 2 , , 2 , AN5 , 4 , , 4 , AN5 , 2 , , 2 , AN5 , 2 , , 2 , BN5 , 2 , , 2 , AN5 , 2 , , 2 ,G

S4, 2,0, 2, AN5, 2, 0,2, 2, 1,53, 43, 57
1020 DATADN5,4,0,4,DN5,2,0,2,DN5,2,0,2,DN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,GN4,2
,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,DN5,4,0,4,DN5,2,0,2,DN5,2,0,2,DN5,2,0,2,EN5,2,0,2
,FS5,2,0,2,EN5,2,0,2,DN5,4,0,4,DN5,2,0,2,CS5,2,0,2,BN5,4,0,4,BN5
, 2,0, 2, AN5, 2, 0,2,2,1,6 4,60,7 2

1030 DATAAN5,4,0,4,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,EN4,2,0,2,DN4,2
,0,2,EN4,2,0,2,AN5,4,0,4,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,BN5,2,0,2
,CS5,2,0,2,BN5,2,0,2,AN5,4,0,4,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,BN5,2,0,2,AN5
,2,0,2,GS4,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2
1035 DATA2,1,53,48,57
1040 DATAEN5,4,0,4,EN5,2,0,2,EN5,2,0,2,EN5,4,DN5,4,CS5,2,0,2,DN5
,2,0,2,EN5,4,0,4,EN5,2,0,2,EN5,2,0,2,EN5,4,DN5,4,CS5,2,0,2,DN5,2
,0,2,EN5,8,EN4,4,FS4,4,GS4,8,EN4,4,CS5,4,BN5,16,AN5,8,0,8,2,0
1050 DATACS4,4,0,4,FS4,4,0,4,CS4,4,0,4,BN4,4,0,4,AN4,8,GS3,4,FS3
,4,GS3,4,0,4,CS3,4,0,4,FS3,8,GS3,8,AN4,8,CS4,8,ES4,8,DS4,4,ES4,4
,CS4,4,0,4,CS4,4,0,4
1060 DATACS4,8,FS4,4,0,4,CS4,4,0,4,BN4,4,0,4,AN4,8,GS3,4,FS3,4,G
S3,4,0,4,CS3r4,0,4,FS3,4,0,4,GS3,4,0,4,AN4,4,0,4,CS4r4,0,4,ES4,8
,DS4,4,ES4,4,CS4,8,0,8
107 DATADN5,4,DN5,4,DN5,4,0,4,EN5,4,EN5,4,EN5,4,0,4,FS5,4,FS5,4
,FS5,4,0,4,DN5,4,DN5,4,DN5,4,0,4,CS5,4,0,4,GS4,4,0,4,CS5,4,0,4,D
N5 , 4 , ,4 ,CS5 ,4,0, 4 ,GS4 , 4,0, 4 ,CS5 ,4,0,4,0, 8 ,DN5 , 4 ,DN5 , 4 ,DN5 ,4,0,4

, ENS, 4, ENS, 4, EN5, 4, 0,4

107 5 DATAFS5,4,FS5,4,FS5,4,0,4,DN5,4,DN5,4,DN5,4,0,4
1080 DATAGS2,4,GS4,2,GS5,2,GS1,4,GS4,2,GS5,2,AN2,4,GS4,2,GS5,2,A
N3,4,GS4,2,GS5,2,AS3,4,GS4,2,GS5,2,AS2,4,GS4,2,GS5,2,BN2,4,GS4,2
,GS5,2,BN3,4,GS4,2,GS5,2,BS3,4,GS4,2,GS5,2,BS4r4,GS4,2,GS5,2,CS2
,4,GS4,2,GS5,2,CS3,4,GS4,2,GS5,2
1085 DATADN3,4,GS4,2,GS5,2,GS4,4,0,4,GS4,4,0,4,AN5,4,0,4,AN5,2,0
,2,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,EN4,2,0,2,DN4,2,0,2,EN4,2,0,2,AN5,4,0,4,A
N5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,BN5,2,0,2,CS5,2,0,2,BN5,2,0,2,AN5,4
,0,4,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,BN5,2,0,2
10 87 DATAAN5,2,0,2,GS4,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2
1090 DATA2,1,53,48,57,DN5,4,0,4,DN5,2,0,2,DN5,2,0,2,DN5,2,0,2,AN
5,2,0,2,GN4,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,DN5,4,0,4,DN5,2,0,2,DN5,2,0,2,DN5,2,
0,2,EN5,2,0,2,FS5,2,0,2,EN5,2,0,2,DN5,4,0,4,DN5,2,0,2,CS5,2,0,2,
BN5,4,0,4,BN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2

Program Listing 1 Contiriues
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You've Cot

TOTAL ACC
( specializing In TRS80 •)

Rose

TO YOUR COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
NEEDS. CALL ROSE TODAY!

iv'e got
* DISK DRIVES

TA400 m-J) S289
TA800 (80-T) S399
TA400 Flippy S319
TA800 Flippy S-lOg

TA400-2 Dual Head s4o9
TA800-2 Dual Head $549

Complete with silver enclosure & power supply.

All TA Drives are IVIPI.

* CABLES
2-Drive S23.95
4-Dnve 533,95

Extender Cable S14.95

* BARE DRIVES
TA400B 5249
TA800B S349
TA400B Flippy S269
TA800B Flippy S359

A EPSON PRINTERS
MX80 Sa69.00
MX80 F/T 5579.00
MXIOO 5769.00

Parallel CaPles 524.95

MX 70-80 Ribbons 512.95

* OPERATING SYSTEMS
TRSD05 2.3 Disk S Manual. . . . S19.95

LDOS 5119,95

NEWDOS/80 S129,95
DOSPLUS 3.3,3.5D S89-95

* IRON
Disk Drive Power Supply,

Single 537
Disk Drive Case (silver) and Base 51

9

Memorex Diskettes (bx of 10)
, S25

90 day warranty on DRIVES. Ada 55.00 freight per
drive in Cont U.S. UPS COD charge S1. 50 There is also

a 15 day free trial on TA drives. If not completely
satisfied ni refund your money iless shipping). 1 11

take exception to improper use or mishandling

* RADIO SHACK COMPUTERS
26-1061 Mill, LI, 4K 5595
26-1062 IVllll, Lit, 16K 5835
26-1065 Mill, 48K, 1 Drive S1695
26-1066 Mill, 48K-2 Dr-RS252. . S2099
26-3001 4K color computer. . . S315
26-3002 16K w/ext. Basic 3485
26-3003 32K w/ext. Basic 5566
26-3501 pocket computer... 5185
26-4002 Mil, 64K, 1-dr 53288

k PERIPHERALS - MOdel I, II, III

26-1140 OK Exp. interface S249
26-1140 With 16K Mem. istd/cuar

5299
26-1140 With 32K Mem. Tstd/Cuar

S349
26-1145 Ml RS232 w/caPle S85
26-1148 Mill RS232 W/cable 589
26-1172 D.C, Modem 1 5135
26-1173 D.C, Modem II 5163
26-1206 CTR-80 Recorder 551
26-3008 CC Joysticks, pr 521
26-3010 13" color Video 5353
26-4150 Mil 8.4MB Disk $3820
26-4151 Mil Hard Disk NO.2, . . 52970
16K 200n5ec Memory Guar lyr. 529

* OTHER PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES
26-1158 Daisy Wheel ii S1694
26-1455 Acoustic cover 5339
26-1447 Tractor Assy $208
26-1448 $heet Feeder 51111
26-1165 Line printer V 51581
26-1166 Line Printer VI 5986
26-1167 Line Printer Vll 5339
26-1168 Line Printer Vlii 5679
26-1191 Flat Bed Plotter S1695
26-1195 Digitizer S379
ANADEX DP-9500, 9501 51295
NEC 7730 Spinwriter, 55cps. . $2484
Daisy Wheel Printer, 45cps. . . S1779
Tractor for above 5237
Sheet Feeder for above 51250
26-1 308 Printer stand S88
26-4302 Printer Stand 5129
26-1401 or 4401 Printer cable, .532

* NEC COMPUTERS
PC-8001A Keyboard & Processor. .

.

S1099
PC8011A Expansion Unit 5699
PC-8031A 2-drive Expansion
unit 51093
PC-8041A Green Phos, Video. . 5225
PC-8043A HighRes Color Mon. . $925

ROSE'S
SPECIAL
OF THE
MONTH

•AEROCOMFS i^

ALL NEW
DOUBLE DEIMSITY
CONTROLLER

$149.95
Heres a Double Density Controller for

Mod. 1 that does away with all those data
separation problems that seem to keep
cropping up! Rose wouldn't fun va now,
would she? Dont be scared of Double
Density any more, aerocomp has design-
ed some advanced circuitry that even I

dont understand but i do know it

works. Better order now. Quanities are
going to be a bit short.

$189 95 complete
with Dosplus 3.3D.

HOW many do you
want? 12?

The complete line of Radio snack products is

available through TA with standard RS limited

warranty. Call me for price and deliuerv Just

cause yoLi don't see it don't mean we aint got it

ROSE

ZENITH MONITORS
12

' Screen ' Green Phospher
This is the one you have been waiting

for, well built, works great with the

model 1. Also has dO/80 column switch so

the Apple folks can use it. 90 day warran-

ty good Nationwide. Sell your old Model i

monitor and be the first on your block to

have a 'real green screen.
12

" Zenith Green Phos. Mon S135
cable for Model i S7

* RADIO SHACK SOFTWARE
I
have most all P/S software instock

ana It can be yours at 15% off the
R./S retail price. Call me for the
latest availibility.

DOUBLE DENSITY
DATA SEPARATOR
FROM AEROCOMP

$49.95
If you own a PERCOM 'DOUBLEP A "DOUBLER
II or' LNDouDler * upgrade it with the "DOS .

Plugs right in No more locl<-outi You deserve
onr of Ilif'se

ORDER NOW!
TOLL FREE
S0a527-3582
write or call ROSE TOLL FREE at

1-800-527-3582. Texas residents call

214-234-1770. Please use the toll

free lines for orders and literature

reduests only. Technical help or ser-

vice use the Texas line. Prices are
mail order only. You pay by VISA or
MASTERCARD, you can send check or
money order (allow a couple of
weeks for personal checks to clear)

or order COD (we ship COD'S cash,

certified check or money order on-
ly). 25% deposit reduired on all COD
orders. Rose will take American
money in just about any form. Add
freight (UPS where possible) on all

orders.Texas residents cough up 5%
sales tax. Allow 2-4 weeks for
delivery. Order today -

I need the
money!

TOTAL ACCESS.
P.O. BOX 3002
RICHARDSON, TX 75080

214-234-1770 -«

Trademark of PERCOWi DATA CO ,
"Trademark of LNW ' TRS80 S Radio shack are trademarks of Tandy Corp copvrignt 1981 TOTAL ACCESS
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".
. . use two quarter rests or four eighths. . . A whole

rest will probably never make it."

pens, use two quarter rests or four eighth

rests for a half rest. A whole rest will prob-

ably never make it. Line 235 is among the

three lines to be deleted after the music

data are debugged.

Line 240 converts the AD value to the P in-

teger that the machine language interprets

as a period for playing rests.

Lines 250-300 treat all cases where L(the

integer value of NT$) is not zero. In line 250

an L of one ends the piece, provided it is ac-

companied by a negative B-value. If B is any

number greater than zero, the program

returns to line 140 with that fixed B-value

and G is set to read only NT$.

Lines 270 and 280 treat cases of L equals

two. If B is positive and is read with NT$

then the program is directed to line 350 for

special effects of the piece with the B-vaiue

used for further direction at line 350. If B

equals zero then a repeat functions at iine

o
LOCATE NOTE
STRING IN
MEMORY

FIND PERIOD
IN MACHINE
LANGUAGE

A= I950*B*AT/P-H. I

535\ YES
STOP

327G7\ NO
0= INT(A)

YES

D=INT (A-65536)

/ PRINT NOTE
'AND
NOTE VALUE

POKE USR
CALL LOCATION

YES

<D

B>\
NOT NEEDED

N= INT I2*AP)
0= 16

DR = I5

<D
READ PI. P2,
P3

PLAY NOTE PLAY TRILL

Fig. 2b
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Level IV Products, Inc.

Is Expanding Again!
3 Locations To Serve You...

HEADQUARTERS LEVEL IV RADIO SHACK*
DIVISION COMPUTER CENTER DEALER STORE #P-130

32429 Schoolcraft Road 182 North 20th Street 134 South Front

Livonia, Michigan 48150 Battle Creek, Michigan 49015 Dowagiac, Michigan 49047
313/525-6200 616/963-2212 616/782-6600

Our Purchasing Power, ($5 Million plus Gross Sales) allows us to offer the best of RADIO
SHACK*, as well as other popular Hardware and Software at the

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES AVAILABLE!
OUR POLICY IS THAT IF WE SELL IT...WE ALSO SERVICE IT!

CALL US TOLL FREE IF YOU DONT SEE THE ITEM YOU'RE LOOKING FOR

TYPICAL PRICES (PARTIAL LISTING)

TRS 80* Color Computer, 32K w/ext Bas 499.00

TRS 80* Mod III, 48K w/1-40 TR Drive 1589.00

TRS 80* MOD II, 64K w/1-8" Drive 3375.00

TRS 80' MOD 16, 128K w/1-DoubIe 8" Drive CALL
TRS 80* MOD III, 6,4MEG Winchester Drive 2795.00

5'/4" Add on Drives for MOD I, III, Color, etc from 228.00

8" Add on Drives for MOD II, MOD 16 from 540.00

Printers, Radio Shack*, Epson, Citoh, etc CALL
Technical Service (7 technicians on staff) 24.00/iiour

UPGRADE YOUR PRESENT COMPUTER CALL FOR A QUOTE!

WARRANTY POLICY:
The Radio Shack* 90 Dan Warrantn requires

construction from Radio Shack' Supplied

components, at slightli; higher prices.

Equipment containing non-R/S components is

covered by out 6 month parts and labor warrant]^.

Inquire when ordering to ascertain f^our coverage.

TERMS OF SALE:
We allow a 2% discount for cash pre-paid

orders, personalchecks require 2 weeks for bank

clearance,

VISA, Master Charge and C.O.D. orders accepted.

deposits are required for all special order and

assembly items.

SHIPPING:

Foreign orders and large items shipped best-wa\j

frieght collect, most others are shipped promptly

from stock via U.RS. add 1.5% or$2.50 minimum,

and$}.50ifC.O.D.

DE/\LER'S NOTE Some key areas are still auailable for both re-sole

ar]d seruicing dealerships, cor^tact our Headquarters Division for

Details.

TOLL FREE ORDER HOT LINE
800-521-3305

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE
Service Line

313 / 525-6200

Your One Stop Computer Shopping Center
•TRADE MARK OF TANDY CORPORATION
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"More than one repeat could be
programmed but complexities

interrupt music continuity."

Program Lislmg 2 Continued

10 95 DATA2,1,6 4,60,7 2,AN5,4,0,4,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,B,2,AN5,2,0,2,EN
4,2,0,2,DN4,2,0,2,EN4,2,0,2
1100 DATflAN5,4,0,4,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,BN5,2,0,2,CS5,2
,0,2,BN5,2,0,2,AN5,4,0,4,AN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2,BN5,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2
,GS4,2,0,2,AN5,2,0,2
1110 DATA2 ,1,53,48,57, ENS ,4,0,4, EN5 ,2,0,2, EN5 ,2,0,2, ENS , 2 , , 2 ^DN
5, 2, 0, 2, CSS, 2, 0, 2, DNS, 2, 0, 2, EN5, 4, 0,4, ENS, 2,0, 2, EN5, 2, 0,2, ENS, 2,
0,2, DNS, 2, 0,2, CSS, 2, 0,2, DNS, 2, 0,2
1120 DATAEN5,8,EN4,4,FS4,4,GS4,8,EN4,4,CSS,4,DN4,1,EN4,1,GS4,1,B
NS,13,ANS,4,0,12,FN3,4,0,4,FN3,2,0,2,FN3,2,0,2,FN3,2,B,2,CN3,2,0
,2,BF3,2,0,2,CN3,2,0,2,FN3,4,0,4,FN3,2,0,2,FN3,2,0,2,FN3,2,0,2,G
N3,2,0,2,AN4,2,0,2,GN3,2,0,2
1125 DATAFN3,4,0,4,FN3,2,0,2,FN3,2,0,2,FN3,2,0,2,CB3,2,0,2,BF3,2
,0,2,CN3,2,0,2,FN3,16,FN3 ,8,0,8
113 DATAEF4,4,0,4,EF4,2,0,2,EF4,2,0,2,EF4,2,0,2,BF4,2,0,2,AF4,2
,0,2,BA4,2,0,2,EF4,8,EF4,4,EF4,4,EF4,4,FN4,4,GN4,4,FN4,4,EF4,8,E
F4,4,EF4,4,EF4,4,BF4,4,AF4,4,BF4,4,EF4,16,EF4,8,0,8,DF5,4,0,4,DF
5, 2, 0, 2, OF 5, 2,0, 2, DF5, 2, 0,2
1135 DATAAFS,2,0 ,2,GF4,2,0,2,AF5,2,0,2
1140 DATADF5,4,0,4,DF5,2,0,2,DFS,2,0,2,DFS,2,0,2,EFS,2,0,2,FNS,2
,0,2,EF5,2,0,2,DF5,8,DF5,4,DPS,4,DF5,4,AF5,4,GF4,4,AF5,4,DF5,16,
DFS,8,0,8,BN4,4,0,4,BN4,2,0,2,BN4,2,0,2,BN4,2,0,2,FN3,2,0,2,EN3,
2,0,2,FN3,2,0,2
1145 DATABN4,4,0,4,BN4,2,0,2,BN4,2,0,2,BN4,2,0,2,CS4,2,0,2,DS4,2
,0,2,CS4,2,0,2,BN4,4,0,4,BN4,2,0,2,BN4,2,0,2,BN4,2,0,2,FN3,2,0,2
,EN3,2,0,2,FN3,2,0,2
1150 DATABN4,16,BN4,8,0,8,EN3,21.33,EN3,S.33,EN3,5.33,DN3,21.33,
DN3,5.33,DN3,5.33,CS3,21.33,CS3,5.33,CS3,5.33,BN3,21.33,BN3,5.33
,BN3,5.33,EN4,16,FS4,12,EN4,4,CS4,16,CS4,16
1160 DATACS4,12,BN4,4,CS4,12,DN4,4,CS4,24,0,8,DN4,16,BN4,12,EN4,
4,CS4,32,AN4,16,FS3,12,BN4,4,EN3,24,0,4,BN4,16,BN4,12,BN4,4,BN4,
8,FS4,8,EN4,8,DN4,8
117 DATACS4,8,BN4,8,CS4,8,DN4,8,CS4,24,0,8,GS4,16,CS4,12,CS4,4,
CS4,16,BS4,12,DS4,4,GS4,16,ES2,8,0,8,GS2,B,0,8,CS2,8,0,8,BN3,8,F
S4,2.67,GS4,2.67,FS4,2.67,ES4,8,FS4,8
1180 DATABN4,8,CS4,8,DN4,16,EN2,8,CS4,2.67,DN4,2.67 ,CS4 , 2 . 67 , AN4
, 8, FS4, a, EN4, 8, CSS, 2. 67, DNS, 2. 67, CSS, 2. 67 ,AN5,8,FSS , 8 ,EN5 , 8 ,AN5

,

2.67,BNS,2.67,AN5,2.67,EN4,8,DNS,8,CS5,16,BN5,16,1,2,AN5,0,0,0,A
N5,0,AN5,0,AN5,0,EN4,0,DN4,0,EN4,0
1190 DATAANS, 0, 0, 0, AN5, 0, AN5,0,AN5,0,BN5,0, CSS, 0,BN5,0,AN5, 0,0,0
,AN5,0,ANS,0,ANS,0,EN4,0,DN4,0,EN4,0,AN5,0,0,0,ANS,0,AN5,0,ANS,0
,BN5,0,CS5,0,BN5,0,ANS,0,EN4,0,DN4,0,EN4,0,AN5,0,BN5,0,CS5,0,BN5
,0,AN5,0,EN4,0,DN4,0,EN4,0,AN5,0
1195 DATABN5,0,CS5,0,BN5,0
1200 DATAANS, 0,BN5,0, CSS, 0,BN5,0,AN5,0, ENS, 0, CSS, 0,BNS,0,AN5,0,B
N5,0,CS5,0,BN5,0,ANS,0,BN5,0,CS5,0,BN5,0,AN6,EN2,An3,EN2,AN6,AN3
,AN6,AN3,AN6,AN3,ENS,AN3 ,DN5 , AN3 , ENS ,AN3 ,CS5 , EN2 , AH3 ,EN2 ,EN5 ,AN3
,ENS,AN3,ENS,AN3,CSS,AN3 ,BN5 , AN3 ,CS5 ,AN3
1210 DATAANS, EN2,AN3,EN2, CSS, AN3, CSS, AN3, CSS, AN3,AN5,AN3 ,GS4,AN3
,AN5,AN3,EN4,AN3,AN5,AN3,DN4,AN3,EN4,AN3,CS4,AN3,EN4,AN3,BN4,AN3
,CS4,AN3
1215 DATA6,AN4,8,0,4,AN5,4,AN5,8,0,4,AN5,4,AN5,8,0,4,AN5,4,AN5,8
,0,4,ANS,4,AN2,2,AN3 , 2 ,AN4 , 2 ,AN5 , 42
1220 DATA1,-1

Program Listing 2

1 'MUSIC DRIVER V10 FOR MUSIC KEYBOARD AT 7A68H AND MUSIC GENERA
TOR AT 7FBDH

PROGRAM FOR TRS-80 MODEL I LEVEL II 16K
BY MERTON L. AVIS

3A PALMETTO ARMS
CAMDEN S. CAROLINA 29020

RUN FIRST TO LOAD KEYBOARD AND MUSIC GENERATOR
THEN RUN TO PLAY MUSIC AT TEMPO OF YOUR CHOICE

9 DATA 205,127, 10,229, 33, 32,123,205, 13, 31

Program Listing 2 Continues

280 by setting the H flag and restoring the

data to the beginning of the piece. More

than one repeat could be programmed but

the complexities make it impossible to avoid

along interruption in music continuity. If you

wish additional repeats, you must retype the

data into the program.

Line 290 deals with L-values from 3-9,

They are used only when G equals one and

no B'Values are being read. L-values from

3-5 shortens B from -2x to .Sx. L-values from

7-9 correspondingly lengthens B from 1 .25x

to 5x. Pair L-values of five with seven, of four

with eight, and of three with nine to return to

the original B. Use these three L's for time

shadings when G equals one. if you wish to

return to paired readings with B accompa-

nying the note and are reading only the

note, put L equals six in the data to set G
to zero.

If you wish time shadings when G equals

zero such as for ritard and accelerando,

B-values can be varied by fractional

amounts. Increase B to slow the music and

decrease B to speed it up. Time shadings

that alterthe tempo AT are more difficult as

they require small program changes. You

may insert, for example, after the G equals 1

in line 250 an "AT = 1.25*AP" before going

to note reading with a fixed 8, But be sure to

insert an ":AT-,2*AP" following the G =0
in line 290 if you wish to return to the

original tempo with note paired with B

readings.

The "Carmen March"

Lines 350 through 1220 are special for the

"Carmen March" by George Bizet. This

number illustrates many of the program's

capabilities. Line 350 is reached by an NT$

equals two and B equals one reading of

data from line 270. A B-value of one directs

the program to line 400 for a special effect

of trilling. Other special effects might be

added in lines 500-999 for glissando,

shakes, or the like by B-values of two or

above in line 350. Only trills are used in the

"Carmen March" and therefore only lines

400-480 are used.

Line 400 sets N to define the length of the

trill as a function of the tempo at which you

wish to play the piece. D is then set at 16.

The machine language must have a D to

function and ! found 16 to be acceptable for

trills. A DR-value is then set for the very

short Interval of silence between notes of

the trill. If you wish to vary the duration of

the trill you may change the DR-value from

the value of 15 or change the constant in the

equation N = INT(2*AP). Finally, the periods

of three notes (PI, P2, and P3) that perform
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A Computer That

Writes Programs

For You.
what will they think of next..?

Your computer is fantastically fast,. .once It knows what
to do. You probably realize that a computer is really
the combination of hardware and software, working
together smoothly, to give you what you want. Either
one alone is useless. Software is really the key. ..the
"mind" of a computer system. Every project or task
you want to do requires a new specific software ap-
plication to make it behave exactly the way you desire.

Of course, you may be able to "force-fit" an application
into some existing canned program you have, but to
really get results, you need a separate application
program to run on your computer.

Until now, that meant you were forced to pay money
for application software off the shelf, or if you could
afford it, have it custom written for you, or, if you are
qualified, do it yourself. ..spending endless hours
figuring it out and writing it. Now, your computer can
write individual application programs for you. These
programs are each separate, unique software programs
that run in standard Basic on your computer.

A company named FutureSoft has developed this ex-
citing and long awaited remarkable working tool for
you. There are two versions called Quikpro+Plus and
standard Quikpro. Both of them create unique separate
Basic programs for you. ..to do exactly, precisely, what
you want to do. And listen to this. ..you create a new
program in minutes instead of hours.

You can quickly generate a new program when you
want it. You can generate thousands of different
unique programs, each one standing alone as a com-
plete program that runs in Basic. Best of all, you do not
have to be a programmer to do it. The Quikpro soft-
ware becomes your personal programmer, waiting to
do your work for you any time of day or night you
choose to use it.

The custom programs you generate from this software
provide for: Data Entry, Additions, Changes, Record
Locating & Searches, great variety of Computations,
and Report Printing (if you have a printer). It lets you
decide what data to manipulate and how to manipulate
it. It lets you decide the formats you want to appear on
your screen and/or to print out in a report. It lets you
use differing formats on the same data base. It lets you
make calculations from data within records without
altering the data base. It lets you report results with or
without including the base data from which results

were calculated.

Ail this is included in the ability/power of the program
you create. You do it by simply answering questions
that appear on your screen, Instantly, the Quikpro soft-

ware Instructs the computer to perform complex and

'See List ol Advertisers on psge 354 ADVERTISEMENT

error free instructional sequences. You get the im-
mediate benefits of professionally written software for

your application.

The resulting custom program is truly a separate Basic
program. You can list it, you can modify it, you can ac-

tually see what makes it tick. You can even ask it to
print out its own operating instruction manual so others
can run it for you. Finally, you can really tap the speed
and power of your computer the way you really want.
You can create new programs for every use you have In

Business, Science, Education, and Hobby areas. And
you can start now.

The software is available immediately from the
creators. It comes in two versions. If you want to
generate separate Basic programs with all the data
handling plus Calculations and Report Printing
features, you want Quikpro+PIus. Specify to run on
TRS80 Model I and Model 1 1 1 at only $149; to run on
TRS80 Model II at $189,

If you do not need Calculation ability or Report Print-

ing in the separate Basic programs you will create from
this program generating software, then standard Quik-
pro will do the job for you. Standard Quikpro to run on
TRS80 Model I or Model III is $89; to run on TRS80
Model II is $129, (Later on you can always trade up to
the Plus Versions for only the cost difference between
the two).

Both programs are available to run on many other
computers besides TRS80, Details are available by
calling or writing.

You can order right now by phone or mail, if you have
Visa/Mastercard, call toll-free from:
All States except CA-AL-HI 1-800-824-7888 OP# 441
From California call 1-800-852-7777 Op# 441
From Alaska/Hawaii call 1-800-824-7919 Op# 441
Operators on duty 24 hours dally. Operators can not
answer technical questions, If you need technical in-

formation or want to order from Canada or other
nations, call 1-904-269-1918 during office hours, Eastern
Time, Mon.-Fri,

Send mail orders with check, money order or credit
card information to: FutureSoft, P,0. Box 1446-D,
Orange Park

, Florida 32073, FutureSoft gives you a
satisfaction or your money refunded guarantee for 10
days from delivery. You can run the software yourself
on your own computer and see with your own eyes
what it can do for you. Order now. ^^e
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The Ultimile Checkbook is designed to help the individual keep

tuck ol checks. Ui deductions, ind deposits as well as provide tor

last and easy checkbook balancing and bank reconcilianon How-
evei. its versatility is such tlial il can be used etfeclively as a

Mm I-Ledger ' tor many small businesses

Menu driven lor easy use
• Checks can be entered edited and deleted quickly
• In-memory check capacity at approiimatety 4QQ checks
• Ctieck lislings on screen or your [jrinter

• Running tialance displayed when posting checks
• Oetaults tor check numbers and date to Speed data entry

• Ctieck-by-check balance displayed or printed

• Search routine linds Checks guickly and easily

• Fast MACIilNE LANGUAGE. niuMi-key sort

• Totals checks and deposits by deduction, budget, or deposit

categories

System Requirements THS-BO Models I & III with UK DOS S
Printer lOptionatl Ptease irtdicate model when ordering S39 95
Please add 12 tor handling and postage. SS overseas, for your

convenience you may phone in VISA or M/C orders.

SOFTWAREHOUSE INTERNATIONAL
W«'»Mo«d.' P,O.Boi>13B3 " T.ndyCo.p

Clovis. CA 93613; (209) 251-7B77

GET YOUR
TRS-80 DIRECT

AUTHORED SALES CENTER

™^ compOtTrs
*""

WORTH VIDEO

377 PLAZA. HWY 377GRAMBUHY
FORT WOflTH. TX 78048 "214

AND SAVE $

Get our quote "betoiv" you buy.

Full manulacturvrs' warantee.

Texas msidents add 4% saloa tax.

817-573-4111
COST OF CALL REFUNDED FOR ORDERS 81 TELEPHONE

Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks

with maximum quality

Dealer inqutnes

invited CO.D's
accepted. Call

FREE (800) 235-4137.

PACinC EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd. San Luis

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
nCal call (800) 592-5935 or

(805]543-1037

^ 207

"For normal staccato give V2 the B value. . .

the other half with a rest of equal B value,"

the trill are read. The periods are read direct-

ly rather than going to the machine lan-

guage so not to require POKEing the loca-

tion of the USR into memory. The values to

use for PI, P2, and P3 are listed in the

STOP

YES

YES
B= .2*B

YES
B v5*B

YES
B -.8*8

YES
G=0

YES
6= l.25*B

YES
B^ 2*B

YES
B= 5*B

Assembly code of Program Listing 2 under

the Table of Notes. This table is structured

such that ttiree bytes for the note string are

followed by two bytes for the note period.

Every note and corresponding period from

AND to CN7 is listed.

After P1 through P3 are read, lines 410

through 440 plays the main section of the

trill. The finishing grace is accomplished in

lines 450 through 470. Finally, the program

returns to line 140 for the next note to play.

The data for the music starts in line 1010.

I use 10 line numbers of data for each line of

music. In this way, line 1210 tells me that

there are 21 lines of music in the "Carmen

March." If this information is used in con-

junction with the printing in line 200, debug-

ging the data should be eased.

The music data starts in line 1010 with an

eighth note played at AN5 as shown by the

AN5,8 combination. Next comes a series of

sixteenth notes played staccato. For nor-

mal staccato give the note 1/2 the regular

B-value (a 32nd note value in this case) and

take up the other half with a rest of equal

B-value, The ratio may be varied from 1/4 to

3/4 or 3/4 to 1/4 depending on the sharpness

of the staccato desired. A full B-value plays

the note a good legato. Later in line 1010,

AN5,4,0,4 shows an eighth note played

staccato.
Line 1010 also has an example of data

producing a trill. The sequence at the end of

the line ("2,1,53,48,57") sends the program

to line 400 where a trill is played with three

notes having periods of 53, 48, and 57,

Line 1040 contains an example of a re-

peat. The 2,0 combination after the eighth

rest at the end of line 1040 starts the music

from the beginning. When the music again

reaches the 2,0, it continues on with data

from line 1050.

Fig. 2c
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Your best

Model I/Ill

peripheral buy

is a modem.

Your best

Model I/Ill

modem buy

is LYNX.
Considering expanding your TRS-80
Model I or ill? Then you should know
that only one kind of peripheral can
give you all these extra capabilities

... in a single unit:

• Computer-to-computer data
communications, for better

personal or business manage-
ment.

• Access to free "bulletin board"
resources.

• Access to Source, Compu-
Serve and other time-sharing
systems.

• Services like electronic mail,

instant news and financial re-

ports.
• An almost limitless supply of

new games and other enthusi-

ast activities.

Of course, were talking about a

modem. A far more sensible first

step in expanding than, say, joy-

sticks, or a voice box, or a printer.

And, therefore, your best peripheral

buy.

A modem opens up a whole new
world to you, A world of thousands
of computers and computer people

just like you, in homes and busi-

nesses around the block and across

the country. A world you tap through

your telephone.

But don't simply settle for any mo-
dem. For the most modem satisfac-

tion, you need to make the best mo-
dem buy.

And that's LYNX.

The new LYNX for TRS-80 Model I and Model
III, It's the latest innovation from the people who
are making data communications affordable. It's

the best first step you can take in expanding. It

makes your microcomputer a whole new animal.

DLYrsnco
123 LOCUST STREET LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 17602

Phone 717/291-1116

TRS-SO IS a Irademark ol the Radio Shank Division of Tandy Corporalion.

FCC Registralioo Number: A909KE-6ei71-DM-N

re-

m-

The new LYNX is the ideal modem
for your Model I or III. That's because
it's the key element of a total direct-

connect telephone communica-
tions package.

This package includes all serial

and computer bus interfaces, cables

and terminal software . . . and comes
to you with these remarkable fea-

tures:

• SINGLE PRICE: $299,951
• Compatible with both Model I

and III.

• No separate purchases
quired.

• One-year warranty.
• Auto dial/auto answer.
• Works with any software,

eluding ST-80 by Micklus.
• Active clear, break, and "con-
trol" keys.

• Half or full duplex, variable word
length, parity and stop bits.

• Dial from phone, keyboard, or

memory.
• Works with or without Model I

expansion interface.

• Works with or without Model III

RS-232 card.
• Can be placed on either side of

Model III.

• No tools needed to install.

No other modem gives you so much
in a single package. And when you

compare the LYNX price with the to-

tal cost of bringing any other modem
on line, it could save you OVER $100!

Consult your local microcomputer retailer, or call one of these LYNX handlers today.

THE BOTTOf
MiUord, NH
800/343-0726

LINE

THE PROGRAM STORE
Washington, DC
800/424-2738

--See Lisl ot Advertisers on page 354

B. T. ENTERPRISES
Centereach, NY
516/981-8568

STEVENS RADIO SHACK
Phoenixville, PA
800/345-6279

BREEZE,.' QSD
Dallas, TX
214/484-2976

COMPUTER PLUS
Littleton, MA
800/343-8124

SIMUTEK PROGRAMS UNLIMITED
Tucson, AZ Jericho, NY
800/528-1 1 49 800/645-6038
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'The arpeggio notes of a chord may be given

any B value from .06 to two. . .

"

Program Listing 2 Continued

10 DATA 235 94 35 86, 225, 122, 179, 202,212, 127
11 DATA 35 94 35 86, 213, 253, 225, 221, 33, 37
12 DATA 123 33 34 123, 205, 13, 38, 1,168,
13 DATA 253 126 254, 65, 202, 189, 122,221, 9
14 DATA 254 66 202 189, 122, 221, 9, 254, 67, 202
15 DATA 189 122 221 9, 254, 68, 202, 189,122, 221
16 DATA 9 254 69 202, 189, 122, 221, 9,254, 70
17 DATA 202 189 122 221 9, 1, 56, 0,253, 126
18 DATA 1 254 78 202 209 122 221, 9,254, 83
19 DATA 202 209 122 221 9 1, 7, 0,253, 126
20 DATA 2 254 48 202 8 123 221 9,254, 49
21 DATA 202 8 123 221 9, 254 50, 202, 8, 123
22 DATA 221 9 254 51 202 8 123, 221, 9, 254
23 DATA 52 202 8 123 221 9 254, 53,202, 8
24 DATA 123 221 9 254 54 202 8, 123,221, 9

25 DATA 221 126 5 18 19 221 126 6, 18, 33
26 DATA 189 127 34 142 64 221 102 4,221, 110
27 DATA 3 195 154 10 68 80, 67, 0, 65
28 DATA 78 48 17 8 9 96, 9, 65, 78, 49, 214
29 DATA 4 190 4 65 78 50, 105, 2, 96, 2
30 DATA 65 78 51 50 1 49, 1, 65, 78, 52
31 DATA 151 154 65 78 53, 73, 0, 80
32 DATA 65 78 54 34 42, 0, 65, 78
33 DATA 55 15 24 65 83, 48, 38, 9

34 DATA 220 8 65 83 49 145, 4, 124, 4, 65
35 DATA 83 50 70 2 61 2 65, 83, 51, 33
36 DATA 1 32 1 65 83 52 142, 0,146,
37 DATA 65 83 53 69 75, 0, 65, 83, 54
38 DATA 32 40 65 83 55, 14, 0, 23
39 DATA 65 70 48 2, 0, 65, 70
40 DATA 49 32 5 5 5 65 70 50,142, 2

41 DATA 131 2 65 70 51 69, 1 67, 1, 65
42 DATA 70 52 160 163 65 70, 53, 78
43 DATA 84 65 70 54 37 0, 44,
44 DATA 65 70 55 16 25 66, 78, 48
45 DATA 162 8 97 8 66 78 49 79, 4 61
46 DATA 4 66 78 50 37 2 29 2, 66 78
47 DATA 51 16 1 15 1 66 78 52,134,
48 DATA 138 66 78 53 65 71, 0, 66
49 DATA 78 54 30 38 66 78, 55, 13
50 DATA 22 66 83 48 38 8,238, 7
51 DATA 66 83 49 17 4 255 3 66, 83, 50
52 DATA 6 2 254 1 66 83 51 1, 1, 1

53 DATA 1 66 83 52 126 131 0, 66 83
54 DATA 53 61 67 66 83 54, 28
55 DATA 36 66 83 55 12 21, 66
56 DATA 70 48 38 9 220 8 66 70, 49 145
57 DATA 4 124 4 66 70 50 70 2, 61, 2

58 DATA 66 70 51 33 1 32 1 66, 70, 52
59 DATA 142 146 66 70 53 69, 75
60 DATA 66 70 54 32 40 0, 66 70
61 DATA 55 14 23 67 78 48, 38 8

62 DATA 23 8 7 67 78 49 17 4 255, 3 67
63 DATA 78 50 6 2 254 1 67 78, 51 1

64 DATA 1 1 1 67 78 52 126 0,131
65 DATA 67 78 53 61 67 67, 78 54
66 DATA 28 36 67 78 55 12, 21

67 DATA 67 83 48 177 7 125 7, 67 83
68 DATA 49 214 3 196 3 67 83 50,233 1

69 DATA 228 1 67 83 51 242 242, 67
70 DATA 83 52 119 124 67 83, 53 57
71 DATA 64 67 83 54 26 0, 35
72 DATA 67 83 55 30 38 67, 70 48
73 DATA 162 8 97 8 67 70 49 79, 4 51
74 DATA 4 67 70 50 37 2 29 2, 67 70
75 DATA 51 16 1 15 1 67 70 52,134
76 DATA 138 67 70 53 65 71, 67

77 DATA 70 54 30 38 67 70, 55 13

78 DATA 22 68 78 48 66 7, IS 7

79 DATA 68 78 49 159 3 140 3 68, 78 50
80 DATA 205 1 201 1 68 78 51 228, 228
81 DATA 68 78 52 112 117 0, 68

Prog

78

am Listing 2 Continues

Line 1120 illustrates the handling of the

chords. Because one note is piayed at a

time, chords are entered as arpeggio as

when playing a harp. The DN4,1 ,EN4,1,GS4,

1,BN5,13 combination following the six-

teenth note at CSS in line 1120 plays an

arpeggio chord with the melody note at B
natural of the 5th octave. The sum of the

B-values of all notes of a chord must total

16 because it is composed of quarter notes.

Therefore, the three notes preceding the

melody note BN5 are valued at one each

and BN5 is given the remainder, 13, to bring

out the melody note clearly. The arpeggio

notes of a chord may be given any B-value

from .6 to two depending on your taste, but

be sure the melody note takes the balance

of the total for the chord as a unit note.

The data in line 1180 illustrates two ef-

fects. Divisions in timing are handled in

CS4,2.67,DN4,2.67,CS4,2.67. The "Carmen
March" is written in 2/4 time, meaning two

quarter notes per measure or a total of

2x16 = 32 beats (B-values) per measure.

For precise timing, each measure must to-

tal 32 in B-value, unless there are ritards or

accelerandos. When the music calls for

three notes to be played in the same time as

one eighth note, as in the above instance,

then divide eight (the B-value for an eighth

note) by three to get 2.67 as your entry for B
after each note.

The second effect in line 1 180 comes im-

mediately after BN5,16, the quarter note at

BN5. The 1 ,2 pair tells the program to read

only the note NT$ in line 140 and that the

B-value will be constant at two in the suc-

ceeding. The 1,2 is followed by AN5,0,0,0,

AN5,0 which tells the program to play one

sixteenth note staccato at AN5 and follow

by a sixteenth {or 2 32nd) rest and then

another staccato AN5 sixteenth note.

The passage of reading of NT$ alone

ends with the AN3 note at the end of line

1210. The 6 at the start of line 1215 com-

mences reading NT$ paired with its B-value

again. At the very end of the piece (end of

line 1215)thereisanother arpeggio chord of

four A Natural notes covering a three oc-

tave span. Because the music calls for a

pause at this point, the sum of the B-values

tor the four notes total 48 rather than the 32

required for normal timing.

The piece ends with the 1,-1 pair in line

1220. If you wish to end while reading only'

NT$ and not the B-value, be sure to end the

data with a "6,1,- 1" combination.

Special Effects

Several special effects are not illustrated
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".
. .piay a turn when

a r\j follows a note."

in the "Carmen March." Two quite common
ones are grace notes and turns. All grace

notes should be given a B-value less than

one but greater than .5. The timing should

be deducted from the note preceding the

grace rather than from the note in front.

Thus, if two grace notes of .6 timing each

follow a quarter note, then this quarter note

should be given a B-value of 14.8 rather

than 16.

A turn is required when a ~ sign follows a

note in music. Give the note to be turned

half its value (an eight for a quarter note for

example) and then divide the remaining half

evenly among the four notes of the turn. Any
other special effect may be accomplished

with this program and some ingenuity.

Machine Language Program

The documentation in Program Listing 2

is sufficiently detailed for comprehension
of the machine language program. There

are two USR entries—one at 7BFE (31742

decimal) to find the note period and the sec-

ond at 7FD2 (32722 decimal) to generate the

tone. The functions of lines 170-770 are to

point HL to the first character of the note

string in memory and point IX to the start of

the note table at 7C8A. IX is incremented

until the first three bytes after every fifth

from the table start matches the three bytes

to which HL points. When the complete

match is found, the last two bytes of the five

hold the period for the note and this value is

transmitted to Basic.

The note table begins with line 810 and
ends with line 4170. Ail the A notes of the

entire keyboard are given 120 bytes at the

start of the table. This is followed by B

notes and so on to G, each given 120 bytes.

The naturals, the sharps, and flats succeed

each other by occupying 40 bytes of the

120. Octaves zero through seven are cov-

ered in the 40 bytes. The program and this

table are structured so that any 3-byte

string finding its way into the program plays

«f rr

it

Note Valua B-Va

Whole 64

Half dot 48

Halt 32

Quarter dot 24

Quarter 16

Eighth dot 12

Eighth 8

Sixteenth dol 6

Sixteenth 4

Thrrty second 2

Sixty fourth 1

Ftg. 3. B-value to Use in Basic

See List ol Ad^ierlisers on page 35^1

I BOUGHT IT

My biggest loss

of programming
time using

Snappwares
EXTENDED BASIC
is spent

inserting

my diskette."
SCOTTADAMS - PRES. OFADVENTURE INTE

Reduce your programming time significantly with Snappware's EXTENDED
BASIC. The program is written entirely in machine language for super fast

execution and is fully integrated into the TRSDOS* BASIC interpreter, re-

quiring no user memory Here are just some of the;^§. |)<T|,NDED

BASIC can make your programmingtask-easier: "'^S^^M''^ -

• Quick way to recover BA - — •

^-

or Accidental re - boot. Z'^.

commands. " ''" ^'''^

, ,

• Six single key stroke commands to list the first, last, prev

next or current program line. Even edit current line.

• A powerful cross-reference facility with output -to di

and/or printer ,

" Ability to trace a variable through the ci

Determine easily if a variable is in use.

Permits programmer to display and/or prffiT-pi^i^iiy or all

program variables. ,

'

Identifies the variable type for all variables. :

Lists each element of any array separately.

Program line renumbering facilities allowing for specification of

an upper limit of the block of lines to be renumbered, relocation

of renumbered blocks of code and duplication of blocks of code.

Cross reference facility for key words and character strings including

global replacement of key works.

• Compresses your BASIC pFograni to an. absolute minimum by remov-

ing extraneous informati

Merge lines. ' "-

Deletes statements that (

If you consider your prograi

us show you h

tUtkJ*Lit.*!lM*-

/worth money, call us and let

MODEL II ...... .S200.00

MODEL IN $125.00

ime saving power
lur fingertips.

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-543-4628
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513)891-4496

3719Mantell
CintL, Ohio 45236
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**** NOTICE **
PROGRESSIVE ELECTRONICS
is now authorized

SALES and SERVICE
for

MICRO DESIGN PRODUCTS

Board &

Manual

M - 1 M -3
Expansion Expansion

MDX2 MDX3
$74.95 $74.95

Parts Kit $205.00 $205.00

Assembled

& Tested $399.95 $324.95

Phone
Modem

MDX4
$29.95

$40.00

$99.95

Aluminum Enclosures for the MDX2 ^45.00

Mill Internal Drive Installation Kit S'l'IQgS
includes Power Suppy. Cables. Mounting Brackets

643 E CHESTNUT ST
LANCASTER OH 43130

614/687-1019 hrs 9-9 EST
^143

IN CHICAGO
. . . YOUVE HEARD ABOUT US . . .

Emmanuel B. Garcia, Jr.&Associates
203 North Wabash Ave. • Chicago, IL 60601

312/782-9750

• serving the TRS-80' community since 1978

• publisher of "Chicatrug News" (w/nte for sample issue)

• well-stocked display room

• quality products only

• personalized service

• good techniical support

• repair facilities

. . . NOW HEAR THIS . . .

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF
OUR NEW MORRIS, ILLINOIS STORE:

EbG & Associates

RADIO SHACK* DEALER STORE #R-619

531 Bedford Road • Morris, IL 60450

815/942-9521

PREPAID ORDERS SHIPPED PROMPTLY.
AMERICAN EXPRESS I y\SA / MASTERCHARGE & C.O.D.

ACCEPTED. (Add $2 shipping: $9 per drive or printer.]

Trademark al Tandy Corpo'alion
^271

'The naturals, sharps and flats

succeed each other in 40 of the

next 120."

Program Listing 2 Continued
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".
. . you begin to hear

washed out bass. . .

"

some note. The default if tfie first character
is not A to G plays a G. If the second charac-

ter is bad, ttie flat note is played. Finally, if

the third character is not 0-7 it plays ttie

seventh octave by default if a note exists

there. If not (notes above CN7) it plays a
note of period equal to 30.

The note period, or a calculated rest

period, is entered into HL In line 4200. This

is temporarily saved while HL goes about
thebusinessof getting the Basic D-value In-

to DE in lines 4220-4270. After checking to

see if the value in DE indicates a rest (lines

4300-4340) the note is played (lines

4350-4380) by toggling A from two to one
and sending the vibration out port FFH. A
delay to define the period of vibration is im-

plemented in lines 4400-4430 and con-

tinued until HL is decremented to zero.

Lines 4440-4480 restore the period to HL
and continue the tone until the D-va(ue in

DE zeroes. In the rest case, the tone genera-

tion lines (4350-4380) are bypassed and no
loop back occurs in line 4480 because the

D-value of a rest is one. After DE zeroes, the

program returns to Basic.

Calculating Periods

The periods in the two bytes following

each note in the table of Program Listing 2

are calculated from the vibration frequency

of 264 per second for middle C (CN3).

Multiply 264 by 1.05946 to obtain the fre-

quency for each half step up from middle C
and divide by the same factor for each half

step down. This factor doubles the frequen-

cy for each full octave step upscale.

The period is calculated from the fre-

quency by the formula P = 53800/F. The fac-

tor 53800 gives each of the 88 notes a

distinct integer for P, all properly related to

each other. If you are unsatisfied with the

tuning of your computer instrument, modify

the periods listed in the table but modify all

88 to preserve the proper relationship. De-

crease the factor 53800 for a higher pitch or

increase for a lower pitch. If the factor is

decreased too much you begin to lose

distinction in the 7th octave or perhaps
even the 6th. If the factor is increased you
begin to hear washed out bass notes in the

0th octave. Remember some periods are

listed more than once—GS3, for example,

has the same period as AF4.

Using the Music Program

Type in the Basic program through line

340 and Run. Wait for the machine lan-

guage program to be loaded and for the .

Ready signal. Next either type in lines I

^See Lisl ot Advertisers on page 354

Mi

b

I BOUGHT ir
"My biggest loss

of programming

time using

Snappware's

EXTENDED BUILT IN

FUNCTIONS is

spent inserting

my diskette."
SCOTTADAMS - PRES OFADVENTURE INTL

Snappware's EXTENDED BUILT IN FUNCTIONS is a collection of much
needed additions to the TRSDOS* BASIC interpreter whiQb.a^atl)(4J(-.,-,.

tends its convenience and utility. The following featttl^^^if^p^^l
your BASIC language and provide the enhancenienfl^piutVfq'uiMf

'''"

any additional memory. The most important compohM-SflXTENDED
BUILT IN FUNCTIONS is an in-memory sort routine, guaranteed to be the
fastest general, purpose in-memory sort on the market. Along,;"'*'^

*^="

you also receive other EXTENDED BUILT IN FUNCTIONS. H"'^
sampling: j:

SRT—Sorts one or more arrays into a specified sequeni
FMT—Arranges data into a string variable as with PRINT!
PDAT/UDAT$—Permits user to do arithmetic on dates.

PK$/UPKS—Compresses strings to save disk space.

ETIM$—Shows the difference between two tirFi|^^,.;,; ...:^

CLEAR—Specifies the number of file blocks tcffiiil^^
you specify high memory and string space. „ ^^fll^
DELETE—Allows you to dynamically remove portions"^
program. '|^

In addition to these, there are functions unique to ModelSU
III. The exclusives to Model II are long error messages aft^J||P|0j^§l
The exclusives to Model III are: '^''^^^^^^Wi^&'A
(«iai> n 1-1. .._;__ ._ _ i r r i -.1

.
-

i . .
;~' S -i"s'-

HEX$—Converts numbers to hexadecimal strings. .^feft
RESTORE—Allows you to set READ pointer to location of ch|teiS^^^I-

If you consider your programming time to be worth money cal^^S let

us show you how to get more of it. -

^.^s^-.^.'

'- MODEL II $100.00
MODEL III....... ...$ 75.00

'TRSDOS™ Tandy Corporation

Time savi

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-543-4628
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513)891-4496

3719Mantell
Cinti., Ohio 45236
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—SOFTMfAPE
FOR YOUR f6K TRS-80
COLOR, MODEL I, Iff

ATARI 400/800, APPLE If

apptetree

IfMACATARJ

NOW YOUR COMPUTER
CAN ACT LIKE A
COMPUTER SHOULDIII
WITH OUR
MAGNETIC
MAGAZINES,
YOUR MICRO
WILL ENTERTAIN,
EDUCATE, AND
CHALLENGE YOU.
On casselte or di.skeitc*. yoii will leceive 6-10 prosrams every

monlh ranging fr.im gdmes, home emerLaiiimfnl, and personal

finance, lo more itl" our imiittic "leaclmig" piOi;r,mi«.

Our nexl iisue will IikIuiIi-:

1. ALIEN INVASION with (.raphics

2. Pharoah's Curse (Adventure)

3. Itemized Deductions (Scliedule A)

4. Sine, Cosine. I anient with <_iraphits

Plus (wo of our teaching programs;

5. IJsinK Strings

6. Utility of the Month (1)

You've already missed Scock Market Analysis. Concern rat ion,

Checkers. Golf. Algebra and Geomerry Tests and Football, rt

Later issues will include Backgammon, Chess, all Tax Sche-

dules, Baseball, and many more. So don't let another issje

pass you by! Subscription price lor cassette is S50 per year,

130 per '/i year and SIO ior a trial Usue; for diskette 175 per

year. 143 per Vi year and $15 for a trial issue,

ft (Back issues available on request)

THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT
TM

Wilh our eomplele home acciiunling ivslem, keepiriK truck of

your finances can he as easy a* PI.

1. Chart of Accounts Maintenance

2. Complete Checkbook Maintenance

3. Tax Deduction Hags
4. Net Worth Statement

5. Income Less tlxpense Statement

6. Complete (iraph Package iKmph-s an> niusi

7. Payments and Appointments Calendar

8. Home Budget Analysis

9. Mailing List

10. Schedule 1040 (Long Form)
All propams are menu-driii-ii and allou add/cliaiige.'dolclc.

Also, all tjie.s and siatements can be li.itcd lo screen or primer,

and saved to cassette or disketie. The cost ol THE COLOR
ACCOUNTANT is $75 lor cassette and $80 for diskette. This

package requires 16K eiicepi for the ATARI 400/800 which re-

quires 24K lor casseiie and 32K lor diskette. THE COLOR
ACCOUNTANT also cortics wiiti 40 pa^es ol dix.-umcri[dliiin

^$S0.

Order bolh The Prt>);raminer's Pru^ram and I year's subscrip-

don ind Ihe lolal cost 1^ unly STS casi«lle, SltW diskelte. If you

order now, you will recdve Foolball Program and Computer-

ized Tekphone IWrwinrv ABSPI.tlTELY fREE wilh any S7S

order. So don'l wail . . . order lodayl

the
programmer's

program
Do you know all the innmarive ways of using BASIC com-

mand.s? The staff al ihe Programmer's Institute have designed a

SCI of programs explaining everything the manuals omit.

Tlic Programmer's Program leads you step by step iliroiifLli ihc

tundamenlals ol" programmuig your compiitcr 1 lien sou cNplorc

the finer noints...mullipk ll^^^p^ , nueues . slatks . ^umr pri>inram -

ming . siirLs . trees . bi>i>lean lot
j

ic . and ntemory savers. All iTiese

nietncxls make your programming [asks easier and moreetticiciil

Dillicull (and very useful) programs arc created beUirc voiii eves,

and designed so yon Icain al yonr own s[x.T.d' The Programmer's

Pntgram Ls a must for every owner of a inicriKiimpultr.

tiiMtlte. $S5 diskeiiel.

THE PROGRAMMER'S INSTrrUTE
^^^ A hulu rehouse Companv

1^^^^ P.O. Box 3l''l Lkpl. B •'245

^^^^^ Chapel Hill, N,t .
?7514^V {914|48y-21'>K MC&VisaWckomcH » Name ._

It
Address _..

Cily/Sl,

Programmer's Program

Color Accounliuil

Type ot Computer:

Year Subscriplioii
'

'/; Year SubscniUKin

.Trial Ksuc
•

I
iCas.seiie

I
'Diskette

AIARI, IRVHI), and APPLE arc iradenuirks ot [he Alari.

Tandy, and Apple ( <irp. Ihc Programmer's Program, [KC.

Appletrcc, Magatari, and 1 lie (. oliir .Aceounlanl are iradem.irks

of Ihe Programmer's In.siituic,

'All sollware available on tas-scllc lo. AIARI 4(«I/K0(), Al'Pl.L

II > .
MODIL 1, Hi, col OK. On diskeiie lor A 1 AKl 4(Kl'Stl«,

APPl I- n I ,
MOnil III.

".
. . modify the periods listed but

modify all 86 to preserve relationship."

Program Listing 2 Continued

152 DATA 154, 10
153 POKt;16562,122:POKE16561,103:CLEAR10 0:FORZ=31336TO32767:READX
:S^S+X:POKEZ,X!NEXT
155 IFS=96246THEN300 ELSE PRINT"BAD CHECKSUM IN DATA" : STOP
16 DEFINTC-Z:POKE16 527,122:POKE16526,104!K=2500:PC=0:D=1:AB=1.4
9:DK=1230:EK=-8830
170 CLS:G-0:INPUT"TEHPO 1 TO 20 (1 IS FASTEST) " !AP:AT= . 479'*AP; RE
STORE
180 IF G=0 READ NT$,B ELSE READNT$
lfJ5 IF LEN(NTS)=2 0RLEN(NT$)>3 THEN PRINT NT?;" BAD"!STOP: 'DELE
TE THIS LINE AfTSR DEBUGGING
190 IFLEN(NT$)=1THEN230
195 BC=B-AB r

200 P=USR(VARPTR(NT$) ) : A=K*BC*AT/PC
205 IF A>65535 THEN CLS : PRINT"BC*AT PRODUCT" ;BC*AT; "TOO LARGE":S
TOP: 'DELETE THIS LINE AFTER DEBUGGING
210 IFA<3276 8THEND=AELSED=A-6 5536
215 PRINTNTS;B,: 'DELETE THIS LINE AFTER DEBUGGING DATA
220 F=USR(P) :GOTO180
230 L=VAL(NT$) :IFL<>0THEN270
240 RK=B*AP:IFRK<aTHENFORZ=lTO INT ( 5*AP) :NEXT!GOTO180
250 AD=DK*RK+EK:D=0
255 IFAD>65535 THEN PRINT"RK VALUE" ; RK; " IS TOO LARGE" : STOP: 'DELE
TE THIS LINE AFTER DEBUGGING
260 IFAD<32768THENP=AD:F=USR(P) :D=1:GOTO180 ELSEP=AD-65536 tF=USR
(P) ;D=l:GOTOia0
270 IFL=1ANDB>0THENG=1:GOTO180ELSEIPL=1THEN170
280 IFL=2THEN350
290 IFL=3THENB=.2'*B:GOTO180ELSEIFL=4THENB=.5*B!GOTO180ELSEIFL=5T
HENB=.ii*B-GOTO180ELSEIFL=6THENG=0:GOTO180ELSEIFL=7THENB=1.25*B;G
OTO180ELSEIFL=8THENB=2*B:GOTO180ELSEIFL=9THENB=5*B
300 CLS:PRINT"HUSIC GENERATOR READY FOR RUNNING" :DELETEl-155

310 F=USR{USR(VARPTR(NTS) ) ) : FORZl=lTODR: NEXT: RETURN
350 'SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR CHOPIN "BERCEUSE"—TREBLE CLEF—
351 ONBGOTO400,500,600,650,700
40 N=INT( .45*AP) :D=13 : DR=15 : READNl$ ,N2$
410 F0RZ=1T0N
420 NT$=N1$:GOSUB310:NT$=N2$:GOSUB310:NEXTZ
430 NT$=Nl$:GOSUB310:GOTO180
50 N=INT(.45*AP) :D=13 :DR=15 :READN1$ ,N2 $ ,N3$

510 F0RZ=1T0N
5 20 NT$=Nl$:GOSUB310:NT$=N2S:GOSUB310:NEXTZ:N=N/2
530 FORZ=1TON
5 40 NT$=N3 S : GOSUB310 : NT$=N25 t GOSUB310
550 NEXTZ:NT$=N2S:D=32:GOSUB310:GOTO40
600 F0RZ=1T0138:READNT$:P=USR(VARPTR(NTS)) :D=3510/PC: F=USR(P) :F0

RZ1=1T0DR: NEXT: NEXTZ
610 F0RZ=1T022:READNTS:P=USR(VARPTR(NT$) ) :D=3000/PC:F=USR(P) : FOR
Z1=1T0DR: NEXT: NEXTZ
620 GOTO180
65 F0RZ=1T09:READNT$:P-USR(VARPTR(NT$)) :D=2600/PC:F=USR[P) :FORZ

1=1TODR:NEXT:NEXTZ:GOTO180
700 FORZ=1T072:READNT$:P=USR(VARPTR(NT$) ) :D=3510/PC : F=USR{P) :FOR

Zl=lTODR:NEXT:NEXTZ:GOTO180
1000 'DATA FOR CHOPIN "BERCEUSE" TREBLE CLEF
1010 DATAFN4,24,EF4r8,AF5,8,FN4,8,EF4,8,FN4,8,DF4,8,BF4,8,CN4,8,
EF4,8,AF4,8,DF4rl4,l,8,EF4,GF4,BF5
1020 DATAAF5,GF4,FN4,EF4,DF4,EF4,FN4,CN4,BF4,EF4,AP5,FN4,EF4,FN4
,DF4,BF4,CN4,EF4,AF4,DF4,BF4,EF4,GF4,BF5,AF5,DF5,BF5,GF4,CN5,AF5
103 DATAFN4,BF5,GF4,EF4,AF5,FN4,EF4,FN4,DF4,BF4rCN4,EF4,4,AF4,F
N3,DF4,EF3,DF3,DF4,EF4,CN4,GF4,BF4,BF5,GF4,AF5,FN4,DF5,EF4,BF5,D
F4,GF4,DN4,CN5,AF4,AF5,AF4,6
1040 DATAAF5,2,AF4,22,AF5,2,AF4,6,AF5,2,AF4,6,FN4,2,AF4,6,EF4,2,
AF4,6,FN4,2,AF4,6,DF4,2,AF4,6,BF4,2rAF4r6,CN4,2,AF4,6,EF4,2,AF4,
6,AF5,2,AF4,6,CN4,2,AF4r6,DF4,2,AF4,6
1045 DATADN4,2,AF4,6,EF4,2,AF4,6,EN4,2,AF4,6,FN4,2,AF4,6,BF5,2,A
F4,6,GN4,2,AF4,6,AF5,2,AF4,6,BF5,2,AF4,6,GF4,1.7,GN4,1.7,AF4,4.6
1050 DATAFN4,1.7,2,1,AF5,BF5,1,2,GN4,AF5,DF5,BF5,FN4,GF4,CN5,AF5
,EN4,FN4,BF5,GF4,DN4,EF4,AF5,FN4,CN4,DF4,GF4,EF4,BN4,CN4,FN4,DF4
,AN4,BF4,EF4,CN4,GN3,AF4,CN4,BF4,GN3,AF4,BF4,CN4,DF4,EF4,FN4,GF4
1060 DATAGN4,AF5,AN5,CF5,BF5,CN5,BN5,DF5,CN5,DN5,DF5,EF5,DN5,FF5

Program Listing 2 Continues
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"If you hear a sour note

press Break. . .

"

350-1220 or merge from your file of music
programs. For purposes of merging you
might use one of the Merge programs pub-

lished by Bill Dalesandry or by Dale Rupert

in the November 1981 issue of 80 Microcom-

puting to good advantage. Keep either one
resident in memory where it will not in-

terfere with the resident music generator.

Now you can play one piece following

another by deleting and merging a new set

of music data.

if you type in the "Carmen March," and
your typing skill is as aggravating as mine,

you will likely have to debug the data of er-

rors. To do this, plug the grey auxiliary lead

to your cassette into an auxiliary input of

your stereo through an available adapter

(from Radio Shacl^). Switch on your stereo

and you are ready to go.

Enter Run and respond to the tempo query

with a slow tempo such as 10 and then En-

ter, if the music piays to the end without a

sour note and the tempo query again ap-

pears, you have done a perfect job of enter-

ing the data. Next, press the Break key and

delete lines 155, 185, and 235, Run the pro-

gram once again but this time at a tempo of

5 which [found best for this piece. After you
are satisfied that all is correct, and you wish

to save the March in your music files, delete

lines 1 through 340 and CSAVE the rest.

If by chance you hear a sour note the first

time through, press the Break key as soon

as you hear it. The video screen will display

the sour note as you entered it along with

its B-value. If the note was entered incor-

rectly edit the correct note in the proper

place.

Defects and Changes

The program provides many hours of en-

tertainment, but those purists who insist on

flawless musical fare may frown upon some
imperfections. Perhaps the most glaring of

these is the timing in playing of notes (not

rests) of widely differing note value. For ex-

ample, playing 32 1/32nd notes takes

perceptively longer than one whole note

simply because the 32 1/32nd notes must
traverse the Basic overhead 32 times versus

once for the whole note. A power equation

in line 180 relating P to the duration of the

tone, similar to that in line 180 for rests, will

not suffice because the calculation adds to

the interval of silence between notes. The
best solution is to shorten the Basic pro-

gram as much as possible.

Shortening the silent interval by reading

successive note periods directly from the

Basic data and, therefore, eliminating the

y'See Lisl of Advertisers on page 354

it §W

n
I BOUGHT IT

My biggest loss

of programming

time using

Snappware's

AUTOMAP and

AUTOFILE is

spent inserting

my diskette."
SCOTTADAMS - PRES. OFADVENTURE INTL.

When working with direct files or creating a' formatted screen, Autofile

and Automap are indispensible aids.

Autofile is designed to automate for the BASIC programmer the task of

moving data elements to and from a direct file. Previously, this was a

time consuming chore because the FIELDed variables may not be directly

referenced by user logic. The FIELD statement was eliminated, thereby

relieving you of the guessing game as to where the FIELDed variable is.

In addition, the LSET and the CVx functions are performed automatically.

The software, when installed, becomes part of your BASIC interpreter

providing the enhancements without additional memory.

Automap is designed to automate for the BASIC programmer the task of

presenting information on the video display and accepting information

from the keyboard operator The software consists of two main compo-
nents: the OFF-LINE COMPONENT used to describe to the system the

screen formats and the ON-LINE COMPONENT from within your BASIC
program to initialize a screen, send data to the video display and receive

data from the keyboard operator. This facility when installed, becomes
part of your BASIC interpreter

Both products complement one another and, if used in conjunction, can

save a significant amount of programming time.

If you consider your programming time to be worth money, call us and let

us show you how to get more of it.

AutomapMODEL II

MODEL III

Autofile MODEL II

MODEL III

.S100.00

$ 75.00

$ 75.00

$ 60.00

Time saving power
at your fingertips.

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-543-4628
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513) 891-4496

3719Mantell
CintJ., Ohio 45236
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WHEN IT COMES TO
dBASE II

WE WROTE THE BOOK!

dBASE II USER'S GUIDE $ 29
SOFTWAREBANC

140 PAGES OF ORIGINAL
MATERIAL COVERING NEW
dBASE II VERSION. FREE WITH
ANYTHING IN THIS AD!

OUICKCODE $249
FOX & GELLER ASSOCIATES

DESCRIBE YOUR APPLICATION
AND LET QUICKCODE WRITE
ALL OF THE dBASE PROGRAMS
AUTOMATICALLY, NO PRO-
GRAMMING SKILL IS NEEDED.

dUTIL S 75
FOX & GELLER ASSOCIATES

POWERFUL UTILITY PACKAGE
FOR dBASE PROGRAMMERS.
MAKES YOUR PROGRAMS
FASTER, SMALLER, AND MORE
READABLE.

dBASE II $595
ASHTONTATE

THE BEST DATA BASE AVAIL-
ABLE HAS BEEN MADE BETTER
WITH THESE VALUABLE ADDI-
TIONS. NO RISK 30 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE!

dBASE 11 CLASSES
SOFTWAREBANC

TAUGHT BY THE AUTHOR OF
THE dBASE II USER'S GUIDE.
REGISTER FOR BOSTON,
HOUSTON, MIAMI, AND NEW
YORK NOW.

EXPERT TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
OUR SUPPORT LINE IS STAFFED
BY EXPERT dBASE II PRO-
GRAMMERS CAN ANYONE
ELSE MATCH THAT?

SoftwareBanc
46 Bianca Road. Ouibu^v. Mass 02332

.,'402 Deoler Inquiries Invited

To OtOer Call; Technical Supporl;

(617)585-4655 (617)641-1235

Shipping Chofoes: S5.00 tor software

S2.50 tor books

".
. . The program provides hours of

entertainment, but those purists. . .
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. allow space for

'Carmen' and the whole
opera.

need of the periodfinding portion of the ma-
chine language, results in a barely percepti-

ble improvement in melodic quality. Alter

the program to read periods directly only if

you need the 980 bytes of machine code for

extra long music in your Basic program. The
rewards in improved sound reaching the ear
are not worth the pain of having to look up
the period for each note as it is typed into

the data.

If you have a 32K or 48K system, you wl

want to locate the Piano Keyboard and
Music Generator in uppermost memory to

allow space not only for the "Carmen
March" but perhaps for the whole opera. If

you do this, be sure to respond to the

memory size query, on power up, to the start

of the new location minus one. Also POKE
the new USR entry for periodfinding (line

170) at the new starting location of Piano
Keyboard, and the new USR entry for the

Tone Generator {line 310) at 980 memory
locations beyond.

One other shortcoming that the musica
purist may find objectionable is lack of

shading in loud and soft passages. Al-

though the tone frequency is adjustable, I

found no way to vary the amplitude in the

software. One way that produced a reason-

ably good crescendo or diminuendo is to

use your tape deck if you have one attached
to your stereo. Follow the music while
recording from the computer and manually
adjust the recording level for loudness and
softness. After two or three attempts, you
could find something that sounds pretty

fair on playback.

If you do have an operational cassette
tape deck on your stereo, you also may en-

joy the opportunity to play more than one
voice with music generated by the com-
puter. You can, for example, record the bass
of your music and then play back through
one side of your stereo. Simultaneously
play through the second input of the stereo

your computer-generated treble. You will

find the note-value and rest relationship

timing about perfect for synchronizing the

two voices in most cases. A problem may
occur if one voice contains many more
notes per measure than the other because
of the defect in timing cited above. If you
take the time to experiment with the treble

by changing the timing constant (the 0.2 in

line 130 of the Basic program) you will be
rewarded with good synchronization and
hours of musical enjoyment.

Merton Davis, a retired E.I. DuPont chemist,

enjoys piano, chess, golf, and computing.

.-See List ol Advertisers on page 354

I BOUGHT IT
My biggest loss

of programming

time using

Snappware's

COLLEGE EDUCATED
GARBAGE COLLECTOR
is spent inserting

my diskette.'
SCOTTADAMS - PHES. OFADVENTURE INTL.

The Snappware College Educated Garbage Collector (SNAPP-VI) is an

intelligent processing function which greatly improves performance of

typical BASIC applications. And here's why.

Microsoft uses a 'variable length string' in the BASIC interpreter Each

time the string is assigned a new value, it is relocated in a string pool.

Periodically the string pool must be reorganized and condensed into a

single contiguous area. Performing this string space reclamation is time

consummg and inefficient because this approach evaluates and collects

each string individually The time required is roughly proportional to the

square of the number of active strings in the resident program. During

leclamation the system seems to 'lock-up' and does not respond to

the operator until the process is completed

This time consuming approach requires a better solution. Snappware has

developed a solution which takes advantage of the auxiliary memory
available. SNAPP-VI requires only four bytes per active string as a work
area When free storage space ts available, our system temporarily bor-

rows, uses and returns the space to the free storage pool when com-

pleted. If storage is not available, our system will temporarily transfer out

to disk enough of the BASIC program to make room for our work area and

return the 'paged out' information to its correct location when completed.

Benchmarked times show, in some situations, SNAPP-VI performs one

hundred times as fast as the Microsoft approach.

If you consider your programming time to be worth money, call us and let

us show you how to get more of it

MODEL II .

.

MODEL III .

.

'TRSDOS'" Tandy Corporation

S100.00

S 75.00

Time saving power
at your fingertips.

CALLTOLLFREE:

1-800-543-4628
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513)891-4496

3719 Mantel! =
Cinti., Ohio 45236
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i FEATURE

Making chord-fingering diagrams easy

Fret No More!

Edward Louis

Box 268
Powell Road
Holland Patent, NY 13354

Have you always wanted to play the gui-

tar like Roy Clark or Chet Atkins, but

never had time to really get at It? Or have

you spent countless hours practicing, but

find yourself bogged down once you get

past the C, F and G chords in the "open"

position?

For twenty years 1 tried to play that in-

strument, but with limited success. I never

liked tediously deciphering and memorizing

one chord at a time. I was even more frus-

trated when 1 witnessed professional per-

formers effortlessly moving their fingers to

produce the most beautiful music.

After becoming fairly proficient with my
TRS-80, I decided there must be a way to

take some of the tedium out of learning to

play the guitar. The program t will describe

is the result of over a year of continuous

refinement on my initial effort.

Because of the program, learning a new

song is now a matter of one session rather

than weeks of practice. Although not my
original Intent, I have found the use of this

program as an educational tool even more

effective than Its application as a chord

finder.

Face the Music

There are many chord forms. This multi-

plicity helps explain why it is not easy to

learn to play the guitar.

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

16K RAM

There are some compensating factors

when comparing the guitar to other instru-

ments. The guitar is one of the few Instru-

ments that allows you to play in any key

signature by merely moving your hand up or

down a few frets, providing the original

chord did not contain any "open" notes

(notes which required no fret fingered on a

string).

(This is analogous to a machine language

program that is completely relocatable, pro-

viding ail jumps are relative and do not ex-

ceed the top memory address.)

I implemented these factors as a set of

routines which convert conventional chord

name and melody note inputs to finger posi-

tions on a schematic representation of the

guitar keyboard.

The program has the following capabili-

ties: You can enter up to 40 chords in any

sequence.

Entry is in the standard format found on

most published sheet music. A null input

(entry without first entering an alpha-

numeric) is used for any element you need

not specify. For example, you would enter a

B-flat minor seventh (8 bm 7) chord as

follows:

B <Enter>

B <Enter>

M <EntBr>

7 <enter>

You would enter a C chord as:

C <Enter>

<Enter>

<Enter>

<Enter>

There will always be four <Enters> per

chord, but as few as one or as many as four

specifiers.

You enter the melody notes as shown in

this example. You would enter A-sharp (A#)

as:

A <Enler>

# <Enter>

You would enter G as:

G <Enter>

<Enter>

Thus there are always two <Enters> for

each melody note but as few as one speci-

fier. Program prompts should make this

clear. When 40 chords have been processed

or when you enter x, the program reverts to

the menu.

After you have entered one or more
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Call or Write

Your Nearest

Snappware
Distributor

MICR080
284 Goodwood Rood
Clarence Park

Adelaide South Australio

Ph-(08) 2117224

DiGI-TEK SYSTEMS
65 Thornridge Circle

Kitchener Ontario N2M-4V9
Ph-(519) 742-8205

STRAWFLOWER ELECTRONICS
50 North Cobrillo

Half Moon Bay
California 94019
Ph-(415) 726-9128 /

COMPUTER MAGIC
115 Wiltshire Avenue
Louisville, Kentucky 40207
Ph-(502) 893-9334

E-CDATA
;

Tornevangsvej 88
P.O.B.116

DK-3460
^irkerod, Denmark
Ph +45/2/81/8191

SYSTEMSOFT
"

49, Dunvegon Drive

Rise Park

Nottingham, Er»gland

NG5 5DX
Ph-(0602) 275559

CUSTOM COMPUTING
104 Bushwick Rd.

Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
Ph-(914>471-9318 ;

AEROCOMP \\.
Redbird Airport

Hanger 8

Dallas, Texas 75232
Ph-(214) 339-5104

nappware
Goes On Trial!

YouBe
The Judge!

Snappware knows your programming time is valuable. That's why we are

offering a trial package that willcut your programming time up to 75%!

This unprecedented offer allows you to judge for yourself the value of our
software using your hardware at your convenience. Our five best selling

-products: EXTENDED BASIC, EXTENDED BUILT IN FUNCTIONS, COLLEGE
EDUCATED GARBAGE COLLECTOR. AUTOMAP and AUTOFILE, are all

available to you on a trial basis for only $50.00 for the Model II and
$35.00 for the Model III. We're convinced that after you see how well our

software helps you perform programming tasks, you will purchase them
like thousands of others have. ,

-.
. - :

Our trial package consists of a master diskette which may be used to

create one working copy. Your purchase price for the trial package will be
credited toward the purchase of any software Snappware sells.

If for any reason you are not satisfied, just return the trial diskette and
working copy and we will refund your money, no questions asked. With
an unconditional guarantee like this, you can't lose.

.
..

Call our toll free number 800-543-4628 to put us on trial. We're sure your
verdict will be: Snappware saves you time and money. -

. ,.,^

MODEL II Trial Package .... .$50.00

MODEL III Trial Package $35.00

Time saving power
at your fingertips.

CALL TOLL FREE:

i I 1-800-543-4628
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513) 891-4496

37igMantell
Cinti., Ohio 45236

*
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"Have you always wanted to play

the guitar like Roy Clark or Chet Atkins,

but never had time to really get at It?"

chords, there are a number of program op-

tions. You can display the chords on the

screen with a variable time delay between

chords. You can produce a printout of any

chord if you press H while it is displayed.

You can repeat the chord display se-

quence by entering a new time delay

number followed by ,1.

The display sequence will end if after a

sequence is completed you enter any

number followed by ,0.

You can store a sequence of chords and

its associated song name on cassette. (You

can substitute disk storage as a sequential

file, but you must change program con-

stants for the machine language portion to

make room for your DOS Basic.)

To use the program, save memory at

29778. CLOAD the program. Use menu item

one to create as many chords and asso-

ciated melody notes as you desire (up to 40

chords).

Menu item one will ask you for a key and

a song name. Answer the key question with

C if you do not want to transpose (even if

the song you are entering is in some other

key). Input the other key names (C# to B) to

offset your chord entries by an appropriate

amount. For example, if you enter a song

written in C with a key of F, the chords will

show up on the fret matrix display as if the

song were in F. If you enter a song written in

Eb with a key of F, the fret matrix will

display the song in Ab. This may sound

complex if you know little music theory. You

can always use C as a key name and not

worry about it, but if you like automatic

transposition, the feature is helpful.

When you have entered one or more

chords and melody notes, you may go back

to the menu by entering x instead of a chord

name. At this point you may display or save

your chord sequence- If you choose to dis-

play, please pay attention to the prompts. It

takes a little time to POKE the chord ele-

ments into memory.

When the fret matrix appears, be sure to

enter only those numbers asked for. If you

enter strings or commands at this time, the

fret matrix will be broken up and you will

have to go back to the menu.

The first time the fret matrix appears,

enter a number from 1-256 (not zero unless

you want a very long delay). This is a time

Program Listing 1

10 CLS: PRINTCHR$(23) iPRINT g 200 , "G-U-I-T-A-R" :FOR B=l TO 200:KEXT B:CLEAR
500

20 ZA% = 29779
30 FOR ZIl - 29779 TO 30062
40 READ ZI%: POKE aA%,ZI%: IF ZA%=32767 THEN ZA%=-32768 ELSE ZA%"ZA%-H
50 NEXT 211 : GOTO 250
60 DATA 205,127,10,34,111,117,33,14,10,34,113,117,237,98,34
70 DATA 115,117,34,117,117,237,91,113,117,33,175,117,25,17,21
80 DATA 61,1,66,0,237,160,226,175,116,217,62,5,33,117,117,190
90 DATA 40,5,17,4,0,24,14,42,117,117,1,6,0,237,66,34,117,117
100 DATA 17,44,0,42,115,117,25,34,115,117,17,21,61,25,34,121
110 DATA 117,33,117,117,52,217,237,91,121,117,24,198,58,111
120 DATA 117,71,17,255,255,33,222,57,25,56,253,205,39,117,16
130 DATA 242,33,21,61,54,32,34,119,117,237,91,119,117,19,1,20
140 DATA 0,237,176,1,45,0,9,34,119,117,237,75,119,117,17,249
150 DATA 63,237,82,250,232,116,24,5,237,98,9,24,215,42,113,117
160 DATA 17,66,0,237,82,34,113,117,40,9,33,112,117,53,40,3,195
170 DATA 95,116,201,33,125,117,54,32,34,119,117,237,91,119,117
IHB DATA 19,1,130,10,237,176,201,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,32,0,32,0,32
190 DATA 0,0,0,0,42,38,64,34,92,117,34,100,117,58,2,56,254,1
200 DATA 192,245,197,213,229,33,128,60,22,13,6,64,78,62,95,145
210 DATA 56,9,121,14,32,145,56,7,78,24,11,14,42,24,7,126,254
220 DATA 13,40,10,24,245,205,0,0,35,16,224,14,13,205,0,0,21
230 DATA 194,63,117,225,209,193,241,201
250 DIM M(40):DIM F { 40 ) : DI US ( 40 ) : DIM NC[40):DIH NlS(40}:DIM H2S(4B):DiM N4S
(40):DIM N5S(40):DIM N[40):DIM T(40)
260 DIM KES(12):DIM NES[12)!DIM GT(6,13)
2/0 DATA A,2,B,4,C,5,D,7,E,9,F,10,G,12
280 FOR OT=0 TO 6

290 FOR UM=0 TO 1

300 READ WNS(OT,IJM)
310 NEXT UH,OT
320 DATA F,GB,G,AB,A,BB,B,C,DB,D,EB,E
330 DATAl, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,11, 12
340 DATA 5,10,3,8,12,5
350 DATA 6,11,4,9,1,6
360 DATA 7,12,5,10,2,7
370 DATA8,1,6,11,3,8

Program Listing I continues

value (an entry of 10 equals about three

seconds). This is the length of time each

chord is displayed.

As soon as you have done this, the

chords will appear one by one on the fret

matrix background, until all have been dis-

played. At that time you may enter another

number (again for display length) followed

by ,1. If you enter ,0 the program will return

to the menu.

During each chord display, you can get a

printout of that particular chord by pressing

H. You must have a printer ready and, if you

have a serial RS-232 interface, its driver

must be in place.

A typical display appears in Fig. 1. The

asterisks across the top of the diagram

represent the six strings and those down
the sides represent the frets with number-

ing on every other fret to avoid clutter. In

this diagram, one F tells you to hold down

F T

F T #

Figure 1

F #

F #

Figure 2

1
•

1

M
3

* T # 3

M
5 F T 5

7 M # 7

9
• M 9

F #

11
• G 7 3 11

Figure 3
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GRnPHICB
THE NEW DIMENSION IN WORD PROCESSING
FROM

SIMUTEK
Word processing will never be the same,

CnESllrf from Simutek is the first word/
graphics processor for TRS-80 Mod. I & 111, or PMC-80
and 81 CopyArt gives you unmatched editing flexibil-

ity. Change sizes and styles of type in a single line.

Inserter delete characters, words and lines. Under-
line, bold face and make block moves simply. Pagi-
nation, headers and footers are a snap. You have
complete format control, including justification,
centering and flush right copy positioning

And that's just the beginning.

LDBiJIrt is also a graphics generator that can
moke words and letters in any size, produce graphs,
charts, cartoons, logos, borders and illustrations. Busi-
ness graphs and charts con be intermixed with text to
produce reports of exceptional quality. CopyArt's
scrolling capability frees you from the bonds of a 64
column screen. CopyArt can simulate a page up to
255 characters wide.

Commands in CopyArt are as simple as T for Insert, 'B'

for block move, etc. CopyArt even supports DOS
commands like DIRectory. FREE and KILL. A special
HELP command gives you instant access to an on-line
manual.

COEillrt ' makes word processing more flexible
than ever Detcre It supports the full graphics charac-
ter sets of Epson and Okidata printers as well as the
proportionally spaced justification superscripting, and
subscripting capabilties of Centronics' 737 and 739
printer and Radio Shack's Line Printer IV, On non-
graphic printers (C-ltoh, Diablo, Radio Shack Daisy
Wheel, and others with the ability to turn off linefeeds)
CopyArt creates pseudographics by overstriking
standard characters On every printer, especially dot
matrix printers, the double printing fedture produces
unbelievably crisp copies.

[Headline and illustrations produced on CopyArt)

aDBBIIIIIIIiaDDDB \B B
ODDDOBDIiaBMM m \b B B
DDDDODDBDII EBB

P—,-.-|1_Ar^ WORD/GRAPHICS PROCESSORllJ|J£^rV FROM SIMUTEK

Diskette and instruction manual $149.95

Requires TRS^80 MOD I or III. 48K, 1 disk

10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
To order call TOLL FREE 800-528-1149 for VISA
MasterCard American Express COD orders only,

Or mai I check or money order to

SIMUIEK
Computer Products Inc.
4877 E, Speedway, Tucson, AZ 85712

Technical questions? Call {602] 323-9391
, Dealer inquiries welcome.

TRS-80 is a TM of Radio Shack, a Tandy Corporation < CopyArt is a TM of Simutek Computer Products Inc.
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"The guitar is one of the few instruments that

aiiows you to play in any l<ey signature by

moving your hand up or down a few frets."

the first string at the third fret.

Just place your fingers on one of each of

the different aiphas in a given ciuster, and

the properchord wili resuit. On each display

there wili be two or three clusters with a

melody note (signified by #). You can play

the chord and melody note in more than one

position on the guitar: choose the most con-

venient and best-sounding.

For those of you with some musical back-

ground, the alphanumerics indicate these

parts of the chord:

# - melody note

T ~ rool

M ^ third

F = tiftti

S = seventh Of ninth

This Information is not necessary to use

the program. If this display confuses you,

you can change the program at lines

2820-3050 (see Program Listing 1) so all

POKE alphas are the decimal equivalent of

whatever you desire. For example, if you

want all xs, replace the various ASCII deci-

mals with 88.

At the bottom of each chord display, fret

eleven, is the chord number in the sequence

and the name of the chord.

I suggest that to get started you use a

two or three chord sequence until you

become familiar with the system. For exam-

ple, a -common sequence used in Latin

songs consists of C, F and G7 repeated over

and over. Enter these just once followed by

an X. Use melody notes E, F and D respec-

tively. The results should be as shown in

Figs. 1-3.

Program Description

Lines 20-230 POKE the machine lan-

guage portion {thanks to Ron Cain in the

May 1981 issue of 80 Microcomputing for

making this an easy task with his Encoder

program).

The menu resides in lines 570-640.

Look at the ON GOTO statements, and

you will see that each segment is in the

lines as shown:

Create line 950

Cassette Save line 3470

Display Iine3070

Instructions line 650

Cassette load Iine3390

Create (line 950) is a conversion routine

which changes the chord name input to

array elements representing each chord

and melody note. These arrays are saved to

or loaded from the cassette (or disk if you

make that conversion). These arrays are

also a basis for the display.
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Program Listing 7 contir>ued

3Bu data 9,2,7,12,4,9
390 DATA 10,3,8,1,5,10
400 DATA 11, 4, y, 2, 6, 11
410 DATA 12,5,10,3,7,12
420 DATA 1,6,11,4,8,1
430 DATA 2,7,12,5,9,2
440 DATA 3,8,1,6,10,3
450 DATA 4,9,2,7,11,4
460 DATA 5,10,3,8,12,5
4/B FOR X=l T012
480 READ KESIX)
490 NEXT X
500 FOB Q=l TO 12
510 READ NES{Q)
520 NEXT Q
530 FOR R=l TO 13
540 F0RC=1T06
550 READ GT(C,R)
560 NEXT C,R
570 PKlNT @ 530, "BY EDWARD LOUIS" :FOR B=l TO 1000:NEXT B

580 CLS:PRINT @ 74, "**MENU**" :PRINT:PRINT
590 CLStPRINT "TO ENTER NEW SONG TYPE 1"

600 PRINT "TO SAVE SONG ON CASSETTE TYPE 2'

610 PRINT "TO DISPLAY SONG TYPE 3"

620 PRINT "TO LOAD SONG FROM CASSETTE TYPE 5"

630 PRINT " TO DISPLAY INSTRUCTIONS TYPE 4"

640 INi'UT Q: ON Q GOTO 950,3470,3 070,650,3390
650 CLS:PRINT " THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS THE STORAGE, DISPLAY,"
660 PRINT "AND/OB HARD COPY OF GUITAR CHORDS PLUS AN ASSO-"
670 PRINT "CIATED MELODY NOTE FOR UP TO 40 CHORDS IN A SEQU-"
6liB PKiNT'ENCE. THE DISPLAY AND HARD COPY PROVIDE UP TO"

69B PKINT-THREE SETS OF FINGERING FOR EACH CHORD AND MELODY"
700 PRINT'NOTE. THIS PROVIDES FLEXIBILITY AND AN EASY LEARNING/"
710 PRINT'MEMORIZATION TECHNIQUE THAT EVENTUALLY LEADS TO"
720 PRINT"A GOOD FAMILIARITY WITH THE GUITAR KEYBOARD"
730 PRINT" CHORDS ARE ENTERED WITH STANDARD NOTATION"
740 PRINT "AS SEEN ON MOST SHEET MUSIC. THE CHORD SHOULD BE"
7:j0 PRlNT"ENTERED FOLLOWED BY AN ASSOCIATED MELODY NOTE."
760 PRINT "THIS SEQUENCE IS REPEATED FOR EACH COMBINATION"
770 PRiNT'OF CHORD AND MELODY NOTE. IF DESIRED, ft NULL INPUT"
7 8ij PRINT"WILL BE ALLOWED FOR ANY INDIVIDUAL CHORD OR MELODY NOTE. "

79kl PRiNT:INPUT -**'>T0 SEE MORE INSTRUCTIONS .PRESS <ENTER>*** " ;X

800 CLSiPRINT" AN EXAMPLE OF CHORD NOTATION IS 'CM7' WHICH "

810 PRlNT"IS READ AS C MINOR SEVENTH. THIS EXAMPLE WOULD BE"

820 PRINT"ENTERED AS C,NULL,M,7. IF A SEQUENCE OF LESS"
830 PRINT "THAN 40 CHORDS IS DESIRED, AN <X> WILL END THE"
840 PRINT "SEQUENCE."
850 PRINT" CHORDS WILL BE DISPLAYED SEQUENTIALLY AT"
860 PRiNT"THE RATE SELECTED AND WILL REPEAT AS A COMPLETE"
87W PRINT "SEQUENCE ON REQUEST. RAM CONTENTS ARE DESTROYED ON"
3B0 PR! NT "RESTARTING THE PROGRAM SEQUENCE BUT IF THE SONG IS"
890 PRlNT"SAVED ON DISK OR CASSETTE IT CAN BE RELOADED ."

900 PRINT" HARD COPY CAN BE OBTAINED FOR EACH CHORD"
910 PR1NT"BY PRESSING <:H> DURING THE TIME DELAY AFTER EACH"
920 PRINT "CHORD IS DISPLAYED ."

930 PRiNT:INPUT"END"OF INSTRUCTIONS ,***T0 RETURN TO MENU PRESS <ENTER>***";
X
940 GOTO 580
950 CLSiPRINT "LOADING CHORD DATA"
960 INfUT"KEY";KS
970 lrJrui"NAME OF SONG";YYS
980 POKE 16526, 4:P0KE 16527,117
990 X=USR(N)
1000 US="":N1$="'
1010 21=2640
1020 INl'Ui"lST ELEMENT OF CHORD 'EXAMPLE C,B, A,D ,G ' ' "

; Nl $

1030 IF N1S="X" THEN1040 ELSE 1050
1040 NL=NC:GOTO580
1050 GOSUB 3270
1060 n2$="":U5=""
1070 cls:input"2kd element of chord, '# for sharp, b for flat, null for natura
L' ";N2S
1080 IF N2S="*"TKEN 1110
1090 IF N2S="B" THEN 1120
1100 GOTO1130
1110 N2=1:G0T0 1140
1120 N2=-1:G0T0 1140
1130 N2=0:GOTO 1140
1140 N3=N1+N2
1150 IF N3=13 THEN N3 =1
1160 US=STRS(N3j
1170 VS="":N4S="'

Program Listing 1 continues



OUR LOW mi
SATIS»MB^TJ

COMPUIERS
Complete MODEL III COMPUTER
Model III with 48K memory, 2 disk drives, 370K storage, and ready to run
wltti TRSDOS 13 and manual, 120 day SImutek warranty parts end labor.
Compatible witti all Radio Stiack software, S1899.99

Model III with 48K. 2 double sided 40 track disk drives with 750K stor-

age. Comes with NEWDOS 80 V,2 and manual. 120 day Simutek
worranty parts and labor. Compatible with Rodio Stiack software.
Complete and ready to run. S2389 99
MODEL III FIVE MEGABYTE HARD DISK
Comes with modified DOSPLUS, No installation required, just plug in 50
pin bus. Complete and ready to run. 32499.99

MODEL III INTERNAL DISK DRIVE KITS
If you can use o phiilips screwdriver, you can easily install Simulek's
Model III disk drives and controller in less then an hour, Absolutely NO
SOLDERING, TRACE CUTTING OR TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED!
The J & M controller Is the best on the market today. We've tried others
and found J & M's the finest and easiest to install. We warranty the J & M
controller for 120 days against defects in workmanship.

ONE 40 TRACK TANDON DISK DRIVE WITH 185K STORAGE, and J & M
controller. Radio Shack DOS, manual. No soldering or troce cutting
required, Ready to install with instructions. 3619.99

TWO 40 TRACK TANDON DISK DRIVES 370K STORAGE, with J & M con-
troller Radio Shack DOS, manual. No soldering or trace cutting, Reody
to install and run. Instructions, S889,99

TWO DOUBLE SIDED 40 TRACK DISK DRIVES with 750K storage and J &
M controller, NEWDOS 80 V,2, and manual and Model III DOS, No solder-
ing or trace cutting. Ready to install and run. Full instructions. S1299,99

DISK DRIVES
MODEL I DISK DRIVES

ONE TEC DISK DRIVE 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE with 5ms track to track
access time, with power supply chassis, extender cable and shipping
for TRS-80, One year warranty on ports and lobor. Ten day money back
guarantee.
IVIodel I or III S279,00

ONE TEAC 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE, 30 ms track to track, with P/S and
chassis, ready to run as drive 0-4, 10 day money guarantee. One year
warranty S279,00

ONE TANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE, 5 ms track to track, with P/S and
chassis, ready to run as drive 0-4 or Model III external. 10 day money
bock warranty S279.00

ONE 2 DRIVE cable for Model I or III, (Specify] S25,00
ONE 4 DRIVE cablefor Model I only S35.00

INCLUDE FREE SHIPPINi
lANTEED BY MJHITHt

ACCESSORIES/
SOFIWJIRE.EIC.

PRINTERS
Letter quality Daisywheel
TEC C-ltoh 40 CPS Parallel 31599,99
TEC C-itoh 40 CPS Serial $1649,99
TEC C-ttho 45 CPS Parallel S1 799,99

TEC C-itoh 45 CPS Serial 81899,99
TEC C-ltoh tractor feed 3269,00

High quality dot matrix

TEC C-itoh PROWRITER 8510 3539,99
Epson MX-80 3479,99
Epson MX-80 F/T 3599.99

Epson MX-100 3799,99
Epson Grophtrax 389,99
Malibu 200 dual mode 32695,99
Okidata microline 80 3369.99
Okidata microline 82A 3599.99
(Free tractor feed]
Okidata microline 83A 3799,99
[Free tractor feed)
Okidata microline 84 31269,99
(Free tractor feed)

16K MEMORY SET SPECIAL
S17.89 with Instructions for MOD I, III Color 4K, Apple, Exidy, one year
warranty 200 NS 317,89

MODEL I, III SOFTWARE
LDOS
NEWDOS 80 Ver, 2,0

DOSPLUS. ..NEW VERSIONl 3139,95

DISK HOLDER 5-1/4 321,95

PERCOM'S DOUBLER 11 and Doub-
leDOS. The best and easiest to install.

Double density mod for Model 1,3159,95 ^^^^^
BOOKS $21.95

MICROSOFT BASIC DECODED AND OTHER MYSTERIES $29.95
TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES $22 50
BASIC FASTER AND BETTER... $2995
CUSTOM TRS-80 $2995

SUPER MODEM
ESI Lynx smart modem for MOD

I or III,

Does not require RS-232, Auto an-
swer/dial. Complete with terminal AND
host programs 3279,95

Stop those headacties and eye strain!

ZENITH GREEN SCREEN MONITOR and
TRS-80 CABLE $149,00

SIMUTEK
HAS BEEN SATISFYING CUSTOMERS
NATIONWIDE FOR THREE YEARS

IF NOT FULLY SATISFIED WITH ANY HARDWARE FOR ANY REASON
RETURN WITHIN TEN DAYS FOR A FULL REFUND OR EXCHANGE. Sorry,
no refunds on software,

QUESTIONS? WE KNOW TRS-80S CALL OUR TECHNICAL HOTLINE FOR
QUICK AND PROFESSIONAL ANSWERS, (602) 323-9391

ORDERS RECEIVED TODAY ARE SHIPPED TOMORROW. IF AN ITEM IS

TEMPORARILY OUT OF STOCK YOU ARE NOT CHARGED UNTIL IT IS

SHIPPED.

USE OUR DIME TO ORDER TOLL FREE. (ORDERS ONLY)

(800) 528-1149
FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS!!

C.O.D.'S OVER S200 REQUIRE 10% DE-
POSIT ALL CCD.'S WILL REQUIRE CASH
OR CERTIFIED CHECK FOR PAYMENT
WE ACCEPT AMERICAN EXPRESS, VISA
and MASTERCARD, NO SURCHARGE
FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS!

SORRY, PERSONAL CHECKS REQUIRE
4-5 WEEKS TO CLEAR,

SIMUTEK CIMPUTEI PIIIUCTS INC.

Printer Cable for Expansion interface or Model III computer S29 95

4897 E. SPEEDWAY, TUCSON, ARIZONA 85712
(602) 323-9391 (800) 528-1149

TRS-80 IS A TM OF RADIO SHACK, A TANDY CORP
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CANADIANS
NOW IN STOCK

ACORN SOFTWARE
BIG FIVE

INSTANT SOFTWARE
CREATIVE COMPUTING

ADVENTURE
INTERNATIONAL
APPARAT INC.

EPSON PRINTERS
MANY MORE

MOD I
• MOD III • COLOR

Excellent 5'A" Diskettes

S. Den. or D. Den.

Fully Guaranteed

Lower Case Mod - Mod i

One IC $29.95

IBM SelectrJc Printer

Conversion Kit $825.00

VISA

Phone or Write for Info.

(403) 423-3919

CMD MICRO "181

10546- 106 Street

Edmonton, Alberta

T5H 2X6

BIS
Bayesian
Investment
Services

Send $1.00 for

instructive catalog
with sample output
of TRS-80'
investor programs
written by economist
Dr. Richard Harriff

of BIS.

Stock Timer™
Commodity Timer™
Option Valuator™
Convertible

Valuator™
Portfolio Valuator™

Write or call:

BIS
757 Santa Rosita

Solana Beach, CA 92075
(714)755-6225

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp,

170 • 80 Microcomputing. May 1982

Program Listing 1 continued

IIBH CLS: INPU-fSRD ELEMENT OF CHORD, NULL FOR NORMAL, M FOR MINOR,O FOR DIMIN
IE;HED,+ FOR AUGMENTED" ;N4$
1190 IF N4S'=" + " THEN 1230

1200 IF N4S = ''0" THEN 1230
1210 IF N4S="H" THEN 1240
1220 IF N4S="" THEN 1250
1230 VS=N4S:G0T0 1260
1240 V$="3":GOTO1260
1250 VS="0":N5$=""
1260 CLS:INPUT"4TH CHORD ELEMENT, NULL FOR NONE, 7 FOR SEVENTH, D FOR MAJOR SE

VENTH,g FOR NINTH";N5S
1270 IF N5S="9"THEN 1310
1280 IF N6S="7"THEN 1310
1290 IF N5S="D"THEN 1310
1300 IF N5S = ""THEtSI 1320
1310 WS=N5S:G0T0 1330
1320 W5="0"
1330 CLS:INPUT"FIEST ELEMENT OF MELODY NOTE, ' EX. =A,B , C,D , ETC " ; NE

S

1340 GOSUB 3320
1350 N7$=""
1360 CLS: INPUT" 2ND ELEMENT OF MELODY NOTE,* FOE SHARP, B FOR FLAT, NULL FOR N

ATURAL";N7S
1370 IF N7S="I" THEN 1400
138b It N7S="B" THEN 1410
1390 IF N7S="" THEN 1420
1400 N7=1:GOTO 1430
1410 N7=-l!G0T0 1430
1420 N7=0:GOTO 1430
1430 NB=N7+N6
1440 IF N8=13THENN8=1
1450 NS=STES(N8)
1460 CLS
1470 FOR X=l T012
1480 IF KE$(X)=K$THEN2640
1490 NEXT X
1500 F0RQ=1T012
1510 IF VAL(NS)=VAL(NES(Q) ) THEN 2670
1520 NEXT Q
1630 IF VAL(US}=0THEN 3130
1540 F0RQ=1T012
1550 IF VAL(NES(Q) )=VAL(US) THEN 26 90

1560 NEXT Q
1570 IF T>12 THEN T=T-12
1580 IF VAL(VS)=3THEN M=3+T
1590 IF VAL(VS) =3 THEN F=7+T
1600 IF VS ="+ THEN M=4+T
1610 IF V$ ="+"THEN F=8+T
1620 IF VS="+' THEN 1680
1630 IF VS ="0" THEN M=3+T
1640 IF V5 = "0" THEN F=6+T
1650 IF V$ = '*0" THEN 1680
1660 IF VAL(VS)=8THENM=4+T
1670 IF VAL(VS)=0 THEN F=7+T
1680 IF VAL(WS)=7 THEN S=10 + T
1690 IF WS = "D" THEN S=ll+T
1700 IF VAL(WS)=S THEN S=10+T
1710 IF WS = "D" TH,iN 1730
1720 IF VAL(WS)=B THEN S=0
1730 IF M> 12 THEN H=M-12
1740 IF F>12 THEN F=F-12
1750 IF S>12 THEN S=S-12
1760 IF N>12 THEN N=N-12
1770 SC=41-ZV66
1780 Zl=Zl-66:IFZl=fl THEK580
1790 T(NC)=T:M(NC)=M!P{NC}=F:S{NC)=S:N(NC)=K:NC[NC)=NC:N1$(NC)=N1S!N2S(NC)=

N2S:N4S(NC)=N4$:N5S(NC)=N5S
laB0 PRINT "YOU HAVE INPUT " j NC; "CHORDS"
llJj.0 PRINT "NEXT CHORD OR'X' TO END SEQUENCE" :GOTO1020
1820 CLS
18j0 print e 3fll,"l":PRINT @ 271, "1"

la40 PRINT @ 429,"3":PRINT @ 399, "3"

la50 PRINT @ 557,"5":PRINT @ 527, "5"

IBdB print @ 685,"7'':PRINT 6

10/0 PRINT @ 813, '9":PRINT f

1080 PRINT @ 941,"11":PRINT
1890 FOR D=13 TO 46 STEP 3

1900 SET[35,D)
1910 NEXT D
1920 FOR E = 42 TO 82 STEP 8

19J0 SET (E,10)
1940 NEXT E

1950 FOR E=13 TO 47 STEP 3

1960 SET (86, E)
19 ;W NEXT E

1980 POKk 16526, 83:P0KE 16527,116
ly90 PRINT@1,"*";YY5
2000 NC=40-Z1/66:INPUT"IKPUT TIMER,MAX 255,10=3 SEC.";TL
2010 N=NC*256+TL
2020 X=USR(N)
2030 PRIKTei,"*'';YY$
2040 INPUt"ENTER 'TIMER LENGTH ',' 1

' FOR CHORD RECYCLE, '0' FOR MENU';TL,CR
2050 IF CR=1 THEN 2010 ELSE 580
2060 FOR C=4T06
2070 FOR R=1T011
2080 IF GT(C,R)=H THEN 2710
2090 NEXT R,C
2100 IF XX<1 THENXX=1
2110 IF XX=1 THEN YY=4
2120 IF ZZ<1 THEN ZZ=1
2130 IF ZZ=1 THEN AA=4 Program Listing 1 continues

655, "7"

783, "9"
a 911, "11"



RUN BASIC PROGRAMS AT

WITH ZBASIC 2.2.
THE WORLDS FASTEST TRS-80 BASIC COMPILER from SIMUTEK

BELIEVE IT OR NOT WE'VE ADDED MORE
NEW FEATURES to the ONLY INTERACTIVE
BASIC COMPILER for the TRS-801

1. speed increases of 10- 100 times are typical after compilation.

2. Compiled code can be RELOCATED to run anywhere in memory.

Code is even ROMablel

3. ZBASIC 2.2 NOW SUPPORTS BOTH RANDOM and

SEQUENTIAL DISK I/O,

4. ZBASIC 2.2 is now a super tool for business programmers:

RANDOM ACCESS FILES, and PRINT USING statements are

supported as well as a HIGH PRECISION MATH package [with

no rounding problems),

5. Special BUILT-IN MACHINE LANGUAGE COMMANDS to

increase program operation by as much as 1000 times I Special

commands are implemented for fast memory searching (CPDR,

CPIRj, block memory moves (LDIR, LDDR), inputting and printing

HEX numbers, inserting MACHINE LANGUAGE into COMPILED
CODE, disabling and enabling interrupts, inverting memory, 1 6 bit

PEEKS and POKEs, and stack control, debug and much more.

6. ZBASIC 2.2 compiles the ENTI.RE PROGRAM into to Z-BO

machine language. (Not 8080 code or a combination of BASIC and

machine language like some other compilers.) Clumsy LINKING
LOADERS, and RUNTIME MODULES are not needed, ZBASIC 2.2

creates a ready to run MACHINE LANGUAGE program

7. NO ROYALTIES imposed on registered ZBASIC owners.

8. Typical COMPILy\TION TIME is TWO SECONDS for a

4K program.

9. Use TRS-80 Basic to write ZBASIC programs!

1 Compile many existing programs with only minor changes.

(Some BASIC programming experience is required.]

1

1

Fully compatible with both the Model I and the Model III. Mod I

compiled programs work on a MODEL III, and visa-versa. ZBASIC

works with NEWDOS-80. NEWDOS+, DOSPLUS, LDOS, MULTIDOS,

ULTRADOS, TRSDOS etc.

I 2. BUILT-IN and much improved MUSIC and SOUND EFFECTS

commands.

1 3. Improved CHAINING for disk users.

14. TIME Snow available on DISK version,

J 5. ZBASIC 2.2 now has an INPUT @ command [similar to PRINT @|.

16. The TAB function will now tab 255 columns on a printer. [BASIC

cannot tab past column 64.)

1 7, NEWDOS 80 2.0 USERS can use the CMD "dos command"
function!

1 8. NEW and EASIER to use USR COMMANDS,
1 9. New math functions to calculate XOR and INTEGER
REMAINDERS
20. Logical STRING COMPARISONS are now supported,

21. The disk commands INSTR, MIDS ASSIGNMENT are now
supported on both DISK AND TAPE ZBASIC.

22. DEFSTR is now supported

23. Eight disk files may be opened simultaneously: random,

sequential or mixed.

24. LINE INPUT#. IS now supported

25. Invoke the compiler by simply hitting these two keys: ".-"

26. NEW 100+ PAGE MANUAL WITH DESCRIPTIONS AND
EXAMPLE.

27. ZBASIC 2 2 Comes with CMDFILE/CMD program from

MISOSYS, to allow appending or merging compiled programs and

machine language programs from tape or disk.

ZBASIC 2.2 DOES NOT SUPPORT THESE
BASIC COMMANDS:
1

.

ATN, EXP, COS, SIN, LOG, TAN. and exponentiation. [However,

subroutines are included in the manual for these functions.)

2. ERROR, ON ERROR GOTO, ERL, ERR RESUME.
3. No direct commands like AUTO, EDIT LIST, LLIST ETC, although

these commands may be used when writing programs.

4. Others NOTsupported: CDBL, CINT, CSNG, DEFFN, FIX, FRE.

5. Normal CASSETTE I/O. (ZBASIC supports its own SPECIAL
CASSETTE I/O statements.)

6. SOME BASIC COMMANDS MAY DIFFER IN ZBASIC. For

instance, ENDjumps to DOS READY. STOPJumps to BASIC
READY etc.

7. MEMORY REQUIREMENTS: to approximate the largest BASIC
program that can be compiled in your machine (atone time], enter

BASIC and type: PRINT (MEM-6500)/2. Remember, you can merge
compiled programs together to fill memory.

ZBASIC 2.2 SPEED COMPARISON OEMO
To help give you an idea how fast compiled programs are. we have

included this demo program:

ZBASIC 2.2 DEMO PROGRAM
Time to compile and run complete program : MIN. 2 SEC.
BASIC Execution speed MOD i, LEVEL II :7 MIN. 34 SEC.
ZBASIC Execution speed MOD 1, LEVEL II :0 MIN. I 8 SEC.
BASIC Program size (WITHOUT VARIABLES) : 895 BYTES
ZBASIC Program size [WITHOUT VARIABLES) : 2733 BYTES

[Remember that the ZBASIC program includes an 1879 byte sub-

routine package.) Program shown exactly as compiled and run in

BASIC and ZBASIC.

10 '==.===;===„ ZBRSIC 2.2 EXOMPLE PRDGRRM OND TIME TeST-==-===-i
£0 CLSiCLEnRlBBiDEFINT fl-XjDEFSTR Z:DIM flfl (54, 2A) , Z (50) : R0NDDB1
38 flR=lB0:BB=-10a0!CC=3:DD=-3:EE=-9999:ST»="STflRT TIME +TIME«
A? FDR 1 = 1TD127STEP2 : FOR J=ii7T01STEP-3: XX=POINT ( I , J) sSET (I, J}
5? XX=(I-J)/CC*(7+H-JI ;XX=fiBS(INT(RND(I»J)-nO)»7) : RESET (I, J)
60 XX = PEEK(I»J> :PDKE15360*I*J, J :DUT255, J RND (3«J) : XX = INP (I

)

70 BB«=STR»(I*J) :BB«=LEFT«(RB«, E) :fifi ( I/P. J/2) =VflL (Bfi«) *0fi»3
80 Bfl*=BflS-'-RIGHT«(BO«, RND(3> ) : XX = INSTR ( 1, BR«, "9") :XX=SDR(I»J)
90 B0«-MID*(Bfl«,2, 2) :MID» (B0», 1, 1) =Z : IF XX THEN 100 ELSE CLS
100 IF LEN<B0«)>3 OH SGN(XX)=1 RND nSC(Bfl«)=32 THEN PRINT"***"

;

110 1FPDS(0>>6E THEN TRDN: TROFF : PRINT ELSE XX=NOT (RND (99} ) +1B»
1£0 P»=lNKEy«:IF fi*="Y" OR R*="y" BND 1)128 THEN PRINT"TflU£. .

"

130 RESTORE : REfiDO, C, Z ( J) , D:GOSUE170:GOSUB170:GDSUB17B:GOTO210
140 NEXT :PRINT"*" ; :NEXTI :CLS:PRINTl»512,ST», "STOP TIME jTIME»
ISP STOP' ============== END OF MfiiN TEST LOOP ==========«^======
160 DQTfl 12345, -1, "TEST", -9999
170 ON RND(6) SOTO 180,190,200,180,190,200
180 RETURN
190 RFTURN
200 RETURN
£10 ON RND(9) GOSUB 160,190,200,180,190,200,180,190,200
220 5070140

NOTICE ZBASIC 2 OWNERS, you can upgrade your ZBASIC 2 for no charge.

Just send usyourorigir)al diskette/cassette and a S.A.S.E wiihiyour regisiered

serial nuniDer and copy of your invoice. We will send you ZBASIC 2.2 and
updates to your manual.

VISA, MASTERCARD. AMERICAN EXPRESS, C O.D. ORDERS ONLY

800 528-1 149 order line

ZBASIC 2.2 DISK VERSION AND MANUAL 89.95
ZBASIC 2.2 TAPE VERSION AND MANUAL 7V.95
ZBASIC 2 2 DISK S. TAPE VERSION AND MANUAL 99.99
MANUAL ONLY. . . [APPLIES IQ PURCHASE) 25,00

SIMUTEK COMPUTER PROOUCTS INC.

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL (602| 323-9391
4897 E. SPEEDWAY, TUCSON, ARIZONA 85712 ^^2

TRS-80 IS tm of Radio Shack, a Tandy Corp.

^See List of Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 171



COMPUTER BOOKS FOR BEGINNERS

55 MORE
Color Computer Programs
For Home, School&Office

12^^ ProgramsWU In BASIC
ForTheHome,

I ^^ I Comput«r

Programming
Tips & Tricks

EC Color33 Computer
Programs Fop The
Home, School&Off ice

Everything you need to know to get started programming your own computer. These handy boolts of programs and about

programming are jammed with easy-to-understand into for beginners, They are crammed with hundreds of tips, tricks,

secrets, hints, shortcuts and techniques plus hundreds of tested ready-to-run programs. Our full line includes program

books and programming aids for eight of the most popular computers for beginners: TRS-80 Color Computer. APPLE II. IBM

Personal Computer. TRS-BO, Sharp and Casio pocket computers, including the new TRS-80 PC-2 and Sharp PC-1500

Color Computer
101 Color Computer Programming Tips & Tricks, learn-by doing instruc-

tions, hints, secrets, techniques, insights, for TRS-80 Color Computer,

128 pages. $7.95

55 Color Computer Programs tor Home, School & Otfice, practical ready-

to-run software with colorful graphics, 128 pages. $9.95

55 MORE Color Computer Programs tor Home, School & Otfice. handy

book packed with useful type-in-and-run software, with colorful

graphics, for TRS-80 Color Computer, 112 pages. $9.95

Color Computer Graphics, complete guidebook loaded with tips, tricks,

hints, secrets, shoricuts- tor making the most of TRS-80 Color Computer

video graphics. Learn-by-domg instructions plus complete programs.

128 pages. $9.95

The Color Computer Songbook. 40 favorite pop. classical, folk & seasonal

songs arranged fot TRS-SO Color Computer, ready-to-run music pro-

grams. 96 pages. $7.95

My Buttons Are Blue and Other Love Poems from the Digital Heart of an

Electronic Computer, for poetry lovers, computer lovers, a hi-iech

classic, 66 heartwarming poems written by a TRS-80 Color Computer. 96

pages. $4.95

•7.«5

The
Color Computer
Songbook

C(

G

Color
Dmputer
raphics

^^^^ Color
m\S 1 Computer

Programming
Tips & Tricks

/
»MMW:W^

i.

i

POCKET
COMPUTER
PROGRAMIVIirJQ
MADE EASY

/
>.

wW Programs
In BASIC for th«

Murder
In The
Mansion

tnd Other Cmnpultr Adventure;

lnP(!(liet-BAMCF»rThiTBS-80

APPLE Computer
IDl APPLE Computer Programming Tips & Tricks, secrets, hmis. short-

cuts, techniques, msights. for APPLE II. 128 pages $8.95

33 New APPLE Computer Programs lor Home. School & Office, practical

ready-to-run software for APPLE H, 96 pages $8,95

Pocket Computer
101 Pocket Computer Programming Tips & Tricks, secrets, hmis, short-

cuts, techniques from a master programmer, for TRS-80 PC-2. PC-1.

Sharp PC- 1500, PC- 1211 pocket computers, 128 pages. $7.95

Pocket Computer Programming Made Easy, new tast easy read-and-iearri

way to make TRS-80 PC-2. PC-i, Sharp PC-1500. PC-1211. Casio FX-

702P pocket computers work for you. Learn BASIC quickly:

128 pages. $8.95

50 Programs in BASIC for Home. Sctiool & Otfice, uselul ready-to-run

software for TRS-80 PC-2, PC-I. Sharp PC-1500. PC-1211 pocket com

pulers, 96 pages $9.95

50 MORE Programs in BASIC for Home. School & Otfice, book of tested

type-in-and-run software for TRS-80 PC-2, PC-1, Sharp PC-1500,

PC-1211 pocket computers, 96 pages. $9.95

Murder In The Mansion and Other Computer Adventures, murder

mystery, space adventure. 24 games lor TRS-80 PC-2. PC-1. Sharp

PC-1500. PC-1211 pocket computers, 96 pages $6,95

35 Practical Programs tor the Casio Pocket Computer, useful type-in-and-

run software for the FX-702P, 96 pages. $8.95

Order direct from this ad. Send check or money order. In-

clude $1 shipping for each item ordered up to a maximum
of $3. Or write for our free cataiog. Mail orders to:

Program Worksheets ARCsoft Publishers
Handy printed forms make writing BASIC software easy and fun.

Customized for your own computer system, or use the universal form

good for any BASIC computer. 40-sheet tablets:

Color Computer Coding Form $2.95

Pocket Computer Coding Form ' $2.95

APPLE Computer Coding Form $2,95

IBM Personal Computer Form S2,95

Universal Coding Form 52.95

Post Office Box 132C
Woodsboro, Maryland 21798

(301) 663-4444 ^6

CuElomers ouisiae Nonn flmetica wanting airmail benO iA postage per nook l-oreign cuslomers

paymUS floila's Uaryiano residents add ;>% sales la» Sorry, no COO IHbHO is a iraOemark

of randy Corp /Radio Shsck APPLt is a tr,i(iema'V ol APPLt Computer \ni



Program UsUng J continued

2140 IF BB<1 THEN BB=1
2150 IF BB=1 THEN CC=4
2160 FOR R=XX TO YY
2170 FOR C=l TO 3

218H QQ=3W060+Z1+C+6*(R-1]
2190 If GT(C,R)^T THEN 2830
2200 IF GT(C,R)=H THEN 2850
2210 IF GT(C,R)=F THEN 2870
2220 IF GT(C,R)=S THEN 2890
2230 NEXT C,R
2240 FOR R=ZZ TO AA
2250 FOR C=l TO 4
2260 QQ=30060+Z1+C+6*(R-1)
2270 If GT(C,R]=T THEN 2910
2280 IF GT(C,R)=M THEN 2930
2290 IF GT(C,R]=F THEN 2950
2300 IF GT(C,R)=S THEN 2970
2310 NEXT C,R
2320 FOR R=BB TO CC
2330 FOR C=1T05
2340 QQ=30060+Z1+C+6*(R-1)
2350 IF GT(C,R)=H THEN 3010
2360 IF GT{C,R)=F THEN 3030
2370 IF GT(C,R)=S THEN 3050
2380 NEXT C,R
2390 TQ=ASC(N1S>
2400 POKE (30121+21) ,TQ
2410 IFN25=""THEN TQ=32ELSETQ=ASC (N2S)
2420 POKE (30122+Zl) ,TQ
2430 IF N4S=""THEN TQ=32 ELSETQ=ASC (N4$)
2440 POKE (30123+Zl) ,TQ
2450 IF N5S=""THEN TQ=32ELSETQ=AEC [N5$)
2460 POKt; [30124 + Zl) ,TQ
2470 IF NC>=10 THEN 2500
2480 POKE (30125+Zl) ,NC+48
2490 GOTO 2610
2500 IF NC>=20 THEN 2540
2510 POKE (30126+Zl) ,49
2520 NC=NC-10
2530 GOTO 2470
2540 IF NC=>30 THEN 2580
2550 POKt (30126+Zl] ,50
2560 NC=NC-20
2570 GOTO 2470
2580 POKt [30126+Zl] ,51
2590 NC=NC-30
2600 GOTO 2470
2610 GOTO2620
2620 Z1=Z1-66:CLS:PRINT "YOU HAVE NOW STORED" ; 40-Z1/66 ; "CHORDS , WAIT FOR TH
E FRET DI SPLAY 1

"

2630 RETURN
2640 K=X-1
2650 K=X-1
2660 GOTO 1500
2670 N=Q+K
268k GOTO1530
26 90 T=Q+K
2700 GOTO 1570
2710 O=30060+Z1+C+6*(R-1)
2720 POKE 0,35
2730 IF C=4 THENXX=R-2
2/40 IF C=4 THEN YY=R+2
2750 IF YY>10 THEN YY=10

IF C=5 THEN ZZ=R-2
IF C=5 THEN AA =R+2
IF AA > 10 THEN AA=10
IF C=6 THEN BB=R-2
IF C=6 THEN CC=R+2
IF CO10THEN CC^10

2820 GOTO 2090
2830 POKt, QQ,84
2840 GOTO2230
2850 POKE QQ,77
2860 GOTO2230
287B POKE QQ,70
2880 GOTO2230
2890 POKt QQ,83
2900 GOTO 2230
2910 POKt; QQ,84
2920 GOTO 2310
2930 POKt QQ,77
2940 GOTO23I0
2950 POKt; QQ,70
2960 GOTO 2310
2970 POKE QQ,83
2980 GOTO 2310
2990 POKE QQ,84
3000 GOTO 2380
3010 POKE QQ,77
3020 GOTO 2380
3030 POKE QQ,70
3040 GOTO2380
3050 POKE QQ,83
3060 GOTO 2380
3070 Zl=2b40:PRINT 'STORING CHORDS FOR DISPLAY , ALLOW COMPUTER TO WORK UNTIL
YOU SEE THE FRET DISPLAY"; IF NL=0 THEN 580
3080 FOR YL=1 TO NL
3090 M=H(YL) !F=F[YL) :S=S(YL) :N=N(YL) :BC=NC(YL} :N1S=N1S[YL) :N2$=N2S(YL) :N4S=
N4S(YL) :N5S=N5S(YL) :T=T(YL)

2760
2/70
27 8b
27 90
2800
2810

Program Listmg 1 continues

ARE YOU TIRED OF
• Fighting protected disks

• Paying S5.00 more for your pro-

grams
• Wasting a whole disk for 1 pro-

gram
• Or a program that won't run when
you put it to disk? Well, finally ,

VECTOR FIX IS HERE!
• Identifies machine language pro-

grams on cassette & loads them into

high memory.
• Adds an appendage to patch the

keyboard vectors enabling the pro-

gram to run from disk regardless of

the type of DOS.
• Dumps the program to disk or

• Allows you to scan in ASCII or

HEX - reveals hidden text in upper or

lower case. Dump either to printer.

• High speed string search.

• Call 'Debug' & return.

• Also patches relocated Disk ver-

sions above 8100 H. thus eliminating

special loading procedures.

32K MODEL I TRS-80
DISK $19.95

Personal checks lake i5 banking days to clear.
Send rhfok or money order to:

MICRO-MEDIA
P.O. Box 538. Linden, MI 48451

TRS-80* i

}f*?^

When you buy your

TRS-80TW equipment! M
L.sc our toll ir<i.ic number to ^

check our price beSore you buy )^
a TRS-SOT^ . . . anwhere!

SALES COMPANY
704 West Michigan

PO. BOX 8098 PENSACOLA FL 32505

904/«8-6507

nationvwide 1 800-874 1551 W??

^See List ot Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 173



"The asterisks across the top of the

diagram represent the six strings and
those down the sides represent frets.'

Program Listing J conlinued

3100 GOSOB2060
3110 NEXT YL
3120 FOR B =1 TO 300:KEXT B:GOTO18a0
3130 INi'Ui-4 NOTES, 0'S WILL BE SKIPPED MUST BE IN 1 TO 12 FORMAT" ; T ,M ,F ,S
3140 IF T=0 THEN 3160
3150 T=T+K
3160 IF M=0 THEN 3180
3170 M=M+K
BISM IF F=0 THEN 3200
3190 F=F+K
3200 IF S=0 THEN 3220
3210 S=S+K
3220 IF T>12 THEN T=T-12
3230 IF M>12 THEN M=M-12
3240 IF F>12 THEN F=F-12
3250 IF S>12 THEN S=S-12
3260 GOTO1760
3270 FOK OT=0 TO 6

3280 FOR UM=0 TO 1
''

3290 IF N1S=WNS(0T,UH) THEN 3310
3300 NEXT UM,OT
3310 N1=VAL(WN5(0T,UH+1) ) :RETURN
3320 FOR OT=0 TO 6

3330 FOR UM=0 TO 1

3340 IF N6S=WNS(0T,UM) THEN 3360
3350 NEXT UMrOT
3360 N6=VAL(WNS(0T,UM+1) ) iRETURN
3370 GOTO10
33eB GOTO3370
3390 INPUT "CASSETTE LOAD , READY CASSETTE"jX
3400 POKt 16526, 4:P0KE 16527,117
3410 X=USR[K)
3420 INPUTt-l,YYS,NL
3430 FOB YL=1 TO NL
3440 INP[Jrl-l,M[YL) ,F(YL) ,S(YL) ,N1S(YL) ,N2S(YL) ,N4S(YL) ,N5S(YL) ,N[YL) ,T(YL)
,NC(YL)
3450 NEXT YL
3460 GOTO580
34/0 INpUt"CASSETTE save, READY CASSETTE";X
3480 PRINT #-l,YYS,NL
3490 FOR YL=1 TO NL
3500 PRINT»-1,H(YL) ,F(YL) ,S(YL} ,N1S[YL) ,N2S(YL) ,N4S(yL) ,N5S(YL) ,N(YL) ,T(YL)
,NC(YL)
3510 NEXT YL
3520 GOTO580

Program Listing 2

7453 00100 ORG 7453H
7453 CD7F0A 00110 CALL 0A7FH ;GET TL,NC |

7456 226F75 00120 LD (756PH) ,HL .STORE TL NC
7459 210E0A 00130 LD HL,0A0EH ;INIT, Zl
745C 227175 00140 LD [7571H) ,HL ; STORE Zl
745F ED62 00150 INIT SBC HL,HL ;INIT M1,K1
7461 227375 00160 LD (7573H) ,HL ; STORE Ml,Nl
7464 227575 00170 LD (7575H) ,HL
7467 ED5B7175 00180 LD DE, (7571H) jRETRIEVE Zl
746B 21AF75 00190 LD HL,7 5AFH ;INIT BOTTOM BLK
746E 19 00200 ADD HL,DE ;BTM BLK+Zl
746F 11153D 00210 LD DE,3D15H ;DEST ADDR
7472 014200 00220 LD BC,0042H ;66 COUNT
7475 EDA0 00230 TRAMS LDI
7477 E2AF74 00240 JP PO,TIME ;T0 TIMER AFTER 6 6
747A D9 00250 EXX
747B 3E05 30260 LD A,05H ;TEST Nl
7470 217575 00270 LD HL,7575H
7480 BE 00280 CP (HL) ;5-Hl=?
7481 2805 00290 JR Z,REN1 ;IF Nl=5 GOTO 44
7483 110400 00300 LD DE,0004H ;INC BY 4
7486 180E 00310 JR INCMl ;GOTO Ml INC
7408 2A7575 00320 RENl LD HL,(7575H) ;RESET Nl
74BB 010600 00330 LD BC,0006H
74BE ED42 00340 SBC HL.BC
7490 227575 00350 LD (7575H) ,HL
7493 H2C00 00360 LD DE,002CH ;44 INC

Program Lisling 2 continues

This portion of the program uses a map-

ping technique to translate chord names to

notes and notes to the matrix of iocations

representing the guitar fret keyboard. Key is

a weighting function that moves the entire

chord structure up or down the fret matrix.

The Dispiay portion (line 3070) uses the

array elements of each chord to generate a

set of addresses to POKE. This creates a

screen biocl< of memory for each chord and

melody note along with its name and

number. Later, the machine language por-

tion calls each screen and superimposes it

on the fret matrix for the time specified.

You may repeat a display sequence or

return to the menu. The arrays are still in-

tact for saving on cassette or re-displaying

unless you select menu item one (Create).

The machine language portion (see Pro-

gram Listing 2) has three major functions:

• Whenever you select Create, the erase

portion of this program clears 40 screen

spaces in memory.
• During the Display program, after you

have entered a time constant, the pro-

gram selects screens one at a time and

transfers them to video memory. When
the timer runs out, that screen is erased

and the next one is transferred until all

have been displayed.

• During the time delay of each screen,

the keyboard is monitored for an H input.

If this occurs, a modified screen print oc-

curs, sending the required part of the dis-

play to the printer (thanks to Louise

Frankenberg in the May 1980 80 Micro-

computing article "Screenprint").

This program barely fits into a 16K tape

system. (Disk users need 32K— read on.) If

you modify the program, keep this in mind:

Very little room is left between the machine

language program and storage space for 40

screens (which starts at the top of available

memory) and the Basic program plus

variables.

Modifying the Program for Disk

First, use standard sequential file stor-

age techniques for the chord arrays. Sec-

ond, move the entire machine language por-

tion to the top of 32K memory (look out for

TRSDOS "TOP MEM"). Third, change to

DEFUSR statements and reference the prop-

er addresses. Fourth, let the Basic portion

load where it will. There should be no con-

flicts if you take care of the first three

steps.

Edward Louis is employed as a Business

Manager by General Electric. He enjoys

playing music and painting.
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Program Listing 2 Continued

7496 2A7375 00370 INCHl LD HL,(7573H) ;1NC HI
7499 19 00380 ADD HL,DE
749A 227375 00390 LD (7573H) ,HL
749D 11153D 00400 LD DE,3D15H
7 4A0 19 00410 ADD HL,DE ;NEW DEST ADDR
7 4A1 227975 00420 LD (7579H) ,HL
7 4A4 217575 00430 LD HL,7575H
74A7 34 00440 INC (HL) ;INC Nl
7 4AB D9 00450 EXX
74A9 ED5B7975 00460 LD DE, (7579H) ; UPDATE DEST ADDR
74AD 18C6 00470 JR TRANS
7 4AF 3A6F7 5 00480 TIME LD A, (756FH) jTIMER
74B2 47 00490 LD B,A
74B3 IIFFFF 00500 LPl LD DE,0FFFFH
7 4B6 21DE39 00510 LD HL,3 9DEH
74B9 19 00520 LP2 ADD HL,DE
74BA 3 8FD 00530 JR C,LP2
7 4BC CD2775 00540 CALL SCRP ; INPUT KEY
7 4BF 10F2 00550 DJNZ LPl
74C1 21153D 00560 LD HL,3D15H ;IST ERASE ADDR
74C4 3620 00570 ERASE LD (HL) ,20H ; 'SPACE'
7 4C6 227775 00580 LD (7577H) ,HL fXFER DEST ADDR
74C9 ED5B7775 00590 LD DE,(7577H| ;T0 DE
74CD 13 00600 INC DE
74CE 011400 00610 LD BC,0014H ;20 COUNT
74D1 EDB0 00620 LDIR
74D3 012D00 00630 LD BC , 2DH
74D6 09 00640 ADD HL,BC
74D7 227775 00650 LD (7577H) ,HL ;NEW S.A. TO MEM
74DA ED4B7775 00660 LD BC,(7577H) jNEW S. ft. TO BC
7 4DE 11F93F 00670 LD DE,3FF9H ;END BLOCK
74E1 ED52 00680 SBC HL,DE .•COMPARE TO EXTANT ADDR
74E3 FAE874 00690 JP M,AA16 ;T0 SOORCE ADDR BEST.
74E6 1805 00700 JR END ;T0 END ROUTINE
74E8 ED62 00710 AA16 SBC HL,HL

J BEST. SOURCE ADDR
74EA 09 00720 ADD HI,,BC ;T0 NEXT ERASE SEG.
74EB 18D7 00730 JR ERASE
74ED 2A7175 00740 END LD HL,(7571H) jRETRIVE Zl
74F0 114200 00750 LD DE,0042H o

74F3 ED52 00760 SBC HL.DE ;Zl-66
74F5 227175 00770 LD (7571H) ,HL ;SAVE NEW Zl
74FB 2809 00780 JR Z,RET ;T0 RET WHEN DONE
74FA 217075 00790 LD HL,7570H
74FD 35 00800 DEC (HL) 7DEC. CHORD COUNT
74FE 2803 00810 JR Z,RET
7500 C35F74 00820 JP INIT JTO NEXT CHORD
7503 C9 00830 RET RET
7504 217D75 00840 BLK LD HL,757DH ; START OF BLK
7507 3620 00850 LD (HL) ,20H ; ' SPACE

'

7509 227775 00860 LD (7577H) ,HL ; TRANS ADDR
750C ED5B7775 00870 LD DE,(7577H)
7510 13 00880 INC DE fNEXT ADDR
7511 01820A 00890 LD BC,0A82H ;BLK LENTGH
7514 EDB0 00900 LDIR
7516 C9 00910 RET
7527 00920 ORG 7527H
03E3 00930 KEYSCN ECU 03E3H
3802 00940 KEYS EQU 3802H
4016 00950 KYPNTR EQU 4016H
4026 00960 PRPNTR EQU 4026H
7527 2A2640 00970 SCRP LD HL, (PRPNTR)
752A 225C75 00980 LD (PRl+1) ,HL
752D 226475 00990 LD (PR2+1) ,HL
7530 3A0238 01000 ENTRY LD A, (KEYS)
7533 FE01 01010 CP 01H
7535 C0 01020 RET NZ
7536 F5 01030 PUSH AF ;SAVE REGISTERS
7537 C5 01040 POSH BC
7538 D5 01050 PUSH DE
7539 E5 01060 POSH HL
753A 21803C 01070 LD HL,3C80H ; START OF SCREEN HEM
753D 160D 01080 LD D,13 ; NUMBER OF LINES
753F 0640 01090 KXTLIN LD B,64 ;LENGTH OF LINE
7541 4E 01100 NXTCHR LD C,(HL) ;GET CHAR TO BE PRINTED
7542 3E5F 01110 LD A,5FH
7544 91 01120 SUB C
7545 3809 01130 JR C,SUS
7547 79 01140 LD A,C
7548 0E20 01150 LD C,20H
754A 91 01160 SUB C
754B 3807 01170 JR C,CK
754D 4E 01175 LD C,(HL) ;PUT CHAR. BACK
754E 1808 01180 JR PRl
7550 0E2A 01190 SUS LD C,2AH
7552 1807 01200 JR PRl
7554 7E 01210 CK LD A,(HL)
7555 FE0D 01220 CP 0DH
7557 280A 01230 JR a,PR2
7559 18F5 01234 JR SUS
755B CD0000 01240 PRl CALL S~$
755E 23 01250 INC HL ;NEXT ADDR
755F 10E0 01260 DJN2 NXTCHR ;D0 UNTIL WHOLE LINE DONE
7561 0E0D 01270 LD C,0DH ICARRIAGE RET.
7563 CD0000 01280 PR2 CALL S-5 jGOTO PRINTDRIVER
7566 15 01290 DEC D
7567 C23F75 01300 JP NZrNXTLIN ;G0 START NEXT LINE
756A El 01310 POP HL {RESTORE REG'S
756B Dl 01320 POP DE
756C CI 01330 POP BC
756D Fl 01340 POP AF
756E C9 01350 RET ; BACK TO GUIT TIMER
asm 01360 END
00000 TOTAL ERRORS

We will meet or
beat an/ price
in the U.S.A. on

-See List ot Advertisers on page 354

MICROCOMPUTERS
In fact, no matter what price you see

advertised by Texas Computer Systems,

Micro fyianagement, Computer Plus,

Pan American, or any authorized Radio

Shack dealer for TRS-80 Computers with

pure factory installed memory and full

warranty, we'll beat it! . - - -

ATARI
MICROCOMPUTERS __„________
We have consistently offered the best

prices on

APPLE • COMMODORE VIC-20

OKIDATA • MICROUNE

EPSON • WABASH • MAXELL
— plus a complete line of Diskettes,

Monitors, Modems and ottier

accessories ~ all at the best delivery

from the largest inventory in the

Northeast.

If you're looking for the best prices in

the U.S.A., cfieck the others, but call

Computer Discount of America.

TRS-80 and Radio Shack are trademarks of Tandv Co.

Write or call for FREE Computer Catalog

with pictures, specs, accessories and prices.

CALLTOLL FREE:
800-526-5313

Computer

of America
COMPUTER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA, INC.

15 Marshall Hill Road.West Milford Mall
West Milford, New Jersey 07480-2198
In New Jersey Call 201-728-8080
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PERSONALITY

The wonderful, weird world of Dennis Kitsz.

Divine Dementia

by Michael Nadeau
80 Microcomputing staff

If
it wasn't for a broken synthesizer and

a copying maclnine, 80 Micro readers

might never have heard of Dennis Kitsz, our

"80 Applications" author and general

technical wiz.

You see, Dennis never intended to get in-

to computers; he considers himself a musi-

cian first and foremost. But it was music

that introduced him to computers. Music

led Dennis to take a job as a typist be-

cause he would have unlimited use of a

copying machine to reproduce his composi-

tions. The copier brought him to 80 Micro.

Dennis Bathory Kitsz graduated with a

BA in music with a French minor from Rut-

gers University in 1970. A year earlier he

wrote his first electronic musical composi-

tion—a 17-part piece which he had no way

176

Pinned by his dog, Fnlz.
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to produce. Dennis decided then that he

needed a synthesizer, but, he said, "1 was so

desperately poor in those days that $1,500

to $2,000 was out of the question."

Hewasfinallyabletobuy a synthesizer in

1973, and within two months the power sup-

ply blew. The $100 repair bill prompted

Dennis to vow never to send out any elec-

tronic equipment to be fixed again,

"I read every electronics book I could

get," he said. Though he had a basic

understanding of electronics, a subscrip-

tion to Popular Electronics proved to him

he had missed out on the digital electronics

revolution. "I had no idea what those lit-

tle black boxes were," he said. By stubborn-

ly reading the technical literature and

fixing other things that blew up, Dennis

learned what he needed to know about his

synthesizer.

But the little black boxes were still a

mystery. When an order for a sequencer for

his synthesizer was stopped due to the

bankruptcy of the manufacturer, Dennis

decided to build one. He knew he had to

learn digital electronics to do so, and
reacted by subscribing to Byte. "I

understood none of it, but I decided to keep

going and the light would dawn," Dennis

said. That persistence eventually paid off.

This new-found knowledge and his nag-

ging poverty were the reasons Dennis found

himself working at the local Radio Shack

store doing repairs on a variety of elec-

tronic gadgetry. He worked on commission

plus the minimum wage (about $2.65 per

hour in 1975), but this experience result-

ed in Dennis buying one of the first TRS-80

Model Is,

The Original Warranty Voider

When the Radio Shack store where he

was working received the preliminary prod-

uct information for the Model I (so sketchy

he described it as "comical"), Dennis decid-

ed to risk putting the required $100 deposit

down on one even though he "didn't know
what to do with it."

To the amazement of the other store

clerks. Dennis immediately opened the

computer up when it arrived after unpack-

ing it at the store. This action may
have made him the original Radio Shack

warranty voider, a title that somehow
seems appropriate.

Dennis' history after his stay at the Radio

Shack store is a mixed bag. He drove a truck

for a while, worked in a chamber of com-

merce, and edited an underground news-

paper. In 1976 he was "the youngest and

poorest" trustee of the New Jersey State

Museum.
In 1978 he moved to Roxbury, VT, his cur-

rent home, leaving a "lucrative" job as a

graphics designer. In Vermont, Dennis

Claire lakes aim at Dennis and his

computers.



YOU'VE
GOT
OUR
NUMBER
(800) 525-841
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Shannon Magnetics PLUS DISKEHf^^
New from Shannon, Their top-of-the-line; stat&-OT-

the art, soft-sectored SVa" double density, single

sided, mini disk with hub rings. Boxes of 10 shrink

wrapped with jackets, labeis and tabs.

Probabiy the oniy disk with an uniimited, lifetime

guarantee. Shannon Magnetics finest quality with

Premex certification. List S29.95. Box of 10.

introductory offer S24.95.

Mini Diskettes
Box of 1 S26.95 2 boxes $39.96

Shannon Magnetics' soff-sectored SVu" double
density, single-sided, mini disks in shrink wrapped
boxes of ten with jackets, iabels and tabs. Fully

guaranteed for one year against defects.

Headcleaner Kit

$24.95

Verfin kit contains two cleaning disks with

instructions to assure proper operation of all types

of 5V4" disk drives. Removes dirt and debris which
can cause read/v^^ite errors and lost data without

harsh chemicals,

DIskette/Headcleaner Combo
$42.90

Combo special includes box of 10 diskettes

and Verfin headcleaner kit as described above.

Dyson diskettes
Single density $36,95 Double density

Dyson 40 track 5V4" soft sectored diskettes

packaged 10 to a box.

Paper
White or Green Bar

3300 sheets of 9^,^ X 1
1
" tractor feed

3300 sheets of 14% X 11" tractor feed
Shipped by truck, freight charges collect.

Diskette File Box

Flipsort diskette file box with capacity for fifty

bVi" diskettes.

$39.95

$29.95

$39.95

$19.95

DIskette/Flle Box Combo
$109.95

Fifty Shannon Magnetic SVa" diskettes as

described above packaged in Flipsort diskette

file box.

Tandon Disk Drives for TRS-80 Model I

or Model III

Single drive with cabinet

and power supply $289.00

Two drives in horizontal cabinet

and power supply

Two drive cabinet only

$489.00

S 76.00

Two drive cabinets are designed to fit under Epson
or Okidata printer or under the monitor and above
the expansion Interface with provision for easy
access to drive edge card connections. No drive

extender cables needed. Call for complete pricing

and compatibility information.

Ribbon Cables
Model I or ill printer

2-drive disk cable
4-drive disk cable

$18,95

SI 9.95

$29,95

SHANNON
Mf)ON€TICS

304 Elati

Denver, CO 80223
r303>698-1186

To order call toll free: 800/525-8419 ^le

Mastercard and Visa welcome
Checks & Money Orders also accepted
Orders shipped UPS free

Colorado residents add
6V2 per cent sales tax

Attractive discounts to dealers



OMNITEK COMPUTERS ^^^

INTERNATIONAL, INC.

1899 MAIN STREET

TEWKSBURY, MASS
617-851-4580

RS2 32 Direct Connect Moderns 99 00

Scotch S.S/S.D 5. 25'Dtskcrteb .. 25.00

Verbatim 5 25 ' D. L 2 5.00

I6KRAMKITS 14.00

TECO I2' B&G Monitor I 19.00

Okidcita MicrolineSO 329.00

OI<idataMicroline82A 449.00

Okidata Microline83A 699.00

EpsonMx-80 479.00

EpsonMX-BOFT 579.00

RadioShatkMlll w 48K 879.00

Radio Shack Mill w/48K and 2 40T dr

1699 00 andRS232. 1799.00

40 track 5.25" Tandon TM- 1 00- 1 284.00

80tracl< 5.25" Tandon Dual He^(.i 484.00

5 2 5" Power Supply and case 49.00

8" Rower Supply dnd case 99.00

CENTRONICS 739 Printer 499.00

[RS-80 IS a repjsrered tradcmarls of

Tandy Corp

Prices are fo( mail order only.

ILRM5. Check. mc:>ney order, Mastercard

and Visa accepted F.O B. Tewksbury-

freight extra Mass residents add 5""

sales tax Write lor FREE CATALOG

TRS-80 " Model 1 & 3
SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC $99.95

Tests for every component of yourTRS-SO
Model 1 or 3: ROM, RAM, Video Display,

Keyboard, Line Printer, (Cassette Recorder,

Disk Drives, RS-232 Interface,

SMART TERMINAL $69.95

Model II Version (CP/M only) ...$79.95

The intelligent telecommunication pro-

gram. Automatic transmission and recep-

tion of data. True BREAK key. Complete
character mapping, lower case. Cassette

and disk files compatible with both

SCRIPSIT'" and Flettric Pencil".

MONITOR #4 $49.95

Disassembler; memory displays; move,
search, modify memory; read and write

machine language cassettes; object code

relotalor; hexadecimal arithmetic; disk

file and sector input and output; RS-232

comnuinications. (Models 1 and 5 only.)

SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
Disk version $49.95

Cassette version $29.95

Based on Dome Bookkeeping record,

keeps track of income, expenditures, anti

payroll for small business (up to 16 em-
ployees). Cassette version does not

contain payroll.

Specify Model number
Send S.A.S.E. for FREE Catalogue

Add $3.00 for postage and handling.

HOWE SOFTWARE
14 Lexington Road, New City NY 10956

(914) 634-1821 .^'i'5

IRS-60 IS 3. rcj;i"l<''i''f triirii'ni.jrk ol fjridy ( orp

''(Dennis) was the

'youngest and poorest' trustee

of the New Jersey State Museum.

found the time to work with his Model I. He

had learned Basic in one night soon after he

bought the computer, but did not think As-

sembly language was necessary—until he

started playing with model trains.

Dennis and a friend, David Gunn, de-

signed an elaborate set-up for a model train

track in Dennis' living room. Dennis wrote a

Basic program to control the track switch-

ing and other railroad paraphernalia. When
they started the train running, it was im-

mediately obvious that the program was
too slow for the train.

Dennis had plans to eventually produce

his musical compositions using a com-

puter. His experience with the train set

proved to him that Basic would be too slow

for music as well— he had to learn Assem-

bly language.

Assembly language did not come quite

as easily as Basic; it took Dennis six

months of deciphering the Zilog mnemon-

ics manuals before he wrote a program that

worked. The second Assembly language

program he wrote appeared in the June

1980 issue of 80 Micro, entitled "Playing

God with Life." "I learned fast," he said.

Dennis credits his friend, the late Dr. Phil

Hooper, with the breakthrough that made
the Assembly light dawn. Dr. Hooper

brought an early micro {a KIM-1 by Moss
Technology) to Dennis to have the monitor

repaired. The KIM-1 had a hexadecimal digit

keyboard; by using that machine and with

instruction from Dr. Hooper, Dennis be-

came a machine-language programmer.

Fame and Fortune with 80 Micro

Up to this point Dennis' expertise had not

been exposed to the general computer

public. Enter one copying machine.

It was not long before Dennis again

found himself in dire financial straits. His

main source of income was a hi-fi repair

business, but there were not many hi-fis

that needed fixing in northern Vermont.

Out of desperation he answered an ad

seeking a typist. Dennis was not en-

thusiastic about typing for a living, but he

thought if the material he would be typing

was interesting, he would take a shot at it.

He called the number In the ad and was
told the job was essentially typing pro-

posals for a state agency. He did not con-

sider this to be particularly interesting and

was about to hang up when the woman he

was speaking to asked how fast he typed.

"Oh, about 110 words per minute," he

answered.

She didn't believe Dennis could type that

fast and convinced him to take a typing

test, if for no other reason than to prove he

was a 110-word-per-minute typist. He did a

little better than 110 wpm on the test and

was offered the job, which he was about to

turn down when the interviewer told him all

employees had access to the copying

machine.

Dennis' thoughts flashed to his piles of

musical compositions that he needed

copies of, and without hesitation he ac-

cepted the job.

He soon thought of another use for the

copier: making copies of the programs he

had written. At this time {over two years

ago) On-Line magazine was providing free

classified ads. Dennis placed a two-line ad

offering a IK machine-language monitor

program if you sent him a self-addressed

stamped envelope.

One of the people who sent for this pro-

gram was 80 Micro's then managing editor

Jim Perry. Perry called Dennis and said,

"This is interesting, got anything else?"

Dennis said he had something he called

"Babybeep," which should be familiar to

many long-time 80 Micro readers. But at

that moment, a thought crossed Dennis'

mind. "By the way, I'd like to write a column

for you," he told Perry.

To Dennis' surprise, Perry immediately

agreed and asked what he would like to call

it. Dennis said the first thing he thought of,

"80 Applications." This presented a prob-

lem to Dennis because he had no idea what

he was going to write.

But he did manage to come up with

something and "80 Applications" is now
one of 80 Micro's most popular columns.

A Multi-tacBted Person

As already mentioned, Dennis'
background is in music. He has written and

performed several avant-garde (he hates

that term) operas. One, entitled "Plasm

Over Ocean" was performed at the New
Jersey State Museum in 1977. Not only did

Dennis compose the music and play the

lead character, he also made every instru-

ment and designed the cast's wardrobe.

The instruments were not readily recogniz-

able as standard musical instruments (ex-

cept the gong, which took the longest time

to make and was used only once). One, a

glass cello, looks like something out of a

Hieronymous Bosch painting.

The production was performed by the

Laszio Toth School of Music, named after

the man who attacked the Pieta with a ham-

mer in the Vatican.
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TRS/80 Models I or III

Lists or quantity ONE prices are:

DATA ACEN^ser Guide $30.00
MMSFORTH $125.00
DATA ACE-vbBM - database ac-

cesses, data definition language,

editor and catalog and User
Guide- $150.00
Query language - $100.00

(MMSFORTH is a prerequisite for

DATAACE^ft)ATAACE>E^BM isa

prerequisite for DATA ACE\^uery
language.)

Existing MMSFORTH users may ob-

tain the complete DATA ACEVack-
age for $250. Those using MMS-
FORTH for the first time will be
investing $375.00.

(MMSFORTH IS A TRADE MARK
OF MILLER COMPUTER SERVIC-
ES.)

TRS/80 Model II

For $75 you get a User Guide and a

demonstration disk. Once you know
what you want, you may choose
the exact package for your needs.

DATA ACE\4 also available for

hard disk and with application start

up kits.

For dealers, quantity discounts
are available, substantially re-

ducing the above prices.

DATA ACE\i4 a smart and com-
pletely integrated system - oper-

ating system, relational data base
manager, query language, structur-

ed programming language, full

screen editor, catalog, application

packages and commitment to fu-

ture development.

BUILD YOUR SYSTEMS IN LESS
TIME, AT LESS COST, TO RUN
FASTER.

Build your files faster

Data should be separate from
the programs - why?

First of all, you can change your

programs without affecting stored

data. Secondly, you can set up your

data files in their most natural form

and when needed, change them
without changing your programs.

Finally, the process of setting up
files can be reduced to a simple

keyboard request "ADD RELATION".

titu
ONCE YOUR FILES ARE DE-
FINED, START RECORDING
DATA IMMEDIATELY

DATAACEVnablesyou to main-
tain these files without writing a
single program!

You may add a record with a simple

keyboard command "ADD". CHANGE,
DELETE or LIST a record in the

same way. A complete keyboard
language has been developed which
can, for example, find all customers
in a given area, with open orders

that are back-logged . . . without

writing a program! This is done us-

ing logical and relational operators -

almost as many of these as you
want.

FOR REAL COMPLEXITY, GO
AHEAD AND WRITE A PRO-
GRAM, BECAUSE. . .

DATA ACEMXiakes it really easy:

Full screen editor with a wide
range of word processing com-
mands.r ^

Catalog complex commands or

text for later use simply by name.
Self documenting with HELP text

for each field, contextual HELP in

the QUERY language, or you may
write you own HELP TEXT for your

systems and change it without go-

ing to the programs.
Structured design with a clear set

of guide lines.

AND WATCH HOW FAST WE
GO
Competitive analysis shows
DATA ACE\/fo outperform every

other DBM on 8 or1 6 bit computers,

yet DATA ACE^cludes much much
more. Benchmarks have shown
DATA ACEvfo run approximately

TEN times faster than BASIC.

YES- show me more / send me

I—I the DATA ACE Model II User Guide LJ a copy of MMSFORTH $125.U and demonstration disk $75. |—| ^ ^^^^ ^f p^-pA ACE DBM $150.

D fl' ^r'^^ ^£n
~ ^°^'' '^"' M a copy of DATA ACE Query1—1 User Guide $30. [J Language $100.

Enclosed is my check/credit card details. (We accept Visa or M/C)

card no.n0000000000000 exp / /

NAME
COMPANY.

ADDRESS.

CITY

STATE ZIP

TELEPHONE.

I
COMPUTER SOnWARE
I^ECItf^M WUW^ ^^^^ WRIGHTCIRCLE,

LUE^RSN INL ANAHEIM, CA 92806 "
^*^^"^^'^ M^^l 714/6349012 J



"(Dennis') house. . . looks like

a cross between a frat house
after a scavenger hunt and an
overstocked electronics workshop."

Dennis and his glass cello as Maximus in

"Plasm Over Ocean.

"

Another of Dennis' productions, "Stone

World Grey," so shocked the audience that

a number left for fear of losing their

lunches. In one scene, a female figure walks

toward the stage from in back of the au-

dience to a slow drumbeat. When she

reaches the stage, the other characters ap-

pearto worship her. , .and then they eat her

fingers.

Actually, they ate two very realistically

made cake hands. A flesh-colored frosting

covered a blood-red cake. A cloak covered

her arms, so it appeared she was stretching

out her own hands.

Dennis also fancies hinnself a

photographer. He won an award for a photo

that he claims was an accident. The photo

focuses on a doll hung upside-down with

darts sticking in it. A friend stands in the

background with a mysterious expression

on her face. Dennis was just photographing

the doll, which at the time seemed funny,

but he accidentally captured his friend in an

interesting juxtaposition to the doll.

One of Dennis' long-term goals is to build

and market a digital synthesizer for under

$2,500. Such a synthesizer runs in the

$15,000 range today, but Dennis is con-

vinced he can produce one much cheaper.

The Character

Dennis is a frugal individual. He still

drives the car he bought new in 1964, a
Plymouth Valiant. The car had over 220,000
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The cast of "Stone World Grey": Richard Fredette. Pamela RItterbusch, David Gunn, and
Dennis.

miles at last count, and it looks like it

earned every mile. Twit, as its license

plate reads, is also an unwelcome sight at

the local Midas dealer. Dennis had one of

their mufflers installed some years ago; he

has been back about seven times for

replacements,

The house he and his wife, Claire, share

with two cats and a dog looks like a cross

between a frat house after a scavenger hunt

and an overstocked electronics workshop.

Shelves sag with containers of screws,

diodes and other assorted electronic doo-

dads. One is struck by the fact that few of

his gadgets have covers on them. Dennis

probably became tired of taking them off

and putting them back on long ago.

The non-electronic flora and fauna all

look equally out of place. He still has his

Christmas tree from several years ago,

though it has no branches. {"You're sup-

posed to trim the tree, aren't you?" he

claims.) Nestled amongst the instruments

he made for "Plasma Over Ocean" are two
stuffed ducks, a Jerry Lewis Telethon

display, and a bowl of ceramic fruit. One
comes to expect the unexpected after a

short while in the Kitsz home.

The End?

Dennis has been talking of "retiring"

from work with microcomputers, but as of

this writing the decision is still uncertain.

He has received a great deal of feedback

from readers of "80 Applications" to con-

tinue writing about the Color Computer, and
he seems inclined to continue writing Color

Computer articles on a restricted schedule.

80 Micro just wouldn't be the same without

Dennis Kitsz.B

The family fleet: Loon and Twit.



ELECTRIC SPREADSHEET

NEW Considering VisiCalc "?

ELECTRIC SPREADSHEET does everything you can do
with a pencil, paper and calculator. Start with a blank

screen. Move the fast cursor to desired location. Enter line

or column labels or data. Select preprogrammed operators

for line, column, or cell calculations. Run Results appear
on the screen, formatted for your printer. Revise. Run
again

PREPROGRAMMED OPERATORS for mathematics,
finance, and statistics. Save data on tape or disk. The
screen is your window to a larger spreadsheet. Output
features scrolling and split-screen. Variable formats for

labels and data.

UNLIMITED APPLICATIONS, P/L forecast. Personal
budget. Real estate investment. Net worth forecast.

Invoice, Cash flow estimate. Sales analysis. Check record.

Business forms,

16K version has 50 operators. 32/48K version has 70
operators plus histogram plot, remote storage of data,

global revise spreadsheet layout, alpha entries, and more,

16K Model I or III Tape $34 95
32/48K Mode! I or III Tape , $64.95
48K Model III Disk $67.95

YOU CAN'T LOSE! Calif orders add 6V2% tax,

VisiCalc IS a trade mark of Personal Software Inc ^511

Dan G. Haney & Associates, Inc.

P.O. Box 687, San IVIateo, CA 94401

(415) 493-4094

ATLANTiC CABiNET
P. O, Box 100, ^528

Wiliiamsport,

Maryland 21795

50' Split-Lcvel

Work Station

• A range of work stations designed specifically to house

all micro-computers,

• Delivered heavily packed, in self-assembly form need-

ing only a Phillips screwdriver and a few minutes of

your time to assemble.

• Manufactured from 1 " all wood particleboard surfaced

with hard-wearing melamine veneer, in either Oak or

Walnut.

• Dealer and Distributor prices on request.

• For more information write or call 301-223-8900.
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REVIEW

A new dot-matrix printer from Japan.

C.Itoh 8510

C. Itoh 8510 Pro/Writer Dot-Matrix Printer

C. Itoh Electronics

New Yoric, NY
$825

Mike Keller

13423 Desert Hills NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111

There seems to be no limit to Japanese
ingenuity. This time they have created

the ProA/Vriter, a 9 by n dot-matrix printer

with high-quaiity print for the serious user

and a fuli repertoire of tricks for the hob-

byist, it is made by TEC and marketed in

this country by C. Itoh, a firm known for its

daisy-wheel printers.

This printer is aiso being marketed as the

ADS 8001 and, with a siightiy different body

styie, as the NEC8023A.
The magazine ads for the ProAft/riter

looked awfully good. I called Antex Data

Systems—a California dealer who handles

the ProA/Vriter. They patiently answered my
questions and sent print samples. I also

called the head office of C. Itoh for addi-

tional technical information.

A day after the print samples arrived, I re-

ceived, from the head office, a pleasant sur-

prise—a 56-page preliminary operation

manual for the ProA/Vriter at no charge. The

manual confirmed all the advertised fea-

tures—and then some. Satisfied, I placed

an order and had the printer 13 days later.

Main Features

It accepts single sheets, roll paper, or

fanfold, and can produce up to three car-

bons. Printing speed is 100 characters per

second (unidirectional or bi-directional with

logic seeking). A quick-cancel feature

moves the print head faster when it is repo-

sitioned for the next line. Paper feeding can

be forward or reverse. Line-feed spacing is

variable from 1/144 to 99/144 inch, making

superscript and subscript easy.

It has a dot-addressable graphics mode

184 • 80fi4icrocomputirig,May1982

for designing your own characters or mak-

ing fancy drawings. The dots can be printed

with a resolution of up to 160 dots per inch

horizontally and 144 vertically. As an urban

cowboy friend of mine says, "You cain't

hardly git more denser than that."

16 DIP switches allow you to set up a vari-

ety of default conditions, such as printing

slashed or unslashed zeroes. Other stan-

dard goodies include; a typewriter-like pro-

portional character set; a self-test function;

and a 1,500-character buffer that allows the

Pro/Writer to accept data while print-

ing—not a bad grocery list for an inexpen-

sive printer.

Physical Appearance

It is a good looking printer, with clean

lines and an uncluttered appearance. The

adjustable tractor sprockets are located

behind the friction-feed platen and are com-

pletely hidden from view during normal

operation. The platen and print mechanism
are protected by a hinged transparent cover

with a serrated tear bar for clean separation

of roll paper and fanfold sheets. The tear

bar eliminates diagonal rips in the paper.

Standard pushbuttons for line feed, form

feed and select/deselect are located in a

recessed portion of the front panel, as are

three LED lights to indicate power-on,

select and paper-empty conditions. The

angle of this recess makes the controls

easy to see from just about any position,

without leaving them exposed to possible

damage.

Construction and Economics

At nearly 19 pounds, the Pro/Writer is hef-

ty compared to some other small printers.

There is a lot of steel in the machine that ac-

counts for the weight. It aiso gives a feeling

of confidence in the durability of the

machine, fvlost of the plastic is on the out-

side. Its internal parts are held together

by screws, not glue. Although I am not a

repair expert, it looks as though the 8510

should be easy to work on when repair is

needed. The electronics are all on a single

board. The DIP switches are fairly easy to

access even with paper threaded in the

printer.

The print head is attached with two

screws and can easily be replaced. An up-

coming version of the 8510 will have a snap-

in print head. The estimated life of the head

is rated at 100 million characters. A replace-

ment costs about $75.

The Pro/Writer uses a cartridge-type rib-

bon which simply snaps in place and does

not require any threading. A new cartridge

sells for about $12 and should be good for

three million characters.

The parallel interface version of the

printer lists for $825, but discounted prices

of less than $600 can be found. This

substantial savings, for me, justified the

mail-order purchase of a printer without a

large network of maintenance facilities.

Considering its stout construction a break-

down should be rare. C. Itoh extends a

90-day warranty to its dealers, but prospec-

tive buyers should check with their dealer

about specific warranty terms.

8510 and the TRS-80

The printer can be ordered with Cen-

tronics parallel, RS-232-C serial or Apple

computer interfacing. A TRS-80 connecting

cable is not included, but the 8510 with

parallel interface works fine on my Model I

using a standard Radio Shack printer cable,

catalogue No. 26-1401. Curiously, when I

first turned on the computer with the printer

turned off, the DOS would not work. My
TRS-80's Expansion Interface is one of the

earlier versions and for some reason the

printer must be turned on before booting

the rest of the system. Connecting the

Pro/Writer to a friend's TRS-80 (with #ie

later version Expansion Interface) showed
no such peculiarity. Now I simply turn the

printer on first and everything hums along

normally.

The Pro/Writer's graphic characters are

not the same as the block graphics genera-

ted on the TRS-80 screen. Those characters

can, however, be built using the printer's



How to maximize
your l\/lodel ill

:

You don't have to settle for

standard equipment. Let MTI
and Alpha Byte help you build

the Model III you want.

MTt FLOPPY DISK ADD-ON KITS

Now you can upgrade your 16K level II Model III to

a full 48K Disk System the easy way with Mil's

Double Oensily Disk Controller and your choice ol

Disk Drives. You can choose 40 track. Double-

Sided 40 track or Double-Sided 80 track Drives to

supply your disk storage needs. Forty Track

Drives store 175K. Double-sided 40 Track drives

store 350K. Four Double-Sided 80 Track Drives

provide up io 3 MEGABYTES of Dn-Line storage.

INTERNAL DISK DRIVE KITS

The tirsl drive kit includes one Tandon Disk Drive,

MTI Double Density Controller, Swilching power

supply. 32K of RAM, all mounting hardware,

cables and Detailed Installation Instructions. The

second internal drive kit includes a second drive

and the necessary installation hardware.

40 TRACK DRIVE SVSTEM
Of/ENO 1 KIT

Oi4e no 2 KIT

649.00

259 00

40 TRACK OUAL HEAD SYSTEM
DRIVE NO. 1

DRIVE HO Z

729.00

369.00

80 TRACK DUAL HEAD SYSTEM
DRIVE NO 1

DRIVE NO. 2

689.00

549.00

EXTERNAL DRIVE KITS

Two external drives can be attached to any dual

drive Model III Computer.

40 TRACK EXTERNAL DRIVES

DRIVE NO 3 359 00

DRIVE NO- 4 339.00

DUAL HEAD 40 TRACK EXTERNAL DRIVES

DRIVE NO 3 479 00

DRIVE NO 4 459 00

DUAL HEAD eo TRACK EXTERNAL DRIVES

DRIVE NO 3 659 00

DRIVE NO 4 639 00

FIVE MEGABYTE EXTERNAL
WINCHESTER HARD DRIVE 2795.00

Add the Ultimate in Fast High Capacity Disk

Storage to any Model III Floppy Disk system.

Reliable Vi/inchester technology provides enough

storage for the largest business files. Vi/inchester

disk drives have greatly increased data transfer

rates and that means faster program and file

loading. This is a complete self contained system

that connects to a standard Model III Disk System

in minutes without any modification to the com-

puter.

IVIODEL III DIAGNOSTIC PRDGRAIM 49.95

A complete diagnostic program for the Model HI.

Tests RAM and ROfwI. video display and all disk

drives. Catch problems while they're small and

be sure that your Model III is in perfect running

condition.

tVIODEL III CP/M-80 NOW AVAILABLE! . , . 799,00

CP/M* & 80. Column Kit,

Now you can run proven CP/M based software on

your Model III. with standard 80-column display.

A simple internal modilication will transform your

Model III inio a NEW computer and allow you to

run CP/M the industry-standard operating system

and assure you ol a targe supply of line software.

Includes CP/M 2.2.

MODEL III SPEED-UP MOD 149.00

Now you can run your Model III at 4 MEGAHERTZ.
that's almost double the standard speed. This

simple-to-inslall kit does require some soldering,

MODEL III COOLING KIT 44.95

Heat build up is a major cause ol system failures

and Mlakey' operation. This kit provides excellent

cooling.

DOSPLUS OPERATING SYSTEMS
FOR THE IVIODEL III

Solid BUG-FREE operating systems for the Model

HI. Supports diflereni size drives on the same
system and Basic Program Chaining with

variables saved in memory.

40 TRACK
, , 99.00

80 TRACK 119 00
EXPANOEO DOSPLUS 3.3.8 149 00
ReaO and write 40 Ttach Diskelles on an 30 Track System

HARD DISK DOSPLUS 299 QO
Supports the MTI 5 MEG HARD DISK

We guarantee everything for 30 days. If

anything is wrong, return the item and we'll make
it right. And, of course, we'll pay the shipping,

charges.

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders;

COD orders, up to $300,00.

Add S2.00 for standard UPS shipping and
handling on orders under 50 lbs, delivered in con-
tinental U.S. Call for shipping charges over 50
lbs. Foreign. FPO and APO orders add 15% for

shipping, Californlans add 6% sales tax.

Prices quoted are lor stock on hand and are

^subject to change without notice.

31245 LA BAYA DR.WESTLAKE
VILLAGE, CAUFORNIA 91362

IPUTER
PRODUCTS
1b order, or for informationiCali:

(213)706-0333
To use our 24-hour modem order line, call: (213) 883-8976.

CP/M is a teg. iranenurk ol Digital Researcti.

^See List ot Advertisers on page 3S4 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 185



tRS*8d*tfomputefowners. .

.

VALUES
for Percom

New Low Prices

Model III Disk
Complete First-Drive Systems

from$449

i^l^-a£

Internally mounted drives that feature double- or

single-density storage, comprehensive pre-

delivery testing, 48-hour burn-in and, best of all,

Percom's widely acclaimed disk controller. A
First-Drive System includes the four-drive disk

controller, one or two drives, power supplies,

cables and a fully illustrated owners manual. Use
Model III TRSDOS', Percom OS-80+ and all

other Model III compatible DOSs.

Note: If you prefer not to make the First-Drive

System installation, we'li do it for only $29.95
plus shipping. This includes a 48-hour operat-

ing burn-in of your Model III computer, instal-

lation of the drive system and final checkout
of the expanded system.

Our Own Fully Tested Drives

from only $275
Every Access Floppy Disk drive is electrically tested, mechanically tested and
burned-in 48 hours under operating conditions. Look for the signed test list in

the shipping carton.

AFD drives are capable of either single- or double-density operation. Store up
to 364 Kbytes (formatted) in double density. Store twice the data on a single

diskette using AFD "flippy" drives."

15-day free trial offer. ..comprehensive 90-day limited warranty.. .unbeatable

prices. .,AFD-100 (cv $275.00, -100F (fr $329.00, -200 @. $429.95, -200F @
$449.95.

How lo order -Order by calling Access Unlimited loll-lree or 1-800-527-3475. Or order by mail.

Orders may be charged to a VISA or Master Card account, or paid by cashier's check, certified

check or money order, COD orders require 25% deposit. Sorry, we cannot accept personal
Checks, We pay freight (surface only) and insurance charges for shipments In U.S. on orders
over $1,000.00, Add approximate insurance and shipping charges for orders under $1,000,00. li

in doubl about these charges, ask when you call in your order Texas residents include 5% sales

tax. Minimum mail order $20 00. Allow 2 to 4 weeks tor delivery.

Technical 8 lexa& (214)340-5366

Save! VISA and Master Card charges are not deposited
until the day your order is shipped.

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Everybody's Favorites - for Less!

Percom Data Separator

Green Screen I, II, or III

Head Cleaning Kit

Drive Numbering Tabs (pkg 0-3)

5y4" Flip-N-File

8" Flip-N-File

$23.95

$18.95

$24.95

$3.00

$24.95

$39.95



LOW
Percom's Proven DOUBLER 11^

Upgrade Your Model I to Double Density for

only $159.95
And not with some unproven hacker's kit. either. But with an assembled and fully

tested Percom DOUBLER-llt. The DOUBLER-llt simply plugs into the disk drive

controller socket of your Expansion Interface, Then it lets you store over four
times more on one side of a diskette, depending on the dhve, than you can store on
standard Tandy Model I dhves. Other features: • Reads, writes and formats either

single- or double-density • Includes DBLDOS'^ a TRSDOS* compatible disk-

operating system • Runs TRSDOS*, NEWDOStt, Percom OS-80t and other
single-density software immediately. Change to double-density operation when con-
venient • Lets Model III software be read on your Model I

• Includes on-card high-

performance data separation and write precompensation circuitry.

Incredibly Low Prices for Epson and Okidata Printers!

The two most popular printers on the
market today. They provide the features

you want, the reliability you need, a price

you can afford.

MX-80 - Call for latest low price.

MIcroline 80 only $399.95
Other models available.

Low Cost
System Furniture

ryiodular design permits cus-

tom arrangements • Furniture

styling and quality • TRS-80'
colors • OK for UPS shipping

• Reassemble without tools

System desks from $115
Printer stands from $144

Arrick Products Quick-Switchij:

Jusl flick a switch to connect your TRS-80' printer port trom device #1 to

device #2. Or, "Quick-Switch" a peripheral between computers. Versions
for RS-232 or Centronics interfacing. Includes 5-foot 34-pin cable with

card-edge socket, box-mounted 34-pin card-edge plugs. From $79,95.

* trademark of Arrick Products Company.

Save! Make ACCESS your one-call sfiopping center for TRS-80'
fiardware and software. Call our toll-free order number for free

product literature and latest prices.

Toll-Free
Order No.

1 -800-527-3475
o

(orders & literature only]

ACCESS UNLIMITED
40'! N„ Centra! Expressway /'GOO
Richardson. TeKas 75080
<214) 340 53S6



7726 Cornsoft Group presents:

^/ SPACE CASTLE
FOR TRS-80 MODELS I & III

Will you save the Andromeda Galaxy by destroying the

Space Castle or will the evil warlord Yugdab continue to
rule, uncontested? Locked in battle with Yugdab, your main
defense is your ability to skillfully handle your ship and it's

projectiles. If you are not careful,Vugdab's intelligent mines
will hunt you down and b(ow you into space dust. Written in

machine language. Cornsoft's New Arcade Game, Space
Castle, has fast action and exciting sound. Yes, Joystick

owner's, the Alpha Joystick really puts you in tt^e cockpit!!

16K Model I & III Tape: 15.95 + 1.50 Shipping
32K Model I & III Disk: 19.95 + 1.50 Shipping
Indiana Residents Add 4% Sales Tax

^/ SCARFMAN
FOR THE TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER

It's eat or be eaten. That's right!!! Now color cqmputer own-
ers can enjoy the same thrills that lots of Model I & 1 1 1 owners
are raving about, like Mrs. David Cullen, Germantown,
Maryland, who writes:

"My highest (score) to date is 271 ,090. 1 have achieved
this on our TRS-80 Model III, without Joysticks. I hon-
estly don't play all day — my three children wouldn't
allow it — but 1 think it's great funll

Congratulations on the Third Highest Score to date:
(Highest: 289,565 by David Leventhal)

Written in machine language, Scarfman has the Excite-

ment, Graphics, Sound and Real Time Action that have
become a trademark of the Cornsoft Group. Scarfman is

also Alpha Joystick compatible.

TRS-80 Color Computer Tape: 19.95+1.50 Shipping

16K Model I & III Tape: 15.95 + 1.50 Shipping
32K Model I & III Disk: 19.95 + 1.50 Shipping
Indiana Residents Add 4% Sales Tax

The Cotfisoft Group
6008 N. KEYSTONE AVE.
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46220

"^^

(317)257-3227
MASTER CARD & VISA ORDERS ACCEPTED

CANADIAN OVI/NERS — Contact:

RAINBOW SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTORS
7070B Farrel Road SE, Calgary, Alberta T2H 0T2, (403)-253-6142

THS 80* is a registered trade mark of ttie Tandy Corp.

MX-80

OWNERS
MXPLUS™ ADDS NEW CONVENIENCE

• PERF-SKIP TO AUTOMATICALLY GIVE YOU
TOP AND BOnOM MARGIN ON EACH PAGE.

(SWITCH SELECTABLE. OF COURSE)

• MANUAL PRINT MODE CONTROL TO LET

YOU SELECT CONDENSED, EMPHASIZED,

OR NORMAL PRINTING INSTANTLY USING

THE PRINTER PANEL BUTTONS.

MXPLUr INSTALLS IN MINUTES, NO SOLDERING!

MXPLUS IS A PLUG-IN MODULE FOR STANDARD MX-80 AND MX-BO F/T.

MODELS AVAILABLE SOON FOR MX-100 AND GRAFTRAX PLEASE CALL

MXPLUS IS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED FOR 30 DAYS,

MX-80. MX-90 F/T. AND GRAFTHAX ARE TFWOEMARKS OF EPSON

ORDER TODAY
ORDLR.S CALL ?4 HH aU()-835-2?^Gx4'l I

INFORMATION CALL :f 13-96'J-225ll

DRESSFLHAUS COMPUTER PRODUCIS
23713 VENTURA ULVD SUITE F

WOODlANf) HILIS CA fjl.'lM

S4g.95

will) Ml .
1.1'./.

Tiifid OF THE LINE-EDIT Eimi?

Then why not try our FullScreen Editor?

NOW"" Create & Edit BASIC programs quickly a"d

easily with this versatile Full Screen Basic Edilor.

rCAlUKIlNVJ' Eleven commancJs and thirteen con-

trol keys to do any edit function you moy require.

• Scroll Forward & BACKWARD through program
• Change many lines at one time

• Insert or delete characters

• Add or delete lines

• Search for strings

• Load the Editor once — it becomes an extention of

your Model 3 BASIC

• Coll the Editor with one command
• Return to BASIC by pressing BREAK

INSTRUCTION MANUAL ONLY (refundable) $1.00

Modellll Levellt Tape $19.95
NJ residents odd $! 00 Soles Tax

dcs SOFTWARE
86 Mansel Dr. Landing, N.J., 07850
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".
. . the 8510

is relatively quiet

for an impact printer.

"

This is ihe PROPORTIONAL Character Set:

!'#*%&'0*+,-./el23456789:;<=>^aABCDEFGHIJK^MNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\3"_'abcdefghijKlmnopq^stuvv«y2<

This is the STANDARD Character Set:
•-#*X&'<>*+,-./0123456789:

; <==>?3ABCDEFGHIJKLMN0PQRSTUV4JXYZC\]'^_^ abcde-f 9
hiJklmnopqrstuuwxyzCI >~ ^^^^M I H -H-T^ i-~-l in i-J r^ '-'aP>'£e ?t)eL»ixMV%OlC

Thi s is an example o-f ^"P^^ and subscript P"" '
Siting wi th the Pro/Writer

This is a. =.a.mple o-F iBOLDRACE a.nc! uiriclenlir-ted pnin±.

Math and other special symbols are included in the character sets:
80 I^COMPUTING Sa>2 + S';2>2 = S':3>£ MAX. TEMP 35" C tlB'A

NORMAL
SIZED

PROPORTIONAL ABCabc
PROPORTIONAL BOLD ABCabc
PICA ABCsbc
PICA BOLD ABCabc
ELITE ABCabc
ELITE BOLD ABCabc
CGHPRESSEO ABCabc

COHPfiESSED BOLD ABCabc

DOUBLE
UNDERLINED UIDE

ABCabc ABCabc
ABCabc ABC2a.bc
ABCabc *^B C; a^ t. c:

ABCabc #^BC3Lt>c:
ABCabc i^ B C 3. t. e
ABCabc ^^BCaitDc
ABCabc ABCabc
ABCabc t ABCabc

DOUBLE WIDE/
UNDERLINED

Figure 1

ABCabc
ABCabc
^B C: 3L t. c:

*^BCatfc>c
i^BCabe
f=^BCaib>c:
ABCabc
ABCabc

programs:

PLUG BUG SYSTEMS
FOR TRS-80™MODELI 16K MACHINES

PLUG BUG PAKS PROVIDE IfJSTAfJT EXECUTION Of ANY PROGRAM TO UP 12K.
NO CASSETTE LOADING - PROGRAMS ARE 'BURfJED' \H.

PLUG BUG 1 PROVIDES A SMOOTH 6K MONITOR PROGRAM CONTAINING ALL NECESSARY
FUNCTIONS TO CREATE AND DEBUG MACHINE LANGUAGE SOFTWARE, PLUS A TRACE
MODE TO SINGLE OR MULTI STEP THROUGH ROUTINES AND DISPLAY/LINEPRINT THE
PROGRAM COUNTER TRACE.

PLUG BUG II PROVIDES 6K/12K OF E PROM MEMORY, FOR YOUR FAVORIT
EDITOR ASSEMBLER OR ANY OTHER OF YOUR FAVORITE , PROGRAMS

.

OUR SERVICE PROVIDES PROGRAMMING OF PLUG BUG PAKS, FROM VOUR CASSETTE
TAPE SOFTWARE.

PLUG BUG III PROVIDES 6K OE READ/WRITE RAM FOR YOUR
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT. A SWITCH PROVIDES READ ONLY
OPTION FOR 'BOMB PROOF' OPERATION.

PLUG BUG BUS FOR USE WITH PLUG BUG IS III

PLUG BUG BURNER.

EACH PLUG BUG PAK HAS ITS OWN POWER SUPPLY.

PLUG INTO WALL AND "GO"-

COMPLETE PLUG BUG SYSTEMS INSTRUCTION MANUAL.

ID DAY MONEY BACK WARRANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED.

IIS III.

^377

DPLUG BUG 1 $84.95
DPLUG BUG II 6K-S84.95/12K-S94.95
DPLUG BUG III $94,95
DPLUG BUG BURNER $99.95
DPLUG BUG BUS $24.95
DRE-PROGRAM SERVICE $14.95

TO ORDER YOUR PLUG BUG PAKS SEND
CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

TO: RFD -3 BOX 300

CITY. STATE. .ZIP.

CHECK /MONEY ORDER INCLUDED FOR

C.O.D. ON REQUEST. $ -_ .

ADD -3.00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING.
NEW YORK RESIDENCE ADO 8^ TAX,

MT. KISCO, NEW YORK 10549 OR PHONE 914/666-7672

-^See Usi ot Adi/erfisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 189



"/Wy first week
with the Pro/Writer

was rough." -

Fig. 2. Sample Screen Printer with Constructed TRS-80 Graphics.

The
Lawyer's

Microcomputer

A Newsletter tor Lawyers
Using the TRS-80*

• Articles for Lawyers

• Law Office Applications

• Lawyer Information

Exchange
• Software Reviews

• Hardware Reviews

• Advertisements Directed

to Lawyer Users

• Technical Tips

• Letters and Suggestions

• And Much More

A New Monthly Newsletter

For Lawyers

Send $28 For A
One Year Subscription

The Lawyer's Microcomputer^"

Post Office Box 1046A
Lexington, S.C. 29072

^191 -TM Tandy Coro

dot-addressable graphics. I
wrote a ma-

chine-language routine to reproduce ttie

TRS-80's screen contents, including its

graphics, on the 8510. Fig, 2 stiows ttie re-

sulting screen dump made during a bacl<-

gammon game. The screen-print program

draws a thin border around the printed im-

age to represent the edges of the screen. 1

included this to provide a subtle visual ref-

erence present on the monitor but missing

from most screen-prints.

Fig. 3 is an example of what happens

when you mix Bob Boothe's programming

genius (80 M/crocom;3uf/ng,Aprin981) with

a TRS-80 and the dot graphics capability of

the Pro/Writer.

Using the 8510

My first weei< with the Pro/Writer was

rough. This was due to erroneous or miss-

ing decimal values in the operator's manual

for some of the ASCII control codes. Other

than this and some phases poorly translat-

ed from Japanese, the documentation is

pretty good. After figuring out the right

values, I had no trouble using all the

printer's functions, but that first week

would have gone more smoothly if an errata

sheet had been included in the manual.

Most of the control codes are straight-

forward, although some require a numeric

value be sent in its ASCII form. For example,

to set the left margin to 5, you send the con-

trol code ESC "L" (ESC is decimal 27) fol-

lowed by three ASCII characters 0, 0, and 5,

rather than a decimal value of 5. This can be

done from Basic with LPRINT CHR$(27);

"LOOS". It was a little strange at first, but

now that I am used to it, I like it.

At times, I need to watch the printing pro-

cess as it takes place. This is easy on the

Pro/Writer because the print line is less

than one inch below the paper cutoff. I do

not have to stand over the machine and

peer inside to see what is going on.

Fanfold and roll paper are threaded into

the rear of the printer and exit through the

top. A separator is not needed. I have not

had a case of incoming paper fouling with

outgoing paper, even though I sometimes

use the back side of discarded fanfold.

Single sheets are fed through a separate

opening in the top of the printer.

Fig. 3. High-Resolution Graphics.

190 • 80 Microcomputing, May 1982



WAYNE GREEN INC.
PETERBOROUGH, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03458 USA

Wmter/Spring 1982

Dear 80 Microcomputing Subscriber:

We are making a cover date change on 80 Microcomputing. What would have been your June 1982 issue
will be the June/July 1982 issue. We are not combining an issue—simply changing the month listed on
the cover. You will still get 12 issues of 80 Microcomputing in 1982 and 12 issues in 1983, and so on; and
we will change your expiration date by adding a month {more on that later) so you don't end up short-
changed.

The reason for the cover date change? There has been an increasing demand for 80 Microcomputing to
be sold on major newsstands. Because 80 Microcomputing is the last publication to be produced each
month by the Wayne Green group it has not been getting to the newsstands on time. A complicated
production change could have been made, but a simple cover date change will produce the same
results—a full month's sale on the newsstand. Thus, the cover date change.

The change has other benefits. . .you, the subscriber, will be getting your magazines well before the
local computer stores and newsstands. I've been hearing complaints that they get it first; after the
June/July issue they won't (although they will still receive it in the month prior to cover date). Also,
advertisers' ads will be assured of the full month on the newsstands, in computer stores and in your
hands.

As I have said, you will still get 12 issues this year. 80 Microcomputing will be in your mailbox every
month, but the one you receive in June will say June/July, the one you receive in July will say August,
and so on. We will, however, have to change your expiration dates to make up for the missing "cover
month" and our computer will do that all at once. Note the upper right hand corner of your address
label now and then note it after the date change and you will see a month's difference in the date listed

there. If such a change does not occur please write to me at 80 Pine Street, Peterborough, NH 03458, and
1 will personally see that it is changed.

Thank you for your support of 80 Microcomputing. I hope you continue to enjoy your subscription.

Sincerely,

r Jok{^:nf>*djiia*-

Debra L. Boudrieau

Director of Marketing

73 MAGAZINE
KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTING

80 MICROCOMPUTING
DESKTOP COMPUTING

MICROCOMPUTING INDUSTRY
INSTANT SOFTWARE

LOAD 80
WAYNE GREEN BOOKS

WAYNE GREEN INTERNATIONAL

k/ HPiiLf r v^-J ^ I nhi



'7 would not trade

my Pro/Writer for any of ttie

ottier printers on the market. . .

"

One problem normally encountered in

single-sheet printing is the printer may

think it is out of paper when there are still

five or six unprinted lines at the bottom of a

page. The Pro/Writer allows the operator to

override this false paper-empty signal by

repeatedly pressing the select switch. This

makes it possible to print to the bottom of a

single sheet— a nice touch.

Sophisticated forms control is possible

on this printer. You can define page length,

top and bottom margins, left margin and up

to 16 horizontal tabs. The 8510 can also be

programmed to remember five separate

page formats, each page with its own ver-

tical tab settings. For example, page three

might be assigned tabs at the sixth and

twenty-third lines, while page five has tabs

set at lines 10, 20 and 30. This is a nice

feature for cranking out data on pre-printed

forms, though it does require planning and

skill in converting binary numbers to

decimal.

During printing, the 8510 is relatively

quiet for an impact printer. It is a little

quieter than a standard (tractor feed)

MX-80, and is considerably more quiet than

my Radio Shack line printer. Stepper

motors are used for platen and carriage

movement, so the printer is completely

silent when idle.

Character Possibilities

The 8510 has essentially two styles of

print: standard and proportional. Both

styles contain the full ASCII set with the

lowercase and descenders, as well as an

assortment of graphics, Greek letters, and

some useful symbols. A set of Japanese

characters is also included.

Standard (uniformly spaced) letters can

be printed in six sizes ranging from 40 to 136

characters per line, and proportional letters

(actually a separate set of very nicely

shaped characters) can be printed in two

sizes. Both print styles can be enhanced

with bold printing and automatic underlin-

ing. The underlining is solid, rather than a

series of broken lines, and does not require

any backspacing or special housekeeping,

since the underline is printed along with the

character. Considering all the possible

style, size and enhancement combinations,

there are 32 different ways to represent a

given character (see Fig. 1). You can change

from one combination to another in the mid-

dle of a line. This printer does not arbitrarily

cancel a selected mode at the end of the

line.

A Few Complaints

No one printer can be everything to

everybody. The 8510 has some weaknesses

in my particular application. I find the VFU

cumbersome to program and usually do not

even bother with it, except for channel 1

now and then. If you run programs that need

fancy vertical forms control, you will no

doubt find the VFU a blessing, but given my

druthers I would prefer a less sophisticated.

easier method of setting vertical tabs.

I have both hot and cold feelings about

the 1.5K buffer. At times, it Is great to have

control returned to my computer almost Im-

mediately after executing a long LPRINT

list, instead of having to sit and wait for the

printer to finish. It can be a curse, though,

since there is no way of purging the buffer if

you change your mind after the printing is

underway, except by turning the printer off

and back on again. It would be nice to have

a button to clear the buffer without cancel-

ling other activated functions.

Another thing I wish for is easier

threading of single sheets. For some

reason, we dot-matrix printer users still

have to move several machine parts out of

the way merely to Insert one sheet of paper.

After some practice, you become adept at

It, but this Is something the user should not

have to learn.

And finally (my sincere apologies to the

Japanese), I keep thinking about all that

precious character-generator ROM being

used up by a set of figures I will probably

never print. Perhaps someone will come up

with a modified ROM for machines sold In

America.

To bring these gripes into perspective,

they are small when viewed In the light of

this printer's overall performance. Objec-

tions notwithstanding, I would not trade my
ProA/Vriter for any of the other printers on

the market within several hundred dollars of

its price.!

DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
100% RS Components • No Foreign Drives or Memory

FULL WARRANTY
$815 LINEPRINTERVI $975
$1998 LINEPRINTERVII $299
$3120 LINE PRINTER VIM $ 599

$4930 DAISY WHEEL II $1599

$ 210 penOO MEM0REX8"Dbl. Density $ 270 per 100

$ 220 per 100 ALL RS SOFTWARE 20% Off

ALL OTHER ITEMS CARRY SIMILAR PRICING. CALL FOR PRICES.

Cashiers Check or Money Order must accompany all orders.

Shipped Freight Collect

(214)271-2955

NOCONA ELECTRONICS DLR#F-731 BOX 2063 GARLAND, TX 75041

16KM0DIII
48KM0DIII2Dr. RS232
64KM0DII 1 Dr

128KMOD16 2Dr
VERBATIM 5V4 Datalife

VERBATIM 5V4 Plastic Box

^^232
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The Original Magazine for Owners ofthe TRS-80™ Microcomputer
MODEL I • MODEL II • MODEL III • POCKET COMPUTER • COLOR COMPUTER

Software

lor TRS-80
Owners CQinPLJTHQWICS

MONTHLY NEWS MAGAZINE

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
NEW EXPANDED BUSINESS
SECTIONS
GAMBLING
GAMES
EDUCATION
PERSONAL FINANCE

• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINT OUTS
...and MORE!

YOUR CHOICE k.

FREE
A.

with your Subscriptron or Renewal

NANOS SYSTEMS CORP.

TRS-80 At Your
Fingertips Complete quick

reference guide to basic, assem-
bly language and graphic codes
— all at your fingertips for all

TRS-80 computers (specify

computer).
Assembly Language SecliOn N/A lor Color Compuler

B.

OR

A Word Processor,
Data Management
System and Cleanup
{A maze game) All on cassette.

(Add $3 for diskette, add S5 for

modified MOD-II diskette version

—N/A on color computer or

pocket computer.)

iCQIYIPJTHQOJlCSi CALL TOLL FREE
800-431-281850 North Pascack Road

Spring Valley. New York 10977
[Outside of New York State)

D One Year Magazine Subscription $24 D New D Renewal
Two Year Magazine Subscription $48.00 D New D Renewal

D Sample Issue S4. Mod II Newsletter Subscription $18
Your Choice- TRS-80 - ai Your Fingertips or Word Processor/ Data Management
Modal I L! Model II

'
Model III Color Compuler 71 Pocket Computer

24 HOUR ORDER LINE
914-425-1535

NEW!
NEW!

MOD-II
NEWSLETTER

18/Year (or 12 issues)

Name Address City

State
Jis. Signature

Credit Card Number Expiration Date

Add $I2/Year (Canada. Ivlexico)—Add S34/ Year Air Mail oursiOe oi U S A Canada, and Memco
AH Prices ana Specilicaiions Subject lo Change

' TRS-flO IS a Irademark ol ihe Radio Shack Division ol Tandy Corp.



# # FOR THE TRS-80 MODEL I AND MODEL III

I
System Diagnostic

ofXsarJ^^^
andSMVf'iS^

For Cassette or Disk
;o!nRaO^

IS YOUR COMPUTER WORKING?
ARE YOU SURE?

DISK

$99.95

CASSETTE

$94.9S
- Individual tests of each device with operator monitoring and intervention.

- Continuous sysem tests run continually for hours testing each component, with diagnostic reports optionally written on line printer.

- One program adapts to any system configuration and hardware.

- Complete instructions and documentation.

ROM:
RAM:

VIDEO DISPLAY:

KEYBOARD:
LINE PRINTER:

CASSETTE RECORDER:
RS-232-C INTERFACE:

DISK DRIVES:

checksum test

four separate tests including every address and data value.

character generator, video RAM, and video signal.

every key contact tested.

character test.

read/write/verify data.

connector fault, data transmission, framing, data loop, baud rate generator.

disk controller, drive select and restore, track seek and verify data, read/write/verify all tracks and
sectors with or without erasing, sector formatting, disk drive timer, disk head cleaner.

SMART TERMINAL
Enables your TRS-80 lo be used as a data communications terminal

lo a lime-sharing system, computer bulletin board, or another computer,

via the RS-232-C interface.

• MEMORY BUFFER holds data lor transmission or data received from

other computer.
• CASSETTE or DISK may be used to load or save data from memory.
• AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION of data from memory.
• AUTOMATIC STORAGE of incoming data at user's option.

• TRANSMIT or RECEIVE WITH VERIFICATION options included for

communication between Iwo TRS-8(h using Smart Terminal.

• Full CONTROL KEYS, including cuntiol key mapping into any ASCII

character. True BREAK key. Lower case supported on Model I.

• Buffered LINE PRINTER ECHO for incoming data.

• Disk and cassette files iully compatible with ELECTRIC PENCIL ' and

SCRIPSIT- programs.
• BAUD RATE and RS-2J2-C CHARACTERISTICS can be reset from

within the program.
• SAVE PROGRAM option creates "personalized" back-up copy of

program with al) options set as specified bv user. •

• ONE PROGRAM supports both cassette and disk systems. Program is

compatible with PMC-80 and other TRS-80 "work alike" computers.

Model I or III Version supplied on cassette $69-75
supplied on diskette $74-95

Model II (CP/M) Version $79-95

MON'3 and MON-4
The TR5-80 Monitor Programs <t3 and «4 are powerful utility programs

enabling you to interact directly with the TRS-80 in Machine Language.

They are as useful for beginners as for advanced programmers.

• BEGINNERS can learn to interact directly with the computer in

Machine Language.

• 40-PAGE MANUAL provided with each program.

• SIMPLE commands, easy to use.

The Features Of The Monitor Programs Enable Vou To The Following

• DISPLAY memory in different ways.

• DISASSEMBLE memory to see Machine Language commands.

• MOVE and COMPARE memory areas.

• SEARCH through memory to find specific values.

• MODIFY memory in various ways.

• RELOCATE object programs.

• PRINT oulpul on video display or line printer.

• READ and WRITE object tapes in SYSTEM format.

• UNLOAD programs using low RAM on disk.

• SAVE and READ disk files (MON-4 Only).

• INPUT and OUTPUT of disk sectors (MON-4 Only).

• SEND and RECEIVE data over RS-232-C Interface (MON-4 Only).

• Create SYMBOLIC Tapes (MON-3) or Files (MON-4) of Disassem-

bled output for Editor/Assembler program.

MON-S (for Cassette Systems) $39-95
MON-4 CFoi^ Disk Systems) $49-95

MAILING UST
Maintains mailing lists of over 1000 names. Commands allow adding,

changing, deleting, and finding names. Sorting is done by machine lan-

guage according to the information in any field (i.e., name, address, zip

code). Labels printed in 1, 2, or 3 columns, m master list on one line, or on
video display.

DUk Version Only $«9>95

HOME BUDGET
Combines the maintenance of vour checkbook with analysis of your

income, expenses, and monthly bills. Handles data including bills, in-

cluding bills, income, deposits, checks and debits lo your checking ac-

count, and cash expenses. Computes checkbook balance, list of unpaid

bills, monthly and year-to-dale summaries of income and expenses shcjw-

ing income (ax deductions. All output printed on video display or line

printer at user's option. Complete instructions for customizing to suit

your own budget. Cassette $29.95
Disk $49-95

SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
Based on Dome Bookkeeping Record »612, this program keeps track of

income, expenditures, and payroll for a small business of up to 16 employ-

ees. Income and expenditures can be entered on a daily, weekly, or

monthly basis, and the program computes monthly, through last month,

and year-to-date summaries. Payroll section keeps record of individual

employe-s and their paychecks with up lo six categories of pavroll de-

ductioi Employee payroll record and year-to-dale payroll totals can be

computed. Manual contains complete instructions for customizing to suit

your business.

Disk Version $49.95
Cassette Version $X9-95

(Cassette Version does not contain payroll)

CQinpunrHQMicsi
"^

------ 24 ORDER
50 N PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

NEW TOLL-FREE

LINE

(914) 425-1535

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N Y STATE)

(800) 431-2818

• All orders processed within 24 Hours
• 30-Day money back guarantee
• Add $3 00 for shipping in UPS Areas
• Add $4 00 for C.O.D or NON-UPS Areas
• Add $5.00 to Canada or Mexico

t^9 • Add exact postage to all other countries
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lYIPUTH
• • EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80™ • ATARI" • APPLE^ • PET" • CP/M " • XEROX " • IBM'" • •

rk iii the Radio Shjck Division of Tandy Corp, - AIAHI i- a Itjdp

CP'M k d ttddfiiiark of Uigitdl Rcsf.irth - -XEHOX is

jrk of Alari Inc. - • APPIE n j Irjdcmark of Applp foi|). - ' PET h j Uddt-mdrk fl Commodfi

liadi'Miark .! Xriox Corp. IBM is ,i iradi'mark ot IBM Corp.

BUSINESS
.oc.s.ed^i^hin24.Hou^-

* All orders pro-- ntee on a

^ 30-Day money oa

Software

100 Ready-To-Run
Business Programs

(ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE) Includes 128 Page Users Manual
Inventoiy Control Payroll Bookkeeping System Stock Calculations.

Checkbook Maintenance Accounts Receivable Accounts Payable

BUSINESS 100 PROGRAM LIST

NAME DESCRIPTION

1 RULE78 Interest Apportionment by Rule of the 78's

2 AMFHUI Annuity computation program
3 DATE Time between dates

4 DAYYEAR Day of year a particular date falls on
5 LEASEJMT Interest rate on lease

6 BREAf^VTH Breakeven analysis

7 DEPRSL Straigfitline depreciation

8 DEPRSY Sum of the digits depreciation

9 DEPRDB Declining balance depreciation

10 DEPRDDB Double declining balance depreciation

1

1

TAXDEP Cash flow v5. depreciation tables

12 CHECK2 Prints rSEBS checks along with daily register

13 CHECKBKl Checkbook maintenance program
14 MORTGAGE/A Mortgage amorttiation table

1

5

MOLTMOM Computes time needed for money to double, triple

15 SALVAGE Determines salvage value of an investment

1 7 RRVARIh Rate of return on investment with variable inflows

18 RRCOMST Rate of return on investment with constant inflows

19 EFFECT Effective interest rate of a loan

20 f^AL Future value of an investment (compound interest)

21 PVAL Present value of a future amount
22 LOAMPAY Amount of payment on a loan

23 REGWTTH Equal withdrawals from investment to leave over

24 SIMPDISK Simple discount analysis

25 DATEIVAL Equivalent & nonequivalent dated values for obiig.

26 ATHMUDEF Present value of deferred annuities

27 MARKUP % Mari^up analysis for items

28 SIMKFGND Sinking fund amortization program
29 BOMDVAL Value of a bond
30 DEPLOY Depletion analysis

31 BLACKSH Black Scholes options arialysis

32 STOCVALl Expected return on stock via discounts dividends

33 WARVAL Value of a wanant
34 BOMDVAL2 Value of a bond
35 EPSEST Estimate of future earnings per share for company
36 BETAALPH Computes alpha and beta variables for stock

37 SHARPEl Portfolio selecton model-i.e. what stocks to hold

38 OFTWRITE Option writing computations
39 RIVAL Value of a right

40 EXPVAL Expected value analysis

41 BAYES Bayesian decisions

42 VALPRIhF Value of perfect information

43 VALADIhP Value of additional information

44 UTILITY Derives utjirty function

45 SIMPLEX Linear programming solution by simplex method
46 TRANS Transportation method for linear programming
47 EOQ Economic order quantity inventory model
48 QCJEUEl Sir>gle server queueing (waiting line) model
49 CVP Cost-volume-profit analysis

50 COMDPROF Conditional profit tables

51 OPTLOSS Opportunity loss tables

52 FQGOQ Fixed quantity economic order quantity model
53 Fi^EOWSH As above but with shortages permitted"

54 FQEOQPB As above but with quantity price breaks

55 QUEGECB Cost-benefit waiting line analysis

56 hCFATtAL Net cash-flow analysis for simple investment

57 PRORMD Profitability index of a project

58 CAP! Cap, Asset Pr. Model analysis of project

-See List ot Advertisers on page 354

59 WACC Weighted average cost of capital

60 COMPBAL True rate on loan with compensating t>al. required

61 DISCBAL True rate on discounted loan

62 MERQANAL Merger analysis computations

63 FIMRAT Financial ratios for a firm

64 NPV Net present value of project

65 PRINDLAS Laspeyres price index

66 PRINDPA Paasche price index

67 SEASIND Constructs seasonal quantity indices for company
68 TIMETR Time senes analysts linear trend

69 TIMEMOV Time senes analysis moving average trend

70 FCIPRIMF Future pnce estimation with inflation

71 MAILPAC Mailing list system

72 LETWRT Letter writing system-links with MAILPAC
73 SORT3 Sorts list of names
74 L^BELl Shipping label maker
75 LABEL2 Name label maker

76 BCISBUD DOME business bookkeeping system

77 TIMECLCK Computes weeks total hours from bmeclock info.

78 ACCTPAY In memory accounts payable system-storage permitted

79 INVOICE Generate invoice on screen and print on printer

80 INVENT2 In memory inventory control system

81 TELDiR Computenzed telephone directory

82 TIMUSATi Time use analysis

83 ASSIGN Use of assignment algorithm for optimal job assign.

84 ACCTREC In memory accounts receivable system-storage ok
85 TERMSPAY Compares 3 methods of repayment of loans

86 PAYMET Computes gross pay required foi given net

87 SEU_PR Computes selling pnce for given after tax amount
88 ARBCOMP Arbitrage computations

89 DEPRSF Sinking fund depreciation

90 UPSZONE Finds UPS zones from zip code

91 ENVELOPE Types envelope including retum address

92 ACTTOEXP Automobile expense analysis

93 INSFILE Insurance policy file

94 PAYROLL2 In memory payroll S7stem

95 DILANAL Dilution analysis

96 LOANAFFD Loan amount a borrower can afford

97 REJTrPRCH Purchase pnce for rental property

98 SALELEAS Sale-leaseback analysis

99 RRCONVBD Investors rate of return on convertable bond
100 PORTVAL9 Stock market portfolio storagevaluation program

G CASSETTE VERSION
n DISKETTE VERSION

*99.95
$99.95

NBW TOLL,

D TRS-80* MODEL U VERSION $149.95
ADD S3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADD S4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-CJPS AREAS
ADD S5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF U.S.,

CANADA AND MEXICO

Fflee

ICQIYIPJTHQMICS ^m
50 N, PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

HOUR
04 ORDER

ASK FOR OUR 64-PAGE CATALOG ^^91A) 425-1535

ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE"
t' 9
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Tired Of Tcur
GENEI2AL LEDGER?

• THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL CHECK REGISTER

• A PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A PERSONAL FINANCIAL MANAGER

• A SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A COMPLETE GENERAL LEDGER

^m
nowiT wccrs

VERSALEDGER is a complete accounting system that grows as you or your business grows. To

start, your VERSALEDGER acts as a simple method of keeping track of your checkbook. Just

enter your check number, date and to whom the check is made out to. As you or your business

grows, you may add more details to your transactions .... account number, detailed account

explanations, etc.

VERSALEDGER
• VERSALEDGER can give you an instant cash

balance at anytime (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used as a small per-

sonal checkbook register. {IF YOU WANT IT

TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to run your
million dollar corporation. (IF YOU WANT IT

TO)

• VERSALEDGER printschecks. (IF YOU WANT
IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER stores all check information

forever (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can handle more than one
checkbook (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to replace a

general ledger, (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY
(300 checks per month on single density 5^'-" disk drives such as the TRS-80 Model-I}

(500 checks per month on the Apple II)

(2400 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model III)

(6000 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model II)

(3000 checks per month on single density 8" CP/M)

• VERSALEDGER will soon have an add-on payroll package. (IF YOU NEED IT)

— CAN BE USED WITH 1 or MORE DISK DRIVES —

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$9995

VERSALEDGER HAS BEEN CREATED
WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND

iCQIYIPJTHQMlCSi
*„^rv^^'Lfl'

50 N- PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

* ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
* ADD S4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
* ADD S5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
* ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE U.S.. CANADA & MEXICO

HOUR
ORDER
LINE

(914) 425-1535

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

ALL PRICES & SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE —
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PATRCLL SIMPLirifiD
• THE ULTIMATE PROFESSIONAL PAYROLL SYSTEM

• HANDLES ALL PAYROLL FUNCTIONS AND REPORTS

• QUICK QUARTERLY AND END OF YEAR SUMMARIES

• PERFECT FOR A SMALL BUSINESS

• EXPANDS TO HANDLE LARGE CORPORATE PAYROLLS

' TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
-

' APPIE is a Irademark of Apple Corp. 'IBM. is a trademark of IBM. Corp. - 'XEROX is a trademark of Xerox Corp. - 'ATARI is a trademark of Atari Inc.

HOW IT WCRI^S
VERSAPAYROLL is a complete menu driven payroll system that grows as you or your business grows. Your VERSA-
PAYROLL acts as a simple payroll system keeping track of all government required payroll information. Justenterthe
employees, VERSAPAYROLL will perform all the necessary payroll calculations automatically and display to totals

on your screen. The user has complete control to accept the totals, to print or not print out a check and to post or not
post the total to our VERSALEDGER system.

• VERSAPAYROLL automatically prints out your PAYROLL ctiecks. (IF YOU
WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL allows you to override any payroll deduction (IF YOU WANT
IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL automatically posts all checks written to our VERSALEDGER
system (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL allows the user to print out PAYROLL checks one at a time.

(IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL allows the user to print out all your PAYROLL checks at the

same time (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL gives you a summary of any employee's year to date payroll

totals or all employee totals at any time. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL will allow you to correct any error made at any time and auto-

matically refigure all totals (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL works in every state. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL automatically calculates all federal and states taxes. (IF YOU
WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL allows for all of the standard deductions plus state, city and
three miscellaneous deductions (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL prints all government required reports. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL permanently stores all PAYROLL transactions (IF YOU WANT
IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY ....

Can handle up to 300 employees on a TRS-80 MODEL I. 600 employees on a TRS-80 MODEL III, 1200employees on a TRS-80 MODEL
II, 500 employees on an APPLE II, 600 employees onany single density 8" CP/M computer and almost unlimited capacity on tiarddisk

systems

CAN BE USED WITH 1 or MORE DISK DRIVES (AND 48K)

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$99_95

VERSAPAYROLL HAS BEEN CREATED
WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND

iCQinPJTHQMlCS
^AaT>-^^AATCA^ A^^^f^OATfTJS 'jt "-^Ct

50 N, PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

ADD S3 00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADO S4 00 FOR CO D OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD SSOO TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF U.S ,

CANADA AND MEXICO

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSiDE OF N Y STATE)

(800) 431-2818
HOUR

24 ORDER
LINE

ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE"' (91 4) 425-1 535

-See List of Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing. May 1982 • 197
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THE COLLECTOK!
• THE ULTIMATE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE SYSTEM

• HANDLES ALL ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FUNCTIONS

• QUICK PERIODIC SUMMARIES AND REPORTS

• PERFECT FOR PERSONAL OR BUSINESS USE

• EXPANDS TO HANDLE LARGE CORPORATE
RECEIVABLES

• Dj.,i,* • fmim'' • mi^
'f' (f-'M^mmwmm

IRSBO is a trademark of Tandy Corp. - "UPPIE is a trademarli of Apple Corp. - 'IBM. is a tratiemarli of I.B.M. Corp, 'XEROX is a trademark of Xerox Corp. 'ATARI is a trademark of Atari Inc.

new IT w€crs
VERSARECEIVABLES is a complete menu driven accounts receivable system. It keeps track of all

information related to who ov/es you oryour company money. It prints all necessary statements,

invoices and all summary reports to keep you in touch with the flow of money owed to your com-

pany. In short, VERSARECEIVABLES is a complete invoicing and monthly statement generating

system which keeps track of current and past due receivables.

ve/?
S4«e

• VERSARECEIVABLES invoices your customers, (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSARECEIVABLES prints customermailing labels. (IF YOU WANT IT

TO)
• VERSARECEIVABLES generates monthly (or periodic) statements at

any time. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSARECEIVABLES uses commonly available preprinted statements

and invoices. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSARECEIVABLES allows partial payments on open invoices. (IF

YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSARECEIVABLES prints out alt commonly used ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE reports to give you a total picture of money owed to your

company. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VERSARECEIVABLES keeps a history of each account, both currentand

aged. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSARECEIVABLES is ideal for doctors, lawyers, small and large

businesses.

• VERSARECEIVABLES HAS AN ALfVlGST UNLIIVIITED CAPACITY
400 customers and transactions per month on single density 5'-" disk drives such as the TRS-80 Model I

600 per month on the APPLE II

2400 per month on the TRS-80 MODEL III 3000 per month on single density 8" CP/M
6000 per month on the TRS-80 MODEL II Almost unlimited on hard disk drive systems

Above capacities are estimates and depend on the customer-transaction mix and the amount of disk space available.

^^IVABi

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$99_95

VERSARECEIVABLES HAS BEEN CREATED
WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND

ICQinPlJTRQf^^ICS
NAiTV^P^lA'i Af*^_(:j^' txjt >( *

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

ADD S3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AHEAS
ADD 14.00 FOR COD. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD 15.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF U.S.,

CANADA AND MEXICO

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N y STATE)

(800) 431-2818

y9

Vf^

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

*•* ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE*" (914) 425-1535
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H€W MUCH Ai€NEr DC rCU CWE?
• THE ULTIMATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE SYSTEM

• HANDLES ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE FUNCTIONS

• QUICK PERIODIC SUMMARIES AND REPORTS

• PERFECT FOR PERSONAL OR BUSINESS USE

• EXPANDS TO HANDLE LARGE CORPORATE PAYABLES

il« Ui 11

' TRS'BO is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
-

' APPLE is a trademark of Apple Corp.

mm mwmm%
B.M. is a trademarif of IBM, Corp. - 'XEROX is a trademarlt of Xerox Corp.

-

' ATARI is a ttademaili of Atari Inc.

new IT wcRrs
VERSAPAYABLES is a complete menu driven accounts payable system. It keeps track of all

information related to how much money you (personally) or your company owes, tt prints all

necessary checks and statements on easily obtainable tractor feed forms (or on plain paper).
Prints all summary reports to keep you in touch with the flow of money going out of your hands {or

leaving your company). In short, VERSAPAYABLES is designed to keep track of current and aged
payables. The system maintains a complete record of each vendor, helps determine which trans-
actions to pay by due date within certain cash requirements and prints checks automatically with
a detailed check register.

• VERSAPAYABLES prints out your checks, (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYABLES prints out a detailed Check register, (IF YOU WANT IT

TO)

• VERSAPAYABLES allow/s for full or partial payments, (IF YOU WANT IT

TO)

• VERSAPAYABLES prints out vendor mailing labels, (IF YOU WANT IT

TO)

• VERSAPAYBLES prints out all commonly used ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
reports to give you a total picture of money you or your company owes,
(IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYABLES integrates with VERSALEDGER. (IF YOU WANT IT

TO)

• VERSAPAYBLES HAS AN ALMOST UNLIIVIITED CAPACITY , , , ,

400 vendors and transactions per month on smlge density 5' " disk drives such as

the TRS-80 MODEL I

600 per month on the APPLE II

2400 per month on the TRS-SO MODEL III

6000 per month of the TRS-80 MODEL H

3000 per month on single density 8" CP/M
Almost unlimited capacity on hard disk drive systems

Above capacities are estimates and depend on disk space available and your vendor-transaction mix

INTRODUCTORY PRIC

$99^95

VERSAPAYABLES HAS BEEN CREATED
WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND

CQIYIPJTHQMICS!
'via'^vssAATiiLA, flj*^ tji"' r>,ev Sti^»./irt'

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

ADD S3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADO S4.00 FOR COD. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADO S5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADO PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF U S.,

CANADA AND MEXICO

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N Y STATE)

(800) 431-2818

*' ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE"'

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

^See L(sr ot Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 199



n€>v MANr oc yeu have leet?
• THE ULTIMATE INVENTORY SYSTEM

• HANDLES ALL INVENTORY FUNCTIONS

• QUICK PERIODIC SUMMARIES AND REPORTS

• PERFECT FOR PERSONAL OR BUSINESS USE

• EXPANDS TO HANDLE LARGE CORPORATE INVENTORIES

"TRS-80 is a trademark ol Tandy Corp, 'UPPLE is a trademarli ol Apple Corp. "IBM. is a trademark ol I.B.M. Corp. - "XEROX is a trademark of Xerox Corp. 'ATARI is a trademark of Atari Inc.

new IT WCCI^S
VERSAINVENTORY is a complete menu driven Inventory control system. It keeps track of all

information related to how many of a particular item you have. It prints all necessary inventory

reports and gives you instant access to any inventory item. VERSAINVENTORY allows the user

to stay in touch with items that directly affect sales. Update INVENTORY through easy MENU
driven processes.

VERSAINVENTORY allows the user to instantly add to or deduct from

INVENTORY (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

VERSAINVENTORY tiandles reorder point levels. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

VERSAINVENTORY gives period-to-date and year-to-date sales reports.

(IF YOU WANT IT TO) . _ , 1ljr>#

VERSAINVENTORY can be linked to VERSARECEIVABLES and P/?//-k** ^RY
VERSALEDGER (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

VERSAINVENTORY gives all standard INVENTORY REPORTS. (IF YOU

WANT IT TO)

VERSAINVENTORY instantly values your INVENTORY. (IF YOU WANT
IT TO)

VERSAINVENTORY HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY

^99.95

To figure out estimated VERSAINVENTORY limitations, just multiply 8 by the number of kilobytes of disk

storage available. For example, the store capacity on a TRS-80 IVIODEL II disk drive is 500K. That vwill allow

the user to have about 4,000 inventory items on record. This total is an estimate and depends on how you

set up your inventory system.

VERSAINVENTORY HAS REEN CREATED
WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND

'CQfnPJTHQMlCSr NEW TOLL-FREE Jj^
ORDER LINE

50 N. PASCACK ROAD L, — , .q
SPRtNG VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977 (OUTSIDE OF N V STATE) ^ _ HUUM

ADD t3 00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS (800) 431-2818 ^^ ORDER
ADO S4 00FOR COD, OH NON-UPS AREAS ' ' LINE
ADD S5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF US

CANADA AND MEXICO
** ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE'" (^ ' ^j 4^0-1 OOO
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VERSION 3.4
MODEL I

or MODEL III

MODEL III DOSPLUSREADYNOW! That's right! DOSPLUS 3.3 for the MODEL III is available now. We have our MODEL 111,

and now you can have our DOS. All Ihe great features of our popular MODEL I DOS, plus Single or Double Density Operation. The best gels better!
Order now, and soon your MODEL III will be all Ihe computer it can be. Experience excellence. Experience DOSPLUS. SldQ 05

Tj
^^^ flagship of the Micro-Systems line. This is the BEST disk operating system currently available. It offers you all the features you

could ever use, speed, reliability, and much more! Full support of variable length records. No more internal errors during file handling due to poorly
written operating systems. Allows use of ISAM technique. Supports 35-80 track drives. The two operating systems are basically the same. However,
Dosplus 3.4D will operate double density. The double density DOS has some differences peculiar to double density operation. Both systems offer DOS
commands from BASIC, BASIC renum, and BASIC program compressor. DOS utilities include a sector display/modify program, a utility to purge files,

AND a utility to restore pureed or killed files. Free space map and the most comprehensive directory on the market. Try it and you'll never use anything
else. All this and much more for only $149.95 either system.

THE ORIGINAL DOSPLUS contains all of the
FOLLOWING FEATURES

1) Radio Shack compatibilily

2) Error tree variable length records
3) Full lower case detection and support
4) Repeating keyboard with NO keybounce EVER
5) Shift [0] typewriter keyboard option
6) Execute only protection feature tor BASIC programs
7) Automatic track support tor 35 through 80 track drives (mixed)
8) Device I/O handling with FORCE command
9) Supports high speed clock modification (up to 4.0mhz)

10) Supports mixed mode (single & double density) automatically
1 1) Allows disable-enable to break key
12) Allows user to define step rate per drive and re-configure system disk
13) Allows tor efficient use of double-headed drives
14) Built in screen printer (shift [CLEAR] with [BREAK) key abort
15) Multiple command chaining with "DO"
16) Built m memory test with CLEAR command
17) New printer driver which allows complete forms control and paging
18) Automatic serial printer driver with optional auto linefeed
19) Execute any DOS command from BASIC and return to BASIC
20) Free space map of diskette with optional output to printer
21) Copy with variable length files

22) Complete RS232 control from keyboard with status check
23) Create and pre-allocate files from DOS
24) Display current dale and time from DOS
25) More information from Directory with optional printer output
26) Enter DEBUG with shift [BREAK] to allow use ol [BREAK] from BASIC
27) New DISKDUMP/CMD sector display/modify program (works with tilespecs)
28) New DiSKZAP/CMD single/dout)le density disk editor
29) New BACKUP (more reliable, no more pack ID check)
30) New FORMAT (more reliable, no need to bulk erase disk first)

31) New MAP utility (maps out disk, showing where files are located)

P1.13S 7 MORE UTILITIES **

1

)

Single drive copy
2) Restore (dead files)

3) Purge (unvyanted tiles)

4) Clearfile (destroys data by writing zeros to file)

5) Transfer (moves all user files from one disk to another)
6) Spooler (allows printing of text while freeing up the CPU)
7) Crunch (Basic program compressor)

NOV/

PI.US New DOSPLUS Z80
Extended Disk BASIC

1) Faster loads and saves
2) BASIC Reference utility (lines, variables, keywords, printer option)
3) BASIC Renumber utility (renumber section of text, block text move)
4) Shorthand features for almost ANY direct command (LOAD, SAVE, etc.)
5) Shorthand features for editing (listing and editing with single key)
6) CMD"M" instantly displays currently set variables
7) Global search and replace m BASIC text

8) Line printer TAB to 255
9) OPEN"E" to end of sequential file (for output)

10) Dl (delete and insert text line)

11) DU (duplicate text line)

12) ".R" S ".V options after LOAD and RUN (files open S save variable)
13) OPEN"D" allowed (Model II compatible) equal to OPEN"R"
14) DOS commands from BASIC
15) Automatic, error-free variable length records
16) Single step execution with TRON (fabulous for debugging)
17) CRUNCH (BASIC program compressor)
18) New TBASIC (tiny BASIC) offers full BASIC commands
19) TBASIC and DOSPLUS together only use BK of RAM (40K left m 48K TRS-

DOSPLUS 3.4 ADDS THESE NEW
ADDITIONAL FEATURES

1. BASIC array sort - rnutti key, multi array

2. Tape/Disk - Disk/Tape utility {witti relocator)

3. tnpiJti® (controlled screen input)

4. Random access and ASCII modification on -

Diskdump
5. BASIC checks for active 'DO'

6. Backup and Format from a 'DC file

7. Much improved Backup (More reliable)

8. I/O package much faster (disk access time
reduced)

9. Repeat last DOS command with 7' ENTER
10. Short directory (file name and extension)

available

11. Short directory of Model III TRSDOS disks

12 Single file convert from Model III TRSDOS
13 COMPLETE device routing supported

(DOS and BASIC)
14 Ability to save BASIC programs directly to

another machines' memory (if equipped with
Dosplus 3.4)

• Plus many more improvements
• Includes the new expanded easy to read

200 + page users guide
• Also includes the new DOSPLUS Z80

disk basic VER 1,6

•CDfYIPLJTHQMICS!
>vlA'"-*'-l^'

DOSPLUS—$149.95
(MODEL I or MODEL III)

50 N PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

Dealers Call
Micro Systems Software

(800) 327-8724

*A/J orders processed it'irhin 24'Hours ^^^^ ^^^ KIC\A/ Ti^i cacc* 30-Day money back guaranlee on all Software ^^^^^^^aSSi NEW TOLL-FREE
-kAdd $3.00 for shipping in UPS Areas ^Ss^S*
* Add $4.00 for COD. or NO^-UPS Areas within I

W^0 Q R D CR LINE
if Add $5.00 to Canada and Mexico ^^
k Add proper postage outside of U.S., Canada and Mexico (OUTSIDE OF NY STATE)

24 ORDER
LINE

ALL PRICES & SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE (800) 431-2818 (914) 425-1535

^See iisl of Advertisers on page 3M 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 201
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C.

• • • EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80** • •
MODEL I, MODEL II & MODEL HI

'TRS-80" (s a trademark ot Tandy Corp.

FROM

^RACET COMPUTES L

• AN orders processed within 24 Hours
• 30-Day money back guarantee
• Add $3 00 for shipping tn UPS Areas
• Add S4 00 tor CO. D. or NON-UPS Areas
• Add S5.00 to Canada or Mexico
• Add exact postage to all other countries

ESSENTIAL UTILITY PROGRAMS FOR EVERY TRS-80 OWNER

Taah Mml 'Ratd Ctrnpuie^ [UiSibi VuqKom

"•ALL PROGRAMS ARE WRITTEN IN MACHINE LANGUAGE
"•ABSOLUTELY NO KNOWLEDGE OF MACHINE LANGUAGE IS NECESSARY TO USE ANY OFTHE UTILITY PROGRAMS
•'•EACH UTILITY PROGRAM IS CALLED UP FROM BASIC USING THE SIMPLE BASIC COMMANDS PROVIDED
**• EACH UTILITY PROGRAM COMES WITH A RACET COMPUTES INSTRUCTION MANUAL
•••EACH fNSTRUCTION MANUAL INCLUDES SEVERAL EXAMPLES OF UTILITY USAGE
*•• EACH UTILITY ALLOWS THE USER TO PERFORM CERTAIN BASIC OPERATIONS TEN, TWENTY OR MORE TIMES FASTER THAN THE

EQUIVALENT BASIC ROUTINE (FOR EXAMPLE, GSF CAN SORT AN ARRAY OF 1000 RANDOM NAMES INTO ALPHABETICAL ORDER IN

UNDER9SEC0NDS!!)

GSF (GENERALIZEDSUBROUTINEFACILITY)
SORTS lOOO-ELEMENTAFlRAVSINgSECONDS

• S0RTSUPTO15ARRAYSSIMULTANE0USLY;MIXEDSTRING. FLOATING POINT AND
INTEGER)

• SORTS SINGLE OR MULTIPLE SUBSTRINGS AS ASCENDING OR DESCENDING SORT
KEYS

• READ AND WRITE ARRAYS TOCASSETTE
• COMPRESS AND UNCOMPRESS DATA IN MEMORY
• MOVE ARRAYS IN MEMORY
• DUPLICATE MEMORY
• FAST HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL LINES
• SCREENCONTROLSFORSCROLLINGTHESCREENUP DOWN. LEFT RIGHTANDFOR
GENERATING INVERSE GRAPHIC DISPLAYS

• ADDS PEEKS AND POKES {MOD-II VERSION ONLY)

MODEL-I VERSION $25 00

MODEL-II VERSION $50 00

MODEL-MI VERSION . S30 00

KFS-80 (KEYED FILE SYSTEM)
• CREATE ISAM FILES (INDEX SEQUENTIAL ACCESS METHOD)
• ALLOWS INSTANT ACCESS TO ANY RECORD ON YOUR DISKETTE
• INSTANTLY RETRIEVE RECORDS FROM MAILING LISTS. INVENTORY. ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE OR VIRTUALLY ANY APPLICATION WHERE RAPID ACCESS IS RE-

QUIRED TO NAMED RECORDS
• PROVIDES THE BASIC PROGRAMMER THE ABILITY TO RAPIDLY INSERT OR ACCESS
KEYED RECORDS IN ONE OR MORE DATA FILES

• RECORDS ARE MAINTAINED IN SORTED ORDER BY A SPECIFIED KEY
• RECORDS MAY BE INSERTED OR RETRIEVED BY SUPPLYING THE KEV
• RECORDS MAY BE RETRIEVED SEQUENTIALLY IN SORTED ORDER
• RAPID ACCESS TO ANY FILE REGARDLESS OF THE NUMBER OF RECORDS
• MULTIPLE INDEX FILES CAN BE EASILY CREATED WHICH ALLOWS ACCESS OF A

SINGLE DATABASE BY MULTIPLE KEYS (FOR EXAMPLE, BY BOTH NAME AND ZIP-

CODE]

MODEL-I VERSION...' '. S10000

MODEL-II VERSION S1750O

MODEL-MI VERSION $10000

DSM (DISK SORT MERGE)
• SORT AN ttSK DISKETTE IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES'
• SORTS LARGE MULTIPLE DISKETTE FILES ON A MINI MUM ONE DRIVE SYSTEM
• ALL RECORDS ARE PHYSICALLY REARRANGED -NO KEY FILES ARE REQUIRED
• SORTS RANDOM FILES CREATED BY BASrC. INCLUDING FILES CONTAINING SUB-

RECORDS SPANNING SECTORS
SORTS ON ONE OR MORE FIELDS IN ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER
FIELDS MAY BESTIRNGS INTEGER, BINARY INTEGER OR FLOATING POINT

• THESOHTEDOUTPUTFILEMAYOPTIONALLYHAVEFIELDSDEL.ETED REARRANGED
OR PADDED

• SORT COMMANDS CAN BE SAVED FOR REUSE
• SINGLE SORT. MEPGE. OR MIXED SORT 'MERGE OPERATIONS MAY BE PERFORMED
• SORTED OUTP(JT MAY BE WRITTEN TO A NEW FILE OR REPLACE THE ORIGINAL IN-

PUT FILE

MODEL-I VERSION $75 00

MODEL-II VERSION ,.$15000

MODEL-lll VERSION $90.00

MAILLIST (A MAILING LIST DATABASE SYSTEM)
• IDEALLY SUITED FOR ORGANI^^ATION MAILING LISTS. PERSONAL ADDRESSBOOK,
OR WAILING LISTS BASED ON DATES SUCH AS REMINDERS FOR BIRTHDATES OR
DUES PAYABLE

• USED ISAM (INDEX SEQUENTIAL ACCESS METHOD) FOR RAPID ACCESS TIMES
• YOUR MAILLIST CAN ALWAYS BE SORTED AND MAINTAIN ED BY UP TO FOUR INDEX

FILES (FOR EXAMPLE, NAME. ZIPCODE DATE AND NUMBER)
• MAILLIST ALLOWS UP TO 30 ATTRIBUTES TO BE SPECIFIED (TO BE USED IN SEL-

ECTION OF SPECIFIED RECORDS WHEN GENERATING REPORTS OR MAILING

LABELS
• MAILLIST SUPPORTS BOTH 5 OR 9-DIGITZIPCODES
• PRINIINGMAYBESTARTEDORENDEDATANYPOINTINTHELIST THEUSERCAN
SPECIFY FIELDSORCODESTO BE PRINTED

• CAPACITY IS 600 NAMES FOR MODEL-I 3500NAMES FOR MODEL II 38 000 NAMES FOR
MODEL II WITH HARD DISK DRIVF 1200 NAMES FOR MODEL III

MODEL-I VERSION $75 00

MODEL-II VERSION Sl&O.OO

MODEL-lll VERSION $75.00
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HSDS HARD DISK DRIVE SOFTWARE
• MAKES TRSDOS COMPATIBLE WITH MOST HARD DISK DRIVES

• ADDS MANY EXTRA FEATURES TO TRSDOS

MODEL II FASTBACK — FULL DISK BACKUP
IN 55 SECONDS

IN BUSINESS TIME 15 MONEY, AND ONE BACKUP IS WORTH A THOUSAND TEARS.

• WORKS ON SYSTEMS WITH 2 OR MORE DRIVES

• CAN REPLACE YOUR EXISTING TRSDOS 1 ? or 2 BACKUP UTILITY

MODEL II ONLY .$75.00

COMPROC (COMMAND PROCESSOR)
• AUTO YOUR DISK TO PERFORM ANY SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTIONS THAT YOU
NORMALLY GIVE FROM THE KEYBOARD (FOR EXAMPLE, INSERT THE DISKETTE,

PRESS THE RESET BUTTON, YOUR COMMAND FILE COULD AUTOMATICALLY SHOW
YOU THE DIRECTORY, SHOW THE FREE SPACE ON THE DIKSETTE. LOAD A MA-

CHINE LANGUAGE SUBROUTINE, LOAD BASIC, LOAD AND RUN A R ASIC PROGRAM,
AND SELECT A GIVEN ITEM ON YOUR MENU ALL WITHOUT TOUCHING THE KEY-

BOARD!)

MODEL-I VERSION S20 00

MODEL-MI VERSION S30 00

NOT AVAILABLE FOR HODEL-II

DISCAT (DISKETTE CATALOG SYSTEM]
• THIS COMPREHENSIVE DISKETTE CATAlOGUING/INDE>:iNG UTILITY ALLOWS THE

USER TO KEEP TRACK OF THOUSANDS OF PROGRAMS IN A CATEGORIZED LI-

BRARY FILE INCLUDES PROGRAM NAMES AND EXTENSIONS. PROGRAM LENGTH,

DISKETTE NUMBERS AND FREE SPACE ON EACH DISKETTE KEEP A COMPLETE
CATALOG OF THE DIRECTORIES ON ALL YOUR DISKETTES IN ALPHABETICAL

ORDER (SORTED ON EACH DISKETTE OR COMPLETE ALPHABETICAL LIST OF

PROGRAMS ON ALL YOUR DISKETTES)

S50 00

, $50 00

MODEL-I VERSION
MODEL-INVERSION
MODEL-II VERSION (SEE MODEL-II UTILITY PACKAGE)

BLINK (BASIC LINK FACILITY)
• LINK FROM BASIC PROGRAM TO ANOTHER SAVING ALL VARIABLES
• THE CHAINED PROGRAM MAY EITHER REPLACE THE ORIGINAL PROGRAM OR CAN

BE MERGED BY STATEMENT NUMBER

MODEL-I VERSION
MODEL-MI VERSION
MODEL-II VERSION (SEE MODEL-I UTILITY PACKAGE)

. $25 00

$50 00

$30 00

INFINITE BASIC
ADDS OVER 80 COMMANDS TO BASIC

SORTING STRINGCENTERING'ROTATION'TRUNCATION JUSTiFICAriON DATA
COMPRESSION STRING TRANSLATION/COPYING SCREEN DISPLAY SCROLL-

ING .MATRIX OPERATIONS SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS (THROUGH MATRIX

INVERSION) DYNAMIC ARRAY RESHAPING

MODEL-I VERSION
MODEL-MI VERSION

NOT AVAILABLE ON MODEL-ll

, $50 00

, $60 00

INFINITE BUSINESS
ADD ON PACKAGE TO INFINITE BASIC (REQUIRES INFINITE BASIC)

ADDS PACKED DECIMAL ARITHMETIC WITH 127 DIGIT ACCURACY ( + ,0,'./)

COMPLETE PRINTER PAGINATION CONTROLS AUTO HEADERS, FOOTERS AND
PAGE NUMBERS
BINARY SEARCH OF SORTED AND UNSORTED ARRAYS (INSTANT SEARCH OF AN
ELEMENT WITHIN AN ARRAY)
HASH CODES

MODEL-I VERSION
MODEL-III VERSION
NOT AVAILABLE ON MODEL-II

$30 00

$30 00

REMODEL-PROLOAD
THE ULTIMATE RENUMBERING PROGRAM RENUMBERS ALL OR PART OF A PRO-

GRAM (ALLOWS PARTIAL RENUMBERING IN MIDDLE OF F-ROGRAMSl

PARTIAL OR COMPLETE MERGE OF TWO CASSETTE PROGRAMS

MODEL-1 VERSION
MODEL-III VERSION ....
NOT AVAILABLE ON MODEL-I)

.S35 00

535 00

MODEL-II UTILITY PACKAGE
ESSENTIAL FOR EVERY MOD-II OWNER
RECOVER AND REPAIR FILES AND DIRECTORIES (BY JUST ENTERING A SINGLE

COMMAND)
XCOPY SIMILAR TO COPY BUT CAN COPY ANY NUMBER OF FILES AT ONE TIME

FASTER AND MORE ACCURATE THAN COPY SINCE RECORDS ARE COPIED IN

GROUPS RATHER THAN ONE RECORDS AT A TIME USING XCOPY YOU CAN COPY
FILES THAT CAN NOT BE COPIED USING THE COPY COMMAND
SZAP PROVIDES THE CAPABILITY TO READ AND MODIFY ANY SECTOR ON A

DISKETTE
XHIT CAN BE USED TO REPAIR A DISKETTE DIRECTORY

DCS DIRECTOR CATALOG SYSTEM IS A UTIl ITY FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF USER

DISKETTES SETS OF A MULTIPLE DISKETTE DIRECTORY FILE (WITH UP TO 1200

INDIVIDUAL FILE NAMES) ALLOWS SELECTIVELY LISTED OR PRINTED LISTS OF

DIRECTORY FILES IN COMBINED SORTED ORDER (FOR EXAMPLE, LISTED ALPHA-

BFTICALLY BY DISKETTE OR A COMPOSITE ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ALL YOUR
DISKETTES')

DEBUG-II ADDS SEVFRAI FEATURES TO THE PRESENT TRSDOS DEBUG UTILITY

INCLUDING SINGLE INSTRUCTION CYCLE AUTO (LOOP) BREAKPOINTS, SUB-

HOUTINF CALLINt;, BREAK-KEY DETECTION AND MANY OTHERS

MODEL-II ONLY $150.00

MODEL-II DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
• THIS PACKAGE IS A MUST FOR ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMERS
• INCLUDES THE MICROSOFT EDITOR ASSEMBLER PL US WITH ENHANCEMENTS FOR

THE MODEL-II
• A COMPLETE DISASSEMBLER
• SUPERZAP FOR READING AND MODIFY ANY SELECTOR ON A DISKETTE

MODEL-II ONLY $125 00

MOD-II BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY
• LIST OR PRINT A SORTED CROSS REFERENCE TO ALL NUMBERS OR VARIABLES

WITHIN A PROGRAM
• 1 1ST OF PRINT ALL LINE NUMBERS CONTAINING A SPECIFIED STRING OF CHAR-
ACTERS

MODEL-II ONLY ,$50,00

ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE "

END USERS
CALL:

ICQIYIPUTHQMICS"
ft1-^*vVfi' I JK-

COPSYS
COPY AND VERIFY ALL MACHINE LANGUAGE (SYSTEM) TAPES WRITTEN IN STAND-

ARD FORMAT IF YOU BUY A MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM COPSYS ALLOWS
YOU TO EASILY COPY THE PROGRAM ONTO ANOTHER CASSETTE AS A BACKUP

MODEL-I VERSION
MODEL-III VERSION

NOT AVAILABLE ON MODEL-II

$15 00

.$20 00

HOUR
24 ORDER i

LINE

(914) 425-1535

50 N PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N y STATE)

(800) 431-2818

ADO S3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADD J4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF U.S.,

CANADA AND MEXICO

FOR DEALER
INFORMATION CALL: ^ RACET COMPUTES -^

1330 N GLASSEL, SUITE M, ORANGE CA 92667

(714) 997-4950 v-9
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EXPERIENCE SHOWS

S.B.S.G.
Has Over

11,000
Installed Systems!

General Ledger
The General Ledger accounting system consolidates financial data from other
accounting subsystems in an accurate and timely manner Major reports in-

clude Trial Balance. Income Statement, Balance Sheet, a user-defined report.

Accounts Receivable
Tfie objecnive of a computerized A/R system is to prepare accurate and timely

monthly statements to credit customers. Management can generate informa-

tion required to control the amount of credit extended and the collection of

money owed in order to maximize profitable credit sales while minimizing
losses from bad debts. This system is invoice-oriented. Invoices can be entered
before they're ready for billing, after billing, or even after they are paid. Accounts
Receivable allows entry of new invoices, credit memos, debit memos, or modi-

Order Entry
The Order Entry Module was designed as a supplement to the Accounts
Receivable Module, and will not operate independently. This system allov.'s you
loadd,change, delete, list and print invoices; apply an invoice to correct custom-
er account, generate computer assigned invoice numbers; note type (invoice

credit memo, debit memo]; record customer order number, invoice date,

shipping date, FOB location, method of sfiipping, salesman, and payment
terms; print selected number of shipping labels: enter, display and correct 1

lines of data per invoice, noting the part number, description, price, quantity

Accounts Payable
The Accounts Payable system receives data concerning purchases from
suppliers and produces checks in payment of outstanding invoices. Several

reports are available to supply information needed for the analysis of payments,
expenses, purchases and cash requirements. The Accounts Payable system is

invoice-onented It handles new invoices, credit memos and even debit memos
and allows modification and deletion of invoices. The flexible check calculation

procedures allows checks to be calculated for a set of vendors, specific vendors

PayrolJ

Payroll involves many complex calculations and the production of reports and
documents, many of which are required by government agencies. The Payroll

system performs all necessary payroll tasks including file maintenance, pay data

entry and verification, computation of pjay and deduction amounts, and the

Inventory
Status reports and minimum reorder reports help to reduce the potential hazard

of overstocking which results in cash flow problems. Program selertion allows

the user to store data tor inventory located at up tofive separate sites! divisions i.

GENERAL ACCCXINTING SYSTEM For TRS-80"*
S.B.S.G. has created the first completely user-configurable accounting system
available for the TRS80".

User configurable? Elach S.B.S.G. General Accounting System Module (except

Order Entry) can be operated independently, or any of the modules can be
combined in any configuration, providing a complete, coordinated system to

fit the needs of your business.

The S,B,S.G. System allows you the maximum efficient use of available disk

space. Each module will run on a standard I diskdrive system (except for Model
I systems, which require 2 dnves) As you add more disk drives to your system.

theamount of on-line data storage increases. Mow here's an important fact

tile S.B.S.G, General Accounting System "spans" your disk drives -that means
that you can instantly access your data on any of up to 8 disk drives at any

Lme! Since your S.B.S.G. Accounting System is user-configurable, it will work
with 1

,
2. 3. 4 or more disk drive systems - and it is fully compatible with most

hard disk drive systems (at additional cost).

and more. All data is maintained and reported by month, quarter, year and
previous three quarters. Transactions may be entered via direct posting and
external posting generated by A/R. A/P, Payroll - or any other user source.

fication or deletion invoice and allows lor progress payment. The transaction

information includes; type of A/R transaction. P.O. '', description of P.O,,

billing date, general ledger sales account '', invoice amount, shipping and
transportation charges, tax charges, payment, and progress payment informa-

tion. Reports include: summary or detail listing of invoices not yet billed, open
Items (unpaid invoices), closed items (paid invoices), and aging Statements
may be printed at any time and follow tfie format of nationally available forms.

ordered, extension, taxable or not. It also allows the user to enter, display and
correct invoice totals, noting the invoice subtotal, taxes, shipping and handling,

with disbursement up to 5 General Ledger accounts; print a transaction report;

maintain a terms code file in the system; update Account Receivable and
generate summary report totals It automatically coordinates to the Inventory

Module (if used) to determine descnptlon, price and out of stock status, and to

immediately deplete inventory stock Price fields are easily modified to include

percent or dollar discount

or even specific invoices. The reports include open item listings and closed
item listings (both detail and summary), debit and credit memo listings, aging,

check register report (to give an audit trail of checks printed), and vendor listing

and vendor activity. (Jpdate reports are useful for audit trails and checking for

accuracy. Checks may be printed at any time and follow the format of nationally

available forms

printing of reports and checks. State and Federal Tax changes are easily im
plemented by the user via menu prompting. In its link to General Ledger, each
employee's payroll information is distnbuted to as many as 12 different GL
accounts; system automatically posts to cash account.

coding up to 9 sales people. Available reports include inventory master list,

price listings, penod and year-todate sales, stock status, minimum reorder

point and commission information.

H & E COMPUTRONICS Gives A 30-Day Money BacI* Guarantee On All SBSG Product

Model I, 48K and 2 Disk Drives ... $ 1 95.00 Per Module Model 11, 64K $295.00 Per Module
Sample Report Printouts $ 10.00Model III, 48K $195.00 Per Module

DEALER INQUIRIES ONLY:

h CARI.ISl.F ROAD
WFSTFORD. MASS. 01886 .S762

(f)17l 692 :i8()0

SMALL
BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
GROUP

USER ORDERS:

'CQinPlJTHQf^lCS!
NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE

(800) 431-2818

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

ALL PmCES *ND SPECIftCAIIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE"'

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

y9
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COMMONICATIONS SYSTEMS
Small Business Systems Group marketsa complete line of software which inter-

faces the TRS-80'" with ANY computer that communicates in ASCII. This family

of products offers both terminal and host capabilities to users with even the'

most minimal hardware configurations. There has been wide interest in these

products from "comm buffs, " the educational community, and businesses

and individuals who need to communicate on a regular basis. Our

systems are among the most versatile and comprehensive on the market today

for TRS-SO'" microcomputers.

ST80-IH" - The Ultimate Communications System
The "state of the art" in communications processors, designed for complex

commercial applications. Included in this package is a set of programs that

allow your TRS-80'" to talk to a timesharing computer, transfer files to and from

your central business computer, and customize your ST80 111 to your specific

application.

Features include: Selectable RS232 Setting • Help Display • Echo Feedback

• Job Log (LIX)S Mod I, Mod Hi) • 2-User Translation Tables • Auto Logon •

10 Function Keys (Definable) • RGBOaT Key (Definable) • Warm Restart*

Automatic I.D. • True Break • Direct Cursor Addressing • DOS Command

Support • Transmit Line Feed • Printer Support • Video Display Modes:

SCROLL, FORMAT, PAGE, REVERSE VIDEO (Mod il), CURSOR OM/OFF*

Autoanswer • Autodial (certain modems) • Append to memory buffer* Big

buffer for printer • Oft hook / on hook • 1 predefined ASCII strings in transla-

tion tables, • Registered users include MASA, (JSN, CIPS, Westinghouse, and

many colleges, universities and major banks.

Minimum RequLremenU: One disk drive, RS232-C, 32K Model I or

Model II.

Model 1 or 111 $150.00

Model II
9250.00

54K

FORCIM-80™ - Communications Network
With Bill Abneys hot new communications product, you and your 1 RS-SO'"

can tiecome part of one of the fastest growing communications networks in the

country: your computer becomes an on-line bulletin board system: users can

leave messages, get messages, swap information: exchange VisiCalc" reports,

charts, graphs or other correspondence witli other computers.

Features Include: Security System • Constantly displayed time muse figure*

Cser Fnendly • User Configurable or can be modified for custom application*

Future updates and upgrades available to register owners * Multiple command

strings • Montechnical user and operator manuals.

Minimum Requirements: TRS-80'" (3-drive Mod I, 2dnve Mod 111). 48K,

RS232-C, .Autoanswer modem.

Model I or III S350.00

ST-80-PBB" - Personal Bulletin Board
A small yet powerful bulletin board for the individual to gather and leave electro-

nic mail. Messages reside in data base in memory, eliminating the problem of

scanning magnetic media.

Features Include: Password Security System • ^our levels of Access -Guest,

Member, Owner, Operator * User Log • Four message tyj^es • Smart reverse

scan to view messages from most recent lo oldest.

Minimum Requirements: TRS-80'" (Mod I or 111), 16K, Level II, Auto-answer

modem, ST80-X10 Host Program (S5O), RS232-C,

Model I or ill S50.00

ST-SO-CC" - Communications Center

More than a personal bulletin board, this is a complete communications system

for low to moderate traffic. Like ST80-PBB'" it supports four levels ot users and

four levels of messages with text editing and reverse scan of messages.

Additional Features include: Transmit same message to many individuals

* Auto logon and multiple command scanning * Print messages on line printer.

save messages in memory buffer, maintain database without user intervention.

Minimum Requirements: TRS-80'" (Mod I or 111), Level II, 48K, one disk Auto-

answer modem, ST80XI0 Host Program (550), RS232-C.

Model 1 or III 9100.00

MouseNet" - Advanced Bulletin Board System
Designed to accommodate high volume traffic, lo operate simply enough lor

novice users, yet is fast and powerful enough for experienced callers

Features Include: Messages stored on disk in keyed file • Uses machine

language subroutines for speed * Supports text editing commands • Help

commands guide user • System bulletins display each time a user logs on • All

messages are dated

Minimum Requirements: TRS-80'" (Mod 1 or III), 48K, RS232-C. 3 Disks, Auto-

answer modem, text editor (such as Scripsit)

Model I or III 9295.00

DELUXE PERSONAL HNANCE For TRS-BO" Model 11

This is a sophisticated and unique financial analysis package which ran be

readily customized to suit your personal financial situation. It will:

• Accept and apply transactions to user formatted budget categories

• Separate cash and check disbursements,

• Allows up to ten category disbursements per check.

• Credit income/deposits according to source.

• Search, correct or void checi<s.

* Maintain an accurate checking account balance.

* Cancel returned checks

* Provide monthly summaries of income vs. expenses.

* Calculate profit/loss.

* Summarize data by categories.

* Provides up to ten savings account summaries.

Model n $75.00

ACCESSIBILITY
We are here to serve your after- purchase needs. You can read our Monthly

Newsletter containing current information about SBSG s products. Our Mews-

letter is free to our customers and is available at a minimal cost to anyone

interested in Microcomputers or call SBSG directly for Programming and

.Accounting Support. We have 8 incoming lines or call our COMA\: Micronet

Bulletin Board: ID
'' 70319236: FORaM-80'": (617) 692-3973. MouserSet'":

(6171 592'8121: The Source: 'TCC 413.

H & E COMPOTRONICS Gives You A 30Day Money Back Guarantee On All Modules

^See List of Advertisers an page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 205



REVIEW
The Key Box

LNW-80 Kit

How> one man solved his RFI problem.

LNW-80

Richard L Brocaw
1850 Pearl Loop
Bosque Farms, NM 87068

(purchased my TRS-80 in 1978. Radio

Sliacl^'s original design problems were

compounded by my rural location. The RFI

interference precluded its use in the ham
shack.

It seemed obvious I needed a hardware

upgrade. The replacement had to be soft-

ware-compatible with theTRS-80. 1 shopped

around and decided on the LNW. I ordered

both circuit boards.

The Processor Board

The circuit boards are silk screened and

solder masked with plated-through holes.

The processor board has a gold plated edge

connector.

Two views of tiie interior of tlie LNW-80 built by the author. The expansion board has been

lifted out and laid back to reveal the processor board. The power supply is on the right side,

and the fan RFI filter and IC regulators with their heat sinks can be seen. Note the use of

heavy wire to connect power to the expansion board. The expansion board shows the two

piggyback boards: Percom Doubler and the programmable baud rate generator. The

default RS-232 parameters are selected by switches seen at the lower right of the keyboard.

The wires running off the picture on the left are remote vertical and horizontal position con-

trols. The wire on the top right of the keyboard goes to the LED power light. The small to-

roids clustered around the power supply are used in place ofJumpers to help reduce noise.
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The Z80A processor chip runs at 4MHz.

Most of the circuit design is a leap ahead of

the TRS-80. The power supply has an off-

board large filter capacitor. The design uses

several IC regulators witti overvoltage crow-

bars and fuses for protection. This circuitry

is clustered in one section of the board to

keep heat from sensitive circuits. Heat sinks

are mandatory on the regulators.



"The LNW case is an

attractive low profHe cabinet

made of heavy gauge steel . .

."

There are 90 ceramic and 18 tantalum

capacitors on t lie board witfi only 0.1 volt of

noise on the plus five line.

The memory design has Schmitt trigger

devices on all lines; the address lines have

series termination. The result is a quiet

memory. 200 nS memories are required with

the 4MHz clock.

The character generator ROM can be a

custom programmed 2716 or the TRS-80

character generator. The new Radio Shack
ROM Vi/ith lowercase descenders also works.

For the language ROMs the two or three

chip Radio Shack set or LNW six chip set

will do. For the six chip set the ROMs are

2716s. The configuration is selected by a

DIP switch of jumpers.

The processor speed is slowed to 1.77

MHz when the ROMs are accessed by in-

serting wait states in the Z80. When run-

ning the Basic interpreter, the speed in-

crease over the TRS-80 is around 40 per-

cent (depending on the application). When
running machine language ROM indepen-

dent software the LNW is more than twice

the speed of the TRS-80.

The LNW-80 allows use of a Radio Shack
keyboard or the LNW keyboard. There are

two connectors on the circuit board. U30
and U34 must be removed to use the Radio

Shack keyboard.

Graphics

The foremost feature of the LNW is the

on-board inclusion of high density black

and white and color graphics consisting of

six additional 4116s with support circuitry.

It is controlled by an OUT command to

port 254.

The graphics pixels use the same ad-

dress space as the Basic ROMs, activated

by an OUT to port 254 with bit 3 set. The
command deactivates Basic making a ma-
chine language driver necessary for

graphics. This is fairly well documented in

the manual. High and low resolution

graphics and characters can be displayed

at the same time.

The screen is divided into an inner and ex-

tended region. The inner region is 384 by

192 pixels. The extended region is another

96 pixels horizontally. Addressing for the

two regions differs slightly.

For color graphics either a color monitor

or a tv with on-board RFI modulator is used.

Outputs for an RGB monitor can be wired in.

There are two color modes. The first gives

you 128 by 192 pixels in eight colors. The

high resolution mode gives 384 by 192 pix-

els. The bandwidth for this mode requires

an RGB monitor. The color graphics re-

quires a custom programmed 82S23 ROM,
available from LNW. The ROM contents are

detailed in the manual.

Drawbacks

LNW lists a 24 by 80 character video

screen in its advertising. This is a little de-

ceptive. The LNW-80 has the capability of a
24 by 80 screen by utilizing the high density

graphics, but to get it you have to write a

driver program.

LNW's six chip ROM set costs $120. Con-

sidering that 2716s go for about $6 each, i

decided to program my own. But which ad-

dress blocks go in which ROM socket? I

called LNW and was told the information

was proprietary! Some schematic study

and experimenting revealed the truth as can

be seen in Table 1.

The Expansion Board

The expansion board is of the same high

quality as the printed circuit board, except

the gold plating costs extra. (The plating is

worth it.) It has the same good memory de-

sign and Schmitt trigger drivers. There are

43 ceramic and 12 tantalum bypassing

capacitors.

The board also has a few drawbacks.

The printer port works okay if the printer

is only a few feet from the port. You never

want to hook a long line to the output of a

D-type flip-flop. My printer is 20 feet away
and 74LS175 will not drive it. I had to add
buffering.

They cut corners on the RS-232 port. Wire

jumpers select the default RS-232 parameters.

Why not use a DIP switch? The baud rate is

also a wire jumper, and is not software-select-

able. You can change soldered jumpers about
three times before the pads fall off or the

plating pulls out. LNW should have added

the one extra chip to make baud rates se-

lectable. Or they could have laid out the DIP

switch on the circut board.

The RS-232 connector pads are spaced for

a printed circuit mount right angle 25-pin con-

10 Number ROM Name Address Boundaries

(LNW Manual) Decimal Hex

U75 AT 2-4K 0800-OFFF
U76 B1 6-8K 1800-1 FFF
U77 01 10-12K 2800-2 FFF
U78 A 0-2K 0000-07 FF

U79 B 4-6 K 1000-1 7FF
U80 C 8-10K 2000-27 FF

Table 1.

nector. Do not solder one on the board. When
the board is in place inside the LNW cabinet

there is no room to hook up to it with a plug.

You also cannot use a straight connector.

Besides, the connector pads are 16 inches

from the nearest opening in the case. Use

25-wire extension cord.

The system expansion connector for out-

side devices is at right angles to the back of

the case. You have to take the cover off to

use it.

The Keyboard

Here is where the good designers at LNW
went out to lunch en masse. The manual
says the keyboard "is designed specifically

for the LNW-80." The one I got was just a

plain unencoded keyboard, A plastic bag
with engraved keytops was included with

instructions to replace certain keytops with

the new ones. One of the new keytops was
engraved sideways!

The key switches are the same wire

finger switches that gave Radio Shack grief

for so long. With this system, if you do not

have a keyboard debounce fix, you will get

keybounce in spades at 4MHz.

The circuit board is one-sided, with a

large number of wire jumpers on top of the

board. The keyboard has to sit on them and

is difficult to seat for soldering.

Buy your keyboard someplace else.

Radio Shack Model I keyboards are cheaper

and superior.

The LNW case is an attractive low profile

cabinet made of heavy gauge steel with

room inside for both circuit boards, key-

board, power transformer, a muffin fan and

RFI filter. Unfortunately it is overpriced. Build

your own or buy a cabinet from Cramer.

Conclusion

The LNW-80 is, for the most part, a well

designed, fast, effective computer. I use my
LNW-80 with the Percom Doublet II and

LDOS operating system. I have a time-of-

day clock, plotter controller, music board

and eight-bit general purpose port attached

to my expansion bus. I designed and install-

ed a piggyback board for selectable baud

rates on the RS-232. All is working well.

Building an LNW-80 is not a project for a

beginner. The manual is informative, but

this is not a Heathkit.

Mr. Brocaw was born in Oklahoma in 1944.

He holds a BSEE from New Mexico State

University and is now a senior systems an-

alyst for Public Service Co. of New Mexico.
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REVIEW

Color Computer word processing.

Telewriter

Telewriter

Cognitec

704 Nob Ave.

Del Mar, CA 92014
$49.95

Scott L Norman
8 Doris Road
Framingham, MA 01701

With Telewriter, Color Computer word
processing becomes a big-league af-

fair. Telewriter offers full-screen editing

with many of the cursor control features

found in professional text-editing pack-

ages. It has most of the print formatting and
cassette file handling features you might

want, plus a few specialties of its own.

Telewriter employs a software-defined

character set to put 24 lines of 51 charac-

ters each on the video screen. That is a

respectable fraction of a double-spaced

text page and makes the full-screen editing

meaningful.

Full-screen editing is one of Telewriter's

outstanding features. You can move the

cursor, which marks your location for text

entry or deletion, anywhere over the dis-

played text. You can move it one space at a

time, or whisk it along at high speed with

the aid of control keys. You can also scroll

the text in either direction. Finally, Tele-

writer does not distinguish between text en-

try, deletion, or editing modes. Type in your

material and alter it as you go along if you

like. You can see a significant amount of it

at any time, so you get a good feei for how
things are developing.

This free-wheeling operating mode cou-

pled with the real lowercase character set

(which looks like 5 by 7 matrix printing), lets

you spend most of your energy on thinking

and composing. There is relatively little

need to be concerned with control keys and

the computer until you format the material

for printing. I was relatively relaxed about

using Telewriter for the first time. That part

of the command syntax with which I did

have to become concerned at the outset

seemed to come along very easily.
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"With Telewriter, Color

Computer word
processing becomes a

big-league affair."

Telewriter is a machine-language pro-

gram requiring a minimum of 16K of RAM;
32K are better in terms of text storage capa-

bility, since Telewriter itself occupies over

6,400 bytes. A 16K machine can store just

over 2,200 characters, or less than two
pages of average double-spaced text. With

32K you can store about 18,500 characters.

Of course, you can record the contents of

the text memory on tape and chain together

as many cassette files as you like, so the ef-

fective capacity of either hardware config-

uration is unlimited.

Getting Started

The program is supplied on cassette,

recorded once on each side. The labeled

side also contains a text file for demonstra-

tion purposes. The documentation is quite

complete and takes the form of two man-
uals: a 27-page tutorial, which leads you by

the hand through most of the program's

features, and a 33-page reference manual,

which treats the various commands in more
detail. An additional sheet summarizing the

commands is also furnished, and it makes a

handy user's guide once you become
familiar with Telewriter's operation.

There are two menus: main and format.

The main menu comes up when you load

the program and give the EXEC command,
and is used to read or save a cassette

file, create or edit text in RAM, and per-

form a few other chores. The format menu,

which you access by entering the F com-
mand, controls the printing format and In-

structs the computer regarding the number
of files to be chain printed. You can also

embed many of the format menu's com-
mands in your text in order to change such
parameters as line spacings, mar-
gins, and printing fonts on the fly. Menus
are displayed in standa-'d reverse video, and
most commands requi.e only a single-letter

response (i.e., you do not have to press

Enter). Where additional input such as a nu-

merical value for setting a printing param-

eter is required, the familiar flashing Basic

cursor appears at the appropriate spot on

the format menu.

You begin to enter text by giving the main

menu's C (Create) command. The display

switches to a white screen with a flashing L

for a cursor and a small black rectangle for

an end-of-text marker. Anything you enter at

this point will be in Telewriter's software-

defined font. The usual shift -0 combination

is retained for uppercase lock. You can

move the cursor anywhere over the text by

means of the Color Computer's four arrow

keys, used by themselves or in combination

with either shift or Clear. The shift gives any

arrow key a fast auto-repeat, while Clear is a

special control key. With it, you can make
thecursor skip to the top or bottom of a text

file using the up or down arrows, or to the

beginning or end of a given screen line with

the horizontal arrows.

Clear lets you define other keystrokes as

commands, rather than text, in this mode.

For example, Clear-P scrolls the display

forward by one full screen. This lets you en-

joy the flexibility of full-screen editing.

If you place the cursor somewhere in the

middle of a block of text and begin to type,

the new material is added to the old; you do

not type over anything. In the same way,

backspacing over text does not erase it. The

Break key alone erases the character im-

mediately to the right of the cursor, while

the Clear-Break combination erases the

character to the cursor's left. There are also

simple methods for erasing complete lines

or large blocks of text. To erase an arbitrary

chunk of material, position the cursor at the

end of the unwanted section and type

Clear-E. This generates a heavy right



ALCOR PASCAL
AT LAST

A COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL QUALITY PASCAL FOR THE TRS80

Pascal features
1

.

A complete Jensen and Wirth Standard Pascal

2. Produces compact eflicient code that executes 10-20 times taster

ttian fnterpretfld BASIC

3. Gwerates reentrant Romable code

4. Can compile targe programs (4000 lines +

)

5. Fast one pass compiler

6. Stmpte commands lor compiling and running programs

7. Supports separate compilation o1 procedures and functions

8. Compiler switch options, including conditiona! c(^pilatian

9. Full heap support including NEW and DISPOSE procedures that per-

fimn true heap allocation

10. Complete implementation of sets with up to 256 members. All stan-

dard set operates

11. Variant records are fully supported

12. Supports single and double precision REAL

13. FHes are compatible with TRSDOS

Extensions
14. OTHERWISE clause on case statements

15. identifiers may contain '$' and "-' characters

16. Automatic type conversion in arithmetic expressions and assignment

statements

17. Constants may be expressed in decimal or hexadecimal

18. Characters within strings may be specified by ascii code. Allows non-

printable characters m strings.

19. Type transfer operator to override type matching requirements

20. ESCAPE allows exit from anywhei^ m a procedure

21. LOCATION function returns the address of a variable

22. SIZE function returns the amount of memory required tor a variable

TRS-80 Ubrary
23. Graphics routines (setpoinl, cteargraphics ....)

24. Interface to assembly language routmes with parameter passing

•Can call operating system and ROM routines

•Memory may be protected from Pascal for use

by assembly language routines

25. Read keyboard (scan or watt for character)

26. Write to CRT screen with cursor addressing

27. Direct access to memory with PEEK and POKE
23. Input and output to 10 ports from pascal

29. Programs may perform their own recovery from file and device errors

30. File or device names for Pascal files are determmed from the

keyboard when a program is executed. Alternatively a program may
internally specify fiie names.

Full Screen Text Editor
31. included witti Pascal or available separately

32. No limit on file size {except disk capacity)

33. Full cursor movement and scrolling

34. insert and delete characters

35. Insert, delete, duplicate, split, merge lines

36. Find string, rapiace string

37. Typewriter style tabs and autoindent

38. Show fite, insert file

39. Hwizontal scr(Mllng allows editing of files containing lines wider than

the screen

40. Key and command mode access to commands
41. On-line documentation with HELP command
42. Files are compatible with TRSDOS
43. Can also edit text and BASIC programs

44. Many additional features

The Best of Both Worlds
45. Pseudocode (Pcode) for compactness

•Allows large programs in small memory space

(8500 line -f programs can execute in 48kj

46. Nath^e rode for speed

•Optional code generator produces Z80 instructicms

•Z80 code can be mixed with Pcode

TRS-80 is a IfadMiwk erf Tandy Corporulon

CP/M Is a tudwnark ot UgiUl RuaarcH, Inc

780 Is a irjKlmMFli ol ^og, inc

IBM Is a Irademark ol Inttmaftmal bishwss Mactilnas

zas Is 3 ifadwnarK a ZwUtt data systems

Unking Loader
47, Links separately compiled routines

48, Supports procedure and function libraries

49, Can create command files that are callaWe as commands from

TRSDOS top level

250 Page Documentation Package
50, Beginner's guide

51 , Pascal Tutorial witn 500 line Data Base program, (source supplied on

disKette)

52, Pascal Reference Manual

53, System Implementation Manual

54, Text Editor Manual

55, Handy System Reference Uard

56, Cross reference index tor documentation package

Optional Advanced Development Package
57, Pcode opiimtzer

•Reduces the size of a program by 25-30%

•Increases execution speed

58, Z80 native code generator

•Produces relocatable, reentrant native code tor the Z80

•Natrve code executes 3-5 limes faster than Pcode,

•Native code can be mixed with Pcode to provide speed where

required and still benefit from the compactness of Pcode

Hardware Required
TRS-80 model I: TRS-80 model 111; or CP/M system (with Z80)

48k of memory

One disk drive (two recommended)

TRS-80 version compatible with TRSDOS arW most other operating systems.

Available directly or tfirough authorized dealers.

COMIKG SOON
Alcot Pascal for.

Zenith Z89, IBM Personal Computer. 8066 and 66000 ijased systems

Yes, I'm interested In Pascal for:

n TRS-80 Model I

U TRS-80 Model III

n CP/M (available March 1, 1982)

n Send More Information

D Alcor Pascal System

n Text Editor only

lJ Advanced Development Package

Manuals only

Name

free

$199

$ 60

$125

$ 30

Address

City . Stale

.

-Zip.

Send to: ALCOR SYSTEMS
13534 Preston Road
Suite 365

^j^ Dallas, Texas 75240
For immediate service call:

(214) 226-4476

ZJ ;^

r^See List ol Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 209



'To save you from yourself Telewriter requests

confirmation before executing any command."
bracket on the screen. Then move the cur-

sor to the beginning of the section and type

Ciear-X. Telewriter deletes the material and
reformats the display to eliminate gaps.

Telewriter has many other commands for

moving and changing text, and most of

them use Clear to define a control function

in a similar way.

To find a text pattern, move the cursor to

the top of the text file and enter Ciear-F.

The standard Basic text screen returns, and
you enter the pattern for which you want to

search (lowercase is now in reverse video).

Press Enter to return to the Telewriter text

screen. The cursor flashes at the first loca-

tion of your search pattern. You can find the

next occurrence, and all subsequent occur-

rences, by entering Clear-N. Global (selec-

tive) search, change or delete are possible

with the Clear-G command. You again

enter the search pattern, but nov\/ the Enter

key keeps the Basic screen and drops the

cursoroneline.This time, you enter the pat-

tern which replaces the one sought; it need
not change at every occurrence. Pressing

Enter a second time returns you to the text

file, with the cursor flashing as in the find

Electronic

Circuit

Analysis

• Detailed analog circuit analysis

• DC and AC analysis

• Very fast, machine language

• Infinite circuits on multipJe passes

" Worst case analysis

" Dynamic modification

• 64 Nodes

• Compare circuits

' Log or linear sweep

• Full file handling

• Frequency response, magnitude and

phase

• Complete manual with examples

• A truly professional program with

features previously available only on

large systems

• TRS-80 model I or model III, disk

$75.00

• Also available: "The Mini-Circuit"

$19,95 cassette for Hobbyists and

students

Tatum Labs

P.O. Box 722

Hawleyville, CT 06440

(203) 426-2184

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tjndy C"orp

^263

Operation.

If you want to change to the new pattern

just specified, press Clear-R; if not, press

Clear-N to skip to the next occurrence of

the target. You can extend this to a selec-

tive deletion of text; instead of a replace-

ment pattern, enter a second carriage

return.

To copy a block of text, mark the end of

the block by pressing Clear-N as for dele-

tion, then mark the beginning by pressing

Ciear-B, which generates a heavy bracket.

Move the cursor to the place where you
want the copy to begin, and press Glear-C.

Telewriter copies the block and rewrites

the screen. The original block is left in

place, with the brackets deleted. If you want

to move the block instead of copying it, you

must delete the original as described

above.

Pressing Clear-A fills out broken text

lines (necessary if you hit Enter after every

sentence). You can preserve paragraph be-

ginnings by identation or by using an addi-

tional Enter.

The Cassette Handler

You access all of the text-manipulation

commands discussed so far from the editor

portion of the main menu. Another section,

called the cassette handler, provides the

means for storing and retrieving text. Its

commands allow you to read a cassette file

into memory, append a text file from tape to

the end of any file in RAM, write all or part of

a file from RAM to tape, and verify that such
writing was successful.

Cassette Handler commands consist of a
single letter (or the percent sign, in the case
of partial save). Each results in the ap-

pearance of the Basic's flashing block cur-

sor next to the selected command as the

program awaits a file name. You can skip

the file name in all cases, but it is a poor idea

to write an unnamed file to tape. The proce-

dure for saving a portion of a file requires

you to first go into the editor and mark the

end of the desired portion by pressing

Clear-E. You then move the cursor to the

beginning of the segment as though you
were deleting it, return to the main menu
with Clear-M, and enter the % command.
The Verify command Is extremely useful.

Until quite recently I was using a 16K
computer, so I had to chain print many files

for anything much longer than a letter.

Nothing is quite as discouraging as an "I/O

ERROR" message in the middle of one of

these chaining operations. Verify allows

you to check a tape record to make certain

that It can be read properly, all without

destroying the text file in memory. Should a

read error occur, you can rewrite the file to

tape. Press Break first to abort the error

condition and return to the main menu.

To save you from yourself, Telewriter re-

quests confirmation before executing any
command, such as Create or Read In, which

can destroy material in memory. The re-

quest takes the form of the message
"SURE???.." next to the command involved

on the menu. The only acceptable answers
are an uppercase Y or any word beginning

with one.

There is one more especially handy main
menu command. Clear-W displays the

number of words in the text buffer, along

with a count of the number of lines into

which the text is formatted at any particular

time. It also tells you how many spaces
(characters or carriage returns) are stili

available. The part of the menu that

displays this information also gives the

name of the last file read or appended from

cassette. This helps you keep track of your

file names when you are chaining many to-

gether for printing.

Formatting and Text Printing

As I noted earlier, the main menu's F

command brings up the format menu. This

displays the defaults for the basic format

parameters; line spacing and length; the

left, top, and bottom margins; number of

lines per page; and the baud rate (encoded

according to a table in the documentation).

You can reset any of them, and also specify

several others: the starting page number of

the file in memory, the number of files to be
chain printed,and whether or not the printer

is to pause at the bottom of each page.

There is a special Font command for MX-80
users as well.

The format parameters only have to be
set once if you are chain printing several

files. If you desire page numbers, make the

appropriate non-zero entry for the starting

page of the first file. Telewriter keeps track

of the line count and the page number
across file boundaries during printing.

Good word-processing programs include

embedded commands which you can Incor-

porate in the text in order to change for-

mats. Telewriter's are defined by a special

leading character— an upward-pointing

caret—which you generate by pressing

Clear and then the period. You can use
everything mentioned so far, except for the

MX-80 font and the number of files in the

printing queue. In an embedded command.

The embedded commands have their

own syntax rules. They must appear on
lines containing only commands— no text.

The program recognizes the control caret

only if it is Indented by at least one space
from the left margin. Several embedded
commands can appear on one line, in gen-

eral, provided that they are separated by at

least one space. There is no hierarchy or

preferred order to the commands.
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Computer experts

(the pros) usually have big

computer experience.

That's why when they shop
system software for Z80
micros, they look for

the big system features

they're used to. And that's

why they like Multi-User

OASIS. You will too.

DATA INTEGRITY: FILE &
AUTOMATIC RECORD LOCKING

The biggest challenge

for any multi-user system

IS co-nrdinating requests

from several users

to change thasame record

atthp same time

Without proper

ct>^ordination, the

confusion and problems
of inaccurate or even

destroyed dataegji be

Staggering
Our File and Aiitomatip

f^pcord Loci- iny features

sol /ethcbo problems
%^For^ample normally

Ipusers can vievi' a

particular record at the

same time. But, If that

record is being updated

by one user, automatic

record locking will deny all

other users access to the

record until the up-date is

completed. So records

are alw/ays accurate,

up-to-date and integrity

is assured.

Pros demand file &
automatic record locking.

OASIS has it.

SYSTEM SECURITY:

LOGON, PASSWORD
& USER ACCOUNTING

Controlling who gets on

your system and what they

do once they're on it is the

essence of system security.

(THEN COMPARE.)
Without this control,

unauthorized users could

access your programs and
data and do what they like.

A frightening prospect

isn't it?

And multi-users

can multiply the problem
But with the Logon,

Password and Privilege

Level features of Multi-User

0A^% a system manager
can specify for each user

which programs and files

may be accessed —
and forwhal purpose.

Security is further

enhanced by User

Aci" "_unting — a feature thdt

let ,011 keep a history

v^f which userhas been

lojged on, when and
for how long.

Pros insist on these

security features.

OASIS has them.

memory is needed. Even
if you have more than 64K,

your pay off is cost saving-

and more efficient use

of all the memnry^,ni] have
available— bpcaiise it

services m'-eusyrs
Sound like a

f
ro featuie'^

It IS Andt ASiShasit

OASIS IS AVAILABLE FOR
SYSTEMS. Altos. Compucoip Cinmemco^
Delia Ptoducls. Digital Group: Digital,

Microsyslems. Dynabyte. Godbout;

Index. Inletsystems. NorI|

SD Systems,
Graphic. Vonj

CONTROi
Qofvus, Kd
®rtaell. Tele

/

1

lete

Hp I It I Software Difeclory

AND LOTS MORE...

EFFICIENCY:

RE-ENTRANT BASIC

Ivlultt-User OASIS supports

dS many as 1 6 terrninals

andean run in as little as

56Kntem'Ory. Or, with

bank ^witohing, as much
as 784K,

Multi-Tasking lets each

user run more than one
jobatthe same time.

And there's our BASIC-
aoompiler, interpreterand

debugger all in one.

An OASIS exclusive.

Still more: Edito r: Hard

& Floppy Disk Support;

Keyed (ISAM). Direct &
Sequential Files: Mail-Box;

A multi-user system

is often not even practical

on computers limited

to 64K memory.
OASIS Re-entrant

BASIC makes it practical.

How?
Because all users use a

single run-time BASIC

module, to execute their

compiled programs, less

Scheduler; Spooler;

all from OASIS.

Our documentation is

recognized as some of the

best, most extensive, In the

industry. And, of course,

there's plenty of

application software.

Put it all together and it's

easy to see why the real

pros like OASIS, Join them.

Send your order today.

H^'-

PLEASE SEND ME:

OPERATING SYSTEM
(includes
EXtC I ariguage;
rue MdnagemenI;
Use.r Aecajnimg;
Deuice Drji/efs;

Print Spooler;
Geneiat Text
EditOi-: etc I

SIMGLE-USER
MULTI-USER

BASIC COMPILER/
INTERPRETER/DEBUGGER

RE-ENTRANT BASIC
COMPILER/ INTERPRETER/
DEBUGGER

DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
iMacro Assembler.
Linkage Editor;
Debugger)

TEXT EDITOR S
SCRtPT PROCESSOR

Rccsvery, Disk Test;

File Copy from
other OS: eic )

COMMUNICATIONS
PACKAGE

:lerr-iir-,di LmulJIor
hue Send K Receiv

PACKAGE PRICE
(All of Abovel

SINGLE-USER
M'JLTt-USER

FILE SORT

COBOL-ANSI '74

O'der OASIS iroir

Phase One Systems, Inc.

7700 Edgewater Drive, Suite 830
Oakland, CA 94621
Teleohone (415) 562-8035
TWX 910-366-7139

NAME
STREET (NO BOX -)_
CITY ___,

.ZIP.STATE,

AMOUNTS
[Attacn sysieiTi dascp'pt.on:

add S3 1c( shipping:
California residenls add sales lax)

n Check enclosed D VISA

n UPS C.O.D. n Mastercharge

Card Number, _.__
Expiration Date_ „
Signati;re

MAKES MICROS RUN LIKE MINIS



"One of Telewriter's very few bugs
occurs when you use headers."

Let's say you are printing with double
spacing, a left margin of 10 spaces, and a

line length of 60 characters, and you want
to highlight a quotation. You might do so by
switching to single spacing and Indenting

another 10 spaces at both right and left

margins. You would embed the following

command line: M20C40S1. Notice that the

margin is set first, then the number of char-

acters in the line, then the line spacing.

Finish the command line with a carriage re-

turn, and enter the quotation. When you are

finished, you can revert to the original for-

mat with, say, this command line: S2 C60
M10 where ! have changed the order at ran-

dom. It is easier to keep track of things if

you set and reset parameters In the same
order, but it is not mandatory.

A few print commands which do not con-

trol standard format parameters also use
the embedded command syntax. You can
center a title by prefixing it with a caret and
an asterisk. You can print a header at the

top of every page of a file but the first, using

the H format code. One of Telewriter's very

few bugs occurs when you use headers.

The Header command is required at the

beginning of every file chained in a printout.

A caret precedes and follows it. It has the

syntax HN . . . Header where N is the num-
ber of blank lines desired between the head-

er and the body of the text, and where the

dots represent the blanks needed to proper-

ly Indent the header itself. The usual margin
format does not apply. The Telewriter

reference manual recommends that you fol-

iow embedded commands with a second
carriage return before beginning text entry.

This generates a blank line which is not

printed but which keeps the Aiign feature

(Clear-A) from combining the text with the

command and destroying the format. {The

header would not be printedaspartof a text

line, but its length would be counted in

formatting.) Unfortunately, I found that if a

header definition is followed by two car-

riage returns, it fails to print at the top of the

second page; it does not begin until the

third. This is not an earth-shaking problem,

but I found It annoying because much of my
writing consists of material for pubiication,

and identifying headers are required.

Thereare two solutions. You can print the

header at the top of the second page if you

follow it by only one carriage return, but

then you must find another way to keep a

subsequent align from combining it with

the text. An indentation as well as an extra

carriage return signal the start of a para-

graph. All you have to do then is standard-

ize on indentation for paragraphs.

Howard Cohen of Cognitec found the

second solution, which is to load the first of

a series of chained files into memory before

defining Its header, and start printing from

that configuration. On the format menu, set

the number of files in the queue to one less

than the total number of files.

This bug has now been eliminated, but

Telewriter purchasers should check out

their own copies of the program.

You can also use the embedded com-

mand concept to define special control

codes. With the Caret-D command you can

define up to nine special characters of up to

15 numbers, each number being an ASCII

code for either a printing or a non-printing

character. You use this method to change

COMPUTER KITS- FROM $69.95
LNW SEMI-KITS can save you hundreds of dollars. By obtaining your own parts at the lowest
Dossible cost and assembling the LNW SEMI-KITS, you can have the most highly acclaimed
microcomputer in the industry -the LNW80. The LNW SEMI- KITS are affordable modules. You
can start with a modest cassette system and expand lod full 4MhzTRS-80compatiule system wilh
5 or 8 inch double density disks and color at any time.

A. LNW80CPU- Wade of high quality FR4 glass epoxy double sided circuit material, with plated-
Ihrough holes and gold edge connector. It is fully solder-masked and silk screened. Here are just
some of the outstanding features you will have when your , LNW80 CPU board is (ully assembled"
• 16KRAM • Color and black and white video • 480 x 1 92 high resolution graphics • 64 and 80
column video • 4 Mhz 280ACPU • Upper and lowercase display • 500 and 1000 baud cassette
l/0-Sa9.95

B. SYSTEM EXPANSION-Expandthe LNWBOcomputerboard. TRS-SOand PMC-SO computer
with the following features' • 32K memory • Serial RS232C and 20Ma port • Real time clock •
Parallel printer port • 5 inch single density diskconlroller • Expansion busfscreen printer porti •
Onboard power supply • Solder-masked and silk screened legend -S69. 95 itin plated contacts)

-

S84.95 igold plated contacts)

C. KEYBOARD- 74 key expanded professional keyboard- includes 1 2 key numeric keypad. Fully
assembled and tested - $99,95
D. COMPUTER CASE- This slyiish instrument-quality solid Sleel case and hardware kit gives your
LNWao that professional tactory-buill appearance. - $84.95 Add S12.00 tor shipping.
E. SYSTEM EXPANSION CASE -This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kil
gives your SYSTEM EXPANSION interface that professional factory-built appearance -$59.95
Add S10.00 for shipping

F. LNW80 CPU - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $82.00
G. LNW80 VIDEO - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $31 .00
H. SYSTEM EXPANSION- HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT- $27.50
I. LEVEL M ROM set (6 chip set) - $1 20.00

VISA and MasterCard accepted Add $3.00 for shipping plus Si 00 lor each additional item. All
shipments via UPS surface. Add $2.00 tor U.S. Mail. Shipments outside continental U.S.. funds must
be U S. dollars. Sufficient shipping costs must be included with payment

ORDERS 8 INFORMATION - (714) 544-5744
SERVICE-(714j 641-8850

LNW Research Corp.
2(i20WALNL'T Tustin. CA. 9268U
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"I feel that the combination of full screen editing

and the very respectable font give the program real advantages."

fonts for highlighting, for instance. Finaliy,

you can use the control caret to align indivi-

dual partial lines of text with the left margin

by setting up each line as though it were a

legitimate embedded command: indent one

space, caret, text. Because these lines look

like commands with incorrect syntax, Tele-

writer prints them. But because they are

(apparently) commands, Telewriter ignores

the ieading space and the caret. Although

this sounds bizarre, it works well in prac-

tice.

How it Works

While Telewriter may lack some of the

features of word processors designed to

run on larger, business-oriented machines,

it gives the Color Computer respectability

as a document preparation center for the

home or school. I fee! that the combination

of full-screen editing and the very respec-

table font give the program real advan-

tages. 1 have also used C.C. Writer for some
time. 1 found it easy to learn to use, thanks

to an excellent manual, but its line orienta-

tion and multiple modes for text entry and

editing can give the vi^riter a real workout.

Telewriter gives me a much better sense of

control.

Improvements

Telewriter is not perfect. Several items re-

main on my wish list though none of these

are crippling (or even serious) deficiencies.

Telewriter cannot right justify text.

Although I use this feature only for cor-

respondence (at least with C.C. Writer,

where it is slow), it is still nice to have.

Telewriter does not allow me to predefine

tab stops. Telewriter has tabs every eight

positions; the tab key is the Clear-Enter

combination. You cannot reset the tabs,

however, and eight spaces is just too far to

indent a paragraph. Punching the spacebar

five times is primitive compared with

everything else in the program.

As far as text manipulation is concerned,

I have occasionally wished fora block-move

command that would automatically delete

the block in its oid location, rather than

requiring me to go back and delete it after

copying.

The Color Computer still lacks a word

processor with a file-merging capability. It

is not yet possible to write a letter with var-

iable data in the address and salutation

fields and merge it with a mailing list, for ex-

ample. This is completely standard for busi-

ness systems, and it would be extremely

valuable in the home, as well. The applica-

tions to organizational correspondence are

obvious. Perhaps Howard Cohen at Cogni-

tec, or Bill Dye at Transformation

Technologies, or someone at Computer-

ware, Nelson Software, or even Tandy will

include this feature in some future disk-

oriented program.

None of these missing features keep

Telewriter from being a fine program.The

manuals cover several tricks that I cannot

easily describe in a brief review, but which

greatly enhance the power of the package.

The program is easy to bring up for simple

work the first time, but there is nothing like

working with it for a while to bring out its

real power. At $49.95 it is the most expen-

sive of the Color Computer word proces-

sors; it is worth it.H

The Atlanta ComputerFestival
June 12 - 13, 1982

Downtown Atlanta Marriott Hotel
• Held in conjunction with the famous Atlanta HamFestival!

• 140 exhibitor booths devoted to Ham Radio and Microcomputing!

Door Prizes include a TRS-80 Model Ml!

Multi-level covered Fleamarket/Swapshop!
^* Forums & meetings on a variety of topics!

• Parking for thousands of cars with complimentary shuttle bus to/from the

Atlanta Civic Center lot!

Registration: $5 per person at the door

DONT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!
WRITE FOR BOOTH INFORMATION TO: P.O. BOX 27553, ATLANTA, GA 30327



HARDWARE BREAKTHROUGH
DESIGN SOLUTION inc. presents the AN-SERIES DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

for TRS-80™, Apple II™, Commodore PEF", Superbraia»TM*

DSI AI\l-7000 COMPUTER
True TRS-80™ work-a-like capability is now
available in kit form from DSI. The AN-7000 pro-
vides a full 16K of dynamic ram, wWh a com-
plete modulated video interface system for use
with standard televisions, Z-80B Micro-processor,
cassette interface, membrane keyboard, finished

SX'yQ 95 ^""^"^""^^^EPIIi^HHV "^^^^ ^^^ power supply module, as well as every* ' "• ^^^amBS^KK component needed for ROM-less assembly. Save hun-
dreds of dollars by assembling the AN-7000 processor
yourself with only common hand tools. Step by step in-

structions with clear cut pictorials and schematics create a very straight-forward work environment as
you assemble your own system from scratch. Totally flexible, the AN-7000 will interface with all Model I

Level II hardware accessories including the DSI AN-760 FDC and AN-1000 Megadrives. The AN-7000 system
represents the most significant break-through in user assembled computer equipment available. The
AN-7000 kit comes complete with all parts necessary for a full 16K, Z-80 based CPU less the 12K basic in-
terpreter ROMS.

New DOS 80^" ver 2.0 is available at special package
purchase rates for the AN-760 and AN-1000. Contact
tact DSI for complete DOS pricing.

A Registered Microsoft™ TRS-80 Level II work-a-like 3
chip set with manual and complete documentation is

available for the AN-7000. The Microsoft-DSI basic
package lists at $89.95.

DSI MEGADRIVE

$590.00
This single or double density 80 track

dual sides 5V4" floppy disk drive is a
must for all serious TRS-80 and DSI

systems users. With almost 1 million

bytes of unformated data storage capaci
ty in the MFM double density mode the

AN-1000 provides the utmost in stability

of performance at a very reasonable

price. Track to track access time 3 ms,
soft error rate 1-10^ reads, hard errors 1-10"

reads, and media life 4x10^ clearly represent the
AN-1000 technology. Complete with power supply,

case, cable and operation manual.

All connections made to AN-SERIES products from your bread-
board are simply pushed through the front panel. Custom connec-
tors on the P.C.B. provide super reliable connection for thousands
of operations. All AN-SERIES products are warranted for a full

90-DAYS under DSI's limited warranty policy. Complete documen-

tation is provided for each model in an attractive folder, including
theory of operation, and special interest projects and applica-
tions. All units are supplied with external power supply modules
that connect through a mini-jack on the front panel.

DESIGN SOLUTION inc.
BOX 1225, FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72701 ^ 57

C.O.D. add $5.00 — Other add $3.00 S/H.
(Exports slightly higher)

Orders and Information: (501) 521-0281



HARDWARE BREAKTHROUGH
DESIGN SOLUTIOIM inc. presents the AN-SERIES DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

forTRS-80^^ Apple 11™, Commodore PEP", Superbrain™*

«99« DISK CONTROLLER «I29'* DOUBLE DENSITY CONVERTER

An afford-

able muUidrive

floppy disk in-

rf terface. The AN-
760 supports 35, 40,

80 and 160 track

drives. Using proprie-

tary Digital Data Separ-

ation Techniques, maxi-

mum permissible data

transfer integrity is assured. Read, write, and step LED
indicators prompt operator during all disk I/O. The
AN-760 comes complete with power supply module and
operation manual. (Operating system software optional.)

8K FIRMWARE INTERFACE
8K Bytes of

User Program-

able Firmware

l4-2716 Eproms)
are automatically

loaded by system
/12345 Command con-

trolled by a 2716 con-

troller chip. The user can
create his own firm

operating system to load and execute programs from
Eprom or to provide user defined arithmetic functions.

Comes complete with power supply, operation manual
and controller chip. (The AN-522 requires AN-551 Eprom
programmer.)

'9995 EPROM PROGRAMMER

An enhanced
version of our

original Eprom
Programmer, the

AN-551 will now pro-

gram the single sup-

ply 2516, 2716, 2532
and 2732 --.

Eproms from Basic or

machine language. Software provided will load Eprom
from TRS-80 Ram or load TRS-80 Ram from Eprom with

complete on-screen verification. The AN-551 comes com-
plete with power supply and operation manual.

All connections made to AN-SERIES products from your bread-
board are simply pushed through the front panel. Custom connec-
tors on the P.C.B. provide super reliable connection for thousands
of operations. Ad AN-SERIES products are warranted for a full

90-DAYS under DSI's limited warranty policy. Complete documen-

Using DSI Pro-

prietary Data

Separation and
Write Precompen-

sation Techniques,

the AN-920 provides

approximately 1.6 times
more data

storage capacity on
your 5V4 disk drives. The AN-920 can be used in con-

junction with the AN-760 FDC or the TRS-80 expansion
interface. Double Density System comes complete with
power supply module and operation manual. (Required
Newdos-80 Ver 2.0 Disk Operation System Optional.)

MULTI-RANGE DVM INTERFACE

Analog Sig-

nal Interface

is now as easy

as turning a knob.

EE-1670 provides

DVM functions volts,

and milli-amps and 8

ranges, 1-200 milli-

volts, 0-2. 0-20, 0-200

volts, 0-200 micro amps,
0-2, 0-20, 0-200 milliamps, standard banana jacks and test

leads create perfect connection scheme for real time

analog data acquisition. EE-1670 system is complete
with power supply and manual of operation.

RS-232 INTERFACE

Can be con-

figured to

communicate
with data com-

munications equip-

ment or data termin-

al equipment at 110,

150,300,600,1200,2400,

4800 and 9600 Baud. The
AN-464 provides 20MA
loop output and RS-232C through a DB-25P connector.

Software selectable odd/even parity, 5-8 bit word lengths

and stop bit formats are standard along with power sup-

ply module, software driver, and operation manual.

talion is provided for each model in an attractive folder, including
theory of operation, and special interest projects and applica-
tions. All units are supplied with external power supply modules
that connect through a mini-jack on the front panel.

DESIGN SOLUTION inc.
BOX 1225, FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72701 -57

C.O.D. add $5.00 — Other add $3.00 S/H.
(Exports slightly higher)

Orders and Information: (501) 521-0281



REVIEW

Snapp V Extended (disk) File Mapping Support.

Snappware Eases Random
Access

Snapp V Extended File

Mapping Support

Snappware

3719 Mantetl Ave

Cincinnati. OH AH?'^B

S75 Model II

S60 Model III

Rick I efierman

JACAMS Inc.

3375 Airport Hwy
TolPdo. OH 43600

The Mrrle! !! romputer with

Radio Shack Basic and TRS-

DOS 2-0 sepms to be the best

computer buy, and probably the

most powerful rombination nn

the market But even though Ra

die Shack Basic is extremely

powerful, it retains many of ear-

ly Basic's inherent problems.

Radio Shack Basic maki^s it

difficult to use and nrogram ran-

dom or direct files. If you have

not used random (direct) files

yet due to their complexity,

Snapp Inc has made them so

simpip that any proqrarnmer can

use them.

The strife ments and func-

tions that Radio Shack Basic

presently uses for random file

manipulation are carry-overs

from earlier versions of Basic

These functions (Field, LSET.

RSET, MKI$, CVI, and so on) use

too much program space and

create confusion,

Snapp Inc. uses the new verb

SCWD {Snapp Command) to im-

216 • 80 Microcomputing, May

p!e:";Tor.: ^^ei.' version of the Gel

and Put statements. These elim-

inate the need for LSET, RSET,

MKSSandCVL

Random File Manipulation

if yCLj are Linfa.Tiiliar with the

staleiiicnls used iu manipulate

random files, here is a short ex-

planation. See Program Listing

1 for fine number reterences.

Line 100 opens a disk file named
STCREOUI. It creates the file if

none oxisted befoie. Buffer one

passes information to and from

She *ile. Each record is 25 bytes

Icng. Line 11C divides the 25-

character buffer into portions

that are named by the Field

statement. Line ''30 places rec-

ord number K% from the disk

file into the buffer in memory.

Note that all numeric data in a

direct file is stored in a com-

pressed format, so after you

retrieve the data from the disk

with the Get command you must

convert it to the proper type (in-

teger, single or double preci-

sion) using the commands CVI,

CVS or CVD. Line 140 assigns

the integer variable WE% the in-

teger value of ST$ after convert-

ing ST$ by the command
CVI(ST$).

Now refer to Program Listing

3. When placing data into a di-

rect file, you open and field the

file as before. Line 160 converts

the integer WE% to a com-

pacted string form with MKI$

1982

{make integer string) and then

places it into buffer 1. The Field

statement in line 150 places the

converted WE% into the first

two bytes of the buffer in memo-
ry, names these bytes ST$ and

places the bytes into the buffer

from left to right (LSET),

Programmers often use ran-

dom files where they reguire

some sort of disk file system

and do not need to read all of the

file's information each time they

access the file. I use random

files to store 60 different aircraft

load configurations which con-

sist of a load-weight integer,

four integers that represent the

load size, shape and aerody-

namic drag, plus a 15-character

string description of the load. I

store this information in records

1-60 and refer to them by their

record number. As an example,

if the operator needed the load

information from record number

10, he need only enter 10 to the

request "Enter Load Code."

The interpreter then immed-

iately accesses the information

in record 10 without having to

read records 1-9. This saves

time and wear on the disk drive.

To do the preceding (Listing

1), first open the file {line 100).

Then field its buffer (line 110). Be

sure the operator does not ex-

ceed the end of file (line 120).

Then you must get the proper re-

cord and convert all data to the

proper type (lines 130-160).

That portion of the software is

a little complex, but not as com-

plex as when you have to place

information into a random file.

To do that, first open and field

the file (Listing 3, lines 140-150).

Then convert all numeric data

types like integer, single and

double precision to strings

using MKI$, MKS$ and MKD$.

Then LSET or RSET your vari-

ables into the variable names

you used in the Field statement

(lines 160-190). Put the data that

is now in the buffer memory,

which puts it into the file on

your disk.

The Snapp Way

Program Listing 2 does the

same thing as Listing 1, but

uses Snapp V.

Rather than using Basic's

conversion statements and

Field, you need only give the

proper SCMD and your variable

names that appear in your pro-

gram. The variable names may
even appear in string form (lines

95 and 120); Extended File Map-

ping Support takes care of

the rest.

Listing 3 puts data into the

file named STOREQUI, and uses

standard Radio Shack Basic.

Lines 150-190 are required to

convert the data to strings and

then place the data into buffer 1.

This wastes time. VJoe to the

programmer who uses the Field

variable names elsewhere in his



program because he may lose

his data in a buffer.

Program Listing 4 im-

plements Snapp V to do the

same thing as Listing 3. In line

200, all variable names as used

in the program are passed to

Snapp V tiirough the string fol-

lowing SCMD PUT. I could have

used the same technique as I

did in Listing 2, lines 95 and 120,

but I chose this method to dem-

onstrate Snapp V's versatility

and simplicity.

Snapp V gives you a new data

type, the one-byte integer v^hich

can have the value of 0-255. This

one hetps you to pack data that

will not exceed the value of 255.

All the Snapp Extended pro-

grams are aimed to save the pro-

grammer time and trouble, and

to save the computer memory.

Snapp II through V become a

part of your Basic interpreter,

and does not even take up disk

space in your Model II. To install

the software on your Model II

disk you need only follow the

simple installation procedures

that come v^/ith the disk, and

soon your Radio Shack Basic

will be up and running with the

Snapp enhancements.

90 INPUT"'En(er desired record number'';K%

10Q OPENED", 1,"STOREQUI".25
110 FIELD1.2 AS STI,2 AS PSI,2 AS PVI,2 AS PES,

120 IF K%>LOF(1)THEN CL0SE1:END
130 GET 1.K%

IdO WEIGHT% = CVI(ST$)

150 DRAG1% = CVI(PS$):D2% = CVI(PVS)

160 D3%^CVI(PE$J'D4% = (PN$)

170 NA$ = DES:REM NAI now equals Ihe load descfiption

180 CLOSE 1

190 END

Program Listing 1

90 INPUT'-Enler desired record number";K%

95 Dl$ = WE%.DR%,D2%,D3%,D4%,{15]NA$"
100 OPEN'D'M.'STOREQUI'
110 IF K%>L0F(1|THEN CLOSE1:END
120 SCMDGETDI$,1,K%
130 CLOSE 1

140 END

Program Listing 2

100 INPUT^Enler weight",WE%
110 INPUT-Enler 4 drag numbers";DR%.D2%.D3%,D4%
120 INPUT'-Enler 15 character description", NAS

130 INPUT-'Enler record to be updated'':KVo

140 OPENED", 1,"STOREQUI",25

150 FIELD 1.2AS ST$.2AS PS$,2AS PV$,2AS PEI,2AS PN$,15AS DES

160 LSETSTS = MKIS(WE%)
LSET PSS = MKI$(OR%)
LSET PVI = MKI$(D2%)

170 LSET PE$=^MKI$(D3%);LSETPN$ = MK1$(D4%)

190 LSET DE$ = NA$
200 PUT 1 K%
210 CLOSE VEND

Program Listing 3

100 INPUT"Enter weighl";WE%

110 INPUT"Erter 4 drag numbers";DR%,D2%,D3Vo,D4%

120 INPUT"Enter description up lo 15 chrs";NA$

130 INPUT-Enier record to be updated";K%

140 OPEN"D",1,"STOREOUI",25

200 SCMD PUT"WE%,DR%,D2%,D3%,D4Vo,(15)NA$".l.K%

210 CLOSE 1:END

Program Listing 4

...$99.95
YOU OWE IT TO YOUR
BASIC PROGRAM

BASIC Compiler,

Model I/Ill, allDOS

ACCEL2 Plus:

Bigger optimized subset

Quicker compilation

More compact output

Almost total compatibility
(Ic-vcloped !' Eiiqliirxl liy Soiilheiri Sottwitri

CA add 6 :-

M^@Kai
Allen Gelder Software ^36

(415)387-3131

Box 11721 San Francisco CA 94101
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REVIEW

Compilers compared.

ACCEL2 and Microsoft's

Basic Compiler

ACCEL2
Southern Software

Eastleigh, Hants, England

Distributed by Allen Gelder

Software

Box 11721 hAain Post Office

San Francisco, CA 94101

$88.95

Basic Compiler

Microsoft Consumer Products

10800 Northeast Eightli

Suite 507

Balievue, WA 98004

$195

Dennis Wilkins

4000 Capitol Drive

Fort Collins, CO 80526

If
you have ever wished to

speed up your TRS-80 vi/ithout

resorting to hardvi/are modifica-

tions, or compiete program re-

writes in macfiine code, here are

two program packages that can

heip. The Basic compiler from

Microsoft and the ACCEI^ com-

piier from Southern Software

can each compile Basic pro-

grams written on a disk-based

218 • 80 Microcomputing, May

TRS-80. There are a few restric-

tions with each program, how-

ever, and each has its particular

advantages.

Talking to a Computer

First of all, what is a com-

piler? There are several ways

you can define a series of in-

structions for a computer. At the

most basic level you can com-

municate in machine code

—

the only language a computer

directly understands. A ma-

chine-code listing is a boring list

of numbers in hexadecimal, or

base 16, for the TRS-80. If you

are familiar wjth the instruction

set of the Z80 processor, you

may be able to create a listing in

machine code, but certainly

wouldn't do so for any lengthy

programming task.

The most common method of

communicating with the TRS-80

is through its Basic interpreter.

This is an encoding scheme al-

lowing you to write your pro-

gram in Basic, read your listings

in Basic, and during the Run

mode, have the Z80 send in-

structions in machine code by

the interpreter, which is itself a

program. This method is easy on

the programmer, but makes a lot

of work for your Z80. It is busy

converting the Basic text to ma-

chine code, a line at a time, dur-

ing the program run. Since the

processor spends a large por-

1982

tion of its time interpreting in-

structions, the effective speed

of execution is much less than if

the same program were coded in

machine code.

If you are an advanced pro-

grammer, there is always that

mystery of life, Assembly lan-

guage. This is just another way

of writing in machine code,

except the hex digits are re-

placed with two and three-let-

ter words, called mnemonics,

which are easier to remember

than hex digits. The assembler

also provides some other fea-

tures, such as the labeling of

subroutines so absolute memo-

ry addresses need not be speci-

fied. It is still much like writing in

machine code.

Using Assembly language al-

so requires an extra step. After

writing the source code using an

editor program, one must as-

semble the code into numeric

machine code before running it

on the computer using an as-

sembler program. The extra ef-

fort yields a program which runs

many times the speed of a Basic

program because the assembler

produces machine code. A pro-

gram written in Assembly lan-

guage may run up to 100 times

faster than the same opera-

tions processed by a Basic

interpreter.

Another way to communicate

instructions to a computer is

through the use of a compiler.

Many well known languages,

such as Fortran, are nearly al-

ways implemented as a com-

piled language. Such a lan-

guage can be structured for

ease of programming, like Ba-

sic, yet provide high-speed exe-

cution, like Assembly language.

The main difference between

using a Basic interpreter and a

compiled language, like Fortran,

is the source code must be pro-

cessed like Assembly language

before it is run. The compiler is a

program which converts the

source code into machine code,

but unlike Assembly language,

the machine code is not a one-

on-one translation of the origin-

al program. In fact, one state-

ment of the compiler language

may create dozens of lines of

machine code. A library of rou-

tines, such as square root, trig

functions, comparisons, loop

controls, are linked onto the

compiled code, so you need only

specify a function, such as a

square root, and not program

every step the computer must

follow to calculate square root.

Two Compilers for the TRS-80

There are a number of Basic

compilers available for the

TRS-80. One sold by Radio

Shack requires entirely new

code to be written— it is not

compatible with Level II or Disk



Basic, The two systems de-

scribed here compiie already

written and debugged programs

using the Basic interpreter. The

Microsoft compiler is a tradi-

tional compiler as described

above, whereas the ACCEL2
compiler is something quite

unique, a combination of inter-

preter and compiler.

The compiler from Microsoft

appears not to have been writ-

ten specifically for the TRS-80. It

comes with a manual for Ba-

sic-80, which is very similar to

the TRS-80 implementation of

Bpsic, but with a few enhance-

ments (Swap, While/Wend, and

Call, to name three) which can

be used in the compiled pro-

grams, but cannot be tested in

the interpreter mode.

The Microsoft compiler pro.

duces a relocatable binary file

of machine code which runs

from the DOS mode. The version

I evaluated came with what ap-

pears to be preliminary docu-

mentation for the compiler, and

the manual on Basic-80. These

hopefully, have been cleaned up

since the early version I saw.

The arrangement of the com-

piler manual is a bit complex,

but by trying the sample session

you can get the hang of using

the compiler, the linker and the

library.

The procedure for using Mi-

crosoft's Basic Compiler is

quite involved, not automatic.

The operator must swap disks

and interact with the computer

at certain points during the com-

pile and link operations. And the

Basic program to be compiled

must first be saved on disk as an

ASCII file.

By comparison, ACCEL2 is

easy to use. Once loaded, the

compiler need only be called by

the command "/FIX" to automa-

tically carry out the four-pass

compile operation. It can be

called over and over to compile

different Basic programs. AC-

CEL2 takes about 30 seconds to

compile 200 lines of code. The

Microsoft system takes several

minutes to compile even a short

program due to the swapping of

disks and loading of library

routines.

(If you have a version of AC-

CEL2 purchased before mid-

1981, you will find my descrip-

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Random Plot - RND,

integer arithmetic,

set graphics

interpreter

ACCEI_2

Microsoll

Prime Numbers to 1000

integer counters, single

precision arithmetic

interpreter

ACGEL2
IWicrosoll

Population Simuiation

singie precision and

many subroutine calls

interpreter

ACCEi^
Microsoft

POKE graphics with

integer counters

Interpreter

ACCEL2
Microsoft

Graphic game with

integer arithmetic

and SET/RESET graphics

interpreter

ACCEI_2

Microsoft

White out screen with

SET and integers

interpreter

ACCEL2
Microsoft

SIZE TIME RATIO

637 bytes 231 seconds 1;1

2202 bytes 171 seconds 1.4:1

11203 bytes 103 seconds 2.2;1

493 bytes 72 seconds 1:1

1849 bytes 40 seconds 1.8:1

11120 bytes 20 seconds 3.6:1

5033 bytes 129 seconds 1:1

SS74 bytes 64 seconds 2:1

16216 bytes 27 seconds 4.8:1

134 bytes 17.5 seconds 1:1

1564 bytes 0.5 seconds 35:1

10551 bytes 0.5 seconds 35:1

1738 bytes 27 seconds 1:1

3634 bytes 3.4 seconds 7.9:1

12455 bytes 2.4 seconds 11.3:1

76 bytes 40 seconds 1:1

1405 bytes 5 seconds 8:1

3731 bytes 3 seconds t3:1

Table 1

tion differs from what you are

used to. There is an updated ver-

sion, optimized for disk users,

available from Allen Gelder Soft-

ware for $12 plus the return of

your original tape.)

ACCEL2 does not produce a

machine-code module, but

operates in the Basic interpreter

environment with hooks to ma-

chine-code routines. It can se-

lectively compile specific types

of statements under program-

mer control. It has statements

to Save, Load, or Run compiled

programs, and even a limited

chaining capability which can

load and run both compiled and

non-compiled programs from a

program which is running.

With ACCEL2, non-compiled

statements are processed at

run-time by the normal inter-

preter. This does not mean
that a program compiled by AC-

CEL2 necessarily runs slower

than the same program com-

piled by the Microsoft compiler.

It depends upon the complexity

of the program.

The documentation supplied

with ACCEL2 (19 pages of utili-

tarian, but concisely written

text) contains a table specifying

the ratio of compiled to inter-

preted speeds for all statements

which are compiled. For AC-

CEL2 these statements are:

LET (implied or specific]

AND, OB, <, >, =, <>
+. -,'J
PEEK, POKE, Set, Reset, Point, VARPTR
For, . .Next, if. . Then. , .Else, DIM var

name (integer)

GOTO. GOSUB, . , Return, ON exp GOTO
LEN, MIDS, LEFT$, RIGHTS, CHR$, ASC,
CVI

The speed-up ratio (com-

piled:interpreted) vary from 2:1

(for most single-precision math
operations) to 176:1 (for a

GOTO). Double-precision math

speed-up ratios vary from only

1.02:1 for division to 2:1 for addi-

tion. For... Next loops are

quickened by a factor of 1 1:1 (in-

teger only; single-precision

For. . . Nexts are not compiled,

but run in the interpreter mode).

Set, Reset, and Point are in-

creased 7.7:1 (integer), 3.7:1

single precision, and 3.1:1 dou-

ble precision. If. . .Then. . .Else

statements improve 17.7:1 for

integer arguments, 9.9:1 for

strings, 2.7:1 for single pre-

cision, and 2.2:1 for double

precision.

The most impressive speed

increases occur with both com-

pilers when integer arguments

are used, since the Z80 CPU di-

rectly manipulates these. Al-

though specific function speed-

ups are not given for the Micro-

soft compiler, speed increases

of 3 to 10 times are claimed.

The tests I ran demonstrated

speed-up factors from 1.3 to

11, depending upon the type of

function.

Each Compiler's Strengths

If you want to increase the

speed of Set, Reset, and Point
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graphics, the Microsoft com-

piler produces only slightly

higher increases than ACCEL2.

In my tests I found purely graph-

ic programs increased by as lit-

tle as 1.5:1, to as much as 13:1

using the Microsoft system. The

speed-up factor using ACCEL2
varied from 4:1 to 8:1.

On the other hand, programs

with much single- precis ion

number crunching may exper-

ience only a 2:1 speed-up using

ACCEL2, but can exhibit as

much as a 5:1 speed-up if com-

plied via the Microsoft Basic

Compiler.

The Microsoft Basic Compiler

produces a stand-alone module

as mentioned above. This mod-

ule is self-contained in that

every Basic function to be used

in the program is appended to

the module during the Link oper-

ation. The Microsoft compiler

does not use ROM routines. The

module, therefore, will be quite

large if many functions are

needed.

For example, a Star Trek pro-

gram I have occupies exactly

10,002 bytes in Basic. When
compiled by the Microsoft com-

piler it occupies over 27,000

bytes.

The same program compiled

by ACCEL2 occupies 16,997

bytes. ACCEL2 needs 5,632

bytes of RAM at compile time,

and can use as little as 1,280

bytes at run-time. The TRS-80

ROM routines are used when

possible. The compiled code

may be larger than the Basic

code it replaces, but not nearly

as large as the same program

compiled by the Microsoft sys-

tem. For many short programs,

the Microsoft system produces

at least 10,000 byte modules,

whereas ACCEL2 may need only

2,000 to 3,000, including its run-

time component. The results of

compiling a half dozen pro-

grams with both systems is

shown in Table 1. The ACCEL2
memory requirements shown in-

clude the necessary run-time

software.

Logical Code Required

Both compilers may require

that the original Basic program

be cleaned up before compila-

tion. To obtain a speed improve-

ment, your code must be logical.

As it turns out, what is per-

fectly logical for the TRS-80

Basic interpreter may not be log-

ical for a compiler. For example:

10 FOBX^I TO 10

20 IFR^CTHEN NEXTX ELSEGOSUB
500' NEXTX

This is fine for the interpreter

even though there are two Next

X statements for one For state-

ment (this is not a legal con-

struct for ail Basic interpreters).

The interpreter will get to only

one of the Next X statements in

any loop,

A compiler rejects this ar-

rangement with an error mes-

sage ("FN" in the Microsoft ver-

sion, "Next Without For in 20" in

ACCEL2) during compilation.

The Basic code is rejected be-

cause the compiled code must

have a singular control point

(same for GOSUB and Returns),

and the compilers view each

Next statement as an indepen-

dent control point.

A logical way to write the

code of the above example is:

10 FOR X = 1 TO 10

20 IF R = C THEN 30 ELSE GOSUB 500

30 NEXTX

There are more restrictions on

the program source code (the

original Basic listing) with either

compiler. Arrays may be dimen-

sioned to a constant size integer

value only: 10 DIM A(100)— is

OK, but

5 N = 100

10 Dim A(N)

is not allowed with either com-

piler.

ACCEL2 has a compiler op-

tion (called NOARRAY, set at

compile time) which prevents

compilation of all array variable

references and causes all arrays

to be processed by the inter-

preter at run-time. There are no

array restrictions if A0CEL2 is

used with this option, but as a

SOFTEK SOFTWARE
Quality Software for Your TRS-80 • For TRS-80 Model I & III Disk or Tape

SOFTEK 100
An assortment of 106 programs
including Business, Personal.

Educational, Animation, Con-
struction, etc. A list of pro-

grams IS included

$99.50

SOFTEK PAYROLL
Figures all taxes antJ keeps track of

total earnings.

Model I S III Disk $99.50

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Will keep track of total expenses paid

out and will print tiard copy Currently

used lor commissions paid out to bro-

ker insurance agents.

Model I & III Disk $89.50

MAIL LETTER
Will do the same as mail but you can type up to two letters along iwitti it

and the mail letter program will type tfie letter and put their name and
address on the tieadmg and also print "Dear" and their first name

Model I & III Disk $29.95

MAIL PROGRAM
Keeps a list of over 1,000 names and will display, edit,

list, or print mailing laljels

Model I 8. Ill Disk $19.95

THE FLOPPY DOCTOR
By Dave Stambaugh

FLOPPY DISK/MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC
Computer professionals" have long known the impor-

tance ol regular use of diagnostic software in verifying

the integrity of computer hardware. The TRS-80 (s no
exception; good diagnostics are a must The MICRO
CLINIC offers two programs designed to thoroughly

check out the two most trouble prone sections of the
TRS-80. the disk systei (controller and drives) and the

memory at'ays

MODEL I . $24.95 MODEL $29.95

SPECIAL FOR MAY
SHANNON MAGNETIC

5%'

40 TK DBL DENSITY DISKS

Box of 10

$21.00

SCARFMAN
"1981 Cornsoft Group

Model I & Ml Tape
$15.95

Model I & III Disk

$19.95

MODEL I DOUBLE DENSITY PACKAGE
NEWDOS(B0 Version 2.0 and Controller

Everything you need to convert your TRS-80 Model I to

run double density Complete with software, hardware,

and instructions — installs in minutes witti NO SOLDER-
ING. WIRING OR CUTTING S229.95

NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0 for fWodel I and III $1 39.00

FLIPSORT
File Box storage for 5'. $19.95

1 Box Verbatim 5 '"4" Disks with Fhpsort $43.95

SHANNON MAGNETICS
DISK HEAD CLEANERS

$24.00

GROUP INSURANCE QUOTER
Good tor guoting several plans of insurance,

primarily health, and printing hard copy

Model I & III Disk $99.50

AIDS SYSTEMS
BY METS TECHNOLIGIES

MTC AIDS III

This easy to use system allows

even a novice TRS-SO user to

create data tiles custom con-

figured for many applications,

from lists tor mailing and cata-

loging to hnancial reportmg

and time scheduling It requires

NO PROGRAMMING and is

complete with features for add-

ing, deleting, sorting, updating

and printing.

MODEL I $69.95

MODEL II $99.95

VERBATIM
DISKETTES

5'/«" Double Density and 40

Track Oalalife.

$25.00

SOFTEK SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 702

STERLING, ILLINOIS 61081
815-625-5342

MASTERCARD AND VISA WELCOME
We Also Accept

• COD • CHECKS • MONEY ORDERS
ADD S2.00 FOR SHIPPING

TRS-80-^^ IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.
AIDS III." CAiCS IH.° MERGE III," ARE TRADE-

MARKS OF METATECHNOLOGIES

Write or Call for Complete Price List
v'374
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consequence, the program runs

slower.

ACCEL2 has another option:

EXPR or NOEXPR. These com-

mands control the compilation

of Let, For, POKE, Set, Reset

and If. EXPR causes compila-

tion, NOEXPR prevents it. These

can be used throughout a pro-

gram to selectively turn com-

pilation on and off. If not com-

piled these statements are exe-

cuted by the interpreter at run-

time. As always this slows the

operation, but if planned prop-

erly, the speed toss will be

minimal and the space saved

significant.

The f^icrosoft compiler has

many compile options (called

switches), but none to do the

things described for the AC-

CEL2 compiler. There are about

20 switches in all, some quite

useful (or even necessary for er-

ror handling) and some almost

incomprehensible. If you like

lots of possibilities, the Micro-

soft compiler has them.

There are other restrictions

common to both compilers.

Look at the statement: 999

GOTO 999.

In Basic this sits in a loop un-

til the Break key is pressed. In

compiled Basic it sits in a loop

until you press the System Re-

set button or unplug the power

cord—an inconvenient way to

stop a program!

And the Winner Is. .

.

As I said in the beginning,

each compiler has its strong

points and weaknesses. The Mi-

crosoft offering is part of a sys-

tem of advanced programs al-

lowing many combinations of

languages and functions to in-

teract. It is not for beginners.

It is quite complex and requires

a minimum of 48K in a disk-

based system. It offers higher

speed-up for mathematical op-

erations and more flexibility for

the advanced programmer than

ACCEL2.

The large memory require-

ment of the Microsoft compiler

system is a major drawback for

applications requiring much

data storage. Having to use a lot

of disk accesses rather than

RAM, to manipulate data may

lose more speed than was

gained by compiling in the first

place.

ACCEL2 is easier to use, re-

quires only 16K of memory, and

offers excellent speed-up per-

formance for logic and graphics

programs. It is a program any-

one who has mastered TRSDOS
can easily operate. I have oper-

ated ACCEL2 in TRSDOS and

NEWDOS 2.1 on my Model I with

no problems. It operates on

Models I and III. There is also a

tape version available, called

ACCEL, for those of you with a

tape-based TRS-80 with 16K of

RAM. It costs $49.95.

ACCEL2 has another advan-

tage for those of you who like to

sell or trade software you have

written: No royalty payment is

required if you distribute pro-

grams compiled by ACCEL2.

ACCEL2 allows you to make ei-

ther tape or disk copies of com-

piled software, along with the

necessary run-time component.

You can sell programs on a Lev-

el II 16K,32K,48K, or disk based

system. Southern Software re-

quests that you put a copyright

notice on the tape or diskette

label. But, no money is

requested.

Microsoft requires nine per-

cent of the end-user price per

copy or a flat $195 per year

(cheaper if you sell over

$2166.67 worth of software a

year). Users must have a 48K

disk-based system, which limits

the market for such compiled

programs.

1 feel that each compiler of-

fers truly improved capabilities

for the TRS-80, ACCEL2 being

the lower cost alternative (and

best for compiling programs of

logic and graphics routines).

The Microsoft system is aimed

at the more advanced program-

mer, allows one to interface with

other languages, and is best at

speeding up number crunching

programs.

ThelMIA-TELlNSIOOO
A completely refurbished

IBM Selectric Terminal with
built-in ASCII Interface.

*FOR YOUR TRS-80 WITH OR WITHOUT
EXPANSION INTERFACE. AVAILABLE WITH
CENTRONICS TYPE PARALLEL PORT.

Features:

• 300 Baud Serial

• 14.9 characters per second

printout

• Reliable heavy duty Selectric

mechanism
• RS-232C Interface

• Documentation included

• 60 day warranty—parts and
labor

• High quality Selectric print-

ing Ofl"-linc use as typewriter

• Optional tractor feed

available

• 15 inch carriage width
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Also works with Exa
tron's Stringy flopp

for fast loading of pro-

grams. (Has RS232
built in stringy)

HOWTOORDER I

DATA-TRAXS 1000 {

1. We accept Visa, Master *"

Charge. Make cashiers checks or
personal check payable to:

DATA-TRAXS
2. All orders are shipped
F.O.B. SanJose, CA
3. Deliveries are immediate

Desk and table top models also available.

For orders and information

DATA-TRANS
45277 Fremont Blvd., #7 ^^os

Fremont CA 94538

Phone: (408) 263-9246



ELECTRONIC NOTEBOOK

A totally new conoe pi in small scdie information managenieni tor tne 1RS-80(R) LOG is an
assembly language utility which fills llie gap between test editors and data base managers to
provide a true free-form information storage and retrieval system with unlieard-of ease of

operation.

LOG'CMD creates on a formatted diskette a LOG file from 1 lo 170 pages long, each page
tontaining 1 full screen of information Pages are accessed mdividually or sequentially, as n
thumbing through a book Information is added, updated, or deleted from each page in free
form by an integral cursor-ofiented text editor Each diskette becomes a separate orgamjed
notebook to use and re use as you please.

Insert, Delete, Tab. Clear, and full cursor positioning are supported, as well as blinking cursor
and auto-repeal All functions operate with the ease ot a single keystroke including Global
Search Output to printer is provided LOG can even be accessed from BASIC without loss of
program

Why, when you own a computer, do you still keep records by hand' Throw away your pencil
and paper! Use your computer as you never dreamed of beforei

Mode! I 32 or 48K
(viodel IM 32 or 48K

U4 9b

$49 95

(minimum system: 32K, 2 disk drives,

DOS 2,3 (I) or 1 3 (III) reauired)

Write or Call for further information'

KSoft

318 Lakeside Drive

Brandon, fulS 39042

(TRS 80 IS a trademark of Tandy Corporation)

(uppercase only)

(uppercase/lowercase)

(601)992-2239

MasterCard and Visa accepted
MS Residents pay 5^ sales ta*

We pay shipping and handling

^331

'. ;veTfie Lowest F-'rice

OKIDATA
.'/ -.-ic 80 S349 Delivered

82A S484

EPSON, KESA, ELF II software. Sell Teaching Guides.

Call or write for informat iopii

MEMORY I6K 700ns CERAMIC DIP

^ (f)-Strucnons tor TRS 80
modi, III

NONE BETTER FOR S 1 .65 ea.

VERBATIM 01. single side, soft

i

lOwplas lib case S27.9':

SELF TEACHIMG GUIDES takes you

Order, Check (I wk to

clear); VISA, Maste(

Card, add 3%
Shipping add S3. 00,

over 550,00 shipped

free, COD add S2 00

'
. ;jh your micro

more TRS-80 Basic S8.95

USING CP,/M S8 95

.;M ilN BASIC 59 95

-,<:iNG S8 95

'ATA INC.

PO Box Ib6/' . Whpjt Riage CO 800^4
30.3-4^1-4154 ^4j

Allach6 style cases for carrying and protecting a complete computer set-up.

Constructed of the highest quality luggage material with saddle stitching Will

accommodate equipment in a fully operational configuration along with

manuals, working papers and disks. Never a need to remove equipment
from case Simply remove lid, connect power and operate. Lid can be
replaced and locked for security and protection without disconnecting

cables Fully tested

• RS201 TRS-80 Model I, Expansion Unit & Drives . . $109
• RS202 TRS-80 Monitor or TV set 84
• RS204 TRS-80 Model III 129
• RS205 Radio Shack Color Computer 89
• P401 Paper Tiger 440/445/460 99
• P402 Line Printer H/IV 89
• P403 Epson MX70 or MX80 89
• P404 Epson MX100 99
• CC90 Matching Attache Case 75

compuTer case companv m^^
5650 INDIAN MOUND CT COLUMBUS, OHIO 43213 (614) 868-9464 ^^^JiSt

^139

Model 953A EPROM
PROGRAMMER

Programs 2508, 27Ei8, 2516, 2/16, 2532 and 2732 five volt EPROMS,

Complete no personality modules lo buy.

Intelligent - microprocessor based, programs and verifies any or all bytes

RS-232 serial interface use with computer or terminal.

Verify erasure command verifies that EPROM is erased.

Extended diagnostics - error output distinguishes between a bad EPROM
and one which needs erasing.

May be used for extremely reliable data or program storage.

All power on programming socket under processor control LED warning
light indicates when power is applied.

Complete with Textool zero insertion force socket.

High performance/cost ratio.

Standard DB-25 I /O connector.

PRICE S289

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES, inc.

HWY 603. P.O 60X387
BAY ST LOUIS. MISSISSIPPI 39520

(601) 467-8231

^See List of Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, Ma-^ 1982 • 223



REVIEW

Recover those lost 1023 bytes ofRAM.

The Memory Box

The Memory Box

Displayed Video

7538 Jackson Road
Ann Arbor, IM I 48103

$49.95 Model i

Jack Decker

1804 West 18th St., Lot 155

SaultSte. Marie, Ml 49783

The Memory Box consists of

a small (approximately 4 by

3 by 1 1/2 inch) plastic box with a

TRS-80 standard 40-pin edge

connector emerging from a slot

in one side, and a plug-in five-

volt power supply permanently

attached by a five-foot cord. On

the unit I received, the povwer

supply has a svuitch which per-

mits operation on either 11 0-volt

or 220-volt circuits, but this fea-

ture is not mentioned in either

the company's advertising or

the documentation for the Mem-

ory Box.

Displayed Video provides a

short (four-inch) cable that has a

40-pin edge plug attached to

each end. In normal use, one

end of the plug is connected to

the edge connector on the

Memory Box, while the other

end is connected to the expan-

sion edge connector on the rear

of the TRS-80 keyboard unit. I

assume that you can also make

this latter connection to the

screen printer connector on an

expansion interface unit, but I

was unable to verify this be-

cause I do not have an expan-

sion interface.

The Memory Box provides IK

of additional RAM in memory lo-

cations 3000H-33FFH (12288

decimal-13311 decimal). Nor-

mally, this area of memory is un-

used in the Model I TRS-80.

Because the TRS-80 (and most

programs) do not expect any

memory to be'present at these

locations, anything stored in

this area will not normally be

overwritten or changed. There-

fore, you can store machine-

language utilities (or other pro-

grams or data) in this area for re-

call at any time, regardless of

the program or data that you

store or use in the regular user

memory. The Memory Box re-

tains the contents of its memory

even if the power to the TRS-80

keyboard unit is switched off.

You can store utilities in the

Memory Box and recall them

after each power up (provided

that there has not been a power

interruption In the Memory Box

itself).

My TRS-80 has a lowercase

modification installed. In order

to use it, I formerly had to toad a

machine-language patch to the

keyboard and video drivers each

time I turned on the computer.

This patch program resided in

high memory, and was often in

conflict with other machine-lan-

guage programs or utilities that

I wished to use. Now I keep the

patch program permanently

stored in the Memory Box, and

after each power up, I type the

following from the Basic Ready

prompt:

>SYSTEM
? /12288

(12288 decimal =3000 hex-

adecimal, which is the entry

point for my driver patch pro-

gram). This is much easier than

trying to find the cassette tape

with the patch program on it,

and then waiting for the pro-

gram to load. Also, because the

program resides in the Memory

Box, it does not conflict with

other machine-language or

Basic programs that load into

regular user RAM, and it does

not reduce the amount of mem-

ory available to these programs.

You can also use the Memory

Box to store variables for use by

more than one Basic program,

as in a case where one program

chains to another. In such a

case, you could place values in-

to or retrieve them from the

Memory Box by using Basic

POKE and PEEK statements, or

possibly by using a machine-

language USR function to move

thevaluesof certain variables to

or from the Memory Box.

I experienced a slight problem

when I attempted to connect the

Memory Box to my TRS-80 key-

board unit, i normally use a JPC

Products TC-8 high-speed cas-

sette unit and a homebrew print-

er interface, which was already

connected to the edge connec-

tor on the back of my TRS-80.

The cable that connects the

TC-8 to the TRS-80 is the same

configuration as the one sup-

plied with the Memory Box, ex-

cept that it is much longer. To

solve the problem, I purchased

another 40-pin edge plug from

Radio Shack {catalog number

276-1558), and using a bench

vise I pressed it onto the TC-8

cable about three inches from

one end. The result was two

plugs near one end of the cable,

and one plug at the other end.

Now I can plug the end with one

plug into the back of the TRS-80

keyboard unit, and the plugs on

the opposite end connect to the

TC-8 and to the Memory Box (I

do not use the cable supplied

with the Memory Box). This

hookup works well, and I have

noticed no adverse reactions

from the TRS-80, the Memory

Box, or the TC-8 unit/printer in-

terface.

Once connected, the Memory

Box has never failed to work reli-

ably, even with a high-speed

modification (200 percent of nor-

mal speed) in use on the TRS-80-

If it can work at high-speed, with

the TC-8 and printer interface

also hooked up to the bus con-

nector, it must be reliable.

Improvements

You have probably run into

the situation where a machine-

language program goes bonkers

and starts writing random bytes

into various places in memory.

This can happen if you turn off

the computer, and then immedi-

ately turn it back on without al-

lowing a few seconds for the cir-

cuits to discharge. This sort of

unwanted activity by the CPU

can also write garbage into the
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Freedom Qption

CP/M Compatibility for your
TRS-80 Model I and III, PMC
and 81, and LNW 80 systems

CP/M Compatibility Plus

64K RAM for your TRS-80
Model I and In.

TWO SYSTEMS IN ONE
Run CP/M application

programs in addition to

TRSDOS

INDUSTRY STANDARD
Enter the world of powerful
CP/M application programs;
WordStar, dBase H, etc.

OPEN AND SHUT CASE
EASY to install, plug-in

boards; no wires or traces to

cut; no soldering.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
Over 50 years of high

technology experience. ..from

Maxi's to Micro's. ..both

Hardware and Software.

FREEDOM OF CHOICE
T8/OS (our powerful Z-80
code operating system) and
CP/M 2.2 if you choose.

• Dealer Inquiries Invited

• Six Month Warranty
• 30 Day Money Back
Guarantee

Freedom Option . . . .$275.00

Freedom Plus $490.00

Manual Only $ 25.00

Call us for information about
our large selection of CP/M
application programs.

To order Call Toll Free
1-800-523-4067

In Pennsylvania coll

(215) 569-2381

TRS-SO IS a registered trodemaik of
Tandy Corp.

LNW-80 is o registered trademark of

LNW Research Corporation
PMC 80,81 is a registered trademark of

Pet'sona! Microcomputer /nc.

TRSDOS is a registered tfodemQrl< of
Tandy Corp.

CP/M IS a registered trademark of Digital

Research mc.
WordStar is a registered trademark of
MicroPro Int. Corp.

dBase II is a registered trademark of
Ashton-Tate

Freedom Technology
International >.-'240

119 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103



SCRIPLUS 3.0

Scriplus is a modification to Scripsit ' which enables

you to take advantage of the special functions,

features, and print formats of your printer while your

document is being printed. Allows you to:

change ^x |z> sin cd^d print
change no. of characters per i nch
or underline in mid-line!

1} Send CDMands to the printer to activate special

forifltsi

2) SCRIPLUS Kill NOT crash prograis protected in hi-iei!

3) 'END* returns to DOS READY instead of re-boDting'

4) Initial line feed is changed to a carnage return to

eipty text buffer'

5) The use gets an ftlPHABETIZED Directory (with FREE

space shonn) frot within SCRIPLOSI

b) Optionally select line feed after carriage return

7) Supports CLstoi printer drivers (NOT included)

8) Modifies ALL versions of SCRIPSIT(ti) for Hod

HI. Aliens you to use f!od I version on Hod III!

9) Printer can be STOPPED for insertion of text or

aligntent'

\9) Inserted text can be edited prior to resuiption of

printing!

Ill Files can be killed, loaded, ierged, or chained froa

the SCRIPLUS DlRectory'

12) fllloNs Hod III versions to be BACKED UP for

protection'

13) Works on ALL current major DDS's (Hod I or HI)
14} Works Kith ne« 3,2 Mod III Scripsit on 1.3 DOS!

15} Specifically written for the MX-80, but ttill

Hith ANY printer that accepts CHfl$ codes for control'

16) Previous owners iay send in their disks for upgrade

1S15)

I or

forns

your

ttork

i"'im2""i^

ma
$39.95

BMERBBFT
GREAT for EPSON^s' Mith or without GRATRA^B0(ti)

11520 Steiions Expressway - Dallas, Texas 75229

M/C-VISA

CARDS

Accepted

(214)484-2976 -- NicroNetl 70130,203

Join OUR Xtra-80 Sig ON flicroNet'

Fro* the "OK" proipt, type; R BSD

Write for

our FREE

Catalog'

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

See us at NCC in Dallas' April 21-25! JU.S. FUNDS ONLY

PowerSoft is a division of Breeze/BSD, Inc. | for shipping,

SCRIPSIT is a registered IN of TANDY CORP. R NO CHECKS

Memory Box, thus destroying

any resident programs or data.

For that reason, ttie Memory

Box should have a write-prolect

switch— flip it on, and the

memory inside the Memory Box

would suddenly look like ROM
(Read Only Memory) to the CPU-

Any writes to addresses con-

tained within the Memory Box

would be ignored, so that a loss

of power would be about the on-

ly thing that could destroy the

memory contents. With the

switch in the opposite position,

normal operation (read or write

allowed) is restored.

If you have a Memory Box and

would like to add such a switch,

wire it in such a way that pin 13

of the 74LS00 integrated circuit

is either connected to its pres-

ent place in the circuit (normal

operation) or to -i- 5 volts {write

protect).

Displayed Video warns
against operating the CPU with

the power disconnected from

the Memory Box, as this causes

abnormal bus loading and re-

duces the reliability of the

TRS-80 system. Therefore, dis-

connect the Memory Box from

the computer if you have to pull

its plug.

If you do not care to write your

own software routines for use in

the Memory Box, Displayed Vid-

eo has several utility routines

available (at extra cost). Both

will work with either disk or tape

systems, and both use the @
key along with another key to

access certain features of the

programs.

The U3000 utility contains a

keyboard debounce routine (you

can change the debounce delay

by using a POKE command), a

cassette level meter program

that is designed to aid you in

setting the volume control on

your cassette recorder to the

proper playback volume, a

screen printing routine (dumps

the contents of the video display

to the printer), and a versatile

line printer support program.

This latter program allows you

to format printouts according to

various parameters that you can

change by using POKE state-

ments. It even prints the page

number at the bottom of the

page. You can change program

parameters such as number of

printed lines per page, number

of lines from the iast printed line

on a page to the page number,

number of lines from the page

number to the first printed line

on the next page, minimum line

length, maximum number of

characters per line, margin

width of continuation line, ASCII

codes of terminating charac-

ters, page number, horizontal

print position of page number,

and whether or not the compu-

ter must supply a line feed after

each carriage return (required

by some printers).

By pressing two keys on the

keyboard, you can do a top-of-

form, or reset the line, character,

and page counts (you would do

this after manually positioning

the printer to top-of-form). You

can also delink the line printer

program, and use the printer

driver supplied in the ROM.

Later on, you can reverse the

process and reinstate the line-

printer program by pressing a

couple of keys.

Displayed Video also offers

MICMON. MICMON has the

screen-printing and keyboard

debounce routines of U3000, but

in addition has a Micro-Monitor

program. With the Micro-Moni-

tor you can dump memory to the

video display in either hex or

ASCII format, edit memory loca-

tions, move blocks of memory

from one address to another,

load a block of memory loca-

tions with one byte, compare the

contents of two memory blocks,

search memory for a given byte,

punch a System tape, or return

to DOS or Basic. It is not T-Bug

(you cannot set breakpoints or

display register contents, for ex-

ample), but then T-Bug uses

more than the IK of memory

available in the Memory Box.

The Memory Box uses the

same area of memory as the

PROM operating system of the

Exatron Stringy-Floppy. There-

fore, Stringy- Floppy users

would not be able to use the

Memory Box while the Stringy-

Floppy is connected. I do not

know of any other major add-on

devices for the T(=tS-80 that use

this area of memory, so unless

you own a Stringy-Floppy, you

should find the Memory Box a

useful addition to your Model I

TRS-80.
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Tired of typing in all

your programs?
Save time
and money!

(SMD

LOAD 80
ALL THE

MAJOR PROGRAM
-\j LISTINGS FROM

*> EACH ISSUE OF
^.^,, 80 MICROCOMPUTING

$9.97
Plus $1 .50 ea. Postage & Handling

SAVE HOURS OF
TYPING 8. AGGRAVATION

Sign up for a subscription to LOAD 80. Save up to 30% off the monthly price.

Begin your subscription with the May 1 982 cassette or disk.

LOAD 80 disks are TRSDOS 2.3 formatted, single density and flippy-sided. They will not contain an operating system. Single
drive users need a single drive copy utility; Model III users need the TRSDOS 1 .2/ 1 .3 Convert utility. Source code files may not
be useable on the Model III.

"Frankly, after hundreds of hours of frustration, I

seldom ever try to keyboard a published program.
Inevitably, I mess it up vi(hen I keyboard it. Who needs the
aggravation?
"This is why I started a new series of cassettes called

LOAD-dO. Each cassette will have program dumps of the
listings in an issue of 80 Microcomputing. These listings

are direct from the authors and tested by the 80
Microcomputing staff. All but the very short program
listings will be on the LOAD 80 cassettes. Thus, you will be
able to save hours of inputting programs and even more of

debugging your keyboard errors."

Wayne Green
PuMl>h*r, W M/crocomputinp

The LOAD 80 cassette is simply the program listings

that appear in the articles in 80 Microcomputing. It was
created to save you the time involved in typing the listings

yourself. Successful loading of the programs depends on
reading the documentation in the articles. If you have your
current magazine at hand when you load the cassette or

boot up the disk, you should have no difficulty. If you still

have problems, please return the tape or disk for replace-

ment.
LOAD 80 began with the April 1981 issue. To order back

issues, look for the back issue advertisement in this

magazine or ask your local dealer.

To order LOAD 80, fill in the attached card and we will

send you your LOAD BO cassette or disk for the major pro-

grams in this issue. If the card is missing, fill in the coupon
below (a photocopy is acceptable) and mail to: LOAD 80,

80 Pine Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

Yes, I want May LOAD 80.

i-
YES, I want a cassette of the May 1982 LOAD 80 tor

""
S9.97 each [plus $1.50 per lace tor postage and
hanOdngt

C YES. I'll save SO'-o Sign me up for a yeai of LOAD ft

beginning with the May 1982 cassette .$99.97 toi

12 issues

Name:

Visa Am. Ex . MasterCard

d Check/Money order

. YES, I wanl the May 1982 LOAD 80 on disk for

$19.97 each (plus $1 50 per disk for postage and
handling).

'J YES, I want to save money. I'll subscribe to LOAD I

on disk beginning with the May 1982 issue. , .

$199.97 a year.

Address:.

City: State:

Signature: _Card#

-Zip:

Exp. Date:
LOAD 80 IS manufactured Dy Instant Software, a subsidiary of WAYNE GREEN
expressed or implied that LOAD 80 will do anything other than save you typing

Pine St., Peterborough, NH 03458 There is no warranty

Foreign air mail, please inquire.



SERIES

Some computer mysteries explained.

Technological Destiny

Gary J. Dilllio

1109 Madison Avenue
Prospect Park, PA 19076

In
Part I of this series we

looked at the basic computer,

its logical components and

forms of input and output. In this

part I will explain data hierarchy,

computer history and discuss

common misconceptions.

Data Hierarchy

Computers store, transfer

and operate on data. Data is any

fact entered into or received

from a computer. Information is

data that has been collected,

evaluated, sorted, organized or

processed. Figure 1 shows a col-

lection of seemingly unrelated

data elements. By processing

those data elements through a

program designed lo rank (sort)

and compare data to an average

standing, information whose

worth Is greater than the in-

dividual data elements is ob-

tained (see Fig. 2). The synthesis

of the data in Fig. 1 produced

the information in Fig. 2.

The smallest piece of data

represented in a computer is a

Jones 36

Smilh 72

Wilson 64

Marks 12

Average Standin( 48

Fig 1. Data

Placement Name National

Standing

1 Smith + 24

2 Wilson + 18

3 Jones -12

4 Marks -36

binary digit or a BIT (S/nary

digiT). A bit is the only form of

data a computer can process. All

higher forms of data must be bro-

ken down to their bit forms be-

fore processing. Fortunately, the

computer handles this process.

A bit consists of either the

presence or absence of data. The

presence of a data bit is coded as

a "1,"and is said to be "on." The

absence of a data bit is coded a

"0," and is said to be "off." In a

light bulb, the absence of elec-

tricity to the bulb (0) represents

off while the presence of light (1}

represents on.

Since only the numbers zero

and one can be represented in a

computer bit, the only number-

ing system applicable to bit-pro-

cessing is the binary number

system. Just as the decimal sys-

tem has decimal places, the bi-

nary system has place values.

Figure 3 shows decimal and bi-

nary place values. The decimal

system places are differentiated

by multiples of 10 (base 10). The

binary system works on multi-

ples of 2 (base 2). In decimal, the

number 169 represents 1 hun-

dreds, 6 tens and 9 ones. To rep-

resent this number In binary, it Is

necessary to turn on the bits in

binary, representing decimal 169.

In Fig. 4, 128 plus 32 plus 8 plus

1 equals169.Thenumber169Dis

represented by 10101001 B.

Most computers use a hexa-

decimal-binary code to repre-

sent numbers and letters.

Gary Dilllio is a Computer

Systems Analyst for the Depart-

ment of the Navy.

The next higher data form is

the character. While the bit is

the smallest (and only) unit of

data recognized by the com-

puter, the character is the

smallest unit of data used by hu-

mans. Primarily, characters in-

clude letters, numbers and

punctuation symbols. Charac-

ters are broken down into bits

automatically by the computer.

A character is usually repre-

sented by 8 bits.

A group of one or more char-

acters form the next level of

data hierarchy: the field. A field

is a variable length group of

characters which convey a

meaning. A field is often refer-

red to as a data element. Fields

are the lowest form used to con-

vey separate and autonomous

meaning. In Fig. 2, there are

three fields: Placement, Name
and National Standing.

A group of related fields all

referring to the same subject

form a record. The fields Name,

Address, Phone Number and

Age for one individual combine

to form a record. A group of

related records form a file, and a

group of related files form a

data base.

The key word in data hierar-

chy is relationship. A group of

unrelated files do not form a

data base. The record we have

spoken about thus far is a

logical record. A logical record

is a group of related fields. Since

I/O speed, especially in cas-

sette-based systems, is slow,

records are often grouped to-

gether in blocks. Block sizes are

determined by the limitations of

the computer.

A logical record with a length

of 40 characters is written on

tape by opening the tape; allow-

ing the cassette mechanism to

stabilize speed; writing a head-

ing; writing a record; writing a

trailer; and closing the tape. If

five records are written, each en-

compasses the above six steps

for a total of 30 actions, if we

group the five records into a

block of 200 characters by con-

catenation and then write the

concatenated record to tape, we

save 24 steps and a great deal of

1/0 time. This blocked record is

sometimes referred to as a

physical record. A physical

record is defined as one or more

logical records joined together

for the purpose of decreasing

the number of l/O's while in-

creasing the speed of I/O

transfer.

Historical Perspective

Very few industries can claim

the quantity, quality, and speed

DECIMAL (Base 10)

i,ooo'snoo's/iO's/i's

BINARY (Base 2)

8'SM'S/2'S/1'S

Binary

Position 128's 32's

Fig. 3. Bases

,s 4's 2's Is

1:on

2:off

Fig. 2. Information
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LYNN'S A/R SYSTEM
12 Intergraded Account Receivable Programs

Tested In Service For Over 3 Years
User's Comments: • menu driven* increased cash flow* saved over 50 hours a month in secretarial hours* almost completely
eliminated billing errors • phone supported-ask for Ron.

LYNN'S A/R
• print invoices

• tell you your a/r total, number of invoices outstanding,
average per invoice

• tell you at any time how many invoices an individual
account has open, the total amount owed, the average per
invoice, the invoice date, and then invoice amount
• total sales on account for a given month, number of invoices
sent, average sale per invoice

• how much an account purchased during month, how many
invoices were sent, average invoice for month

SYSTEM WILL
• tell you what percent of sat6s an account is to total sales

by month

• tell you what percent of a/r an account (s

• print mailing labels for your accounts

• print statements at any time you want them (either individual

or all accounts)

• print alphabetical hardcopy of accounts and account numbers

• prim all items sold for month
• alphabetical sort of items sold by month

• this set of programs can be custom modified by you or us

• AND MUCH MORE!!

-AGING REPORT FOR LYNN'S A/R SYSTEM-
Aging Report 01 /31 /82 Page 1

Account Current 30-60 Days 60-90 Days 90+ Days Total

ABC Inc. $ 249.00 $ 65.20 $ 00.00 $ 00,00 $314.20
Old Co. Inc. 00 00 84.40 165,20 00,00 249.60
New Co. Inc. 97.75 00.00 00.00 00.00 97 75
Deadbeat Inc. 00.00 00.00 00.00 345.00 345.00

Totals $346.75 $ 149.60 165.20 345.00 $ 1 .006 55
Aging reports can be compiled on a daily, weekly or monthly bases

LYNN'S CHECKBOOK-
LEDGER SYSTEM

•Phone Supported Ask For Ron»

• saves hours of posting to general ledger • almost

completely eliminates mathematical errors* menu driven •

200 expense fields •will handle 1,000 checks a months will

print checks with option to enter handwritten checks • will

do reconciliation statement with hardcopy • will print

hardcopy of field totals both by month, year to date and end
of year • automatic account numbering • automatic field

entry • will print hardcopy of checkbook register • debit and
credit memo entry • alphabetical hardcopy of accounts

payable and account numbers {machine language sort, very

fast)* AND MUCH MORE! •

LYNN'S
$49^5
$20"o

$3995

Account Receivable System
Account Receivable Aging Report
Checkbook Ledger System
Well's Data Base Manager
Add $2,00 Freight and Handling.

Illinois Residenrs Add 6% Sales Tax

Send S10.00 Per System

For Printouts and Documentation.

Credit Given on Order

Equipment Needed: 48K Model I or III,

Lineprinter, 2 Disk Drives.

The aboveprograms will work on TRSDOS 1 .2 and
1,3 for the Model ill. NEWDOS, NEWD0S80,
NEWDOS80 V2.0, LDOS and MULTIDOS for the
Model I and III.

J;RS80 and TRSDOS are trademarks ot TANDY CORP NEWDOS and NEWDOS80

DATA BASE MANAGER
BY WELLS

perfect tool for storing and maintaining mailing list,

inventories, menus, collection records, article references,

important dates, client records •all functions menu driven •
easy to interface to word processors and communication

programs • sort in ascending or descending order (fast

machine language sort) • compact storage with minimum
overhead • go from data base to visicalcand return • sort and
select visicalc linesM» interface to Radio Shack's "advanced
statistical package".

^^
'""''^^,''^^''"'"1

LYNN COMPUTER SERVICE
6831 W. 157 St.

Tinley Park, Illinois 60477
(312)429-1915 ^115

aie Irademarks ol APPARAT INC LDOS is a rradfirnark of LOGICAL SYSTEMS INC

^See List of Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 229



of progress that thie computer in-

dustry has achieved in the last

quarter century. But, as with

most industries, a trail of minor

discoveries, dating as far back as

1812, led to today's computer.

Probably the first invention in

the chain was developed in 1812

by Charles Babbage. Babbage

developed his "difference ma-

chine" to automatically perform

simple computations used in

logarithmic tables. More im-

portantly, he developed an an-

alytic engine which executed

operations similar to a program

and was capable of internal

storage of data. Machines to aid

in physical labor were being

developed rather quickly in the

early 19thcentury, but the inven-

tion of the analytical engine in-

troduced the idea of mental-

assist machines.

The Laws of Thought, pub-

lished in 1854 by George Boole,

described a systematic ap-

proach to the analysis of prob-

lem solving. It forms the basis of

computer logic as we use it to-

day. Herman Hollerith invented

the machine-readable punched

card code in 1890, Today, over

90 years later, the Hollerith code

is still in use.

Modern computers were not

(Data Base) PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
^''' DATA BASE ~~-~~~-^

(Files) JOB FILE PERSONNEL FILE PAYROLL FILE

(Records) Harry, Jones, 5X397

10 Spruce Street

JolinCr9w.6X327

1620 Disk Drive

(Fields) Harry Jones 1520 Disk Drive

(Cnaraclers) A 6
1

(BITS)

1 1 II nil
10100001

Fig. 5. Data Hierarchy

01010110

invented until the late 1940's.

Although a number of compa-

nies and colleges were devel-

oping computer-like machines,

credit is usually given to Eckert

and Mauchly of the University of

Pennsylvania for the first elec-

tronic computer, called the

ENIAC.

ENIAC led to the development

of the UNIVAC Corporation.

UNIVAC installed their first

computer at the US Bureau of

Census in 1951, That computer

is now displayed at the Smith-

sonian Institute.

Computer development can

be broken dovi/n into three dis-

tinct generations. The first, be-

ginning with ENIAC and con-

tinuing into the late 1950's, pro-

duced a vacuum tube machine

the size of a very large room. The

first generation machine re-

quired a programmer who under-

stood the machine almost as

well as its engineer. The

machine was large, slow, dif-

ficult to program and had a

relatively small memory capac-

ity. These first computers gen-

erated a great deal of heat and

required large air conditioning

systems.

With the development of the

transistor by Bell Labs, second

generation computer systems

(1959-1964) came of age. Tran-

sistors replaced the vacuum

tube. Computers became small-

er, faster, less expensive and

used less electricity. These new

computers generated less heat

and had larger memory units for

more effective storage. New lan-

guages made writing programs

much easier.

Printed circuitry (1964)

ushered in the third generation.

As computers became smaller

and faster, reliability increased.

Breakthroughs established com-

munication possibilities and

more efficient I/O methods.

Memory again increased and the

sophistication of software op-

erating systems further sim-

plified programming.

To appreciate the advances in

the computer industry within

the last 35 years, compare the

ballroom-size ENIAC with

Mayday ISNOW SMART
Mayday has established itself as the best protection against

power interaiptions to most mini /micro-computers.

Mayday now has all the features you asked for!

Constant voltage regulated output

I/O port which tells computer when AC is off

High,low and charge LED indicators

Low battery audible alarms and UPS shutdown

High start up capability for hard disk

Zero crossing DC feature that handles any

type of computer power supply

New three stage sense circuit that protects

from ail types of power failure-Including rapid

inductive kickback

protection you can afford!

SUN RESEARCH, INC.

BOX 210 OLD BAY ROAD
NEW DURHAiVi ,NH 03855
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today's TRS-80. The micro-

computer of today can outper-

form the ENIAC at one ten-

thousandth of the cost and

three-thousandths of the size.

Tfie progress goes on and on.

Even so, the computer industry

has only just reached tfie tod-

dler stage of its development.

Although it is too earry to ac-

curately gain proper perspec-

tive, many data processors

believe we are novi' into the

fourth generation. As computer

size and price diminish, memory

and peripheral inventions con-

tinue to alter old computer reali-

ties. I do not think the fourth

generation will be defined by

great discoveries, but by the use

and users of the new nnicfocom-

puters. How many of us be-

lieved, only a few years ago, we
could own a microcomputer?

Small, inexpensive computers

of five or ten years ago sold for

$90,000. Computer uses have

expanded to include shopping

lists, nnenu planning and games.

Users are no longer exclusive-

ly data processors, scientists

and businessmen. Microcom-

puters have introduced house-

wives, teachers, students, child-

ren and other nontechnical per-

sonnel to computer use. Soft-

ware applications have tripled

over the past five years and, as

the price of microcomputer pro-

ducts diminishes, the market for

home computers expands. A
year ago, I bought 16K for $55.

Today, $60 buys 48 K. Each price

reduction opens the market to

more people who, not long ago,

would have laughed at the pros-

pect of owning a computer.

Computer Demystification

As computer use, termin-

ology and understanding be-

come more widespread, the gen-

eral public's perceptions of

computers will change. It has al-

ways been popular for shipping

and billing clerks to blame the

computer when customers com-

plained. The computer has been

the scapegoat for so long the

consumer believes the macliines

to be inept. There is a good

chance the idiot jokes of the

1950's, the moron jokes of the

1970's and ethnic jokes of the

present will evolve to: "How
many computers are needed to

change a lightbulb?"

Hopefully, the increasing in-

fluence of the home computer

will alter those perceptions.

Computers do not make mis-

takes. Electricity is either on or

off to a bit. Mistakes are made
by programmers, analysts, key-

punchers and operators. That

loan payment, never credited to

your account, was not the prank

of a vengeful computer, but of a

careless clerk. When the general

public is aware of this, our indus-

try will be better understood.

Another harmful myth claims

increased automation will in-

crease unemployment. The

world's most automated coun-

try, Japan, suffers an unemploy-

ment rate of only two percent. In

addition, the Japanese worker

expresses a higher satisfaction

than his American counterpart.

The computer is normally used

to free humans from mundane
repetitious tasks.

Managers and business exe-

cutives often express dissatis-

faction with their computers and

technicians. Usually these disap-

pointments are the result of three

misconceptions. Many users

have, initially, too great an ex-

pectation for their new comput-

erized projects. Often, these ex-

pectations are unrealistic, some-

times caused by an over-zealous

computer salesman. Some man-

agement see computers as a

cure-all for their business prob-

lems when, in fact, a computer

may aggravate some problems it

was purchased to solve.

By far, the greatest reason for

dissatisfaction with a computer

system stems from inadequate

system development. The sys-

tem development process en-

compasses all the actions ne-

cessary to create a computer

application from the problem

development stage through

user acceptance. In Part III we
will begin to examine the entire

system development pro-

cess—in theory and in

practice.

FREE EPSON MX-80 PRINTER
With the '

purchase of q
TRS 80, Model III.

For o limited time, Data Services, Inc., will

give you o FREE Epson MX-80 Printer ($645

volue), when you buy o TP,5 80 Model 111, 4811,

with 2 PERCOM 40 trock drives, at o regular

price of S2,495.
COptionQm5 232, S 90 extra, Rodio Shock w/F\3 232 - $170 '

extro. Printer coble - odd S35.00)

The perfect system, the perfect price!

TRS 60 Model III, 48k - two PERCOM 40
track drives - EPSON MX-80 Printer.

Date Services offers more — APPARAT'S
NEWDO5 80, version VEP, 2,0, regulorly $149.95
— now only £129.95

Up to 20% savings on TRS computers —
accessories — programs, Plus: EPSON /

PERCOM /APPARAT/ HAYES SMARTMODEM /

VERBATIM DISKEHES,
•TR5-80 IS o trodemorli of Tandy Corporation,

itstusasasi^ ^;^-. :?

Mj^^^MMjM^^nM

VpiaV||^-fy|.,i - d _^ J CnbuEJBHHH
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'**"' ' ^•^•'^
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FP,EE SHIPPING in 48 contiguous stotes.

No Soles Tax on out-of-state orders,

Viso/Moster Cord welcome.

Personol checks, allow 3 weeks to clear.

(International orders, freight F.O.D. Wichito,

Kansos)

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-835-1129
or order by moil from;

DIlTa SEHINCES, MZ.
COMPUTEP, 5ER,VICE5 SINCE 1970 ^ ne

P.O. Dox 1 1 57 Wichita, Kansas 67201 -115/

(In Konsos, call 1-316-838-9021)
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PROFESSIONAL

INCOME TAX SYSTEM
FOR TRS-80* MODEL I, II or

For five successive years!

Our system, running on the magnificent line of TRS-80 computers, has
prepared thousands of lightning-fast, error-free tax returns a day in

accounting offices worldwide.

Now we introduce!

SYSTEM THREE!
SYSTEM THREE is an improved, still more interactive version — Totals W-2's and
computes PICA overpayment — Includes "QWIKTAX," a fast tax calculator for tax
planning — Has automated Client Billing — More!

And, as always

—

1. Full interactive user control, in tax-form language only, line-by-line.

2. Screen display of full 1040 and all schedules, prior to printout.

3. All formats IRS and State approved.

4. Schedule amounts automatically entered on Form 1040.

5. Your Preparer's Information automatically printed at bottom of Page 2, Form 1040.

6. Built-in Validation Check tests entire system, hardware and software.

7. Special printer adjustment routines: Margin Offset, Text Position, etc.

8. Fills in pre-printed forms (we supply) or use overlays. Your choice.

9. AUTOMATICALLY COMPUTES: Tax — Earned Income Credit — Maximum/Minimum Tax — Least Tax
Method — All Percentage of Income Limitations — All Fixed Limitations.

DOES INCOME AVERAGING IN EIGHT SECONDS!

10. Full support through the tax season, no charge.

11. Inexpensive yearly updates in accordance with tax-law changes.

SYSTEM THREE comes in four modules. You select the ones you need. There is no
system like it, for any computer, and the cost is iiterally nothing. In one season, our users
have paid, out of savings, for the software and the computer.

45-page Descriptive Manual $7-50
(Refundable on order)

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIRED: Model I, 48K, 1 Disk Drive

CONTRACT SERVICES ASSOCIATES
706 SOUTH EUCLID • ANAHEIM, CA 92802 • TELEPHONE: (714) 635-4055

TRS-80 is a trademark ol Tandy Corp.
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Income Tax Planning System
including

Five-Year Tax Computations!
(1981 thru 1985)

The only fully comprehensive Tax-Estinnating system

ever offered. Used by accountants, attorneys, tax

preparers, businessmen, investors, realtors, loan

companies.

Income-Averaging

Minimunn/Maximunn Tax Computations

Enter or change figures in 30 seconds. Print out

statements. Plan your tax strategy for five years

ahead. (Does not prepare returns for filing.)

ForTRS-80 Models 1, II, & III $249,95

($149.95 to registered users of our Tax System)

Requires 48K & 1 disk drive

FROM THE WORLD LEADER IN INCOME TAX SOFTWARE:

CONTRACT SERVICES ASSOCIATES
706 SOUTH EUCLID • ANAHEIM, CA 92802 • TELEPHONE: (714) 635-4055

TRS-80 IS a trademark of Tantly Corp
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GENERAL

LOAD 80

Make your 80 a crooning computer.

Micro Melodies

Kenneth Lee Gibbs

31 Willow Street

Highspire. PA 1 7034

Name That Song is a delight-

ful sound and action game
pitting one to tour contestants

against one another to deter-

mine who can identify the most

folk songs. It has been one of

the most popular games in our

household since I completed it.

i modified David G. fvlorr's ma-

chine language routine {80 Mi-

crocomputing, May 1980), which

was set up to produce random

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

16K RAM
Amplifier required

sounds, to make it suitable for

producing music.

Teaching the TRS-80 to Sing

You must begin by giving your

computer singing lessons. You

do this by POKEing a small ma-

chine language program into

memory via Basic. Lines 40-60

in Program Listing 1 contain all

the instructions your 80 needs.

The same instructions appear in

line 5 of Program Listing 2.

Whenever you use this rou-

tine answer the memory size?

question with 32737, This pro-

tects the last 29 bytes of RAM
for the machine language rou-

tine and prevents the rest of the

program from bumping into that

area of memory. With this rou-

tine your TRS-SO can make

32768 different noises, ranging

from sounds so high and fast

that you cannot hear them, to

long low rumbles.

There are 256 different tones,

each of which can be produced

for 128 different durations.

These durations range from

Sel MEMORY SIZE? to 32737

10 REM THIS PROGRAM PLAYS A MUSICAL SCALE
20 REM AT VARIOUS SPEEDS - DEMONSTRATION ONLY
30 CLS: DEFINTA-Z:Q = 24576

40 POKE 16527,127 : POKE 16526,226

50 FOR N = 32738 TO 32766 READ X : POKE N.X ; NEXT
60 DATA 205, 127, 10, 62, 1, 14, 0, 237, 91. 61, 64, 69, 47. 230, 3, 179, 211, 255.

13, 40, 4, 16, 246, 24, 242. 37, 32. 241, 201

70 FOR T ^ 1 TO 5

80 Z = USR(145-1-Q):Z = USR(129 + Q):Z = USR(115-|-Q)

90 Z = USR(108 -I- Q) : Z = USR(97 + 0) Z = USR(86 + Q)

100 Z = USR{77 + 0)'Z^USR(73 + Q}'Z^USR(77-hQ)

110 Z=USR(86 + Q):Z=USR(97 + Q):Z = USR(108 + Q)

120 Z=USR(115 + Q):Z = USRn29 + Q):Z = USR(145 + Q)

130 = 0/2

140 NEXT
150 RUN

Program Listing 1

about seven milliseconds to

about 1 3/4 seconds.

Sifting Music from Noises

Which tones and durations

should you use to produce

music? I will share these secrets

with you. Table 1 showsthetotal

range of the musical tones the

TRS-80 can sing.

There are lower, higher, and

tones in between each of the

notes listed. However, these

other tones are not within our

field of interest because they do

not constitute music.

For the most part you will

never need most of the notes in

the list. Name That Song has

parts of 37 songs and I never

used a note lower than low A#

nor one higher than high E.

The numbers in Table 2 repre-

sent the various durations of

notes and rests used in rather

snappy 4/4 time and 3/4 time.

You can change these values to

suit your own tastes in musical

tempos. However, any number

you use as a duration should

produce an integer when divided

by 256, otherwise you will be af-

fecting the pitch as well as the

duration.

Zero is the longest duration

and it is twice as long as the

next longest which is 32512,

creating some problems. Notice

that I did not list anything for the

duration of a dotted half note in

4/4 time. There is no duration be-

tween the half and the whole

note when the whole note is dur-

ation zero. To get around this

problem I changed any dotted

half notes into half notes and

added a quarter rest. In most

songs this is hardly noticed.

When making computer mu-

sic, always define all variables

as integers. This saves bytes,

speeds up execution, and also

prevents you from sending infor-

mation to the machine language

routine that cannot be used.

The numbers given in Table 2

Note Pitch Value(P) Note Pitch Value<P)

Low D# 244 A# 81

Low E 230 B 77

Low F 316 HighC 73

Low F# 204 High C# 68

Low G 194 High D 65

LowG# 184 High D# 61

Low A 172 High E 58

Low Art 162 High F 54

Low B 155 High F# 51

C 145 HighG 48

C# 135 HighG# 46

D 129 High A 43

on 122 High A# 41

E 115 High B 38

F 108 Very High C 36

F# 102 Very High C# 34

G 97 Very High D 32

G# 92 Very High D# 30

A 86

Table 1 Pitcti Values
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for rests are also only valid

if you define the variable used

in the For... Next loop as an

integer.

Let's Make Music

Plug the auxiliary cable into

your Archer Mini-Amplifier or

Realistic Micro-Sonic and turn it

on. To play a note make a USR
call to the sound routine using

an unused variable. Define it as

equalling the USR call. For ex-

ample, Z = USR(0) would be a

Program Listing 2

8 'NAME THAT FOLK SONG El KENNETH LEE GIBBS 10/12/81
5 CLEAR27B:CLS!DEPINTA-il!DTKNS(361 !POKE16527,127:POKE16526,226!FOE(Nl=3273aT
032766:READXl:POKENl,Xl:NEXT!DATfl2B5,127,ier62,l,14,B,237,91,61,6*,6 9,47,23
e,3,17 9,211,255,13-4B,4,16(246,24,242,37,3 2,241,2Bl!RANDOH:K9-liTT-B
6 i!''162!l-155iC-145!j-135:D-129:E=115:P-lfleiK-lB2:G-97!L-92:fi-86iH=81iB''77:
N=73iO-65!P-3251 2 :Q-24576:H-2176e! 3-16384 :T-122B8;U=1B7 52 !V-8192iW"5376:J:=4
B96!F0RVl«lTO36iNS(Vl)=Vl!NEXT:GOT01fl
7 IPB9-1RETUHN
8 Y-Y-l!PRI(JTe93B,Vi!lNS-INKEVS!lFINS<>""rHEN3BB
9 RETURN
IB PRIKTCHRS(23) :PRINTe262,"'?l7 NAME THAT SONG T I T" ! PBINTe536 , " ( tl 1":PR
INT§7B8, "-':*:— FOLK SONGS -=;*::^-':RT=RND|4) :ONRTGOSUB450B0,338B8,44BBfl,l
*eee
11 CLS:1NPUT"H0W MANY CONTESTANTS ( 1 TO 4 1 ' [ NC I IF ( NC<1) OR (NC>4) THENll
12 CLSilNEUT'FIRST PLAYER'S NAME " ; PI Si PRINTPIS j

" , YOUR BUZZER IS THE < Q >

KEY"!1FNC-1G0T02B
14 PRINT: INPUT''SECOND PLAYER'S NAME" ; P2S ! PKINTP2S ;

'
, YOUR BUZZER IS THE < E

> KEY"iiPNC=2GOT02B
16 PRINT:INPUT"THIRD PLAYER'S NAME" ; P3 S : PRINTP3 S;

" > YOUR BQEZER IS THE < C

> KEY":lFNC=3GOT02B
18 PBINTilNPUT-FOURTH PLAYER'S NAME" j P4S ! PRINTP4 Si " , YOUR BUZZER IS THE < H
> KEY"

19 IPLEH(P1S)+LEN(P2S)+LEN(P3S)+LEN(P4S) >11BTHEN12
29 NS-^lfljPRINT"* *••*•••••••*••»••••••••••''

PRESS YOUR BUZZER KEY WHEN YOU THINK YOU KNOW THE SONG.
YOU LOSE 33» OP YOUR POINTS IF YOU GUESS WRONG 1

DON'T USE NUMBERS IN YOUR GUESS. USE ONLY 1 SPACE BETWEEN
WORDS. DON'T USE ANY COMMAS I "l! INPUT'PRBSS <ENTER> TO START

< g >":IFNC<2GOTO60
>":IFNC-C3GOT06fl
>":IFNC<4GOT06B

22 PRINT"'
25 PRINT"'
26 PRINT"'
28 PRINT"
')DU
58 TT-TT-HiCLSiPfilNTPlS;" HAS";P1; "POINTS
52 PRINT:PRINTP2S;" HAS "; P2 I "POINTS < I

54 PRINT:PR1NTP3Sj " HAS";P3;"P0INTS < (

56 PRINT!PRINTP4S,-" HAS"|P4;'P0INTS < M >"

68 PR1NT!PRINT:PRINT"S0NGS LEFT IN THIS GAME !

" ; NS
63 IPTT>36THENPRINT'NO MOKE SONGS.,,YOU NEED PRACTICEI ":GOT068eee
65 IFNS=0GOTO60BB0
78 PRINTiINPUT'PRESS <ENTEH> TO START SONG'jSS
75 Y-RND(181 +32:K9-0
77 PRINT9gi5,"THlS SONG WORTH" rYj " POINTS"
88 FORTl-lTORHD|999)+999:NEXT
98 BN-RND(36)
92 IFNS(RN}-8GOTO90
94 HS(BN)-B
99 lFY<32THENYs=32
180 ONRNGOSUB10000, 11808,1 2008, 13888, 14000, 15000, 16000, 17800, 180 88,191
880, 21880, 22008, 23 008, 24888, 25008,26888, 27000, 28000, 29800, 30000,31888,
,33000, 34000, 35808, 36888, 37000, 38888, 39000, 40000, 41000, 42008, 43000, 44(

88,20
32880
88,45

105 IFK9=lGOT05fl
118 CLSiFORTl--lT0555:HEXTiPRINTei54,'TOO BAD 1 ' ! GOSUB52888 : PRINTe7 27-LEH (CS
)/2,"THAT SONG HAS: " |CS: NS=NS-1 I FORT1-1TO480B 1 NEXT: CLS ! G0TO58
300 F0RN1-1T07 1 Z-USR(51501 +USR( 5Z4B| iHEXT
302 IFINS'"Q"THEN400
383 1FNC<2THEN908
304 IFINS-"P"THEN500
385 IFNC<3THEN9B0
3Bfi IFIN$»"C"TEEN600
387 IFNC<4TBEN9B8
308 IPINS""«''THBN70B
318 GOTO90fl
408 CLSiPRINTi44B,''OK, "iPlSl". . .F0R''jYj*POINTS..."
495 PHIBTiIKPUT"NAME THAT SONG ???7"iXSiIPLES|XS)>55THEN405ELSEGOSUB50000
418 IFI1-0TBEN444
415 CLSiPRINT§535,"THAT IS CORRECTl " iGOSUB5100BiCLSiPl-Pl+YiNS-NS-l!K9"l !PB
INT§544-LEH(CS)/2,CS>GOT01BB
444 CLSiPRINTe540,'WRONGl'!GOSUB52BBBiCLSiPl-INT(Pl-Pl/31 iGOT058
580 CLEiPRINTI448,'OK, ")P2S; ".. .FOR" iY| "POINTS. ..

"

585 PBINTiINPUT'NAME THAT SONG 7?T7" jXSiIFLENlXS) >55THEN505ELSEGOSUB50000
518 IFI1-0THEN544
515 CLSiPBINTg535,"THAT IS CORRECT! • !GOSUB51000lCLSiP2-P2+YiNS-NS-l :K9-1 :PR
INTe544-LBN(CS)/2,CS:GOTO18B
544 CLSiPRINTe54fl,"WRO!lGI'':GOSUB52000iCLSiP2=INrlP2-P2/3l :G0T05B
608 CLSiPRINTe448,*OK, " jP3$[ "., .FOR"iY; "POINTS. ,.

"

605 PRINTiINPUT'NAME TEAT SONG ????' I XS I IPLEN (XS) >55THEN605ELSEGOSUB50B8B
610 IFI1-8THEN644
615 CLSiPRINTe535,"THAT IS CORRECT! ':GOSUB518B8iCLSiP3=P3+YiNS-HS-liK9-l;PR
INTe544-LENfCSI/Z,CS!GO'!WlB0
6 44 CLEiPRINTg54B,"WRONGI":GOSUB52BBB!CLS!P3=INT(P3-P3/3) :GOTO50
7BB CLSiPRINTe44B,"OK, "jP4Sf ". . .FOR" jYj "POINTS..."
785 PRINTlINPUT"NAHE THAT SONG 7777" jXS : IFLEN (XS) >55TBEN705ELSBGOSUB5B880
718 IFI1=0THEN744
715 CLS!PRINTe535,"THAT IS CORRECT! "iGOSUBSlBBBiCLS !P4''P4+Y!NS=NS-l!K9=l!PB
INT8544-LEN(CS1/2,CS!GOTO100
7 44 CI.SiPHINTS5 40,"WRONG! " :GOSUB52BBB 1 CLS I P4-INT ( P4~P4/3) ;GOT05B
900 CLSiPRINTgSla, "SOMEONE DIDN'T USE THE RIGHT KEY FOR THEIR BUZ SERI " :FORT
l-lT02222!NEXTiCLS:PRINTe915,"THIS SONG WORTH", Y;"POINTS":GOT099
18000 CS-''L'IL LISA JAHE"iYS-"LIZA JANE"
IBBIB Z-USR(N+S| :Y-Y+1:G0SUB7:Z-USR(G+VI G0SUB7 ! Z-USR| A+S) : G0SUB7 ! I-USR [ G+S
1 lG0SUB7lZ-USR|A+V) :G0SUB7:Z-USR|G+E1 :G0SUB7lZ-USR|E+Vl !G0SUB7!Z-USR(G+P) :G

0SUB7:Z"USR[N+S] :G0SUB7
10120 Z-USR(G+V1 :GOSUB7:Z=USR(A+S)!G0SUB7:Z-USR(G+S) iG0SUB7!Z-USR|E+Vl :GOSU
B7iZ-USR(E+S) !G0SUB7iZ=USR(D+V) iG0SUB7 ! Z"USR |C+P) :G0SUB7 1 RETURN
110BB CS="BLACK IS THE COLOR OF MY TRUE LOVE'S HAIR" ! YS^^'BLACK IS THE COLOR

11010 Z=USR(E»P1 :Y'Y+l!G0SUB7!Z'USR(G+P) !G0SUB7 : Z^USRl B+P) lG0SUB7 : Z-USR( A+S
) :G0S[JB7iZ=^USR(B+S) :G0SUB7 : a=USR( B+SI I G0SUB7 I Z=USR | E+S) !G0SUB7
11828 Z'UERIDtS) :GOSUB7!2-USR(E+S] :G0SUB7:Z=USRIK<-P) !G0SUB7!Z'USR1D+P) iGOSU
B7!ZaUSR(.B) 1G0SUB7: RETURN
12B8B CS*"JiURA LEE'iYS-^CS
12010 Z-USH(F+S) !Y''Y+l!G0SUB7iZ''USR(M+S) :G0SUB7 ; Z=USR |fi+Sl :G0SUB7:a=USR(M+S
) GOSUB7lZ:-USR(N+S) !G0SUB7.Z-USR(G+S) i G0SUB7 : 2-USR(NtO) !G0SUB7 : P0RT1 = 1T0182
iNEXTiZ-USRlN+V) !G0SUB7
12020 Z=USR(M+SI iG0SUB7!a=USR(A+S) :G0SUB7iZ=USR(G+S) !G0SUB7! Z-USRIA-tSl :GOSU
B7iZ'USR(H+Pl ;G0SUB7:Z-USR(F+P1 iG0SUB7 i RETURN
13880 CS-"ON TOP OF OLD SM0KEY"!YS-CS
13818 Z-USB(C+Ui :Y-Y+liG0SUB7ia-USR(C+Ul !G0SUB7 i Z=USR(B+U) !G0SUB7i Z-USB(G+U
1 iG0SUB7!Z-USR(N+P) :G0SUB7!a=USElA+Pl :G0SUB7 Z"USR(A+U) iGOSUB?
13828 Z-USHIP+U) G0SUB7 :Z-USR1G+U| :G0SUB7! Z-USR(A-tU) G0SUB7 iZ-USR(G) :G0SUB7

Program Lisling 2 Continues

proper method. The number in

parentheses is tlie sum of the

pitch value (P) and the duration

value (D). I put the pitch value

and the duration value in the

parentheses along vi/ith a plus

sign and let the computer do the

work of adding them: Z =

USR(P + D).

The statement for playing

high D note v^/ith a quarter note

duration in 3/4 time, would

read: Z= USR(65+ 10752).

When the computer en-

counters this statement it goes

to the music routine and ex-

ecutes a high D quarter note. It

then returns to the next state-

ment in the list.

To insert a musical rest (si-

lence) between notes insert a

For... Next timing loop be-

tween the USR calls. Refer to

Table 2 for the proper length of

the loops for the duration of the

desired rest.B

Duration

4/4 Time 3/4 Time

Note<D) Rest* Note(D) Rest'

2 Tied dotted halves — — Zero 1455

Whole nole Zero 1455 _ —
Dotted halt — — 32512 728

Half note 32512 728 21760 485

Dotted quarter 24576 546 16384 364

Quarter nole leasi 364 10752 242

Dotted eighth 12288 273 B192 182

Eighth nole 8192 182 5376 121

Sixleenlh nole 4096 91 2560 61

' Use the value in the column lo create a rest between notes. These values are lo be

used in integei For. . Next loops Example To execute a quarter rest n 4/4 time

(where X has been defined as an Integer), the Une would read: FOR X = 1 TO 364 :

NEXT

Table 2 Duration Values

RANDOM
ACCESS

&
BASIC
FILE

HANDLING"

DSC Publishing

2 Dogwood Drive

PO Box 769
Danbury, CT 06810

Phone Order

(203} 748-3231

SJJ<2JJF^P^^

the HOW TO, SHOW & TELL, STEP by
STEP book. Written for TRS-80 and all

The breakthrough book for non-programmers...
businessmen and professionals wtio want to

solve in house problems by writing your own
customized program. ..and the hobbyist with

the desire to get beyond the cassette and into

disk data storage and file manipulation. "DOS
Random Access & File Handling" is the plain

speaking, easy to read 150 page book for

learning HOW TO WRITE SPECIAL PROGRAMS
for inventories, mailing lists, work sctiedules,

record keeping and more. Your acquaintance

with Level I and Level II basic and this self-

instruction tutorial will assure quick progress.

Yes, I want lo expand my programming knowledge. 1

have Model I or III D Model II
"1

Please send me a copy of "DOS Random Access & File

Handling" for $29,50 S $1.50 shipping 1j

Model ll$1.50exlraL^

Also send me the compatible program disk for 28.50 -i-

1.50 shipping L Model II 32.50 + 1.50 J
Overseas add 8.00 per book and disk

airmail.

Name ____
Address ~
City _- —
State Zip

Master Charge

Expiration Date .

Card #

VISA D

Check D Money Order D
COD (2.00 extra) D

Signature

y-See List ol Advertisers on page 354

'Dealer Inquiries Invited" Phone Orders (203) 748-3231

CT. orders add 7.5% sales tax,
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EXCITING NEWS
FOR COLOR COMPUTER USERS

FLEX, OS-9 and the Radio Shack Disk System
ALL on the SAME Color Coniputer

Would /ou DP'ieue tnat vou can ^ j'l F, Fx OS a -i i.j'.f ,.1,, d.^-i J^lde^st3^d hOA' Ihii AOrhs 11:

and HadiQ Siiack disk solimare on ihe samt Caior givs you a bne! e.planaiion The Coiot Comuuier
Comouier. ana all you tuve to do is ciiange thedisk'^ was Oesigned so thai me lonis in ihie system could
Thai s nghi, |us\ change Ihe disk H you have a 32K be ijrned oil joaer sodware control in a normal
Color Compulei with the Radio Shack Oisk syslem, Coloi Computer inis would only maKe it go anuay
all you need to do is make a Kiviil modidcation to However, it you put a program in memory to do
access the hioaen32K. asdescrihed in Ihe Feb issue something first (like boot in FLEX o; OS 9) nvhen
ol COLOR COMPUTER NEWS and Ihe'april issue nl you turn off the roms. you will have a lull S1K RAM
68' Micro You can get FLEX t'om us right now System witli whicti to run your program (FLE" or OS'
OS'9 will be ready by summer Please note thai tt>i5 91 When the loms are turned oil. it is as i( you nso
will only work witti the Radio Shack disk system and removed them Irom the computer They are gone'
32KI64K memory Chios thai RS calls 32K Maybe Now. we need Ihe other tiail ol the 64K ram chips
they pul eJK's m yours. 100 II you don I have a to work, and this seems 10 be Ihe case most ol the
copy ol Ihe article, send a legal size SASE iWc time, as the article slates Of course, you could also
slampsi and we'll send it 10 you put GiK chips in

Using this system to run FLEX and OS'9 rias Some neat ulilities are included

^oh7 '!n''^o"FTF/"T.l' =
' ^"'' 'ZTJnV.%^ MOVEROM moves color Basic Irom ROM to RAM

compa'itj^e so'twale wT run w' h NO Because it's moved to RAM you can not only access

MODIFirATiON^. and «n eAiCHF';' Thpro arc no '' ''°'" '"^Ex. you Can run it ano even change iin

mX;'cVnri:^:c^us''ere'^oy'e'd.h^^sc,eTnu
I^.VT tT^L^ErdPsr^rie'D^t^rcrJ^Xral

above FLEX which leaves the lower 4eK tree tor
'^^ " '° '^'"^^ disk. Single Driye Copy. Format

user programs

What you end up with is 48K tor user programs.
an lor FLEX and another BK above FLEX lor the
screens ana stuff We have a mulli screen
format so you can page backward to see what
sciolled by and a Hi-Res screen thai will enable us
to fiite 24 lines by 42 character display is on itie

way Thai s belter than an Apple'

lid Setup commands are also included

Installing FLEX is simple Insert Ihe disli and type

RUN FLEX"

That's all there is to il' You are now up and running
in Ihe most popular ooeraling system tor the 6809
There are hundreds ol software packages now runn
ing under tne FLEX system Open your Color Com
puter to a whole new world of software witti FLEX

We also implemented a lull function keyboard
with a control key and escape key All ASCII codes
can now be generated from the Color Computer
keyboard'

FLEX 199.00
MEiW LOW PRICE INCLUDES OVER 25 UTILITIES'

FLEX Editor i 50 00

We also added some bells and whistles to Radio FLEX St'a'nTa^d^ASIC I G500Shacks Disk system when you re running FLEX o, FLEX E.lended Business BASIC SIOOOO
OS-9 We are supporting single o. double sided. Q,ne, languages available include. FORTH. Pascal,
single or double density. 35, 40 and ao track drives
II you use double sided drives, the maximum is three
drives because we use the drive 3 select for side
select. When you are running Ihe Radio Shach disk.

It will work with the double sided drives Oui it vjili

only use one side and only 35 tracks Using 80 track TRS-SO COLOR COMPUTER COMPLETE WITH fi-lK

drives IS okay, but will not be compaiible with RAM. 24K ROM. SINGLE DISK DRIVE AND FLEX.
standard Radio Shack software Vou can also set SET UP AND READY TO RUN FOR ONLY ti 3'& In

each drue's sleciing rate ^^d drive ;,ce (SS or DS eludes 60 day eilended warranty II you iiavc a Com
- SD or DO) puter. call atioul RS disk controllers and anves

Fortran?? "C. plus more
Apphcalion packages include. A.'R. G/L. AlP. Inven

lory. Electronic Spreadsheets. Accoun;ng
Daianase programs ano more SEND FOR LIST

FRANK HOGG LABORATORY, INC.
'30 MiD'Oi'j'N P_AZA

'^ ^'M-^ Compukar

s

& Combling
Products

Mogozina
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Beat Roulette with a Pocket Computer!

This booklet by Dr Edward Thorp describes his little known worK on Physical Prediction ol Rouletle.

The man who made Las Vegas change Ihe rules or Blackjack exposes Roulette's sLcceptlbllily to

computers . $ 9,95

Horse Race Handicapping! Our biggesl seller — Probability Handicapping Device-

1

This IS a comprehensive horse racing system lor spotting overlays In ihoroughbred

sp'int races Easy entry ol data Irom the racing form. A complete users manual lakes

you step by step through a sample race and explains overlay betting and money
^ management The user's manual contains a detaileij tab run ol a 100 consecutive race

system workout showing an amazing S! 50 returned tor each $1 00 wagered. (Note, this is not the

same program as "Winning at Ihe Races '

} You may purchase the manual seperately lor S7 95 and
creOK PHD-1 is now available tor CP/M (8asJc-80 M-Basic) PHD-1 User's Manual and cassette tor:

16KApplell Applesolt. SK Ohio Scientific Upeclty 1P or 4P). 15K TRS-SD Model I or III . . . $29.95

Apple or TRS-BO Disk .
. $34.95

CP/M fl' Single Densrty Data Disk $39.95

DR. qUIRIN'S FAMOUS DISCOVERIES!
Win at the Races Ihs is;he p.-ogram using the algorithms from Dr Quirin s book. Highly praised anu
endorsed by DR OUIRIfJ this program is the Desl available today. Screen edil data entry makes enter-

ing data a breeze Dr Oumn s par time ad|uslment routines are included. We warned you that the price

would go up and it did Drder now because this price will go up again

Winning a] the Races Cassette (32K TRS-80 or Apple) S4S.36
Disk SJ9.95

Winning at the Races — the book by William Ouirin Ph.D This is the best computerized study ol

Ihoroughbred racing eve; published This 300 page hardbound book shows detailed studies ol high im-

pact value factors and includes Dr Quirin's lamous Par Times.

ATomAinsle Winners Circle Book .521.95
Sealing the Races with a Computer by .Steve Brechei A good "How To' Book on mulfiple regression

techniques applied to Pari-fi^utual handicapping Some heavy math
. . S14.95

Uaka cner^Hi Davat>re to JOE COWPUTER - PnoPS orders and intorrriahof

S^nu 1(1 JOE COIilBUTEIt !!T13 Venlura BlvO
. Suite F. WooOland Hillf

Cdlitninia residents add 6% sales ia>

y^2be

Program Lisling 2 Cor^linued

: RETURN
14BBB CS'"THB HOUSE QF THE RISING SUN" iV S-'HOUSE OF THE RISIN"
14Bie 2=USB1A-VU1 lY-Y-l-liGOSUBT.-E-USHID+B) i G0SUB7 i 3-USR I E+Wl :G0SUB7 I a"USR(0+W
) !G0SUB7!Z=USR(F-fR) :GOSUB7iI=USR(G+W) iGOSUB? 1 ZaUSRI L-l-K) IG0SUB7
14828 Z=USR(fl-tRl :G0SUB7iS=USB(F+W) iG0SUB7;Z-USR|E+W) !G0SUB7 ! J"USR(D+K1 iGOSU
B7!Z»USK(A4U1 :G0SUB7:Z^USR(O<-R) !G0SUB7 1 Z^USR | A-fU) iGOSUBT
1483 Z=USR|N+R] :G0SUB7iZ=USR(A+w) 1G0SUB7 1 Z"USR(G+W) iGOSDBT : Z-USR( AJ iGOSUBT
1 RETURN
15888 CS-^'WILDWOOD FLOMER":YS='CS
1581 a Z-USR(E+S) :Y»Y-HlG0SUB7lZ-t)SR(P+S) iGOSUBT 1 Z.USR(G+P) 1 GOSUB7 1 Z-USRl AtS
) lG0SUB7lZ'=USB(N-fSl !G0SUB7lZ'^USR(E+P) ; GOS0B7 1 1-USR IF+S) 1G0SUB7 1 Z''OSR(E+S) iG
0SUB7lZ=0SB|D+Pl 1G0SUB7
15fl2B 2"USR(E+S) !G0SUB7!l-USRID-fSl iGOSUB7 I Z-OSR (C+P| 1 GOBOB 7 t RETORN
16BBB C$""I'VE BEEN WORKING ON THE RAILROAD' iYS-"ON THE RAILHO"
16B1B Z=USR(G+Q) :Y='Y+liGOSUB7!i-USR(D+V) !G0SUB7 1 Z"USR( G-tT) iG0SnB7 I Z-USH(D-fX
1 lG0SUB7iZ=USR(G+T) lG0S0B7lZ-USR(A+X) IG0SUB7 I Z-USR(B-fP| i G0SUB7 Z-USR|G*P) iG
OSUHTiZ-USPfN+Q) IG0SUB7
16828 Z-USR(N-rV) :G0SUB7iZ-USR(G+S) lG0SUB7 1 1-USB I A+S) 1 G0SUB7 I Z-USR(B) 1 G0SUB7
! RETURN
17B8B CS-"SIXTEEN TONS-lYS-CS
17B18 2.USR(I+V) lY=Y+liGOSUB7!2'UER(H-Sl : G0SUB7 I Z-USR (E+S) lG0SUB7 : Z-USR[E+S
1 lGOSUB7lZ=USRlB+0) :G0SUB7lZ"USB(E1-V| : G0SUB7 i Z-USR( G+V) iG0SUB7 1 Z-UER |G*V1 iG
OSDB7:2-USR(EtV) :GOSUB7
17B2B Z-USR(K+P| jG0SUB7 : Z-USR(£+V) !G0SUB7i Z-UER|G-rV) :G0SUB7 Z-USH(A*-V1 iGOSU
B7!Z'USR|G-i-V) :G0SUB7iZ-UEB(E+El !G0SUB7iZ-USR(E-tV) :G0SUB7 ! Z-OSB | I+Sl !G0SUB7
17830 S»USR(B+V) :GOSUB7!2-USR|K+V] iGOSUB? ! Z-USRlE-i-V) iGOSUB7iZ=USB(D+01 iGOSU
B7! RETURN
IBBBfl CS="FRANKIE AND JOHNNY" lYS''" AND JO"
18318 S'-USBJC+V) :Y''Y+llGOSUB7iZ^USR(D+V) !G0SUB7 ! Z=USRl E-t-V) iG0SUB7 ; Z-USR ( A+S
) !G0SUB7: Z-USR IG-fV) iG0SUB7iZ-DSR(E+S) :G0SUB7 ! Z'USB |C-fS) I G0SUB7 I Z-USR( C+P) iG
0SUB7iZ=USR|C-fV) :G0SUB7
1BB28 Z=USR(D+V| ;G0SUB7iZ-USR(E-tV} :G0SUB7 ! Z-UEB ( A+S) iG0SUB7 : Z=USB(G+V) iGOSU
B7lZ=USR|E+SI iG0SUB7iZ»USR(C*P) iG0SUB7 i RETURN
19BBB CS="TO« DOOLEY":YS-CS
19Bie Z^USR|D+P) :Y=Y+liGOS0E7iZ'USR(D+Sl :G0SUB7!l^USR(D+Sl iG0SUB7 i Z^USRfEtP
) iGOSUB7:Z^USR|G-fP) i G0SUB7 i 2"USR( B+P) !G0SUB7 ! Z=USB| B] i G0SUB7 i Z=USR(D+P) iGOS
UB7
19828 Z^USR(D+E) iG0SUB7lZ"USR(D+S) iG0SUB7:Z'^USR(E-fP) : G0SUB7 : Z-USR( G+P) :GOSU
B7 I Z'USR(A) :G0SUB7 iRETURN
2BBaa CS="BILLY BOY"iYS"C?
2BB1B Z=USR(E-tV| iY^Y-l-1 1G0SUB7: S=QSR(F+V) iG0SUB7 i Z-USR (G+S) :G0SUB7 i Z-USR (G-fV

) iG0SUB7:Z=USR(G-l-Vl :G0SUB7 : Z-USR (N+Sl i G0SUB7 : Z"USR ( E-fV) : G0SUB7 ; Z=USR(P+V) iG
0SUB7iZ=USR(G+S) :G0SUB7
2BB2B S=USR(G+V) :G0S0B7!Z'^USB(A-fVl : G0SUB7 I Z'USRiG+S) iG0SUB7iZ=USR(B+V) iGOSU
E7iZ'USR(F+V) lG0SUB7lZ'^USR(G-t-S) :G0EUB7 i Z-USRIG+V) ;G0SUB7 : Z=UER (G+V) iG0£UB7i
Z"USR(N-l-SI iG0SUB7
28838 Z"USR|P+V1 iG0SUB7iZ-U£R(E+V) :G0SUB7 i Z-USR(E+V) !G0SUB7!Z=USR(D-H)) iGOSU
B7 iRETURN
21888 CS="HOME ON THE RANGE":Y5=CS
21818 Z-USR|D-fSl :Y'Y-HlG0EUB7:Z.USR(D+£) iG0SUB7 : Z-USR(G-fSl iG0SUB7lZ-USR(A-l-S
)!GOSUB7:Z-USB(B-l-B):GOSUB7iZ-USR(G+Ml 1 G0SUB7 ! Z-USR IK-fWl : G0SUB7 : Z-USR( E-fE) iG
0SUB7!Z'USR(N+S) iG0SUB7
21828 Z'^UER(N+S) iG0SUB7i Z-USR (N+R) :G0SUB7 : Z-USR (N-l-W) : G0SUB7 i Z-USR( H+W) iGOSO
B7! Z-USR lO+R) iG0SUB7iZ-USR(G+W) IGOSUB7 !Z==USR(G+W) iG0SUB7iZ-USR(G+Sl iG0SUB7
21B38 Z=USR(E-fSl :G0SUB7i2-USR(G+E) :G0SUB7 : Z-USR ( A) i G0SUB7 i RETUHK
22888 CS="HUSE LITTLE BABY"iyS=CS
22810 Z=UER(D-l-Sl ;Y-Y-l-l:G0SUB7iZ=USR{B*V) ;G0SUB7 1 S-USR( B+V) i G0SUB7 i Z-USR( B+S
) GOSUB7lZ-USR(N+S) !G0SUB7:Z-USR(B+SI I G0SUB7 I Z=USRl A+S) :G0EUB7 j Z-USR (fi+E) iG
0SiJB7 : Z-USR(D+V) !G0SUB7
228 28 Z-USR(D4-V) :GOSUB7lZ-USR(A-l-V) iG0EUB7 i Z-USR( A*V1 : G0SUB7 I S-OSRl A+Vl iGOSU
B7lZ-USRlA»S) iGOEUB7iZ-USR(B+V) !G0SUB7 I Z=USR( A-fSl : G0EUB7 i Z-USRIG+S) lG0SUB7l
Z-USR(G*Q) lGOSUB7lHErURN
23680 CS-"HICHAEL ROW THE BOAT AEHORE'iYS-'MICHAEL"
23818 Z-USRIC+V) i Y-Y+1 iGOEUB? Z-USR(E+S1 iG0SUB7i Z=>USR(G-tP) :G0SUB7 i Z-USB(E+V
I :GOSU67i2=0SR(G+S| :G0SUB7 iZ=USH(ft+S) .G0SUB7
23B28 Z-USR(G+P) iG0SUB7iZ-USR(E-l-S) iG0SUB7!Z-UER(G*£l iG0SUB7i Z-USR(A) !G0SUB7
Z-USR(G+P) :G0SUB7iRETUBN
24888 CS-"WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN'lYS-"WHEN THE SAINTS'
2401B Z-USR(F-tV) Y-Y-HiGOE0B7ia-USR(A-»V) iG0SUB7iZ-UER|H-tV) iGOSUBVi Z-USR(N+P
1 iGOEUB7lPORTl=lT0182iNEXTiZ-USE(F+V| G0EUB7 Z-USR( A+V) IG0EUB7 1 Z-USRIH+V) iG
OSUB7iZ-0SR(N+P) iGOEUB7iFORTl-lT01B2iNEXT
24028 Z-USR(P+V) iGOS0B7iZ-USR(A+V) iG0SUB7 i Z-USR(H+V1 1G0EUB7 iZ-USRIN+SI iGOSU
B7iZ-USR(A+S) iGOS0B7iZ-USR(F+S) iG0EUB7i Z-USR(A+S) iG0EUB7i Z-I3SH(G+P) iG0SUB7i
RETURN
25000 CS-"THE WABASH CANNON BALL* i YS-'WABASB CANNON"
25818 z-0SR(D+v) iy-y+iiaosuB7 1 a-uSR(D+v) igosubtiZ-ueridi-s) igosdb7iz-dsr[d+s
) lG0SUB7i Z-USR (G-tS) ;G0SUB7lZ'U£R(A+S) :G0SUB7 i Z-USB |B-tE] : G0SUB7 : 2-USR(0tP] :G
0SUB7! Z-USR (GtVl 1G0SUB7
25828 Z-USR(G+V] iGOSUBTi Z-USR (A+S) i G0SUB7 1 Z-USR (G+El i G0SUB7 : Z-USRl G*S) iGOSU
BTiZ'USElE+EI iGOSUSTi Z-USR [01 iG0SUB7 iRETURN
26BBB CS-'I GAVE MY LOVE A CHERRY" i YS-CS
2681B Z=USR(C+SI iY-Y+l!GOSUB7i2=USR(C+Pl iG0EUB7 i B=USB(C+E) IG0SUB7 : B-USR(C+P
) iG0SUB7:Z°USR(C+Sl :GOSUB7 ! Z-USH( r>+P) lG0SUB7:B-UEB(F) : G0SUB7 : Z-USR(G+P) :GOS
UB7:2-USR(F| :G0SUB7
26B2B 2!'USR(D+P1 :G0SUB7iZ-USR(Cl :G0SUB7 : FORT1-1T0364 i NEKTi Z=USR( F+S) :G0SUB7
l2-USR(G+P) !G0SUB7:Z-USR(G*S) :GOSUB7 : Z-USR( G+P) :G0SUB7 i Z^USR ( G+E) :G0SrjB7:Z =

UER(A+P) :G0SUB7
26B3B 2=USR(N1 lG0EUB7l3=USR(O+Pl :G0SUB7 : Z-USR( H) ; G0SUB7 : 2=.USR ( A+P) :G0SUB7:Z
=USR(G) :G0SUB7 I RETURN
278BB CS-"JOHN HEMRY"iYS-CS
27 818 S=USK(G+V) sY^Y+l !G0SUB7 I Z=USR(A+V) :GOSUB7:2-USR{N+V) I G0SUB7 : Z-USR( N+Q
) :G0SUB7lZ=USR(N+T) :G0EUB7 :Z=USR(N+X) :GOSUB7:2=USR|A+V) : G0EUB7 : Z-UER (G+V) iG
0SUB7iZ-USR(N+V) iG0SUB7 !Z-USR{N+P) !G0SUB7 iF0RTl-lTOie2iNBXT
27 028 2=USR(N+>L) !G0SUB7 i Z-USR I N+X ) :G0SUB7 -. 2=USR (N+V) ;G0EUB7iZ=USB(G+VI :GOSU
B7:Z-USR{M+S) :G0SUB7 : Z-UER ( A+S) i G0SUB7 1 Z-USHl G+P) ; G0SUB7 : RETURN
28800 CS="AULD LANG SYNE":YS="D LANG S"
28818 Z=USRID+S) :Y-V+l!G0SUB7:Z=USR(G+Q) : G0SUB7 : Z-UEB (G+V) : G0E0B7 : 2-USR( G+E
) :G0SUB7lB=USR(B+S) : G0SUB7 : Z-USR (A+Q) : G0EUB7 ! Z=UER(G+V) :G0SUB7 : 2-USR( A+S) ;G
OSUB7:Z=USR|B+S) !G0SUB7
2E0 2B Z-USR(G+V) jGOSUB7iS^USR(G+0) iG0SUB7;Z=USB(B+S) i G0SUB7 i

Z =USB ( 0+S) iGOSU
B7 : Z-USR( 58) :G0SUB7 iRETURN
29088 CS^"THE LONESOME ROAD' i YS-"L0NE50ME ROAD"
29010 Z=UER(A+U) :Y=Y+l:GOEUB7!2-USR(N+P) : G0SUB7 1 Z=USR ( F+U) i G0SUB7 i S=USR(A+P
) iG0SaB7lS=U3B(A*U) :G0SUB7:2-USR(H+P) : G0SUB7 : Z=UER(H+U1 iG0SUB7
29020 Z-USR(M+U) :GOSUB7iZ-USR(6a+R) !GOS0B7 i Z=USRIM+U) iG0SUB7iS-USR(N+P) iGOS
UB7iZ=USR(A+Ul:GOSUB7i2-USR(G+P) i GOS0B7 ! Z-:USR( A+U) 1G0SUB7 i a=USB (F) I G0SUB7 i R
ETURH
30888 CS-"TIIE BEAR KENT OVER THE MOUNTAIN" i YS-CS
38818 Z-USR (D+U) i Y=Y+liG0SUB7 : Z=USR{E+W) :G0SUB7:B-USR(K+U) : G0EUB7 : Z-USR(K+W
) iG0SUB7i!;^USB(K+W) iG0SUB7:Z=USR{E+W) :G0SUB7 : Z-USR(K+W) iG0SUB7ia=USRlG+S) iG
0EUB71 Z-USR (K+U) iG0SUB7
38828 Z-USR (K+W) iG0SUB7iZ=USR(E+Ul :G0SUB7:Z-USR(E+H) :G0EUB7 ; 2-USR (E+W) :GOSU
B7l Z-USR (D+W) iG0SUB7iZ=USR(E+W) :G0EUB7: 2-USR (K+S) :G0SUB7 1 S-USR(D+U) :G0SUB7i
RETURN
31000 C$='BUFFALO GALE" iY5="BUFFAL0 G"
31810 Z-USR jD+V) :Y=Y+l!G0SUB7: Z-USR (D+V) ; G0SUB7 i Z=USR( D+S) iG0SUB7 : Z^USR( K+S
) :G0SUB7:Z=UER(A+V) lC0SUE7 1 Z=USB ( A+V) : G0EUB7 : Z-USR ( B+S) :G0SUB7 : Z-UER ( A+V) :G
0SUB7:Z-USR(AtV) :G0SUB7l Z-USR (K+P) 1G0SUB7
31020 Z-USR(A+S) :G0SUB7iZ-UER(G+V) iG0£l)B7 1 Z=USR (G+V) :G0E0e7:Z=USB(E+P) iGOSU
B7lZ-USR|B+S) iGOSUB7lZ-0SR(A+Vl 1G0SUB7: Z-UER (A+V) : G0SUB7 : Z-USR( K+P) iGOSUBTi
RETURN
32808 CS="CLBMENTINE" :YS-CS
32018 Z=USB{F+V) lY-Y+llGOSUB7:Z-USB(F+2560) i G0SUB7 ! 2=USH( F+U) ! G0SUB7 : Z-UER

(

C+U) iG0SUB7iZ-USB(A+V) ;G0SUB7: Z-UEB (A+2568) I G0SUB7 I Z=USB ( A+U) ! G0EUB7 : Z-UER

(

F+U) :G0SUB7i Z-USR (F+W) iG0SUB7
32B20 Z-UER(A+W) iG0SUB7i Z-USR (N+S) : G0SUB7 : 2-USR (N+W) : G0SUB7 1 E-USB ( H+W) iGOSU
B7: 2-USR (A+W) : G0SUB7 i Z-USR (G+R) : G0EUB7 i 2-USR (G+V) : G0SUB7 1 B-USB ( A+2560 ) ;GOSU

Program Listing 2 Continues
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Program Listing 2 Continued

B7:Z=USR(M+(I) :G0SUB7:Z=USR(M+I11 :G0SUB7 ! Z^USK (fl+VI iGOSUBV
32030 I=USH(G+256ai iGOSUBT : S=USRIA+U1 :G0SUB7; Z-USR(F-tU) :G0SUB7: K=USR(P+V) :G
OSUB7!B=USR(A+256B| iG0SUB7! a=USRlG*ui ;G0SUB7; Z=USR(C+U) :G0SUB7!E=USR(E+V) :G
OSUB7lZ=USRlG+256BI !G0EUB7!a=USR(F+R) IG0SUB7 iRETURN
33000 CS="DIXrE-!Y$=CS
33010 Z=1ISR(F4-X) :Y-Y+l:G0SUB7!l=USR(D+):i iG0SUB7 ! Z-USBl H+V) !G0SUB7tZ-USRIH+V
) !G0SUB7:Z=USR(H*X1 :G0SUB7 : Z^USR IC+X j : G0SUB7 : Z-USR( D+Xl :G0SU67ii-USR(122+X)
:G0SUB7iZ'^USR(F+V) :G0EUB7
33B20 0=USR(F+V) !GOSUB7:2=USR(F+V) !G0SUB7 Z=USR[D+V) iGOSUB? : Z-USR(G+V) iGOSU
B7iK-USR|G+V) :G0SUB7:Z-USR(GtT) :G0EUB7 i Z-USHIP-l-X) : G0SUB7 i Z-(JSR( G+T) iGOSUB7i
Z^USRIF+X) !G0SUB7:Z'USR(G+X) !G0SUB7!Z'USR[A+X) lG0SUB7lZ"USR(M+X) 1G0SUB7
33030 2-USR(N+X)iGO£UB7i2-USR(0*01 iGOEUB?! S'USH(M+X) jG0SUB7!Z-USR(F*X) :GOSU
B7 : Z-USR(H+QI iGOSUBVi Z-USR(F*X) !G0EUB7 ! J=USR(D+XI ;G0SUB7 :Z'USR(F-(-Q) :GOEUB7 :

Z=USRIC+X1 :GaEUB7:Z=USR(D<-X) :G0SUB7 ! Z^USR [H+O) :G0SUB7 1 REITIRN
34000 CS="0H1 bUSANNA":YS»" SU"
3*Bia z-usR(H+s) !y-yti!G0Sire7:Z'USB|M+s) iGOsubtsz^usrio+v] iGOSub7!Z-usr[o+s
) :G0SUB7iZ^USR(0+Vl : G0SUB7 i Z=USR(N+V1 : G0SUB7 : Z=USRl N-tV) !G0SUB7 1 Z-USR( A+V) :G
0SUB7:Z=USB(F+V) [G0SUB7
34820 Z=USR(G+Q) :GOSUB7:Z^USR(F*X) iG0SUB7 : Z^USR [O+X] :GOS0B7 : Z"^USR1 A+V| :GOBU
B7:Z-USR(N1-V) : G0SUB7 ! S-USR[N+V) :G0SUB7 : S"USR(0+V| : G0SUB7 i Z-USRl N+V) :GOE0B7:
Z=USB|A1-V) :G0SUB7
3403 Z^USR(F+T) ;G0SUB7 jZ-^USRIG+Xl iG0EUB7 : Z=USR( A+Vl ; G0SUB7 ! Z-USR 1 A+V) jGOSO
B7:Z=USR(G+V) : G0SUB7 : Z'^USR(G+V| ; G0SUB7 : Z=USR( F+P) 1G0SUB7 iRETUEH
35BB0 CS^"PICK A BALE OF COTTON" I YS-'BALE OP COTTON'
3501B Z^USR(G-tVl :Y=Y+l:G0SUB7iZ-USB[G+Vl : G0SUB7 : Z^USB ( B-l-S) ! G0SUB7 ! S^USR (G+S
) iG0SUB7:Z^USR(G+Vl : G0SUB7 : Z=USH(G+V] : G0SUB7 ! Z=USR|G+S) ; G0SUB7 : Z^USB (G+V) :G
0EUB7:Z'USR|G+V) :G0SUB7
35020 E^USBIG+V) :G0SUB7:Z=UER1G+V) :G0SUB7 :Z^USB(E+V1 :GOEUB7!Z=USR(D+V) :GOSU
B7!Z^USRID+V) ;G0SUB7iZ=USR(E+Vl : G0SUB7 ! J"USR|G+E1 !G0SUB7 : Z-UERIG+S) iG0SUB7!
Z=USR|G*V) :G0SUB7
3BB3 I-USR(G*V) !GOS0B7 :Z=USR(G+S1 !G0SUB7 : Z=USR(D+V) !G0SUB7: Z'UER(D+V) iGOSU
B7!a=USR(K+V) !G0SUB7:Z''USB(K+V) :G0SUB7: Z-USB(G+P| !G0SUB7 ; RETURN
36BBB CS-"£HE'LL BE COMING ROUND THE MOUNTAIN" !YS-"ROUND THE HOUNTAIH"
36B1B Z"USR(D+V1 :Y^Y+1:G0SUB7:Z=USRIE+V) ;G0SUB7 : Z-USR(G+V) :G0SUB7 ! Z=USR (G+V
) :G0SUB7:i-UER(G+V) !G0SUB7 i Z»USH(G+V) !G0SUB7! Z'USa(E+V) :G0SUB7 :J^UER|D+V1 !G
0EUB7:Z"USR(I+V] :G0SUB7
36020 2=USR(D+V| ;GOSUB7!2'USH(G+PI : G0SUB7 FORT1=1T0364 ! NEXT! Z-USH( G+V) :GOSU
B7lZ-U£R(A+Vl !G0SUB7lZ'USfi(B+V] I G0SUB7 : Z^USRl B+V) !G0SUB7 : Z^USRl B+V) !G0SUB7:
K-USR(B+V) :G0SUB7
36B3 2=UER|0+V1 :G0SUB7:Z"UER(B+V) : G0SUB7 ! Z=USH( A+V) rG0SUB7 : Z'USR( G+V) iGOEU
B7:Z-USR(A+P1 ;G0SUB7:RBTURN
37BB0 CS="GO TELL AUNT RHODY' i YS="GO TELL AUNT R"
37B1B Z''UER(B+P) iY=Y+l!G0EUB7;Z=USR(B+Sl : G0SUB7 : Z=UER( A+E) :G0SUB7 : Z-USB (G+P
|!G0SUB7!Z=USH(G+P)!G0SUB7:Z-USR(A+P)!G0SUB7!Z=USR(A+S1 !G0SUB7 : Z-USRIN+S] :G
0SUB7!Z:-USR(B+S| :G0SUB7:Z-USR(A+SI !G0SaB7 iZ'USR(G+Pl iGOEUB? : z=USR(0+P) :GOSU
B7
37028 Z^USRIO+S] :G0EUB7iZ=UER|N+Sl :G0SUB7 i Z-USR( B+P) iG0SUB7 ! Z-USRCG+Q) :GOEU
B7:Z'^UER1G+V1 !G0SUB7:Z=USB(A+S) :G0EUB7:Z^UER(G+E) :G0SUB7 ; Z-UER( A+E) !G0EUB7:
Zi^UER(B+S) :G0SUB7:Z"USR(G1 iG0SUB7 ! RETURN
36000 CS="WUEN JOHNNY COMES MARCHING HOHB"lYS=CS
38010 Z=USBlD+W)iV-V+l:G0SUB7!Z'iJSR(D+wl !G0SUB7r Z=USB(G+W) !G0SUB7!Z'USR(G+W
) :G0SUB7:Z''USR(G+U1 : G0EUB7 I Z^USB | A+W) ; G0SUB7 : Z^UER |M+U) : GOEUB7 : Z^USRf A+W) iG
OEUB7i2-UERlH+Ul :G0SUB7
38B2B Z^UER(G+W) :GOSUB7;Z=UER(F+R) :GOEUB7 j 3i^USR(D+W] : G0EUB7 I Z^UERf F+R) :GOSU
B7!Z-USR(D+W) !G0SUB7iZ''USR(D+W) :G0SUB7 sZ'USRIG+W) iGOSUBT: Z-USEIG+W) :GOSU67!
E-USRlG+U)iGOSU67
3 8B3B Z=USR(A+WI iG0EUB7!Z'^USR(M+U) :G0SUB7 : Z»USRIA+W) :GOSUB7!Z-0SR(H+U) iGOEU
B7iZ-UER(N+W] iGOSUB7:Z-USRlO+Rl :G0SUB7 1 Z-USH(M+W) 1G0SUB7 I J-UER(0+R) !G0SUB7:
RETURN
39B00 CS="YAKKEE DOODLE" lYS'-CS
39010 Z=USR(K+T1 lY'Y+l!G0EUB7lZ'U£B|L+X) 1G0SUB7 ! Z=USE(K+V) : G0EUB7 ! Z=USRl B+V
) :G0SUB7iZ'USR(K+V) ;G0SUB7 I Z^USRf L+V) !G0SUB7 : Z=U£R[ A+S) : G0SUB7 1 Z=USR (E+T) :G
0SUB7!Z-USR(K+X) 1G0SUB7
390 20 Z-UER(E*V) :GOSUB7lZ''UER(D*V) IGOEUB7 i Z=USR( J+S) IG0SUB7 ! Z^USRf E+S) 1 GOSU
B7iZ-USR(K+T) iG0SUB7iZ-UER(L+X) IGOEUB7 i Z-USR(K+V) IG0SUB7 1 Z-USR( E+V) 1G0SUB7:
Z-UER(K+V1 IG0SUB7
39B3B a-USR|L+V) GOEUB7:Z-UERlA+Vj iG0SUB7iZ-USR(K+V) iGOSUB7iZ-0SR(B+V) tGOSU
67!ZtUSR{A+Vl !GOEUB7:Z''USR(L+V):GOSUB7:Z"0SR(B+V) tG0SUB7iZ-UEfi(fi+S}iG0SUB7i
Z-USRIA+V) lG0SUB7lRETUHN
4B000 C5""AMEHICA THE BEAUTIFUL" :YS-"AMERICA"
40010 Z-USR(E+E) lY-Y+llGOSUB7iZ-USR(E+0) IG0SUB7 I Z-USR( J+V) IGOSUBT I Z-USH( J+S
) lG0SUB7lZaUSRlB+E) lGOSUB7lZaUER(E+0) iGOSUBT I Z-UER(I+V) iGOEUB? I Z-UER(I+E) :G
0SUB7lZ=USR(J+S) 1G0EUB7
40020 Z"UBR(D+S) iGOSUB7!Z-USR(E+E) iGOSUB7 1 Z-USH{It+S) !G0SUB7 ! I-USR ( L+Sl iGOSU
B7lZ-UER(E) 1G0BUB7 I RETURN
41BBB CS-"BATTLE BYHN OF THE REPUBLIC" iY5-CS
41B1B S-USRIP+V) lY-Y+l!G0SUB7ia-USR(F+T) 1GOEUB7 1 Z"USB [P+XJ 1 G0SUB7 1 Z-UER(P+T
)iGOSUB7iZ-UER(122+X) !G0SUB7iZ-USR(D+r)iGOSUB7il!-USR(P+X)!G0SUB7i2»USRl«+T)
lG0EnB7lZ-USR(N+X] IGOSUB7
41fl2B Z-USS(0+T) lG0SUB7lZ=UERlO+X) lG0EUB7 lZ-UBR{0+T) iG0EUB7l Z=UER{N+X1 :GOEU
B7rZ-USR(M+S) iGOSUB7iZ"UER|H+T) i G0SUB7 I Z-USH( A+X) iG0SUB7 : Z-UER |G+T) :G0SUB7i
Z"USR(G+X) iG0SUB7lZ-USB(G+T) : G0SUB7 : Z-USR( A+X) tG0SUB7
41030 Z-USR[H+T| iG0EUB7iZ=USR[A+X1 ! GOEUB7

I

Z"USR(H+T) iOOSUB7

1

Z=USR |G+X) iGOEU
B7!Z-USR(F+TliGOSUB7iZ-USR(G+X)!GOSUB7iZ-USR(F+T)!GOSUB7!a-USR(D+X):GOSUB7i
Z-USR(F+SI iG0SUB7iRETURN
42BB0 CS="TEE CAISSONS" iY5="CAISE0NS"
42B10 Z-U£B(G+V) !Y-Y+l!GO£UB7iZ"USRlE+V)!GOSUE7tZ-USR(G+S) iGOSUBTi Z-USR(G+V
1 iG0EUB7!Z=USRlB+Vl iGOSUBTiZ-'USRIG+S) !G0SUB7ia=USK(G+V) :G0SUB7 : Z=USR(E+V| iG
OSUB7iZ-USR(G+T)!GOSUB7
42B2B Z-UER(A+X) lG0SUB7ia=USR(GTV) IG0SUB7 jZ=USR(E+V) i G0EUB7 I Z^USRl G+E] I GOSU
B7lZ-USH(E+V) iGOSUB7tZ=UER(F+V) IG0SUB7

:

Z-UER[G+V) : Q0EUB7

I

Z-UER( F+E) IGOEUB7
42B3B Z-OSR(D+V) !G0SUB7lZ''USR(G+V) ;G0SUB7 iS'^USRlP+S) :G0EUB7: Z-UER(D+V) :GOEU
B7iJ-USH(C+P) I G0SUB7 [RETURN
43000 CS="SEENANDOAH"iYS=CS
43010 Z-UER(H+U1 :Y-Y+liGOSUB7iZ"USR(122+V| I G0SUB7 1 Z»USR( 122+V] i G0SUB7 ! Z-USR
(122+Pl :FORTl^lT0182iNBXT;GOSUB7iZ''USR(F+T| iG0SUB7iZ'U£R(G+T) iG0SUB7!Z=0SR(
M+T)!G0SUB7iZ'USElN+Ql iG0SUB7i Z-UER (H+Q) iGOSUB7iPORTl-lT0121 :NEXT:Z-USR(61+
U| iG0SUB7
43B20 Z-UER(0+U) iG0SUB7!Z-USR(N+P) ;G0SUB7 i Z=USR (M+UI : G0SUB7 ! Z'USRl N+U) :GOSU
B7lZ=USR(M+U) ;G0SUB7!Z-USR(G+U) :G0SUB7:Z-UERIH+P) :G0SUB7: RETURN
44000 C$-"THE ELOOP JOHN B. " I Y^'"SLOOP JOHN B'
44018 F0RL2-1T02:E-USR(D+S) I Y-Y+l IGOSUB7 i Z-UEB ( B+V) 1G0EUB7 1 S-USR (B+S) iGOSUB
7iZ-UER(H»Vl iG0EUB7lZ''USR(BtSI :G03UB7 I Z-USH( N+S) iG0SUB7 i Z=UER (B+P) iG0SUB7!F
OBTl''lT0364!NEXTiNEXT:Z"UERlD+E| i G0SUB7 I Z-USRl B+V) 1G0SUB7
44B2B Z"USR{B+£I iG0£0B7!E-iJSR|M+V) :G0SUB7iZ-USR(B+E) iG0SUB7iZ=USB(N+£) [GOSU
B7[I-USR(0+Q) iG0SUB7:Z=USH|0+Vl !Z=USR(0+W) iG0EUB7iGOSUB7iZ-USR(N+V) iGOS0B7!
Z-USR[B+E) :G0SUB7iZ-USRlA) 1G0SUB7 I RETURN
4500B CS="SHOO FLY"iYS-CS
4SB1B Z-USRIB+V) !Y-Y+llG0SUB7!Z-USR|D+Sl :G0SUB7: Z"UER1G+V] IG0EUB7 lZ=USR(B+T
) iGOSUB7iZ-USR(N+Xl iG0SUB7iZ=USR(A+S) 1G0SUB7 1 Z^USRf ft+V| IG0SUB7 1 a=USH(D+El iG
0SUB7tZ"USH(K+V) !G0SUB7iZ-UERiA+T) iG0SUB7iZ=USR|B+X] 1 G0EUB7 1 a-USR(G+SI iGOSU
B7
45020 a«USRlB+V) iG0SUB7iZ"UER|D+E) IG0EUB7 iZ=USR(G+V) !GOSUB7!Z''UER(B4-T) iGOSU
B7ia-USR(NtX) iG0SUB7!Z''UER[A+V| iG0EUB7iZ"USR(A+V) 1G0SUB7 ! a-USR{0+T) iG0SUB7j
Z"USR(0+X) iG0SUB7lZ-USR(O+T) lG0SUB7ia"UER(N+X) IG0SUB7
45B3B a'USRIB+Vj iG0SUB7jZ"USR[A+V) iG0SUB7 i a"USR(G*S) :G0SUB7 i RETURN
49BBB a-USR(C+T| a-USR(C+X) iZ-USRIP) ia»USR(C+T) iZ-USRIF+X) iZ''USR(A) iZ-USH(C
+1) ia-USR(F+X) lZ-USR(A+S) IZ"USR(C+T] iZ=UER(F+X) iZ-USR(A+S) iZ-USR(C+T) iZ-USR
(P+Xl iZ-USH(Al
49fllB Z-USR(F+T) ia-USR{A+X)ia-U£R(m iZ»USR|ft+S) iZ-USR(P+E) Z-USH(C)lZ-USR(C
+T) iaoUSR(C+X) iZ-UER(F) : RETURN
50BBB PORIl-lTOLBN{XS)-LEN{YS)+l!lFYS-MIDS(XSrH,LEN(YS)l RETURN
50030 NEXTtll'BiRETUBN
51000 FOENl-lTO4!FORYl-135TO10ETEP-5iZ-USR(Yl+512) iNEXT!PORY2-lBTO10eSTBP5i
Z-USR(Y2+512) iNEXTiNEXTiRETURN
52000 Z-UER(32664) tZ-USR[255) iRETURN
6B000 PRINTiPRINTiPHINT"-!'!- GAME OVER -i "i-" iGOSUB4S80BlPRINTi ISPUT'PLAY
fiGftIN <ENTBR> |Y/N) •)DUS:IFLEFTS(DU3,1) -"N"THEN61BBflBLSERUN
eiBBB FOBYl-255T01BTEP-liZ-USB(Yl+256) iNEXTiCLSiEND

PREMIUM»
CASSETTES

COMPUTER GRADE
100% ERROR-FREE
FULLY GUARANTEED

S^^ —^

The Micro-Trac Generation
• High Frequency Response • Wide Dynamic Range •

• Used by Software Firms & Computer Hobbyists i

• Choice of School Districts Nationwide •

LENGTH
C-05
C-10
C-20
C-30
C-60
C-90
•CASES

12-PAK
....$ .69

....$ .79

....$ .99

....$1.19

....$1.49

....$1.79

....$ .21

24-PAK
$ .59

$ .69

$ .89

$1.09

$1.39

$1.69
$.20

K' See List ol Advertisers on page 354

•Cases are highly recommended to protect sensitive

cassettes.

—UPS SHIPPING—
(No P.O. Boxes piease)

$2,00 {12-pak) $3.00 (24-pak)

— Canadian shipping multiply by 2—

#1 COMPUTER TAPE
IN THE USA!

— write for volume prices

—

TOLL-FREE
(orders only)

1 "800-426.4747 /
ext. 480

In Washington State

1-800-562"4555

ext. 480

MICRO-80tm|NC.
E. 2665 Busby Road

Oak Harbor, WA 98277

—Distributors Wanted—
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HOME/HOBBY

LOAD 80

An updated version of one of 80 Micro's first.

Home Budgeteer—Reprise

Manuel R. Pablo

8739 Cuttermill Place

Springfield. VA 22153

When I saw David Andre-

sen's "Household Ac-

countant" program in the Feb-

ruary 1980 issue of 80 Micro-

computing, i rejoiced! Here was
just the program I was looking

for!
^

I already know how to balance

my checkbook. I can tell which

checks are missing. I know
which ones have been returned.

I do not need to know how many
checks lie in the range between

$32.57 and $68.12. What I do

need to know is, how much am I

spending on the phone bill?

Which month was my high elec-

tricity month? How high was it?

Did I pay my quarterly water bill

twice, by mistake?

Andresen's program made
these questions easy fo answer.
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I did not need to load several dif-

ferent modules in succession.

His program was just was I was
looking for. Except . . .

Andresen wrote his program

for a minimal 16K tape-based

system. That imposed con-

straints which I readily accepted

until I finally moved up to a disk

system. Equipped with added

memory and rapid loading, I

added some bells and whistles

Andresen had to leave off. But

A Amounl of check

CN Check number

CT Check category

G PRINT USING string variables

1 Index counter

IM Month wilti maximum expenses

J Index counter

M Month number

N Index counter

Q Complete printout query flag

Q1 Query flag

S Query flag

SI Query flag

S2 Query flag

T Monthly total of expenses

TM Maximum expense month number

ZM Graphic scaling facfor

Table 1. Variable List

my enhancements soon made
the program cumbersome. I did

a logical rewrite, incorporating

each nicety in an orderly man-

ner. I also made provision for

future revisions.

My Additions

The new version is shown in

the Program Listing. Relieved of

memory restrictions, I incorpo-

rated a number of new features.

Expense categories are listed

in a menu, and are named in the

printouts. You do not need to

use code numbers or a code

card. Previous to this, I had a re-

curring nightmare. In my dream,

I would load ten years of data,

then search in vain for my de-

coder list. All those checks, and

I could not remember the secret

code! Now, the program in-

cludes everything.

You can opt for simultaneous

printout along with the video

display. The program even

checks to see if your printer is on.

An all-encompassing total

analysis option will print the

results for every category auto-

matically. Have a cup of coffee

while the printer chugs away.

While sipping your coffee,

chuckle at how disappointed

the IRS agent will be when he

sees your detailed records.

Subroutines do all the work.

This makes program flow easier

to follow. It also means you can

add your own customizations

with ease— just tack on more

subroutines.

The program includes a quick

plot subroutine. This autoscai-

ing plot provides a graphic over-

all look at your data. It automat-

ically selects the maximum cost

month and prints the maximum
cost month total.

I have added extended error-

trapping and more detailed

REMarks.

This program should run as

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Models I or III

16K RAM



TURN YOUR COMPUTER INTO

A GRAPHICS MACHINE
Ai*k'^'"*^-*fcC

* '
. ^

.-.'^ ' ''-'^:r^m

WITH THE MIKEEANGELO
GRAPHIC SYSTEM!!

MIKEEANGELO' is a hardware/software

system designed for the TRS-80 model I &
III computers. When installed, your 80 will

come alive with graphic ability!!

If you've been waiting for a graphic
system with the best dots/dollars ratio,

take a look at our MIKEEANGELO..

HARDWARE
• TOTAL SCREEN INVERSE VIDEO
• TWO MOOES OF DENSITY:

384 X 192 or 191 x 192 for Model I

512 X 192 or 256 x 192 for Model III

• EVERY DOT CAN BE SET, RESET or TESTED
• 12288 BYTES OF FAST 200 ns MEMORY
• FUNCTIONS SELECTED BY OUTPUT PORT #254,

• MEMORY MAPPED FOR SPEED
• OCCUPIES LAST 16K BLOCK OF MEMORY
• CAN BE USED AS NORMAL MEMORY

(if you have 32K or more of memory)
• COLOR COORDINATED ENCLOSURE
• DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH DISK OR CASSETTE I/O

• SELF SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY
{Powers up with Computer)

• COMES WITH IT'S OWN WALL TRANSFORMER
• NOT A CHARACTER GENERATOR!!
• EASY INSTALLATION

{Requires only 18 solder connections and
one trace/pin cut)

1 MIKEEANGELO is a tfademark tor Mikee ElecUomcs Corp
2 TRS-80 IS a trademark tor Ihe Tandy Corp
3 Opening your TRS-80 wil' uoid the iimiled warrarity

4 90 aay warranty lull felund or replacement

SOFPNRBE
• COMES WITH SAMPLE AND DRIVER SOFTWARE
• USABLE THROUGH BASIC OR MACHINE LANGUAGE
• EXCELLENT INSTALLATION/
OPERATION MANUAL

TOOL KITS AVAILABLE FOR JUST $15.00 "

MANUAL AVAILABLE SEPARATELY FOR $15.00
Full price of manual will be deducted from the

Purchase Price of MIKEEANGELQ.-wfien ordered.

PREPAID, COD, MASTERCHARGE, VISA, or MASTER-
CARD ORDERS ACCEPTED. FOB: Bellevue, Wa.

US, Currency ONLY, Stock to 30 days delivery,

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED.

ORDER NOW FOR ONLY$369,
Complete with power supply, case software and inanua!,

WRITE tor FREE BROCHURE or call for

more information.

MIKEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

P.O. Box 3813 Bellevue, Washington 98009

Telephone 206/451 0574



easily on a Model III as on my
Model I, except for the PEEK to

see if the printer is on. If you own
a Model III you will tiave to make
the change yourself.

Check information is included

within the program as Data state-

ments. This means you will have

a longer program to save each

month. In exchange, you get

much simpler editing, and a

Without a DOS, you can still use

CLOAD and CSAVE until you

graduate to the convenience of

disk.

With the check Data state-

ments at the end of the program,

simply delete lines 10010-19999

to clear the decks for next year's

checks. If you significantly re-

vise the program, you can in-

stead delete the program (lines

'7 do not need to know
how many checks

lie in the range

between $32.57 and $68.12."

stand-alone program, if this is

not to your liking, just add a disk

Read routine. To avoid multiple

disk accesses, you will probably

want to read your data into an ar-

ray. Do not forget a Save routine.

As the program stands, you

do not need a DOS, but more
than 16K of memory would help.

10-10000), and save the check

data. Then merge your old data

to your new program.

If you have disk and want an

expense program that you can

customize with ease, then this

program may be just the one for

you. How about altering the plot

routine to display the y-axis

GOLDLABEJ"^ BLANK CASSETTES
PREMIUM 5 SCREW SHELL -DIGITAL DATA QUALITY "LOW NOISE "MADE IN USA

1 DOZEN C-10 LENGTH SB GO + S2 00 stlpg I DOZEN C-30 LENGTH SH 00 + %2 00 shpg

2 DOZEN C-10 LENGTH S15 00 + S3 50 shpg ? DOZEN C-30 LENGTH S20.00 + S3 50 shpg.

Individual storage ba.es (sold only with cassettes) SZ 40 pei dozen

CASSETTE CADDY S5 49 * S1 50 stipq 'S3 95 with cassette purchase (no ^hpg chg on

caddy)

Foreign aiders include shipping al 16 o; per do; taces/9 o; per caddy/IS o; per do;
bOlGS

Shipmanls in U S are l)v UPS (no delivery lo P Bo>es| Add SI 50 per doz tapes lor First

l^lass Mail

!!! NEW !'! CASSETTE CADDY !!! NEW !l!

TIRED OF MISPLA(;E0 TAPES AND A CLUTTERED WORK AREA' TRY OUR HINGED TOP
SMOKED-PLASTIC CADDY THAT HOLDS 12 TAPES IN ONE HANDY LOCATION

Visa and Maslercard accepted (include eipiration dale) Orders paid hy cashier s check,
money order or l)ankcard are shipped mthin 48 tiaurs Personal checks take 1-Z wks No
COD Some loreign sales are restricleit Teias residents add 5% lai

SEND ORDERS TO: COLOR SOFTWARE SERVICES

P 0. BOX 1723

GREENVILLE, TEXAS 75401
* DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED ' QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

.TM JM
ALSO AVAILABLE COLOflSOFT " soflware tor the TRSBO'" color computer Games
Educational ' Financial - Home-Personal. Over 50 software items available: Send SI tor

catalog and SZ DO discount coupon

values? Next you can customize

a routine for your particular print-

er to produce the plot. Tinker a

little, and you can make it just

the program for you. I dtd.H

Manuel Pablo is employed by

Night Vision and Electric Optics

Laboratory In Ford Belvoir, VA.

f-lls hobbles are photography

and backpacking.

Program Listing

IB REM *A Simpleminded Expense Analyzer*
20 REM *by Manuel R. Pablo •

30 REM 'Inspired by an article by David Andtesen, 60 Microcomput
ing, Feb 1980*
40 REM *Latest revision 29 November 1981*
50 CLS
60 PRINTei5, -Check Analyzer Program'
70 PRlNT:PRINT"Entet all checks written in »19ei«."
80 PRiNT'You can obtain an analysis by month or by category."
90 PRINT'Add or change checks with DATA statements."
100 REM *Choose Analysis or Add-CheckB-to-File mode*
lie PRINT:PHIKT"Do you wish to (1) analyze checks,"
120 IKPDT'or (2) add checks via DATA statements " fS
130 IF S<1 OH S>2 THEN PRINT'Try again. ." jGOTO IIB
140 IF S=2 THEN GOTO 9000
150 CLEAR 63!DEFINT C,I-H,S
160 GS="5S#*,#t*.*t"
170 REM 'Initialize Housekeeping*
180 HEM •Array values are not read via DATA statements so that*
190 REM 'the RESTORE command will affect check data only*
200 DIM Hg(12) ,NS(24) ,T|12)
210 HS[l}=-Jan':KS(2)="Feb-;MS[3)=-Har":HS(4)="Apr-:Hg(S)="May-
220 HS(61=*Jun-:HSt7)="Jul":MS(B)-'AQg-:KS{9)--Sep-
23 HS[10)="Oct';MS[ll)="Nov":MS{12)="Dec"
240 REM 'Expense Categories*
250 REK "Not elegant, but easy to change*
260 NS[l)-"House Payments"
270 »E(2)-"VEPC0"
280 nS{3)="C6P"
290 nS(4)-"WGI."
300 N5{5)="FCWA"
310 N$(6)="TraEh Service"
320 NS(7)="Taiies-
330 NS(e)-"Clothes"
340 NS(9)="Houae Maintenance"
350 N$(10)="Car Maintenance"
360 NS{ll)-"Subscciptions"
370 NS{12)="Electronics"
380 NS[13l="Profess. Dues"
390 N${14)="Medical-
400 N5(15)=-lnsurance"
410 NS(16)="Tax Deductible"
420 NS(17}="Entertalnment"
430 NS(18)="Karate'
440 N5(19)="Charge Accounts"
450 NS(20)="Savings'
460 NS(21}="Li'l Spring Farm"
470 N5(22)="Household'
480 NS[231="MiBcellaneous-
490 NS[24)="ALL CATEGORIES"
500 REM 'Select Complete Printout Option*
510 S=0:FOR 1=1 TO 12: T( I) =0: NEXT I:T#=B:ZM-1
520 INPDT"Want COMPLETE printed record (yes«:l) for all 24 cateqo
ries";Q
530 IF QOl THEN GOTO 560
540 IF PEEK(14312)<>63 THEN PRINT"Pr Inter NOT READY. Try again.
."iGOTO 520 ELSE Q1=0
5 50 RESTORE : S1=QI ;G0SUB2eeB iGOSUBBBBe
560 CLS:ZM=1;T»=0!FOR J=l TO 12!T( J) =0:NEXT J;GOSUB IBBB
570 PRINT: INPUT'Which category number"iSl
580 IF SKI OR Sl>24 THEN PRINT"ChDose again .." :GOTO 57B
590 GOSUB 2000
600 GOSUB 3000
610 REM 'Select from Menu*
620 GOSUB 4000
630 IF S2<1 OR S2>5 THEN PRINT "Try again. ." :GOTO 630
6 40 RESTORE
650 ON S2 GOTO 560,600,660,670,7000
660 GOSUB 5000;GOTO 620
670 GOSUB 600B!GOTO 620
990 REM *SQbroutine to print Category Selection List'
1000 FOR J=l TO 12
1010 PRINT UEING"##.";J,!PRINT" " ;NS ( J) TAB(32) , : PRINT USING "*#.
";J+12; :PRINT" ;NS[J+12)
10 20 NEXT J
1030 RETURN
1990 REM 'This <SubrOLitine 2000> is the Heart of the Program*
2000 READ CN:PRINTe55,CN;
2010 IF CN— 1 THEN 2080
2020 READ M,A,CT
2030 IF Sl=24 THEN 2050
2040 IF CTOSl THEN 2070
2050 Tt=TI+fl
2060 T(M)=T(Mj+A
2070 GOTO 2000
2080 RETURN
2990 REM 'Display and/or Print Monthly Expenses*
3000 CLS
3010 PRINT"Category";Sl,Ng(Sl)
3020 IF Q-1 THEM LPRINT"Category" J SI ,N5 | SI

j

3030 PRINT"Month-," Subtotal ", "Month" ,
" Subtotal"

3040 IF Q-1 THEN LPRINT-Month" ,

" Subtotal" , "Month" , - Subtota

3050 PRINT STRINGS(63,"-")
3060 IF Q=l THEN LPRINT STRINGS (63 ,--")
3070 FOR J=l TO 6
3080 REM 'Rescale values if array has been scaled by screen plotfactor ZM* t-J- ^

3090 PRINT HS[J),:PRINT USING GS;T(J) /ZM, j PRINT, : PRINT HS(J+6),t

Program continues
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Program cor\tmued

PRINT USING GS!T(J+6)/ZH
3130 IF Q=l THEN LPRINT «$ ( J) , ;LPRINT USING GS: T( J)/ZM. ! LPRINT,

:

LPBINT HS(J+6) ,:LPRINT USING GSfT{J*6)/ZH
3110 NEXT
3120 PRINT ,,"Gcand Total" ,:PRINT USING GSfT*
3130 IF 0=1 THEN LPRINT,, -Grand Total' , sLPRINT USING GS(T#!LPB1H
T CHRS(138)
3140 IF OOl THEN GOTO 3180
3150 REM •Reset all variables*
3160 Q1=Q1+1:T#=0:FOB J=l TO 12iT( J) -0 : NEXT J
3170 IF 01=25 THEN GOTO 3180 ELSE GOTO 550
3180 RETURN
3990 REM *Menu Display Subroutine*

4000 PRINT:PFINT'What next? ';

4010 PRINT, '1. Select new category"
4020 PRINT, "2. Review monthly expensee"
4030 PRINT, "3. List check numbers*
4040 PRINT, "4. Plot data on screen"
4050 PRINT, "5. Quit -nINPUT S2
406 RETURN

4990 REH *Show Data for Each Selected Check on Screen*
5000 CLS!l=l
501B PRINT"Checka for Category -iSlr'i "NStSD
5020 PRINT"Check no. ", "Month" ,

"

Amount" , "Category"
5030 PRINT STRINGS(63,"--)
5040 READ CN
5050 IF CN=-1 THEN 5130
5060 READ M,A,CT
5070 IF Sl-24 THEN GOTO 5090
5080 IF CTOSl THEN 5120
5090 PRINT CN,HS(M) .jPRINT USING GS; A, : PRINT, : PRINT NS(Sl)
5100 1=1+1
5110 IF K13 THEN 5120 ELSE INPUT'Press ENTER to continue "lASlI
=l!CLS:GOTO 5010
5120 GOTO 5040
5130 INPUT"Press ENTER to continue. .") AS
5140 RETURN
5990 REM 'Screen Plot Subroutine. PitSt find Hai T{I)*
6000 CLS!TM-T(1) ;IM=1
6010 FOR 1=2 TO 12
6020 IF T1I)>TK THEN TM=T[I1:IH=I
6030 NEXT 1

6040 REM '1M= month ai max value, used in plot subroutine*
6050 GOSUB 6320
6060 REM "Multiply array by scale factor ZM*
6070 FOR 1=1 TO 12:T(I)=T[I]*ZM:NEXT I

6080 REM *Drav horizontal lines*
6090 FOR I-l TO 95
6100 SET(19+I,35) :SET( 19+1,5)
6110 NEXT I

6120 REM 'Close box*
6130 FOR 1-35 TO 6 STEP -1
6140 SET(20,I) :SETU14,I)
6150 NEXT I

6160 REM *Set Hoiizontai tic marks*
6170 FOR 1=3 TO 95 STEP 8 !RESET( 20+1 , 35 ) ! NEXT I

6180 REM *Print months*
6190 PRIHTe77a,"Jan Feb Mar Apr Hay Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec"

6200 REM *PEint value for each month*
6210 FOR 1=1 TO 12
6220 IF T(I)=0 THEN GOTO 6260
6230 FOR J=T(I) TO STEP -1
6240 SET(15+e*I,35-T(I)+J)
6250 NEXT J
6260 NEXT I

6270 PRINT3142,"Max value occurred in "(MS(IM);": "i:PRINT USING
GSjTM;

6280 PRINT@e42,"Plot for: " ;NS (SI) j : PRINT@970 , "Press ENTER to CO
ntinue. .

*

;

S290 INPUT AS;
6300 RETURN
6310 REM 'Scale factor determined'
6320 !M=1
6330 IF TH>25 GOTO 6410
6340 REM 'Routine for TK less than 25'
6350 IF TM*ZM*2>25 THEN GOTO 6460
6360 IF TM*ZM*5>25 THEN ZM=SM*2!G0T0 6460
6370 IF TM*ZM*10>25 THEN ZH=ZK*5!G0T0 6460
63B0 ZM=ZH*10

6390 GOTO 6350
6400 REM *Routine tor TM greater than 25*
6410 IF Tfl*ZM/2<25 THEN ZH=ZH/2iGOTO 6460
6420 IF TW*ZM/5<25 THEN ZH=ZH/5:G0T0 6460
6430 IF TM*ZM/10<25 THEN ZM=ZM/10!GOTO 6468
6440 ZM=ZM/10
6450 GOTO 6 410
6460 RETURN
7000 PRINT; PRINT 'Hope I was of service ..": END
8990 REM 'Instructions for adding checks'
9000 CLS
901B PRINT"Add Checks via DATA statements'
9020 PRINT:PRINT"Use one DATA statement per check (easier to edi
t)"
9030 PRINT"The program will list some DATA statements for you."
9040 PRINT'Format- LineKum DATA 13300,1,9.95,10"
9050 PRINT: PRINT'Program reads CheckNum <CN>,"
9060 PRINT"then, Month <M>, Amount <A>, Category <CT>"
9070 PRINT:PfilNT"A CheckNum of -1 is End-of-File'
9080 PRINT: INPUT'Press ENTER when ready"(A5
9090 CLS:LIST 10000-19999
10000 REM 'Data Section*
13342 DATA 334 2 ,1 , 10 . 00 , 16
13343 DATA 3343,1,16.56,19
13344 DATA 3344,1,30.00,12
13345 DATA 3345,1,17.33,10
13346 DATA 3346,1,13.73,23
13347 DATA 3347,1,10.00,23
13348 DATA 3348,1,5.00,16
13349 DATA 3349,1,53,89,5
13350 DATA 3350,1,28.26,19
19999 REM 'Dummy line for update list'
55556 DATA -1

INNOyfiTION / oust ITV
AT A REfiKONftBLt

/ SUPPORT
PRICE

^\
PIONEER SOFTWARE

1746 NORTH WEST 55IM. AWE. (I2C

LAUDtRHlLL. FlDfilDA 33313
PHDNE i-l305) ~7J<J-2r)71

tm^
PI IN4 e: E R •!

PR I UTFR HEL P FOR RCR I PS I T USERS

;,i:riptr is a dis* or fassfttf based universal parai f i t

PUFNIbR DRIVLH MUniF ir.ATirjN fur DISI- 'CASSETTE SCRIFSll.
CUMPARl FfATURFS AND vnU'lL BUY SCRIPTR''

NEW
NEW '

NCW '

l-tl

ENTER'EXll SCRIPBIT AT M[|| WITHOUT LOSING lEXI BUh ,

OUTPUT ANY i:tlDE' IS) l>l-2f,51 , DIRECT FROM I HE Tlir.
I.ETIEh COMMANDS CUNTRQl <A( L > MK-Ou rVPE FONTS HRQM
THE TEXT PIUS VAR-L]NE5PAC:iN(,, h DRMS, TABB INli * MURE
WRITE FORM LETTERS AND INPUT DATA INTO REPORT t URMS
B¥ SPECIFYING AREAS Tf! INSERT 10 DURIN5 PRINTOUT.
DISPLAY ONLY MODE. HELPS SHOW WHERE PAGES START/END.
EDIT MODE FOR ERRORS, CHANGES. GRAPHICS OR PAUSING.
INCORPORATE FULL GRAPHICS PICTURES INTO A PRINTOUI.
DAISY WHEEL i VFR. ALLOWS SUB/SUPER SCRIPTING l''l?'
> PRUPURTKINAI .IINDFRL I N T NG , I I ' Z L I NE SPAC I NG , SL ASH
ZERO' S. EMPHASISED PHI NT IN15. KB. t CHO, OVERSTRIK IN(..

PRINT our ANY PAGE OR PACiES IN THE TEXT BUFFER WITH
HEADERS, iUOIbRE AND PARE NUMBERS IN PLACE.
UNDERLINE WITH <AN. ^ CHARACTER EVEN GRAPHll.S. MX BM
t, SAMPLE PROBRAMS ' DFSir.NED FOR NDN-PROfiRAMMFRS.
h5 PAGE MANUAL . &OUND, INDEilED.PHOrn OFFSET PRINIED.
RFTLIRH PRLJG'DOr FOR REFUND-iti.OO IF NOT SATlSFltD.
2 VERSIONS INriUDEi) WORK. Ul U. ANY TARALELL FRINTER

FATCH -. CONVERI SCRIPSIT/IL FIjR MUDfcl i TRSDOS 1.^ » 1 . 00
DlLiK SCRIPIR MOD 1'". - «'ll>.il."i MOD III. VERSION WORKS WITH
MODEl I. SCRIPSII'IC - NO USER PATCHING REQ. FOR MOD 1''

CASSETTE SCRIPIR MUD \ ' :• = IIO.OO WORKS WITH SCRIPS Vf R

.

l.ip MOD l/> IRtU, .'JK* I OWER ChSE) SCRIPTH IS A 4 . 5K PROG.
INSTANT SOFTWARC MAKES USE OF SCRIFTR IN TYPESETTING IT'S
IKICUMFNTAT ION. SCRIPTR IS FULLY DOCUMENTED AND BUG fREE.
CHClK reader service I-OR *S.Oii coupon. free t'FiQCHURE '

<'.<<< PLEASE INClllDE THIS INFORMAIION WHEN ORDERING »>

ADDRESS _aB___a|
CITY/STATE/i IP'F'HIJNE |

MONEY ORDERS

MODEL I OR -, _ CASSEITE/DISf
TYPE PRINTER _ I SCRIPSIt VFR «.

MEMORY CONFIG.. I PAYMENT METHOD
PREFERRED --- COD'S ALSO ACLEPTED

PI nr^E
T Inf 1=1 R

C R F) OM
BUY CRAYON AND SAVE BIG ON PRINTING COSTS '

'

'

JUST ENTERING GRAPHICS FROM THE KEYBOARD IS NOT ENOUGH
EASY USE OF GRAPHICS REQUIRES DRAWING ROUTINES NOT FOUND
IN TEXT EDITORS. ONLY CRAYON HAS At L THE NEEDED FEATURES'
1). TYPESET LOGO'S - LETTERHEADS - ENVELOPES - BUSINESS

CARDS AND OTHER OFFICE FORMS. THIS AD WAS TYPESET

FROM AN MX-30 PRINTOUT THEN SHRUNH . COST = »4.50
IF AD WAS TYPESET AT A PRINTSHDP THE COST = «;00 *

J). CREATE AND RUN REAL CARTOONS WITH CRAYON AND THEN
RUN YOUR CARTOONS FROM BASIC AT ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
SPEEDS, SPEEDS OF 35 FRAMES/ SECOND POSSIBLE. USE IT

70 DESIGN DISPLAYS FOR USE IN BASIC *t ASSEMBLY PROGS
->

. MANAGE DISKETTE DIRECTORIES, PRINT THEM, SEARCH THEM,
COMMENT THEM. MOD 3 DtR. WORKS ON A TRSDOS SYS. ONLY.

41. DRAW ANYTHINU YOU DESIRE ONTO THE SCREEN AND PRINT IT

OUT OR SAVE IT TO DISH./TAPE - UP TO 30 SCREENS/FILE.
SI . MANAGE AN APFOINTHENT SCHEDULE . KEEP RECORDS, L ISTS OR

MENU'S. SAVE/RCCAIL INFOfiMATlON QUICK AND EASY.
6i . PERFORM ALL VIDEO WORF SHEET FUNCTIONS RIGHT ON SCREEN

w :

II. USER FFIENDIV / 42 PAGE DOC'S, OFFSET PR INTED, 1 NDEXED
2>. NINE CHARACTER USER DEFINED CURSOR. ' HI -
:.). lb LETTER COMMANDS FOR GRAPHICS ENTRY. \\\ TYPE
4). COPY CHARACTERS IN ANY DIRECTION FAST.
5). UPPER/LOWER CASE SUPPORT WITHOUT DRIVERS.
61, DO ALL OF THE FOLLOWING ON VARIABLE LENGTH LINES--

LUPY-FILL DELETE-EXCHANGE-MOVE-PULL UC/LC-INVERT
GRAPHICS-PRiNT-JUSTIFV TEXT-BUFFER. RESTORE TO SCREEN.

71. UTILITIES INCI_UDE— - MASl- - AUTOMATIC PRINTi NUMBERS
CURSOR LOCATION AND VALUE-3 SELECTIVE CLS* S-PATTERN-
EXTRA BUFFERS-SCREEN OVERWRI TE-HEXDUMP-SEARCHES. MORE

Si. FULL DISK / CASS i/D DIR-WRITE-LOAD-APPEND-COPY-K ILL
SCREENPRINT- OUTPUTS CODES TO DRIVE ANY PARALELL PRINTER
PROFESSIONALLY WRITTEN t, SUPPDRTED-NO 8UGS-2 YRS.IN DESIGN
OVER 90 COMMANDS - FAST ' EASY / FUN >- ALL MACHINE LANG-
CASS MOD I+3=«35. mO / DlSt- MOD I OR 3=«45.O0 lOK PROGRAM
WORKS IN lAK. OR MORE AND ADJUSTS TO MEMORY SIZE CHANGES.

-.- ADDRESS DEALER INQUIRIES TO INSTANT SOFTWARE —<
CHECK READER SERVICE OR CALL/WRITE FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE'
CHECKS - MONEY ORDERS - COD'S ACCEPTED SORRY NO CARDS
* --«
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Using a shadow to put an object in perspective.

A Different Perspective

Fl. Gilbert Nielsen

Acidos Organicos S.A.

Apartado Postal 14-704

Mexico 14 D.F.

Perspective drawings are

usefui toois whether you

are designing a new doghouse,

redecorating the living room or

even planning your company's

new buildings. My company as-

signed me just such a project so

I wrote this program to accom-

plish it.

Since the TRS-80 has poor

graphic capabilities I wanted a

program that would output a list

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

16K RAM

of coordinate points that I could

plot on diagram paper. Then I

would connect the points with

straight lines to get the final

drawing.

I use the computer's screen in

the initial stages to move the ob-

ject, turn it and change its size in

front of an imaginary observer

until I find the best point of view.

You can do this when you have

the object in blueprint or when

you have it on the screen in per-

spective.

The program is uncomplicat-

ed and well documented. This

made it easy to debug and al-

lows you to tailor it to your own
needs.

The program uses simple

mathematics to calculate the

points for your perspective draw-

ing. When I first tried to write the

program, i planned to use the

vanishing point concept but

each line in the drawing has its

own vanishing point and I would

have needed an infinite number

of these points. Then an idea

came to me— a shadow has the

characteristics of a perspective.

If you imagine a small lamp

fixed to an observer's head, he

will be unable to see the shadow

of the object before him,

because the object covers Its

shadow exactly, point by point.

The observer has to look in the

same direction to see a point on

the real object and its shadow

representation. Thus, to make a

perspective drawing you have to

calculate the projection of the

object from a given point (the

observer) onto a plane.

Figure 1 shows an object A

placed in an X, Y, Z coordinate

system. The observer is stand-

ing on the negative part of the

Y-axis looking towards the

plane defined by the X-axis and

the Z-axis. To make the calcula-

tions, divide the situation into

two projections as shown in

Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the

projection of the shadow on the

X-axis. Tan (V) - Xa/(Ya - Yo)

and Tan (V)^Xs/Yo; therefore,

Xs-Xa*Yo/(Ya-Yo). In the

same way you can calculate the

distance SH (the distance from

the shadow to the horizon) in

Fig. 3. Tan (W) = (Za - Zo)/

(Ya-Yo) and Tan (W)-SH/Yo;

therefore, SH = (Za - Zo)'Yo/

(Ya-Yo). The program uses

these two equations in lines

1280-1300.

shadow of a
om x-z plane

Figure 1
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t felt, however, that projecting

on a spherical wall with the cent-

er in the observer must be more

correct. This is especially true

when you are close and perhaps

partly over the object (for exam-

ple, when landing a Starship on

M.S. Enterprise). If you have

such plans, delete line 1280 and

change lines 1290-1300"in the

program listing to:

1290P(N) = 92.SIN( ATN(( X(N) - 63 )/V(N) ))

1300 Q(M) = 92.SIN( ATN({ Z(N) - );Y(N) ))

For most purposes the first pro-

jection on a flat wall is more

natural, possibly because that

is the one we see in photos.

The Program

I wrote the program on a 16K

TRS-80 Model I, Level II. The

program explains itseir and

prompts you for the inputs.

During the blueprint mode the

center of the coordinate system

is placed in the lower leftmost

corner with the X-axis pointing

to the right, the Y-axis pointing

upwards and the Z-axis pointing

towards you. Turns in this mode.

as well as turns in perspective

mode, are effected around a

point in the middle of the screen,

marked with an asterisk. The ob-

server is standing on the lower

part of the the screen and you

must imagine the wall of projec-

tion as following the upper edge

of the display. (This wall is no

limit. You may place your ob-

jects in front of it, behind it or

crossing it and still get the cor-

rect perspective.) You have 126

units (feet, meters, lightyears

and so on) across the screen

and 92 from bottom to top.

In the perspective mode the

center of the coordinate system

is a point in the middle of the

horizon line. In perspective

mode only defined connections

are presented on the screen.

Single, non-connected points

will not appear until you ask for

the coordinates as the final step

of running the program. The dis-

play's low resolution will turn

the screen all white if you are

trying to enter a complicated

drawing. Connect the outlines

of your object first, and let less

important points (corners of

windows, doorknobs and so

forth) float around as prelimin-

ary hidden values in the compu-

ter's memory. This procedure

Program Listing.

5 CLS
le CLEAR 200
5 8 A=10
70 DEFINT N,M,F
80 DIMX(A) ,Y(A] ,Z[A) ,P(A) ,Q(A)
90 DIM C1(A) ,C2{A)
95 N1-0:N2=0
100 PRINT'THIS PROGRAM IS FOR DRAWING IN PERSPECTIVE" ! PRINT: JRINT

110 PRINT'AT FIRST YOU MUST ENTER THE X Y AND Z COORDINATES FOR" |

115 PRINT'EACH POINT."
120 PRINTiPRINT'IF YOU MAKE A MISTAKE ENTER 'AGAIN' AND VfHEN YOU FINISH"
125 PRINT'ENTER 'FIN'.'
130 N-Nl
150 N=N+1
160 PRINTiPHINT-POINT NO.";N
170 INPUT-K ";X5
180 IF XS-"AGflIN' THEN IBl ELSE 190
181 FOR M=1T0N-1
leZ PRINT"POIKT";H,X(M) ,Y(M) ,Z(M)
183 HEXTM
185 IF N>5 THEN N=N-6:G0TO 150 ELSE N1=0 GOTO 130

190 IF )(S="FIN" THEN 300
200 X(N)-VAL(XS)

Program continues

1

TRS-80:s and
Hewlett-Packards

Best Discounts Possible
WE PAY SHIPPING in the 48 continental states on prepaid

orders of $100.00 or more.

NO TAXES are collected on out-of-state shipments.

WE ACCEPT Visa, MasterCard and American Express, or you

can save additional money by paying cash.

Pan Americ Electronics
TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER 800/531-7466

1117 Conway • Dept. 36 • Mission, Texas 78572

Phone 512/581-2766 • Telex Number 767339

FORT WORTH BRANCH
2912 N. Main • Dept. 36 • Ft. Worth, Texas 76106

Phone 817/625-6333 • Telex Number 794836

TM Trademark of Tandy Corporalior
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Program continued

210 INPUT'y ';Y(N)
220 INPUT-Z ;Z(N)
236 GOTO 150 ;

300 N1=N-1:CLS
310 PRINT"NOW ENTER THE POINTS CONNECTED "jPRINT
320 PRINT"ALSO HERE YOU MAY START OVER TYPING 'AGAIN."
330 PRIHT"TYPE 'FIN' WHEN YOU FINISH."
335 PRINT:PRINT"HAX, POINT NUMBER ISi'sNl
340 N=N2
350 N-N+1
360 PRINTiPRINT'PAIR NO."rN
370 INPUT"FIRST POINT ";C1S
380 IF CIS-'AGAIN" THEN 3el ELSE 390
381 FOR H=l TO N-1
382 PRINT "CONNECT ION NO. " ;M,C1 (M) ,C2 (M)
3 83 NEXTM
385 IF N>5 THEN N-N-6:G0T0 350 ELSE N2=0!GOTO 340
390 IF C:S-"FIN" THEN 450
400 C1(N)-VAL(C1S1
410 INPUT"SeCOND P0INT";C2(N)
420 IF C1(N]>N1 OR C1(N)<=0 OR C2 [N) >N1 OR C2 [N)<=0 PHINT"YOU HAVE USED A
POINT THAT DON'T EXIST. " !N=N-1
440 GOTO 35
450 N2=N-1:CLS
460 PRINT"THE PROJECTION OF THE ITEM ON THE X-Y PLANE WILL"
470 PRINT'NOW BE DRAWN AND YOU WILL BE ASKED IF YOU WANT IT"
480 PRINT"RELOCftTED AND CHANGED IN SIZE."
485 PRINT'YOU HAY ALSO CHOOSE 'RETURN' TO ADD MORE POINTS AND LINES."
490 PRINT:PRINT"POINT NO.l IS REFERENCE. (YOU COULD HAVE DEFINED THIS POINT
AS-
495 PRINT-A 'DUMMY POINT' IN ORDER TO CENTER THE DRAWING.)"
5B0 PRINT:PRINT"HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE....'
505 QS=INKEyS:IF 03="" THEN 505
510 G=l:L=l!CLS:GOSUB50B0
600 ES=STRINGS(63," ")

700 PRINTe0, "PLEASE CHOOSE BETWEEN:"!
710 PRINT@64,-l-MOVE 2-CHANGE SIZE 3-TURN 4-RETURN 5-CONTINUE";
720 INPUT Q
725 IF 0<1 OR 0>5 THEN 740
730 ON Q GOTO 790,900,1000,120,1200
740 PRINTe0,ES! :PRINT@0,"ONLY 1 TO 5, PLEASE ..."; iGOTO 720
790 PRINT§B,ES;:PRINT@0, "ACTUAL COORDINATES FOR POINT 1 :

" iX(l ]

;
"

,
" ; Y{1)

(

800 PRINTg64,ES;:PRINTi64, "INPUT CHANGE IN COORDINATES FOR THAT POINT:";
810 INPUT X,Y
830 FOR N=l TO Nl
840 X(N]-X[N)+X:Y(N)-Y(N)+Y
850 NEXT N:CLS:GOSUB 5000
86 GOTO 70
900 PRINTg0, "INPUT CHANGE IN SIZE AS A NUMBER GREATER")

Program continues

S (Ks. Vs. Zs)
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Figure 3

IMI/i:OINII™ MAKES IT ACROSS!

...FROM ONE OPERATING SYSTEM
TO ANOTHER!
A VITAL WAYTO PROTECTYOUR
SOFTWARE INVESTMENT FOR THE
FUTURE!!

The KAI/CHKOL language runs on more dif-

ferent Operating Systems and more different-

sized computers than any other similar language.
For starters, it mns on NCR and Tl minicomputers
and, in the micro field, on the CPIW, MP/M\
CP/M-86=, MP/IVI-86^, TRSDOS\ OASIS', MOASIS',
and UNIX', (ONYX version) Operating Systems . .

.

to mention only a few.

Until now, serious business software of the

scope and flexibility seen in the minicomputer
world has not been available on micros.
KIA/fMUM. now allows transfer of such software

with a minimum of fuss.

We fiave participated in such a mini-to-micro

transfer of a major set of general business soft-
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ware . .
. using ICM/<:»KIIL as the transfer mech-

anism, of course. Running on literally thousands
of minicomputers, these refined, enhanced, and

IE.U rOltlll. and <RT! ' "^ from CYBERNETICS
ARE GOING STEADY...

cur
_ jCDU^'1 i^

iirnr^r ~^™
proven software packages cover A/R, A/P, G/L,

P/R. Order Entry (with Invoicing and Inventory

Control) as well as Sales Analysis. The Packages
define a new level of achievement for features and
flexibility in micro applications software and offer

top quality at a reasonable price.

For immediate information, call 714/848-1922

for your complete product description.

Trademarks of:

IRyan— McFarland Corp.; 2Digi1ai Researcti, Inc.;

3Tandy Corp.; 4-Ptiase One Systems, Inc.; 5-Belt

Telephone Laboratories, Inc.; 6-Cybernetics, Inc.

...AND VOURE GONNA LOVE EM TOO!!
Use your computer to program itself. (RTl ICobol

deprogramming ToolD from cybernetics is a program
generator for KM/CIIIOI. ttiat produces error-free

KAV/COBHI. source programs for data input, file main-
tenance, and refjort printing programs.
A full feature interactive program generator, not a

subset! Call Now! 714(848-1922.

ic,

8041 NEWMAN AVE,, SUITE 208
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647

714/848-1922



WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
CP/M^^ Software Software/Manual only

Digital Research
PL/1-80 $459/$35
BT-80 $179/$30
Mac $ a5/$15
Sid $ 65/$15
Z-Sid $ 90/$15
Tex $ 90/$15
DeSpool $ 50/$10
Micropro
WordStar $319/$60
Customization Notes $489/$na
Mail-Merge $109/$25
WordStar/Mail-Merge $419/$85
DataStar $249/$60
WordMasler $119/$40
SuperSort 1

$199/$40
Spell Star $175/$40
Microsoft
Basic -80 $289/$na
Basic Compiler $329/$na
Fortran-80 $349/$na
Cobol-80 $574/$na
M-Sort $124/$na
Macro-80 $144/$na
Edit-80 $ 84/$na
MuSimp/MuMatli $224/$na
MuLisp-80 $174/$na
Organic Software
Milestone $269/$30
Supersoft
Diagnostic 1 $ 49/$20
Diagnostic II $ 84/$20
Disk Doctor $ 84/$20
Forth (8080 or Z80) $149/$30
Fortran $219/$30
Fortran w/Ratfor $289/$35
Unicorn
Mince $149/$25
Scribble $149/$25
Both $249/$50

Data Base
FMS-80 $649/$45
dBASE II $595/$50
Access/80 $699/$50
Pascal
Pascal/MT-i- $429/$30
Pascal/M $189/$20
Miscellaneous
SpellGuard $299/$25
SuperCalc $269/$50
CBASIC-2 $ 98/$20
MicroStat $224/$25
StatPak $449/$40
Micro B + $229/$20
Apple Software (Business)
Micropro
Wordstar $289
MailMerge $119
Wordstar/MailMerge $389
SuperSort i

$189
Spellstar $139
Personal Software ^
Visicalc 3.3 $229
CCA Data Mgr $ 84
Desktop/Plan II $229
Visiterm $139

Visidex $229
Visiplot $185
Visitrend/Visiplot $275

Zork $ 34

Miscellaneous
Micro Courier $219
Super-Text II $127

ASCII Express $ 59

Apple Software (Entertainment)

Wizard & Princess $ 28
Mystery House $ 24
Flight Simulator

i
$ 32

Raster Blaster ^ $ 29
Space Eggs $ 26
Sargon II $ 29
ABM $ 22
Pool 1.5 $ 26
Beer Run $ 28
Epoch $ 32
Sneakers $ 27
Midnight Magic -.- - j ^2
Wizardry $ 45
Apple Accessories
Z-80 Softcard by Microsoft $ 299
Keyboard Enhancer $ 119

T & G Joystick $ 49
Sup-r Mod $ 25
CPS Multifunction Card $ 199

Videoterm by Videx $249
16K Card by Microsoft $ 1 59

Sup-r Fan $ 39
ALF9 Voice Board $149
CCS Cards $Call

CCS Parallel Model 7720 SCall

CCS Serial Model 7710D $Call

CCS Centronics Model 7728 SCall

Disk Drives ForTRS-80* Model 1

CCI-100 5'/. ", 40 Track $ 299
Add-ons for Zenith Z-89
CCl-189 5V4", 40 Track $ 455

Z-87 Dual 5Vi" system $995
Drives tor Z-90 $Cali
External card edge and power supply

included. 90 day warranly/one year on
power supply.

Corvus 5M $3089
Corvus 10M $ 4489
Corvus 20M $ 5429
Corvus Mirror $ 699
Shugart 8" 801 R Raw Drive $ 399
TANDON 5y4" Raw Drive $ Call

Power Supplies $ Call

Dislcettes— Box of 10
Maxell 5V4" $ 40
Maxell 8" $ 45
BASF/Verbatim S^A" $26.95

BASF/Verbatim 8" $ 36
Plastic File Box— Holds sosv. " dsws. S 19
Plastic Library Case 5V4" $ 3

Plastic Library Case 8" $ 4

Head Cleaning Diskette $ 25
Floppy Saver $10.95

Floppy Saver Rings $ 6.95

16K RAM Kits

One Kit $19.00

Two Kits $37.00

200ns forTRS-80*, Apple II,

(specify): Jumpers $ 2.50

Computer Systems
Atari 400 $ 359
Atari 800 $ 699
Call for other Atari products
Zenith Z89, 48K $ Call

Zenith Z90, 64K $ Call

Call for other Zenith products

For fast delivery, send certified checks,

money orders or call to arrange direct

bank wire transfers. Personal or company
checks require one to three weeks to clear

All prices are mail order only and are

subject to change without notice. Call for

shipping charges.

Terminals
ADDS Viewpoint
Zenith Z-19

Televideo 910
Televideo 920C
Televideo 950
S-100 California Computer Systems
Mainframe
Z80 CPU
64K RAM
Floppy Disc Cntrl

Integrated Sys. w/int. cables, tstd.

2P + 2S I/O

4 Port Serial I/O

4 Port Parallel I/O

Casio Calculators
Pocket Comp. FX702
DeskPrintr/Calc. FRIOO

$ Call

$ 699
$ 595

769
$ 969

$ 349
$ 239
$ 569
$ 339
$1975
$ 269
$ 249
$ 179

Scientific Calc.

Game Watch
Game Watch
Calendar Watch
Printers

$185,00
$ 79.95

$ 49.95
$ 49.95

$ 69.95

$ 59.95

FX8100
CA90 Plastic

CA901 Steel

AX210
NEC Spinwriter
7710 R.O. Ser $2395
7710 Ser w/tr. $2595
7720 KSR w/tr. $2795
7730 R.O. Par $2395
7730 R.O. Parw/tr.$2595

NEW 3500 Series $ Call

Epson MX-70 $ Call

Epson MX-80 $ Call

Epson MX-80FT $ Call

Epson MX-100 $ Call

Epson Graftrax $ Call

PaperTiger 560 Gr. & 2K $ Call

IDS Prism 80 $ Call

IDS Prism 132 $ Call

PaperTiger Access. $ Call

Anadex DP-8000 $ 949
Anadex DP-9500/01 $1465
Okidata Microline 80 Fric & pm leed $ Call

Okidata Microline 82A Fric. s pm feed $ Call

Okidata Microline 83A 120 cps $ Call

Okidata 84 200 cps $ Call

Centronics 739 $ 739
Data South 180 cps $ Call

Monitors
Leedex 12" B&W $ 119

Leedex 12" Green Screen $ 129

Leedex 13" Color $ 329

Sanyo 9" B&W $ 149

Sanyo 9" Green Screen $ 189

Sanyo 12" Green Screen $ 249

Sanyo 12" B&W $ 239

Sanyo 13" Color $ 449
Zenith 12" Green Screen $ 129

Zenith 13" Color $ 349

****** Special of the Month ******
Olivetti DY 211 Daisy Wheel

SCall

Telecommunications
Prentice Star Modem 1-yr. guar. $ 125
Univ Data System UDS103LP $ 135
Univ. Data System UDS103JP $ 189
Novation Cat $ 139
Novation D-Cat $ 149
Novation Auto-Cat $ 199
Novation Apple Cat II $ 299
Hayes Smart ModemT" $ 249
Hayes Micro-Modem II™ $ 310
Hayes Chronograph™ $ 225
CCI Telnet Com. Package $ 135

DEALER (NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL) INQUIRIES INVITED Send fof FREE Catalogue

The TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522

TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361

420-438 Rutherford Ave., Dept. MC05M
Charlestown, Massachusettes 02129

Hours 9 AM- 9 PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 6)

r-See LisI of Advertisers on page 354

Technical Information call 617/242-3361

Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Tandy Corporation Trademark/" Digital Research

^^^^^^^^^Hi

masler charge

L A
VtSAT \

^^m ^^ w iiWIjIKUIWUHil >
1jy 100
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Program continued

910 PRINTS64,ES;:PRINT§64,"OR SMALLER THAN ONE. . .
.
* j : IHPUTK

920 X=X(1) :Y-Y(1) :L-K*L
930 FOR N=l TO Nl
940 X[N)=K*X(N) :Y(N)=K*Y(N) !Z[N)-K*Z(N)
950 NEXT N
960 X=X-X{1) :Y=Y-Y(1)
970 FOR N=l TO Nl
980 X(Nl-X(N)+X!Y(N)-Y(N)+y
9 85 NEXTN
990 CLSiGOSUB SBOBiGOTO 700
1000 PHiaTI0,ES);PHINT@0, 'ENTER POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE ANGEL OF TURN"

|

1010 PRINT864,ES;:PRINTg64,"IN DEGREES';
1020 INPUT V
1025 VcV-ie0
1030 V=V*3. 14159/180
1040 FOB K-1 TO Nl
1050 X(Nj-63-X|N) iY|N)-46-Y(N)
1060 NEXT N
1070 FOR N=l TO Nl
107 5 W=X|NI
1080 X(N1-W*C0S(V) +Y[N]*SIN(V)
1090 Y(N)=-W*SIN(V)+y(N)*COS(V)
1100 NEXTN
1110 FOR N=l TO Nl
1120 X(N)^63+X(N) tY[N)=46+Y|N)
113 NEXT N
1135 IF F=l THEN F=0:GOTO 1270
1140 CLS:GOSUB 5000
1150 GOTO 700
1200 CLS
1210 PRINTi0,"NOW TO DRAWING THE PERSPECTIVE ";

1220 PRINT@64, "ENTER ALTITUDE OF THE OBSERVER"

J

1230 INPUT OiO=0*L
1270 FOR N-1 TO Nl
1275 IF Y(N)=0 THEN Y(N)-.001
1280 B-92/Y(Nj
1290 P(N)=B*(X(Nj-63)
1300 Q(N)=B«(2(N)-0)
1340 NEXT N
1350 CLSiGOSUB 6000
1353 HO=44e-64*H
1356 IF HO<64 OR HO>960 THEN 1400
1360 PRINTenO, -HORIZON -— "|
1370 PRINTeHO+57,' "l
1400 PRINT§0,ES):PRINTe64,ES;
1410 PRINT§0, "CHOOSE ONE OF FOLLOWING OPTIONS:'!
142B PRINTe64,"l-COOHD 2-ALT.OBS 3-SIZE 4-TURN 5-HOHIZ 6-SKETCH 7-END
"f
1430 INPUT Q
1440 IF Q>7 OR Q<0 PRINT@0 ,ESi [ PRINTe0 , "ONLY ONE TO SEVEN, PLEASE. ..";! GOTO
1420

1450 ON Q GOTO 1500,1600,1700,1800,2000,1900,4999
1500 CLS:PRINT;PRINT:PHINT"THESE ARE THE COORDINATES FOR DRAWING THE PERSPE
CTIVE:":PRINT"(HIT ANY KEY WHEN PROGRAM STOPS) " iPRINT
1510 FOR N=l TO Nl
1520 PRINT-POINT NO.-fN,INT(P{N)*100+,5)/100,INT(Q[N) *100+.5)/100
1530 IF N>10 THEN 1580
1550 NEXT N

1555 QS=INKEYS:IF QS-"" THEN 1555
1560 GOTO 1350
1580 QS"INKEYS!lF QS-"- THEN 1580
1590 GOTO 1550
1600 PRINTg0,ES: :PRINTe64,ES;!PRINT@64, "ENTER NEW ALTITUDE OF OBSERVER]-;
1610 INPUT 0:0=0*L
1620 GOTO 1270
1700 PRINT§0,ES;:PRINTg64,ES;
1710 PRINTi0, "ENTER CHANGE IN SIZE AS A NUMBER GREATER OR SMALLER'l
1720 PRINT§64,"THAN ONE.-j
1730 INPUT I

1740 G-G*l!CLS!0-0*I
1750 GOSUB 6000
1790 GOTO 1353
1800 PRINTg0,ES;:PRINT@64,ES;
1810 PRINT@0, -ENTER POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE ANGLE OF TURN:*!
1820 INPUT V
1830 F=1:V=V-180!V=V*3. 14159/180
1840 GOTO 1040
1900 GOTO 510
2000 PRISTi0,ES; :PRINT§64,ES;
2010 PEINTe0,"HOVE THE HORIZON UP WITH A POSITIVE NUMBER, DOWM WITH")
2020 PRINT@64,"A NEGATIVE (STAY ON SCREEN BETWEEN -7 AND 7)";
2030 INPUT H
2040 GOTO 1350
4999 END
5000 FOR N-1 TO N2
5010 S1=X(C1(N)

)

:T1=Y(C1{N))
5020 S2=X(C2(N1

j

:T2=Y(C2(N))
5030 Tl=47-Tl/2iT2=47-T2/2
5040 D=SQR( (E2-E1) I2+(T2-T1) [2]
5045 IF D=0 THEN D=l
5050 FOR M:-l TO D
5060 S3-S1+M*(S2-S1)/D
5070 T3=T1+M*{T2-T1)/D
5080 IP S3M26 OR S30 OR T3>47 OR T3<0 THEN 5100
5090 SET(S3+.1,T3+.1]
5100 NEXTKjNEXTN
5110 PRINTI479,-'";
5120 PRINTi991,"[ lOBSERVER";
5130 RETURN
6000 FOR N=l TO N2
6010 S1=P(C1(N]] :Tl=Q(Cl(Nj j

6020 S2=P[C2(N)

)

:T2=Q(C2(N) )

6030 Sl=Sl*G+63:S2=S2«G+63
6040 Tl=22-H*3-G*Tl/2:T2=22-H-3~G*T2/2
6050 D=SOB{ (S2-S1) |2+(T2-T1) [2] :IF D=0 THEN D=l
6060 FOR H-1 TO D STEP 2

6070 S3=S1+M*(S2-S1)/D i

6080 T3=T1+H*(T2-T1)/D
6090 IF S3M26 OR S3<0 OB T3>46 OR T3<0 THEN 6110
6100 SET(E3+.l,T3+.l)
611B NEXTMiNEXTN
6120 RETURN

will help you to choose the best

point of view of your object.

Currently, you may define up

to 100 points and connections,

but you can change this by let-

ting A in tine 50 have another

value.

Apart from correcting errors,

you can use the Return option in

blueprint mode when you want

to draw many objects of the

same form. You enter the first

object, move it to another posi-

tion, choose the Return option

and enter the next using the

same coordinates and repeat

the procedure.

Be sure no point lines up with

or behind the observer in per-

spective mode. If one does, the

shadow will be projected to in-

finity.

An Example

Draw a box 20 feet long, 10

feet wide and 7 feet high in per-

spective.

Table 1 lists the coordinates

of the corners of the box (with

one corner in 0, 0, 0).

Next, move the box to the

point 40,40 by going to the

menu, selecting the move op-

tion and entering 40,40. Next,

change the box's size by a factor

of 2. Then turn the box around in

an angle of 40 degrees and final-

ly move it with -5,0.

Continue in the menu means

to prepare for drawing the per-

spective. The program will ask

you: "How tall is your observer?"

You may answer any positive or

negative number, but if you

choose a large one, your object

could be drawn outside the

screen because the horizon in-

itialiy is placed in the middle. To

move your drawing back to the

display choose the menu's

horizon-move option.

In this example I chose four

(feet) and the drawing satisfied

me. At this point you can ask the

computer for the coordinates.

Table 2 lists the coordinates for

this example and Fig. 4 shows

the results of plotting those

points and connecting them with

lines. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show a

more complicated drawing.

Future Projects

You can add an option for

tilting the object towards you.

Since I was dealing with build-
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Poor
Man's
Floppy

HIGH SPEED CASSETTE SYSTEM

Now the widely acclaimed
JPC Cassette System is available

for your TRS-80" computer.

The price is only $90.00

TC-8 Cassette System

JPC Priiducls

Albuquerque, NM
Kit: $90

A>jsembled: $120

by Carl A. KoHar

I
guess 1 don't have to Icll any TRS-80 owners

how frustrating the cassette system that

comes with the computer can be. Hven with the

factory mod that's available, the annoyance of

loading and checking programs becomes just

barely tolerable.

If you're like me, after you've just plunked

down a chunk of money for a Level II 16K ma-

chine, "you ain't got nuttin left" for even one

disk drive at 500 bucks apiece. So you suffer.

A reasonable alternative is the Hxatron

Stringy Floppy (ESF). This will cost you about

250 bucks and totally eliminates your loading

and saving problems, automatically and fast.

I've had one of these for about six months and

love it!

But, if the price is slill too steep, have 1 got a

device for you!

1 he Ueviee

The February 1980 issue of A/)Cfocompu/';>7g

had an ad that intrigued the hell out of me. It

was a high-speed cassette system by JPC Prod-

ucts acclaimed as a "poor man's floppy." It

made all sorts of seemingly ridiculous claims

such as "loads live times faster," "stores 50,000

bytes on a 10-minute cassette," "less than one

bad load in a million bytes with the volume con-

trol anywhere between one and eight."

All this for a measly [90] bucks? How could

this be? A call to Albuquerque answered a few

questions: Yes, it had its own power supply.

and, it stored programs five times faster be-

cause it titilized higher density data. The com-

puter outputs the information at a higher rate

out of ihe rear keyboard connector.

The ad had even claimed anyone could build

it even if you have never soldered before, JPC
would make it work, if you couldn't— for free.

I was sold. I placed my order, and it arrived

about two months later (parts shortage).

1 work in electronics, so I found the unit ex-

ceptionally easy to build. It took about an

hour. The manual is superb. (That's better than

great.) It was clear, concise and exact with no

FOR TRS-80-
[Reprint of June 1980 Review, 80 Microcomp

ambiguities. Important parts placements are

stressed (polarity markings on cicctrolytics,

bands on diodes, etc.).

.IPC was righl! With these instructions, you

couldn't go wrong. The board quality is excel-

lent. It is double-sided and parts locations are

clearly marked on the component side of the

board. There are no jumper wires to install.

JPC utilizes PC traces and plaied-lhrough

holes for connections lo traces on the other side

of the board.

Also, there are absolutely no adjustments or

settings to bother with.

Thedocumentationisasheaf of 8'/; x 1 1 pa-

pers stapled together. It is written in the nicest

formal I've seen in a while. Each command

and/or subjects is covered on its own sheet in

large type. All explanations are in easy to read

Fnglish— not computercse.

Commands and Features

SAVF"filename": Saves your BASIC pro-

gram on cassette.

LOAD: Reads the next BASIC program from

the cassette.

LOAD"filename": Searches for and loads the

specified file from cassette.

LOAD? and LOAD?"filename": Reads file

from cassette, and compares contents to mem-
ory.

LOADIN: Prints a list of all the programs on a

cassette, until interrupted by the "break" key.

LOADN" filename": Same as above except Ihe

tape will slop at the end of the program named.

KILL: Removes the file manager program

from memory so that the extra memory can be

used by large programs.

RSET: Allows the operator to rewind and posi-

tion Ihe tape on tape recorders that have these

functions tied to the motor control jack.

RUN"filename": TC-S searches for a specified

program and runs it immediately.

PL r"filename": Same as SAVE "filename",

except it is for use with system tapes.

GET: Same as LOAD, except it is for use with

system tapes.

(,FT"filename": Same as I.O.AD "filename",

except it is for use with system tapes.

GET? and GFT?"tilename": Same as LOAD?
and LOAD?"filename", except it is for use

with system tapes.

GETN and GETN"filename": Same as

uting]

LOADN and !X)ADN"filenamc", except it is

for u.se with system tapes.

OPEN: Required before cassette input or out-

put of a data file can be attempted.

CLOSE: Required lo end a cassette data file,

PRI[NT#: Allows numerical or string data to be

output to a cassette file.

INPUTS: Allows nuitierical or string data to be

input from a cassette file.

1 haven't counted them, so I don't know

about the "one load in a million bytes" claim,

but my son, Anthony (age 1 1 ), loaded about 30

of his programs from his Radio Shack formal

tape to a new TC-8 format tape. He's run them

all and found no bad loads.

Unlike the standard tape system, you can po-

sition your tape anywhere before the program

you want and not have to look for a blank spot

between programs. The TC-S patiently waits

for the program you want and then starts load-

ing without getting confused by the portion of

the previous program you just fed it.

"fry that on your regular cassette system;

you'll wear out Ihe reset button.

OKDKK j\0\\

"fo order your TC-8 kit, send your check or

money order for S90.(K) plus $3.50 postage

and handling to J PC PRODUCTS CO. , 1 202

1

Paisano Cl., Albuquerque, NM 87II2 (New

Mexico residents add 4% sales tax). Credit card

orders accepted by phone or mail. Personal

checks will delay shipment. We will olherwise

immediately ship you the TC-8 kit, the cabinet,

the ribbon cable, the power adapter, an instruc-

tion manual, and a cassette containing the

software.

For Mod I Level II onlv.

^ 4?

JPC PRODUCTS CO.
Phone (505) 294-4623
12021 Paisano Ct.

Albuquerque, N.M. 87112

-See Lis! of Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 247



ings this was unimportant so I

excluded it.

I would like to mount a movie

camera in front of the CRT and

lake single pictures of each dis-

play, changing the position of

the objects only little by little.

Running the movie would then

create illusions like walking

around in a small town. An alter-

native would be to translate

parts of the program into ma-

chine language.

The current version of the pro-

gram is the X-ray version where

all lines are presented even if, in

Corner No, X Y z

1

2 20 For the Bollom

3 20 10

4 10

5 7

6 20 7 For the Lid

7 20 10 7

8 10 7

Table 1

real life, the foreground would

have covered them. For plotting

on 'diagram paper this is a nec-

essary feature, but if you want

to depend more on the screen

display, find an algorithm that

makes foreground figures cover

the background.

Another interesting possibili-

ty would be to work backwards

from the drawing to the blue-

print, imagine entering some

key points from an old painting.

Going backwards in the pro-

gram {or going forward many

times, until the points fit) you

would map the surroundings of

the artist. You could even tell

how tall he was, at least from his

feet to his eyes. You could also

transform old paintings into

three-dimensional pictures.

Point No. X perspective Y perspective

1 -43,35 -13,1

2 12.58 -24,15

3 34,19 - 16.07

4 -17,52 - 10.29

5 - 43,35 9,82

6 12,58 18.11

7 34,19 12.05

8 - 17.52

Table 2

7,72

HOfllZON AND
X-AXIS
FOR PLOTTING

Figure 4

Fig. 6. Projection on flat wall

CHURCH House

X

Fig. 5. Blueprint representation
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Give Your TRS-80*

a Tremendous Boost with

RACET COMPUTES Software

RACET COMPUTES Utility Software makes the IRS faster, more efficient,

and easier to use. Our programming aids Improve your productivity.

Our reputation is for products that are professional in design

and work as advertised!!!

FIELD PROVEN

71/2 to 30 MEGABYTES On Line for the TRS-80* Model II

Now you can use RACET's HSDS with the ARM Winchester Disk Drive on the Model II. This cost eftective combination provides 15 Megabytes per drive including

ECC Error Correction Code and an advanced sequencer to further ensure data integrity. An incremental backup to floppy is provided so that only those sectors that

were changed from the last backup are saved A full monthly service contract is available at $30 per month per drive.

The Hard/Sott Disk System (HSDS) Software has more than One Year's FIELD Experience. The latest HSDS version adds several enhancements including

maintenance of system files on the hard drive, tiles as large as the disk, the ability to segment the disk as logical drives, definable directory size, and many utilities

including bulk copies between floppy and hard drives, multiple purge, Superzap, and Directory Catalog System. Full program compatibility with TRSDOS 2,0a is

maintained. Mixed floppy and hard drive operation is supported.

HSDS is available for the Cameo, Cynthia Bull, Corvus. Data Peripherals, and Santa Clara Systems hard disk systems as well as the ARM Winchester Drive.

ARM 15 Megabyte Drive Subsystem $3895 • HSDS Software $400 • Cameo 5/5 Cartridge Drive Subsystem $5995 • Cynttiia Bull 10/10 Drive Subsystem $7995

NEW PRODUCT • MODEL II FAST BACKUP UTILITY * $75

5 to 10 times faster backups!!! Full disk backup (including verify) 55 seconds!!! on two drive system — 2:1 5 on single drive system. In business, time is money,

andoneBACKUPisworthlOOOtearsi! ,

-

NEW PRODUCT • INTEGRATED BUSINESS SYSTEM •
ISAM File Structure — IVIuiti-Company Capability, Modular structure. Each module includes complete user documentation which guides the user through

installation and allows "practice" using a sample data base. When ready, the user simply names his data base and begins.

The Integrated Business System program set includes General Ledger. Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll. Inventory, General Journal, Asset

Management and more.

Features include:

• iVlultiple data base capability "
^ • Multi-company .:':-.-.''.'-

• ISAM file structure .
^,..';'-; • Rapid response and fast operation ?>-.'.>';.''*.

• 500 multi-purpose forms with order .' ; ' • No need to have preprinted forms . • v'.; :',':: -
''

• Menudriven ',- ."'''-.'
\.' ',

"

• User friendly data entry screens .'-Z^'' ,1-.; .. V. - '
.

• Complete end-of-period processing .
.

':' < • 80- and 132-column printers
.-^r..

:';';: y',

• Easy to follow installation procedures
''

• Automated clerical error detection
.-.'

Business Programs $250/module Mod ill, $300/module Mod II, $795 for all four Mod III. $995 for all four Mod It. General Ledger artd Accounts Receivable

available now Accounts Payable and Payroll 1st Quarter 1982,

RACET COMPUTES UTILITIES and PROGRAMMER AIDS

Ren.odel-t- Preload for Mod I antf IH $35 Renumber utility with partial renumbers, text moves plus tape merge, A must for tape based systems. Generalized

Subroutine Facilities (GSF) Mod I $25, Mod til $30, Mod II $50 The STANDARD against which all other sorts are compared! And then compare price!!! Multi-key

multi-variable and multi-key character string sorts. Includes zero and move arrays and sample programs. DISCAT Diskette Cataloging System Mod I and Mod III

$50 This comprehensive Diskette Cataloguing/Indexing utility allows the user to keep track of thousands of programs in a categorized library. Machine language

program works with TRSDOS and NEWDOS versions (please specify). Files include program names and extensions, program length, diskette

numbers. COMPROC Command Processor Mod land Mod III $30 Auto your disk to perform any sequence of instructions that you can give from the keyboard!!

Ideal for setting up dedicated applications. Infinite BASIC Mod I $50, Mod III $60 Extends Level II BASIC with complete Matrix Functions and 50 more string

functions, includes RACET in-memory sorts!! Select only those functions you want to optimize memory. Infinite BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) Mod I and

III $30 Complete printer pagination controls, hash codes, binary array search, and packed decimal arithmetic (127-digit accuracy). Disk Sort/Merge (DSM)

Mod I $75, Mod III $90, Mod II $150 All machine language stand-alone Random file sort package. Establish sort specification in a simple BASIC command file.

Sorts multiple-diskette files. Only operator action is to switch diskettes when instructed. Super fast sort times — improved disk I/O makes this the fastest Disk

Sort/Merge available. KFS-8D Keyed File System Mod I and III $100, Mod II $175 Machine language BASIC ISAM utility provides keyed and sequential access

to multiple tiles. Simple interface to BASIC. Binary tree index system provides rapid access to records. Utility Package Mod II $150 Recover blown diskettes.

Includes Superzap, bulk copies, and other utilities for repair of blown diskettes. Complete documentation on diskette structure and guidance for repair. Other

utilities include Dynamic DEBUG (with single-step, trace, subroutine calling, program looping and more), XCR, DISKID, Directory Catalog System. XPURGE.
Development Package Mod II $125 Includes RACET Superzap. Apparat Disassembler and Model II interface to Microsoft's Editor Assembler Plus'. Purchase

price includes complete copy of Editor Assembler + documentation for Mod I and uploading service Assemble directly into memory. MACRO facility, save all or

portions of source to disk, extended editor commands. Basic Cross fleference Utility Mod II $50 SEEK and Flt^D functions for variable, line numbers' strings,

keywords. 'All' options available for line number and variables. Load from BASIC — call with control 'R'. Output to screen or printer. Mailllst Mod I and III $75,

Mod II S150 ISAM-based mailllst. Four keys — no separate sorting. Supports 9-digit ZIP code and up to 30 attributes.

CHECK, VISA, M/C.CCD , PURCHASE ORDER
TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED (714) 997-4950 ^~- HAUt I COMPUTES lTT^ ^4,

CIRCLE READER REQUEST FOR FREE CATALOG

•TRS-80iSArRADEMARKOFTANDYCORPORATiofj 1330 N. GLASSELL, SUITE M, ORANGE, CA 92667

^ RACET

See List ot Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 249



Reasons
DOS FEATURES

• A252-t-pagetechnical manual with index and detailed table of contents

• Commands SYSTEM and PDRIVE allow the user to configure/customize

his/her own DOS
• Depending on installed hardware, NEWDOS/80, via the PDRIVE com-

mand, supports within one system, mixtures of single/double density,

single/double head, 5 or 8 inch drives with single/double volume
diskettes of up to 7680 standard 256 byte sectors. 80 track drives can

read 35/40 track diskettes Parameters for 10 drives may be pre-

specided though only a maximum ot 4 are m use at anyhme. ADR not

provided

• LNW 5/8 and Ornikron mapper boards supported
• APPARAT,AEROCOMP,AM.LNW,andPERCOIVl, disk douiilers supported

• Most GPU speed up mods may be used though not specifically supported

• Model I/Ill data diskette mterchangeability when both computers are

operating under NEWDOS/80 version 2 0.

• h/odel I 2 3 TRSDOS compatible

• COPY to/from Model I 2.3B and Model 111 TRSDOS diskettesfno other

useage allowed).

• Single drive COPY and Copy By File features.

• Depending on inslallod '".ardware, the system volume may be single/

double density, single/douole sided. 5 or 8 inch and up to 7680 sectors

• RUN-ONLY program mode restricts the operator to program defined

input only

• MINI-DOS allows the executing program to be interrupted by the

operator to perform one or more of the 51 DOS commands executable

under MINI-DOS, and then continue the interrupted programs execution.

• CHAIN or DO commands activate chaining whereby keyboard inpfr

comes from the specified disk file, allowing a pre-determined set c:

commands and/or parameters lo be automatically inputted.

• Dump display to printer function

• Enhanced DEBUG facility (1 4 commands) allows interrupting current
program execution, inspecting/altering memory or disk, and resuming
execution continuous or single step, with/without stops.

• DOS vectors defined for Assembly Language programmers.
• DOS-CALL allows user programs and BASIC to execute DOS commands.
• The programmer may create his own resident DOS commands
• Programs may enable/disable user routines driven off Ihe timer interrupt.

• The programmer may create his/her own resident DOS commands.
• Model I built-in lower case driver, blinking cursor, auto key repeat

• ROUTEing of keyboard, display, printer and (Model 111 only) RS232C.
May be routed lo a usei routme in memory, but not to/frorn disk unless via

a user routine.

• Except for the spooler, there are no high memory routines for DOS or

BASIC, this includes ROUTE and CHAIN functions

• Lower case DOS commands honored
• Full error messages displayed instead of enoi codes,

• 31 enhanced COPY parameters

• Copy By File allows 6 criteria tor file selection.

• 1 5 enhanced FORMAT parameters.

• Partial diskette reFORMAT permitted.

• File PURGE by wildcard extents and/or user files.

• DIRecIory command allows wildcard extents, user files, short or extended

format, dump to printer

• User may specify diskette's directory location

• Expanded directory provides for up to 222 file entries.

Some DOS commands may be aborted without reset

R command repeats last performed DOS command.
CREATE command to pre-allocate a disk file.

ERROR command displays error message associated with error code

HIMEM command sets/displays DOS/BASIC high memory address

DATE command sets/displays computer's date,

TIME command sets/displays computer's time.

Model III FORMS command for printer control

Model III SETCOM command for RS232 control.

Enhanced LIST/PRINT commands for ASCII tiles with pause, abort and
partial file listing.

Alter chaining stale via the CHNON command or commands within the

chain file.

A program or a chaining sequence may display a message with/without

pause

CLEAR command to zero memory and to purge routes, user DOS
commands and user timer routines.

Commands to enable/disable BREAK key, blinking cursor, lower case
driver

PROT command to change diskette NAME/DATE/PASSWORD
ATTRIB command lo change a file's attributes

CLS command to clear screen.

AUTO specifies the command to execute automatically at reset/power-on

SYSTEM specifies the default system configuration values (usually

enable or disable) which become effective on RESET/POWER UP,

Diskette/file password checking

RUN-ONLY mode
Keyboard debounce (Model I)

Screen dump to printer (JKL)

DEBUG 123 entry

MINI-DOS
Break key as keyboard key

Hardware lower case (Model I)

Assign default drive number for DIR
Assign default drive number for file creation

Memory protect value

Clear key as keyboard key

Disk master password required for full diskette or CBF COPY
Auto Repeat key function

TIME/DATE question on power-up
TIME/DATE question on reset

Display disabled until operator/program reenables
Ivlanual operator chaining pause/abort

Ivianual operator AUTO command override

R - repeal last DOS command performed
Built-in lower case driver [Model I)

Lower to upper case toggle

Blinking cursor

Number of physical drives on computer
Number of disk I/O retries

Time delay for 1st repeat of auto repeat key
Specify the cursor character

Specify the write of the directory sector's address mark for Model I

singledensity diskette in Model III formatforeasyModetl, Model III

diskette exchangeability

Apparotjnc.
800/525-7674 (order line only)

303/741-1778
4401 South Tamarac Parkway
Denver, Colorado 80237



Why rix^yvuKJOOKJ VER. 2.0
Is the Best DOS for your TRS-80

Model I or III Computer
DlSK BASIC FEATURES

in one slatemenl from DOS READY, BASIC can be brought up, the

number o) files set, the memory size set and a program LOADedorRUN
RUN-ONLY prevents the operator from getting to READY or DOS
READY, thus giving the program almost total control.

Via the CMD function, alt DOS commands are executable from

BASIC, either directly or dynamically.

MINI-DOS is available from BASIC.

DEBUG IS available from BASIC.

CHAINing is available from BASIC,

Variable passing between programs via the V parameter of RUN.
Abbreviated commands:
(A)ulo; (D)elete; (E)dit or comma; (L)ist or period

Accidental text line deletion more difficult

Text line scrolling foreward or backw^ard.

Text page scrolling foreward or backward.

Dl moves text line to new position

DU duplicates text line to new position

Built-in RENUMber with line number and limited syntax error check.

A portion of text may be moved to another part of the program with all

references to that code resolved.

Built-in REFerence function will display/print references to all line

numbers, integers and variables. It will display references to a single line

number, integer, string, function code (reserved word) or a group of

packed or unpacked characters, and then allows displaying of each
referencing text line in turn with editing as necessary.

A program may be loaded into reserved high memory via CMD or IvllNl-

DOS and its execution address extracted from the two bytes at 1741

1

(4403H).

MERGE functions with packed or ASCII text files.

Built-in text space eliminator and/or remark deleter.

Built-in calendar date conversion.

Dynamic ERASE of selected variables, keeping all others.

Dynamic KEEP selected variables, CLEARing all others.

After clearing an array via ERASE or KEEP, the array may be redimensioned

via DIM.
Dynamic text line deletion.

Dynamic text line insertion via MERGE, which with dynamic DELETE,
allows use of overlays.

SWAP contents of 2 variables of the same type.

Single Stepping starting at specified text line number,

in-memory sort of up to 9 arrays in eitherascending or descending order

RENEW function to reinstate NEWed program.
Full BASIC error messages, including associate DOS error message, if

applicable

With default start up parameters and no reserved high memory, 48K
RAM has 38261 bytes available.

SUPERZAP, DIRCHECK and either programs using only memory from

5200H to 6FFFH can be executed directly from BASIC without disturb-

ing the program text or variables (if 8K BASIC free memory available,

exclusive of string area).

FEATURES of NEWDOS/80 enchanced BASIC disk file I/O.

In addition toTRSDOS sequential and random file types, NEWDOS/80
has two new file types (Ivtarked Item and Fixed Item) divided into five

subtypes (MF. MU. Ml. FF and Fl)

These five subtypes do not requireLSET, RSET, MKI$, MKSS, MKD$,
CVl.CVSorCVD; instead. GETs and PUTs are done directly to/from the

variables named in a list.

The string separating character sequence ; "
,

" , used with PRINT is not

used with the new file types: instead only a comma is used as the

separator.

MU files are used as an option to the older PRINT/INPUT tiles.

FF files are used as an option to the older RANDOM files.

» Record lengths up to 4095 bytes supported.

• Records may be all of the same length (MF and FF), of varying lengttis

(MU) or unknown length (Ml and Fl).

» Sequential files may be accessed randomly.

• Files may be accessed by Relative Byte Address to allow accessing of

variable length or unkown length records.

• Existing files may be extended.

UTILITY PROGRAMS INCLUDED WITH NEWDOS/80

• SUPERZAP is a disk/memory display and modification program, also

used as the vehicle for installing patches to NEWDOS/BO.

• DISASSEM is a Z80 load module (CMD) disassembler that builds cross

reference tables for all location references including those by JR
instructions, includes in the disassembly printable characters for all hex

bytes to help locate character strings and sends the disassembly to the

display, printer or a disk file. The disk file can then be edited and/or

assembled using EDTASM, if it is not too large.

• DIRCHECK IS a program that displays directory contents and checks

directory integrity (its primary function), displaying specific error codes
to assist user attempts at directory trouble shooting and/or repair.

Optionally will zero out unused (dead) file names.

• EDTASM is Apparafs enchancement of Radio Shacks 1978 tape

editor/assembler program to operate from disk and with disk files.

Requires purchase ol that Radio Shack program (not a newer one) as a

pre-condition of use of Apparafs EDTASM.

• LMOFFSET allows load module (CMD) transfer between disk and tape.

Displays program start, end and entry addresses. Optionally allows load

address relocation (not execution relocation) and subsequent execution

as from non-disk BASIC via SYSTEM.

• CHAINBLD is a mini-text editor for creating/maintaining chaining files.

• NEWDOS/80 manual chapter titles and page counts

1. Introduction (5)

2. DOS Library Commands (52)

3. DOS Routines (12)

4. DOS Features (141

5. DOS Modules, Data Structures, and Miscellaneous

Information (12)

6. Additional Programs Supplied on NEWDOS/80 Diskette (22)

7. Disk BASIC, non-1/0 Enhancements (17)

8. Disk BASIC 1/0 Enhancements and Differences (21)

9. Error Codes and (Messages (2)

10. Glossary (9)

1 1, Error Reporting, Incompatibility Handling, and Patching (8)

1 2. Conversion Information and Miscellaneous Comments (9)

13. ZAPS (increasing with time)

14. Appendix A; Marked and Fixed Item File discussion (47)

15. Appendix B: Marked and Fixed Item File examples (18)

16. Index (4)

• Full time support staff

• Information, minor enhancements and corrections to NEWDOS/80 are

issued, at no charge, to registered owners only.

NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0 for the model I is a separate and distinct

product from the model 111. Each is sold separately. $149.00

"On-going Support for Microcomputers"
'REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF APPARAT, INC.

master duiye



HOME/HOBBY

LOAD 80

Eliminate those phony ponies.

Computer Racing Form

Ronald H. Bobo

3246 Gravois

St. Louis, MO 63118

(designed "Thoroughbred

Handicapping for Profit" to

make winnfng money on horse-

races less chancy. The program

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I or III

runs on Models I and 111 TRS-80

but will run on any machine that

uses Microsoft Basic with only

minor changes. The program

can help handicappers recoup

the losses incurred annually in

the money the track and the

state take from betting pools.

Handicapping works like this:

The three betting pools on each

race are win, place and show.

Our illustration considers the

win pool.

The "Totalisator," acomputer

connected to the ticket ma-

chines in the sellers' windows,

keeps track of all wagers. The

amount bet on each horse and

the total bet are updated and

displayed on the Tote Board in

the track infield about once a

minute.

When the windows close just

before the race the Tote makes a

final calculation of the total

amount bet on the race. The le-

gal rakeoff of 18 to 20 percent is

deducted from the total and the

remainder is divided among the

winners in proportion to how

much they wagered on the horse.

The place pool is divided in

two to pay those holding tickets

on the first or second finisher,

while the show pool is divided

in three.

The successful handicapper

must pick enough winners to

stay ahead of the game, and

also overcome the percentages.

Contrast this with playing black-

jack in a casino where the house

percentage is much lower.

Winning bets must pay a de-

cent return. You will not break

even playing favorites because

they win only about one-third of

all races. A payoff in the neigh-

borhood of $2.20 for each two

dollars bet on an odds-oh favor-

ite loses $3.80 out of each $6.00

bet. Any method which picks

forty percent winners at a de-

cent return is a moneymaker.

Using the Daily Racing Form

Thoroughbred Handicapping

Program Listing

la CLEAR m
20 CLS:X^64:a=64:Y-fl
3B SETUfY) :SET(1,Y) :SETIX-1,Y) :SET(Z+1,Y)
40 X-X-l:2-7.*l:1'1'-l
SB IF Y=23 THEN 78
60 GOTO 3B
70 SET(X,Y) iSEKS.Y] ;SET|X-1,Y) ;SET{B+1,Y)

9e IF Y=47 THEN ua
lee GOTO 7B
llfl X-2B:Z=1B8:Y'23
I2fl SBT(X,Y) :SETII,Y|
13B X'X+liZ-Z-1
14fl IF X=41 THEN 16B
150 GOTO 120
16B V-0:X'B:Z=127
17B SET(X,Y) ;SET12,Y1 tIP V=47 THEN 190

IBB Y^Y+ljGOTO 170
198 >:'B:Y=fl;l'47:Q=127
2Be SET{X,Y) 1SET1Q,2) :IF 0=0 THEN 22B
210 X=X+1:Q'0-1;GOTO 200
22B PBINTe65,"THOROUGHBRED"l iGOSUB 31fl

23B PKINT§110, "HANDICAPPING FOR";:GOSUB 310
240 PRINT@168,*p'(:GOSUB 31B :PBINT|28B, "B" ; :GOSUB 310 iPEINTg
416,"0',-tGOSUB 318 :PRINTS544,"F",.:GOSUB 318 : PRlHTg6 72 , "I "

; : G
OSUB 310 ;PRINTe80B,"r";;GOSUB 310
250 PRINTe897,*COPyKlGHT 1988, 1981';
260 PRINT9943,"BY BONftLD BOBO"

i

278 'PROGRAMMED BY BONflLD H BOBO, 3246 GRAVOIS, ST LOUIE, MO.
2B0 '63118 SEPT 1979
290 'VEESION 2,0 AUGUST 198B
308 FOB x=l TO 2B00:KEXT X:GOTO 328
31B FOB X=l TO 300: NEXT: RETURN
320 FOR X=960 TO STEP -64 : PBINieX ,CHBS ( 30] i iFOR Y'l TO 10:NEXT
iNEXT
33B PBIMTe64,STBING$164,CHRS(167))
340 PRINT" THIS PROGRAM IS OFFERED FOR PURELY INFORMATIONAL P
UBPOSES,"
350 PRINT' AND NOT AS AN INDUCEMENT TO ILLEGAL WAGERING, IN

FACT,
360 PRINT"

370 PRINT"

EVEN WHEKE OFF-TRACK BETTING IS LEGAL, WE BECOHMEN

THAT ALL HAGERS BE MADE AT THE TRACK IF POSSIBLE,

SINCE A HORSE THAT LOOKS GOOD IN THE FIGURES MAY S380 PRIHT"
OHETIHES
398 PRINT' BE ELIMINATED At'TEB VISUAL INSPECTION IN THE PADPO
CK OR
400 PRINT" POST PARADE.
410 PRINT
42B PRINT STRINGS(64,CHRS(182)}
438 PRINT:FOR X-1 TO 1 500 : NEXT: PRINT 'PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE*
440 AS=INKEYSlIF AS="" THEN 440
978 RS="ttt'
980 DIM S(41,10),D(46,12),N116),H(161 ,HS(lfi),FCll61,SC[16),F(J6)
,Rl(16),fl3(16),B3(16),RT(16),W(161,BLll61
990 CLS!pRINTg47B, "HEADING DATA BANK..."
IBflB FOR R=l TO 41:F0R C=l TO 10!BEAD S(B,C):NEXT C,R
1810 FOB R=l TO 46:FOR C=l TO 12iREAD D(R,C1;NEXT C,R
1020 CLS
1030 PRINT9512,"HOW MANY HORSES DO YOU WISH TO RATE IN THIS RACE
"r STRINGS (5, 95) ; STRING? (5,24) iCiiR5(15) ( ! INPUT H; IF H<10BH>16PRIN
T"ERROR - TRY AGAIN'':GOTO 1030
1840 FOR N-1 TO H
1850 CLS:PRINT"TYPE NAME OP HORSE I "; N; STRINGS ( 15 , 95) ; STRINGS ( 15
,24);: INPUT IIS IN) :HS(N| -LEFTS(HS(N) ,15)
1860 PRINT;PE1NT"HAS "jHSfN);"'S RACE OVER ONE MILE (Y OR N)'jST
RINGS (4, 95) .STRINGS (4, 24)

;

1070 INPUT YSilF YS-'Y'THEN 1080 ELSE IF YS="N" THEN 119B ELSE P

RINT''ERROB - TRY AGAIN" ;GOTO 1060
1080 CL£:PRINT"INDICATK LENGTH OF RACE BEING USED FOR RATING"iPR
iNT;PRINT"l - 1 MI 6 40 YDS"
109B PRINT"2 -^ 1 MI i 70 YDS":PRINT"3 ' 1 1/16 MI''!pRINT"4 - 1 1

/8 MI':PRlNT-5 - 1 3/16 M1":PRINT"6 = 1 1/4 F1I"!PRINT'7 = 1 1/2
MI'
1180 PRINT!PBJNTSTRING5I4,95) ;STHINGS(4,241 ;:INPUT LB
1118 ON LR GOTO 1120 , 113B , 114B , 1158 , 1160 , 1170 , 1180
1120 CO^SiGOTO 1890

Program conlmues
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for Profit uses information on

past performances in the Daily

Racing Form. An abbreviated

explanation of the past perfor-

mance cliarts appear in each

issue; the publisher also puts

out a guidebook. A current issue

of the Form gives details on how
to obtain it.

When you have the Form go

through the races at the track

where you intend to handicap.

Read the conditions of each

race printed directly following

the number of the race. Elimi-

nate any maiden race unless all

the starters have at least two

races listed in their past per-

formances. A maiden is a horse

which has never won a race; the

term has nothing to do with

whether said horse is male or fe-

male. Some handicappers elimi-

nate maiden races altogether,

but doing so eliminates some
juicy payoffs. Next, eliminate

any steeplechase races and all

turf races.

Look through the past per-

formances listed in the first race

to be handicapped. Find a race

run not more than Ihirty days

before your date, in which the

horse made a decent effort,

preferably at the track where to-

day's race will be run.

A horse making a decent ef-

fort either wins or finishes not

more than six lengths behind

the winner, or shows early

speed, running first or within

two lengths of the winner during

the first part of the race. A horse

running fourth and trailing the

leader by six lengths at the

stretch call makes a decent ef-

fort if it finishes fifth at three

lengths behind.

Eliminate any horse not

showing one good effort within

the past thirty days, except a

high class horse who has con-

sistently run in races at a class

equal to or higher than today's

race and who is making a first

start after a long layoff. Some
higher class animals can be

eased into racing form through

workouts alone. If such a horse

shows two or three good work-

outs within the last two weeks,

include it in your figures. Rate

such a horse from the last good

race shown in the past perform-

ance, regardless of date.

After reading Data state-

ments into two large arrays, the

computer asks the number of

horses to be rated in the current

race. Enter the number of

horses not yet eliminated.

Next, enter the name of horse

number one. The computer asks

whether the race you are using

to rate the horse was over a mile.

Answer Y or N. When a list of

standard race lengths is dis-

played indicate the distance of

the race.

More Calculations

Since all times given in the

Racing Form are to the nearest

fifth of a second, convert frac-

tional times to decimal form by

multiplying the fractional part of

the time by two. Enter 23 4/5 sec-

onds as 23.8.

The computer asks by how
many lengths the horse was
beaten in this race. If he won, or

lost by only a head, enter zero

{0}. If beaten by a neck, enter .25;

otherwise, enter the number of

lengths shown in the Form.

The final item is the jockey

weight scheduled in today's

race.

Once you enter this informa-

tion, the name of each horse is

printed out along with both the

pace and speed ratings as-

signed by the computer. This

display is brief, since you need

not know the ratings on every

horse. The four top contenders

are printed in order of pace

rating. If the two top contenders

are tied, the computer suggests

betting on the horse with the

higher speed rating.

Mark down these names and

ratings, and bet accordingly on

that race.

The top contender is your

choice unless you spot some-
thing negative including, but not

limited to, kidney sweat, ex-

treme nervousness, and puffy

bandages on the legs accom-

panied by a limp. If you see any

of these signs, bet on the next

horse on the list. This program

blends the two schools of handi-

capping thought into one win-

ning method (both speed and
animal class figure).

Horses on the pace in a well-

run race demonstrate ability re-

peatable within a reasonable

amount of time. Winning form

runs in cycles. Horses generally

Program continued

113B C0-6!GOTO issfl
114B C0=7!G0TO 1S9B
115fl CO^eiGOTO 1890
H6fl CO^SiGOTO 1890
il7B CO-10!GOTO leSB
1180 CO-ll.-GOTO 1890
1190 CLS.-PKINr-INDlCflTE LENGTH OF RACE BEING USED FOR RATING'-PR
/I 4nS?^'^'^,"^ * F(JRI.0NGS-:PRINl-2 - FIVE FURLONGS" ;PBlHT-3 - 5 1

120B PRINT-4 - 5 3/4 PUHL0NGS-:PEINT-5 = 6 FURLONGS': PRINT'S ' 6
1/2 FURLONGS'! PRINT- 7 - 7 FURLONGS' : PRINT" 8 - 1 MILE'U10 PRINTiPIiINTSTRINGSH,95),STRrNGS14,24),:INPUT LR:CLS

1300 ^^ '^°™ ^^'^
'
'^'^

'
^^^^

'
^^^^ ^^'^

' ^^^^ ' ^^*^ '

1230 C0-2!GOTO 1310
1240 CO''3:GOro 1310
1250 C0'4iG0'ro 1310
1260 CO-5iG0TO 1310
1270 C0"6iG0TO 1310
1280 C0-7iGOTO 1310
1290 CO-BiGOTO 1310
1300 CO'^g
1310 PRINT!PBINT'ENTER FRACTIONAL TIME CALLS AND FINISH TIME OF
LAST RACE.
USB DECIMAL FRACTIONS, E.G. 23 4/5 WOULD BE ENTERED AS 23.8,
1:22 1/5 WOULD BE ENTERED AS 122,2"
1320 PRINT: PRINT'FIRST CALL"!£TRINGS(5,951 ;STRINGS(6,24);:INPUT

1322 PRINT-SECOND CALL' ; STRINGS (&, 95 ) j STRING? ( S , 24 );: INPUT SC|N]

1324 PRINT'FINIEH CALL-,STRINGSia,951 jSTBINGSie,24) ;:INPUT F(N):
PRINTTAB( 55),-"WORKING..",
1330 FOR R-1 TO 41:F0R C=l TO CO
1340 IF FC{N)^S(R,C) THEN Rl (K) -S (R.I B) :G0TO 1360
1350 NEXT!NEXT
1360 FOR R^l TO 41:F0B C^l TO CO
1370 IF SC(N|=S(R,C) THEN R2 (N| -S ( R, 10] : GOTO 1390
1380 HEXT:NEXT
1390 FOR R-1 TO 41:F0R C=l TO CO
1400 IF F(N)-S(B,C) THEN R3 (N) -S (R, 10| : GOTO 1420
1418 NEXTiNEXT
1420 RT(N)-(RliN)+R2|N)+B3(N))/3:CLS
143B PRINT! PRINT-ENTER NUMBER OF LENGTHS "jHSlNll" WAS BEATEN IN
THIS RACE'iPEINT" IF ";HS(N1;- WON, ENTER B. HD-fl, NK-.25"

1440 PRINT:PRINTSTBINGS(4,951 ;STRINGSi4,241 i!lNPUT BL(N)
1450 BT(N)-fiTlN)-BHK)
1460 PRINT: PRI NT" EHTEB WEIGHT ",HS(N],- IS TO CARRY IN TODAY'S R

1470 PRINT:PRINTSTRINGS15,95) ;STR1NGS15,24) j:I«PUT WIN)
1480 NEXT N
1490 CLE
1500 PRINT"NAME',,-PACE RATING" , 'SPEED RATING' i PRINT
1510 FOR N-1 TO H
1520 PRINTHSINl ,,:PRINTUSING RSjRTfN);
1530 PRINT, :PEINTUSING R$;E3[N]
1540 NEXT
1550 FOR I'^l TO 2BBB:NEXT
1560 PBINTiPBINT-STARTING SOET..."
1570 N=H
1580 M^N
1590 Mi^INT(M/2)
16B0 IF H^fl THEK 1760
161B J-1:K-N-M
1620 1-3
1630 L=I+M
1640 IF RT(I)>BT(L) THEN 1720
1658 TH-HT(I):RT(l)-RT(Ll:HTa)-TR
166 KS-HSdl !HS[I)-HS(L) :H5(L).KS
1670 RB-R3UI :R3|I)-R31L) :R3[LI-RR
1680 WR'WID :H(l|=wa) !WIL)=WR
1690 I=I-M
1700 IF Kl THEN I72B
1710 GOTO 163B
1720 J-J+1
1730 IF J>K THEN 1590
174B GOTO 1620
17 5B N"H
1760 CLS:PKINT
1770 PBINT:PRINT:PRINTTAB(22)-FOUR TOP CONTENDERS" PRINT
1780 PRINT'NAME", ,"PACE EATING" , "SPEED RATING"
1790 FOR 1^1 TO 4
1800 PRINTHS(I),,!PBINTUSING RSjRTd);
1810 PRINT, iPRINTUSING RSjRSIl)
1820 NEXT I

1830 IF W(ll>12a THEN PRINT-CAUTION M TOP RATED HORSE IS CABRYING MORE THAN 120 POUNDS' DO NOT BET ON THIS RACEI
1840 IF RT(1)-RT(2) AND R3(2)>R3(1) AND W(1J<-120 AND W(2)<-120
THEN PRINT: PRI NT 'PACE RATINGS TIED. BASED ON SPEED RATING, "tH
S(2)j- WOULD APPEAR TO BE THE BETTER BET.-
1850 IF RT(1)-RT(2) AND fiTll|'RT(3) AND R3(3)>R3|2) AND R3I3)>R3
(11 AND H(l]<=12a AND W(2)<=120 AND W(31<-12aTHEN PRINT PRIHT'PA
CE RATINGS TIED. BASED ON SPEED RATING, ",HS(3);" WOULD APPEAR
TO BE THE BETTER BET.'
1860 PRI NT I PRINT-WANT TO FIGURE ANOTHER RACE (Y OR Nl ' iSTHTNGRO
,95)jSTRIBGS{3,24)jiINPUT AS ' '^^"^'"'^l-'

1870 FOR N-1 TO H:HS(N|-'",RT(N)-0,R3(N)-0:W{N)-0iNEXT
1860 IF AS-'Y- THEN 1020 ELSE IF AS-'N' THEN 1882 ELSE IP ASO'RHB" THEN 1S60 ELSE CLS : PRINTCHRS { 23 ) , PRINTe8 , 'THIS PROGRAM COPYR
J^^^^J^^I"'''@90,-1980"lPRINTS156, -BY", PBINTe21B, 'RONALD BOBO'.PRI

1881 PaiNTS324, "UNAUTHORIZED REPRODUCTION' i PfiINT@41 2 ,- IS- .PRINTS
458, STRICTLY PROHlBITED-:PRINTe524, "UNDER PENALTY 0P--PRINTB6
B4,'LAW'
1882 END
1890 CLS:PRlNTlPRINT"ENTER FRACTIONAL TIME CALLS AND FINISH TIME
OF LAST RACE.

USE DECIMAL FRACTIONS, E.G. 23 4/5 WOULD BE ENTERED AS 23,8,
1:22 1/5 WOULD BE ENTERED AS 122.2"

^^^^
f«I"T'I'KINT-FIBST CALL-, STHINGS^6, 95] ;STRING5(6, 24),: INPUT

19B2 PRINT-SECOND CfiLL",STRING5(6,95),STRmG5(6,24)iiINPUT SCIN)

1904
19B6
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
206B
207B

PBINT-PINISH CfiLL'jSTRINGS|6,95),-STRINGS(6,24);:IHPUT FlN)
PRIHTTAB( 55) ,- 'WORKING. ,

FOR R=l TO 46:POR C-1 TO CO
IP FC[N)-D(R,C) THEN Rl (N) -D ( R ,1 2 ) :GOTO 1940
NEXT: NEXT
FOR R=l TO 46:FOR C=l TO CO
IF SC(N)^D(R,C1 THEN R2 (N) -D I B , 12) : GOTO 1970
NEXT: NEXT
FOB R-1 TO 46:FOB C=l TO CO
IF F(N)=D(R,C) THEN R3 ( N) -D ( B , 121 : GOTO 1420
NEXT: NEXT
GOTO 1420
DATA 21.4,44,2,56,6,103.1,106,108.6,114.6,121,134,100
DATA 21.6,44.4,56.8,103.4,106.2,108.8,114.8,121.2,134.2,99
DATA 21.8,44.6,57,103.6,106.4,109,115,121.4,134.4,98
ATA 22,44.8,57.2,103.8,106,6,109,2,115.2,121.6,134.6,97
DATA 22, 2, 45, 57. 4, 104,106. 8, 1B9. 4, 115. 4, 121. 8,134.8,96
DATA 22,4,45.2,57.6,104.2,107,109.6,115.6,122,135,95
DATA 22.6,45.4,57.8,104,4,107.2,309,8,115.8,122.2,135.2,94

Program continues



Program continued

2086 DATA 22, B, 45. 6,5a, 104. 6. 107. 4, 110, 116 ,12:i. 4, 135. 4, 93
2B90 DATA 23,45.8,58.2,104,8,107,6,110.2,116.2,122,6,135.6,92
2100 DATA 23,2,46,58,4,105,107.8,110.4,116,4,122,4,135.8,91
2110 DATA 23.4,46.2,58.6,105.2,108,110.6,116.6,123,136,90
2128 DATA 23,6,46,4,58.8,105.4,108,2,110.8,116.8,123.2,136.2,69
2130 DATA 23.8,46.6,59,105,6,108,4,111,117,123,4,136.4,88
2140 DATA 24,46.8,59.2,105.8,108,6,111,2,117,2,123.6,136.6,87
2150 DATA 24.2,47,59.4,106,103.8,111,4,117.4,123.8,136.8,86
2160 DATA 24.4,47.2,59,6,106.2,109,111,6,117.6,124,137,35
2170 DATA 24,6,47,4,59.8,106,4,109.2,111.8,117.8,124.2,137.2,84
2180 DATA 24.3,47.6,100,106.6,109,4,112,118,124.4,137.4,33
2190 DATA 25,47.8,100.2,106.3,109,6,112.2,118,2,124.6,137.6,32
2200 DATA 25,2,48,100,4,107,109,8,112.4,118.4,124.3,137,8,31
2210 DATA 25.4,48.2,100,6,107,2,110,112.6,118.6,125,138,60
2220 DATA 25,6,48,4,100.3,107.4,110,2,112.3,118.8,125.2,138,2,79
2230 DATA 25,8,43,6,101,107,6,110,4,113,119,125.4,133.4,78
2240 DATA 26,48.8,101,2,107,8,110.6,113,2,119,2,125.6,133.6,77
2250 DATA 0,49,101.4,103,110,8,113.4,119,4,125,8,138.8,76
2260 DATA 0,49,2,101.6,103.2.111,113.6,119.6,126,139,75
2270 DATA 0,49.4,101.8,108.4,111.2,113.8,119.8,126.2,139.3,74
2280 DATA 0,49.6,102,108.6,111.4,114,120,126,4,139,4,73
2290 DATA 0,49.3,102,2,108,8,111.6,114.2,120.2,126.6,139.6,72
2300 DATA 0,50,102.4,109,111.8,114.4,120.4,126.3,139,8,71
2310 DATA 0,0,102.6,109.2,112,114.6,120.6,127,140,70
2320 DATA 0,0,102,3,109.4,112,2,114.8,120,8,127.2,140.2,69
2330 DATA 0,0,103,109.6,112.4,115,121,127.4,140.4,68
2340 DATA 0,0,103,2,109.8,112.6,115.2,121.2,127.6,140,6,67
2350 DATA 0,0,103.4,110,112.8,115.4,121.4,127.8,140,8,66
2360 DATA 0,0,103.6,110,2,113,115,6,121.6,128,141,65
2370 DATA 0,0,103.8,110,4,113,2,115.8,121.8,128.2,141.2,64
2330 DATA 0,0,104,110,6,113.4,116,122,128.4,141.4,63
2390 DATA 0,0,104.2,110,8,113.6,116,2,122.2,123.6,141.6,62
2400 DATA 0,0,104,4,111,113,3,116,4,122.4,128.3,141,8,61
2410 DATA 0,0,104.6,111.2,114,116,6,122.6,129,142,60
2420 DATA 22,45.2,110,135,2,137.6,139,6,141,4,147.6,154,159,223,
100
243 DATA 22.2,45.4,110.2,135.6,137.3,139.8,141.6,147.8,154.2,15
S. 2, 228. 2, 99
2440 DATA 22.4,45,6,110.4,135.8,138,140,141.8,148,154.4,159.4,22
3.4,98
2450 DATA 22.6,45.8,110.6,136,133.2,140.2,142,148.2,154.6,159,6,
228,6,97
2460 DATA 22.8,46,110.8,136.2,138.4,140.4,142.2,148.4,154.8,15 9.

8,228,8,96
2470 DATA 23,46.2,111,136.4,133.6,140.6,142.4,143,6,155,200,229,
95
2480 DATA 23.2,46.4,111.2,136.6,138,8,140.8,142.6,148.8,155.2,20
0.2,229.2,94
2490 DATA 23.4,46.6,111.4,136.8,139,141,142.8,149,155,4,200.4,22
9.4,93
2500 DATA 23.6,46.8,111.6,137,139,2,141.2,143,149.2,155.6,200.6,
229.6,92
2510 DATA 23.8,47,111.8,137.2,139.4,141.4,143,2,149.4,155.3,200.
3,229,3,91
2520 DATA 24,47.2,112,137.4,139.6,141.6,143.4,149.6,155,201,230,
90
2530 DATA 24,2,47.4,112.2,137.6,139.8,141.8,143.6,14 9.8,156.2,20

Program continues

race into form and gradually im-

prove until ready for winning.

After a time ttie horse begins to

stale off. Therefore, the horse's

last good effort must be more re-

cent than thirty days ago.

The computer compares the

entered time for each call with a

reference table and assigns a

temporary rating figure. After

you enter all the times for the

horse the computer assigns a

final pace rating.

The speed rating is a combi-

nation of this information and

the horse's finish position in the

rated race; if the horse lost that

race, the distance behind the

winner is included in the cal-

culations.

Although some handicappers

consider carefully the carried

weight I do not believe a couple

of pounds maizes much differ-

ence. Hovi(ever, if the top-rated

horse carries over 120 pounds,

the computer will advise you to

pass rather than risk betting.

Good Money Management

A good money management

plan should accompany any

handicapping method. The fol-

lowing plan is from Les Conklin's

book "Payday at the Races."

Conklin advises betting a fifth

of your bankroll on each choice.

For example, if you start with a

hundred dollars, your first bet is

twenty to win. If you lose, you

have eighty dollars left and the

next bet is sixteen. Suppose,

though, that you win at three-to-

one on the first bet. You will earn

sixty dollars plus the twenty you

bet, for a total of one hundred

and sixty dollars. Your next bet

should be thirty-two dollars.

Mr. Conklin advises betting

no more than two hundred dol-

lars per race, because large bets

affect the price paid on a win-

ning bet.

The Martingale (doubling)

method advises an initial bet of

two dollars, doubled every time

you lose.

Contrast the two methods,

assuming an initial bankroll of

one hundred dollars for each.

Using the Martingale, you bet

two dollars. The first bet loses,
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EDAS IS a sophisticated Editor

and Assembler for TRS-80 I & III

. All text may be input in upper or

lower case.

. Assemble directly from one or

more disk files via "GET.

. Assemble to disk or memory

. Binary, octal, decimal, hex, and

string constants; Multiple con-

stants may be input on a single

line.

, CMDFILE utility included.

. Conditional assembly support.

. Cross-Reference utility.

. DOS functionsDIR.FREE, KILL,

and LIST are supported.

. 14-character labels including

special chars, "@", "$",",","?".

. Editor includes block move,

global change, renumber, find.

. EDTASM S M-80 source files

can be read or written,

• Expression evaluator supports

+, -,
', /, MOD plus logical AND,

OR, and XOR,
. PagedStitledlistingswithpage

numbers and date/time.

. PAGE, TITLE, SUBTTL, SPACE,

S COM pseudo-ops supported.

. Set memory size, page prompt,

JCL execution, Abort option,

. EDAStssuppcrtedwithTRSDOS
compatible DOSs (LDOS, VTOS),

. Price is $79,00 + $4,00, SSH.

MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS
0)
>•
</>

o
m

LDOS,Version 5.1 is the Ultimate in Operating

Systems for the TRS-80 Models I and Hi,

MISOSYS is your East Coast Headquarters

for LDOS, the documented system! Version

5.1 is priced at $169.00 + $5,00 SSH per

system. Deduct $50 if ordering both.

CO
o
(0
<
CO

i LDQS 5.1 i
SASOSIV\l SASOSII/M SAS0SII/\1 SASOSIVM SASOSII/U

Complement your assembly language tools with this

Z-80 disassemblerwhich produces screen, printer,

cassette, or disk file output A two pass process

provides SYM BOLS for 1 6-bit address and 8-bit rel-

ative references, EOUates & ORG are generated.

Read SYSTEM programs & display load address

range, $20 (DSMBLR I for non-disk use is $1 5),

EDAS, CMDFILE, DSMBLR Specify Mod I or 111, Add
$1 S&H-f-$.50 per program, VA residents add 4%.

MISOSYS - Dept, MU 3

5904 Edgehill Drive,

Alexandria, Virginia 22303
703-960-2998 MicroNET 70140,310

Dealers Inquiry Invited ^^23

Turn your Editor Assembler into

a disk package. This 32K patch

modifies EDTASM for DOS op-

eration. Features? Add full disk

I/O, block move, global change,

printer pagination, sorted sym-

bol table, print memory utiliza-

tion, enhance DEEM expansion,

protect memory, and recover

after BOOT. From within the

EDTASM you will have DIR,

KILL, & FREE, Upgrade your

EDTASM! $20.

ThE B00«S
THE BOOKS must be a part of

your tools. Volume I gives you
access to all math operations in

your Level II ROM, A symbol
table of the entire machine not-

ing over 500 addresses is includ-

ed. Volume II tells you every-

thing you wanted to know about
the level II 1/0— printer, key-

board, video, and cassette rou-

tines are fully explained. Each
volume has a fully commented
listing of all the routines dis-

cussed, THE BOOKS will save
you hours of assembler pro-

gramming. Each volume is priced

at $1 4,95 or buy both for $24,95,

.

Add $1.50 S&H per book.
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No-Nonsense Money-Back
60-day Trial Offer

MAS 80 $489. . .or
Buy and try the Micro Accounting System General Ledger for $99. Then within 30
days purchase the total MAS 80 accounting package for $390, a saving of $77
over the regular price of $566. if not satisfied return the package and receive a
full refund.

MAS 80 Accounting is a flexible, versotile user formatted business system, designed for the first time
computer user. MAS 80 programs run stand clone or coordinaUng without modifications, they are
menu driven with cursor control and full screen instructions, plus two types of file maintenance
Regular maintenance— provides maintenonce on transactions and account files Special moin-
tenance— Is automatic at the end of posting to insure that posting is correct. Any errors detected ore
printed, eliminating error searching. Provisions for Single entry or Double entry bookkeeping, with
valid account editing and an out- of- balance error detection.

NAAS 80 Accounting programs will operate on Mod 1 and Mod III, with 2 or 3 drive versions. MAS 80
also has versions operating on Corvus and Micro Systems hard drives

MAS offers the best user support for the novice as well as the professional.

GENERAL LEDGER $159.00

• Standard layman format, with screen in-

structions Multiple linking MENUS, provide
easy operation.

• Post to any of 1 75 G/L Accounts, you set up
vourself (Not Preset Accounts).

• Process transactions in BATCHES of up 150
debit and credit entries, with each batch
editing for out-for-balances, then when
correct and recorded, answer "Yes" to

continue with each botch of transactions
• Transaction UPDATE provides for unlimited

transactions Easy fiie maintenance.
• Accounts Receivable and Payable co-

ordinating or Stand Alone

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE . . . $159.00

Designed with mochine language routines to

reduce set-up time, without sacrificing flexibility

Of requiring professional knowledge of com-
puterized accounting. MAS 80 saves for more
efficient management, by providing:

• Balance Forward Systems w/true ageing
and multi-function programs G/l_ coordi-

nating for Auto-Posting or Stand Alone.
• Post to on unlimited number of General

LedgerAccountswith valid G/Lond Custo-
mer Account # editing per Invoice

• Process charge entries with detail break
down as you choose. Maintenance before
and after posting

• S 700 or more Customers with 1 600 or more
Unpaid Charge entries. Automatic check
to insure proper posting

• Open/Closed or Over Due listings by num-
ber of days that you specify'

• Two different formats for Billing Statements
plus Invoice Printing.

The Micro Accounting System

The MAS 80 is flexible,

easy to set up and use.

Call or write for sample
reports and full description.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE $159.00

Features reduce time for more efficient man-
agement, by providing

• Balance Forward Systems w/true ageing
and multi function programs. G/L coordi-

nating tor Auto-Posting or Stand Alone
• Post to on unlimited number of General

Ledger Accounts with valid G/L and Ven-
dor Account editing per invoice

• Process charge entries with detail break
down as you choose. Maintenance before
and after posting.

• Detailed. Aged. Manage/Report to analyze
Liabilities, volume, of purchases, poyment
choice ond discounting

• V\/ill handle 700 Vendor and 1600 Unpaid
charge entries

• Check Writing format is standard Moore or

Nebs, forms

CHECK REGISTER $89.00

Here is a Check Register Program that will

operate by itself or linked with MAS 80
Accounts Poyoble ond/or General Ledger,

This will compile oil checks written, allow

choice of 26 expense codes for later look

up and listing of different categories for tax

time. Record deposits and reconcile your

check register with your bonk statement

•

Will handle 600 checks per month Record
deposits.

• Record/Print checks from Accounts Payable
and hand written checks

• Print check register, expense codes carries

Y-T-D totols.

• File Maintenance— checks— deposits-
miscellaneous.

• Account Status— bolonce, account #, etc

• Reconciliotion— prints a similar form and
compare with Bank balance

VSHnNNONl
304 Elati Street

Denver, Colorado 80223
(303)698-1263
800-525-8394 ^ 16
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Program continued

1.2,23B.2,B9
254B DATS 24.4,47,6,112.4,137.B,14B,142,143.a,15B,l&6.4,2B1.4,23
8.4,88
255B DATA 24. 6, 47. 8, 112. 6, 138,148. 2, 142. 2, 144, 158,2,156. 6, 201. 6,

238,6,87
256B DATA 24, 8, 46, 112. B, 138. 2, 148,4,142. 4, 144. 2, 158. 4, 156. 8, 2B1.

8,23B.8,B6
257B DATA 25,48.2,113,138.4,148.6,142.6,144.4,150.6,157,282,231,
85
2588 DATA 25.2,48.4,113,2,138.6,148.6,142.8,144.6,158.8,157.2,20
2.2,231,2,84
2598 DATA 25. 4, 4 8.6,113.4,138. 8, 141, 143, 144. 8, 151, 157. 4, 282,4,23
1.4,83
2688 DATA 25.6,48.8,113.6,139,141.2,143.2,145,151.2,157.6,282.6,
231,6,82
2618 DATA 25.8,49,113.8,139,2,141,4,143.4,145.2,151.4,157.9,282,
8,231.8,81
262B DATA 26,49.2,114,139.4,141,6,143.6,145.4,151.6,158,283,232,

2638 DATA 26, 2, 49. 4, 114. 2, 139. 6, 141.8, 143. 6,145. 6, 151. 8, 158. 2, 2B

3.2,232.2,79
2649 DATA 26.4,49.6,114,4,139.6,142,144,145.6,152,168,4,283.4,23
2.4,78
265B DATA 26.6,4 9.8,114.6,148,142.2,144.2,146,152,2,158,6,283.6,
232.6,77
2660 DATA 8,58,114.8,148,2,142.4,144.4,146.2,152.2,156,8,203.8,2
32.8,76
2678 DATA 8,58.2,115,148.4,142.6,144.6,146,4,152.6,159,204,233,7
5

26 88 DATA 8,58.4,115.2,148.6,142.8,144.8,146.6,152.8,159.2,284.2
,233,2,74
2698 DATA 0,58.6,115.4,140.8,143,145,146.8,153,159.4,284.4,233,4
,73
2788 DATA 0,5B. 8, 115. 6, 141, 143. 2, 145. 2, 147, 153. 2, 159. 6, 284, 6, 233
.6,72
2718 DATA 0,51,115.8,141.2,143.4,145.4,147.2,153,4,159.8,284.8,2
33.8,71
2728 DATA 0,8,116,141.4,143.6,145.6,147.4,153.6,208,285,234,78
27 30 DATA 0,8,8,141.6,143.8,145.8,147.6,153,8,288,2,205.2,234.2,
69
274B DATA 0, B, 0,141. 8, 144, 146, 147. 8, 154, 28B, 4, 205. 4, 234. 4, 68

2758 DATA 0, 8, 0, 142, 144. 2, 146. 2, 148, 154. 2, 2BB. 6, 285.6,234. 6, 67

2768 DATA 0,0,8,142.2,144.4,146.4,148.2,154.4,288,6,285,8,234.6,
E6
2770 DATA 8,0,8,142.4,144.6,146.6,148.4,154.6,201,286,235,65
2788 DATA 0,0,8,142.6,144.8,146.8,148.6,154,6,201.2,286.2,235.2,
64
2790 DATA 8,0,0,1*2,6,145,147,148.8,155,281.4,206.4,235.4,63
2888 DATA 8,0,0,143,145.2,147.2,149,155.2,281.6,206.6,235,6,62
2810 DATA 8,0,0,143,2,145.4,147.4,149.2,155,4,281.8,286,8,23 5.8,

61
2828 DATA 0,8,0,143.4,145.6,147.6,149.4,155.6,202,287,236,60
2838 DATA 0,0,8,143.6,145,8,147.8,149,6,155,8,282.2,207.2,236.2,
59
2840 DATA 0,0,0,143.8,146,148,149.8,156,282.4,287.4,236.4,58
2858 DATA 8,8,0,144,146.2,0,150,156.2,202.6,287.6,236.6,57
2660 DATA 0,0,0,8,146.4,0,0,156,4,282.8,207,8,236.8,56
2870 DATA 8,0,0,0,146.6,8,8,156.6,283,288,237,55

making the next one four dol-

lars. Again a loss, so you bet

eight. You have hit a bad day;

sixteen dollars is called for. You

lose, and bet thirty-two dollars

on the next choice. Your luck is

still bad. The method calls for a

bet of sixty-four dollars, but you

have only thirty-eight dollars

left. The method failed after only

five bets. If you now bet the re-

maining thirty-eight dollars and

lose, you are wiped out after a

string of only six losers.

Now try Conklin's method.

Starting again with one hundred

dollars, the first bet is twenty.

After a loss, you wager one-fifth

of eighty, or sixteen dollars. Los-

ing again, you have sixty-four

dollars left. A fifth of this is

twelve dollars plus change;

since bets may only be made in

multiples of two or five dollars

you bet twelve, leaving fifty-two.

The next bet is ten. Losing

again, you bet eight, leaving

thirty-two dollars in the bankroll.

This is a really miserable day:

You lose once more, and the

next bet is six dollars.

You have made six losing

bets. Using the Martingale

method the sixth bet wiped you

out. Using Conklin's method,

you still have twenty-eight

dollars.

Down to $28.00

You bet five dollars, one fifth

of twenty-eight and leave twenty-

three. Still on a losing streak,

your next wager is four dollars,

leaving nineteen. You can make

nine two dollar bets and, if they

all lose, you still have a dollar for

carfare. The Martingale method

broke you in a string of six los-

ing bets. You stretched your

bankroll to cover seventeen bets

using Conklin's method of

money management. While you

might have a string of six losers.

the odds are wildly against los-

ing seventeen in a row if you

follow the handicapping prin-

ciples in this article.

No handicapping method can

pick all winners. This method

comes close. It makes horse

racing profitable and enjoyable

because you win a fair share.H

le^islhilfiDlii^^iSMk-

THEB00K

It's your choice:

do it the hard way, or

get the information you need from

VOLUME
l&ll

VOLUME I

The most complete book yet

on the math routines of the

BASIC ROM, Models I & III.

Contains a vi/ealth of detail

about integer, single and dou-

ble precision formats, advanc-

ed math, data manipulation,

and assembly language inter-

lacing, with examples. In-

cludes commented listing

(0708H-1607H), plus a highly

detailed map of the ROM and

reserved RAM,

Comprehensive Guide to TRS-80* Assembly Language Routines

Each Volume Priced At $14.95 Plus $1.50 Shipping/Handling

VA residents add 4% tax • Foreign: send U.S. funds, add $4 ea. for overseas delivery

"Trademark of Tandy Corp

INSIDERS SOFTWARE CONSULTANTS, INC.

P.O. Box 7086, Dept. SUM3 • Alexandria, VA 22307

Please send THE BOOK: Volume I U Volume II

Name

Address _^
City

-^

. State .Zip.

Enclosed is check D M.O. forS^
Charge to my D VISA D MasterCard Bank Code.

Exp. date: Card No

Signature _^__^^_ ^

VOLUME II

Packed full of useful informa-

tion on the model I input/

output routines, with de-

tailed listings to illustrate the

commented source code.

Learn to control and
manipulate the keyboard,

video, printer port, and
cassette port. Essential for

assembly language program-

mers, you can write your own
routines or use (he many pro-

gramming examples included.
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Color computer owners

Yes, that's right - for as little as

$298.00 you can add 32K of dynamic
RAM, and a disk interface, to your

TRS-80 Color Computer! If you just

want the extra memory it's only

$199,00, and you can add the disk

interface later for $99.00.

Just plug the Color Computer In-

terface (CCI), from Exatron, into

your expansion socket and "Hey
Presto!" - an extra 32K of memory. No
modifications are needed to your
computer, so you don't void your Ra-
dio Shack warranty, and Exatron give

both a 30 day money-back guarantee

and full 1 year repair warranty on
their interface.

The CCI also contains a 2K
machine-language monitor, with
which you can examine (and change)

memory, set break-points, set memo-
ry to a constant and block-move
memory.

So what about the CCI Disk Card'?

Well as we said it's only an extra

$99.00, but you'll probably want
Exatron's CCDOS which is only

$29.95 - unless you want to write your

own operating system. The CCI Disk

Card uses normal TRS-80 Model I

type disk drives, and CCDOS will

even load Model I TRSDOS disks into

your color computer - so you can

adapt existing TRS-80 BASIC pro-

grams.

As a further plus, with the optional

ROM Backup adaptor, you can dump
game cartridges to cassette or disk.

Once the ROM cartridge is on cas-

sette, or disk, you can reload, examine
and modify the software. The ROM
Backup adaptor is only $19.95.

For more information, or to place an
order, phone Exatron on their Hot
Line 800-538 8559 (inside California

408-737 7111), or clip the coupon.

excellence in electronics

exatron

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED

Exatrun, "^
^^

181 Commercial Street,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

J Please send a 32K Color Computer
Interface for $199.00

D Please send a CCI Disk Card for $99.00

Please include CCDOS and manual
for S29.9S

G Also include a ROM Backup adaptor

for .'619.95

Please add $5.00 for shipping to all orders,

and 6 percent sales tax in California.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Charge my:

G MasterCard Interbank Code

G Visa Kxpiration Date

Card

D Check enclosed for

r Ship COD {,S2.00 extra)

Signature

:!2K K.\.M plus Disk Inlcrfat TKS-mi is u trutli'miirk of Tan<l>



GENERAL

What those error messages really mean!

Out of Thin Error

Richard S. Adcock

141 NWLorna
Burleson, TX 76028

Establishing a working rela-

tionship with my Model I

might have been easier had I

read the manual. I ran a lot of

code through the computer

before discovering the error

messages flashing at me vi/ere

predefined. In the meantime,

hovi/ever, 1 had compiled a list of

what I decided the error mes-

sages must mean. In comparing

my list with the Level II Basic

Reference Manual Appendix, I

discovered, to my horror, the

writers at Radio Shack made

some terrible mistakes. To help

the TRS-80 programming public,

I decided to publish the real

meanings of the error codes. I

have no doubt the list will make

your debugging efforts a good

deal easier.

puter's vulnerability to power

failure. You will see it flash as

you accidentally turn the power

off when the computer happens

to be winning. It will only stay on

the screen until the power sup-

ply capacitors lose their charge.

Explanation of Error Messages

NF— Not Fair, flashes anytime

you take advantage of the com-

258 • 80 Microcomputing, May 1982

SN—Since Never, flashes when

you create an endless loop.

Since the loop never ends the

computer believes there must

be an error.

RG— Runs Good. This message,

demonstrating computer clair-

voyance, occurs when an excep-

tionally long program works the

first time. Invariably the media

on which you save the program

will self-destruct, forcing you to

retype. Without question, this

second typing will save perfect-

ly, but will be as buggy as a

South American jungle.

OD—Odd Disease. You have

created a bug the likes of which

the computer has never before

encountered.

FC— First Child. This is not really

an error message. It is rather like

playing an adventure in which

the computer offers to sell a clue

for a few points. Here the com-

puter is offering to help you

debug an error, but since pro-

gramming is more serious than

winning an adventure game, the

computer responds accordingly.

OV—-Over Voltage, added to the

computer's list shortly after

TRSDOS became available for

the Model I. The historically

versed user will recall that the re-

lease of TRSDOS was coinciden-

tal with a period of extremely

flaky power.

CM—Out of Mind. The reference

manual calls this an Out-of-

Memory error, actually pretty

close. The true meaning of this

error is ambiguous; it either



refers to a glitch in the machine

or is a response to something the

programmer has asked the com-

puter to do,

UL—Underwriter's Laboratories,

usuaNy refers to an odd modifica-

tion the user has made to the

computer's power supply.

BS— Beyond Stupidity. Most pro-

grammers feel this message is

ttie computer's idea of a mildly

sage is elicited by some odd
command you have given. The

computer wants you to play

Russian Roulette with an auto-

matic pistol.

ST—Start Error. The computer is

telling you this was your first mis-

take. You have two more chances

before seeing the FC message.

CN—Care Not. Indicates you

pushed the computer past the

'.
. . release of TRSDOS was

coincidental with a period

of extremely flaky power. "

obscene comment. They are fool-

ing themselves. It is a caustic

comment about your code.

DD— Double Dead. An error

message indicating the com-

puter has just killed both your

work disk and your backup. Do
not be smug. Even though your

backup was not in the computer,

it has Still bit the dust.

/O—Slash Zero. The computer

was trying to make its output

took sleek by adding slash marks

through the zeros. It sadly

muffed the effort. This error is as

much an apology as anything

else.

ID— Identification. The computer

does not recognize you and de-

mands to know what you have

done with its true owner. Often

this message occurs shortly

after a series of OM messages.

TM— Totally Misplaced. The
computer has lost all your vari-

able pointers or all your vari-

ables. In either case, the effect

is the same.

OS—Out of Sight. If the com-

puter is in a joking mood it will

spontaneously print the OS
message followed by an OM
message. When serious, this

message means the light pen is

not hooked up.

LS— Last Shot. This biting mes-

^See iisl of Adueftiseis on page 354

point where anything matters.

NR— Never Return usually fol-

lows a CN error. The computer
has wandered off into the ozone.

You may have to buy another

machine.

RW— Running Wild. If your com-

puter is literate, it has read the

book by the same name and is

trying to intimidate you. This

message also indicates the

computer is locked into several

simultaneous endless loops.

UE— Unprintable Error. This is

one instance where the reference

manual is correct in name. As to

the cause of this error, due to

publishing restrictions . .

.

MO—The computer is having

trouble with its random number

generator. During a debug opera-

tion, the computer has made it

through eeny, meeny and miney,

and is hanging only on its last

choice.

FD— Found Dead usually fol-

lows an LS message. The error

which precipitates this mes-

sage occurs with novice pro-

grammers prone to taking the

computer a bit too seriously.

There you have it. I hope this

amended list proves as valuable

in your programming efforts as

it has in mine.

MEANS
BUSINESS

D B M 5
A Oairi Base for An Reasons

The Fil« Clerk

(or the

'HS ao' Moods i & .1;

VERSION 5.5

SPECIFICATIONS:

•A rniiiii.|wture li'e manager
•Plus a simple oaia Case |muili-ine data seisi
•Ud to 20 user flefined tieitls

•File tianniing capacity lor jp I0 12000 records

•Files eiierd across multiple Oisketles
Autciniaiic Disk MOUNT reouesis

•Asseml3iy language soils on single and com
bmeo aaia tielOs

• Multiple searcr/cnaineO parameiers
•Fast (KSAM) (ccoro retrieval on sorted keys
•Flenble REPORT GtMERAIOR
•User lilies and pagination

•Compuled Fields

• 140 page MAMUAL

I

DMB5 provides three daia tnanagemenl leaiures

A| A compretiensive tile oianagei" lot detinmg
your records data entry or edil and general
record reineval

|B|A liesiOle report generaloi tor mto'malion
retrieval

I

C) A Simple daia Pase is provided lot more ad
vanced applications wneie data sets invniv

tng tile pairs can tie delmed

PRICES
jffUB ^1 S49iM0Di|
l#OB-illl iXfliMOUiifi

AMS1.0
Apartment Management

System

Ftt.cieiit Piupe'ty Matiagtii'ient

General Ledger Compalibility

PRODUCT BRIEF

I

Written tiy a CAP lof his own property manage-

]
menl cDmcany. Ifiis menu driven syslem pro-

vides a praclical proven melhoD tor etliciently

managing renial property

IREPORIS
LAItKtNIt, Lisisieiiants apt » amour,;

0I rent due date rent was due numoer ot

Oayb late payrrenis on accouni

2 VACANI APARIMtNTS Lisl apis descn
piion of unit dale vacated numOeroldays
vacant

2 SCHEDULE OF RENTS Lists lenants

names (up to 4 per apl 1 type ol unii

amount ol rem and older cnaiges and tfie

lasl monin reni was paid
i SECURITY DEPOSITS Held Dy apartment

b LEASE EXPIRATIONS 01 all uniis in order of

eipiraiion

6 RENT INCREASES hsis dale otiasi increase

plus currenl inloimation

7 ALPHABETICAL lisliiig Ol all lenanis m
Building

8 MAILING LABELS for all lenanis

1 inis aparimeiii management sysiem is a cum
Ipiete package designed lo piomoie ease ot

liiianagemeni Tne reports lisied can Be run at

lany time so ttiere is no aeiay on ciieckmg
Itenanis o< oDlammg any olfier information

I desired

fiedfres tylodei Ml and 132. column prmtei

I

Maintains up to 300 tINITS per idiskeMe

PRICES
UAMS-iII S355
I
Manual Omv S 30

VIEW s29.ao
A SCREEN FORMATER FOR DBMS

Fun CURSOR control

• Proiected fields

• User lorm DESIGN
•File data entry inquiry Sedil

•Eleganl & professional look

• Flashing messages
•C'ecles lormal a-id 'anaorii data files lor DBMS
•Includes DBMS tast|KSAMl masie' 'S)

•View . a conuned basic progran

•Basic source code is included

Hardware
and

T^S 80 IS a im ol Radio Snack lanay Corp
NEWDOS80 IS a Im ol Apparat Inc

TRS232 IS a Tm of Small Sysiem SoUware Co

C € r" S clr t

Software
Pr-oduci;s for- Che THS OD*

Models I a III

203 Arden Street

Glendale Catitornia 912G3

(213) 519-0369 •104

SERIAL I/O

MPR-232

il29 OOtlylODI

S29 00(MODI

AT LAST! A serial im-

put'oulpui interlace

designed 'tor connection

Id IheTRSSO Model I wrth

or without an expansion
interlace

MPR2321 SpeciticatiDhs

•Giilcti tree operation

• Connects witn card edge connectoi

•Baud rales 75-19 ZOU are swiich seieciaDie

•Iniegrai Power Supply included'

•May Oe daisy ctiained with other MPR 232s

The MPR 2321 is oompaiidie wnn Mooel 1 sott

ware including TSHARE Spei;iiy Model I or III

PRICES.
#MPR2321
Assempied and lesied

PC Board Only

«MPR232HI
AssemBied and Tested $5 39 00[fviODiii)

PC Board Ocy $29 OOfMOUIII)

CSTOCK $79.00
A) CSTOCK ntamlams a securities data base
•Maintains daia on up to 3 slock market indexes

•Weekly Slock Oaia (Price Vol . P/E. and Yield]

•Weekly Stock Oplion Daia (Near mid and
Far)

•lv*o years of continuous data per stock

B| CSTOCK is a prolessional technical

analysis tool

•Stock and market averages tiighs and lows
with lespecl to any time span

•Linear regression analysis ol stock Benavioi
versus any ot 3 market indexes

•Sfiorl term Betas computed Istock voiatilily in

terms ot markel relurni

•Daia plolting capaBililies for stoclis and opiions

C) CSTOCK prnvidfls a parametric portfolio

salectian system as an aid in evaluating in-

vestment strategies in relation lo risk

TSHARE 2.0 MULTI-USER

SYSTEM ..^
TRS-80' i^

MODELS

SPECIFICATIONS:
TSHARE IS a multi-tasking operating system tot

two users. 11 patches itself lo your NEWOOS or

TRSDOS SYSTEM TSHAFE allows
simultaneous and separate operations lor two
users wiitim a single computer

AVAILABLE USER MEMORY
ABOVE 7F80 HEX

• 32K IRS 80 iljK FREE
48KTRS-fiO :VKFREt

TIMESHARING MODES:
•Simplex mode wnn ishare 1 3

and 2A Only

•STANDARD MODE With All Sysiems

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT:
•One + Disk Drive

•32K + Memory
SIMPLEX MOOF STA^IDARO MODt
•A Printer •A lermmal
• Small Sysiem 'Radio Stiack s

Sotlware s flS-232 or

TRS232 interlace Micro Protect s

loplionaii MPR-?32

EXECUTION SPEED
STANDARD MODE:

IWithQut Clock Speedup M ods|
•BENCHMARK e.ecuted Dy 2 simultaneous

users 37 sec

• BENCHMARK executed once Dy standard
TRS-80 14 sec

FEATURES:
•Type-attead dutmg Dish I/O IV2 Oniyi

•Communications Between users

•Concurrent execution ot single program
Foreground/Background taSK design

•Address up lo two printers

PRICES:
((TS-13lor TRSDOS 2 J 189 (MOO It

1!& 13 lor NEWOOS 2 1 $89 (MOD
#TS-2fl lor NEWDOS VI $99 (MOD I)

#TS-2ei lor NEWDOS V2 $99tM0DI|
#IS 26111 lor NEWDOS V2 $99 (MOO fill
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TUTORIAL

It has nothing to do with paint.

Model II Primer

Jesse W. Baker

P.O. Box 145

Fort Kent, ME 04743

The Tandy people say they

sell a lot of Model lis, but

from where I sit I sometimes get

the impression that I have the

only one they ever sold.

Does everyone who has a

Model II run only the business

application programs they

bought? Am I the only one who

likes to experiment with this

machine and make it do things

other computers do?

I, too, have bought many pro-

grams that I use, but I also

modify Basic programs, es-

pecially Level II material, to run

on my computer. I have had

some success but I gel bored

and northern Maine gets lonely

at times.

These tips are for the person

who has just bought a Model 11

and is still mystified by some of

its commands. The Model II

owner's manual is full of infor-

The Key Box

Model II

64K RAM
TRSDOS
1 Disk Drive
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mation, but it is useless unless

you are a professional program-

mer, though there are some

things that you can use and un-

derstand if you try.

Skip the first part of the

manual that deals with the op-

erating system except for a few

library commands and utility pro-

grams. Understand the follow-

ing: Copy copies a file; Dir lists

the disk directory; Error displays

error messages; Forms sets the

printer settings; Free displays

disk use map; Help provides help

with TRSDOS commands; Kill

deletes a file; and Lib displays all

library commands.

There are more commands,

but unless you are a serious pro-

grammer, save your energy.

They will frustrate and confuse

you. As you gain experience,

study the rest as you need them.

There are two very important

utility programs: Backup dupli-

cates a disk; and Format pre-

pares a disk to receive data. You

can study the remaining utilities

as the need arises.

The next section of the man-

ual is on Basic. If you have not

used Level II computer Basic,

then buy several good books on

it, study them, and then go to

Model II Basic. Level II Basic

and Model It Basic are similar

and you will find it easy to write

programs with your Model II.

David A. Lien's book about

Basic and the Level II Basic

manual will give you a good

foundation.

if you compare the list of re-

1982

served words from both Basics

you will find that the Model II

has more of them and has omit-

ted some of the Level II words.

Most of the missing words deal

ticular session. You can also

unplug the drive cable from the

CRT and replace the disk termi-

nator plug. Remember the termi-

nator plug!

"Before you can store

this program you must
give it a name ..."

with graphics. The Model II is

not a very good machine for

graphics. You can do graphics

with a Model II but it is not easy.

Read the owner's manual but

not ail at once. Then go back

and read it over again. Again

and again.

Make backup copies of all

your disks. Hide them if you

want to, but make some with all

your work on them. I worked for

three months on an educational

program that I planned to use in

one of my courses, and Inadver-

tently placed other material on

the same disk. I was in the final

stages of debugging it and now

I have to recreate the whole pro-

gram from scratch. I do not even

have a printer copy of it.

Be extra careful if you have

expansion drives hooked up.

Turn the expansion unit on

before you load a disk into drive

0. Otherwise you will destroy

that disk and never be able to ac-

cess any information you have

on it. Turn it on even if you do

not plan to use it during that par-

Next, buy and use a disk drive

cleaning disk. The Inside of the

drives get dirty and this can give

you trouble with some of your

program disks. Have good dust

covers to put over your equip-

ment. They are worth their

weight in gold. These are tough

machines but they have their

limits. Reasonable care will

keep them running for a long

time.

After you have studied the

Basic manuals, or if you want to

go cold turkey in the Model II

Basic, memorize several Basic

commands. The first one is how

to call up Basic correctly. By

correctly, I mean call it up the

way you want to use it. If all you

want is to play at writing pro-

grams and making things hap-

pen on the screen, then you key

in only Basic, but if you want to

use files, follow this procedure:

When you are at the TRSDOS
READY mode, type In the word

BASIC followed by a space, then

a hyphen (-), then the letter F,

then a colon (:), and then a



ARCADE CENTER ir

ALIEN DEFENSE
"1981 Soft Sector Marketing, Inc

Mod I & III Tape $15.95
Mod I & 111 Disk' $19.95

Disk Version Talksi

SUPER VADERS
=1981 Soft Sector Marketing, Inc

Mod I & 111 Tape $15.95
Mod I & III Disk $19.95

- 2 Playei - 10 Levels-

SPACE CASTLE
by Cornsoft Group

Mod 1 & III Tape $15.95
Mod I& III Disk $19.95

AHACK FORCE
by Big 5

Mod I & II Tape $15.95
Mod I8( III Disk" $19.95

METEOR MISSION 2
by Big 5

Mod l& III Tape $15.95
Mod I& III Disk" $19.95

VOYAGE OF VALKYRIE
by Leo Christophetson

Mod I & IN Tape $34.95
Mod I & III Disk $39.95

"These versions save high score to disk

piig|ini

SCARFMAN
"1981 Cornsoft Group

Mod I& III Tope $15.95
Mod I& 111 Disk" $19.95

tDi lOi pOi i(h i4i r(h lOi fOi lOi

ffk A "V ffk m m * *WWWW

GALAXY INVASION
by Big 5

Mod I & III Tape $15.95
Mod I & 111 Disk* $19.95

ROBOT AHACK
by Big 5

Mod I & III Tope $15.95
Mod I & III Disk" $19.95

DEFENSE
COMMAND

by Big 5

Mod I 6(. Ill Tape
$15.95

Mod 1 & II Disk

$19.95

80 SPACE RAIDERS
by Bosen Electronics

Mod I & III Tape
$24.95

CATERPILLAR
'1982 Soft Sector Marketing, Inc

Mod I & III Tope $15.95
ModJ & III Disk $19.95

SPECIAL DEAL - This Month Only
Purchase 1 Game - List Price / Purchase 2 Games - Deduct 10%

Purchase 3 Games - Deduct 15% / Purchase 5 Games - Deduct 20%
- SPECIAL DEAL applies onlv to games purchased at one time, and at list price -

ii

- DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME -

SOFT SECTOR MARKETING/INCORPORATED
6250 Middlebelt • GardenCity. Michigan48135!

Order Line 800-521-6504
^ Michigan Orders & Questions 313-425-4020

^See List ol Adveitiseis on page 354

n' { i.iU only unrt'v l(ii> loiiiTiwin') i o'l'liii; irr, Charge*
1* ' piisrcSs-'dwhrTi shipper! ir.ijrjllv within 4H idiir'. Persona

Checks flfiov^fiippiiiii in'Mnmij ,) wii^f. tu r ifijr C-P;D
cxaer^ are .cert it I ofj rheck or cos'i oniv odi) CI ;j(j M' ifMdfni', nmst niJii A'i, -/jii-, tu.

SHIPPING ft HANDLING- Shipping Charges; ^M'uH thr iniqpf r:mpiini 7% nr ',:-W\ u'".

StipiilateOOttierwiSf- Any oraouccciuca without s(iippinr]0''ifl'wridlirx) will l»'^Mi[>[)iYltretgh

collect Air Mail Shipping oiJlsirtoot North America plunsi' ionri inc (afg'>( cirrnnmi rvi,.

S10 00 Ove'pnvnifnt will tw rptundi'rj
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BASIC is ^ not nearly as slow

as most programmers think.

BASIC Faster and Better shows you how to

supercharge your BASIC with 300 pages of

fast, functions and

subroutines.

You won't find any trivial poorly designed

'check-book balancing' programs in this

book- it's packed with useful programs.

Tutorial for the beginner, instructive for

the advanced, and invaluable for the pro-

fessional, this book doesn't just talk. , . it

shows how! All routines are also available on

disk, so that you can save hours of

keyboarding and debugging.

The # 1 disk BFBDEM contains all the

demonstration programs, and # 2 BFBIIB has

all the library functions,

BASIC Faster & Better is $29.95, and the two

program disks are $19.95 each.

Get the book and/or disks from your local

IJG dealer and B. Dalton bookstores.

number ranging from one to 15

(this number is for the amount of

files you want to open; you can-

not open more than 15).

For example, type BASIC -F:5.

This tells the computer that you

want to open five files.

The next command to memo-

rize is Save. This command
takes whatever you have written

and stores it on the disk. But you

must name the program so you

can call It back out again by typ-

ing the command LOAD.

Suppose you have created a

short program such as the

following:

10 CLS
20 FORI = OTO 1839

30 PRINTCHRS(143);

40 NEXT I

50 PRINT@995,CHR$(32);CHR$(200);

C H R$|32);CH R$(1 97);CH R$(32];CH R$

(204);C HR$(32);CH R$(208):CH R${32]

60 END

Before you can store this pro-

gram you must give it a name,

which Radio Shack Basic will

call the fllespec. Let's call It

Lock-up for fun. To store It on

disk type: SAVE"Lock-Up",A.

The computer automatically

creates a file named Lock-Up

and puts your data there. Do not

leave a space between the word

save and the fllespec; the com-

mas tell the computer that this

Is a name and not a command or

something else, and the A tells it

to store It In ASCII format. If you

leave It out the computer uses a

compressed format. I suggest

that you save everything in the

ASCII format. It will make it

easier when you start to make

your own file formats.

To call this program back type:

LOAD" LOCK-UP". Type In this

short program and try to save it.

To test your success after you

have saved It, type in the com-

mand NEW which erases every-

thing In the memory, then load

the program, and type List

which prints the program on the

screen. To see what that pro-

gram does after you load it, just

type RUN.

Jesse Baker, self-employed,

is working on a graduate degree

in educational computer curric-

ulum development.
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1260 W. Foothill Blvd.

Upland, California 9 1786

(714)946-5805
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MODEL n
USERS

TIRED OF WAITING
FOR DISK FORMATS
AND BACKUPS?

FASTFMT formats and verifies a disk in 43 seconds.

TRSDOS' FORMAT liikps 2'/^ minutes,

FASTBAK copies and vTiifics a full disk In ,'59 seconds |2 drives).

TRSDOS BACKIJP takes 8 minutes.

Ihese utllJIies make everdav data backups a snap and are distributed

on an ft" TKSDOS diskette Ibr s^'Slems with 1 or more drives,

899.95 plus S2.00 shipping VISA/MC

CP/M' SOFTWARE FOR THE MODEL H
Run Model 11 BASIC and VIsiCalc' under CP/M,

Use ttie Magic Wand'' word pnx'essor with the Daisy II printer —
bidirectional priniinj:;. justified proportional spacing, more

Miike fast backups ofyour PST and ATOM system disks.

Write or phone for details.

'TFiSDOS Is a Irademark iif [he Tandy Corp.
'CP/M Is a trademark of DlxHal Research
WlsiCalf Is a trademark of VlslCurp
Ma^lc Wand is a trademark oi Pearhlrec Solrware

The MicToProgrammers
5629 University Way NE

SeattJe,WA98105
(206)525-1466



UTILITIES
TAPE COPY 2
^1981 Soft Sector Morketing. inc

This program will load most any TRS-80 500
Baud svstem tape(standafd Mod i speed) and
load it info memory and save it at either 500 or

1500 Baud on the Mod III NO KNOWLEDGE OF
MACHINE LANGUAGE NEEDED Nowitgivesyou
a way to back up a machine language program
ttiaf loads at the lower speed and mokes
cassette loading into your new Mod HI a mucn
faster more reliable process Wort<swith Modi'
& Mod III

Or^ly . $14.95
'Moo I loads and saves at 500 Baud only

10% OFF
Any Item on This Page

Only

Super Utility Pius
SPECIAL

Was S 125 ,00- Now $50.00
Mod I & III Version

Reduced for Quick Sale!

BUG+
*'1981 by James Limkemann

A S«lt-r«(occit4ng Machin* Languog* MonHor
(or MOD I & III

M961 bvJ Limkemann Bug+isa powerful machine
ioriguage monrtor The one point most improved ovei

other monitOJS. is the tape write Bug+ tiasttie aDiiiiyto

write a "clean' tape (at 500 baud), ttiis rap© will teoa
into ttie TRS-80 under the system command, without

ttie problems previously associated witti ^he volume
setting Regardless whot version oasic vou hove or

whethe'Of notyou have a Radio Shaci< cassefe f ix, This

monitor will rmptove the feiiapiiity of vour cassette by
100% there is also a verify command that worvs the

same as a CLOAD?". except when an error is found,

the memory oddtess and what is found on the tope is

disoloyed

Finally a break point that woiks' When a break point IS

reacned. there is o blinking osfnsk in the bottom (ighf

tiand corner, vou ate able to see what ison ttie screen

before the monilor lakes control Press theenfet keyii^e

screen cleors ond the monitoi comes to lite When you
continue (rom o breakpoint the monitor will restore the

screen first then load the CPU registers and return ro

your orogrom Vou do not lose vour progromon display

orid it ooes worki

Bug+ also has ail Ihe commands of T-Bug, they lusf

wotV better Bug+ loads into low memory, tnen relo-

cates ilself

Mod III has all ttte commands of the Mod I vereion

plus it gives you the obility of reading ot writing 1500
ooudor5C0 baud topes Voucanreadatone'oteond
viite at onoftier fvlod

I or ill 4k both on some 'ape

Cassette $14.95

BOSS III
*t981 Soft Sector Marketing.

For Mod IN

^he
BASIC
OPERATED

:nc. SINGLE
STEPPER

This Machine Language utility is designed to

aid you in creatirig and debugging programs
written m BASIC The utility allows you to trace
the progrom flow, to single step the BASIC
program, to observe the conditionsofvariables

during program execution, and to push your

basic program on the stock dunt^g program
development. The utility is known to operate
with Mod 111, TRS-DOS or Mod III Rom BASIC

Cassette (goes to disk) — . $18.95

TRS-DOS*
COMMENTED
^1982 Soft Sector Marketing. Inc

Mod III Rodio Shock ODerating system Com-
ments on every system files, with a chapter on
how to use some of the DOS calls.

Fixes for your TRS-DOS users. Helpful reference
guide tor experienced machine language
programmers.

A MUST FOR EVERY MOD III OWNERi
List S29.95

Introductory Special

$19.95

Do you reap only mysteries from your
TRS-80 ROMs?
Your book has arrived!

MOD II ROM COMMENTED
Copyfight '1981 Soft Sector MarKetmg, Inc

Not just a (ehosh of old infotmation but detailed
comments on the I^GMs m the latest mochine frorn

"Tandy

List $22.50

ZAPSIT
'1981 by Soft Sector fylarketing. 'he

Written for TRS-DOS & DOSPLUS by Larry Ashmun
Requires 32K Disk- Mod III

Zapsit is a stand alone machine longuoge program that lets you exomine, modify, copy disk sectors and much
more Itdoesnot use any of the resident DOS routines so that you are not limited to the lestnctionsof the patficulat
DOS that you normally use Vou do not hove to nave a system disk m DRIVE once Zapsii is running
Cunently thete ore two versionsofZapsif- one tot use with TRSDOS* and one tot use with DOSPLUS" They ate the

same except in the way that they format a disk and theway that they write OATTA ADDRESSMARKS Because ol the
drffeneces, they are not interchar>gaPle. Wnting to a TRSDOS diskette with the OOSPLUS version (or vice-vetsa)
could make the diskette written too unuseoDle

R)r all disk ooerations you will tse asked a series of questions Each question can be answered by pressing the
ENTER keyor by entering a specific value Pressing the ENTER keywill cause the DEFAULT value to be used All default
values are indicated on the screen at the time tne question is asked
When entering a specificnumbericvolueitisassumed to be DECIfuWL unless and His appended lo the number

When ana H is oDpendeo, the numtoer is assumed to be hexadecimal (Dose 16)

CAPASIUTES
Dtapkiv/Modlfy Dtak S«etDn/M*fnofV. Pnnt to screen onnt »vilt oe asked if you wont ttie unreoooDie sectors reporteo to
sector to onnter Modify m Hex. iVIoOify in ASCI.
Chang* Track ft Sector Umltt. Single derisitv rsad ond
"vnte Double density read and write for 1-SO track, (rom 0-1

8

sectors Sinole and dual sided drives

FormotaOwc. S=3tandard Formot W=Formalwittiout Erase
If yOu press ENTEfJ Oi S vou will oe asked wtiich drive, whot
density After onswenng these questions ZapsitwilHcmot the
disK using the parameters specified As each troct -s tormat-

ttie printet Nowyou con verify ttiat 'he (ormot of vourdiskette
IS in good snaps oelore you cooy youi importont tiles to a
diskette This prevents loosing your acta ttiot you ore trying to
back up
Copy EMfk S«c(ars. Copy disk sectors allows you to Copy
sectors (Single or Double Density) from a disk to ditteient

sec tors on the some disk Copy sectors from a Double Density
Oisk to a different Double Density disk Cooy sectors Irom a

teO oil of tfie sectors ore checkea lor reodobility before the Single Density disk to o oiftetent Single Density disk Copy
next track if formatted Any unreodoDie sectors are repotted sectors from o Single Density Oisk to o DouDie Density disk
but the operation will not be aborted Cooy sectors from a Double Density disk to o Single Densih'

If you type W you will De asked which orive. what density lo disk All copying to a Different oisk must be done on a rwo
use ond if you want ony boo sectors reported to the printer Drive System
Before each track is formatted each readople sector on the 2*raOtokS*e1ora. Zero disk sectors oliowyou to wniea value
trock is read into o nolOing area Unreadobie sectors ore of voui choice to the sectors soecifieO
reported and their holding oreo is zeroeo After ail of 'he R*adaTraelt PeaOing o track oHowsyou to leod on entire
sectors foi a track ore stored "tve trock isreformafted and the
aotd in the holding oreds written to the appropriate sectors
Vmfty a Dl«k. Verily a disk does just that it verifies that every

track info memory, with oil of tneoOdress marks ona informa-
tion thot you don! normally see with a sector read The
output con be to either the screen or onnter

i.

^

sector 5 reodobie Any unreodobie sectors ore reported vou

List S24 95 - Introductory Special $19.95

- DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME - ^
SOFT SECTOR MARKETING/INCORPORATED

6250 Middlebelt • Garden City. Michigan 481 35
Order Line 800-521-6504

^ Michigan Orders & Questions 313-425-4020

^See List of Advertisers on page 354

PAVMINT-paymontaccnptofibv charge peiso"r;irh"CK
ot C O ir; on'y under 'he 'cHow nq cond,tion'. Charge*
processed when sh'coed. usuo'iy ^'thin.:)} ncurs Parsonal
Checks deiay sh'CP'ig. oend nq J we^^ks 10 cioot CO.D.

orders are cen^tied check or cash only, .'idd 51 b^ V, rosidonis must ac!a<l% soles tox

SHIPPING & HANOUNG - Shtpptng Charge*: Send the larger omounr. 2% or 02 50 umpss
stipulated otherwise Any order received without stiippjngand honditngwiiioeshippea freight

collect Air Mall Shtpptng outsifle ot Ncrfh Ametica please send the larger amount- 10% or

SIOCO Overpayment will be refunded

The Quality Continues
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Compute your golf handicap—unless your handicap is

your swing.

Two Stroke a Side

Michael Avery

Avery Computer Services

315 Logan
Roland, iA 50236

People of all ages and ability

levels can enjoy golf. It of-

fers an excellent opportunity to

get a moderate amount of exer-

cise and plenty of fresh air. Golf

offers a measure of competition

not available in most other

sports. Although golfers' abili-

ties vary w^idely, good golfers

can compete on an equal basis

with golfers of lesser ability by

using handicaps.

A handicap is a number re-

flecting the average score a

golfer shoots. When two golfers

of unequal handicap wish to

compete against each other, the

poorer player is awarded a num-

ber of strokes equal to the dif-

ference in handicaps. This al-

lows the two players to compete

on an even basis.

Golf leagues often use handi-

caps to make weekly matches

competitive. To be fair and ef-

fective, scores should be up-

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I or III

16K RAM
Tape or Disk

The number of different ways
to calculate handicaps

is almost as great

as the number of golfers/'

264 • 80 Microcomputing, May 1

dated and handicaps recalcu-

lated weekly. The considerable

amount of record-keeping and

calculation necessary to keep

the handicaps current and ac-

curate is usually dumped on the

league secretary. I will describe

a program that allovi/s the golf

league secretary to keep track

of the scores of league mem-
bers and easily update their

handicaps.

Handicap Calculation

The number of different ways

to calculate handicaps is al-

most as great as the number of

golfers. Some methods are very

simple, while others would tax

the ability of large business

computers. The United States

Golf Association (USGA) devel-

oped the standard method of

computing handicaps. ! used

the method here in a modified

form.

The basis of the USGA meth-

od is the golf course rating. This

is a numerical rating of the

course difficulty. For most

cases, this number is very simi-

982

lar to the course par; in this pro-

gram I used the course par for

the rating.

Once you determine the

course rating, you compute a

number called a differential for

the golfer's scores by subtract-

ing the course rating from each

raw score. The USGA method

uses the golfer's 20 most recent

scores.

Next add the 10 smallest dif-

ferentials to produce a number

that reflects the golfer's average

score. Then compare this num-

ber to a table to determine the

handicap. The look-up table in-

cludes factors such as the in-

creased difficulty in lowering

one's handicap as the handicap

approaches 0.

How to Use the Program

I wrote the program for a 16K

Level II TRS-80. After loading the

program, typing Run clears the

screen and produces program

information for the user. Press-

ing Enter produces the two nec-

essary data entries. You must
enter the par for the course here.

If the course is only nine holes,

enter the same par for front and

back nine. The program is set up

for one golf course only. If you

are using scores from more than

one course, you must use the

same par. After you enter the

course par, enter the league

name. The league name is a

header for the handicap display,

so no harm will come to the pro-

gram if you do not give a name
(hit Enter).

The rest of the program is

menu driven (see Fig. 1). You

select program options by enter-

ing the appropriate number. See

Fig. 2 for examples of typical

data entry procedures. All data

entries are tested for errors.

The menu options should pro-

vide the user with all needed

manipulations.

When you run the program for

the first time you will enter the

names of all league golfers.

Keep the length of each name to

12 characters or less. Once this

is done, you can display or mod-

ify scores for each golfer.

Figure 2 also shows the for-

mat the program uses to display

(1) Cassette Data Input

(2) Cassette Data Oulpul

(3] Add Names
(4) Delete Names
(5| Display One Entry

(6) Update All Scores

(7) Calculate and Display Handicaps

(8) Change Data for One Golfer

Figure 1



BUSINESS F
LAZY WRITER®

Lazy Writer is the most advanced word processing system on the
market for the TRS-80 Mod I & III your money can buy,

I ^^—1 I
I Reviewershavestoted time and time again that Lazy Writer® is: easy

LuZiM I
''"^ '-'^®' "1"^® most advanced, and has more features than other^ ' systems.

Organized, well-thought-out add-on options make this program
better supported than any other system.

If you are looking for

The Finest In Word Processing Systems you can . .

.

1, Purchase and examine all other word processing programs on the market, and then
purchase Lazy Writer® or . . .

2, You can purchase Lazy Writer® first, If s your moneyl

Lazy Writer® Mod I or III

$175.00
'Requires 2 Disk Drives to convert only.

ELECTRIC WEBSTER
Spelling Ctiecker
A product of Comucopio Software

Sori of MICRO PROOF
EASY TO USE

• EASY TO USE

• 50.000 WORD VOCABUI^RY & EXPANDABLE
• RECOGNIZES PREFIXES & SUFFIXES

• REQUIRES ONLY 32K OF MEMEORY & 2 DISK DRIVES

• AFFORDABLE & AVAILABLE IN THREE FORMS: fully

independent program to identifv errors; independent
program to identify and correct errors; or with a
conversion program that will permit ELECTRIC WEBSTER
to operate from within.

Was Now Only
Basic Electric Webster S125,00 $89.50

v^ith Correcting Feature $149.00
Special Lazy Writer® Version S189.00 $149.50
with Correcting Feature works

from within Lazy Writer®

GUARANTEE
If you purchase a

Business Program from
Soft Sector Marketing, Inc.

and for any reason you
ore not satisfied,

you may return (within 30
days of purchase)

for a refund
(less 10% restocking charge)

Proportional Spacing Option

r Now Avallabiel
For

DoisyWheelll Printer . . . Only$29.95

Centronics 737/739/LPfV, . , OnlyS29.95

NEW Epson MX80
with Graftrax Only S24.95

THE COMPLEAT
IDIOTS

BOOKKEEPER
Turn your baskets full of receipts

into one super organized
group of paper work.

If your income tax was a pain
you didn't have

The Complect Idiots Bookkeeper!

Mod I& III -$49.95
FREE Overview Available

MAKEV.C.
Changes files to VISI CALC interchangeable fromat or V.C. file

into The Compleat Idiots Bookkeeper readable files

Mod I& III- Only $24.95

SPEClAi,

Purchose The Compleate Idiots Bookkeeper
the year-round bookkeeper wtth outstanding features

at regular price and receive Make V.C
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

- This Month Only -

- DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME -

SOFT SECTOR MARKETING,INCORPORATED
6250 Middlebelt • Garden City, Michigan48135

Order Line 800-521-6504
^ Michigan Orders & Questions 313-425-4020

-See Lis! oI Adverlisers on page 354

PAYMENT- [.riymontticcon'cclnvcnri'niv D'"'ir.^'no
--"

or COi; onlv undor the toUDWing cc:"i'1]:ioris

,J'~ processed whe'i sri
I
niiKPd usuaiv^i"^"^'^^ 'i^"^ Petsoool

Checks delov shippiriQ pendmg 3 weekstoclfor C.O.O.
iiniri , ci'f t-oil'lir-!) check or ccish only add 31 SO M. teiidents must add ^'t, sales !a»

SHIPPING ft HANDLING - Shipping Chorges: Send ine laigoi cmounl 2% or ::' 50 i.,:vri',

:itipul(i!r'dothi;rwiv' AnyordeT received withoulshipomg and'hondiinQWiH be shipped treighl

collect Air Mail Shipping oulsrde o* North AryK^ncd pi(:ase send the ln^^^ n—nn' 10". '
S10 00 Ouerpov'mfvri' wi>i t"^ letundod
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an individual golfer's data. The

program saves only 10 scores to

minimize memory usage and

cassette storage. Each score is

prefixed by F for a front nine

score or B for a back nine score.

If 10 scores are on file and you

enter a new score, the oldest

score is bumped off the list and

lost. The program uses only the

most recent scores.

This system uses only nine-

Program Listing

GOLF LEAGUE HANDICAP
BY MIKE AVERY

COPYRIGHT 1981
PROGRAM LENQTH-5.9K

10
20 '

30 '

40 '

50
6B
70 ' PROGRAM USE INSTRUCTIONS
80 CLS:PFINT' GOLF LEAGUE HANDICfiPER' : PRINT
90 PRINT'THIS PROGRAM WILL ALLOW THE GOLF LEAGUE SECRETARY TO KE
EP
TRACK OF THE SCORES OF UP TO 40 LEAGUE MEMBERS. THE HANDICAPS
CAN BE CALCULATED FOR THE MEMBERS AT ANY TIME.")
100 PRINT: PRINT" DATA THAT MUST BE ENTERED IS THE PAR FOR THE FRO
NT AND
BACK NINE AND THE LEAGUE NAME. AFTER ENTRY OF THE
INFORMATION, ALL DATA MANIPULATION IS CONTROLLED USING A
PROGRAM 'MENU"
110 PRINTjPRINT'FOR cassette STORAGE, A C-20 TAPE WILL STORE 40
NAMES
A C-90 TAPE IS NEEDED TO STORE THE SCORES. IF THE LEAGUE HAS
MORE '

;

120 PRINT" THAN 40 PEOPLE, SPLIT THE DATA UP INTO GROUPS OF 40,
AND USE ONE SET OF CASSETTES FOR EACH GROUP,"
130 PHINT:INPUT"HIT 'ENTER' TO CONTINUE" ;ANS
140 CLEAR 1000:DIM TM* { 20) ,NAS (50) ,DI% [ 50 ,20)
150 IS="###":F1-1
160 CLS:PRINT§515,"", !INPUT"ENTER PAR FOR THE COURSE <FRONT,BACK
>";F9,B9
170 CLS!PfiINTe515,"";:INPUT'ENTER LEAGUE NAHE-,LNS
180 MENU
190 CLStPBINT'MENU FOR 'HANDICAP'*
200 PBINT'YOUB OPTIONS ARE :

" ! PRINTSTRIKGS (64 ,
"

.
"

)

210 PRINT'l—CASSETTE DATA INPUT"
220 PRINT"2—CASSETTE DATA OUTPUT"
230 PRINT"3—ADD NAMES"
240 PRINT"4~DELETE NAMES"
250 PRINT"5—DISPLAY ONE ENTRY"
260 PRINT"6— UPDATE ALL SCORES"
270 PRINT- 7—CALCULATE AND DISPLAY HANDICAPS"
280 PRINT"8—CHANGE DATA FOR ONE GOLFER"
290 PR1NTSTRINGS(64,",")
300 INPUT-ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION"jAN
310 IFAN<1 OR AH>8THEN190
320 PRINT'FUNCTION "fAN;" SELECTED, PRESS 'ENTER' TO START, 'N'
TO ABORT";
330 ANS=INKEYSiIFANS-""THEN330ELEEIF ANS-"N"THEN190
340 IF AN=1THENF1 = 1ELSEIFAN'-2THENF1=2
3 50 0NANG0SUB3 90, 390, 840, 1650, 370, 890, 1010, 650
36 GOTO190
370 CLS:INPUT"ENTER GOLFER NUMBER"| 1% : IFI%>LN%THEN370ELSE

GOSUB770:PRlNTe960,"";!lNPUT"HIT 'ENTER' TO CONTINUE",
ANS; RETURN

3 80 ' CASSETTE I/O
390 CLS;ONF1GOTO400,530
400 PRINT-PLACE 'NAMES' TAPE IN RECORDER, REWIND AND HIT 'ENTER'

410 INPUTAN5:CLS:PRINT"READING NAMES PLEASE STAND BY"iLN*-B
420 LN%=LN*+1
430 INPUT#-1,NAS(LN%) :IF KA5{LNt} -END'THEN 440 ELSE 420
440 LN*:-LN%-1
450 CLS:PRINT"PLACE 'SCORES' TAPE IN RECORDER, REWIND AND HIT
'ENTER'"
460 INPUTANS:CLS:PRINT"READING SCORES PLEASE STAND BY"
470 F0BI%-1T0LN*
480 FORJ%=1TO10
490 INPUT«-1,DI»[I%,J%)
50 NEXTJ%
510 NEXTI%: RETURN
520 '

530 CLE:PRINT"REWIND 'NAMES' TAPE, SET UP FOR 'RECORD' AND HIT
'ENTER'";INPUTANS
540 CLS I PRINT "RECORDING NAMES"
550 I%=1
560 IF I*>LN% THEN PRINT#-1 ,"END" :GOTO580
570 PBINT#-1,NAS(I%) : I%^I%+1 :GOTO560
580 CLS:PRINT"REWIND 'SCORES' TAPE, SET UP FOR 'RECORD' AND HIT
'ENTER' ";INPUTANS:CLS:PRINT"PRINTING SCORES—PLEASE STAND BY"
590 FQRI*=1T0LN%
600 FORJ%=1TO10
610 PRINTI-1,DI%[I»,J»)
620 NEXTJ%
630 NEXTI%: RETURN
640 ' CHANGE DATA FOR ONE ENTRY
650 CLE:INPUT"ENTER GOLFER'S CODE NUMBER";J*
660 IF J%>LN* OR J%<1 THEN650
670 CLS;I%=J%:GOSUB770!J%=I*
680 PRlBTe44e,"",iINPUT"ENTER NUMBER<1-10> OF DATA TO CHANGE"jL%

690 IF L%<1 OR L%>10 THEN680
700 PRINTe576,"";:PRINT"ENTEB DATA AS <F OR B, SCORE>
FOR EXAMPLE—F, 49" , ; INPUTANS,SC%
710 IF SC%<25 OR SC%>150THEN700
720 IF LEFTS(ANS.1)''"F"THEN 740
730 IF LEFTS[ANS,1)=-B"THENSC%=-1*SC%
740 '

750 DI%(J«,Lft)=SC%:GOSUB770;PRINTe960,""; !INPUT"HIT 'ENTER' TO C
ONTINUE ; AS : RETURN
760 ' DISPLAY ONE ENTRY ON SCREEN
770 CLS:PFINT," DATA FOR "fNAS(I%)," FOLLOWS:",
780 PRINTei28,'12345678
9 10-
790 PRINTei92,STRINGS(64,"-")

f

800 FORJ%=iTO10:IF SGN(DI% (1% ,J») )<0THENPRINT"B/" , ELSEPRINT'F/"
;

810 PRINTUSINGISlABS[DI%[I%,J%)) , SPRINT" ,:NEXTJ%
820 RETURN

830 ' ADD NAMES TO LIST
840 LN%=LN%+1
850 CLS!PRINT"ENTER NEW NAME, <LAST NAME. FIRST INITIAL>
FOR EXAMPLE 'JONES. J' ",! PRINT: PRINT: INPUTNAS(LN%)
860 PRINT"YOU HAVE ENTERED THE NAME " JNAS (LN») ,

" , IS IT RIGHT?
(V/N)
870 INPUTANSlIFLEFTS(ANS,l)-"Y"THENRETURN ELSE85B
880 ' UPDATE SCORES
890 CLS
900 F0RI*=1T0LN%
910 GOSUB770
920 PRIHTe704,""jiPRIHT'ENTER DATA IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT: <LE
TTEB,SCORE>
LETTER: E-EXIT TO MENU N-NEXT PLAYBF. , . P-FRONT NINE...

B-BACK NINE..."
930 INPUTAN$,SC%
949 IFLEPTS{AH5,1)-"E"THENBETURN
950 IFLEFTS{ANS,1)-"N"TBEK990
968 IFLEFTS(AHS,1)-"B''THEKSC*—1*SC%
970 F01«»-9T01STEP-1:DI%(I%,K%+1)-DI%(I%,I!%) jSEXTKi
980 DI*(I%,l)=SC*!GOT09ie
990 HEXTI%:RETURN
1000 ' DISPLAY ROUTINE
1010 CLS
1020 PRINT§20, "HANDICAPS FOR ",LNS
1030 PRINTe65,"NAME HANDICAP"
1B40 PRINTei29,STRINGS[63,"-')
1050 LC%-ljI%=l
1060 PRINT? ( 193+6 4»LC%) , "" , : PRINTUSING"% %"fNAS(I%) f"

"t :GOSUB1110:IFM*<2THENPRINT"LESS THAN 2 HOUNDS" ELSEPRINTHC
1070 LC%=LC%+l!l%=I%+l
1080 IFI%>LN%THEN1NPUT"HIT 'ENTER' WHEN DONE" ; ANS:RETURN
1090 IF LC%>19TBENINPUT''HIT 'ENTER' FOR NEXT PAGE OF DATA"fANS

:LC»=1:FORJK=193TO1000:PRINT§JK," " , : NEXTJK
1100 GOTal060
1110 REM HANDICAP CALCULATION ROUTINE
1120 FORH = 1TO10:T«%[L%) =0:NEXTL%: ' FILL TEMPORARY ARRAY
1130 FORL%-1TO10
1140 GOSUB 1600:' CHANGE RAW SCORE TO DIFFERENTIAL
1150 NEXTL%
1160 REM
1170 M%=0
1180 FORL%-lTO10!lFTM%(L%)<>fl THEN M%=M»+l! 'NONZERO ENTRIES CNT
1190 NEXTLK
1200 REM
N= # OF DIFFERENTIALS TO AVERAGE

1210 IF H%<2 THEN 1280
1220 IF M%=2 THEN N%=1
1230 IF M%''3 OR M*-4 THEN N%-2
1240 IF M»=5 OR M»=6 THEKH»=3
1250 IF M*-7 OR M»=8THENN»'=4
1260 IF M%=9 OR M%=lfl THENN%=5
1270 GOTO 1290
1280 HC=0:R£TURN
1290 REM GO TO CALCULATION ROUTINE
1300 GOSUB1360:' SORT TH()
1310 SHt=0
1320 FOB L%=1T0N%:SM%=SM%+™%(L%) :NEXTL%
1330 SM-(SM%/N*)*10
1340 GOTO1500
1350 RETURN
1360 REM SORT ARRAY IN ASCENDING ORDER
1370 REM H"» OF NON-ZERO ENTRIES
1386 REM SF=SWAP FLAG, 1 IF A SWAP WAS MADE
1390 SF%=0
1400 FORL%=1TOM%-1
1410 IF ™%(L%)<TM%[L%+1) THEN 1460
1420 NEXTL%
1430 IP SF%-1 THEN 1390
144B RETURN
1450 REM
1460 SF%=1
1470 TX%-TM%(L») :TY%=TM%(L*+1)
1480 TM»(L«)=TY%:TB%(L%+1)=TX»

1490 GOTO H20
1500 REM HANDICAP LOOKUP ROUTINE
1518 REM HC-HANDICAP
1520 REM SM-SUM OF DIFFERENTIALS
1530 RESTORE:HC-0:IF SM>35B.8 THEN HC-35 iGOTO1350
15 40 READ DL
1550 IF SM<DL THEN 1350
1566 HC-HC+liGOTO1540
1570 DATA 5.8,17.6,29.4,41.1,52.9,64.7,76.4,88.2,99.9,111.7,123.
5

1586 DATA 135.2,147,158.8,176.5,182.3,194.1,205.8,217.6,229.4,24
1.1
15 90 DATA 252.9,264.7,276.4,288.2,299.9,311.7,323.5,335.2,3 47,35
8.8
1600 SC%-DH(I%,L%)
1610 IF SC%-0THEHRETURN
162B IFSC»<eTHENTM%[L%) »ABS(DI%[I»,L%))-B9 ELSE TM% (L%) -DI% [ 1% ,L
%)-F9
16 30 RETURN
1640 ' DELETE NAMES
1650 CLS:1NPUT"ENTER NAME TO DELETE" ,ANSi I*''0
1660 1%-It-fl
1670 IF NAS!I%) -ANSTHEN1690
1680 IF H>LN% THEN1750ELSE1660
1696 F0RJ%'=I*+1T0LN*:NAS(JS-1)=NAS(J%] jNEXTJ*
1700 F0RJ%=1T0LK%
1710 FOBK%»1TO10
1720 DI%[J%-1,K%) =DI%(J%,K*)
1730 NEXTK*
1740 NEXTJ*jLN»=LN%-1:RETURN
1750 INPUT'NAME NOT POUND, DO YOU WANT TO TRY AGAIN? (Y/N)",ANS
1760 IF LEFTS{ANS,1)="Y"THEN1650ELSERETURN
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BUSINESS c

^O^^* The Ultimate in Mailing Packages
POSTMAN MASS MAILING SYSTEM

®1982 Alger Software, Distributed exclusively by Soft Sector Marketing. Inc.

Forthe serious businessman who has as little as 1 00 name mailing list or200,000 names,
THERE iS ONLY ONE SYSTEM FOR YOU!

FEATURES OF THE NEW POSTMAN MASS MAILING SYSTEM

The Postman svstem(version 2) is an almost COMPLETE rewrite, rethink, redesign of the originoi POSTMAN. The monyfeaturesof the
new POSTMAN system ore quickty outlined below
MUITI-DMVI - Tiue multi-drive operation is cossibie POSTMAN will seaich oti dnves tof

address Mes ond connect them together into one large IHe lor itie duration of itiat sesaion.

Once POSTMAN has found the doto tiles on ttie diski nie ooerator "sees lust ONE
CONTIGUOUS sorted list of addresses. The ooerotor does not need to tell POSTMAN wtien to

"switch" drives or manuoily swap" sectbns of ttie date file in ond out o' the comoutefs
memoiv This is the torernost omong the list ot features because of its relative uniquensis
omong rnaii list handlers written for ttie TT?S-80

UUKM un SUPPORT- The multhdnve operation allows the usof to occess doto files on ALi

configured drr^es CONCUR(!ENTL¥ (ol ttie SAME time) tot truly lorge mailing lists. Files need
not be sectioned into smaller "byte size" chunks to tit into memory

HARD IHSK SUPPORT - (HARD DISK POSTMAN only) The FULL utiliiotion ot the sDOce and
speed of the new hard disk drives is possible with POSTMAN For enampie. a 7 5 megabyte
drive can be configured to hold olmost 60.000 labels. Multiple hard drives can be accessed
CONCUfJRENTLV ollowing 200.000++ entry mailing lists

FORM UTTIRCAPAIIUTV- With the purchase of the separate POSTRITt program, theuser IS

provided with an easy to use foim letter generator which will merge a generalized letter

produced fromaword processing system(ie LAZVWI5ITiR,etc ) withthenameandaddress
information from the POSTMAN MASS MAILER data base. POSTWRITER allows the user lo

insert any fiek3 from a POSTMAN kabel entry anywhere in the letter

MINUOPIRATION-Asyou would in a restaurant choose your dinner from a list (or MENU)
POSTMAN will allow you to direct its actions Dv selecting from various menus that it will

display A complete discussion ot each menu is presented in the monual.

INSiRF-NewnamescahDequickiyodaed to your list at any time Ttie new adctfesses ate

placed into the file m their proper sorteO order eiiminoting the i^eed for a seporate sort

operation after entering o stock ol new names POSTMAN will alk^w the operator to enter a
"batch of labels without returning to the control menu between each label insertion, thus

speeding entry ond reducing the aggrovation ot extro menu control keystrokes.

OHfTE - Names con be removea at any time when they are no longer needed

iWT- Information in any name entry can be quickiv changed at will with "word processor"

'

eose A transparenf cursor simply ismcwed totheiobeidispiayedon thecompulerscreen
ana corrections ore lUst typed ov«r ttie existing label 11 you happen to cfiongeoliek] which

isalso used aso sort key. POSTMAN will automaticallymove the changed lobel lo its correct

position in the list to maintain the sorted arrangement of the labels

OVIRIAV-When idehtcoi chongesore needed on many addresses, the OVERLAV feature

can make them with one keystroke The needed changes which are common to many
labels are entered info the 'overlay mask" When vou wish to apply thesecommon chonges
to any label, one command will do it

SORT - Arrange your list in any aiDtiobetic or numeric order The orderii^ may use one or

moretieWstocontrol thesort A machine language heap sorlassuresfastexecution Thesort

need only be performed once, the sorted list will stay sorted through oil subsequent

insertions, deletions, ond chdnges to enisling labels. NO NEED to leave the POSTMAN
program to use a sepotate program to sort your data Vourdata is sorted quickly and after

sort completion POSTMAN is ready for your next commana'

IDEAL SYSTEM

SPECIAl STRfET AOORISS SORT - For the user with mony adoresses on the same street.

POSTMAN will sort your entries Dy the house NUMBER after grouping those on the same streel

together Local city lists con be quickly sortea to aid post odice dispatching

PUROE - Unwanted duplicate addresses con oe removed from your list automaiicoiiy or

under operator control

SEARCH - Any adaress in your list con be quickly found with fost search and positioning

commandi Three difletent types of searches ore prcf^ided A "fasi" search which uses a
hashing technique, a "selective seauentiaf search lor labels with common fields ond
quick" positioning using thefirstotmqjor sort field to get you into the general ballpark" ot

a label or sequence of lobeis

LAin. PRINTINO- One. a tew or all oddiesses in your list can bepnntedonstandordornorv
stonaqra k^bei stock Up to 6 lobeis across can be printed with a formot you con eosilv

control TWO user delinable'ATTTy lines ore providea for ony use Labelsconoeonntedfrom
many of POSTMANs menui search, edit or during label insertion

EFFICIENCY - POSTMAN is written in the mochine s native language to gam the full

aovontoge ol 'he microcompuiers speed Extensive use o( program segmentation
reduces the amount ot use RAM needed to hold the Drogrom allowing o gieoter number
labels to be kept in core, resulting in foster operation Little used routines need only be
brought into merrior/when they ore needed and once through with then task, release their

space Dock to POSTMAN

REPORT UST1NOS- A special pfogrom to produce columnor listings of address data from

your label aatq oqse is ptovided. you can easily specify the mlormotion to be printed

DATA DISC MEROIHO- Labels con be quickly transferred from one disk to onother with the

PSTMERGE program callable ttom the nxiin POSTIvlAN SVSIEM menu Source and destination

anves needed not be separate drives prompts to exchange diskettes if the same drive is

used, are piovided

DATA DISK PREPARATION UTIUTY - Provided with POSTMAN is the DPDEP program which

allows the userloprepdre a flocoy/riqid disk tor use with POSTTvlAN This easy to use utility con

be tokU to Drepore any oortion ol the available space on o disk

DATA INTEORITY- All data translers to the disk lilesore made using special writecommands
which I nstructs the operating system to check the voliOity of EACH write to the disk

DATA OUARD' - i5 a special pfogromming technique onry offered by Soft Sector

Marketing nc if by c^'^once your machine resets while wiifmg information to the disk, you
only 'OSe 'he information Ifiot you were wnting your files ore always orotocled from the

aonger of kjsing oil the work that you hove put in thai doy ^JO OTHER PROGRAM ON IHe

MARkE' OffERS THIS PROTECTION It vou reset with ANVBODYS MAILING PACKAGE DURING
WRITING you would destroy your ENTIRE ddtadisk iWecan i stop yourmochine from tailing

but we can protect your dato

Mod 111 48K 1-40 Track Drive • 2-80 Track Dual Headed Drives • Dosplus or Newdos-80 Operating Systems
Gives space for over 1 1 ,000 names - 5 second average name insettion - time sorts all 1 1 ,000 names m less than 4 minutes

•Special version to work on Dosplus dO Hard Disk operating system.

Standard Version

Only $125.00

- Overview Available -

The POSTMAN system requires Mod I or Mod 111, 48K, 2 disk drives minimum.

Standard Version with For DOSPLUS Hard Disk

POSTWRITER form letter writer 4.0 Operating System

$175.00 $225.00

- DEALCR INQUIRIES WELCOME -

SOFT SECTOR MARKETINQ/INCORPORATED
6250 Middlebelt • Garden City, Mictiigan 481 35

Order Line 800-521-6504
^ Michigan Orders & Questions 313-425-4020

i^See List of Advertisers on page 354

PAYMENT- pay menncC'-?D'cdcvc"atcie c-^rsonr-;^--.?'

cr C C iJi cnv uriaei f^e 'ciicwin:^ cc-d.'cns Charges
_ " D'ccessea wnen ^hoced ^suciv wit'-in-ifl -"Curs Peftonal

Checks ijoiav sn pcnq oe'-a ng 3 weeas 'c c eo' C.O.O.
oiaet'j aie canr.ca cecK or ^asn only aac. 31 SJ M- ''iidi^nts rrius' add -;% Mes 'di

SHIPPING & HANDLING - Shipping Charges; Send the larger cr^cur-.t 1% cr ".2 5C ur '?S5

stiou G'e-aotner\M'SC An vorceiieceiveawitnouishipDing ana nanalingwiUDesniDDed freight

collect Air Mail Shipping outside ot North America please sena Ihe larger amount 1 0% cr

jlOCU Gverpavment w.ii ut; returidea
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hole scores. Although the USGA
system requires 18-hole scores,

most small leagues play 9-hole

matches; handicaps based on

9-hGle scores are more useful.

In addition, the USGA system

does not calculate a handicap

until a golfer turns in five or

more scores. I have observed

that many league members play

very little golf, but would stili

like to have a handicap. My pro-

gram requires only tv\/o 9-hole

scores to calculate a handicap.

Although not as accurate as the

USGA method, I thinl< this is a

fair compromise for small

leagues. I will discuss methods

of estimating handicaps using

only one score later.

When you enter players'

scores the required format is 11-

Option—

3

ENTER NEW NAME, ,LAST NAME.FIRST INITIAL

FOR EXAMPLE JONES.J'

? AVER¥.M_

Options—5,6

1

DATA FOR AVERY.M FOLLOWS:

3 4 5 6 7 10

B/ 46 B/ 54 F/ 44 F/ 43 B/ 51 Fl 48 F/ 47 B/ 43 F/ 44 F/

ENTER DATA IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT: LETTER,SGORE

LETTER; E-EXIT TO MENU... N-NEXT PLAYER. ..RFRONT NINE...

B-BACK NINE...EXAMPLE F,45

7_

Figure 2

lustrated in Fig. 2. For any of the

entry options, a number is nec-

essary after the comma even if

it is meaningless (for example,

Exit to menu).

In the usual operating mode

the user vi'iil sequentially update

all players' scores using the

(N,x) option to step to the next

set of data. You can correct mis-

takes in the data by selecting

menu Option 8. In this mode, the

data for one golfer (you must

know the player's number) is

displayed and you are prompted

for the number of the wrong

data. You replace the incorrect

data by using the data entry pro-

cedure described above.

Once you have updated the

data for all golfers, menu Op-

tion 7 will display the golfer's

name and handicap. This op-

tion displays 10 entries on the

screen at one time. After the

user records the data, pressing

Enter will display the next 10 en-

tries. If less than two scores are

entered for a golfer, that mes-

sage will appear in place of the

AN$ Temporary answers to prompts

F9,B9 Par for front and bacK nine

LN$ League name
LN% Number of golfers

NA$0 Names array

Dl»<,0 Two-dimensional array of scores

sc% Raw scores

1$ Format string for data display

HC Calculated handicap

LC% Line counter for data display

TM%0 Temporary array for storage and sorting

M% Number of non-zero data entries in array

SM% Sum of differentials

TX%,TY% Temporary storage for swapping during sort

Table 1

Z8 BASIC
COMPUTER/CONTROLLER

As featured in

Byte Magazine, July and August 7981

• On board tiny BASIC Interpreter.

•2 on board parallel ports.

•Serial I/O port

• 6 interrupts.

•Just attach a CRT terminal and
immediately write control programs

in BASIC.
• BAUD BATES 110-9600 BPS,
• Data and address buses available for

124K memory and I/O expansion.
• 4K RAM, 2716 or 2732 EPROM
operation

• Consumes only 1 V? WATTS
Z8 Basic Microcomputer/Controller

Assembled & Tested $195.00

Complete Kit $165.00

Universal Power Supply

( + 5. 4-12,&-12v) $ 35.00

Z6 iS a trademark of Zilog Inc

SWEET-TALKER,
IT GIVES YOUR COMPUTER

AN UNLIMITED VOCABULARY.

As Featured In

Byte Magazine, September 1981

• Utilizes VOTRAX SC-01A speech
synthesizer chip.

• Unlimited vocabulary.

• Contains 64 different phonemes
which are accessed by an 8-bit code,

•Text IS automatically translated into

electrically synttiesized speech.
• Parallel port driven or

Plug-in compatible with APPLE II.

• On board audio amplifier,

•Sample Program for APPLE II on

cassette

SWEET-TALKER
Assembled and Tested
Parallel Port Circuit Card $139
APPLE II Plug-in Card $149

VOTRAX is a trademark of Federal Screw Works

To Order: Call Toll Free - 1-800-645-3479

(In N.Y. State Call: 1-516-374-6793)

For Information Call: 1-516-374-6793

DISK-80
EXPANSION INTERFACE

FOR THE
TRS-80 MODEL I

As Featured In

Byte Magazine, March 1981

• Disk controller (4 drives)

• Hardware data separator

• Buffered TRS-bus connector
• Real-time clock

• Printer port (optional)

DISK 80ASSEMBLED & TESTED
vi/ith 32K RAM $329.95

Centronics Printer

Port add S 50.00

DISK-80 pc board $ 48.00

Printer/Power Supply

pc board $ 16.00

Complete Kit with 32K

RAM and Printer Port $275.00

TRS-80 is trademark of Tandy Corp.

MICROMINTINC.
917 Midway
Woodmere, N.Y. 11598
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CX>LOR COMPUTER

MASTER CONTROL
Copyright ^'1981 Soft Sector Marketing, Inc. - Written by A. Schwart7

Requires 16'32K

1

.

50 preprogrammed command l<eys. Standard
and Extended command.
2. Direct control of motor, trace, and audio from
keylooard.

3. Automatic line numbering.

4. Programmable Custom Key.

5. Direct Run Button,

6. Keyboard overlay for easy program use.

7. Easy entry of entire commands into computer,

Load Master Control into your machine then
either type in a BASIC program or load one in

from tope to edit. Cuts programming time by
50% or more.

$24.95

Top* 4 T<itM4
Keys ilk NE GraptiiCE 16k EXI

Bagels iu rJE Songs 16k EXI

Find 1(S1- NE Joy 16k i-XI

Darts 4V NE Mortgage 16k FX1

Motor AV NE Checkbook 16k EX1

Bombet dk NE Diaw 1 16k EXI
RKJtball 1AI- EXT Moms 16k FXI

Kapow dk NE Sound 16k FXI

DoOge dk NE Top* 5
Top* 2 Ram 16k MA
Bounce 16k EXT Troce 16k MA
Tank .IVk EXT MMaster 16k Mfi.

One Ann 4k NE Demo 16k NE
Cnute l^k EXT Disossembtef 16k NE
\Miefe IS ii Iftk EXT Basbug 16k NE
Lunat LanOei 1<Sk EXT Otimlow dk NE
Slocl; Madiet dk NE Con\«ft dk NE

Top* 3 Drawe(2 32k fcXl

Multiply 1ftk EXT Degrees NE

Divide 1(Sk EX! Top* 6
Add Sub liSk EXT Hufdiet :VA EXI

Simple Simon dk NE EntfQp 16k EXI
Hongmon liSk NE Seojcti 16k NE
BeasI liSk NE Flip Fbp' 16k EXI
Count Down dk NE Lost Alcm 16k EXI

Acev 16k NE Attack 16k EXI
Genie 16k NE Cartel" 32k EXI
Protecl 16k EXT

MA = Mochirte language
NE = ^Jon Extended Basic

EXT = Exterided Basic

List , ,
$4"9,95

6 Cassettes - Disk version available
soon.

- DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME -

SOFT SECTOR MARKETING,INCORPORATED
6250Middlebett • Garden City, Michigan 481 ^6'

Order Line 800-521-6504
^ MichiQgn Orders & Questions 313-425-4020

'See t/s( ol Advertisers on page 354

PAVMiNT-paymentaccepliKili'.Thrir:)'' poiiirvi' r •

or COfi only unae' tn.' toiiowirn corKl.dons Charges
O'ocessed whon snippea usually wiin"i-lrt nour^ PeFsonal
Checte' delay shipping ponamq 3 kweonslocioo' CO.O,

orders are certitied'cnock or casti only add SI 60 Mi lesiaonti rnusi ao'J -I't, ia'"s ui.

SHIPPINGS HANDLING- Shipping Chaiges: Send the iniger am.Dunr ?% o- '.-. I': :rv-,,
stipulated otherwise Any order receiued witnoul shipping onananriiin-j will bo shujivr! height
colled Air Mail Shipping outsidu o( North Anienra plfasc send Ine itjigor am^AJr'.t ,.'; ;!

S1DO0 Ovcrtraymenl will Dp refunded

The Quality Continues
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handicap, and you will have to

estimate the goiter's handicap.

The golfer might estimate his

score before the round, subtract

par from the estimate and multi-

ply the difference by .8. The re-

sult will be a handicap that he

can use for that round. After the

round, if the actual score was

off from the estimate by more

than two strokes, recalculate

the handicap using the actual

score.

When the user finishes with

the program, he saves the data

on cassettes using Option 1. A
normal data cassette is suffi-

cient for the names tape; a mini-

num of aC-90 is required for the

scores. Although the computer

memory limitations allow about

100 names and data, the cas-

sette storage for this much data

would be excessive. I felt that 40

golfers was a good compro-

mise. If your league has more

than 40 members, you can run

the program twice.

Final Thoughts

When I designed the program.

I made several trade-offs to

minimize memory and cassette

usage. I used integer variables

extensively for this reason. You

cannot use different course

scores as the data would be

single precision in that case,

and use more cassette storage.

With disk data storage, you

can store scores from many
courses. I use a 48K disk system

for my own handicap calcula-

tions, and store differentials in-

stead of raw scores. With a cas-

sette-based system, however,

these limits are necessary.

My experiences with league

handicaps led me to choose 10

scores for storage rather than

20 as is used in the USGA sys-

tem. Many golfers in leagues

would not have the necessary

five scores under the USGA sys-

tem until the season was half

over. Using this modified pro-

gram, only two scores are nec-

essary to establish a handicap.

Table 1 lists the variables I

used in the program. I set up the

program in separate modules.

Table 2 lists these modules.

Most of the program is straight-

forward. Course data is stored

as (plus/minus) raw score; a

Numbars Descriptlor

70-130 Program instructions

190 Program menu
390 Cassette inpul^output

650 Correct data for one golfer

770 Display data for one golfer

840 Add names to NASO

890 update data for all golfers

1010 Calculate and display handicaps

1110 Handicap calculation

1610 Calculate differential from raw score

1650 Delete name and data from list

Table 2

minus score indicates a back

nine entry. The scores data is

stored in a two-dimensional

array.

The handicap calculation

routine first fills a temporary

one-dimensional array with the

non-zero entries of the golfer's

data minus the course par. The

array is then sorted with the

smallest entry first. The average

of the low half of the non-zero

entries is found and multiplied

by 10. This value is then com-

pared to a standard list to deter-

mine the handicap.

This program will do a credible

job for a small golf league. Un-

fortunately, the shortcomings of

the cassette storage system

become very visible if you use the

program with a large league. In

this case, a disk-based system is

almost a necessity.

Michael Avery is an Analytical

Engineer for the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy at Ames Labora-

tory at Iowa State. He is also a

ham radio operator
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SUF-F^-ORTS «l_l_ MX—SO F=-F* X IMT STYLES
wor;df*p«ooe:ss I f^C3 text oomtfiol mooe
MENU MOOE FDR QENEFt^^L. ^RRL I C;«T I OIM
TRUE RRORORT I OfMOL JUST I F" I C«T I ON
• yySgeWlNES ANVWHERE « CENTERS TITLES
t gLigSCRIPTS » ^"'^"bCRIPTB
t DYMAtllC CONTROL OF LINE BPACINQ IN 1/72 IN. IMCREMENTB

» DYNAMIC CONTROL OF MARSINa
» WORKB MITH HOST PROSRfWfS INCLUDINQ SCRIPS IT '"

Ma^print IS an *?>;traordinary user or I ented pri nter- driver utili
program which allows yoLi to selent any MX -BO orint style
function such as tinder lining on a character by character baa
within word processing teiit. Maxprint also features pr opart i or
right margin justification within a block of standarO tent
give your printout a truly pro+essional appearance.

Masprint consists entirely of /-SO
possible printing performance. Mir
32K Model I or Model III with one d

iguagt

Unleash the trL 9l o< your MX-SO. Maxprlnl
a 40 page manual and shippi

t astcst

ipp 1 1 ed
- onlyi

TO ORDER Call 140B) 737-2233 VlB« / M«»t«rcard
Ssrid chBck or nonay ordar tot
F*^aaV"t i-t=>n ± <=^,
381 First StrHt, Sulta 3147
LoB flltOB, C#l(*cirnl« 94022 ^333

tfl limli iM lit iilti til .'' ScnpiLl IK at tinOy Corp.
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HARDWARE
SPECIALS
LYNX MODEM
Auto Answer - Auto Dial

Mod 1 & 111

No RS-232
Board Required

Shipping from Stocl<

$218.00
Plus Shipping

RIBBONS
Okidata 82A
& 83A Ribbons . .

. $4.50 ea.

12 at a time $4.00 ea.

R.S. Daisy Wheel II

Multistrike $6.25 ea.

12 at a time $5.25 ea.

SPECIAL
This Month Only

C-ITOH, 40 CPS
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER

$1495.00
Any prepaid orders on this printer - we pay

shipping. Good only month of magazine.

DISKETTES
40 Track, Double Density,

Single Sided

$23.95
Plus Shipping

40 TRACK
TANDON DISK DRIVE

with Power Supply & Case

$260.00
Mod I or III - Please State

Add $5.00 per drive shipping.

OKIDATA 82A

$499.00

Psrtormance
Print speea. cps '20

Print technigue Biairectional

Stx)rr line seeking - Standatd

Columns, Stonaard Characters - 80
Condesned criaraclers -132

Printing Characttristlci

Matrix, standard cnaracters - 9 x 9

Characiei set - =ull 9c cnaracter ASCII

piub 6i3 block graphics

shapes

iHbbon
MeQia- StanOarO four mil. 'h' »uideon2"

spools

Intvrfocct
Parallel Centronics - compotibiG -

Standard

Serial, RS232C, 1200 bps - Standard

RallobllHv

MTBF - dOOO hours

Warronly
Ninety days partsand labor one year on
pnnt head under normdl use.

Add $7.50 Shipping.

^txt OKIGRAPH I

Dot Addressable Graphics for 82A

$99.95

SOFT BECTOR MARKETING,INCORPORATED
6250 Middlebelt • Garden City, Michigan48135|

Order Line 800-521-6504

<^ Michigan Orders & Questions 313-425-4020

-See List o! Advertisers on page 354

PAVMENT-Qavi'-en'ncri'p'ixJbvcnarn'? psv.crnir.ri^c

c!t CO.: cniv i-ii'ioer trie (ol.owing ccnQiiicris Charges
procfissed when sh'OOed ijsuailv within Jii ncuts Personal

Checlcs oelov shipping, pending 3 wocks to c eor C.O.D,

croers <r.ie con.nea cecu rj cash oniv. add 51 50 Ml residents must add -'% sales rai

SHIPPING ft HANDUNG - Shipping Chorgss: Send the larger amount 2% or S2 bO ur:!-"-,s

St puEOted oinerw'se Anv cider received without snipp.ng ana nonaiing wnl Re shipped treighl

collect Air Mail Shipping outsioG ot Morth Amorico. please send the 'atgei amount 1L"!= :;r

SID 00 Cverpayrr.ent will be relunoea

The Qualify Continues
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GENERAL

Cryptology in Tiny Pascal

Kryha Cipher Machine

C. A. Deavours

Kean College of New Jersey

Union. NJ 07083

iuse my TRS-80 for cryp-

tological pursuits so t pro-

grammed an emulation of a me-

chanical cipher machine from

the 1920s using tiny Pascal. I

chose a device patented by a

German engineer, Alexander

von Kryha.

The cryptographic principle

used by the Kryha machine is

simple to employ on a computer.

Aside from a natural program

structuring, t could use modular

arithmetic and recursion (the ab-

ility of a function or subroutine

to call itself) to exploit some of

Pascal's features. The only min-

or problems w/ere the lack of ex-

plicit character handling in-

structions and storage space.

Cryptographic Principles

Cryptology is the science of

secret writing. This includes

devising methods of encipher-

ing or encoding and deciphering

or decoding messages (cryp-

tography), and methods of

cracking coded messages (cryp-

tanalysis). A fundamental form

of cryptographic writing is sim-

ple or monoalphabetic substitu-

tion. Simple substitution is ac-

complished by replacing every

letter of the message (called

plaintext) by another letter to

produce the coded message

(called the ciphertext or cryp-

togram). For example, consider

the plaintext message Attack At

Dawn. To encipher this message

we might set up two alphabets

as shown in Table 1.

To produce the cryptogram, re-

place each letter of the message

as it is found in the top alphabet

by the letter below it in the bot-

tom alphabet (see Table 2).

The cryptogram is usually di-

vided into five-letter groups to de-

stroy the word divisions and thus

make it harder for an unau-

thorized person to guess the text.

In this case, we transmit the

cryptogram ZGGZX PZGWZ DM.

The Key Box

Model I

48 K RAM
TRSDOS 2.3

2 Disk Drives

Line Printer II

272

Photo 1. Kryha Mechanical Cipher Machine
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Photo 2. Outer alphabet ring detached. Note removable letter blank



Photo 3. Drive wheel showing extended pins

Plaintext alphabet:

CIphertext alphabet:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ZYXWVUTSROPONMLKJIHGFEOCBA

Table 1. Reciprocal Enciphering

plaintext: ATTACK AT DAWN
Cryptogram: ZGGZXP ZG WZDM

Table 2. Encrypted Message

Plaintext alphabet:

CIphertext alphabet:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
WVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAZYX

Table 3. Altered Reciprocal Relationship

The telegraph company will

count each five letter group as

one word if you send telegrams

or mailgrams in cipher.

The message is harder to

solve if the two alphabets are

mixed instead of being in a stan-

dard forward or backward se-

quence. If the second alphabet

is the same as the first one re-

versed the encipherment is re-

ciprocal; you can encipher and

decipher using either alphabet

as the plain or cipher alphabet

and find the corresponding let-

ter in the other. For Instance, F

has U below it in our example

but F in the second alphabet

also has U above it. This princ-

iple holds even if the two alpha-

bets have mixed letters, as long

as the sequence runs in oppos-

ite directions.

As the accompanying photos

show, Kryha's cipher machine

held two alphabets on concentric

disks. The letters of both alpha-

bets could be removed and re-

placed in any mixed order de-

sired. My program, for simplicity,

assumes the outer alphabet to

bear the normal A-Z sequence

and the inner one to bear the re-

versed sequence Z-A.

If the two alphabets retain

their positions relative to one an-

other, a simple substitution is

generated by replacing each

plaintext letter of the message

on one disk with the adjacent let-

ter in the other disk ring. The

Kryha machine achieves com-

plexity by requiring the user to

press the lever after each letter is

enciphered. This action rotates

.^See List of Atjvertisers on page 354

the inner ring a certain number of

steps with respect to the outer

one. For example, if the inner ring

rotated three positions counter-

clockwise a new simple substitu-

tion is generated. The previous

alignment, with Z below A would

be changed to the alignment

shown in Table 3.

At the new position the letter

A becomes W in the ciphertext.

By altering the relative position

of the two alphabets with each

letter enciphered one can gener-

ate up to 26 different simple sub-

stitutions (since there are 26

alignments of the two alpha-

bets). The Kryha machine at-

tempts to produce these substi-

tutions in an irregular manner.

The movement of the rings is

determined by a drive wheel

divided into a number of sec-

tors. Each sector possesses a

variable number of teeth deter-

mined by extending or retract-

ing pins in that sector (see

photos). Each time the en-

cipherer pushes the lever (nor-

mally, after each letter is en-

ciphered) the drive wheel ad-

vances one sector. This in turn

drives the inner ring as many

places forward as there are

teeth in that sector. Suppose a

drive wheel has five sectors with

teeth 1,3,2,1,0 respectively. Fur-

ther let the first sector be the

current one and the two alpha-

bets fixed so that B lies below A

on the alphabet rings. If we en-

cipher the message AAAAA
AAAAA AAAAA, the corres-

ponding cipher text generated is

BYWVV URPOO NKIHH. How

does this come about?

The first ciphertext letter (B) re-

sults since the two rings were in-

itially set so that A had B under it.

To encipher the next letter A, the

drive wheel advances one sector.

The next sector with three teeth

rotates the inner ring three steps

counterclockwise. Now the letter

A on the outer ring has Y under it.

The next sector has two teeth.

placing the ietterWunder A, and

so on.

The stepping sequence

3,2,1,0,1,3,2,1,0,1,... keeps re-

peating, but the alphabetic

alignments do not repeat as

often. This is because the sum
of the pins (1 -»- 3 -f

2 -fH- 0)

equals 7. After one revolution of

the drive wheel (five letters en-

ciphered), the inner ring has

S
'^J.

FOR
CP/M (Z-80) &

Model II TRSDOS
The bestselling Adventure series by

Scott Adams is now available tor CP/M (Z-80)

and Model II TRSDOS users! This is the original

Adventure series which has received rave reviews
in every major computer magazine. Order now!

8" Disk of ALL 12 Adventures $129.95

'
. Rihl tl..-

SnUHEt BLRMD

MissiQMl STRnnCE^
QDVSSEM

Minimum 24K " Single density Soft sector • Single side

Converted to run under CP/M by Russ Welmore
A fli.iwin ii\ Stoll A<l.im5. In" DSalGT

Adventure intsmatlonal • Box 3435 • Longwood, FL 32750
TOLL-FREE ORDER NUMBER: (800) 327-7172 InqU'lfieS

iNFLo«iDM»s)Mi-»i7
pieasfi Spscity

yf 20 CP/M orTnSDOS Invited
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Program Listing

• c
(««««»tKRYHA CIPHER MACHINE EMULATIOMXxkxk)
(«C. DEAVaURS, MATH. OEPT, KEAN COLLEGE OF N.J., UNIONr N.J., 12/15/8B*)
CONST START=1S'188;C=26;
VAR CHAR, LAST, STOP, N, I, SUM, PERIODtZfPOS, CI rCZrHr SAVE ;INTEGER;
teeth: ARRAY(Zi) OF INTEGER!

FUNC GCD{A,B);
BEGIN

IF B=0 THEN GCD:=A ELSE GCD!=GCD(B, A MOD B)

f

END!
PROC LOOP (xDELAY LOOP*)!
BEGIN

repeat z;=inkey until z='«'}
end;
PROC CRYPT <*ENCIPHER/DECIPHER RQUTINEk)?
BEGIN

cii=ofC2:=o;
SAVE : =pos f pos : =pos-i

;

ST0P:=STARTti:=2i
REPEAT

CHAR :=MEM< STOP) iSTOP: =STGP+1

J

IF <CHAR>61) AND (CHAR<91) THEN
BEGIN

Pos:=Pos+i;
CHAR:=(CHAR-A5+SUM) mod C!CHAR!=25-CHAR+65;
hem<pos):=cmar;ci:=:(ci+i) mod 5J
IF Cl^O THEN

BEGIN
pos:=pos+i;c2: = <c2+i) mod iojif c2-o then pos:=pos+'1

end;
i:=(i+i) MOD njsum:=(Sum+teeth<i}) mod ct
end;

UNTIL stop=last;
end;
PROC KEYl {xENTER NUMBER OF SECTORS AND TEETH PER SECTOR, CALCULATE PERIOD*);
BEGIN

SUM:=0;WRITE<2S,31, ' KRYHA cipher machine EMULATION', 13, 13);
WRITE CENTER NUMBER OF SECTORS < <2Z ):');
READ(N*>;i:=o;
repeat

mrite(13,'* teeth in sector ',i*,' = 'jfreadtz*)!
Program continues

turned only seven of its 26 steps.

After two drive vi/tieel revoiu-

tions, the inner wfieel hias ad-

vanced oniy 14 steps, in fact,

since 26 and 7 fiave no common
divisors, the aipfiabetic sfiift se-

quence does not repeat until 26

times 7, or 182 ietters fiave been

enciphered. The iength at which

the sequence repeats is caiied

the period of the cipher. A ionger

period means the cryptogram

w/iil be more difficult to solve. If

vje cali the first alphabet zero,

the next one shifted three steps

from it alphabet three, and so

on, the entire 182 letter shift

period is shown in the array of

Fig. 1. Each row represents one

revolution of the drive wheel.

If the drive wheel contains N
sectors, the longest period which

can be obtained is 26 times N
letters. This period occurs when

the greatest common divisor of

the sum of the teeth and the

number 26 is one. In general, the

period is given by Period =

(N'Sum)/GCD(26,N) w/here Sum
is the total number of teeth in all

sectors of the drive wheel and

GCD is the greatest common
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For fast reuef
Take DOSPLUS 3.4

Do you have that tired

dragged out feeling

known as "DOS Drag'

from an operating system

that is just too slow? Do
you have "Computis
Interruptous" because

you spend more time

with your DOS manual
than you do at you r com -

puter? Has an undepend-
able DOS got you down
with the inadvertent "Dumps

Then you need DOSPLUS 3.4.

DOSPLUS 3.4 contains all the active

ingredients for a quick recovery. Dependable fast

action features like instant boot-up. BASIC array sort

(multi-key multi-array). Tape/Disk-Disk/Tape utility

(with program reiocator), lnput@ (controlled screen

input from BASIC), and complete disk editing

features including random access file editing and

ASCII modification on sector dump utility

And who wouldn't feel better with proven fea-

^
tures like the ability to use a 'DO " (command
chaining) file from within a BASIC program,

and more reliable BACKUP and FORMAT utilities.

In addition, you have the
convenience of repeating

the last DOS command
with'7"<ENTER>.a

single file convert from

Model 111 TRSDOS, file

directory supported for

Model 111 TRSDOS disks,

complete device routing

supported with FORCE and

JOIN, and the ability to read or

create 40 track disks in 80 track

rives. Plus many other time and effort

saving features.

jf course, in order for a prescription to work,

you've got to follow instructions — in this case

the instructions are contained in the new
easy to use easy to follow 240 page DOSPLUS
users guide with system technical reference section.

So, if you're experiencing any DOS
related discomfort, get instant relief. $^ ^^^95
Get DOSPLUS 3.4 I^^

o

MICROSYSTEMS
SOFTWARE, INC.
5846 Funslon Slreel • Hollywood. FL 33023

P05PIJU5
First In the Industry backed by a lifetime warranty.

/rtiite-ij^A rt* el's V FOnviSA/MASTERCHAHQBCOD ORDERS
IVUlOlUt! Ul rid./ TOLLFREEUNESWILLACCEPTOROERSONLYI

f*A| I TOI I FHI-F Fo- ApplicaDonBamJlBOinicslinlofrnalioii
V,r^4L.L. I V^^^ nni^t

call (305) 963-3390 waroou? a cart

1 AOX\-'\'yUdOA Dealers inauries mvneO y' 384



Program continued

TEETH(I):»Zf8UMi-SUM+Z)i:-I+l!
UNTIL I-=N)

HRITE(28»31» 'NUMBER GF SECTORS- fN+t 13. ' NUMBER OF TEETH - 'pSUM*.13)!
Zl"GCD<SUMf2i)(HRITE( 'CCD- ' ,Z*. 13) JPER10D:a<Nx2*) DIV Zl

MRZTE( 'PERIOD-' -PERIOD#fl3fl3f -PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE ') fREAD<I*n
ENDf
PROC INPUT («READ IN PLAIN/CIPHER DATA*)}
BEGIN
HRITE(28. 31- -ENTER TEXT (LAST CHARACTER-*) I -.13p13)I
REPEAT

CHARJ^INKEYf
IF (CHAR>6^) and (CHAR<91) THEN

BEGIN
mem ( last ) i -char i last : la8t+

1

i

end;
if char-32 then

BEGIN
MEM ( LAST) : -32 i LAST I -LAST+l

f

END)
IF GHAR*=^'^|i THEN

BEGIN
LAST t »=LAST-1 ! MEM< LAST) ( =32

1

END»
IF CHAR='$- THEN STOPl-1

UNTIL STQP=lf
POSi=(LAST-START) DIV 64iP0S:=154a8+(P0S+l )«6^f
END!

PROC KEY2 (XENTER STARTING DISK POSITION AND INITIAL SECTOR*)

i

BEGIN
WRITE<28,31r 'ENTER STARTING POSITION OF INNER DISK CA-Z)! '){READi:Z)f
SUM:=25-Z+65{
hrite( 13. 'enter initial sector (1~'.n».'): ' ) .readtz*)

j

write* 13. 'hardcopy of data? (y or n) : ')iread<h)i
end;
PROC HARDCOPY (kPRINTER LISTING OF DATA*)

J

BEGIN
stop:=o;

CI :=MEM( 16111) iC2:=HEM< 16115)

f

MEM ( 16414 ); -MEM ( 16122); MEM (16115): -MEM < 16423);
MRITECIS)

;

REPEAT
Z I =MEM ( SAVE ) f WRITE ( Z ) f SAVE : =SAVE+1

f

5top:=(stqp+i) mod 64;
if stop=0 then hrite(13);
UNTIL SAWE^PaS+i;
WRITE(13)

;

mem(16iii):=ci;mem(16115);«C2J .

end;

(«main program*)
BEGIN
LAST!=1518B!STOP:»'0;
KEYlf
KEY2;
input;
crypt;
if h='y' then hardcopyj
loop;

END.
1193 CODES. 5351-57FC

divisor. This formula assumes

that the sector wheel itself is not

periodic. With eight sectors and

teeth settings 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4 we
might as well use a four sector

wheel with settings 1,2,3,4.

Program Description

The program listing shows an

emulation of the Kryha machine

in Tiny Pascal. The main pro-

gram calls six procedures:

• Keyl: The user enters the

number of sectors and teeth per

sector. You can use up to 21 sec-

tors, but this is easily changed

by altering the dimension of the

array Teeth. The program then

calculates the period generated

by these settings. The recursive

276 • 80 Microcomputing, May

function GCD calculates the

greatest common divisor of Sum
and 26. If GCD equals one, the

period is maximal.

• Key2: This procedure re-

quires initialization data. These

are a letter indicating the begin-

ning placement of the two al-

phabets (D means begin with D

on the inner ring opposite A on

the outer, and so on) and a sec-

tor number indicating the cur-

rent sector at startup. The user

also indicates if he desires a

printout of the ciphertext.

• Input: The message {plain-

text or ciphertext) is entered

here. All characters other than

A-Z, @, and blank are ignored.

The symbol @ is used for back-

1982

space. Input must be terminated

with a$.

• Crypt: This is the encryption/

decryption routine. Because of

the reversed alphabetic setup,

the same routine performs en-

cryption and decryption.

• Hardcopy: Delivers copy of

ciphertext to the printer by

substituting the printer driver

address for the video driver

address.

• Loop: Retains the screen

display at the finish of program

until you press $.

To use the program for com-

munication both correspon-

dents must know the key data

used in Keyl and Key2. The

same key data is entered in both

3 5 6 6

7 10 12 13 13

14 17 19 20 20

21 24 1 1

2 5 7 8 8

g 12 14 15 15

16 19 21 22 22

23 2 3 3

4 7 9 10 10

11 14 16 17 17

18 21 23 24 24

25 2 4 5 5

6 9 11 12 12

13 16 18 19 19

20 23 25

1 4 6 7 7

8 11 13 14 14

15 18 20 21 21

22 25 1 2 2

3 6 8 9 9

10 13 15 16 16

17 20 22 23 23

24 1 3 4 4

5 8 10 11 11

12 15 17 18 18

19 22 24 25 25

Fig. 1. 182 letter period

cases. Ciphertext is in tradi-

tional five letter groups. Starting

with the same key settings, typ-

ing the ciphertext produces the

original plaintext without orig-

inal word divisions.

No storage space is required

for the message: It is read di-

rectly off the screen. The cipher-

text appears directly below it.

This means messages are limi-

ted to about five lines (320 char-

acters), adequate for short mes-

sages. The program occupies

about 2500 bytes of source

code. Characters are enci-

phered, deciphered and printed

at approximately 59 per second.

How secure are the crypto-

grams produced? Well, while

your friends probably cannot

solve them, a knowledgeable

cryptanalyst could do so with

minimum difficulty. The cryp-

tograms are more difficult if

you use mixed alphabetic se-

quences, but statistical proce-

dures give good results if three or

more periods of ciphertext are in-

tercepted.

The author is indebted to Louis

Kruh, President of the New Yorl<

Cipher Society forpermission to

use the photos in this article.

C.A. Deavours is an editor of

Cryptologia magazine and an

associate professor of

mathemathlcs



TRS-80" DISCOUNT - BUY DIRECT
^WE SELL THE FULL LINE OF TRS-80 AT WHOLESALE PRICES^

MODEL II

26-4002 64K I Drive

Ask About Hard Drives

MODEL 16

26-6001-128KI Drive. .

26-6002 128K 2 Drives.

MODEL III

26-1062 16K

26-1066 48K with

2 Drives, RS232. .

$3279

$4158
>4828

$819

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
PURE RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT

$2049

COLOR COMPUTER
26-3001 4K $309
26-3002 16K Ext. Basic $4S9
26-3003 32K Ext. Basic $569

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTERS
"DISK DRIVES*

26-3022 Disk Drive #1 $498
26-3023 Disk Drive #2, 3,4 $338

PRINTERS
26-1 158 Daisy Wh,eel II $1648
25-1165 Line Printer V $1538
26- 1 1 66 Line Printer VI $988
26-1 168 Line Printer VIII $698
26-1167 Line Printer VII $338
Centronics 739- 1 $499

TRS-80^
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

MICRO
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS

TRS-80

THOUSANDS OF

SATISFIED

CUSTOMERS

DISCOUNT
SOFTW

WRITE FOR YOUR
FREE CATALOG

ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800-841-0860
•LARGE INVENTORY
•FAST DELIVERY

TM - TANDY CORPORATION
FREE COPY OF W/ARRANTY UPON REQUEST

MICRO
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS, INC.

PARCEL DIVISON
DEPT. NO. l^

115 C. SECOND AVE. S.W.

CAIRO, GA. 31728

GA. 912-377-7120

LEARN TO
"DO IT YOURSELF"

AND SAVE

TRS-80"^
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

MODEL III SOFTWARE

26-1563 Scripsit IS 111 $79.00

26-1566 Visicalc I $83.00
26-1584 Check-Writer 80 $90.00
26-1552 General Ledger $90.00

26-1553 Inventory Ctl $90.00

26-1556 Payroll $180.00

26-1555 Accts. Receivable. . $135.00

26-1554 Accts. Payable $135.00

26-1558 Bus. Mail List $90.00

26-2201 Fortran III S90.00
26-1562 Profile $72.00

26-1592 Profile Itl Plus $180.00

26-1565 Microfiles $90.00

26-1569 Visicalc III $180.00
26-1590 Super Scripsit $180.00
26-1591 Scripsit Dictionory. . $135.00

26-1582 Time Manager $90.00

26-1580 Project Manager $90.00

26-1581 Personnel Manager. . $90.00

26-1568 Medical Off. Syst. . . $270.00
26-2203 Cobol $180.00

COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE

COLOR COMPUTER

MODEL II SOFTWARE

26-4515 Profile Plus $270.00
26-451 1 Visicalc II $265.00
26-4512 Profile 11 $162.00
26-4501 General Ledger $180.00
26-4502 Inventory Mgmt. . . . $180.00
26-4503 Payroll $360.00
26-4504 Accts. Receivable. . $270.00
26-4505 Accts. Payable $270.00
26-4507 Mail list II $108.00
26-4701 Fortran $270.00
26-4703 Cobol $270.00
26-4705 Compiler BASIC. . . . $180.00
26-4540 Statistical Analysis . $90.00
26-4508 Medical Off. System$675.00
26-4509 Manuf. Inventory. . . $675.00
26-4513 Job Costing $135.00
26-4520 Time Accounting. . . $450.00
26-4621 Personnel Search. . . $270.00
26-4560 Westlav $225.00
26-4531 Scripsit 2.0 $360.00
26-4534 Scripsit Dictionary. . $180.00

POCKET COMPUTER SOFTWARE

I' See List of Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 277



CALL TOLL FREE ^ ^ ^^-*^ N,

PENETRATOR

By Philip Mitchell from Beam
Armed with missiles and bombs, you must fly

your fighter to the enemy's cache of neutron

bombs and destroy them. Your mission is In

four stages, involving rugged terrain, cav-

erns and manmade obstacles -- not to mention

enemy radar, missiles and paratroopers. This

new departure in arcade gaming allows you to

set up your own terrain and enemy emplace-
ments, then save them for future use. Make
your mission as hard or easy as you like!

Tape or disk. . .$24.95

LASER
DEFENSE

Jy Simon Smith from Med Systems
As ground controller for our Laser Satellite

Defense System, you can view Eastern Europe
or North America. Your job is to knock out
enemy missile silos, or failing that, to zap the

missiles themselves before they destroy our
cities. You must be fast because the enemy is

developing an anti- satellite laser of their own!

16K tape. ..$111,95 16K disk. . . S17. 95

ARMORED
PATROL

By Westmoreland E Gilman from Adventure
As commander of a lumbering T-36 tank you
have the firepower to destroy the enemy — if

you can find them. They may be hiding be-

hind the houses scattered about the bleak
terrain and your only view is thru the drivers
port (your screen]. Impressive animation in

this arcade game.

16K tape. ..$19. 95 32K disk. . .524. 95

MYSTERIOUS
ADVENTURE I

ARROW OF DEATH part 1

PROGftflm
/TOR€

STELLAR ESCORT

By Jeff Zinn from Big Five

This new arcade game from Big Five continues

their tradition of bringing you the most ex-

citing action in innovative space games. Your

fighting spacecraft must run the gauntlet of

the attacking alien's weaponry in order to

accomplish your defense mission. You'll use all

your skill and dexterity just to survive!

)6K tape.. .515,95 32K disk. . . S19. 95

NEW TRISSTICK JOYSTICK FROM BIG FIVE!

Can be used for all Big Five games plus pro

grams you write. Utili?es the Atari joystick

with special interface. Plugs right in!

Specify model I or III.. . 539.95

^ DEFENSE
COMMAND

By Hogue & Konyu from Big Five

You are the lone defender of 10 Krotnium fuel

cells essential for the survival of the planet.

Aliens swoop down from above to steal the

fuel; it's your job to destroy them. You can

still save the cells after a raid, but you must
shoot the alien and simultaneously move under
the cell to catch it. If things look bad you can

set off one of your 4 antimattei- bombs and
destroy ail enemies on the screen! Arcade fun

with action and sound.

16K tape. ..$15.95 32K disk. . . S19. 95

BRIGHT
&

EARLY
irniih

FORTRESS
By Larry Ashmun from Soft Sector
You are in charge of a massive fortress. Your
number one priority is its defense against

alien attackers. With your protection and
firepower, fending off the first attackers is

like swatting flies — but just wait! !

tape.. .515.95 disk. .. $19.95

Instant Search/Sort
DATABASE

By G. Hatton from Acorn
An easy-to-use, yet powerful database man-
agement tool, I SS alleviates many of the
complications usually found in setting up and
maintaining information files. Written in

machine language. ISS can provide a multi-

tude of sorts, subsorts, searches and cate-

gorizations in seconds. Because the proc-
essing is done in memory, you can manipulate
the data at will without risk to your database
on tape or disk. The number of records is

limited only by your file format and the
amount of RAM in your system.

15K tape or 32K disk.. .549.95

By Cleo Hughes from Liberty

The BRIGHT & EARLY series makes learning

fun by rewarding accomplishment with video

entertainment. Designed for ages six and
older, the math skills package contains:

"Add-a-pet" {Addition!, "TheBigBoom" (Sub
traction) , "SpacemanMath" (Multiplication)

,

"MoonLander" (Division), and "Basic Math"
(Flash card review).

16K tape, .,$13.95

By Brian Howarth from Acorn
In the first of a series of adventures by this

English author, an engulfing sense of bitter-

ness and ill feeling spreads across the king-

dom. !t becomes so menacing that the ruler is

forced to flee the palace in fear. It is up to

you and sorcerer Zarda to solve the puzzle

and restore the kingdom to normalcy.

16K tape or disk. . .519.95

Visit our other stores: Seven Corners Center Falls Church,VA & W.Bell Plaza 6600 Security Blvd.- Baltimore, MD

BASIC FASTER 5 BETTER

By Lewis Rosenfelder from ILG
One of the most useful books ever published

for TRS-80 owners. Contains a wealth of in-

formation on how to optimize your programs
with special techniques. Includes libraries of

functions and subroutines that can eliminate

most of the drudgery of writing programs —
you can write complete programs as a series

of subroutine calls! With the optional library

and demonstration disks, you'll have all these

tools at hand without having to type them
from the text.

Book. 290 pages.. .529.95
Library Disk. .. $19. 95 Demo Disk. .. $19. 95

BDH TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 424-2738 Fcwr information
Call (202)363-97^

THE PROGRAM STORE
4200 Wisconsin Avenue NW, Dept. 8E205 Box 9609

Washington, D.C. 20016
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Get the most from your micro with
software and accessories from one of

the world's largest selections.

The
irogram

Store

CALL TOLL FREE
800424-2738

DEATH
MAZE
5000

From Med Systems
Venture through a graphicalty represented
3 D maze, witii halls that could dead end -- or
recede to infinity. Step through the doors or

drop into the pits. Will you encounter mon-
sters and mayhem, or will you be treated to

useful objects and information? Will you ever
get out alive?

t5K tape. ..$U. 95 32K disk. , ,S19, 95

SPACE
RAIDERS
From Bosen Electronics

You are in command of the Starship
"Defiant," The center of the screen is your
window to the vastness of three dimensional

space. Your orders are simple enough: Patrol

the area and destroy all enemy spacecraft;

return to base as needed for repairs and sup-
plies. Carrying out these orders is more diffi-

cult! An exciting and fast-paced game, it

presents an animated pilot's eye view.

16K tape. ..S2t.95

ALIEN
DEFENSE

Jy Larry Ashmun from Soft Sector
Piloting your ship across the horizontally

moving terrain, you must battle the various
enemy spacecraft. You are under attack

almost constantly from missiles and bombs,
and to make matters worse, your ground pat-

rol people are being picked up by the alien

landers. To save them, you must shoot the

landers and swoop down to "catch" the falling

man. This fast action game requires skill and
rapid reflexes. The model 111 version makes
excellent use of that model's special graphic
fea t u re 5

.

Tape. ,.$15.95 Disk . , . S! 9, 95

MONEY MANAGER
By Andrew P. Bartorillo from Acorn
A management tool for the home budget, it

keeps track of your checkbook and provides
for easy budget allocation. You can store in-
formation on up to 100 checkbook entries per
month (250 with 48K). specify automatic with
drawals, keep records of tax deductibles,
record expenses by category, even break up
charge account payments into the proper
categories.

32K disk, . ,S39.95

MISSILE
ATTACK

By Philip Oliver from Adventure Int,

You must use your twin silos of ABMs to fend
off barrage after barrage of enemy missiles

that rain down toward your cities. As your
skill increases so does the difficulty and
speed of this machine language arcade game.
Watch the skies and may your aim be true!
MISSILE ATTACK has sound and fast-moving
graphics galore.

16K tape. . . S14.95 32K disk. . , S20. 95

^oui^.

5fe
By Chuck Acree from Acorn
A comprehensive genealogical program. It lets

you set up a database to display /print a com
plete "pedigree" for any family member or a

3-generation chart. The program will also dis-

play a U.S. outline map showing migration

across the country. Capacities: 16K tape

:

15- 55 ancestors. 32K tape: 175. disk: 100.

ilBK tape: 300, disk: 225.

IGK Tape or Disk. . .529,95

SYSTEM
SAVERS

By Tom Stibolt from Acorn
This two program package will make "SYS
TEM" use and programming easier for you,
FLEXL lets you make backup copies of any
"SYSTEM" format tape. This usually means
easier loading and lets you store the original

for security. FLEXL copies also display the
filename of each program as it loads. TDISK
lets you save any "SYSTEM" format tape onto
disk. Why wait for slow tape loading? TDISK
files load in seconds.

Two Program Pack. .. $14. 95

DS LDOS I.DOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS
DOS LDO? LiXlS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS
LDOS LDOS JLDOS ^^ J"* JT ^^^ "-"^^

LDOp LDO&' LDO | llfjj^ S LDOiS L

; LDOS LDOS LD""^^'*'oS L||)0S L

:S LDOS LOOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS

DC5

r 3S

From Lobo
An advanced operating system that offers
benefits to everyone from novice to advanced
system programmers. LDOS comes with one of

the most complete and well written document-
ation books ever, with easy to follow instruc
tions to get started plus a wealth of advanced
information for when you need it. Completely
device independent, LDOS provides for

routing, linking, setting, and filtering of the
input/output of a number of peripherals. Up
to eight disk drives are supported in almost
any mixture: 5", 8", single/double density,
up to 80 tracks, even hard disks.

Disk with manual : $129.95
Specify model I or III

THE
DOCUMENTER

From P80NUT Software
If you would love to be able to document your
programs with a flowchart this program is for

you. THE DOCUMENTER will produce a logi-

cal flowchart directly from any suitable

BASIC program and print it on the screen or
moat lineprinters. You get a flowchart and
branch map that will help you follow program
flow and aid your debugging efforts.

16K tape. . .S19.95 32K tape. , . S! 9. 95

ilBK tape. ..$19.95 IBK disk. . . S39, 95

ACCEL

2

BASIC COMPILER
From Allen Gelder
Turns your BASIC program into a machine
language /BASIC hybrid that may run many
times faster. For those who plan to sell their

programs, compiling by ACCEL 2 offers the
additional advantage of protection: the source
code and REMarks are not included in the
compiled version.

While all compilers may require some modifica-

tion of the BASIC program (usually because
of improper structuring), we have found that

ACCEL 2 requires the least, and even works
with program "tricks" like string-packing,
etc.

ACCEL 2 works with models I or 1 1
1

. requires
a minimum amount of memory, supports either

disk or tape (with TSAVE. optional at S9.95i,
and does not require extensive rewriting of
your BASIC programs. Unlike other com-
pilers, no royalty is required when selling

ACCEL-compiled programs.

Supplied on tape for 16-it8K . . .$B8. 95
iiiigB2, The Program Store, Inc,

THE PROGRAM STORE • Dept8E205Box9606-4200 Wisconsin Ave. NW • Washington, D.C 20016

Item Price

Specify fT;odel: D I D Mi D Color

Postage Si .00
Total

name
addr

n CHECK DVISA city
a MASTERCARD MCBank#_ Card#

state zip
Exp

^See List of Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 279



GENERAL

A way to get an extra day off.

Model III Biorhythms

Linda Anderson

1188 Olive Brand! Lane

San Jose, CA 95120

1
figured the DATM subroutine

in the TRSDOS Manual would

mal<e a good biorhythm program.

According to the theory of bio-

rhythms, each person is influ-

enced from the moment of birth

by three rhythms: a 23-day

physical rhythm, a 28-day emo-

tional rhythm and a 33-day in-

tellectual rhythm. Each cycle can

be shown as a sine wave. The

positive half of the wave denotes

THE SOFTCORE
SOFTWARE CO.

9 SDulhmoor Circle, Kellenng, OH 45429

"TOO IVIUCH"

FOR
RADIO SHACK!
Radio Shack REFUSED to

include MISADVENTURE
#1 in their SOURCEBOOK
due to our description of

the game!

#0201 Misadventure #1 [Madam Rosa's Massage Parlor]

#0202 Misadventure #2 [Wet T-Shirt Contest]

#0301 Dohne' Bugg [Adventure-Decoder]

MADAM ROSA'S MASSAGE PARLOR & WET T-SHIRT CONTEST are slightly

naughty ribald & risque' games played in the adventure-format

IN MISADVENTURE #1 the player has to make his way from the sleazy

deserted WHARFS, gain admittance to the ancient SPEAKEASY, and
attempt to discover the hidden photographs of the politician's beautiful

daughter! Brave the deadly alleys, hallways, and traps. Avoid the BOUNCER
and the other characters of questionable reputation! Play in the rigged

CARD GAME if you darei Discover why the old man died with a smile on

his facel Find out why the WING prefers cheap booze! Above all, try to

escape without needing any in|ections of penicillinMI

WET T-SHIRT CONTEST is the second in our series ot MISADVENTURES!

DOHNE' BUGG is an ADVENTURE-DECODER, Tired of hearing that a game
has many (sometimes over 100) commands that are accepted - but you are

not told what the commands are? This machine language program actualiy

displays on the screen all LOCATIONS that are lo be found, all VERBS that

interact m the game, and all ACTIONS that result' A MUST FOR ALL
SERIOUS ADVENTURERS! Very helpful when 'stuck' in a machine-language
adventure program!

All programs work on 16k Model I & III $15.00 EA

Immediate shipment - check or credit cards & phone orders

accepted. ^379

days of greater efficiency and the

negative half days of less effi-

ciency. There are critical days

—

days when the wave crosses the

axis. These are days of instability

or vulnerability.

Days Betvtfeen Days

The program creates three

sine waves on 23, 28, and 33 day

cycles, with each beginning

point determined by the number

of days since birth. DATM com-

putes the number of days be-

tween two dates. On entry, DATM
expects:

B - 1 function switch—compute dif-

ference in dates

HL points to string MM/DD/YYYY WM/DD/

YYYY with the earlier date coming

first

DE points to a 5 byte output field JJJJJ

But when Basic calls a user's ex-

ternal subroutine, it passes its

arguments as:

A = 3 denotes argument is a string

DE points to string descriptor.

(DE) = length of string

(DE + 1,DE + 2] = address of string

To bridge the gap between Ba-

sic and DATM, I wrote a machine

language relocatable subroutine

BIOR/SUB (Program Listing 1).

This routine expects the string

from Basic to look as follows:

"MM/DD/YYY MM/DDATYY JJJJJ"

The first 10 bytes contain the

earlier date. The next 10 bytes

contain a later date. The fast five

bytes hold the number of days

difference in string form.

BIOR/SUB checks for string

length of 27; puts the string ad-

dress in HL; computes DE=HL
plus 22, the address of JJJJJ;

and sets B equal to one (function

switch for DATM). It then calls

DATM64 (change this call to

06C60H for DATM32). DATM re-

places JJJJJ of the input string

with the number of days differ-

ence in the two dates in string

form, accessed from Basic. On
return from DATM, BIOR/SUB re-

stores DE and returns to Basic.

The problem is getting BIOR/

SUB on disk, to be accessed by

my Basic program. Since I do not

have an Assembler in TRSDOS, t

used the Debug monitor:

>DEBUG ON
>DEBUG

turns on Debug monitor

transfers control to Debug

monitor

?M A = 8100

(Fl)

change memory at 8100H

cursor to 8100H

Enter code as shown in BIOR/SUB assembly

for A = 8100-A = 8118(see Listing 1]

(F2) effects changes

?S return to system

>DUMP BIOR/SUB START = 8100, END =

8120, RORT^R

pulled the address of 8100H

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Mode) II

TRSDOS 1.2

2 Disk Drives

Diablo 1650 printer

2B0 • 80 Microcomputing, fi4ay 1982



out of the air. If you have a 32K

machine, lower the address and

change the DATM address as

earlier noted. Now we have a ma-

chine language subroutine BIOR/

SUB, on disk to be read from

Basic, to interface Basic to

DATM.

The Program

The program to compute bio-

rhythms is really very simple.

BIOR/PRG computes Biorhy-

thms for a specified month and

year, given the month, day and

year of birth, in Program Listing

2 lines 40 and 50 read BIOR/SUB

and DATM64 from disk and line

60 defines 8100H as the address

of the user subroutine called in

line 120. In line 130, XP,XE,XI are

the increments in radians for

each wave. The beginning argu-

ments for each sine wave, BP,

BE,BI, are computed in line 160.

Line 200 begins a loop: For each

day of the month, the sine for

each rhythm is computed and

displayed. An option lists the

biorhythm as shown in Fig. 1 . On
the CRT, the waves go across

the screen, while they go down
the page on the List device.

Put all this together and find

out when to schedule your rac- ask for a raise (on an emotional Linda Anderson is a former

BIORHYTHMS FOR LINDA
BORN: 07/07/1943
BEGINNING: 04/01/1981

I E
E

E
PE

P £
:P E

I p E
I p E:
PI E

P EI
P E I

P E I

E I

EP I

E P I

E P I

E P I

E P I

E P I

E P I

E
E

P I

PI
E IP

E I P

IE P

I EP
I P E

I P E
I : 3 E

; P E

quetball match (on a physical

high), when not to make an im-

portant decision {on an intellec-

tual critical day), and when not to

10

15

20

25

30

low). If it all sounds like a lot of

phooey, you can still have fun

watching all the pretty sine waves

go by.

systems programmer, and is

now Director of Computer
Operations for tier tiusband's

la w office.

Fig. 1.

EC60 DATM 6 4 EOU EC 6 OH
8100 ORG 8100H
8100 lA LDAX D
8101 FEIB CPI 27
8103 CO RNZ
8104 D5 PUSH D
8105 13 INX D
8106 lA LDAX D
8107 6F MOV L,A
8108 13 INX D
8109 lA LDAX D
810A 67 MOV H,A
810B E5 PUSH H
810C 111600 LXI D,22
810F 19 DAD D
8110 EB XCHG
8111 El POP H
8112 0601 HVI a,i
8114 CD60EC CALL DATM 6

4

8117 Dl POP D
8118 C9 RET
8119 END

; ADDRESS OF DATM SUBROUTINE

;A=STRING LENGTH
;MUST BE =27
; RETURN IF NOT
;SAVE STRING DESCRIPTOR ADDRESS
; POINT TO STRING ADDRESS
; LOWER BYTE OF ADDRESS
;T0 L REG

UPPER BYTE OF ADDRESS
TO H REG
SAVE STRING ADDRESS
COMPUTE ADDRESS OF "JJJJJ"
(HL)=ADDBESS OF "JJJJJ"
(DE)=ADDRESS OF "JJJJJ"
(HL)=ADDRESS OF DATE STRING
DATM FUNCTION SWITCH

; RESTORE STRING DESCRIPTOR ADDRESS
; RETURN TO BASIC

Program Listing 1. Subroutine BIOR/SUB

5 CLS
10 CLEAR 200,33000
20 DEFINT N,M,D,J,I,K
30 DEFDBL C,X,B
40 SYSTEM "BIOR/SUB"
50 SYSTEM "DATO64"
60 DEFUSR0=&H8100
65 CLS
70 PRINTe(10,30) ,"B lORHYTHMS"
80 PRINTS (15, 30) ," by Linda Anderson"
85 PRINT@(17, 20) ,"";: INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR NAHE";NM$
90 PRINT@(19, 20) ,""; iINPUT "WHAT IS YOUR BIRTHDATE (MM/DD/YYYY ) " ; BS
100 PRINT@(21,20) ,""; :INPUT "MONTH/YEAR TO BEGIN BIORHYTHMS (MM/YYYY )

" ; DS
105 PRINT@(23,20) ,""; :INPUT " DO YOU WANT A LISTING (Y/N)";LSS
110 D$=LEFT$(D$,3)+''01/"+RIGHTS{D$,4):SS=BS + " "+DS+" JJJJJ"
120 S$=USRO(S$)
130 CR=. 0175*350: XP=CR/23:XE=CR/28: XI =CR/33
140 J$=EIGHTS(S$,5):IF J$="JJJJJ" THEN 300
150 ND=VAL(JS)
160 BP=(ND MOD 23} *XP: BE= (ND MOD 28 ) *XE: BI

=

(ND MOD 33)*XI
170 CLS:PRINT@{0,0) , "BIORHYTHMS FOR "jNMS;", BORN: ";B$;", BEGINNING: ";D$
175 PRINTS (1,5 ),"+": PRINTS (21, 5) ,"-"

180 IF LS$="Y" THEN GOSUB 450
185 M=VAL(LEFT$(D$,2)

)

190 IF M=2 THEN D=29 ELSE IF (M=4 OR M=6 OR M=9 OR M=ll) THEN D=30 ELSE D=31
200 FOR K=l TO D STEP 1
210 JP=11-INT(SIN(BP)*10) :BP=BP+XP
2 20 JE=11-INT(SIN(BE)*10) :BE=BE+XE
230 JI=11-INT(SIN(BI)*10) :BI=ai+XI
240 KK=K*2+10
250 PRINT@{11,KK) ,"-": PRINTS (JP,KK) ,"P" : PRINTS (JE ,KK ) ,"E" : PRINT? (JI ,KK ) ,"I"
260 IF K MOD 5=0 THEN PRINT@ ( 22 ,KK ) ,K

265 IF LS$="Y" THEN GOSUB 400
270 NEXT K:PRINT@(23,0) ."SHALL WE GO AGAIN [Y/N)? ";

275 IF LS$=''Y" THEN LPRINT CHR$(12)
280 LINE INPUT A?: IF A$="Y" THEN 65
290 END
300 PRINT "ERROR: ",S$
310 GOTO 28
400 PL$=SPACES(25)
410 MIDS!PLS,11,1)=":":KID$(PL$,22-JP,1)="P":MID$(PL$,2 2-JE,1)="E"
420 MIDS{PLS,22-JI,1)="I":IF K MOD 5=0 THEN MID5 {PL$ , 23 , 3 ) =STR$ (K

)

430 LPBINT PL$
440 RETURN
450 LPRINT "BIORHYTHMS FOB ";NM$:LPRINT "BORN: "jB5
455 LPRINT "BEGINNING: "; D$: LPRINT: LPRINT"- :

+"

470 LPRINT: RETURN

Program Listing 2. BIOR/PRG
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GRAPHICS

CSMD

LOAD 80

Make 'em with a Centronics 737.

Super Banner

Ron Balewski

412 East Ridge Street

Nanticoke, PA 18634

(wrote a Basic banner gen-

erating program to break in

my new Centronics 737 printer.

The biggest problem with this

program was coming up with

good looking letters. Although I

cannot draw free-hand, I was
able to come up with an accep-

table character set.

I wanted to input the data for

the letters as a series of num-

bers instead of strings of char-

acters (because it is easier to

type a few numbers than to type

a string of 35 asterisks). I will ex-

plain the technique I used so

you can customize the program.

You may find this technique

useful if you should have to ran-

domly access a large group of

Data statements in one of your

programs.

Trial and Error

How could I get to the set of

data I wanted? First, I Restored

the data before each block letter

printed and then read through

the data until I came to the data

forthe letter I wanted to print. If I

wanted to print the nth block let-

ter, I read through alt the data

for n-1 letters before arriving at

useful data.

Although this method worked,

it was much too slow. I use a

very large data base consisting

of the capital and small letters,

numerals and punctuation; to

print a block letter located near

Program Listing 1. Super Banner

1 REM •••*"SUPER-BANNEB****"
2 REM BY RON BALEWSKI
10 CLEAR50a!DEFI(JTA-Z:DIMHGS(10) ,SCS(ia) ,PS(ia0,2) :LSS="ABCDEFGmjKLHNOPQRS
TUVWXYZ 123456 7 89Babcdefghijklmnopqtstuvwxyz.,nS*&' :'— &)+/?><"*
12 NL=85
14 HF=1
15 CLSiPRINT'JOST A MINUTE, PLEASE. " iPRINT: PHINT:FORK=1TONI.: PS(K,1) =PEEK [16
639) : PS (K, 2) -PEEK (166 4a)
n READLP:IFLP=la00THENNEXTKELSEGOTO17
19 FORK=lTOi0iPRINT"INPUT MESSAGE " fK j : INPUTMGS (K) ! IFHGS ( K)<>"END'THENSCS (K

)'"":INPUT"PRINT CHAHACTER [ENTER FOR CORRESPONDING) " JSCS (K) tPBINT
21 IFmGS[K)-"END"TRENK=K-1:G0TO26
23 NEXTK
25 NH-K
27 FORKA^ITONK
28 CLS:PRINT'START MESSAGE" jKA; " ==> " ;KGS (KA) :PRINT
29 F0RKB=1T0LEN(MGS[KA) ) : PRINTMIDS (MGS (KA) ,KB,1)

j

31 L1S-MIDS[HGS{KA) ,KB,1)
33 FORKT=1TOLEN(I.SS) : IFLl S=HIDS (LES,KT,1) THENGOT035ELSENEXTKT)PRINT"ERHOR I

H MESSAGE " ;MGS (KA) jSTOP
35 PORt,166 39,PS(KT,l) : POKE16640 ,PS [KT, 2) : READLP
37 IFLP"10aaTHENGOTO47
38 IFNF=1THENNF=0 : IFLPO2000THENLPRINT' " t : ELSEREADLP
39 IFLP>0THENIFSCS[KA)=""THENLPRINTSTRINGg{LP,LlS) iELSELPRINTSTKINGS(I.P,SCS
(KA) )

;

*1 IFLP<0THENLPRINTSTRINGS(ABS(LP) ," ");
43 IfLP:-0THENLPRINT" :NF=1
45 BEADLP:GOT037
47 LPRINT" "iLPRINT* :LPRINT" ':LPRINT" " iNF-l;NEXTKB! FORKC-1TO20 :LPHINT"
"

1 NEXTKC
49 NEXTKA
51 CLS:PBINT"END OF PRINT. " :PRINT: PRINT:G0T019
99 REM CAP A
100 DATA3, 0,3, 0,3, 0,3, 0,7, 0,1 2, a, 3, -5, 9, 0,3, -9, 9, 0,3, -14, 9, 0,3, -16, 12, a, -19
,3,-3,9,0,-19,3,-9,9,0,-19,3,-13,9,0,-19,3,-18,9,0,-19,3,-22,9,0,-19,3,-27,
9, 0,-19, 3 ,-30, IB, 0,-19, 3, -27, 17, 0,-1 9, 3, -22, 26, 0,-19,3, -18, 25, 0,-19, 3, -14,

2

5,0,-19,3,-10,25,0,-19,3,-6,25,0
110 DATA-19, 3, -2, 25, 0,-19, 26, 0,-16, 25, a, 3, -9, 25, 0,3, -4, 25, 0,28, 0,24, a, 19,0,
15,0,11,0,6,0,3,0,3,0,1000
200 REM CAP B
210 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,7a, 0,70, 0,70,6,70, a, 70, a, 70, a, 3, -31, 3, -30, 3, 0,3, -31, 3, -30

Program continues

the end of the data required

much useless reading. Because

my printer Is slow enough with-

out adding processing delays, I

had to find a faster way.

Next, I used an array for more

speed. Arrays can be accessed

directly at any point without

reading from the beginning. I set

up a huge data array to store all

the numbers from the Data

statements sequentially and

another much smaller array to

point to the start of each letter.

For example, if I wanted to ac-

cess the data for the fifth block

letter, the fifth element of the

small index array would tell me
where to start reading the data

array. I would then access the

data array sequentially from

that point to the end of the data

for the fifth letter.

This method worked and

there were absolutely no delays

between printing block letters.

There was only one slight prob-

lem: All the Data statements

and the monstrous data array

would not fit in memory at the

same time. And I have 48K!

What could I do? I did not want

to cut down the number of ban-

ner-size characters i could print

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

32K RAM
Any 80-column printer
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because I did not want to sacri-

fice this program's flexibility.

if i could throw away the data

array but stiii read data starting

at some random point, I would

have plenty of room in memory
for all the Data statements and

have the speed of direct access

to any letter.

I could not do this_conven-

tionally; it required some TRS-80

trickery. I vaguely remembered

reading something about a

pointer in reserved RAM that

points to the next byte of data to

be read. I decided to save these

values for the start of each block

letter and store them in an index

table like I used to store the

starting locations for the letters

in the data array earlier, and

then POKE them back into the

pointer as needed. Now the pro-

gram fits in 32K of memory eas-

ily with no processing delays.

You can even make it fit in 16K

by getting rid of some of the less

important symbols.

How It Works

I dimensioned PS(100,2) as

the index table. The dimension

1 00 g ives me room to store u p to

100 entry points. The second di-

mension of 2 is there because

the data pointer takes up two

bytes (16639 and 16640) and this

was the easiest way of storing

them. To fill the PS index table, t

PEEK at the two data pointers

and store them in the next avail-

able locations of the index ar-

ray. After that, I read data until I

find a number 1000, indicating

the end of a letter, t then go back

to the point where I store the

data pointers. I continue search-

ing for endpoints and storing

the data pointer until the entire

data set is indexed. Lines 15 and

17 of Program Listing 1 do this.

In tines 19-25, 1 input the ban-

ner messages to be printed.

Enter up to ten at once; you can

do something else while the

printer chugs away.

To print the banner letter by

letter, the program peels off the

next letter from the input mes-

sage and matches it with a letter

in the string LS$. The letters in

LS$ and the Data statements

are in the same order. Therefore,

if a letter matches the nth letter

in LS$, the program must read

the nth set of data. Lines 27-35

Program continued

,3,0,3,-31,3,-30,3,0,3,-31,3,-30,3,0,3,-31,3,-30,3,0,3,-31,3,-30,3,0,3,-31,
3,-30,3,0
220 OflTA3, -31, 3, -30, 3, 0,3, -31, 3, -30, 3, 0,3, -31, 3, -30, 3, 0,3, -31, 3, -30, 3,0,3,

-

31,3,-30,3,0,3,-31,3,-30,3,0,4,-30,3,-29,4,0,5,-27,7,-27,4,0,6,-25,10,-24,5
,0,-1,7,-22,13,-20,7,0,-2,9,-17,7,-1,10,-14,9,0,-2,12,-11,9,-3,13,-7,12,0
230 DATA-3, 3 0,-5, 30, 0,-4, 28, -7, 28, 0,-6, 24, -11, 25, 0,-10, 15, -22, 15, 0,-13, 9, -2
8,^,0,1000
300 HEM CAP C
310 DATA-25, 20, 0,-20, 30, 0,-16, 38, 0,-13, 44, 0,-11, 48, 0,-9, 52, 0,-7, 22, -12, 22,0
,-6,16,-26,16,0,-5,13,-34,13,0,-4,11,-40,11,0,-3,9,-46,9,0,-2,8,-50,8,0,-1,
7,-54,7,0,-1,5,-58,5,0,5,-60,5,0,5,-60,5,0,4,-62,4,0,4,-62,4,6
3 20 DATA3, -6 4, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,4, -62, 4, 0,4, -62, 4, 0,4, -62, 4, 0,-1, 4, -60, 4, 0,-1,

4

,-60,4,0,-1,5,-58,5,0,-2,5,-56,5,0,-2,5,-56,5,0,-3,5,-54,5,0,-4,6,-50,6,0,-
6,5,-48,5,0,-7,6,-44,6,0,-9,6,-40,6,0,-11,6,-36,6,8,-13,7,-30,13,0,-15,5,-3
0,13,0,1000
400 REM CAP D
410 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64,

3

,0,3,-64,3,0,3,-64,3,0,3,-64,3,0,3,-64,3,0,3,-64,3,0,3,-64,3,0,3,-64,3,0,3,
-64,3,0,3,-64,3,0,3,-64,3,0,3,-64,3,0,3,-64,3,0
420 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,4, -62, 4, 0,-1, 5, -58, 5, 0,-1, 8, -52, 8, 0,-2, 12, -42, 12, 0,-4, 21,

-20,21,0,-6,5B,0,~e,54,M,-ll,4B,0,-15,40,0,-19,32,e,-:i4,22,a,1080
500 REM CAP E
510 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,3, -30, 4, -30, 3, 0,3
,-30,4,-30,3,0,3,-30,4,-30,3,0,3,-30,4,-30,3,0,3,-30,4,-30,3,0,3,-30,4,-30,
3,0,3,-30,4,-30,3,0,3,-30,4,-30,3,0,3,-30,4,-30,3,0,3,-30,4,-30,3,0
520 DATA3, -30, 4, -30, 3, 0,3, -30, 4, -30, 3, 0,3, -29, 6, -29, 3, 0,3, -27, 10, -27, 3, 0,3,
-24,16,-24,3,0,3,-24,16,-24,3,0,3,-64,3,0,4,-62,4,0,6,-58,6,0,8,-54,8,0,13,
-44,13,0,13,-44,13,0,1000
600 REM CAP F
610 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,3, -30, 4, -30, 3, 0,3
,-30,4,-30,3,0,-33,4,-30,3,0,-33,4,-30,3,0,-33,4,-30,3,0,-33,4,-30,3,0,-33,
4,-30,3,0,-33,4,-30,3,0,-33,4,-30,3,0,-33,4,-30,3,0,-33,4,-30,3,0,-33,4,-30

620 DATA-32, 6, -29, 3, 0,-30, 10, -27, 3, 0,-27, 16, -24, 3, 0,-27, 16, -24, 3, 0,-67, 3,0,
-66,4,0,-64,6,0,-6 2,8,0,-57,13,0,-57,13,0,1000
700 REM CAP G
710 DATA-31, 9, 0,-24, 22, 0,-19, 32, 0,-16, 38,0,-13, 44, 0,-11, 48, 0,-9, 21, -10, 21,0
,-7,18,-20,18,0,-6,15,-28,15,0,-5,13,-34,13,0,-4,11,-40,11,0,-3,10,-44,10,0
,-2,9,-48,9,0,-1,8,-52,8,0,7,-56,7,0,6,-58,6,0,5,-60,5,0,4,-62,4,0,3,-64,3,
0,3,-64,3,0
720 DATA3, -63, 4, 0,4, -62, 4, 0,4, -62, 4, 0,-1, 4, -60, 4, 0,-1, 5, -28, 3, -28, 3, 0,-2, 6,
-26,3,-27,4,0,-3,8,-23,3,-26,4,0,-4,33,-25,4,0,-6,31,-23,5,0,-8,29,-20,5,0,
-13,24,-17,7,0,-13,24,-16,14,0,-12,25,-16,14,0,-34,3,0,-34,3,0,-34,3,0,1000
800 REM CAP H
810 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,3, -30, 4, -30, 3, 0,3
,-30,4,-30,3,0,-33,4,0,-33,4,0,-33,4,0,-33,4,0,-33,4,0,-33,4,0,-33,4,0,-33,
4,0,-33,4,0,-33,4,0,-33,4,0,-33,4,0,-33,4,0
B20 DATA3, -30, 4, -38,3,0, 3, -30, 4, -30, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,3, -6

4

,3,0,3,-64,3,0,1000
90 REM CAP I

910 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,7 0,0, 70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64,

3

,0,1000
1000 REM CAP J
1010 DATA-14, 14, 0,-10, 20, 0,-8, 8, -2, 12, 0,-6, 7, -6, 12, 0,-4, 6, -9, 12, 0,-3, 6, -11,
10,0,-3,5,-14,6,0,-2,4,0,-1,4,0,4,0,4,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,4,0,-1,4,0,-1,5,0,-
1,7,0,-2,8,0,-2,10,-55,3,0,-3,13,-51,3,0,-4,66,0,-5,65,0,-7,63,0
1020 DATA-9, 6 1,0, -12, 58, 0,-15, 55, 0,-67, 3, 0,-67, 3, 0,1000
1100 REM CAP K
1110 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,3, -23, 6, -35, 3,0,
3,-25,6,-33,3,0,-30,6,0,-32,6,0,-34,7,0,-33,11,0,-30,16,0,-27,21,0,-23,28,0
,-20,21,-4,8,0,-16,21,-11,7,0,-12,22,-16,7,0,3,-6,21,-22,7,-8,3,0
1120 DATA3,-3, 21,-27, 7,-6, 3, 0,23,-34 ,7 ,-3, 3, 0,20,-39, 7, -1,3, 0,16 ,-45, 9, 0,13
,-50,7,0,9,-57,4,0,6,-61,3,0,3,-6 4,3,0,3,-6 4,3,0,1000
1200 REM CAP L
1210 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, a, 70, 0,3, 0,3, 0,3, 0,3,0,
3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,4,0,6,0,9,0,13,0,13,0,1000
1300 REM CAP M
1310 DATA3, -6 4, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,3, -6 4, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,3, -60, 7, 0,3, -57,
10,0,3,-52,15,0,3,-47,20,0,-45,25,0,-40,30,0,-35,30,0,-30,30,0,-25,30,0,-20
,30,0,-15,30,0,-10,30,0,-5,30,0,30,0,25,0,-5,15,0,-10,15,0,-15,15,0
1320 DATA-20, 15, 0,-25, 15, 0,-30, 15, 0,-35 ,15,0,-40,15,0,-45,15,0,-50,15,0,-55
,15,0,3,-57,10,0,3^-60,7,0,70,0,70,0,70,0,70,0,70,0,70,0,3,-64,3,0,3,-64,3,
0,1000
1400 BEH CAP N
1410 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -6 4, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,3, -63, 4, 0,3, -60,
7,0,3,-57,10,0,3,-54,13,0,-55,15,0,-52,16,0,-49,16,0,-47,16,0,-44,16,0,-42,
15,0,-39,16,0,-36,16,0,-34,16,0,-31,16,0,-28,16,0,-26,16,0,-23,16,0,-20,16,
0,-18,16,0
1420 DATA-15, 16, 0,-12, 16, 0,-10, 16, 0,-7, 16, 0,-4, 16, 0,70, 0,70, 0,-67, 3, 0,-67,

3

,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,1000
1500 RiM CAP
1510 DATA-31, 8, 0,-24, 22, 0,-19, 32, 0,-16, 38, 0,-13, 44, 0,-11, 48, 0,-9, 21, -10, 21,
0,-7,18,-20,18,0,-6,15,-26,15,0,-5,13,-34,13,0,-4,11,-40,11,0,-3,10,-44,10,
0,-3,8,-48,8,0,-2,7,-52,7,0,-2,5,-56,5,0,-1,4,-60,4,0,-1,3,-62,3,0,3,-64,3,
0,3,-64,3,0 ' ' ' '

1520 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,-1, 3, -62, 3, 0,-1, 4, -60, 4, 0,-2, 5, -56,

5

,0,-2,7,-52,7,0,-3,8,-48,8,0,-3,10,-44,10,0,-4,11,-40,11,0,-5,13,-34,13,0,-
6,15,-28,15,0,-7,18,-20,18,0,-9,21,-10,21,0,-11,48,0,-13,44,0,-16,38,0,-19,
32,0,-24,22,0
1530 ElATA-31, 8, 0,1000
1600 REM CAP P
1610 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,3, -32, 3, -29, 3,0,
3,-32,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35
,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0
1620 DATA-35, 4, -27, 4, 0,-35, 5, -25, 5, 0,-36, 6, -21, 6, 0,-36, 9, -15, 9, 0,-36, 13, -7,
13,0,-37,31,0,-37,31,0,-38,29,0,-40,25,0,-42,21,0,-46,13,0,1000
1700 REM CAP Q
1710 DATA-31, 8, 0,-24, 22, 0,-19, 32, 0,-16, 38, 0,-13, 44, 0,-11, 48, 0,-9, 21, -10, 21,
0,-7,18,-20,18,0,-6,15,-28,15,0,-5,13,-34,13,0,-4,11,-40,11,0,-3,10,-44,10,
0,-3,8,-48,8,0,-2,7,-52,7,0,-2,5,-56,5,0,-1,4,-60,4,0,-1,3,-14,1,-47,3,0,3,
-16,2,-46,3,0
1720 DATA3, -16, 4, -44, 3, 0,3 ,-17,3,-44,3,0,3,-16,4,-44,3,0,3,-15,5,-44,3,0,-1
,3,-13,6,-43,3,0,-1,4,-10,7,-43,4,0,-2,5,-4,11,-41,5,0,-2,19,-40,7,0,-3,17,
-39,8,0,-3,16,-3 8,10,0,-4,13,-38,11,0,-3,15,-33,14,0
1730 DATA-1, 20, -28, 15, 0,-1, 24, -20, 18, 0,30, -10, 21, 0,7 ,-4,48,0,5,-8,46,0,4,-1
2,38,0,-1,2,-16,32,0,-2,2,-20,22,0,-3,1,-27,9,0,1000
1800 REM CAP R
1810 DATA3, -6 4, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,7 0,0, 3, -32, 3, -29, 3,0,
3,-32,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35
,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0,-35,3,-29,3,0
1820 DATA-34, 4, -29, 3, 0,-33, 6, -27, 4, 0,-32, 8, -25, 5, 0,-30, 12, -21, 6, 0,-27, 18,-1
5,9,0,-23,12,-1,13,-7,13,0,-13,21,-3,31,0,-8,25,-4,31,0,-6,26,-6,29,0,-4,26
,-10,25,0,-3,24,-15,21,0,-2,21,-23,13,0,-1,13,0,-1,8,0,7,0,5,0,4,0,3,0,-1,2
,0,-1,3,0,-2,2,0

Program continues
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Progrant continued

183B DhTli.-3,2,e,-i,l,d,l6e6
190 B REM CAP S
191 B DATAZe, -28, 9,0, 17,-26,1 8, B, -2, 12, -26, 23, (1,-5,7,-26, 27, 0,-4, 6 ,-27, 29, 8,
-3,5,-28,31,0,-2,5,-28,16,-4,13,0,-2,4,-28,13,-11,10,0,-1,4,-28,13,-15,8,0,
-1,4,-27,13,-18,6,0,4,-27,13,-28,5,0,4,-26,13,-22,4,0,3,-26,14,-23,4,0
1920 DATA3, -26, 13, -24, 4, 0,3,-25,13, -26, 3, 6,3,-25, 13 ,-26, 3, 0,4, -23, 13, -27, 3,
0,-1,3,-22,13,-27,4,0,-1,4,-20,14,-27,4,0,-1,6,-17,14,-27,4,0,-2,7,-14,14,-
28,4,0,-2,9,-11,15,-27,5,0,-3,10,-6,17,-27,5,0,-3,33,-26,6,0
1930 DATA--4, 31, -26, 6, 0,-5, 29, -26, 5, 8, -7, 25, -26, 5, 0,-9, 21, -26, 11, 0,-11, 16, -2
7,16,0,-14,10,-27,19,0,1000
2000 REM CAP T
2010 DATA-57, 13, 8,-57, 13, 0,-60, 10, 0,-63, 7, a, -65, 5, 0,-66, 4, 0,-67, 3, 0,-67, 3,0
,-67,3,0,-67,3,8,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,3,-64,3,0,3,-64,3,0,70,0,70,0,70,0
,7 0,0,70,0,70,0,3,-6 4,3,0,3,-64,3,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0
,-67,3,0
2020 DATA-67, 3, 0,-66, 4, 0,-65, 5, 0,-63, 7, 0,-60, 10, 0,-57, 13, 0,-57, 13,0,1000
2100 REM CAP U
2110 DATA-67, 3, 0,-67, 3, 0,-15, 55, 0,-11, 59, 0,-8, 62, 0,-6, 6 4, 0,-5, 65, 0,-4, 66,0,
-3,15,-49,3,0,-3,10,-54,3,0,-2,9,0,-2,8,0,-1,8,0,-1,7,0,7 ,0,7,0,7,0,7,0,-1,
6,0,-1,7,0,-2,7,0,-2,8,0,-3,8,-56,3,0,-4,9,-54,3,0,-5,10,-52,3,0,-7,11,-49,
3,0
2120 DATA-11, 59, 0,-15, 55, 0,-67, 3, 0,-67, 3, 0,-67, 3, 0,-67, 3, 0,1000
2200 REM CAP V
2210 DATA-67, 3, 0,-67, 3, 0,-65, 5, 0,-61, 9, 0,-57, 13, 0,-53, 17, 0,-49, 21, 0,-45, 25,
0,-41,24,-2,3,0,-37,24,-6,3,0,-33,24,0,-29,24,0,-25,24,0,-21,24,0,-17,24,0,
-13,24,0,-5,28,0,29,0,-5,20,0,-9,11,0,-13,12,0,-17,12,0,-21,12,1
2220 DATA-25, 12, 0,-29, 12, 0,-33, 12, 0,-37, 12, 0,-41, 12, -14, 3, I, -45,12,-11,3, I,
-49,13,-5,3,0,-53,13,-1,3,0,-57,13,0,-62,8,0,-66,4,0,-67,3,1,-67,3,1,-67,3,

0,1000
2300 REM CAP W
231B DATA-67, 3, 0,-67, 3, a, -64, 6, 0,-57, 13, 0,-50, 20, 0,-43, 27, 0,-37, 33, 0,-30, 40
,0,-24, 40, -3, 3, 0,-17, 39, -11, 3, 0,-10, 40, 0,-4, 40, 0,37, a, -5, 25, 6, -10, 16, 0,-15,
15,0,-19,15,0,-24,14,0,-29,14,0,-34,13,-20,3,0,-37,14,-16,3,0,-42,13,-10,5,
0,-47,13,-1,9,0
23 20 DATA-51, 19, 0,-51, 19, 0,-47, 23, a, -43, 27, 0,-38, 27, -2, 3, a, -3 4, 26 ,-7, 3, 0,-2
9,27,0,-25,27,0,-20,27,0,-16,27,0,-11,27,0,-7,27,0,-3,27,0,25,0,-7,15,0,-12
,14,0,-15,15,0,-20,14,0,-25,14,0,-29,15,0,-34,14,0,-38,14,0
2330 DATA-43, 13, -11, 3, 0,-47, 14, -6, 3, 0,-51, 14, -2, 3, 0,-56, 14, 0,-60, 16, 0,-65,

5

,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,1000
2400 REM CAP X
2410 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -6 4, 3, 0,3, -62, 5, 0,3, -6 0,7, 0,3, -57, IB, 0,4, -53, 13, 0,7 ,-4
8,15,0,3,-1,5,-44,17,0,3,-3,6,-38,20,0,3,-6,5,-34,22,0,3,-8,6,-28,20,-2,3,0
,-14,5,-24,20,-4,3,0,-16,6,-18,20,0,-19,5,-14,20,0,-21,6,-8,20,6,-24,5,-4,2
0,0,-26,24,0
2420 DATA-28, 20, 0,-26, 19,0 .-23, 20, 0,-21, 21, 0,-1 8, 26, 0,-16, 20, -4, 6, 0,-13, 20,
-10,6,0,-11,20,-15,5,0,-8,20,-20,6,0,3,-3,20,-25,5,-11,3,0,3,-1,19,-30,6,-8
,3,0,21,-3 5,5,-6,3,0,18,-40,6,-3,3,0,16,-45,5,-1,3,0,13,-50,7,0,11,-55,4,0,
9,-58,3,0
243 DATA6, -61, 3, 0,4, -63, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,1000
2500 REM CAP Y
2 510 DATA-67,3,6,-67,3,0, -66,4,0,-63,7,0, -60,10,0,-57, 13,0,-55,15,0, -52,1 8,
0,-49,21,0,-46,17,-4,3,0,-43,18,-0,-40,18,0,-37,18,0,3,-31,18,0,3,-28,18,0,
46,0,43,0,40,0,3 8,0,3 5,0,34,0,3,-28,6,0,3,-31,6,0,-37,5,0,-40,5,8,-42,6,0,-
45,6,0,-48,6,0
2520 DATA-51, 6, -10, 3, 0,-54, 6, -7, 3, 0,-57, 6, -4, 3, 0,-6 0,6, -1,3, a, -6 3, 7, 0,-65,

5

,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,1660
2600 REM CAP Z

2610 DATAl, -54, 15, 0,4,-51,15, 0,7, -54, 9, 0,1 0,-54, 6, 0,1 3, -S3, 4, 0,16, -51, 3, 0,1
9,-48,3,0,3,-2,17,-45,3,0,3,-4,18,-42,3,0,3,-7,17,-40,3,0,3,-10,17,-37,3,0,
3, "13, 17 , "34, 3, 0,3, -16, 17, -31, 3, 0,3, -19, 17, -2B, 3, 0,3,-22, 17, -25, 3, a, 3, -25,1
7,-22,3,0
2620 DATA3, -28, 17, -19, 3, 0,3, -33, 17, -16, 3, 0,3, -34, 17, -13, 3, 0,3, -36, 17, -11, 3,
0,3,-3 9,17,-8,3,0,3,-42,17,-5,3,0,3,-45,17,-2,3,0,3,-48,19,0,3,-51,16,0,4,-
52,14,0,6,-53,11,0,9,-53,8,0,15,-50,5,0,15,-53,2,0,1000
2700 REM BLAKKSPACE
2710 DATA0 ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,6,1660
2800 REM 1

2810 DATA4, -53,3,0, 4,-53,3,0 ,61,0,62,0,63, 0,65,0,67,0, 70, 0,4,0, 4, 0,1000
2900 REM 2

2910 DATA3, -3 8, 10, 0,8, -31, 18, 0,12, -26, 11, -3, 8, 6, 14, -24, 11, -7, 6, 0,16, -22, 11,
-9,6,0,16,-2,5,-22,9,-12,5,0,10,-4,5,-22,6,-15,4,0,10,-5,5,-43,4,0,10,-6,5,
-43,4,0,10,-7,5,-42,5,0,10,-8,6,-41,4,0,10,-8,7,-40,4,0,10,-9,7,-40,4,0,10,
-10,8,-36,4,0
2920 DATA10, -10, 9, -38, 3, 0,10, -11, 9, -36, 4, 0,10, -12, 9, -35, 3, 0,10, -13, 9, -33, 4,
0,10,-14,9,-31,5,0,10,-14,11,-28,5,0,10,-15,11,-25,7,0,10,-16,12,-21,9,0,10
,-17,12,-17,11,8,10,-18,15,-6,18,0,10,-19,37,6,10,-20,35,0,10,-22,31,0
2930 DATA10, -23, 28, 0,-2, 11, -23, 21, 0,-7, 8, -26, 10, 0,-12, 3, a, 1000
3000 REM 3

3010 DATA-10, 7, -36, 7, 0,-7, 12, -32, 12, 0,-5, 15, -30, 15, a, -4, 4, -2, 10, -30, 10, -2,

4

,0,-3,4,-4,8,-32,8,-4,4,6,-2,4,-7,4,-36,4,-7,4,0,-2,3,-60,3,0,-1,4,-60,4,0,
-1,3, -62, 3, a, -1,3, -29, 4, -29, 3, 0,3, -30, 4, -3a, 3, 0,3, -30, 4, -36, 3, a, 3, -3a, 4, -30
,3,8,3,-30,4,-30,3,0
3020 DATA4, -29, 4, -29, 4, 0,4, -29, 4, -29, 4, 0,-1, 3, -29, 4, -29, 3, 0,-1, 4, -28, 4, -28,
4,0,-1,5,-27,4,-27,5,0,-2,5,-25,6,-25,5,0,-2,6,-23,8,-23,6,0,-3,7,-19,12,-1
9, 7, 0,-4, 8, -15, 16, -15, 9, 0,-4, 13, -6, 24, -6, 13, 0,-5, 30, -1,29, 0,-6, 28, -3, 27,0
3030 DATA-8, 25, -5, 25, 0,-10, 21, -9, 21, 0,-14, 15,-13, 17, 0,-19, 6, -21, 8, 0,1000
3100 REM 4
3116 DATA-24,1, 0,-24, 3, 0,-24, 5, 0,-24, 7, 0,-24, 3, -2, 4, 0,-24, 3, -4, 4, 0,-24, 3, -6
, 4, 0,-24, 3, -8, 4, a, -24, 3, -10, 4, 0,-24, 3, -12, 4, 0,-24, 3, -14, 4, a, -24, 3, -16, 4,0,

-

24,3,-18,4,0,-24,3,-26,4,0,-24,3,-22,4,0,-24,3,-24,4,0,3,-21,3,-26,4,0,3,-2

1,3,-28,4,6
3120 DATAel, 6,63, 0,65, 0,67, 6, 6 9, 0,70, 0,3, -21, 3, I, 3, -21, 3, a, -24, 3, 0,-24, 3,0,
-23,5,6,-21,9,0,-16,19,0,-16,19,6,1000
3200 REM 5

3210 DATA-ia, 7, 0,-6, 13, 0,-4, 5, -1,1 0,0, -3, 4, -3, 10, 0,-2, 4, -5, 8, -15, 33, 0,-1, 4,
-8,4,-19,31,0,-1,3,-33,3,-17,10,0,-1,3,-34,4,-15,10,0,3,-36,4,-14,16,6,3,-3
7,4,-13,16,6,3,-37,4,-13,16,0,3,-38,4,-12,10,0,3,-38,4,-12,10,0,4,-38,4,-11
,10,0
3220 DATA4, -38, 4, -11, 10, 6, -1,3, -38, 4, -11, 10, 0,-1, 3, -37, 5, -11, 10, 0,-1, 4, -36,
4,-12,10,0,-1,4,-35,5,-12,10,0,-1,5,-33,6,-12,10,0,-2,5,-30,7,-13,10,0,-2,7
,-26,9,-13,16,0,-3,8,-19,13,-14,10,0,-4,10,-11,17,-15,10,0,-5,36,-16,10,8
3236 DATA-6, 33, -18, 16, 6, -7, 36, -20, IB, 0,-9, 25, -23, 11, 0,-12, 19, -28, 11, 8,-16,

9

,-41,4,0,1000
33aa REM 6

3310 DATA-28, 16, 0,-21, 29, 0,-14, 40, a, -9, 48, 0,-6,53,0, -4, 57, 0,-3, 21, -9, 5, -8,1
7,0,-2,14,-20,4,-16,9,0,-1,13,-22,4,-19,7,0,-1,10,-26,4,-20,6,0,-1,8,-29,4,
-20,6,0,7,-31,4,-21,5,0,5,-34,4,-21,5,8,4,-35,4,-22,4,0,3,-37,4,-21,5,0,3,-
37,4,-22,4,0
3320 DATA4, -36, 4, -22, 4, 0,4, -36, 4, -22, 4, 0,5, -34, 4, -22, 4, 0,6, -32, 5, -22, 4, 0,-1
,6,-29,6,-22,4,0,-1,8,-25,8,-11,4,-6,4,0,-2,10,-19,10,-10,8,-3,4,0,-3,13,-8
,17,-9,10,-1,4,0,-4,36,-10,14,0,-5,34,-12,11,0,-7,31,-15,7,0,-9,27,0,-11,22
,0,-14,13,0,1000
3400 REM 7

3410 DATA-56, 3, 0,-56, 11, 0,-59, 11, 0,-60, 16, 6, -60, 10, 0,-6 0,1 0,0, 14, -46, 10, 0,2
5,-35,10,0,31,-29,10,6,35,-25,10,6,38,-22,16,6,10,-8,23,-19,16,0,2,-26,16,-

Pmgram continues

POKE PS{n,1) and PS(n,2) into

the data pointer.

After that, the program reads

the data and uses it to control

printing until it reaches a 1000

(end of letter indicator). Then it

cycles baclt and repeats the en-

tire process with the next letter.

How To Use It

After you load and run the pro-

gram, it will pause for several

minutes while the computer

reads through the data and sets

up its index table. Eventually the

computer will asl< you to input a

message. Remember to shift for

small letters. A cent sign is

available by typing a shift @.

After you enter the message, the

computer will ask you for a print

character. The computer will

print the entire banner using this

character unless you specify

Corresponding (by pressing

Enter). Corresponding means

that each character in that ban-

ner will be made up of its corres-

ponding printed character. For

example, the A will be made up

of As, the 4 printed in 4s, and so

on. The computer will then ask

you for the next message. If you

want no more banners, type

END as the next message.

After you input all the mes-

sages, the computer will print

the banners. It also constantly

displays exactly what it is doing

on the video screen so you can

keep track of how much remains

to be printed without digging

through the printout.

This version of the Super Ban-

ner program will run on any ten

characters-per-inch, six lines-

per-inch printer because I am

not using any of the fancy con-

trol features in my 737. The pro-

gram is designed for 9 1/2 inch

printers and will not center ban-

ners on a tractor printer with

which you use 14 7/8 inch paper.

Th« Alternate Version

Program Listing 2 shows an

alternative version of this pro-

gram, Super Banner II. Only the

program listing is shown be-

cause the data it uses (and its

principle of operation) are iden-

tical to the Super Banner pro-

gram's. This program uses some

of the Centronics 737's special

functions to produce smaller,

denser block letters about half
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on Software and Hardware for

TRS-80
CHEXTEXT®

Let your TRS-80'' do the proofreading on
your SCRIPSIT" text files!'

Features of this program include.

• Complete dictionary maintenance in-

cluding the addition and deletion of

words,
• Menu driven for ease of operation.
• Spelling Checker
• FREE expanded dictionaries avail-

able, depending on your drive

storage capabilities.

NEW LOWER PRICE $59.95

MODEL III PRICE LIST
(All 48K with TANDON drives)

1 single sided 40 track drive S1695.00
2 single sided 40 track drives 1 895.00
1 dual sided 40 track drive 1820.0O
2 dual sided 40 track dnves ... 2145.OO
2 single sided 80 track drives 2175.00
2 dual sided 80 track drives ... 2395.OO
with RS-232 C Add 115,00

The above computers include NEWDOS
80 Version 2.0.

NOTE. Ttiese Model III computers contain Apparat
installed disk drives and memory. They are warranted

by Apparat, Inc. for 90 days.

,

1

ma

gumnnjg——'—m 1

MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES
DISKETTES

Double density-soft sectored-replacement guaranteed Spindle/Hub
protected. (5%" only]

Verbatim Datalife S'U" 40 track $24.95
Apparat's No Name 5Va" 40 track $^9.95
Verbalim Datalife 8" model II $39.95

PAPER
9Vj"xl 1" blank white, tfactorfeed paper, full box 15# or 20#. , . $24.95
I4''2"xiv green bar, tractor feed paper, full box $34.95
3V^'x15/16" tractor feed mailing labels ... .S1995

OTHER
5'/i" plastic library case $ 1.95
8" plastic library case $ 4,95
5"." Fhp-sort $18.95
8" Fhp-sort $3195
16K memory kits $1995

SPECIAL - FREE GRAFTRAX
with EPSON MX-80 Printers

MX-80 $499.00
MX-80F/T $575.00
with Graftrax, add $79.95

MX-100 $775.00
Printer Cables $24.00

(Specify Computer Type)

WE ALSO STOCK OKIDATA » NEC PRINTERS
CALL FOR PRICES

NEW LOWER PRICES ON
TANDON DISK DRIVES

Complete with power supply, chassis & configured for

TRS-aO^ Model I or III

Single sided 40 track S286-00
• Dual 40 or Single 80 track $41 5.00
• Dual sided 80 track $515.00
• Special - 2 Dual sided 80's $999.00

(ADDS ALMOST 1 5 MEGABYTES OF STORAGE
TO A D. D. MOD I OR A MOO III)

MODEL I DOUBLE
DENSITY PACKAGE
Conwerls a standard TRS-80 Model I « ^r?
to Double Density I R^

' Apparat Doubler 8 N EWDOS/80 V 2,0.

$2 78,00 value for only $219.00
Doubler alone $1 29.00

Apparat, Inc.

APPARAT'S PROM BLASTER
An eprom programmer for all 25 X X and 27 X X chips. TRS-80"
MOD I & 111 S149.O0
CABLE S 17.95

BUS EXTENDER
mini version will) 2 card slots and no enclosure S 69.95

ASSORTED ITEMS OF INTEREST
MICRO CLINIC. Mod I $24.95, Mod III $29.95

Ttie ultimate in memory 8 disk diagnostics

MEAL MASTER, Mod I & III Disk $24.95
meal planning & grocery shopping aid

FLEXTEXT/80 (requires Graftrax) $34.95
ultilize the additional features of the MX-80

printers under model I & ill scripsit

MICRO ACCOUNTING SYSTEM, $479.00
Interactive G/L, A/R, A/P & checkbook manager

UNI-TEflM/80, $89.00
Universal terminal program that takes advantage

of trie extended NEWDOS/80 commands
BASIC BETTER & FASTER BOOK, $23.95

rV^mUK^n^O^ Version 2.0

The most sophisticated DOS ever pro-
jduced for the TRS-80'' Models I and III, It

provides the user with "MAINFRAME"
I

power on a "MICRO".

Some Features available are:

Job.stream Control Language
Mod I/Mod II I Diskette interchangability

Double Density Support on Model I

Pagenation of BASIC listings on the screen
Basic program single stepping
Dynamic variable manipulation

Multiple array sorts with BASIC CMD
Complete technical support provided

All this plus much more for only

$149.00

Software Report C^rd

NEWDOS/SO
Version 2.0

Performance

[tocumenlalion

Base of Vhc

Error Handling

n D
n a
n

D a

^t-3
•Ongoing Support for Microcomputers'

4401 S Tamarac Pkwy • Denver. CO 80237 • (303) 741-1778 • (800) 525-7674
S< np'.ii A TRS 80 <ire ,i registered |i,idernark of Tiindy Corporation ^ 5

Fieight FOB Denver call for shipping charges Foreign Orders shipped Air Freight

See List of Adverlrsers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 285



Program continueil

16, IB, 0,-32, 14, -14, 10, 0,-36, 12, -12, 10, 0,-39, 11, -10, 10, 0,-42,9,-9,10, 0,-45,

8

,-7,lB,0
3420 DATA-48, 6, -6, 10, 0,-50, 6, -4, 10, 0,-52, 5,-3, 10, 0,-54, 4, -2, 10, 0,-56, 14,0,

-

58,12,0,-60,10,0,-62,8,0,-64,6,0,-67,3,0,-6 8,2,0,1000
35Be REH 8

3510 DATA-11, 9, -30, 7, 0,-8, 15, -23, 13, 0,-6, 19, -IB, 19, 0,-5, 8, -5, 9, -13, 23, 0,-4,
6,-11,7,-10,13,-6,7,0,-3,5,-15,6,-8,10,-14,4,0,-2,5,-18,5,-6,10,-16,4,0,-2,
4,-21,4,-4,9,-19,4,0,-1,4,-23,4,-2,9,-21,4,0,-1,4,-24,14,-22,4,0
3520 DATA-1, 3, -26, 12, -24, 4, 0,4, -26, 12, -24, 4, 0,3, -28, 10, -25, 4, 0,3, -27, 11 ,-25
,4,0,3,-27,10,-26,4,0,3,-26,11,-27,3,0,4,-25,10,-28,3,0,4,-24,11,-28,3,0,-1
,4,-23,11,-28,3,0,-1,4,-22,13,-26,4,0,-2,4,-21,13,-26,3,0,-2,5,-19,10,-1,4,
-25,3,0
3530 DATA-3,5,-17,lB,-3,3,-25,3,0,-3,6,-15,10,-5,3,-23,3,a,-4,7,-ll,ll,-7,4
,-20, 4, 0,-6",8, -5, 12, -10, 6, -15, 5, 0,-8,22, -12, 9, -7, 7, 0,-10, IB, -16, 19, a, -12, 13

,-21,14,0,-16,7,-26,7,0,100
3600 REH 9

3610 DATA- 43, 13, 0,-37, 22, 0,-34, 27, 0,-10, 7, -15, 31, 0,-8, 11, -12, 3 4, 0,-6, 14, -10
,36,0,-5,4,-1,10,-9,17,-8,13,0,-4,4,-3,8,-10,10,-19,10,0,-3,4,-6,4,-11,8,-2
5,8,0,-2,4,-22,6,-29,6,0,-1,4,-22,5,-32,6,0,-1,4,-22,4,-34,5,0,4,-22,4,-36,
4,0
3620 DATA4, -22, 4, -36, 4, 0,4, -22, 4, -37, 3, 0,5, -21, 4, -37, 3, 0,-1, 4, -22, 4, -35, 4,0
,-1,5,-21,4,-34,5,0,-2,5,-21,4,-31,7,0,-2,6,-20,4,-29,8,0,-3,6,-20,4,-26,10
,0,-4,7,-19,4,-22,13,0,-6,9,-16,4,-17,16,0,-7,17,-8,5,-9,21,0,-9,57,0,-11,5
3,0,-13,48,0
3630 DATA-16, 40, 0,-20, 29, 0,-26, 16, 0,1 000
37 REH
3710 DATA-31, 8, 0,-24, 22, 0,-19, 32, 0,-16, 38, 0,-13, 44, 8,-11, 48, 0,-9, 21 ,-10, 21,
0,-7,18,-20,18,0,-6,15,-28,15,0,-5,13,-34,13,0,-4,11,-46,11,0,-3,10,-44,10,
0,-3,8,-48,8,0,-2,7,-52,7,0,-2,5,-56,5,0,-1,4,-60,4,0,-1,3,-62,3,0,3,-64,3,
0,3,-64,3,0
3720 DATA-1, 3, -62, 3, 0,-1, 4, -60, 4, 0,-2, 5, -56, 5, 0,-2, 7, -52, 7, 0,-3,8,-48, 8, e,

-

3, 10, -44, 10, 0,-4, 11, -40, 11, 0,-5, 13, -34, 13, a, -6, 15, -28, 15, a, -7, 18,-20, 18,0,

-

9,21,-10,21,0,-11,48,0,-13,44,0,-16 ,38, 0,-19, 32, 0,-24, 22, e, -31, 8, fl,l»fle

3eu0 REH SK A
3 810 DATfi-5, 6, 0,-2, 10, 0,-1, 12, a, -1,13, -12, 5, 0,15, -9, IB, 0,16, -7, 12, 0,6, -4, 7,
-6,14,0,4,-7,7,-6,8,-3,3,0,3,-9,7,-7,4,-5,3,0,3,-11,6,-16,3,0,-1,3,-11,5,-1
6,3,0,-1,3,-12,5,-16,3,0,-1,3,-13,5,-14,4,0,-2,3,-13,4,-13,5,0

3820 DATA-2,3,-14,4,-10,6,a,-3,3,-14,4,-6,9,a,3B,0,37,B,36,B,35,0,33,0,3»,e
,1000
3900 REH SM B , ,^ „ ,
39iB DATA-67, 3, 0,-67, 3, 0,70, a, -1,69, 0,-1, 69, 0,-2, 68, 0,-2, 68, 8,-3,67,0,-4, 3,

-25 ,3, 0,-3, 3, -27, 3, 8,-2,3,-29, 3, 0,-1, 3, -31, 3, a, 3, -33, 3, 0,3, -34, 3,0

3928 DATA3, -34, 3, 0,4, -32, 4, 8, -1,4, -38, 4, 8, -1,6, -26, 6, 0,-1, 8, -22, 8, 8 ,-2,12,

-

12, 12, 0,-3, 34, 0,-4, 32, 0,-6, 28, 8, -8, 24, 8, -11, 18, 0,-15, 18, 8, 10»fl

4000 REH SM C „ ,, „
4010 DATA-15, 10, 0,-11, 18, a, -8, 24, 0,-6, 28, 0,-4, 32, 0,-3, 34, 0,-2, 12, -12, 12,0,

-

1,8,-22,8,0,-1,6,-26,6,0,-1,4,-30,4,0,4,-32,4,0,3,-34,3,8 ,„ , ^
4020 DATA3, -34, 3, 0,3, -34, 3, 0,4, -33, 3, 0,4, -32, 3, 0,-1, 3, -32, 3, 0,-1, 4, -30, 4, a,

-1, 4, -IB, 4, -7, 4, 0,-2, 4, -15, 8, -4, 4, a, -2, 5, -13, 10, -1,5, 0,-3, 5, -12, 14, 8,-4, 5,

-

12,11,8,-5,6,-12,6,0,1088
4100 REH SH D ,„ „ „
4110 DATA-15, 10, 0,-11, 18, a, -8, 24, 0,-6, 28, 0,-4, 32, 0,-3, 34, 0,-2, 12, -12, 12,0,

-

1,8,-22,8,0,-1,6,-26,6,0,-1,4,-30,4,8,4,-32,4,0,3,-34,3,0
4120 DATA3,-34;3;B,-i,3,-32,3,0,-2,3,-30,3,0,-3,3,-28,3,0,-3,67,a,-2,68,a,-
2,6 8,0,-1,6 9,0,-1,69,0,70,0,-67,3,0,-67,3,0,1000
4288 REH SHE .,,,,,,-,
4210 DATA-15, 10, 0,-11, IB, 0,-8, 24, a, -6, 28, 0,-4, 32, 0,-3, 34, 0,-2, 12, -3, 3, -6, 12

, a, -1,B,-B, 3, -11, B, a, -1,6, -IB, 3, -13, 6, 0,-1, 4, -12, 3, -15, 4, 0,4, -13, 3, -16, 4,0,

4220 DAfft3, -14 ,3, -17, 3, 0,3, -14, 3, -16, 4, 0,3 ,-14, 3, -15, 4, a, 3, -14, 3, -13, 6, 0,-1

,3,-13,3,-11,8,0,-1,3,-13,3,-7,11,0,-1,3,-13,20,0,-2,3,-12,19,0,-2,4,-11,17
,0,-3,4,-10,15,0,-4,4,-9,12,0,-5,4,-8,9,0,1000
4300 REH SM F

4310 DATA-38, 4, 0,-38, 4, 0,-38, 4, 0,3, -35, 4, 0,3, -35, 4, 0,52, 0,59, 0,63, 0,65, 0,67
,0,68,0,3,-35,4,-20,7,0,3,-35,4,-22,5,0,-38,4,-24,4,0,-38,4,-25,3,0,-38,4,-
11,4,-10,3,0,-51,8,-7,3,0,-50,18,-4,4,0,-50,17,0,-51,14,0,-53,9,0,1000
4408 R£H SH G
4410 DATA2000, -3, 2, -5, 4, -13, 6, 0,2088, -1,6, -2, 7, -7, 14, 8, 2800,4, -1,14, -2, 18,0
,2000,3,-3,35,0,2800,3,-3,7,-1,28,0,2000,3,-3,6,-5,26,0,2080,3,-3,6,-5,9,-7
,10,0,2000,3,-3,6,-4,6,-14,8,0,2000,3,-3,6,-4,4,-18,6,0,2806,3,-3,6,-3,4,-2

4420 DATA2088, 3, -3, 6, -3, 4, -22, 4, 8, 2000, 3, -3, 6, -3, 3, -24, 3, 0,2080, 3, -3, 6, -3,

3

,-20, 2,-2, 3, 0,2B00 ,3 ,-3, 6,-3, 4,-19, 7, 0,2000, 3,-3, 6,-3, 4,-20, 7, 0,2000, 3, -3,

6

,-4,4,-20,8,0,2000,3,-3,6,-4,6,-15,7,-1,5,0,2800,3,-3,6,-5,9,-7,10,-4,5,0
4430 DATA2000, 4, -1,7, -6, 25, -4, 5, 0,2000, 12, -7, 23, -4, 8, 0,2808, II, -9, 21, -4, 10,

0,2080,-1,9,-11,19,-5,18,0,2000,-2,7,-14,15,-8,8,0,2000,-4,3,-28,6,-15,4,0,
1888
4500 REM SH H
4510 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,78, 0,70, 0,78, 8, 70, 0,70, 0,70, 0,3, -27, 5, 0,3, -29,
4,0,-33,4,0,-34,4,0,-35,4,0,-36,3,0,-37,3,0,-37,3,0,-36,4,0,-35,5,8,-33,6,0
,-27,12,8,38,0,37,0,35,0,33,0,30,0,26,0,3,0,3,0,1000
4600 REM SH I

. 4610 DATA-37, 3, 0,3, -33, 4, 0,3, -31, 6, 0,40, -13, 4, 0,40, -11, 8, 0,40 ,-10, 10, 8,48,

-

10,10,0,40,-11,8,0,40,-13,4,0,3,0,3,0,1888
4700 REH SM J
4710 DATA- 4, 8, 0,-1, 13, 0,2000,-4, 16, 0,2000 ,-3, 5, -2, IB, 0,2000, -2, 4, -5, 8, 0,200
0,-1,4,-8,4,0,2000,4,0,2000,3,0,2000,3,0,2000,4,0,2000,-1,4,-37,3,0,2000,-1
,7,-34,3,8,2888 ,-2,43 ,-13,4,8,2888 ,-2,43 , -11, 8, 8, 28BB ,-3,42,-18,10,0,40,-18
,18,8,-2,38,-11,8,0
4728 DArA-8,32,-13,4,0,1000
4808 REH SH K

4810 DATA3, -64, 3, 0,3, -64, 3, 0,7 8, 0,78, 0,70, 0,7 8, 0,70, 0,70 J 0,3, -12, 4, 0,3 ,-14,
4,0,-19,4,0,-19,6,0,-17,9,0,-15,13,8,-13,12,-1,4,8,-11,13,-3,4,0,-9,13,-7,4
,8,-7,13,-11,4,-2,3,0,3,-2,13,-14,4,-1,3,0,3,-1,12,-18,6,0,14,-22,4,0,12,-2
5,3,8,18,-27,3,8
4820 D&TA8, -29, 3, 0,6, -31, 3, 8, 4, 0,3, 0,3, 0,1000
4900 Ra< SH L
4910 DATA-67, 3, a, 3, -63, 4, 0,3,-62,5, 0,70, a, 78, 0,78, 0,70, a ,78, 0,70, a, 3, 8, 3,0,

laae
500B REK SH M

5010 DATA3, -34, 3,0, -,-34, 3, 8, 40, 0,40, 0,48, 0,40, 0,40, 0,40, 0,3, -30, 4, 0,3, -31,
4,0,-35,3,8,-36,3,0,-37,3,8,-37,3,0,-36,4,0,3,-32,5,8,3,-29,8,0,40,0,39,0,3
9,0,39,8,38,0,36,8
5828 DATA3, -30, 4, 0,3, -32, 3, 0,-36, 3, 0,-36, 3, a, -37, 3, 0,-37, 3, a, -36, 4, 0,-35, 5,

8,-32,8,0,40,0,40,0,39,0,39,0,38,0,36,0,3,8,3,8,1000
5188 REM SH N
5110 DATA3, -34, 3, 0,3, -34, 3, 0,40, a, 48, 8, 40, 0,40, 0,40, 0,40, 8, 3, -38, 4, 0,3, -31,

4,0,-35,3,0,-36,3,0,-37,3,8,-37,3,8,-36,4,0,-35,5,0,-32,8,0,40,0,39,0,39,0,
39,0,38,8,36,8,3,0,3,0,1088
5288 REH SH ,, ,. „
5210 DATA-15, 10, 0,-11, 18, 0,-8, 24, 0,-6, 28, 0,-4, 32, 0,-3, 34, 0,-2, 12, -12, 12,8,

-

1,8,-22,8,0,-1,6,-26,6,0,-1,4,-30,4,0,4,-32,4,0,3,-34,3,0
5220 DATA3, -34, 3, a, 4, -32, 4, 0,-1, 4, -30, 4, 0,-1, 6, -26, 6, 0,-1, 8, -22, 8, a, -2,12,

-

12,12,8,-3,34,8,-4,32,8,-6,28,0,-8,24,0,-11,18,8,-15,10,0,1088
530B REM SH P Prograrv continues

the size of those produced by the

standard version. In line 19, I

change to the 132-character-per-

line mode, in iine 43, i simulate

printing at 12 lines per inch by

printing a carriage return and line

feed and then a half line feed re-

verse. If you have a 12 iines-per-

inch mode or a method of doing

half line feeds on your printer

you should be able to run this

version.

Customizing the Character Set

You can easily change letters

or even replace a few characters

vi/ith pictures just by changing

or replacing the Data state-

ments for that character. The

number system i use works as

follows: positive numbers print

that many characters, and nega-

tive numbers print the absolute

value number of spaces. For ex-

ample, -10 prints ten spaces.

Zero is the end of line indicator.

It prints a carriage return and

line feed. 2000 indicates a start

at the left margin instead of in-

denting five spaces. Unless pre-

ceded by a 2000, all lines have

five blank spaces in front of

them. The 2000 code provides

descenders on letters such as p

and g. 1000 is the end of letter

data indicator. The program will

begin the next letter of the input

string when it reaches a 1000.

For example, the string 10,

-10,5,0,1000 prints ten char-

acters, ten spaces, and five

more characters all on the same

line. The 1000 indicates the end

of the data.

If you decide to type in the

program listing, be sure the Da-

ta statements are exact, or you

may end up with some rather

odd-looking letters. Type in the

Remark statements between let-

ters as you go just in case you

make a mistake or want to

change something. The time

you may save is well worth the

time spent in typing them. Also,

the very last letter before the

double quote in line 10 is sup-

posed to be a shift @, but it ap-

pears as a grave accent.

Ron Baiewski has a degree in

computer science from Penn

State University. His hobbies in-

clude home computers, com-

munity theatre, amateur radio,

and model railroading.
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For TRS-80 Models I and in

Introducins the Lowest Cost
Hard Disk System Ever .

Laredo's LS525.

"^-^-"mmg

$1995

5 millioti

of on-line storage.

At $1995.00 affotdabli> haid dsk
storage is now within your reach.

The LS525 hard disk system is

easier to use than your printer
.

just plug it in sy-ntch it on and

your disk storage problems are over

forever.

The LS525 gives you unheard-of

speed and reliability. For starters

we buill a "mainframe like" control

ler Ihal can detect disk surface de-

fects and relocate the data to al-

ternate tracks. Talking about speed

the LS525 can access files 10 times

faster than your floppy.

This coupled with proven "Winchester"

technology is what we mean by relia-

bility and si^eed

We also provide a Liser friendly

TRSf^OS compatable operating system

in which all of your exisling soft-

ware can run on. It provides features

that can make the LS525 look like

one big 5M byte dnve or four small

1.25M drives or whatever you like

The LS525 is a compact (less than

one half cubic foot) "color-keyed"

package that will fit perfectly next

to your TRS 80 So if your tired of

seeing "Disk Space Full"

there's no excuse.

Call toll free and order yours now,

(800) 538-5137
Inside California call (408) 980-1888.

Model I or III host adapter $250 & LDOS S160 extra, specify when ordering.

(LDOS includes hard dish driver and Formatter)

lofGcIo >v>t:Gm> inc.

. . .mass storage for personal computer's.

Laredo Systems Inc. 2264 Catle De Luna. Santa Clara, California 95050
.'53 TRS-80 and TRSDOS are tradeinarks of Radio Shack a Tandy Co

i^See List at Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing. May 1982 • 287



MO DF. I or l!l DLsk

PILOT
^ only % 29.95 *

* Debug Package displays all flags and
commands before they eKecuce,

* Break Key Enable/Disable.
* One Command Invokation. May be an AUTO

command,
* File Chaining. A complete eyscem from AUTO

to exit.
* LAST RESPONSE always available for Jump

U3e, File, etc. commands.
* Uses UPPER or lower case for all command a

,

* Command/Modifier order not important.
* All extra spaces ignored.
* F A S T - All ?.B0 Machine code.
* Less powerful than the SHACK's Pilot but a

lot more friendly to the author and
Che user (and a little cheaper 1 )

.

"TINY PASCAI: Disk Mod.

•$19.95
- requires TINY PASCAL.

* DISK storage of PROGRAMS and PCODE
* DISK I/O from programs
* LINE PRINTER commands
* COMPILER can use alternate TABLES or

compiler PCODE.

- Georgia residents add 4% sales tax.
- Add SlO.na for complete SOURCE CODE.

- either system.

Personal checks Ok.
Pilot includes many

sample programs.

Barker Software
P. 0. Box 5313
Athens, Georgia

30604

CCA DMS
for

TRS—80 MODEL II

New! Major enhancements to the

highly rated CCA Data Management System

are now available on TRS-SO Model II. Ad-

vanced features like custom screen layouts,

relational searches, data calculations,

indexing and data interchange with other

systems are standard.

CCA DMS gives you unexcelled pro-

ductivity aids lor data entry, file re-lormat-

tlng, and report generation. For instance,

several different reports may be batched,

and CCA DMS even automates TRSDOS
multi-copy disk spooling.

CCA QMS offers unprecedented ver-

Mtllity and flexibility -up to 64 fields, and all

may be indexed~any number of custom

screen layouts or reports for each file~10

levels of sorting (Machine language of

course!)

CCA DMS costs only S225.00. Order from:

F/S associates, inc,

micro data managemenl development

F/S Associates - 1 1 16-A 8th Street, Suite 1 21

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266. (213) 374-7S44

Calif Hes add 6 -,% Tax

TRS -80 IS a trademai* of Tandy Corp

,^392

Program cor\tinued

5310 DATA2000, 3, -3 9, 3, 0,2000, 3, -39, 3, 0,2000, 45, 0,2000, 45, 0,2000, 45, 0,2000, 4

5,0,2000,45,0,200 0,45,0,200 0,3,-14,3,-20,3,0,20 00,3,-13,3,-22,3,0,-11,3,-22
,3,0,-10,3,-24,3,0,-10,3,-24,3,0,-10,3,-24,3,0,-10,3,-24,3,0,-10,4,-22,4,0,
-11,5,-18,5,0
5320 DATA-11, 9, -10, 9, 0,-12, 26, 0,-13, 24, 0,-15, 20,0,-17,16, 0,-22, 6, 0,1000
5400 REM SM Q
5410 DATA-22, 6, 0,-17, 16, 0,-1 5, 20, 0,-13, 24, 0,-12, 26, 0,-11, 9, -10, 9, 0,-11, 5,-1
8,5,0,-10,4,-22,4,0,-10,3,-24,3,0,-10,3,-24,3,0,-11,3,-22,3,0,-11,3,-22,3,0
,-12,3,-20,3,0,-13,4,-16,4,0,2000,42,0,2000,43,0,2000,43,0,2000,44,0,2000,4
4,0,2000,45,0
5420 DATA2000, 3, 0,2000, 3, 0,1000
5500 REM SH R
5 510 DATA- 37, 3 ,0,3,-33,4,0,3,-31,6,0,40,0,40,0,40,0,40,0,40,0,40,0,3,-26,4,
0,3,-28,4,0,-3 2,4,0,-33,4,0,-34,3,0,-35,3,0,-30,4,-1,3,0,-28,10,0,-27,11,0,
-27,10,0,-28,6,0,-30,4,0,100
56 REM SM S
5610 DATA-3,1 8,-15, 5, 0,-3, 8, -14, 10, 0,-6, 3, -14, 14, 0,-4, 3, -15, 16, 0,-2, 3, -16,1
7,0,-1,3,-16,8,-5,6,0,-1,3,-15,7,-10,3,0,3,-15,7,-12,3,0,3,-14,7,-13,3,0,3,
-13,7,-14,3,0,3,-12,7,-15,3,0,-1,3,-10,7,-16,3,0,-1,6,-5,8,-16,3,0,-2,17,-1
6,3,0
5620 DATA-2, 16, -15, 3, 0,-3, 14, -14, 3, 0,-5,10, -14, 8,0, -7, 5, -15, 10, 0,1000
57 00 REM SM T
5710 DATA- 47, 3, 0,-47, 3, 0,-47, 3, 0,-47, 3, 0,-47, 3, 0,-8, 42, 0,-6, 45, 0,-4, 4 8,0, -3
,51,0,-2,54,0,-1,59,0,8,-39,3,0,6,-41,3,0,5,-42,3,0,5,-42,3,0,-1,5,-41,3,0,
-2,4,0,-3,4,0,-4,3,0,-5,3,0,-6,3,0,-7,3,0,-9,1,0,1000
5800 REM SH U
5810 DflTA-37, 3, 0,-37, 3, 0,-4, 36, 0,-2, 38, 0,-1, 39, 0,-1, 39, 0,-1, 39, 0,40, 0,8, 0,5
,0,4,0,3,0,3,0,-1,3,0,-2,3,0,-2,4,-31,3,0,-3,4,-30,3,0,40,0,40,0,40,0,40,0,
40,0,40,0,3,0,3,0,1000
5900 REM SM V
5 910 DATA-14, -9, -14, 3, 0,-17, -10, -10, 3, 0,-21, -9, -4, 6, 0,-31, 9, 0,-29, 11, 0,-25,
15,0,-22,18,0,-19,21,0,-16,18,-3,3,0,-13,18,-6,3,0,-9,19,0,-6,19,0,-3,19,0,
19,0,16,0,-3,11,0,-8,8,0,-12,7,0,-16,7,-14,3,0,-20,7,-10,3,0,-23,7,-7,3,0,-
27,7,-3,3,0
5920 DATA-30, 10, 0,-34, 6, 0,-37, 3, 0,-37, 3, 0,-37, 3, 0,-37, 3, 0,1000
6000 REM SM H
6010 DATA- 37, 3, 0,-37, 3, 0,-35, 5, 0,-31, 9, 0,-28, 12, 0,-25, 15, 0,-22, 18, 0,-19, 21,
0,-16,18,-3,3,0,-13,18,-6,3,0,-9,19,0,-6,19,0,-3,19,0,19,0,16,0,-3,11,0,-6,
10,0,-10,9,0
6020 DflTA-14, 9, -14, 3, 0,-17, 10, -10, 3, 0,-21, 9,-4, 6, 0,-25, 15, 0,-29, 11, 0,-25, 15
,0,-22,18,0,-19,21,0,-16,18,-3,3,0,-13,18,-6,3,0,-9,19,0,-6,19,0,-3,19,0,19
,0,16,0,-3,11,0,-8,8,0,-12,7,0,-16,7,-14,3,0,-20,7,-10,3,8,-23,7,-7,3,0,-27
,7,-3,3,0
6030 DATA-30, 10, 0,-34, 6, 0,-37, 3, 0,-37, 3, 0,-37, 3, 0,-37, 3, 0,1000
6100 REM SM X
6110 DATA3, -34, 3, 0,3, -34, 3, 0,3, -33, 4, 0,3, -32, 5, 0,4, -29, 7, 0,6, -25, 9, 0,3, -1,4
,-21,11,0,3,-3,4,-17,13,0,3,-5,4,-13,11,-1,3,0,3,-7,4,-9,11,-3,3,0,-12,4,-5

,11,0,-14,4,-1,11,0,-16,12,0,-16,10,0,-14,10,0,-12,13,0,-10,11,-1,5,0,-8,11

6120 DATA3, -3, 11, -10, 4, -6, 3, 0,3, -1,11, -14, 4, -4, 3, 0,13, -18, 4, -2, 3, 0,11, -22,

3

,-1,3, 0,9, -26, 5, 0,7, -29, 4, 0,5, -32,3,8,4,-33, 3, 0,3, -34, 3, 0,3, -34, 3, 0,1000

6200 REM SM Y
6210 DATA-37, 3, 0,-37, 3, 0,2000, -3, 4, -34, 4, 0,2000 ,-1,8,-30,6, 0,2000 ,10, -26, 9,

0,2000,10,-23,12,0,2000,9,-22,14,0,2000,-1,6,-22,16,0,2000,-2,4,-21,14,-1,3
,0,2000,-3,5,-17,14,-3,3,0,-1,5,-12,13,0,-3,6,-7,12,0,-6,6,-2,12,0,-9,15,0
6220 DATA-12, 10, 0,-15, 5, 0,-17, 5, 0,-20, 5, 0,-22, 6, -9, 3, 0,-25, 5, -7, 3, 0,-28, 5,

-

4,3,0,-30,6,-1,3,0,-33,7,0,-36,4,0,-37,3,0,-37,3,0,-37,3,0,-37,3,0,1000
6300 REM SH Z

6310 DATAl, -28, 11,0, 4, -25, 11, 0,6, -27, 7, 0,8, -27, 5, 0,10, -26, 4, 0,12, -25, 3, 0,15
,-22,3,0,3,-1,13,-20,3,0,3,-3,13,-18,3,0,3,-5,13,-16,3,0,3,-7,13,-14,3,0,3,
-9,13,-12,3,0,3,-12,12,-10,3,0,3,-14,13,-7,3,0,3,-16,13,-5,3,0,3,-18,13,-3,
3,0
6320 DATA3, -20, 13, -1,3, 0,3, -22, 15, 0,3, -24, 13, 0,4, -26, 10, 0,5, -27, 8, 0,7, -27,

6

,0,11,-25,4,0,11,-27,2,0,100
6400 REM .

6 410 DATA-3, 4, 0,-1, 8, 0,10, 0,10, 0,-1, 8, 0,-3, 4, 0,1000
6500 REM ,

6510 DATA2000, 1,-12, 4, 0,2000, -1,1, -9, 8, 0,2000 ,-1,2, -7, 10, 0,2000 ,-2, 4, -4, 10,

0,200 0,-4,15,0,-1,13,0,-4,8,0,10 00

6600 REM \

6610 DATA-3, 4, -46, 14, 0,-1, 8,-21, 39, 0,10, -10, 50, 0,10, -10, 50, 0,-1, 8, -21, 39,0,
-3,4,-46,14,9,1000
6700 REM %

6710 DATAl, -47, 4, 0,4, -40, 13, 0,-1, 7, -33, 19, 0,-4, 7, -29, 6 ,-3, 14, 0,-8, 6, -25,4,

-

10,12,0,-11,6,-22,4,-13,10,0,-14,6,-20,3,-16,8,0,-17,7,-16,4,-17,7,0,-20,7,
-15,3,-19,5,0,-9,7,-8,6,-13,4,-17,5,0,-5,15,-7,6,-11,5,-15,5,0,-3,9,-3,7,-8
,6,-10,5,-11,6,0
6720 DATA-2, 5, -11, 6, -9, 6, -9, 7, -4, 8, 0,-1, 5, -15, 5, -10, 6, -8, 17. 0,-1, 5, -17, 4,-1
2,7,-8,7,-2,3,0,-2,5,-17,4,-14,7,-13,3,0,-2,7,-16,4,-17,6,-9,4,0,-3,9,-14,4
,-19,6,-6,4,8,-4,11,-11,4,-22,6,-4,3,0,-5,14,-6,5,-25,6,-2,3,0,-7,22,-29,9,
0,-9,19,-33,7,0
67 3 DATA-12,15,-3 8,5,0,-16,8,-44,2,0,1000
6800 REM $

5 810 DATA20, -28, 9, 0,17 ,-26, 18, 0,-2, 12, -26, 23, 0,-5, 7, -26, 27, 0,-4, 6, -27, 29,0,
-3,5,-28,31,0,-2,5,-28,16,-4,13,0,-2,4,-28,13,-11,10,0,-1,4,-28,13,-15,8,0,
-1,4,-27,13,-18,6,0,4,-27,13,-20,5,0,4,-26,13,-22,4,0,3,-26,14,-23,4,0
6 820 DATA3, -26, 13, -24, 4, 0,20 00 ,-2, 76, 0,2000, -2, 76, 0,4, -23, 13 ,-27, 3, 0,-1, 3,

-

22,13,-27,4,0,-1,4,-20,14,-27,4,0,-1,6,-17,14,-27,4,0,-2,7,-14,14,-28,4,0,-
2,9,-11,15,-27,5,0,-3,10,-6,17,-27,5,0,-3,33,-26,6,0
6 83 DATA~4, 3 1,-26, 6, 0,-5, 29, -26, 5, 0,-7, 25, -26, 5, 0,-9, 21, -26, 11, 0,-11, 16 ,-2

7,16,0,-14,10,-27,19,0,1000
6 90 REM t

6 910 DATA-10, 10, 0,-10, 10, 0,-10, 10, 0,-10, 10, -10, 10, 0,-10, 10, -10 ,10, 0,-10, 10,
-10,10,0,-10,10,-10,10,0,4,-6,10,-10,10,0,22,-8,10,0,41,0,-4,46,0,-10,10,-2
,2 8, 0,-10, 10, -10, 10, -1,9, 0,-10 ,10, -10, 10, 0,-1 0,1 0,-10, 10, 0,-10, 10. -10 1 10. 01

-10,10,-10,10,0
6920 UATA4, -6, 10, -10, 10, 0,22, -8, 10, 0,41, 0,-4, 46, 0,-10, 10, -2, 28, 0,-10, 10, -10

,10,-1, 9,0,-10,10,-10,10,0,-10,10, -10,10,0, "10.10.-10 -10 -0>-10' 10'-!^' 10 '0'
-3 0,10,0,-3 0,10.0,-30,10,0,1000
7 00 REM &

7010 DATA-22, 7. 0.-18, 16, 0,-15,22, 8,-12,27,0, -10, 31, 0,-8, 17, -5, 11, 0,-6. 16,-1
5,6,-11,7,0,-5,14,-20,5,-6,14,0,-4,12,-25,4,-2,19.0,-3,10,-29,25,0,-2,9,-30
.27,0.-1.8,-29.31.0.-1,6,-28,18,-8,8,0,-1,4,-27,18,-16,4,0,4,-25,20,-18,3,0

7020 DATA3, -23, IB, -2, 4, -17, 3, 0,3, -20 ,18, -6, 4, -15, 3, 0,3, -17, 18, -18, 4, -12, 4,0
,-1,3,-13,18,-14,5,-6,7,0,-1,3,-10,18,-19,14,0.-2.3,-6,19,-24,9.0,-2,3,-4,1
7,0,-3,3,-1,16,0,-3,17,0,-4,13,0,-3,11,0,-2,9,0,-1,11,0,-1,6,-1,6,-11,3,0,6
,-3,7,-9,3,0,5,-6,7,-6,4,0
7030 DATA4, -10, 6, -3, 5, 0,3, -14, 11, 0,-1, 3, -16, 8, 0,-2, 4, -17, 5, 0,-4, 5, -15, 4,0,

-

7,6.-12,3,0,-11,2,-12,3,0,100
7100 REM '

7110 DATA- 54, 13, 0,-55, 14, 0,-57, 13, 0,-59, 11, 0,-61, 8, 0,-63, 4, 0,1000
7200 REM (

7210 DATA-26, 18, 0,-22, 26, 0,-18,34, 0,-15, 40, 0,-12, 46, 0,-9, 52, 0,-7, 21, -14, 21,

Program continues
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Program conlinued

il,-5rl5,-3B,15,l,-3,ll,-44,H,»,-2,7,-52,7,B,-l,5,-58r5,l,3,-«4,3,«,HBB
73BB REM }

731B DATA3,-64r3,B,-l,5,-58,5,B,-2,7,-52,7,B,-3,lB,-4*,lf,i,-S,15,-3B,15,8,
-7,21,-14,21,B,-9r52,l,-12,46,l,-15,4B,B,-18,3<,R,-22,2S,l,-2<rll,B,lBBB
74Ba REH I

741B DATA-3, 4, -26, 4, B, -1, 8, -22, 8, B, IB, -2B, IB, 1, 1«, --28,11,8,-1,8,-22,8,8, -3,
4,-26,4,8,1888
75BB REH *

7 518 DfiTA-26, 4, -IB, 3, 8, -24, 7, -7, 7, 8, -23, 9, -5, 9, 8,-23, 9, -5, 18, 8,-24,9,-3, IB,
8, -26, 7, -3, 9, 8, -27, 8,-2,7,8,-29, 5, -1,6, 8,-18, 4, -8, 4, -1,4, -9, 4,(1,-16,11,-!, 2
, -1,2, -6, 11, 8, -15, 48, 8,-15,48, 8, -16, 11, -5, 2, -1,2, -6, 11, 8, -IB, 4, -8, 4, -1,4, -9
,4,8,-28,6,-1,6,9
7S29 DATA-26, 7, -3, 7, 8, -25, 8,-3, 9, 8, -23, 18, -3, 18, #,-22,18, -5, 18, 8, -22, IB, -5,
9,8,-23,8,-7,7,8,-26,4,-18,3,8,1888
7688 RBH -

761B DATA-25, 18,-8, -25, IB, 8, -25, 18, 8, -25, 18, 8, -25, 18, 8, -25, 18,8,-25, IB, 8, -2s
,18, 8,-25,18, 8,-25, 18, 8,-25, 18, 8, -25,18,8,-25,18, 8, -25, 18, 8, -25, 18, 8, -25, 18
,8,-25,18,8,-25,18,8,1888
77 88 REH -
7718 DATA-2B,18,-lB,18,B,-28,18,-lB,lB,»,-2B,18,-18,18,8,-2B,H,-lB,18,8,-2
8, 18, -18, 18, 8,-28, 18, -11, IB, 8, -28, IB, -18, 18, 8, -2t, 18, -18, IB, 8, -28, 18, -18, 18
,8,-28,18,-lB,18,8,-2B,lB,-lB,18,B,-28,18,-18,18,8,-28,lB,-18,lB,B,-a8,l»,-
18,1B,B
772B DATA-29, 18, -18, 18, 8,-28, 18, -IB, 18, 8, -28, 18, -18, IB, 8, 1888
7 8BB REM 8

7818 DATA-24, 21, 8, -18, 32, 8,-14, 12, -18, IB, 8, -11, 9, -29, 7, 8, -9, 6, -37, 8,8,-7, 5,
-43, 5, 8, -5, 4, -18, 15, -15, 5, 8, -3, 4, -14, 27, -11, 5, 8, -2, 4, -12, 33, -1», 5, 8,-1, 4,-1
2,36,-18,4,8,-1,3,-12,38,-18,4,8,3,-12,48,-18,4,8,3,-12,13,-15,12,-11,3,8
7e2B DATA3, -12, 8, -26, 6, -12, 3, 8,3,-12,5, -38, 5, -12, 3, 8, 3, -13, 3, -32, 4, -12, 3, 8,
-1,3,-12,3,-32,3,-13,3,8,-1,3,-14,3,-28,3,-14,3,8,-2,3,-7,43,-11,3,8,-3,3,-
5, 44, -18, 3, 8, -4, 3, -3, 45,-9,4,8,-5,3, -2, 45,-8,4, 8, -6, 1,-2, 46, -7, 4, 8,-9,46,-5
,5,8
7838 DATA-18, 4, -44, 5, 8, -11, 3, -41, 6, 8, -12, 5, -33, 9, 8, -14, IB, -15, IS, 8, -17, 32,

8

,.-22,17,8,1888
7988 REH ;

7918 DATA2eB8,l,-12,4,-16,4,B,288B,-l,l,-9,B,-12,8,8,2B»8,-l,2,-7,18,-18,lB
,8,2888, -2, 4, -4, 18, -18, 18, 8, 2888, -4, 15, -12, 8,8,-1,13,-14, 4, 8,-4,8,8,1888
88 88 REH +
8818 DATA-38, IB, 8, -38,18, 8, -3B, 18, 8, -38,18,8,-38, 18, 8, -38, 18,8,-38, IB, 8, -38
, IB, 8, -38, IB, 8, -15, 48, 8,-15,48, 8, -15, 48. B, -15, 48, 8, -15, 48, 8,-15,48,8, -38, IB
,8, -38, 18, 8, -38, 18, 8, -38, IB, 8, -38, 18, 8, -38, 18, 8, -38, 18,8, -38,11,8,-38,18, 8,
1BB8
81 B8 REH /
8118 DATA3,B,6,e,-3,e,B,-6,6,8,-9,e,B,-12,6,fl,-lS,6,B,-ie,e,»,-21,6,8,-24,6
,8,-27,6, 8, -38,6,8,-33, 6, 8, -36, 6, 8, -39, 6, 8,-42, 6, 8, -45, 6,8,-48,8,8, -51, 6, 8,
-54,6,8,-57,6,8,-68,6,8,-63,6,8,-66,4,8,-69,1,8,188*
8288 REH T

8218 DATA-53, 8, 8, -51, 12, 8, -58, IB, -1,3, 8,-58, 18, -2, 3, 8, -51, 8, -4, 3, 8, -53, 4, -7
, 3, a, -3, 4, -58, 3, B, -1,8,-57,3,8,18, -18, 17, -28, 5, 8, 18, -18, 23, -21, 6,8,-1,8, -23
,14,-16,7,8,-3,4,-29,15,-9,9,8,-39,29,8,-41,26,8,-43,23,8,-45,19,8,-47,15,8
,-5B,e,B,lB88
83BB REH >

3318 DATA-15, 4, -32, 4, 8, -16, 4, -38, 4, 8, -17, 4, -28, 4, 8, -18, 4, -26, 4, 8, -18, 5, -24,
5, 8, -19, 4, -24, 4, 8, -28,4,-22,4, 8, -21, 4,-28, 4, 8, -22, 4, -18, 4, 8, -23, 4, -16,4, B,

-

23, 4, -16, 4, 8, -24, 4, -14, 4, 8, -25, 4, -12, 4, 8, -26,4, -1», 4,8,-27,4, -», 4, 8,-27, S,

-

6,5,8,-28,4,-6,4,8
S32B DATA-29r 4, -4, 4, 8, -38, 4, -2, 4, 8, -31, 8, 8, -31, 8, 8, -32, 6, 8, -33, 4, 8, -34, 2, 8,

1888
84BB REH <

841B DATA-34, 2, B, -33, 4, a, -32, 6, 8,-31, 8, 8,-31,8,8,-38, 4, -2, 4, 8, -29, 4, -4, 4,1,
-28,4,-6,4,8,-27,5,-6,5,8,-27,4,-8,4,8,-26,4,-18,4,8,-25,4,-12,4,8,-24,4,-1
4,4,8,-23,4,-16,4,8,-23,4,-16,4,8,-22,4,-18,4,8,-21,4,-28,4,8,-28,4,-22,4,8
,-19,4,-24,4,8
8428 DATA-18, 5, -24, 5, 8, -18, 4, -26, 4, 8, -17, 4, -28, 4, 8, -16, 4, -38,4,8, -15, 4, -32,
4,8,1888
8588 REH CENT SIGN BY SHIFT @

851 B DATA-25, 28, 8,-28,38, 8, -16, 3 8, 8, -13, 44, 9, -11, 48, 8, -9, 52, 8, -7, 22, -12, 22,
B, -6, 16, -26, 16, 8,-5, 13, -34, 13, 8, -4, 11, -48, 11, B, -3, 9,-46, 9, 8, -2, 8, -58, 8, 8,-1
,7, -54, 7, 8, -1,5, -SB, 5, 8, 5, -68, 5, 8, 5, -68, 5, 8,4,-62,4, 8, 2888, -1,78, 8
8528 DATA2BBB, -1,7 8, 8,2888, -1,7 8, 8, 2888, -1,7 6,8,4,-62,4, 8, 4, -62, 4, 8, -1,4, -6
8, 4, 8,-1, 4, -6B, 4, 8, -1,5, -58, 5, B, -2, 5, -56, 5, 8, -2, 5, -56, 5, 8, -3, 5, -54, 5, 8, -4,

6

,-5B, 6, 8, -6, 5, -48, 5, 8, -7, 6, -44, 6, 8, -9, 6, -48, 6,8, -11, 6, -36, 6, 9, -13, 7, -38, 13,
8,-15,5,-38,13,8,1889

1 REH •••••SUPER-BANNER Ii**»««
3 ROi BY RON BALEWSKI
18 CI,EAR58e:DEFrBTA-ZiDIMMGS(lB),SCS(lB),PS(lB8,2) tLSS-'ABCDEFGHIJKLHHOPORS
TUvWXYZ 1 23456 7 89flabcdefghijkliiinopqr«tuvirtyz., lists' () i*—li+ZTX""
12 NL-85
14 HF-1
15 CLSiPRINT'JOST A HINOTE, PLEASE. tPRINTi PRIBTi FORK-lTOHLiPS (K,l) -PEERdB
639) :PS(i;,2)-PEEK(166 4B]
17 READLPiIFLP-lBBBTHENNEXTKELSEGOTOl?
19 LPRINTCHRS(27) fCHRS(2B) iFORK-lTOlBiPRINT'INPUT MESSAGE ' iKf i INPOTOGS (K)
ICnGS(K)<>"END"THEK6CS(K)"'"'iINPUT'PHINT CHARACTER (ENTER FOR CORFESPUNDING
) "jSCS(K) iPRINT
21 IFrGS[K)»"END"THENK=K-1:GOT025
23 NEXTK
25 NH-K
27 FORKA-ITOHM
28 CLSiPRINT'STABT MESSAGE" jKAj " "> " jMGS [KA) iPRINT
29 FORKB-1TOLEN[HGS[KA)) iPRINTMIDS [MGS (KA) ,KB,1)|
31 LlS-MIDS(HGS(Kfi) ,KB,1)
33 F0RKT-1T0LEN[LSS) : IFLlS=MIDS [LSS,KT,1) THENG0TO35ELSEKEXTKTiPRmT"ERROR I
H HESSAGE " jMGS (KA) iSTOP
35 POm,16639,PS(KT,1) !POKE16640 ,PS(KT,2) iREADLP
37 IFLP-iaB0THENGOTO47
38 IFNF=lTHEBNF-9 : IFLPO20B0THENLPRINTSTRINGS (30 ,* "

) ) lELSELPRINTSTRINGS ( 25
," ");:READLP
39 IFLP>0THENIFSCS[KA)''"THENLPRINTSTRIHGS(LP,I.lS)fELSELPRIKTBTRING5(LP,SCS
(KA)),
41 IFLP<0THENLPRINTETRINGS(ABE(LP) ," "),
43 IFLP=0THEKLPRINTCHRS[13) jCHRS{27) jCHRS(3B) n NF-l
45 HEADLPiGOT037
47 I.PRIHT' "iLPRINT" " iNF=l)HEXTKBt F0RKC-1T02B:I.PRINT" -jNEXTKC
49 NEXTKA
51 CLS:PRINT"EHD OF PRINT. " iPRIKTi PRINTiG0T019

Program Listing 2. Super Banner li

TECO MONITORS
RATED BEST BUY BY
THE COMPUTER SHOPPER

NOW AN EVEN BETTER BUY

B& W MONITOR HIRES 119.95

GREEN PHOSPHOR HIRES 129,95

GREEN PHOSPHOR ULTRARES 144.95

TRS-aO CABLE S.OO

5' .' DISK DRIVES WITH PS & CASE . .
. 289.95

FROM
THE MAINE SOFTWARE LIBRARY
P.O. BOX 197

STANDISH, ME 04084

CHECK, MO. COD (20% DEPOSIT ON COD)
ADD $10 SHIPPING FOR MONITOR, $6 FOR
DRIVES

LNW-80-OWNERS
WE HAVE SOME TERRIFIC IDEAS
AND PRODUCTS TO MAKE THIS
GREAT COMPUTER EVEN BET-
TER. WRITE TO US FOR PACK-
AGE BEFORE YOU BUILD.

tt!|Ii>IIS>»>lllll<IIIIIIItIttHUHnMlMIII»llttM>Illllliai

•'•'"*iJ"'.''»J''''>ni"""""iiiiiiijiiniii»iiniintmjni

-80 SPACE RAIDERS
Starship Simulator
and Combat Came

This is the most realistic combat space simulation

available for any computer system anywhere!
Operator is placed in a rapidly moving ship looking

out through a window into the depttis ot space.
Thousands of stars appear in the distance and part

toward the screen edges as the ship flashes past.

Forward and att views available at any time. Ac-
curate celestial navigation using both XYZ and
spherical Coordinates! Comment from Aug '81 80
Microcomputing: "May be the ultimate Star Trek

type game and, possibly, the most complex micro-

computer game ever attempted"! Fast action

graphics never stop!

Now available for Model III!

$24.95 (MasterCard, VISA, check, etc.)

includes shipping. COD OK

Specify Model I or III, Level 2 16K

Bosen Electronics

445 E. 800 N.

Spanish Forit, UT 84660

(801)-798-9553 ^294

y-See List 0/ Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 * 2B9



Aerocomp's
Proven
Best-By Test!
The
II

I i
Double Density Controller
• Technical superiority
At last! A double density controller for Model I with HIGHER PROBA
DOUBLE DENSITY CONTROLLER ON THE MARKET TODAY! The "DDC f'

blems that keep cropping up on existing products. AEROCOMFf
has a wider capture window than the digital types currentlyp^
ing The finest resolution available with digital circuitry is

""^

finateiy variable tuning. Attack and settling times are op.
The units presently on the market use a write precompen
tolerance is extremely wide - in the order of + 100 ns

""^

The bottom line is state of the art reliability!

• Test Proven
Tests were conducted on AEROCOMP'S "DDC", Perco

a Radio Shack TRS80" "
' Model I, Level 2, 48 K with

^

(Siemens Model 82). Diskette was Memorex 3401.
"

mine performance under adverse conditions. Th
expansion interface.

The test consisted of formatting 40 tracks on t

pattern was chosen because it is recommended
attempt was then made to read each sector on the
1 with Double Zap, Version 2.0. unreadable sectors wer
each double density controller and the data averaged. Test r

• Features
TRS80 Model I owners who are ready for reliable double

density operation will get (1) 80% more storage per

diskette, (2) single and double density data separation

with far fewer disk I/O errors, (3) single density com-
patibility and (4) simple plug-in installation. Compatible

with all existing double density software.

• Value

$149.95 for the BEST double density
controller on the market.
$189.95 for "DDC complete with DOSPLUS 3,3D

$239.95 for "DDC" complete with LDOS

LLTY OF DATA RECOVERY THAN WITH ANY OTHER
xomp. No need to worry about the pro-

•4esign phase lock loop data separator
' allows high resolution data center-

)DC' analog circuit allows in-

Board to board

LNW's'LNDoubler"** using
mTFDiOO" disk drive

_d piece of media to deter-

re installed sequentially in the

^attern on all tracks. The 6DB6
_urers of drives and diskettes. An
.g system was Newdos/80, version

The test was run ten times with

^ the table.

• TEST RESULTS •

MFR & PRODUCT SECTORS LOCKED OUT<avc)

AEROCOMP "DDC"

PERCOM DOUBLER II" 18

PERCOM "DOUBLERA' 250

LNW LNDOUBLER" 202

Note: test results available upon written request. All tests conduaed prior to 8-25-81

Aerocomp s 11 dav money back guarantee applies to hardware only.

Specials will be prorated, snipping 82.00 In Cont. US. See opposite page for details.

Data Separators
The advances that make the "DDC" great are incorporated

and Double Density Data Separator ("DDS").

• Has your original manufac-
turer left you holding the bag?
If you already own a Percom Doubler A , Doubler II or LNW
LNDoublef, the aerocomp dds will make It right Look at the test

results:

in the new aerocomp Single Der
Happy DDS customer writes

MFR. & PRODUCT

SECTORS LOCKED OUT

WITHOUT "DDS" WITH DDS

PERCOM "DOUBLER H" 18 1

PERCOM "DOUBLER A

'

250

LNW "LNDOUBLER" 202

• "DDS" $49.95
luse 1791 chip from your dd Con-
trotien

^ D^9 with disk controller

cbip Included ^ /9.93
• Disk controller

chip $34.95
(Shipping S2.00 Cont us - see opposite

page for details)

Note; Same test procedures as ddc
Trademark of Percom data Co
' Trademark of lnw
'
" Trademark of Tandy Corporation

Plugs directly Into your existing

Double Density Controller.

I don't ofi.en write letters

Huch as Ihiii, tiul I feci I should
111 this case . I am suprised
and pleased with yciuc DDS. It Is

not (jtleri a pioduct is Detter

than one expeuts This
(thebB) lest (s) used a Pei'com
Doobler "A". (Test without DDS
installed showed many errors)

(With DDS} not one error!!!

After ten (10) teats of format-
ting and verifing and zeroing
NOT ONE t'AlLlJRE OR LOCK
OUT Great!'!

Fhil Qnadt
Kansas City. Kansas

See opposite
pagei^^lll
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TRS 80

DISK DRIVES
40 & 80 TRACK
as lov\^ as$299.95

NEW LOW PRICES
Thanks to you our sales volume has

allowed us to cut costs and we're pass-

ing the savings along. We offer the best

disk drive value in the market place.

Reliability, features and cost tough to

beat. We deliver.. .and we stand behind

our products. AEROCOMP is the only

manufacturer to offer FREE TRIAIJ Buy
Aerocomp drives today. You deserve the

best.

BEST FEATURES
• Fast 5 ms track-track access time.

• Operates single or double density.

-* "FLIPPY" feature for lower media cost

(40-1 &.80-]].

• Head load solenoid.

• Disk ejector.

• Easy entry door.

• NEW EXTERNAL DRIVE CABLE
CONNECTION, |no Jonger r.ppd lo remove the

( ovf.T Id hrjGl up ( JDIeJ

EPSON
MX80
PRINTERS

$469.00
TRS80 Cable (I & III) S29.95

APPLE Cable S. Interface. .

S 1 05.00

RS232 Interface $69.95

Ribbon Cartridge. Black. ..SI 3.95

Add S6.00 shipping (Cont, U.S.) does noi

include cable.

MX80 F/T
All the features of MX80 plus Friction

Feed. Shipping & cables as above.

$579.00

ORDER TODAYI
* 40-Track Drive S299.95

* SOTrack Drive S409.95

* 40-Track "FLIPPY" Drive. . . S329.95

* 80-Track "FLIPPY" Drive. . . . S419.95
* 40-Track Dual-Head Drive. . S4 19.95

* 80-Track DuaFHead Drive. . S569.95
All ^bove driuei Me complere wirn silver enclosure, power suoply

sridexrerrijl drive ciibleconnetiiDn IfSVAC 50/60 H? 2?0VAC,
50/60 Hz dvjilitble on ^pecJdtl order

* 40-Track Bare Drive $259,95
* SaTrack Bare Drive $359.95
* 40-Track "FLIPPY" Bare DriveS279.95

* 80-Track "FLIPPY" Bare Drive$369.95

• SPECIAL PACKAGES•
STARTER A S339.95

40-Track Drive, 2'drive cable, TRSDOS
2.3 Disk & Manual, Freight & Ins.

STARTER B S369.95

40-Track "FLIPPY" Drive, cable, TRSDOS
2.3 Disk & Manual, Freight & Ins.

COIVIBG C S465.00

40-Track "FLIPPY" Drive, 2-drive cable,

LDOS- Freight & Ins.

COMBO D S559,00
80-Track "FLIPPY" Drive, 2-dnve cable,

LDOS' FteightS Ins.

COMBO E $709,00

Two 40-Track "FLIPPY" Drives, 4-Drive

cable, TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Mannual,

Freight & Ins.

COMBO F 5989.00

Two 80-Track "FLIPPY" Drives, 4-drlve

LDOS Ins

COMBO G $889.00

Two 40-Track Dual-Head Drives, cable,

TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Manual. Freight &
Ins.

COMBO H SI 289.00

Two 80-Track Dual-Head Drives, cable,

LDOS . Freight & INS.

DOSPLUS 3.3 or NEWDOS / 80,2

available with any package

MOi'j 00 per drive lor shipping S handling (Corn US|

FREE TRIAL OFFER
Orderyour AEROCOMP Disk Drive and
use it with your system for up to 14

days. If you are not satisfied for ANY
REASON [except misuse or improper
handling), return it, packed in the

original shipping container, for a full re-

fund. [HartJwareonly Special packages will fe prorated^.

We have complete confidence in our pro-

ducts and we know you will be satisfied!

ORDER TODAYIII

WARRANTY
We offer you a 1 20 day unconditional

warranty on parts and labor against any

defect in materials and workmanship. In

the event service, for any reason,

becomes nescessary. our service depart-

ment is fast, friendly and cooperative.

100% TESTED
AEROCOMP Disk Drives are completely

assembled at the factory and ready to

plug in when you receive them. Each

drive is 100% bench tested prior to ship-

ment. We even enclose a copy of the

test checklist, signed by the test techni-

cian with every drive. AEROCOMP
MEANS RELIABILITY! I

ORDER NOWn
To order by mail, specify Mode!
Number[Sj of Drive, cable, etc. {above],

enclose check, money order, VISA or

MASTERCHARGE card number and ex-

piration date, or reguest C.O.D. ship-

ment. Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

Add S5.00 per drive for shipping & handl-

ing (Cont. US), Please allow 2 weeks for

personal checks to clear our bank. No
personal checks wil! be accepted on
C.O.D. shipments-cash, money orders or

certified checks only. You will receive a

card showing the exact C.O.D. amount
before your shipment arrives. Be sure to

include your name and shipping address.

You will be notified of the scheduled

shipping date. Your bank credit card will

NOT be charged until the day we ship. I!

DRIVE CABLES
2-DRIVE S24 95

4-DRIVE . . .
. . 534.95

WRITE AEROCOMP TODAY
FOR MORE VALUES III

CALL TOLL FREE FOR FAST SERVICE
(800) 824-7888, OPERATOR 24
FOR VISA/MASTERCHARGE/C.O.D. ORDERS
Colifornia diol (800) 852-7777, Operator 24. Alosko
ond Hawaii dial (800) 824-7919, Operator 24,

TOLL FREE LINES WILL ACCEPT ORDERS ONLYl
For Applications ond Technical information, cal!

(214) 337-4346 or drop us o card.

Deolers inqiries invited

Redbird Airport, Bidg. 8
P.O. Box 24829
Dallas, TX 75224 -^^^

^See Lisl of Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 291



GAME

LOAD 80

Become an intersteller truck driver.

Space Chase

Charles E. Gillen

American Embassy, Seoul

APO San Francisco 96301

Here's a 16K Level II game,

for the fumble-fingered,

that places few demands on the

intellect. As you guide a robot

cargo ship through the hazards

of space, no less than 26 sub-

routines are invoked to tickle

your ears and eyes. The game

has no instructions or compli-

cated strategies to master, and

is suitable for all ages.

Get Ready for Fun!

Start by connecting your key-

board to an amplifier, using the

plug that normally goes to the

cassette Aux jack. If you do not

have an amplifier, put a small

radio nearby and you will still

hear many of the program's

sound effects.

Your goal is to guide three

robot-piloted freighters to Terra

vi'hiie dodging the hazards of

space: pirates called "space-

jackers," encounters with

greedy aliens, friendly space

tankers, exploding engines,

space vorteces, robot problems,

292 • 80 Microcomputing, May

loose plasma-bombs, space

holes, asteroid showers, signals

from humans in distress, drift-

ing space derelicts and UFOs.

The job is not difficult; your

screen relays the freighter's

visual sensors, and you have a

short list of commands to con-

trol the flight. These commands

allow you to go at impulse or

warp speed, or risk a hyper-

space jump. You occasionally

must recharge the ship's crystal

power {XTAL) banks and plug a

fresh battery (BATT) into the

robot-pilot so he can continue

accepting your orders.

The ship's computers will tell

you when to issue a particular

order. If you fail to pay attention,

you must suffer the conse-

quences. You can summon the

on-board computer for a status

readout, and also fire missiles at

your pursuers. If things get too

tough, press the Quit key to

abort and start over.

Shortly after launch, you must

race the space-jackers to the

safety of Terra. Your screen will

constantly tell you the number of

parsecs (DX:) left to go, as well as

warning messages. Reports from

the robot-pilot and messages

from your employer, Cargo Com-

mand, are also visible.

Do not worry if you lose a few

ships—the robots are expend-

able and your shift will end if you

1982

can land three successfully.

Then you can spend all your

money. The bonus earned on

each successful flight is put in

your bank account, though you

cannot bank bonus money earned

during a flight ending in space

disaster.

Many things can happen in

space, but the game is biased

toward non-violent and humani-

tarian action. Failure to respond

to an S.O.S. call may entail sad

consequences, and trying to

fight off aliens is rarely success-

ful. Your missiles are sometimes

effective against the space-

jackers, but wasting them will

reduce your bonus.

Most of the game's action in-

volves various random elements

chained together in either a ran-

dom or cause/effect relationship.

Certain strategies may facilitate

success. You can key in your

name as the game starts, or hit

Enter and let Cadet Fred Fumble

represent you. Each good land-

ing earns you a promotion.

The two tables of variables

{Tables 1 and 2) explain the

mechanics of the program so

you can modify it. The listing is

long, but leaves enough room in

a 16K system for the TC-8 high-

speed tape software, or some

other utility. All the subroutines

are in the final block of lines

beginning at 2000, and you can

delete all REMs without crash-

ing the program.

Many features and interrela-

tions may not be apparent in

your first try, so spend a few ses-

sions with the game before you

tinker with it. You might add a

game-end situation based on

bonus money earned, rather

than the number of successful

landings. If your version is bet-

ter than this Space Chase, I

would like to hear about it.

This program POKEs the

machine language sound gen-

erator into the free reserved

RAM space; it does not use the

VARPTR method of keeping the

routine in a string. See my

Missiles from Mars game {80

Microcomputing, January 1982)

for guidance on moving the

sound routine to the top of 16K

memory.

Charles E. Gillen is 48 years

old and has spent most of the

last 20 years in Asia. He does all

his programming on a simple

16K Model I.

The Key Box

Basic Level 11

Model I

16KRAM



A(#) Locations to print asteroids

AJ Number of space-Jackers hit by asteroids

B Number of batteries left

BB Plasma-bomb flag

BP Print location for Battery Low message

C Multi-purpose counter

CH Character used to paint screen

D Multi-purpose counter

F Tons of cargo

G Colony to Terra distance

HB Amount of tronus earned

HT Total In bank account

J Distance done by space-lacker

JP Jump flag

K Number of space-jackers killed

L Number of sfilps lost

M Number of missiles left

Number of orders left In battery

P Number of parsecs moved since launch

PA Print location for Allen graphic

PD Print location for "DX:" distance

PJ Print location for space-jacker graphic

PM Print location for messages

Q Increment In vortex sound

R Number of robot-cargo ship

RH Number of humans saved per rescue

RS Number of humans saved per voyage

S Multi-purpose counter and USR call

SR Counter In star-printing loop

ST Counter to give head start on jacker

T Allen tractor beam flag

TB Print location of tractor beam graphic

TK Print location of space tanker

U Print location of UFO
V Temporarily holds G variable

W Warp flag

Wl Number of ships landed successfully

X Number of XTALS charged

XP Print location ot "XTAL LOW" message

Table 1

ALS Allen graphic

AMS<1) "GR0K7" spoken by aliens

AMS<2) 'BARF!"

AMS(3) "FRED?"

8$ "BATT LOW"
BY$ "BATTERY"

CCS "CARGO COMMAND"
DS Derelict ship graphic

DN$ Moves cursor to print alien

DT$ "DERELICT"

EJ$ Erases space-jacker graphic

F$ Prints one line of screen frame

J1S intercepting object graphic

J2S Space-jacker graphic

M$ Menu of orders

M1$ "MESSAGE:"
M2$ "REPORT;"

U4$ "ORDER:"

M5$ "WARNING:"
M7$ "QUERY:"

NS Player name else "FRED FUMBLE"
NY$ "NOT READY"
PBS "PLASMA-BOMB"
RKS(0) "CADET"

RKS(1) "CAPTAIN"

RK$<2) "COLONEL"
RP$ "ROBOT-PILOT"

RY$ "READY"

S$ Three spaces

SJS "SPACE-JACKER"

TS Tanker graphic

XS "XTAL LOW"
YS INKEYS loops

Table 2

Program Listing

IB REM *•••••••••••••••••• CHARLES E. CILLEM
20 REM ** SPACE CHASE ** AHERICAH OIBAS5Y, SEOUL
3B RHl «••••••••****«««**. APO SAN PRAHCISCO 963B1
40 REM v.inocrei
lae CLSiA-30iPORB-lTO16lPRIHTeA,STRIKGS(34,"*');iA"A+62tNEXTiA-BiPORB-lTO16
tPRI[lT§A,STRINGS(33,">"),[A-A+66iNBXTiPRIllTS472," SPACE CHASE ")
IIB RAHDOK:CLBAR4»0tDEPlNTA-!it>EFDBLHiR-liFS-CHRS{191)+CHHS(2541+CHRS[191):
M1S-"MESSAGE! " iH2S""REP0RTj ]H4$>>*0RDERi "iMSS-'WARNINGi " iM7S""00ERYi

"iPM"515iBP-131iXP»181iJlS-STRI»GSlZ,14B) iRYS-'READY. " iNY5-"N0T READY.'
12B FORC-16 4461^1647 4 tREADDtPOKEC,DiNBXTiPOKEle52G, 62 tPOKBieSST, 64 IDATA205,
127, IB, 62,1, 14 r Br 237, 91, 61, 64, 6 9, 47, 230, 3 ,17 9, 211, 255, 13, 40, 4, 16, 246, 24, 242
,37,32,241,201
13B GOSUB219eiSJS-"SPACE-JACKEH*iRP5""ROBOT-PILOT"iCCS-"CARGO COMMAND" i BYS-
"BATTERY":PBS-"PLASMA-BOMB'iDT5"'DERELICT"iPD-565iDIMRKS(2) iRKS(O) ""CADET "

>RKS(1)-"CAPTAIN "iRKS{Z)-"COLONEL •

14B MS-'BATT / XTAL / COMP / IMPS / WARP / JUMP / FIRE / QUIT" lEJS-CHRS [2B0
)+CHRS[26!+STRING5(B,8)+CHRS{2flB)iPJ-276iDIMA(lB) iT?-"—-<"•JlS-^" >--— "iDS
-JlS-t--—-+JISiS5-CHR5{195t
158 DNS-CHRS(261+STRINGS(5,8) . ALS-CHH5{le3) +CHRS(164) +" +CHRS (152) -tCHRS (18
7)+DNS+CHR$(152)+CHS5{159)+CHH5{191)-^CHR5(175)+CHRS(164)+Dl^S-tCHRS(13B)^CHBS
(139)+CHSS(lB8)+CHRS(135)-)-CHRS(129) i AM? (1) "GROK?" I AM${21 ""BARPl " :AMS (3) -"F
RED?"
168 BS-"BATT LOW" iXS-"XTAL LOW"iJ2S-" •+CHRS (144)-f' "fCHR${164} +CHRS (176) -fC

HRS(132)+" "+CHRS(144)-K;aR5(26!+STRINGS(B,B}-K:HRS(136)-l-STRIHGS(2,131)tCHRSC
143)+CHRS(159)-t-CaRS(135)+CHRS(131)+CHRS[137)
170 CLS:GOSUB2B4e:CH-37!GOS0B2B7BiPRIKT§336," INTER-COLONY "CCS" "jlGOSUB
2010:PRINTiPRIin'SS"WILL HIRE YOU AS A ROBOT-CARGO CONTROLLER IP YOU ENTER" t

INPUT- YOUB NAME HERE: "
f N$:GOSUB2100i IFLEN(N$) -0THENN$-"FRED PtJHBLE"

180 PRINTeB,""t!GOSUB204eiCH-47iGOS[JB2B7eiPRINT@PM,M2S|iPRINTe707,"ROBOT-CA
RGO *"R"LAUNCHED BY COLONY ZED-LXXX. " iPRINTiPRINTSS'SWITCHING TO ONBOARD VI
EWSCREEN..."tGOSUB2B2BiPRIKT#963, "PLEASE TAKE CONTROL I»W. " j tGOSUB2B9B sGOSU
B2010
190 M-5!j-0!P-0iT-0:O-5:B-7iX-7jST-B:P-10e:G"lBB+RND(lBB} JHB"0!WllJPllAJ-
e : HS=0 1 K»B : CH-32 ! GOSUa2B70
20B REM TOP OF ACTION LOOP
210 PBINT#PJ,EJSi:PJ-202-(-RND(48) iGOSUB285ei IFB"1THGNPRINT§PM,M5S( tGOSUB201B
iPRINT'ONLY 1 "RPS" "BYS" LEFT. " iGO5UB2090 iGOSUB2020
22B IFBB-lTHENIFRND(2Bl>lTHEN24BBLSEGOStJB2BlBiP81NTRPS" REPORTS "PBS" TICKI
NG..."jGOSUB2020tCLS:FORD«lTO3BB0iNEXTiGOSUB2B40lGOSOB2eieiPRI[JT"S8IP"R"LOS
T FROM SCREEN. ";GOSUB202B:L-L'l-1:BB-B:GOTO1260
230 IFBBTHENIFRND(5)-lTHENGOSUB2010iPRINTRPSlR"STILL TRYING TO TAKE THE "PB
S" APART. .."tGOSUB2B20
24B IPO<lTHEHPRINT@PM,M3Sj:PRINTeBP,BSjJGOSUB201BiPRI[JTBYS" FAILING. . .REGR.
E.T..,"tGOSUB2090!GOSUB2020!GOTOa20ELSEIFO-lTHBNPRINTeBP,B5j
25B ST-ST+liIFrTHENGOSUB2200:GOTO690
26B IFST<6THEK2e0ELSEJ-J+RHD(9) i IPJ<PTHEN2BB
27B GOSUB226aiPRINTePM,«3$|!GOSUB2010)PRIKT"9HIP OVERTAKEN BY "SJ5". " tPRINT
ePJ,J2Sl!GOSUB2100:GOSaB222B:GOTO121B
28B IPST<5THEN31BELSEIFST<;6THENPHINT§PM,M25j!GOSUB2010iPRINT"SBNSORS DETECT
OBJECT ON INTERCEPT ORBIT." iGOSOB2B20!GOTO29BELBEPRINTePM,M2Sl tGOSOB2010i

P

RINTSJS" SIGHTED"P-J" PARSECS BACK ,
" i G0T03

298 PRINTePJ,JlS;tGOTO310
300 PRINT@PJ, J2$iiGOSUB2100:GOSUB2B20iIFRND(2)-lTHENPRINTePJ,EJ$t
318 PHINTe56 8,SSj!PRINTSPD,"DXi"G-PjiGOSUB201BtPRINT§PM,M4S;iPRlNTe707,MSM
PBIKTeB35, "CONTROLLER IN CHARGE: " )RKS (WI) NSiPRINTi963 , "BANK ACCOUNTi'HT
|SSS$S$*BONUS THIS FLIGHTi"BBr
32B REM INKEYS CHD LOOP
330 YS°IHKEY$iPRINTePM+7,STRIKGS(2,143}MlFX<2THEHPRINTexP,XSilGOSUB218B
34B IFO<-lTHENPRIHTeBP,BSliGOSUB217B
35B PRINT@PM-K7,SSj:IFP>GTHEN12BflELSEIFY5-"B"THEN64BEI,SEIPyS""I"'PHBN49BBLBBI
FYS-"W"THEN53BELSEIFYS-'X"THEN6B0ELSEIPYS""C"THE»6BBEL8EIPY$«"J"THB«45BELSB
IFYS-"P"THEN390ELSElPYS-"Q"THENGOSDB2BlBiGOTOlZ6B
360 S-U5R(25B+RND(5)*1B) :GOT033fl
370 REM ORDERS
380 RQl FIRE
3 90 O-O-l:IPM«lTHENM"0iGOTO4BBBLSEIFM-flTHEN43eBLSEPRINTiPJ,J2Sji'l-M-liPRINT
ePH,H25i:GOSUB2010:PRINT*F I R I N G* i :G0SUB2Beei IFRND(1B)<3TBEN41BELSE«20
400 IFP-J<-10ANDHB>BTHEN410ELSE420
410 GOSUB288fliGOSOB208B J PRINTgPJ.EJS ft G0SUB2ei6 1 PRINT" ATTACKER DESTROYED. "i
PRiNTSSCCS" HILL PAY BOUNTY OF 2,B0B SOLS .

" iGOSOB2020i J-BlST0tHB-HB-^20eaIK
=K+l!GOTO210
42B G0S0B2fll9:P8INT'REG8ET FIRE NOT EFFECTIVE." iPRINTiPRINTSS'MISSILES LEFT
i "M 1 GOSUB2a2fl 1 GOT021B
43B PRI(nePMrK5S;:GOSUB2BlBiPRINT"HISSILE TUBES QIFTY. * tGOSUB222BiGOTO210
440 REH JUMP
450 0-0-1: IFBBTHENGOSUB2010:PRINTCCS"i"iPRINT:GOSUB2090iPRINTSS" JUMP ORDER
COUNTERMANDED. :PRINTS$"ONLY A MADMAN WOULD JOHP WITH A "PBS' ABOARD .' i GOSU
B202B:GOTO210
46B IFJP0RXOTHEHG0SUB2B1B: PRINT" JUMP NY$:GOSUB2220:GOTO21BELSEGO8UB28ieiP
RINT'JUHP TO HYPERSPACE."iJP"ljX»X-3iCH»166:GOSUB2fl7eiGOSUB221fl:GOSUB2010:I
FRND(3)"1THEN470ELSEPRINT"JUMP FAILED." ! P"e:J-B: ST-0;GOSUB222Bi CH-32 :G0SUB2
070:GOTO21B
470 HB-HB+BBBiPSINT'JUMP SUCCESSFUL." iGOSUB2e2fl :GOSUB223B:CH-32:GOSUB2070 iP
-P-t2B-tRND(3a) iPBINTiPD,"DXi"G-Pj:GOTOZ10
488 REH IMPULSE
490 HB-HB+SBi JP"0:W-B:O»O-l:X-X-l:PRINT§PM,M2S|:GOSUB2Bie:PRINT"IMPULSE DRI
VE ENGAGED. " i GOSUB224a : IFX<1THEN81B
508 IFX<2THENPRINTgPM,M5SnPBINT§XP,XST:GOSUB2020
518 P=P+RND(10):PRINTePD,"DXt"G-PiiIFRND[9)<4THEN660ELSE2ie
528 REM WARP
53 O"0-liIFWTHENPRINTePM,Ml?nG0SUB2flie:PRINT"WARP NYSiGOSUB2220:GOTO210
54B IPX-2<''0ORX<lTaENGOSUB2010iPRINT"INSUFFICIENT XTALS TO WARP. " iG0SUB2228
!GOTO210ELSErFX-3-0THENGOSUB2fll6:PRINT"OSING LAST XTALS TO WARP. " :GOSUB2220

558 HB»HBtiea:GOS0B2BlB!pRINT"WARP DRIVE ENERGIZED. .,," :PRINTePJ,EJSj :GOSUB
2120:W=l:X=X-3jIFX<2TJ!ENPRINTePM,M5Sj jPRINTexP,XSt
56 B P=P+5+2*KND(10) :PRINTePD, "DXi "G-Pi i IFRND( 91<6THEN66flELSE210
578 REM XTAL
560 O=O-l:PHIKTgl81,CHRS(2B6)|!PBINTePM,M2S;:GOSUB2010iPRIBT"XTAL BANKS REC
HARGED."!GOStJB202B:X-7iGOTO210
598 REM COMPUTER
688 0-O-l:PRrNTePM,M2SjiPRINT87fl7,""j)PRIKTTAB(2B)O"M0RE ORDERS ON THIS "BY
S"."S5SSiPRINTTAB(2B!X"POWBR XTALS CHARGED. iPRINTTAB{ 2B) B"SPARE BATTERIES.
|PRINTTAB(2fl)M"MISSILES."iGOSUB2620iPRIHTTAB(231"WARP " ( 1 IFWTHENPRIHTNYSl

E

LSEPRINTRYSi
610 PRINTS 5SS "JUMP |iIFJPTHBNPRINTNYS;ELSEPRINTRYSl
620 GOSUB2B2BtGOTO210
630 REM BATTERIES
64B PRIHT@BP,CHRS(2Be)]:IFB<lTHEN121BBLSBB>B-ltO-5iPRINTePN,H2$F:GOSUBZeiB:
PRINT-NEW "BYS" INSTALLED. ., ."B"LEPT. " iPRINTiPRINTSSRPS" CAN ACCEPT"0"MORE
ORDERS. *:GOSUB2B2B:GOTO210
650 REM TAKE A CHANCE
660 ONRND(20>GOTOe6e, 1180, 910,930, 910, 640, 680, 970,860, 930,1188, 970,810,688,
860,790,930,840,790,970

Program continues
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PACKER, Machine language program thai edits all or part

ni your Basic program to run faster, save memofy, or

ease editing The 5 options include UNPACK— unpacks
multiple statement lines into single statements
maintaining logic, inserts spaces and renumbers lines.

SHORT—deletes unnecessary words spaces, and REM
statements PACK—packs Imes-inlo maximum multiple

statement lines, including all tranches MOVE— moves
line or blocks ot lines to any new location on program. On
2 cassettes tor 16K, 32K, & 48K
For TRS-80 Mod I or III Level II or Disk Basic . . S29 95

SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR. Copy your SYSTEM format
tapes Includes verity routines The Model III version

allows use ot both 500 and 1500 baud cassettes speeds.

For TRS-80 Wodell or III Level II S)5 95

CASSETTE LABEL MAKER A mini word processor to print

cassette labels on a Ime printer. Includes 50 peel - and -

stick labels on tractor teed paper.

For TR-BO Model I ot III Level II 5 Printer St7 95

PRINT TO LPRINT TO PRINT Edits your Basic program in

seconds lo change all Prints to LPrints {except Print® or

Print#l or LPrints to Prints Save edited version.

For TR-80 Model I or III Level II $12.95

FAST SORT ROUTINES for use with Radio Shack's
Accounts Receivatile. Inventory Control I. and Disk

Mailing List Systems tor Model I Level II Sorts in

SECONDS' You'll be amazed at the time they can save
Supplied on data diskette with complete instructions

FAST SORT for Accounts Receivable . ... S19.95
FAST SORT for Inventory Control I S19.95
FAST SORT for Disk Mailing List (specify data diskette of

cassette for 1 drive system) S14 95

ALL THREE ROUTINES 544.95

Prices subject to change without notice Call or write lor a

complete catalog Dealer inquiries invited VISA and
Mastercharge accepted Foreign order in US currency
only Kansas residents add 3% sales tax.

On-line catalog in Wichita FORUM-30: 316-682-2113
Or call oui 24 hour phone 1316) 683-4811 oi write

COTTAGE SOFTWARE ,,07
614 N HARDING

"^

WICHITA. KANSAS 67208

rRS-80 IS a trademark of Tandy Corporation

OPERATIONS
RESEARCH
LP

DYNAM
NETWORK
PERT
EOO
LOT SIZING
FORECASTING
DECIDE
r^RP

TRANSPORTATION

STATISTICAL
PACKAGE
REGRESS
MULTI-REG
MATRIX
FUTURE
FORECASTING
MARKOV
QUEUE
SIMULATION

ECOPAK

FUTURE VALUE
ANNUITY
EFFECTIVE
DEPR
SALVAGE
NET PRESENT
VALUE

DCF RATE OF
RETURN

TRS-80' model landlll

APPLE II

16 K- 1 Disk Drive
-minimum s/item requirement

S49.95 to 249.95 -

for information

DECISION SCIENCE SOFTWARE
865 Castle Ridge Road
Austin. Texai 78746

(SI2) 327-1463

trademark of the Tandy Corp

Program continued

67a BEM ALIENS
6 8B PBINTePJ,EJS;:TB»115iFORC''lT09)PRINTeTB, ////// I

!S-USR(256+TB) iTB-TB+5
9iNEXTiPRINTePM,M3S|:GOSUB2ai0!PRIKT"ALIEN TRACTOR BEAM HOLDING SHIP.'iGOSU
B2190
690 J-J+RNDdfl) iIPJ>PTHENe20
708 GOSUB225B[PRIHT@PM,K4$t:GOSUB2ei0iPRINT*ALXENS DEMAND 10 PERCENT OP CAR
GO.'iPRINTSS'CARGO HOW AT'F'TONS. " iPRINTSS'FIGHT OR NEGOTIATE ?" tIFST>6THEN
PRIKTSSSJSlP-J"PARSECS BEHIND.
71B Y5-INKEYSiIFYS""F"THEN73BELSEIFyS""N"THEN76eELSBGOSUB2130:GOTO710
72fl REM FIGHT
730 IFRND(10)<7THEN740ELSECH=32iGOSUB207eiGOSOB2BSatPRINT@PM,M2SjiGOSUB2010
:PRINT'SBIP HAS ESCAPED ALIEN TRACTORS.* iGOSDa202B:T»B;HB-HB+lBBB!GOTO210
740 GOSUB225fliGOSUB2230iPRIKTiPM,M3SiiGOSDB225BiGOSUB2010i PRINT-SHIP BEING
TORN APART BY ALIENS. " iGOSDB2020!GOEUB2250:GOSUB2250 iGOSUB223B!G0TO121B
750 REM DEAL
76B F-F-{F/ia) iIFRND[10)>4THEN770ELSECH"32!GOSUB2B70iGOSUB205eiPRINT@PM,M2S
j:PRINTePD,-DXi-G-P|!GOSUB2ai0!PRIKT"SHIP RELEASED. ALIENS FRIENDLY. ' 1 PRINT
SS'CABGO LEFTl•F"TONS.^:X=X-^3:W=0:GOSUB^02B:T''0;GOTO210
770 PRiNTgPH,M2Sf :G0SUB2aifl:PRINT"NEG0TIATI0NS STALLED. ALIENS UNFRIENDLY."
iG0SUB2fl2fl :GOSUB225B !T=1 :G0T02ia
7 80 REM TANKER
7 90 PRlNT@PM,M25;:PRINTePJ,EJ$;!PRINT§XP,CHRS[200);:TK-'RND(8)*64+15+RND[30)
!PBIKT§TK,TSl ;GOSUB201B!PRIKT"PASSED SPACE TANKER *"RND(13)"~ ALL SYSTEMS
REPLENISHED." :GOSUB2020i PRINTgTK.CHRS ( 204) | :0=5 : B=7 !X=7;M=5tW=0 :GOTO210
800 REM ENGINE
810 IFST<4THEK210ELSEGOSUB223 0:CH=191tGOSUB207 0!FBIBTePH,H2S;!GOSUB2010!PRI
NT'EHGINES OVERLOADED.

THEY BLEW UP.
SORRY... :GOSUB2020:Ca=32!GOSUB207 0:GOSOB20 50

820 PRINT@PM,M3S!!GOSUB2010!PHINTSJS" CLOSING IN FAST. " : PRINTePJ, J2S j iGOSUB
2260!GOTO1210
830 HEM VORTEX
B4B CH=64!GOSUB2070:V=G!PRINT@PH,M3S!!GOSUB2010:PBIBT"S PACE VORTE
X "!GOSl1B2030jPRINTgPH,K2Sf :GOSUB2010:PRINT"PAHSECS OFF COURSE : "G-V!GOSUB20
20!CH=32!GOSUB2070jGOSUB2050:GOTO210
850 REM ROBOT TROUBLE
860 GOSUB2B10:PRINTCCS'!":GOSUB209B:PHT«TSSHPSjR!:ONRND(5)GOTO870,a80,e90,B
70,890
870 PRINT"JUST ATE A "BYS" WITHOUT AN ORDER. " :PRIBTSS"SCHEDULE HIM FOB BEPA
IR IF HE LANDS. "!GOSOB2020:B=B-l!GOTO210
880 PRINT'HAS BLOWN A FDZE, " : PRINTSS'PETURN TO COLONY FOR A NEW SHIP.'iGOSU
B20201GOTO1320
890 PRINT'FOOND A "PBS" IN "BYS' LOCKER. ": PRINT:PRINTSS"HE IS TRYING TO DIS
MANTLE IT."tGOSUB2090:GOSUB2020!BB=ltGOTO21fl
900 REM SPACE HOLE
910 CH=32!GOSUB2070!GOSUB2010!PBINrCCS"!':PRINTiPRINTSS"SHIP *"R"LOST CONTA
CT, MUST BE IN A SPACE HOLE. " !FORD=lTO3500!NEXTiGOSUB2050 !GOSUB2050! IFRND (

2

)=lTHENP=P+la:GOTOZ10ELSEP=P~10:GOTO210
920 REM ASTEROIDS
930 PORC=lTO2:FORS=0TO10!A[S)-64*RNDt9)+ll+RND[40] 1 PRINT 9A{E1 ,CHRS ( 130+RHD

(

60)) ;:GOSUB2110!NEXT:FORS=0TO10!PRINT8A(E) , " ; !NEXTiNEXT:J'J+l!P=P-RND( 3)

:

PRINT@PD,"DX;"G-P;!PRINTePM,H5Si!GOSUB2010!FRINT'SHIP SPEED REDUCED BY ASTE
BOID SHOWER." !GOSUB2020
940 IFST>5ANDRND(3)=lTHENGOSUB2Be0:PRINTiPJ,EJS;:J=B:GOSUB2ai0!PRINTSJS'' HI
T AN ASTEROID, ":AJ=AJ-t-l!GOSUB2020:IFRND(2)-lTHEN970
950 GOTO210
960 REM SOS
970 print@ph,m3st :gosub2010:print"distrbss signal noted on ultrawave. ' :prin
ts5"resp0nd or ignore ?'!gosub2140
980 YS=INKEYSiIFYS="B"THEN990ELSE1FYS='I'THEN1000ELSEGOSUB214BjGOTO980
990 ONRND( 7) GOTO! 02B,1O4B, 1050, 1040 ,lB7 0,lB10rl030
100B PRINT@PM,M2S(:GOSUB2010!HB*HB-100!PR1NT'HAVE RESUMED COURSE FOR TERRA.
•iPBINTSS"SPACE law fine of 100 SOLS DEDUCTED FROM BONUS," iGOSUB2a20j IFRND(
5) >1THEN210ELSE810'AND BLOW UP
IBia IFAJTHENPRINT@PM,MlS!!GOSUB201B!PRINTCCS"i"iGOSUB209aiPRlNTSS"SOURCE
F S.O.S. SIGNAL IS A "SJ$" .

" 1 PRIRTSS'DO NOT RESPOND. " iGOSUB2B20 iGOTO210
1020 PRINT§PK,M5S;:GOSIlB2010jPRINT"SIGNAL WAS A HOAX. " iPRINTSS'OTHEE SHIP L
OOKS LIKE A PIRATE. ;GOSUB2020!GOTO270
1030 PRINTePM,«2Sf :GOSUB2010!PRINT"SENSORS FOUND NOTHING. RESUMING COURSE."
!PRINTS5"C0LLECT 500 SOLS REWARD FRC« SPACERS' RELIEF FUND. " iHB-HB+500:GOSD
B2020:GOTO210
1040 PRINTgPH,M2S;:GOSUB2ai0!PRINT"THE S.O.S, FADED AWAY, NOTHING SEEN."!GO
SUB2020:GOTO210
1050 PRINTePM,M2S)iGOSUB201lit:RH"l+RND(3) iHS=HS+RH 1 PRINT"FOtJND"RH"HUMANS IN

RESCUE CAPSULE. "iPRINTSS"THEY OFFER"RH*897"SOLS FOR PASSAGE HOME. " sHB-HB+RH
•897tGOSOB2020:GOSUB2020
1060 IFBBTHEN1FSND(3)=1THENBB'^0!FRINTSS"A HUMAN SHUT OFF OFF "PBS" JUST IN
TIME. "JG0SUB2 020 !GDTO210ELSE210
1070 PRINT@PJ,EJ5;:PRINTePJ,DS|:PRINTePH,M7S;;GOSUB2010:PRINT'SENSORS SHOW
"DTS" SHIP. NO SIGN OF LIFE. " : PRINTSS'SALVAGE OR DESTROY ?

1080 Y5=INKEYS:IFYS="S"THENlB90ELSEIFY5-'D"THBmi30EI.SEGOSOB213BjGOTO1080
1090 PRINI'gPH,M2S;!GOSUB2BlB:ONRND(3)GOTO1100,1110,1120
1100 PRINT'NOTHING OF VALUE FOUND. WILL RESUME COURSE, " :GOSUB2020!GOTO210
1110 PRINT"FOUND WEAPONS AND USEFUL CARGO. NOW TAKING ABOARD, " iM=H+3 :F»F+RN
D(10)*[F/10) !GOSUB2B20:GOTO210
1120 PRINTDTS" CRAWLING WITH ALIENS. . .THEY HAVE INVADED SHIP. " !GOSOB2190 ! IF
HS>4THENPRINTSS"THE"HS"HU«AN PASSENGERS OVERCAME THEM. iCH=32iGOSUB2B70 iGOS
UB20 50:GOSUB202B!GOTO210ELSET=llGOTO700
1130 IFH<lTHEN430ELEEH=M-l!PRINTepM,M5Sl :GOSUB2010!PRINT"READY TO FIRE..,":
GOSUB202B:GOSUB2080:ONRND(3)GOTO1140,1150,116B
1140 PRINTgPJ,EJS|:PBINTiPK,M2Sj:GOSUB2010!PRINT"THE "DTS" DESTROYED. RESUM
ING COURSE. "!GOSUB2B20!GOTO21B
1150 GOSUB2230:ST=5!CH=191:GOSUB2B7B:GOSUB2010!PRINT"THE "DTS" EXPLO. . .DAMA
GE TO C "iGOSUB262fl!CH=32!GOSUB2070iGOTO205B:GOTO81B
116 B HB=HB-f2B00!K=K+l:PRINTePJ,J2S;:GOSUB2020!GOSUB2080:PRINT8PH,M3S;:GOSUB
2010:PRINTSJS" WAS HIDING BEHIND "DTS" .

" :PRINTSS"HE WAS DESTROYED ALSO.":PR
INTSS'SHIP #'R"NOW JUMPING TO TERRA TERMINUS ." tGOSUB2120 :GOSUB2120! P=G [GOTO
1280
1170 REM UFO
1180 PRINTePJ,EJS;:U=72-FRND(25] ; FORC=1T09 :PRINT@U, JIS"*" ; = GOSUB2180 : PRINTgU
,' ";iGOSUB2170:U=U+62+2*RNDl3) :NEXT:PRINTgPM,M75! : GOSUB2010 : PRINT"WHAT TH
E HELL WAS THAT 7" !GOSOB2020: IFHND [3) >lTHEN210ELSEB=l:PRINTgPM,M5S! !G0SUB2B
IB
1190 PRINTCCS"j':GOSUB209fljPRINTSS'THAT UFO ZAPPED THE SPARE BATTERIES ," :G0
SUB2020:GOTO210
1200 REM BRICKBATS
1210 L-L+1:GOSUB2B1B:PHIHT"FROM INTER-COLONY "CCS" HQ: " !GOSOB2090 : PRINTi771
,"";:OKRND{4)GOTO1220,1230,1240,1250
1220 PRINT"ROBOT-CARG0 i'R"LOST, WHOSE SIDE ABE YOU ON 7":GOTO1310
1230 PRINT"PLEASED "RKS(WI]N?" LOST ONLY"L'SHIPS SO FAR. ' JGOTO1310
124B PRINTRPS" #"R" REPORTED "RKS [WIj NS" ' S A "STRINGS ( 8 , 143) '.' :GOTO1310
1250 PRINTSJ5" RADIO SAYS "RKS(WI)NS" WAS BRIBED, " ;GOTO1310
1260 PRINTSSCCS" SAYS "NS" NEEDS MORE PRACTICE. ": IFYS-*Q"THGNPRINT: PfilNTSS"
ACCOUNT FINAL TOTAL: HB-^HT"SOI.S ." :GOTO1310ELSE1310
1270 REM SUCCESS
1280 PHINT?PD,"DXi 0B0" ; : GOSUB2020: PRINT@PM,M2S; :GOSUB2010! PRIHT'SHIP »"R"L

Program continues
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ECHO SPEECH SYNTHESIZERS

CONVERSATION PIECES
Let your computer speak up with an ECHO speech synthesizer. Besides the popular ECHO II (Apple), we now have three new ^^

models which give you quality speech synthesis at reasonable prices starting at $225. Our new products include the ECHO 80 (.,

(TRS-80 models I & III), ECHO 100 (S-lOO), and the ECHO GP (general purpose, serial/parallel).

ECHO speech synthesizers use LPC synthesis pioneered by Texas Instruments. Our SPEAKEASY™ phoneme system provides -; :,

'

unlimited vocabulary while using a minimum of memory. The TEXTALKER™ speech generator, standard with all ECHOs,

incorporates nearly 400 grammatical rules to translate normal English text to speech automatically. Simple commands allow

you to select from:

• 63 different pitch levels

• Words spoken monotonically or with intonation

• Fast or slow speech output

• Entire words pronounced or spelled letter by letter

• Different volumes

• Spoken punctuation if desired

The applications for the ECHO speech synthesizers are virtually unlimited, ranging from business and education to games to

aiding the handicapped.

For more information or a demonstration see your dealer or contact:

ISECl
Street Electronics Corporation
3152 E. La Palma Avenue, Suite D
Anaheim. CA 92806 Tel: 714-632-9950 .^386



iHBTRS-80- Model lll/l^^^

WOBOS™ I

w o ..

Basic Operating System
Who noedi it? Etfen^one wKo writes Of uses programs m BASIC.
For Tape systems il's like haifing s DOS without the hafdwarff!
For Dish tystame ii provides tha structure thfi DOS doeen' I!

When you CLOAD Ihia magnificent System you gat over 30 pow-
erful (jrograma, routinas and aubroulines at your direct com-
mand or from a 9 choice Menu Ihat can very eaelly he dou-
bled and customized lo your n«fld3. Dewgned to ba vsed aft

itoch' for ALL BASIC orogrems.
Simply add your program to it[

* n *iiU add iiiijlrrfnj(]ijern.y SOUND to your TRS-BO
* It Alll standdrdffe your Arlling and save you many hour'

of debugging and reAriting utility functions.

* II mt\ help you structure VOUFt OWN programs.

One ilB

Model 1 Modal III

LEVEL II DISK MODEL IN 1 DISK

CC 1022a C0 1032A CC102ia 1 C01031A

ON OUALTTY CASSETTE ft MANUAL

ORDER PHONE ^l^^^l
V/SA'

(503) 649-4526
"] ONLY

Moste*CnnJ ^
s Jo

SEND CHECK, MONET ORDER OR NUMBER AND

EXPIRATION DAT? OF YOUR CREDrT CARD TO

eWQ SW 173 AVENUE, BEAVEFTTON. OREGON B7007

1^
^^

Till) I) I IH il Illigt CKf.
-^

Program continued

ANDED WITH"F"TONS OF CARGO INTACT. " !HB=B*200+M»999+F*99+HB:HT»:f3T+HB: PRINTS?
"BONUS OF"HS"SOLS PAID. YOUR ACCOUNT TOTALS"HT"SOLS, " iWI-WI+1
1293 PRINTSS'YOU BLASTED"K;SJS"S . .

,
* j : IFfiJ>0THENPRINT"ASTEROIDE GOT'AJELSEP

RIKT' "

1300 PRIHTSS'YOU SAVED''HS"HDMANS."iIFWI>2THEKPRINTSS"Y0U LANDED 3 OUT OF'R"
SHIPS. ..YOUR SHIFT IS OVER. " !GOfiUB2a20:GOSUB209a tPRINTSS'CONGRATULATIONS, G

SPEND YOUR"HT"SOLS."j:GOSUB2 210!GOSUB219B:GOSUB203BiCLS:CLEAR50;END
1310 PRINT@963,"YOU LRNDED"WI"SUCCESSFULLY AND LOST'L'SO FAR.";
1320 CH-32!GOSI]B2070;FORC"lTOlB!GOSUB2a50!NEXT:PRINTe3*4," < SPACEBAR > "i:
GOSUB2030!GOSUB2010;PRINT"LAUNCH ANOTHER ROBOT-CARGO ?" :GOSUB2B90iCH=32:GOS
UB2070
1330 YS-INKEYS!lFYS''"Y"TaENR-R+l!GOTO180ELSEIFYS-"N"THENGOSUB2010:GOTO1340E
LSES-USR(3a0) iGOSUB2050tGOTO133B
1340 PRINT'C H I C K E N " ; : GOSUB21B0 i IFINKEYS=""THENS-USR(30a) !GOTO1340
ELSECLS!CLEAR50!EHD
2000 REM SOUND/GRAPHIC ROUTINES
2010 PRINTe7a4,"*f !P0RC=1T05:PRIBTCHRS(255) t : NEXT!pRIKTe707 , "

"

j iRETURN'CLR
TEXT
2020 FORC=1TO20:S=USR[500) i FORD=lTO70:NEXT:HEXT!RETURN'OELAy
2030 IFINKEYSO" 'THENS-USR( 256+0) !Q-Q+3iG-G+l:HB-HB-liPRINTePD, "DX : 'G-P; iG
TO2030ELSERETUHN' VORTEX
2040 PRINTSTRINGS(64,176)F$FSFSFSF?F?FSFSFSSTRINGS(64,143);!PRINTg24,' SPAC
E CHASE ) [RETURN' FRAME
2050 FOBSR=lTO3iS=USR1260) : PRINTi64*RND( 9) +11+RND( 40) ,

"
; : IFRND{2) =1THENPRI

NT" +'jELSEPRINT'. 'j 'STARS
2060 NEXTiRETURN
2070 S-^S77:FORC=1T09 J PBINTiS, STRINGS! 62, CH) J ! S=S-64 : NEXT; RETURN 'VARIABLE SC
REEN
2080 FORC=1T03:S=USR(333) :PRINTePJ-l+RND [ 4) ,

"•'
; !S-^USR(3000) :PRINT@PJ,EJS;

:

S=USR(333) ; NEXT :PRINT§PJ,EJS;: RETURN' FIRE
2090 FORC'-1T05!S=USR(2575) !S=USR(2560) :FORD=1TO10:NEXT! NEXT:RETURN' BEEPER
2100 FORC=5T01STEP-l:S=USR(3333/C) :NEXT;RETURN' BLEEP
2110 SE=USR(1378+RND1100)) :RETURN'ASTEROID SOUND
2120 FORC=20aTO2000STEP180!S=USR(C) !HBXTiF0RC-lT03+RND ( 9) j S=USR( 2580-0) sGOS
UB2050:NEXTiRETURN'WARP SOUND
2130 S=USR(333) !FORD=1TO200!NEXT:RETURN'INKEYS TICK
2140 FORC=lTO3:GOSUB2170!NEXT:FORC-'lTO3:GOSUB2180!NEXT:FORC=iTO3tGOSUB2170!
NEXT:GOSUB2160 : RETURN' SOS
2150 FDRD--1T025!NEXT;RETURN'CW DELAY
2160 FORD'-lTO10B:NEXTiRETURN'CW SPACE
2170 S=USR(1299) :GOSUB2150:RETDRN'DIT
2180 S=USR(12819) jGOSUB2150:RETURN'DAH
2190 S=USR(I7949) !S-USR(17947) :S-USR[17953) !S-'I1SR!179631 :S=US8(23079) tRETUB
N'ALIEN LONG THEME
2200 S-USR(7709) iS=USR(7707) ;E=USR[7713) :S=USR(7723) : S=USR[ 10279) tRETURN'SB
ORT THEME
2210 FORC=600TO520STEP-liS=USR(C) jNEXT: FORC=520TO600:S=OSR!C) jKEXTiBETURN' J
UHP
2220 FORC=1TO5:S=USR(13055) :FORD=1TO50!NEXTiNEXT;RETUHN'KOT HEADY
2230 F0RC=lTO3t0UT255,15;S=USR(2756) !OOT255 .PEEK (16445) ! S'-USR( 2700) iHEXTtRE
TURN 'SCREEN SHAKE
2240 FORC'=39aTO260STEP-10;S=USR(C) :NEXT:FOHC=260TO360 !S=USR(C) iNEXT:RETURN'
IMPULSE SOUND
2250 PA=456+BHD(6)*6iPRINT@PA,ALS!:FORC=lTO3:GOSUB2130:PalHTePA+65,CHRS{143
) j;FRINTePA+67rCHRS(143) j : PRINT?PA-128 ,AM$ (RND (3) ) ; :GOSUB2170: PRINT@PA+65 ,C
HRS(159) ;tPeiNT@PA+67,CHKS(17 5) ; : S=OSB(256*25+4) : NEXT: RETURN 'ALIENS
2260 FORC=1T05!S=USR(2567 5+C*3B) ;GOSUB21S0 : NEXT: C=USR( 25855) : RETURN ' JACKER

^ Supporting TRS-80 Models I and III only...

If you're the type of person whose satijsfaelion is NOT from
loading a eonipuler program, BUT from knowing what makes
it tick, w hal makes it work and how to improve it, then you are

invited to accept a guaranteed, no risk, money back offer. The
Alternate Source Programmer's Journal would like YOU to

critique it's contents. A thinking, creative mind like yours is

not eontciil lo simply accept things the way they are. Just now
we are learning to effectively utilize the power inherent in that

little grav box of yours. You're looking for newer, faster, and
better ways to utilize this power. Thousands of computerists

rely on TAS to provide this information: we GUARANTEE
their satisfaction. Consider a NO RISK trial subscription to-

day -- ifyou're unhappy with the first issue, drop us a note and
we'll refund your money. We think you'll like it, though, with

our easy-to-understand features and dozens of enlightening
articles on programming the computer you love. In over two
years of publication, only TWO persons have requested their

m<iney back. Discover why -- try an issue of The Alternate

Source Programmer's Journal today! Twelve issues are S24.
Published eight times annually.

(Sub'-i ription rates for outside L SA difTcr; please inquire. Tliankb.)

M.TERNKrE
S#URCE

Programmer's Journal

We could tell you that

it's the best available,

BUT WE'D RATHER
PROVE IT.

ex

Special for 80 Micro readersl

DDSD/CMD allows automatir densilv rec-

ognition of both single and double density

disks when usingNEW DOS/80 Version 2.0,

eliminating previous headaches with porive

parameters. Just execute it when booting the

system, and forge! it! Hegularly $19.95, just

$10 when subscribing to TAS. Limited offer.

( ) I'll try 12 issues of T.\S; enclosed is $24,

( ) nisubscribeand take DDSD; $34 total.

( ) riitakeju.tDDSD;gl9.95plus$3P&H.

Name; .

.\ddress: „„.^
.

^

City: ___^ „________
.

State, Zip; —^ .

The .Alternate Source
704 North Pennsylvania Avenue

l.anitin^, Michif^an 48906

Ph. 517-482-TASO

Mierotiel: 70150,255
Source: rCH565

296
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RANDOM
ACCESS

&
BASIC
FILE

HANDLING"

DSC Publishing

2 Dogwood Drive

PO Box 769
Danbury, CT 06810

Phone Order

(203) 748-3231

the HOW TO, SHOW & TELL, STEP by
STEP book. Written for TRS-80 and all

The breakthrough book for non-programmers . .

.

businessmen and professionals who want to

solve in house problems by writing your own
customized program. ..and the hobbyist with

ttie desire to get beyond the cassette and into

disk data storage and file manipulation. "DOS
Random Access A File Handling" is the plain

speaking, easy to read 150 page book for

learning HOW TO WRITE SPECIAL PROGRAMS
for inventories, mailing lists, work schedules,

record keeping and more. Your acquaintance
with Level I and Level M basic and this self-

instruction tutorial will assure quick progress.

Yes, I want to expand my programming knowledge. 1

have Model I or III D Model 11 Hi

Please send me a copy of "DOS Random Access & File

Handling" lor $29.50 & $1,50 shipping Z
Model ll$l.50exlrar

Also send methe compatible program disk for 28.50

+

1.50 shipping '"] Model II 32,50 + 1.50 T
Overseas add 8.00 per book and disk

airmail.

Name ^
Address _„ __

City -^ —
State _^ Zip

l^^aster Charge C
Expiration Date _

Card #

VISA n

Check D Money Order D

COD (2.00 extra) D
Signature

"Dealer Inquiries Invited" Phone Orders (203) 748-3231
CT. orders add 7.5% sales tax.

Looking for a Spelling Checker?

Get more than just a spelling checker — get

HeXSPeLL 2
the EVERYTHING checker

fffiSS: (I) LEWN M»0 (R) WfLflCF: WORD (5) SKIC MUD

Ihis li Sfh e;;awie of s te:!t beirig checker! b^

HKKFtU. Thie te,;l scroll? up the 5[rMr. as it !; rliecked.

*ii'ri ari error i5 detecteli 'j*j haue three choices.

U REFLfiCE thie ircorfPct iwi-d. Ihw rwlacewril twrd

11 IWTlTANTLV fiE-CHECi;EO for correctress, then ir^erted ir, the

led,

21 The uorii is correct, leaue it a it 15-

3) Tell ICXSfElL to LEWN this >K,ri for fijti..re

reference, uith just 01* Vp^jstrt^.e.

rteKSpell THi.iires jiM ore step to check arid

correct a lerX, arid lesrci rrSH uordsi Voijr doci.iBerit is ready to

pnrit as sodti ^s Hp;tspeU is fitiished. fl nord that is ifi error

e,ij,|ni5st3ko|,i.-, highlighted in the te^t fof easa cotrectior,.

Hexagon Systems is proud to announce another tirsl in texi checking — an everything

checker. Hexspeit 2 checks not only dictionary words, but learns and checks codes, lor-

mulae and njmhefs which die so essential in many commercial and lechnical documents

Wilh Hexspell 2 you define what characters make up a word, then teach Heispeli the new
"words" It needs to check yojr text. This advanced system builds on the unique leatures ol

the onginal Hexspell (the first TRS-30 spelling checker) Hexspell 2 leatures a one-step in-

teractive process, a word list that adapts itsell to your word usage, a 35 000 word initial

word list and more than three years ot research and experience

iiexspell 2 upgrade for raglslarad owners ol Hexspell Vers. 1 —
S35 Irom Hexagon Systems ar your nearasl dealer.

Hexspell requires a TRS-BO Mod I 01 Moo III with 2 dnves and 48K US $99

VISA

HeXAOON
evereMe

P.O. Box 397. Station A
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6C 2N2
Telephone (604) 682-7646

Micronet 70235,1376

"'46

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR RADIO SHACK

MICROTEXT COMMUNICATIONS VIA YOUR MODEM!
Now you can use your printer with your modem! Your computer can be an

intelligent printing terminal. Talk to timesfiare services or to other personal

computers; print simultaneously through a second printer port; and re-display

text stored in memory. Download text to Basic programs; dump to a cassette

tape, or printer, or botti, Microtext can be used with any printer or no printer at

all. It features user-configurable duplex /parity for special applications, and can

send any ASCII character. You'll find many uses for this general purpose

module! Available in ROMPACK, ready-to-use, for $59.95.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
The r^flicro Works Software Development System (SDS80C) is a complete 6809

editor assembler and monitor package contained in one Color Computer program

pack! Vastly superior to RAM-based assemblers/editors, the SDS80C is non-

volatile, meaning that if your application program bombs, it can't destroy your

editor/assembler. Plus it leaves almost all of 16K or 32K RAM free for your

program. Since all three programs, editor, assembler and monitor are co-resident,

we eliminate tedious program loading when going back and forth from editing to

assembly and debugging!

The powerful screen-oriented Editor features finds, changes, moves, copys and

much more. All keys have convenient auto repeat (typamatic), and since no line

numbers are required, the full width of the screen may be used to generate well

commented code.

The Assembler features all of the following: complete 6809 instruction set;

complete 6800 set supported for cross-assembly; conditional assembly; local

labels; assembly to cassette tape or to memory; listing to screen or printer; and

mnemonic error codes instead of numbers.

The versatile ABUG monitor is a compact version of CBUG, tailored for debugging

programs generated by the Assembler and Editor. It features examine/chanoe ot

memory or registers, cassette load and save, breakpoints and more. SDS80C
Price: S89.95

nil III! Hilling GAMES
star Blaster — Blast your way through an asteroid field in this action-packed

Hi-Res graphics game! Available in ROMPACK; requires 16K. Price: $39.95

Pac Attack — Try your hand at this challenging game by Computerware, with

fantastic graphics, sound and action! Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95

Berserk — Have fun zapping robots with this Hi-Res game by Mark Data

Products. Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95

Adventure — Black Sanctum and Calixto Island by Mark Data Products. Each

cassette requires 16K. Price: S19.95 each.

ROMLESS PAK I
~ is an empty program pack capable of holding two 2716 or

2732 EPROf^s, allowing you up to 8K of program! The PC board inside comes

with sockets installed, ready to go with the addition of your custom EPROMs.

Price: $24.95

2-PASS DISASSEMBLER — with documentation package 16K; cassette. 80C

Disassembler Price: $49.95

CBUG — Machine language monitor. CBUG Cassette Price: $29.95

CBUG ON 2716 EPROM: Can plug into Romless Pak I. CBUG ROM Price:

$39.95

PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE — serial to parallel converter allows use of all

standard parallel printers. PI80C Price: $69.95

Assembly Language Programming, by Lance Leventhal. Price: $16.95

MEMORY UPGRADE KITS: 4-16K Kit Price $39.95. 16-32K (requires soldering

experience) Price: $39.95

PARTS & SERVICES: SAMs, 6809Es, RAMs, PIAs. Call for prices.

THE

'/^D©[^^ ''''' ioS^^ GOOD STUFF! Master Charge/Vlsa and cod Accepted

W©\Mj^ P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR. CA 92014 714-942-2400
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LOAD 80

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I or III

16K RAM
Optional line printer

Using a TRS-80 to digest golf scores.

Fore! Scorekeeper

Rodger Wells

1008 Kehoe Drive

St. Charles. IL 60174

During a medium-sized golf

tournament, much frustra-

tion and confusion surrounds

the scorekeeper . . . especially

during the last few hours of the

game! Many tournament scores

are computed using the popular

"Callaway Handicap" system.

This system, while perhaps giv-

ing every player a fair chance to

compete, gets very confusing.

The Callaway System com-

putes your net score by deduct-

ing from your gross score the

scores of some certain number

of holes. The number of holes to

subtract is based on your total

(gross) score. If you are a

"scratch" golfer, you get no

handicap, but should you shoot

130, for example, you can sub-

tract the highest six holes. In ad-

dition, after you subtract the ap-

propriate number of holes, an-

other adjustment ranging from

-2 to -I- 2 applies to your handi-

cap. Generally you determine

the number of holes to subtract

and the adjustment by referring

to a table.

However, a few subtle rules

complicate the matter further.

No more than twice the par score

Rodger Wells has been devel-

oping application programs for

work and fun for about 10 years.

He is an employee ofAT&T com-

pany.
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for any hole may be deducted.

Since the par score for a hole fre-

quently differs for men and

women you must consider the

player's sex. Finally, the system

specifies that you cannot deduct

the scores of either of the last

two holes played. (A player can

take advantage of the handicap

system by shooting a certain

score on his last holes.) In a tour-

nament golfers often start on

both the "front" (hole 1) and the

"back" (hole 10) courses, there-

fore you must consider which

holes he played last.

Using Callaway manually is

complex. The announcements

of the winners are frequently de-

layed several hours after the last

foursome has come in off the

course. Tracking possible win-

ners throughout the game is vir-

tually impossible to handle

manually.

To solve such a problem (and

to create a conversation piece at

the nineteenth hole) you can

pack your TRS-80 out to the

course to keep score. With a 16K

machine and the Program Listing

you can calculate the net scores

for up to 200 golfers and keep

track of the current standings.

To initiate the program you

must first load the par scores

that apply to the course. The

program then asks whether

guests are eligible to compete

for prizes in your game. (If you

are having a club or company

game, this is often not per-

mitted.) The program then asks

you the number and the names

of the units in competition. This

1982

could be departments, lodges,

teams, committees, and so on

that the players represent.

After this initial loading, you

are ready to input the individual

player's scores. First, the pro-

gram asks you how many play-

ers are in the group. This is

usually four. Frequently, how-

ever, a group will lose a player

they had planned on. If there are

not four in the group, the scores

will not be counted in the four-

somes competition.

Next, you must enter a num-

ber to identify the group. I use

the original tee-off time, for ex-

ample, 0902 for 9:02 AM. If there

are two groups, I use 0902.1 and

0902.2 for front and back course

respectively. You must then spe-

cify whether the group started

on the front (hole 1) or the back

(hole 10) course.

Now you must enter individ-

ual data for the players. First, in-

put the name for player one. The

program will truncate the name

to the first ten characters input

to conserve space. Now specify

which unit (department, and so

on) this person represents. Next,

input the player's sex by

answering M or F.

Then enter the individual hole

scores for holes 1-9. You always

enter these scores first regard-

less of which holes were played

first. Enter all nine scores on one

line separated by commas. When

you press Enter, the computer

will display the gross score for

the front nine. Check this with

the scorecard. You must resolve

any differences as either a key-

board error or a golfer error. Fol-

low this with the scores for the

back nine, and the program will

ask you whether to continue or

to reenter the scores.

When you continue, the pro-

gram will calculate the player's

net score and he will know im-

mediately if he is in the running for

any prizes. Anytime the "NAME?"

prompt is on the screen, you can

get a status of the low gross

winners, low net winners, low

foursomes, hole averages and

more ... to keep the conversa-

tion lively in the clubhouse dur-

ing the long afternoon!

You can attach an optional

line printer to give each golfer a

"receipt" of his calculations.

The first few lines of the pro-

gram make up a machine lan-

guage routine that will allow you

to print the screen to a line

printer by pressing the space

bar and the shift key together. If

you want to use this feature,

answer Y to the question regard-

ing the printer.H

Program Listing

IB DfiTA 33, 175, 127, 34, 22, 64, 201, B,B
28 DATA 58,128,56,254,1,194,227,3,58,64,56,254,126,194,227,3,245,197,213,22
9,33,0,60,22,16,6,64,7 8,126,254,32,32,28,197,229,195,218,127,126,254,3 2,32,
8
30 DATA 35,16,248,241,19 3,195,234,127,225,193,235,141,5,35,16,224,14,32,5,2

Program continues



More powerful programming tools
for theTRS-80: Nowon disk.

Better results. Microsoft's Level HI BASIC and Editor/

Assembler-Plus are programming tools that help you write

complex programs in less time, with less effort and util-

izing less memory. Better programs. No matter what your
programming skill. And for the first time these tools are

available on disk.

Editor/Assembler-Plus. A powerful editing, assembly and
debugging tool with many sophisticated features that make
writing TRS-80 assembly language programs easier faster

and more efficient,

• Full disk capabilities,

• Assembly directly into memory No need to save object

code then reload for execution,

• Macro capability that allows you to define macros for

commonly used sequences of instructions,

• Conditional assembly that allows you to generate more
than one version of a program.

• Eight breakpoints at a time for program debugging,
• The INCLUDE statement that allows you to call additional

disk files for assembly.
• Other features include extensive operators, automatic

origin, symbol table pnntout, quash command, hex, deci-

mal and octal constants, single step-through instructions

in memory five type-out modes, four type-in radices, plus

extensive edit commands,
A more powerful BASIC. With Level 111 BASIC, you get

power to perform tasks in BASIC that used to require

assembly language. Plus, new ease-of-use features for

your TRS-80.

• Advanced graphics. Develop charts, graphs, even anima-

tion in Level III BASIC, Draw a line, an outline box or

a solid box by specifying just two points Then save and
recall it with BASIC commands.

• MENU. One command that allows you to construct an
entire menu

• CHAIN and COMMON commands allow you to call

another program and pass variables to it.

• Powerful editing commands such as COPY/TRANSFER,
FIND and CHANGE.

• DUMP command that makes debugging easier
• Time-limit response. New INPUT # LEN and LINE INPUT
# LEN commands allow you to set a time limit on response.

• RS-232 output from BASIC, With a single command.
• More, Level III gives you automatic line numbering, 26
user-definable single stroke instructions, and more.

Disk or cassette. Disk versions of Level III and Editor/

Assembler-Plus are brand new. Cassette versions are also

available with many of the same capabilitios

Talk to your Microsoft™ dealer. Ask for a demonstration
of two of the most powerful tools you can get for your
TRS-80: Level 111 BASIC and Editor/Assembler-Plus, On
disk or cassette. From Microsoft,

TRS 80 IS a trademark of Radio Shack, 3 division ol Tandy Corporation.
Microsoft IS a trademark of Microsoft, Inc

Microsoft Consumer Products is a division of Microsoft, Inc.
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Program continued

";X; :INPUTP(X,1) :IFP(>:,1) sBPRINT-ERROR' : INPUTP (

PAK FOR EACH HOLE,"
"lX;:INPUTP(X,21 :IFP(lL,2)^flPRIHT"ERR0R":lNPUTP|

,ZB5, 141, 5, 14, 13, 16, 249, 21, 194, 280, 137, 225, 239, 193, 241. 195, 227,

3

4fl CLEAJi25fl0
50 CLS
60 PRINT@405, "CALLOWAY GOLF TOURNAMENT"
70 PRiNTe474, "COPYRIGHT l^V?"
80 PRiNTe539 , "RODGER MEl.LS'
90 DIM P(ie,2) ,S(iei ,T(l(i)

10B DIM Mdll ,MSU1I ,D(8,5,2),DS(B,5) ,LH(11,2),LNS(11)
lia DIM T1(2B1) .G(2B1| ,F(2B11 ,TS(201) ,HT(iei ,FF111,Z)
120 FORX^1TO10:HIX) ^200 : LN (X , 11 ^^200 : FF (X , 2) -BBBiNEXT
13B FORX-lTO4:FORXl-lrO8-.D|Xl,X,l)=20e:NEXTXl,X
14fl FORX-lTO20B;Tl(X)=lB0ff:NEXT
150 CLS
16B IN^Ui-WILL fl PRINTER BE USED (Y/N) " , AS; IFAS'"H"THENCLS : G0TO21
170 PHI. NT' MEMORY SIZE MUST HAVE BEEN SET AT 32677 *

j PR1HT"L0ADING SCnEEM PRI
NT ROUTINE, ,

,'

ISB FOHX=3267 8T0327 67: ready :P0KEX,Y:NEXT
19B PUKt 16526 ,166:POKE16527, 127 ;A^USR(0) :PRINT"SCREEN PRINT DRIVER LOADED.
SCkEEN can be PRINTED AT AUY TIME

BY PRESSING SHIFT i SPACE SIMULTANEOUSLY"
20B INPUT'PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE' ; Z : CLS
210 PRINT"THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES GOLF SCORES USING TUE POPULAR CALLOWAY"
220 PRIN'J." HANDICAP SYSTEM. THIS SYSTEM BASES EACH PLAYER'S HANDICAP"
230 PRINT" ON THEIR GROSS SCORE. A CERTAIN NUMBER OF liOLBS (AND HALF"
240 PRINT" HOLES) ABE DEDUCTED AND AN ADDITIONAL ADJUSTMENT RANGING FROM"
25B PRINT" -2 TO +2 IS COMPUTED FOR EACH PLAYER."
26B PMlNTjPSIHT"THE FOLLOWING ASSUMPTIONS AND RULES APPLY (UNLESS MODIFIED)

27B PHI.NT" l.ONLY THE FIRST 16 PLAYED HOLES MAY BE CONSIDERED FOR"
260 PRINT" DEDUCTION, (ACTUAL HOLES DEPEND ON STARTING HOLE)"
290 PRINT" 2. MAXIMUM DEDUCTION FOR ANY HOLE IS LIMITED TO TWICE PAK"
30B PRINT" FOR THAT HOLE. (VARIES t'OR MALE, FEMALE)"
310 PRINT" 3. HALF ETROKES(0N HALF HOLES)AKE DEDUCTED AS FULL STROKES,"
32B PBlNTiPRINT'ENTER COURSE PAR SCORE FOR EACH HOLE. MEN'S FIRST,"
330 FORX=1T018!PBINT"HOLE !
X,l)
34B NEXT
350 PRiNT"NOW ENTER WOMEN'S
360 FORX=lT018:PfiINT"HOLB *

370 NEXT
30B CLS
390 Print
400 print"par scores for this tournament are now set as follows:"
410 print " front 9 back 9"

420 pr1nt"h0le men women hole men women"
430 AHS=" II II tl It t# »l"
440 F0RX'1T09
450 PRINTUS1NGAHS:X,P(X,1) ,P(X,2) , >:*9 , P (X-f9 , 1 ) ,P(X+9,2)
460 NEXTX;PRINT
470 INfUi'HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE (BREAK S RESTART IF WROHG)";X
48B CLS
49B INPUt"DO you allow GUESTS TO COMPETE (Y/N) * ; AS ; rPAS'"Y"THENGG^l : PRINT"

I

NCLUDE 'GUEST' AS A DEPARTMENT"
5B0 INrui"NUMBER OF UNITS/DEPARTMENTS" ; ND
510 FORX-ITOND; PRINT"UNJT/DEP'T I " ; X ; : IHPUTDPS (X) : NEXT
520 DPS(a)="GUEST"
530 CLSiPRlNT'SEVERAL SUMMARIES ARE AVAILABLE WHENEVER 'NAME' IS ON THE SCu
EEN"

SUHMARY'iPRINT
LOW FOURSOME NETS"
LOW GROSS WINNERS |MAX=1B}'
LOW NET WINNERS (MAX=10)'
UNIT STANDINGS'
HOLE AVERAGES"
TOTAL NET SCORE BY INDIVIDUAL"

610 PRINI'TO PRODUCE A SUMMARY, TYPE 'S' AFTER
62B NF=B:INPUT"HOW MANY PLAYERS IN THIS GROUP" iNF : IFNP-0THEN620
63B input''group id NUHBER";FU
64B INrUl'STARTING HOLE (1 OB 1 8)

" ; SH ; IFSH^BSH^l
650 NN^0:GF=0
660 NN^NN+l
670 ns = "" :input'name":ns:ifns=""nsi^"s"
68b IPNS="S"THEN 750
69b cls:print"unit t ", "department"
700 forx=ggtond:printx,dps(x1 inext
710 pr1nt:ihput"unit i ":u
720 if u=0 then gf=1 'sets guest flag
730 IFLEN(NS)>10 THEN NS=LEFTS ( NS , 10)
7 40 GOTO 7 8B
750 F-0:CLS:GOSUB 540 iINPUT"EUHHABY #";F
760 ONFGOSUB 2030 , 209B , 2130 , 217B , 2280 , 2340
770 GOTO670
790 SS="" :INPUT"MALE OR FEMALE (H/F) " ; SS : IFSS=" " SS=" H"

79B T1=0!T2=0:G=0:H1=B
3B0 NP=NP+1
810 IF SS="P"S-2:G0T0 830
820 S=l
ej0 CLSiPRINT'ItlPUT HOLE SCORES FOR 1-9 (REGARDLESS OF STARTING HOLE)"
840 INPUT S(l) ,S(2) ,S(3) ,S[4| ,S(51 ,S(6] ,S(71 ,S(B) ,S(9)
850 T1=0
BbB F0Rj:-lT09!Tl-Tl+S(>;)rNEXTX
e7B PR1NT"FIRST NINE HOLES TOTAL^ "rTl
880 PRINT'INPUT HOLE SCORES FOR 10-18 NOW,,"
890 INPU'l S(10),S(ll),S{12),S(13),a(14),S(15),S(16),S(17),S(lB)
900 T2=B
9j0 FORX=10TO18:T2=T2+S(X) iNEXTX
92B G-T1+T2
930 PRINT"BACK NINE TOTAL ";T2;" 18 HOLE GROSS— ";G
940 X^l
950 PRINT'ENTER (1) TO GO ON"
960 PRINT" (2) TO RE-ENTER ALL SCORES"
970 PRINT" (3) TO RE-ENTER BACK NINE Qiil.'i'

980 INc-u.XiONXGOTO 990 , 830 , 880
99B 'COfV scores INTO TEST MATRIX
1000 G=T1+T2
1B10 F0RX=1T018:T(X)=S(X) :NEXT
1020 'FIGURE CALLOWAY ADJUSTMENT
1B30 IF072THEN 1060
1B40 CLSiPBINTNSl" GBOSS= ";G
1050 NE^G:PRINT"SCRATCH GOLFER—NO HANDICAP. ..' :G0TO 1390
1B60 IFG>75THEN 1B90
1070 N-l:Fl-l;A=G-75
1080 GOTO 1150
1090 Gl^(G-66)/10:N^INT[Gl) :IFG1-INT(G1) >.49THEN 1110
1100 F1^0:GOTO 1120
1110 F1-1;N=N+1
112B A-G-78
1130 IF A<-2THEN 1150
1140 A-A-5:G0T0 1130
1150 'START LOOKING FOR HIGH HOLES
1160 IF Fl^lTHEN N9=N-.5:GOTO 118B
1170 N9=N
1180 CLS:PBINTNS;" GOLFER I " ;NP: PRINT"HOLES TO DEDUCT— "lN9i" ADJUSTKEN
T— ";A;' GB0SS~'!T1+T2
1190 PRINT" HOLEt DEDUCT"

540 PRINT"
550 PRINT'
S6B PHiNT"
570 PRINT"
5B0 PRINT"
590 PRINT"
600 PRINT" : PRINT; IFNS^'S" RETURN

'NAME?' ."

TOTAL HANDICAP ';Hl-fA

' ";NE!

12B0 FORI! = 1TON 'LOCATES "N" HOLES
121B T[Lll-0:FL-0
1220 L^L1=P1=0:IFSH<>1GOTO 127
1230 FORX-1T016!GOSUB 2420
1240 NEXTX
1250 GOSUB 1970
1260 GOTO 1320
1270 F0RX=lT01fl
12B0 IFX=80R>L=9THEN 13BB 'BLOCKS HOLES 8fc9 ON BACK NINE START
1290 GOSUB 2420
1300 NEXTX
1310 GOSUB 1970
1320 ON FL+1 GOTO 1330 , 1340 , 1350
1330 PBINTL1,L:G0T0 1360
1340 PRINTL1,L," SUBTRACT HALF HOLE" :GOTO 1360
1350 PRINTLl.L," LIMITED TO 2 X PAR"
1360 HEXTH
1370 PBINT"TOTAL DEDUCT ":H1,-"
1380 Nt=G-(Hl+A)
1390 PRINT"SCOBE #";NP;" ";N$;" . • • * [JET SCORE
1400 IFU^0GOTO 1830 'BLOCKS GUESTS FROM COMPETITION
1410 'LOW GROSS CALC
142B FOBX=1TO10
143B IFG>M(X)GOTO HeB
1440 FORXl^lBTOX STEP-1
1450 H(Xl4-ll=M(Xl) :MS(Xl+l)i^MS(Xl) :NEXT XI
146B M(X)=a:MS(X]=NS
147B PBINT"PRESENT MEDALIST CONTENDER. . I' ; K ;G0TO 1490
1480 NEXT X
1490 'UNIT WINNER CALC
1500 F0RX=1T04
1510 IFNE>D(U,X,1)GOTO 1590
1520 IFNE<D(U,X,1)GOTO 1540
1530 IFG>D(U,X,2)G0T0 1590
1540 FORX1=4TOX STEP-1
155B POR1=1T02
156 D(U,X1+1,I)=D(U,X1,I) :DS(U,X1+1)=DS(U,X1) :NEXTI,X1
157B D(U,X,1)^NE:D|U,X,2)^G;DS(U,X)=NS
158B PRINT"PREEENT UNIT REPRESENTATIVE .. I " ,-X : GOTO 16B0
15 9B NEXTX
16B0 'LOW NET CALC
1610 FORX=1TO10
1620 IFNE>LN(X,i)GOTO 169B
1630 IFNE<LN(X,1)G0T0 1650
1640 IFG>LN(X,2)G0TO 1S9B
1650 F0RX1=1BT0X STEP-1
1660 F0RI-1T02:LN(X1+1,I)=LN(X1,I) :LNS (Xl+l) =LNS (Xl| iNEXTI ,X1

167 LN(X,l).NEiI.N(X,2)^G:LNS(X) -NS
168B PRINT"PRESENT LOW NET CONTENDER. ..

I
" jX :GOTO 1700

169B NEXTX
1700 'TOTAL PLAYER COUNT, STORES ALL NET SCORES, SUMS HOLE TOTALS
1710 FORX^ITO HP
1720 IFHE>T1(X)GOTO 1790
173B IFNE<T1{X)GOTO 175B
1740 1PG>G(X)G0T0 17 90
1750 FORXl^NPTOXSTEP-1
1760 G(X1+1)=G(X1)
1770 T1(X1-H|=T1(X1):F(X1+1):-F(X1)!TS(X1+1)-TS(X1) :NEXTX1
17 80 Tl(Xl=NE:F(X)=F:TS(Xl=N5;G(X)r^G:GOTO18fl0
17 90 NEXTX
ISbB F0RX=1T018
leiB HT(X) =HT(X)+S(X) iNEXTX
1820 FT=FT+NE
IfljB IF NN<NF THEN660
1848 NN^B
1B5B IFNF04THEN196B
1800 IF GP^1THEN196B 'GUEST EXCLUSION FLAG
1870 INPUT"PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE" ; B ! CLS
1880 FORX=1TO10
1890 IPFT>FF(X,2)THEN1940
1900 FORX1=10TOXSTBP-1
1910 FF[X1+1,1)=FF(X1,1) !FF(X1+1,2)=FF(X1,2) iNEXTXl
1920 FF(X,11=FU;FF(X,2)=FT
1930 PRINT'PRESENT FOURSOME CONTENDERS I ";X:GOT0195B
1940 NEXTX
195B PRINT''FOURSOHE NET TOTAL. ."jFT
19b0 FT^0: INPUT" PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE" ; Z : CLS : GOTO620
19/0 IFL<=2'P(L1,S)THEN 199B
198B L=2'P(L1,S) :FL=2
1990 IFH<NTHEN 2020
2B00 IP FlOlTHEN 2020
2B1B L=INT(L/2+,9) ;PL^1
2020 Bl^Hl+LiRETURN
2030 CLSiPRINT'EOURSOHE NET CONTENDERS"
2040 PRINT"RANK", "FOURSOME", "NET"
2050 FORX^1TO10
2060 PRINTX,FF(X,1) ,FF(X,2)
2070 NEXT
2B80 RETURN
2090 'DISPLAY LOW GROSS
21BB CLS;PBINT"LOW GROSS (MEDALIST) CONTENDERS'
211B FORX=1TO10:PRINT X,MS (X) ,H (X ) :NEXTX
2120 RETURN
213B 'DISPLAY LOW NET
214B CLS:PR1NT"L0W NET CONTENDERE"
215B FORX^lTOlBiPRINT X,LHS(X) ,LN(X,1) iNEXTX
2160 RETURN
2170 'DISPLAY UNIT STANDINGS
2180 CLS
2190 INPLt'WHICH unit to DISPLAY (1-8)";X
22BB DT=B
221 B PRINT"DEPARTMENTI— " ;X,DP$(X)
222B F0RX1=1T04
2230 PRINTDS (X,X1) ,D(X,X1,1) : DT=DT+D (X,>;1 , 1)

224B NEXTXl
2250 PRINT"UNIT TOTAL— ";DT!PRIHT!PKINT
2260 INPUt'ANOTHER unit (Y/N) ,-A$:IFA$="Y"THBHCLSiGOTO2190
2270 return
2280 'DISPLAY HOLE AVERAGES
2290 PRINT'CURRENT HOLE AVERAGES"
230B CLS:PRINT'HOLE AVG HOLE AVG"
23 IB FORX=lT09lHA=HT(Xl/NP:HB=HT(X-(-9)/NPlPRINTX,HA,X+9,HBlNEXTX
232B PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
233B RETURN
2340 'DISPLAYS ALL NET SCORES
2350 CLSlPRINT'NET SCORES ' I PRINT'RANK NAME NET"
2360 FORX^ITONP
2370 FORY=1TO10
2360 PRINTX,TS(X) ,T1(X)
2398 NEXTY:PRINTiINPUT"PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE' ; J ! CLS : PRINT" RANK"

,

ET"
24BB NEXTX
2410 RETURN
2420 IFT(X1<LTHEN 2470
2430 IFT(X)>LTHEN 2450
2440 IFP{X,S)<^P1THEN 2470
2450 IF2*P(X,S)<LG0T0 2470
246B L=T(X) !L1-X:P1-P(X,S1
2470 RETURN
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MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free (800)235-4137

for prices and information Dealer

inquiries invited and CO.D's
accepted

vrSA

PACinc
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 InCal call

(800)592-5935 or

J805)543-1037
^207

TOTAL
DISKETTE
BACKUP

INCLUDING UNLIMITED BACKUP
OF MOST PROTECTED DISKS

If your diskette soltware library is not com-
pletely backed up, oc, if you are wasting disk-

ettes by making backup copies of all your
diskettes, your problem is solyedl Usmg
DUMPLOAD, the total conients of your disk-

ettes can be safely dumped to tape. The hi-

speed tape option allows six 35 or 40 track

diskettes to fit on one C60 casette.

• TRS-80 Model 1 16K-48K
• TRSDOS or NEWDOS80 Compatible
• May be used to back-up TRSDOS, VTOS

4.0, NEWDOS. MICRODOS, or data

disks. (Single Density)

—- $16.95 on Cassette— $19.95 on Diskette

Plus $1,00 handling (Indiana Res. add 4% tax)

TOLL FREE 24 HR. ORDERING SERVICE
1-800-525-9391 (Ext. 5091 (Except Colo.)

1-800-332-9259 (Ext. 509) (Colo. Residents)

or Mail Check or Money Order To:

COMPLETE COMPUTER SERVICES .^210

8188 HEATHER DRIVE
NEWBURGH, INDIANA 47630 ra

GET YOUR
TRS-80 DIRECT

AUTHORIZED SALES OEKTER

""'
compOtTrs

"""

WORTH VIDEO

377 PUkZA. HWY 377GRANBURY
FORT WORTH, TX 78048 --^u

AND SAVE $

Gat our quote 'befors' you buy.

Full manufactunn' warantae.

Toxas rvsiOanis add 4% aalaa tax.

817-573-4111
COST OF CALL REFUNDED FOR ORDERS SY TELEPHONE

TRS-80™

BUSINESS SOLUTION
Tired of syyttcfiing printer cables between

printer *1 and printer#2? Here is the solution.

The Model SW17-A Printer Switcher is your
answer. The SW17-A Switcher is a solid-state

(no relays) printer swttctier designed with

your office efficiency in mind— simple to op-
erote, witti the single remote switch, yet posi-

tive in operation. Absolutely no data dropout.

Available for TRS-80™" Model I, II, III, cobles,
remote switch, and power supply are in-

cluded, 1 year limited warranty.

$249.95
Please specify computer and printer models,

sorry, no C.O.D.

Wizard Electronics, Inc.

P.O.B. 47842 • Doraville, GA 30362
404-261-2653

PRINTER #1 SW17-A
1

I

PRINTER #2

TRS-£ H^
.-381

T(?S-80" is registered trademoit: of Tandy Corporation

EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

For TRS-80* Color Computer. PET. Apple II.

ELEMENTARY

SCIENCE

GEOGRAPHY
ECONOMICS
FOREIGN LANG.

GRAMMAR

MATH
HISTORY

ACCOUNTING

BUSINESS ED.

FARM RECORDS

COIN INVENTORY

Write for FRF_E Catalogue:

MICRO LEARNINGWARE^209

BOX 2134. N. MANKATO MN 56O0I
507-625-2205

VISA «. MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
We pity 1 5% roycitty (or Educaiiondl

Progriims lisled wiih us

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Co.

TIS-SO K A rcgbtctcd trjadcnurit of TANDY CORr
fM li » lr«c>em«rk ol Coinmi><lofc Bus. Mjchtiws.

— pToIessional —

REAL ESTATE SOFTWARE
lor APPLE. TRS-BO A CPM SYSTEMS

PBOPEHTY MAKAGEMENT SYSTEM: $37S

Tenanl Hisiorj

Lili Renl Repon

. Opgiiling SImt

Bulltting RapDrli

UtilMt fltpDrt
-

Tn EipgnsB RgiKirt

PROPERTY USHNGS/COMPARABLES: S3Z5

s/ Listing

1000 Listing/ Disk

• Mai/Hin Price

Unils /Zone /City

- Mai Pii««/liicMii|. , .^,,

• Mai Prkt/Sq ft*i'
'

• Min CiihKDW

HEAL ESTATE ANALYSIS MODULK: SSO/Modula

• Home Purchase • Tai Deleiied Eichinge

• inceine Prop Anil|sls * APR Lun Analysis

Piepail) Sales • Loan AnutliiaUn

• DwrnlaHOR/ACIIS Analysis

WORD PROCESSOR - HAQIC WAND: $265

Suite E. ine-Bth Strgei, Mannattin Beach. .CA 90266

PORTFOL ANALYSIS
Track and Analyze your siucii porttolio with these programs

lor the TRS-80* Mod i & .3

The Stock Analysis Package consists of four programs

wtiicfi allow Database creation & maintenance. Graphing cf

prices, moving avg & yolume. and Generation ol a Portfolio

Analysis Report to evaluate your market position

Programs are written in BASIC and are MEMJ driven mtli

Error Trapping for ease ot use

TRS-80' Med I or 3, 48K 8 one disk drive required

Printer required tor Portfolio Analysis report Price for the

entire package is Hi 95 lo order or to receive more infor-

mation, fill out coupon below or call (211) 86/-5656 VISA S

MC are accepted

P.Tree Enterprises Suite 269

2701-C West 15th Street Piano, Texas 75075

Payment enclosed or charge my I I VISA

I i Please send more information

MC

Address

.

City. -State.

Account # Exp. Date

"TRS-SO IS a ttademarh ot the Tandy Corp. ^ 383

LYNX

TRS-80

MODEM

J229S6
OEllvfBED

LYNX Features
U CompQTobilJt/ ^tlh boih M^vde
G Nc ^tfporale ptjrchoie^ required
D One-yeo' warranty

Au'cj (JiQl, AuTo ons^er
a Works mih any 50fl*are. incl^drng ST 30

by M.ckiu',

Active tLEAH. BREAK, ond CONTROl" keys

D HdH or lull duplex, .orrobie wo.d leoalli,

ponly ana stop bits

D Dial liom phone, keyboord. or memory
D Works "ith o. withoul Model III RS-232 iord

Con be plated on either side of" Model III

D No tools needed tii inilall

HIGH TECHNOtOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Orders & informatiori

HE BOTTOM 603)673 8857

*LINE ^306 OrdatiOnly
(800) 343-0726

12 Johnson Street, Milford NH 03055-0423

r

TRS-80 MODEL r^^
GOLDPLUG-80

Eliminate disk re-boots and data

loss due to poor contact problems
at card edge connectors. The
GOLD PLUG - 80 solders to the

board card edge. Use your ex-

isting cables.

CPU/keyboard to

expansion interface $18.95
Expansion interface to disk, prin-

ter, RS232, screen printer

(specify) $9.95 ea

Full set, six connectors. . . $54.95

EAP COMPANY
P.O. Box 14, Keller, TX 7G248

(8171498-4242
*TRS-80isa trademark of

Tandy Corp.
^216
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TECHNIQUE

Using the Indexed Sequential Addressing Mode.

I Program Therefore ISAM
Richard S. Adcock
141 NW Lorna

Burleson, TX 76028

You have just purchased a

book on exotic program-

ming techniques. You open it to

the table of contents. There you

find one entry, "Exotic Program-

ming Techniques," wliich be-

gins on page one. You proceed

to the bacl< of ttie book; as you

feared, there is no index. What

do you do?

You have two choices. You

can start at the beginning of the

book and read from front to

back, or you can haphazardly

open the book to a page and see

what's there. In computer jar-

gon, you wiil either read the text

saquentiaily or randomly. Either

way, you will probably be able to

get from cover to cover.

The catch comes sometime

later when you have a problem

and want to check your new
book for a solution. Without an

index you either have to start at

the beginning of the book turn-

ing a page at a time or randomly

access each page, hoping to

find your answer. You would

find either approach frustrating

and time-consuming.

Now, consider this situation.

You are writing a mail list pro-

gram. Are you going to set up se-

quential or random data files?

How are you going to recover

records from your data files?

Are you going to start at the

beginning and thumb through

until you find the end or will you

just randomly sample the data

files until you find the one you

are looking for? Maybe you

should index those files.

This is what happens in an In-

dexed Sequential Access Meth-

od File, ISAM for short. You

create a data file, as well as an

1 ADD ISAM RECORDS
le CLEAR 1000: 1=0
20 DIM N2S(50) ,N2(50)
30 OPEN "I", 1, "INDEX"
ie 1 = 1+1
6d INPUTtl, N2S,I), N2(I)
70 PRINT N2(:) , N2S{I)
75 IF H2S(I|-"E0F" THEN 90
SB GOTO 40
90 CLOSE
lee OPEN *R*,1,'TEST"
110 FIELD 1, 10 AS NS, 245 AS DS
120 K-I-2
130 K= K+1
140 INPUT "WORD (UP TO 10 LETTERS)" NIS
150 IF NlS="e" THEN 220
160 INPUT "DEFINITION (OP TO 245 CHARECTEESI " ; DIS 1

170 LSET DS-DIS
180 LSET NS=N1S
190 PUT 1,K
200 N2S[K)-N1S: N2[K)=K
210 GOTO 13
220 CLOSE
23B 0PENC0",1, "INDEX"
240 FOR 1= 1 TO K
250 PRINT* 1, N2S(I) ;",'!N2(I)
260 NEXT I

265 PRINT»1 , "EOF" ; ,

• ; 999
27 CLOSE
28a RUN "ISAM"

Program Listing 2

index for it. If you need Jane

Doe's address, you ask the com-

puter to check the index for Jane

Doe, get the associated record

number and then the record.

This is similar to the technique

used to access a random file.

Rather than use a hit and miss

search, you give the computer a

number which is either the

record number for Jane Doe's

file or a number somehow re-

lated to the record number. But

people use computers so they

will not have to keep track of

numbers. It is easy to remember

someone's name, but difficult to

recall a number associated with

it. You can look up the number

on a printout, but if you do that,

you might as well check a com-

plete printout.

Commercial ISAM's

You can add ISAM to your pro-

grams in several ways. You can

utilize someone else's ISAM rou-

tines. Johnson Associates and

Racet Computes, for instance,

offer a complete set of routines

which you call up when you

want to perform any file manip-

ulation such as add records,

delete records or search the file.

Also, ISAM routines are built

into Radio Shack's Compiler

Basic and Cobol. These ap-

proaches have their advan-

tages, but they have their disad-

vantages as well. You have to

pay for them. Then, if you sell a

program which uses these rou-

tines, you must pay a user's fee.

The second problem, which is

more severe for Compiler Basic

1 ISAM MENU
10 CLS
20 PRIN1 : PRINT

<i>
<2>
<3>
<4>

ADD RECORDS
GET A RECORD
DELETE A RECORD
CREATE A FILE"

30 PRIN' : INPUT WHAT'S YOUR PLEASURE- Ml TF Ml<i OR Hl>4 THEN
PRINT "NOT A GOOD CHOICE. " iGOTO 30
40 ON m: GOTO 60 70,80 90
60 RUN " ISAKADD"
70 RUN " lEAMRD'
80 RUN " ISAMDLT"
90 RUH " ISAMCPS"

Program Listing 1. ISAM menu

RECOVER ISAM RECORD
CLtlAR 1000: 1 =

DIM N2S(50) ,N2[50)
OPEN "I", 1, "INDEX"
I-I + l

INPDTfl, N2S1I] , N2[I)
PRINT N2[I] , N2SII1
IF H2?(I)="E0F' THEN 90
GOTO 40
CLOSE

I OPEN "R",! ,"TEST"
FIELD 1, 10 AS NS, 245 AS D?
INPUT "WHAT'S VOUR WORD (UP TO 10 CHARACTERS) " ;N1S

I IF NlS-'e" THEN CLOSE: RUN "ISAM"
FOR J-1 TO I

IF H2S(J)=N1S THEN K=N2{J): GET 1,K: PRINT DS: GOTO 12C
HEXT J
PRINT "SORRY, THAT WORD'S NOT ON FILE': GOTO 120

Program Listing 3
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and Cobol than with the John-

son or Racet routines, is that

you have to learn how to use

them, if you use a set of routines

you do not understand, then you

increase your chances of get-

ting into a you-can't-get-tfiere-

from-here situation. This is

especially true if you use a DOS
other than the one Tandy sup-

piies. For instance, try running

Radio Shaci< Cobol under DOS
3.3 from MSS. It hasn't wori<ed

for me, which is frustrating

because I would like to run

80-tracl< double-sided disks with

Coboi.

Build Your Own

The following programs will

give you a foundation upon

which to build your own ISAM

routines. In my example, I use

the routines to set up a dic-

tionary. You can easily modify

them to function as a mailing

list program or as a simple in-

ventory, and with some thought

they will work for more complex,

multi-key applications.

The only time you need to

handle an ISAM file differently

from a random file is when you

add records, call up individual

records or delete records. Be-

fore you can do any of these

things, you must have a data file

and in our case, an index file.

Since my routines use a sequen-

tial file for index, you must first

set it up. The following routine

does the job.

10 OPEN "0",1, "INDEX"

20 CLOSE

After you enter this and type

Run an index with zero entries

will be created on drive 0. This is

as it should be, since your data

file is currently empty.

Once you have created the in-

dex file, you are ready for Pro-

gram Listing 2, the Add Entries

routine. Lines 30-90 read the in-

dex into the computer. When
you run it the first time, nothing

is in the computer. However, on

any subsequent program runs,

the index will contain data.

Lines 100-210 are the data en-

try and write data to disk rou-

tines. Line 200 updates the index

array consisting of N2$( ) as the

name {the key) and N2( ) as the

associated record number. Vari-

able K is set to the value of the

last record in the index plus one.

This assures that you will not

overwrite any existing records.

Lines 220-270 write the index

to disk. By using a sequential

file for storage, you can store

the index in a minimum of disk

space. Since, in this application,

we must read the entire Index

sequentially, there is no advan-

tage to using a random access

file.

When you run this program,

you will be prompted to enter a

word and a definition. To exit the

routine, type an @.

Program Listing 3, which is

even shorter than Listing 2, ac-

cesses the ISAM file. Lines

10-110 are identical in form and

function to lines 10-110 in List-

ing 1. At line 120, the computer

prompts you to enter the word in

question. It then compares your

word against the index. When
the computer finds your word

(line 150), it uses the associated

record number stored at N2(J) to

call up the word's definition. If

1 'DELETE ISAM RECORD
10 CLEfiR 1000: 1=0
20 OIH N2S(50) ,N2!50)
30 OPEK "I", 1, "INDEX"
40 1 = 11-1

60 INPUTtl, N2S(I) , N2(I)
70 PRINT N2(I) , N2S[I)
75 N2S[I)''"E0F' THEN 90
80 GOTO 40
90 CLOSE
100 OPEN "R',1,"TEST"
110 FIELD 1, 10 AS NS. 245 fiS DS
128 INPUT "WHAT WORD DO YOU WANT TO DELETE ;N1S
130 IF NlS="i' THEN 180
140 FOR J=l TO I

150 IF N2S(J)=N1S THEN K=N2(J): N2S(J]="*' LSET NS-"** lr«**»»**11 ,

LSET DS-""!PUT 1,K! GOTO 120
160 NEXT J
170 PRINT 'SORRY, THAT WORD'S NOT ON FILE" GOTO 120
180 CLOSE: OPEN "0" ,1

, "INDEX'
190 FOR J- 1 TO I

200 PHINTIl, N2$1J) ;",";N2{J]
210 NEXT J
220 CLOSE; RUN "ISAHCPS"

Program Listing 4

CENTRONICS
779 /RS

LINE PRINTER I

MAKE YOUR PRINTER
A REAL WORKHORSE
WITH OUR NEW
PRINTER

CONTROLLER
ROARD

Remove the controller board in your printer and
plug ours in to add the following capabilities:

• Bidirectional printing

• Full UPPER/lower case ASCII plus TRS-80
graphics or DSE scientifics character sets

in 9 X 7 dot matrix format (9x9 available as
option — requires print head change)

• Motor control — turns off the motor when
the printer is not in use

• 2048 character buffer

• Software selectable features

• transfer protocol (XON/XOFF or

none)
• character densities (10, 12, 15, 16.5

cpi plus double w/idth in each size)

• self-test

• plus more!

Introductory price
$295 assembled and tested

for orders placed before 6/30/82

Digital
Systems
Engineering

Suite 400 Carolyn Building

10400 Eaton Place

Fairfax, VA 22030 (703) 385-0900

VISA, MasterCard, checl<. COD accepted ^2m
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the word is not in the file, the

computer tells you this (line

170), then returns to line 120 to

let you input another word. To

exit the program enter an ®.

You can add a routine to print

each file you look up. Since the

file on the disk is random, print-

ing the whole file is simply a

matter of getting each- record

successively and printing It.

You could use a similar tech-

nique to delete records from an

ISAM file as you would use with

a random file. To fully use your

disk space, you should remove

the holes left by deleted records.

The ability to do this is a major

advantage of ISAM.

Consider this situation. In a

random file, if the first of 10

records goes Into record num-

ber 3000, the computer will re-

spond with a disk full error. The

computer thinks if you have a

record number 3000, you must

have 2999 other records it must

store. If each record fills 255

bytes, the file would require

roughly 765,000 bytes.

ISAM eliminates this problem

by tacking new records onto the

end of the existing file. This add-

to-the-end feature also makes it

difficult to find an empty slot.

Rather than look for empty

slots, run Program Listings 4

and 5. Listing 4 deletes a record

by marking it. The program

marks the record by replacing

the word in the data file with as-

terisks and the word in the index

with a single asterisk (this saves

space). Now if you delete the

record, the slot will still be filled

with asterisks. When you run

Listing 5, you create a new Index

by reading the data file sequen-

tially. In the process you also

eliminate all the marked records

or the records which contain on-

ly blanks.

Listing 5 first reads a record.

If It is a good record (that is, it

does not contain asterisks,

spaces or zeros), the program

takes the word (key) and the

next available record number

and puts this information into

the index array. Then, using this

newly stored record number, it

writes the record back to disk. If

it finds an empty record, it does

not increment the index counter;

instead, it gets the next record.

If the next record is good, the

program writes it over the last

empty record and transfers the

word and its updated record

number to the index. This pro-

cedure continues until the entire

data file has been processed

and removes all the holes in the

ISAM file. This routine also lets

you reconstruct a bad index if

such an event occurs.

1 'INITIATE OR COMPRESS ISAM FILE
le CLEAR leesi i-e:R-i
20 DIM N2S(50} ,N2[5B)
3B OPEN "R'.l.'TEST"
49 FIELD 1, 10 AS KS, 24S AS DS
50 FOR I"l TO LOF[l)iPRlNT I,
70 GET 1,1
80 PRINT NSi
90 IF N5-"**********" THEN GOTO 288
laa IF NS-'a" then 289
110 IF ASC(NS)°0 THEN 280
12B IF NS»" THEN 280
130 FOR V-1 TO LEN(NS)
140 IF HIDS(NS,V,2)-" " THEN N2S(R)- LEFTS [NS, V-1) : GOTO 160 EL
SE IF V>9 THEN N2S(R) -NSiGOTO 160
15 NEXT V
lee N2(R)-R
17fl LSET NS-N2S(R)
130 PRINT R
190 PUT 1,R
200 R-R+1
205 NEXT liCLOSE
210 OPEN 'O'.l, "INDEX"
215 CLS
229 FOR I- 1 TO R-1
230 PRINT N2$(I) ,N2(I)
240 PRINTIl, N2S(I) )","jN2(I)
250 NEXT I

255 PRINTIl, "EOF"j","j999
26 CLOSE
265 OPEN "R',1,-TEST":FIELD 1, IB AS NS,245 AS DS
2S7 FOR I-R TO L0F[1)!LSET NS-""!LSET DS-":PUT 1,I:NEXT I
270 RUN "ISAM"
280 'ROUTINE TO BLANK A RECORD
290 LSET NS-""!LSET DS""": PUT 1,I:G0T0 205

Program Listing 5

These programs are suitable

for a file structure which uses

only one key. You can improve

the programs by adding more

keys. Simply increase the num-

ber 6f columns in the index

array.

You can also speed up the

programs. For instance, even

though this routine can find any

one of 1000 entries in no more

than seven seconds, you can in-

crease its speed by sorting the

data, and then using a bisection

table lookup search technique.

It is like using a phone book. You

open the book to the middle. Is

the name before or after? You

throw the invalid half out, then

split the remaining half in half.

You repeat this until you find the

name you are looking for. Using

this split-in-the-mtddle tech-

nique you can sift through a

10,000 item list in only fourteen

comparisons. You will hardly

notice the delay.

You can also use a split index.

This is useful if your index ex-

ceeds available RAM. In my dic-

tionary routine I could put half

my files on drive 1 and the other

half on drive 2. When I want to

look up a word, the computer

can tell by the word's first letter

if it needs to load the index for

words before M or the one for

after. This slows the search pro-

cess, but it allows you to index a

large amount of information.

You can have as many indices

as you have room for.

• TRS - SO*"' Model I

or Model III

48K, 2 disks
TRSDOS"' or LDOS®
formats available

PRICE $149.50

• TRS - 80*^' Model II

64K, 2 disks
TRSDOS'^' format
expanded version

PRICE $224.50

GANTT-PACK: AUTOMATED PROJECT CHARTS
This powerful, flexible program will save you time in project planning,
scheduling, tracking and reporting. You need no prior Gantt experience;
screen prompts guide you all the way. Scratchpad entry lets you keep
track of unassigned tasks while structuring your project. Automatic
project organization. Fast edit lets you correct errors, modify schedules,
explore alternatives. Saves alternative plans from original database.
Helps you visualize the project at all stages.

Large capacity allows up to 100 tasks per phase and multiple phases per

project, each phase with its own chart. Hard copy to parallel or serial

printers. Scroll to any portion of any chart and print selected region.

Charts show projected, elapsed and overrun times. Get professional

results quickly and easily with Libra Lab's Gantt-Pack.

Libra Laboratories, Inc.

495 Main Street

Metuchen, NJ. 08840

(201) 494-2224

Gantt-Pack © Libra Laboratories, Inc. 1981

(1) TRS-80 and TRSDOS Trademarks of Tandy Corp.

(2) LDOS Trademark of Logical Systems, Inc.
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Centronics 730
Same as Radio Shack

Line Printer II

^<^^
A^^.»)

Once $995

I I

Now

While they last

Plus $10 for shipping & insurance

5Va Disc Drives
ForTRS-80 Mod- 1 35 or 40 track capability

$279 with power supply and cabinet

Single or double density (with proper interface)

Tandom drives

Add $7.50 for shipping

5V4 Discs for TRS-80 and Apple

Prime First Quality

MEMOREX Discs as low as $1.89 per disc miotsofioo

Part No.

3401 SOLD OUT
3431 withHubrfng

10 or More
-$^m
$2.35

50 or More
$1.00

$2.25

100 or More
9 tm09

$2.15

MiniMicroMart ,Inc
Hi 943 W.Genesee St. Syracuse, N.Y. 13204 (315)422-4467 VISA-



HARDWARE

A simple mod for the LNW interface.

Programmable Baud Rate

Hugh Cottle

P.O. Box 89

Concord, MA 01742

The LNW expansion inter-

face is a good choice for

many Model I owners who want

to add memory and peripheral

controllers at moderate cost. The

printed circuit board is well made

and the instructions are clear.

The RS-232 interface works well

but the UART parameters and

the baud rate are selected by

means of jumpers wired on the

board. This is acceptable if you

are going to dedicate the serial

port to one device permanently,

but unmanageable if you intend

to use a variety of devices with

different requirements.

You could use switches in

place of the jumpers but your

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I or III

16K RAM
LNW interlace for Model I

RS-232 option for Model III

control panels will have a home-

made look that detracts from

the appearance of your compu-

ter. Why add switch panels for a

task the existing computer key-

board together with a little soft-

ware can do just as well?

The jumpers that select the

UART parameters do not direct-

ly control the UART; the pro-

gram reads the parameters from

the jumpers and then loads

them to the UART. If software

loads the parameters it need not

read them from jumpers first; it

can interrogate the user via the

screen or load a set of preas-

signed values which you have

stored in the program. With a

small wiring change on the LNW
board you can use the signals at

socket U28 (normally used to

read the Jumpers) to drive a baud

rate control circuit.

Making the Modification

The change deletes the signal

IN E9H at socket U28 and re-

places it with the signal OUT
E9H, a spare output pulse avail-

able at IC U16. If you are making

the change before you have

wired the LNW board, remove pin

6 of the socket you install at loca-

tion U16. Then add a short wire

from pin 10ofU16 to the Retrace

that would normally connect to

pin6of Uie.That isallthereisto IC you put in location U16. In

this step. If you have already either case also add a jumper on

wired your LNW board, then the board between E5 and K to

either bend or cut off pin 6 of the provide a logic high signal for the

&

&

&

-Q-

0-

&

74LSI51
e-INPUT
MUX

MSB SELECT L SB

'4LSI75

QUAD 0-FF
-C(CLR GNO

Do D| D; Dj

L. ._!

Fig. 1. Baud Rate Modification Logic Diagram
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Baud Rate X Y

no OOH 00

150 20H 32

300 40H 64

600 60H 96

1200 80H 128

2400 OAOH 160

4800 OCOH 192

9600 OEOH 224

Table 1

control circuit. This change

makes available at socket U28

data bits 3-7 and an output pulse

you will use to strobe them to a

baud rate control circuit. (You

will also obtain +5 volts and

ground from this socket to drive

the control circuit.)

The remaining logic required

for the baud rate selection con-

sists of a flip-flop register to

store the selection value and an

eight-input multiplexer to steer

the selected rate to the UART. I

used an experimenter's PC board

to hold the circuit. Four sockets

soldered to the board provide for

the two ICs needed and for con-

necting to socket U28 on the

LNW and for connecting to the

baud rate locations on the LNW.

Figure 1 shows the connections

I made. Any other wiring scheme

that connects the same points

will do as well.

The 74LS151 IC is an eight-

input multiplexer that passes

one of the eight inputs through

to the output. The signals ap-

plied to the selection inputs de-

termine the input: when all three

selection inputs are low (logic

zero) input zero is passed

through to the output; when all

selection inputs are high (logic

one) input seven is passed

through to the output; and, for

other values of selection inputs

other inputs are passed through

to the output.

The 74LS175 IC is a four-bit

register that stores the value of

data bits 5-7 whenever signal

OUT E9H occurs. The stored

values of these bits connect to

the selection inputs of the multi-

plexer and thus the state of data

bits 5-7 at the time of the OUT

E9H signal control which input

of the multiplexer is passed

through to the output. This se-

lection remains in effect until

the next occurence of OUT E9H.

The Modification

With the circuit wired as

shown in Fig. 1 and installed in

the LNW you can select the

baud rate by outputting a byte to

I/O port E9H according to Table

1. In Z80 language use OUT

(0E9H),X where X is the desired

rate from the table. In Basic use

OUT 233,Y where Y is the de-

sired rate from the table.

You can select the UART pa-

rameters by outputting a byte to

I/O port EAH according to Table

2. First reset the UART by out-

putting anything to I/O port

0E8H. Then output bit two plus

the value from Table 2 to I/O port

OEAH. (Bit two enables output

from the serial interface.) In Z80

language use OUT (OEAH),Z

where Z is the desired value

from the table. In Basic use OUT
234,W where W is the desired

Parametsr Choice z W
Parily: none 8H a

odd

even 80H 128

# Bits: 5 OH

6 iOH 64

7 20H 32

8 60H 96

# stop Bits; 1 OH

2 10H 16

Table 2

value from the table. Pick one of

the three choices for parity, one

of the four choices for number

of bits, one of the two choices

for number of stop bits and add

the three Z or W values from the

table to get the final value of Z or

W for use in the output instruc-

tion. For example: even parity/8

bits/1 stop bit Z = 80H+60H-i-

0H-l-4H^E4H (W=128 + 96-l-

-I- 4 = 228).

The above instructions are all

you need to use the program-

mable baud rate modification.

However, you can add a little

class to your terminal program

DISCOUNT TRS-80® Computers

We have the Largest Inventory in the Central

United States. Discount prices on all

software and accessories for your TRS-80

computer needs.

$ 00

Model II

26-4002

3288
8 Megabyte

Hard Disk

$

(Primary)

26-4150.

3994

BUY
DIRECT

Toll Free Order:
1-800-835-9056
Kansas Residents:
1-800-362-9091

Jimscot, Inc. 254

00
P.O. Box 607 - 1023 N. Kansas

* No out of state Taxes
* Immediate Shipment
* Several Payment Methods
-k Direct Buying

WRITE TODAY FOR YOUR

FREE CATALOG!
Liberal, Ks. 67901

TRS-80 is a Registered Trademark of Tandy Corporation
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!!NOW AVAILABLE!!
I NDEX

Sequential

Access
Method

* Get and Put Records to Disk File by "KEY"
* Read File in Key Sequence Without Sorting

•k Delete Records Without Recopying File

* Add Records to Disk Files in Any Sequence
* Variable Key Length From 1 to 50 Characters
-* Machine Language or Basic Subroutines.

BUSINESS APPLICATION ADVANTAGES
- Improved Disk Utilization

- Easier Program Development
- Improved Operating Characteristics

• Reduce or Eliminate Sorting

- Improved Performance

ISAM SUBROUTINES
ISAM UTILITIES

Documentation
On Diskette $90.00

NEW! MACHINE LANGUAGE + BASIC SUBS — $140
— PLUS— Free Mailing List Sample Application

Add 6% Sales Tax for California Orders

TRS-80*'' MODEL I. II, & III and CPM^ SOFTWARE FROM:

Johnson Associates -or- Telephone Order Line

P.O. Box 3069 ^ For Bank Card Sales
Redding, CA 96049 (916)221-0740

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE

EDITOR ASSEMBLER
DEBUGGER $6 95

CCEAD: This SK Basic Program supports cassette files, has luii cursor conrroi, line in-

sertion/deletion, and much more. Two pass assembler supports full 6809 instruction set

& addressing modes, lists to screen or printer Debugger allows memory examine /mo-

dify, program execution if not delighted return within 2 weeks for a full refund You get

fully commented Basic source 5 complete instructions. Requires Est Basic S 16K . .

.

CASSETTE $6.95

DELUXE TERMINAL PROGRAM
COLORCOM/EiThisterminal program has everylhingi PLUS it's m a convenient plug-

in cartridge LOOK at these features

Complete upload S download support

Selectable baud rale & parity

Full or half duplex

Write to any printer or cassette

Supports ANY senal printer

Automatic or manual capture

Selectable Capture cfiaractets

Exchange Basic programs

Word mode means no split words

And much, much more

Use with CompuServe, The Source, etc Talkto other Color Computers Works with any

model Color Computer & full duplex RS232 modem CARTRIDGE S49 95

STRIPPER: The Stnpper takes off all that excess (at in your Basic Programs Three valu-

able commands. (1 ) Delete Remarks (2) Pack Lines (3) Delete Spaces Fully automatic,

IS not fooled by GOTO's, GOSUB's, etc Your programs will run faster and take up much

less memory CASSETTE $7 95

BOOTSTRAP: This Cartridge automatically loads and executes Basic programs from

cassette at power-up. Can t fail ignores data files. Machine Language files, or Basic files

that have errors For those programs that have to runi CARTRIDGE $34 40

RS232 EXPANSION CABLE: With this cable you can connect 2 devices at the same

time to the RS232 pan o! your Color Computer. Great for printer & modem
RS232 Cable $20.00

CUSTOM CARTRIDGES: Put YOUR Basic program into a convenient ROIvl Cartridge

Ifseasyi Runs instantly at power-up. frees up memory Use (or Ad displays, schools, etc

Call or write for into FROM $41 65

Send check, money order,

or Visa/MC Number:

include $1 for postage and

handling; Visa/filC Phone

for last service

P.O.Box 10234

Austin, Texas 78766

(512)837-4665

,^154

BAUD = 300 «B1TS = 8 »STOP = 1 PARITY^NONE

Figure 2

by using an RS-232 initialization

program such as the one de-

scribed beiow.

Initialization Subroutine

The initialization program in

Program Listing 1 is written as a

subroutine you can cait from the

beginning of your terminai pro-

gram. When caiied it ciears the

screen and dispiays the infor-

mation shown in Fig. 2.

Program Listing 1

00101 ,••••• ia>>ii>t*i<>* • ••loi »••«•••»••*»•»»«
00110 1

0B12B I SUBROUTIHE TO SET RS232 PARAMETERS |

00130 J (LEVBL II, LHH, PROGRAMMABLE BAUD MODIFICATION)
00140 1 WRITTS4 BX BUGH CO'WLE OCTOBER 1981 1

B015B ,"*••* •«*••** • **ac*Aa«fifi •»••*• • ***i*>li(r*]» •••*•****

00160 ;WHE(J CALLED THE CORRENT VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS
BB170 )ARE DISPLAYED . USE RIGHT ARROW TO SELECT NEXT
00180 iPARAHETERl DOWN ARROW TO SELBCl NEXT VALUE; PRESS
00190 lENTER AFTER ALL SELECTIONS MAtJE TO INITIALIZE THE |

00200 iREa32 CHANNEL AND EXIT THE SUBROUTINE, |

00210 ;

BBti 00220 ORG 0BB0 0H .-NEAR TOP OF 32K SfS
BBBB C394BB 0023B SETSER

0024B ;

JP STAET

00250 ;'•'*'• •CONSTANTS*""•• **»••*

0026B :

0B270 ; ROM ENTRY POINTS
002B0 !

0^33 00290 DSF EQU 33H ;CHAR IN A TO SCREEN
0849 0030B KBD EQU 4 9H [CHAR IN KYBD TO A

fllC9 00310 CLRSCE
00320 ,-

EOU 01C9H ; CLEAR SCREEN

00330 I OTHER CONSTANTS
00340 I

0ea9 003S0 RARM EQU 09H :RT ARROW CODE
BMh 00360 DARW EQU BAH ;DN ARROW CODE
00EtD 00378 EHTER EQU 0DH i ENTER KEY CODE
0083 00380 TAG EQU e3H iGHAPHIC CHAR CODE
0022 00390 SPACE EOU 20H ; SPACE CODE
B0E9 00400 BOUT EQU 0E9H I OUT PORT FOR BAUD KATE

BBEA 00410 POUT EOU 0EAH ;OUT POHT FOR UART PARA

METERS
Q0E8 00420 MB EQU 0E8H ;OUT PORT TO RESET UART

3C00 00430 VIDEO

00440 !

BOO 3C00H ;STAHT ADDR OF SCBN HEM

00450 ;"*" •VARIABLES'""**""
00460 ;

BE 03 00 88470 PARPTB DEPB rLINK TO CURRENT PAEAME

TER
BB04 2ABB 884 B0 PARI FT DEFH BPAR
BBS6 5BBB 004 90 PARaPT DEFW NPAR
BB0B 74BB 00500 PAR3PT DEFW SPAR
BB0A SIBB 00510 PAR4PT DEFW PPAR
eB0C 0000 00520 PTSTOR DEFW ,-TEMP PTR STORAGE
BB0E 20 00530 BAUD DEPM ' BAUD=
BB15 23 00540 NBITS DEEM 't B1TS=
BBIC 23 00550 SPBITS DEFH '1 STOP-
BB23 50 00560 PARITY

00570 i

DEFM 'PARITY-

00580 I BAUD RATE TABLE
00590 ; FLAG- NOT SELECTED VALUE |

00608 1
= 1 SELECTED VALUE |

00610 ;
=0FFH END OF SELECTIONS

BB2A 00 00620 BPAR DEFB ;FLAG
BB2B 31 00630 DEFM '110 ' ;NAHE OP SELECTION
BE2F 00 006 40 CEFB (VALUE OF SELECTION

BB30 0B 00650 DEFB
BB31 31 00660 DEFM 150 '

BB35 2e 00670 DEFB 20H
BB36 01 006 80 DEFB 1 jDEFAULT SELECTION

BB37 33 006 90 DEFM '380 '

BB3B 40 070 DEFB 40H

BB3C 0Q 00710 DEFB
BB3D 36 00728 DEFM '60 '

BB41 e0 00738 DEFB 60K
BB42 00 88748 DEFB
BB43 31 00750 DEFM '1200'

BB47 80 08760 DEFB 80B

BB43 00 00770 DEFB
BB49 32 007 80 DEPM '24BB'
BB4I> A0 007 90 DEFB 0A0B
BB4E 00 00800 DEFB
BB4F 34 008X0 DEFM '4808'

BB53 C0 00B20 DEFB 8C0H
BBS 4 00 00330 DEFB
BB55 39 00B40 DEFH '9600'

BB59 B0 00850 DEFB 0E0H
BBSfi FF 00860

00870 ;

DEFB 0FFH jTABLE END MARKER

00880 1 TABLE OF * BITS PARAMETER
80890 I

BB5B 00 00900 NPAR DEFB
BB5C 35 00910 DEFM '5 '

BBfiS 00 00920 DEFB 8

BB61 00 00930 DEFB
BB62 36 00948 DEFH '6 '

BB66 40 09 50 DEFB 4011

BBS 7 00 009 60 DEFB
BBG8 37 00970 DEFM '7

BB5C 20 00980 DEFB 20H
BB6D 01 00990 DEFB 1 rDEFAULT SELECTION
BB6E 38 01000 DEFM '8

BBT2 60 01010 DEFB 60H
BB73 FF 01020 DEPB 0FFH

Program continues
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Program continued

B1B30 ;

B1048 J TABLE OF f STOP BITS PARAMETER
B1B5B

BB74 Bi B1B60 SEAH DEFB 1 JDEFAULT SELECTION
BB75 31 01070 DEFH '1

BB79 3i 01080 DEFB 8

B67A it B109B DEFB B
BB7B 32 eiiBB DBFM '2 '

BB7F IB B1110 DEFB IBH
BB88 FF 01120

01138
DEPB BFFH

0114B
Biise
0116B

; TABLE OF PARITY PARAMETER

BB81 Bl
t

PPAR DEFB 1 [DEFAULT SELECTION
BB82 4B B117B EFM 'NONE'
BBB6 08 BllBB DEFB 8
BBB7 Be B119B - DEFB
BBSS 4P 012BB DEFH 'ODD '

BBSC Be 0121B DEFB
BBSD Be 81228 DEFB 8
BBSE 45 8123B DEPM 'EVEN'
BB92 BB el24B DEPB B8H
BB93 Pp ei250

ei2fi0 ;

DEPS 8FPU

ei27B 1 PROGRAH
012B0 I

BB94 CDC9B1 B129B START CALL CLRSCR
BB97 B1B7B0 BI3BB LD BC,7
BB9A 2ieGBB B1318 LD HLiBAUD
BB9D 11BB3C 01328 LD DE,VIDEO
BBAe EDBB B133B LDIR IDISPLAY BAUD"BBA2 B10TBB 8134B LD BC,7
BBA5 Z115BB 81350 LD HL.NBITS
BBA8 111B3C 01368 LD DE,VIDEO*16
BBAB EDBB 01370 LDIR
BBAD B1B7BB 01388 LD BC,7
BBBB 211CBB 81398 LD HL.SPBITE
BBB3 112B3C 01400 LD DE,VIDEO+32
BBBe BDBB 01410 LDIR
BBB8 fllB7eB 0142B LD BC,7
BBBB 2123BB 81438 LD HL, PARITY
BBBE 113e3C B1448 LD DE.VIDEO+48
BBCl BDSB 81458 I.DIR
BBC3 CD86BC B146B CALL DSPVAL
BBC6 3E83 BH7B LD A, TAG
BBCe CDE3BC 814 B8 CALL DSPUNL
BBCB CD49BB 81498 KYBINP CALL KBD
BBCE FEB9 ei58B CP RAKW
BBDB CADFBB 81510 JP 2, NSEL
BBD3 FEBfi 01520 CP DARW
BBD5 CAP5BB 81538 JP 3, NVAL
BBDB FEBD B154e CP ENTER
BBDA CA2CBC 0155B JP Z,INITRS
BBDD IBEC BI568 JR KYBINP
BBDP 3E2B B157B NSEL LD A, SPACE ;NEXT PARAMETER
BBEl CDE3BC 81580 CALL DSPQHL
BBE4 3AB3BB 015 90 LD A,(PABPTR)
BBE7 3C 81600 INC A
BBE8 E6B3 81610 AND 3
BBBA 32B3BB 81628 LD (PARPTB) ,A
BBED 3EB3 01630 LD A, TAG
BBEF Cr)E3BC 01648 CALL DSPUNL
BBF2 C3CBBB 01658 JP KYBIHP
BBP5 3fte3BB 01668 NVAL LD A, IPARPTR) jNEXT VALUE
BBF8 E6B3 01670 AND 3
BBFA B7 B168B RLCA
BBFB 2104BB 01690 LD HL,PARPTR+1
BBFE Idti 01788 LD D,0
BCBB 5F fll71B LD E,A
BCfll 19 B172B ADD HL,DE
BCB2 5B B173B LD E,(HI,)
BCB3 23 81740 INC HL
BCB4 56 01750 LD D, (HLl
BCB5 EB 81768 EX DE.HL
BCe6 22flCBB B177B LD (PTSTOB),HL
BC09 7E B178B NVLP LD A. IHL)
BCBA FEBl 017 98 CP 1

BCBC 2Bee B1888 JR Z,HVLP1
BCBE IIBBBB 81B18 LD DE,6
BCll 19 81820 ADD HL.DB
BC12 1BF5 B1830 JR NVLP
BC14 AP 01848 NVLPl XOR A
BC15 77 81858 LD (HL) ,A
BC16 16BB 81868 LD D,8
BC18 1EB6 81878 LD E,6
BCIA 19 818BB ADD HL,DE
BCIB 7E B1B90 LD A,(HL)
BCIC FEFF B19B8 CP BFFH
BCIE 2003 B191B JB NZ,NVLP2
BC2B 2A0CBB 81920 LD HL, (PTSTOR)
BC23 3EB1 81938 HVLP2 LD A,l
BC25 77 B1940 LD (HL) ,A
BC26 CD86BC 01958 CALL DSPVAL
BC29 C3CBBB 019 60 JP KYBINP
BC2C D3EB 81970 IHITBS OUT (MRl ,A jKEEET UART
BC2E 212ABB B19BB LD HL,BPAH
BC31 7E 81998 IBHLPl LD A, (HL)
BC32 FEBB 0208B CP B
BC34 20B6 B2B1B JR N3,IBRLPZ
BC36 11B6B0 B2e2a LD DE,6
BC3 9 19 02838 ADD HL,DE
BC3A 18F5 B204B JR IBRLPl
BC3C 110580 02050 BRLP2 LD DE,5
BC3F 19 02868 ADD HL,DE
BC4B 7E 82070 LD A.(HL)
BC41 D3E9 02080 OUT (BOUT) , A [SET BAUD RATE
BC43 BEB5
T
BC45 215BBB

B2090 LD C,5 [BIT 2:^1 TO EN RS232 OU

e210B LD HL.NPAR
BC4B 7E 82110 UPLPl LD A,(HL)
BC49 FEe0 0212B CP B

BC4B 2086 B2130 JR KZ,I0PLP2
BC4D I1B600 B2148 LD DE,6
BC50 19 B2150 ADD HL,DE
BC51 18F5 02160 JR lUPLPl
BC53 110500 B217B UPI.P2 LD DE,5
BC56 19 02188 ADD HL.DE
BCS7 7E B219B LD A,[HL)
BC5B Bl 822BB OR C
BC59 4F 82218 LD C,A
BC5A 2174BB 02220 LD HL,SPAR
BC5D 7E 02230 UPLP3 LD A, {HLl
BC5E FE0B B224B CP
BC60 2B06 02250 JR NZ,IUPLP4
BC62 11B6BB 02268 LD DB.6
BC65 19 B2278 ADD HL,DE
BC66 18F5 B22B8 JR IUPLP3
BC6S 110588 B2290 IUPLP4 LD DE,5
BC6B 19 02300 ADD HL,DE
BC6C 7E B2318 LD A,(HL)
BC6D Bl 0232 B OB C
BC6E 4P B2338 LD C,A

Program continues

****** PRO-DEBUG ******

For TRS-80 ModelU&ni

SINGLESTEP - Through any area of memory

STOP - At any location in memory (except ROM)

LOOP - Through subroutines (except ROM)

CALL - Subroutines & programs from keyboard

VIEW - Z-80 registers & memory pointed to
- Stack pointer & stack contents
- PC. with It's instructions
- Instructions in both opcode & mnemonics

HUNT - Memory for 16 bit word

MODIFY - Z-80 registers & any area of memory

DISASSEMBLE - Any area of memory into

opcode, mnemonics &ascil

THIS PLUS 23 ADDITIONAL
COMMANDS FOR $45.00

* * * ************************
******* PRO-BASIC *******

Basic Enhancements For Model 11 & DI

FEATURES INCLUDE

* PRO-ANGLES
* PRO-LABELS
* PRO-EXTENSIONS
* PRO-WORDS
' PRO-EDIT
* PRO-SORT
* PRO-FUNCTIONS

PRO-DEBUG
PRO-KEYS
PRO-MACH
PRO-CRT
PRO-FILES
PRO-VRS
PRO-GRAPH

$195.00 This includes the right to use
the compiled Pro-Basic in

programs you write for resale.

***************************

********PRO-COPY********
Disk Copy UtUity For Model 11

* 30 sec. mirror image copy of 8 floppy disk
* works on single or multiple drives
* format option available
* verify option available
* format, verify & copy to a blank disk

in 1 min.

PRICE $50.00

TRS-80 Is aieglslered trademHrk ofTandy Corp.

PRO-80-SYSTEMS
3206 Center Street

Cedar FaUs,IA 50613

319-266-4262 or 319-233-6111 ,-'253
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The Journal of Microcomputer Applications

Numerica! analysis, statistics, simulation, information
retrieval, engineering design, engineering economics, proj-

ect planning & management, personal finance, scientific &
engineering applications. Subscribe now $16 for 6 issues.

Send check, money order or company purchase order to:

ACCESS, P.O. Box 12847, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

To: ACCESS, P.O, Box 12847

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
Here's my $16. Sign me up for 6 issues.

Name ^^______^_^_^____„________
Address ____„^ „
City ___^_^___.^

, ._

State^
Published by LEDS Publishing Inc.

Zip.

MICRO IMAGES
FREE SHIPPING WITHIN CONT. U.S.A.

t^r OnJIM for our low prices OtxILlAlA
RS232Not.Req. LYNX Mod I/Ill $259.95

includes autodial/answer, cables and terminal software

VERBATIM ^^^^''f^^'''^ ^°^ DD/$3o.ooV t-nU/t I IIVI MD525-01 OMO Add£250 Pla.l lIBcase

SUPER UTILITY PLUS b, Kim wan Speatv Jo Qi 80 T.^ck $69.95
SUPERSCRIPT BY Acorn - Req. 32K. Scripsit S L/C - Disk $44.95
EDITOR ASSEMBLER PLUS by micosou 16K Tape $27.95

DOSPLUS 'i:i^,%JlZ ea $134.95

MAXI MANAGER Mod l/lll 'lIS^ZrASK Disk $84.95

UNITERM t)/ Pel e Roberts Mod MM Works with mo^! moaems $74.95
MICROSOFT FORTRAN B0$89.95 A.L.DS;SB9.95 BASIC COMPILERSI/g'sJ

DAS by Mibo^ys Sophisticated Editor & Assembler $75.95

DOS Ve rsion 5.1 — Mod I or III $118.95

LAZYWRJTER t^f/s?o^N ^S'::ir''''^m4m
Proofreader by Aspen Software Mod I

- 49.95 Mod III - 49.95
Proofedit by Aspen Software Mod I 28.50 Mod III - 28.50
Grammatik by Aspen Software Mod I

- 55.95 Mod Hi - 55.95

MX 80 Ribbon Reloads - $3.50 ea/$38.00dz. Min 5 ribbons
We also Cd'ry the full hnp of ADVENTURE INT L ACORN, BIG FIVE. BRODERBUND

AVALON HILL MICROSOFT DATASOFT. MISOSYS, AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS and
rnosi dl h ^' tme soltware al discount prices

SEND FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG.
No credit cards at these lovu prices Add S2 00 on all COD crifers CctiMpd Ck.'MO.'COO
shipped immediately Please allow 2 weeks tnr personal chpcks. For entra last service
phone m your COD order. Prices subject to change without notice New Yark Stale
'c-s.derits please add appropriate sales tax

We Otter Greal Values & Prompi Dchvery - Wli: N(.>l Iry (A^

146-03 25th Road, Flushing, New York 11354
Mon-Fri 10 AM-9 PM (21 2) 445-71 24 ^157 Sat 10 AM-5 PM

Program continued

6C6F :1B1BB
BC7 2 7E
BC73 FEBB
BC75 2086
BC77 lIBSfla
BC7A 19
BC7B 18F5
BC7D llBSBfl
BC8fl 19
BCBl 7E
BC82 Bl
Bca3 D3EA
BCB5 C9

Bcee 11B60B
BCB9 212ABB
BCBC 7E
BCSD FEBl
BC8F 28B3
BC91 19
BC92 isre
BC94 23
BC95 810400
BC98 11B73C
BC9B EDBfl
BC9D llSESe
SCAB 215BBB
BCfl3 7E
BCA4 Fsei
BCA6 2803
BCAB 19
BCA9 IBFS
BCAB 23
BCAC eiB4B(l
BCAF 11173C
BCB2 EDBB
BCB4 11060
BCB7 217 4BB
BCBA 7E
BCBB FB01
BCBD 2803
BCBP 19
BCCB 18FB
BCC2 23
BCC3 818480
BCC6 11273C
BCC9 EDBB
BCCB 110600
BCCE 21 8 IBB
BCDl 7B
BCt)2 PEfll
BCD4 2883
BCD6 19
BCD7 IBFB
BCD 9 23
BCDA 018400
BCDD 11373C
SCEB EDBB
BCE2 C9

BCE3 4P
BCE4 3A83aB
BCE7 E6B3
BCE9 87
BCEA 07
BCBB 87
BCEC 07
BCBD 21403C
BCFfl 1688
BCF2 5F
BCP3 19
BCE4 060E
BCP6 79
BCF7 77
BCP8 23
BCP9 IBFC
BCFB C9

SUBROUTINES

02346 LD
02350 IUPLP5 LD
B236e CP
B2370 JB
823SB LD
0239B ADI

02400 JR
02418 HJPLP6 LD
02420 AD'

0243

B

LD
02440 OR
82450 OU
82468
82470
02488
02490
B25B8 DSPVAL U)
02518 LD
02528 BLPl LD
02530 CP
B2548 JR
B255B ADI
B2560 JB
02570 BLP2 IN(

02580 LD
82590 LD
02600 LD]
02610 LD
02628 LD
B263B NLPl LD
02640 CP
02658 JR
82660 ADI
02670 JR
82688 NLP2 IH(

02690 LD
82788 LD
02710 ld:

02720 LD
027 38 LD
B274fl SLPl LD
02750 CP
027 68 JR
82770 ADI
82780 JR
827 90 SLP2 IHi

82888 LD
82810 LD
02828 ld:

028 3 LD
02848 LD
02B50 PLPl LD
02868 CP
02B78 JR
82888 ADi

B2B98 JR
02900 PLP2 INI

02918 hB
82928 LD
82938 LD
B294B RB'
02958 I

82968 I

82978 DSPUNL LD
02988
82990
03000
0301B
83028
03838
83040
83858
83860
03078

HL , PPAR
A.IHLl
8

NZ,IUPLfG
DE,6
HL,DE
IUPLE5
DE,S
HL.DE
A,(HL)
C
(POUT) ,A ISET UART PARAMETERS

lEKIT PROGRAM

LD
AND
Rl.Cfl

RLCA
BLCA
ftLCA

LD
LD

B3B90
83100
03110
83128
83138

BB 83140
080 TOTAL BBHORS

LD
UHLLPl LD

INC
DJNZ
RET
END

DE,e
HL,BPAK
A,(HL1
1

Z,BI.P2
HL.DE
BLPl
HL
BC,4
DE,VIDE0+7

DE,6
HL,NPAR
A,(HL}
1

2,NLP2
KL,DE
NLPl
HL
BC,4
DE,VIDEO+23

DE,6
HLpSPAH
A,!HL1
1

Z,SLP2
BL.DE
SLPl
HL
BC,4
DE,VIDEO+39

DE,6
HL,PPAR
A.IHLl
I

Z , PLP2
HL.DE
PLPl
HL
BC,4
DE,VIDEO+55

C,A
A, (PARPTB)

BL,VIOEO+64
D,0
E,A
HL,DE
B,6
A,C
IHLl ,A
HL
UNILPI

SETSBB

iDISPLAY BAUD

jDISPLAi IBITS

;DISPLflY tSTOP BITS

.DISPLAY pAHri:;

Pressing the right-arrow key

deletes the bar under baud and

displays a similar bar under #

bits. Pressing the l^ey again

shifts the bar to the right again

and after four presses the bar will

be back to baud. Thus the right-

arrow key selects one of the four

parameters you can set for the

RS-232 channel. Similarly, press-

ing the down-arrow key displays

successive values of the se-

lected parameter. With the bar at

Baud, one press of the down-

arrow key replaces the 300 by the

next consecutive value, 600. Con-

tinued presses of the key will cy-

cle through all of the allowed

values for baud and begin over

again, if you move the bar to one

of the other parameters by press-

ing the right-arrow key, then the

down-arrow key will cycle

through the allowed values of

this parameter. When you have

selected all of the desired

values using the right and down-

arrow keys press Enter to in-

itialize the RS-232 channel to

these values and exit the sub-

routine. If you want to use the in-

itial values displayed simply

press Enter to initialize and exit

the subroutine.

The default values of the pa-

rameters in the subroutine are

300 baud, eight bits, one stop

bit, and no parity. To change

these values to the values you

normally use, change the tables

in the program. Each entry in the

parameter tables consists of six

bytes: the first byte is a flag in-

dicating if this value has been
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THE COMPUTER
STOCK MARKET book

THE PROFESSIONALS BUY
Purchased by over 160 Financial Institutions, 75 Market Advis-

ory Services, 50 Colleges and Universities, and 1 50 Computer
and Software Firms.

Has been sold in every stdCe and over 30 otner nations It is a study

of market timins based on cycles and seasonal factors, as they affect

stock and commodity prices It gives solid tools for measuring and
profiting from them. Author has more than 20 years experience as a

stock broker, and conducted 8 years of computer research

developing the 34 programs in the book which contains ideas and
programs never be'ore published. Programs are written in TRS-80

BASIC.

Do you tiave the great stock and commodity trading advantages

given by the home computer to the few who properly use it?

To order "New Uses For The Home Computer In The Stock
Market" send your name and address with your check for S19.95

(overseas; U S.A Dollar International Money Order or a Draft

payable on a U S A Bank) to:

Thomas V, Lenz, Dcpt. M
596 W. Karval Ct. - Spring Creek

Elko, Nevada 89801
1^ 1'14

VORK 10
BASF-DPS

WORLD STANDARD TAPE
PROFESSIONAL 5-SCREW SHELL
UNIVERSAL INDUSTRY ACCEPTANCE

DATATRAC- C-10, C-20
MUSI TRAC - C-45, C-90
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"YOU'VE TRIED THE REST, NOW BUY THE BEST"

Call: 213/710-1430 lOr immediate shipment on Creall Card Ordefs

leng-' ., jp
Keep

I'

ORDER NOW... Mail to: VORK lOComputefUJore
34573 Kittridge St., #80H, Canoga Park, CA 91307PtBBse s«id cassetlos checked below

1 DOZENLENGffl Z DOZEN

n 'no

a 10 n le.oo£-20

c-45

"

g^isoa ___a_^™
c-90 IZ

2175 "'
;j 39 00

SUB TOTAl

Calil rKhdenls, aod 5% sales tax

Shipping 1 to $2 ZOai $3 50

aiMI'l doz . SI.

TOTAL

n Check or M enctosefl Charge to my Creilrl Card

n VISA n MASTERCARD Erodes date

WRITE FOR OUANTITV DISCOUNTS

I snicoca tuk-udifc by UPS to ^(resr Mmeis m Coni

I ,1 S fl i;n,y We r.nntr '.rip Ic P Boes
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Creotive Computer
1236 E. Colonial Drive

Orlando, Florida 32803 USA
Voice (305) 894-4744

BBS 24 Hour Electronic Mail

Order (305) 277-0473

Micronet 71555,520

Write For Free Catalog

Over 400 Items In Diskettes,

Paper, Labels, Ribbons, Checks,
Storage Boxes, Furniture, Binders
and Hardvifare. ® Mfg. Trademark

FREE SHtPPING except hardware

DISK WITH / MANUAL
MANUAL /ONLY

MICROPRO"
Super Sort I S192/$36
CalcStar $250/S36
Spell Star $175/NA
WordStar $315/$54

Mail Merge $105/NA
Word Star/

Mail Merge. . .$410/NA
Word Master . . .$115/$36

Data Star S244/$54

MICROSOFT*
Basic-80 $285
Basic Compiler , , . ,$325
Cobol-80 $570
Edit-80 $ 82

Fortran $345
Macro-80 $140
X macro-86 $255
M-Sort $120
Mu Math/

MuSimp $220

Mu Lisp/

My Star $170
Typing Tutor $ 27

PEACHTREE*
General Ledger .$399/$40
Acct Receivable $399/$40
Acct Payable. , .$399/$40

Payroll $399/$40
Inventory $399/$40
Surveyor $399/$40
Property Mgt . . .$799/$40

CPA Client

Write-up $799/$40
PSVersion Add $129

Plastic File Box
50-5V4" $ 19
5y» " Library Case .$ 3
8 "Library Case . . .$ 4

Head Clean Kit $ 23

Floppy Saver $11.95

Floppy Saver Rings$ 6.95

RIBBONS
Radio Shack®
LP1,2&4, ,, .4pk $18.95

LP3&5 .3pkrefill$13.95

LP6&8 .3 pk refill $11.95

Daisy Wheel
(black) 10 pk refill $24.95

(brown, biLie or red)

6 pk refill $24.95

Epson MX-80/& F/T

3 pk refill $16.95

MICROSOFT®
Z-80Softcare $295
RAM card $155
Basic Compiler . . . .$299
Fortran-80 $175
Cobot-80 $499
Tasc $135
Typing Tutor $ 21

Olympic Decathlon ,$ 25

MICROPRO®
Super Sort 1 $155/$36
Mail Merge $ 85/NA
WordStar $238/$36
Word Star/

Mail Merge ,,$319/NA
CalcStar $155/$36
Data Star $225/$54
Spell Star $149/NA

PERSONAL SOFTWARE*
Visicalc3.3 $155
Visiterm , . .$127
Visiplot $145
Visidex $155
Visitrend/Plot $225
Visifile $195
Desktop/Plan II $155

Visipak $555

RADIO SHACK

MODEL I & Mi®

New DOS 180 2.0 . ..$139

LOGS 5.1 $115
Maxi-Manager $ 89

GAMES
Adventure International

Big Five 1-5% Oft

AvalonHill 2-10% Off

Med System 3-15% Oft

Acorn 5-20% Off

Epyx and Others
MODEL m

CREATIVE COMPUTER
Depreciation
System $350/25
Inventory Control $495/25
Other Acctg. SystemsCall
Yahlzee $ 24,95

HARDWARE

PRINTERS
Epson MX 100 Call

Epson MX 80FT Call

Epson MX 80 Calf

Okidata809 $349
Okidata82A $489
Okidata83A $729
Okidata84 $1049
NECPC8023A $550
NEC 7710 Call

NEC 7720 Call

MODEMS
Hayes Smart Modem $245
Hayes Clock-

Cronograph $235
Lexicon-11 Acoustic $139
Lexicon-12

Direct/Acoustic . .$159

MONITORS
AmdeklOO $139
Amdek 100 Green. . .$155

AmdekColorl $349
Sanyo45099" $199
Sanyo 5109 9" Grn . .$219
Sanyo601313"Coior $419
NECKB1201M $179
NECJC1201 M Color. $349

TERMINALS
Adds Viewpoint . . . .$589
Televideo910 $569
Teievideo920C $739
Televideo912C $679
Televideo950C $929

Most orders out in 24 riours

with VISA, M/C, Money Order,

Cashier Check, Bank Wire
and C.O.D, Personal check
over $150 allow 10-14 days.
Mail order only. Prices subject
to change 9-8 M-F, 9-6 Sal.

^190
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; $ $AVE $
Internal Disk Drives

for the TRS-80® Model

1st Disk Kit Includes
>40 TRK disk drive

• Switching power supply

• Floppy disk controller

- All cables & hardware

ONLY $48900

2nd 40trk Disk Drive

ONLY $23900

MICRO R&D
P.O. Box 746
Rialto, CA 92376
* Registered Trademark of Tandy Corporation

(714) 875-2968

,^387

RPM measures the rotational speed and
variation of your disk drives, and reveals a

common cause ot unexplained errors.

Simple one-key operation, runs under any
DOS, interchangeable between Models I

and III. Shows current and average
speeds, plus fluctuation history. Recovers

from severe errors. Documentation ex-

plains how to adjust drives. Use RPM
monthly for best results. 32-48K Model I or III disk:»24.95

AMAZING PROGRAM SPEEDS UP BASIC

Your time is valuable, so why
waste it on slow-running BASIC
programs? PRO SOFT'S
"FASTER" will analyze those
programs while they run, then
show you a simple change (usu-

,^ ally one new line) that can re-

duce run-times by up to 50%. TRS-8D Models I and III, S29.95

CALL NOW TOLL-FREE FOR ORDERS ONLY:
(800) 824-7888, Oper. 422

Calii: (800) 852-7777, Oper. 422
Alaska/Hawaii: (800) 824-7919, Oper. 422

For technical information, write or call us directly:

PRO ^91

P.B. 839 / No. Hollywood, Ca. 91603 / (213) 764-3131

Check. M/C, VISA ok. Add S2.00 for COD. 6". sales tax in Calilornia, and.S5.00 ioi

shipmenl outfiide Norlh America.

selected or not. The next four

bytes are ASCII for the "name"

of this value, and the last byte Is

the binary value. A flag byte of

one indicates a selected value

and a flag byte of zero Indicates

an unselected value. An OFFH
value indicates the end of the

table.

As an example, let's say you

normally use a baud of 9600.

When you assemble the pro-

gram, set the flag byte for 300

baud to zero (line 680). Then set

the flag byte for 9600 baud to

one (line 830). Now when you

call the program it will display

9600 Instead of 300 for baud and

when you press Enter this value

will be set for the RS-232 chan-

nel. The other tables in the pro-

gram are arranged similarly and

you can change their default

values according to your normal

operation also.

Subroutine Description

The subroutine starts (line

1290) by displaying the titles and

the default values and then goes

into a keyboard input loop lool^-

ing for right-arrow, down-arrow,

or Enter characters. Any other

input character is Ignored. Input

of a right-arrow/ character shifts

the underline bar to the next pa-

rameter and stores the new

parameter selected as a value

between zero and three in the

variable PARPTR. Control then

returns to the keyboard input

loop.

Input of a down-arrow charac-

ter changes the flag byte of the

currently selected value of the

currently selected parameter

from one to zero and changes the

flag byte of the next successive

value from zero to one. Also, the

new "name" of the value is dis-

played on the screen in place of

the old "name." Control then re-

turns to the keyboard input loop.

Input of an Enter character

transmits the current values of

all parameters to the RS-232

channel. Program lines 1970-

2450 accomplish this and line

2460 exits the subroutine. Lines

2470-3130 are subroutines used

by the program.

Model III Version

Model III owners can have a

similar subroutine for initializing

the built-in RS-232 channel. In the

Model III some ROM routines are

available to help. The program

given in Program Listing 2 pro-

vides the same operator inter-

face and uses the Model III ROM
routines where applicable.

Hugh Cottle designs comput-

er hardware and software for

military appiications.

Program Listing 2

aeiee ,«..•>>..•>.*<.>>*•>•>•><. ..................*.... 1

sens
BB12fl t SUBROUTINE TO SET RS232 PARAMETERS 1

B0130 1 (MODEL III)
00140 ) WRITTra BY HUGH COTTLE OCTOBER 1981 1

aaisB .fr*4«*****«***]r**llllfr*llir«Bll AltMA«*l«**«*a«*«* *•«**«**
sfliee jWHEN CALLED THE CURRENT VALUES OP THE PARAMETERS 1

00i70 lARE DISPLAYED. USE RIGHT ARROW TO SELECT NEXT |

0Cllg0 jPARAMETER; DOWN ARROW TO SELECT NEXT VALUE; PRESS
0019B .ENTER AFTER ALL SELECTIONS MADE TO INITIALIZE THE
00200 ;RS232 CHANNEL AND EXIT THE SUBROUTINE. I

00210
BB«fl BB22B ORG 0BBe0H NEAR TOP OF 32E SYS
BBBfl C394BB

00240
SETSER JP START

00250 I •*"***COHSTANTS' •**•*** • «t*«
00260 I

00270 1 ROM ENTRY POINTS
00260 !

ae33 Ba290 DSP EQU 33H CHAR IN fl TO SCREEN
0049 0B300 KBD ECU 49H CHAR IN KYBD TO A
B1C9 00310

00320
30330
00340

CLRSCR EQU 01C9H

! OTHER CONSTANTS

CLEAR SCREEN

B0B9 003S0 RARW EQU 09H RT ARROW CODE
ei'ip. 00360 DARW EQU 0AH DN ARROW CODE
esia 00378 ENTER EQU 0DH ENTER KEY CODE
0083 B0380 TAG EQU 83H GRAPHIC CHAR CODE
0020 B0390 SPACE EQU 20H SPACE CODE
e0B» 00400 BOUT EOU 0B9H our PORT FOR BAUD RATE

0aEA
RS
00BS

00410 POUT EQU 0EAH OUT PORT UART PARAMETE

00420 MR EOU 0E8H OUT PORT TO RESET UART

3C00 00430

00440

VIDEO EQU 3C00H START ADDR OF SCRN MEM

004^0 :.. ...t.VRRIABLES'""'" • 1

00460
see 3

EH
BB04

99 004 70 PARPTR DEFB LINK TO ACTIVE PARAMET

2ABB 04 30 ESRIPT DBFW BPfiB
BB0G 5BBB 004 90 EAH2PT DEFW NPAR
BB0B 74BS 00500 PSR3PT DEFW SPAR
BB0A SIBB 00510 PAR4PT DEFW PPAR

Program continues
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MASTER ELECTRONICS, INC.
..qii.y>(*>»^«/'TRS-80" ®«.7^w - * F-723

CAN SET YOU UP IN A

TRS-80
STATE-OF-THE-ART-COMPUTER

STARTING AT 15% DISCOUNT!
FULLY STOCKED

IN: Model ll's

Model Ill's

ALL- PRINTERS

AND — MORE!!
* PLUS *

THE ALL NEW:

Model 16 and the 8.5 meg. Hard Drive!

CALLUS NOW!!!

Toll FREE: 1-800-531 -7323
TEXAS CALL COLLECT 512/689-5536

MASTER ELECTRONICS, INC.
154 NORTH 5th

RAYMONDVtLLE, TX 78580

Make
Money

ATTENTION UNIVERSITIES AND
IVIEDICAL RESEARCH FACILITIES

DO YOU NEED DETAILED
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS?

StatPac is a new 3-part program written and designed for
research, survey and questionnaire processing, data entry,
statistical analysis, management and market analysis.
StatPac can be easily tailored to fit your needs because
you create the data file format. All pfiases of research
analysis can be processed, including:

•frequency analysis

•crosstabs & chi-square

• correlation and linear regression
• multiple linear regression

•descriptive statistics

•t-test

•analysis of variance

•management reports

StatPac eliminates the need for expensive programming
or renting time on large mainframe computers because it

is the SPSS for the TRS-80's.

Total Package, including an extensive step-by-step user's
manual is $285.00. Manual may be purchased separately
for $30.00 (may be applied to the purchase price of the
disks). MasterCard and Visa accepted.

Write or call for a FREE 16 page brochure (612) 866-9022.

-aatPa^jT. Walonick Associates, Inc.

j^^4 5624 Girard Ave. So.
-'^^^^'. Minneapolis, MN 55419

"Absolutely the best statistical analysis package I've seen
for a microcomputer. ..." Eugene Allred, President of
Consolidated Data Services, Minneapolis, MN.

Selling [»p microcomputing

the only major journal for the users of the TRS-SO*, a sure bet for getting the computer
enthusiast' into your store. Once through the door you can sell him anything.

We know 80 will make you money . . . it's the only magazine for the TRS-SO* users and you know how many
of those there are. So call today and join the dealers who make money with 80.

For information on selling 80 Microcomputing, call 603-924-9471 and speak with Ginnie Boudrieau, our

Bulk Sales Manager. Or write to her at 80 Microcomputing, Pine Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

-See Lisi ol Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 313



I

STOCK MARKET
I SOFTWARE
I By H & H Trading Company for Mod. 1. II. & lit TRS-80®s

i

STOCK TRACKER™ times trades on individ-

ual stocks and options. Uses a technical volume

analysis. Completely objective. Gives buy, sell

signals.

MARKET TRACKER™ times tops & bottoms

on the Dow Industrials; a composite of six tech-

nical indicators. Some judgement required.

Gives buy, sell signals.

These two programs are accurate.

Hundreds of satisfied users.

ASK FOR THE EVIDENCE !

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER, CONTACT:

H * 7^ TcmOING CQMmNY
POST OFFICE BOX 549

CLAYTON, CALIFORNIA 94517

Telephone 415)672-3233

VISA « MASTERCARD

^ 166

l_!
(sfRegd T.M of Rodio Shock

THE BIGGEST NAME IN LfTTLE COMPUTERS^

TRS-80 Model H—Your Best Buy
In a Business Microcomputer

TRS-80 computers. ^^
software and peripherals

Similar values on all merchandise
CALL COLLECT:

800-351-1580
Texas Residents call: 915-263-2920

Van Horn Office Supply
701 W. Broadway - P O Box 1060

Van Horn, Texas 79855

mm DEALER G055 ^
'^Sf^l porm F48 Provided

^
Standard Warranty in Effect

THE NA TIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND^

^169

Program continued

BBBc seae 00520 PTSTOH DEFH ;TEHP PTR STORAGE

BBBB 2e 00530 BAUD DBFM ' BflUD^

'

BB15 23 00540 NBITS DEFH 't BITS-'

BBIC 23 00550 SPBITS DEFM '* STOP''

BB23 58 a a 560 PARITY
0057B I

DBFM ' PARITY'

'

BB58B BAUD RATE TABLE
00590 FLAG'B HOT SELECTED VALUE

B0600 =1 SELECTED VALUE

0a61B =0FFH END OF SELECTIONS

BB2A flfl 00620 BPAR DEFB iFLAG

BB2B 31 00630 DBFM '110 iNAME OF SELECTION

BB2P 22 BB64B DEFB 2211 [VALUE OP SELECTION

BB3e ii 00650 DBFB B

BB31 31 00660 DEFM '150 '

BB35 44 aa67a DEFB 44H

BB36 01 BB6Ba DEFB 1 [DEFAULT SELECTION

BB37 33 00690 DBFM '3B0 '

BB3B 5 5 007B0 DEFB 5SH

BB3C ae 00710 DEFB
BE3D 3 6 00720 DEPM '60B '

BB41 66 00730 DEFB 6 6H

BB42 BB 007 40 DEFB
BB43 31 00750 DEFM '1200'

BB47 77 0076B DEFB 771)

BB4e Bi 00770 DEFB
BB49 32 07 80 DEFM '2400'

BB4I1 AA aa7 90 DEFB 0AAH

BB4E ee 00800 DBFB
BB4F 34 00810 DEFM '4800'

BB53 CC 00B20 DEFB 0CCH

BB54 ee aaB3a DEFB
BB55 39 00840 DEFM '96B0I

BBS 9 EE aassa DEFB 0EEH

BB5A FF 00860
00870 ;

DEFB flFFH ; TABLE END MARKER

00SS0 ; TABLE OF * BITS PARAMETER
00890 !

BB5B 00 0090 a NPAR DEFB
BB5C 35 a09i0 DEFH '5

Bsee «0 aa92a DEFB
BB61 00 00930 DEFB
BB62 36 09 40 DEFM '6 '

BB66 40 00950 DEFB 40H

BB6 7 80 BB960 DBFB
BB6 8 37 aa970 DEFM '7 '

BB6C 20 00980 DBFB 20H

BB5D 01 009 90 DEFB i [DEFAULT EBLECTIOM

BB6E 3B 01000 DEFM 'B

BB72 60 01010 DEFB 60H
BB73 FF 01020

B103B 1

DEFB 0FFH

al040 ; TABLE OF STOP BITS PARAMETER |

01050 ;

BB74 01 0ia6a SPAR DEFB 1 [DEFAULT SELECTIOH

BB75 31 B107B DEFM '1 '

BB79 aa 01080 DEFB
BB7A 00 01090 DEFB B

BB7B 32 01100 DEFM •2

BB7F 10 01110 DEFB IBH
BBBB FF 01120

01130 ;

DEFB BFPH

01140 ; TABLE OF PARITY PARAMETER
B11S0 ;

BBBl ai B1J60 PPAR DEFB 1 [DEFAULT SELECTION

BBB2 4E 01170 DEFM 'NONE'

BB86 0S 01180 DEFB S

BB87 aa 01190 DEFB
BBSS 4F 01200 DEFM 'ODD '

BBBC 00 0121B DEFB
BB8D 00 01220 DEFB
BBSE 45 01230 DEPM ' EVEN

'

BB92 sa 01240 DEFB 80B

BB93 FP ai25B
0126 ,-

DEFB 0FFH

0127B I PROGRAM
01280 ;

BBS 4 CDC9ai 01290 START CALL CLRSCR
BB97 010700 B1300 LD BC.7
BB9A 210EBB 01310 LD HL.BAUD
BB9D 110e3C B132B LD DE .VIDEO

BBAfl EDB0 01330 LDIR [DISPLAY BAUD'

BBft2 Bia70a 0134B LD BC,7
BBA5 2115BB 01350 LD HL, KBITS
BBA8 iiiaac 01360 LD DE,VIDE0+16
BBAB EDB0 01370 LDIR
BBAD 0J.07B0 01380 LD BC,7
BBBa 211c:bb 01390 LD HL, SPBITS
BBB3 11203C 01400 LD DE,VlDEO+32
BBB6 EDB0 BHia LDIR
BBBB 0ia70a 01420 LD BC,7

BBBB 2123BB 01430 LD HL, PARITY

BBBE 113B3C 01440 LD DE,VlDEO+48
BBCl EDBa 01450 LDIR
BBC3 CD8DBC 01460 CALL DSPVAL
BBC6 3E83 B1470 LD A, TAG
BBC8 CDBABC 01480 CALL DSPUNL
BBCB CD490a 01490 KYBIMP CALL KBD
BBCE FE09 01500 CP RARW
BBDfl CADFBB 01510 JP Z,NSEL
BBD3 FEBA B1520 CP DAKW
BBD5 CAF5BB 01530 JP ZjNVAL
BBD8 PEaD 01540 CP ENTER
BBDA CA2CBC 01550 JP i.INITRS
BBDD 13EC 01560 JR KYBINP
BBDF 3E20 01570 NSEL LD A , SPACE [NEXT PARAMETER

BBEl CDEABC 01580 CALL DSPUNL
BBE4 3Aa3BB 01590 LD A, (PARPTR)

BBE7 3C 01600 INC A
BBES E603 01610 AND 3

BBEA 32a3BB B1620 LD (PARPTR) ,A

BBED 3E83 01630 LD A, TAG
BBEF CDBABC 01640 CALL DSPUNL
BBF2 C3CBBB 0165B JP KYBINP
BBF5 3AB3BB 01660 NVAL LD A, (PARPTR) iNEXT VALUE

BBFS E603 01670 AND 3

BBFS 07 01680 RLCA
BBFB 21fl4BB 01690 LD HL,PARPTB+1
BBFE 1600 0170 LD D,0

1

BC0B 5F 01710 LD E,A
BC01 19 B172B ADD HLiDE
BC02 5E 01730 LD E,(HL1

6C03 23 01740 INC HL
BCB4 56 01750 LD D,(HL)
BCa5 EB 01760 EX DE,HL
BC06 220CBB 0177B LD {PTSTOB) ,ML

Bcas 7E 01780 NVLP LD A,(HL)
BCafl FE01 01790 CP 1

BCBC 2806 B18B0 JB ZjNVLPl
BCBE 110600 B1810 LD DE,6
BCll 19 01820 ADD HL,DE
BC12 18F5 01830 JR NVLP
BC14 AF 01840 NVLFl XOK A

Program contirmes
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Program continued

BC15 77 aiesB LD (BL) ,A
BC16 liii B1B6B LD D,8
BCIB 1EB6 B1878 LD E,6
BCIA 19 81888 ADD BL,DE
BCIB 7E 81898 LD A,IKL)
BCIC FEFP 819SB CP 8FFH
BCJ.E 2BB3 81918 JR NZ,NVLP2
aciB 2ABCBB B192e LD HL.IPTSTOR)
BC23 3Efll B193B NVLP2 LD A,l
BC25 77 81948 LD <HLI ,A
BC26 CD8DBC 81958 CALL DSPVAL
BC29 C3CBBB 8196B JP KYBINP
BC2C 212ABB B19SB IHITRS LD BL,BPhi(
Bt:2F 7E 81998 IBRLPl LD A, (BL)
BC3B FEBB 02B8B CP 8
BC32 2B06 82B1B JR NZ,IBRLP2
BC34 llB6aB B2B2B , LD DE,6
BC37 19 82838 ADD BL.DE
ac3B 1BF5 B2B4e JR IBRLPl
BC3ft IIBSBB B2B5B IBRI.P2 LD DE,5
BC3D 19 02B6B ADD HL,DE
BC3E 7E 82878 LD A, (HLI
BC3F 32Fa41 B2B8B LD (168881 ,A [SET BAUD BATE
BC12
T

0EB5 82898 LD C,5 IBIT 2-1 TO EN RS232 OU

BC44 21SBBB 02188 LD HL,NPAK
BC47 7E 82118 lUPLPl LO A,<HL)
BC48 FE0a 82128 CP 8
BC4A 2BB6 8213B JR NI,1UPLP2
BC4C mm 8214B LO DE,6
BC4F 19 821SB ADD UL,DE
BC5B 18F5 82160 JB lUPLPl
BC52 11BS8B B2178 IUPLP2 LD DE,5
BC55 19 82188 ADD BL.DE
BC56 7E 02190 LD A, (HLI
BC57 Bl 82200 OR C
BCS8 4F 02218 LD C,A
BC59 2174BB 02228 LD BL.SFAR
BC5C 7E B2238 1UPI.P3 LD A, (HL)
BC5D FEBB 02248 CP 8
BC5F 2»<i& 02258 JR NZ,IUPLP4
BC61 11B6BB 022eB LD DE,6
BC64 19 0227B ADD HL,OE
BC65 IflFi 0228B JB IUPLP3
BC67 iiesee 82298 1UPLP4 LD DE,5
BC6A 19 B23BB ADD IIL,DE
BC6B 7E B2318 LD A.(BL)
BC6C Bl 02328 OR C
EC6D 4F 82338 LD C,A
BC6B 2iaiBB 02340 LD BL,FPAR
BC71 7E 82358 IUPLP5 LD A, (HL)
BC72 FEBB 823 6 B CP 8
BC7 4 2eB6 B237B JR NZ,1UPLP6
BC76 llB6Be B23BB LD DE,6
BC7 9 19 023 9B ADD HL,DB
BC7fi 18F5 02488 JR IUPLP5
BC7C IIBSBB 82418 IUPLP6 LD DE,5
BC7F 19 82428 ADD HL,DE
BCSB 7E 0243B LD A,IHL)
BC81 Bl B244B OR C
BC82 32F941 02458 LD (16BB9),A ;SET UART PABAMETEBE
Bcas AF 02451 XOH A
BC86 32FA41 B2452 LD (16890) .A
BCS9 CDWBB 82453 CALL e85AH jMOD III BSINIT SR
Bcec C9 B24S8

82478 1

BET [EXIT PROGBAM

024B0 1 SUBROUTINES
B249e

1

BC8D lie6BB 025BB DSPVAL LD DE,E
BC9a 212ABB B2518 LD HL,BPAR
BC93 7E 02520 BLPl LD A, (HLI
BC94 FEBl B2538 CP 1
BC96 28B3 02548 JB 2,BLP2
BC98 19 82550 ADD BL,DE
BC99 18F8 82560 JR HLPl
BC9B 23 82578 BLP2 INC HL
BC9C 81B4BB B2588 LD BC,4
BC9F 11B7 3C 82598 LD DE,VlDE0+7
BCA2 EDBB 826BB LDIR [DISPLAY BAUD
BCA4 iiBeaB 02618 LD DE,e
BCftl 21^BBB 02628 LD HL.NPAB
BCftA 7B 02638 NLPl LD A,(HL)
BCftB FEBl 82640 CP 1

BCAD 2BB3 82658 JR Z,HLP2
BCAF 19 826 68 ADD HL.DE
BCB0 16F8 B26 78 JR NLPl
BCB2 23 826 00 NLF2 IHC HL
BCB3 B1B4BB B26 90 LD BC,4
BCB6 11173C 827 8 8 LD DE,VIDEO+23
BCB9 EDBB 827 18 LDIB JDISPLAY (BITS
BCBB 11B6BB B272B LD DE,6
BCBE 2174BB 827 30 LD HL,SPAR
BCCl 7E 82748 SLPl LD A,|HL)
acc2 FEBl B275B CP 1
BCC4 2BB3 B276B JR 2,ELP2
BCC6 19 B2770 ADD HL,DE
BCC7 1BF8 027 88 JB SLPl
BCC9 23 B27 98 SLP2 INC HL
BCCA B1B4BB 82B00 LD BC,4
BCCD 11273C B281B LD DE,VIDEO+39
BCDfl EDBB B2820 LDIR [DISPLAY ISTOP BITS
BCD2 lla6Bfl B2B3B LD DE,6
BCD5 2181BB B2B4B LD HL.PPAR
BCDS 7E B2B50 PLPl LD A, (HL)
BCD 9 FEBl 82860 CP 1

BCDB 28B3 82870 JR Z,PLP2
BCDD 19 82B8B ADD HL,DE
BCDE 1BF8 B2B9B JR PLPl
BCEB 23 B2980 PLP2 INC HL
BCEl B1B4BB B2910 LD BC,4
BCE4 11373C B2928 LD DE,VIDEO-t55
BCE7 EDBB B293B LDIR jDISPLAi PARITY
BCB9 C9 82948

B2958
82968

1

I

RET

BCEA 4F 82978 DSPUNL LD C,A
BCEB 3AB3BB B29BB LD A, (PABPTR)
BCEE E6B3 B299B AND 3
BCFB B7 038BB RLCA
BCPl B7 B301B BLCA
BCP2 B7 03828 RLCA
BCF3 B7 03830 RLCA
BCF4 214B3C 83B4B LD HL,VIDEO+64
BCF7 1608 03858 LD D,8
BCF9 5F B3068 LD E,A
BCFfl 19 83078 ADD BL,DE
BCFB B6B6 83080 LD B,6
BCFD 79 83898 LD A,C
BCFE 77 03180 UNLLPl LD (HLI ,A
BCFF 23 83118 INC BL
BDBB IBFC 83128 DJNZ UNLLPl
BDB2 C9 83138 BET
BBBB 03148 END SETSER
BBBB TOTAL ERRORS

^1

FRICTION FEED FOR YOUR EPSON

MX-70 ^'MX-80
• MX ra ano MX BO are TraQemarhs o( EPSON Inc

• Converts your printer for friction
feed of SINGLE SHEETS or ROLL
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• SIMPLE Installation (all you need
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undisturbed.

. Only S39«5
(add S1.50 (or postage)

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR VoUfl MONEY BACK

\9lfgi ^SSm MICRO-GRIP, Ltd.

T p. O. Box 4278
& Master Card Accepted ., . .,-„„.
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EDUCATION

DIS is some idea!

Dynamic Item Scheduling

L. Benjamin Wyckoff, Ph.D.

952 Milledge Place N. E.

Atlanta. GA 30329

A computer is a teacher witti

infinite patience. Students,

however, are impatient. When

the student first meets the

computer there Is a honeymoon

period based on the system's

glamour and novelty. But after

that, the student is impatient

with questions he cannot

answer. He is also impatient

with written explanations which

might give him the answers, and

even more impatient with ques-

tions for which he l^nows the

answer too well.

The programmer faces a neat

balancing act. He must provide

a program with lots of action,

The Key Box

Color Basic

Color Computer

16K RAM
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lots of student participation,

and the student must make

judgments which are neither too

obvious nor too obscure.

Every student is different and

the differences are not simply in

the level of achievement along

some linear scale. Students can

easily vary in their mastery of

every individual item in the sub-

ject matter, independent of

other items. These conditions

push the task of proper pacing

and sequencing almost beyond

hope.

The problems are most clear-

ly evident in rote learning or

drills. I will Illustrate my solution

with a spelling lesson, although

you can apply the same con-

cepts to the states and their

capitals, or the first and last

names of your co-workers, or

just about any task requiring

memorization. (I do not intend to

minimize the usefulness of

spelling rules, but 1 am focusing

on that part of the task which

learning rules do not resolve.)

I will describe an instruc-

tional program which continu-

ally adjusts the level of repeti-

tion of every item with every re-

sponse by the student. 1 refer to

this procedure as dynamic item

scheduling.

1982

Dynamic Item Scheduling

When you are told the correct

spelling of a word there is an

ideal moment when you should

be asked to repeat it. If 1 ask you

again immediately you are justi-

fiably insulted. If I wait too long

you have lost it and you are em-

barrassed. If 1 come through at

exactly the right moment, you

are not quite sure but you give

the answer and it turns out you

are right.

When the laws of teaching

are written, one of them will be

that guessing right is one of the

most significant events in learn-

ing. It also feels good. Guessing

wrong is not damaging as long

as It is interspersed with enough

guessing right. Early theories of

teaching machines held that

you should try for zero mistakes.

This approach resulted in pain-

fully boring programs which

drove people away.

This spelling program pre-

sents the student with words,

one after another. He must

decide if each word is spelled

correctly. If not, he gives his

idea of the correct spelling. If his

response is wrong, the comput-

er gives the correct spelling im-

mediately. This item is sched-

uled for repetition according to

an index of mastery which re-

flects previous right and wrong

responses to that item.

At this point some teachers

may be gasping that you must

never intentionally expose a stu-

dent to a misspelled word. How-

ever, 1 believe that students can

surmount this hazard and come

out with a well-established

knowledge of correct spelling.

This program's concept does

not hinge on this issue. I would

use verbal presentation but the

resources are not readily avail-

able for most readers. This

hazard would not come up at all

in a task like learning the ab-

breviations for states.

I derived the computation of

the index of mastery through ex-

perimentation attempting to hit

that ideal moment for repetition.

The index is a number control-

ling the number of words the

program will present before re-

peating this one. On the first er-

ror for a particular word, the in-

dex is set at 2. It is multiplied by

3 on each correct response and

divided by 4 on each incorrect

response. The index is not al-

lowed to go below one (it would

make little sense), and whenever

it gets above 50 the word disap-



pears from the schedule.

Let us consider the initial ar-

rangement of the sequence for

the lesson. I considered arrang-

ing the words from easy to diffi-

cult, but this would have rela-

tively little impact within a

lesson. I also expect students to

run through this lesson several

times, and it is important that

sequence should not become a

secondary (false) clue to the

spelling. For this reason all

words in the lesson are ar-

ranged in a freshly-scrambled

sequence each time the pro-

gram is run.

How the Program Works

The key to this program lies in

the management of sequences

in the initial shuffling of the

deck, and in the dynamic item

scheduling during the session.

An array of pointers forming a

chain controls sequencing.

Each item has a pointer whicti

specifies the location of the

item scheduled to follow. Each

item carries its own future. To

modify the sequence it is only

necessary to reset the values of

the pointers; the contents of the

items need not be moved. This is

a well established technique for

managing sequences in data

base management systems.

During initialization the pointers

create a logical circle reaching

all of the items stored.

The concept is equivalent to a

circle of dancers in a folk dance

holding hands. Each new Item

(dancer) joining the circle walks

forward from the latest pre-

ceding newcomer a random
number of positions. Let us say

that he arrives at a dancer named
Mimi. To break into the chain,

the dancer who had been Mimi's

"future," now becomes the new-

comer's future, and the new-

comer becomes Mimi's future. A
complete circle is always main-

tained regardless of the number

of items. The random walk may
go all the way around the circle,

possibly more than once. Curi-

ously, the circle starts out with a

single dancer holding her own
hand.

The data which the program

reads during this process con-

sists of pairs of entries in Data

statements. The first member of

each pair is the correct spelling

and the second is the incorrect

spelling of a word. These two

elements are placed in the next

available position of the arrays

R$(n) and W$(n). A future-pointer

F(n) is established by the pro-

cedure described above, and an

initial mastery level M(n) is set to

99. After loading is complete,

the exercise starts with the item

identified as the future of item 1.

(item 1 is a dummy item which

marks the beginning and end of

the chain.)

Each trial is selected random-

ly to be a "positive trial" or a

"negative trial" (whether the

correct or incorrect spelling will

be presented). Negative trials

are used three out of four times.

If the spelling is correct the stu-

dent may simply press Enter;

otherwise, he must give the cor-

rect spelling. Some Basic inter-

preters do not allow blank lines

as input, in which case you

should change the program to

accept a plus ( + } sign instead.

For either type of trial, posi-

tive or negative, the student's

response may be right or wrong.

If the mastery level is under 50 or

if the response is wrong, an ad-

justment is made in the mastery

level (as discussed earlier) the

program inserts the item into

the chain up ahead. This inser-

tion is similar to the original

loading except that it is not ne-

cessary to maintain the com-

plete circle in the chain. If an

item has never been missed and

the response is correct, the

mastery level is automatically

high enough and the item is

simply not inserted up ahead.

Once an item is missed, the

mastery level for dropping it

must be earned with right (or

wrong) responses. The lesson is

complete when you go full circle

and come back to the item

whose future is item 1.

Final Points

I wrote the program on a

TRS-80 Color Computer with

16K. The Basic should cause no
difficulty on other Basic sys-

tems. The only instructions that

might call for modification on

other machines are those using

the word Sound. These control

beeps are incidental to the pro-

gram's operation and can be

omitted. The lines starting with

an apostrophe are remarks

which you may omit or change

to REM statements.

When the program is running

you may enter an asterisk at any

point instead of a word and get a

listing of the current state of the

items, the pointers and the

mastery level for each. This will

explain more concretely how
chaining works. The student

would not ordinarily use this.

You can change or add to the

Data statements which contain

the words to be learned. Make
several copies using different

sets of words to provide a more

complete course. Be sure to

make your entries in pairs, with

the correct spelling first in each

pair. The program is indifferent

to the number of pairs you use

as long as you stay within the

100 cells specified in the Dimen-

sion statements. New Data

statements should precede the

end marker DATA ZZZ,ZZZ.«

Mr. Wyckoff Is employed by

the state of Georgia Department

of Offender Rehabilitation as

Director of Research and
Evaluation. His hobbies are

music and writing fiction.

'PROGRAM BY:
'L. B. WYCKOFF
952 HILLEDGE PLACE
'ATLANTA GA 30329

10 CLEAR 1000

lL^C^%^O^^^^^i;Kl^iS''^^«^'='^'«*--ACK,SARRATIVE,NARATIVE,KAV
24 DATA WRESTLER, HBESLER, WIELD, WEILD,VITAL, VITLE,VITAHIN,VITIMAN
, USUAL , USSAUL , TYI KG ,TUNG , TYRANT , TIRYANT , TRI PPING , TRI PING
26 DATA UTILITY, UTILETY, SUGAR, SHUGER, SUPPLY, SUPLY, SURPASS, SERPAS
, COHET , COMMET , GRAVEL , GRAVAL ,WH IM ,WIM
30 DATA NEBULOUS, NEBOLUS, FOSSIL, FOSIL, FRIVOLOUS, FRIVLOUS, FRAUGHT
,FROUG£iT,FUGITIVE,FUGATlVE, FULFILL, FULLFIL, FUNNEL, FUNALL
40 DATA BOURBON, BURBON, BURGLARY, BURGULAHY, CARAMEL, CARKEL, ANCIENT
rANTIENT, NIBBLE, NIBLE, NICKEL, NICKLE
50 DATA BARBECUE, BARBEQUE, NAIVE, NIBVE, NINTH, NINETH, NOXIOUS, NOCSO
US , NOTARY , NOTERY , NOTABLE ,NOTIBLE , OFFENSE .OFFENCE
60 DATA PASSIVE, PASIVE, PAGEANT, PAGENT, PARROT, PAROT, PESO, PASO, PAT
10 , PATTIO , PAVEMENT , PAYMENT , CONCEIVE .CONCIEVE
70 DATA ZZZ,ZZZ
80 DIM RS[100] ,WS(100) ,F(10a) ,M(100)
90 F(l)=l!A-liP-l
92 CLSiPRINT "PLEASE WAIT"
100 ' NEXT LOAD
110 A=A+1:READ RlSiIF H1S="KZZ" GO TO 170
120 RS(A)-Rl$:READ WS(A)
130 X-P
140 B=RND(A)+2!G0SUB 510
150 SOUND 200,2
160 GO TO IBB
170 'LOADING COMPLETE
180 CLS:PRINT "IF YOU THINK THE WORD IS WRONG SPELL IT RIGHT.":
PRINT "IF YOU THINK IT IS RIGHT, JUST PRESS ENTER. " i PRINT "ENT

ER EXIT TO END LESSON." iPBINT
190 NX=F(1) :WG-0:RT-0
200 'NEXT ITEM
210 C-NX:NX=F[C)
220 IF NX=1 GO TO 470
230 RN=RND(100)
240 IF RN>75 GOTO 300'POSITIVE TRIAL
250 PRINT WS(C):INPDT IS
260 IF IS-RS(C) GOTO 350'RIGHT
270 IF IS="EXIT" GO TO 470
2B0 IF IS=-«- THEN GOSUB 600: GO TO 250
290 GO TO 390'WRONG
300 PRINT RS[C);INPUT IS
310 IF 1S=BS(C) or I5=""G0T0 350'RIGHT
320 IF IS="EXIT" GO TO 470
330 IF IS=-*" THEN GOSUB 600:GO TO 300
340 GO TO 390
350 "RIGHT ANSWER
360 RT-RT+1:S0UND 280,1
370 IF M(C) >32 GOTO 200
380 M(C)=M(C)*3:G0 TO 440'INSERT
3 90 'WRONG ANSWER
400 WG=WG+1:S0UND 40,6
410 PRINT + "iRStC)
420 IF H(C)=99 THEN M(C)=2: GO TO 440
430 M(C]=M[C)/4:IF M(C)<1 THEN M(C)=1
440 ' INSERT B STEPS AHEAD
450 X=C:B=M(C) :GOSUB 560
460 F(C)-F(X) :F(X)=C!GO TO 200
470 ' WRAPUP
480 PRINT "LESSON COMPLETE"
490 PRINT RT " RIGHT":PRINT WG " WRONG"
500 END
510 "INSERT AFTER B STEPS
520 B=B-1:X=F(X)
530 IF B>1 GO TO 510
540 F(A)=F[X) :F{X)'-A:M(A)=99
550 RETURN
560 'WALK B STEPS ALONG CHAIN
570 X-F[X):IF F(X)=1 GO TO 590
580 B''B-1:IF B>0 GOTO 560
590 RETURN
600 FOR J-1 TO A-1:PRINT JjFfJ);
610 RETURN

RS(J) :NEXT J

Program Listing
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GENERAL

Drive a pantograph voith a Model III.

Computerized Engraving

Allan S. Joffe W3KBM
1005 Twining Road
Dresher, PA 19025

Remember the pantograph? It

is a simple device consist-

ing of four linked arms carrying a

tracing point and pencil. By

carefully tracing a drawing with

the tracing point, the pencil end

makes an enlarged or reduced

copy of the original drawing.

The pantograph concept is

also used in the engraving in-

dustry. For engraving, the pencil

is replaced by a power driven

routing or engraving point. The

device works well but has needed

both human guidance and a tem-

plate master.

The advent of the microcom-

puter eliminated the need to

create a physical template

master. The computer can cre-

ate an electrical image of a

template and control the en-

graving process.

I was in a Radio Shack store

when a Dahlgren representative,

Bob Laird, placed an order for a

TRS-80 Model III with 48K mem-

ory. I asked to see their operation.

Photo 1 shows the power

driven engraving pantograph.

The large box in the middle (see

close-up Photo 2) houses power

supplies reminiscent of the ear-

ly Altair computers.

Photo 2
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The program is in two parts: A
machine language program is

loaded first, followed by a long

Basic program. The storage me-

dium is cassette, as a DOS sys-

tem would use too much mem-
ory. The loading procedure

takes about nine minutes and

must be done on each power up.

The computer program ac-

cepts the copy to be engraved

and allows the selection of type

size, letter spacing, number of

lines, type font and italics. The

computer then sends this infor-

mation to the auxiliary controls

in the middle box. This controls

the stepping motors that pro-

vide X and Y axis information to

the motion of thp engraving bit.

The system is electrically oper-

ated with the single exception of the

raising and lowering of the en-

graving bit. This is done with

compressed air under the direc-

tion of the program.

The engraving machine can be

set to engrave multiple badges or

signs on a large work piece

(Photo 3). It can also generate

scoring lines for easy separa-

tion when the engraving is done.

The machine can be pro-

grammed to do precision hole

cutting or boring.

The only human/machine in-

terface, once the engraving pro-

cess has started, is removing

the finished vjork and inserting

the new blank onto the platen.

The system can be used on one

piece at a time or on numerous

pieces in a row.

The machine also handles

graphics. I was shown brass en-

gravings with delicate swirls

and patterns using custom pro-

grams produced by Dahlgren.

The connputer has made re-

producibility easier using a sys-

tem to do quality work without a

skilled artisan as the operator.

There is another big plus to

having a computer behind the

engraving set-up. When not in

use for engraving, it can process

accounts receivable, control in-

ventory, do billing or any other

office chores. It will even play a

good game of Star Trek.

ACTIOIM GAMES
The fastest growing producer of computer games for

your 6809 has the products you have waited for!!

ct^l

ARCADE GAMES ^OR
THE COLOR COMPUTER

k^^^
Fast paced action • Super Hi-Re$

Dynamite sound effe'ds • Runs in t6tt

These games will astonish you with their Detail in
They set a standard lor others to follow.

— ADVENTURES —
Calixto Island ^alie fiJlack Sanctum

Highly acclaimed by reviewers • Challenging situations

Fast, eftlcient machine language • Runs in 16K of memory
Save game in progress

Advenlures on 5-. TSC FLEX disc (specily 6800 or 6809)
Both adventure? on single disc .

Advenlures tor co/of computer
Color Berserk lor color computer
Cave Hunter for color cornpLtfef

ghiDpea pf*pflia m cDnii"eniiii u S Cjiirornia 'e^idt

ea S^4 95

(39 95

ea S19 95

ea. $2^.95

ea SM 95

VISA' MORE COMING SOON -

MARK DATA PRODUCTS
23802 Barqullla, Mission Viejo, CA 92691 • (714) 768-1551

TRS 80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.

SOFTWARE

TRS/PMC ONLY
UNBEATABLE PRICES!

BUSINESS
Small Business Systems Group
Accounts Payable t48)

Accounts Receivable (48)

General Ledger (48)

Inventory Control [48]

Payroll (48)

GAMES
Adventure Internallonal

Aimor Patrol

Barlog - Maces and Magic *\

Corqjest of Cheslwood

Eanhpuake San Frarcisco 1906 (II

Eliminalor
, , , ,

Lunar Lander
,

, ,

,

Missle Atiack

Morton's Fork - Maces anO Magic *3 (l| . .

.

Planetoids

Scot Adam's Adventure #1 #2 #3
Scot Adams Advertute #10 *11 #12 ...

Scot Adams Adventure #4 #5 #6
Scot Adam's Adventure #7 #B #9
Sky Wairior

Space Idt'iiders , .

.

Star FigOter

Star Trek 3 5

Srone ol SysiDbus - Maces and Magic #2 [l|.

Big Five
Attack Force

.

Cosmic Fighter

Defense Command
Galaxy Invasion

Meieor Mission

Robot Atiack

Sjper Nova

CornsofI
Scarfman

space Caslle

INFORMATION PROCESSING
Adventure International
Masi Manager (48)

OPERATING SYSTEMS
Micro Systems Software
Dos Plus 'rt3 (I)

UTILITIES
Howe
M0N3 1I) ,

M0N4(n
STERMID
System Diagnnstic

WORD PROCESSING
Michael Shrayer Software
Electric Pencil (I)

Aspen Software
Grammatik (I)

Prooi Edit (II

Proolreader (!)

Soft-Screen (I) (48)

SoH-Tedd) (48)

DISK

LIST/OUR

'PfllCE

195 00/155 00

195 00/155 00

195 00/155 00

195 00/155 00

195.00/155.00

24 95/19.00

29 95/23 00

2095/1600

2095/16 00

24 95/19.00

2095/1500

20 95/1 BOO

2995/2300
20 95/16.00

39.95/31 00

3995/3100

3995/3100
3995/3100

20 95/1600

2095/1600

2995/23.00

IS 95/1 5 00

2995/23 00

1995/1500

1995/1500

1995/1500

1995/1500

1995/1500

19.95/1500

19 95/1 5 OO

1995/1500

19 95/1500

9995/7900

rVa

4995/3900

iVa

99.95/7900

tVa

5900/46.00

3000/3300

54 00/4200

6900/54 00

6900/54 00

MISCELLANEOUS
Adventure 1 ttiru 1 2 - Hmts Sheets

,

,

Boi ot 10 5V.-incti Diskettes : ,

Bo« ol 10 C-10 cassettes

Box of 10 C-20 cassettes

' ' ' ' '

Box of 10 C-80 cassettes

Box of 10 C-90 cassettes '

PGMS will run on Mod I • Mod III, 32 DSK or 1

(4B): 48K DSK • Mod I & III (|); Mod

CASS

LIST/QUH

PRICE

iVa

ri/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

1995/1500

rVa

1995/15 00

1995/1500

1995/15.00

14.95/1100

14 95/1100

rVa

19 95/1500

n/a

rVa

n/a

rVa

14 95/1100

19 95/15.00

24.95/19.00

1495/1100

rVa

15.95/1200

1595/12.00

1595/1200

1595/12.00

1595/1200

1595/1200

15 95/12.00

1595/1200

1595/12.00

rVa

3995/3100

n/a

6995/55 00

n/a

100.00/24,00

rVa

n/a

n/a

rVa

100

2500
7 50

9.00

11,00

15.00

6K CAS UNLESS Marked.
lonly(DSK+/orCAS)

PMC^OFTWARE
,^2«

475 ELLIS ST, MT VIEW, CA 94043
Order Only CALL (415) 962-0318
Information CALL (415) 962-0220

Terms FOR FAST DELIVERV send certified ctiecks, money orders. Visa or Master Card oumBer and expiration

i\
^^^'soralctiecks require 3 weeks USA sales only Prices melode LI P S contirertaldelivery (donot usePO

Box} CALIFORNIA customers add 5V?% tax. Prices sut)iect to change
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GENERAL

It's fun but is it dangerous?

Confessions of a Microholic

Mike Keller

13423 Desert Hills NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111

I

used to be a normal person. I

slept at night, I ate regularly,

and I even watched a little tv.

Throughout most of the day I

was alert enough to handle

tough questions: i knew the day

of the week and the President's

name. Not any more, though.

Not since the microcomputer

came into my life.

From the Beginning

When everybody was raving

about those wonderful new

pocket calculators, I was using

a pocket-sized circular slide rule

{mostly for price comparisons at

the supermarket), and was sure

the electronic gadgets would

only be a fad—something like

the Hula Hoop. After all, my
slide rule was smaller, cost only

a fraction as much, and had no

batteries to run down. Who but

an engineer cares if the answer

to a problem is 4.5539873224

anyway?

So I held out. The pressure

was intense: jeers from my as-

sociates, stifled laughter from

high-schoolers who thought I

was living in the Dark Ages, and

quizzical looks from others who

did not appreciate the simple

elegance of an analog calcula-
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tor. Button pushing, however,

was fast becoming a national

pastime. Digital watches with

LED displays were popping up

on wrists everywhere. Never

mind that these people had to

go into a dark closet to read the

time, the microelectronic age

was upon us. It was only a mat-

ter of time before I too would

succumb.

I remember the day it hap-

pened, as one might remember

being struck by lightning. It was

a rainy evening late in the year

and we decided to window-shop

at one of the discount depart-

ment stores. I was casually look-

ing over the assortment of

cameras and pocket calculators

when a word on one of the dis-

play cards caught my eye— pro-

grammable. Then I spotted an-

other word on one of the keys

—

LRN. Could it be, I wondered,

that you can actually teach one

of these things to do some-

thing? If so, my slide rule was

about to take a long vacation.

I had to find out. The clerk

handed me the calculator and

its instruction booklet, and for

the next hour and a half the

building could have fallen down

around me and I would not have

noticed. I remember thinking a

little later, "Boy. some holdout.

Two hours ago you would not be

caught dead with an electronic
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calculator, and here you are

walking out of a store with one

— programmable, no less!" If I

was going to be a convert I

might as well do it in style. I still

could not believe it: In the palm

of my hand was a machine capa-

ble of learning.

I didn't know it then, but I was

about to fall victim to "the

fever." That night was a long

one, the first of many, but it

seemed short. At some time I

looked at the clock and it was 2

am. Two o'clock in the morning,

and I was just getting started.

Little did I realize that this was

only the prelude, an appetizer

for the frenzy that lay ahead.

After a few weeks with my

new electronic companion, I

began to realize that it had limi-

tations. I needed more memory

registers and the ability to store

more keystrokes. The fine dis-

tinction between need and want

was slowly dissolving.

The Next Step

Then I noticed that the same

department store carried the

Texas Instruments TI-59, a much

more capable machine. One

look at the instruction manual

convinced me that it would be a

long time before I could exhaust

its features. It had 60 memory

registers, and could remember a

sequence of several hundred

keystrokes! In addition, I could

feed small magnetic cards

through it for permanent stor-

age of programs or data. I did

not really know what data was,

and the keypad contained func-

tions I had never even heard of,

but it is hard to be cold and ob-

jective when your mouth is

watering.

I still had some contact with

reality: A $230 purchase price

was a bit more serious than $30.

Such a decision required more

detailed study of the manual

(about 2 V2 hours), and after long

minutes glancing back and forth

between the calculator and my

checkbook, I made what was

probably the inevitable choice.

The TI-59 was a good teacher.

1 began to see mathematics in a

whole new light. It was all

around me, in the symmetry of a

flower, or the harmonics of a

guitar string. Shadows cast by a

building on a late afternoon

became functions of the build-

ing's height and the tangent of

the sun's angle. Math was an ex-

citing new language to be learned,

a unique language not of words,

but of symbols and formulas.

How could I have missed such a

fundamental point in all my years

of formal education? What other

language could possibly de-

scribe the exact path of a

basketball on its way to the



hoop? Sure, words could give a

glowing description of a beauti-

ful hook shot, but the exact

path? It was an awesome real-

ization, lil^e a caveman seeing

his reflection in a mirror for the

first time. The microtrap was
closing around me.

Bigger and Better

A few months later, Radio

Shack began advertising a per-

sonal computer with a built-in

language called Level I Basic. It

had 4K of memory—whatever
that meant—and represented a

price breakthrough at $599. This

was only.twice the cost of the

TI-59, but was the computer any

good? I had shopped at Radio

Shack before, but I had some
reservations about buying an

expensive item there. Confer-

ring with a few friends disclosed

that I had an outdated image of

Radio Shack. Yes, they did carry

some low-grade items, but more

and more high-class stock was

showing up in their catalogues

ail the time. Maybe this machine

was more than just a toy.

Although naive about com-

puters, I knew they must be

complex devices. A poorly de-

signed micro would surely be a

poor investment. Other manu-

facturers were selling micro-

computers; I would have to be

cautious in determining which

computer to buy. Which com-

puter? That's right, the question

was not whether to buy one, but

which make and model. I was
hooked, and now t knew it.

At the time, personal com-

puters were new on the market.

No one really knew how to sell

them. Representatives of com-

peting models made me feel

stupid. They sprinkled terms like

PROM, Eprom, and DMA liberalfy

through theirsales pitches. The

Radio Shack salesmen, on the

other hand, spoke plain English.

However, they were unable to

give anything but vague answers

to my specific questions about

the machine. I would have to

choose a computer without all

the information I wanted.

I made my selection as scien-

tifically as possible, based upon

product support, availability of

maintenance, and pretty pic-

tures in the brochures. Since

most manufacturers did not
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even have a brochure, I ended up

the proud, if somewhat appre-

hensive, owner of a brand new
TRS-80 microcomputer.

When I got the box home the

experience of opening it was

almost religious. Somehow I

sensed this was a red-letter day.

In an age when everyone was

blaming the computer for billing

errors and lost shipments and

practically everything else, I was
about to get some first-hand ex-

perience with one. When I

plugged in and saw the screen

come to life, I thought of it as the

dawn of a new era. Right there

on my kitchen counter was an

honest-to-gosh computer, up

and running!

Using Basic for the first time

was a pure joy. I had already

read the instruction manual

from cover to cover (by now a

well-established ritual) and

could practically recite the sam-

ple programs by heart. My first

hands-on experience was mar-

velous! Basic did practically all

the housekeeping for me. No
longer did I have to convert each

alphabetic character into a

number or keep track of the par-

ticular memory register where

my program had stored a value. I

was a kid in a candy store and

could not learn this remarkable

new machine fast enough.

A Love Affair

In the following months I

spent many long hours with the

TRS-80 and trust gradually de-

veloped. It gave wrong answers

because I asked the wrong

question, orthe right question in

the wrong way. The computer

was absolutely obedient except

when I asked it to do something

it could not; even then it was in-

finitely patient. My little Model I,

which had now grown to 16K of

memory and spoke Level II Ba-

sic, was becoming an extension

of me. The video screen was a

palate for my thoughts, a place

where my problem-solving pro-

cesses could be shown in black

and white. My programs were

beginning to show my signature

and this fascinating new activity

completely captivated me.

As my skills improved I wrote

longer and more complicated

programs. As the programs

became more complex, my

trances became deeper and my
lapses of attention to other

things (such as putting my left

shoe on my left foot) became
more frequent. Soon, the obses-

sion began to interfere with

everyday events. Why, right in

the middle of a sales confer-

ence, I might jump up and ex-

claim, "Of course! It's so sim-

ple! I just have to put a GOSUB
in line 340."

I was a man possessed. When
working on a program, normal

activities like eating dinner or

shaving became time-devour-

ing annoyances. The ash tray

seemed to fill up in seconds,

and I lost all sense of time. What
could be driving me? How long

can a grown man sit in front of a

machine whose vocabulary con-

sists of "Ready" or an occa-

sional "syntax error"? Even at

the point of physical and mental

exhaustion, I was kept helpless-

ly riveted to that keyboard by

some invisible force.

Since then it has all been a

dizzying downhill ride. I have

been the whole ugly route: Disk

Basic, file handling, word pro-

cessing, you name it. Lately, I

have even sunk to new depths. I

have been hitting the hard stuff

—embedded machine code. I

can't get enough of it. My
friends shake their heads in dis-

may. The other day I was almost

run down by a moped while con-

centrating on a troublesome

For.. .Next loop. Sure, It is pain-

ful when I hear murmurlngs

behind my back, phrases like

"computer junkie," and "they

oughtta keep people like that off

the streets." But I can't help

myself; it has gone too far for

me to turn back now.

Well, that's my story. One day

I am just like anyone else, and

the next thing I know some new
technology changes my whole

outlook. It is hard to remember

what my life was like before the

microcomputer. There is not

much hope I will ever be normal

again; they say my affliction is

incurable. I have one question,

though: If being a microholic is

so terrible, why am I having so

much fun?

ALL HARDWARE Model I Lowercase
DUALCASE

vhich

ELECTRONIC SHIFT-LOCK • DE-B-BOUNCE
BLOCK CURSOR • SWITCHABLE

THE PATCH" IS compatible wilh any word prtvcessor. any DOS and also otheT languages

use ROM suti-roulineE nbled

any word pn

ind tested .

55or, any DOS
S127 00

SCR1PLUS V.1 (by ROSTEK) lb ihe software "patth" for SCRIPSIT (c) [hat lets you outpui

ennirol codes lo CHANGE TYPE STYLES, UNDERLINE, elc. Trom within your lexifLles Wntlen

especially foride MX-80 but works fine with most any primer thai accepts control codes Makes your

pHntei do all the tricks it was designed for f DTR, KILL, MERGE, and MORE. WHILE IN

SCRIPSIT (c)

How many limes have you wibhed^ Here tiz ON DISK J9 95

Need a SUPERFINE lowercase CHARACTER GENERATOR for your MOD 1' KSG
Technology builds 'em, and we've gol onejusi for you Beautiful lowercase -HULL DECENDERS-
All of ihe graphics, of course. INCLUDES the SPLClALGRAPHICSfurCHRS (01 ihmCHRSf 31)

omitied in the later Radio Shack lower case chips. Ask for the CGA-2 You'll love it! Only 29.95

Did you ever bomb s disk' SUPER UTILITY (by Kim Wan) Wif.L AUTdMATKl^ALL^V
RECOVER BOOT SECTIONS, GAT TABLES, READ AND COPY PROTECTED MEDIA.
TRANSFER FROM ONE DOS TO ANOTHER, SINGLE OR DOUBLE DENSITY, and on. and

on. and on You jusi wouldn't believe Includes a hundred and some odd vital functions. The
BEST (no doubt') and very, very highly recommended for ANYONE that usei a TRS-8(5 MOD I or

MOD,! with any kind of DISK and any kind of DOS. You jusl got to use it lo realize what you vegol

here' The name "SUPER UTILITY" is a gross understatement One use can easily pay for the

program. aSK required Specify ,"(5(k, 40tk or fiO Ik media for your Mod 1 or Mod ,"( Absolutely

professional' You need Ihit' Don't get caught without it 74.95

riMK PLUG IN A SPRINTER (by HolmesThe only resource you can't repla

l-ngineennsl atid

TRIPLE THE SPEED of your TRS-80 MODEL I OR MODEL J.

YES! A NEW ZXOB MICROPROCESSOR IS INCLUDED!
YFS' Special circuitry handles your slower memory chips.

YFS' Aulomatic switch down to "normal" for disk I/O

VES' IT IS ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC and only 99 50 COMPLETE"
Onlv the cream of the crop for you, from HACKS

National Dislributors

(orCECDAT. Int

WHEN ORDERING SPECIFY:

"Mem Size" D 'Memory Si;e" 3

To order send payment plus S2.00 shippin| and

handling Texas residents add 5% sales lax.

HACKS
PO BOX 12963

Ht^uston. Texas 77017
713-455-3276 t^244
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TECHNIQUE

What's a coot like him doing in a program like this?

Gabby the Space Cowbum

Richard Ramella

1493 Mountain View Avenue
Chico, CA 95926

All B westerns had a white-

hatted hero and his side-

kick, the old coot. This character

muttered under his breath when

told to stay at the ranch, and

steered the hero clear of mar-

riage-minded schoolmarms. At

saloon brawls he stood away in

a corner and swung his fists

wildly at the air while yelling,

Th0 Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

16K RAM
Line Printer III
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"Git 'em, Roy!"

I thought the old coot disap-

peared forever when the sun set

over the cinema desert for the

last time and my boyhood Bijou

was transmogrified into a west-

ern wear emporium.

But no—Gabby Coot lives. I

found him the other night tucked

away in my TRS-80.

Apparently, when the cheapie

westerns died, he somehow
blasted off into deep space. He

claims he was sidekick to Flash

and Buck and tells stories about

Scorgons and Trills. He seems

to talk about a past yet in my
future,

Gabby goes on without stop. It

is nearly impossible to shut him

up. Even though he invites ques-

tions from time to time, don't ex-

pect any straight answers.

Talking With Gabby

Gabby is a simple example of

generating artificial speech. The

program has data lines of seven

sentences each with six grann-

matical elements. These ele-

ments are more or less modular.

Any of the seven subjects can

be appended to any of the seven

verbs, or the clauses containing

them, and make some degree of

sense.

Gabby is capable of spouting

more than 5000 sentences. He is

evasive and guilty of second
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degree yarn spinning and flan-

nel-mouthing.

Gabby can be used as an in-

teresting exercise in creating

random "intelligent" patter from

alphanumeric data. You can

change the data lines to create

different characters: a windbag

politician promising the moon, a

baseball manager explaining

his team's cellar status, or hum-

orous nonsense geared to a

child's reading level. Remember

to use seven sentences of six

grammatical elements each. Do

not try to compose them on the

computer. Do it on paper.

Each of my sentences has an

introductory clause, subject,

verb, exclamation or similar

nonsense and two short clauses

with objects.

The Program

Lines 30-340 set and read the

alphanumeric data. Line 350

causes a jump ahead if the in-

troductory rigamarole has al-

ready been covered in lines 360-

430, which respond fairly logi-

cally to nearly any answer.

Line 460 determines how
many sentences Gabby will spew

before a pause. Lines 470-530

select a random element from

one of the seven sentences to

form a fairly intelligible sentence.

Line 540 groups the elements in-

to a string represented by the

single symbol G$. Line 550 in-

itiates a loop equal to the number

of characters in G$. Line 560

establishes a one-letter string

(H$} equal to successive charac-

ters in G$. Line 570 prints each

character in turn.

It may seem puzzling for the

program to slice apart senten-

ces and reassemble them. The

reasoning is twofold. The move

accounts for the fluid appear-

ance of Gabby's words. But,

more importantly, it forms the

basis for a handy programming

trick.

Back up to line 440. In this

case the value of O, set initially

at zero, will be equal to the pro-

gress of the number of charac-

ters in a single line appearing on

the screen.

Lines 580-590 explain why.

Line 580 increments O's value

by one each time the loop runs.

Line 590 sets two conditions. If

the number of characters in a

line is more than 55 and the

character encountered is a

space (" "), the program exe-

cutes a Print and Gabby con-

tinues ruminating on the next

line without any broken words at

the ends of lines. I find this a

useful method for programs

whose runs produce lines of un-

predictable length.

I have a Radio Shack Line

Printer III on which I use 8V2



REM • GABBY COOT * BY RICHARD RAMELLA
CLS
CLEAR 750
DATA THEM DAYS THERE WARN ' T NO LIGHT SPEED CRUISERS SO
DATA THE GANYMEDE FORCES , ATTACKED, BY SIRUISl
DATA SO WE HID BEHIND SATURN'S RINGS
DATA IF WE WAS TO GET OUT ALIVE
DATA I RECALL TilE REAL STORY OF THE BIG METEOR STRIKE OF '89,
DATA ME AND FLASH WE, LAY DEAD AHEAD, JUST THEN

I DATA AND THE GAHHA GENERATOR WAS PLUHB EMPTY
I DATA AND THAT REALLY GOT THE VENUSIANS RILED UP
I DATA HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE TRILLS?, BUCK AND THE QUEEN
I DATA COULDN'T BE FIXED IN TIME, TO STOP THE WAR
DATA AND OH IT WAS A TERRIBLE TIME

' DATA AND IT'S A WONDER I'M HERE TO TELL ABOUT IT
DATA REAL EARLY SPACE TIMES?, THOSE SLIME MONSTERS
DATA WERE HOT ON THE TRAIL, CONSARN IT
DATA AND YES THE Slv'AMP MEN WERE CLOSER
DATA SO WE COULD SYNTHESIZE SOME DILITHIUM
DATA AIRLESS AND COLD!, ABOUT A JILLION ASTEROIDS
DATA HERE PRETTY CiiUHMY,I FIGGERED
DATA BUT WE HAD TO DEAL WITH EMPEROR MUNGBEAN FIRST
DATA THEN THE WHOLE PLANET'S AXIS MIGHT SHIFT
DATA THREE PARSECS OUT OF DIASOL IV, THE BLASTED NOVAS
DATA WERE PRETTY CHUMMY, FOR SURE
DATA CAUSE WE HAD TO LIFT OFF WITH AN EXTRA BODY ABOABD
DATA THEN I COULD REPORT THE MISSION AS COMPIPTFDATA WHEN TWENTY TWO-TAILED SCOfiSoNS ^eS MEIR FANr.DATA THE BUSTED HOLOGRAM FIELDS, GAVE QUITE A SHOW,YOU BETDATA SO WHEN I KNEW THAT GALAXY WAS A TIMEBOMB
DATA THEN ALL CONCERNED COULD GO CRYONIC BY GUM
FOR A = 1 TO 7

READ AS(A) ,BS(A) ,CS(A1 ,DSIA] ,ES(A) ,FS(A)
NEXT A
IF y = 5 THEN 450
PRINT "I'M GABBY COOT, I RECOLLECT THE OLD DAYS IN SPACE."
PRINT
INPUT "INTERESTED IN HEARING ABOUT THOSE TIMES";BS

3 90 CLS
400 VS = LEFTS(BS,1)
410 IF VS - "Y" OR V$ = "S" THEN 420 ELSE 430
420 PRINT''GOOD FER YOU, SPACE CADET...": GOTO 440
43B PRINT "WELL, I RECKON I'LL TELL IT ANYWAYS. ,,"
44B 0-0
450 PRINT
460 H = RND(5|
470 FOR I - I TO U
480 A - RND(71
490 B ^ RND{7)
500 C = RND{7)
510 D - RND(7)
520 E = RHD[7)
530 F = RNDI7)
540 GS - ASIA1-I-" ''+BS|B)+" -+CS(C)+- '+DS(D]+" "+ES(E)+- "+FS[F)+"
550 FOR N - I TO LEN{GS]
560 HS = MIDS[GS,N,1)
570 PRINT HSr
see 0=0-tl
590 IF > 55 AND HS- " " PRINT: 0-0
600 NEXT N
610 NEXT I

620 PRINT
630 PRINT
640 0=0
650 INPUT 'ANY QUESTIONS" ;XS
660 V - LEN(XS1
670 IF V < 5 CLE: RESTORE: GOTO 730
680 VS - RIGHT5(XS,V/1.5-1)
6 90 CLS
700 LS = MIDS(VS,1,1)
710 IF LS = " ' PRINT "HOW'S THAT?";VS ELSE V - V - 1: GOTO 670
720 RESTORE
730 Y = 5
740 GOTO 320
7 50 END

Program Listing 1

inch wide paper. This printer is

quite willing to print past the

end of my paper. These few lines

put a governor on that impulse.

Lines 650-740 are no more

than a gambit to continue the

endless story. Gabby invites a

question, responds "How's
that?" and restates a portion of

the question asked. It is a con-

versational trick used by people

who are not really responding to

their listeners. If you modify

Gabby to become a politician,

using this gannbit should make

him seem more realistic.

Richard Ramella is a hospital

staff writer arid has been pro-

gramming for three years.

CONVERT YOUR SERIAL PRINTER TO PARALLEL

NtW MODEL UPI-3 SERIAL PKINTER INIEKEACE MAKES IT

POSSIBLE TO CONNECT AN ASCII SERIAL PRINTER TO THE
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT ON EHE TRS-aO,

Software compatibility problems are totally chrnmaled because
the TRS-80 "THINKS" that it has <i parallel printer attached,
NO MACHINE LANGUAGE DRIVER NEEDS TO BE LOADED
INTO HIGH MEMORY BECAUSE THE DRIVER ROUTINE EOR
EHE UPI-3 IS ALREADY IN EHE I RS80 ROM' SCRIPSIT. PENCII,
RSM 2. ST80D, NEWDOS, EOR i RAN, BASIC cU . all work as il a

parallel printer was in use.

The UPI-3 is completely self contained and ready to use. A 34

conductor edge card ctjnnector plugs onto the parallel printer

port of the model I Expansion Interface or onto the parallel

prmter port on the IRS-80 III. A DB25 socket mates with the
cable from your serial printer. The UPI-3 converts the parallel

output of the TRS-80 printer port into serial data in both the

RS232-C and 20 MA. loop formats.

bd
SPEEDWAY ELECTRONICS
Division ot Binjry Uevl^t'^

I l.)60 IIMBERLAKt LANE
NOBLtSVILLE, IN 46060

{517)842-5020

TRS 80 IS s trademark ot Ijndv

106

VISA MasterCard

Switch selectable options include:

• Linefeed afte^^ Carriage Return

• Handshake polarity (RS232-C)
• Nulls after Carriage Return

• 7 or 8 Data Bits per word
• I or 2 Stop Bits per Word
• Parity or No parity

• ODD or EVEN Parity

UPI-2 for TRS80 Model II

UPI-3 for TRS8G Model I or 3

UPI-4 lor use with Model 1 and RS Printer

Interface Cable (no expansion interface required!

Manual only (may be applied to order)

Ten day return privilege — 90 day warranty

Shipping and Handling on all orders

Specify BAUD rate 50-9600 BAUD

NOW
AVAILABLE
FOR
MODEL II

$149.95

$149.95

$159.95

$ 5,00

$ 4.00
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CLOAD problems may be CSAVE problems.

Damping Cassette Output

Ian R. Sinclair

89 Alexandra Road
Sible Hedingham
Halstead, Essex C09 3NP

When I bought my TRS-80,

I did so in light of warn-

ings about its CLOAD problems.

Though the TRS-80 was at that

time almost unknown in Europe,

magazines like Kilobaud had

enlightened me. I knew what 1

had to do about the problem

(which was the only flaw in

a computer otherwise perfect

for me).

My new TRS-80 was of

dubious ancestry— its Level II

4K keyboard was imported, up-

graded to 16K locally, had a

240V power supply attached

and some internal modifica-

tions made. No CTR-41 or

CTR-80 was available, and no

monitor, it was the only 16Kunit

within my price range, around

$900. (The 16K PET cost about

$1600 over here.) Since that day,

one phrase in the description

has haunted me: The cassette

output signal was reduced to

avoid CLOAD problems. I did not

question the remark at the time.

The keyboard unit suited me
fine, because I had a good qual-

ity cassette recorder. A modu-
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lator supplied with the keyboard

enabled me to use a tv receiver

in place of a monitor.

Once I found (by trial and er-

ror) the correct volume control

setting for the cassette replay, I

experienced no CLOAD prob-

lems. To this day, I use this unit

with its cassettes as a reliable

backup system for programs

and data, though for everyday

storage I use the Exatron

Stringy-Floppy.

I did not think seriously about

CLOAD and CSAVE again until I

interfaced a printer to the sys-

tem (see my "Hard and Soft

Printware" article, SO M/crocom-

puting, October 1981). 1 wanted

to use the cassette port to drive

the interface, but was puzzled to

find that the signal was too fee-

ble to operate the interface.

Other TRS-80S had no such

problems. Measuring the signal

voltage at the cassette port con-

firmed that the strength was

much lower than the figure

quoted in Radio Shack's hard-

ware manual. I was able to get

around the problem with a soft-

ware fix, as the article de-

scribes. At the time I felt this

preferable to hardware changes

on a system working well for its

primary function of CLOAD and

CSAVE. \N\tU this solved, I once

again forgot about the cassette

signal.

I had to rethink the problem

when I used my TRS-80 for Elec-

1982

trie Pencil text work. (I modified

my copy of Pencil so that it gave

the stronger cassette port sig-

nal that i needed.) After produc-

ing a lot of text and recording it

on cassette, I went through the

slow back-up process by putting

in another cassette and record-

ing again. I decided that using

two cassette recorders at once

would save time. I started some

tests to see if I could do this.

Paralleling the microphone in-

puts to two recorders proved to

be no problem, and the signal on

recorder I was unaffected by

adding recorder 2. As I ex-

pected, there was no simple way

of ensuring that I had motor con-

trol over recorder 2; I had to

operate the key manually. Con-

necting the motor control

cables together does terrible

things to the circuits, since

separate supplies power each

motor.

Problems

The cassette recorded by

recorder 2 would not CLOAD
when I replayed it on recorder 1

.

My first guess was that the head

azimuth angle of recorder 2 was

not the same as that of recorder

1. I set recorder 2 to Replay,

removed the earphone plug so

that I could listen through the

loudspeaker, and then played a

cassette recorded on recorder 1.

With a small screwdriver in-

serted through the hole above

the recording head, I adjusted

the screw controlling the head

angle until the note I heard was

sharp and clear, with maximum

treble. Recorder 2 needed a very

small adjustment, indicating

that the head angle had been

about right. The adjustment

made no difference to the prob-

lem—the tapes from machine 2

simply would not CLOAD on

machine 1!

The recording volume control

setting is automatic with mod-

ern cassette recorders—the sig-

nal is converted into dc and the

dc regulates amplification. The

signal sent to the tapehead is

never large enough to cause a

distorted recording. Like all

automatic circuits, however,

this type has a limited range, dif-

ferent for each different make of

recorder. If a signal input is too

large for the automatic record-

ing circuits, distortion results.

Did the signal from my TRS-80

overload the automatic record-

ing circuits of the second cas-

sette recorder?

I constructed a miniature vol-

ume control between a socket

and a jack plug so that I could

plug the output from the compu-

ter into the volume control, and

the output from the volume con-

trol into the recorder. I set the

volume control halfway, and

saved a short program on

recorder 2. This one CLOADed

on recorder 1, but only when the



replay volume was set lower

than normal. I adjusted the

volume control on the CSAVE
circuit to a lower setting and

was able to CSAVE tapes which

would CLOAD on recorder 1 at

the same settings used for

tapes which I had recorded on

recorder 1.

I made the change perma-

nent, and have used the system

ever since— I backed up the text

of two books this way, and I can

take text from either cassette

with no adjustments.

CLOAD or CSAVE?

How many CLOAD problems

are really CSAVE problems,

caused by overloading the re-

cording circuits? I would expect

that the TRS-80's normal signal

would not overload the recording

circuits of the CTR-80, but you

might try reducing the recording

volume if you ever have CLOAD
problems. {The signal from the

TRS-80 is large enough to over-

ride the automatic volume con-

trol circuits of most recorders I

have tried.)

Dealing with the problem this

way means that you do not have

to alter the TRS-80, since you

can wire the additional volume

control outside the case. You

can also incorporate the new
volume control inside the

TRS-80 case, or even inside the

recorder's case. If you use a sec-

ond recorder for quick backups

you will need the volume control

unless the second recorder is

another CTR-80.

My TRS-80 was already modi-

fied to produce a smaller cas-

sette output signal. What would

my experiences be if it had not

been altered?

Ian Robertson Sinclair was born

in 1932 in Tayport, Scotland, and

educated at Madras College, St.

Andrews. He started writing arti-

cles for magazines in 1964 and

began teaching college in 1966.

Writes Sinclair, "I bought a

TRS-80 whenever a keyboard be-

came available over here (to

English TV standards) and have

eaten, drunk and slept TRS-80

computing ever since."
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Some things are just

jiatura y right.

tiny

-See List ol Advertisers on page 354

tiny-c is a structured programming language designed

to give BASIC programmers experience in structured

programming concepts. Structured programming

brings a different way of thinking to a software project.

Tiny-c is the natural step up from BASIC towards this

different way. Once you've made the transition, you are

ready for any modern structured language, such as C

or PASCAL, tiny-c. the structured programming trainer,

tiny-c ONE now on disk for the TRS-80 model I, S100,

tiny c associates, P.O. Box 269. Holmdel. NJ 07733

(201) 671-2296
You'll quickly discover tiny-c

"^mUk./ '^ naturally right for your
^

iLI T^ language needs. ^527

Neiv .i'lsey restrtemstm--lu((e 5'.usaies!ax ^isa or Master -",
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.
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LOAD 80

The Key Box

CBasic 2

Model II

Compound interest, annuity, amortization and more!

Financial Wizard

Charles R. Perelman

9777 WHshire Boulevard

Suite 700

Beverly Hills, CA 90212

How much do I need to put

into a term savings ac-

count now to have $20,000 for

my son's coliege fund in five

years? What will the bailoon

payment be in three years on my
second mortgage? If I buy a

bond for 74 which matures In

eight years, what wlii be my
yieid to maturity?

For famiiy and business finan-

ciai planning, clients constantly

ask questions for which you

must use compound interest, an-

nuity, amortization and simiiar

tabies or formulas to make ap-

propriate decisions. Financial

Wizard is a practical, easy pro-

gram which gives immediate cal-

culation of required answers to

these types of questions.

Financial Wizard is written in

CBasic 2 for the TRS-80 Model II.

You can readily convert the pro-

gram to Radio Shack's Basic.

Descriptive variable names help

self-document the program.

Each major type of operation is

a separate module clearly de-

scribed with remarks. You can

put any module into one of your

programs as a subroutine.

Screen or hardcopy printout of

detail is optionally available. Er-

ror trapping is provided for neg-

Your estate is valued at $500,000. If II Increases at eight percent a year, what will be

the value six years from now In 1987 when the new estate tax limits go Into effect?

(Compound Interest menu option 1)

A deposit of $500,000.00

compounded once a year at Interest of 8.00%

will be worth $793,437.16

at the end of 6.0 years.

End of Period Balance

1 $540,000.00

2 $583,200.00

3 $629,856.00

4 $680,244.48

5 $734,664.04

6 $793,437,16

Example 1

ative numbers, payments insuf-

ficient to amortize loans, and

other common entry errors. The

menus are simple for inexperi-

enced personnel to use. After

each routine, you can run it

again, try another routine in the

same group, return to the main

menu or end the program.

Deposit Programs

Planning often requires accu-

mulation of a sum of money.

With the deposit routines you

can determine the amount which

will accumulate from a single

deposit at compound interest.

Alternatively you can compute

the required amount to deposit,

interest rate or time to reach your

specific goal. You can use this

program to figure the funds avail-

able for your child's college ex-

penses from putting a sum in a

savings account until he reaches

college age.

Annuity Computations

These routines furnish you

the results of making a series of

deposits. If you save the same

amount each year in your Indivi-

dual Retirement Account, you

can compute your nest egg at re-

You are 55 years old. You will contribute $7500 a year to your Keogh plan on Jan-

uary 2 of each year from 1982 through 1991, Invested at 12 percent per annum,

how much will you have when you retire Jan. 2, 1992? (Annuity menu option 1)

Deposits of $7,500,00

once a year at interest of 12.00%

will be worth $147,409,37

at the end of 10.0 years.

End of Period Balance

1 $8,400,00

2 $17,808,00

3 $28,344,96

4 $40,146.36

5 $53,363.92

e $68,167.59

7 $84,747,70

e $103,317,42

g $124,115,51

10 $147,409.37

Example 2
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tirement. Other options will give

you the time, interest rate or

deposits required to reach your

specified goal.

Add-on Interest

Can you afford to buy that

new printer or disk drive? By

changing the terms, down pay-

ment or payment period, you

can determine how to bring the

payments within your budget.

This routine computes annual

percentage rate to compare

with other means of financing.

Interest on Reducing Balance

You will get a schedule of pay-

ments with interest computed

on the remaining balance of

principal. Substituting different

terms reveals the effect upon

monthly payments.

Amortization Tables

With these flexible routines,

you can choose any number of

payments a year and determine

the periodic payment required

or print out the complete amorti-

zation table. You can find the

balance at any point in the life of

the loan. For example, if you buy

property with a note requiring

periodic payments for a number

of years and then a balloon, you

can compute the balance when

the balloon is due and figure the

payments on a new loan as-

sumed to be needed to refi-

nance the balloon payment. As

an alternative, you can choose a

payment other than that re-

quired for equal amortization

and obtain a schedule of pay-

ments or balance determina-

tion. This would show you the ef-

fect of making additional prin-

cipal payments each period.

You can vary payments, interest

rates and terms to structure a

deal to make economic sense.

Yield Computations

Dealing in trust deed notes

has been popular in California

and elsewhere for some time.

One yield routine enables you to

determine the amount to pay for

an existing note to obtain the in-

terest yield you require when

payments include principal

amortization. Another routine

enables you to determine the

price to pay if you purchase a

bond or interest-only note. You

can also calculate yield to ma-

turity for a note or bond of-

fered at a specific market price.

Examples 1-7 illustrate some

of the practical uses for the

program.

If you draw out $12,000 each sjx months from the retirement fund accumulated n

Example 2, how long will it last you? ILoan amortization menu option 2)

A loan ol $147,409.37 with payments

two times a year at Interest of 12.00%

each payment $12,000.0C

requires payments for 11.5 years

last payment will be $11,116,96

Period Principal Interest Balance

1 $3,155.44 $8,844,56 $144,253,93

2 $3,344.76 $8,655,24 $140,909,17

3 $3,545.45 $8,454.55 $137,363,72

4 $3,758.18 $8,241.82 $133,605,54

5 $3,983.67 $8,016,33 $129,621,87

6 $4,222.69 $7,777,31 $125,399,19

7 $4,476.05 $7,523,95 $120,923,14

8 $4,744.61 $7,255,39 $116,178.53

9 $5,029.29 $6,970,71 $111,149.24

10 $5,331.05 $6,668,95 $105,818.19

11 $5,650.91 $6,349,09 $100,167.28

12 $5,989,96 $6,010,04 $94,177,32

13 $6,349.36 $5,650.64 $87,827.96

14 $6,730.32 $5,269,68 $81,097.64

15 $7,134.14 $4,865,86 $73,963,49

16 $7,562.19 $4,437,81 $66,401,30

17 $8,015.92 $3,984,08 $58,385,38

18 $8,496,88 $3,503.12 $49,888,51

19 $9,006.69 $2,993.31 $40,881,82

20 $9,547.09 $2,452,91 $31,334.73

21 $10,119.92 $1,880.08 $21,214,81

22 $10,727.11 $1,272,89 $10,487,70

23 $10,487.70 $629,26 $0,00

Note: Last payment Is required payoff at end of loan

Example 3

Your new car will cost $11,000, After a $3000 down payment the bank will finance

the balance at 12 percent add-on interest. What will tfie payments and APR be for

36 months? For 48 months? (Add-on menu option 1)

Purchase ot item at cost of $8,000,00

at 12,00% add-on interest

for 36 months

Monthly payment will be $302,22

Annual percentage rate is 21.20%

Purchase of item at cost of $8,000.00

at 12.00% add-on interest

for 48 months

Monthly payment will be $246.67

Annual percentage rate Is 20,76%

Example 4

Program Construction

The main menu offers you any

of the six types of computation

routines or exit from the pro-

gram. Each program other than

the installment payments with

interest on balance due has op-

tions. CBasic uses double pre-

cision numbers for computa-

tion, so the results are very

accurate.

The screen printout pauses

after each screenful of data for

your review. This gives you time

to copy any detail data you

desire from the screen. There

are no pauses in the printer rou-

tine so you need sufficient

paper for printing all of the en-

tries in long tables,

A repetitive trial and error

method calculates the annual

percentage rate for add-on in-

stallment purchases. This meth-

od determines the rate within

the limits required by federal

regulation Z for consumer fi-

nancing. The yield on purchase

of notes or bonds at a discount

*f* •^ •?* 't* *f* *f* *T* 't* •!• •?• ^* *¥• ^^ ^P ^* •T' '^ 'T* *^ ^P •^
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QUALITY
WHOLESALE
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

ichi
Diskettes $190.00
10 boxes of 10

Individually certified SV-i" double density,

soft sectored, single sided with hub rings.

LNW Research Computers

Totally TRS-80 compatible, high speed pro-

cessor, .

density.

or 5V4" drives, double or single

.dealer pricing available.

Now Available.

125K CP/M - Team computer, compatible

with TRS-80 Model I and CP/M

Unit Price Unit Price

Quantity 10 Quantity 100
CABLES

2 drive disc drive coble

3 drive disc drive coble

4 drive disc drive coble
8" Extender (disc drive)

6 ft printer coble

10 ft printer cable

Custom cables available

Minimum order 10— Call for prices

S19.29 SI 7 54

$26 00 $23 50

S28 96 S26.33

S 9 98 S 8 98

S15.40 31400
317 79 31617

DISC DRIVE CABINETS

351 20

S57 82

1 drive cabinet

v^/power supply

2 drive cabinet

w/power supply

-IBM type Horizontol Design

-Does not require extender cable

TANDON 40 TRACK
DOUBLE DENSITY BARE DRIVE
Minimum Quantity 10

344 00

S50 00

..$195.00

U.P.S. Shipping

$5.00 per order shipping and handling

wholesale orders only,

minimum 10 pieces.

mmmBm
601 Lipan Street

Denver Colorado 80204

(303)892-6986 ^o

Manufacturers and Wholesale Distributors

of Quality Computer Products.

is figured by approximating and

interpolating the difference be-

tween approximations.

In CBasic, the backslash (\) is

a line continuation character.

CONCHAR% functions similar

tolNKEY$ In Radio Shack Basic,

returning the ASCII decimal rep-

resentation of a keyboard entry.

The subroutine at line 2200

causes all PRINT commands to

go to the line printer rather than

the screen.

With this powerful series of

programs, you will have ttie an-

swers at your fingertips for many

of the commonly needed calcula-

tions for sound financial plan-

ning. You will save time and ef-

fort and give your clients faster

and more efficient service. Plan-

ning ahead with these tools will

help you and your clients to have

a tiappy, healthy and successful

financial future.

Charles R. Peretman is an

attorney-CPA specializing in

tax, estate planning and cor-

porate law in Beverly Hills, CA.

Program Listing

rem intebest. payh

heh

Aid) -"ENIER
AS(;j-"MHAT IS THE AHOUNI YOU UILL OEFOSITf !"

AS(3)--UHAI IS THE AMOUNT YOU WANT TO ACtUHULATE? S"
A5(4)-'WIIAT INTEKEST SATE (E-G. FOB 1D.?5I ENTER I0.75>!
AS(5)-'-H0« MANY YEARS? ' ; AS ( 6 J -"NUrili ER OF TIMES PER YEAR!
AS(J)-"If von JABt TO PRINT RESULTS, TIIBB ON PRINTER AND P

AS{e)--PBESS ANY OTHER LETTER TO OOtllBUE WITHOUT PRINTOITT.
AS(9|-"*«- PLEASE PRESS NUMBEB FOB BOUTINE YOU UlEH TO USE
AS ( 1 Ot-"UHflI IS THE COST OF THE ITEM UITHOUT INTERESIT? 5

"

ASUD-'HOU MANV M0KTHS1
AS(12)-"PF10CRAH PKINIS 9ALANCE AT END OF EACH PERIOD.-
ASni)-"IF YOU UANT TO PRINT DETAILS TO SCBEEB, PRESS S

.

"

A!(U)-"PRESE ENTEB TO CONTIKUE LISTIBB,"
AS(15)-" TIMES A TfAR AT INTEREST OP '

ASIi6>-""" Al.l. FI(;URES MUST BE liBfAThR THAN I). PLEA5F ES

tl.lll : 1i-"tt. I"

BINT -HAIN MENU:

1 P»

OKBSO;?) :\

10 PBINT CHRSILJ) BEM HAIN M

PRINT ES : FINANCIAL WIZABD "
; ES

!

PRINT" I. ONE DEPOSIT TO SAV
PRINT' i. SAVING A CEBTAIN A

PRINT" J. EUYINC ON INSTALI.H
PRINT" 4. SUYINi; ON INSTALL!-
PRINT- 1. AHnfiTI7ED LOANS -

PRINT" t>. nUYING LOANS FOB f

PRI WT" 7. END PROGRAM"
20 YJ-CONCHARi
IP yi-OJ) THEN 20

IF YH(A9) OR H>(iS> THEN
PBI)IT"PRESS NUdBFR FROM 1 TO J FLEASE";\
FOR 11-1 TO SOOlNEKI X ; OOTO 10

CHOlCE-Yt-SaiON OHOICE GOTO 100 , 300 , 300 , 400 , 500 , 600

,

SOOO

100 PBIMT CHRSd!) BEH COHPO0ND INTEREST HFNU
PBINT "ONE DEPOSIT TO A SAVINOS ACCOUNT -COHPOITND INTEREST' : P BINT

PBINTl. DEPOSIT OF A SPECIFIC AMOUNT AT OIVEN INTEREST RATE FOB lERTAIN tllE

PRINT" ".f,SI.\2>
PBIMT"?. AHOIINT TO BE DEPOSITED 10 BEACH GOAL AT END OF PtRIOH AT GIVEN"
PBIMT- INTEBFST BATE, -.f.illll
PBlNT-3. INTESF-iT RATE REOUIREO FOR DEPOSIT TO BEACH GOAL AT END OF CHOSEH"
PBINT" PEBIOD, COMPUTES BATE, "!AS(1Z)
PBINT '4. TIME NEEDED TO REACH GOAL FOR DEPOSIT AT SPECIFIED INTEREST RATE."
PRINT" COMPUTtS TIME. " ; AS ( 1 ?) : PBI NT ; P Bl NT AS ( 9 ) : COSUB 2000

150 PRINT CHBSdJ Jl ;P«INTi PBINT AS ( I ) RE" COMPOUND INTEBEST INPUT

[P CH0ICEO2 THEN PBINT A5(!);:1NPUT ""iPRINCIPAL
IF CHOICEol THEN PRINT ASl3)lilNPUT ""iSUH
IF CHOiCEoS THEN PRINT AS{4);;1NPUT "";inTEREST
IF CH0ICEO4 THEN PRINT AS{5(;iINPDT ""lYFARS
PB!KT"C0MPOUBDED fOB WHAT "

-. AS (61 ;: INPUT "";TIHES
IF CH01CEO2 ANO PBINCIPAL<-0 OB CHOICEOl AMD SUMt-0 OB CH0ICE<>3\

AND INTFRESTt-O OB CH0ICEO4 AND YEARS <-D OB TIMES <-0 THEN V

PRINT:PRINT AS(16HF0R X-1 TO 500 1 NEST : P RI NT CHRS(1!);G0T0 ISO

IF CHOICE-J AND SUtKPRI NCI PAL OR CHOlCE-1 AND SUMtPRINClF AL THEN PB1NT:\
PRINT"-'- AMOUNT TO ACCUHULATE MUST EKCFED DEPOSIT, PLEASE BEENTEH, -'
FOR X-1 TO iOOtNEXTl PBINT CHBS ( 1 2 ) iCOTO 150

N-YEAES'TIMES;R-INTEBEST/ (TIMES'lOO) BEH INTfBEST COMPUTATIONS
IF CHOICE-I THEN SUM-PBINCIP Al- (1+B )"N

IF CrtOICE-; THEM PB INC IPAL-SUM- ( l+B I
- (-N)

IF CHOICE-3 THEN IMTEBEST - lOOTIHES- H ( SUM/PEINCIP AL I' H /N 1 > - O
IF CHOICE-! THEN YEBBS - ( (LOGISJM/PBINCIPSL) ) /LOO (1 +R I ) / TI MES

PBI«T CHRSn;) BEH COMPOUUD INTEREST PRINTOUT
151 PRINT ES:PRINT! PRINT"A DEPOSIT OF ";:PRINT USING OS 1 PR I NC T P Al.

PRI)1T"C0HP0UNDED "; TIMES ! 'TIMES A YEAR AT INTEBEST OF ; :\

PRINT USmC Rf:INTEBEST: PRINr"Un.l, BE UORTH "-PRINT USING 05; SUM
PBIMT"AT THE END OF 'liPBINT USING YS 1 YEARS ;: PBI NT ' YEABS.": PRINT ES:PRU
IF FLAG-0 THEN COSUB 1 1 OO
I F FLAG-0 THEN 152

PRINT: PBIMT -ENO OF PER lOD " :TAB ( ! I J i

N-YEABS-TIMES: R-INIEBEST/UDO-
FOR X-1 TO N

IF FLAG-1 AND </ 22- 1 NT ( )!/ " 1

PRINT TABCBtiil TAB ( 1 4 )

;

: PR

IF CIIOlCE-4 ANO YEARS INT ( YEARS 1

TAB (14) ;: PBINT USING D5;SUM:PR
PRINT NOTE: LAST PERIOD MAY B

PRINT-YEARS SHOWN ABOVE AS RESULT OF ROUNDING OFF.

IF FLAG-2 THEN CONSOLE : FLAG-O: GOTO 153

152 G03IIE 2200
IF FLAC-2 THFM !S1

153 GOSUB 2300
PBINT CHB!ri2>iON PICK GOTO 150,100,10,5000

200 PRINT CHRSd!) BEM ANNUITY MENO
PBINT'SAVING A CEBTAIN AMOUNT EACH PEBIOD - ANNUITY" ; PBIN
PRINT"!. TOTAL ACCUMULATION BY OEPOSIT OF SAME AMOUNT AT

PBIMT-EACH PERIOD AT GIVEN INTEREST RATE FOR SPECIFIED PE

PBINT" "!AS(I5)
PRINT"2, AMOUNT TO DEPOSIT EACH PERIOD AT GFVFN INTEREST
PRIWT'PERIOD TO REACH COAL. " ; AS I 1 J

)

PRINT"!. PAYMENTS YOU UILL RECEIVE AT END OF EACH PERIOD FOR NUMBER OF "

PBINT-PERIODS YOU CHOOSE IF YOU INVEST A LUMP SUM At SPECIFIED INTEREST RA

PRINT-COMPUTES PAYMENT AMOUNT. ";AS(1Z)
FBINT"4, AMOUNT YOU MUST INVEST NOW AT QIUEK INTEBEST BATE TO BE ABLE TO
PR!NT"BECEIVE PAYMENT AT END OF EACH PERIOD FOR SPECIFIED LENGTH OF TIME.
PB!NT"COMPUTES AMOUNT REOUIBEO. "; AS (1 2) ; PRINT; PRINT *S(9);G0SUB 5000

250 PRINT CHRS( I! ' ) ; PRINT AS d * RFM ANNUITY INPUT
IF e«OICE-E THEN PRINT"eACH PEBIOD " ; AS I Z ) : : INPUT ""lRENT
IF CHOICE-; INEN PBINT ASHtidNPUT ""iVALUE
IF CHOICE-3 THEN PBINT AS(!)rdNPUT ""[DEPOSIT
IF CHOFrE-4 THEN PRINU

EM TABI E PRINTOUT

AS d4) : dNPUT " ;LINE 2i
;PR1NC1PA1 -d-tRl "X :

AB(6);X; V

Binn AND MAY OIFFER FRO-

SPECIFIED"

Program continues
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Program contiriued

UMflT IS TKC fAYHEM SOU «1SH TO RECEIVE EACH PERIOD! 5-;:lNPUI "^BENT
PRINT JS(4);:i"FUi ; mieiiEST
IF CHOICE <> 3 THEN FRIST ASiS^illBPUT iTElllS
IF tHOICE -i THEM PBINI'' P^YflEBTS TO BE MADE '

; AS ( ^ 1 ; : I NPL'T "^YE^.RS
IF CHOICE-1 OS CHOICE-! THEN PRINT "YOU WILL flAKE OEPOSITS WHAT " i AS ( 6 t

;

\

INPUT ';TIHES
IF CHOlCE-3 OB CHOICE-J, THEN PRINT YOi; WILL GET PAYMENTS WHAT "

; AHI,) ; -A
ISPUT -(TIHES

IF CKOICE-I AMD BENK-O OB CHOICE-J AND VALUE. -0 OB CKOICE-J AMD DEFOSITi
<-0 [IB CHOICE-1 AND RENTi-0 QB INTEBEST-»0 OB YEAR5"-0 OR TIMES';-0\
THEN PRINT^PRINT AS ( 1 6 ) : FOB B- 1 TO SOO : NEXT! PKIMT CHRS ( 12 ) :QOTO 250

N-YEAR5'T1MES: B-INTEREST/ ( iOD'TIMES^ RE^ ANNUITY COHPUTATIONE
A-(H-R>-(N+L) :B-(ltR)-(-N)

[F CHOltE-1 THEN VALU E-RENT' ( A- T I +B ( ) /B
[f CrtOiOE-; THEN RENT-V*ULIEmA-( 1+B) ) /B)
IF CHOH.E-1 THEN RFNT-DEP05TT/ ( T

1 -B * /B )

IF CHOICE-i THEN nEP(15 IT-RENT" (( 1 -B 1 / B )

PRINT CHRSUJJ REH ANNUITY PRINTOUTm
E- I

ICE-3
SINC DS;RENI
SIMG D5;RENr
S ; INIEBESI
USIMG nS;U«l,L

INPUT ; LINE ?,5 ; PPlNt

ICE-! THEN PBIBT-DEPOSlTb
ICE-i THEN PBI«I"PAVHENTS

PRINT TIHESi 'TIMES A rEAB At INTEREST OF

:

IF CHOICE-! OB CHOlCE-2 THEN PRlNfUILL BE
PRINT-AT THE EMD OP 'i^PBlNT DSINfi TSlYEA

IF CHOICE-! OB CHOICE -i THEN PBINT"FOB " ;

:

PRINT- YEAES'l PBIMT-UILL REflUIKE AN IMl
PBINT USIKO [iS; DEPOSIT

PRINT ES;PSINT
IF F1.AC-0 THEN OOSUB 2100
I t FLAG-O THEN 252
PRINTiPRlMT-EBD OF PERIOD" ; TAB ( 1 B 1 ;" BALANCE
R-INTEREST/ (lOO'TlHES) : B-I EARS -TIMES

FOB S-l TO N
IF FLAli-: AND J/ 22-1 NT (S/22 > THEN PRIN
IF CHflICE-1 OB CHOICE-; THEN\
PRINT TAB(fi);i{:TARUi) ; :PR1NT USING DS 1 SENT- { I ( ( I -fR )

"

IF CHOlCE-3 OB CHOICE-t THEM PRINT TABIt
1

; i; TAR U '1 ; :

\

PRINT irSINfi DSlRENT•^^I-(I^R)-(-(^^-X)))/B)
NEST X

I! fLAG-2 THEN OONSOLE : PL AG- : GOTO 25)
252 GOSUB 2200
IF FLAC-2 THEN 251
2^3 GOSUB 2300
PRINT CHR5(U)!0N PICK GOTO ;50 . 200 . 1 . 5000

JQO PRINT CHBS(I!I REM ADD ON MENU
PRINT -BUYING ON INSTALLMENT! - ABD ON INTEREST. EOUAL PAYMENTS- : PRINT
PRIMTI. FOB PURCHASE OF ITEM UHERE COST, ADD ON INTEREST AND NDMBER OF'
PBINI-riONTHS ARE GIVEN. COHPUTES PAYMENTS ABD ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE .

"

PRINT'2. FOR PURCHASE OF ITEM WHERE COST. MONTH].! PAYMENT AMD NUMEEB"
PRINT-OF MONTHS ABE GIUEB. COMPUTES ADD ON TNTEBE5T RATE AND ANNUAL-
FBI MT 'P EBCEMTAGP BATE. -rPRINT: PBINT AS(9)
101 VI-CONCHARI BEH CHOICE OF 1 OR 2

IF Yt-C32) THEN 3UI
IP lt<it9) OR Yt>(5DJ THEN PRINT CHRS(L!?>!\

PBINT"PRESS NUMBER 1 OB 2 PLE*SE":FOB S- 1 TO 500:NEA1 IrGOTO iOl
CH0ICE-YI-4B

350 PBIKT CHBS( I 2') :PE1MT: PRINT ASH) BEH ADD 0» INPUT
PRINT AS(:0> i ; INPUT ""jCOST

IF CHOICE-1 THEN PRINT-ADD-OM AT "
; AS (4 ) ; ; INPUT " "

: IKTEBESI
IP CHOICE-2 THEN FBINT'-UHAT IS THE MONTHLY PAYMENT' ;:IBPUT --

; MO . P A YM ENT
PRINT ASdUiilNPUT ''iMOMTHS

IF COST<-0 OR CHOICE-I ABD IHTEREST.-D OB CHOICE. 2 AND MONT«S<-0 THENV
PfilHTiFBINT AS(I6)!F0R X- I TO 500 : NEXT: PRINT CHRS ( 1 2| : GOTO 350

IF CHOICE-! AMD MO . P AYHEBT'MONTHSe-COST THEN PR1MT\
PAfMENT MOT SUFFICIENT TO PAY LOAM AND INTEREST. PLEASE RFF.1TER .•.';

FOR X-1 TO 500:BEXT: FBIBI CHBS I I 2 ) : GOTO iSO
IP CHOICE-1 THEN MO . PAIHEBT-COST* ( (NTESESI / I 200) +COST/MONTHS
IF (;H0ICE-2 then ADD.ON-(MO.FAYHEBT-COST/MQNTHS)'I200/COST

PRINT ChSS(12) REH ADD ON PRINT
351 PRINT EStPRIMT: PRINT-'PURCHASE OF ITEM AT COST OF ";:PltlMt USING D51C0ST

IP CBOICE-1 THEN PRINT"AT ";:PRlNr USING ES ; INTEREST i

i

PRINT " ADD OH INTEREST
IP tHOlCe-2 THEM PRINT"U1TH HONTHLI PAYMENT OF "iiPRIBI USIMG DS ; MO . PAYMENT
PRINT-rOR "iMONTHS!" MONTHS-

IP CHOICE-1 THEM PRINT 'HOBTHLY PAYHEBT UiH BE -;iPRINT USIMO OS ; HO . P AYMEST
IF CHOlCE-2 THEM PRINT'ADD-ON INTEREST RATE IS ';:PB1MT USIKG BSiflDD.ON
IF FLA0O2 THEN PRINT"'" COMPUTING ANNUAL PEBOENTAGE BATE PLEASE UAlf ••
IP FLAG-2 THEN GOTO i54

I-MO.PAYHEBT/COSI: iO-MO. PAYMENT /COST RFM APR COMPUTATION
TEST-1"(1-1I/(I+10)"«0MTH51

)

BPR-TEST-liODi DIFF-10-TE5T:I0-TEST
IF DIFFJO, 000001 THEM 352
PRIMT CHR!(30); CBRSlOl)
PRINT"ABBUAL PERCENTAGE BATE IS "i^PRINI USING RSiAFRiPBINT ES:PR1NI
IP FI.AG-2 THEN CON SOLE ! FLAG-0 : GOTO 353 .

GOSUB 2200
IP FLAG-! THEN 351

353 GOSUB 2300
PRIMT GHRS(12):0N PICK GOTO 350,300,10,5000

35!

35i

BEM INSTALL LOAN HEBU
MENTS - PAYMENTS OF El(0

PAYHEBTS UHEB INTEREST

400 PRINT CHRS ( 12)
FB1BT"BUYING ON INSIA
PRIBT-COMFUTES MONTHL

450 PBIMT:PBINT AS ( I 0) ^ 1 1 MPUT ";CilST REM INSTALL LOAN INPUT
PRIMT AS(4)iMBPUT ""lINIEREST: PRINT ASdDiMBPUT "";MON
IF COST<-0 OR INTERESTt-0 OE HOMTHS<-0 THEN FRINT:\

PBINT AS(16)iF0B X-1 TO 500 ! NEIT i PRINT CHRSn!):GOTO 450
PRIMT CHRS(i;) REM INSTALL LOAM COMPUTATIOH

451 PRIMT ES :PB1MT!PRINT''PURCHASE OF ITEM AT COST OF "ilPRlNl Ui
PRIMT"IBTERESI BATE OF "llPRINr USING ESlIBTEREST

E-INTEHEST/1 200: MO .PRIN-COST/H
PRINT: PRIMT TAB ( 10) ; "BALANCE BE FORE" ;TAB ( 65 ) ; 'TOT AL '

PB1NT"M0MTH" ; TAB ri 31
; "F AYMEMT" : TAB ( 2B );" INTER EST " i TAB

j

TAB(64) 1 "PAYMENT"

;

FOR J-l TO MONTHS
IF FLAG-0 AND X/ 1 7-INT (X/ I 7 ) THEM PRINT;PBIBT A!(14)li\

CM INSTALL LOAN PBINT

) I'-PBINCIPAL" : \

T-(MO.
B(6);:

USING

MX-D) iMO.INT
r USING DS^BAL
DS iMO.?BIB iTAB

:GOTO (

il)::
TAB(!)iX!
TABUS) ; :

FBIBTtPBIMT ES

IP FI.AO-2 THEN COBSOLE: FLAG-O
GOSUB 2200
IF FLAG-2 THEM 451
452 GOSUB 2300

PRINT CHESI12):0M PICK GOTO 450,400,10,5000

SOO PBINT CHRS(1!) REM lOAB AMOBT MENU
PEIHT'AHOBTIZED LOANS -PAYHENT TABLES ": PBINT

PRINT-1. LOAN TO EE PAID IN EQUAL PAYMENTS INCLUDING PRINCIPAL"
PBINT"ANri IBTEBEST. DEIERHIHES AHQIIHT OF PAYMENT .": PRINT AS U 2 )

PRINT"2. FOR PAYMENT OF GIVEN AMOUNT, DETERHINES PEBIOD BEOUIBED"
PRINT"TO PAY OFF LOAN. COMPUTES LAST PAYMENT IF DI FFERENT ."

i PRIMT ASH!)
PRIHT"3. BALANCE FOR PAY OFF OB BALLOON PAYMENT COMPUTED AFTER-
PRINT "CERTA IN NUMBEB OP PAYMENTS ON LOAM WHERE PAYMENTS DETEBHIMED'
PRIBT"AS IN 1. "!AS(12)
PB1NT"4. BALANCE FOR PAY OFF OR BALLOON PAYMENT COMPUTED AFTER"
FBTNI"CFRTAIB NDMBER OF PAYMENTS ON LOAN WHERE PAYMENTS DETERMINED"
PB1NT"AS IM Z. -;A5 (1!) tPRINT: PRINT AS(9):C0SUB !000
550 PRINT CHRS( 127) ;PRINT; PRINT ASH) REM LOAB SHORT INPUT
PRINT'WHAT IS AHOUKT OF LOAN! S";:INPUT ";LDAN
IF CHOICE-2 OE CNOICe-4 THEN PBINT"VHAT !"; AMOUVT OF PAYMENT' S " : : \

INPUT ' ' IPAYHENT
IF CHOICE -L OR CHOICE -3 THEN PB L NT" PA YH tNTS SCHEDULE FOR "iAS)5);:\

INPUT ""lYEARS
PBINT A!{4) ;: INPUT ""; INTEREST : PRINT A!{6);:INPUT "";TIMES
IF CHOtCe-3 OR CHOICE-1 THEN PRINTi
"AFTER HOV MANY PAYHENTS DO YOU UANT BALANCE! ";:INPUT '"; NUMBER : BAL . PI

Prograrr] cortlinues

When you purchase ar apartment house, there is a second trust deed note for

$100,000 wilh monlhly payments based on a 30 year schedule at 13 percent, all due

in ihree years. How much will the balloon payment be? (Loan amortizalion menu
|

option 3)

A loan of $100,000.00 with payments

12 times a year at interest of 13.00%

for 30 years

requires payments of $1,106.20

at end of 36 payments, balance is $98,999.76

Period Principal Interest Balance

1 $22.87 $1,083.33 $99,977,13

2 $23-11 $1,083.09 $99,954,02

3 $23.36 $1,082.84 $99,930.66

4 $23.62 $1,082.58 $99,907,04

5 $23.87 $1,082.33 $99,883,16

6 $24.13 $1,082.07 $99,859,03

7 $24,39 $1,081.81 $99,834,64

8 $24.66 $1,081.54 $99,809.98

9 $24.92 $1,081,27 $99,785.06

10 $25.19 $1,081,00 $99,759,86

11 $25.47 $1,080.73 $99,734,39

12 $25.74 $1,080.46 $99,708,65

13 $26.02 $1,080.18 $99,682,63

14 $26-30 $1,079.90 $99,656,32

15 $26,59 $1,079.61 $99,629,74

16 $26.88 $1,079.32 $99,602.86

17 $27.17 $1,079,03 $99,575,69

18 $27.46 $1,078,74 $99,548,23

19 $27.76 $1,078,44 $99,520,47

20 $28.06 $1,078,14 $99,492,40

21 $28,37 $1,077,83 $99,464,04

22 $28,67 $1,077,53 $99,435,37

23 $28,98 $1,077.22 $99,406,38

24 $29.30 $1,076,90 $99,377,09

25 $29.61 $1,076,59 $99,347,47

26 $29.94 $1,076,26 $99,317.54

27 $30-26 $1,075,94 $99,287,28

28 $30,59 $1,075,61 $99,256,69

29 $30.92 $1,075,28 $99,225,77

30 $31.25 $1,074,95 $99,194,52

31 $31.59 $1,074,61 $99,162-93

32 $31,93 $1,074.27 $99,130,99

33 $32.28 $1,073.92 $99,098,71

34 $32.63 $1,073,57 $99,066,08

35 $32,98 $1,073,22 $99,033,10

36 $33.34 $1,072.86 $98,999,76

Example 5

You can buy a trust deed note due in five years which had an original face amount

of $60,000, equal monthly payments over 10 years, and interest rate of 12 percent.

How much should you pay tor the note to earn 15 percent per year? (Yield menu

option 1)

Purchase ot note with $60,000,00 face

compounded 12 times a year at interest of 12,00%

maturing in five years

with original term 10 years

tor a yield ot 15,00%

must be purchased at a price of $36,184,46

periodic payment will be $860,83

remaining balance should be $51,649.54

Example 6

If you pay 84 for a $1000 bond paying 11,5 percent semi-annually, maturing In 12

years, what will be your annual rate of return (yield to maturity)? {Yield menu

option 4)

Purchase of note with $1,000,00 face

compounded two times a year at interest of 11.50%

maturing in 12 years

for a price of $840,00

will produce a yield of approximately 14,32%

Example 7
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fcx* t;he TRS-80 from Micro-Mega
The Original GREEN-SCREEIM

f
The eye-pleasing Green-Screen fits over the front of your
TRS-80 Video Display and gives you improved contrast with

reduced glare. You get bright luminous green characters and
graphics like those featured by more expensive CRT units.

Don't confuse the Original Green-Screen with a piece of thin

film stuck to the face of your video tube, such as that adver-

tised by others. The Original Green-Screen is mounted In a full

frame perfectly matched to the color and texture of the

TRS-80 Video Display It is attached with adhesive strips

which do not mar your unit in any way.

The full frame design of the Original Green-Screen "squares
off" the face of your video display and greatly improves the

overall appearance of your system.

(Specify whether for fvlodel I or l^odel III}

THE GREEN-SCREEN 5/3 95

Add $1.50 for postage and handling.

reims' Check or money order, no CODs o' credit cards, please. Add amount
shown lor postage and handling to price ol trie itern All items shipped withm 48

flours by first class or priority mail. Virginia residents, add 4% sales tax

Micro- IVIega • PJO.Box68^ - ArKngton.N^ aSSOG

cnnii B CH(HCF,-4 ANI> PAYMEMT--(J OR \.OI\H<~0 OR (.HO

tN[l lE*HSt-0 OK IMTEKeSK-O OB TIMESi-OV
OR CHOICE-i AND NUMBEHt-IH

OR K-l TO SOO^neXI; f BIKT CHB S < 1 i ) ; fiOTO iSO

1\
ABLi YF.f.RSf-O 08 CNOICe-3
OR CHOlCF.-i ANT> NliHBEKl-O
THUS PRINIlPRINT fl!([6):F

RF.M LOAN BHUHT COBFUTnTIOMIi
N-V EARS' tIM£E:S-lNTEaE';T/( lOO'TIHES) : E- ( 1+B )

" ( -N) : D- ( [J-B (
"

* - (K-HUHBEB ) )

[E CKOICE-1 OS CHniCe-3 THEN f SVMeNT-LOaS'B/ ( [ -B)
f -LOAn'R/enrHEMr
If O-l AMD CHOICE-; OR C>-[ ASD CHOICE-1 THEN FRlNr:\

PRINT"""- PAYNENI NOT ENOUGH POS INTEREST ABO PRINCIPAL »»''iV
PRINI-PLBASE INPUT A DIFFEBEHT PAYMENT WHEN PROMPTED SN[> TRl flCA]N':\
fOR K-L TO 500iHEIT!PRINT CHPS(12)rG0T0 550

IF CHOICE-3 THEN BAI,I,O0N-P AYMEMT" ( ( [ -0) /!)
If CHOICE-! OR CHOlCE-1 THEN H-LOC U / ( J -C )) /I0(i < It-B )

If CHOICE-! AND NJIBTIH) THEN E- M-fSl" ( - (H- I NT I N ) n ; \

I.AST.PAV-PAYMEKI'{ (1 -£( /B ) " I [<-a)

IP CHOICE-a ABD N>INT{N) THEN F- ( H-S) "{-{N-NUMBER ) ) : B ALLOO«-f AYMEBT* < ( I -F ) / R

J

PRINT CHBS([2) REM ABORT SUMMARY PBINTOITT
551 PRINT ES

:

PBINriP«INT-A LOAN OF 'i^PSJST USING DS;LO»N::
PRINT" WITH PAYMENTS -iPBIHT TIMES: AS ( I 5 > ; : PRINT USIBQ ESilNTEfiEST

IF CHOICE -i OR CHOICE -) THEN PRINT -POB 'iYEARSi" IEAES":\
PRINI'REQIIIRES PAYMENTS OF";: PRINT USING DSiPAYMENT

If CHOICE-2 OR CHOICE-1 THEN PfiINI"EACH PAYMENT "i:\
PRTtir USIBC DS;PAYMENT:FRIKT "SE[)HlHtS P1YHK«T5 FOB -

: : \

PBIKT USING YS;N/TIMES; :PBINT" YEARS-
IP H>lHT(Bt AND CHOICE-Z THEH\

PRIHT"LAST PAYMENT HILL BE "ilPEINI USING D5:IAST.PAY
IF CHOICE-3 OB CH»1G!-S THEN PKIVTV
"AT EVn OF ";NUMEER;- PAYMENtS. BALANCE 1! "i:PRI}IT TS I NO HSlBALLOON

PKINI ES;PRINT
IF FLAG-0 THEN COSUB 2100
IF FLAG-0 THEN 552
PRINI^ACCPBIB.PAV-O REM AMORTIZATION TABLE PRINTOI'T
PtlNT-pERIOB" ITAB ( 1 5 J

; "PRINCIPAL "; 1 At ( iJ ) ;
' INTEREST" ( TAB ( 19)

: "BALANCE"
If BAL.fLAt-0 THEN FOR J-1 TO N

IF EAL.FLAC-1 THEM FOR A-1 TO NUMBER
PRlN.PAY-(PAVMENT-aOAH-Bn'(l+fl>-|K-n i INT .PAY-P AYMFNT-PR I N . P AY
ACCPB!N .FAY-ACCFRIN.PAY-fPBIN.PAYlBAL-LOAN-ACCPBIN .PAY
If fLAC-1 AND S/17-1NT(X/17) THEN PRINT AS ( 1 ' » ; ^ I NPUT "";r,INl- iS:PE01
PRINT TAB(I)!X:TaE(10); IPBIHT USING DS ! PR IN . PA Y i TAB US ) ; : PRINT USING Ui;\

INT.PAYiTAB (All ; : PBINT USING US ; BAL
IF BAL,FLAG-1 THEM NEXT X
If BAL.FLAC-D THEM NEKT X
BAL.FLAC-0

If NilNTINJ AND CHOiCe-2 THEN PRINT TAB (2 I ; I ; TAB { 1 ) ; ; FEINT USING D! i

\

LOAN-ACCPRIN .PAY;TAS(26)1=FR1NT USING DS; ( LOAN-ACCPBIN . F All "H ! TAB< i;
1

; i PBINT
USING D3 ;OrPKINt: PBINT-NOTE: LAST PAYMPBT IS REflUIRED PAYOFF AT END OF lOAN

IF FLAC-Z THEM CONSOLE : FLAG-0: GOTO 553
552 GOSUB 2200
IF FLAO-Z THEN 551
553 GOSUB 2300
PRINT CHRSn2):0N PICK GOTO 550,500,10.5000

600 PRINT CHRSI121 REM YJFLO MENU
PBIHI"BillING LOANS FOR A CF.ETAIN YIELD'LPRINT

PRINT"!. DETERMINE PRICE TO BE PAID FOR BOTE WITH EODAI, PAYMENTS INCLUOING"
PRINT INTEREST AT GIVEN INTEREST RATE TO OBTAIN CESIRED GAIE OP RETURN,"
PRINT"2, DETERMINE PRICE TO BE PAID FOB BOTE OR BONO WITH PERIODIC INTEREST"
PR1NT"0H1,Y PAYMENTS ANO PRINCIPAL PAID ON HAIURlfV TO OBTAIN DESIRED BATE OF'
PRINT"BETURN."
PKlNt"3. DETERMINE APPROXIMATE RETURN ON NOTE PURCHASED FOB CERTAIN AMOIJflT
PRINI"WHEBE NOTE PAYABLE JN PAVMtNtS INCLUDING INTEREST AT GIUEH BATE."
PRINT "4, DETERMINE APPROXIMATE RETURN OH AMOUNT PAID FOR A WOT'K Oh aONO"
PRINT' WITH PERIODIC INTEREST ONLY PAYMENTS, PRINCIPAL PAID OH MATURITY."
PRINIiPRINT ASIil:GOSUE ZOOO
650 PRINT CHRSUZn :PBIKT;PSINr AS ( H BEM YIELD 111 PUT

PB1MT"WHAT MAS THE ORIGINAL FACE VALUE OF NOTE? S"iMNPUI ";FACE
IF CHOlCe-l OB CHOICE-i thenV
PBIHT'WHAT HAS ORIGINAL NUMBER OF YEARS OP NOTE! "iilNPUT ""lOBICINAL

PRINT AS (1)1 tlNPUT '"
1 INTEREST; PRIBT"NOTE MATURES IN " : AS ( 5 ) ; ; INPUT ""[YEAR

IF CHOICe-1 AND YEAHSiORICINAL OR GilOICE-3 AND YEARS >UB IGIBAL\
THEN PBINT"'>"TIME LEFT EUCEEDED ORIGINAL TERM. BEENTEB •-•; V

FOR S-l TO 50D:NEXTtPR1NT CHRS(12)=COTO 650
paiNT"PAYMENTS MADE WHAT " ; AS ( 6 ) ; ; INPUT ""[TIMES
IF GHOICE-1 OR CHOICE-2 THEMi
PRINT"WHAT IS AHSUAL INTEREST YOU REIJUIRE ON NOTP? ;;1NPUT "";YIELD

If CHOICE-3 OR CHOlCE-1 THEN\
FEINI"WHAT UILL YOU PAY FOR THE NOTE? S";;1HP0I "";PAIU

IF CHOICE-I ANO ORIGIBAL'-O OR CHOICE-3 AND OHIGIBALt-0 OR FACE<-0 OR V

INTFRESK-0 OR YEARS<-0 OR TlHES<-0 OR CHOICE-1 AND YIELD<-0 OR \

CHOICE-2 AND YIELD--0 OR CHOICE'3 ABD PAID<-0 OR CHOICE-1 AND PAID<-0\
THEN PRINT AS(L6);F0R K-l TO :iOO ; NBXT; PRINT CHR! ( J 2 ) :GOTO 650

N-_Y EARS "TIMES -B-INTEBEST/ (TIMES* 1001 ; Y-YT FLD/ (TIMES" 1 00) iG-(l--Y)-(-N)

IF CNOICE-1 OR CHOICE-3 THEN 0- ( I --R) "
(
- (OB 10 IN AL'TIMES ) ) ! \

Z-FACE-(R/(1-0))"N
IF CHOICE-I THEN PRI CE- FACE- ( R/ ( L-0) )

( (
1 -0 ) / Y

)

IF CHOICE-Z OB CHOICE -4 THEN PAYMEBT- FACE'B
IF CHOICE-2 THEN PB 1 CE- f*CC"C-fPAYMENT'( (1 -0) / Y )

IP CHOICE-A THEN COMP- ( FAGS-PAID J /( FACE-YEARS

)

IF CHOlCE-3 THEN COUP- ( I-PAID J / (2 "Y EABS"2 )

IF CHOICE-! OS CHOICE-4 THEN ADD-INI( 1 0000-COMP ) / (

1

OOOO'TIMES > ;

\

GUESS L-Rt-ADDr H-( 1+GUESS [ )
" ( -N )

IP CrtOICE-3 IHErt PRICEI-:/B'( (1-H)/GUESS1 )

If CHOICE-4 THEN PRICEI-FACE'H+P A YMEBT- ( (
1 -H

>

/GUESS i)

IF PRICEIiFAID THEN GUESSZ-GUESS L+ADD
IF PRtCEKPAlD THEB GUESS Z-GUESS 1-ADD
J-( l+GUESSZ)-(-ll)
IF CHOICE-3 THEB PRICE Z-F ACE- ( R/ (

I -0 ) 1 - ( ( 1- J) /GUESS Z

)

IP CHOICE-ii THEB PSICE2-fACE-J +PAYMENT" ( (L- J ) / GUESS! )

APPROX-(( PRICE i-PAlD)/(FRIC£l -PRICE! )'(GUESS!-GUESS1 )-TIMFSt\
(GUESSI"TIMES))'IOO

PRINT CHBS(I2) REM YIELD PRINT
ft5L fBINT ES;PRIBT:PBlNr"PURCH*SE OF MOTE WITH ";;PfiiNT USING D!;?A(;El;V

PRINT- FACE";PR!Mr"COHPOUNDED " iTIMES ; AS (1 5 ) ;

;

PRINT USING HS;TNrEREST
PRIMT-MATURINO IN "; YEARS ;

" YEARS"
IF CHOICE-L OR CHOICE-3 THEM PR1BT"WITH ORIGINAL TEBM ";0RIG1NAL:" YEARS"
IF CHOICE-1 OB CHOICE-! THEN FRINr"FOR A YIELD OF "i:PRINT USIBG BS;YIELD:\

PBINT-MUBT BE PURCHASED AT A PRICE OF "i:PSINT USING DS;PRICE
IF CHOlCE-1 OB GHOlCB-3 THEB PRIBT"FEB10DIC PAYMENT WILL BE ":;\

PBINI USING DS;FAC£"(B/(l-0) ) i\
PRiNT"REMAIHIBO BALANCE SHOULD BE "i;PRINT USING DS;?-

IF CHOICE-3 OR CHOICE-4 THEB PRIMI"FOR A PRICE OF ";;PRINI USING DE;PAID;\
PRIBT-WILL PRODUCE A YIELD OF AFPROXIH AIELV ";;P1INT USING ES;APPBOK

PRINT ES
IF FLAC-2 THEN CONSOLE : FLAG-0 ; GOTO 652
GOSUB 2ZO0
IF FLAS-Z THEN 6M

652 GOSOE Z30a
PBIBT CHRS(1!>;0N PICK GOTO 650,600,10,5000

2000 Yl-CONCHARl REM CHOOSE I 10 4 ROUTINE
I F YI-( JZ) THEN !00U
IF Yt<(49) OB Yl>(5Z) TKEH PBIMT CHRS(127);\

PRIBT"fRESS NUMBEB FROM L TO 4 PI,EASE";\
FOR X-L TO 500;NEXT X:C0T0 !000

IF SUB. FLAG-0 THEN CHOICE- Yl-48 ; RETURN
IP bUB.FLAG-1 THEB PICK- YI-IS ; HEIUHN

!100 PRINT AS(13);FE1BT AS(8) REM SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE
!IIO YI-COMCHARX

IF YI-(3Z) THEN ZJIO
-IF Yl-(«3) OR YI-(1I5>THEN PRINT CHRS ( I Z 7 ) ; PL AC- 1 : RETURN

2ZD0 PRIMT;PBINT AS(7);PB1NT AS(S) BEM PRINIEB ROUTINF
2210 YI-CONCHARI

IP YI-(32) THEN 2210
IP Yl-iaOl OR YI-(H21 THFN PRINT CHRS ( 1 Z 7 ) : LPBINTEB UIDTK BO : \

FLAG •Z;RETURN
PRINT CHRS( L27) ;FLAO -0;RETtJBN

;100 PRINT: PRINT; PBINT"PLEASE PRESS AFPROPSIATE KEY:" BEM MENU CHOICE
PBINT-i MILL RUN THIS ROUTINE ACSIN.': PRINT"2 MILL RETURN TO SUB MENU'
PRINT-3 WILL BETUBN TO HAIK MENU .

" : PBINT"4 WILL END THE PROGRAM."
SUB. FLAG- I : GOSUB 2000 ; SUB . fLAC-0

;

RETURN
5000 PRU'-t CI1R5([2); 'END OF PBOCRAM" : SIOP
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CHECK OUR LOW PRICES ON

TRS-80*
COMPUTERS & ,':,="•

NEW -NEW TRS-80* "Model-1

6

16/32 Bit Computer. 128K RAM Std. 512KMax. 1 or

2 Built-in 1.25 MB Disk Drives. Multi-user capability.

W/1 Drive $4399.00 W/2 Drives $5099.00. Call for

low prices on other RS equip.

CORVUS**
HARD DISK DRIVES

Call for prices on S-10-20 MB Hard Disks. We have
the new CORDOS (jperating system which
enables you to add a Hard Disk to TR.S-8()' Mod II

with little or no modifications to your software.

NEWDOS-80 and OASIS operating systems also

available. Full service for CT)RVUS' ' and
TRS-80's'.

In business 27 years at the same location

//

Cert. Check
Caslijers Ck,

Call Toll Free 800-435-8310
Ir.Klmi.IrL I.iiiilv * nrn

Route 3, Radio Ranch Airport

Polo, Illinois 61064

In III. Call 815-946-2371

MICRO
MOONUGHTER
NEWSLETTER

The ONLY publication devoted exclusive-

ly to helping you create, build, and main-
tain a home-based business using your
micro-system. SUBSCRIBE NOW to what
may be the most important publication in

YOUR FUTURE!

1 Year (12 issues) only $25 U.S., $29
Canada, $35 World Wide

J. Norman Goode, Publisher

Micro Moonlighter Newsletter
2115-M Bernard Avenue • Nashville, TN 37212

Visa and Mastercard welcome. Send account number and
expiration date.

D Visa Acct # .

D M/C Acct #

Name

Exp.

. Exp.

Address _

City__ St. Zip

.'270

PRACTICAL • ORIGINAL • SINGULAR • SUPERB • UNUSUAL

JREFTaTAKE THESAXJFiXJS
INNOVATIVE INSTANT WORD-FINDER

WHAT'S THE BEST WORD???
How many times have you racked your btain tor just the right word

when writing an important letter, report, or article? How many times have
yourideas been misunderstood because the words you used didn't express
your thoughts clearly and accurately?

Now, by using the remarkable new REFWARE THESAURUS programs,
your computer can speedily find those words that are on the tip of your
tongue but that you can't quite remember at the moment. And it tells you
how to spell them!

Just slip a REFWARE THESAURUS disk into your disk drive. Then type
in your sentences or paragraphs The computer will quickly offer a variety

of alternatives, retyping your sentences or paragraphs wilh substitute
possibilities chosen from its multi-thousand word vocabulary II displays
the revised sentences on your monitor or types them on your printer as you
choose, so that you can mull them over and choose the one that most ac-

curately expresses what you REALLV mean to say.

The revolutionary REFWARE THESAURUS programs bring the speed and
power of the computer to the aid of anyone who wishes to improve his
writing or speaking.

In addition to the specific programs capable of substituting suggested
alternate words for nouns and adjectives, REFWARE THESAURUS Builder
enables engineers, physicians, lawyers, educators, businessmen, authors,
and other professionals and specialists to develop their own individually
tailored vocabularies of hard-to-remember technical words.

REFWARE THESAURUS AdJsctivsB 1,0

6,200 adjectives assist you in choosing the most accurate modifiers
in your ads, letters, reports, and speeches

REFWARE THESAURUS Nouns 1.0

6,200 nouns suggest alternates for the names of persons, places, things,

and ideas that you use m your writing and speaking.

REFWARE THESAURUS Butldar 1.0

Series of eight utility programs enables the user to develop specialized
computer thesaurus disk programs of hard-to-remember technical words
and their alternates for personal use Functions independently of Adjec-
tives and Nouns programs.

REFWARE THESAURUS User's Manuals: Complete descriptions of use of

each of the above programs. Included at no additional charge with each of

program disks listed above. If ordered separately, price of manual is deduc-
tible from later order of program disk

MINIMUM System Required TRS 80" Mod I or Mod III 48K with two disk drives

'A Trademark of Tandy Corporation

Credll card orders phone (914) 238-8896

Dealer inquiries in vited.

REFWARE* Referencesoftwaredivision David Whitney Associates, Inc

PO Box d51, Chappaqua, N Y. 10514 ^,,^
A trademark of David 0. Whitney Associates. Inc

Specify ModU }orfv1odlll[ )

— Oty. Order No Title Unit Price Total

_i 1001 RT Adjectives 1.0 $39.95

O
UJ

2001 RT Nouns 1.0 S39.95

w 5001 RT Bullded.O S149.95

>- 6001 RT User's Manual AdJ $9.95

1-
6002 RT User's Manual Nouns $9.95

5 6003RT User's Manual Builder SI 4.95

LU
Sales tax (N.Y state residents only)

Postage and handling

. . .. ( ) Check ( ) Money Order TOTAL
Visa ( )tvlasterCharge

<
CC

^ Enclosed I.

iZ Bill: 1

$ 3.00

$

Interbank #

Qj Card # . .

.

>
|~; Exp Dale

_j

2j Signature

a
5 Name .

DC Address
UJ
>
UJ Oily State

. Phone I

Zip

>
39
<
m
r-
Oc
(/>

•

o
z
D
m
30

Z
o
p"

c
(A

<
m

>H
O
X
r-
m
en
wQ Mailed First Class, but allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery

, no C.O.D. orders

•AHiaoM3sivad • 3n9v>iuvw3a • indni>is • 3iavmvANi

"
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EDUCATION

LOAD 80

Make multiple choice, true-false, short answer or completion tests for

your students.

Time to Make 'em Sweat

Robert L. Hawkes
Berwick Academy
South Berwick, ME 03908

Richard Eckert's article

"Quizmaster" (80 Microcom-

puting, June 1980) prompted me
to write a program I needed to file

storage for muitiple choice ques-

tions for a course i was teaching,

i expanded the idea of random

access disk fiies to other types of

test item storage, various print

formats and item editing. The

program stores muitiple choice

(MC), completion (COM), true-

faise (TF) and short answer (SA)

332 • 80 Microcomputing. May

questions.

File Names

The file names have a stan-

dard format and an extension

holds the key to the test format.

The last letter of the extension

keys this. The MC extension

gives one test format while the

SA, TF, and COM extensions use

another format. An example of a

file namewould be PSYCH16/MC.

Three Program Options

The write option stores test

items on the file in two available

formats. The first, for multiple

choice items, stores the text of

the question, the letter of the

correct answer and an appro-

priate chapter number. The text

may be 253 characters. Al-

though Basic accepts only up to

240 characters you may edit in

additional characters later. An

example of a multiple choice

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

32K RAM
TRSDOS
Line Printer I

ITEM #3

TEXT? JAMES B. WATSON IS OREN CALLED THE FATHER OF

A) PSYCHOLOGY
B) BEHAVIORISM
C) HUMANISM
D) GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY

LETTER OF CORRECT ANSWER? B

CHAPTER NUMBER? 1

Fig. 1. Multipie choice example

ITEM #30

TEXT? JAMES B, WATSON IS OFTEN CALLED THE FATHER OF

CORRECT ANSWER? BEHAVIORISM

Fig. 2. Compietion example

ITEM #18

TEXT? THE AREA OF A CIRCLE WITH A RADIUS OF 8 IS

CORRECT ANSWER? 64 PI

Fig. 3. Short answer example

ITEM #9

TEXT? THE SIDE OF A RIGHT TRIANGLE WHICH IS OPPOSITE THE RIGHT

ANGLE IS CALLED THE HYPOTHESIS.

CORRECT ANSWER? FALSE

Fig. 4. True/False example

1982



question is in Fig. 1. Remember
to use the down arrow to go

from one line to the next. Use

the Enter key only when you

have completed the text.

The other format stores 200

text characters and a 20 char-

acter correct answer. Figures 2,

3 and 4 show these item types.

Three read options print the

test items.

• Dump prints test items in-

cluding answers on the video

screen in blocks of two multiple

choice items or five general items.

• LDUMP prints test items

including answers on the line

printer at a rate of seven items

per page for multiple choice and

25 items per page for other item

types.

• LPRINT prints test items

without answers on the line

printer in an appropriate testing

format. Printings are available

with an answer blank for each

item or with instructions to use

a separate answer sheet. All

read options delay printing each

item. The program reads each

item intoa buffer before printing

it. This supplies the printer with

the needed characters and no

string of blanks for unused

fielded characters. Use the Edit

option to change individual test

items. After the selected item

has been displayed you may
choose to fix or replace part or

all of the item.

The following Edit functions

are available when you select

the fix option: The space bar

moves to the next character; C
changes the next character; D

deletes the next character; I al-

lows an insert of one or more

characters. To escape the in-

sert, press the @ key. Pressing

@ proceeds to the end of the

item and restores it to the file

with no further corrections. X ex-

tends the item.

When you select the replace

option, the program discards

the old item and requests an en-

tirely new Item to replace it.

These Edit functions are like

those in Level II Basic but not as

comprehensive.

Robert Hawkes, previously an

instructor in math and psychol-

ogy, currently teaches computer

programming.

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
460
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
560
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
670
680
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960

REM
REM
REM
REM

Program Listing

TEST ITEM FILE PROGRAM
R. HAWKES
BERWICK ACADEMY, SO. BERWICK, MAINE
1981

CLEAR 1000:DIH A{100):CLS
INPUT"NAME OF FILE";F$
TF$=RIGHT$(F$,1}
INPUT"DO you WISH TO (READ) OR (WRITE) OR (EDIT)";ZZ$
IF ZZ$="EDIT'' THEN 1720
IF ZZ$="READ" THEN 560
IF ZZ$="WRITE" THEN 220
PRINT"REDO":GOT0 170
GOSUB 1540 :Ns=LOF(l) :CLOSE
PRINT"LAST RECORD NUMBER IS";N
GOSUB 1570
N=N+1
CLS:PRINT"ITEM #:";N
IF TF$="C" THEN 340
IP TFS="M" THEN 460
IF TF?="A" THEN 460
IF TF5="F" THEN 460
PRINT:PRINT"ANOTHER ITEM? Y OR N? ":G0SUB 2070
IF yNS="Y" THEN 250
GOSUB 26 80
REM WRITE HC TEST
LINE INPUT''TEXT? ";B$
INPUT"LETTER OF CORRECT ANSWER" jCS
INPUT"CHAPTER NUMBER" ;D
PRINT:PRINT"IS ITEM OK FOR STORAGE? Y OR N? ":GOSUB 2070
IF YN$="N" THEN 260
GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1550
LSET TS=BS
LSET LS=CS:I.SET CN$=MKIS{D)
PUT 1,N
CLOSE
GOTO 310
REM WRITE OTHER TESTS
LINE INPUT"TEXT? ";B$
INPUT"CORRECT ANSWER". ftS
PRINT!PRINT"IS ITEM Ot. FOR STORAGE? Y OR N? "iGOSUB 2071
IF YN$="N" THEN 260
GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1560
LSET TS=B5:LSET ANS=A?
PUT 1,N
CLOSE
GOTO 310
REM READ FILES
CLS: PRINT" INDICATE THE TYPE OF READ WANTED"
INPUT" (DUMP) OR (LDUMP) OR (LPRINT) " ;TR5
IF TR$="DUMP" THEN 630
IP TRS="LDUMP" THEN 850
IF TR$="LPRINT" THEN 1070
PRINT"REDO":GOTD 580
CLS: PRINT F$
GOSUB 1540 :N=L0F(1) : CLOSE
IF TF5="C" THEN 750
FOR 1=1 TO N
PRINT Ij") "f
GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1560 :GET 1,I:CL0SE
GOSUB 1580
PRINT "ANS: ";AN$
IF I/5=INT(l/5) THEN INPUT"PRESS ENTER" ; Z$:CLS
NEXT I

PRINT:INPUT"END OF FILE ~ PRESS ENTER";Z$
GOSUB 26 80

FOR 1=1 TO N
PRINT I; ") "i
GOSUB 1540 :GOS0B 1550 :GET 1,I:CL0SE
D=CVI(CN$)
GOSUB 1560
PRINT "ANSWER -

IF I/2=INT(l/2)
NEXT I

PRINT: INPUT"END OF FILE
GOSUB 2680
REM LDUMP
GOSUB 1640
LPRINT FS
GOSUB 15 40
IF TFS="C"
FOR 1=1 TO N
LPRINT I;") ";

GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1560 :GET 1,I:CL0SE
GOSUB 1610
LPRINT TAB(55) "ANSWER: "jAN?
IF I/30=INT(I/30) THEN LPRINT CHR$ (12) : LPRINT F$:LPRINT'
NEXT I

";L$, "CHAPTER »";D
THEN INPUT"PRESS ENTER" ; Z$:CLS

PRESS ENTER"; ZS

:N=L0F(1) : CLOSE
THEN 980

Program corjiinues
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COMPUTER rj^MES

TRS-80 MODEL 1/3 16K LEVEL II

TRS-80 16K COLOR AND 8K PET

DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM "FROG RACE" COMES

ON CASSETTE WITH A FULL REFUND COUPON

TO USE ON VOUR NEXT ORDER,

FROG RACE CASSETTE S3. WITH CATALOG

DUO-PAK'S ARE ilO DOLLARS EACH.

NO. PGM SIDE 1 PGM SIDE 2

1 GONE FISHING CONCENTRATION

I CRAPS - SLOT-MACHINE

3 STARSHIP SHERLOCK HOLMES

4 TANK ATTACK ASSOCIATION

5 NUMBER GUESS DICE ROLL

6 IN-BETVEEH SHELL GAME

7 SAFARI STARSHrP-2

8 MORTAR BATTLE PUZZLE

9 TEASER MOUSE

10 PT BOAT TURTLE RACE

II CHEK-CHES STARSHI P-3

\2 THINK LUCK S LOGIC

13 TREASURE ISLAND RESCUE

SHIPPED 1ST CLASS MftlL PPD. - NO COD'S.

SPECIFY WHAT COMPUTER YOU HAVE.

B. ERICKSON P.O. BOX 11099

CHICAGO, IL 60611 ^371

TRS-80
COMPUTER
DISCOUNTS

• Factory Direct

• Best Prices Anywhere
• No Out-of-State Taxes
• Full Radio Shack Warranty
• Free Price List

SCOTT TASSO
Owner

Radio Shack Associate Store #7053

175 E North Delsea Drive

Vineland, N.J. 08360

800-257-0426

NJ 609-691-7100 ^510

"COMPUTER ACCESSORIES OF AHI20NA PRESENTS"
PRODUCTS FOR THE

"TRS—80' COLOR COMPUTER"

a-EP EPHOM PBOQRAMMER J94 95

SaMi-are driver m fcPPOW

VI lid Pie tPROM Brd&uitf

VeriTv progidrna

D^ogramr.iin9 iL,[hpPy

PROGRAMS • Ouaiily ZIF sflcKer

« 2Me « Address decaaing DEHkun

> 27^0-Q'i luppDrls arfic;i«nl use o4

5516 ROM port fiflmo^y soBce
• J716 • MHkeaprofeiSipnalgollwa'e
- 2533 ae^eiociei" IV^Ienl mrten

• 69733-0 1 NiPd with Micro yVOrka

CK4 PROM/HAM CARD WEDKSO MORSE EN.'OECODER KIT
139 9&

nOM pflCklCflce

decddaa rnio ?K Mocks
SAiicrkSfl to *rite

prDl«£l RAM9
Ua«4?7l6!lDr'01€^
U« 4 4K FIO^^'S or 3 BK ROV %

• Speeu^ & WPM
• RCVR HUlD-50&efl adani^
• inciuaes 5CiierT>4t(C pcb
comppnenrs, infiirbClior,^

and SDirwi'e on tape

COMPARE PRICEi'^ -COMPARE VALUE!"

YOU^LL BUY FROM
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES OF ARIZONA

5801 E. VOLTAIRE DR.

SCOTTSDALE. AZ 85254

iinnE CHECKS on MONEV OflOEKS
anizONn nESiOENis too i"^ saiES ti<

THS-30ISA TFIADEMABK Df TiNOV COBP
'SDSaOC IS»TflADEU*BKOFTHE MICRO W0BK5

E TO THE aSOUE

^382

Program conlinued

9/0 GOSUB 2680
980 FOR r=l TO N
990 LPRINT I;"} ";

1000 GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1550 iGET 1,I;CL0SE
1010 D=CVI(CNS)
1020 GOSUB 1610
1030 LPRINT"ANSWER - "; L$ , "CHAPTER # - ";D:LPRINT" "

1040 IF I/8=INT(l/8) THEN LPRINT CHR? ( 12) : LPRINT F$

1050 NEXT I

1060 GOTO 26 80
1070 REM FORMAL LPRINTS
1080 CLS:INPUT"HOW MAHY TEST ITEMS NEEDED";NN
1090 FOR 1=1 TO NN
1100 PRINT" INPUT RECORD #";Ij
1110 INPUT A(I)
1120 NEXT I

1130 GOSUB 1640
1140 CLS:PRINT"IS THIS PART OF A LARGER TEST? Y OR N? ": GOSUB 20

IN THE PARENTHESIS THE LETTER OF THE'
"CORRECT ANSWER FOR EACH."

7t
1150 IF YN$ = "Y" INPUT''WHAT IS THE PART NUMBER";D8
1160 INPUT"IS THERE A SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET? YES OR NO";AS$
1170 IF YNS="Y" THEN LPRINT "PART" ;D8; " )

";

1180 IF TF$="C'' THEN 1200
1190 GOTO 1370
1200 REM MC FORMAT
1210 IF AS$<>"YES" THEN 1250
1220 LPRINT "ON THE ANSWER SHEET CIRCLE THE LETTER OF THE"

1230 LPRINT TAB (8) "CORRECT ANSWER FOR EACH."
1240 GOTO 127(
1250 LPRINT" INSERT
1260 LPRINT TAB(8)
1270 LPRINT" "

1280 FOR 1=1 TO NN
1290 LPRINT I;") ";

1300 GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1550 :GET 1,A(I):CL0SE
1310 GOSUB 1610
1320 IF ASS<>"YES" LPRINT TAB(50) I;") ( )"

1330 IF I/8=INT(l/8} LPRINT CHR$ (12) :GOTO 1350
1340 LPRINT" "

1350 NEXT I

1360 GOSUB 2680
1370 REM PRINT FORMAT (OTHER)

1380 IP AS$<>"yES" THEN 1420
1390 LPRINT"ON THE ANSWER SHEET PLACE THE PROPER ANSWER FOR EACH

1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490

)

1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830

LPRINT TAB (8) "QUESTION IN THE PROPER BLANK."
GOTO 1440
LPRINT"PLACE IN THE PARENTHESIS THE PROPER ANSWER FOR"
LPRINT TAB(8)"EACH QUESTION,"
LPRINT" "

FOR 1=1 TO NN
LPRINT I; ") ";

GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1560 :GET lrA(I):CLOSE
GOSUB 1610
IF AS$<>"YES" LPRINT TAB(60) I;") (

":GOTO 1510
LPRINT" "

PK=PEEK(16425) :IF PK>60 LPRINT CHR$(12)
NEXT I

GOTO 26 80
0PEN"R",1,F$:RETURN
FIELD 1,2 AS CNS,1 AS L$,253 AS T$:RETURN .

FIELD 1,200 AS T$,20 AS AN$:RETURN
FOR WT=1 TO 1200:NEKT WT:RETURN
LS=INSTR(Tg," ")

IF LSO0 M$=LEFT$(T$,LS)
PRINT M5: RETURN
LS=INSTR{T$," ")

IF LSO0 H5=LEFT$(TS,LS) ELSE M5=T$
LPRINT MS: RETURN
REM PAPER
CLS:PRINT"IS LINE PRINTER ON? Y OR N? ":GOSUB 2070
IF YNS="Y" THEN 1680
PRINT"PLEASE TURN IT ON":GOTO 1650
POKE 16425,1
CLS:PRINT"POSITION PAPER PROPERLY"
INPUT"PRESS <ENTER> WHEN READY" ;ZM?
RETURN
REM EDITS
INPUT"ITEM NUMBER";V:MS=""
IF TF$="C" THEN 1760
GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1560 :GET 1 ,V;CLOSE : GOTO 2170
GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1550 :GET 1,V
D=CVI(CNS) :CLOSE
PRINT T$
PRINT"ANS-" jL$,"CHAPT # -";D '

PRINT "IS ITEM OK? Y OR N? ":GOSUB 2070
IF YN$="Y" THEN 2490
PRINT"INDICATE THE TYPE OF EDIT WANTED"
INPUT"(ITEM) OR (TEXT) OR (OTHER) "; ES$ Program contmues
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[MO
[FIX) OR (REPLACE) ";FR$

y OR N? ":GOSUB 2070

':GOSUB 2070

Program continued

1840 IF ES$=''TEXT'' THEN 1960
1850 IF ESS="ITEH" PRIKT"DO OTHERS FIRST":PRINT
1860 PRINT"INDICATE (OK) OR MAKE THE CORRECTION"
1870 PRINT''ANS -"; L?; : INPUT" OK";OK$
1880 IF OK$<>"OK" LSET L$=OKS
1890 PRINT"CHAPT # -" ;D; : INPUT" OK";OK$
1900 IF OKS<>''OK" THEN D=VAL (0K5} : LSET CN$=MKI?(D)
1910 GOSUB 1540
1920 IF TF$="C'' GOSUB 1550 ELSE GOSUB 1560
1930 PUT 1,V:CL0SE
1940 IF ES$<>"ITEM" THEN 2490
1950 REM " EDIT TEXT
1960 PRINT"TEXT CORRECTION: ": INPUT'
1970 IF FRS="FIX" THEN 2120
1980 LINE INPUT"TEXT? ";B$
1990 PRINT:PRINT"OK FOR STORAGE?
2000 IF YN$="Y" THEN 2040
2010 INPUT''ANOTHER TRY? Y OR N?
2020 IF YNS="Y" THEN 1980
2030 GOTO 2490
2040 GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1550
2050 LSET T$=B5:PUT 1,V:CL0SE
2060 GOTO 2490
2070 REM INKEYS ROUTINE FOR YES OR NO
2080 YNS=INKEyS:IF YN$="" THEN 2080
2090 IF YN$<>"Y" AND YN$<>"N" THEN 2080
2100 RETURN
2110 REM FIX MC
2120 LS=INSTR(T$," "):GOSUB 2320
2130 GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1550
2140 LSET T$=M$:PUT 1,V
2150 CLOSE
2160 GOTO 2490
2170 REM EDIT OTHER TESTS
2180 PRINT T$
2190 PRINT AN$
2200 INPUT"IS ANSWER OK";YN$
2210 IF yN$="YES'' THEN 2240
2220 INPUT"NEW ANSWER" ;A$
2230 GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1560 :LSET AN$=A$:PUT 1,V:CL0SE
2240 PRINT"IS TEXT OK? Y OR N? ":GOSUB 2070
2250 IF YNS="Y" THEN 2300
2260 LS=INSTR(TS," ");GOSUB 2320
2270 GOSUB 1540 :GOSUB 1560
2280 LSET TS=M$!PUT 1,V
2290 CLOSE
2300 GOTO 2490
2310 LS=INSTR(T$," ")

2320 FOR 11=1 TO LS
2330 AS=MID5(TSf Ilfl)
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380

IF I$="@" OR I5=''X" THEN 2440
IF 11=1 PRINT "*";

I$=INKEYS
IF 15="" THEN 2360
IF I$=" THEN 2440

2390 IF I$="C" GOSUB 2530 :GOTO 2440
2400
2410

THEN 2440
GOSUB 260 :GOTO 2440

:GOTO 2470

IF IS="?
IF I$="I

2420 IF I$="D" GOSUB 2570
2430 IF 1$=";" THEN 2480
2440 H$=H$+A$
2450 PRINT AS;
2460 IF I$="X" AND II=LS-1 THEN GOSUB 2600
2470 NEXT II
24 80 RETURN
2490 CLOSE:PRINT:PRINT "DO YOU WANT ANOTHER EDIT?
UB 2070 :M$=""!ig=""
2500 IF YN$="N" THEN 2690
2510 M$="":I$="":CLS!GOTO 1720
2520 END
2530 REM CHANGE THE LETTER
2540 A$=INKEY5
2550 IF A$="" THEN 2540
2560 RETURN
2570 REM DELETE A CHARACTER
2580 A$=""
2590 RETURN
2600 REM INSERT ROUTINE
2610 Q$=INKEY$
2620 IF Q$="" THEN 2610
2630 IF Q$="@" THEN 2670
2640 PRINT Q$;
2650 M$=M5+Q$
2660 GOTO 2610
2670 RETURN
26 80 REM MORE?
2690 CLS!PRINT"DO YOU WISH FURTHER WORK ON THIS FILE?
sGOSUB 2070
2700 IF YN$="y" THEN 160
2710 END

Y OR N? "iGOS

y OR N?

— NEW —
WORD PROCESSING

STATIONERY

CLEAN-EDGE CONTINUOUS

TRACTOR FEED LETTERHEAD

NO PIN HOLE EDGES
CUT SHEET APPEARANCE

REASONABLE COST

BLACK OR COLOR PRINTING

VARIETY OF PAPERS

OFF THE SHELF DELIVERY

PRICE & SAMPLES

RABCO ENTERPRISES
806 FREEDOM CIRCLE

HARLEYSVILLE, PA 19438

^366

COLORTERM
The Color Computer'as an intelligent terminal

with 51 or 64 columns by 21 lines

plus true lowercase! All done in software.

Any data format -16Kor 32K -300 or 110 Baud

Print and save host data to cassette

Encode data for secure storage

User programmable keys

Much more! ^332

'.
. .very impressed. . . -The Rainbow

S34.95(a.S.)40.95 (Canadian)

M.O.,VISA,M/C (include expiry)

MARTIM CONSULTIMG, 94 Macalester Bay

Winnipeg, Man. R3T 2X5 CANADA
T,M. o! r»nOy Corp.

for POCKET COMPUTERS
Game Pac 1: OLD FAVORITES

Five proven games, updated with exciting new fea

tures. Fun for all! PLANET-Land on any planet. ZILCH

Bagles, L9 digit numbers. HILO-Nifty version of Stars

COINS-Computer "learns" to win. WINNEiR-You Lose

Includes complete notes and listings $9
with cassette $14

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO PROGRAMMING
the Shatp/Radio Shack Pocket Computer
It's fast, fun and easy. You'll understand every word

and be amazed tiow easily you progress. No other

method brings positive results so quickly $19.

YOU AND YOUR DOLLARS: ALL ABOUT INTEREST

99 basic Questions answered with 17 dynamite pro-

grams. Includes variable and fixed rate home loans.

Also annuities, present and future value, notes and

contracts, cash flow analysis and much more. $19.

with cassette $33.
(Remil in US lunds Aad 12 h' lirsl (las^ aelivery idd 13 if oukide

IIS Call' ad0 6' 53leslai)

AND WE HAVE OTHERS! For a copy of our catalog,

circle our number on your bingo card or write directly.

HANCO Software {formerly XCEL)

P.O. Box 4772H,Sylmar,Cft 91342

(213)367-4366 ,370
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edited bv John P. Mello Jr.

Color these NJ second graders TRS-80
by Kerry Leichtman

80 Micro staff

AS the Color Computer finds a home in schools across

the country, more and more applications are being

aimed at secondary and college students — a situation that

concerned elementary teacher Marilyn Scarnaty of Bloom-

field, NJ. So she decided to do something about it by

writing computer programs for her classes.

"Many of the teaching packages sold

glance over the younger students in favor

of older kids," she said. "There should be

more elementary school programs."

Scarnaty teaches second grade stu-

dents designated as slow learners at

the Kentopp School in East Orange, NJ.

She has had success with her students

using programs she wrote for the Color

Computer.

Two years ago representatives from

Radio Shack visited the East Orange

school district and demonstrated the

Model I's teaching abilities. The district

was impressed enough to send a few

teachers to Radio Shack to learn more

about educational computer uses, and to

buy six Model I's. But, Scarnaty said, it

didn't go much further. Sometime later,

the school bought a 16K Color Computer.

Scarnaty took the computer home and ex-

perimented with it. Soon after, she bought

a 4K machine for herself.

"Vowels are hard for children to

comprehend," she told 80 Micro in a

telephone interview. "So once i got the

hang of it, I started to write programs to

help me teach them to the children."

Elementary math concepts are also dif-

ficult to grasp, so she wrote programs on

this subject too.

The kids love it, she said. Ouestions are

put to them in multiple choice form, A
right answer displays a happy face before

asking the next question. The concept is

constant reinforcement. "!f a wrong

answer is given, the program goes back to

P__9tLk= '-r..i> I-

—

Ml ::—I*:-.

photo by Don Cohen ot East Orange Record

Marilyn Scarnaty guides a student thirough a lesson on the Model I.
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Expensive

EXPENSIVE- The LNW
System Expansion II and built-in'-.i..*:^

comes with a full :V2K of '200ns RAM --o-.--

-

'

RS232c 20 MA current loop serial interface.

That's for starters. Next, consider our heavy gauge

steel case, power indicator lamp, gold-plated

connectors, FR-2 glass epoxy circuit board with

solder mask and silk screen legends. Then there is

the parallel printer port, screen printer port, real

time clock, and extra heavy duty onboard power

supply with over current protection, over voltage

protection and thermal shutdown. If that's not

enough then there is the floppy disk controller,

guaranteed operation at a 4MHz CPU speed and

our 6 month warranty. Every one of these features

is STANDARD. This is true system expansion.

You get every 'expensive" feature without

spending more.

CHEAP - Our price is .$399.95. Any way you

compare, features or price, LNW's System

Expansion II Is the clear winner. The LNW
System has been Held tested for over two years

with thousands of users. It works with any DOS, is

100 ^ TRS-80 Model I compatible and it works

'right out of the box'. If there is any doubt in your

mind as to whether you should buy ours or the

'other guys", just ask an LNW owner!

WE ARE jfl - Number one in price, features,

reliability, performance and delivery. LNW is

committed to 'expensive' features and quality at

reasonable prices. LNW is committed to support,

thorough documentation, and reliability.

LNW ResearchCorp
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680

(714) 641-8850 (714) 544-5744

made us the number one

manufacturer of system expansion units

and accessories for the Model 1 computer.

EXPANSION OPTION - 8-inch drive capability

is as easy as plugging in the LNDoubler 5/H

option*. Now you can have any combination of

single- or double-density, single- or double-sided,

8"* and/or 5" disks on-linel 8-inch disk storage

increased to 591,360 bytes - 77-track single-sided,

double-density or 1,182,720 bytes - 77-track

double-density, double-sided.

The LNDoubler's unique 5/8 switch allows you

to boot from 5- or 8-inch system disks and it's

accessible from outside the interface. The $219.95

LNDoubler 5/8 ct>mes with a double-density disk

operating system (DOS-I- 3.3.9). complete with

BASIC and utility programs... ready to run your

software.

Each of your present 40-track, single-sided 5-inch

drives will store up to 184,320 bytes (formatted

storage) - that's an 80 'V increase in storage

capacity for only half the cost of just one disk

drive. With three 8-inch double-density,

double-sided drives your Model I will have 3.75

Megabytes of online storage - that's more storage

than a Model II or Model III!

t--32

•H" drive ijjieration requirfh speeiiil <:ihltd, h"
dnuble-density requires If.fi.'iMH? CPU speed-up
m(idilk'alk)n or LNW.80 4MHz campuler.
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TEACH ERcofT^/nt/ec'

thefirst question, so the student can work

his way up to the one he got wrong," Scar-

naty explained. After successfully com-

pleting a drill, the student is treated to a

tune played for him by the computer. (See

program listings.)

Although Scarnaty has just recently in-

troduced the Color Computer to her sec-

ond grade students, she has already

documented its success with hard to

dispute facts. Two weeks prior to a week
long vacation she had her students work

with her verb agreement program: the dif-

ference between usages of is and are, was
and were; and her affixes program: proper

use of the suffixes ed, s and ing.

The first thing she did with herstudents

the Monday morning after vacation was
test their comprehension on these s(<ills.

No review was given. The 20-question test

was on paper and they had to write their

answers in with pencil. "I was looking for

70 percent mastery," Scarnaty said, "and

the entire class achieved 72 percent or

better." In fact, only two students scored

as low as 72 percent. Four students got all

the questions right, three scored 96 per-

cent, two 92 percent, one 88, two 84, three

80 and the remaining four 76 percent.

Did the students just happen to get

lucky? To find out, Scarnaty gave them a

second test. "Just for comparison," she

told 80 Micro, "I checl<ed their addition

and subtraction with regrouping, which

was not computerized. We had been work-

ing on this for almost two months. They

forgot what to do."

Not only are the children learning

through the computer, but its presence is

improving their classroom behavior.

"They know if they misbehave, they're not

going to be allowed to get a turn at the

computer," Scarnaty said.

Scarnaty has become a believer in the

computer's place in the classroom. She

has given workshops and demonstrations

for other teachers and is hoping they and

school administrators will take notice of

its capabilities. "They put money out for

things that don't work," she said. "The

computer works. You don't finish with it

and throw it away, you use it again and

again. It will last for quite a while."

Scarnaty thinks it's unfortunate that

some teachers see micros in the class-

room as threats. "I use it as a

supplement," she said. "Instead of get-

ting one lesson across in a certain

amount of time, I can get two across." Not

only that, but teachers are being held

more accountable for their students' pro-

gress. In Scarnaty's opinion, a computer in

the classroom, rather than a threat, is

more like job security. "With the big stress

on teacher accountability, teachers are

looking for any type of tool to aid them in

the classroom. I have found the micro-

computer to be such a tool. It's like

old-fashioned teaching, you're just

drilling them.H

PROGRAM LISTING
TITLE:VOWELS PROGRAM WRITTEN BY MARILYN SCARNATY
SAMPLE OF A 5-PART LESSON WRITTEN FOR A 4K COLOR COMPUTER.
SONG TUNE IS "WHEN YOU WISH UPON A STAR"

5 PRINT'READ THE SENTENCES AND PICK THE CORRECT WORD"
10 PRINT" "

15 PRINT"1.HE WORE A ON HIS HEAD."
20 PRINT" "

25 PHINT"1.BEAD 2. BAT 3. HAT"
30 PRINT" "

35 PRINT"PRESS YOUR ANSWER 1,2 OR 3"

40 PRINT" "

45 1NPUT"PICK THE WORD WITH THE SHORT A SOUND AND PRESS
ENTER" ;A
50 PRINT" "

55 IF A=l THEN PRINT"TRY AGAIN" ;GOTO 15
56 PRINT" "

57 IF A=2 THEN PRINT"TRY AGAIN" :G0TO15
58 PRINT" "

60 IF A=3 THEN GOTO 65
65 CLS{5)
70 FOR H=15T04B
75 SET(H,5,5)
80 SET(H,20,5)
85 NEXT H

90 FOR V=5TO20
95 SET(15rV,5)
100 SET(48,V,5)
105 NEXT V
110 SET(32,13,8)
115 FOR H=28T036
120 SET(H,16,4)
125 NEXT H
130 SET(25,10,3)
135 SET(38,10,3)
140 INPUT"PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE" ; AS
145 PRINT"2.THE BABY IS VERY ."

150 PRINT" "

165 PRINT"1.CUT 2. CUTE 3. NICE"
170 PRINT" "

175 PRINT"PRESS YOUR ANSWER 1 2 OR 3"

180 PRINT" "

185 INPUT"PICK THE WORD WITH THE LONG U SOUND AND PRESS
ENTER";

A

190 IF A=l THEN PRINT"TRY AGAIN'sGOTO 145
191 PRINT" "

192 IF A=3 THEN PRINT"TRY AGAIN" :GOTO 145
193 PRINT" "

195 IF A=2 THEN GOTO 200
200 CLS(4)
205 FOR H=15T048

(

210 SET(H,5,5)
215 SET[H,20,5)

220 NEXT H
225 FOR V-5TO20
230 SET(15,V,5)
235 SET(48,V,5)

240 NEXT V
245 SET(32,13,8)
250 FOR H=28T036
255 SET{H,16,4)
260 NEXT H
265 SET(25,18,3)
270 SET(38,ia,3)
275 INPUT"PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE" ;A$
280 PRINT'HOW MANY DID YOU GET RIGHT?"
285 PRINT" "

290 PRINT"1.HAT 2. CUTE"
295 PRINT" "

300 INPUT"PRESS YOUR NUMBER RIGHT 1 OR
ENTER" J

A

305 IF A=l THEN PRINT'DO OVER":GOTO 5

310 IF A-2 THEN GOTO 315
315 SOUND89,6
320 SOUND176,6
325 SOUND165,6
330 SOUND159,6
335 SOUND140,4
340 SOUND147,6
345 S0UND185,8
350 SOUND125,6
355 S0UND193,6
360 SOONDI85,6
365 S0UNDa76,6
370 SOUND170,6
375 SOUND176,6
3 80 SOUND197,8
385 SOUND204,6
390 S0UND197,6
395 S0UND193,6
400 S0UND185,6
405 SOUND176,6
410 SOUND165,6
415 SOt)ND159,6
420 SOOND147,6
425 S0UND185,8
430 S0UND125,8
435 SOUND176,9
440 PRINT" "

445 PRINT"TYPE CLOAD AND PRESS ENTER"
450 STOP

AND PRESS
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No home for PO E-Mail
The information revolution won't be

delivered to your door by the U.S. Post-

al Service if it follows a recommenda-

tion in a study by the National Research

Council.

In making the recommendation, the

council—a private organization that con-

ducts studies at the request of the federal

government—concurred with a policy

worked out during the Carter administra-

tion: An end-to-end electronic delivery

system departs too much from the basic

character of the postal service and dupli-

cates too closely services being devel-

oped in the private sector.

The council, In the report requested by

the postal service, recommended the fed-

eral agency promote and develop comput-

er-based mail systems to enhance only

the physical delivery of messages.

The postal service's fledgling steps in

computer-generated mail delivery have

come under attack from private firms ad-

verse to competing in the market with an

agency ungoverned by the strict rules of

profit and loss. According to some observ-

ers, the firms fear the post office will even^

tually monopolize E-mail.

"On the one hand," the council ob-

served, "we see an opportunity for the

postal service to improve its efficiency of

delivering messages by use of elec-

tronics; on the other hand, we see direct

competition with the private sector for

this segment of its business."

The group went on to say: "A solution

that is being tested in the telecommuni-

cations Industry Is the fully separate sub-

sidiary. Such an approach tends to isolate

the costs In order to avoid cross subsid-

ies, but the solution itself is not without

cost.

"Too great a separation would elimi-

nate one of the advantages of allowing the

postal service to offer electronic mail—

the ability to integrate electronic technol-

ogy into conventional mail handling."

The report added E-mail should be an

Independent unit within the postal ser-

vice with a degree of managerial and

financial independence from regular mail

operations.

Competition from private firms In the

E-mail business Is accelerating, the report

said, it maintained if the post office's elec-

tronic services are to remain competitive,

the agency must be able to change its

rates faster: "It now takes at least eight to

nine months for the postal service to ad-

just its rates. Since the commercial com-

petition is much more flexible, the postal

Mail's a whale of a business

With assets of nearly $4 billion, the U.S. Postal Service

is a big business.

In 1980, it had 650,000 workers, maintained 39,000 post of-

fices. Incurred operating expenses of more than §19 billion and
generated $17 billion in revenues.

Postal workers handle more mail per employee than any other

major postal service in the world and—believe it or not—faster
and cheaper than in most other countries.

In 1980, 95 percent of the first class mail sent in a local or met-

ropolitan area was delivered overnight; 86 percent headed for an

address within a 600 mile radius of origin was delivered within

two days; and 87 percent outside 600 miles was delivered within

three days.

Postal rates in the United States are less than half the rates in

France. Sweden and Germany; slightly greater than half the rates

in Great Britain and Japan.

According to the 1976 RCA study, E-Mail could bring mail costs

down to $19.50 per 1,000 letters. In 1978, it cost $65 to handle

1,000 letters.

However, the National Research Council warned decision-

makers to be careful about the RCA study. It predicted E-mail

would be handling 20 billion pieces of mall within 20 years, a fig-

ure questioned by later studies. The RCA study also maintained

that competition from private, end-to-end E-mail providers would

be insubstantial.

Not only will competition be fierce, the council contended, but it

could hurt the postal service's ability to maintain a competitive

E-mail system: "Since employees of the postal service cannot be

terminated after six years of service, it could fmd itself with an

overstaffed and overpriced national service whose costs are

higher than those ofcompetitors and cannot be easily lowered
.

"

service may find its competitors have a

six- to nine-month lead."

The council warned the postal service

against tying its current experimentation

to long-range plans. The electronic mall

system that emerges in 20 years, the re-

port said, may not bear much resem-

blance to the one suggested to the postal

service in a study done for it by RCA.
"The postal service should concentrate

its efforts primarily on Implementing dis-

crete services to test and develop the mar-

ket," the council recommended. "How far

and in what direction electronic mail will

evolve from these initial services is diffi-

cult to foresee. Hence, the evolution of ser-

vices arising out of ECOM or other dis-

crete services should not be forced to con-

form to some long-term system de-

sign ... in advance of operating and mar-

ket experience."

The report also recommended the

postal service consult with its unions' rep-

resentatives when developing plans for

E-mail.

"We wish to emphasize that our con-

cern is not that electronic mail alone will

cause labor problems," the report said,

"but that its implementation could be de-

layed because of cumulative labor prob-

lems that may, at particular times, require

layoffs that cannot be immediately ab-

sorbed by attrition."

It went on to note labor leaders "would

present no serious obstacle to implement-

con r/nuerf
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E-MMLcontinued

ing electronic mail or other postal

changes. They have all declared that their

primary concern is to make the postal ser-

vice competitive with alternate methods
of communication."

Not only do the postal unions
"strongly" favor electronic mail, the coun-

cil maintained, but "the unions are impa-

tient w/ith the stov\/ness with which the

postal service has moved."

"They know," the report said of the un-

ions, "that steady employment for their

members depends on the continued vi-

ability of the postal service. They are pre-

pared to accept fewer jobs that may come
with electronic mail in order to increase

the postal service's overall ability to main-

tain or increase its business.

"Postal employees and the leadership

of the postal unions appear to have a gen-

uine concern for the welfare of the postal

service.

"This is a valuable resource to be devel-

oped and used, for it provides the poten-

tial for cooperation with and support for

management in adjusting to electronic

mail and other changes.

"The postal service should accept at

face value the unions' stated desire to

contribute to the success of electronic

mail. Union participation should take

place in the initial stages, when changes

are first being considered and planned. It

should not wait until concrete proposals

have been developed, thereby effectively

foreclosing many alternatives and consid-

erations."

Since the postal service will eschew an

end-to-end electronic system, the report

noted, the most sensitive material the

agency's E-mail will be called on to deliver

will probably be mailing lists, information

on gross revenues and data on contract-

ual actions. In that case, it said, "encrypt-

ing all electronic mail should not be given

a high priority."

However, the council said: "The postal

service should establish strong internal

security procedures for handling electron-

ic messages. These procedures should be

designed to prevent any employee or

group of employees from browsing

through the mails, from aggregating the

mail to any one user, or from extracting

mailing lists.

"If the postal service markets commu-
nications links as part of electronic mail, it

should offer to encrypt messages as a

special service option."

The council also recommended the

postal sen/ice be exempted from Fed-

eral Communications Commission re-

quirements to journalize electronic

mail messages for up to six months.

"This requirement seems to be an un-

necessary threat to personal privacy,"

the report observed.

IVs a cottage techie's dream
Writer's guild formed with home in mind

Acorporate president talking like this

is a cottage techie's dream:

Our ideal, productive environment is

one where the writer works out of his or

her home with all the office facilities he or

she needs—space, phone, typewriter

—

and all the amenities for a relaxed and

stress-free atmosphere— food, coffee,

music, tv. In this kind of environment, we
find writers can be at their best.

That cottage approach to technical and
business writing, according to Ronald
Kandel of The International Professional

Writer's Guild Inc., enables his Berkeley,

CA, corporation to "go to a client with

lower rates than are currently the market

average, do a better job in a shorter period

of lime and cut costs in many areas nor-

mally considered labor intensive."

"We want to be the town scribe for the

microcomputer industry," Kandel, the

guild's president, said. "When a user's

guide says written by the guild on it, users

will know they are in for a treat."

He noted the guild is aimed at meeting

the crying need in the microcomputer

industry for documentation accessible to

the lay computer user. "We understand

the difference between good user manu-

als," he said, "which make a contact with

the user, and bad manuals which don't."

Kandel began the guild in AprH 1981. He

envisions it growing into a cottage net-

work of mature and experienced technical

writers, working with their word proces-

sors and telecommunicating their docu-

ments to the guild.

According to an essay on the firm,

here's how the guild works:

A client contacts the guild. An agent is

sent to the client to assess his needs.

The agent returns to guild headquarters

with the information he or she has

amassed and company writers begin the

project. They can telecommunicate por-

tions of their work to the guild and the

guild can telecommunicate it to the client

for his or her comments while the project

munications have become vital.

According to a brochure distributed by

the guild, it is looking for a varied

clientele:

• Small computer software designers

needing user manuals and documenta-

tion for their packages;

• Professionals needing office pro-

cedures described to their employees or

clients;

• Scientists or researchers needing

editing, proofreading and polishing of a

grant proposal or thesis;

• Small commercial businesses
needing brochures describing their pro-

duct; or

The IPWG's cottage approach to technical and
business writing enables the firm to go to clients

with rates below market average.

is in progress.

The final product can be sent to a

client in any form: word-processed final

draft, camera plates from a phototypeset-

ter or as printed documents ready for

distribution.

The guild will not be limiting itself to

microcomputer clients. Kandel expects to

be working in any field where clear com-

• Data processing departments
needing operations manuals for their ap-

plications systems.

Kandel said his venture will be open to

all kinds of writers, too, but right now he is

looking for experienced scribes with

backgrounds in data processing, micro-

computers, medicine, law, government
and research.
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HYPERLIGHT PATROL

by Warren Green

Hyperlight Patrol

We appreciate this opportunity to tell yoii about Hy-

perlight Patrol. Written by Warren L.Green8fora48K Disk

TRS-80, this unique program provides sound output via

the cassette port ar>d voles output for a Radio Shack

Speech Synthesizer. The latter is not required for play.

In Hyperlight Patrol, your single Star Cruiser must

locale and if possible destroy a fleet consisting of un-

known numbers of four different classes of enemy ships.

Unlike Ihe Klingoris, Cylons, etc. of most space games,

these enemy ships maneuver intelligently in the three-

dimensional space around you and can move asyou do by

hyperligfit jumps. They have, as you do, many systems

which can be disabled or destroyed. Your ability to

recognize and capitalize of their damage, while man-

euvering to minimize the effect of your own, can be a key

element in your victory or defeat.

To help you overcome the numerical odds, your ship is

"tiuman engineered" with systems which can automa-

tically follow orf ire on targets you designate, can maintain

your shields within the limits ot your energy banks, and

can signal when hostile ships appear within weapons

range, Sound effectsandvisual displays indicate damage,

weapon status, alarms, etc. and helpyou Inputcommands.

The author is an expert in war-games and war tech-

nology. His intention in writing this program was to

produce a conflict simulation which would realistically

createlhe command environment of a ships captain in the

distant future. He has tried to avoid the torpedo-course-

guessing and hand-eye coordination elements so com-

mon to todays science-fiction games.

The viewscraen you work from also reflects tills phil-

osophy. As in a real conflict the enemy can be pII around

you, and you can see exactly this in the "proiection-map"

display. A totally new concept in TRS-80 games, this

display continuously updates the position of each enemy
ship as they circle you, close in, or try to escape. Our

screen is of course flat and two-dimensional, like a wall

map of the earth, but within the limits ofTRS-80 graphics it

will show you the "globe" of space around you - front,

sides, back, above, below, etc.

The action tn this sphere is reaHime. Again as in reality

there are periods of rest and inaction, punctuated by

bursts of tactical scrambling. To survive and score, you

must constantly evaluate the strengths, weaknesses,

speeds, and relative positions ot your own ship and the

enemy. The information presented to you is purposely

kept brief so that you can handle it. The computer takes

care of the great complexity of the simulation, as it should,

leaving to you only those decisions requiring intelligence

and judgement.

This is not a trivial or an easy game, but it is addicting

and fun to play. You must be prepared to learn by

experience the best strategies and (a completely dif-

ferent question) the best tactics. Itwill take some time for

you to become familiar with your ship and with the

mechanicsofthesimulation. There's a lot going on inttie

28K of code that you will not immediately appreciate.

Don't let this be discouraging. Everything here has a

reason and as you become more proficient at the game,

you will find yourself turning former weaknesses into

present strengths.

Certainly Hyperlight Patrol is not the be-all and end-all

of space conflict games. Remember that it is first and

foremost a simulation. One could write a game with more

graphics. One could write a game with more action, or

more sound, or whatever. And any of these could never-

theless be conventional and dull. Hyperlight Patrol is

different. It offers you a creative and challenging blend of

all these ingredients in a completely unique and pace-

setting format that will literally boggleyour mind. You have

never seen anything like it on theTRS-80, and if you enjoy

a good game, you will surely get many hours ot pleasure

from this one.

Thank you for your interest and your time.

Price: $19.95 48K Disk Model I & III

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER
DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

FANTASTIC SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 27734

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 891 26
(702) 362-1457 V- 36
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Mags for high octane micros
Pennsylvania and
California firnns

hitch their wagons
to new stars

and target new
mags at Tandy's

Moclel-16 and
the Big Blue's

Personal Computer

Magazines for the IBM Personal Com-
puter and the TRS-80 Models II and

16 have been launched in San Francisco

and Lancaster, PA.

The 102-page maiden issue of PC/The

Independent Guide To IBM Personal Com-
puters came out early this year. By August

the magazine expects to be a monthly, ac-

cording to Publisher and Editor-in-Chief

David Bunnell.

An article in the Wall Street Journal

suggested the plural reference to the Per-

sonal Computer in PC's name indicated

the editors were banking on the predic-

tions of some analysts that IBM may intro-

duce a new model of its micro by the end

of the year or the beginning of 1983.

That's not the case, Bunnell told 80

Micro. The plural reference, he explained,

was used niore out of design and typo-

graphy constderations than the maga-

zine having an inside track on proposed

developments.

"IBM is very close-lipped about these

things," he said. "Our use of personal

computers was based more on semantics

than inside knowledge. It's not that we
had inside knowledge, but rather general

knowledge of the personal computer

market."

He added, however, PC editors feel IBM

eventually will introduce new Personal

Computer models, possibly one with a

built in color monitor and a portable one.

He said his personal feeling is "I don't be-

lieve they will come out with another ma-

chine for two years."

Meanwhile, In the Keystone State,

Richard H. Young is starting up 11/16

magazine aimed at owners of Tandy's

glamor machines. "We feel this area has

been neglected by magazines like 80 and

80 US," he maintained.

Young, a CPA and financial analytical

systems consultant, told 80 Micro the first

issue of his bi-monthly will be May-June.

It will have 24 pages of editorial content.

Although changes will be made from time

to time, he noted, "it will continue to look

like a technical journal" and its covers will

display the issue's table of contents.

Articles in the first issue include how to

patch WordStar to work with Epson

printers and the complete specs on the

Model 16 and what they mean.

Young said he will be promoting 11/16

through advertising in magazines like 80

Micro and through a direct mail campaign

using a mailing list rented from H&E Com-

putronics. Sample copies of the magazine

will be distributed to computer stores, he

added.

He said subscriptions to the magazine

are $30 a year and the newsstand price is

$5.95.

Prestel boon to microphiles

by Michael E. Nadeau
80 Micro staff

Prestel, the British videotext system,

was introduced into the United States

in January, its sponsors are targeting

business and users groups, but it appears

micro owners will gain as well from this

latest invasion from the isles.

The data bases on Prestel are heavily

oriented toward business, and include

commodities listings, stock market re-

ports, and airline rates and schedules.

Wewswee/c magazine also supplies a data

base consisting of an abbreviated elec-

tronic version of each weekly issue. Other

American data-base suppliers include:

Merrill Lynch, The Wall Street Journal and

American Express. The BBC, London

Stock Exchange and The Economist are

among the international providers.

The data is transmitted to the United

States via satellite. The data bases can be

accessed within this country through a

Telenet number over phone lines. A ter-

minal, monitor and modem are the basic

hardware requirements for user access.

There are eight sources for Prestel ter-

minals in the United States; Zenith is

among them.

Anyone with a microcomputer, how-

ever, can potentially access Prestel. Soft-

ware is available for the Apple 11, called

Appletel, from Logica, a New York-based

company and a sponsor of Prestel in

this country. Apparently, software for the

TRS-80 is not far behind. At a Prestel dem-

onstration at Babson College in Welles-

ley, MA, a spokesman alluded to the ex-

istence of prototype software for the

TRS-80 Model II and Color Computer. Al-

lan Hewitt, sales manager at BVT (British

Videotext and Teietex, Prestel's parent

company) was reluctant to give details

about this software, calling it "commer-

cially confidential. It would be silly to ig-

nore [the TRS-80]," he said, admitting only

that software is being written.

Hewitt also mentioned that terminal

software will be available for Commodore
computers by the end of this year.

Once a micro owner has the needed

software and peripherals, he or she must

pay Prestel a $50 monthly fee plus a

30-cent-per-minute charge for connect

time and a 15-cenl-per-minute charge for

phone line time via Telenet. This price will

limit the number of individual users, but

Hewitt said his company hopes to provide

enough different services to make Prestel

attractive. He suggested the home user

may soon be able to do his banking and

shopping, get up-to-the-minute news and

weather reports and, in idle moments,

play video games on his Prestel terminal.

Prestel is aiming at the business

market because, obviously, that is where

it will be most easily sold. But Hewitt

claims that once Prestel is established in

business, the businessman will start

bringing the terminals home with him.

Eventually, videotext and Prestel will be

seen as more than a business tool, he

said, "We want the man in the street to

think of his videotext terminal the same
way he does his television set... to

become something that [naturally] sits in

the corner of the living room."B
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Writing witiiout disl< drives
by G. Bert Latamore

Contributing Editor

Using word processing is like losing

your virginity, you'll never go back to

v\/hat you did before.

So says Ernie Hebert of Keene, NH,

Boston Sunday Globe columnist and
author of two novels and a third about to

go to his publisher.

Hebert spent three years part-time on

his first novel, The Dogs of March. He
switched from typewriter to Radio
Shack's Scripsit and did his second, A Lit-

tle More Than Kin, also working part-time,

in ayearonaModel I. When it brought him

a hefty advance, he quit his job to write

full time.

"t wanted to get away from computers,"

he revealed, "The Model I kept going

down, and I had to keep bringing it back to

be fixed. So I sold it, bought an IBM
Memory Typewriter and tried to write on
that. I couldn't."

He replaced the IBM with a 32K Model

III, a Line Printer VII, Scripsit and a tape

recorder. Apparently it was what he need-

ed; he finished the 70,000 word first draft

of his third novel, a psychological thriller

titled The Viceroy, in three months.

He hopes to finish the final draft by

June and know by August whether it will

be accepted. That's an important deadline

for him because he has enough money to

last until September. If the new novel

doesn't sell by then, he will have to take a

Job and go back to part-time writing.

Although his system is minimal and

lacks disk drives, Hebert is satisfied

with it.

"I wanted to get the cheapest adequate

word processor I could, and I find that for

$1,600 I have it," he said. "Everything I've

heard about word processing says you

have to have disk drives, but really for the

creative artist they are a luxury you can

live without."

Hebert loads Scripsit off the tape first

thing every morning. It takes exactly

three minutes. He keeps the machine

on—even when he walks the block to

Keene State College where he teaches

part-time— until bedtime.

"I pretty much write all the time, and I

don't use the computer for anything else,"

he explained.

He developed a special format giving

exact control of the number of lines on a

page. When he has written and polished a

page he saves it on tape, which takes 23

seconds, and prints it out. He logs the

page's location on the tape, clears the

Ernie Hebert, Boston Globe columnist and author of ttiree novels, says creative writers

can get by with CLOADs.

screen and starts the next.

Using that system he produces three to

ten pages a day, which, he commented. Is

"incredibly swift for me."

Speed does not guarantee quality,

however,

"I think the danger in word processing

is working too fast. You tend to get into

the groove of cranking out words. It en-

courages verbosity."

To slow down, he decided to type his

final draft, copying the text off the screen

and stopping to revise rough passages on
the computer.

"I just started working this way," he ex-

plained. "I find I have to be flexible with

my working methods. What worked last

week might not work today."

Having a printout is important to

Hebert. "I'm very visual," he admitted.

"Seeing pieces of text on the screen

and seeing the hard copy are different

things. You can't look at the whole
work on ttie screen, so you tend to repeat

words and become repetitious in

sentence structure."

Hebert and his agent have discussed

submitting manuscripts in electronic

form, but he questions the practicality of

the idea.

For one thing, book editors do a lot of

their reading and copy editing commuting
to work or at home, places where they

wouldn't have access to a computer.

The electronic manuscript also could

take control over editorial alterations

away from the author.

"When an editor makes changes on my
manuscript, I see exactly what he did

when I get it back, and we can talk about

it," Hebert expounded. "If he were work-

ing on a word processor I might not find

the changes."

Although he is not fiappy with his pres-

ent printer—the tractor feed has never

worked right— Hebert does not see a ma-

jor problem with editorial acceptance of

dot matrix print.

"From what I know of editors, they

don't care what the manuscript looks like

as long as they can read it," he opined.

In fact, Hebert writes his weekly column
on New Hampshire life entirely on his

Model III on Sundays.

"I try to make each one come out to ex-

actly 4090 characters," he mentioned.

The television and radio, situated in his

study next to the computer, pick up in-

terference from the Model III, he said, but

that doesn't concern him.

The Model III also has brought a new
magazine into his life, 80 Micro.

"I always buy it. I don't type the pro-

grams in, but i enjoy reading about them,"

he explained.

For Hebert the Model III is a useful tool,

but it doesn't do everything.

"Being a novelist is a risky business

because your writing depends on this X
factor in the back of your brain, and you

always fear it will just go away. For a

lot of writers it does. They write one
novel or five or 12 and then just stop. It

really is a muse."H
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Emily Fayen (left) and Margaret Otto (right) are two developers of a computer system at Dartmouth College linking hundreds of ter-

minals to the school's half-billion volume library. Photo on right shows how library information is displayed.

Dummies growing in the ivy
by Kerry Leichtman

ao Micro slatt

For an Ivy League school, Dartmouth

sure has a lot of dumb terminals. But

when Dartmouth College in Hanover, NH,

goes on line with one of their latest com-

puter innovations those terminals will

seem much smarter.

This new system will connect, through

a 580 million-byte data base, hundreds of

on-campus terminals to Dartmouth's vast

1 1/2 million volume library. By the time

the system is up and functional sometime
this summer, 450,000 of the library's

800,000 titles will be stored in a pair of

DEC minicomputers.

The system is being developed by

William Arms, Dartmouth's director of

computing services; Emily Fayen, director

of library automation services; and
rvlargaret Otto, Dartmouth College
librarian. Although other institutions such

as Northwestern Unviversity, the Universi-

ty of California and the Library of Con-

gress have computerized library systems,

Dartmouth's is unique in its approach.

"We wanted to put up a system that

could be used by any student using our

library," Fayen explained, "We are trying

very hard to make it comfortable to any-

body." Most Dartmouth students are com-

puter literate, so the system's designers

do not anticipate any of them freezing at

the keyboard. But even so, the emphasis

is on developing user-cordial prompts.

What this means is that the computer

knows there is no difference between

Frost, Robert and Robert Frost. Entering

the poet's name in either format will get

the user to the author's work. However,

Bobby Frost probably would not.

The pride of the system, according to

its developers, is its search capabilities.

"Northwestern's system," Fayen told 80

Micro during a visit to the Hanover cam-

pus, "is a computer analog of the card

catalog. It does no more and no less. Ours

has considerably expanded search capa-

bilities. You can get at any word
in the title, you can look for the illustra-

tor, a certain person as the translator. Es-

sentially, we've made the whole record

searchable."

Using Robert Frost again as an exam-

ple, the user might want to look up only

Robert Frost poetry written in New Hamp-
shire before 1950. More specifically he

might want only pre-1950 New Hampshire

poetry with "winter" in the title.

One of the graduate assistants working

on the project offered to look up some-
thing more obscure for us; a song called

"Slide Frog Slide." Moments later the

screen was full of information about a

George Lewis and Punch Miller's Bunch
album called Jazz a/ Preservation Hall, III.

Besides giving Lewis' dates of birth and

death, the album's library catalog num-
ber, its record company release number
and a host of other related information.

there it was— cut one, side one, "Slide

Frog Slide." The album's program notes,

by the way were written by Thomas Sanc-

tion. Who cares? Someone might and if

they do, it's all right there.

The system will also make using the li-

brary more convenient. A professor can be

sitting in his office, or a student in a dor-

mitory, turn on a terminal and do library

research. After finding the books, maga-
zines or records they can check them out

using the terminal and pick them up at a

more convenient time. The system will

even send notices to persons in posses-

sion of overdue books.

Emily Fayen came to the library project

via her work with computers. Margaret

Otto, on the other hand, is a librarian, with

training in the De))y_^ipecimal System ra-

ther than silicon chips. "I think it's just

great," she told 60 Micro, "What the com-

puter can do for us is provide better infor-

mation for the end-user. We are not trying

to duplicate what we have in our catalog,

we're trying to produce a product that's

better than the card catalog.

"The system is going to give the re-

searcher, the scholar, the library user ca-

pabilities that they simply don't now
have," she continued, "They won't have to

run to the library and spend hours going

through the card catalogue. It's much
more efficient. It's a real step forward in

terms of ease of usage of the library itself.

That's what I'm very excited about."
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Introducing

T80-SG2
Farest

Dispatcher
from
SubLOGICForest Fire Dispatcher combines the ^^%II^hr^^MI%#

complex challenge of a realistic

simulation with the ease of operation ,

;; ;^-necessary to allow you to concentrate all

^^^our energy and imagination on the job

Jlv^t hand.

|5;:^g You are the forester in charge of a

.|.>?^district in southeastern Kentucky. Your

objective is to save the maximum
possible acreage from fire at the least

possible cost. Situation variables include

r the number of fires presently burning,

acres already burned, acres threatened,

fire spread rate, terrain difficulty, weather

conditions, the number of men assigned it^^nf^;^^;^^-v

to each fire, and the previous experience of your crew leader.

T80-SG2 Forest Fire Dispatciier is available on cassette and disk. Both versions

contain a 50 minute game. The disk version also includes a longer lasting pure simulation.

Your situation can be saved to disk at any time. This allows you to build a history of yourself

as a dispatcher and improve your performance record over the course of sev^ral

fire seasons.

T80-SG2 Forest Fire Dispatcher . . a naturally deep strategy

provide you with years of pleasurable interaction. ^>^??| v

If you've never been into strategy games before, buy this one. giy^^^

$24.95 on cassette (16K required)

$29.95 on disk (32K required)

Specify Model I (Level 2 BASIC) or Model III TRS-80

See your dealer!
For direct order please specify whether you have Model I or

Model til {the media are different) and whether you want

disk or cassette. Include $1 .50 and indicate UPS or first class

mail. Illinois residents add 5% sales tax.

^[iflfeUOGIC
Communications Corp.

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign, IL 61820
[217)359-8482
Telex: 206995

Cassette owners may update to disk at any time by sending in the cassette and $6.50 (no manuals please) postage paid.
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Future bright for home banking
The bank of the future may be in your tv

set.

According to a Cambridge, MA, con-

sulting firm, eight million households will

be doing video banking from their homes
by 1990.

In a statement on a 230-page report on

telebanking distributed privately to 75 of

its clients, the Yankee Group predicted

the new banking w/ill enable financial insti-

tutions to offer consumers "money man-

agement tools previously available only to

corporate cash managers."

Offering these services will be a future

necessity, the statement said, if thrift in-

stitutions are to compete with money mar-

ket funds. Today, 15 percent of all consu-

mer deposits are in those kinds of funds.

Telebanking will also encourage non-

banking firms to vie with banks for consu-

mer deposits, Yankee predicted.

It maintained Sears Roebuck Co.'s re-

cent purchase of a brokerage house {Dean

Witter Reynolds Inc.) and the nation's

largest real estate firm (Coldwell, Banker

& Co.) is a sign it intends to move beyond

retailing into consumer financial services.

Sears will start by selling money market

funds, Yankee noted, and later install

automated teller machines and function

as a true depository institution.

It said a major role in telebanking will be

played by three major computer service

bureaus—Tymshare Inc., Automatic Data

Processing Inc., and General Electric In-

formation Services— but no single elec-

tronic network vendor will dominate the

market.

The three service bureaus will try to be-

come "super service bureaus," the con-

sulting firm claimed, and either sell their

capabilities to banks or acquire deposito-

ries and deal directly with the public.

Meanwhile, it added. Citicorp, American

Express, Visa, Mastercard and various

bank consortia will be trying to build their

own electronic-payment pipelines.

It maintained Citicorp of New York is

the most aggressive U.S. developer of

video home banking. Citicorp hopes to

"cream-skim" high income individuals na-

tionwide, it added, inviting them to man-

age their money and make investments

on-line from their homes at any hour— not

just bankers' hours.

Yankee expects Citicorp to offer its

home banking service in 1983. The sen/ice

could include funds management, tax

planning, records keeping, "what-if"

analysis of financial decisions and infor-

mation from Dow Jones & Co.

Also in 1983, the consulting firm stated,

AT&T may roll out a video-based informa-

tion utility allowing smaller banks to pene-

trate the home market and compete with

national financial institutions.

Yankee added telebanking will win ac-

ceptance first with the "computer com-

fortable" people and later as part of

systems like Viewtron, Venture One and

AT&T's EIS which will begin to penetrate

the market around 1986.B

RECENT VIDEO HOME BANKING TESTS
Citicorp: Homebase
" 100-user test" of Homebase is now under way in Queens NY. It

features proprietary terminal, card reader, and dedicated 5-'/2"

black-and-white CRT, all developed by Citicorp's subsidiary.

Transaction Technology Inc. of Los Angeles.

Chemical Bank
Project Pronto free trial In 200 homes in metro NYC. will run 3

months beginning in late 1981. Uses Atari 400 computer, TV set,

autodialer. Will probably include banking and other services.

Bank One Corp: Channel 2000
A primitive system done largely for promotional purposes, was
tested in 130 households for 1 1 weeks.

POSITIONING OF LEADING PLAYERS
FOR CONSUMER FINANCIAL SERVICES MARKET

Bank Card Sen ice Bureaus

Associations (ADP, Tymshare,

Citicorp Sears American Express (Visa, Interbank) Merrill Lynch Geisco)

Propdelary Card Cilicard.

Carle Blanche.

Diners Club

48 Million Sears Cards Green Card, Gold Card

(13 Million)

Visa. Master Card.

(40 MM +
)

No No

Asset Managsmeni Personal Banking^^ Active Asset Yes. Under developmeni CMA No

ICMA Type Service) under developmeni Accounf (Dean Witter

subsidiary)

through Shearson

Loeb Rhoades

subsidiary

(Master Card,

Money Manager, Elc 1

Proptietary Depos i lory Cilibank Allstate Savings No, Yes No No

Institution S Loan, etc. (Uses Provident

National Bank ol

Philadelphia)

(owned by banks) (uses Bank One
ol Columbus)

Related Financial Peison-lo-Person, Allstate Insurance. Shearson Loeb No Brokerage No

Services shelter loans Coldwell Bank, (real Rhoades (brokerage). must make deals

Travelers ChHCks, etc estate). Dean Witter,

(brokerage)

travelers checks (1 e . Master Card

+ Fidelity)

ATMIEFT Nelwor* NYC (regional) S Will develop in-slore Has own ATM's S Both haue proprielary No Yes

INCA (nalional) ATMs? Express Cash network networks (BASE S INASi

INET)

LimitedFinancial Strength 1114 Billion $23 Billion $23 Billion $13 Billion Limited

(Assets)

Aggrassiv«ness High High High Medium Medium High

Source: The Yankee Qfoup
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How to Buy or Sell
omputer Equipment
and Software

START HERE
WITH...

Begin your search in the

index of Computer Shop-

per's bargain filled pages.

Locate the category and
page number of items

that interest you from

TRS-80 and Apple to soft-

ware and peripherals.

Start or add to your com-"
puter system by finding

money saving bargains ij^

each month's issue trom!

inditftduals who no longer

need their personal equip-

ment

You've got your computer

hardware, but what about

the software? Use a Com-
puter Shc^per ad to find

what you need. Someone
advertising in Computer
Shopper probably has what

you want.

)f you need help with any

computer related problem

whether it's an interface

problem or advice on the

right peripheral tor a home-
brew system, use the tree

HELP column especially

designed for that purpose

WiA

As you outgrow your

system or want to trade up
{most dealers won't take i ^

trade-ins), use Computer.^H
Shopper ads to sell your.*^(
items to 20,000 readers iia-

lionwide for the low cost of

12 cents per word, ' |j|

. ygZ^
^ -jMB^

r^^B^^^^^-^
^f ^^^

Computer Shopper is THE nationwide magazine for buy-

ing, selling and trading Micro and Mini-computer equip-

ment and software. Each issue has over 60 pages full of

bargains of new and used equipment.

You can save hundreds of dollars by getting the equip-

ment you need from the hundreds of ciassified ads in-

dividuals piace in Computer Shopper every month.

Now is the time for you to join over 20,000 other com-
puter users who save time and money with a subscription

to Computer Shopper.

Subscribe today and get your first issue and a classified

ad absoiutely FREE. Type or print your ad on a plain piece

of paper and send it along with your subscription.

Just fill in the coupon or MasterCard or VISA holders

can phone TOLL FREE 1-800-327-9920 and start making
your computer dollar go further today.

Cut out and mail to: COMPUTER SHOPPER
P.O. Box F319«Titusville, FL 32780

Yes, I'll try Computer Shopper, I understand that if I'm

not satisfied with my first issue I can receive a full re-

fund and i<eep the first issue free,

D 1 year $10.00 ($30.00 in Canada)

D I have enclosed my free classified ad.

Q I want to use my free ad later, send me a coupon.

NAME:

CITY:

Cai77PUTBR SHOi^k^SR
P.O. Box F319 •Titusville, FL 32780

Telephone: 305-269-3211
,^39
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Software to go

The McDonald's Era has arrived in the

computer retail business.

A Palo Alto, CA, company is peddling

software a user can take home and try

out before he or she decides to buy it.

Software from Ico-Rally Corporation

contains a demonstration program and

main program protected by a "Soft-Lok."

If a user, after trying out the demo pro-

gram and reading the documentation,

wants to buy the software, he or she

tells the retailer. The retailer calls Ico-

Rally via a toll-free number and gets the

code to open the Soft-Lok.

The system is a boon to retailers, too,

maintained Bill O'Brien, National Sales

IVIanager for Ico-Rally. He said, "Re-

tailers are leery of software because of

its quality." Rather than force dealers to

tie up cash in expensive inventory, they

may buy Ico-Rally programs for the cost

of the demo program—$49,95. When the

program is sold, O'Brien explained, the

proceeds are split with Ico-Rally. Ac-

cording to a statement from the firm,

the arrangement offers dealers more

than a 300 percent return on inventory

investment.

The whole idea behind the program is

self-service, O'Brien said. To aid users,

Ico-Rally also provides users with soft-

ware support via an 800 telephone

number and a free monthly publication

to chronicle software developments.

Asked what the chances were Soft-

Lok would be picked by a deft soft-

buckler, O'Brien said the developers of

the access locking technique estimate if

a price tag were placed on the number of

man hours needed to break the code it

would amount to $10,000. He contended

a software pirate would think twice

before spending that much time to steal

a $300 to $600 program.

Court rules video games

covered by copyright

A federal appeals court in New York City

has ruled authors of video games may
copyright the sound and appearance of

their games.

According to a report in the Wall

Street Journal, the three judge appeal

panel upheld a preliminary injunction

issued by a federal district court, which

found video display designers are enti-

tled to the same copyright protection as

book authors and music composers.

After delivering its finding, the appeals

court returned the case to the district

court for trial. An attorney for Stern Elec-

tronics Inc. of Chicago, the plaintiffs in

the case, told 80 Micro it could take

anywhere from three months to a year

before the case is tried.

The Journal quoted David Shoenberg,

vice president and general counsel for

Stern, as saying the decision was "a

landmark case for the industry" because

it is the nation's first appeals court rul-

ing on video copyrights.

The Illinois firm alleges a Rhode
Island concern, Omni Video Games Inc.,

copied Stern's Scramble, a game where

a player maneuvers his or her rocket

ship through electronic obstacles—

ground-air missiles, buildings and can-

non fire.

Booming video

game market

This year more than half a dozen com-

panies plan to introduce home video

games and sales are expected to reach

$3 billion, according to a report in the

Wall Street Journal.

Companies are scrambling to enter

the market and with good reason. A suc-

cessful game like Atari's Space Invaders

can generate $100 million to $150 mil-

lion in sales, with margins of about 20

percent.

Atari, expected to double its advertis-

ing budget this year to $75 million and

release a $349 super game, has cornered

75 percent of the market, f\flattel 15 per-

cent and Odyssey, marketed by the

Magnavox division of North American

Philips Corporation, 9 percent.

fvleanwhile, during a press conference

announcing the formation of a cable-lv

company by CBS and 20th Century Fox,

a spokesperson for the network said the

new firm would produce a wide range of

products for home video systems and

development of home video games
"could not be precluded" from the

firms' plans.

Eighty million households in the

United States have televisions, but only

6.5 percent have video games. The Jour-

nal said industry experts predict 50 per-

cent of the households, however, will

have video games by 1985. And the Euro-

pean market has just opened up, with a

million consoles sold so far there.

The business newspaper also reported

many analysts believe the sales of home
video consoles will give way to the sale

of home computers that can be used for

games. If that happens, many of the

companies that offer hybrid game and

computer systems— including Mattel,

Commodore and Coleco — will have to

compete with giants like Tandy Corpora-

tion and IBM.

"Intellivision will do well as long as

there is a strong video game-only

market," one analyst told the Journal,

"but when the home computer comes
into play, Mattel and a lot of these new-

comers may be in trouble."

Sears to open

45 new computer stores

The success of five computer stores

opened by Sears, Roebuck and Co. last

fall has spurred the concern to gallop

deeper into the retail micro business.

Edward A. Brennan, chairman and

chief executive officer of the Sears Mer-

chandise Group, said in a statement:

"The performance of these five test

stores has exceeded our expectations.

The test clearly demonstrates the poten-

tial for such retail specialty stores in the

rapidly expanding field of electronic

business equipment."

Although Sears declined to reveal

sales revenues from the new stores, a

spokesman told 80 Micro the firm ex-

pected a greater return on investment

from the stores than its other retail

outlets.

James L Podany, director of market-

ing communications, also noted the

stores "have been able to keep up with

ail customer demand for product" in-

cluding orders for the IBM Personal

Computer.

The 45 new Sears business systems

centers will be located in the test areas

and in 17 new markets including Los

Angeles, San Francisco, Atlanta,

Washington, Miami, Houston, Detroit,

New York, Philadelphia, Seattle and

Denver.

107,000 square feet

for the Color Computer

Radio Shack said it will open a

continued
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Houston's Software Store
Color Computer Software • Model I

Micro Solutions, Inc.

Model III • Model II & CP/M
Communicitiani Progrjini

Cotor Compirtar

Mod«l I or III

Gimu •

Color Computsr
Modtl t or III

Accounting Piogrami

'

Modol III

Romoack thai allows yout prmief 10 De usefl wild yout modem Allows down loading lo lape
Inielligeni lermirai program easy lo use Allows aownloading and jpioadmg (Disk)

Rompack "Stai Blaster' action packed macfiine language tiigh res graptiics (Requires 16k)
Arcade games Meteor Mission 1. Galaiy Inuasion. RoBol Allack. Cosmic Figtiier (Tape/Disk)
andmoie Send lor lisi.

I •

General Ledger 400 accts. 1000 transactions/month, allows tor depanmenial income statement
Accounis Payable 400 accls. lOOO transactions/month, and 99 departmem codes
Atcojnis HeceivaPle 400 accts. 1000 tiansactions/montd. and 99depanment codes
Payroll 100 employees weekly, di-weekly. monthly, salaried, tiourly. 2misc fled

Available lor floppy or hard disk Capacitites Ijelow are lor 2 lloppy drive systems
General Ledger 5000 accts. 2000 transaclions/moniti, allows lor departmental income statements
Accounts Payalile 2000 accts. 5000lransactions/monlti, and 99 departmental codes . .

Accounts Receii/aljle 2000 accts 5000 Iransactions/monili and 99 departmenl codes
Payroll 2000employees weekly, bi-weekly, monttily. salaried, hourly 2m(sc Oed ...

In Houilon
9949 E Harwin

Houston. Ti 77036
(7I3I-7S9-5443

VISA-M/C Accepted
Prices include iiandling and shipping ^362

$59 95
$149 95

$39 95

16 95/20 95

$199 95
$199 95

. . $199 95

Jt99 95

1499 00
$499.00
$499 00
$499 00

In Florida

PO Box 271793
Tampa. FI.3368B

SA^E YOUR CLOAD WITH THE

tu/JUt
rtDATA CONDITIONER 55

Exclusively From Communications Systems Labs
TIRED of CLOAD troubles with prerecorded tapes? Are CSAVEs

a headache? USE THE DATA CONDITIONER TO:

Copy system and data tapes without your computer.
Eliminate noise and minor dropouts.
Signal condition in both directions-loading S saving.
Operates at ALL TRS-80 baud ratestHHod III high speed tool).

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION-AC POWERED - DESIGNED S MADE IN THE USA
Introductory Price $59.gs (post paid) through April 30,1982 ORDER TODAY!

Phone Order? Use your VISA .MASTERCARD or AMERICAN EXPRESS
write callCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LABORATORIES tonal CTT -soon

^4-165 Leokane Street, Waipahu, HI 96797 laua/'O// •J'JUU ^^ 361

EDU-WARE EAST
P.O. Box 336

Maynard, MA. 01754
617-568-8641

MATH-PAK-1: MATH.PAK-2: MATH-PAK-3
Intaractlv* drill programs whar* you nl«r tha anawcra
digit by digit, )ua( Ilka papar and pancll. With uaar
salactad difficulty lavala, carryovara. raduclng, almpll-

flcation, pointing oil, acorlng, gamaa, and mora. Uaad
by achoola avarywhara. Ordar MATH-PAK-I for Inta-

gara, MATH-PAK-2 lor fractlona. MATH-PAK-3 tor

daclmala. IL2-1 BK) $14.95 aa.

H-O-RKS
Low coat, singia antry accounting ayatam tor tha ftoma
or oftlca. With 66 uaar asalgnad account codaa, aulo
audit trail, aaarch with totals, 32 or 46K, 1 to 4 drlvaa,

crodll and dabit aummarlaa with 3 options, up to 9200
•ntrlas. S24.9Sfcasaatte S29.S»dlsc

INVENTORY +
Why aettia lor Just an Invantory Mating? Qat aging

raports with 2 options, reordar, total llstlr>gs with pur-

chaaa datas and amounts, total coala, Itams sold, pro-

flUloss and mora. Uaa as a stand alona ayatam with

dally updalas, da lata, changa, and flla packing
routlnaB.(32K -1 disc minimum) S24.95/cassatta

S29.9S/dlsc.

CASH REGISTER 80
Uaa your TRS-80 as a point of aala tarmlnal with

automatic Invantory lookup, pricing, update, and mora.

Print salas allpa with usar ad)uatad formats, and of

day raports with all cash, charga, and chack salas by

aalasparson. CR80 raqulraa INVENTORY^, 4aK, and
1 disc minimum {2 drlvas racommandad).

S24.95/cassetta S29.95/dlsc.

Maas resldania and 5% lax. VISA, M.C., AND PHONE
ORDERS ACCEPTED. Daalar Inqulrlas Invltad. Ovar-
a«as orders add $2.00 lor air shipment. TRS-BO Is a
Iradamark of Tandy Corp.

iiiiiiif
Brand New, Top Quality, Exact Replacement RibDons & Cartridges. These Ribbons Produce
Super Jet Black Impressions and Ultra Reliable Print Life. They Are Delivered to Your Door

Promptly for Much Less Than Most Retail Stores

•SPECIAL! BUY 10 and GET ONE FREE!
TOUR PHINTtR 'ACKSIZE RETAIL LIST" YOUR WHOLESALE PRICE SIZE COMMENTS CAT ORDER*
ANADEX 9000 Ssrtss 1 pk 14 00 ea 14.00 fl4 00 eal bOD NylOd J el BIk C-777

CENTRONICS 71)0-733,737,779 3 pk 18 95,'3 pk 11 95,'3 pk f3 98 esl Nylon Jel BIk C-700

CENTRONICS 100. 10IA. 102. 2 pk 26 33/ 3 pk 17 56/3 pk (5 85 eal Nylon Jel BIk C-100

103,300,301,306,308.330. 6 mil High Speed

358,398.500,601,503.508.

588, 620. 820

CENTRONICS 704-705 l.pk 16 95 ti 13 95.G(an1 Cart 113 95 ei,J 5 IB". 210' Giam Car C-7045

Q£C V^ X 40YO S.'pk 17 77/3 pk 12 95.3 pk (4 32 eal 1 2". 12D' Double Spool; B-60Q

DEC '/? . 60YD 3,'pk 20 1 2/3 pk 14 25/3 pk (4 75 ea) 1 2" . lEO Double Spool; R-644

OlfiBLO HYTYPE II |M,'S BLK] HI 1,'pk 9 31 EB 6 87 es 16 87 eal 6 16" > 300,000 plus imp C-511

YIELD FITS 70 PfllNTEfiSi Higli Yield

EPSON MX70 80 1 pk 16 00 «a 1 6.Q0 ea 113 95 eal 500");60' Myloii Jel BIk C-522

IBM -SILVEfl DOlLflR" Sys S.'pk 5 80 Ba 1490.5 pk i2 98 ujl 9 16" .30' Nylon Jet BIk R-300

34. S*s 32 MDLA. Seims

IMDL4974. 6256, 3287,3770.

3771-3774.4974,5100.5103.

51)0, 5228. 5256. 5320MDW

IBM -HARMONICA'/;" SERIES 3.pk 9 42 ea 20 85.3 pk 16 95 pai 1 2 '

« 1C8' Nylon JeI Elk C-350

1 MOD 4973/11. 3200 3289.

MOD 2

NEC SPINWRIJEfl 4'pk 23 40/3 can 23Ga'A pkrb lelaad 15 BO em 1
2" . 51' Nyloa'Ex Lng Lile Fl-400

DIME [FITS an PRINTER MODS) 3.'pk IB 00/3 pk 13 95/3 pk 14 65 f/ai
1
4" .310' Multislnke Film C-525

RADIO SHACK DAISY WHfEl II 1 pk 24 96 3rik a. 25 18 25 am 250" Myl3< Mullislnke C-789

RADIO SHACK LPIII. LPV one pk ) 3 95/ can 8 95/fie(03d nb'pnly 18 95 em 600" .45' Nyloo Ind Inslr fl-T3

RADIO SHACK LPII, LPIV 3 pk 18 95/3 pk 11 95.'3 pk 13. 38 pa/ 6B3" i45' Nylpn Jet BIk C-700

TELETYPE MOD 33, 28. 36, 3?.

38, 88

WANGM.'S 6541W. WC. 5581

10 pk 2 40 pa 13 90' 10 pk /! 39 eaj 1
2' . 3B' Nylon Jel 61k R.450

l.'Pk 6 86 ea 5 95 BB (5 95 fill 5 IB". 393' fylollislnke Film C-560

WD, 6581W, 2281W

TERMS:

MINIMUM PURCHASE -$20
PAYMENT BY: C.O.D, (UPS), CHECK,
MASTER CARD, OR VISA CHARGE
CARD.
VOLUME DISCOUNTS:
20-50 PACKS 10%
51-100 PACKS 15%
*UNDER S20, ADD S5 HANDLING.
"APPROX. RETAIL. PRICE VARIES.

ANCIE LABORATORIES
S200-J Philadelphia Way 301-345-6000(Was)i.D C. Local)

Lanham, Maryianct 20706 301-792-2060 {Balto. MD Local)

800-638-0987 (National)

ADDRESS-

CITY .STATE.

ANCIE Laboratories

5200-J Philadelpfiia Way
Lanham, Maryland 20706

^28A 301-345-6000 (Wash D.C Local)

301-792-2060 (Ballo. MD Local)

800-638-0987 (National)

Check Enclosed
n C.O.D.

G VISA
D MASTER CHARGE
ACCT. # __^^.__.
EXP. DATE .

MIN. ORDER $20
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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PULSE JHAlficontinued

107,000-square-foot plant to manufacture

the Color Computer and will convert the

40,000-square-foot facility currently pro-

ducing Color Computers and use it to

manufacture its eight-incfi hard-disk drive.

The company also announced it is

building a new 135,000-square-foot

building for software assembly and is

converting the old 39,000-square-foot

software plant into warehouse space.

Both new plants will be in the Fort

Worth area. The new computer plant

is expected to be occupied early

this spring.

Mexico tells

computer makers

to put up or get out

If U.S. computer makers want to tap into

the estimated half billion dollar Mexican

market, they're going to have to start

manufacturing their wares south of the

border.

According to a report in the Wall

Street Journal, the Mexican government

will start decreasing U.S. computer im-

ports this year. The move is aimed at

decreasing computer imports white nur-

turing native industry.

If a microcomputer maker wants to

continue doing business in fvlexico, it

will have to take a minority interest in a

Mexican firm. The Journal quoted Robert

Lynch, senior vice president of Tandy

Corporation's Radio Shack division, as

saying:

"I have no doubt we will eventually go

into some sort of joint venture. We aren't

going to get as much as we do now by

exporting to Mexico, but 49 percent of

something is a whole lot better than

nothing."

For minicomputers, the government

will allow U.S. firms to set up wholly-

owned subsidiaries.

Currently, there are some 35 U.S. firms

in Mexico ranging from giants as Inter-

national Business Machines and Bur-

roughs Corporation to smaller outfits

such as Microdata Corporation and

Durango Systems Inc.

Smaller companies contend the move
helps the few big companies that can af-

ford the estimated $10 million to $20

million investment needed to comply

with the government's plan. Its action

may do that, the government admitted,

but the existing market is so

fragmented, no one wants to invest In it.

The Journal quoted an official of a

Mexico City computer service company
as saying of the move: "The program of-

fers U.S. companies a unique opportu-

nity to learn how to deal with the na-

tionalistic attitudes they will be seeing a

lot more of in the future. If they don't

jearn to play by local rules, they w/ill

have to settle for their own domestic

markets."

Kepler and Ohm
in a black box

A program to rethink the theorems

of early scientists has been developed

at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pitts-

burgh, PA.

According to a report in Computer-

world, Patrick Langley developed the

program as part of a doctoral thesis.

Running on a Digital Equipment Corpo-

ration Decsystem-10, the program has

been able to rediscover a series of

principles set down by scientists

such as Johannes Kepler and George

Simon Ohm.
The program is fed the same raw data

the early scientists worked with and has

been able to reach the same conclu-

sions—only faster. It takes the computer

minutes to do what the scientists took

months to do.

Currently, Langley's program has only

been used to evaluate principles already

known; however, the program could also

be utilized by scientists engaged in cur-

rent research projects.

An addition to

the three R's

A "C" should be added to the three R's,

according to David Moursand, professor

of computer and information science at

the University of Oregon in Eugene.

That's C for computer literacy ~ the func-

tional knowledge of computers children

will need to compete for future jobs.

By 1985 a high percentage of all jobs

will involve the use of computers in

some way, placing those who don't know

how to use them at definite disad-

vantage (see 80 Micro, February 1982).

But the educational system has not kept

up with this trend, Moursand maintained.

The problem, he said, is that not

enough teachers are computer literate

themselves, and there are not enough

computer-related instructional materials.

In an effort to overcome this problem,

Moursand has committed himself for the

last 15 years to teaching teachers how

to bring computers into their class-

rooms. He organizes special seminars at

the university to introduce teachers to

computers and explain how the ma-

chines will change the way they teach.

He also formed the International Council

for Computers in Education and edits Its

journal, The Computing Teacher.

The ability to use computers could

become as important as the ability to

read and write when looking at future

employment, Moursand said. Business

and industry leaders have already proven

that productivity increases dramatically

with the use of computers.

"There is a revolution going on in in-

dustry. And we need to prepare our

young people for it," he said.

Moursand contends it's time for the

full-scale use of computers in the

classroom. "Children should begin to

learn how to use computers when they

begin to learn any other subject," he said.

"And with the resources that most
schools have already, children could

start to learn how to use computers in

junior high school now," he added.

"The evolution we are about to see in

education is indeed scary to many
adults," he said, "but to children who
grow up using computers, there is no

fear."

"Our educational system is completely

dependent, in essence, on how teachers

and parents view the world. If teachers

won't adjust to using computers, to this

change in the world, it's going to be very,

very hard for the kids to adjust to it,"

he noted.

What's happening

in Woodlands?

Walking down the halls of Woodlands
High School in Hartsdale, NY, you can

see microcomputers wheeled Into class-

rooms and hear students exclaim, "Fan-

tastic, we're going to use the microcom-

puter in this class, too! I love it!"

What is happening at Woodlands? The

answer is interdisciplinary use of the

microcomputer.

Teachers are finding computers en-

hancing their curriculum. Micros can be

used for drill, reinforcement and enrich-

ment. Teachers are designing programs

when commercial software is unavail-

able to meet their needs.

continued
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CHART$
A MUST

FOR THE SERIOUS INVESTOR
Uses 48K. 2-Drive

TRS-80 Modet I or III'

$ Use either logarithmic or linear plots

$ User-selected moving averages.

$ Plot and store price and voljrne data J ........
1 lifn fR Pi?)r. Iffi4>fniliru-iitsfHiriHiini'liWVtlKMt'lHHHHHtiii.nnin,

$ Easy to use. No programming knowledge or complicated commands required. Friendly menus and

I

prompts make operation simple. Easy file setup and maintenance, simple adjustments for stock
splits, and automatic scale setup makes system operation a breeze for tfie most inexperienced
user.

$ Error trapping lets you get away with common user goots.

$ Up to 14 different presentation formats available tor accurate grapfiic prmtouts.

$ Up to 6 years of data per stock can be recorded on a daily basis: 30 years on a weekly

I

basis

'Uses block graphics; inquire about other equipment types.

IMPROVE YOUR MARKET INVESTMENT DECISIONS
BY ORDERING THIS POWERFUL ANALYTICAL TOOL TODAY

(>ioi?SEND COUPON TO: CP/$ P.O. BOX 477 PLANO, TX 75074

Send me CHARTS today {$79.95 enclosed - Texas residents add 5%)

D Send me additional information about CHARTS Specify Equipment
a TRS-80 Model I^— D TRS-80 Model III— D Epson MX80

State Zip D Line Printer V or VI

Name
Address.

City

SOFTWARE YOU can BET ONt

POOL 80
Here s ilie D'ogram tdat will aulomate

your olfice pool (or prolessionai loolDdii

POOiao wrii

• Keen track ot ihe scneOuie

• Punt weekly enlry forms

• C'ini seieclion summary lor players

(jtime time use

• liiOulale results

• lildiniam cumulative records

POOLKO requires only a few minules

eacii week foi updating Comes reaoy lo

go lor itie 1982 season Can t)e useo

year alter year Diskette only

Only $20.00

^ 1$ DRAWS
Ttiis IS Itie poker playing program thats

geltmg the raue reviews

-Alls' 3 wlirle each of Ihe simulaiea playeis

lalies on ils own indn/iaual peisoiialily -

il's mosl uncanny DRAW5 ftai delmilely

SDaipeneil my playing skills " (L/oyd

Mailin SO Micmcompuling. Jan IWi]
"II you like playing poker. Ouy lliis pragrsm

II mil De a long lime bdoie s benei one
comes along " (Rictiara Ciope. Computet

Stioopei. Jan !983|

Five ca'O Draw Gardenia CA rules ttsfou

aqamsi si> almost liuman opponents

Only $15.00

Q- SPREAD 80
Ttie tops m nrnlessionai lootPall nanOi-

capoing programs Tliis isanoltiei

winner Irom t!eal World Simulations

the designers ol DRAWS SPREAD80
stiowed an average weekly profit

of S18 per 1100 pet for ihe 1978 1979

598Dana 1981 Seasons

If you tjel footPatt {and who doesn i)

af the casino wilti a Dookie or in

the ollice pool, this is Ihe program
for you

SPREADBO comes on diskette

ready lor Ihe 1982 season

Only $25.00

DRAWS iupBiied on SOO Daud cassette Add 14 00 lor IRS-KU
Model I or tti disketle Ait programs avaiiaPte on 8" disk lor Modet
It at S6 00 addihonal PA residents add 6% sates lax. t>IDrlii Star

fliskelte versions ol DRAWS and SPREADBO oan oe oDtaine'O

Irom Real WoitO Simulations Box 110? Torrance. CA 90S10

VvlLSON Software Division

539 Spfinghouse Lane • Camp Hill, PA 17011

TftS-SO IS a tsnay CWDO'nuon iiaaemaik w' 192

CASM ZSa EOITOR/ASSEMBLER
TRS-80* Modet I or Model III

• SOURCE FILES CREATED AND EDITED IN RAM
• SOURCE FILES ASSEMBLED FROM DISK
• CHAINING OF SOURCE FILES PERMITTED
• MACHINE LANGUAGE OBJECT CODE

STORED IN RAM OR TO DISK

TRS-80 IS a iradeniar k of Tandy Core

Z80 IS a trademark ot Ziloq t^nrp ^^^.
ov0f-

.^^^
:tA^r

.e«»

MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS:

32K OF RAM
ONE DISK DRIVE

COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Uf, CASM W/MANUAL $49

^M^ nicroProduc^ *"''' CASM MANUAL ONLY $20

|i^2 • Marysville. WA 98270 • (206) 659-4279 dealer inquiries invited

Text Entry/Edit and Photocomposition

For TRS-80 Model-I or III with 48K RAM
and 2 Disk Drives, (3 Disk for Model-!)

'Native code" driver (parallel and RS-232)

for Autologic APS-5* & Micro-5 Photo-

typesetters. Full screen editing and 100,

FDP compatible markup codes, allowing

200 User Defined, disk resident, Formats.

Algorithmic Hyphenation with 500 word
expandable exception dictionary and
maintenance program assures correct

word breaks. Optional itnc printer proofing

for context, line-breaks, and hyphenation

This low cost, high quality system is now
available for immediate delivery in a

predefined configuration of 8 Font Fami-

lies, for Service Center Use. A complete

Telecommunication and Mail Order APS-
5* Typesetting Service, for your MP-X job,

is now offered by Watson Directory Corp.

in St. Louis MO. with rates as low as

$4,95/ft. and measures up to 70 pica.

Software & User Documentation.. $495.
(User Documentation Only) $ 25.

Complete Hw/Sw TRS-80 Model III 48K
System with User Documentation $2895.

Quotes on Custom Turn-Key System for

"your" APS-5* available on request.

MICRO PRINT-X INC
P.O. BOX 581 Ballinger, Texas 76821

(915) 365-2343

H, Fraaemarfi Radio Shack. Div Tandy Corp
'Product ot Autologic Inc.

MOD III SOFTWARE
Finally the same software for

MOD III OS the CPM boys.

We have token the same
pocfcoges ond converted fo

MOD III.

1. GENERAL L

ChoD o> Acnounls
Trial Balance
Income ilatf^rp

Dept Income i

2. Accour^l
Open ilem * ',

Aged A R report

9 GL codes
Cusfomer italui re

3. ACCOUNTS Pi
Vendor file

(nier vouchers
Prrnf checks; Ci'

Open vouchw-
AgejngRepoH
Cosh requirSi^
Posis (ooi '^^:;.

US $250. pr

4450-B GREIG AVENUE r

TERRACE, B.C.

CANADA V8G

1

604-635-6117

Send for oti
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PULSE TRAIN conf/nued

students in English are studying speii-

ing, grammar and reading comprelien-

sion on the TRS-80; students in Spanish

and French are learning vocabulary and
verb tenses; students in social studies

are learning about the Middle East;

students in sciences are learning about

the metric system. Programs are also be-

ing written for Latin, reading compe-
tency, biology, algebra and many other

courses.

Most of these programs are written by

students for students.

Students are also taught Basic pro-

gramming at the school. That course is

open to all students and is taught at

three levels — beginning, intermediate

and advanced.

Woodlands High School has five

TRS-80 Model Ills with disk drives and 15

16K Model Mis linked in a classroom

network.

The programs are individualized and
students are able to drill and review in

their weak areas and accelerate in their

strong areas. In past years, students

in the resource math classes showed
an average gain of two grade levels in

one year.

The microcomputer program is sup-

ported by local funds and a grant from a

regional group. It has been observed by

teachers and administrators from

Ardsley, Eastchester, Tarrytown and

many otfier sctioo) districts in both

Westchester and Rockland counties.

IBM returns to

computer services

international Business Machines Cor-

poration has taken the first step toward

reentering the computer services

business it abandoned years ago. The

firm has announced the IBM Information

Network, a remote information process-

ing service.

Knovt/n internally for some time as the

Tampa project, it is IBM's coast-to-coast

computer and telephone network that

will use more than 100 IBM program

products ranging from text-editing to

financial planning and analysis. The net-

work is headquartered in Tampa, FL,

where it was developed.

By using an IBM terminal and even-

tually an IBM table-top personal com-

puter, large computer users will be able

At Woodlands high school, the TRS-80 is used to drill, enhance and reinforce students'

skills.

to supplement their data processing re-

quirements with specialized services.

They will pay a fee to access by tele-

phone IBM's computers and software

programs.

The network will be available initially

in Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, New York,

San Francisco, Washington, DC, and

Tampa.
Some experts have predicted com-

puter sen/ices will eventually dominate

the data-processing market in dollar

volume {80 Micro News, February 1982).

In Akron schools the name
for micros is Firestone

For students and teachers in the Akron

public schools, Firestone means more
than where the rubber meets the road.

Through a grant from that concern, the

school system has been able to open its

first microcomputer center.

The center has 10 stations each with

an Apple II, disk drive, NEC color

monitor and Epson MX-80 printer-

equipment valued at $38,420.

The facility is designed as a staff

training laboratory, but will also be used

to train students. Training programs of-

fered range from introduction to micro-

computers to skills applications. Accord-

ing to a statement released by the

school system, the center will make it

possible for hundreds of teachers and

other staff members to become familiar

with computers.

Computer store

for the stars

Long-time Beverly Hills resident Murray

Goralnick, who claims to be a pioneer in

the development of simplified computer

usage concepts, has opened a computer

store in his home town.

The store retails a combination of

computers and software set up to meet

the needs of each individual customer. It

specializes in integrating small com-
puter systems into the non-computer
environment.

"We're focused on removing the

trauma often associated with this transi-

tion," Goralnick said in a statement.

He added he started the store in

response to the "tremendous interest in

personal computers expressed by Bev-

erly Hills people."

The business will be conducted on an

appointment-only basis, he noted.

Legislation and futurists

featured on CompuServe

CompuServe has announced two new in-

formation services on its videotext sys-

tem. "Federal Reports" offers subscrib-

ers articles and reports on legislation

and its impact on the nation. It em-

phasizes activities affecting the financial

and business climate in the United

continued
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states. "Future File" offers articles and

interviews about the Impact of today's

decisions and technoiogy on tomorrow's

society.

HP hard disk

to have MSC controller

Hewlett-Packard has signed a contract

with Microcomputer Systems Corpora-

tion of Sunnyvaie, CA, to buy controllers

for HP's 5.25-inch Winchester disk

drives. Deliveries of the controllers

began last December.

The California firm, in a statement,

said it sold the controllers at a price iess

than it would have cost HP to manufac-

ture the device itself.

"Although HP could have designed its

own controller, there was no need for

them to expend the development time

and dollars that vi/ouid entail when MSC
offered an immediate, field-proven, cost

effective solution," said MSC Chairman

and Chief Executive Officer James S.

Toreson.

The MSC controller features 22-bit

error detection, 11-bit error correction,

automatic seek verify, automatic fault

detection, multiple sector transfers, a

full sector buffer, selectable sector size,

programmable sector interleave, user-

configurable drive parameters and low

parts count.

Both firms declined to give details on

the duration of the contract.

Slow acceptance

of tube shopping

Growth of computer shopping wilt be

sluggish during this decade, according

to a Cambridge, MA, consulting firm.

The Yankee Group identified five barri-

ers preventing home terminal shopping

from becoming popular:

• Home terminals today fail to provide

consumers detailed sensory information

on products;

• Consumers shy away from buying

expensive, offbeat items "sight unseen;"

• Service after sale is lacking;

• Delivery of items takes too long; and
• Consumers have no opportunity for

social contact and recreation in shop-

ping from home.

The next wave of home shopping sys-

tems w\\\ break by 1989, the consulting

Jonathon Rotenberg (lelt), president of the Boston Computer Society, accepted a

$10,000 donation from Nigel Searle, U.S. director of Sinclair Research Ltd.

firm said, largely wiping away growth

barriers and launching a new era of mer-

chandising. But the new systems must

overcome the technical limitations of ex-

isting video-based systems, tie-in with

entertainment programming and be sup-

ported by credible post sale service.

The Source on cable tv

Some 1.2 million cable-tv viewers will be

receiving information services offered by

Source Telecomputing Corporation of

McLean, VA.

Called Sourcecable, the services are

part of the cable-tv packages of four

firms — Cox Cable Communications, Cross

Country Cable, Storer Cable Communi-
cations and United Cable Television.

Sourcecable will offer regularly updat-

ed general, sports and business news;

educational exercises; home shopping; a

library of home and consumer informa-

tion inciuding health, emergency, ener-

gy, gardening, food and home mainten-

ance data; and electronic games.

It is available in one-way and two-

way modes. In the two-way version, view-

ers choose the service they want by

pressing the appropriate buttons on a

hand-held television controller.

The four cable firms also have includ-

ed Sourcecable in their proposals for

franchises in communities representing

another 1.6 million viewers.

Gadget from Mattel

to control swell

A $50 diet computer has been released

by Mattel Electronics. Called "Diet Trac,"

the hand-held device contains calorie

and nutrition tables published by the

American Diabetes Association and

height-weight tabies used by insurance

companies to screen the obese.

To use Diet Trac, a dieter punches in

his height and weight. The computer
flashes back how much weight should

come off and how many calories a day

the dieter can consume to take it off. On
the device's calculator-type keyboard are

buttons for six major food categories

permitting the dieter to find out how
much meat, milk, bread, fruit or vegeta-

bles he or she is allowed.

It also provides a diet plan with alter-

native menus based on the "food ex-

change system" used by many nutrition-

ists and weight control groups. For ex-

ample, an exchange may let a dieter eat

more meat if less bread is eaten. People

on special diets can program those into

the computer and also get a meal plan.

Dieters are required to punch in a re-

port on everything they eat during the

day. When Diet Trac learns too much of

a food group has been consumed, it

flashes a warning light and a running

score of the calories consumed during

the day.H
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ANNOTATED BASIC—A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR NEC
PHYTES.— BASIC programming was supposed to be
simple— a beginners progiamming language which
was so near lo English ttial is could be easily
underslood. But, in recent years, BASIC Has become
much more powerful and therefore much moredifficult
to read and understand. BASIC simply isn't basic
anymore.
Annolaled BASIC explains the complexities ol

modern BASIC. II includes complete TRS-80" Level II

BASIC programs that you can use. Each program is an-
notated to explain in step- by- step lash ion the workings
of the program Programs are flowcharted to assist
you in following the operational sequence. And— each
chapter includes a description of the new concepts
which have been introduced
Annolaled BASIC deals with the hows and whys of

TRS-80 BASIC programming How is a program put
together? Why is it written that way? By observing the
programs and following the annotation, you can devel-
op new techniques to use in your own programs— or

modify commercial programs lor your specific use.
Annotated BASIC Volume 1 BK7384 $10.95
Annotated BASIC Volume 2 BK7385 $10.95
Order Both Volumes and Save! BK738402 $18.95

INTRODUCTION TO TRS-80 LEVEL II BASIC AND
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING-by Michael P. Zabin-
ski. Written by an experienced educator, this is the
book lor those beginners who want to learn about com-
puters without havmg to become an expert. It has prac-
tical programs, useful line-by-line commenls. excel-
lent flowcharts accompanied by line numbers and over
200 exercises which help the reader assess progress,
reinforce comprehension, and provide valuable prac-
tical experience. BK1219 $10.95.'

50 BASIC EXERCISES-by J P. Lamoilier. This book is

siructured around the idea that the best way to learn a
language is through actual practice. It contains 50
completely explained exercises, statement and
analysis of the problem, flowcharts, programs and ac-
tual runs. Program subjects include mathematics,
business, games, and operations research, and are
presented in varying levels ol difficulty. This format
enables anyone to learn BASIC rapidly, checking their
progress at each step BKi 192 $12.95*

THE BASIC HANDBOOK—SECOND EDITION- by
David Lien, This book is unique. It is a virtual

ENCYCLOPEDIA of BASIC. While not favoring one
computer over another, il explains over 250 BASIC
words, how to use Ihem and alternate strategies. If a
computer does not possess the capabilities of a need-
ed or specified word, there are often ways to ac-
complish the same function by using another word or
combinalion of words. That's where the HANDBOOK
comes in. It helps you get the most from your com-
puter, be it a "bottom-of-the-line" micro or an oversized
monster. BK1 174 $19.95."

LEARNING LEVEL II— by David Lien. Written especial-
ly for the TRS-80, this book concentrates on Level II

BASIC. It explores every important BASIC language
capability. Updates are included for those who have
studied the Level I User's Manual. Sections include:

how to use the Editor, dual cassette operation, printers

and peripheral devices, and the conversion of Level I

programs lo Level II 8K1175 $15.95 "

BASIC BASIC (2ND EDITION)— by James S. Coan. This
is a textbook which incorporates the learning of com-
puter programming using the BASIC language with the
teaching of mathematics. Over 100 sample programs
illustrate the techniques of the BASIC language and
every section is followed by practical problems. This
second edition covers character string handling and
the use of data files. BK1026 $10.50."

ADVANCED BASIC—Applications including strings and
files, coordinate geometry, area, sequences and series,

simulation and graphing and games. BK100Gi$10.75.'

"No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for the lirsl book, $1.00 each addi-
tional book, $10.00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks tor delivery. Ques-
tions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the followmg address.

INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL— by Bodnay Zaks. A
step-by-slep introduction for anyone wanting to learn
the language quickly and completely. Each concept is

explained simply and in a logical order. All features of
the language are presented in a clear, easy -to-

understand format with exercises to test the reader at
the end ol each chapter. It describes both standard
PASCAL and UCSD PASCAL— the most widely used
dialed for small computers. No computer or program-
ming experience is necessary. BKI 189 $14.95."

PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL— by Petec Grogono. The
compuler programming language PASCAL was the
first language to embody in a coherent way the con-
cepts of structured programming, which has been
defined by Edsger Dijkstra and C.A.R. Hoare. As such,
it is a landmark in the development of programming
languages. PASCAL was developed by Niklaus Wirth
in Zurich; it is derived from the language ALGOL 60 but
is more powerful and easier to use. PASCAL is now
widely accepted as a useful language that can be effi-

ciently implemented, and as an excellent teaching
tool. It does not assume knowledge of any other pro-
gramming language and therefore suitable for an in-

troductory course. BK!140$12.95.'

—GAMES—
40 COMPUTER GAMES FROM KILOBAUD MICROCOM-
PUTING— Fod'y games \r\ a\\ in r\\neti\fferen\ categories.
Games for large and small systems, and even a section
on calculator games. Many v-ersions of BASIC used and
a wide variety of systems represented, A must for the
serious computer gamesmar. BK7381 $7 95.'

BASIC COMPUTER GAMES— Okay, so once you get
your computer and are running in BASIC, then what?
Then you need some programs in BASIC, that's what.
This book has 101 games for you from very simple to
real buggers. You get the games, a description of the
games, the listing to put in your computer and a sam-
ple run to show you how they work. Fun. Any one game
will be worth more than the price of the book tor the fun
you and your family will have with it BK1074 $7.50."

MORE BASIC COMPUTER GAMES— Edited by David
H. Ahl. More fun in BASIC! 84 new games from the peo-
ple who brought you BASIC Compuler Games. In-

cludes such favorites as Minotaur (battle the mythical
beast) and Eliza (unload your troubles on the doctor at
bargain rates). Complete with game description, list-

ing and sample run, BK1182 $7.50."

WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN— PCCs first

book of computer games... 48 different computer
games you can play m BASIC. . programs, descrip-
tions and many illustrations. Lunar Landing, Ham-
murabi, King, Civel 2, Qubic 5, Taxman, Star Trek,
Crash, Market, etc. BK1071 S16.50*.

THEORY Z— How American Business Can Meet the
JapanesB Challange- by William Ouchi, Why are the
Japanese catching up and surpassing American in-

dustrial productivity? What allows Japanese in-

dustrialists to offer guaranteed lifetime employment
lo their workforce? This book will help you understand
the Theory Z managerial philosophy and its implica-
tions for the American corporate future. Examples are
given of the American industrial giants already
operating under Z-style management, and the impact
of this style on the quality of their executives and
workers is explored, A must tor the alert businessman,
large or small. BK1226 $12.95'

SO YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT A SMALL BUSINESS
COMPUTER— by Richard G. Canning and Nancy C.
Leeper. For a well-organized manual on the process of
selecting the right computer system for your small
business, this text can't be excelled. Designed lo in-

troduce the novice in data and word processing to the
real benefits of computerization, the book is filled with
money- and time-saving tips, photos of equipment,
lists of suppliers, prices, explanations of computer ter-

minology, and helpful references lo additional sources
of information. Everyone contemplating a first com-
puter installation should have this iDook. BKI 222
$14 00-

PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING— IN BASIC— by
L. Poole & M. Borchers, includes program listings with
remarks, desctiplions, discussions of the principle
behind each program, tile layouts, and a complete
user's manual with step-by-step instructions, flow-

charts, and simple reports and CRT displays. Payroll
and cost accounting features include separate pay-
rolls for up to 10 companies, time-tested interac-

tive data entry, easy correction of data entry errors,

job costing (labor of distribution], check printing
with full deduction and pay detail, and 16 differ-

ent printed reports, including W-2 and 941 (in CBASIC).
BKlOOl $20.00."

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS— Published by
Adam Osborne & Associates, Inc, Perfect for non-
technical computer ists requiring ready-to-use pro-
grams. Business programs, plus miscellaneous pro-

grams. Invaluable for the user who is not an experi-
enced programmer. All will operate in the stand-alone
mode. BK1053 $14.99 paperback.

PIMS: PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM— Learn how to unleash the power of a per-

sonal computer lor your own benefit in this ready-lo-

use database management program, BK1 009 $11,95."

—MONEYMAKING—
HOWTO MAKE MONEYWITH COMPUTERS— In 10 m-

formation-packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes

more than 30 computer-related, money-making, high

profit, low capilal inveslmenl opportunities.

BK1003 $15,00."

HOW TO SELL ANYTHING TO ANYBODY—According
to The Guinness Book ol World Records, the author,
Joe Girard, is "the world's greatest salesman." This
book reveals how he made a fortune- and how you
can, too, BK7306 $2.25."

THE INCREDIBLE SECRET MONEY MACHINE-by
Don Lancaster. A different kind of "cookbook" from
Don Lancaster. Want to slash taxes? Gel free vaca-
tions? Win at investments'' Make money from some-
thing f hat you like to do? You'll find this book essential
to give you the key insider details of what is really in-

volved in starling up your own money machine BKI 071
$5,95."

Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper
and mail to 80 M/cTOcompu((>is' Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to
include check or detailed credit card information.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1 -800-258-5473
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MICROCOMPUTING CODING SHEETS Microcom-
putings dozen ot so programmers wouldn't Iry to work
without these handy scratch pads, which help prevent
the lillle errors that can cast hours and hours ot

programming time. Available for programming is

Assembly/Machine Language (PD1001), which has col-

umns for address, instruction (3 bytes), source code
(label, op code, operand) and comments; and for

BASIC |PD 1 002) which is 72 columns wide. 50 sheets to
a pad. $2.39.'

Z-80 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK
—by Nat Wadswoflh. Scelbi's newest cookbook! This
book contains a complete description of the powerful
Z-80 instruction set and a wide variety of programming
information. Use the author's ingredients including
routines, subroutines and short programs, choose a
time-tested recipe and start cQ0l<in9! BK1045 $16,99.'

—Z-80—
TRS-80 ASSEf^flBLY LANGUAGE-by Hubert 8. Howe,
Jr. This book incorporates into a single volume all the
pertinent tacts and information you need to know to
program and enjoy the TRS-80. Included are clear
presentations of all introductory concepts, completely
tested practical programs and subroutines, details of
ROW and FlAlvl and disk operating systems, plus com-
prehensive tables, charts and appendices. Suitable for

the first time user or more experienced users. BK1217
$9,95,-

PROGRAMMING THE Z-80— by Bodnay Zaks- Here is as-
sembly language programming for the Z-80 presented as
a progressive, step-by-step course. This book is both an
educational text and a self-contained reference book,
useful to both the beginning and the experienced pro-
grammer who wish to learn about the Z-80 Exercises to

lest the reader are included. BK1122 S15.95."

INSIDE LEVEL II— For machine language program-
mers. This IS a comprehensive reference guide to the
Level II ROMs, allowing easy utilization of the
sophisticated routines they contain. It concisely ex-
plains setups, calling sequences, variable passage
and t/0 routines. Pari II presents an entirely new com-
posite program structure which unloads under ihe
SYSTEIvl command and executes in both BASIC and
machine code with the speed and efficiency of a com-
piler. Special consideration is given to disk systems.
BK1183$1595'

Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING—
BK1177— by Lance A. Leventhal, This book thoroughly
covers the Z-80 mstruction set, abounding in simple
programming examples which illustrate software de-

velopment concepts and actual assembly language
usage. Features include Z-80 I/O devices and interfac-

ing methods, assembler conventions, and compari-
sons with 8080A/8085 instruction sets and interrupt

structure. $16.99."

6809
6809 MICROCOMPUTER PR0GRAMIW1ING AND
INTERFACING -by Andrew C. Staugaard, Jr. Getting
involved with Tandy's new Color Computer? If so, this

new book from the Blacksburg Group will allow you to

exploit the awesome power of Ihe machine's 6809
microprocessor. Detailed information on processor ar.

chitecture, addressing modes, register operation, data
movement, arithmetic logic operations, I/O and inter-

facing IS provided, as well as a review section at the
end of each chapter. Four appendices are included
covering the 6809 instruction set. specHication sheets
of the 6809 family of processors, other 6800 series

equipment and the 6809/6821 Peripheral Interface
Adapter, This book is a must for the serious Color Com-
puter owner. BK1215 $13.95,'

NANOS SYSTEM
REFERENCE CARDS

For Models I, and

color computer
At last' No more (lipping through Ihe pages ot the
Basic manual! No more working through the maze of

machine language instructions! These cards com-
pletely summarise the Basic and Assembler manuals!
FEATURES INCLUDE:
memory map. eyeball graphics, math instructions.

basic commands, store instruct lorts, tiasic fund ions,

toad instructions, basic statements, move instruc-

tions, special keys, exchange instructions, print using
examples, shift instructions, basic special characters.

compare instructions, basic and assembler messages
and codes, branch instructions, basic facts, data
alteration instructions, reserved words. I/O instruc-

tions, ROM roulines. complete character chart with
graphics and space-compression codes, hex-dec
chart, control code cross-reference, assemtjier in-

structions commands and operators, screen line

layout, editor commands & subcommands, condition
code easy access
Designed as a fold-up. accordion. style card, fits in your
pocket. Panels organized for optimum speed (or

referencR

Modell;BASIConlyFC1001 $2.95
Model I: BASIC and Assembler FC1002 14.95
Model H: BASIC and Assembler FC 1005 $5.95
Model HI: BASIC only FCIOOd $3.95
Model III; BASIC and Assembler FC1003 $5.95
Color: BASIC and Extended FC1006 14.95

ALL NEW—FOR 80 OWNERS
ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR THE TRS-80*

ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR THE TRS-80" is

the newest peripfieral for your micro-
computer. This ten-volume reference
series contains programs and articles

especially selected to extend the docu-
mentation that comes with the TRS-80.
Volumes of the Encyclopedia are being
issued one-at-a-lime, apptoximalefy six

weeks apart. This means that each new
volume will reflect the latest develop-
ments in TRS-80 microcomputing.
Encyclopedia for the TRS-80 is avail-

able in two editions. Tfie deluxe
COLLECTOR'S EDITION has a hand-
some green and black hard cover with a
dust jacket. A soft cover edition is also
available.

To order single hard cover volumes of

the Encyclopedia please specify:

Volume 1 EN8101 119.95*
VotumB2 ENei02 S19.95-
Volumes EN8103 $19.95*
Volume 4 ENei04 $19.95*

Volumes EN8105 $19-95*
Volume 6 EN8106 S19.95-
Volume? EN8107 $19.95*

To order single softcover volumes of the
Encyclopedia please specify:

Volume 1 EN8081 S10.9S'
Volume 2 EN8082 S10.95'
Volumes EN8063 S10.95*
Volume4 EN8084 S10.95-
Volumes EN8085 S10.95'
Volumes EN8086 $10.95*
Volume? EN8087 $10.95"

ENCYCLOPEDIA

m mmw
A ilhfai> ot vseiu

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Order the etitire set (the first ten volumes)
of the Encyclopedia for the TRS-80 and
receive the tenth volume FREE!

10 Volume deluxe hard cover
COLLECTOR'S EDITION —a $199.50
value.

EN8100 S164.00 postpaid

10 Volume soft cover edition, a $109.50
value.

EN8080 $83.00 postpaid

ENCYCLOPEDIA LOADER is the
software companion to the
Encyclopedia for the TRS-80. This
special series of cassettes w\\
ahow you to load selected pro-
grams from the Encyclopedia in-

stantly. Hours of keyboafding time
and the aggravating searcn for
typos is eliminated "by using the
Encyclopedia Loader.

Encyclopedia Loader for Volume 1

of the Encyclopedia of the TRS-80
is available at a Special Introduc-
tory Price of $12.95 (a $14.95
value). To take advantage of this
offer specify:

EL800111 $12.95*

Additional Encyclopedia Loaders
\n\\\ be available as each volume
of the Encyclopedia for the TRS-
80 is issued. To order specify
Encyclopedia Loader:

Volume 2 EL8002 $14.95'
Volumes EL8003 $14.95*
Volume 4 EL8004 $14.95*
Volume 5 EL8005 $14.95*
Volume 6 EL8006 $14.95'
Volume/ EL8007 $14.95*

No CO D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for the first book, $1.00 each addi.
tional book, $10.00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks tor delivery. Ques-
tions regarding your order'' Please write to Customer Service at the following address.

Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper
and mail to 80 Microcomputing Book Department •Peterborough hJH 03458. Be sure to
include check or detailed credit card information.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1 -800-258-5473
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• UNDERSTANDING AND PROGRAMMING MICRO-
COMPUTERS—BK7382—A valuable addilion to you:
computing library. This two-part text incluaes the best
articles that have appeared in 73 and Kilobaud
Microcomputing magazines on the hardware and soft-

ware aspects of microcomputing. Well-known auttiors

and well-structured text helps the reader get involved.
$10.95-

• SOME OF THE BEST FROM KILOBAUD MICROCOM-
PUTING— BK731 1—A collection of the best articles Itiat

have appeared in Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING. Includ-
ed is material ontbeTRS-SOandPETsysiems.CP/M, the
8080/8085/Z-eO chips, the ASR-33 terminal. Data base
management, word processing, text editors and file

structures are covered too. Programming techniques
and hard-core hardware construction projects tor

modems, high speed cassette interfaces and TVTs are
also included in this large format, 200 plus page edition
$10.95.'

DON'T (or How to Care for Your Computer)- by Rod-
nay Zaks. in plain language, with numerous illustra-
tions, th IS book tells all the do's and dont's of the care,
preservation and correct operation of the small com-
puter system. Specific chapters cover each piece of
hardware and software, as well as safety and security
precautions and help for problem situations. Have

-i your computer work right the first time and keep it

working. No technical background required. For all

computer users BK1237 $11.95.

YOUR FIRST COMPUTER— by Rodnay Zaks. Whether
you are using a computer, itiinking about using one or
considering purchasing one, this book Is indispen-
sable, it explains what a computer system is, what it

can do, how it works and how to select various com-
ponents and peripheral units. It is written in everyday
language and contains invaluable information for the
novice and the experienced programmer. (The first edi-
tion of this book was published under the title "An In-

troduction to Personal and Business Computing".)
BK1191 $8.95*

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES
— by Austin Lesea& RodnayZahs- will teach you how
to interconnect a complete system and interface it to
all the usual peripherals. It covers hardware and soft- ivrT^. . .

ware skills and techniques, including the use and de- i\ll,W
sign of model buses such as the IEEE 488 or S-100
BK1037 $17.95."

HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HEREUf you want to come
up to speed on how computers work— hardware and
software— this is an excellent book. It starts with fun-

damentals and explains the circuits and the basics of

programming, along with a couple of TVT construction
projects, ASCII, Baudot, etc. This book has the highest
recommendations as a teaching aid. $4.95,' BK7323

THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS—This book takes it

from where Hobby Computers Are Here! leaves off, with
chapters on Large-Scaie integration, how to choose a
microprocessor chip, an introduction to programming,
low-cost \I0 for a computer, computer arithmetic, check-
ing memory boards... and much, much morei Don't
miss this tremendous value! Only $4.95 * BK7340

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS, VOL
—The Beginner's Book—Written for readers who know
n-othing atjout computers— for those who have an In-

terest in how to use computers— and for everyone else
who must live with computers and should know a little

about them. The first in a series of 4 volumes, this book
will explain how computers work and what they can do.
Computers have become an integral part of life and
society During any given day you are affected by com-
puters, so start learning more about them with Volume
0. BK1130$7.95.'

VOL. I
—2nd Edition complelely revised. Dedicated to

the basic concepts of microcomputers and hardware
theory. The purpose of Volume I is to give you a
thorough understanding of what microcomputers are.
From basic concepts (which are covered in detail).

Volume I builds the necessary components of a
microcomputer system. This book highlights the dif-

ference between minicomputers and microcomputers,
BK1030 $12.99.'

SPECIAL INTERESTS
MOD III ROM COMMENTED— Soft-Sector marketing,
1981 This book is not an instruction course on
machine language, but rather an information source
ttiat you can use lime and time again for writing your
own program or patching old Mod I machine language
programs. It contains an explanation of ROMs In the
latest machine from Tandy, with most every location of

the 14K ROMs listed, with comments. BK1235 S22.50

INTRODUCTION TO WORD PROCESSING by Hal
Giatzer. This book explains in plain language what a
word processor can do, how to use one. how it improves
productivity- especially in businesses that handle lots
of words— and how to buy one wisely. No technical
knowledge required, for all first-time users and those
considering purchasing a word processor, BK1238 $12.95

NEW
A USER GUIDE TO THE UNIX SYSTEM by Jean Yates
and Rebecca Thomas. Here at last is a clearly written
book that allows you to use the Unix operating system
easily, and at a traction of the lime It previously took. If

you're using, evaluating or simply curious about this sys-
tem, this is your book. BK1242 $15.99

THE CUSTOM TRS-80 AND OTHER MYSTERIES— t)y NEW
Dennis Kitsz. More than 300 pages of TRS-80 customiz-
ing information. With this book you'll be able to ex-

plore your computer like never before. Want to turn an
8 track into a mass storage unit? Individual reverse
characters? Replace the BASIC ROMs? Make Music?
High speed, reverse video. Level I and Level II? Fix it if

it breaks down? All this and much, much more. Even If

you have never used a soldering iron or read a circuit

diagram, this book will teach you how! This is the
definitive guide to customizing your 80! BK1218
S29.95.'

WORDSTAR MADE EASY by Walter A. Ettlin. Now Word-
Star is as simple to learn as it is easy to use. This book
teaches WordStar in 14 easy lessons, saving hours of
hard work, it comes with a convenient pull-out Command
Card. BK1239$7.95

TRS-eO DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES- by Harvard C.
Pennington This is the definitive work on the TRS-80
disk system, it is full of detailed "How to use," infor-

mation with examples, samples and in-depth explana-
tions suitable for beginners and professionals alike.

The recovery of one lost file is worth the price alone
BK1181 $22.50.*

MICROSOFT BASIC DECODED AND OTHER MYS-
TERIES— by James Farvour From the company that
brought you TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES.
Contains more than 6500 lines of comments for the dis-

assembled Level 11 ROMs and six additional chapters
describing every BASIC subroutine, with assembly
language routines showing how to use them. Flow-
charts for all major routines give the reader a real in-

sight into how the interpreter works. BK1 186 $29 50.'

BASIC FASTER AND BETTER AND OTHER MYS-
TERIES--by Lewis Rosenfeldei You don't have to
earn assembly language to make your programs run
fast. With the dozens of programming tricks and
techniques in this book you can sort at high speed,
swap screens in the twinkling of an eye, write INKEY
routines thai people think are in assembly language
and add your own commands to BASIC. Find out how
to write elegant code that makes your BASIC really
hum, and explore the power of USR calls. BK122I
$29.95 *

THE CP/M HANDBOOK (with MP/M|— by Rodnay Zaks.
A complete guide and reference handbook for CP/M—
the industry standard in operating systems. Step-by-
step instruction for everytfiing from turning on the
system and inserting the diskette to correct user
discipline and remedial action for problem situations.
This also includes a complete discussion of all ver-

sions of CP/M up to and including 2.2, MP/M and
CDOS. BK1187 $14.95 *

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

KILOBAUD KLASSROOM— by George Young and Peter
Stark. Learning electronics theory without practice isn't

easy. And it's no fun to build an electronics project that
you can't use. Kilobaud Klassroom.ihe popular series
first published in Kilobaud Microcomputing, combines
theory with practice. This is a practical course in digital

electronics. It starts out with very simple electronics
protects, and by the end of the course you'll construct
your own working microcomputer!

Authors Young and Stark are experienced teachers,
and their approach is simple and direct. Whether you're
learning at home or in the classroom, this book provides
you with a solid background in electronics— and you'll

own a computer that you built yourself! BK7386 $14.95

TOOLS & TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTRONICS— by A. A.

Wicks is an easy-to-understand book written for the
beginning kit-builder as well as the experienced hob-
byist. It has numerous pictures and descriptions of the
sate and correct ways to use basic and specialized tools
for electronic projects, as well as specialized metal-
working tools and the chemical aids which are used in

repair shops. $4,95,' BK7348

"No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add SI. 50 for the first book, $1.00 each addi-
tional book, $10,00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Ques-
tions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the foi lowing address.

Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper
and mail toSOMiCTOCompurmg Book Department •Peterborough NH 03456 Be sure to
include check or detailed credit card information.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1 -800-258-5473
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REIOAD 80 by Art Huston

This month's column is for

the newcomer to microcom-

puting and the TRS-80. It will

deal with the question we most

commonly get on the phone:

How do I load this tape?

Beginners do not always

know the difference between

Assembly language source

code and Basic. The important

thing to remember is that As-

sembly language programs are

loaded and then assembled us-

ing an editor/assembler; this is

denoted on the LOAD 80 docu-

mentation card by the words

"needs EDTASM." In general,

Assembly language programs

are more difficult to use. Basic

programs are loaded from the

Basic prompt (>_ _) with the com-

mand CLOAD if you are loading

from tape and LOAD"filename"

if you are loading from disk.

The correct volume setting of

the tape recorder is crucial to

achieve a good load from cas-

sette. This may differ from one

tapetothe next. If you havetrou-

ble, simply start at the low end

of the volume scale and go up

until you obtain a successful

May LOAD 80 Directory

Program Title Page Comments
1 MUSIC 142 NONE
2 NAMESONG 234 NONE
3 EXPENSE 238 NONE
4 PERSPECT 242 NONE
5 RACES 252 NONE
6 HANDICAP 264 NONE
7 BANNER 282 NONE
8 SPCCHASE 292 NONE
9 FORE 298 NONE
10 GABBY 322 NONE
11 TESTFILE 330 NONE
12 MONEYDOS 382 NONE

load.

The alignment of your record-

er's heads is also critical. If the

tape sounds muffled this could

be the problem. Consult the

September1981 RELOAD80 col-

umn (page 314) for details.

Type CMD'T" before loading

a tape under fvlodel I Disk Basic.

If you are using the Model III

with either tape or disk, remem-

ber to toggle the low baud rate.

Do this by responding 'L' to the

'CASS' prompt, or by POKEing

16913,0.

People often write to us com-

plaining of program bugs and

enclose a listing like Listing 1.

The TRS-80 wi 1 1 often load a tape

perfectly for several seconds

and then start reading data in-

correctly. If the program lists

Basic keywords strung along

without colons or scrolls irregu-

larly or changes print size, load

it again. Even one line number

interpreted incorrectly will cause

an error to occur.

Please consult the February

1982 RELOAD 80 column for de-

tails on using LOAD 80 disks.

Errata

The program DIRECTRD was

listed in April's RELOAD 80 col-

umn, but was not actually in-

cluded. This is because our copy

went bad.

A program was accidentally

deleted from "The Philatelist's

Friend" in the December 1981

issue, but was included on the

LOAD 80 tape. The program is

also listed in this month's De-

bug section.

Program Listing 1

6B CLS:QL=a:X=326:FORG=lT08-.PRINT@X,A(Gj ;: X-X+6 4 : NEXT: 01-6 : PRINT
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PbljRvtPOKEKILLdppLOCDATAMEHdENDjfhXD@SYSTEHGETRETURtJHERGEDIH@DA
TAERRORSYSTEMLINEeRESETehPDfiTARETURNRUNRETURNMERGE^LIKEKILLDEFSN
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LOAD
80
LOADS
EASY

a i)

LOAD 80
ELIMINATE HOURS OF
TYPING AND
AGGRAVATION

In the April, 1981 issue of 80 Microcomputing
we introduced LOAD80tosaveyou the time and trouble of

typing our programs yourself. LOAD 80 cassette tapes

contain dumps of the major program listings in 80

Microcomputing .

If you have not yet ordered any LOAD 80 tapes and wish

you had, don't worry. We are now offering a "back issue"

cassette program. You can order any LOAD 80 cassette

from April, 1981 to date for $9.97. Back issues of 80

Microcomputing are also available with the LOAD 80 cas-

settes for $3.50. With the complete documentation found

in the companion magazine issue, you should have no dif-

ficulty loading any of 80'

s

major programs.

Please send me the following:

month year

Tapes ___^^ Magazines

month year

ITEM COST QTY. TOTAL

LOAD 30 Tapes

add S1.50 per lapc lor postage and handling $9.97

80 WicfocompLfting

add $1.00 per magazine for postage and

handling

$3.50

TOTAL

C Check Enclosed Bill my: _ MC C AE G VISA

NAME ._ ,_.

ADDRESS
CITY STATE,
CARD# ^_
SIGNATURE

ZIP.

EXP. DATE.
INTERBANK*.

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery

LOAD aO • 80 Pine Street • Pelerborougti NH 03458

Attn Debra Boudneau

Circuit Analysis. Linear and transient circuit analysis pro-

grams. 10 to 15 noaes. Built-in models for transistors, op-amps,

transmission lines. Plots amplitude and phase. Available for

TRS-80 Disk BASIC 48K, CP/M and H-89 computer svstems.

LCA (linear Circuit Analysis) S|H).9S . ;

TCA(1i-ansienl Circuit Analysis) SI29.9S

TLCA(B(Hh()fiheabnveprograms) _ Sl(i9,t)S

Data Base Management for the TRS-80.
DBM-l is designed to be sophisticated yet easy to use. Extensive

screen prompts with cross reference to the documentation to

make tnis program one of the best documented on the market.

256 byte fields, 256 byte field names^ machine language assisted

sort,

totals. Available for TRS-SO with 48K and oiie or more disk drives.

DBM-l S99.9S

DBM-l S199.00 Purchased with IDOS S. 1 (Specif) I or III)

TRS-80 Graphics Package, grass is a superb graphics

package and macnine langu^e overlay loader Create complex

screen graphics with a few simple commands in BASIC or

machine language. The overlav Inadpr allow'; multinlc m3rhinp

language programs to be callec

(iRASS S59.95

Manuals availableforany ofthe abovepackagesfor S13. 00.

To order call (505) 255-6451 weekdays between noon and

6:00 p.m. Mountain time. Ask for a catalog. MasterCard and Visa

accepted. Dealer inquiries invited.

,UTEL
ILECTRONIC CO.

MICRO-COMPlTER SYSTEMS AND SUPPLIES
146 WISCONSIN. NE ALBOQIERQI E. NM VnXQV, -^^S?

TRS-80^ OWNERS

":>-

LOW COST ARCHIVE OR DISK

BACK-UP TAPE STORAGE SYSTEM

The BETA-80 is a low cost, high speed, direct access digital

tape system which provides one megabyte of storage per

drive. The dual drive configuration provides two megabytes
on line. The 8ETA-80 has been interfaced to the fvlodel III

TRS-80* for use in backing up costly diskettes. It provides

direct access at better than 100 inches per second and will

store 10 single density 5-1/4" diskettes on a standard C60
cassette.

Write or phone MECA for details,

IIICCSI [714)365-7686

7350 Acoma Trail, Suite 3 - Yucca Valley, CA 92284
,^304

"Manutacturar s Registered Trademark
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Medical Opinion
by Philip R Mills, M.D.

"Even stuffy medical journals

have articles on computerization."

This year may well be the year of

the microcomputer in the field of med-

icine. Physicians have been purchasing

microcomputers in record numbers. Sev-

eral small journals devoted to micros in

medicine are available. Even stuffy medi-

cal journals have articles on computeriza-

tion. One orthopedic journal which I re-

ceive has just begun a regular column de-

voted to the subject. The surface has only

been scratched, hovi/ever; if you can rec-

ommend a program on diabetes, blood

gases, thyroid profile, health education,

life expectancy, diet counseling, filing

system, statistical analysis, or any pro-

gram of interest to a physician, please

write to me.

For any business the accounts receiv-

able constitutes a most important portion

of successful operation. Unfortunately, in

medicine and dentistry, patient accounts

are far too complicated and numerous to

use any of the standard business ac-

counts-receivable programs. To provide

small clinics with automated patient bill-

ing, various software houses have been

Vi/riting medical packages for the Models I,

il and III. The recent releases are vastly su-

perior to earlier attempts. If your clinic is

using an older medical or dental program,

it may pay to investigate one of the new
Model il billing packages. Our next several

columns will be devoted to billing pack-

ages. We will cover packages for the Mod-

el I, Model II and Model 111.

The MS80 Dental Financial Manage-

ment System (clearly benefiting from the

abbreviation FMS) developed by MICRO/
SYS80 Inc., 236 Waverly Rd., Southamp-

ton, PA 18966 (215) 355-5706, is a quality

program. There are advantages to pur-

chasing programs developed by experi-

enced software houses. In 1978, the au-

thors of FMS developed their first dental

billing package. Written in Basic for the

Model I, it was later revised for the Model

II. Because of the limitations inherent in

Basic, a complete rewrite was made in

1981 using TRSDOS 2.0A and Radio

Shack's Cobol.

FMS is a true turnkey system. It is en-

tirely self-prompting. From the time the

computer is turned on, the user simply re-

sponds to questions or keys in patient

data as the screen ind icates. The video ca-

pabilities of the Model II are utilized nice-

ly, and reverse video highlights nicely all

editable screen information.

The 191 pages of documentation are

outstanding. The manual is printed with

selectric-quality print and has three major

sections.

The first section is an easily understood

tutorial which walks the user through the

many functions of the system at a com-

fortable pace. Every video screen and op-

tion is covered and any areas of particular

importance are highlighted. Since FMS
vi/as specifically written for the Model II,

all operating instructions, including back-

up, are specific to the Model II. (This gives

it an edge over most CP/M programs

which are able to provide only general

start-up instructions, broad enough to fit

many different computer models.) The tu-

torial section closes with a question-and-

answer chapter. Questions such as, "How
can we "w/rite off" this account?" are ad-

dressed. Our billing clerk was able to un-

derstand the tutorial with no outside as-

sistance.

The second section of the manual is for

reference only and is very complete with

detailed specifications for every screen,

option and function. In my opinion this

portion of the manual was unnecessarily

difficult to use since it was arranged in al-

phabetical order rather than organized by

nine choices (including six submenus) are

listed;

10 Account Maintenance Menu
20 Patient Maintenance Menu
30 Payment Processing Function

40 End-of-Day Processing Menu
50 Biliings Option Menu
60 Monttily Processing Menu
70 Peripheral Maintenance Menu
80 Patient Processing Function

90 End System

If
"50" is entered, the Billing Option

Submenu appears:

51 Account Billing Function

52 Insurance Billing Function

All submenus can by bypassed. In the

above example the Billings Option Menu
could have been bypassed by entering 51

or 52 directly from the main menu. The re-

sponse time is nearly instantaneous and

entries do not require pressing Enter.

The program provides for 200 dental

procedures (the advertisement incorrectly

states 300}, 20 producers (dentists, hy-

gienists and so on), 20 complications

(asthma, penicillin allergy, among others),

and 20 insurance carriers.

Patient accounts are limited by disk

space to 4,000 patients with 2,000 active

billing acounts. If a hard disk is used, this

number can be increased indefinitely.

Each patient record allows up to five com-

plications to be listed, as well as Iwo

''Our billing clerk was able to understand

the tutorial with no outside assistance."

the menu sequence. There is no index, but

in most cases the table of contents is suf-

ficient to serve this function.

The last section of the manual contains

appendices with all start-up instructions,

back-up instructions, and other informa-

tion such as where to order forms.

The compiled program contains nearly

500K of instructions. A main menu pro-

vides 35 options. To avoid cluttering the

screen and confusing the billing clerk only

phone numbers, birthday, sex, next ap-

pointment, recall date, and dentist.

One of my main criticisms of Radio

Shack's Model I Medical Office System

was the difficulty our office had in chang-

ing over from our manual pegboard sys-

tem to this automated billing system. It

took us a month and much overtime. Fi-

nally we abandoned the system, leaving

our billing clerk resistant to future compu-

terization. The MS80 Financial Manage-
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• It s
For Your TRS-80- Model I and Model III

Most EFFICIENT Disk Basic Interpreter!

A true Z-80 Basic. Others claim to have a NEW
Basic, but their cumbersome archaic code can-

not measure up to the speed and size of SUPER-
BASIC. Seeing Is Believing!

Most COMPATIBLE Operating System!
Model III MULTIDOS will Automatically Read
(without reconfiguring system between reads

—without modifying source media)
€/i^3

.iO^e.^^'
MULTIDOS Model I Single Density LDOS Model i Single Density

MULTIDOS Model I P Density LDOS Model I Double Density

MULTIDOS Model I Double Density LDOS Model III

DOSPLUS Model I Double Density NEWDOS/80 Model I Double Density (unadulterated)

DOSPLUS Model \\\ NEWDOS/80 Model III (unadulterated)

PERCOM DBLDOS
UTILITY TO READ TRSDOS MODEL III, VERSION 1.3.

Other Model I Single Density Operating Systems Must Be Altered (via System Utility) To Be

Read By MULTIDOS Model III. MULTIDOS Model I Doesn't Care! It Just Reads 'Em.

(Hardware Modification Required To Read Double Density Diskettes)

• Most PORTABILITY ^^'

Mix & Match Model I and Model III MULTIDOS
Diskettes.

.'Cl^^

VISA & MasterCard

WELCOMED

Foreign Orders Add $15.00

* For Model I Orders Only *

Please Specify Single, Double

or P Density.

— MAILORDERS —

Cosmopolitan Electronics Corporation
P.O. BOX 234

PLYMOUTH, MICHIGAN 48170

******••

— TECHNICAL INFORMATION —

Cosmopolitan Electronics Corporation
C/O VERNON B. HESTER

42403 Old Bridge Road . Canton, Ml 48188 • (313) 397-3126

NOW AVAILABLE FROM _^

$7995
Plus $3.00 For

Shipping & Handling

Michigan Residents

Add 4% Sales Tax

COD Orders Add $1,50

Personal Checks Take

2 Weeks To Clear

COMPUTER SHACK

1691 Eason

Pontiac, Michigan 48054
(313)673-2224

POWER SOFT

1 1 500 Slemmons Expressway

Dallas. Texas 75229
(214)484-2976

BYTES SNAILS

51 10 6th Avenue
Sioux City, Iowa 51106

(712)274-2348

SIMUTEK
COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC

4877 East Speedway
Tucson, Arizona 85712

(602) 323-9391
V- 58

TRS-80 IS a registered trademark of Tandy Corp



^0 Medical Opinion

ment System, however, is remarkably

easy to install in the office. In fact, ttie

manual contains a chapter devoted to

painless computerization. FMS gives the

option of installation all at once (in our ex-

perience a hiorrendous task) or gradual

changeover (our clinic's recommenda-
tion). Gradual changeover is accom-
plished by entering patients into the com-

puter as they have dental appointments or

as payment is received.

Access to patient information is im-

mediately available by either patient

name or number. No sorting is ever re-

quired making it by far the fastest pro-

gram I have used to date. Patient billing is

simplicity itself. All prompts for informa-

tion are clear and easily entered. Patients

are charged using procedure codes. Stan-

dard charges may be overridden at any

time. New procedures may be entered im-

mediately. A return appointment is

entered at this time with a date flagged to

send a reminder to each patient of his

next appointment. Mailing labels are pro-

duced if desired for statements, recall

cards, and appointment notices. Numeri-

cal entry is enhanced by removing any

slashes, dashes, or parentheses from

dales, phone numbers, social security

numbers, and so forth; the program auto-

matically supplies these itself. At the con-

clusion of each day, you can print out the

next day's appointment list.

A very helpful option which I have seen

on no other medical package is the capa-

bility to print up the charge slips on the

next day's patients. This charge slip con-

tains the account and patient name and

phone number, past-due balance (if any)

and date of last payment. This makes it

convenient for the office manager to dis-

cuss the status of the account with the pa-

tient if necessary. It also provides a form

forthedentist or other producer to write in

all new charges.

Patient statements are very versatile.

Three lines are provided for a seasonal

greeting. Every patient account can be in-

dividualized—billed, not billed, insurance

only, budget, and so on. Any patient can

receive or not receive dunning messages
on his statement. Your standard 30, 60,

and 90 day dunning messages can be

changed easily. A pre-treatment authori-

zation form can be sent to a third-party

carrier prior to treatment for payment ap-

proval. Third-party billing forms can be

standard ADA forms or SUPERBILL for-

mat on blank paper.

A reconciliation statement is printed

daily. Numerous other accounting reports

can be generated including full account

aging reports, patient lists, billing reports,

and insurance aging reports. Manage-

ment reports include procedure analysis

and producer analysis. All reports can be

printed alphabetically or by account num-

ber sequence. Complete complication

lists, procedure lists, and producer lists

are also provided.

An excellent convenience feature of the

program is the arrangement of report

printouts. The reports are arranged to re-

quire an absolute minimum of printer form

changing. This feature will appeal strong-

ly to any busy office personnel. Standard

forms are utilized where possible, but any

format is available from MS80 by request.

Insurance billing is always compli-

cated. The program simplifies this billing.

All patients are arranged under the ac-

count of the person responsible for pay-

ment. This is a better solution than having

a separate account for each patient.

Although this program is excellent,

there were a few areas that irritate me. All

prompt response entries require upper-

case. Lowercase responses are ignored.

My personal preference is lowercase. Ac-

count-name searches differentiate be-

tween upper and lowercase, which I feel is

an inconvenience shared by most ac-

counting packages. This program shares

another inconvenience with most other

packages: Date changing is awkward and

requires rebooting.

The program provides an option to

schedule the appointment time. Date only

is available. This is certainly no major limi-

tation.

No provisions are made to enter pa-

tients with past-due balances. All patients

must be aged by the program itself. Any
outstanding balance must be originally

entered as a current balance. Most prac-

tices would choose this method of aging

anyway, so this would prove of little incon-

venience.

No integrated accounting programs are

available for this FMS. Also not provided

are any reports comparing prior months,

years or collection percentages, but nei-

ther does any other medical office system

I have reviewed.

Another feature absent from every

package to date is a simple way to update

the procedure-fee schedule. It should be

possible to update all charges by a certain

percentage without changing each

Scotch Diskettes
Rely on Scotch" diskettes to keep your valu-

able data sate. Dependable Scotch diskettes

are tested and guaranteed error-free. The low

abrasivity saves your read/write heads
They're compatible with most diskette drives.

(800)235-4137

Dealer Inquiries

tnvilea

^^207

Introducing...

Frog Prince Software

PROGRAMMERS' We are seeking out-

standing entertainment programs for

publication. Unique, challenging pro-

grams for ttie IBM PC. the TRS-80 Color

Computer and other computers with

tiigh-resolution color graphics capa-

bilities. Write for our submissions kit

FroE Prince Software

P.O.Box 970
Bowling Green Station

New Wrk, New Vork 10274

ISA's DATABASE
The only DBMS with all these features.

* PROVEN in one year of lest marketing
* TOUGH, reliable tile structure

* MENU driven for simplicity and easy use
* ARITHMETIC with stored calculations

* FAST set-up and report formating
* CLEAR user-oriented documentation
* PR [ NTS totals S subtotals -mail labels

* REFORMATS and merges data files

* MULTI-DISK files: Up to 128K records
* SORTS full disks on up to 40 fields

* PRODUCTION input of repetitive data

* COUPLES to word processors statistics

* POSTS transactions to master file

* SEARCH by strings, ranges, compansons
* DATA COMPRESSION. Over twice as

many labels as the other system

For TRS-80" Models I. II, & 111 - 250.00

Ask your Dosler or Writo

Institute for SdenUflc Anatysis, Inc.

P. O. Box 7186. Dept. Ml
Wilmington, DE 19803 (215)358 3735

'T M Tandy Corp
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»L(H:K BllEAKEll

A fast and furious action game designed to

challenge players of all ages and skills! Special

features include:

• 9 levels of play

• sound effects

• SAVES TOP TEN SCORES
• machine language

For tfie TRS-80- Model I, Level II 16K or Model

III 16K
Price of $14.95 includes shipping and handling.

To order call (513) 435-5965 or send check or

money order to;

Cedar Software Co.

1943 Woodson Court

Centerville, Ohio 45459

jDllware Co
.^397

Dealer inquiries invited.

' Trademark ot TANDY CORP.

TAKE A BYTE
OUT OF YOUR
SOFTWARE COST*
Save 20-40% on all

major Brands of micro-software

90 day guarantee-when you're happy,

we're happyl

Gigantic inventory of old and new
releases.

Overnight shipm^nt by UPS-no per

item handling fee.

We credit orders $1 .00 when you call

.ftOfifi; out of 2 1
3 'area

, ^g^,,,^^j^,,^

jBOrTWARB aALORB
°For*i^e^atalog/orders call 21 3-827-1851

(8 am - 5 pm only) New National Direct

Phone Number 1-800-423-6326

LARGECAPACITYACCOUNTSRECm
<
>

S LARGE CAPACITY
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

FOR MODEL I/Ill

5000+ CUSTOMERS
15000+ TRANSACTIONS

BALANCE FORWARD. 99 TRANSACT. CODES.
30-60-90-120 AGED STATEMENTS SHOW
DATE/INV#/DESCR IP/AMT (WITH AGEING).
SELECTIVE FINANCE CHARGES & RATES.
FAST ENTRY. POSTING W/AUDfT REPORT.
SUB-ACCTS. % OF CREDIT LIMIT DATE
OF LAST PAYMENT SALES ANALYSIS
SPECIAL 90 DAY ACCOUNTS. LABELS
RETAIL 8 PROFESSIONALLY USED 2 YEARS.

$100.00
(REQ, YOUR DOS 32K 2 DISKS)

HOLMAN OP SERVICE '"'''

2059 WEST LINCOLN 3.00 S&H
OROVILLE, CA 95965 VISA OR MC
916-533-5992 3PM-9PM COD*
'COD (GASH CERTIFIED CK. MONEY ORDER}

ui 33dSlNnO03VAJ.I0VdV03OdVia

reformaTTer
rviodel If usersi Convert files between

TRSDOSand CP/M!

REfORMAriER runs under TRSDOS

Operates on single drive system

Converts in both directions

CP/M operating system not needed

All TRSDOS record lengths supported

Initializes blank CP/M diskette

Displays or dumps CP/M fries

Manipulates CP/M directory under

TRSDOS
$249.00 from Stock CP/M-^IBMand

CP/M^DEC versions of REFORMATTER
also available Bt S249.00 from MicroTech

Exports, Inc., 467 Hamilton Ave , Palo Alto,

CA9430] ..] Tel: 415/324-9)14 : TWX:
910-370-7457 MUH-ALTOS J Dealer &
OEM discounts available, ^g QQJ ^ ^qq

IBM Pf
rRS-80 • MODtL II

ADVANCKU PRODLCTIVITV SYStKIM

Al'S I- ,1 pri)dutliviiv booslcr thiil fan bt

Liimpart'd wiih IBM's SPl' lyslem. "Ihc

Miphislicatcii user will .I'llic Kir nolhin^ k-\s.

Noll' ihcst kalurcs

• Menu driven, jstr Incntll) gi:ni'r:il purpd-.

an;hiti;tlur<;

• Duiil screen operatiun

• Primary, Line and I-uiiLinjn kc> ^umm.irn

• Separate tidil and BrowM: ^ubs^•.lum^

• Dynamitally adjuslablc atrulling in .ill loi

directions

• r in-rnal ddlascls mcruc and creaic

• "K-xt ("armuller, simibr lo IBM's

SC RIPT/GML formdlier, is designed U'l

liirge documenl''

• Built-in ulililics atlou. daiasei lormat

conversions

All registered users of our products receive ti

maintenance support For more mformatioii

I'.O, BOX 142

DON MILLS, ONTARIO
CANADA MJC 2R6

• KL-gisltrtd Trrfdcniiirk ol lniid\ C iir[

-395

MODEL III TRS-80®

Software on Disks!

At last! All Model III.

Put it in — Watch it run.

GUARANTEED — SEND FOR
FREE CATALOG. INCLUDE S9.95

FOR DISK VERSION AND

A FREE PROGRAM.

STAR*WARE TM

Rt. 5, Box 277-C

Benbrook, TX 76126

SubsctMiort
ProbiSm?

80 Microcomputing does not keep

subscription records on the premises,

therefore calling us only adds time

and doesrv't solve the problem.

Please send a description of the prob-

lem and your most recent address

label to:

80 Microcomputing

Subscription Dept.

PO Box 981

Farmingdale, NY 11737

Thank you and erijoy your subscription

'^.

WILD
1:;%^A 'hffM

REMARKABLE TRS-80

DISK DIRECTORY
CATALOGUE SYSTEM

Model I using TRSDOS 2.3 or any Vers
(Jses fast mrfttiinc rode for reading i

Catalogue contains
dUktD.dislina

an NEWDOS
Id sorting.

S39.95 + $2.00 SiH Req 4fiK TwoS'Drires
Saltsfaction guaranleecfoi rcjurn within lOrlay^-

DONALD M FIELDING
2207 N.W. 61 5l PLACE • MARGATE. FL 33063

(305)972-6744
Dciilcr Inquiries Invittil

f aS.SO and TRSDOS - Tradeiiijik of Tandy Corp
NtWDOS .Trademarii Opparat Inc

^^softbyte computing
announces , . , ^398

STAR SEARCH ASTRONOMY GUIDE Instantly

display a map of the skies overhead for any date

and time entered that plots the brightest stars,

double stars, star dusters, nebula and the exter-

na) galaxies |19.95

DATA-FILE MANAGER A compiete information

filing and retrieval system that includes an alpha

& numeric sort, user-defined record formats of up

to 240 characters and 12 fields, multi-field search

and totals, and auto memory size recogni-

tion 119.95

STOCK CHART GRAPHER Charts any stock's

trading prices for up to 60 days, weeks, etc. along

with volume of shares traded, price moving

.
average and relative price change J19.95

THE COUPON SHOPPER A convenient and

organized way to keep records of your

redeemable coupons on hand that also matches

those coupons to your program-prepared shop-

ping list $9.9S

All programs are furnished on cassette for Model

I or 111 with at least 16K. Disk owners inquire as

to disk availability and prices. Overseas add $3,00

and CT residents add sales tax,

Softbyte Computing, Box 217, Waliingford, CT
06492

^See List ol Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 363
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charge individually.

Since the package is written in Cobol,

in-house enhancements will be very diffi-

cult. A fully operational demonstration

version is available for $30. The demon-
stration version is slovi^er than the com-

plete FMS version and limited to 20 pa-

tients. Otherwise, it is identical to the full

version and includes full documentation.

This provides an excellent way to test the

program for your dental practice. It also

gives you the opportunity to arrange for

any special needs your practice requires

and lets the company make any customi-

zation necessary for your office.

Software support is vital and FMS
comes with a guarantee that any program-

ming errors will be corrected without

charge. (A policy which I believe all soft-

ware houses should have.)

The package requires a Model II, four

disk drives, and an 80-column line printer,

(A hard disk is far superior to four disk

drives, and I personally recommend it.)

The program is reasonably priced at

$1,600, which includes full support for one

month.

Although there are some significant dif-

ferences between dental billing and medi-

cal billing, there are many similarities. I

have reviewed this package with a dental

friend to make certain the review is accu-

rate. He was so impressed with the ease

of operation that he is considering pur-

chasing a Model II just to have the pro-

gram.

A medical package is scheduled for re-

lease within a few months. A version for

CP/M is also to be released "shortly."H

Ed. note: Below is a letter from Frank

Weiss of MICRO/SYS80 commenting on

Dr. Mills' appraisal of their program.

Dear Dr. Mills:

Your review of the MS80 System is

precisely accurate, well written, and cer-

tainly friendly to our system.

The few criticisms you relate are also

accurate and quite constructive. Your

suggestion concerning an index to help

find specific sub-functions Is also well

taken and I will include an index with the

next manual publication.

The variation between the 300 pro-

cedures advertised and the system limit

of 200 is actually a mistake in the screen

utilization display. There are 300 allowed

and we will change the program to reflect

this amount. We have also heard from

other sources that it would be beneficial

to allow entry of past-due balances when
creating the account file, and we are con-

sidering adding this feature.

We are working on a new function to

allow the user to compose simple letters,

and have the system use the account file

names and addresses to produce letters

to all accounts, selected accounts (such

as those with a past due balance), or in-

dividual accounts. I hesitate to call this a

word processing function since the text

composition will not be as versatile as

Scripsit or Electric Pencil, but rather like

the way we allow text entry for the state-

ment messages or the dunning
messages.

Again, thank you for your time and

interest.

Sincerely,

MICRO/SYS80
Frank A. WeissI

Mx/rneA^ Snr^^^^jun^ expanding microcomputing horizons
^ ^ for TRS-80® Model I/Ill and PMC®-80/81

MORE THAN AN
EXPANSION interface;

EXPAND \our cumpulur uith the HOLMES
expansion maintr.imp nnil une or riiiiFL* piu^-
in modules.

• Mainfrdiiie includes case, power supply,
connectors (2 mainframe slyles avajlabk').

- Smglc/Double density disc module
• State-of-the-art LSI data separator
• 5" & 8" drives, single and double density
(optional)

• Compatible with slanda/d hardware &
software

- MO Column Video Module
• 80 character x 16 lines for TRS-80 ° monitor
• 80 character X 25 lines for standard monitor
• 80 X 25 mode supports Model II video
functions
• Software/patches for many popular
programs

- RS-232 / Modem Module
• Software compatible with RS systems
• Supports standard operating modes

- Other modules are being developed.
• A single-module case is available to

support only ONE module.
• IJue (o (he number of options available,

please call or write for prices.

SPEED UP
YOUR COMPUTER
and add a printer

The SPRINTER ir™ plugs into llie Z-80
socket in your computer case with no
soldering.

• Select "NORMAL" or 4 MHz
operation via the "OUT 254" softvt'are

command (or add a switch for hardware
control)

• Automatic slowdown for disc & I/O
operations

• Wait function allows use with slow
ROM's.

• Includes TASTZ-SOB MP,

• For *24,50 we'll install a standard

parallel printer port on your Sprinter

II
TM

SPRINTER W'-"" 199.50

printer option *24,50

printer cable ^19 50

48 K Memory
INSIDE your Keyboard

IM-21M

The INTERNAL MEMORY™ plugs

inside your computer to give you 48k of

reliable memory.

• simple installation

• easily removed
• guaranteed 4 MHz operation
• extremely reliable

• compatible
• thousands in use throughout the

world!

IM-1 (32k) ^86.00 (66.00 less RAM)
IM-2 (48k) *139.50 (99.50 less RAM)

See reviews of the INTERNAL
ME.MORY^'"' in 80 .Microcomputing

'"

(Dec. '81) and 80 US iourna! (.March '82)

All products are completely assomfjieti and tested and come with a one-year warranty and a 30-day "no questions asketJ" return privilege.

Please ad(J M-00 shipping in U.S. & Canada; all others add T5'¥> shipping & handling ^^li
3555 South 3200 West Salt Lake City, Utah 84119 (801) %7-2324 *^^'

Dealer Inquiries Invited prices subject to change without notice ^153 Send S.A.S.E. for more intormalion
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Supercharge Your Micro's Performance With

The Professional Operating System with CP/Mi^" Compatability

• So»tliciilir PtrlorminM Programs fun 3 lo 10 limes lasier compared witri THSDOS oi CP/M

BericiiinarX results up to ?0 limes lasier oDlainefl wilh some applications by inOeperdert drm'

•Ooubl«-Si(l«d Drive Support Provides i 2^i Megabytes ol slorage per 8' dojCiesifled/Oersity disk

Iripriii. ,iny comtiin.rilior o1 siiqle or dOuDlfi Sided drives on line

•Expindtd DIriitort*! Store larger number o' liles and mote intormalion per disk

• Automillc Otnilty/Sldf RMOBnttlon Detecls cfiarges in disk lormal automaliwlly Ctiarge disks at

any lime wiltioul totnpromisino Oala or 'BDOS/Read-Only ' errors

•FjK Disk Backupl Copy a complete 8" SS/DO diskeMe I610K) ir less than 80 seconds Copy n

doutiie siGed.'dertsily diskette |i ?'> UeqaOylest in less llian I minute as seconds'

•HiFd Dlili OrM Support. Sucports large tiard disks in excess ol 1.000 MegaCytes withoul partitioning

•AdvinMd UttlMiBS Complete sel ol disk ulilities syslem.dale ,infl lime tuoclions commu mentions

tiiannei interlace eic C'Ovided as slandard lealures

Enh»nc«d »uIom«tie Print SpOOilng. Rjn mjltiple printers simuilaneously. support tor multiple

Queues and primers is standard lealure on spooling versions

•CP/M CompitlbtlflY Virtually any CP/M iversion ? it program will run under TURBODOS without

modidwlion Also luliy media comoaliEle witli standard CP/M-tormal diskeites

*Advinc*d Milnlitm*-llh« Ititurti includes read-afler-wnle validation ot all disk update operations

lyce-atiead Cutlers mcremanlal disk Backup utility, password /log on security, system dale and lime

functions accepts string ol multiple commanos and numerous other capaBililies not availaole under

CP M or TRSnOS Muiti user neiworkini] uefsions also available

TRS-80 Model II

ana Xerox 820 versions

special Inlioouctory Price

kin<j uersions also available

«195
Dealer and OEM' inguiriHS invited

Data-Rx,lnc.
Easily aOaptaDle to any Z80-base(j computer

(408) 375-2775 • 686 Lighthouse Avenue* Monterey, 93940

TURBODOS IS Ihe regisleren Kaoemark ol Sotiv^aie 20O0

CP/M MP.'W anaCP'NET areregiBlered iraoemsrkso' Digilai fleseart"
^292

Attention:

European Subscribers

Due to shipping problems in Europe, we
are asking our subscribers to send us their

most recent maiUng label from 80 MicrO'

computing. If you are unable to provide

us with a label, please send us your name
and address, and tell us at what point you
are presently in in your subscription. This

information is very necessary in order to

solve a forwarding problem, so we are

asking for your co-operation in this mat-

ter. Please direct all information to: Attn:

Doris Day, 80 Microcomputing, 80 Pine

Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

COMPUTER AIDED INVESTMENT

Had you ever missed opportunities to purchase slocks al their low

points, and/or had hesilated to sell and resulted in financial losses?

One of the secrets for success in the STOCK-MARKET is timing.

A computed program, STGCKCHART-I", for usage on the TRS-80*

models I & III, APPLE IT. & ATARI-BOO' computer systems, will time the

stocks in your portfolio for BUY & SELL opportunities. The BUY & SELL
signals are based on a unique price-trend analysis technique developed

by Micro-Investment Software. It only requires the weekly high, weekly

low, and the last trading day of the week's close stock prices. With this

program, you no longer need to guess or listen to rumors for your invest-

ment decisions.

Aside from its ability to assist you on deciding when to BUY & SELL, it

also will generate a price-chart from the High, Low, and Close stock

prices. The user has the option to select the price-chart to be generated

onto the video screen or to the line-printer. And many other useful

features. . . .

— STOCKCHART-I" —
Features:

generate BUY/SELL signal

generate price-chart from

High. Low, & Close stock prices

data entry in newspaper format

(accept fractions)

SPLIT mode for price dala readjust-

ment on stock split

EDIT mode for data changes and/or

corrections

STATUS mode display BUV/SELL
signal lor all stocks on file

Fully menu driven, use' Iriendly

LIST mode for price dala

print out onto video or line

printer

Sample Results:

• Tandy Corp -6/19/80 to 9/07/81

3 euY/SELL signals

ROI. 163%
Hewlett Packard-5/25/aO to 8/30/81

4 BUY/SELL Signals

ROI 42%
• Adv Micio Dev.-5/12/80 to 6/22/81

3 BUY'SELL signals

ROI 51%
• Nal I Semi -5/25/80 lo 6/22/81

3 BUY/SELL Signals

ROI. 40%
• Storage Tech. -5/18/80 to 6/32/81

3 BUY/SELL Signals
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An Investment Tool

for the Serious Investors

System Requirements:

• cassette version - min 16K RAM
• disk version - min 32K RAM, 1 disk drive

• printer optional

To order, see your local computer/software dealers or send check,

money order, or CO.D. to;

m|s
Micro-tnvestment Software

9621 Bowie Way
Stockton, CA 95209

cassette version $79 per copy

disk version $99 per copy

TM - STOCKCHART-I (s a trademark ot Micro-lnvestmenI Software

•trademare ot TANDY CORP , APPLE COMPUTER. & ATARI respectively

ROI - return on investment

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Visa and Mastercard welcome. (209) 952-8833

-See List ol Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 365



THE EXCLUSIVE ORACLE
by Dennis Kitsz

'7 think the Color Computer
wipes even the legendary Apple

right off the technological map."

QWe Color Computer owners would
like to see a monitor interface with

switchabte 32/64/80 character display.

Howard B. Culbreth

Tabb, Virginia

How about 64 columns for the Color

Computer? I know you have done a lower-

case modification, so this shouldn't be
too hard to work up. Eighty columns has
been done for the Apple, so it should be
possible to get 64 on the Color Computer.

Gary Jeter

Paradise, California

I would be interested in your thoughts

on accomplishing an 80-character display

width using either a black-and-white or

color set. Can the software be POKEd to

achieve the 80-character width?

Thomas V. Schill

Huntington, West Virginia

A. I would like to take this month's entire

column to explain the Color Computer's
video display system to readers Culbreth,

Teter, Schill and nearly a hundred others

who have written. It is capable of both

more and less than other methods of

video display.

A good place to start is by asking "what
is a computer video display?" A simple

question? Well, perhaps not. Folks who
have used only one type of personal com-

puter tend to think that a given manufac-
turer's method is the way a video display

works. I believed that, too; once you feel

comfortable with the system you are pres-

ently using, you start thinking that its de-

sign must have been determined by some
digital deity way back during the misty

genesis of computer technology.

But there is no standard system; intact,

there is no system that even begins to re-

semble a standard. Counted among dis-

plays presently manufactured are vari-

ants on raster and vector displays; 24, 32,

40, 48, 64, 80 and 132 characters per line

(and others); 5 by 7, 7 by 9, 8 by 12, and

other dot matrices on raster displays; up-

per and lowercase, special symbols and
other alphabets; user-definable charac-

ters; resolution from coarse block charac-

ters to 1,000-dot lines with up to 256 colors

and/or levels of grey scale.

In reality, the often mentioned "stan-

dard" (an 80-character, 24-line display) is

ignored by the majority of major
microcomputer manufacturers. Consider:

TRS-80 Models I and III and PMC-80 (32/64

by 16); TRS-80 Model II (40/80 by 24);

TRS-80 Color Computer (32 by 16, hi-res

definable to 48 by 24); LNW-80 (32/64 by 16.

hi-res definable 48, 72, 80, etc.); Apple II (40

by 24, hi-res definable to 64 by 24); Ohio
Scientific CI (24 by 24, extendable to the

borders to create 32 by 32 with some not

visible); Ohio Scientific C4 (32/64 by 24);

Commodore PET (64 by 24); Commodore
VIC(24 by 24); Osborne OS-1 (50 by 24). The
list goes on.

Most old timers— those working in

computers for more than five years-
claim that the 80-column display is a

heritage from the IBM standard 80-column
punched card (remember punched
cards?). But ironically, even machines
such as IBM System 23 minicomputers

use only a 40-character line. Heritage or

not, however, it is a useful display size,

since most business correspondence and
reports set margins for about 72 charac-

ters per line (or so my 1962 edition of

Rowe's College Typing insists).

On the other hand, 64 characters per

line works very easily from a software and
hardware standpoint. Sixty-four, being 40

hex and one-quarter of 100 hex, is quick
to program and evaluate as an end-of-line

trip value. It is also a neat binary number
for digital counter chips, allowing a run

from 000000 through 1 1 1 1 1 1 (0 to 63), and

restarting the next line when a carry drops

off the end— nice stuff.

And nice stuff is what is critical to mak-
ing an inexpensive personal computer.
Back in 1976 when the Model I was still a
gaggle of wires, that easy 64-character-

per-line hardware made the video display

attractively economical. Yet even with

that economy, the computer's video

storage, control and display circuitry used
35 integrated circuits, two transistors, ad-

justable and fixed resistors, capacitors

and miscellany— nearly half of the total

hardware used in a TRS-80!

But turn back for a moment to the two
different kinds of video systems: vector

and raster display. Vector display uses

cathode ray tube (CRT) hardware that al-

lows the electron beam's position on the

screen, its direction of motion, and its in-

tensity to be controlled by the computer. If

a screen is to display an image, the elec-

tron beam is moved (vectored) to that posi-

tion on the screen, turned on, and moved
in the shape of the object to be drawn. It Is

redrawn as often as the software allows it

to be. You may have seen some of those

sophisticated video arcade games— the

ones in bars, not living rooms— which use

vector display systems for exquisite

detail. But because of its expense, the

vector display method is used only in so-

phisticated equipment; no present-day mi-

crocomputers include a standard vector

display system.

Raster display Is more familiar. The
raster is the set of horizontal lines visible

across the screen of an ordinary televi-

sion set. The electron beam is continuous-

ly swept across the screen by hardware
that is inside the television set or monitor;

it is not controlled by the computer.

Therefore, in order to display characters,

the computer must provide intensity infor-

mation (dot on or dot off) in precise syn-

chronization with the inexorable sweep of

the electron beam. In the United States,

that means 15,750 sweeps per second in

60 "frames" of 262 Vi lines each.

The computer's video circuitry has

quite a job feeding information to the

raster display. It goes something like this:

Send out a synchronization pulse to start

the beam on the very top line of the

screen; wait until the beam sweeps far

enough into the screen to be easily

viewed; get the first row of characters to

be output; output a sequence of dots rep-

resenting the top line of that first row of

characters; when the end of the line is

reached, wait until the electron beam re-

traces to the beginning of the line; output

a second row of dots; continue the pro-

cess until the first line of characters is

completely drawn; get the next line of

characters; repeat the whole process until
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INTERFACE EXPANSION SYSTEMS FOR THE TRS-80* COMPUTERS
The MDX Series Interface Expansion Boards provide a wide range of features for the TRS-80* Computers.

Fully assembled units offer immediate, inexpensive expansion; or choose the bare or partially assembled

units for even more savings. Since assembly of the board in sections is possible, you can build in the

features you need, as you need them! P.C. Boards are solder-masked and silkscreened for easy assembly;

each comes with the illustrated User's Manual.

TRS-80* Model I EXPANSION ^76

Our MDX-I and MDX-2 Interface Expansion Boards are field

tested/field proven and offer more options for the Model I

than any on the market. Also compatible with the PMC-80 and

LNW-80 Computers. Custom Case Available for MDX-2.

FEATURES:
• MEMORY EXPANSION to 48K
• ON-BOARD SUPPLY, fullv protected

• PHONE MODEM, 0-600 baud, direct connect,
"answer" and "originate" modes

• REAL TIME CLOCK, software programmable
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
• SERIAL PORT-RS232 and 20ma loop
compatible

• EPROM OPTION for user firmware

• DUAL CASSETTE LINE
• FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER: The MDX-2
has all the features of the IV)DX-1 p/us Floppy
Disk Controller. The Controller is compatible
with any single or double-sided floppy disk
drive that is configured for use with the
TRS-80 computer.

ALL Mbx ^ERlfefe B6Aftba Al^E WAt^^A^jf^b AUb ^^ftvicd
IS AVAILABLE.

^-'--iSA
MDX-1 MDX-2

• y
• /
/ /
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-/ •
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TRS-80* Model ill EXPANSION ^77

The MDX-3 Interface Expansion Board is desinged to mount

inside the Model III Computer. Connectors provide external

access to the Floppy Disk Controller (for externaldrives) and

RS232 port.

FEATURES:
• DOUBLE-DENSITY FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER-1 .8 times

the normal single density storage; digital data separation; controls

up to 4 drives,

• SERIAL PORT- RS232 and 20ma loop compatible, 1 10-19,200 baud

• PHONE MODEM-0-600 baud-direct connect-"answer" and

"originate" modes.

• FULLY COMPATIBLE with all Model III software. . .

MDX-5: Also for the TRS-80* Model III

For the user who already has disk vue offer the MDX-5. This

board mounts next to the Floppy Disk Controller Board in

the Model III.

FEATURES:

• SERIAL PORT-RS232 and 20ma loop compatible, 1 10-19,200 baud

• PHONE MODEM—0-600 baud-direct connect-"answer" and

"originate" modes.

• Fullv compatible with all Model 1 1 1 Software

PHONE MODEM ^^e

The MDX-4 Phone Modem utiii2es the same Direct Connect, 0-600

baud design as used in the other MDX series boards and: answer/

originate modes; solder-masked & silkscreened; on-board power supply.

Compatible with any RS232 port.

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.

Accepted

For a free brochure
contact:

Our Expensive Expansions Are Not Cheap. They Are Inexpensive.

MDX-1 MDX-2 MDX-3 MDX-4 MDX-B

Bare P.C. Boards User's Manual $69.95 $ 74.95 $ 74.95 $29.95 $ 59.95

Fully Assembled $399.95 $324.95 N/A $259.95

Partially assembled $299.95 $199.95 N/A $159.95

Custom case $42.95
Any manual ordered separately. $5.95 plus $3.00 postage & handling.

All board orders, add $5,00 for postage & handling, (Texas residents add 5% tax.



THE EXCLUSIVE ORACLE

all lines of characters are drawn; wait until

the beam reaches the top of the screen;

start again.

This process is complicated enough;
but don't forget that, depending on the
system, the central processing unit (CPU)
may also have to jump into the act in order
to change the stuff going out to the
screen, or to find what is there. It is this

need to produce complicated combina-
tions of signals— vertical and horizontal

electron beam synchronization (sync);

patterns of dots at the proper signal levels

(video); avoiding use of the screen when
the electron beam is in the borders (blank-

ing)— that makes computer video display

hardware extensive.

The job of video display software, the

so-called video drivers, is to provide
characters to the video display hardware.
When a value is provided for display, the

video driver interprets whether the value

represents a displayable character or con-
trol information (backspace, tab, linefeed,

and separate circuitry to mix all the color

and dot information together.

Enter the Color Computer. Some folks

call it a toy computer. But if it is such a
toy, how come it has a full display system,
plus eight colors, plus five modes of

graphics resolution? And, aside from
stealing some memory from program use,

how come it needs only two integrated cir-

cuits for the whole job? And how come it

costs under $400?

The reason is an ingenious and relative-

ly inexpensive device called a Video Dis-

play Generator (VDG). Given the proper in-

put, this single integrated circuit can pro-

duce 16 lines of 32 characters per line in

either of two pairs of colors, and in normal
or reverse lettering, from a 64-character

ASCII set; 16 graphics characters in eight

colors; point graphics from coarse (64 by

64} in eight colors to fine (256 by 192) in

two colors; and certain hybrid combina-
tions of graphics and alphanumerics.

When interfaced to a companion Syn-

".
. .its design must fiave been

determined by some digital deity

way baci< during tfie misty
genesis of computer tecfinology."

carriage return and so on}. The value is

then converted to a new value or set of

values appropriate for display, and the
driver passes that information along.
Most personal computer systems use a
block of memory to store these character
values, and they can move the characters

(represented as ordinary bytes of informa-
tion) around in memory for such things as
Basic Print, Print®, Print Tab, tab,

backspace, scrolling, and so forth.

Once the values are stored in video

memory (also called video refresh memo-
ry}, the video display hardware then takes
over, it extracts these bytes as needed
and feeds them to a character generator.

The character generator produces the

horizontal dot patterns for each row of the

display screen, as requested by a video
countdown chain. These dot patterns are

then fed to a shift register, which feeds

the dots one at a time to the video display

through output circuitry.

Notice how [ have avoided the question
of color. If you think black-and-white

display as I've described it sounds com-
plicated, then the composite video need-

ed for color production is a nightmare. It

often requires its own color memory block

chronous Address Multiplexer (SAM)—as
it isin the Color Computer— several mixed
alpha/graphic modes can be produced.

For this flexibility and economy, certain

sacrifices are made. The character set, be-

ing an internal one, is fixed at the basic 64
uppercase ASCII letters, numbers and
symbols. Only by tacking on additional

hardware (an option allowed in the VDG
design) can up to 256 characters of any
type be selected. See "80 Applications,"

November 1981, for details on external

character generation for the Color
Computer.

The other sacrifice is those long lines of

characters; the VDG is fixed at 32 per line;

the reasons are explained later on. Since
this device ties in so closely with the other

Color Computer hardware, a virtually com-
plete remake of the computer system
would be necessary to achieve 64 or

ao-character lines. Anywhere from 24 to 50
characters per line can be produced in

software (using the high-resoiution
mode}, but this method sacrifices about
8,000 bytes of memory. It also suffers

from the same drawback that all pig-

gyback software drivers do: They can only

be invoked if the software in use allows

them to be. Thus, unless your text editor

or assembler or whatever allows a user
patch to this special software driver, the
32 characters per line is understood as the
limit.

So, is there any solution to this prob-

lem? Yes, but it is not an easy one. The
current Video Display Generator (type

6847) can be combined, through fairly

complex logic, with another member of

Motorola's 68XX family: The 6845 CRT
Controller. This device is capable of pro-

ducing up to 256 characters per line and
128 lines per screen in any combination. It

has separate screen synchronization, in-

dependently controlled cursor input and
display, and even a light pen input.

However, it is not intended to interface

with the 6883 SAM chip in the Color Com-
puter, and it cannot produce a color dis-

play. It has no built-in graphics. Further-

more, it would need sophisticated video
driver software to control scrolling and a
complete reassignment of memory space
(since the current character screen
memory is only 512 bytes). That means an
extensive software patch or a separate
version of the Color Basic ROM. If you are

curious about how complicated this kind

of patching can be, try using the LNW-80
computer's 80-charac1er-per-line mode
with your own software.

Sure, it can be done. As a matter of fact,

one engineer is working on a cartridge

plug-in with 80 by 24 video for use with a

black-and-white monitor, to run in con-

junction with standard Flex displays. But
the normal display is lost, along with

graphics and color. All the difficulties I

mentioned turn up; compatibility is lost.

Is it worth it? Perhaps it is, but before I

get a boxful of requests to design one for

this publication, let me mention some
other considerations beyond the hard-

ware complexity. The primary one is sim-

ple: Can you read more than 32 characters
on the video display, especially if you are

using a color television? There is a charac-

teristic known as bandwidth that affects

every video display system. Simply stated,

it is the monitor's ability to turn the elec-

tron beam on and off quickly and cleanly

enough, so that letters do not smear into

each other.

Maybe "it's a Sony," but unless your
color television was made for tv studio

use, its bandwidth is about four MHz. Four
MHz.

.
.what does that mean? It means

that the television can't do anything faster

than four million times per second, what-
ever that anything is. Fast as it sounds, it

is still fairly slow. Turn back to the elec-

tron beam sweep that I mentioned earlier;

it sweeps horizontally at 15,750 times per
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second. Okay, four million somethings

divided by 15,750 sweeps is 254. The

television can display 254 somethings per

screen line; that's it. Now 254 is conve-

niently close to whatihe Color Computer
actually displays—256 clear dots per

screen line.

Unless you are willing to add video out-

put to your Color Computer, and use it on

a fast blacl<-and-white monitor or buy a

$1,000 (or more) color monitor, then look-

ing for more than the built-in 256 dots per

line is futile. As I said, it can be done. The

Ohio Scientific C4P has a 64-character

color display; but it doesn't use an RF
modulator for television input. Instead, it

requires a color monitor, and even then

the screen is wearying to read.

If I sound discouraging about that one

point, it is because I view the Color Com-
puter as a coherent, solid package-
designed well and with considerable con-

sideration toward expansion. It has twice

the power and speed at half the price of

a Model III. Until (if?) the rumored BBC/
Acorn computer hits our shores from

England, Radio Shack's Color Computer

and Commodore's VIC will probably repre-

sent the forefront of inexpensive personal

computer capability.

Which brings me to another mailbox-

filling item. 80 Microcomputing's pub-

lisher Wayne Green said in the Jan-

uary "Remarks" that he thinks the Col-

or Computer is a bust, and Radio Shack is

going to phase it out. Well, here's hoping

Wayne was talking to the wrong people,

and Radio Shack realizes that, like the

Model I, it's already created another stan-

dard in personal computing. I am not

about to tell Radio Shack how to run its

business— after all, there aren't 8,000

Dennis Kitsz stores across the world— but

you know what I think? I think the Color

Computer wipes even the legendary Apple

right off the technological map. Chal-

lenges invited. Keep those electronic col-

oring books coming. Fort Worth.

Updates

Readers continue to ask about the

Model I lowercase modification sug-

gested in this column (December 1981). In

some units there may be problems be-

cause of an apparent manufacturing flaw

in the unused gate of Z25. To avoid prob-

lems, piggyback another 74LS32 atop Z25,

soldering pins 7 and 14 to the chip below.

Route the rest of the wires as described.

Please note: A self-addressed, stamped

envelope is required for personal replies.

This is a kind of desperation column, so

please write to an author or manufacturer

first with your question. That goes double

if you are trying to get something like

FWAPBAT/GMD together with BUMDOS
9,46 to run a Quiver-ll printer. Insist that

dealers and manufacturers support their

products fully with good manuals, sche-

matics, explanations and troubleshoot-

ing. I've been pushing for published

source codes from the beginning. Oh
yes... Radio Shack seems to have

straightened out the customer service

mess and is doing a good job these days,

so don't hesitate to try their toll-free

number with questions.

I often refer to earlier articles, updates,

and columns in 80 Microcomputing, and

occasionally to other publications. You

may obtain an annotated bibliography by

sending a self-addressed, stamped enve-

lope to me: Dennis Kitsz, Roxbury, VT
05669.

If you liked MICROPROOF, then you'll love SON OF MICROPROOF:

ELECTRIC WEBSTER
TM

The ultimate spelling checker.

EASY TO USE:
Enter ihe appropriale commdnci, and ELECTRIC
WF-BSTER prootreads your document, displaymq

misspellings and typos on the screen. Then
correcting ELECTRIC WEBSTER can display

each error separately, requesting you to enter 'he

correct spelling for each. You are also given the

option of displaying errors in context or adding

words to ELECTRIC WEBSTER's 50,000 word
uocabulary. It you do not tcnow the correct spelling

you may also ask ELECTRIC WEBSTER lo look

11 up (or you Finally, ELECTRIC WEBSTER cor

reels your document. All in less than a minute

LOW PRICES:
Standard MICROPROOF is available on TRSSO
Model I or II for $69.50. Standard ELECTRIC
WEBSTER is available for either $89.50

ITRS-80 Model I or 111, Apple) or $149.50 (CP.'M,

TRS-80 Model !l and all others). The optional

correcting (ealure can be added at any time for an

additional $60. Correction feature can lie ordered

with a patch to operate directly from your word

processing software. For each patch, optional

Grammatical Checking feature, or optional

Hyphenation feature, add $35

SELECT IPPBOPBIATE fliSfOHSE

CORRECT MISSPELLED WORD ENTER CORRfCI WOfl

LEAVE WORD «S IS HIT tHUfi KEY

DISPLM WORD IN CDNKII ^

DISPL*' DICTION»R' @
HOD *OflO TO DICTIOI(«RY

EIIT '

WORD Hour Brro
1

RESPONSE

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY:
MICROPROOF' . should be obtained by

anyone who uses a word processor
"

M Tannenbaum. CPA, 80 MicrocompuHMg, 8-81

"One word— Excellent."

Progrom Previews. Compuironics. 9 8i

"in a comparative review . MICROPROOF was

found to be faster than all the others
"

P. Lemmons, BYTE Magazine, U 81

"Any person able to use a word processing

program can master it in moments,"

F Derfler. M/o World. 1 82

IMPROVED:
• Oncstep proofing and correctirig

• Lists errors to screen or printer

• Can display errors in context

• Can display dictionary to locale correct spellings.

• New precise symbolic dictionary will not miss

an error.

• Remarkably compact (50,000 word dictionary

will fit on one 5 inch disk),

• Even FASTER than MICROPROOF (formerly

the fastest available).

• Simple Grammatical Checking

(Optional Feature).

• Hyphenates automatically (Optional Feature

available lor some Word Processing programsl

See ^our local microcomputer dealer

or write to:

CORNUCOPIA
SOFTWARE

Post Office Box 5028

Walnut Creek, California 94596

{415) 524-8098

^See List of Advertisers on page 354
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Note:

BENEATH the KEYBOARD
by Paul Wiener

MULTIDOS is Vernon Hester's new
disk operating system for the TRS-

80 Modei i. A Modei iii version waste iiave

been reieased in January, 1982. MULTi-
DOS is avaiiabie from the Cosmopolitan
Electronics Corp, P.O. Box 234, Plymoutli,

Ml, 48170.

Vernon Hester is the author of the Basic

debugging package Boss, and an earlier

DOS called ULTRADOS. If you are familiar

with Hester's earlier software, you prob-

ably expect MULTIDOS to be a well

thought out, compact DOS, with a superi-

or Disk Basic. You won't be disappointed.

Many programmers excel in a particular

aspect of their work. For example, Kim
Watt, author of Super Utility, is known for

his disk I/O routines. Charlie Heath, creat-

or of Instant Software's Life and Master
Reversi programs, shines at optimizing

code to perform with incredible speed.
Hester's thing is compression. He jams so

much programming into so few bytes you
might suspect the RAM chips were put

through a compacter. MULTIDOS, and es-

pecially its new SuperBasic, are the most
outstanding examples of Hester's talent

to date.

Two keynotes characterize MULTIDOS:
interDOS-compatibility and super-effi-

cient Disk Basic. Compatibility with other

DOSs was one of Hester's major design

goals. He was successful. MULTIDOS is

capable of reading and writing files on

TRSDOS, NEWDOS 2.1, VTOS, DBLDOS,
ULTRADOS, DOSPLUS, NEWDOS80 and
LDOS disks, in single and double
densities.

With a single drive double density sys-

tem, you can boot a single density MULTI-

DOS system disk and get a directory. Then
remove the MULTIDOS disk, insert a dou-

ble density DOSPLUS disk and get a direc-

tory of that too. If you have a four-drive

system, you can keep a MULTIDOS disk in

drive zero. DOSPLUS in drive 1 , NEWDOS
in drive 2 and LDOS in drive 3. Make this

your permanent working configuration

and you will rarely encounter compatibili-

ty difficulties. Model I MULTIDOS can also

read and write disks from several Model III

operating systems, but not Mod III

TRSDOS.
MULTIDOS's omni-compatibility does

have a few limitations. Before, when I said

you coutd put an alien disk in drive zero to

get a directory I did not mean to imply

that MULTIDOS is generally drive zero

swappabie with other DOS's. That only

works for DIRs and single-drive copies.

Also, I have had occasional Load File

Format errors when trying to load some
alien /CMD files. Other than using the

original DOS to load the problem file, then

booting MULTIDOS and dumping the pro-

gram, I have not yet found a way to beat

the problem.

MULTIDOS, when used with the Micro-

Proof spelling correction program, may
have occasionally truncated some of my
SCRIPSIT files. But there are so many dif-

ferent factors that I cannot be sure who
the culprit is. It might even be (ahem,

ahem) me.

Disk Basic Review

Perhaps you are wondering what is so
special about MULTIDOS Disk Basic. To
give you an idea, let's review a few general

facts about TRS-80 Basics. If you turn on a

48K Model I TRS-80, go into Level II Basic

and enter ? MEM. you will find you have

48340 bytes free, in Disk Basic, there is

noticeably less user memory available be-

cause the DOS itself takes up room, and
Disk Basic offers several code consuming
enhancements such as hex and octal to

decimal conversions and user defined

functions.

Radio Shack Disk Basic 2.2 running

under TRSDOS 2.3 offers 38290 bytes free

(with no high memory reserved and a de-

fault of three file buffers allocated). NEW-
DOS 2.1 Disk Basic has 38659 bytes avail-

able. This 369 byte innprovement is more

impressive when you consider the fact

that Apparat achieved this while adding
several new Basic features, such as re-

numbering and single-key editing com-
mands. Their NEWDOS80 (version 1) Ba-

sic is back down to only 38263 free bytes,

but many new enhancements have been
added. LDOS 5.0 LBASIC has only 34913

bytes available. This is, in part, due to

some Basic enhancements, but I believe

most of the extra memory is being used by

its very comprehensive operating system.

Some DOSs have more than one Basic

allowing the user to choose between fea-

tures and memory. Micro Systems Soft-

ware's DOSPLUS has two Basics—a fea-

ture packed one and a stripped down (T for

Tiny) TBASIC. The full-sized Basic gives

you 37448 free bytes and the tiny one a

whopping 40051. However, it would be

deceptive to compare these figures to the

others because DOSPLUS Basics come
up with a default of zero files resen/ed, in-

stead of three, as do the others. Entering

DOSPLUS Basic with three files reserved

leaves 35810 bytes free. Reserving three

files for TBASIC leaves 38413 free. TBA-
SIC, when compared on an equal footing

to NEWDOS 2.1 Basic, loses out by 246

bytes.

Vernon Hester's earlier operating sys-

tem, ULTRADOS, has three different Ba-

sics. In size and luxury, they run the gamut
from motorbike to limousine.

Super Basic

Now along comes MULTIDOS with its

SuperBasic. SuperBasic is more feature

packed than any of the other Basics men-
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6 ivays to give
your TR8-80*a

+PLUS
Exhaustive research and professional standards

bnnq you th(; best in business software.

EASYTRAK
KEEP YOaR SALES CORVING UP-
WARD WITH EASYTRAK". d powerful,

all-purpose activity tracking system. User-

specified options enable you to monitor

sales activity by territory, product line,

salesman, or by combinations. Can
monitor inquiries, sales calls and order

booking. Production activity (by shift, by

product, by day, by team,

etc.). spending or in-

come activity are simple

to set up with F.ASY-

TRAK ""
, txtensive video

displays make available

individual, group or total summaries, rela-

tive averages, and percentage data all al the

touch ol 3 button. Ose of an 80-colurnn

printer is optional.

MODEL [/III

MODEL II

SI 25
SI50

+ GENERAL LEDGER
SLICE OOT MORE PROFIT by using

General Ledger to monitor your financial

status. Features include fully-flexible finan-

cial statements, both budget and last year

comparisons, special report options,

monthly and quarterly trial balances, man-
ual and, or automatic Journal entries all with

extensive audit trails. You structure the

chart of accounts with up to 5 digit account

numbers.
MODEL III S325

MODEL II $350

I ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
PUT MORE CASH IN
YOUR BANK AC-
COUNT with I Account
l^eceivable s many col-

lection, credit features,
f'

"'

including average pay-

ment days, ^ging

schedule and statements.

Open-item system records sales activity

this year and last, optional automatic dis-

counts and salesman assignment. Cash re-

ceipts and A/ R adjustments feature exten-

sive on-line validation. And. yes. Accounts

Receivable handles thie pesky new 9-digit

zip code. Other optional features include

service charges !o selective customers:

partial and on-account payments. Posts,

at your option, to * General Ledger.

MODEL ill

MODEL II

S325
S350

FIXED ASSETS
A POWERFUL SET OF TOOLS TO
CALCULATE and monitor fixed asset ex-

penditures, book and tax depreciation, in-

vestment tax credit, etc. Will even forecast

future depreciation for you, (Handy at

budget tirTie!) Code structure enables you
to classify assets by departments, buildings,

groups or other categories. Handles seven

depreciation methods. Can post to (-Gen-

eral Ledger for you.

MODEL III

MODEL II

_^ »^ 1— *

fc=:^^^
S350 wm C!^z-^^

+ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUNNEL THAT STACK OF BILLS into

Accounts Payable system and create an

orderly, manageable flow of vendor his-

tories, cash requirements forecasts, check
registers and checks, aging schedules, etc.

Will accept manual checks.

reversals, and adjustments

Pay by selected vendor, in-

voice, due date, discount

dates, and optionally post di

redly to your < General
Ledger. Supports 5 -digit

vendor numbers.

MODEL III $325
MODEL II $350

\ PAYROLL
KEEP YOUR EMPLOYEES HAPPY and
srTiiling with prompt, accurate and profes-

sional payroll records. Will handle weekly,

biweekly, semimonthly, monthly payrolls,

produce checks, check
registers, labor reports,

earnings reports. Form
94 1 s, W2s, etc. Can
handle fixed 'voluntary

deductions, hourly

salary employees,
bonuses, city and state taxes, etc . Easy to

use and update tax tables. Automatic
' General Ledger posting.

MODEL III S325

MODEL 11 S350

SPECIAL! All of the above: MODEL III $ 1600. MODEL II $1750.

+PLUS SOFTWARE comes to you feature-packed from on-line validation i

machine-language file handling. Extensive documentation and thorough install

tion guide accompany each order. All systems are furnished ow disc. Source cot

is included.

H-PLUS
PLUS COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY. INC.

8900 N. AUSTIN AVENUE
CHICAQO, 1L 60646 (312) 647-0968 ^73

Dealer inquiries invited

IBS 80 rs a ipgiitered [rademark ot Tandy Coip

tASYTKAK IS a trademafV ot Plus Comcule' Terh Inc

I' See List ol Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing. May 1982 • 371



Notes from
BENEATH the KEYBOARD

tioned. SuperBasic has all the normal

Disk Basic commands present in Radio

Shack Disk Basic, plus the following:

CMD C compresses a program by re-

moving linefeeds and spaces. This is a

minimal compression utility. It does not

remove REMark statements but is fairly

intelligent. It does not compress text in

quotes or data statements.

CMD K lets you instantly zero an array.

CMD L lets you delete an array and re-

gain the memory previously allocated to

it. If you desire, the array can then be

redimensioned.

CMD M lets you move a line from one
part of a Basic program to another. For in-

stance, CMD M, 50,2000 copies line 50 to

line 2000 and then deletes line 50.

CMDN Vi/orks like CMD M except the or-

iginal line is not deleted after being

moved. Thus, CMD N lets you duplicate

lines of code. CMDs M and N are handy
because SuperBasic's renumbering fea-

ture will not allow you to move lines out of

sequence. My complaint is that they only

work on one line at a time. If you v^/ant to

move or copy blocks of code, you have to

do so line by line.

CMD O lets you allocate an additional

file buffer. If you did not reserve enough
files when you entered Basic, you do not

have to go down to DOS and start again.

Just enter CMD O and keep right ongoing.

Like the other CMD functions, this can be

executed under program control; so if you

like, your program can allocate itself files

as it needs them.

CMD Q invokes a fast machine lan-

guage string sort. You can sort a one- or

two-dimensional array. If the array is two-

dimensional, you have to designate which
array column is to be used as the key field.

The sort can be ascending or descending,

and you can specify that only part of an ar-

ray is to be sorted.

A sort is a handy feature to have built in-

to Basic, but I wish MULTIDOS's were not

limited to just strings. This constraint has

two disadvantages. If you want to sort nu-

meric data, you have to first convert it all

to strings via the STR$() function. Then, if

you want to do arithmetic with the sorted

values, they have to be reconverted to

numbers with VAL(). All this can be very

time consuming. Secondly, string sorts,

which are alphabetical, often yield results

inappropriate to numbers. For instance, in

an ascending alphabetical sort, the word
zoo comes after the word aardvark be-

cause aardvark comes first in alphabeti-

cal order. This is valid despitethe fact that

aardvark is longer than zoo. But when the

same logic is applied to strings which look

like numbers, 95 is sorted out as being

higher than 100, simply because 9 is the

first character of 95, is greater than 1, the

first character of 100. However, I believe

most, or all. TRS-SO Mod I DOSs which of-

fer sorts with their Basics restrict them-

selves to string sorts.

CMD V prints out a list of all your pro-

gram's currently assigned variables and

their values. This is not to be confused

with the normal cross-reference feature

dating back to NEWDOS 2.1. The latter

prints out the line numbers which refer to

specified variables or line numbers (or all

variables and line numbers), but gives no

Indication of the values assigned to those

variables. In addition to CMD V, SuperBa-

sic has the standard cross-reference fea-

ture accessed through the semi-colon(;).

CMD X is an unusual feature. The only

other DOS I know of with this feature is

Hester's other creation. ULTRADOS. It

works in conjunction with the Basic #

method of entering SuperBasic. These
two commands allow you to shuttle back

and forth between Disk Basic and Level

II. Their purpose is to allow the conve-

nience of SuperBasic while developing

and debugging programs intended to run

in Level II.

CMD command has been in most DOSs
since NEWDOS 2.1. With it you can exe-

cute any machine language program, or

DOS library command, directly from Ba-

sic. MULTIDOS's version of CMD com-
mand is much better than the early NEW-
DOS 2.1. The desired command is execut-

ed immediately—the pause before and
after has been dispensed with. And not as

much memory is required, so your attempt

is less likely to be thwarted by an out of

memory message.

MULTIDOS's CMD command even lets

you nest Basic within itself. If you enter

CMD Basic, Basic will then reload within

itself. You can then vwrite, load, save and
execute programs as usual. If you enter

CMD S, instead of going back to DOS, you
return to the previous level of Basic with

its variables, For. . . Next and GOSUB. . .

Return stacks intact! You can write a pro-

gram which recursively loads another lev-

el of Basic, reloads itself into that level of

Basic, and repeats until there is no more
memory left. There must be a practical ap-

plication for that capability somewhere,
but I haven't come up with one yet.

To enter SuperBasic from DOS, you use

the syntax which has been standard since

NEWDOS 2.1. You are not prompted with

the Memory Size? and How Many Files?

questions. Simply typing Basic will bring

up SuperBasic without any memory being

reserved, and defaulting to three disk file

buffers allocated. To reserve memory,
files or both, specify your desire in the Ba-

sic invocation line. You can also append a

Basic command to the line. For example,

BASIC 5,55000 , RUN "STAMPER/BAS

loads Basic reserving memory starting at

55000 decimal and allocates five disk file

buffers. Once Basic is in control, the pro-

gram STAMPER/BAS is automatically

loaded and executed.

MULTIDOS also follows the NEWDOS
2.1 standard by allowing you to use Basic
* to reenter Basic and recover the Basic

program in memory before Basic was last

exited. MULTIDOS however, surpasses

the NEWDOS standard with its Basic!. Ba-

sic ! is similar to Basic * except the former

recovers programs left in memory by alien

Basics. If you have difficulty loading an

alien Basic program into SuperBasic, you

can boot its home DOS with its version of

Basic, load the program and reboot

MULTIDOS. Then enter Basic! and a few

seconds later you'll be in SuperBasic with

the program still in memory. Then you can
resave the program and SuperBasic
should be able to reload it at will. And
as I mentioned before, Basic # lets

you recover a program left in memory by
Level II.

SuperBasic supports the short hand in-

troduced by NEWDOS Basic, namely "."

for list the current line, "." for edit the cur-

rent line, up-arrow for list the previous

line, down-arrow for list the next line, shift

up-arrow for list the first line, shift down-
arrow for list the last line, L for List, W for

Edit and D for Delete.

In addition, SuperBasic adds "/" for list

the last Break-in line, P for list a page of

text, C for Continue, and R for Run. I think

the most significant of these is P which
gives SuperBasic page-scrolling capabil-

ity. The only other Basic I know of with

this feature is NEWDOS80.
SuperBasic has introduced a minor

change from prior Disk Basics. The H can
be dropped from the syntax for hex to dec-

imal conversions. To convert 2FAD hex to

decimal, type either ?&H2FAD or just

?&2FAD.
SuperBasic has advanced editing com-

mands. Fstring will search your program
for every occurrence of "string" and list

the line numbers it is found in. If "string"

occurs more than once in any line, you will

be told how many times it was present in

that line.

A Multi-Talented Global Editor

Pressing "-" (minus) and then Enter

will invoke an intelligent global editor

(GE). There are a great many things theGE
allows you to do. Suppose you have the

variables A, X, AX, and XF in your program
and the program contains the line,

510W$ = "AX"
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QUALITYSOFTWARE FOR TRS-80 COLOR!

ADVENTURES!!!!
For TRS-80, and COLOR-80. These Ad-
ventures are written in BASIC, are full

featured, fast action, full plotted adven-
tures that take 30-50 hours to play,
(Adventures are inter-active fantasies.

It's like reading a book except that you
are the main character as you give the
computer commands like "Look in the
Coffin" and "Light the torch.")

Adventures require 16K on COLOR-
80 and TRS-80. They sell for $14.95
each.

ESCAPE FROM MARS
(by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the
RED PLANET. You-!l have to explore a
Martian city and deal with possibly
hostile aliens to survive this one. A good
first acfventure.

PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)
This is our most challenging ADVEN-
TURE. It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid
full of problems. Exciting and tough!

TREK ADVENTURE (by Bob ReteMe)
This one takes place aboard a familiar
starship. The crew has left for good
reasons - but they forgot to take you,
and now you are in deep trouble,

DEATH SH!P (by Rodger Olsen)
Our first and original ADVENTURE,
this one takes place aboard a cruise ship -

but it ain't the Love Boat.

VAMPIRE CASTLE (by Mike Bassman)
This is a contest between you and old
Drac - and it's getting a little dark
outside. $14.95 each.

SPACE SHUTTLE
ONE OR TWO PLAYER HIGH RES GAME -
Your mission is to dock with an orbiting space
platform — but you may have to land on the
planetary surface for refueling first. A real value
in a high res real time game, $6.95.

KILLERBOT - (Available in 4K) - Real time
action at 20 levels of difficulty as you run,
sneak, and dodge your way through a bloody
field of Killer Robots. Get across or die! Joy-
sticks or Keyboard controls. TRS-80 COLOR
(ANY BASIC 4K or more.). $9.95.

SLASHBALL (Available in 4K) - This one is

best described as a thinkers arcade game. It

rewards fast reflexes and clear thinking — like

nothing you have ever seen before. It is one of

our best family games for one or two players.

$9.95.

TIMETREK - A REAL TIME, REAL GRAPHICS
STARTR ECK. See your torpedoes hit and watch
your instruments work in real time. No more un-
realistic scrolling displays! $14.95.

STARFIGHTER - This one man space war game
pits you against space cruisers, battlewagons, and
one man fighters, you have the view from your
cockpit window, a real time working instrument

panel, and your wits. Another real time goody.

$9.95

BATTLEFLEET - This grown up version of Bat-
tleship is the toughest thinking game available on
OS! or 80 computers. There is no luck involved
as you seek out the computers hidden fleet. A
topographical toughie. $9.95

LABYRINTH ~ 16K EXTENDED COLOR
BASIC — With amazing 3D graphics, you fight
your way through a maze facing real time mon-
sters. The graphics are real enogh to cause claus-

trophobia. The most realistic game that 1 have
ever seen on either system. $14.95.

QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVEN-
TURE GAIVIESI Different from all the

others. Quest is played on a computer
generated map of Alesia. Your job is to

gather men and supplies by combat,
bargaining, exploration of ruins and
temples and outright banditry. When
your force is strong enough, you attack

the Citadel of IVloorlock in a life or

death battle to the finish. Playable in 2
to 5 hours, this one is different every
time. 16K COLOR-80 OR TRS-80
ONLY $14.95.

SPACE 2APPER - Protect your central
Star Base from ships that attack from
all four sides. Fast reflexes are required
as the action speeds up. Great for kids
or Dads. This game has high speed high
resolution graphics and looks as if it just
stepped out of the arcades. — 16K ex-
tended or 32K disk. BASIC TRS-80
Color only. $14.95.

TRS80

Please specify system on all orders

This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. We have arcade and
thinking games, utilities and business programs for the 0S1 and TRS-80 Color.

We add new programs every week. Send $1.00 for our complete catalog.

AARDVARK-80
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088

(313)669-3110
TRS 80 COLOR

^107
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You could tell the global editor to

change all occurrences of X to Y, but only

where it occurred in a single-letter vari-

able. The variable X would be replaced

with Y in your text, while the variables AX
and XF would be left alone. The word AX
would also be unchanged.

You can tell GE to only alter the left-

most character of multicharacter vari-

ables. In this case, changing X to Y would
replace all the XF's with YF's without al-

tering the X's or AX's. Likewise, you could

change only the second letter of multi-

character variables. Or you might alter on-

ly quoted text. Then the line 510 would
become

519W$ = "AY"

and everything else would be left alone.

The GE will also globally edit reserved

words. You can change Prints to LPRINTs
or remove all Stops. The GE also can

change CHR$( ) statements to statements

with space-saving compressed graphic-

strings. This is true whenever the CHR$(

)

represents graphic or space-compression

characters. MULTIDOS also lets you type

compressed graphics directly in from the

keyboard. Once compressed graphics

have been entered into a program, instead

of generating garbagy listings as in other

Basics, they will list looking just like the

graphics they represent. Lines containing

graphics can be edited in the normal man-

ner. In combination, these features sim-

plify the design of Christopherson-like

graphics.

Meanwhile, back at the GE, there is still

more it can do, like by allowing you to

merge or split Basic program lines. With

all GE operations you can restrict the op-

eration by specifying a range of line

numbers.

My only reservation about the GE is its

complexity. There are many specifiers

and special delimiter characters to re-

member. To specify the variable AX as the

target, you simply enter AX (no delimiters).

To change only variables which start with

X, you must enter X' (a single quote to the

right of the X and none to the left). To
change Xs only, without affecting any

multicharacter variables, you enter 'X'.

And to change the keyword TO, you sur-

round it as follows: <T0>. To change

CHR$( ) statements representing graphics

to compressed strings, you enter + (a

plus sign) as the editing target. If the

CHR$
( ) expressions you want to convert

represent string compression codes, you

enter ' (asterisk) as the target.

To merge Basic lines, you use a /{slash}

followed by a line number. To split a tine,

you use a - (minus sign) followed by the

text at the split point of the target line. My
feeling is that while the GE is a valuable

Basic utility, it will take a lot of getting

used to before it can be used comfortably

without referring to the documentation.

Renumbering and Name Commands

Like most other Disk Basics, SuperBa-

sic has a line renumbering facility. You ac-

cess it by typing ":" (colon). Entering just

":" merely checks for errors; entering ":"

followed by four parameters invokes the

actual renumbering function. The param-

eters are the first new line number, the

new Increment, the low/esl old line number
to be altered and the last old line number

to be altered. All line numbers outside the

specified range are left alone.

Renumber's Inability to move blocks of

code Is only partly compensated for by the

CMD M and N functions. SuperBasic's re-

number does, however, have another cap-

ability, which, so far as I know, is not avail-

able in other Disk Basics. You use it to re-

cover from a New command. Renumber
the program not there by typing ":"

and— presto, now you don't see it, now
you do—your program Is back and can be

listed, edited, run and saved. SuperBa-

sic's renumber can renumber programs
containing a line numbered zero (0), and
programs with compressed graphics.

The Name command lets you load and
run a program without re-initializlng the

variables set by a previous program. You
can follow Name with either a filename or

a string variable containing a file name.
Using Name under program control al-

lows true Basic chaining.

SuperBasic does not have the various

special file modes of NEWDOS80. It does
incorporate NEWD0S2.1's old trick of al-

lowing you to add data to the end of an ex-

isting sequential file via the Open E op-

tion. And, as stated earlier, SuperBasic

supports variable record length files.

Other than that, its sequential and ran-

dom I/O Is pretty standard. Yet all things

considered, SuperBasic is more feature

packed than any other DOS Basic.

So, how much memory has Hester left

us with after adding all the special fea-

tures? 40033 bytes with three files re-

served—or doing it the DOSPLUS way,

40900 with no files reserved. SuperBasic

ONINITERNl
WhatisDMNITERM?

OMNITERM IS a professional communications paci(a9efor ttie TRS-8D tliat allows

you to easily communicate and transfei files or programs witts almost any other

computer. We've never found a computer that OMNITERM cant worit wilfi. It's a

complete partage because it incliirtes not only Itie terminal program iiseli, but also

conversion utilities, a text editor, special configuration files, serious

documeotation acrl serious snpport.

Why do I need it?

You need OMNITERM rfyou need to commuincale efficiently witir many different

computEFs. or it you want to customize your TRS-80 for use with one particular

computer. Von need OMNITEHM to SOLVE your commirnications problems once

and for all.

What do I gel?

The OMNITERM package includes the OMNITERM terminal program four

conversion utilities, a text sdiloi, and setting files for nse with popular computers

such as CompuServe, the Source, and Dow Jones — jnst as samples of what you can

Indbengh Systems

The ULTIMATE TRS-80 Terminal Package
do for Ibe computer you want to worit witb. The package includes six programs, seven

data files and real documentation' a 76-page manual that has been called "the best in

the industrv," And OMNITERM comes witb real user support We can be reached

via CompuServe. Source, phone, or mail to promptly answer your questions atiout using

What do I need to use OMNITERM?

A Model I or Model III TRS-80. at least 32K of memory, one disk and tbe RS-232

interface, or Microconner;tion modem. OMNITERM works with all ROMs and DOSes.

and will work with your special keyboard drivers.

What will it do?

OMNITERM allows you to translate any cbaracter going to any device printer, screen,

disk keyboard, or commmications line, giving you complete control and allowing you to

redefine tbe character sets of all devices It will let you transfer data, and run your

printer while connecter] for a record of everytbing tbat happens OMNITERM can

reformat yonr screen so that 80. 32. or 40 cBlumn lines are easy to read and look neat on

your TRS-80 screen. It even lets you get on remote computers with just one keystroke'

Tbe program lets you send special characters, ecbo characters, count UART errors

configure your UART send True Breaks and use lower case It accepts VIDEOTEX codes,

giving you full cursor control. It will even let you review text tbat has scrolled off

tbe screen' Best of all OMNITERM will save a special file wiib all your cbanges so you

can gnickly use OMNITERM for any

one of many different computers by

loading the proper file. Its easy to use

since it's menu driven, and gives you a

full status display so you can examine

and change everytliing.

OMNITERM bas my vote as the top

TFIS-80 terminal program availatile today"

Kilohaud Microcomputing. June 1981.

pages 16-19.

OMNITERM is S95 (plus shipping if

COD) Call for 24 hour shipment. Manual

alone $15 applied toward complete pack-

age. Visa, M/C and COD accepted MA

residents add 5^j tax Dealer inquiries

invited.

Contact Lindbergh Systems for your

custom programming needs. We are

expert at wfiling software to work with

YOUR hardware, in assembler, high-level

,
or Forth.

i^ 135

41 Fairiiill Road, Holden. MA 01520 852-0233 Source TCft818 ComouServe 70310267 TRS-BO is a --of TandyCorp
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«275
DISK DRIVES

5V4" 40 Track drive with case and

power supply.

FLIPPY DRIVES ONLY $295.00

2 DRIVE CABLE SU.95

4116 MEMORY CHIPS 8 FOR $20

CORSAIR COMPUTER
CORPORATION <^2oo

7952 Highway 80 West

Fort Worth, TX 76116

817-244-8051

•^SOFTWARETHM"FITS
^

•PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
•INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT

•PATIENT DATA
MANAGEMENT

MTCHD-
©MPUTER
SALES

,^2A%

MICRO-COMPIJTF.R SAI.FS CORPORATION
OF FAYETTEVILLE, NC

Plionf 919-483-2003
Po':! Ollice Bom 53376 • Favpltevillc NC 28305

SIO
microcomputing

Back Issues

January 1980 $5.00

February to June 1980 3.00

Single back issue

July 1980 on 3.50

Single back issue

Add $!.00 per magdzme for shipping.

10 or more back issues
ddd $7. Si) per order for shipping.

Back Issues • Attn. Pauline Johnstone

80 Pine St. • Peterborough, NH 03458

IEEE-488 TO TRS-BO* INTERFACE
Everything needed to add powerful
BASIC GPIB-488 controller capability

to TRS-80 Model 1 or 3, Level 2 or

DOS with a minimum of 16K.

4B8.S0B

For Model 1

Ooeration

488eOC
For Model 3

Operation

Model 488-80B or 488-80C Price: $375,
-• shipping, insurance & (ax

WHEN ORDERING SPECIFY DISK OR TAPE

SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING
LABORATORIES

n Neil Drive • Old Bethpage, NY 11804
Telephone: (516) 694-3370

'Trademark of Tandy Corp.

There IS no alliliation between ScienUtic
Engineering Laborarones and Tandy Corp or

Radio Stiack

^203

\ferbatim
flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited. C.O.D. and
charge cards accepted.

VISA'

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo, CA
93401. InCal. call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 543-1037,

,-•207

TRS-80
COMPUTER
DISCOUNTS

• Factory Direct

• Best Prices Anywhere
• No Out-of-State Taxes
• Full Radio Shack Warranty
• Free Price List

SCOTT TASSO
Owner

Radio Shack Associate Store #7053

175 E North Delsea Drive

Vineland, N.J. 08360

800-2570426

NJ 609-691-7100 ^510

LOWEST*PRICES
ON TRS-80

Model II 64K$ 3298

.

Modellll16K$839

Line Printer VII. $329

OK IDATA
Microline SO

Microline 82

EPSON MX-70
EPSON MX-80

$394

$499

$369

$4 79

$ SAVE
MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY $
VERBATIM DATALIFETM DISKETTES
5y«-inch(boxot 10) $25,95

S-inch Double- Density, $43.95
• Payment Money OrMf Caatuor s

Ch»c)>. Cenifi«dCt>«ck Patsonei
Chocks r»qu>r« 3 w«elis lo cl«ar VISA
MASTERCHAHGE — Add 3%

WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST.

CALL (602) 458-2477
i^mm All prices are mail order only ^mm

RAND'S .

»

2185 E. FRY BLVD.

, ^ SIERRA VISTA, AZ 85635
\^ TRS-60 IS a trademark of Tandy Corporation.

^See List ol Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 375



Notes from
BENEATH the KEYBOARD

is smaller than any other Basic despite all

its bells and whistles. Hester truly is the

code-compacting champ of TRS-80dom.

There's More

MULTIDOS aiso comes with a file called

BBASIC. The extra B is for Boss-
Hester's debugging package. Boss Basic

has all the features of SuperBasic, plus its

own specialties. In Boss, the "@" key

becomes a control key, much as in SCRIP-

SIT. It works in conjunction with the keys

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, down-arrow, up-arrow, N
and O keys, thus establishing 11 special

control functions.

@1 and @2, respectively, turn off and on

the trace function. This is not the stan-

dard Basic Trace, but a special enhanced
Boss version. Instead of filling the screen

with line numbers and wreaking havoc

with your display, the trace presentation

restricts itself to the upper-right edge of

the top four screen lines.

The number of the first line executed

during a trace is displayed at the end of

the top line of the video. The next line

number is displayed below that, and so

on. The fifth line number will replace the

first one on the top line. The trace contin-

ues to cycle through those four locations.

You can always tell which line number is

current, because a ">" (greater than)

character acts a pointer.

If it seems this arrangement would
make the numbers disappear too rapidly,

read on! Boss has several features to en-

sure you will not miss a single step (a

single singlestep?) of your trace.

The DOS Itself

Though Basic is t\flULTIDOS's specialty,

the DOS itself is nothing to sneeze at. It

has many practical and unique features,

and some special utilities as well. One in-

teresting feature is the f^lighty Multi. This

is sort of a small scale implementation of

the MINI-DOS concept. Mighty Mutti al-

lows you to access certain DOS features

while running an applications program,

provided the program does not interfere

with DOS's interrupt processing. When-
ever you press ":" and ";'' (colon and semi-

colon) simultaneously, the program run-

ning pauses allowing you to execute any

of Mighty Multi's functions. When you are

through with Mighty Multi, your program

resumes as if it had never been interrupt-

ed. Mighty Multi does not however, re-

store the video to the pre-interruption

display.

NEWDOSSO's MINIDOS, which I believe

was the first to appear for the TRS-80, al-

lows you to access almost any DOS func-

tion. LDOS 5.1 's restricts you to: toggling

the clock display on and off; entering

DEBUG, FREE, DIP, KILL a file; sending a

top of form to a printer; sending any speci-

fied character to a printer; or repeating the

last issued DOS command. MULTIDOS' is

restricted to only four functions: DIR,

Copy a file. Kill a file, or List a file.

Mighty fvlulti does not have a repeat-

last-DOS-command function. One is not

really needed since pressing Enter, with-

out any other input, automatically repeats

the last DOS command anyway. You can
even do a little command editing. Sup-

pose you have just entered the following

command:

DUMP W2n"ST:0(START = X'71A5',

END = XTAEF.TRA = X71B0')

and you get an Improper File Name mes-
sage. On closer inspection, you notice you
accidentally typed 2W>TST instead of

W2/TST. If you are like me, retyping such
dump commands gives you headaches.

With MULTIDOS you need only retype

DUMPW2/
After typing the slash, press Clear and

Enter. The entire corrected Dump com-
mand will be entered and executed by

MULTIDOS.
MULTIDOS has two different screen

printing functions: plain old JKL and HJK.

JKL sends the contents of the screen to

"Hester's thing

is compression. '

the printer, translating all graphics char-

acters into dot. But if you are lucky

enough to have a printer with the capacity

to print TRS-80 graphics, the HJK option

sends the graphics as they are.

Other DOS's allow you to preconfigure

your system to perform one type of dump
or the other. MULTIDOS leaves both op-

tions at your finger tips. This would be an

advantage for people who frequently

switch between the two printers; but for

the rest of us it could be a disadvantage,

because of the potential for pressing the

wrong set of keys.

MULTIDOS is exceptionally fast. Its

boot-up sequence, library commands and
general disk I/O are all quick.

DOS command lines can contain more
than one command. If you enter DIR

:1,FREE (note the separation by comma),
you first get a directory of drive 1 and then

a display of the free space on all your ac-

tive disk drives. By the way, MULTIDOS is

the only DOS I know of whose Free com-
mand displays totals of the free space on

all your drives as well as for each individu-

al drive. It also totals vacant directory file

slots for you.

MULTIDOS prompts you for the date

when you first boot-up. If you don't want

to enter MM/DD/YYYY, just hit Enter to by-

pass the question. If you have already en-

tered the date in a previous MULTIDOS
session, and you have not yet powered
down and nothing has overwritten MULTI-

DOS' date storage area, MULTIDOS will

remember the date and bypass the date

prompt automatically. MULTIDOS also re-

members the time through a reset.

It is generally a good idea to enter the

date, since MULTIDOS will then automati-

cally include it in the directory entries of

files saved during that session. It can be

retrieved via the DIR (A) command. This

can be helpful in determining which file is

the latest version of a program. While

MULTlDOS's use of the date is not as

comprehensive as LDOS, it is a feature

most DOS's do not include at all.

MULTIDOS Library

MULTIDOS has all the library and utility

features of TRSDOS and a good many
others. I will only outline the ones that

make MULTIDOS outstanding. So if you

do not see something mentioned here do
not assume it is lacking in MULTIDOS;
there's just no need to rehash it.

Speaking of hashing, MULTlDOS's
Hash command calculates the hash code

for any file you specify.

MULTIDOS' Build and Do commands
comprise a chaining function. Build

allows you to create a preprogrammed
series of DOS commands and save them
in a file. Later you can execute the file via

the Do command. While this is not as so-

phisticated as LDOS's Job Control Lan-

guage (JCL), MULTlDOS's ability to nest

Do files puts it a step ahead of most other

DOSs in the chaining department.

The TOPMEM nnnn command lets you
enter an address above where the DOS
ain't allowed to mess around. It is similar

to answering the Memory Size? question

in Basic. You can enter the address in

either decimal or hex. If you enter

TOPMEM without an address, MULTIDOS
will return the address currently protected

by TOPMEM.
Clear, zeros all memory between 5200H

(the beginning of user, or /CMD file, mem-
ory) and TOPMEM. I am not sure what
someone would use this for, except possi-

bly as preparation for a project in which, at

some stage, memory has to be inspected

to see what was altered by the previous

stage of the project.

@3 directs the trace to your printer. If

you have a printer, this feature is all you
will need to ensure you don't ever loose

track of a trace because of a clear screen

statement in the target program. You can
turn the printer trace off or redirect it to

the video with the @2, and @ 1 keys.
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lust between you and us. . .

We think we've got

THE BEST
TRS-80* MODEL III

Disk System around!
WHY? Here's three good reasons.

1. VERSATILITY
Our own proven, dependjblf clrivc tonlroller board will givf
yoL( the hardware to run almosi any drive configuration you can
imagine: •

• 5W" and 8" drives in any combination.
• Internal/external combinations (up lo all 4 drives external).
• Single- and dual-headed drive combinations.

2. QUALITY
• We chose MPI drives— the /ong-(/me leaders in ihe field.

• We conslruci our own disk drive installation kits of heavy
gauge steel—no s/ire/dmg problems'

• We designed independently regulated line.ir power supplies —
/a.?l and reliable.

3. PRICE (including installation & 90-day warranty)
• Drive controller board and first drive $679
• Second (internal) drive $279
• Third drive (with cable) $:!59
• Fourth drive 5.329

If Ihese sound like really good deals but you don't have the Model III

yet, we've got the answer.

A TRS-80 Model ril,48K,TRSDOS, 2 MPI drives $1899
— F-"ully tested with 90-day warranty —

Dnilar-lor-dollar, we think ihis is the BEST TRS-80 system you can buy!

We also stock for immediate shipment:
MODEL III, 32K $S')<i

EPSON Printers, accessories^ interlaces at Low, Low Prices

We Now ^ccepl Visa & Mastercard

TPS-SO js .( Tr^dcmirk ol Tandy Corp.

NEW LOCATION ^ 2

PROCESS CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
a030Lo(raineAve., Suile32a • Stockton, California 95210 (209) 952-6576

J r YOU UDiNi'T i-fovt::
"r rr^Fi ro czree:i=itli
vn( in LJurtNi c:oi_OR
czDi-1 iJLj"r^i=? rai=tMEi&j,
"I H^t\) I WY

CREATAVADER
rtflTURES SEVEN
PREDEESIGNED TARGETS
INCLUDING:

Design yc-
' irivade^— 1 ike""
targets with j ust
a fem sti^cikes of
the key t)oa*"d_
Get even with the
things wh ich bug
yqnj the mC'Bt by
blast ing ma
rows of the
CREfiTPVADER.

18.95

~HTS :^. IHE Gfit^E EVERY CO! ORCOMPUTER OWNER WILL WRNT flSPART OF HIS OR HER SOFTWORE
COLLECTION.

f71 rJ L. Y «-~ RC T'

i;iusci-acea •ven-.ary bank^
P.O.BOX 289
WILLIAMKTOWN. MA. 0^26/-0;0<J

TEL.413-663-9648

jjjjj 16 Ki?;;':,,.MI-RESOLUTION GA^^ES•

**£• GATOR ZONE
™;'™"';,=~=;::'

18.95
*-»GOFTl-lftRE- OLTHORS WEL COMED-*

[,T Q q: -liJ

jjidz ohye
Z .LJ JtOEO:

Hco(f)30H(ia

01 . UUJGI
j(lj2 U
\L .J QliiU

iOHCliJCJil

C QZ3H

ZN3:Q-LtOL!J
Uh DXO E

^

Hyper
Series Oi^Ai^Sm '^i'

UNDENIABLY THE BEST SCIFl'' ^**-*"*^«-'

.Others only dream of such programming, we moke it o reality I

HYPERGATE CENTURION - A totally original "Real
Time" simulation overflowing with superb action sound
& graphics. A 100% machine code masterpiece with

everything you wanted in a SciFi game: space monsters,
marauding pirates, military skirmishes, your own fleet

of patrol ships, dazzling explosions, startling graphics,

multiple skill levels, and much, much more. (16K System
tope)

HYPERGATE PATROL - A fantastic spinoff from Hyper-

gate Centurion with excellent sound & graphics. Com-
mand a hypergote patrol ship and navigate the Hyper-

gotes of the Local Super Cluster in search of danger.

(16K Basic tape stop action strategy)
.o

"^Oth gam«s on one cass«tt

Ask your dealer for Synwar» Garnet, or order from us.

The gomes are compatible with the TRS-80 model i or III.

Specify 16K Level II compatible versions or 32K Disk

compatible versions on cassette (user transfers from
cassette to disk).

Postage paid in USA & Canada. Foreign orders add $2.00

for postage. COD orders $3.00 extrb. Florida residents

add 4% sales tax.
.^

I i^_ ,
! - , Send check or money order to:

^•:'^^^'M'^^: Synergistic Solar, Inc.

P. O. Box 560595

Miami, Florida 33156

We have o full line of top notch games. For free catalog

mail us a postcard or letter.

DEALER INQUmiES MOST WELCOMED
TM-M ! a trttdMmark of Tandy Corp.



Notes from
BENEATH the KEYBOARD

@4, @5, @6 and @7 control the Basic

singlestep mode. @4 turns singlestep off,

@5 turns on tfie singlestep-by-line mode.
In tfiis mode, the target program will

pause before starting to execute each pro-

gram line and wait for you to press a key.

This allows you to observe the line num-
ber being executed (as revealed by Boss'
trace function) and the effect of that pro-

gram line.

@6 turns on the singiestep-by-state-

ment mode. This is just like its line-by-

line equivalent, except the pause occurs

before each statement. This aliovi/s you
to singlestep through multiple statement
lines.

@7 sets a mode to provide automatic

continuous singlestepping w/ith a user se-

lectable delay. The auto-singlestepping

stops either before each line or each
statement, as you desire. After a brief

pause, the next line or statement is exe-

cuted. You can slow down the stepping by

pressing @ down-arrow. Conversely, you
can speed up the trace by holding down
@ up-arrow.

The control functions @1-@7 can be

turned on and off from within a program.

To do this, you insert a

POKE 16667,0

statement into your program at the point

where you want to change the trace

status. N is one of the control digits. That

is not as easy as typing TRON or TROFF
into a program; but in view of the extra

capabilities, it's well worth the extra mem-
orization (or peeks in the manual).

Boss also allows you to keep track of

critical target variables. If you type @N,
you are prompted to enter the list of the

variables which most concern you. There

is a limit to the number of variables you
can specify: 128 variables for those with

one character name lengths of eight vari-

ables 16-31 characters long. In case
you're wondering what variable could

have a 16 character name here is an ex-

ample from the MULTIDOS manual. Its

name length is 19 characters long, count-

ing the subscripts: T#(F,(B(A,N), G(E))}.

You can key @ N and enter the variable

specification dialogue whileyour program
is running, or whiJe in the Basic ready

mode. Once the variables have been se-

lected, pressing @0 allows you to see the

current values of those variables. Also,

@0 gives you an opportunity to edit the

variable list. To return control to your Ba-

sic program press Clear twice and wonder
of wonders, your program's display re-

stores itself and execution continues with

the screen looking just as it did before the

interruption.

So, how much free memory is available

with Boss Basic and all its extra goodies

loaded? 38669 bytes. Boss Basic leaves

you more user memory than the Basics of

TRSDOS, NEWDOS 2.1 (or 80), LDOS, or

DOSPLUS<fuil size ortiny). Vernon, you've

done it again!

Dead is much like Clear, except it does

not restrict itself to the range between

5200 and TOPfvlEM. It zeros memory from

4000H (the start of RAfvl) to the top of

physical memory. This effectively causes
a reboot with a clean memory slate. To re-

boot without reinitializing memory, you

simply enter Boot.

Auto in f>/1ULT!D0S is somewhat better

than other DOS Autos. Here the Auto

statement may contain several DOS com-

mands instead of just one. You can make
an Auto command undefeatable, in-the

sense that holding down Enter during

boot-up will not prevent its execution. To
do so, use an exclamation mark (!) before

the Auto command. For example: IBASIC

COOSOL DISCOUNTS
PRINTERS HEWLETT PACKARD NEC COMPUTER

EPSON MX70 CALL
EPSON MX80 CALL
EPSON MX80 F/T CALL
EPSON MX 100 CALL
NEC PC-8023A-C $555
ANACOM ANC1 SOP OR S $1 195
ANACOW ANC160P OR S $1465
TALLY MT-1602 OR 5 $1495
TALLY MT-1802 OR 5 $1795
NEC 3510-1, 3515-1, 3530-1 .... $1795
NEC 7710-1, 7715-1, 7730-1 .... $2495
NEC 7720-1, 7725-1 $2995
C.ITOH FP 1500 25PU,
H, OR Q $1350
C.ITOH FP 1500 25RU $1450
C.ITOH FP 1500 45PU OR Q . . . S1795
C.ITOH FP 1500 45RU $1995
HP-PRINTERS $ CALL

• HP-125 Microcomputer S2995
• HP-85A Microcomputer $2195
• HP-83A Microcomputer $1595
• HP 85/83 16K Memory Module . . $169
• HP7225B Graphics Plotter S1959
• HP-5 '/4" Dual Disk Drive $1995
• HP-5 'A Single Disk Drive $1249
• HP 8" Dual Disk Drive $5395
• HP-Other Mass Storage Units . . CALL
• HP-9111A Graphics Tablet $1595
• HP Firmware CALL
• HP Software Packages CALL
• HP Interfaces CALL
OTHER COMPUTERS
• ALTOS MTU/Floppy/Harddisk . CALL
• ADDS Computer Systems CALL
• ATARI Computer and
Accessories CALL

• NEC Computer PC-8001A CALL
• NEC I/O Unit PC-801 2A CALL
• NEC I/O Port PC-8033A CALL
• NEC Disk Drive PC-8031A CALL
• NEC Disk Drive PC-8032A CALL
• NEC Dot Printer PC-8023A-C . . CALL
• NEC GR Monitor JB-1201 CALL
• NEC COL Monitor JC-1202 .... CALL
• NEC Accessaries & Software . . . CALL
TELEVIDEO TERMINALS
• 910C $595
• 920C S750

• 91 2C $705
• 950C $959

• ADDS Viewpoint WB2101
or WB2102 $595

COOSOL, INC.
Calif, C7I4) 545-2216 C800) 854

P,0, BOX 743, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 92805-0743 ^105

8498
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New From Intersoft

LIBEDIT
a complfle library ryianager for ihe TRS-SO and CPj M
Allows you Id build libraries ol reliicaiable objcc! code (siilK as

thai produced h\ Macro-HO, Forlran-KO and other Microsoft
languages)

Libraries can be automaticallv searched by the "-S" opiiotiof

1. ink-KO, just like foriib rel

Modules can easily be added lo or deleted from L-\isling libraries,

you can even extract inttividual rel files iii disk

Useful 'liblisl' ulilily gives detailed description of a library's

contents

Specify Model I. Model III or C P/M when ordering.

Price for complete package . . . SIOO

Intersoft C 2.5
an improved and enhanced version ol our popular

compiler for the C programming language
' I 'limes compk-te vv it h o\er 40 supporting library functions

includinj! several neu additions (such as in-mcmory sorts and scanfO )

• Source code lor all library lunclions included on disk
* hull) eompatahle «.ilh both Macro-!*Oand r,!)TASM: no knowledge

ol assembler required

Specify Model I, Model III, (P/M or 6809 Hex when
ordering; also specify assembler (Macro-80,

KDTASM, ASM or TS(
)

Complete package SIOO
Manual only $ 20

fC Oil ofmanual discountedfrom con of complete package)

Ontario residents please add 7'V Provincial Sales 1 ax.

Intersoft Gnfimited
Box 383 Station C. Kitchener- Waterloo Ontario,

N2G 3Y9. Canada (519) 884-3557

l,ink-80, Macro-80 and t-ortran-80 are trademarks of Microsoft
TRS-80and FDIASM are trademarks of Tandy Corp.
CP M is a trademark of Digital Research

"^""^

Model II& Model 16 users:

ANNOUNCING

tu;o/sixt|Bm
/magazme

You've been ignored long enough! The time

has come for a magazine tailored to your
special needs as a Model U user. Advent of the

Model 16 will increase demand for coverage of

matters specific to our very versatile micros.

two/sixteen v^iM discuss topics of interest to all

11/16 ovi/ners, from the casual to the advanced
user. Articles will be slanted tov^ard the

business, professional, and scientific com-
munity (but we'll lapse into games and other

diversions from time to time). You will see
features about networking, CP/M vs. TRSDOS,
deciding on hard disk, patching an Epson's
power into WordStar, multi-user processing on
the 16, and adding the Model 16 enhancement
to your Model n. As a non-dealer subscriber,

you can place iow-cost classified ads.

two/sixteen is not affiliated with Tandy Cor-

poration.

Charter subscriptions are now available starting with

the May-June, 1982 issue. $30 annually in the U.S.

Foreign subscribers inquire for rates. Phone orders

accepted at (717) 393-1917 (VISA and MasterCard).

Send mail orders to two/sixteen magazine , 216 1/2

West James St., Lancaster, PA 17603.

Introducing low cost, TRS-80
compatible disk drives

CJp to one megabyte for Models 1 and III

Low Cost Storage
Model III Internal Drives ^^...
• single sided, 40 tracks JB?,'. j'SiSl
v^ith250K $215

• double sided, 40 tracks

with 500K $335
• double sided, 80 tracks WBtTJ-'

with lOOOK $435
_ _

Model I and III External ^^MISMMU
Drives J! .^^ ĴjjSSnSJA Uilllt*'i'*fc»

(Includes disk drive, power ^^^^'^^.^^'^^^^lH^j^^v^ ^"

supply, cable and color coordi- y ^§?^]iWt*TS^Sz?lft\S^^^^
nated cabinet)

, , d^VOkjT'^'- *>'.-"i'

• single sided, 40 tracks S^ffijS" *lVO -.'

^Vi--'''

with 250K $315 V'^^ir>3,*^'*'"^
-»---*-5Jf^

• double sided, 40 tracks 'IS'./'J.^yCHi^ ' : ii!yb5dKfi'i5^^^^-
withSOOK $435

• double sided, 80 tracks

withlOOOK $535

2

I
INTERFACE, INC.
20932 CANTARA STREET
CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA 91304
(213) 341-7914

.- 182

Gnconditiona! warranty
and service

90-day unconditional warranty

plus service center for

out-of-warranty service.

For more information on the

TRS-80 compatible

disk drives, call or write:

Dealer and quantity discounts available upon request.

/MasterCard, VISA or COD orders accepted. TRS-80 is a

registered trademark of Tandy Corporation.

External and internal mounting
Now you can have up to one megabyte
of unformatted storage for your TRS-80

Model 1 or 111. Drives can be mounted
iternally or externally on the Model 111 and

externally on the /^odel 1.

Eight color cabinets to choose from
Cabinets for external mounted drives are

available in black, chrome, off-white,

lime green, dark green, bright orange,

computer blue, and brilliant yellow.

^See List ol Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 379



Notes from
BENEATH the KEYBOARD

RUN ACCOUNTS. If instead of "!" you use
"#" (pound sign), the Auto line will be in-

visible on boot-up. If you enter AUTO
#CLOCK, the next time you boot-up, the

clock display will immediately be turned

on, but you will not see the word Clock on

your screen.

The Break command is a switch to en-

able and disable the Break key. This can

be used in combination with the undefeat-

able Auto statement to produce a disk

which will always load and run an un-

BREAKABLE Basic program. This could

be useful when you have to entrust certain

critical operations to an unsupervised

employee.

Since VTOS introduced the concept of

device independence to TRS-80dom, most

DOSs have included commands like

Route or Link, MULTIDOS has both. Their

application is limited to the video (DO) and

printer (PR) devices. Route PRDO will

video display anything which would nor-

mally have been printed. This is useful for

people without printers. Route DOPR
does the opposite. Link PRDO will cause

information to be both printed and dis-

played. These two features are a far cry

from the true device independence of

VTOS and LOOS, but they are useful

nonetheless.

MULTIDOS's KEYBRD (for keyboard)

and CONFIG (for configure) commands
perform a similar set of functions to those

performed by the System command of

some other DOSs. They allow you to cus-

tom reconfigure MULTIDOS to your own
specifications. KEYBRD lets you enable

or disable the lowercase driver, the graph-

ics driver, key repeat, the clear key and the

blinking cursor. It also lets you select your

own cursor character.

The effect of the KEYBRD command is

not immediate. It takes effect the next

time you boot-up the disk. If you tiave

enabled the lowercase driver, MULTIDOS
makes sure your system is capable of

displaying lowercase before turning it on.

CONFIG lets you alter and display de-

fault power-up drive attributes. This refers

to the density (single or double) and step-

ping rate (6, 12, 20, or 40 ms) of each disk.

If the default density setting is incorrect

for a particular drive, MULTIDOS's auto-

matic density recognition detects this and

ensures that you still have proper disk I/O.

MULTIDOS's DEBUG module has some

unique features. Like the standard DE-

BUG package, you can use I to execute a

single machine language instruction, or C

which has the same effect, except that

CALLed or RESTARTed routines are ex-

ecuted in full. However, MULTIDOS's

DEBUG has an automatic continuous re-

peat mode for each of these commands
allowing you to perform high speed ma-

chine language traces. This is analogous

to Basic's TRON.
MULTIDOS's Forms command Is simi-

lar to those of several other DOSs. It lets

you establish print formatting parameters

for printing operations performed by DOS
and Basic. You can define such factors as

the width of the print line, the length of a

page and the number of blanks between

pages. MULTIDOS does not provide left

margin control.

Utilities

These days the big buzz phrase is user-

friendly. That description is probably

more applicable to MULTIDOS than to

other Model 1 DOS. A primary reason for

this is MULTIDOS's Help file. Like Models

2 and 3 TRSDOS, MULTIDOS will show

you the syntax for most of its commands,

without sending you to the manual. To see

the proper syntax for using the Dump
command, you enter Help Dump, and the

information is displayed.

Skip is a utility for reading 35 or 40-track

disks on an 80-track disk drive. This is ex-

tremely useful for people (like me!) who

"Boss Basic has

all the features

of SuperBasic

plus its own
specialties."

have upgraded to a higher capacity disk

drive only to have trouble accessing the

files on their old disks. Even if you've had

80-track drives right from the start, most

of the disk software you buy comes on

35-track disks.

MULTIDOS' Spool utility, like others of

its ilk, allows printing operations to take

place while you do other computer work,

instead of tying up the system until the

printout is finished. MULTIDOS's Spool

lets you specify the size of the RAM buffer

used for this purpose. In my experiments

with spool, I found that when I selected a

large buffer, the keyboard response

seemed as fast as if no printing was tak-

ing place, even though my MX-80 was

chugging away. But when I selected the

smallest allowable RAM buffer (256 byte),

it was as if there was no spooling opera-

tion in effect at all. I had to wait until the

printout was finished before the keyboard

would listen to me.

VFU is MULTIDOS's Versatile File Utili-

ty. It allows you to perform a number of

disk functions. They are Copy, Execute,

Purge and Hard Copy. The Copy and

Purge functions allow you to deal with

groups of files, without the repetitious in-

put required for Killing or Copying them

one at a time. If you want to copy 10 files

from the disk in drive zero to the disk in

drive one, you enter VFU by typing VFU,

You then get a menu of choices. If you

press C for Copy, you can then choose be-

tween a selective or total copy. If you key

S for Selective, you will be asked whether

invisible files should be included— like-

wise for system files. Then you are

prompted to enter source and destination

drive numbers. In the example we are con-

sidering, you would enter and 1,

respectively,

A directory of the source drive will then

be put on the screen. It will contain only

the files belonging to the classes you

specified. In other words, invisible or sys-

tem files will not be presented if you had

not selected those categories during the

preceeding dialogue. This VFU directory

display is actually a menu. You can move

the cursor from entry to entry. Keying Y

will tell VFU the file under the cursor is to

be copied. In our example, you would

specify the lOfilesyou want copied. Then,

you would press Enter and all 10 files

would be copied to the destination disk

without your having to type another

keystroke.

Purge works the same way as Copy, ex-

cept the specified files are Killed, instead

of copied. Execute does the same thing

that typing in a file's name directly from

DOS would do. I do not see any advantage

to using VFU for this purpose. Hard Copy

prints out a listing of a disk's directory,

suitable for keeping in a disk jacket.

GR is the graphics utility I referred to

earlier. You select it by typing GR, or

through the KEYBRD command. It can be

enabled or disabled by using the Shift

Clear key as a toggle. When enabled, it

allows you to type any graphics character

directly from the keyboard.

RS stands for RAM Scan. This utility al-

lows you to search memory for any byte or

word. You can tell RS to only report occur-

rences of the target value which are the

object of certain machine language in-

structions. The parameters allowable in a

RAM Scan search are:

Call

Carry

Jump
Load

Sign Minus

Non

Sign Positive

Parity Even

Parity Odd

Zero

They all have one letter abbreviations.

Again, I am not sure just what the nor-

mal application of this utility is. But just

when I had decided it was fairly useless, I

had occasion to employ it.

It seems I cannot write anything these

days without bumping my head against
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one aspect or another of the software

copyrigfit controversy. Well, here we go
again. Apparat has received criticism be-

cause their original DOS, NEWDOS 2.1,

was mostly enhanced Tandy code. Their

literature only documented the enhance-
ments, leaving the bulk of the DOS un-

documented thus forcing users to obtain

TRSDOS legitimately in order to decipher

NEWDOS. This was their gesture of pro-

lection to Tandy.

Back in those days, TRSDOS was a

pretty flaky system. Tandy was not doing

a great job of supporting it, either. It was
lucky for all of us that NEWDOS came out

when it did. In my opinion, Apparat greatly

contributed to the TRS-80's success by

making it a more powerful, reliable

system.

In NEWDOS Plus, Apparat did the same
copy, enhance, but don't document trick

with Microsoft's Editor/Assembler. Un-

like TRSDOS, the Editor/Assember was
a fine product and Microsoft was not sub-

standard in their product support. I be-

lieve Apparat did Microsoft an injustice in

this case.

Now Vernon Hester has turned the

table on Apparat. He has taken the Appa-

rat EDTASM, which is basically the Micro-

soft Editor/Assembler patched for a disk

system, and added enhancements of his

own. He has put the whole kit and ca-

boodle on MULTIDOS under the name of

EA. He only documented the portions he

changed. Features unaltered from the Mi-

crosoft/Apparat version are not described.

It's a pretty good joke on Apparat

—

poetic justice you might say. It would be

quite awkward for Apparat to protest. But

it does perpetuate the injustice done to

Microsoft. I am sure Hester meant no

harm but as I'd rather not involve myself in

the situation i will refrain from describing

MULTIDOS's EA utility, other than by say-

ing that it is there.

Documentation

The organization of MULTIDOS's docu-

mentation is similiar to that of TRSDOS,
starting with a general description of the

DOS and its special features. The various

library commands are then treated in al-

phabetical order. The utilities are dealt

with next. Finally, the features of Super-

Basic and Boss Basic are described. The

manual is replete with examples of user

input and descriptions of their results.

Anyone already familiar with TRSDOS or

any other TRS-80 operating system
should have no difficulty learning the

ins and outs of MULTIDOS from its

documentation.

Conclusions

MULTIDOS's Basic is unequaled, in

both features and size, among TRS-80

Disk Basics. The DOS is probably the

most universally compatible DOS, inter-

system wise, of any TRS-80 operating sys-

tem. It is not as comprehensive as LOOS
or NEWDOS-80, but it is very fast with

many unique and convenient features.

The price, at time of writing, is only

about $80, a low price for a DOS of this

quality. This is partly because MULTIDOS
lacks some utilities such as disk-zap and
tape/disk programs. Hester is working to

correct these omissions. As more utilities

are added to MULTIDOS, the price may go

up. If you use your system mostly for

Basic programming, or would benefit from

MULTIDOS's special compatibility, MUL-
TIDOS might be a best buy for you.B

Gosub International, Inc.
GOSUB'S MX80/70 Friction Feed Kit $49.95 ppd

• Use Single Sheel Paper Use Inexpensive Poll Paper •
• Use YourOwn Leilerhead Does Np! Affect Pin-feed Use •

PRINTERS PRINTERS PRINTERS
EPSON MX80

. . . S545 ppd. EPSON MX100 . . . $825 ppd

THE PRINTER STAND $29.95

SAVE MONEY AND SPACE-Holds almost any printer that uses
9V2"-size paper or forms. Made from Vi" acrylic, allows 3" of paper
or forms to be stacked under printer. Great for use with bottom load

printers! Fits MX80/70-Micro(ine 80's BASE 2-850 Bytewriter-1 and
many more!

AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR THE GOSUB FRICTION FEED KIT
USA-Alpine Computer Center, 2526 S. Alpine Rd., Rockford, III.

61108, (815) 229-0200: OMEGA Micros, 3819 West Michigan St.,

Milwaukee, Wl 53208, (414) 933-6088: EXATRON: 181 Commercial
St., Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (800) 538-8559/CA, (408) 737-7111.

CANADA -MicrowestDist, Ltd., 1940 Larson Rd., Nortti Vancouver,
B.C., Canada V7M 2Z8, (604) 988-9998 or 988-6877.

AUSTRALIA -Computer Campus Pty. Ltd., 11 Rundle Street, Kent
Town, South Australia, 5067, ph. 08.424826, telex 88156.

STRATEGY SIMULATIONS FOR THE TRS-80

80 SPACE RAIDERS
Starship Simulator and Combat Game

Ttiis is the most realistic combat space simulation available for any
computer system anywhere! Operator is placed in a rapidly moving
ship looking out through a window into the depths of space. Thou-
sands of stars appear in the distance and part toward the screen
edges as the ship flashes past. Forward and aft views available at
any time. Accurate celestial navigation using t)oth XYZ an
spherical coordinates! Comment from Aug. '81 80 Microcomputing:
"May t>e the ultimate Star Trek-type game and, possibly, the most
complex microcomputer game ever attempted"! Fast action
graphics never stop!

Model 1/Level 2/16K $24.95

SOFTWARE

MERCENARY FORCE
Command a mercenary army.

Decide the number of men,
type of weapons, armor, air

support, medical aid and
transports. Battle the enemy
in jungles, underwater, on
moons and in space.

(1-4 players)

TRS-80 L2/16K S16.95

Gosub Int'l., Inc.

501 E. Pawnee, Suite 430
Wichita, KS 67211

(316)265-9859

SPACE MERCHANT
Build an Empire in the stars.

Choose your cargo, means of

shipping, and security. Risk

pirates, ion storms, engine
failure and other hazards
while you try to become a

Space Merchant.

(1-6 players)

TRS«)L2/16K $9.95

Software for the VIC 20 and Color Computer
SPACE MERCHANT-See Stragegy Simulations for the TRS-80

WARRIOR — Head to head combat in a game where you and your
opponent are the rulers of warring city-states, each trying to
destroy the other. You decide how many of your population will be
warriors, farmers, factory workers, and scholars. $9.95

YAHT7EE! $10.95
GAME PACK #1 Quarter Horse and Yahtzee $14.95
GAME PACK #3 Warrior and Space Merchant $14.95

Kansas residents add 3% sales tax

All prices subject to change without notice

FflEE CATALOG UPON REQUEST
(TRS-80) is a trademark of Tandy Corp.)

Dealer Inquiries Invited

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

GOSUB International (New England Division)

P.O. Box 2566
Framingham, MA 01701

(add 5% sales tax)

GOSUB
P.O. Box 275
Wichita, KS 67201
(316)265-9992
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MONEY DOS
cin operating system for financial survival

by J.M. Keynes

LOAD 80

"A Chimpanzee making random decisions

is favored to outperform tfie stock market."

The brokerage business offers little

education about the finest investment

medium for most investors. 1 speak of

Convertible Securities whiicfi include cer-

tain bonds and preferred stocks. Had you

randomly invested $10,000 in convertibles

in 1972 today it Vi'ould shov*/ a profit of over

40 percent v^tiile a like amount randomly

invested in common stock would sfiow a

loss of 20 percent. In fact, $10,000 in-

vested in carefully cfiosen convertibles

since 1972 vi/ould be wortti over $250,000

today! I have taken the figures from The

Value Line Convertible Sun/ey. You may
vi/onder why your broker never mentioned

an investment wherein a Chimpanzee

(making random decisions) is favored to

outperform the stock market. Chances are

he has little expertise in this area. It is

seldom that I find a brokerage firm recom-

mending a convertible. Not that they are

unaware of their advantages. There sim-

ply are not enough to go around. Most

convertibles are relatively small (number

of bonds or preferred stock outstanding),

and, should a major firm put out a buy

recommendation chaos could result. For

example: In April 1980 a bond issued by

Allegheny Ludlum was selling for 88 or

$880 per bond. The bond carried a five per-

cent coupon (paid $50 in interest yearly)

and matured October 1, 1982. It was con-

vertible, at the option of the bondholder,

into 28.8 shares of the issuer's common
stock. At that time Allegheny Ludlum

common was selling tor $26 per share.

The value of the bond if converted to com-

mon stock was 28.8 X 26 or $748.80, So

was it a good deal at 88? Not only good

but spectacular! Examine the analysis:

The issuing company had paid dividends

on their common stock each year since

1935 and was in an excellent financial

condition, so the bond interest payments

and the redemption on October 1, 1982

must have been considered safe. If

nothing good happened to the price of the

common stock within 18 months you

would (et the bond mature. In the worst

case you would have received $75 in in-

terest and, at maturity, $120 long term

capital gain profit (1000 rec. minus 880

paid). The $120 long term gain will yield a

net of at least $96 after taxes (if in 50 per-

cent bracket) which would be the same as

making $192 ordinary income from a T-Bill

or CD. This, plus the interest received of

$75, equals an investment which would

have returned the same after taxes as a

CD paying 20.2 percent. There was no

such animal . . . and this was worst case!

As it turned out, the common stock went

up to over $50 at which time the bond was
worth 28.8 x 50 or $1,440 in common
stock. It's true that in this case buying the

common stock would have been more

profitable as it increased 92 percent while

the convertible bond went up only 63

percent . . . but ... my stock selections

don't always go up (how sad). . .so one

must look at the risk side of the equation.

What if the stock price was $13 today?

The guy who bought the common at 26

would be biting his nails white you, the

wise one who bought the convertible

bond, would be waiting patiently for your

20 percent CD (the bond) to mature this

October. Had a bokerage firm advised its

clients to buy this bond they would never

have been able to fill the orders. .
.be-

cause... only just over 4,000 of these

bonds were ever issued. On any market

day, perhaps ten to 50 of them were for

sale. Most were held by professionals who
saw no reason to sell. There is no point in

getting clients excited about something

they can't get at a favorable price. That

would be bad PR. Furthermore, the com-

missions on common stocks are from two

to six times what they are on bonds.

Unavailableinquantity. . . .not ahighpro-

fit item (for the broker). . .neglected. .

.

save for a few professionals.

I am frequently asked why companies

issue convertible securities? If they need

to borrow money why not just issue regu-

lar bonds? Another example is in order:

The Board of Directors of the XYZ Com-

pany decides that the Company should

borrow five million dollars to finance

Program Listing

10 CLS:PRINT:PRINT''PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS BY J. HAYNARD KEYNES
WRITTEN FOR 80 MICROCOMPUTING" : PRINT : PRINT
30 CLEAR: DEFINT E
35 REK LINE 40 DIMENTIONED FOR 16K (20 SECORITIES} INCREASE IF

MORE MEMORY AVAILABLE
40 CLEAR5000:DIMR$(20) ,HS (20) ,A[20) ,B(20) ,C ( 20) ,D ( 20) ,E(20) ,F (20)

50 KH=0:Y = 0:P=64: Al=50! Z$ = "###.»'': XS=''#####"! KS ="##.##": 0S = " SS#«### t" :

ONERROR GOTO 890
60 INPUT"FROM DISK=1 CREATE NEW P0RTP0LI0=2 FROM CASSETTE=3" ; AA
70 IFAA=2 THEN HH=1:G0T0 230 ELSE IF AA=3 THEN 80 ELSE 150
80 CLS:PRINT@512,''WHEN CASSETTE RECORDER READY PRESS ' ENTER" ,";: INPUT: CLS : P

RINT@512, "STANDBY, LOOKING FOR SYNC BITE."
90 CMD"T"! INPUT#-1,A6,JS,J1,G1,H1,I1:
REM DELETE CMD''T" IF NO EXPANSION INTERFACE
100 CLS: PRINTA6;" ITEMS ARE BEING LOADED FROM CASSETTE
110 FOR 1 = 1 TO A6: INPUT#-1 ,AS ( I )

, A( I) ,B ( I ) ,C ( I ) , E [ I ) ,D { I ) , F ( 1

)

120 PRINTASID,: REM TO LET YOU KNOW SOMETHING IS GOING ON...
130 N=N+1: Y=Y+1
140 NEXT: A1=A6: CLS: GOSUB860: FOR 1=1 TO Al : GOTO450
150 O=0:Al=l: IKPUT"WHICH FILE DO YOU WANT?";FF5
160 INPUT"FR0M WHICH DRIVE";WS
170 OPEN"I" ,1,FFS+" :"+WS
180 REM DISK INPUT MUST BE MIRROR IMAGE OF HOW IT WAS SAVED.
190 IF 0=1 THEN 150 ELSE IF EOF(l) THEN Al=Al-l :GOTO220
200 INPUT(tl,ASlAll ,A(A1) ,B(AI1 ,C(A11 rD{Al) : A1=A1+1 J Y=Y+1

:

N=N+1:GOTO190
210 GOTO160
220 CL0SE:F0R 1=1 TO A1:GOTO360
230 FOR 1=1 TO Al
240 CLS: N=N+1: Y=Y+1
250 PRINT"SECDRITY#";I: INPUT"NAME OR STOCK SYMBOL ."; AS (I)

260 IF A5(I)="" THEN GOSUB 960
270 INPUT"NUMBER OF SHARES OWNED?" ;A(I)
280 REM LINES 250,270,300,320, & 340 PROVIDE RAHDOM PRICES AND
DIVIDENDS IP YOU WANT TO GENERATE A RANDOM PORTFOLIO JUST

Program continues
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ik^ SUPER'"iViV
ISA's DATABASE
The only DBMS with all these features'

* PROVEN in oneyearo) test marketing
* TOUGH, reliable file structure

•k MENU driven forsJmplicJIy and easy use
* ARITHMETIC with stored calculations
* FAST set-up and report formating
* CLEAR user-oriented documentation
* PRINTS totals 8 subtotals- mail labels

* REFORMATS and merges data tiles

* MULTI-DISK files; Upto 128K records
* SORTS lull disks on up to 40 fields

* PRODUCTION input of repetitive data
* COUPLES to word processor & statistics

* POSTS transactions to master file

* SEARCH by strings, ranges, comparisons
* DATA COMPRESSION: Over twice as

many labels as ttie ottier system

For TRS-80" Models I, II, & IH - 250.00

Ask youi Dealer oi Writer

Institute for Sdentlflc Analysis, Inc.

P. O. Box 7186. Dept. Ml
Wilmington. DE 19803 <215) 358-3735

'T M Tandy Corp

TRS-80* MAGIC

TAKE THE LOAD OFF VOUR MIND!
Tlrea d( llnichy modsl ana caisells loadi? You can and

Ihsm wilh the LsmorAid Loader. And don'l be looled by Its

low price. II jgei newly developed ilenal-acllve flllerg Ihsl

focus, ihspe, and size EACH tape pulge. Vau car oflsn reliably

load "Impossible" tapes, and "Possible" tapes load the first

time everytims! ArQ It not only SYSTErvl and CLOADi, but It

Is Ijlly compatible with soltware tape spe»dups and operating

systems liiie KWICOS" too. Ar>d plug a speaker or earphone
into the extra output )eck for optional tape monitoring also.

Install the LemorAid Ir seconds, .just plug between CTR
and computer. It needs no power, no software, no rewiring, ro
adjustments, and there's no tricky CTR volume lettlngs.

Slieplical'' Let us lake the risk. Use the LemonAld Loader lor

15 days, and Ihen, If you car do without It, return for full

t12.99 refund. NQA. Order the LemonAld Loader today from

LEMONS TECH SERVICES
325 N. HWY- 65 P.O. DRAWER 0429

BUFFALO, MO, 65622 [417] 345-7643

BUILD THIS DIGITAL PLOTTER
AT HOME FOR UNDER $200QO

FOR *I9.95 YOU GET PRO QUALITY BLUE-
PRINTS. SCHEMATIC. PARTS LIST. ASSY.
INSTRUCTIONS AND NECESSARY SOFT-
WARE FOR MODEL J OR IR .

ACCOMMODATES PAPER UP TO 18 X 31.

ADD '9.95 FOR 10 PROGRAMS INCLUDES
PLOTTING GRAPHS, RADII NUMBERS A
3-D CUBE AND MORE.

s.-.'jo Check or money oiiDiR to-

R M.W- 7741 ALABAMA AVE. tt8
CANOCA PARK, CA. 91304

352

Sick of the same TRS-80 software?

Here's a CHEAP CURE!

The prescription for the Model I and III:

CLOAD Magazine!

A CASSETTE TAPE with 6 to 8 programs a month!

Some past sensational medications:

Game — Caterpillar, Suns, CIA Adventure, Reversi

Practical — Securities, Energy, Tape Directory, Checkbook.

Utility — Variable Dump, Display, Edit, Code It. .

Tutorial — Planets, Spell Egg, Atomic Table, Geometry.

At about 75 cents a program, a subscription to CLOAD
Magazine rs ;ust what the doctor ordered

The Bottom Line:

\ year (12 issues) .

6 months (6 issues)

Single copies

Back issues

Good Games #1

Adventures #1 .

$42 00
$23.00

$ 4.50

$1200
$1300

'Temperature and prices rising July 1, 1982

California resiaents add6% to single copies

North America — First Class Postage Included

Overseas — add $10 to subscriptions, and

$1 to single copies Sent AO rate

The Fine Print

Ali issues from Oct 78 on available

— ask for list (24 Level I issues also)

Programs are for 16K Level II, 16K

Model III, and occasionally for disks.

TRS-80 IS a trademark of Tandy Corp

MasterCard /Visa welcome!

PO. Box 1448. Sanla Barbara,
CA 93102(805] 962-6271

1^102

For the Extended BASIC COLOR COMPUTER

POCKETBOOK SURGERY NOT REQUIRED

The Bottom Line:

\ year (12 issues)

6 monthis (6 issues)

Single copies

$45 00
$25 00
$ 5CX)

Is your CoCo table naden, drinking

up electrical juice but not getting any
software solids^ A prescription of

CHROMASETTE Magazine will stop

the hardening of the nbbon cables.

~he doctor explained that

CHROMASETTE Magazine is a cas-

sette tape with 6 to 8 quality programs
on It. A healthy mixture of games, tuto-

rials, utilities, and practical programs to

nurture your computer every month.

No finger exercises necessary Just load

and run.

Keep CoCo's health costs low A
subscription to CHROMASETTE
Magazine is good, cheap medication
(under 75 cents a program).

The Fine Print:

All issues from July 81 on available —
ask for list Programs are for the

Extended BASIC model only.

Calif, residents add 6% to single

copies.

North America — First Class Postage

Included.

Overseas — add $10 to subscriptions,

and $1 to single copies Sent AO raie

MasterCard/Visa welcome!

MasterCard /Visa welcome'

PO. Box 1087 Santa Barbara,

CA 93102 (805) 963-1066

Magailne

^^103

^See List at Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 383



nONEY DOS

Program continued

'ENTER' RATHER THAN ENTERING STOCKFOR FUN. JUST PRESS
NAME AND PRICES ETC.
290 IFAHXl THEN A( I ) =RND ( 500)
300 1NPUT"PRICE PSID PER SHARE EG. 36 3/8 = 36.375";B(I)
310 IFBdK.l THEN B{I)=RND(50)
320 INPUT''CURRENT VALUE PER SHARE. ";C[I)
330 IF C(I)<,1 THEN C(I)= RND(50)
340 INPUT"CUHRENT YEARLY DIVIDEND EG. 80 CENTS= .80'';D[I)
350 IFD(I)<.001 THEN D { I ) =RND { 0) +1
360 E(I)=(A(I) *C(I))-(A{I)*B(I) ) ! REM P/L ON EACH SECURITY
370 J1=J1+E{I): REM TOTAL PROFIT/LOSS
380 F(I)=D(I)/C(I) *100: REM YEARLY % RETURN
390 G1=G1+(C(I)*A(I)) : REM TOTAL VALUE
400 H1=H1+(D(I)*A(I)) : REM TOTAL DOLLAR RETURN
410 I1=H1/G1*100: HEM TOTAL PERCENTAGE RETURN ON PORTFOLIO
420 IFHH=1THENINPUT"T0 END =1 FOR ANOTHER ENTRY PRESS ' ENTER' ."; Nl ! IFN1=1T
HENA1=N:GOTO440
430 NEXT I

440 CLS: GOSUB860: FOR 1=1 TO Al
450 PRINT@P+1,AS(I)
460 PRINT@P+16,A(I) : PRINTeP+24 ,B(I) : PRINTeP+33 ,USINGZS;C (I)

:

PRINT6P+42,USINGXS;E(I) : PRINT@P+49 ,USINGK$;D(I)

:

PRINT@P+57,USINGKSfF(I)
470 U=U+1: IF0=14 THEN P=0: INPUT'NEXT PAGE, PRESS 'ENTER' ";A9: U=0: CLS: G
OSUB860
480 P=P+64: NEXT
490 PRINT'FOR RECAP OF TOTALS, PRESS 'ENTER'": INPUTD$!
CLS: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
500 PRINT"PORTFOLIO VALUE = ";: PRINTUSINGOSrGl
510 PRINT"TOTAL YEARLY RETURN = " ; : PRINTUSINGO?; HI
520 PRINT"PERCENTAGB RETURN ON CURRENT VALUE = ";: PRINTUSINGKS; II
530 IFJK.1 then JS ="L0SS" ELSE J $=" PROFIT"
540 PRINT"TOTAL PORTFOLIO HAS A CUMULATIVE "iJSf" OF ";:

PRINTUSING" $$#»## #.##"rJl
550 HH=0:PRINT: PRINT: PRINT'SAVE OR PRINT OUT FILE =99 RE DISPLAY=0 "

! IN
PUT'ADD ANOTHER SECURITY ENTER HOW MAHY";A2; IFA2 = THEN U=0 : P = 64: G0T04
40 ELSE IFA2=99 THEN 560 ELSE A1=Y+A2! P=64: U=0: FOR I=Y+1 TO Al : GOT
0240
560 CLS
570 PRINT-SAVE FILE TO DISK = 1

580 PRINT'TO PRINTER =2

590 PRINT"TO CASSETTE = 3

600 IKPUTA4
610 IFA4=2 THEN 710 ELSE IF A4=3 GOTO680
620 0=0! INPUT"NAME OF FILE TO BE SAVED TO DISK";YS
630 INPUT"TO WHICH DRIVE?" ;W$
640 OPEN"0",l,yS + '':"+W$
650 CLS: PRINT@518, "SAVING TO DISK"
660 IF0=1 THEN 620
670 FOR 1=1 TO Al! PRINT#1 , AS {!);"," ;A(I) ;B( I) )C{1) ;D(I) : NEXT: CLOSE: GOTO
550
6 80 CMD"T'':REM DELETE IF
NO EXPANSION INTERFACE
690 A6=A1: CLS: PRINTA6;" ITEMS ARE BEING SAVED TO CASSETTE":
PRINT#-1,A6,JS,J1,G1,H1,I1

700 FOR 1 = 1 TO Al: PRINT#-1 , AS [ I ) ,A( I) ,B ( I) ,C (I ) , E ( I ) ,D ( I } ,F ( I ) : NEXT: GOTO
550
710 IFPEEK( 14312] 063 THEN CLS:GOTO90
720 FOR 1=1 TO 64: LPRINT"S";: NEXT; LPRINT: LPRINT"."
730 LPRINT''SECURITY NAME" ,;" SHARES ";" COST ";" CURRENT "

;
" P/L";" D

IV.";" % RETURN"
740 REM PRINTER ROUTINE
750 FOR 1=1 TO Al
7 60 LPRINTTAB ( 1 ) AS ( I ) ;

770 LPRINTTAB(16)A(I) ;:

INTTAB{42)USINGX$;E(I)

;

(I)

7 80 NEXT
790 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT
600 LPRINT"PORTFOLIO VALUE = ";: LPRINTUSING05;G1
810 LPRINT"TOTAL YEARLY RETURN= ";; LPRINTUSINGOS ;Hl

820 LPRINT" PERCENTAGE RETURN ON CURRENT VALUE = ";: LPRINTUSINGKS; II

830 IFJK.001 THEN JS = "LOSS" ELSE JS = "PROFIT"
B40 LPRINT"TOTAL PORTFOLIO HAS A CUMULATIVE ";JS;" OF ";J1
850 GOTO550

LPRINTTAB(24)B(I) ;: LPRINTTAB ( 33) USINGZ S ; C ( I ); : LPR
: LPRINTTAB(49)USINGKS;D(I) ;: LPRINTTAB(57} USIKGKSjF

860 PRINT "SECURITY NAME" ,; "SHARES
V. "; '

COST CURRENT P/L" ;

"

DI

% RETURN" : RETURN
870 REM IN CASE A MISTRAKE IS MADEl
880 CL0SE:0=1:CLS
890 0=1:F0K V=l TO 6 : PRINT"ERRORI WRONG DRIVE OH FILESPEC" :PRINT:NEXTV:RESU
ME NEXT
900 PRINT@514 ,"TURN ON YOUR PRINTER DUMMY!"
910 INPUT"IS YOUR PRINTER ON Y/N" ;CS : IFC$="N" THEN 550
920 IFPEEK[14312)=63 THEN 720
930 CLS:FOR 1=1 TO 26:
PRINT"QUIT TRYING TO FOOL HE. ..TURN THE %&$# PRINTER ON":
FOR 0=1 TO 50:NEXTO,I:GOTO710
940 DATA CRI SI SLER,WAYNE GREEN INC. ,80 US, DINGBAT COMPUTER,DOS MINUS, E.F. M

UTTON,MERRELL CINCH, SCHEME WITTER, PAINE ROBBER
950 DATACRAP APPLE, TANDY DANDY, JERKCOM DATA, NEVER SAY DIE, END
960 READHS:IFHS="END"THEN RESTORE :G0T09 60 ELSE AS ( I

)

=HS:RETURN

some new plant construction. They con-

tact an Underwriter (The investment firm

that seils the bonds. . .Merrili Lynch,

Dean Witter, or some other) and explain

their need for long term financing.

The underwriter determines (based on

the company's credit rating) that they

wilt have to pay 17 percent interest to

attract investors. On $5 million this means

a debt service of $850,000 per year

(5,000,000 X .17). The underwriter pro-

poses an alternative which will reduce the

debt service by $150,000 per year. The

company can sell the bonds with a 14 per-

cent coupon if they wilt add something to

sweeten the deal. The company owns one

million shares of their common stock

which they repurchased in the market.

The current stock price is $15 per share.

The underwriter suggests that they make
each bond convertible into 50 shares of

common stock. So the deal comes to mar-

ket as a 20 year 14 percent bond which is

convertible into 50 shares of the

company's common stock.

"The astute investors

who buy the bonds
have part of the

best of both worlds/'

The astute investors who buy the bonds

have part of the best of both worlds. The

conversion value of the bond at issue date

is $750 (50 X 15). The investor gives up

three percent in current yield (fully tax-

able) for long term capital gain potential.

Suppose the company does well and 2

years hence the common stock is selling

for $30 per share. The bond must be worth

$1,500(50 X 30). Almost all bonds have a

"call" provision. This gives the company

the right to "call" (redeem) the bonds at a

stipulated price, usually three to five per-

cent over face value ($1,000). If XYZ com-

mon rose to $30 per share, the board

might consider "calling" the bonds. In this

case it would force conversion into their

common stock because no one will let the

bond go for the call price ($1050) if they

can sell in the open market for $1,500. By

"calling" the bonds, the company does

away with the $750,000 debt service of the

bonds. Should the price of XYZ go down to

$7.50 per share rather than up to $30, the

384 • aOMicrocomDUtina, May 1982



THE BOOKKEEPERS
FOR INFO CALL (6031-447 2745

Intermcdiale Bookkeeper—48K, 2 Drive & Printer $109.95
Ann Kost^ our Accounts Receivable Clerk—
ASK, 2 Drive & Printer $150.00
The Count—A variety of utilities such as wciglit, arai iuid aifiacity conversioTis;

ioa:i amortization; hex ccxle conversion, etc.

4SK tiisk $49.95

M programs ^irelor TRS-Hili'^i Mtik'l I or III

STURDIVANT & DUNN, INC. 'so

BOX 277, 124 WASHINGTON ST., CONWAY, N.H. 03818

CompuServe:
WHat's in it for the

Plenty! First there's MMET80, a Special Interest Group
(SIG) of TRS-80 users on the CompuServe Information
Service. SIGs are active and growing groups of individuals

who share a common interest and form an "electronic"

club using the CompuServe Information Service as its

communications medium. Share advice and exchange
information with other TRS-80 users across town or

anywhere around the country. TANDY services Include an
electronic newsletter, answers to your questions directly

from Ft. Worth, product availability, tips and hints.

Secondly, we thinit you'll like the CompuServe
Information Service: CB simulation, electronic mail,

news wires, financial information, games, data bases,

programming languages, big mainframe computer power
and free data storage. All for a basic charge of only $5,00 an
hour nights and weekends. All you need is your TRS-80, a
modem and some inexpensive software. See a free

demonstration of Com.puServe in action at your Radio
Shack" Computer Center. CompuServe Information Service,

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus, Ohio 43220,
(614) 457-8650,

CompuServe
^235»»»»»»•

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE TRS-80® MODEL II & 16

BASIC COMPILER
• TRSDOS« 2 COMPATIBLE
• UP TO 30 TIMES FASTER

DISK SORT • YOU DONT HAVE TO BE A PROGRAMMER TO USE IT'

• MEMU DRIVEN • RANDOM FILES • EASY TO USE SPECs SAVED ON DISK
• EASILY INSERTED INTO JOB STREAM FOR NON-STOP RUNNING • FULL DISK CAPACITY

BY MICROSOFT • EASY TO USE
• INCLUDES M-80 S CREF-SO
• AUGMENTED WITH OUR DOCUMENTATION

BASIC CROSS REFERENCE .savehoursi
• SEE USED LINE#S/NAUES AT A GLANCE • PRODUCES NICE PROG. LISTING

^ EPSON Mx-80$475'* Mx-ioo$764*>* hurry-limited timei

PAPER 9/«11 18I& WHITE STRIPS TO 8'/;«11 3,0O0/BOX

INDISPENSABLE

MAILING LIST < high capacity • spans disk • no sorting
• FAST RETRIEVAL-UPDATE • R/S CONVERSION INCLUDED • LONG/SHORT FORMATS
• ESTIMATED AVAILABILITY - MAY 15, 1982

PLUS POSTAGE 8 HANDLING PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

GOOD-LYDDON DATA SYSTEMS
5486 RIVERSIDE DR., CHINO, CA 91710

TRS-80 & TRSD03 ARE
REGISTERED
TRADEMARKS OF ^ 1f

TANDY CORP. (714) 980-4563

NOW AVAILABLE! 4

$339.00*

$69.99* t
DOC. ONLY $10" X

DEDUCTIBLE X
ON PURCHASES T

$59.99*
DOC. ONLY $10"
DED. ON PURCH. J

$25.00*

$149.95*}
DOC. ONLY SlO'«' 4
DED. ON PURCH.

X

WASTER CARD Or

VISA accepted.>̂
See Lisi o! Ad^emsers on page 354

REMSOFT, INC.

Let Your TRS-80®
Teach You

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Tired ol buying book alter book on assembly

language programming and still not knowing your
POP from your PUSH?

RcMsOFT proudly announces a more effi-

cient way, using your own TRS-8D" to learn the

fundamentals ol assembly language programm-
ing - at YOUR pace and YOUR convenience.

Our unique package, "INTRODUCTION TO
TRS-80- ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING", will pro-

vide you with the following:

• Ten dS-minute lessons on audio cassettes

• A driver program to mal<e your TRS-80' video

monitor serve as a blackboard for Ifie instructor

• A display program for each lesson to provide

illustration and reinforcement for what you are

hearing.

• Step-by-step dissection of complete and useful

routines to test memory and to gain direct con-

trol over the keyboard, video monitor, and
printer.

• How to access and use powerful foutines in

your Level li ROM.

Presently available for Model 1 only

REMASSEM-ldape) only $69.95

REIVIASSEIVI-I(disk) only $74.95

LEARN TRS-80®
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

DISK I/O

Your disk system and you can really step out

with REMSOFT'S Educational Module,
REMDISK-1. a "short course" revealing the details

of DISK I/O PROGRAMMING using assembly
language.

Intended for the student with experience in

assembly language, using the same formal as our

extremely popular introduction lo assembly
language programming, this "ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE DISK 1(0 PROGRAMMING" course in-

cludes

• Two 45-minule lessons on audio cassette

• A driver program to make your TRS-80" video

monitor serve as a blackboard for the instructor.

• A display program for each lesson to provide il-

lustration and reinforcement for what you are

hearing.

• A booklet of comprehensive, fully-commented

program listings illustrating sequential file I/O

random-access file I/O, and track and sector I/O.

A diskette with machine-readable source codes
for all programs discussed, in both Radio Shack
EDTASM and Macro formats.

• Routines to convert from one assembler format

to the other.

Presently available for Model 1 only

REMDISK-1 only$29.95

Dealer inquiries invited

These courses were developed and recorded by
Joseph E. Willis and are based on the successful
series of courses he has taught at Mela
Technologies Corporation, the Radio Shack Com-
puter Center, and other locations in Northern
Ohio. The minimum system required is a Level 11,

16K RAM,

REMSOFT, INC.

571 E. 185 St.

Euclid, Ohio 44119
(216) 531-1338

SHIPPING CHARGES;
$2.50 WITHIN UNITED STATES
$5.00 CANADA AND MEXICO '-'129

OTHER FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 20%
OHIO RESIDENTS ADD 5'/, % SALES TAX

TRS-80- IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.
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MONEY DOS

bond price will fall only about 10 percent

because, unlike the common stock, it has

a "floor" of what it's worth as an ordinary

bond. Of course the bond can be sold at

any time if one d&esn't like the out-

look for the company. All in all, conver-

tibles offer companies and investors

unique opportunities.

There over 700 convertibles available.

Less than five percent of them offer far

superior risk/reward ratios vis-a-vis the

common stock. There are over 35 pieces

of data which must be analyzed in order to

select the best ones. My program is very

large and must be on line to daily stock

and bond quotations. This data is unavail-

able to most TRS-ao owners. If you have

interest in following some of the outstand-

ing convertibles write to me c/o 80

Microcomputing and I will see that you get

a current printout which will include the

risk/reward ratio. . .that is, if the common
stock goes up or down 25 or 50 percent,

the effect it would have on the

convertible's price.

Now let's talk about your current port-

folio. . .which has likely been neglected. I

am forever puzzled at your Dr. Jekyll-fvlr.

Hyde behavior. In your business you make
objective, hard headed, decisions which

are carefully thought out and monitored,

yet in your investments you behave differ-

ently. For example: You hire Jones. If he

does a poor job you make a simple, un-

emotional business decision. You fire

him. If Jones does well you keep him. Why
can't you approach your investments in

the same successful way? When you buy

stock in a company you are actually hiring

management to manage your money. If

they do poorly why not make the same de-

cision you did In your business. . .fire

SECURITY NAME SHARES COST CURRENT P/L DIV. % RETURN
CRISISLER 4 45 27.0 -72 1.49 5,51

WAYNE GREEN INC. 223 12.2 21.6 2087 1.16 5,36

aous 2 2.75 3.3 1 0.10 3,08

DINGBAT COMPUTER 498 6 4.0 -996 1.81 45,33

DOS MINUS 40 23 25.0 80 1,78 7,10

E.F. MUTTON 436 21 24.0 1308 1.07 4,47

MERRELL CINCH 135 26 3.0 -3105 1.00 33,50

SCHEME WITTER 479 43 24.0 -9101 1.95 8,14

PAINE ROBBER 378 39 48,0 3402 1,91 3.98

CRAP APPLE 366 16 10.0 -2196 1.80 17.97

PORTFOLIO VALUE ^ $52083

TOTAL YEARLY RETURN = $4157

PERCENTAGE RETURN ON CURRENT VALUE = 7.98

TOTAL PORTFOLIO HAS A CUMULATIVE LOSS OF -8591.72

Figure 1

them (sell the stock)? You see, there are

no good or bad companies, only good

management or bad management. In

most sectors if you show me a company

that is doing poorly, I can show you a

company (in the same business) that is

prospering.

Investors seem quite willing to sell at a

profit (firing good management) but are re-

luctant to sell at a loss ttiereby retaining

poor management. In fact, most investors

just neglect their responsibility of review-

ing their investments. I frequently do port-

folio analysis for potential clients. It is

quite an eye opener to see a printout of ex-

actly what is really happening. I use Vlsi-

Calc which is the best program I have ever

seen and is a snap to use. For those who
don't have VisiCalc I sat down for a few

hours and wrote the Program Listing.

I included a random portfolio generator

with which you can have some fun. See

Fig. 1. Run the program and see how well

you have done. I ran out of horizontal

space or I would have included two more

variables. . .how long you have owned a

security and the average yearly return.

That should be easy to figure long hand.

Some of the stocks you have held for

ten years will be exposed as having been

very poor investments considering the

dollars they sell for today will buy 30 per-

cent of what the dollars you paid for them
would buylH

Editors note: If you have a special invest-

ment question, you may write to the au-

thor c/o 80 Microcomputing. / promise a

prompt personal answer.

BBCAKTHHOUGH FOR TRS-BCl'S* IN

VNTHBS I ZED MUS r C PRODUCTION.
AT THE AFFDRDAHLS PRICE OF 5^,95
YOU CAN LEAFiN ABOUT AND CREATE
YOUP OWN ELECTRONIC MUSIC,

YOU CAN SELECT FROM MANY SOUND
rVPEa AMO CONTROL MANY PARAMETERa.
COMB INED WITH THE UNOEflSTANDA=Le
4ANUAL ANi:i MANY E XAMPLES ' TH I S

PACKAOE IS A HUST,

K AND. K COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
FO aD>l BBB03
KINTnOOD Ml

FLIA*( AOO 1.00 FOR IHIDPINS

4ETRI 10 >* A TKAOIUAIW 0* TANDY COXP

THE REASONABLE ALTERNATIVE TO DISK
HOI JUST a S'MPLE SPEED-UP. BUT THE e6SV-T0,USE
AND PELlABtE «WIK CASSETTE OPEFlBTlNi; SY5TEM THAI
UPGfiADES roup CTP USING KW1C05 TO EOUE AUD lOAU
VOLJfi PROGPAHS GIVES VOU IHESE ADVANTaCES"
Writs, Read, V«rlly, SMrcti, TBit-R««l, and CBtali>g

ol both BASIC and machine coda program!,
• 2i lo 6n baud lor Mod I, 2250 baud tor Mod III,

• MERGE cmnmand lo ctiain-load programi Irom tape,

• CSAVE, CLOAD. and SYSTEM Mill iMMbla, Load al

500 baud, tave wllti KWICOS, and vica-vana,

No "loek'Up" or garbage-loadt from bed tape,

• Active BREAK key during caaaalta oparitloni.

• Program titlea can ba up to 32 characlart long.

• You can paiaword-prolect any KWIKOS piogrim.
• Motor on by keyboard commind, off with BREAK.
• Butll-ln BACKUP feature lats you copy KWICOS.

Ad|u«table debounce and BASIC aiecution ipead.
• Oiiplay of program tanglti on each uve or load,

• Mod-I: Fully compatable with LemonAld Loader.*
• Mod-ltf: Command control ot BREAK key, catiette

high/low, \/0 roudno, I/O reMt, clock sal,

data Ml, and clock dfiplay on/off. ^ ^~'^

SMILE . 1 you 1

^njt KWIK Software

S^tppo p,o. Box aza

Boli«flr, MO. 65613

DOTPLOT-80
HI RESOLOTION

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
USE YOUR LINE PRINTER VII OR
UNE PRirSTER VIII TO DRAW:

•COMPUTER ART
•UNE DRAWINGS
•GRAPHS WITH FULL LABELING

RESOLUTION:
•60 DOTS/INCH HORIZONTAL
•63 DOTS/INCH VERTICAL

SAMPLE PROGRAMS INCLUDED.

MODEL I OR III.

CASSETTE
LEVEL II BASIC

SI 9.95

PLEASE SPECIFY i6K, 32K. OR 48K
OHIO RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX

WORKBENCH SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 24497

DArrON, OHIO 45424 -^^
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PRESERVE

w microcomputing

BINDERS
&FILE
CASES

Keep youi iiiuesot SOMkrocompulinq loqelher, handy
arid pcotecied In handsome and durable libioiy files or

binders. Doth styles bound In doih gieen leotheTeite

with the mogozine logo stomped in gold.
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Now. . . from Dr. David Lien,
the master ofmaking the
difficult simple, comes ihe
complete way to

HARNESS YOUR
TRS-80
Face it. Until you can talk to and
understand your Model I, II, III or

16 Tandy TRS-80 *, it's nothing

more than a mass ol microcir-

cuits in a plastic box.

You need help to harness your

TRS-80 and make it work lor you.

And that's just what you get Irom

Learning TRS-80 BASIC.

Written by David Lien, autlior of the popu-

lar TRS-80 User's Manual ioiLevel I, Learning Level II and The
BASIC Handbook, Learning TRS-80 BASIC is at once entertaining,

inlormative and easy to understand. It's the perfect guide to

entering the world of microcomputers.

In Learning TRS-80 BASIC, David Lien gives you simple, step-

by-step instructions, including programs you can use in business

or home finance, for entertainment, or to help troubleshoot prob-

lems . You'll even learn to write your own custom software. Ideal for

the classroom, too.

Included are short Question and Answer sections which help

make sure you understand everything you've learned— it's almost

like a correspondence course . . . without the correspondence!

No matter if you own the Model I, II, III or 16, Learning TRS-80

BASIC is one book no TRS-80 owner should be without.

Available at better computer and
book stores,

or call (800) 854-6505

In California (714) 588-0996
Ask about ttie Basic Handbook, too. To

order by mail, send check or money
order for $19.95 (California residents

add 6%), plus $1.65 sliipping

and handling. Overseas
orders send $19.95 plus

1.50 surface shipping

and handling.

®

v-365

dfllsliing
i050-E Pioneer Way, Dept. F, El Cajon, CA 92020

"TRS-80 is a registered traderriark oi the Tandy Cotporaucjn.
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EDUCATION
by Earl R. Savage

".
. . the paper monster

is your ace in tfie lioie.'

Microcomputers in the Schools is a

collection of 25 articles, papers and

reports edited by James L. Thomas. Along

with its helpful bibliography and useful

appendices it considers such issues as

the selection of a microcomputer, hard-

ware and software development, applica-

tions in the curriculum (case histories),

and trends and issues.

This volume presents a rounded picture

of educational uses of micros. Though the

various writers express compatible views,

their differences of opinion become most

apparent when forecasting the future.

My only complaint about Microcomput-

ers in ffte Schoo/s applies to all books and

periodicals concerning microcomputers.

The simple fact is new developments af-

fecting the power of these machines take

place so rapidly that anything in print may
be behind the times. But then, in the com-

puter field we are accustomed to this and

make mental updates as we read.

Altogether, Microcomputers in the

Schoois presents plenty of useful and in-

teresting ideas and information. It is pri-

marily practical rather than theoretical in

approach. If you cannot find a copy local-

ly, contact the Oryx Press, 2214 N. Central

at Encanto, #106, Phoenix, AZ 85004.

The Administration

and Computers

For almost two years this column has

discussed a variety of educational com-

puter applications. Looking back, one im-

portant area has received little attention.

Now thai the end of the academic year

is just around the corner, a look at the po-

tential of computers in school administra-

tion is needed.

There are at least two good reasons

teachers should take an interest in this

topic, instruction cannot take place in a

vacuum. Classrooms, materials and sup-

plies, salaries, heat, custodians, text-

books, buses and a whole list of things are

needed to make instruction possible to-

day. The provision of such materials is the

province of the administration.

Anything which increases the effective-

ness and efficiency of school administra-

tion also increases the potential of the in-

structional program. Administration, like

instruction, has grown in complexity:

legal and regulatory requirements have in-

creased almost beyond reason. Conse-

quently, computers are needed as much

in school offices as they are in the class-

rooms.

When a computer provides an adminis-

trator with more, better and quicker infor-

mation and service, classroom teachers

benefit both directly and indirectly. Fur-

thermore, the administrator who uses a

computer is more likely to see the advan-

tages for having one in the classroom.

Being reasonably objective about the

question, I suggest that teachers who
want computers for CAI should be equally

aggressive about selling the computer to

the administration.

To sell anything to anyone, you must

have a minimum of two things: knowledge

of your product and a passable know-

ledge of the client's operations. Let's

assume you know the microcomputer's

potential. If you don't have a fairly good

grasp of office and business applications,

read business and application articles in

past issues of 80 Micro. It isn't necessary

you completely understand the applica-

tions—just what is possible.

The second factor, knowledge of

school office operations, may be a bit

more difficult to acquire. Here, again, you

don't need to know the details, just have a

feeling for the types of tasks and their

magnitudes. If you have been teaching

more than a year or two, you probably

have a good start on this.

At times everyone feels innundated

with clerical work. We are in a data-using,

record-keeping business. Even your prin-

cipal suffers from the paperwork syn-

drome, an affliction affecting all educa-

tors more severely with each passing

year. It will not lessen or remain constant;

the paper monster can only continue to

grow as local, state and federal demands

increase.

If you accept the premise that a com-

puter-using principal will be more recep-

tive about CAI, the paper monster is your

ace in the hole. Attack your principal

where he is most vulnerable—show how a

microcomputer can reduce paperwork in

his office and, at the same time, provide

more usable information.

Table 1 will assist you in planning your

attack. A broad spectrum of administra-

tive tasks can be accomplished more effi-

ciently and effectively using a computer.

This is not an exhaustive list; it is just a

topical outline. You will have to supply the

details.

Potential Applications

Non-users are notoriously unable to see

the potential applications of a computer

(every good salesman knows this). Your

principal will not understand, at first, that

the list of students and their homeroom
assignments can be typed into the com-

puter once and used in a dozen different

ways in other programs-

Begin by giving the principal a break-

Financial

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable

Payroll

Student Activity Accounts

Budgeting

Pupit Accounting

Dally, Monthly, Yearly Attendance Records

and Reports

Daily Absentee List

Student Directories

Report Cards

Grade Distribution Studies

Student Records

Word Processing

General Correspondence

Personalized Form Letters

Reports

Curriculum Guides

Newsletters, Bulletins

Haidbooks, Manuals

Personnel Accounting

Records. Reports

Directory

Miscellaneous

Inventories (te>;tbooi<s, supplies, equipment)

Mailing Lists, Labels

Activity Calendar

Room Utilization

Energy Utilization

Table 1.

Selected Administrative Applications
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down on one application (for exampie,

pupil accounting; specifically, atten-

dance). Absentees may be entered daily or

weekly. Based on a file of all students in

the school, the computer can produce the
information listed in Table 2. Point out

that these items are often needed but are

not always available because they take
too much personnel time to prepare.

Ask your principal how often he re-

ceives a detailed grade distribution study

and report. How many times does his

secretary type the same letter over and
over with different student/parent names?
How many hours does he and his book-

keeper spend on the calculator working
on the annual budget? How many days
are spent reconciling bank balances and
the myriad student activity accounts?

It is importantto stress not only the sav-

ings in time and effort but all the addition-

al information at his fingertips with just

the touch of a couple of keys.

When the conversation strays to other

Daily abseniee list

Daily list of students with cumulative absences greater than xx days
Daily list of students with consecutive absences greater than yy days
Letters to parents of eilher^bolh groups of students Identified above
Monthly (or other) teachers' "registers" (or whatever the local official record may be called)

Monttily principal's attendance report

Annual principal's attendance report

As needed:

Updated class roles

List of students withdrawn to date

List of students enrolled since fall

Note That None of the Above Require Manual Compulations

Table 2. Some Possible Outputs From Daily Entry of Student Absences

Cafeteria

Time Keeping

Bookkeeping

Payroll

Inventory

Reports

Personnel Records

Library

Accession Records

Shelf List

Card Catalog

Inventory

Utilization Records

Reports

A V Schedule, Records, Reports

Guidance

College Selection Assistance (admission require-

ments and programs available)

Class Standing

student Records

Transcripts

Test Statistics and Studies

Student Schedules

Correspondence and Reports

Student Publications

Newspaper

Magazine

Yearbook

Athletics

Inventories

Schedules

Individual and Team Statistics

Analysis of Scouting Reports

Table 3. Quasi-Administrative Applications

areas (as it surely will), here are a couple

of additional lists to help you formulate re-

sponses. Table 3 lists some specialized

school departments for which a computer
can do clerical work. The uses shown are

but the tip of a very large iceberg.

Table 4 provides a list of some of the

clerical applications for the classroom, in-

cluded primarily to be sure you have not

overlooked any major areas of use. (I am
reminded of the teacher who asked a new
colleague what he would do all day if he

did not have the students copying notes

from the chalkboard. The quiet answer
was, "I'll do what I'm paid to do—teach.")

Let's consider the strategy more care-

fully. First: Don't hit the principal with all

this at one time. Go easy, not because he
deserves great sympathy, but because he

won't be able to absorb all the information

in one serving. Your objective is to sell, not

to overwhelm.

The second point to consider is to avoid

creating unreasonable expectations. Tell

him repeatedly that the changeover must
be orderly and slow if it is to be suc-

cessful.

Third: Don't let him assume that one
computer can do all the things you have

been telling him about.

My final piece of advice is to get some
assistance. Find a knowledgeable col-

league or two to reinforce your efforts.

Suggest a visit to a school where a com-
puter does a lot of the office work and pro-

vide literature of a general nature. As an
exampie of the latter, you may be able to

get a copy of the book mentioned above.

In the meantime— good luck!

Test Making

Test Item Bank

Test Printing from Selected Items

Evaluating/Reporting

Test Score Analysis

Competency Analysis

Grade Averaging

Grade Distributions

Parent Reports— Progress

—Deficiencies

Grade Summaries at any Time

Grade Book

Word Processing

study Materials

Course Outlines

Reports

Miscellaneous

Monitor student Progress

Test Individual Students

Pupil Accounting (if not incorporated at the school level)

Table 4. Selected Teacher Clerical Applications
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Copernica Mathematica
by Bruce Douglass

In
February we discussed the basics

of differential calculus. We introduced

the ideas of a limit (an infinitesimally

small increment (dx}) and the derivative of

a function.

Now let's consider the integral— it is

just the opposite of a derivative. That is, if

you find the integral of g(x}dx, you are find-

ing the function f(x) such that its deriva-

tive is g(x), or f'(x) equals g(x). That is why

the integral is sometimes called the anti-

derivative.

Usually, the integral is introduced ei-

ther as an antiderivative or as a means of

finding the area under a function. It may
not be obvious that these are really the

same thing. Lei's explore the integral as a

means of finding the area under a curve.

One Approach

Let f(x) be the curve shovi/n in Fig. 1; f(x)

is a function of x. The curve is a plot of f(x)

versus x. It shows the values of the func-

tion f(x) with its corresponding x values.

Now dx is a very, very small change in x;

we can letdf be the correspondingly small

change in f(x). The derivative of the func-

tion with respect to x isdf/dxorf'(x), v^/hich

we'll call g(x) for novj. The product f'(x)dx

corresponds to the area shown in Fig. 2

(with dx and g blown up in size). In Fig. 2,

we have g(x) versus x, rather than f(x) ver-

sus x. What is the geometric interpre-

tation of g(x)dx? Remember, the area of a

rectangle is equal to the product of the

length of two adjacent sides. For the

rather narrow rectangle shown in Fig. 2,

g(x) is the height and dx is the width. So

their product is that rectangle.

"If you know how something

is changing, can you determine

what it is doing right now?"

If we divide all the area under the g(x)

curve into such small rectangles and add

them up, we have the area under that

curve. Notice that since we actually

showed a relatively big dx, we only have

an approximation of that area. As the val-

ue of dx gets smaller and smaller (which

gives more and more rectangles to add),

we approach the true area under the

curve. This is shown in Fig.3. When weget

to the smallest value dx could be and still

be greater than zero (here dx is said to be

'infinitesimally small"), then adding up all

these rectangles (there is now an infinite

number of them, each with a very small

area), we get the exact area under the

curve.

That is what an integral is. The symbol /

is actually an elongated S, indicating a

sum. The integral of g(x)dx is the area

under the curve. Note that we did this bet-

ween two limits; that is, we performed this

summation starting at x equals a and en-

ding at x equals b. This is a definite in-

tegral, because we assigned definite

limits to it (shown by putting a at the low

end and b at the high end of the integral

sign; ;^)-

Now, let's show the equivalence of the

two definitions of the integral given at

first. We defined g(x) to equal f'(x). Since

f'(x) equals df(x)/dx, the product we in-

tegrated, g(x) dx, equals df(x). If we add

these from x equals a to x equals b, we get

the infinite sum:

(f(a + z)- f(a)) + (fla -f 2'z) - fla + z))

(f(3-i-3-z)-f(a-i-2-4)-i- +

(f(t)-z)-t(b-2-z))-i-

{f(b)-f(b-z))

Two things should be understood here.

Since df(x) is a small increment of f(x), it is

the difference of f(x + z) minus f(x), where

z is a very small increment equal to dx. The

sum of all of these increments equals the

integral of g(x)dx. Note that all the terms

cancel out, except the two endpoints

which onlyappearonce.Thus, the integral

of f'(x)dx from a to b equals f(b) minus f{a).

This is so important in calculus that it is

called the Fundamental Theorem of

Calculus. It appears in mathematical

notation below:

£ f'(x)dx = f|b) - 1(a)

Figure 1 Figure 2

To reiterate, we have just shown that

the area under the curve g(x) between the

limits of a and b equals the difference in

the value of f(b) minus f(a), provided that

g(x) equals f'(x).

Another Approach

Now, let's approach integration from

the other view. If you know how something

is changing, can you determine what it is

doing right now? For example, if you drop

a ball (we won't deal with air resistance

here), you know It actually accelerates

towards the ground. Not only does it fall,

but it falls faster and faster as time goes

on. The rate of change of the speed (also

known as acceleration), is a constant with

the respect to the length of time it has

been falling. This is the "g" constant you

may remember from high school physics.

That is, A(t) equals minus g (the minus

sign shows that it is falling). Since ac-

celeration is the change in speed with

time, the speed must be a function of

time. (How fast the object is moving is a

function of how long it has been falling.)

Further, its position in space relative

to where it was dropped from is also a

function of time. Can we determine how

fast the object is falling and where it

is knowing only its acceleration con-

stant? You bet! For now, we'll do it

symbolically. If you'tl take my word for

it, the derivative with respect to x of a con-

stant times x to some power is given by

the fallowing relation:

d(a'xt(b));dx = a'b-xt(b-l)
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Get a Letter Quality Printer

and a Typewriter,

At the Price of a Typewriter.

''k
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$1,599.

MTI DOESIT AGAIN. Who but MTI can offer

a letter quality printer and an Olivetti electronic

typewriter in one unit, at one low price? It's

hard to believe,

ITS A LETTER QUALITY PRINTER. At MTI, a

low price is not enough unless we can also

deliver a superior printing quality. From this

interchangeable Daisy Wheel printer. You get
clear and crisp print characters and the out-

standing features you need. Like:

*Speed .17 c.p.s

'Print capability in 10 pitch pica,

12 pitch elite, and 15 pitch mikron.

MOO character set withi upper, lower case
and underlining.
'33 different typestyles.

This printer/typewriter has a printing line

length of 13.2" and will take paper up to 17"

wide. Perfect for business quality reports and
documents.

ITS AN ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER. This
Olivetti typewriter makes correspondence and
other work simplified. By means of it's logic, it

automates those functions that were tradition-

ally done manually by a secretary. Margin
Setting, numerical alignment, table formatting
and other functions are done rapid and simple
operations.

EASY CORRECTION. One-line memory en-
ables words or sentences on the line in

process to be automatically cancelled, by the
touch of a key.

READY TO GO. You can put this unit to work
the minute it's delivered. Everything you need
for both functions is included. The unit is

complete with paralell interface. It's compat-
ible with TRS-80, Apple, our M.T.I. MOD III

computers and nearly all others made. All

units are backed by the M.T.I, waranty The
result IS outstanding performance, great re-

liability, and a price you can afford.

OPTIONS. You can add on a RS-232 Serial

Interface. Tractor feed is also available. Note:
Gable extra.

WANT MORE? For more information,
call any of our authorized sales and
service centers listed below. If you prefer,
you can call or write us and we'll send
you the information and a free catalog.

MTI AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE CENTERS
Anchorage, AK . (907| 333-8322 Redondo Beacti, CA

. (213) 370-5556 Buckingham, lA .

.

. (319) 478-2826 Troy, NY ..(518) 273-8411
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Phoenii, AZ . .(602) 244-9739 San Jose, CA (408) 946-1265 Oak Park, IL . . ..

. (312) 386-3323 Tulsa, OK . . (918) 836-9503
Sierra Vista, AZ .

. .(602) 458-2479 Santa Ana, CA (714) 850-1228 Shav^nee, KS . . .
. ..(913)631-2029 Portland, OR (503) 281-7640
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Huntington Beacti, CA (714) 842-1348 Colorado Spring, CO .

. (303) 630-3334 Great Falls, MT . .
. (406) 737-0901 Buenos Aires, ARG . 32-1858

Inglewood. CA (213) 673-3295 Grand Junction, CO (303) 434-3616 Urtissoula, MT .... (406) 549-9715 Paris, FRANCE . .
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Florence. ITALY
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.
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.

.(904) 265-6452 Las Vegas, NV . (702) 870-4138 Cape Town, S.AFRICA 2145-1047
Pacheco, CA . (415) 689-2260 Mary Esther, FL . .(904) 243-5793 Jericho, NY ..(516) 333-2266 Tahiti, F.P. . . . . 2-54-47
Placerville, CA . . . .(916) 622-4640 Tampa, FL .(813) 247-6023 New Rochetle, NV . .(914) 235-4444 Taichung, TAIWAN . 4228-5523
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Copernka flathemattca

The derivative of a constant is zero (it

doesn't change). Now, since the integral is

an "antiderivative," the integral of a*xtb

must be
((a/(b+1))-xt|b+1)) + c

(Verify this by taking the derivative of the

result.) Also, since acceleration is the rale

of change of the speed, the integral of the

acceleration must be equal to the speed

(by the Fundamental Theorem of Calcu-

lus). Since we know experimentally that

the acceleration of a falling body is a con-

stant (g), speed must be a linear function

of the time spent falling. That is, S(t)

equals g't -i- a, v*/here a is the integration

constant. We include it because we don't

know if a constant was lost in the original

differentiation (the derivative of a con-

stant is zero). It may turn out to equal zero

later. Now, we can use our rule again to in-

tegrate S(t) to get the position as a func-

tion of time, P(t). See if you can do it

yourself. . .

19,

FOR

ONLY
TIRED OF TYPING IN LENGTHY FIELD

STATEMENTS FOR PROGRAMS WHICH
ANALYZE PROFILE FILES? WANT TO
RESTRUCTURE A PROFILE FILE

MOVING ITEMS IN SEGMENT 1 TO
SEGMENT 2? YOU NEED tMLlSgi^ YOU
MAY NEVER HAVE TO TYPE THE
WORDS "FIELD AS " AGAIN.

SEND $5.00' FOR A SAMPLE OUTPUT
AND PROGRAM.
•APPLIED TO PURCHASE.

miM.M5)\M.m an
SWAYBACK SOFTWARE

BOX 1351
MERCHANTVILLE, NEW JERSEY

08109
609-663-2878 ^391

That's right, it is P{t) equals (g/2)'tt2 +
a*t + b. Notice we had to add another

Integration constant, b. We get the values

of the integration constants by knowing

the value of the function at some points.

We can do all this numerically as well. Not

all functions can be so simply integrated;

hovi/ever, a vi/ide range of functions can be

integrated symbolically using these and

many more symbolic integration rules.

Analytically, integration is generally

much more difficult to perform than differ-

entiation. Many functions do not have an

integral that can be expressed in terms of

elementary functions. Forexample, the in-

tegral of (1/x) produces the logarithm.

Many other integrals, such as the integral

of the Gaussian error function (exp- x 12)

also may not be expressed as simple func-

tions. If this is the case, the function is

said to lack a closed-form solution. Inte-

gration of such functions requires numer-

ical methods. This is particularly true in

differential equations, a topic we will take

up some other time.

For now, let's develop programs to find

the integrals of some functions. An obvi-

ous approach would be to use the same
algorithm I presented for the integral earli-

er: Take small increments in x across the

interval, find the corresponding f(x) val-

ues, and add up the products. This is the

simplest algorithm knav\/n and one of the

least accurate. It is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 4

350 700 1050

NUMBEI'- OF ITERATIONS

Figure 5

You can easily see the reason for the in-

accuracy. We can add all those rectan-

gles, but look at how far off we are using

the rectangles as an approximation! We
can use smaller increments and add up

more rectangles to improve our accuracy

—to a point. If we keep taking smaller

increments and summing up the areas

of more rectangles, vje do decrease the

error of our approximation. This is shown
in Fig. 5. But notice that for single pre-

cision, the error bottoms out at about

1000 rectangles and then begins to climb

again. Why?
Every time we represent a number, add,

subtract, multiply or divide, some error is

introduced. If we don't perform too many
operations that add up (or propagate)

error, we can usually get by. But if

we find and add the areas of so many
rectangles, eventually we no longer gain

accuracy by finding smaller rectangles.

Error increases beyond this point due to

propagated round-off error. Double preci-

sion postpones this somewhat, but no

matter what precision you use, eventually

round-off error becomes a problem.

What Are You Going To Do?

You could look for a better approxi-

mation. The next approximation is called

the trapezoid rule shown in Fig. 4. Instead

of the flat "head" that we found in the pre-

vious rectangular approximation method,

we have sloped ones. These are called

trapezoids. Notice that the approximation

looks better (it looks more like the true

area under the curve). The area of a trape-

zoid Is the same as for a rectangle in the

previous example, with a little triangle up

above added. The area of each trapezoid

would be (using i and j as the values of x

on the sides of the trapezoid):

f(i)'(l-i) + '/.(H]'(l|j]-f(il)

Since f(j) minus f(i) is the height of triangle

and j minus i is the base, the area of a tri-

angle equals V2 the base times the height.

Note that we can collect terms to get:

(f(j) + f(i))-(j-i)/2

We can now write a program to inte-

grate some function f(x) between two lim-

its a and b, using this trapezoid rule. (See

Program Listing 1.)

There are even better methods than the

trapezoid rule, such as Simpson's 3/8 rule.

I will develop a more general method of

numerical integration that is simple to im-

plement, yet fairly accurate. In fact, the

trapezoid rule, Simpson's rule, and other

quadrature methods are merely special

cases of this general procedure known as

the Romberg Algorithm.

The trapezoid rule is sufficient for

some purposes, but often it lacks the ac-
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Coperntco flathemafica

curacy required. It does come close to the

actual value for the area, but it does so lin-

early as you increase the number of

subintervals. Theretor_e, it is called a lin-

early converging or linear method. Otfier

algorithms, such as the Romberg Algo-

rithm, converge mucfi faster. Accuracy in-

creases as the square of the number of

subintervals; these are quadratically

converging or quadrature methods. Al-

most two digits of accuracy are added
with each iteration using these methods.

The Romberg algorithm produces a tri-

angular array of numbers, each of which
is an approximation to the definite inte-

gral being evaluated. We will call each ele-

ment of this array R(I,J). The triangular ar-

ray produced is:

Romberg Coefficients

B(1,1)

R(2,l) R(2,2)

R(3,l) R(3.2) R(3,3]

R(N,1] R(N,2| B(N,3) R(N,N)

The first column R(l,1) is actually the co-

efficients produced by the trapezoid rule.

R(1,1) is obtained using only one trape-

zoid, producing the formula R(1,1)= V?

(b-a)(f(a) + f(b)). R(2,1) is obtained using

two trapezoids, and so on. In general:

B(N,1)= R(N - 1,1)^2-1-

,2'"-

2-' [|(-("V<-»>)]

This is actually the formula used to com-
pute the trapezoid rule, although it may
appear in a slightly different form. The

SEND AND RECEIVE

MORSE CODE
•SEND UP TO 40 WPM
•COPY OVER 100 WPM
Your Model I or III becomeG a pro-
grammable keyboard keyer that can
Bend morse from the keyboard or

from stored messages. Keying Is done
either by the relay or by the audio
output. Received morse is decoded,
displayed, stored and printed. The
cassette earphone plug connects to
the receiver speaker to copy off the
air. No hardware except patch cords
Is required for many setups.

satisfaction guaranteed

Cassette v«lth Instruction booklet
only $19.95 postpaid. Model I or lit,

LEVEL II. with at leasl 16k required.

ROGO Computer Products
4752 DeBeers Drive

El Paso, Texas 79924 ^343

10 REM INTEGRATION PROGRAM VIA TRAPEZOID RULE
20 REM BY ** BRUCE POWEL DOUGLASS **

30 DEF FKY[X)=EXP(SIN(X} ) 'FUNCTION TO BE INTEGRATED
40 CLS:PRINTTAB(16) :"INTEGRATION BY TRAPEZOID RULE"
50 INPUT'ENTER THE LOWER AND UPPER INTEGRATION LIMITS",-A,
60 IHPUT"EHTER THE NUMBER OP INTERVALS' ;H
70 H-(B-A)/(N-1) :FOR I=i TO N-2
ee SUM = SUM + fnyia+h'h
90 NEXT I

100 SUM = SUM * H + {FNY(A1+FNY(B1 1 * H / 2

110 PRINT"THE VALUES OF THE INTEGRAL IS"(SUH
I2B END

Program Listing 1. Trapezoid rule, Basic Version

10 HEM ** ROMBERG INTEGRATIO., PROGRAM '•
20 REM BY BRUCE POWEL DOUGLASS
30 DEF FNYIX)-EXP(-EXP(X) ) "PUNCTIOrj TO BE INTEGRATED
id DEFINT I-LjNjU
50 CLSjPRINT TAB{16) ! 'ROMBERG INTEGRATION PROGRAM"
60 PRINT:PRINT"1. SINGLE OR 2, DOUBLE PRECISION"
70 AS-INKEYSiIF AS=""THEN70 ELSE P-VAL(AS):IF P=2 THEN DEFDBL R,

S,H,A,B
80 PRINTiIBPDT'ENTER ORDER OF ITERATION PROCEDURE";N
90 INPUT'ENTER LOWER AND UPPER LIMITS OF INTEGRATION' ; A,

B

100 PRINT"1. DISPLAY INTERMEDIATE RESULTS 2. ONLY END RESULTS

110 AS=INKEYS:IF AS-""THEN llfl ELSE U-VAL(AS]:IF U<1 OR U>2 THEN
lie

120 DIM RCN,N1 : H-B-A : R(l ,1) =H* (FKY(B) +FNY ( A) ) /2 : L=l
130 FOR 1=2 TO N : H=H/2
140 L=L+L
150 SUH'-0
160 FOR K=l TO L-1 STEP 2

170 SUM=SUM+FNY(A+H*K]
1B0 NEXT K

190 R(I,l)-K(I-l,l)/2 + H*SUM
200 IF U=l THEN PRINT"R(";I;',
210 M=l
220 FOR J=2 TO I

230 M=M*4
240 R(I,J)-R{I,J-1)+(R(I,J-11-R(I-1,J-1) )/(M-l)
250 IF U=l THEN PRINT''R( "

; I ;
'

,
"

; J ;
"

)
="

; R{ I , Jl j

260 NEXT J;PHINT
270 NEXT I

280 PHINT'FINAL ANSWER IS "jR(N,N)
290 PRINT "CONVERGENCE WAS " ! ABS{R(N,N1 -R (N,N-11 ]

300 END

Program Listing 2a. Romberg Algorithm, Disl< Basic Version

:1;"1-";R(I,1);

REM
REM
REM
GOTO 71

ROMBERG INTEGRATION PROGRAM
LEVEL II VERSION

BY BRUCE POWEL DOUGLASS
'BYPASS SUBROUTINE

'FUNCTION TO BE INTEGRATEDY = SQR(I-XiZ]
RETURN
DEFINT I-L,N,U
CLS:PRINT TAB(i6) ; "ROMBERG INTEGRATION PROGRAM"
PRINTiPRINT'l. SINGLE OR 2. DOUBLE PRECISION"

e AS=INKEYS!lF AS=""THEN100 ELSE P-VAL(AS}!lF P=2 THEN DEFDBL
S,H,A,B

PRINTiINPUT'ENTER ORDER OF ITERATION PROCEDURE";N
e INPUT'ENTER LOWER AND UPPER LIMITS OF INTEGRATION" j A,

B

PRINT"!. DISPLAY INTERMEDIATE RESULTS 2. ONLY END RESULTS

140 fiS=INKEYS:IF AS-""THEN 140 ELSE U'-VAL ( AS) : IF U<1 OR U>2 THEN
140

150 DIM R(N,N1 ! H=B^A : X=B; GOSUB 50 : Yl-Y : X=A : GOSUB 50 :

R[l,l]=H'(Yl+yl/2 : L=l
160 FOR 1=2 TO N ; H=H/2
170 L=L+L
180 SUM=0
190 FOR K=I TO L-1 STEP 2

200 X=A+H*K : GOSUB 50: SUM=SUM+Y
210 NEXT K
220. R(I,a)=R{I-l,l]/2 + H*SUM
230 IF U = l THEN PRINT"R( ' ; I

;

"
,
" ;1

; ") =" ;R(1 , 1) ;

240 M=l
250 FOB J=2 TO I -

260 " H=M*4
27 R[I,J)-R{I,J-1) + (R{I,J-1)-R(I-1,J-11 )/lM-ll
280 IF U=l THEN- PRINT"R(';I;",";Jr") =";R(I,J) ;

290 NEXT J! PRINT
300 NEXT I

310 PRINT"FINAL ANSWER IS ";R(n,N)
320 PRINT'CONVERGENCE WAS '

j ABS(R(ti,N) -R(N ,N-1)
)

330 END

Program Listing 2b. Romberg Algorithm, Level li Basic Version
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WAYNE GREEN BOOKS
TEXTEDIT

a complete
worc^roce^ng
system in kit

TEXTEDIT
A Complete Word
Processing System

in Kit Form

by Irwin Rappaport

TEXTEDIT is an inexpensive word processor that you can

adapt to suit your needs, from writing form letters to large

texts, it is written in modules, so you can load and use oniy

ttiose portions that you need- Included are moduies that

perform:. "...,-•
—right justification

—ASCII upper/lowercase conversion

—one-key phrase entering

—complete editorial functions and much more!

TEXTEDIT is written in TBS-80* Disk BASIC, and the modules are documented in

the author's admirabiy cieat tutorial writing styie. Not only does Irwin Rappaporl

explain t)ow to use TEXTEDIT; he also explains programmin§ techniques imple-

mented in the system.

TEXTEDIT IS an inexpensive word processor that helps you learn about BASIC pro-

gramming. It is written tor TRS-80 Models I and III with TRSDOS 2,2/2.3 and 32K,

BK7387 $9.97 Disk Available order DS7387 $19.97

TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corporation

FOR TOLL-FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS • Peterborough, NH 03458
Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate

piece ot paper and mail to: Microcomputing Book Department • Peter-

borough NH 3458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card in-

formation NoC.O.D,ordersaccepted.Allordersadd$l 50 handling first

book, $1,00 each additional book, $10.00 per book foreign airmail.

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order?

Please write to Customer Sen/ice at the above address.

638S.DillardSt,

WinterGardefi.FL 32787

(305)877-2830

MOVING?
Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't miss a sin-

gle Issue ol 80 Microcor^puting.

Attach old label where indicated and print new address

in space provided. Also include your mailing label

whenever you write corKerning your subscription. It

helps us serve you promptly.

n Address change only

D Extend subscription

D Enter new subscription

D 1 year $24.97

U Payment enclosed

(1 extra BONUS issue
1

D Bill me later

Canadian $27.97 US funds. Foreign surface $44.97 US funds. Foreign airmail please inquire

80 MICROCOMPUTING

Ifyou have no label handy, print OLD address here.

a^ Name

r! Address

Call

t City- state. Zip.

print NF.W address here.

Name

Address,

City.

Call

State. Zip.

P O. Box 981 • Farmingdale NY 11737

INTERACTIVE CONTROL LANGUAGE
Imagine someone smart standing by, as you work with

computer, ready to assist yoi/ with advice as well as to take

over part of your work! This is what ICL does — perfect

''middleman" which stands between user, DOS
and application programs.

glanceICL at

ICL monitor

Basic functions

Basic features

Language
Package

DOS required

Min hardware
Price

— DOS. like command level for execution of Dos
commands, ICMD tiles and flCL procedures. Fast,

efficient and convenient in use.
— aulomatiofi of work with computer, softwaie

enhancement/customization, interfacing of

ditlereni programs.
— intelligent operation, virtual keyboard and display

1(0, contfol interception.

— commands, variables, conditionals, literals.

— 32K and 48K versions, lots of examples, S ready to use

procedures, 57 page manual. Same version works

with bolh models and all operating systems.
— TRSDOS" — NEWOOS/21 " NEWDOS(80 '

— 32K 1 drive TRS80 Model I or Model III
"

,

— $34,95

The INTERACTIVE CONTROL LANGUAGE is a brand-new
software. It gives you unprecedented power to customize
and improve your software and mal<e

it wotk the way you want it to work!

ICL is so universal, multifunctional

and flexible, it becomes a necessity

for every microcomputer user no matter

what is the application — business,

science, education or just hobby!

Immediate delivery

Order now — only 34.95, manual alone — $10

Add $1.50 s/h (check or money order)

XYZT COMPUTER DIMENSIONS Inc.

2 PENN PLAZA, Suite 1500 Write for more information

New York, N. Y. 10121

(212)244-3100 .^iss ' — registered trademarks.
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Copernica nothemottca

2'-'

R|l,l)= V£R(1-1,1)
^
+h^

R = 1

R(ij)-R(i

f(a + (2k-1)h)^y;R(i-

(b - a)

1,1)

R(,-

2'-

R =

l.j-

f(a + (2k--l)h)

)

error IS a function ot h'

Table 1 Computational formulas for tfie Romberg coefficients

Romberg algorithm is a much better algo-

rithm. In general, R(N,N) requires much
less computation than R(2'N,1) and is

more accurate. This is true because the er-

ror terms from two different approxima-

tions of the integral (R(N,k) and R(N + 1 ,k))

generate a better approximation to the in-

tegral (R(N + 1,k+ 1)).

The computational formulas for the

Romberg algorithm may appear a bit for-

midable, but see how short a program can

produce the Romberg triangular coeffi-

cients. The number of subintervals into

which we divide the limits of integration is

inversely related to the step size. It

shouldn't take too long to convince your-

self that the step size, h, equals (b - a)/2tn.

This is the size of the delta x we are using.

The formulas to calculate the new coef-

ficient R(i,j) and R{i,1} appear in Table 1.

This translates into the short programs

shown in Program Listings 2a (Disk Basic

version), and 2b (Level II Basic version). As
written, the programs generate and
display all the Romberg coefficients. You
may omit the display if you don't care to

see them. It might be instructive to see

how the numbers converge to the integral.

DARK CASTLE
GAME SYSTEM

for the

COLOR COMPUTER
Fully PROGRAMMABLE graphics adventure sysiem
As well as solo adveniunng. the two player option

allows one player lo become ihe dungeon's lord and
direct his creatures Graphics show moving views of

the evil lair and the package allows players to create

and save on tape an unlimiteti number o' dungeons
--three are included

ALSO
Sir Eggbert Jumper *

Invasion of the Termites*
Alpha Mission'
Wizard
(t ^ O Q1 cassette-post pd
41 I

^.'"' ea. I6K ext Color Basic

Joysticks. Req

D. L. Dawson
4808 Davenport. #2

Omaha, NE 68132
"

Applications

There are many applications for numer-

ical integration; I will present only a

few here.

First, let's use the Romberg algorithm

to estimate the value of pi (tt). We know the

area of a circle iSTi'rt2. If we choose a unit

circle, its area should equal n. Let's look at

only 1/4 of the circle, the area in the first

quadrant. This is shown in Fig. 6. Note

that for each point on the curve in this re-

gion, the X and y coordinates are related

by the expression y equals SQR (rt2 minus
xt2); or, since r equals 1, y equals SQR(1

minus X t 2), You can derive this from the

Pythagorean theorem relating the sides of

a right triangle. If we let r be the hypot-

enuse (the long side), and x and y be the

other sides, the Pythagorean theorem

says 1 equals yt2 plus xt2. Solving for y

yields y equals SQR (1 minus xt2). Our job

Is to find the area under this curve from x

equals (the y axis) to x equals 1 (the

maximum value for x on the circle). This

will be Vi of the total area the circle con-

tains. Multiplied by four, the total area

equals the value of pi.

The integral we need to evaluate is

4
I

\/T^x= dx.
If you have Disk Basic,

Jo
use the DEF FN to define the function:

30 DEF FNF (X) = 4 SQR(1 - x12)

If you use the Level I! version, use:

30 F == 4 SQR (t - xt2) : RETURN

Compare the results obtained with the

trapezoid and the Romberg algorithm. Re-

member that R(N,1) is the trapezoid rule

with N subintervals. Run an order 15 ap-

proximation (that is, run to R(15,15)) and
compare R(7,7) with R(15,1). You will find

that R{7,7) is more accurate (thevalue of pi

is approximately 3.141592653589793).

Perhaps you would like to know the

area between two cun^es. Figure 7 shows
two such curves. What is the area be-

tween F(x) and G{X)? The area under curve

F(X) between a and b is /gF(x)2x and the

area under the curve of G(X) between a

and b is /gG(x)dx, The difference of these

two areas must be the area between them.

To find this area, we just integrate the dif-

ference F(x) - G(X) from a to b. For exam-

pie, if we want to know the area between

f(x) = xt3 and g(x) = xt4 where x varies from

to 1 , we can use our integration program

to generate this. Use the form 30 DEF FN
(X) = xt3-xt4 (version 1) or 30

F = xt3 - xt4: RETURN (version 2). The ac-

tual area is 0.05. How close did you get?

The idea of work done as an integral

may be new to you, but it has been around

in physics and chemistry for quite some
time. Newton's classical physics states

that force equals mass times accelera-

tion, or F equals m*A. If we apply force for

some period of time, we ought to do some
work. If the force is constant, then the

work done is the force times the displace-

ment (from X equals a to x equals b). This

is precisely what we get when we inte-

grate a constant from a to b. If the force is

not constant (a more interesting and real-

istic situation), then the integration be-

comes more complex.

An example of constant force is gravita-

tional attraction. How much work is done

by gravity when you throw a five-pound

object straight up 15 feet and gravity pulls

it down to earth? Gravity does some work

slowing down the object, and then it does

some work bringing it back to earth. If you

throw it from a height of six feet (since you

are standing when you throw it), the work

gravity does bringing the object to a halt

at 15 feet is -5* (15-6) equals -45ft-lbs.

Figure 6 Figure 7
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Nanos System

REFERENCE CARDS
For Models I, II. Ill ond Color

At last! No more flipping through the pages of the Basic manu
all No more working through the maze of machine language in-

structions! These cards completely summarize the Basic and
Assembler manuals! FEATURES (on most cards):

memory map, eyeball graphics, math instructions, basic com-
mands, store instructions, basic functions, load instructions,
basic statements, move instructions, special keys, exchange
instructions, print using examples, shift instructions, basic
special characters, compare instructions, basic and assembler
messages and codes, branch instructions, basic facts, data al-

teration instructions, reserved words, I/O instructions, ROM
routines, complete character chart with graphics and space-
compression codes, hex-dec chart, control code cross-refer-

ence, assembler instructions commands and operators, screen
line layout, editor commands &. subcommands, condition code
easy access
Model I: BASIC only FC1001 $2.95
Model I: BASIC and Assembler FC1002 $4.95
Model II: BASIC and Assembler FC1005 $5.95
Model III: BASIC only FC1004 $3.95
Model III: BASIC and Assembler FC1003 $5.95 iviCii/i
Colon BASIC and Extended FC1006 $4.95 I itW!

OS RANDOM ACCESS & BASIC FILE
ANDLING— By H.J. Muller. This book
as written for the nonprogrammer. II is

eal for the businessman or professional
ho needs to solve and write special pro-

ams for in-house business problems, or

me hobbyist who wants to go beyond the
cassette recorder and into disk storage
and file manipulation. It is written as a
self-instruction tutorial and will provide
anyone with some Level II experience with
the ability to write special programs for in-

ventories, mailing list, work scheduling,
record keeping, research project data ma-

ivicTiin nipulation, etc. 150 pages. BK1236 $29.50
ritiw!
FOR THE MODEL III

MOD III ROM COMMENTED —Soft-Sector
marketing, 1981. This book is not an in-

struction course on machine language,
but rather an information source that you
can use time and time again for writing

your own program or patching old Mod !

machine language programs. It contains
an explanation of ROMs in the latest ma-
chine from Tandy, with must every loca-

tion of the 14K ROMs listed, with com-
ments. BK1 235 $22.50.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE MODEL III

Nanos System Reference Card
(as described above)

Model III: BASIC FC1004 S3.95

Modei HI: BASIC and Assembler FC1003 S5.95
Prices do noi include shipping and handling charges. Please include $1.50 for first

book, $1.00 each additional book and $10.00 per book foreign airmail. Sorry no COD
orders. Use the order card in Ihis magazine to order. Ailow 4-6 for delivery. Shipping
and handling for cards oniy $1.00 per order.
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N«dl Or Ho'dwo'« G-o»lWE lil P
FLEXIBILITY, EASE OF USE, AND EASY FUTURE EXPANSION IS

WHAT GEAP IS ALL ABOUT.
GEAP l«.gi,{a. Fodhtii.l — I6C-48K Di>k, Stringy, or Coiwltl SuppoMad
Sampla Commandi & Facllltiai In Tha Bailc GEAP Packaga:

MOOES. Ajphonumaric, Grophici. Singia Grophic Piiali Cort B* Inlarmi.fd Fraa Slyla Drowmg,
Craota Compoiilai From 3 Or Mora Drawmgi, Roari* Graphit Piialt (5al«ti.aly). Grophic Slotk

Movai. Grophiti Kaypod. "Poinlbruih" Mognificotion. Rotation. Sova Straan Ai Bout Progfom
— ASCII Compolibla. Compra.»d, Or String Format

OPTIONAL MODULES A PACKAGES:
MODULI 1 — Mora rolollon, Mogfiiticalion. & Othar Powartul Commondi
MODULES 3-4 — Lattarul Moduiai Initont Lalfari. No Drawing Raquirad Thii li How Wa
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MODULI 5 — EPSON Pnntar Support Modula Mow NonProgromar. Con Ui. Tha EPSON
MX-aO To Print Thair GEAP Craa'ioni - Poitari. flyari. All With Epton Quolily

QIAP 4IK DISK — You Gal Modula t 5. & Additional Diik Palolad Faoturai Expannon

Modkilat Bun Vio Manu Salactiont I* You Hova Tha Hordwora. Thiii li Tha GEAP For You

NIWSCRIPT Support Packas* — All Of rha GEAP 48K DISK Commandi Plui Fodlltiai To

intaroct With NawScript Now Tha Parltcl Morrioga. Word Proiailing i. Grophici P'Ocalling

Paquirai Currant NawScripl Updola

RegularGEAP 25.99 Expansion Module M 16.99

GEAP46K 45.99 NewScrlpt7.0 125,00
(Ms inciudes NEWSCRiPT Support Package) whan Ordarmg, int S/itam 4 Paripharoii

ColilornioAddSolaiTox J F CONSULTING
74-395 BUTTONWOOD PALM DESERT, CA. 93360
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DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

Don't wt. — o

Blame The
Software!
Power Line Spikes, Surges a c , ha i-^ayn^ '^i^ '^^'^

Hash could be the culprit!
P^' "^'^^^ ™^ ^^

Floppies, printers, memory 8 processor often interact! Our
patented ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction AND curb
damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash. Guaranteed!

• ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 filter Isolated 3-prong sockets; integral

Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load, 1 KW load

any socket $69.95
• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter isolated 3prong socket banks; (6

sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max
load, 1 KW either bank $69.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3) similar to ISO-1 except double
isolation & Suppression $104.95

- SUPER ISOLATOR {ISO-11) similar to ISO-2 except double
isolation & Suppression $104.95

• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO-17) 4 Quad Isolated sockets; For
ULTRASENSITIVE Systems $181.95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add-CB) Add $9.00
• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT (CBS) Add $17.00

AT YOUR MasterCard, Visa, American Express
DEALERS ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-225-4876

(except AK, Hi, PR & Canada)

Electronic Specialists. Inc.
171 Soum Main Street, Natick. Mass. 01760

Technical & Non-800: 1-61 7-655-1 532

'See List ol Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 397



Copernica Mathemafica

10 REM •' ROMBERG INTEGRATION PROGRAM **
20 REK BY BRUCE POWEL DOOGLASS
30 DEF FNY(X)-EXP(-X[2) 'FUNCTION TO BE INTEGRATED
40 DEFINT I-L,N,U
50 CLSiPRINT'EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL OF THE GAUSSIAN ERF FUHC
TION
; TAB(101;"BY THE ROMBERG INTEGRATION PROCEDURE'

60 PRINT
70 DEFDBL R,S,H,A,B
80 DIM RUB, 10) :N-10
90 FOR U - 1 TO 10; A— U : B = U

100 H=B-A : R(l,i)=H*(FNY(B)+FNY(fl) )/2 : L=l
110 FOR 1-2 TO N : R:-H/2
12B L=L+L

130 SUH-0
140 FOR K=l TO L-1 STEP 2
150 S!IK = SUM+FKY[A+H"K)
160 NEXT K

170 RII,ll=R[I-l,l)/2 * H*SUM
180 M=l
190 FOR J:-2 TO I

200 M=M*4
218 R(I,J1=R(I<J-11+1R(I.J-1>-R(I-1.J-1))/[M-1)
220 NEXT J
230 NEXT I

24B PRINT'FOB ":A;' TO 'jB;' TEE ANSWER IS ;R(N,N)
250 NEXT U
260 END

Program Listing 3a. Tenth-order Romberg approximation,

Disk Basic Version.

10 REM •* ROMBERG INTEGRATION PROGRAM **
20 REM BY BRUCE POHEL DOUGLASS
30 GOTO 60 'BYPASS FUNCTION SUBROUTINE
40 Y=EXP(-!<[2) 'GAUSSIAN ERF(X) FUNCTION
50 RETURN
60 DEFINT I-L,N.U
70 CLS:PRINT'EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL OF THE GAUSSIAN ERF FUNC
TION
'; TAB(10);"BY THE ROMBERG INTEGRATION PROCEDURE"
60 PRINT
90 DEFDBL R,S,H,A,E
100 DIM R(10,10) :N=10
iie FOR U = 1 TO 10: A--U : E = U
L\Hi H=B -A ; X=E : GOSUB40 : yl=Y : X=A : GOSUB40 : R(1,1)=H*(Y1+
Y)/2 ; .-1

13 FOP 1=2 TO N : H=H/2
140 L=L+L
JSH suM=e
160 FOR K=l TO L-1 STEP 2 : X=fl+H*K : GOSUB40
17 SUM=SUM+Y
1B0 NEXT E
190 R(I,ll=R(I-l,l)/2 + H*5DM
200 H=l
210 FOR J=2 TO 1

220 H-H*4
23 R(I,J1=R(I,J-1)+{R{I,J-1)-R(I-1,J-1) )/{M-l)
240 NEXT J
250 NEXT I

260 PRINT'FOR 'jAj' TO "jB;' THE ANSWER IS ";R(N,N)
270 NEXT U
2 60 END

Program Listing 3b. Tenth-order Romberg approximation,

Level II Basic Version.

(Remember that weight Is a mass times g,

the gravitational constant, and since it

points down, you attach a minus sign.)

The work done for the falling phase is

-5' (0-15) equals 75 ft-lbs. So overall,

gravity did 30 ft-lbs of work.

Suppose the force exerted is propor-

tional to the distance, as it is with a spring

(Hooke's law). Then f(x) equals a*x, where
X is the distance. Let's use our Romberg
algorithm to determine the work done in

stretching an elastic spring six inches

(use Vi foot, so our answer will come out

in foot-lbs), if an 8y2 lb weight will stretch

the spring one inch (1/12 feet).

To solve this, we must first determine

the proportionality constant in the equa-

tion f(x) equals a'x. Since 8.5 equals

a*(1/12), then a equals 102. Our equation

now becomes finding the integral of 102*x-

from x equals to x equals Vz. Use the

Romberg program to check your an-

swer—it should be 12.75 ft-lbs.

The last example is to find the area

under the curve of the Gaussian error

function (erf(x)) from x equals minus infini-

ty to x equals infinity. This function does
not have a closed form, as previously

stated. The function is defined by erf(x)

equals
r

dx. It is often nor-

malized by multiplying it by the constant

1/SQR (PI). This makes its area equal to

one. We will integrate the unnormalized

version given above, and it should equal

SQR (PI). Now, how do you integrate nu-

merically from minus infinity to infinity?

The distribution of this function ap-

pears in Fig. 8. Notice how small it gets,

the further you are away from X equals 0. If

you choose a and b far enough away from

zero, the area eliminated should not be

significant. Since this is a symmetrical

function, we will set a equals minus b. We
can use our previous Romberg program to

write a program that will integrate this

function from -a to a, using a given

order, say 10. This will take a while to run.

This program will perform a 10th order

Romberg approximation of the integral

and display it. It will then add one to a and
repeat the procedure until you get a

equals 10 (starting at a equals one). It will

only print R(10,10), rather than all coef-

ficients. Run it. As we get farther away
from zero, the relative size of the contribu-

tion of the additional area included by ex-

panding a becomes less (we approach the

true value for the integral). Now, compare
the value of the integral with the true value

for SQR(PI), 1.77245385090552.

Notice that we do not actually ap-

proach the value of the integral as we in-

crease the limits to large values. Why?
This is because the number of intervals

stays the same, even though the limits get

farther apart. Since the function values

get smaller and smaller the further you get

from zero, the less these areas add to the

area under the curve. But since we have

taken more total area, and the number of

intervals is the same, these areas further

out are included in computation of the

integral, and the large area around x

equals zero is computed less accurately.

So, In this case, with a fixed number of in-

tervals, it is not better to take more area

under the curve to compute the integral. If

we take too small an area, we will be leav-

ing out significant portions of the area

under the curve, but if the limits are too far

apart, then we lose accuracy where it is

needed. In there somewhere are the op-

timum values for the limits that will yield

the most accurate value for the integra-

tion. Program Listings 3a and 3b print the

10th order Romberg approximation for the

limits of minus one to one up to minus 10

to 10. Compare these with the actual value

for SQR(PI) to determine this optimum.
That about wraps up this introduction.

You now understand the basics of differ-

ential and integral calculus, although I left

out most of what goes into a first-year cal-

culus course. If you are interested in pur-

suing this, there are many calculus books
available you can use to learn more.

If you have any requests for topics you
would like covered in this column, drop me
a line at my office address:

Bruce Powel Douglass

Dept. of Physiology

School of Medicine

USD
Vermillion, SD57069H
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Hardware &
Software

at discount

prices.

RADIO SHACK
26-1066 Mod III. 48 K, 2-Disk. .

26-1062 Mod ML 16 K, .

26-1906 Inuasion Force (T| .
...

26-1590 Super Scripset|D). .
..

25-1591 Scfipsel Dictionary (D)

26-1569 Mod 111 ViSicalC(D)

26-1592 Profile III Plus

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Star Trek 3 5 (T|

Spacfl Intruders (T|

Maxi MariaQer(D|

StarFiahter(Tl . . . .

List Price

2,495.00

999 00

14 95

. . .199 00

149.00

. 199 00

199 00

14.95

14.95

.99.95

.24 95

BIG FIVE SOFTWARE
Robot Attack (T)

Cosmic Fighler (T] .

Attack FofcelT)

Super Nova (T)

15 95
15 95
15 95

15 95

OUR PRICE
2,100 DO

840 00

11.95

155.00

119.20

155.00

155.00

11.95

11 95

T995
19.95

12,75

12,75

12,75

12.75

(T) = CassBttB Tape (D) = Disk

We represent 20+ mfgrs with 300+ programs. Write for our FREE catalog tor

Mod II, Mod III and Color Computer.

COMPUTER HOUSE
P.O. Box 538 Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

(714) 934-6538

Orders less than $100 00 adfl Ji 50 tor postage and Handling Over $100 00 sfiippefl tree

MC & VISA accepteD

"TRS-SO IS a trademark o1 Tandy Corp f^291

TRISWATCH
Keeps your TRS-80 Mod II

up with the times.

The Triswatch, formally known as the CCB-II,
s a dock, calendar, and audio alarm rolled

nto one!

For TRSDOS users, the CCB-H eliminates
the hassle of setting the time and date
when you reset your Mod il.

The P&T CP/M® 2 system date and time
are synchronized to the CCB-II each time
the system is reset.

The CCB-II Is directly accessible from any
language that allows direct port input

and output.

A pacemaker battery is included, which
provides over 8 years of continuous
timekeeping.

Keep up with the times and order
the CGB-Ufor$175 plus shipping.

TRS-80 IS a trademark of Tandy Corp,

CP/M Is a registered trademark ol Digital Research Inc.

PICKLES & TROUT
P O BOX 1206. GOLETA, CA93116, (805) 685-4641

1^290
Warning: Installation requires opening the Model II, whlcfi may void its warranty.

We suggest waiting until the warranty period has expired before installing the CCB-II

TrouT

IS HARD CDPV
'H'Af?'STDRflGE

a problem?

Here's the ideal way to l<eep your grow-

ing collection of 80 Microcomputing in

order! Ttie 50 Microcomputing Library

Stielf Boxes,

.,, sturdy, corrugated, white, dust-resistant boxes will l<eep your

issues of 80 Microcomputing orderly and available for constant

reference. Self-sticl^ing labels are available for ttie boxes, too, not only

for 80 but also for Kiiobaud Microcomputing, 73 Magazine, CQ, QST,

Ham Radio, Persona! Computing, Interface Age, Byte and Radio

Electronics. Ask for wtiichever labels you want witti your box order,

Eacfi box fiolds a full year of the above magazines. Your magazine

library is your prime reference. Keep it handy and keep it neat w/ith

these strong library shelf boxes. One box (BX1000) is $2.00, 2-7 boxes

(BX1001) are $1.50 each, and 8 or more boxes (BX1002) are $1,25 each.

Be sure to specify wfiicli labels we should send. Shipping and handling

charges are $2.00 per order. Call in your credit card orders on our toll

tree line 800-258-5473, or use the order card in the bacli ol the magazine

and mall to:

ATTN: BOOK SALES
' ^5^ __ .

"_
ZZ]JZ~1 Peterborough,

lOU- microcomputing NH 03458

fi.-i( rv Nn I no onli

-See List ol Adi/eriisers on page JM 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 399



5!9CAIENDAR
May
3-7 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on Structured

Systems Design/Structured Re-

quirements Definition, Tampa, FL.

4 University of New Hampsiiire,

Computer Science Department.

Microcomputer Fair, Memorial

Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH
4-7 Integrated Computer Systems

Santa Monica, CA. Hands-On Pas

cal Worksiiop, San Francisco, CA
4-7 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To

peka, KS. Course on Structured Re
quirements Definition, Seattle

WA.
4-8 University of California Extension,

Berkeley. 16-Bit Microprocessor

Workshop, (6 week evening

course), Mountain View/, CA.

6-9 Ttie National Computer Stiovi/s,

Ctiestnut Hill, MA. Southern Cali-

fornia Computer Show and Office

Equipment Exposition, L.A. Con-

vention Center, Los Angeles.

7-9 The Interface Group, Framingham,

MA. Showcase Expo for small busi-

ness proprietors, independent

neighborhood professionals and

mid-level corporate managers,

Anaheim Convention Center, Ana-

heim, CA.

10-14 Ken Orr and Associates Inc.,

Topeka, KS. Course on Structured

Systems Design/Structured Pro-

gram Design, Portland, OR.

11-12 Ttie Yankee Group, Cambridge,

MA. The Next Generation of Con-

sumer Electronics seminar. New
York City, NY.

11-13 Ken Orr and Associates Inc.,

Topeka, KS. Course on Structured

Systems Planning, Washington,

DC.

11-14 Integrated Computer Systems,

Santa Monica, CA. Distributed Pro-

cessing, Mini and Microcomputer

Implementations, San Francisco,

CA.

17-19 Software Design Associates, New
York City. 20th User Conference:

Productivity in the 80s, Hyatt

Regency Crystal City, Arlington,

VA.

18-19 The Yankee Group, Cambridge,

MA. The Next Generation of Con-

sumer Electronics seminar, Palo

Alto, CA.

18-20 Technical Education Research

Centers, Cambridge, MA. Micro-

computers in Education Work-

shops, Gutman Library, Cam-
bridge, MA.

18-21 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on Structured

Requirements Definition, Kansas

City, MO.

18-21 Integrated Computer Systems,

Santa Monica, CA. Hands-On

Pascal Workshop, Washington,

DC.

19 University of California Exten-

sion, Berkeley. The Manager's Ap-

proach to 16-Bit Microprocessors,

(one-day intensive course), Moun-

tain View, CA.

21-23 The Interface Group, Framing-

ham, MA. Showcase Expo for

small business proprietors, inde-

pendent neighborhood profes-

sionals and mid-level corporate

managers. Commonwealth Pier

Exhibition Hall, Boston, MA.

22 The New York State Association

for Educational Data Systems,

Syracuse, NY. Computer Applica-

tions in Special Education, Mill

Neck Lutheran School for the

Deaf, Frost Mill Rd., Mill Neck,

Long Island, NY.

25-28 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on Structured

Program Design, St. Louis, MO.
31-4 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and

State University. Personal Micro-

computer Interfacing and Scien-

tific Instrument Automation
Workshop, Blackburg, VA.

June
1-4 Management Science America

Inc., Atlanta, GA. Payroll-Person-

nel Conference, Hilton Hotel,

Atlanta, GA.

4-6 San Diego Computer Society,

Ham-Comp 82, Town and Country

Convention Center, San Diego,

CA.

5 North Area Repeater Association

Inc., St. Paul, MN. Amateur Fair A
Swapfest and Exposition of Per-

sonal Computer and Communica-

tion Equipment, Minnesota State

Fairgrounds.

6-8 North Carolina State University.

Sixth Annual Conference on Com-
puters and the Humanities,

Raleigh, NC.

7-10 American Federation of Informa-

tion Processing Societies Inc., Ar-

lington, VA. 1982 National Com-
puter Conference, Astrohall,

Houston, TX.

7-9 Technical Education Research

Centers, Cambridge, MA. Micro-

computers in Education Work-

shops, Taft School, Watertown,

CT.

7-11 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on Structured

Systems Design/Structured Pro-

gram Design, Washington, DC.

7-11 MUMPS Users Group, Washing-

ton, DC. 11th Annual Conference,

Hilton Hotel, Denver, CO.

Coming
Next Month

Thinking of turning your TRS-80 into a

communications terminal? Next month

80 Micro looks at electronic bulletin boards,

networks and the hardware and software

needed to access them.

Frank Derf ler, data communications expert

and columnist for Microcomputing magazine,

has written an article that will get the novice

started. Frank has recently had a book on

data communications published through

Prentice-Hall.

Jay Chidsey will have a progress report on

the first local electronic newspaper. The Ad-

vertiser-Tribune of Tiffin, OH, uses a Radio

Shack host system to publish its electronic

newspaper, which is reportedly up and

running.

The British are coming again, but this time

it is by satellite. Prestel, the British videotex!

system, debuted in this country In January. In

June 80 Micro tells you what that means to

the home user.

In addition to these features, we will review

some great terminal programs and modems.
We will also report on some of the popular

commercial data bases such as The Source

and Dialog.

After reading next month's 80 Micro, you

will know exactly what you can do with your

TRS^ and modem.
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OF'T I OMS—so, NOW FDR

# *

OPTION
INVESTING

re:ti-jrm from i_ i ste:o
STOCK OF="r I OM

IlNlVESTIMO

6

HANDLES CALLS, PUTS, SPREADS, IN
AND OUT; COMMISSIONS, RISK, COST
OF MONEY, DIVIDENDS. TABLES AND
GRAPHS. PRINTS, STORES TO DISK.
INDEXED MANUAL A COMPLETE GUIDE
TO OPTION INVESTING. M/C «. VISA.
»12S. SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE.
OF'T lOIMS—SO , BOX 471

CONCORD, MASS 01742
•iRflSENABi: TANDY CDBP *TRADEIIflfli; SPfLE CONPbTEH, KC

PRIZE WINNING
CHESS

SFINKS3.0(New)
Prize winTier in Pans in the 1981 Miaocompiitai

Chess CHampionship , Sfinks [^ i^ Ihe fastest diid

slcongij^l chess progFam ever wntlen!

IT.ATJjIit.r, Book Openings, Chess Clock, Thinking

on Opponi?nt's Time. Inhnite Leuels o( Play, diid

Rjlhless Playing Ability'

32K cassette or disk only ^39'^

SnNKS1.81
Pnze uJinnec in Siin Jost in \[w b(es I19S!)] IJ ,S

MiaocompuJer Chess Championship, Slinks I 81

beats .Sargon II. Mycliess and Gambiel 80 Eiay tij

use wiTh many con veil icnck? features

32K cassette or disk now only Z4
please spcd/iJ cosseOe or dak ord Mcdel I or III

y*^"^^
S:^CLUDE $2 00 SHIPPING AND HANDLIt^G

WILLIAM A. HNK
FO BOXMI2
UGHTHOUSE POINT. FL S.'i074 5912 ' ^_. ,^ , -

(305) 942-5706

Data Acquisition

and Control for the TRS-80*
$180 ppd.

Ttie SrARBUCK-8882 is a complete eight channel

data acquisition and control system, plug

compatible witti tlie Model 1 Level II TRS-80 It

includes 8 protected analog inputs (0-5 Vdc witli

8± 1 bit accuracy) 8 protected digital inputs 8

optoisolated digital outputs, and two joystick

ports Interrjpt-driven software package allows

sjmiiltaneous data acquisition and storage while

using ttie TRS-80 tot any other purpose'

Application manual covers home security, energy

monitoring, weather station use, appliance

control, graphics and games. Price includes

case, power supply, extra expansion card edge,

connector cable, complete software package and

detailed applications manual. Manuals only are

available for $4,00 ppd. Model III version also

available. To order, write:

STARBUCK DATA CO.
P,0. Box 24, Newton, MA 02162

Massactiusetts fesidenis aflfl b% sales lax .'205

'TRS-80 IS d trademark of Tandy Corp

Sh oviin
>" Mdx D^M/-

Cass

& IIEncloses LNW & MDX
P.C. Boards, plus

Cabling, A/C Cords, etc.

Silver-gray Fiberglass

$32.50 plus $2.50 shipping

N.Y.S. residents add 7% tax

SYRACUSE R&D CENTER
Box 125, Dewitt, N,Y, 13214

"Specializing in Eleclronic Pacl<aging"

FILE FORCE
A Disk File Progism Otsign«l tot the Small Businessman

File Foice n ilesigned id readily heep track dI all vour business liles

and piograms Dy uliliiing all tne pawet ot youi TRS-80 And Disc

Basic This p'ogram is specisliv designed id combine ihe power ol a

disk utiiily ihe speed at ranfloni access and itie ease ot use ol a

general database manager

File Force will auiamaticallv fead the intormaiion on youi disks and

allow you 10 search thE masierliie Dy

the name ol the disk

the name ol a prog iam
the name ol a business Itle

anyeilension such as a date CMD t^310

Ottiei special tealuies include easy updalmg Where some soHwaie

nouses nave praiected thei' disks to make ihem unreadable file

Foice will let you assign a disk name and enter ihose program

names it will also create a master printout ot all business tiles and

records on your disks lor sale keeping and better management ol

your resources

System Reguiremenls TRS-80 Model I 48K One Disk Drive.

IflS-DOS Version 2 3 S19 95 PVease add %7 lor handling and

postage S5 overseas tor your convenience you may phone m VISA

01 M/C orders

SOFTWAREHOUSE INTERNATIONAL
WeVeMo^wJ! PC Box 1383 rino, co.p

Clovis. CA 93613; (209) 251-7877

4

MOD 3
FOR THE

PC BOARD & DOC. ONLY $19.95

THIS EASY TO INSTALL KIT WILL
DOUBLE THE SPEED OF YOUR MOD-
EL III COMPUTER.

COMPLETE KIT $59.95

ASSEMBLED & TESTED $99.95

CALL OR WRITE
J.E.S. GRAPHICS
PO. BOX 2752
TULSA. OK, 74101

PHONE 1918] 742-7104 -202

B1 7 TAPE OPERATING SYSTEM will let you

• Save & Load programs 6X faster than Model-1

,

• Save & Load Data Arrays over 800X faster,

• Backup standard System tapes that load-n-go,

• Certify cassette tapes for B17 use.

S24.95 Specify f^odel 1/3 16K/32K'48K RAM,
Inexpensive Upgrades available. 3rd year of sales.

B17D1SK/BAS isa Disk version. Lets you save any

disk file to cassette at 3000 baud. Inexpensive way
tobackupyourfiles. Works witti any DOS. Includes

tape certifier. Requires 32K RAtvt-up.

$19.95 Specify Model 1/3.

WORDSMITH Word-processing program in BASIC.

A 'Trainer' for more complex W/P programs. Easy-

to-use, Specify Tape/Disk version. Tape version

requires B1 7 Tape Operating System (above). Disk

version requires 32K RAM-up. Uses IVlX-80 Printer.

$19.95 Specify Model 1/3,

Add $1.00 postage/handling per item.

Write for additional Products info.

ABS Suppliers
3352 Chelsea Circle

Ann Arbor, Ml 48104
(313)971-1404 ^173

TRS-80* MAGIC
MOD, 1 [IMPROVES LOW SPEED III TOO]

— THE4MAZING —

TAKE THE LOAD OFF VOUB HfllND

TIrod ol lloieky modal ons canstlB loadi? Vou can and
them wilt' the LsmonAld Lojidar. And Oon't b* foolod by 111

low price. II uses newly dovelopsd )ignal-Kllv« lllteri that

focjs, ihape. and alie EACH tape pulie. You can otten reliably

load "Impoisible" lapei, and "Poiilbla" lapei load ilia firil

tims evarylima! And II not only SYSTEM and CLOADi, but II

is fully compatible with lollwars tape ipeodups and operating
systams Ilka KWICOS" loo. And plug a apaaker or earphone
into the ailri oulput jack lor optional lapa monitoring alu.

Install Ihe LemonAld in seCDndi...juiI plug between CTR
and compuler. II naedt no power, no toltware, no rewiring, no
adIuslmBntj, and thara'i no tricky CTR valuma tetllngi.

Sliaplical? Lat us lake Ihe riili. Uia the LamonAld Loader lor

15 days, and than, If you can do without II, return for lull

S12.99 rafunO, NOA. Order Iha LamonAid Loader today from:

LEMONS TECH SERVICES
325 N. HWY. 65 P.O. DRAWER 0429

BUFFALO, MO. 65622 [417] 345-7643

'TRS80 color
From Ihe January !E

Club newsletter

)I issue ol Ihe CSRA Computer

There was Some amusement al the Novem-
ber meeting when the Radio Shack repre-

sentatives staled that the software m the

ROM cartridges could not he copied This

month's 68 Micro Journal reported they had
disassembled the programs on ROM by
covering some of the connector pins with

tape Theypromisedetailsnestmonth Never
tell a hobbyist something cant be done' This

magarme seems to be the only source so tar

ol technical inlormalions on the TRS-80 color

computer"" Devoted to SS-50 6800 and
6809 machines up to now, 68 Micro Journal

plans to include the TRS-80 6809 unit in

future issues.

To get the MOST from your 6809 CPU - This is the

BEST SOURCE! The ONLY Magazine for the 8809
Computer Monttis Ahead ot All Otners'

68 MICRO JOURNAL
5900 Cassandra Smith Rd.

Hixson, TN 37343
USA

1 Vr —$24 50 2 Yr —$42 50 3 Vr -164 50
Foreign Surface Add $12 Yr lo USA Price

Foreigr Air Mail Atia 135 Yr to USA Prir.e

CanaOs 8 Mexico Afld S5 M Yr lo USA Pri-;.' '

-See Lisl of Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 401



PMC Peripherals S49S
QUALITY, DELIVERY AND SERVICE

SMWWi.'

^SMJiS

F-.

Yes, our disk drive has a proven per-

formance and an established reliability

record. We specialize in single sided

5V4 inch single or double density drives

featuring 5 ms stepping and 40 tracks

with case and power supply. The case is

color matched to IBM and PMC per-

sonal computers.

Price $495 for 2

; Compare printer specifications . . .

' compare design reliability, repairabillty

or any other parameter! Our DMP-85 is

ja true "work-alike" to C. Itoh 8510 or

NEC 8023 and offers many more fea-

jtures than the MX-80FT at a lower

price. You need excellent printers and a

professional supplier. Come to PMC.

,;^S!.-:s*:v:

*KiU.''5y?;:,'

Price $495

Price $495

IBM Selectrics or similar typewriters

become 12 cps letter-quality printers at

a quarter the cost of "daisy wheel'*

printers. The ETF-80 coupled with a

word processor becomes your personal

typist accurately reproducing text at

100 wpm. What a bargain, ETF-80 . . .

CALL now for details.

PMC peripherals are designed for PMC, IBM, Apple, Radio Shack or other fine per-

sonal computers. We don't advertise our unprintable dealer /distributor prices but if

you call or write you'll find we don't meet the competition . . . we make it!

PTMV^ Personal Micro Computers, Inc.M l^M^,^ 475 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94043 (415) 962-0220



without
printer$999

^I^QEI with printer or
typewriter interface

WORD PROCESSOR |ISS^(^"^)

Lowest priced combination word processor/microcomputer that everyone can afford and so

simple that anyone can use! The EPS-80 is a word processor designed to replace typewriters as

a personal tool and also to be used as a popular personal computer with thousands of pro-

grams available.

' Use without a printer
In an office environment, the EPS-80 word processor

. gives the user editing power which is not available in the
' latest electronic typewriters. The built-in high speed
cassette storage achieves inexpensive and reliable

. transfer of text from one EPS-80 to another. Therefore,

where multiple EPS-80s are used, not every one has to

: have its own printer. For instance, a single letter quality

; printer on one EPS-80 can prepare final copies of letters

; for four to ten non-printer stations. The overall system is

; efficient, costs less per station than an equal number of

( electronic typewriters, and provides much higher

I throughput. There is no need for the usual cycle of dicta-

i tion, correction and proofreading as the basic compos-
ing function can be in the hands of the originator.

Use with a printer
Writers, students and businessmen will find the most
intelligent investment is the EPS-80. For high speed
printing, we offer our model DMP-85 dot matrix printer

and for letter quality printing, our Electric Typing Fin-

gers, Model ETF-80, turns your IBM Selectric or similar

typewriter into a printer. When you buy the EPS-80. you

get both a word processor and a powerful personal com-
puter that will do many necessary tasks. There are fully

proven computer programs for invoicing, billing, finan-

cial or engineering analysis, spreadsheet calculations,

and many more. Even if you never utilize the computer
capability, the EPS-80 word processor can provide filing

and retreival of reference information and mail list han-

dling in addition to fulfilling normal typing needs.

.4,

How can we offer a product with so much capability at such a low price? it is due to our highly

reliable, low cost cassette storage system that performs as well as many floppy disk systems!

We believe the EPS-80 is an immediately important tool in small and large ofBces and it is also

destined to be your personal typing friend at home. If you think word processing and low cost

computing power would improve the jobs you do, call or write now for complete information.

PMC is licensed to use Electric Pencil, a copyright of Michael Shray;-

I'TMi^ Personal Micro Computers, Inc
M l^m^i^ 475 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94043

*
(415) 962-022



NEW
Edited by Janet Fiderio

Featuring— The K&K Synthesizer

A totally software implemented synthesizer system.

/mfff/ffimm\\\m^

Software Synthesizer

A synthesizer system totally im-

plemented in software is being

marketed for the Mode! I.

The program simulates many
features found on hardware syn-

thesizers including white noise,

variable frequency cutoff pink noise,

frequency and pulse with modulation,

variable duty cycle, white noise

superimposedon square wave, and full

variable glissando. The program also

has limited ability to produce two
tones at once.

The operating system has a 300-note

buffer with full edit capabilities (copy,

insert, delete, change, examine, and
makes a progression of notes). It also

features full error trapping and many
prompts for ease of use.

The synthesizer package is avail-

able for $24.95 from K & K Computer
Peripherals, Box 88203, Kentwood, Ml

49508-9203.

Reader Service ,^ 562

Property Management
An enhanced version of the disk-based

Property Management System for track-

ing income and expenses on rental prop-

erty, is now available for the Model I and

III, 48K disk system.

The system handles a mixture of prop-

erty rentals including single-family and
multi-family homes, and condominiums.

Features of the system include late rental

displays, year-to-date, monthly (of all rent-

als), and total building income can be dis-

played or printed; easy expense entering;

operating statements for each building

may be printed separately or combined to

form a consolidated operating statement

for all properties owned.

Check and receipt writing is featured

plus complete information on each rental

including up to three renter names (or

name and address), four phone numbers,
date rented, rent amount, deposits, num-
ber of returned checks, plus two memo
items.

For more detailed information on addi-

tional features of this product contact

Realty Software Co., 1 116 'F' 8th St., Man-

hattan Beach, CA 90266, (213) 372-9419.

The system is priced at $375.

Reader Service f^ 597

New Graphics Editor

Crayon is a 10K, machine-language
graphics/text editor for the Models I and

III. This screen-oriented editor allows you
to typeset your own logos, business

cards, letterheads and other business

needs. You can also create real-time

machine-language cartoons and access
them from simple Basic programs.

Crayon capabilities include directories,

keeping appointment schedules, writing

letters, and helping write Basic program
graphics. Over 90 commands allow free

movement and manipulation of picture

segments on the screen.

Full cassette or disk I/O and manual are

provided. Crayon supports MX-80 and
other parallel printers. The cassette ver-

sion costs $35, the disk version, $45. Con-

tact PioneerSoftware, 1746 NW. 55th Ave.

#204, Lauderhill, FL 33313, (305) 739-2071,

for information.

Reader Service *^ 561

Compuvoice and
Sound-Source

The Compuvoice Synthesizer ($44.95) is

a completely software-based speech syn-

thesis program allowing you to form

words, phrases, and sentences with sim-

ple string commands. Compuvoice may
be placed into your own Basic programs

enhancing their quality with speech
synthesis.

Sound-Source ($24.95) enables you to

load any recordable sound into the Color

Computer's memory or enter it with a joy-

stick. Once loaded, the data can be played

back at a faster or slower rate through the

tv sound system. Joysticks enable you to

modify or create new data in memory.
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Sample sounds for use in games or

teaching aids may be easily constructed

and tested.

For information contact Spectral Asso-

ciates, 141 Harvard- Ave., Tacoma, WA
98466, (206) 565-8483.

Reader Service y* 557

NANSII
NANSII is an information management

system compatible with any microcom-
puter using the CP/M operating system.

NANSII uses English language com-
mands. Some of its unique features in-

clude: a learn mode vt/hich remembers
command streams eliminating repetitive

typing; inplace sort capability requiring no
additional disk storage; a single disk drive

requirement; and an extensive error-de-

tection function which traps 150 types of

errors.

A demo package is available for a trial

period for a nominal fee. The system re-

tails for $249.95 and is marketed by XPS
lnc.,323YorkRd., Carlisle, PA 17013, (800)

233-7512.

Reader Service ^ 589.

Pretty Print

Pretty Print provides expanded
character enhancements for Epson, Oki-

data and MP! dot-matrix printers.

This softvi/are customization program
allows using the sophisticated character

enhancements of WordStar (formerly only

accomplished by using higher cost daisy-

wheel printers.)

Available in standard eight-inch CP/M
format and on disk for the Model III from

Hurricane Laboratories Inc., Box 631,

Cupertino, CA 95015, (408) 446-0777.

Reader Service ,^ 588

The Zapplicator

The Zapplicator contains all current

zaps to the NEWDOS80 versions 1 .0 or 2.0.

Designed to save time and trouble (and

mailing your original disk back to

Apparat). The Zapplicator is available for

$13.95 for the Model I and III. All current

zaps and a maintenance program to let

you add future zaps is available for $17.95.

For more information contact Micro Pro

Systems, Route 2 Box 533, Gumming, GA
30130,(404)887-6814.

Reader Service t^ 587.

The Transtar 140 daisy-wheel printer

Daisy Wheel Printer

The Transtar 140 daisy-wheel printer

combines 40 cps (38 Shannon) letter-qual-

ity performance and high reliability.

The serial printer is Diablo (tm) code

compatible for plug-and-go use with Mag-

ic Wand and Wordstar. Ribbons and print-

wheels are also industry standard.

Transtar's low-profile package is only

six inches high, and shipping weight is

under 50 pounds for UPS delivery.

The printer is available for $1,695. from

Micro Distributors, 11794 Parklawn Drive,

Rockville, MD 20852, (800) 638-6621 and
Sigma Distributing, 2110-116th Avenue
N.E., Bellevue, WA (800) 426-1412.

Reader Service ^-' 598

and four disks (on the Model I & III) or a sin-

gle eight-inch disk.

A variety of modules coordinated with

the basic system, i.e.. Inventory ($129.95),

Job Costing ($250), Payroll ($59.95), Order

Entry-Invoicing ($129.95) and Purchase

Order Entry ($129.95) are also available.

Contact D.B. Software Co., 11840 NE
Brazee, Portland, OR 97220, (503)

255-7735, for additional information.

Reader Service ^^ 563

Maxprint

Coordinated
Accounting System
The Coordinated Accounting System

includes separate modules for General
Ledger (GL), Accounts Payable (AP) and
Accounts Receivable (AR). The AR and AP
modules print statements and checks on
a variety of New England Business Ser-

vice forms. The system is completely in-

teractive with automatic postings to the

General Ledger system.

The minimum system is designed to

operate on a three-disk Model I, a two-

disk Model III, or a single-disk Model II.

The systems can be expanded to use in-

creased disk space. The price ($200) in-

cludes over 200 pages of documentation

Maxprint is a printer-driver utility pro-

gram developed to allow the Model I or III

to use all the features of the standard

MX-80 printer. Functions such as underlin-

ing, superscripts, subscripts, title center-

ing, proportional justification of the right

margin, and dynamic control of line spac-

ing and margins are available.

The program features two main operat-

ing modes. A text mode allows the user to

select functions on a character by charac-

ter basis in the body of the text. A menu
mode enables the user to achieve printer

control in general purpose applications.

Maxprint is composed entirely of Z80
machine language and works with most
programs including Scripsit. Source-code

listings of all I/O modules are provided for

those who wish to modify the program for

unique applications.

Maxprint is available for $27.95 from

Peggytronics, 381 First Street, Suite 5147,

Los Altos, CA 94022, (408) 737-2253.

Reader Service ^^ 558
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NEW PRODUCTS

Model 200 Print Buffer

The Model 200 Print Buffer allows mak-

ing simultaneous use of your printer and

computer. Once the Print Buffer is con-

nected, information to be printed is trans-

ferred at high speed from the computer to

the Model 200, which then transfers the

data at a much slower rate to the printer.

The Print Buffer maintains complete con-

trol of the printer, thereby freeing the

computer to perform other, more intelli-

gent tasks.

This product has a storage capacity of

up to 80,000 print characters. To provide

additional storage capacity, two or more

buffers may be connected together. The

Model 200 connects to your computer

system using the supplied cable set.

Either a parallel or a serial (RS-232C) Inter-

face may be used.

Priced at $545, the unit is available from

Modular Microsystems Inc., 28-17 201

Street, Bayside, NY 11360, (212) 352-1715.

Reader Service y^ 566

The Model 200 Print Buffer

C.C. Writer for Disk

C.C. Writer, a word processing pro-

gram, is now available for the Color Com-

puter and Radio Shack or Exatron disk

systems.

Disk C.C. Writer retains all of the

features of the cassette C.C. Writer and in

addition allows full control of the margins,

page length, line spacing, centering,

justification, and most features of smart

printers. Editing features allow changes,

insertions, deletions, and moves any-

where in the text. Files may be chained

together for extended printing.

This version requires 32K, Extended

Basic, and one Radio Shack or Exatron

disk drive. Disk C.C. Writer is $40 from

TransTek, 194 Lockwood, Bloomingdale,

I L 60108.

Reader Service i^ 559

ers in the country, this program is de-

signed to simplify the process of learning

Reversi for beginners and sharpen the

wits of experts. Master Reversi allows you

to play against the computer or another

opponent.

This product is available for the Model I

with 32K and one disk drive from Instant

Software Inc., Peterborough, NH 03458,

(603) 924-9471 for $29.95

Reader Service ^ 592

Master Reversi

Master Reversi teaches and plays the

popular board game and features a tour-

nament mode and built-in help functions.

Written by one of the top Reversi play-

For Inventory Control

INV-X is an inventory control system for

the Model tl.

Its features include: a built-in

sort/merge package; the fastest key ac-

cess method (a new hashing algorithm); a

report writer; a large storage capacity,

6,600 records on the Model II and 28,000

for unlimited disk storage.

INV-X requires a dual-disk system with

64K and TRSDOS. It is priced at $299. For

more detailed information contact The

Micro Architect Inc., 96 Dothan St., Arl-

ington, MA 02174, (714) 643-4713.

Reader Service ^ 568

,'1- Z^/fiLwn'' JiV^

Sample from the INV-X System

CP/M for the Model I

The Mapper/64 converts the Model I into

a64KCP/M machine

The Mapper/64 consists of a printed cir-

cuit board that is installed with no

additional soldering, cutting and jumper-

ing. This board substitutes 16K of RAM for

the ROM Basic when running under CP/M.
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. , . ,„_ „ /" Use alone or with the > ^^„ ^ _FORM LETTER Uaiilistsystembelow J $39.95
Create letters and store on disk with provJsion.s for later retrieval

and additions Then print your letter; using your mailing list

• Same select and purge features as mailing list system

• Select either continuous fanfold or "cut sheet pa per

• Selectable tabmg, test printing, and paging

• Allows regular or legal size pages

• Greetings are selectable by codes on mailing list Options

include Mr /Mrs., First.i.ast Name, global, or user defined.

TRY OUR ONE DAY PC BOARD SERVICE
fast service and high quality at a reasonable price

MAIL LIST SYSTEM ( ) $89.95
Model lor III

disk only

We proudly present here what many consider to be the most versa-

tile and powerful mailing list system on the market today. Note

that this newly revised system performs equally well on the very

small lists as well as the very large (tens of thousands of entries).

To assist you in evaluating our system, we offer our manual alone

at essentially our own cost {$4.95 + $2 00 P&H) Many of our

customers have declared that ours is the most thorough manual

they have seen -yet easily understood.

• Simple to use even for the novice.

• Maintain virtually an infinite number of disks all in con-

tinuous alph or zip order essential for large lists.

• Sort 2260 entries (2 lull 40 track double density disks) in

only "l^K or an incredible 4640 entries (2 full 80 track

double density disks) in only 48K!.. Made possible with

our unique date compression techniques

• Super fast sort by alph. or zip order {8 sec tor 11)00

entries). ..both orders can exist simultaneously on disk

• High speed recovery of entries from disk., speed of soit is

meaningless if retrieval from disk is slow. ..ours pulls in

over 11 per sec' ^
• Transfers old files over to our system -^^^^^ILOOK!
• Zip order is "sub-alphabetized"

• Less than 5 digit zips have leading Os appended
• Supports 9 digit zips, Canadian zips, and foreign abbrev

• Backup data disks are easily updated as entries are

c reated, edited, or sorted, .extremely useful!!

• Optional reversal of name about comma
• Permits telephone, account, and'or serial numbers, etc

• Printsonenvelopesoronlabel5,1,2,orjacross
• Test label.'envelope printing lets you make horizontal anci

vertical ad|ustments with ease

• Master printout of your list in several formats (not |ust a

rehash of the labels) extremely useful

• Selective printing by specific zips or by zip range

• Editing is simple and fast .automatic search Batch

transfer of edited entries to backup disks

• Optionally provides for duplicate labels

• Deleted entries have "holes" on disk filled automatically

and alph. order is still maintained'

• System adjusts to any DOS
• Automatic "repeat" feature for ease of entry

• load and "scroll" through entries on disk

• All labels optionally support an "ATTN " line v\ith pro-

visions for multiple entries

• Plenty of user defined fields with various options for

simultaneously purging and selecting the printout even

allows for inequalities. ..powerful and easy to use

• All 0's in address labels are replaced by easier to ready Os
• Continuous display of numbers of labels/envelopes printed

• Each disk entry automatically "remembers" how many
mailings have been made for that particular entry Can
be tied in with purge./select

• Primarily written in BASIC for easy modification

embedded machine code for those speed sensitive areas

• Extensive use of error traps (both operator and machine
induced) even recovers from a power failure during a

printout' recycling on disk errors

• fHardware requirements- 32K. printer, and 1 or 2 drives

PROVEN QUALITY SOFTWARE
FOR YOUR TRS-80*
*Tandy Corp. Trademark

Sign (Supplied on tape only) $19.95
Produce large (reduced 50% here) attention getting signs with your
printer supports most keyboard characters .will print multiple

lines... use alone or interface to your own BASIC program... requires

just over 16K and a printer.
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Prints out calendars (screen or ClJpFD CALEND^
hardcopy) of individual months of r Suppliedon Wiqqc
years ranging from 1 S8.5 to any V. tape only

j^t'y.^D

time in the future Standa^rd banker's Molidays are

noted Additionally prints out large "graphics" type wall

calendars with memos under each day ..Use as a planning calen-

dar with optional disk storage Requires 16K and a printer.

Football Scouting Report (onij) $89.95
Charge locaf high schools and colleges up to $1000 per season

for these sophisticated reports Documentation manual avail-

able alone for $.3 9S -^ S2 00 shipping and handling

Loan Amortization ( 'ZelX" ) $29.95
Achieves pin point accuracy with a built in calendar This

sophisticated program produces an exceptionally professional

looking printout that includes yearly summaries as well as

totals-to-date" Several options for calculating interest includ-

ing one that pushes the payment date ahead to the next business

day if the regular pay date falls on a weekend or holiday,

Eiardware requirements. Model I or III, IbK, and a printer.

Interfaces to your own basic FAST SORT
programs sort with the speed of and

machine code but with the con- Al PHABETIZFR
vemence of basic Use. your disk

to merge our short basic programs (disk only)$29.95

(with embedded machine code) with your own basic program.

Follow simple instructions to set up a sort of string, integer,

single, or double precision arrays (also ascending or descending

order.) Also included is a ready to use basic program (already

merged with the ORDER program). Use it to obtain a printout of

alphabetized names
Sample Sort Times

8 sec. for 1000 dbl prec numbers ...50 sec. for 5000 integers.

{Ours is one of the only alphabeti/ers that both ignores non alph

f harae ters and treats upper and lower case alike )

Manual only tor Seoul

Manual only lor MLS

Mailing Lnf/^^aitf

Loan Amofti/alion

Fast Sort & Alph

football Scout

Suppfi iilcnd.if

Total {Add i2 00 for Shipping & HandlingI $_

Check n
Card No

Name

n n

Address

City, State. & Zip

Precision Prototypes "

410 E. Roca Refugio, Tx. 78377 (51 2)526-4758
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NEW PRODUCTS

This product enables your Model I to run

most of the CP/M software on the market

and languages including Pascal, Fortran

and Cobol.

Complete with documentation and
CPIM 2.2, the Mapper costs $439 and is

available from Omikron, 1127 Hearst Ave.,

Berkeley, CA 94702, (415) 845-8013.

Reader Service c 583

Problem Solving

On the TRS-80
Pocket Computer

Problem Solving on the TRS-80 Pocket
Computer by Don Inman and Jim Conlan,

begins with a nuts and bolts approach to

the machine's own form of Basic, Its key-

board and special features.

Further Instruction describes a range of

practical and educational applications

and exposes the multiple problem-solving

capabilities of the Pocket Computer.
Ready-to-run programs are included for

common data processing functions.

The book, priced at $8.95, is available

from John Wiley and Sons, 605 3rd Ave.,

New York, NY 10158, (212) 850-6497.

Reader Service ^ 581

For Personal Finances
Perfin is a customized program ena-

bling you to make periodic audits of your

personal finance status.

It allows foolproof and bombproof en-

tries of your bank accounts, real estate

holdings, stock and bond investments

and more. Each category is automatically

totalled and compared with previous

audits to show your current financial

status. Your entries are recorded on disk

and listed on screen with optional

printout.

Perfin is supplied on cassette for

transfer to your disk for the Models I and
III. It is priced at $11.95 and is available

from Shirley Software, Box 417, Old

Greenwich, CT 06870.

Reader Service ^^ 569

One Key Loading
ONEKEYII loads any of the 96 possible

runable programs listed in a TRSDOS di-

rectory with a single keystroke. Arrows

are used to roll files up or down as If they

were on a continuous loop. Hitting Enter

selects the program and one key can be

used to load, run, kill or return to System,

The screen format is exactly like the

TRSDOS directory. The top lines of col-

umn headings and bottom line of granule

and extent information remains station-

ary while files scroll up or down In be-

tween. ONEKEYII updates itself automat-

ically, no filespec typing Is required, and It

operates in machine language.

Available for the Model II on disk for $40

from Hugh Roberts, Box 158, Linn Grove,

I A, 51033.

Reader Service ^ 560

The unit Is available in kit form for

$18.95 or assembled for $29.95 from Op-

tronics Technology, Box 81, Pittsford, NY
14534.

Reader Service *^ 599

Drive Control Unit

OptronlcsTechnology has introduced a

product for eight-inch floppy-disk users

which provides automatic on/off control

for the drive motor. Tfiis eliminates noise

from the drive unit as well as significantly

reducing media wear.

The Drive Control Unit (D.C.U.) is de-

signed for easy installation and has con-

nectors which allow it to fit within the

drive assembly In series with the drive

motor. During drive access, the motor is

energized at zero-crossing for low noise

and turns Itself off after eight seconds

(adjustable) of idle time.

The Simple Switch
The Disk-Tape Exchanger utility pack-

age allows transferring machine-lan-

guage programs from disk to tape or from

tape to disk.

Two programs are included in the pack-

age, TMDIsk allows placing machine-lan-

guage tapes on disk without conflicting

with DOS or Disk Basic. SYSDump allows

placing "/CMD" disk files on tape.

The Disk-Tape Exchanger is available

from Instant Software Inc., Peterborough,

NH 03458, (603) 924-9471. It retails for

$24.95.

Reader Service y' 591

Computer Software
The Giant Book of Computer Software

begins with the fundamentals of comput-

er languages assuming the reader has no

The Optronics Drive Control Unit
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We're not softon software

Data resources continues

Its commitment .to profes-

sional quality TRS-80® soft-

ware witti ttie Silver Edition

Software Series. . .selected

orograms from talented
and popular autt^ors.

Data Resources
New subsystems for Aids III

AIDS FILE EDITOR
Allows you to update and edit records in

AIDS data files without loading the file into

memory. Now you can chonge a single

record in a mailing list quickly and easily

with random access selection,

MODEL 1 324,95

AIDS DATA ENTRY MODULE
Designed for inputting data directly into

AIDS Disk files. Fields maybe fixed to repeat
the some dota. The key-in routines are
improved in speed. Data con beadded to

the end ofan existing file or a new file can
be created, no more than 255 key-strokes

can be lost,

MODEL I ...S24,95

AIDS DISK SORT
Designed for files that are too large to sort

"in memory" with AIDS or for when you
don't wont to wait while AIDS loads the
records. Records are physically rearrang-
ing on disk,

MODEL I $24.92

AIDS SYSTEMS
BY META TECHNOLOGIES
MTC AIDS III

This easy to use system allows even a
novice TRS-80 user to create data files

custom configured for many applications
from cosh flow analysis and financial jour-

nals to price lists and record keeping. It

requires NO PROGRAMMING and is com-
plete with fea1\jres for adding, deleting,

sorting, updating and printing.

^ MODEL I or 111 $69,95

MTC CALCS III

Performs numeric calculations of data
contained in AIDS files. Ideal for financial

applications.

MODEL I or III , $24,95

MTC CALCS IV
The same features as CALCS IN with more
powerful formulos and the ability to store

report formats.

MODEL 1 or III 539.95

MTC MERGE III

Combines up to 14 AIDS data files into a
single file. Duplicates moy optionally be
purged, and sorted order of records is

maintained.
MODEL I or III $19.95

INTERACTIVE BUSINESS
SYSTEM INVENTORY CONTROL
By Tom Williams
The interactive system for inventory control
offers the small mariufocturing business
savings in the thousands of dollars in re-

duced staff and accounting costs. Here's
how it works,

.

.

When an invoice is typed:

• the customer's name and both ad-
dresses are obtained from the CUSTOM-
ER LIST file,

• the company data is obtained from

the COMPANY DATA file,

• the product data is retrieved from the

INVENTORY CONTROL file,

• the INVENTORY CONTROL DATA file is

updated by the invoice.

• the SALES DATA file is updated by the

invoice.

• the invoice is automatically entered in

the ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE file.

The results are: the invoice Is typed, cus-
tomer data is gathered, items purchased
are listed, multiples extended, invoice to-

talled, discounts computed, shipping costs
added, interest added for late payers and
data is entered in inventory control, sales
data file and in accounts receivable,

,
,in

about 50 seconds without mathematical
or posting error.

For Model lor III S500.00

B.T. ENTERPRISES
UNITERM/80
By Pete Roberts
This is the state-of-the-art in communica-
tions software. It configures itself for either

Model I or Model III and can be used with
any standard modem, both RS-232 and
Bus-Decoding. Especially designed to use
the extended commands in NEWDOS/80,
but fully compatible with all mo or JOS
systems.
For Model I and III 389 00

THE FLOPPY DOCTOR
By Dave Stambaugh
FLOPPY DISK/MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC pro-

grams are designed to thoroughly check
out the two most trouble prone sections of

the TRS-80, the disk system (controller and
drives) and the memory arrays.

MODEL I $24.95
MODEL III $29.95

NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0
for MODEL I and III

The hottest Disk Operating System is now
available in its latest version. This is the ONE
from Apparot Inc., the people whose sys-

tems have made the TRS-80 the reliable

computer $149.00

SPECIAL
AIDS III Super systems
AIDS III & CALCS III & MERGE ill

MODEL 1 or III S99.95
AIDS III 8c CALCS IV & MERGE III

MODEL I or III $109.95

ANSWER $249.00
By NABS
Answer. . .a new type of information or-

ganizer. Utilizing the directory principle.

Answer solves information problems by
creating simple forms enabling you to put
information where it should be or in many
different places at the same time.

Answer. .
.lets you organize almost any

type of information in many different se-

quences and lets each information group
grow to almost any size. It is able to

connect the information on hundreds of

diskettes. You con solve many problems
yourself. . .without programming skills.

• Split screen design
• Multiple records on screen
• On-screen form creation » .

*"

J
^ "-

• Multi-level menu driven
, ,

**

• Compound data base " |'!

• Variable length random access « -^ ^
• 25 Key fields plus.

. . ; r t
"

• Supports 1-4 diskette drives l:^'^

• Interoctive editing -
'4'

• Record lock-out
• All keys equal.

MODEL I

DOUBLE DENSITY PACKAGES
NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0

and the LNDOUBLER $219,95
DOSPLUS and the LNDOUBLER , , , $169.95
Everything you need to convert your TRS-

80 Model I, to run double density. Com-
plete with software, hardware, and instruc-

tions, installs in minutes with no soldering,

wiring or cutting.

LNDOUBLER Alone S139.95

DOSPLUS
for MODEL I and ill S99.95
DOSPLUS gives you more of what you buy
an operating system for. Speed and relia-

bility without sacrificing simplicity ond
power. If you need extra power without
extra wait, then you need DOSPLUS!

i
«

Denver
(303) 690

^15

To order call toll free.

(800) 525-8394
Mastercard and Visa welcome
Checks - COD - Money Orders also

accepted
Orders shipped UPS free.

Colorado residents add 6V2 per
cent sales tax

Attractive discounts to dealers

1981 DATA RESOURCES CORP. AIDS III*, CALCS
TRS-80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY TRADEMARKS OF
CORP. METATECHNOLOGIES

Prices in effect April 1, 1982 to May 1, 1982 and subject to changes

MERGE III', ARE
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WINCHESTER
TRS

ADD 6.3 MEG TO 38
VR Data has grown with the

microcomputer industry for over

ten years.

We've based our success on
producing quality products, always

on the leading edge of the

technological revolution.

Our designs are tested, re-tested,

and "burned in." We are so sure of

our quality control, we offer you a

120 day warranty including full

coverage of parts and labor.

*t4
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Warren G, Rosenkranz
Presideni VR Data Corporation

since 1972

VISA

master charge

777 Henderson Boulevard N-6
FolcroFK PA 19032 12151461-5300

ALL VR DATA PRODUCTS CARRY A 120-DAY

WARRANTY INCLUDING PARTS & LABOR
Published prices reflect cash discount. All prices are subject to

change without notice. TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of

Tandy Corp. DISK III is a trademark of VR Data Corp.

800-345
in PA 215-461-5300

8:30AIVI-7PM E.S.T. Mon.-Fri., Sat. 10AM-3PM
CABLE "VRDATA" TELEX 845-124

Phone or write to order direct, or for name of your

nearest dealer.

If you don't see it advertised call us and ask for it.



HARD DISK FOR
-80™
MEGTOYOURTRS-80
VR DATA WINCHESTER HD
SUBSYSTEM FEATURES:

TRSDOS Compatible Operating System
State-of-the-Art Circuitry

Full Calibration, Test and Burn-in

Up to 4 drive configuration

Heavy duty Power supplies

Warranty— 120 days— parts & labor

115/230 VAC, 50/60 Hz.

6.3 MEGABYTE WINCHESTER
(external) HARD DISK SUBSYSTEM
With Chassis,

PS, DOSPLUS

Optional Winchester
Subsystem Configurations:

9.5 MEGABYTE $3695

19.0 MEGABYTE $4295
2 X 6.3 meg drives $4695
2 X 9.5 meg drives $5395
2 X 19.0 meg drives $6795

MODEL III

COMMUNICATIONS
COMING SOON:
D-coN $299
Integral Modem,
NEEDS NO RS232— Direct

Connect, Programmable
Dialing, AUTO
ANSWER/ORIGINATE,

HERE NOW:
VR-RS232C $90.00
Direct Replacement For

R.S. RS232, Fully Tested

& Burned-ln, Easy
Installation, 120 Day
Warranty, Programmable
Pinout, Prototype Area Easy Installation

PRESIDENT OF VR DATA

DISK III

100% Compatible
COMPARE AND SAVE

Model III Disks
Complete Business System includes:

48K TRS-80™ Model 111, Disk lir-2

Drive System, TRSDOS
and Manual

DISK III Single drive assyJ

DISK III Two drive assy.

DISK III Assy, w/out drives

TRSDOS™ & Manual

DOSPLUS

LDOS

External drives {3&4)

40tk 2 sided floppy (optional) add $120.00

80tk 1 sided floppy (optional) add $120.00

80tk 2 sided floppy (optional) add $240.00

'DISK III single drive assembly includes: one 40 track 574" double

density drive, power supply, controller, mounting hardware,

applicable cables, and manual.

VR Data's DISK III features:
• Completely compatible with TRSDOS
• State-of-the-art circuitry

• Fully tested, calibrated & burned-in

• Up to 4 drive configuration

• Warranty 120 days—100% parts and labor

• Installation with simple hand tools

• Optional 80 tk and 2 sided drives

• READ 40— Pgm. to read 40 tk. Diskettes on
80 tk. Drives $25.00

*^s'* ?'^

IT^

MODEL t/lll

External Drive

w/PS & ENC $275

Fully Compatible,

Easy installation

80 tk or 2 sided

80 tk & 2 sided

120 day warranty,

$419.00

$549.00

Other Products

DISK & MYSTERIES BOOK $22.50

BASIC & MYSTERIES BOOK 29.95

NEC Ribbons (min. 6) 5.95

Itch Ribbons 5.95

Epson Ribbons— MX-80 12.50

LDOS Operating System 129.00

DOSPLUS Operating System 149.00

Peripherals I
Epson MX-aOw/GRAPHTRAX $595.00
Epson MX-K)FT 615.00
Epson MX-100 800.00
Centronics 739 700.00

CENTRONICS 704 1749.00

C ITOH F-10 40cps 1695.C

Tractor 200.00
Printer cable's 25.00'

LEXICON MODEM 125.00



NEW PRODUCTS

knowledge of programming whatsoever.

The contents include: an introduction

to computer languages, beginning
through advanced programming tech-

niques, electronics and antenna program-

ming, ham radio operating programs, RT-

TY and SSTV programs, games, and more.

The book is available from Tab Books
Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214, (717)

794-2191. It costs $21.95 hardbound,

$13.95 paperback.

Reader Service *> 593

Copy-Tape
Copy-Tape is a utility program used to

duplicate Basic or System tapes on the

Model I and III.

On the Model III, Copy-Tape also con-

verts 500 baud to 1500 baud and vice ver-

sa. This utility program has menu-driven

options including one which advances the

tape for your convenience. Copy-Tape

allows scanning through memory and

viewing the ASCII code of the program

you duplicate and a verify command
makes it possible to check tapes for

validity.

Available for the Model I, Level II and

Model Ml with 16K. The guaranteed

cassette tape sells for $9.95 and is

available from David Modney, 4144 N. Via

Villas, Tucson, AZ 85719, (602) 293-5186.

Reader Service ^ 584

Educational Software
Testrite stores test items and gener-

ates customized tests suitable for all

grade levels from the middle elementary

through college and technical schools.

Testrite allows teachers to efficiently

maintain curricula referenced test item

files.

Test items from any discipline may be

entered, edited, selected and printed as

classroom ready tests and study guides.

Whole files, portions of files or selected

questions may be used to print a single

test. Large exams may be created from

multiple files. Questions may be printed in

either multiple choice, true/false, match-

ing and completion. Numbering options,

customized titles and user edited test

taking instructions give the program

flexibility.

Versions are available for the Model I, III

and for the Model II with CP/M for $139

from Class 1 Systems, 17909 Maple St.,

Lansing, IL 60438, (312) 474-4664.

Reader Service y* 570

The Quietline 6

Quietiine 6

Quietline 6 is a power-line conditioner

for electronic applications which contin-

uously monitors your ac power source,

protecting sensitive equipment from

power-line interference and surges.

This product plugs directly into a stan-

dard wall socket, converting it to six fully

protected outlets. When detected, surges

and interference are purged from the

power line by the activation of protec-

tive circuitry. Interference is also pre-

vented from contaminating the ac power

line when noisy electrical equipment is

plugged into the unit.

The conditioner is available for $39.95

from BWJ Technology Inc., Box 6214, Ar-

lington, TX 76011.

Reader Service ^ 552

Data Ace
Data Ace is now available for Models I,

II, and III.

This product combines a Data Base

Management and Operating System, a

conversational Data Definition Language

(DDL), an interactive Query Language

(DIL), a Block Structured programming

language for easy development and a full

screen text editor to create and maintain

programs and procedures. The combina-

tion of these features enable the user to

automate a business rapidly to the exact

requirements needed. The Model I and III

version include MMSFORTH. The Model II

offering is supported with a General Ac-

counting Package.

Data Ace runs on Models I and ill with

48K. This version costs $375. It also runs

on the Model II with 64K, an expansion

box, at least one drive and a printer. The

price of this system is $1350. The package

includes a utilities disk, a demonstration

disk, two systems disks, and both vol-

umes of the Users Guide.

For additional information, contact

Computer Software Design, Inc., 1911

Wright Circle, Anaheim, CA 92806, (714)

634-9012.

Reader Service ^ 568

Speaking Pascal

Speaking Pascal: A Computer
Language Primer is written in concise

mathematical language. The text requires

no technical background or previous pro-

gramming experience on the part of the

reader.

The author employs top-down struc-

tured analysis and key examples to illus-

trate new ideas. Readers are encouraged

to construct programs in an organized

manner for complete understanding.

Elementary and complex data types are

covered, as well as the use of control

structures, procedures and functions. Ex-

tensive artwork, illustrations, and exer-

cises at the end of each chapter are

included.

For more detailed information contact

Hayden Book Co., 50 Essex St., Rochelle

Park, NJ 07662, (800) 631-0856.

Reader Service ^ 572

Epset

Epset is a set of files that enable users

of the Epson MX-80 printers to set CPI,

column width, tine spacing, and do printer

test runs under direct control from the

keyboard of their terminals without hav-

ing to write software programs.

The disk includes a series of nine files,

eight of which are for testing the printer's

accuracy in printing its entire set of ASCII

characters including numbers, upper and

lowercase alphabets, punctuation, and

graphic blocks in column widths of 10 to

80. The eighth file provides a menu for in-

stantaneous selection and configuration

of the MX-80 for combinations of CPI;

single, double, and emphasized strike;

and line spacing.

Written in PL/I 80, Epset is available for

systems running CP/M with 32K from Suc-

cess Analysis Corp., 743 Holly Oak Dr.,

Palo Alto, CA 94303, (415) 494-2613.

Reader Service ^^ 573
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GIVEYOURCOMPUTERSOME
n.. CLOUTWITH SASI-NETBY

MICRO MAINFRAME

THE SASI-NET
MULTIPLEXER

• Maximizes computing power
i

• Virtually infinite expansion . j^.r

• Low initial cost

• Graceful growth
• Reasonable expansion costs

• Integrated system design for maximum throughput
• Expand your system to one of the largest possible systems with additional multiplexers, CPU's, hard disks

and host adapters.

For a limited time only, we arc offering 5 and 10 Megabyte disk drive systems with our DMX 1 SASI-NET
multiplexer built in. Additional multiplexers may be purchased for $795.00 each. Compare our price and

performance.

SYSTEM PRrciNG
Price includes disk subsystem, host adapter. SASI-NET, and DosPlus 4.0D*. Mod-II* operating system

available at additional cost.

SASI-NET Multiplexer

M-50FM (5.2 Megabytes formatted)

M-IOOFM (11.1 Megabytes formatted)

Additional Host Adapters available for

FDC-3B Floppy Disk Controller Board
FDC-3C Floppy Disk Controller (runs 5" and 8" floppy disks)

$ 795.00 ea.

$3195.00 ea.

$3995.00 ea.

$ 325.00 ea.

$ 139.95 ea.

$ 199.95 ea.

Call for the location of your nearest Micro Mainframe Dealer

Dealers please inquire on your letterhead

MICRO MAINFRAME
2227 McGregor Ave. • Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

(916) 635-3997 -



NEW PRODUCTS

Reference Sheet
A Reference Sheet containing all the

Z80 mnemonics for Opcodes 0-255 identi-

fied in decimal, hex and octal for iden-

tification is now available.

Included are ASCII code identification

of printer control codes, keyboard charac-

ters, graphics codes, space compression

(tab) codes, as well as Basic's reserved-

words token codes.

In addition, the Reference Sheet con-

tains four number-base conversion tables

in powers of 2, 16, 2-to-16 conversion, and

hex-to-decimal.

The Reference Sheet is free to anyone
sending ABS a #10 SASE indicating if for

Model !, Model II, Model 111. Write to ABS
Suppliers,3352ChetseaCircle, Ann Arbor,

Ml 48104.

Reader Service <>• 553

High Yield Ribbons

A new NEC high-yield multistrike ribbon

cartridge is now being marketed. With the

addition of a new gear ratio system and by

using a five-overstrike formula multistrike

ribbon, approximately 100,000 additional

characters have been added to the ex-

isting NEC cartridges. A total average

yield of 325,000 characters per cartridge is

now possible.

Aspen Ribbons is also marketing stan-

dard NEC Multistrike ribbons in blue, red,

green and brown, in addition to black.

Contact Aspen Ribbons Inc., 1700 N.

55th St., Boulder, CO 80301, (303)

444-4050.

Reader Service ^ 571

The GEAR Inkslinger

The GEAR Inkslinger enables printing

with a library of different character sets or

creating your own lettersets, character

fonts or graphics for unique correspon-

dence. The characters are created using

an Epson MX-80 or 100 with the Graftrax

option. The GEAR Inkslinger provides the

programming to print bit image graphics

and the fonts, you just type in the text and

give a Write command.
The package includes the tools used in

creating Inkslinger letters allowing non-

programmers to modify the letters or

create their own lettersets or type fonts.

Once letters are created they may be

printed, stored on disk, or reedited at a

later time. In addition, other types of artis-

tic drawings may be created including

flBCDEFGHIJKLMNDPDRBTUiJWXYZ BB[:Ctr6HIJrLIINnP0»5TIUllHVI

HBCDEFDHIJKLMNDPDRETUy
h'%mf^f^wii%:tm%fm.%%WM'^^z

mmBmwummwmmw
RBCDEFBHIJKLMNDPgRBTUVWXYZ

ftBCDEFGHIJKLMNDPqRETUVWXY
Sample GEAR Inkslinger lettersets

custom logos or graphs. Using a "tile"

concept, full page drawings can be creat-

ed. Rrint time options allow the manipu-

lation of the bit images into different

forms including a magnification option.

The Inkslinger requires a Model i or III,

48K and at least one disk drive and the or-

iginal GEAR 48K disk version. Introduc-

tory price is $29.99 from J.F. Consulting,

74-355 Buttonwood, Palm Desert, CA
92260,(714)340-5471.

Reader Service t^ 570

Data Logging With

the Pocket Computer
The Protean Scientific PTR Interface

allows using the Pocket Computer as a

portable data-logging device. It transfers

your data quickly and easily to a desk-

top unit.

The Interface reads Pocket Computer

data tapes into a Model I or Model 111. It is

connected directly to tne computer's

cassette recorder cable and need not be

removed during normal cassette opera-

tion. An LED flashes to indicate when
data transfer is taking place. The unit is

battery operated and designed for low

power consumption.

The PTR Interface reads both alpha and

numeric data. Its format allows loading

data files as they occur on the tape or

searching for data files by name. You can

load complete files or specify the number

of memories you want transferred. Check-

sum errors are reported to identify in-

valid data.

The package includes the interface, a

The Protean Scientific PTR Interface
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EPSON
PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES

If you buy your EPSON somewhere else you'll probably pay too much!

Common Features of the MX80, MX80FT & MX100 Printers

80 characters per second
Replaceable prim head by user

User projjramable from BASIC
Bi-directional logic seeking printhead

96 ASCII characters
ProQramable tabs (vert./hor;

)

Cartridge ribbons
Self-test mode

Tractor/pin leed paper tlo*
Extreme reliability

12 type fonts under software control

9x9 S 9x18 matrix
Programable form feeds
Compressed/expanded letters

Parallel interface standard
Double strike S emphasized modes

MX80 ..ThePrinter that started it all All ol the above featuresplus extreme ease of use.

Complete TRS80 block graphics set as well as user selectable international symbols. Gives
correspondence oualily printing in several user selectable modes. Dip switch pins may t>e

set (or dedicatee applications. Complete forms programability from BASIC sottware.

MX80FT. ..All the features of the MXBO but with FRICTION feed as welf for the use of

single sheets of paper or roll paper An exceplioral buy for the user needing the single sheet

capability. In the campresseamode 132 characters can Cte printed across the width of apage
which means it can t>e used tor any prmlouls that normally need a 15 inch wide printer

MX100... An exceptional prfnter with a extra quiet printhead and extra heavy duty
construction for the intense use of a business ervironmenl Does not ha ve the TRS80 graphic

blocks but comes standard with Bit-Image graphics which allow the user control of

individual dots for designing specialized graphs, symbols, etc A best buy for business use

MX70 . For the budget minded a excellent entry level printer It has most all of the

features mentioned above including Bit-Image graphics in place of the TRStIO graphic blocks

set. The Printer is unidirectional only Expandable text can be printed but not compressed.
Only single density printings <s supported on the MX70 An inexpensive heavy duty printer.

BEST prices on Epson Printers

All Printers & accessories In STOCK nowlll

EPSON ACCESSORIES, INTERFACES & CABLES
GRAPHTRAX 80 option (bit-tmage/italics).S79

CABLEModelhrterlaceAModellll . .S35

$25 if purchased with EPSON printer

CABLE & INTERFACE to Model I keyboard. .$85

APPLE interface & cable $89

GRAPPLER Apple hi resolution graphics .$Call

IEEE interface & cable (CBM/Pet| $79

ATARI cable (must have 850 interface) $35
SERIAL RS232 2k buttered int card

.
.$149

RS COLOR computer to Epson card/cable. .$59

RIBBONS AND CARTRIDGES IN STOCK NOW

$CALL 800-433-5184

EPSON PACK 2 - GRAFTRAX
version for MX80. SOFT & MX100, This
package includes updated versions of

modules in original Epson Pack A screen
oriented BIT IMAGE GRAPHICS generator util-

ty is provided Create your special
cnaracters, symbols, etc directly on your
monitor and then send to printer Printout in-

cludes code to generate graphics and will

save needed code as BASIC program line to

disk. Then MERGE these into your BASIC pro
gram. Also demo programs showing use of

it-Image graphics Full documentation.
INTRO SPECIAL: S24.95 wHh ptintmt or
QRAFTRAX. $34.95 MpanMy. $7.90 tor
update of old Epson Pack

PRINTERS
MATRIX PRINTERS

EPSON MX70 $CALL
EPSON MX80 $CALL
EPSON MX80 FT $CALL
EPSON MX100 FT $CALL

LINE PRINTER VII RS $325
NEC8023A $495
C. ITOH8510 $495
OKIDATA82A $499
OKIDATA 82A w/tractor $559
OKI DATA 83A $769
LINE PRINTER VIIIRS $649
CENTRONICS 739paral el $599
CENTRONICS 739 seria $749
OKIDATA84/200cps $1295
LINEPRINTERVIRS $988
CENTRONICS 704 $1559
ANADEX 9500/01 2k buf $1295
TEXAS INST. 810 Basic $1595
LINE PRINTER VRS $1549
Centronics 352 / 200 cps $1795
Centronics 353 / dual mode,

200cps data proc, 50cps
super letter quality $2495

LETTER QUALITY
Daisy Wheel / Splnwriters

C- ITOH F-10/40cps $1595
DAISYWHEELMRS $1695

NEC SPINWRITERS
3510RS232 $1795
3530 Centronics pa'lel $1 795
7710 Read Only $2375
7710 R/O w/tractor $2575
7720 kybd w/tractor $2750
7730 R/O parallel $2375
7730 R/O par.w/tract, $2575

DIABLO 630 R/O $2350
DIABLO 630 keyboard $2850
QUME 9/35 R/O $1850
QUME 9/35 keyboard $1 950
QUME 9/45 limited $2295
QUME 9/55 limited $2395

Interfaces & cables available for

most printers with any TRS80,
Apple, Atari & most other com-
puters. $$$$CALL FOR PRICES!

LINE PRINTERS
CENTRONICS 6080/81

600 lines per minute high

speed band printer. For ser-

ious business applications.

6081 standard $7676
6080 quietized cabinet $6399

HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR
NEC green monitor
NEC color monitor

$179
$349

ALTOS COMPUTERS $CALL

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Offers Lowest Prices on

CORVUS
HARD DISKS
CALL FOR PRICES $$$$$

MODEL II 64k $3248
MODEL I1 1 Drive Expansion...$995

MODEL II 2 Drive Expansion, .$1495

MODEL II 3 Drive Expansion,$1995

Radio Shack HARD DISK $3995

TCS 1 Drive/singlecabinet $849
TCS 1 Drive/triple cabinet $949

TCS 2 Drive/triple cabinet...$1424

TCS 3 Drive/triple cabinet...$1899

TCS uses original Shugart drives

MODEL 16 1 Drive $4499

MODEL 16 2 Drive $5199
DT-1 DATA TERMINAL $629

Add 5, 10or20megabytesof storage to your TRS80. Apple, Atari,

Heath, Zenith, Intertec, IBM, S-IOOand many others. Oneorsev-
eral computers can share a hard disk. Get simultaneous access to

data for multiple users. Available NOW at SUPER SAVINGS!
DEALERS...YOU can buy CORVUS from ut for lest. Call ft $AVE.

COLOR COMPUTERS
Ornmal mlg warranty on Ittese items:

4K Level 1 $308
16K Level 1 $439
16K Extended Basic $459
32K Extended Basic $569
Color Disk 0„,$499 Disk 1...$349

TCS 180 day Limited warranty on TCS Iterris

16K Level 1 $369
16K Extended Basic $439
32K Extended Basic $499
32K Upgrade Kit (TCS) $79
EPSOfl/tOLOR lnt.& cable $59

MDnFI III QVQTPMG The following come with quality TCS
m\,.rh^t_k- III ^ I «j I b.in^ memory and our own 180 day limited war-

The following witfi Radio Shack Warranty '^"^V- No warranty when customer opens
computer or adds internal components.

Mode 16k $818 MODEL III 16k TCS $788
Mode I 32k $918 MODEL III 32k TCS $818
Model III 48k . . $1018 MODEL III 48k TCS $848
Model III 48k 2 Drives RS232 $2049

MODEL III DISK EXPANSION KITS
We use the highest quality fiberglass

CONTROLLER BOARDS With double sided

glass epoxy board and goldplated contacts in

our TCS systems The finest switching
POWER SUPPLY available is also provided
The aluminum MOUNTING HARDWARE
has slotted holes for easy installation of Ihe

drives and includes all ine power and data
caOles necessary to install the controller,

drives and power supply

Our DISK DRIVES are made by Tandon the

same company that makes the drives used by
Radio Shack These drives are 40 track,

double density. 5 millisecond stepping rate

and are lulty burned in tor 48 hours These
drives have the same specifications as the

drives used by Radio Shack No soldering or

modifications to enisling circuitry is

necessary The following kits are available

KIT 1 Controll*f, Powsr Supply A Mounting Hardwara $379
KIT 2 Controll«r, Pow«r Supply, Hardware ft 1 Disk Drlva $595
KIT 3 ControHar, Powar Supply, Hardwara ft 2 DIak Drivaa $819
KIT 4 On* Tandon Diak Drlva (bara diiva only) $219
KIT 5 16K ol High Quality TCS Mamory dilpa $49.95
KIT e 32k of High Quality TCS Mamory chlpa $79.95

MODEL III 48k 2 DISK DRIVES ... $1795
Above KiT fully assembled, with 4fl hour burn-in test A 180 day TCS Limited Warranlyll

CUSTOM SOFTWARE FROM TCS
Completely Integrated BINARY SEARCH TREE programs now available. Tttis series of

proorams fully implements the B-TREE structures including INSERTION. DELETION, EDITING
& TRAVERSAL. No more soning or long data file searcttes and yet files can be larger than
memory. Duplicate keys are fully supported Files can be retrieved in soiled order via 8-

TREE Traversal Each of Ihe programs come with fufly commented source code so that you
can use Ihe modules in your own prooramming

B-TREE Library (orsanlz* your honw lltKary k«y»d by author) »3«.aa
B-TREE VMM (organlz* your vktoo casMtto library, prints labata. ate) tM.95
B-TREE Mailing Llal <li«ywl by nam* or ztp.labal pdnHng.atc) M9.B5

For fast efficient service HCdrt Of we can air freigtil from Dallas

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 1327 Arlington, Texas 76004-1327

VVToII Free Number 800 433-5184 ^59
*^ Texas Residents 817 274-5625

Payment. Money order, cashiers or certified 'Prices subjeci to change at any time
check. PncesaboverelleclS^ocashDiscounl • No Tax oul-of-stale Texans add 5%.
Call for Visa/MC card prices. • Many items shipped FREE. Call tor quote

'See List of Advertisers on page 354 80 Microcomputing, May 1982 • 415
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cassette tape with Assembly-language

and Basic programs, and manual. The

software requires 16K, 32K or 48K of

memory. The package is priced at $99.95

and is available from Protean Scientific,

Route 13, Lincoln, NE 68527.

Reader Service y^ 565

Stock Trackers

A new generation of Stock Tracker pro-

grams for the Model I and 111 are now
available.

Modules include comprehensive graph-

ics, data editing and several new reports.

A new trading logic is featured for direct

integration with the optional companion

program, Market Tracl^er. All programs

and subcommands are list selectable, in-

clude extensive error trapping, execute

faster, and can be repeated or aborted.

The program requires 48K and one disk

drive. They retail for $285 and may be pur-

chased through H S H Trading Company,

Box 549, Clayton, CA 94517, (415)

672-3233.

Reader Service .^ 567

MX-100 printer and Graftrax as an output

device, this curve-plotting program

creates graphs with a resolution of 480 by

192 dots.

Autoplot is written in Disk Basic and

enhanced by machine-language routines

in high RAM. Data points are entered with

a small user-written Basic subroutine. By

selecting options, you can override the

automatic scaling of the axes, plot con-

tinuous curves or separated markers,

choose linear or logarithmic presentation,

request a grid overlay, compute
derivatives or integrals, plot more than

one curve, or select from four different

print sizes and formats.

The package is available for the Model I

and III (48K, 1 disk drive) for $79.50. For

more information, contact Menio
Systems, 3790 El Camino Real, Palo Alto,

CA 94306, (415)327-7424.

Reader Service .^ 550

Automatic Curve
Plotter

Autoplot provides high-resolution

graphics capabilities for Model I and

III owners. Using an Epson MX-80 or

High Contrast

Electrosensitlve Paper
A whiter matte finish is now available

with Dennison Manufacturing's Electro-

sensitive paper for non-impact printers.

By combining a white matte surface fin-

ish with black undercoating a contrast is

produced for high legibility. The papercan

be ordered in all standard plus custom

printersizes. Perforated paper, avarietyof

colors, pressure-sensitive adhesive for

labeling, and other options are also

available.
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Sample Autoplot graph.

10 15

High Contrast Electron Sensitive paper.

Contact Dennison Manufacturing Com-
pany, Technical Papers Division, 300

Howard St.. Framingham, MA 01701, (617)

879-051 1

.

Reader Service i^ 590

The Coupon Shopper
The Coupon Shopper keeps organized

records of redeemable coupons.

The program stores up to 99 coupons,

their brand names, values, and expiration

dates. Coupons can be added and deleted

as necessary. This product also prepares

shopping lists from the program's 160

grocery items (20 additional items may be

added by the user). When preparing your

shopping list a symbol appears next to the

items you have entered a coupon for. After

preparing the shopping list, coupon

deductions are totalled up at the bottom

of the screen.

This program is available on cassette

for the Model 1 and III, for $9.95 by con-

tacting V. Bertrand, Box 217, Waliingford,

CT 06492.

Reader Service ^^ 564

Text Pro For

the Color Computer
TextPro is a complete text editor and

text processing program for the Color

Computer.

The entire program utilizes only 6K of

memory including the tape, screen and

keyboard buffers. Its fast editing and pro-

cessing is compatible with Basic ASCII

formatted tape and disk files.

The editor itself includes 24 commands
including string search and replace, line

416 • 80 Microcomputing, May 1982



Wayne Green Books

a complete
worc4>^oGes^n|

system in kit

itf' Xrwln Rapi'a.port

PTJBLmATlON

Itam C'Igifil IkKittmics "^ '

Vi MIe Buildtng Vout Own i.

"TRS-80 is a trademark ot

Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp.

TEXTEDIT—A Complete Word Processing System in kit form

by Irwin Rappaport

TEXTEDIT is an inexpensive word processor that you can adapt to suit your needs,

from writing form letters to large texts. It is written in modules, so you can load and

use only those portions that you need. Included are modules that perform:

— right justification

—ASCII upper/lowercase conversion

—one-key phrase entering

—complete editorial functions

—and much morel

TEXTEDIT is written in TRS-80' Disk BASIC, and the modules are documented in the

author's admirably clear tutorial writing style. Not only does Irwin Rappaport explain

how to use TEXTEDIT; he also explains programming techniques implemented in the

system.
TEXTEDIT is an inexpensive word processor that helps you learn about BASIC pro-

gramming. It is written for TRS-80 Models I and III with TRSDOS 2.2/2.3 and 32K.

'TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corpora-

tion. BK7387 $9.97 ISBN 0-88006-050-6 Disk Available DS7387 $19.97

Annotated BASIC—A New Technique for Neophytes.

BASIC programming was supposed to be simple— a beginner's programming

language which was so near to English that it could be easily understood. But, in re-

cent years, BASIC has become much more powerful and therefore much more dif-

ficult to read and understand. BASIC simply isn't basic anymore.

Annotated BASIC explains the complexities of modern BASIC. It includes com-

plete TRS-80' Level II BASIC programs that you can use. Each program is annotated

to explain in st'jp-by-step fashion the workings of the program. Programs are

flowcharted to assist you in following the operational sequence. And— each chapter

includes a description of the new concepts which have been introduced.

Annotated BASIC deals with the hows and whys of TRS-80 BASIC programming.

How is a program put together? Why is it written that way'^ By observing the pro-

grams and following the annotation, you can develop new technigues to use m your

own programs— or modify commercial programs for your specific use.

Annotated BASIC Volume 1 contains Proiecting Prolils, Surveyor, Ttiings to Do, Tax Shelter. Int/oduction lo

Digital Logic Camelot. The Soundex Code. Deduction, Op Amp. Contractor Cost Estimating.-

BK7384S10.95 ISBN 0-88006-028-X

Annotated BASIC Volume 2 contains Rough Lumber List. Trip Mileage, Flight Pian. OSCAR Data, SWR.'Anlenna

Design. Supermaze, Petals Around the Rose. Numeric Analysis, Demons. Air Raul, Geography Test. Plumbing

System Design BK73a5 $10.95 ISBN 0-88006-037-9

Order Both Voluives and Save! BK738402 $18.95

Kiiobaud Kiassroom—
A practical course in digital electronics

by George Young and Peter Stark

Learning electronics theory without practice isn't easy. And it's no fun to build an

electronics project that you can't use. Kilobaud Kiassroom, the popular series first

published in Kilobaud Microcomputing, combines theory with practice. This \s a practi-

cal course in digital electronics. It starts out with very simple electronics projects, and

by the end of the course, you'll construct your own working microcomputer!

Authors Young and Stark are experienced teachers, and their approach is simple

and direct. Whether you're learning at home or in the classroom, this book pro-

vides you with a solid background in electronics— and you'll own a computer that

you built yourself!

Kilobaud Kiassroom contams Getling the Baii Rolling. Gates and Flip-Fiops Expiained. J K Flip-Flops and

Clocked Logic. PC Boards and Power Supplies. Hardware Logical Functions, Voltage, Current and Power Sup-

piles, Tiansistors. Diodes and OP Amps, Puises and More Puises, Counters and Registers, Bus Trattic Con-

trol. ROM and RAM Memories, I/O Circuitry, Paraiiei and Serial I/O Ports. Computer i/0 lil. Computet I/O IV.

Computer i/0 V. Processor Connections. Finally .The Kilobaud Krescendo, Eproms and Troubleshooting.

Expansions and Programming, Machine-Language Programming. Assembly-Language Programming. Con

necting lo the Outside World.
,3^^ 0-88006-027-1 B K7386 $1 4.95

FOR TOLL-FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS •PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
Use the order card or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to Wayne Green Boolts Att: Sales • Peterborough NH 03456

Be sure to inciude ctieck or delaiied credit card information. (Visa, Master Charge or American E>(press accepted
)

No D orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for the first booh, postage and handling; S1.00 each addilionai book: $10.00 per book foreign air maiL

Please allow 4-6 weeks after publication for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.
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and automatic line-edit modes allowing

you to Insert, delete, change or add char-

acters. The text processor includes 29

commands for formatting tfie output.

For more detailed information contact

Cer-Comp, 5566 Richochet Ave., Las

Vegas, NV 89110, (702) 452-0632. TextPro

is priced at $49.95.

Reader Service ^ 595

Small Business
Package

A small business package, Mailpack,

has been introduced for the Model I and III

v^ith a minimum of 32K and tw/o disk

drives.

The package combines the best fea-

tures of Kwikrite, a simplified letter and

text-writing set of programs; Docurite, a

multi-page, comprehensive word proces-

sor; Customer, a specialized data base

manager; and Mallsome, a new interfac-

ing program. The operation of Mailpack

software is fully interactive with the mas-
ter menu and sub-menus of each module
(which can be purchased and used sepa-

rately.)

The total Mailpack software is available

for $149.95 from Simplified Software Sys-

tems, 118 Third Ave., N.W. Box 1192,

Hickory, NC 28601.

Reader Service t^ 594

Encyclopedia Loader
The Encyclopedia Loader was designed

to save the monotonous typing of all En-

cyclopedia for the TRS-80 programs into

your computer.

The Loader is produced as each volume

of the series goes to press. The Level II

Basic cassette contains the majority of

the programs for the volume It accompan-
ies. A sample of the programs include

business, education, graphics, home
applications, tutorials and utilities.

Individual Encyclopedia Loaders retail

for $14.95 and are available from Wayne
Green Books, Peterborough, NH 03458,

(800) 258-5473.

Reader Service y' 586.

Fornn80/Data80

Form80/Data80 is a data base manage-

ment system with an applications genera-

tion program, a report generation subsys-

tem, and a letter-writing subsystem.

Form80, the applications generation

program, allows persons with no prior

computing experience to sit down and

write their own data base management
application quickly.

Data80, the data base manager, allows

the user to collect information on his ap-

plication using five basic commands. Re-

ports may be also run against the data

base using the on-line report generator. A
word processor, text editor and letter writ-

ing subsystem are featured. Data80 needs

a maximum of three disk accesses to find

any record on system regardless of the

length.

These programs have a combined price

of $995 and operate on any system run-

ning CP/M. Contact Alpha Data Inc., 417

Welshwood Dr., Suite 103, Nashville, TN
37211,(615)333-1934.

Reader Service ^ 574

Earthquake—
A New Adventure

Earthquake is the latest in Adventure

International's Other-Venture Series.

Grafted with attention to historical ac-

curacy and detail. Earthquake returns you

to San Francisco on April 19, 1906. The

city streets are awash with flame as

buildings burn and crumble. You are left

to test your survival skills.

The tape version of the program is

$19.95, the disk version $20.95. Both are

available from Adventure International,

Box 3435, Longwood, FL 32750, (305)

862-6917.

Reader Service t^ 585

Trashman
Trashman is an arcade-style game for

the Model I and III with 16K which tests

your skill as you guide a little "critter"

from the Coalsack Nebula around the

halls of the Deneb IV Haladay Inn devour-

ing the trash left behind by careless

guests.

While you are avoiding the alien pets

that also have been left wandering the

halls, search for Dr. Peppo's Elixir of

Health and Vitality and become "Super

Trashman!"
Trashman retails for $14.95 from Crea-

tive Thaumaturgy, Box 107 Forrest Park

Branch, Dayton, OH 45405.

Reader Service ^ 596

Direct Plug Isolators

The Direct Plug Isolators provide the

same equipment interaction isolation and

power-line protection as the line-cord

Isolator series. A retention screw prevents

accidental withdrawal from the wall

socket.

Direct Plug Isolators can accommodate
a total 1,875-watt load, with up to 1,000

watts per socket. A high-capacity

spike/surge suppressor is designed Into

each unit. The Direct Plug Super Isolator,

Model DP-SIS032, provides two super-

isolated channels for $96.95.

Contact the Electronic Specialists Inc.,

171 S, Main St., Box 389, Natlck, MA
01760, (617)655-1532, for more information.

Reader Service ^ 554

A Direct Plug Isolator
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HOWTDUSIYOUR EPSON
vnmourvinsniG

COMPUTER

Your computer is capable of sending data
at thousands of characters per second but
the Epson can only print 80 characters per
second.

This means your computer is forced to

wait for the printer to finish one line before it

can send the next. A waste of valuable time.

THENEWMICROBUFFER™
ACCEPTS DATA AS FAST AS

YOUR COMPUTER CAN SEND IT.

Microbuffer stores the data in its own
memory buffer and then takes control of
the printer. This frees your computer for

more productive functions.

PARALLEL OR SERIAL

Microbuffer model MBP-16K is a
Centronics-compatible parallel interface

with 16.384 bytes of on-board RAM for

data buffering.

The MBS-8K is a full-featured RS-232C
serial interface with both hardware and
software (X-On/X-Off) handshaking, baud
rates from 300 to 19,000 and an 8,192 byte
RAM buffer.

SIMPLY PLUG IT IN.

Either model fits the existing auxiliary

interface connector inside the Epson MX-80,
MX-80 F/T or MX-100 without modification,
and is compatible with standard Epson
cables and printer control software,

including GRAFTRAX-80.

JUST $159.00*

When you think how much time Microbuffer
will save, can you afford not to have one?
Call us for your nearest dealer.

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, INC.
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362 • (213) 991-8200

^11
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Fmstrati ng isn't it! No matterhow
much you speed iip your program

it still seems to take forever to save

data onto a cassette. Wouldn't it

be great if someone could design a

mass storage system v/ith the speed

of a disk, hut at haif ttie cosf

Exatron did. xh&Exotroa Stringy

floppy (ESF).
Totally selt ontait^ed, the ESF

is an extremely 'ast, reliiUile, and

economical altemalh ? to cassette

or disk ^tor:age of programs or

data. All of ttie ESF\ operatiens

are under Uie computei's contrcK

with no buttons, switches, knobs or

le-ers tr. .idjust or foiget.

The ESF uses a miniature fape

cartridge, about the size of a busi-

ness card, called a wafer. The
fjansfwrt mechaxiism uses a direcr

.'rive motor with only one moving

part Desig*ied to read and write

digital data only, the ESF suffers

from none of the drawbacks of

cassettes - without the expense, cf

disks.

Several versions of the ESF are

available, for the TRS-SO, Apple.

FET, OSI and pu RS 232 unit

Even the slowest of the units is 1

5

tinies fastei than a cassette, and all

are as reliable as disk drives - in

fact a lot ofusers say they are more
reliable!

excellence hi e/octron/cs

exatron
'93

To get further infomation about

the ESF give Exatron a call on

their Hot Line 800-538 855:^

(inside California 408-737 71 ! i).

Ifyou can't wait any longer then,

take advantage of their 30 day

money-back guaiantee, you v<j

nothing to lose but time!

181 Commercial Street

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

TR&-80, Apple and PET are trademarks of Tdody, Apple rid Commctioie respectively


